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CHAPTER I

1802—1803.

President's Correspondence during late Session of Congress—His Reasons for not pro-

claiming Fast and Thanksgiving Days—Indian Delegations at tlie Capital—President's

Addj"ess to tliem—Letters to his Daughter—News of Cession of Louisiana by Spain to

France—President's decisive Letter thereon to American Minister in France—He in-

closes it open to Dupont de Nemours—Its Contents intended for French Government

—

Morality of President's Attitude—Compared with Miranda Scheme—Hamilton's Plan in

1802—" The Christian Constitutional Society"—Bayard's Answer to Hamilton—Jef-

ferson's View of Object of Marshall's forthcoming Life of Washington—His Letter to

Priestley—Letters to his Daughter—To King in Respect to colonizing insurgent Blacks

of Virginia—His Explanation of his Gratuities to Callendar—Misapprehensions on thia

Subject corrected—Account of Career and Fate of Callendar—The President at Home
—Table of his Expenses for a Year—Another Letter to Livingston—No Retreat from

former Views—To Gallatin on Constitutionality of Appropriations—The State Elec-

tions—To Lincoln on Removals of Federalists from Office—American Right of Deposit

at New Orleans abrogated by Spanish Intendant—The Violation of our Treaty with
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Some of the President's correspondence during the late ses-

sion of Congress demands notice.
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In a letter to Attorney-General Lincoln, January 1st, 1802,

he hinted his reasons for omitting to proclaim fast and tlianks-

giving days, after the custom of his predecessors ; and also his

views on the expediency of the prevailing custom of sending

addresses to the President

:

•' Averse to receive addresses, yet unable to prevent them, I have generally en-

deavored to turn them to some account, by making them the occasion, by way of

answer, of sowing useful truths and principles among the people, which might ger-

minate and become rooted among their political tenets. The Baptist address, now

inclosed, admits of a condemnation of the alliance between Church aud State, under

the authority of the Constitution. It furnishes an occasion, too, which I have long

wished to find, of saying why I do not proclaim fastings and thanksgivings, as my pre-

decessors did. The address, to be sure, does not point at this, and its introduction

is awkward. But I foresee no opportunity of doing it more pertinently. I know it

will give great offence to the New England clergy ; but the advocate of religious

freedom is to expect neither peace nor forgiveness from them. Will you be so good

as to examine the answer, and suggest any alterations which might prevent an ill

effect, or promote a good one, among the people ? You understand the temper of

those in the North, and can weaken it, therefore, to their stomachs : it is at present

seasoned to the Southern taste only.' I would ask the favor of you to return it,

with the address, in the course of the day or evening. Health and affection."

The answer to the " Baptist Address," as it was afterwards

published, contained a most emphatical " condemnation of the

alliance between Church and State," but no direct allusion to

his reasons for not proclaiming fast days. Whether Mr. Lin-

coln advised the suppression of the paragraph, or whether the

"awkwardness" of its introduction induced the President, on

second thought, to wait for a better " opportunity," we are not

informed.

A delegation from various Indian tribes visited Washington

during the winter, and were addressed by the President on the

7th of January. We transcribe his remarks as a specimen of

his style on such occasions ; and the reader will judge whether

its plain, direct, aud unpretending diction—giving these wan-

derers of the forest some downright good advice, in a manner

only bearing sufficient resemblance to their own to avoid

' " Southern taste " on this subject derives an illustration from the fact that Governor
Johnson, of Virginia, as late as 1855, in proclaiming a thanksgiving for the cessation of
the recent tremendous ravages of the yellow fever in that State, used this formula : " I,

Joseph Johnson, Governor of Virginia, expressly disclaiming authority to require or
control, do hereby, on behalf of the people, earnestly recommend that all, without
distinction of creed or party, with one accord, unite in renderinjr homage and thanks-
giving to God "—and to this end he " suggested " the 15th day of November be set apart
for that purpose.
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offending their untutored ears—is in better or worse taste than

those sonorous imitations of Indian speeches, garnished profusely

with buried and unburied hatchets, war-belts and peace-pipes,

strings of white beads and black beads, and other metapho-
rical and allegorical accessories, bj which " Indian" is so often

overdone in official communications. The President said

:

Brothers and friends of the Miamis, Pottawatomies, and WeeauJl:s:

I receive with great satisfaction the visit you have been so kind as to make
us at this place, and I thank the Great Spirit who has conducted you to us in health

and safety. It is well that friends should sometimes meet, open their minds mutu-

ally, and renew the chain of affection. Made by the same Great Spirit, and living

in the same land with our brothers, the red men, we consider ourselves as of the

same family ; we wish to live with them as one people, and to cherish their interests

as our own. The evils which of necessity encompass the life of man are sufficiently

numerous. Why should we add to them by voluntarily distressing and destroying

one another? Peace, brothers, is better than war. In a long and bloody war, we

lose many friends, and gain nothing. Let us then live in peace and friendship to-

gether, doing to each other all the good we can. The wise and good on both sides

desire this, and we must take care that the foolish and wicked among us shall not

prevent it. On our part, we shall endeavor in all things to be just and generous to-

wards you, and to aid you in meeting those difficulties which a change of circum-

stances is bringing on. We shall, with great pleasure, see your people become dis-

posed to cultivate the earth, to raise herds of the useful animals, and to spin and

weave, for your food and clothing. These resources are certain ; they will never dis-

appoint you : while those of hunting may fail, and expose your women and children

to the miseries of hunger and cold. We will with pleasure furnish you with imple-

ments for the most necessary arts, and with persons who may instruct you how to

make and use them.

I consider it as fortunate that you have made your visit at this time, when our

wise men from the sixteen States are collected together in council, who being

equally disposed to befriend you, can strengthen our hands in the good we all wish

to render you.

The several matters you opened to us in your speech the other day, and those on

which you have since conversed with the Secretary of War, have been duly consi-

dered by us. He will now deliver answers, and you are to consider what he says, as

if said by myself, and that what we promise we shall faithfully perform.

To Maria Jefferson Eppes.

Washington, Mar. 8, 1808.

Mt vert dear Maria:

I observed to you some time ago that, during the session of Congress, I should

be able to write to you but seldom ; and so it has turned out. Yours of Jan. 24 I

received in due time, after which Mr. Eppes's letter of Feb. 1 and 2 confirmed to

me the news, always welcome, of yours and Francis's health. Since this I have no

news of you. I see with great concern that I am not to have the pleasure of meet
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ing you in Albemarle in the spring. I had entertained the hope Mr. Eppes and

yourself would have passed the summer there, and being there, that the two farailiea

could have come together on a visit here. I observe your reluctance at the idea of

that visit, but for your own happiness must advise you to get the better of it. I

think I discover in you a willingness to withdraw from society more than is prudent.

I am convinced our own happiness requires that we should continue to mix with the

world, and to keep pace with it as it goes ; and that every person who retires from

free communication with it is severely punished afterwards by the state of mind into

which he gets, and which can only be prevented by feeding our sociable principles.

I can speak from experience on riiis subject. From 1793 to 1797 I remained closely

it home, saw none but those who came there, and at length became very sensible

of the ill eifect it had upon my own mind, and of its direct and irresistible tendency

to render me unfit for society and uneasy when necessarily engaged in it. I felt

enough of the effect of withdrawing from the world then, to see that it led to an

anti-social and misanthropic state of mind, which severely punishes him who gives

into it ; and it will be a lesson I shall never forget as to myself I am certain you

would be pleased with the state of society here, and that after the first moments you

would feel happy in having made the experiment. I take for granted your sister

will come immediately after my spring visit to Monticello, and I should have thought

it agreeable to both that your first visit should be made together. In that case,

your best way would be to come direct from the Hundred, by New Castle and Todd's

Bridge, to Port Royal, where I could send a light coachee to meet you, and crossing

Potomac at Boyd's Hole, you would come up by Sam Carr's to this place. I sup-

pose it 60 miles from Port Royal to this place by that route, whereas it would be 86

to come from Port Royal up the other side of the river by Fredericksburg and Alex-

andria. However, if the spring visit cannot be effected, then I shall not relinquish

your promise to come in the fall ; of course, at our meeting at Monticello in that

season we can arrange it. In the meantime, should the settlement take place which

I expect between Mr. Wayles's and Mr. Skelton's executors, and Eppington be the

place, I shall rely on passing some time with you there. But in what month I know

not ;
probably towards midsummer. I hardly think Congress will rise till late in

April. My trip to Monticello will be about a fortnight after they rise, and I shall

not be able to stay there more than a fortnight. I am anxious to hear from you, as

during the period of your being a nurse I am always afraid of your continuing in

health. I hope Mr. Eppes and yourself will so make your calculations as to leave

the Hundred by the beginning of July at least. You should never trust yourselves

in the lower country later than that. I shall pass the months of August and Sep-

tember at Monticello, where I hope we shall all be reunited. Continue to love me,

my dear, as I do you, and be assured that my happiness depends on your afifectiona

and happiness. I embrace you with all my love.

Th, Jefferson.

To Maria Jefferson Eppes.

Washinqton, Mar. 29, 1802.

I wrote, my ever dear Maria, to Mr. Eppes and yourself on the 3d instant, sin<>«

which I have received Mr. Eppes's letter of the 11th, informing me all were well. 1
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hope jou continue so. A letter of the 20th from Mr. Randolph informed me all

were well at Edgehill. Mr. Randolph, allured by the immensely profitable culture

of cotton, had come to a resolution to go to the Mississippi territory, and there pur-

chase lands and establish all his negroes in that culture. The distance, 1,500 miles,

of which 600 are through an uninhabited country, the weakness of that settlement,

not more than 800 men, with a population of blacks equal to their own, and sur-

rounded by 8,000 Choctaw warriors, and the soil and commercial position, more-

over, not equal to Georgia for the same culture, has at length balanced his deter-

mination in favor of Georgia, distant, only about 470 or 480 miles from Edgehill.

The plan is now arranged as follows : Congress will rise from the loth to the 20th

of April. I shall be at Monticello within a week or ten days after they rise. Mr.

Randolph then goes to Georgia to make a purchase of lands, and Martha and the

family come back with me and stay till his return, which probably will not be till

the latter part of July, when I shall be going on to Monticello for the months of

August and September. I cannot help hoping that while your sister is here you will

take a run, if it be but for a short time, to come and see us. I have inquired fur-

ther into the best route for you, and it is certainly by Port Royal, and to cross over

from Boyd's Hole, or somewhere near it, to Nangenny. You by this means save 30

miles, and have, the whole of the way, the finest road imaginable, whereas that from

Fredericksburg by Dumfries and Alexandria is the worst in the world. Will Mr.

Eppes not have curiosity to go up to his plantation in Albemarle the first or second

week of May ? There we could settle everything, and he will hear more of the Georgia

expedition. I inclose you two medals, one for yourself, the other, with my best

affections, for Mrs. Eppes. They are taken from Houdon's bust. Present me
affectionately to Mr. Eppes, and be assured of my tenderest love.

Th. Jeffersoai

To Maria Jefferson Eppes.

Washington, May 1, 1802.

My dear Maria :

I received yesterday yours of April 21, bringing me the welcome news that

you are all well. I wrote two or three days ago to Mr. Eppes, to inform him that

Congress would rise the day after to-morrow; that on the 6th I should set out for

Monticello, where I should stay a fortnight, and had some hopes of meeting him
there. It is even possible that Congress may rise to-day, which makes me so full

of business that I have barely time to repeat to you the above information. I deem
this necessary because I directed the other letter to City Point, whereas I find you
are at Eppington. I send by Dr. Logan, to the care of Mr. Jefferson, Riclimond,

some books for you, which I imagine you will find means of getting from thence.

Mrs. Eppes's spectacles I will carry with me to Monticello. Dr. Wplker was here
but did not call on me, or I should have sent them to her by him. The want of
horses shall not prevent your paying us a visit, long or short, while your sister is

here, as I can hire a good coachee here to go for you to the Hundred, on any dav
that shall be agreed on. Your sister will come in the same way. Present my
affections to Mr. Eppes, father and son, Mrs. Eppes and family, and accept my con.
Btant and tenderest love.

Th. Jefferson.
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Intelligence of the cession of Louisiana and the Floridas by

Spain to France reached the United States. The important

changes this event caused in our own foreign relations, and the

new and decisive line of policy it at once suggested to the Pre-

sident, should be given in his own words. He wrote Mr. Liv-

ingston, the American Minister in France, April 18th, 1802:

" The cession of Louisiana and the Floridas by Spain to France, works most

sorely on the United States. On this subject the Secretary of State has written to

you fully, yet I cannot forbear recurring to it personally, so deep is the impression

it makes on my mind. It completely reverses all the political relations of the

United States, and will form a new epoch in our political course. Of all nations, of

any consideration, France is the one which, hitherto, has offered the fewest points

on which we could have any conflict of right, and the most points of a communion

of interests. From these causes, we have ever looked to her as our nattiral friend,

as one with which we never could have an occasion of difference. Her growth,

therefore, we viewed as our own—her misfortunes ours. There is on the globe one

single spot, the possessor of which is our natural and habitual enemy. It is New
Orleans, through which the produce of three-eighths of our territory must pass to

market, and from its fertility it will ere long yield more than half of our whole pro-

duce, and contain more than half of our inhabitants. France, placing herself in

that door, assumes to us the attitude of defiance. Spain might have retained it

quietly for years. Her pacific dispositions, her feeble state, would induce her to in-

crease our facilities there, so that her possession of the place would be hardly felt

by us, and it would not, perhaps, be very long before some circumstance might arise,

which might make the cession of it to us the price of something of more worth to

her. Not so can it ever be in the hands of France : the impetuosity of her temper,

the energy and restlessness of her character, placed in a point of eternal friction

with u,s, and our character, which, though quiet and loving peace and the pursuit of

wealth, is high-minded, despising wealth in competition with insult or injury, enter-

prising and energetic as any nation on earth ; these circumstances render it im-

possible that France and the United States can continue long friends, when they

meet in so irritable a position. They, as well as we, must be blind if they do not

see this ; and we must be very improvident if we do not begin to make arrange-

ments on that hypothesis. The day that France takes possession of New Orleans,

fixes the sentence which is to restrain her forever within her low-water mark. It

seals the union of two nations, who, in conjunction, can maintain exclusive posses-

sion of tlie ocean. From that moment we must marry ourselves to the British fleet

and nation. We must turn all our attentions to a maritime force, for which our re-

sources place us on very high ground: and having formed and connected together a

power which may render reinforcement of her settlements here impossible to France,

make the first cannon which shall be fired in Europe the signal for tearing up any set-

tlement she may have made, and for holding the two continents of America in seques-

tration for the common purposes of the United British and American nations. This

is not a state of things we seek or desire. It is one which this measure, if adopted

by France, forces on us, as necessarily as any other cause, by the laws of nature,

brings on its nee ssary effect. It is not from a fear of France that we deprecate this

measure proposed by her. For however greater her force is than ours, compared in
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the abstract, it is nothing in comparison of ours, when to be exerted on our soil.

But it is from a sincere love of peace, and a firm persuasion, that bound to France

by the interests and the strong sympathies still existing in the minds of our citizens,

and holding relative positions which insure their continuance, we are secure of a

long course of peace. Whereas, the change of friends, which will be rendered ne-

cessary if France changes that position, embarks us necessarily as a belligerent power

in the first war of Europe. In that case, France will have held possession of New

Orleans during the interval of a peace, long or short, at the end of which it will be

wrested from her. Will this short-lived possession have been an equivalent to her

for the transfer of such a weight into the scale of her enemy ? Will not the amal-

gamation of a young, thriving nation, continue to that enemy the health and force

which are at present so evidently on the decHne? And will a few years' possession

of New Orleans add equally to the strength of France ? She may say she needs

Louisiana for the supply of her West Indies. She does not need it in time of peace,

and in war she could not depend on them, because ihey would be so easily inter-

cepted. I should suppose that all these considerations might, in some proper form, be

brought into view of the government of France. Though stated by us, it ought not

to give offence ; because we do not bring them forward as a menace, but as conse-

quences not controllable by us, but inevitable from the course of things. We men

tion them, not as things which we desire by any means, but as things we deprecate

;

and we beseech a friend to look forward and to prevent them for our common

interests.

" If France considers Louisiana, however, as indispensable for her views, she might

perhaps be willing to look about for arrangements which might reconcile .t to our

interests. If anything could do this, it would be the ceding to us the island of New

Orleans and the Floridas. This would certainly, in a great degree, remove the

causes of jarring and irritation between us, and perhaps for such a length of time as

might produce other means of making the measure permanently conciliatory to our

interests and friendships. It would, at any rate, relieve us from the necessity of tak-

ing immediate measures for countervailing such an operation by arrangements in

another quarter. But still we should consider New Orleans and the Floridas as no

equivalent for the risk of a quarrel with France, produced by her vicinage.

"I have no doubt you have urged these considerations, on every proper occa-

sion, with the government where you are. They are such as must have effect, if

you can find means of producing thorough reflection on them by that government.

The idea here is, that the troops sent to St. Domingo, were to proceed to Louisiana

after finishing their work in that island. If this were the arrangement, it will give

you time to return again and again to the charge. For the conquest of St. Domingo

wiU not be a short work. It will take considerable time, and wear down a great

number of soldiers. Every eye in the United States is now fixed on the affairs of

Louisiana. Perhaps nothing since the Revolutionary War, has produced more un-

easy sensations through the body of the nation. Notwithstanding temporary bick-

erings have taken place with France, she has still a strong hold on the affections of

our citizens generally. I have thought it not amiss, by way of supplement to the

letters of the Secretary of State, to write you this private one, to impress you with

the importance we affi c to this transaction."

This letter was to be sent by M. de Nemours, who was about

to proceed from the United States to France. Not ca^mg for
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it, the President forwarded it to him open; requesting him to

possess himself thoroiaghly of its contents, and then seal it. His

object was thus explained :

" I wish you to be possessed of the subject, because you may be able to impress

on the government of France the inevitable consequences of their taking possession

of Louisiana ; and though, as I ,here mention, the cession of New Orleans and the

Floridas to us would be a palliation, yet I believe it would be no more, and that this

measure will cost France, and perhaps not very long hence, a war which will anni-

hilate her on the ocean, and place that element under the despotism of two nations,

which I am not reconciled to the more because my own would be one of them. Add
to this the exclusive appropriation of both continents of America as a consequence.

I wish the present order of things to continue, and with a view to this I value highly

a state of friendship between France and us. You know too well how sincere I have

ever been in these dispositions to doubt them. You know, too, how much I value

peace, and how unwillingly I should see any event take place which would render

war a necessarv resource ; and that all our movements should change their charac-

ter and object. I am thus open with you, because I trust that you will have it in

your power to impress on that government considerations, in the scale against which

the possession of Louisiana is nothing. In Europe, nothing but Europe is seen, or

supposed to have any right in the affairs of nations ; but this little event, of France's

possessnig herself of Louisiana, which is thrown in as nothing, as a mere make-

weight m the general settlement of accounts—this speck which now appears as an

almost invisible point in the horizon, is the embryo of a tornado which will burst on

the countries on both sides of the Atlantic, and involve in its effects their highest

destinies. That it may yet be avoided is my sincere prayer; and if you can be the

means of informing the wisdom of Bonaparte of all its consequences, you have

deserved well of both countries. Peace and abstinence from European interferences

are our objects, and so will continue while the present order of things in America

remains uninterrupted."

This was a bold experiment on the ruler of France—the

first general and one of the least timid statesmen and diploma-

tists of modern times

!

The morality of the President's attitude rests on the basis of

necessity—the right to do that which is indispensable to self-

preservation. The practical consequences involved were the

same in a single point—so far as Louisiana was concerned—as

those contemplated in Hamilton's Miranda scheme.' But the

latter made conquest its primary object, and it proposed to fall

upon another power because it was weak and defenceless, not

because it was dangerously strong. It indeed made some late

show of acting for the purpose of guarding against precisely

» Tliat is, supposing Mm to have intended to annex this territory to the United States,

as he sometimes hinted, and not to form it into a separate kingdom as proposed in regard
to South America.
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what now had taken place/ but if we should assume this to be a

sincere ground of action, it would only have put our country in

the posture of plundering a weak neighbor to prevent a more

dangerous neighbor from plundering it—doing a moral wrong

in anticipation, for fear some other power might do that moral

wrong. This would be a plea on which nations or individuals

could always found a right to rob the weaker.

But wlien France actually obtained a title to these contiguous

provinces, and proposed to make herself our neighbor, she volun-

tarily, and by no fault of ours, practically commenced a step

which all Americans agreed in considering fraught with the

extremest danger to our country. Even then we did not

attempt secretly to form confederacies to wrest her property

from her. We went to her frankly and told her our views.

"We went boldly to the then strongest nation on earth, and

informed her if she persisted in colonizing at a point which gave

her the key of our western possessions, she must prepare for

war with us and such friends as we could secure to our alliance.

And neither was this made the alternative of her yielding up

anything that belonged to her without a rightful equivalent. It

was the purpose of our Cabinet, the moment it was found

France would negotiate on tlie basis of parting from her newly

acquired possessions, to offer her far more for them than they had

cost her. Our Cabinet might or might not judge correctly of

our danger. But there was nothing dishonorable or immoral in

its conduct. There was nothing which required a covering of

false pretences to deceive our people or to draw them into a

war on fictitious grounds, when, had they known them, they

would have abhorred the true ones. There was nothing in the

transaction, or in any of its connections, which would require

them to be forgotten or disavowed by chief actors within that

brief period in which ordinary memories preserve transactions of

very secondary importance.

"We are not prepared to deny, however, that the President's

letter to Livingston showed high diplomatic skill—that it made
the most of the circumstances—that it was a shrewd and sinjcu-

' We do not, however, find this thrown forward originally, and as a prime motive,
between the principal and confidential actors. It was afterwards introduced as an excuse
to members of Congress when preparations for executing the scheme were asked from
tha body.
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larlj daring effort to beat the French Consul at a game he was

himself very fond of playing towards other nations. The fur-

ther chances of the game—the skill of the players—the end

which tests the wisdom of the beginning—are to be hereafter

recorded.

Before the close of Congress, General Hamilton resorted to

his old practice of drawing up a plan, or programme of action,

for his party. It was dated April, 1802, and addressed to

Bayard. It is worth the study of those who feel interested in

the inquiry whether he was a profound and wise statesman,

understanding men, and especially understanding his own coun-

trymen, and was borne down only by an overwhelming tide

of circumstances which no sagacity could foresee or resist ; or

whether he was that visionary "projector" we have seen him
so recently pronouncing the President—as much of an " exotic"

in American affairs as he sometimes suspected himself of being ^

and as John Adams always declared him to be.

We present the material parts of the plan :

" Nothing is more fallacious than to expect to produce any valuable or perma-

nent results in political projects by relying merely on the reason of men. Men are

rather reasoning than reasonable animals, for the most part governed by the impulse

of passion. This is a truth well understood by our adversaries, who have practised

upon it with no small benefit to their cause, for at the very moment they are eulo-

gizing the reason of men, and professing to appeal only to that faculty, they are

courting the strongest and most active passion of the human heart

—

vanity!

" It is no less true, that the Federalists seem not to have attended to the fact

sufficiently ; and that they erred in relying so much on the rectitude and utility of

their measures as to have neglected the cultivation of popular favor, by fair and

justifiable expedients. The observation has been repeatedly made by me to indi-

viduals with whom I particularly conversed, and expedients suggested for gaining

good will, which were never adopted. Unluckily, however, for us, in the competi-

tion for the passions of the people, our opponents have great advantages over us

;

for the plain reason that the vicious are far more active than the good passions
;

and that, to win the latter to our side, we must renounce our principles and our

objects, and unite in corrupting public opinion, till it becomes fit for nothing but

mischief. Yet, unless we can contrive to take hold of, and carry along with us, some

strong feelings of the mind, we shall in vain calculate upon any substantial or dura-

ble results. Whatever plan we may adopt, to be successful, must be founded on

the truth of this proposition. And perhaps it is not very easy for us to give it full

effect ; especially not without some deviations from what, on other occasions, we have

maintained to be right. But in determining upon the propriety of the deviations.

we must consider whether it be possible for us to succeed, without, in some degree,

» Letter to Morris, February 27 th, 1802, already quoted.
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employing the weapons which have been employed against us, and whether the

actual state and future prospect, of things be not such as to justify the reciprocal

use of them. I need not tell you that I do not mean to countenance the imitation

of things intrinsically unworthy, but only of such as may be denominated irregular

;

such as, in a sound and stable order of things, ought not to exist. Neither are you

to infer that any revolutionary result is contemplated. In my opinion, the present

Constitution is the standard to which we are to cling. Under its banners, bo7idJide,

must we combat our political foes, rejecting all changes but through the channel

itself provides for amendments. By these general views of the subject have

my reflections been guided. I now offer you the outline of the plan which they

have suggested. Let an association be formed to be denominated ' The Christian

Constitutional Society.' Its objects to be

—

" 1st. The support of the Christian religion.

" 2d. The support of the Constitution of the United States.

" Its organization, :

" 1st. A council, consisting of a president and twelve members, of whom four

and the president to be a quorum.
" 2d. A sub-directing council in each State, consisting of a vice-president and

twelve members, of whom four, with the vice-president, to be a quorum ; and
" 3d. As many branches in each State as local circumstances may permit to be

formed by the sub-directing council.

" The meeting at Washington to nominate the president and vice, together with

four members of each of the councils, who are to complete their own numbers

respectively.

" Its means

:

" 1st. The diflfusion of information. For this purpose not only the newspapers

but pamphlets must be largely employed ; and to do this a fund must be created

;

five dollars annually, for eight years, to be contributed by each member who can

really aiford it (taking care not to burden the less able brethren), may afford a com-

petent sum for a competent term. It is essential to be able to disseminate gratis

useful publications. Wherever it can be done, and there is a press, clubs should be

formed, to meet once a week, read the newspapers, and prepare essays, para-

graphs, etc.

" 2d. The use of all lawful means in concert to promote the election of Jit men ;

a lively correspondence must be kept up between the different societies.

" 8d. The promoting of institutions of a charitable and useful nature in the

management of Federalists. The populous cities ought particularly to be attended

to ;
perhaps it would be well to institute in such places—1st, societies for the relief

of emigrants ; 2d, academies, each with one professor, for instructing the different

classes of mechanics in the principles of mechanics and the elements of chemistry.

The cities have been employed by the Jacobins to give an impulse to the country

;

and it is believed to be an alarming fact, that while the question of Presidential

election was pending in the House of Representatives, parties were organizing in

several of the cities, in the event of there being no election, to cut off the leading

Federalists and seize the government.

"The foregoing to be the principal engine, and in addition, let measures be

adopted to bring as soon as possible the repeal of the judiciary law before the

Supreme Court ; afterwards, if not before, let as many legislatures as can be pre-
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vailed upon, instruct their senators to endeavor to procure a repeal of the repealing

law. The body of New England, speaking the same language, will give a powerful

impulse. In Congress, our friends to propose little, to agree cordially to all good

measures, and to resist and expose all bad. This is a general sketch of what

has occurred to me. It is at the service of my friends for so much as it may be

worth."

General Hamilton was even more unsuccessful when he

attempted to secure the "sweet voices" of the multitude by
caresses, than when he acted the natural and vigorous part of

Coriolanus.

The passages in which he assures one of the most intimate

and confidential of his political correspondents that now no

"revolutionary result" is contemplated, that, "in his opinion,"

they must cling to the Constitution " honafide^'' and reject " all

changes but through the channel itself provided for amend-

ments," are very suggestive.

This card-castle did not make a favorable impression on a

man of equal ability and far greater shrewdness and knowledge

of men. Bayard wrote back that " the plan was marked with

great ingenuity, but he was not inclined to think that it was

applicable to the state of things in this country." He said, " they

had the greater number of political calculators," their opponents

of "political fanatics ;" that " an attempt at association, organized

into clubs, on the part of the Federalists, would revive a thou-

sand jealousies and suspicions which now began to slumber ;"

that they must " not be too impatient ;" that two or three years,

without any exertion on their part, " would render every honest

man in the country their proselyte ;" and finally, that he had

"had an opportunity of learning the opinions of the Chief

Justice," who " considered the late repealing act as operative

in depriving the judges of all power derived under the act

repealed," the oflice however still remaining, a " mere capacity,

without a new appointment, to receive and exercise any new
judicial powers which the legislature might confer."' And
thus dropped the extinguislier on " The Christian Constitutional

Society."

The President wrote Joel Barlow, May 3d, giving the poli-

tical statistics of the United States at the time with great accu-

racy and force. The following sentences will show what he

» For letter, see Hamilton's Works, vol. vi. p. 543.
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anticipated from Judge Marshall's then forthcoming biography

of Washington :

" John Marshall is writing the life of General Washington from his papers. It

is intended to come out just in time to influence the next Presidential election. It

is written, therefore, principally with a view to electioneering purposes."

Congress adjourned on the 3d of May, and on the 5th the

President set out on a flying visit home. He reached the

capital again before the close of the month.

He wrote one of his usual highly respectful letters to Dr.

Priestley, June 19th, repelling the praise of the latter for any
exclusive agency in the great political revolution which had been

effected—declaring that " no individual had a right to take any
great share to himself" of its accomplishment—that " our people

in a body were wise "—that " those they had assigned to the

direction of their affairs had stood with a pretty even front—if

any one of them had been withdrawn, many others, entirely

equal, had been ready to fill his place with as good abilities."

Few, probably, will quite concur in the accuracy of these

modest expressions.

To Maria Jefferson Eppes, Bermuda Hundred.

Washington, July 1st, 1802.

My dear Maria :

Mr. Eppes's letter of May 11th is the last news I have heard of you. I wrote

to him June 13. Your sister has been disappointed in her visit here by the measles

breaking out in her family. It is therefore put off to October. I propose to leave

this on the 21st inst., and shall be at Monticello on the 24th or 2'7th, according to

the route I take ; where I shall hope to find you on my arrival. I should very much
apprehend that were you to continue at the Hundred till then, yourself, Mr. Eppes,

or the little one, might be prevented by the diseases incident to the advancing sea-

son, from going up at all. It will therefore give me great pleasure to hear of your

leaving the Hundred as soon as Mr. Eppes's affairs will permit. Mr. Trist and Dr.

Bache will both set out within a few days for the Mississippi, with a view to remove

their families thither in the fall ; so we shall lose those two late accessions to our

neighborhood. However, in the summer season, our complaint is not the want of

society ; and in the winter there can be little, even among neighbors. Dabney Carr

was married on Monday (28), and "set out yesterday (30) with his new wife for

Albemarle, where he will join his mother, now keeping house at Dunlora, till he can

fix himself in Charlottesville, which will be soon. Sam Carr returns decidedly to live

at Dunlora ; the marriage of the oth^ sister to Dabney seems to have effected this.

Peter and his wife are expected here daily on their way to Baltimore. From this

Bketch you may judge of the 3tate of our neighborhood when we shall meet there.

It will be infinitely joyful to me to be with you there, after the longest separation

we have had for years. I count from one meeting to another as we do betwect
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port and port at sea ; and I long for the moment with the same earnestness Pre-

sent me affectionately to Mr. Eppes, and let me hear from you immediately. Be
assured yourself of my tender and unchangeable affections.

Th. Jeffkrson.

To Maria Jefferson Eppes.

Washington, Jtihi 2, 1802.

My dear Maria:

My letter of yesterday had hardly got out of my hand when yours of June

2l8t and Mr. Eppes's of the 25th were delivered. I learn with extreme cwicern the

state of your health and that of the child, and am happy to hear you have got from

the Hundred to Eppington, the air of which will aid your convalescence, and will

enable you to delay your journey to Monticello till you have recovered your strength

to make the journey safe. With respect to the measles, they began in Mr. Ran-

dolph's family about the middle of June, and will probably be a month getting

through the family ; so that you had better, when you go, pass on direct to Monti-

cello, not calling at Edgehill. I will immediately write to your sister, and inform

her I have advised you to this. I have not heard yet of the disease having got to

Monticello, but the intercourse with Edgehill being hourly, it cannot have failed to

have gone there immediately ; and as there are no young children there but Bet's

and Sally's, and the disease is communicable before a person knows they have it, I

have no doubt those children have passed through it. The children of the planta-

tion, being a mile and a half off, can easily be guarded against. I will write to

Monticello, and direct that should the nail boys or any others have it, they be

removed to the plantation instantly on your arrival. Indeed, none of them but

Bet's sons stay on the mountain : and they will be doubtless through it. I think,

therefore, you may be there in perfect security. It had gone through the neigh-

borhood chiefly when I was there in May ; so that it has probably disappeared.

You should make inquiry on the road before you go into any house, as the disease

is now universal throughout the State, and all the States. Present my most friendly

attachment to Mr. and Mrs. Eppes. Tell the latter I have had her spectacles these

6 months, waiting for a direct conveyance. My best affections to Mr. Eppes, if with

you, and the family, and tender and constant love to yourself.

Th. Jefferson,

P.S. I have always forgotten to answer your apologies about Critta, which were

very unnecessary. I am happy she has been with you and useful to you. At Monti-

cello there could be nothing for her to do ; so that her being with you is exactly as

desirable to me as she can be useful to you.

To Maria Jefferson Eppes.

Washington, Julyj 18, 1809.

My dear Maria:

Your sister informs me she has lately given you information of the health

of the family. It seems her children have escaped the measles, though some of the

negroes have had it. The following is an extract from her letter dated July 10th •
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" We are entirely free from the measles here now. Those of our people who had

it are recovered. At Mouticello, the last time I heard from there, three of the

nail boys had it and others were complaining; but whether with the measles or

not I could not learn. I will send over to Lilly immediately to let him know your

orders on the subject." Those orders were to remove every person from the

mountain who had or should have the measles. I have no doubt you may proceed

with the utmost security. I shall be there before you, to wit, on Saturday the 24th,

and will take care to have a clear stage, if anybody should still have it ; but there

can be no doubt it will have gone through all who were to have it before that date.

I am satisfied Francis will have more to hope from the change of air, than to fear

from the measles. And as to yourself, it is of great importance to get up into the

country as soon as you are able, the liability to bilious diseases being exactly in

proportion to the distance from the sea. I leave this on the 24th, and shall be in

great hopes of receiving yourself and Mr. Eppes there immediately. I received two

days ago his letter of the 8th, in which he gives me a poor account of your health,

though he says you are recruiting. Make very short stages, be off always by day-

light, and have your day's journey over by ten. In this way it is probable you may
find the moderate exercise of the journey of service to yourself and Francis,

isfothing is more frequent than to see a child reestablished by a journey. Presejit

my sincerest affections to the family at Eppington and to Mr. Eppes. Tell him the

Tory newspapers are all attacking his publication, and urging it as a proof that Vir-

ginia has for object to change the Constitution of the United States, and to make
it too impotent to curb the larger States. Accept yourself assurances of my con-

stant and tenderest love.

Th. Jefferson.

On the 13th of July, the President addressed Mr. King, the

American minister to England, on the subject of obtaining per-

mission of the proper authorities for transporting the insur-

gent blacks of Virginia to the colony of Sierra Leone. The fol-

lowing was the closing paragraph of the letter, and it will be-

come more interesting in the light of some subsequent circum-

stances :

" The request of the Legislature of Virginia having produced to me the occasion

of addressing you, I avail myself of it to assure you of my perfect satisfaction with

the manner in which you have conducted the several matters confided to you by us;

and to express my hope that through your agency we may be able to remove every-

thing inauspicious to a cordial friendship between this country and the one in which

you are stationed; a friendship dictated by too many considerations not to be felt

by the wise and the dispassionate of both nations. It is therefore with the sincerest

pleasure I have observed on the part of the British Government various manifesta-

tions of just and friendly disposition towards us. We wish to cultivate peace and

friendship with all nations, believing that course most conducive to the welfare of

our own. It is natural that these friendships should bear some proportion to the

common interests of the parties. The interesting relations between Great Britain

and the United States, are certainly of the first order ; and as such are estimated,

and will be faithfully cultivated by us. These sentiments have been communicated to
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YOU from time to time in the official correspondence of the Secretary of State ; but
I have thought it might not be unacceptable to be assured that they perfectly con-

cur with my own personal convictions, both in relation to yourself and the country

in which you are. I pray you to accept assurances of my high consideration and
respect."

The President's next two letters pertain to an affair which,

at the time, was the theme of the most constant and offensive

imputations against him by the opposition press ; and which has
since been the subject of a good many historical misstatements.

For these reasons, we prefer to give space for his own full expla-

nations :

To Governor Monroe.

Washington, July 16, 1803.
Dear Sir :

Your favor of the 7th has been duly received. I am really mortified at the

base ingratitude of Callender. It presents human nature in a hideous form. It

gives me concern, because I perceive that relief, which was afforded him on mere
motives of charity, may be viewed under the aspect of employing him as a writer.

When the Political Progress of Britain first appeared in this country, it was in a

periodical publication called the Bee, where I saw it. I was speaking of it in terms

of strong approbation to a friend in Philadelphia, when he asked me if I knew thaO

the author was then in the city, a fugitive from prosecution on account of that

work, and in want of employ for his subsistence. This was the first of my learning

that Callender was the author of the work. I considered him as a man of science

fled from persecution, and assured my friend of my readiness to do whatever could

Berve him. It was long after this before I saw him
;
probably not till 1798. He

had, in the meantime, written a second part of the Pohtical Progress, much interior

to the first, and his History of the United States. In 1798, I think, I was applied to

by Mr. Lieper to contribute to his relief. I did so. In 1799, I think, S. T. Mason

applied for him. I contributed again. He had, by this time, paid me two or three

personal visits. When he fled in a panic from Philadelphia to General Mason's, he

wrote to me that he was a fugitive in want of employ, wished to know if he could

get into a counting-house or a school, in my neighborhood or in that of Richmond
;

that he had materials for a volume, and if he could get as much money as would

buy the paper, the profit of the sale would be all his own. I availed myself of this

pretext to cover a mere charity, by desiring him to consider me a subscriber for as

many copies of his book as the money inclosed (fifty dollars) amounted to ; but to

send me two copies only, as the others might lay till called for. But I discouraged

his coming into my neighborhood. His first writings here had fallen far short of his

original Political Progress, and the scurrilities of his subsequent ones began evi-

dently to do mischief As to myself, no man wished more to see his pen stopped
;

but I considered him still as a proper object of benevolence. The succeeding year,

he again wanted money to buy paper for another volume. I made his letter, as be-

fore, the occasion of giving him another fifty dollars. He considers these as proofs

of my approbation of his writings, when they were mere charities, yielded under a

strong conviction that he was injuring us by his writings. It is known to many that
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the sums given to him were such, and even smaller than I was in the habit of giving

to others in distress, of the Federal as well as the Republican party, without attention

to political principles. Soon after I was elected to the government, Callcnder came

on here, wishing to be made postmaster at Richmond. I knew him to be totally

unfit for it; and however ready I was to aid him with my own charities (and I then

gave him fifty dollars), I did not think the public offices confided to me to give away

as charities. Be took it in mortal offence, and from that moment has been hauling

off to his former enemies, the Federalists. Besides the letter I wrote him in answer

to the one from General Mason's, I wrote him another, containing answers to two

questions he addressed to me. 1. Whether Mr. Jay received salary as Chief Justice

and Envoy at the same time ; and 2, something relative to the expenses of an embassy

to Constantinople. I think these were the only letters I ever wrote him in an-

swer to volumes he was perpetually writing to me. This is the true state of what has

passed between him and me. I do not know that it can be used without committing

me in controversy, as it were, with one too little respected by the public to merit

that notice. I leave to your judgment what use can be made of these facts. Per-

haps it will be better judged of, when we see what use the Tories will endeavor to

make of their new friend. I shall leave this on the 21st, and be at Monticello pro-

bably on the 24th, or within two or three days of that, and shall hope, ere long, to

see you there.

Accept assurances of my affectionate attachment.

To GOVKRNOR MONROK.

WASHiKoroH, Jvly IT, 1802.

Dear Sir:

After writing you on the 15th, I turned to my letter file to see what letters 1

had written to Callender, and found them to have been of the dates of 1*798, October

the 11th, and 1799, September the 6th, and October the 6th; but on looking for the

letters, they were not in their places, nor to be found. On recollection, I believe I

sent them to you a year or two ago. If you have them, I shall be glad to receive

them at Monticello, where I shall be on this day se'nnight. I inclose you a paper,

which shows the Tories mean to pervert these charities to Callender as much as they

can. They will probably first represent me as the patron and support of the Pro-

spect before Us, and other things of Callender's; and then picking out all the scurri-

lities of the author against General Washington, Mr. Adams, and others, impute

them to me. I, as well as most other Repubhcans who were in the way of doing it,

contributed what I could afford to the support of the Republican papers and printers,

paid sums of money for the Bee, the Albany Register, etc., when they were stagger-

ing under the sedition law ; contributed to the fines of Callender himself, of Holt,

Brown, and others, suffering under that law. I discharged, when I came into office,

such as were under the persecution of our enemies, without instituting any prosecu-

tions in retaliation. They may, therefore, with the same justice, impute to me, oi

to every Republican contributor, everything which was ever published in those pa-

pers or by those persons. I must correct a fact in mine of the loth. I find I did

not inclose the fifty dollars to Callender himself while at General Mason's, but autho-

rized the General to draw on my correspondent at Richmond, and to give tb« money
VOL. III.—

2
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to Callender. So that the other fifty dollars of which be speaks were by order on

my correspondent at Richmond.'

Accept assurances of my affectionate esteem and respect.

James Thompson Callender was a Scotchman by birth ; was
"well educated ; and possessed much coarse, vigorous ability.

His talents and his previous history attracted a good deal of no-

tice and sympathy from the party in the United States whose
interests he so warmly espoused; but his course was steadily

downward, owing to habits of inebriety and of consorting with

vicious and degraded men. Even his mind seemed to fail ra-

pidly with every succeeding effort, and as he sunk into the bru-

tality he also sunk into the impotence of a common blackguard.

He bad been made the victim of an oppressive law—his private

conduct was unknown to Mr. Jefferson—his increasing newspa-

per virulence was still of a milder type than that of a host of wri-

ters on the other side—and he was one of those pertinacious

mendicants who having fastened themselves, by successful ap-

peals to sympathy, on a respectable man, can only be shaken

off at the expense of some disgusting quarrel.

A picture of this transaction, which has been rendered fami-

liar to all American readers, exhibits Mr. Jefferson as continu-

ing to confer the gratuities we have recorded, on a writer who
was indecently attacking the personal character of a rival candi-

* The account book has the fallowing entries

:

1797. Dec. 14. Paid Callender for pamphlets, . ... $4 33
" " 23. Paid Callender for books and pamphlets, . . 5 00

1798. Feb. 9. Paid T. Lieper for Callender, for five copies of his

Sketches, 5 00
" March 23. Gave Lieper order on Barnes for Callender, . 16 00
" May 23. Paid Callender for books, 3 00
" " 28. Paid Callender for books, 6 00
" June 26. Paid Callender for his next book, ... 5 00

1799. Sept. 6. Wrote to G. Jefferson & Co. to pay to J. T. Callender, 50 00
1800. Oct. 23. Directed G. Jefferson to pay Callender, . . 60 00
1801. May 28. Gave in charity to J. T. Callender, . . . 60 00

These are all the entries where Callender's name occurs excepting two, which are

memoranda of sums of money paid him for other persons, of less than five dollars each.

Mr. Jefferson states that he was in the habit of giving to others in distress, " without
attention to political principles." Our eye now rests on an entry, near one of the pre-

ceding, of $50 sent to a superannuated Virginia officer, who we believe to have been
an ardent Federalist. Entries of gratuities of equal amount to other individuals occur on
several occasions, where we have no means of tracing the politics of the individual. The
sums contributed by him to newspapers, and to aid in paying the fines under the Sedition

Law, cannot be traced, because in some cases, probably, they were paid to third persons,

and in others we are not acquainted with the names of the publishers. In 1799, he paid

$25 to Senator Mason for " Lyon," and the same year sent " Lyon" $25 for " Staunton
Gazettes." These are interspersed with entries (among the first that catches our eye)
of $100 to an academy ; $15 to an Episcopalian clergyman ; $7 50 contribution at a ser-

mon, etc., etc.; and daily ones, ranging from $1 to $20, to the old, the lame, the blind, etc
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date. This is believed to be a purely gratuitjus assumption.

We confess we never have found our curiosity strong enough to

vanquish our disinclination to go back and examine the writings

of this man. But it is certain that Mr. Adams, afterwards, so

far from complaining of personal attacks on himself, in his two

Presidential contests with Jefferson, admitted that he was most

handsomely used in this particular ; and declared that his own
party friends had specially contributed to the ruin of their cause

by their entirely different conduct towards Mr. Jefferson. And
nowhere have we, in our political investigations, found an allu-

sion to any insulting imputations on Mr. Adams's private cha-

racter, tracing back to or repeated by Callender. This lower

deep of his infamy was undoubtedly reserved for new associa-

tions and new victims.

But if these are erroneous conjectures, it will be very easy

to demonstrate the mistake from printed records. If it should

be proved that Callender was in the habit of denouncing Mr.

Adams as a man destitute of personal veracity, as a suborner of

perjury, as a foreign ambassador who attempted to procure a

deliberate pecuniary fraud on a class of public creditors, as a man
of wealth who obtained his propert}'' by cheating a widowed

Bister and her orphaned children out of their patrimony, as an

atheist, as an open scorner of the Sabbath and all religious rites,

as an indecent reviler of the Saviour,* as a parent who had

brought shame and agony on his daughters, by converting his

house into an African brothel'—or of bringing kindred or analo-

gous charges—then we shall blush to find that any considera-

tions induced Mr. Jefferson to continue even that degree of

countenance to the author implied by making him an object of

charit}'' ;—though the " gentle quality " of a kind man's mercy

will often induce him to drop a pittance into the hand of avowed

infamy sooner than see anything of man or woman kind suffering

for food or shelter. To such, even such straits, the improvidence

of Callender had exposed him.

^ Saying that an old dilapidated church "was good enough for him who was bom in

& manger," etc. !

* We have at this moment lying before ns some pretty well written lines, copied from
a Philadelphia paper, and originally published in a Boston paper—(both of which re-

ceived the personal and official patronage of the Federal party)—which represents Mr.
Jefferson's daughters weeping to see a negress installed in the place of their mother. We
liope to be excused these details, but it seems to us about time when such traditions aa
the story of Jefferson's connection with Callender are beginning to pass into psuedo
" liistory " "o call back attention to some of the facets.
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Mr, Jefferson did not explain another charge connected with

his treatment of this man, which was also included by the poli-

tical writers of the day among the " rewards" he had conferred

on him for "libelling Mr. Adams"—namely, that he had par-

doned him from prison and remitted his fine, as a victim of the

Sedition Law. He probably supposed no such explanations were

necessary to a friend, who knew that he took the same course

towards all who had been condemned under what he regarded,

and was determined in all cases to treat officially, as a wholly

unconstitutional act.

The post-office at Eichmond (worth about $1,500 a year) re-

fused to Callender, was held by a Federal editor. On receiving

this refusal, the former thereupon connected himself with the

Richmond Recorder, and commenced a foul outpouring of per-

sonal calumnies on the President. Every enemy the latter

had in Virginia ready to descend to such employment, emptied

into this ready conduit all the old gossip, exploded calum-

nies and base suspicions which can be picked up among low

neigh])ors and unscrupulous enemies in regard to any prominent

man ; and they swelled the putrid stream with such new and

monstrous fabrications as they chose—for the fear of libel pro-

secutions was no longer a " hangman's whip" to "hand" this

class of persons " in order."

Nearly every people have had a class who subsist by levying

" black mail " on those ready to buy exemption for themselves

or their families from dirty slanders, and by catering to the

appetite for scandal in those who are beneath attack. The assail-

ant is below contradiction ; he is below the punishment of law.

Personal chastisement he would delight in, because it would

advertise him in his trade, and because he would gladly take

kicks which could be coined into pence in an action for " assault

and battery." Callender sunk into this avocation. When he

demanded the Richmond post-office, the President acted the

part of Charicles instead of Nicias,' and he took the con-

sequences.

Shall we declare the fact that the Richmond Recorder,

1 Plutarch quotes one of the comic poets of his day as saying : " Charicles would not
give one mina to prevent my declaring that he was the first fruits of his mother's amours

;

but Nicias, the son of Niceratus, gave me four. Why he did it I shall not say, though I

know it perfectly well. For Nicias is my friend, a very wise man besides, in my
opinion."
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wliicli before was an obscure paper, scarcely known out of the

city, rapidly attained a circulation throughout the United States !

Callender, elated by his success and provided with new
means, plunged deeper in debauchery. Bloated and noisome,

he reeled from one den of infamy to another when not engaged

in collating or concocting attacks on Mr. Jefferson. This con-

tinued until he was drOwned in the James River, into which he

had gone to bathe in a state of intoxication.

The President arrived at Monticello July 25th, on his usual

visit during the unhealthy season. He was made happy by the

conditions so fondly anticipated in his letters to Mrs. Eppes—the

presence of his dearly loved children and grandchildren.

The domestic details of the period are not specially interest-

ing. His income for his first Presidential year di4 not meet his

expenditures. We are tempted to give the heads of both of

these as we find them analyzed in the account-book. The reader

will not forget that the items of an unmarried man's establish-

ment must necessarily considerably vary in kind from those of

one surrounded by a family of both sexes

:

Analysis of Expenditures from March 4, 1801, to March 4. 1802.

Secretary $450 00

Provisions 4,504 84

Fuel 690 88

Miscellaneous 295 82

Servants 2,675 84

Groceries (not wine) 2,003 71

Wines 2,797 28

Stable 884 45

Dress, Saddlery, etc. 667 36

Charities [in cash] 978 20

Contingencies , . . 657 81

Books and Stationery 391 30 $16,797 59
Debts prior to March 4, 1801, paid .... 3,917 69

Loans 170 00
Acquisitions (lands, horses and carriages) . . 4,712 74
Building (at Monticello) 2,076 29
furniture 545 48 11,422 10
Household Expenses at Monticello .... 652 82

Plantation Expenses at do. .... 3,732 23 4,385 05
Family Aids 1,030 10 1,030 10

$33,634 84 $33,634 84
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Cr.
By Salary $25,000 00
Tobacco 2,9^74 00
Profits of Nailery supposed about .... 533 33

A debt contracted with J. Barnes .... 4,361 00

$32,868 38

Error 'JCB 51

$33,634 84

He supposes the error to have proceeded from having in

some cases set down the same article of expense twice ; but he
says the above " is exact enough to give general ideas,"

The President returned to the capital on the 5th of October.

To Maria Jefferson Eppes.

Washinoton, Oct. T, 1802.

Mt dear Maria :

I arrived here on the fourth day of my journey without accident. On the day

and next day after my arrival I was much indisposed with a general soreness all over,

a ringing in the head and deafness. It is wearing off slowly, and was probably pro-

duced by travelling very early two mornings in the fog. I have desired Mr. Jeiferson

to furnish you with whatever you may call for on my account ; and I insist on your

calling freely. It never was my intention that a visit for my gratification should be

at your expense. It will be absolutely necessary for me to send fresh horses to meet

you, as no horses, after the three first days' journey, can encounter the fourth,

which is hilly beyond anything you have ever seen. I shall expect to learn from

you soon the day of your departure, that I may make proper arrangements. Pre-

sent me affectionately to Mr. Eppes, and accept yourself my tenderest love.

Th. Jefferson.

Receiving a letter from Livingston (who had not yet got

the President's of April 18th), mentioning the alienation from

the United States which pervaded all the prominent circles of

France, the President did not in the least unbend from his pre-

vious attitude. He replied October 10th :

" The departure of Madame Brugnard for France furnishes me a safe convey-

ance of a letter, which I cannot avoid embracing, although I have nothing particular

for the subject of it. It is well, however, to be able to inform you, generally, through

a safe channel, that we stand completely corrected of the error, that either the

Government or the nation of France has any remains of friendship for us. The por-

tion of that country which forms an exception, though respectable in weight, ia

weak in numbers. On the contrary, it appears evident, that an unfriendly spirit

prevails in the most important individuals of the Government towards us. In this

6ta,te of things, we shall so take our distance between the two rival nations, as
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remaining disengaged till necessity compels us, we may haul finally to the enemy
of that which shall make it necessary. We see all the disadvantageous consequences

of taking a side, and shall be forced into it only by a more disagreeable alternative
;

in which event, we must countervail the disadvantages by measures which will give

us splendor and power, but not as much happiness as our present system. We wish,

therefore, to remain well with France. But we see that no consequences, however

ruinous to them, can secure us with certainty against the extravagance of her pre-

sent rulers. I think, therefore, thai while we do nothing which the first nation on

earth would deem crouching, we had better give to all our communications with

them a very mild, complaisant, and even friendly complexion, but always independ-

ent. Ask no favors, leave small and irritating things to be conducted by the

individuals interested in them, interfere ourselves but in the greatest cases, and then

not push them to irritation. No matter at present existing between them and us

is important enough to risk a breach of peace
;
peace being indeed the most

important of all things for us, except the preserving an erect and independent atti-

tude. Although I know your own judgment leads you to pursue this line identically

yet I thought it just to strengthen it by the concurrence of my own."

He wrote Mr. Gallatin on the 13th, expressing the opinion

that the act for building piers in the Delaware was unconstitu-

tional, so far as it was based on the right of Congress to regulate

commerce, and that " it would lead to a bottomless expense, and

to the greatest abuses." He thought, however, it might be

brought within the Constitution under the head of providing

and maintaining a navy, as it " provided receptacles for it and

places to cover and preserve it ;" and we, he says " ought

always to presume that the real intention which is alone con-

sistent with the Constitution." He thought the same objection

existed to the construction of lighthouses as a regulation of com-

merce ; but that " the utility of the thing had sanctioned the

infraction." " But if on that infraction we built a second, on

that second a third, etc., any one of the powers in the Constitution

might be made to comprehend every power of government."

He wrote the Attorney-General on the 23d, congratulating

him on the fact that the Republicans had gained ground gene-

rally in the recent elections, and that they " had lost ground in

not a single district of the United States, excepting Kent county

in Delaware, where a religious dissension occasioned it." His

magnanimity towards the Federalists—still the incumbents of

much the larg3st portion of the best offices within his gift-

while nearly every Federal press in the United States was reek-

ing witli the filthy scurrilities of Callender, is manifested in the

following passages

:
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" Their bitterness increases with their desperation. They are trying slandtrs

now which nothing could prompt but a gall which blinds their judgments as well as

their consciences I shall take no other revenge than, by a steady pursuit of econ-

omy and peace, and by the establishment of Republican principles in substance and

in form, to sink Federalism into an abyss from which there shall be no resurrection

for it. I still think our original idea as to office is best : that is, to depend for the

obtaining a just participation, on deaths, resignations, and delinquencies. This will

least aflect the tranquillity of the people, and prevent their giving into the sugges-

tion of our enemies, that ours has been a contest for office, not for principle. This -

is rather a slow operation, but it is sure if we pursue it steadily, which, however,

has not been done with the undeviating resolution I could have wished. To these

means of obtaining a just share in the transaction of the public business shall be

added one other, to wit, removal for electioneering activity, or open and industrious

opposition to the principles of the present Government, legislative and executive.

Every officer of the Government may vote at elections according to his conscience
;

but we should betray the cause committed to our care, were we to permit the influ-

ence of official patronage to be used to overthrow that cause. Your present situa-

tion will enable you to judge of prominent offenders in your State, in the case of

the present election. I pray you to seek them, to mark them, to be quite sure of

your ground, that we may commit no error or wrong, and leave the rest to me. I

have been urged to remove Mr. Whittemore, the surveyor of Gloucester, on grounds

of neglect of duty and industrious opposition. Yet no facts are so distinctly charged

as to make the step sure which we should take in this. Will you take the trouble

to satisfy yourself on this point? I think it not amiss that it should be known that

we are determined to remove officers who are active or open mouthed against the

Government, by which I mean the legislature as well as the Executive."

On the 16th of October, Morales, the Spanish Intendant of

Louisiana, issued a proclamation withdrawing the privilege of

deposit at New Orleans, which had been granted to citizens

of the United States by the treaty of 1795 for three years, with

a stipulation that it should not be taken away without conceding

" an equivalent on another part of the bank of the Mississippi."

The last condition was wholly overlooked or disregarded. This

procedure produced a great excitement in our western States.

The Governor of Kentucky transmitted information of it to the

President on the 30th of November. On the 1st of December,

the Legislature of that State memorialized Congress, complain-

ing of the infraction of the treaty. Bat the facts did not reach

the President in time to be communicated in his opening mes-

sage to Congress. That body had stood adjourned to the 6th of

December, but a quorum of the Senate did not convene until

the 14th.

The President's message, after enumerating those pleasing

circumstances in our national affairs " which marked the good.
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ness of that being from whose fevor they flowed "—" peace and
friendship abroad, law, order, and religion at home

;
good affec-

tion and harmony with our Indian neighbors ; our burdens

lightened, yet our income sufficient fur the public wants, and the

produce of the year great beyond example," proceeded to state,

that on the return of peace to Europe, it was to be expected

that our carrying trade would be diminished; but that it had
been further seriously injured by the "monopolizing discrimi-

nations " of some powers. Where the relinquishment of these

could not be brought about by friendly discussion, he said it

would be for the legislature to decide whether they were to be
met with countervailing discriminations, or whether the evil was
to be provided for some other way. He laid before the House
" with satisfaction" an act of the British Parliament authorizing

a mutual abolition of the duties and countervailing duties per-

mitted under the treaty of 179J:. He declared " it showed on

their part a spirit of justice and friendly accommodation which
it was our duty and our interest to cultivate wdth all nations."

He recommended more stringent laws providing for the return

of our seamen discharged in foreign ports.

The cession of Louisiana to France was only alluded to. He
said it " would make a change in our foreign relations which
would doubtless have a just weight in any deliberations of the

legislature connected with that subject."

He stated that our fleet before Tripoli had been reinforced,

under the apprehension that the other Barbary powers might
take part in the war; but this apprehension had proved un-

founded for the present. Tripoli had been so closely watched
that but one American merchant vessel had fallen a prey to its

cruisers.

He communicated for ratification the convention with

Georgia for the cession of the territory lying west of her;

informed the House how far he had proceeded in settling

boundaries with the Indians ; suggested the expediency of

encouraging the settlement of the relinquished Choctaw terri-

tory " as an outpost of the United States, surrounded by strong

neighbors and distant from its support," and that a monopoly
which would prevent its becoming populated should be guarded
against by making actual habitation a condition of the continu

ance of title.
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In the department of finance he informed Congress that the

external duties had rapidly increased ; that besides answering

all the regular exigencies of government, upwards of nine

millions (including one million raised by the sale of bank
stock) had been paid from the Treasury in one year towards the

principal and interest of the public debt, making a reduction of

nearly hve millions and a half in its principal ; and that four

millions and a half remained in the Treasury, in a course of

application to a further discharge of debt and current demands.

But he said, " as the effect of peace on the amount of duties was
not yet fully ascertained, it was the more necessary to practice

every useful economy, and to incur no expense which might be

avoided without prejudice."

After mentioning some facts in regard to the cessation of

internal taxes, and in regard to certain fiscal operations, he pro-

ceeded to say

:

" When effects so salutary result from the plans you have already sanctioned,

when merely by avoiding false objects of expense we are able, without a direct tax,

without internal taxes, and without borrowing, to make large and effectual payments

towards the discharge of our public debt, and the emancipation of our posterity

from that moral canker, it is an encouragement, fellow citizens, of the highest order

to proceed as we have begun, in substituting economy for taxation, and in pursuing

what is useful for a nation placed as we are, rather than what is practised by others

under different circumstances. And whensoever we are destined to meet events

which shall call forth all the energies of our countrymen, we have the firmest reli-

ance on those energies, and the comfort of leaving for calls like these the extraor-

dinary resources of loans and internal taxes. In the meantime, by payments of the

principal of our debt, we are liberating, annually, portions of the external taxes,

and forming from them a growing fund still further to lessen the necessity of recur-

ring to extraordinary resources."

No change was recommended in the military establishment.

A review of the militia law was urged. The only change pro-

posed for the navy was the procui-ing some smaller vessels for

Barbary service in the place of those larger ones which were

not sufficiently available on so shallow a coast. It was recom-

mended that the first further annual appropriations for naval

defences should be expended in saving those already possessed.

As no care or attention could preserve vessels lying in the

water and exposed to the sun, from rapid decay, he suggested

that those not in use be laid up in dry docks under cover from

the sun, to be constructed at Washington. He stated that an
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abundance of running water could there be obtained, at heights

far enough above the level of the tide to be employed, as was

practised in lock navigation, as a means for raising the vessels

to the desired beds.

The message closed thus :

" To cultivate peace and maintain commerce and navigation in all their lawful

enterprises ; to foster our fisheries and nurseries of navigation and for the nurture

of man, and protect the manufactures adapted to our circumstanccp ; to preserve

the faith of the nation by an exact discharge of its debts and contracts, expend the

pubhc money with the same care and economy we would practise with our own,

and impose on our citizens no unnecessary burden ; to keep in all things within the

pale of our constitutional powers, and cherish the federal Union as the only rock of

safety—these, fellow citizens, are the landmarks by which we are to guide our-

selves in all our proceedings. By continuing to make these our rule of action, we
shall endear to our countrymen the true principles of their Constitution, and pro-

mote a union of sentiment and of action equally auspicious to their happiness and

safety. On my part you may count on a cordial concurrence in every measure for

the public good, and on all the information I possess which may enable you to dis-

charge to advantage the high functions with which you are invested by your

country."

The message gave great satisfaction to the Republicans, and

even to many of the moderate Federalists. But it was not to

the taste of a portion of the latter party. Hamilton represented

the views of this class in a letter to General C. C. Pinckney,

December 29th

:

" Amidst the triumphant reign of democracy, do you retain sufBcient interest

in public affairs to feel any curiosity about what is going on? In my opinion, the

follies and vices of the Administration have as yet made no material impression to

their disadvantage. On the contrary, I think the malady is rather progressive than

upon the decline in our northern quarter. The last lullaby message, instead of

inspiring contempt, attracts praise. Mankind are forever destined to be the dupea

of bold or cunning imposture. But a difficult knot has been twisted by the inci-

dents of the cession of Louisiana, and the interruption of the deposit of New
Orleans. You have seen the soft turn given to this in the message. Yet we are

told that the President, in conversation, is very stout. The great embarrassment

must be how to carry on the war without taxes. The pretty scheme of substituting

economy to taxation will not do here. And a war would be a terrible comment
upon the abandonment of the internal revenue. Yet how is popularity to be pre-

served with the western partisans, if their interests are tamely sacrificed ? Will the

artifice be for the chief to hold a bold language, and the subalterns to act a feeble

part? Time must explain. You know my general theory as to our western affairs.

I have always held that the unity of our empire, and the best interests of our nation,

require that we shall annex to the United States all the territory east of the Missis-
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sippi, New Orleans included. Of course, I infer that, on an emergency like the

present, energy is wisdom." *

Pinckney replied a few weeks afterwards

:

" Does there not appear to be a great want of nerve and energy in the measures

our rulers are adopting ? They are not calculated to avoid war, and we shall have

to encounter it in a shameful state of unpreparedness. Yet such is the infatuation

of the people, that anti-Federalism certainly gains ground in this State, which can

only exist by a strong union and firm government." *

Sedgwick was a little more hopeful. " There was one conso-

lation under all the humiliation which we endured from a sense

of the degradation of our national character. This state of

things could not long exist."

'

Morris wrote an English friend

:

" In truth, there is just now so much of what we call philosophy among our

rulers, that we must not be surprised at the charge of pusillanimity. And our peo-

ple have so much mercantile spirit, that, if other nations will keep their hands out

of our pockets, it is not a trifling insult that will rouse us. Indeed, it is the fashion

to say, that when injured it is more honorable to wait in patience the uncertain

issue of negotiation, than promptly to do ourselves right by an act of hostiUty.******
" It is the fashion with those discontented creatures, called Federalists, to say,

that our President is not a Christian; yet they must acknowledge that in true

Christian meekness, when smitten on one cheek he turns the other, and by his late

appointment of Monroe, has taken special care that a stone, which the builders

rejected, should be made first of the corner. These are his works; and for his faith,

it is not as a grain of mustard, but the full size of a pumpkin, so that while the men
of mustard-seed faith can only move mountains, he finds no difficulty in swallowing

them. He believes, for instance, in the perfectibility of man, the wisdom of mobs,

and moderation of Jacobins. He believes in payment of debts by diminution of

revenue, in defence of territory by reduction of armies, and in vindication of rights

by the appointment of ambassadors." *

A groan broke from the uneasy retirement of Quincy. In

answer to an invitation of citizens of Plymouth to attend a

public festival, Mr. Adams wrote

:

"I feel a well-grounded conviction that the best principles of our great and

glorious ancestors are inherited by a large portion of the American people. And

if the talents, the policy, the address, the power, the bigotry and tyranny of Arch-

bishop Laud and the court of Charles the First were not able to destroy or discredit

» Hamilton's Works, vol. vi. p. 551. lb. p. 554. ' lb. p. 552.

' Morris's Works, vol. iii. p. 176. The letter is dated January 14th, immediately aftet

the nomination of Monroe as Minister Extraordinary to France and Spain.
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them ia 1630 or 1635, there is little cause of apprehension for them from the

feeble efforts of the frivolous libertines who are combining, conspiring, and intriguing

against them in 1802."

The important business in Congress opened with proceedings

in respect to the Spanish violation of treaty at New Orleans.

Randolph, chairman of the Committee of Ways and Means, on

the ITtli of December, moved to call on the President for infor-

mation ; and the latter communicated a copy of the order of the

Spanish Intendant, and some other official papers as they were

received.

The Federalists determined to drive the Administration from

its policy, and vindicate their own former one, by blowing up

a war excitement against Spain and France. Griswold moved,

January 4th (1803), for the official documents in relation to the

cession of Louisiana from Spain to France, and a report of all

the circumstances, " unless such documents and report would, in

the opinion of the President, divulge to the House particular

transactions not proper at this time to be communicated." On
the question of reference, a sharp skirmish took place, involving

the point whether the debate should be public or private. The

Federalists insisted that it should be public—that the question

involved no secret—that the Government had exhibited remiss-

ness—that it was time for the House to act, etc. The call

for more papers was voted down, and on the House being

cleared, Randolph submitted the following resolution :

Resolved, That the House receive, with great sensibility, the information of a

disposition in certain officers of the Spanish Government at New Orleans to obstruct

the navigation of the river Mississippi, as secured to the United States by the most

solemn stipulations. That, adhering to the humane and wise policy which ought

ever to characterize a free people, and by which the United States have always pro-

fessed to be governed, willing, at the same time, to ascribe this breach of compact

to the unauthorized misconduct of certain individuals, rather than to a want of good

faith on the part of his Catholic Majesty, and relying with perfect confidence ou the

vigilance and wisdom of the Executive, they will wait the issue of such measures aa

that department of the Government shall have pursued for asserting the rights and

vindicating the injuries of the United States ; holding it to be their duty, at the

same time, to express their unalterable determination to maintain the boundaries,

and the rights of navigation and commerce through the river Mississippi, as esta-

blished by existing treaties.

Griswold the next day, in the House, submitted and pro

eeeded to debate a motion in regard to the reference of his reso
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lution—which was already disposed of—saying, "if gentlemen
were disposed to deny this information, let the denial be public."

On his motion being voted down he submitted the following

resolutions

:

Resolved, That the people of the United States are entitled to the free navigation
of the river Mississippi.

Resolved, That the navigadon of the river Mississippi has been obstructed by the

regulations recently carried into effect at New Orleans.

Resolved, That a committee be appointed to inquire whether any, and, if any,

what legislative measures are necessary to secure to the people of the United States

the free navigation of the river Mississippi.

The House refused to take these up for present consideration

by a vote of fifty to thirty-two. The committee to which Ran-
dolph's resolution was referred, passed it January 7th. On its

being reported to the House, it was moved to strike out the

clauses avowing confidence in the Executive and a determina-

tion to await the issue of its measures. This failed—yeas thirty,

nays fifty-three—and after some other divisions the original reso-

lution passed, yeas fifty, nays twenty-five.

A bill passed, February 26th, appropriating two millions jf

dollars " to defray the expenses which might be incurred in. re-

lation to the intercourse between the United States and foreign

nations." The report on which this was founded, avowed the

object of the appropriation to be " to enable the Executive to

commence with more efiect a negotiation with the French and

Spanish Governments relative to the purchase from them of the

island of New Orleans and the provinces of East and "West

Florida."

On the 11th of February the President had nominated a

Minister Extraordinary for the purpose of attempting to effect

these objects. The next day the Senate confirmed the appoint-

ment. Yet on the 14th, Ross, of Pennsylvania, commenced in

the latter body a very inflammatory speech, accusing the gov-

ernment of tamely sacrificing the interests of our western States.

On denouncing the attempt to purchase the territory " by giv-

ing two millions of dollars to certain influential persons about

court"—^he was called to order by Wright, of Maryland, for

publicly debating upon confidential information. Vice-Presi-

dent Burr " perceived nothing improper or out of order in what

liad been said." Nicholas " hoped the galleries would be
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cleared." Eoss vociferated :
" I will never speak on this subject

with closed doors. The moment you shut your doors I cease;

and when tliey are opened I will proceed. There is nothing of

a secret or confidential nature in what I have to say."

On the 16th, he resumed and finished his remarks, in the

Senate, in a similar vein ; and in conclusion moved the follow-

ing resolutions

:

Resolved, That the United States have an indisputable right to the free naviga-

tion of the river Mississippi, and a convenient place of deposit for their produce and

merchandise in the island of New Orleans.

That the late infraction of such, their unquestionable right, is an aggression hos-

tile to their honor and interest.

That it does not consist with the dignity or safety of this Union to hold a right

so important by a tenure so uncertain.

That it materially concerns such of the American citizens as dwell on the western

waters, and is essential to the union, strength, and prosperity of these States, that

'

they obtain complete security for the full and peaceable enjoyment of such their

absolute right.

That the President be authorized to take immediate possession of such place or

places, in the said island, or the adjacent territories, as he may deem fit and conve-

nient for the purposes aforesaid; and to adopt such other measures for obtaining

that complete security as to him in his wisdom shall seem meet.

That he be authorized to call into actual service any number of the militia of the

States of South Carolina, Georgia, Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee, or the Mississippi

Territory, which he may think proper, not exceeding fifty thousand, and to employ

them, together with the military and naval forces of the Union, for effecting the

objects above mentioned.

That the sum of five millions of dollars be appropriated to the carrying into

effect the foregoing resolutions, and that the whole or any part of that sum be paid

or applied, on warrants drawn in pursuance of such directions as the President may,

from time to time, think proper to give to the Secretary of the Treasury.

On the 23d of February, Breckenridge moved to strike out

all after the word " Resolved," in Ross's resolutions, and to sub-

stitute provisions authorizing the President, whenever he should

deem it expedient, to require the Executives of the several

States to arm and call out eighty thousand effective militia, or

to accept volunteers in the place of a portion of the detachment;

to appropriate sums for defraying expenses and erect-

ing one or more arsenals, at such places as the President should

judge proper, on the "western waters." The last words were
all that gave any indication whatever of the object of the force,

De Witt Clinton, of New York, made his first elaborate

speech in the Senate, February 23d; and it was on the preced-
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ing question. He was then witliin a few weeks of his thirty-

fourth birth-day. He exhibited that legal research, that pro-

found statistical and historical knowledge, that lofty and severe

tone towards opponents, and we need not add, that talent which

distinguished him through life. As a specimen both of the man,

and of the manner of handling, on the Republican side, one of

the incessant allusions of the Federalists, we select the following

"We have heard much of the policy of Washington ; it has been sounded in our

ears from all quarters, and an honorable gentleman from Delaware (Mr. White) has

triumphantly contrasted it with that adopted by the present Administration. I am
not disposed to censure it in this case ; on the contrary, I think it a high and respec-

table authority ; but let it be properly understood in order to be rightly appreciated,

and it will be found tliat the United States under his Administration, and that of

his successor, have received injuries more deleterious, insults more atrocious, and

indignities more pointed than the present, and that the pacific measure of negotia-

tion was preferred. If our national honor has survived the severe wounds it then

received, it may surely outlive the comparatively slight attack now made upon it;

but if its ghost only now remains to haunt the consciences of the honorable gentle-

men who were then in power, and who polluted their hands with the foul murder,

let them not attempt to transfer the odium and the crime to those who had no hand

in the guilty deed. The reins of Government were in their hands, and if the course

they at that time pursued was diametrically opposite to that they now urge for our

adoption, what shall we say of their consistency ? What will they say of it them-

selves? What will their country say of it? Will it be believed that the tinkling

sounds and professions of patriotism which have been so vehemently pressed upon

us, are the emanations of sincerity, or will they be set down to the account of jug-

gling imposture ?"

After mentioning the injuries inflicted on us by England

since the treaty of peace, and among them one perhaps not

generally known, that in addition to detaining the American
posts, she for a time added the insult of making Niagara, in the

State of New York, the seat of government for Upper Canada,

Mr. Clinton continued

:

" It is well known we were engaged in a bloody and expensive war with several

of the Indian tribes ; that two of our armies had been routed by them, and that we
were finally compelled to make great efforts to turn the tide of victory. These

Indians were encouraged and aided by the emissaries of Great Britain—British sub-

jects were seen disguised fighting in their ranks, and British agents were known to

furnish them with provisions and the implements of war. The Governor-General

of Canada, a highly confidential and distinguished ofiicer, delivered a speech to the

seven nations of Lower Canada, exciting them to enmity agiijnst this country ; but

in order to furnish the savages at war with sufiicient aid, a detachment of British

troops penetrated into our territory, and erected e^ fort on the Miam' River. Here
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the Iiuliiuis, dispersed and defeated by Wayne, took refuge, and were protected

under tlie luuzzle of British cannon. A violation of territory is one of the most

flagrant injuries which can be offered to a nation, and would in most cases justify

an immediate resort to arms, because, in most cases, essential to self-defence. Not

content with exciting the savages of America against us, Great Britain extended

her hostility to the eastern hemisphere, and let loose the barbarians of Africa upon

us. A war existed at that time between Portugal and Algiers ; the former blocked

up the mouth of the Straits, by her superior naval force, and prevented the pirates

from a conmnuiication with the Atlantic. Portugal has been for a long time sub-

servient to the views of Great Britain ; a peace was effected through the mediation

of the latter; our unprotected merchantmen were then exposed without defence to

the piracies of Algiers. Thus in three quarters of the globe we at one time felt

the effects of British enmity. lu the meantime, our commerce in every sea was

exposed to her rapacity. All France was declared in a state of siege, and the con-

veyance of provisions expressly interdicted to neutrals. Paper blockades were

substituted for actual ones, and the staple commodities of our country lay perishing

in our storehouses, or were captured on the ocean, and diverted from the lawful

proprietors. Our seamen were pressed wherever found; our protections were a

subject of derision, and opposition to the imperious mandates of their haughty

tyrants was punished by famine or by stripes, by imprisonment or by the gibbet.

To complete the full measure of our wrongs, the November orders of 1793 were

issued ; our ships were swept from the ocean as by the operation of enchantment

;

hundreds of them were captured ; almost all our merchants were greatly injured,

and many of them reduced to extreme poverty.

" These proceedings, without even a pretext, without the forms of justice, with-

out the semblance of equity, were calculated to inflame every American feeling, and

to nerve every American arm. Negotiation was, however, pursued ; an envoy

ex'traordinanj, in every sense of the word, was sent to demand redress, and a treaty

of amity, commerce, and navigation was formed and ratified. These events took

place under the administration of Washington."

'

He next described, in as animated a vein, the aggressions of

France, and Mr. Adams's persisting in sending ministers until

peace was secured with that power.

Wright of Marjdand also pungently exposed the hypocrisy

of appealing to the example of Washington for precipitating

the country into war before resorting to negotiation. It would
now, indeed, appear incredible that men who supported the

> In a second speech, Mr. Clinton was particularly severe on Jay, speaking of his
treaty as a " bad and disgraceful " one—"neither honorable nor advantageous to this
country"—a "pernicious instrument" signed without "expunging one of its most
degrading provisions," because " General Washington was prevailed upon by the circum-
stances of the times" and " elected it as only a lesser evil than war." He declared that
if the contents of the treaty had been knowr in New York, Mr. .lay's chance of success
in the Governor election " would have been forlorn." and that " at the subsequent elec-
tion he was withdrawn "—that Chancellor Livingston was " as much superior to him as
Hyperion to a satyr "—that "his incompetency [as Governor] became notorious," and
that " he was found unqualified to hold the reins of state "—that " the men of his own
party knew it and lamented it," and that "he fell like Lucifer, never to rise again."
The debate, strange to say, closed without any answer to this attack on Mr. Jay.

°
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first President's foreign policy in 1794-5, should in 1803 nrge

avowed war measures towards Spain, which also were expected

to involve a war wi'th France, for the single act of a remote

colonial ofiicer, and before ascertaining whether his Government
would either sanction or refuse to make reparation for his con-

duct. But it would appear still more incredible that a party

thus circumstanced should voluntarily invite comparisons be-

tween their conduct on the two occasions, did we not consider

men's blindness under partisan excitement, and did we not

remember how syteraatically Cabot's plan of impressing the

name of Washington into the service of Federalism, in the face

of any facts, and by mere force of reiteration, was carried out

by that party.

Mr. Clinton might have instructively extended his contrast

in the action of the Federalists towards foreign powers, on the

different occasions mentioned, to their deportment towards our

own Executive.

In 1795, they pronounced it unconstitutional and indecorous

for the House to call on the Executive for diplomatic papers, to

throw light on topics on which it was called upon by the Execu-

tive to legislate, after the constitutional functions of the latter in

the premises were exhausted, and after the diplomatic arrange-

ments were complete and not liable to be defeated or disturbed,

so far as other powers were concerned, by making them subjects

of legislative examination. In 1803, they claimed that the

House could properly call for papers which were the subjects

of pending and unfinished negotiation—that it could at this

stage properly discuss the contents of such papers publicly, mak-

ing them the topics of inflammatory denunciation against our

own Executive, and of the most irritating strictures upon and

menaces against the powers with whom it was negotiating—and

that to deny these claims was to withhold information to which

the legal rights and most important interests of the people enti-

tled them. And these pretensions were set up by a party who

had just resisted the admission of independent reporters of ordi-

nary congressional proceedings for the use of the people !

In 1795, the Federalists considered tlie treaty-making power

so paramount and absolute in its province, that it had not only

a right to form treaties and proclaim them supreme laws of the

land without interference or cooperation from, or consultation
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with, the House of Kepresentatives, but that the latter had not

a particle of discretion in respect to enacting laws for their

execution—that it was constitutionally bound, under any circum-

stances, to carry out the agreements of the treaty-making power.

In 1803, the same party insisted that the House could of right

interfere in advance to prejudge, condemn, forestall, control or

defeat the measures of the treaty-making power ; and that when
this action was stopped by the regular and binding decision of

the legislative body, it was morally proper and decorous in

members of the minority to resort to evasions, and even to irre-

gularity to continue it, in order to inflame and exasperate the

public mind against the anticipated action of the President and

Senate.

It has been said that, in the policies pursued at these two

epochs, the parties but changed places. This is true only to a

comparatively slight extent. There is no real general analogy

between the positions of the Republicans in 1795 and the

Federalists in 1803—no substantial similarity in their conduct.

It was the latter party alone which had completely changed its

attitude.

This violent and irregular conduct of the Federalists came
with less grace, too, from a party which had uniformly affected

to be peculiarly and almost exclusively the conservative one of

the country. It had assumed to possess nearly all the education

and intelligence of the nation, and their natural concomitants

—love of order, respect for constituted authority, and disposition

to preserve intact the established organs and powers of civil

government. It had been one of its cardinal, avowed theories

as a party, that tlie federal Executive should not only be

retained in complete possession of all the official powers with

which he was vested by the Constitution, but that in all cases

where construction was resorted to, it should tend to enhance

instead of diminishing his authority. It had contended this was
essentially necessary to preserve national order, unity and obe-

dience to law. It had been the constant burden of its complaints

against the opposite party that its doctrines tended to opposite

results.

But, as usual, the Federalists wholly overacted, and made a
most bungling exhibition of ignorance and awkwardness in a
new situation, when they attempted to play a popular part.
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Tlie suddenness of the change, and the nakedness of the motive,

not only proved the want of sincerity, but it demonstrated, even

more etiectually than their natural conduct, their contempt for

the popular understanding and integrity. That chastity must be

thought prurient wliich is expected to surrender at the first sum-

mons of those who have always previously exhibited aversion and
scorn. That understanding and moral fidelity must be thought

at a low ebb which is supposed capable of deserting old and

tried friends to follow old and known opponents at the first leer

of invitation.

The Congressional representatives of those western States,

for the people of which the Federalists had suddenly conceived

so vehement an afl'ection, do not appear to have been at all

alarmed by the apprehension that the latter would get between

them and their constituents. Led by the calm, discreet, and

able Breckenridge, they stood by the Administration and

awaited results. Breckenridge's motion to strike out Ross's re-

solutions and insert his own, passed February 25th.

Another question of this session, which called out a strong dis-

play of party feeling, rose on a memorial of the Supreme Court

judges, who had been legislated out of office the preceding ses-

sion. They urged that " rights secured to them by the Constitution

as members of the judicial department had been impaired;" and

they asked Congress to assign them their judicial duties and pro-

vide for their compensation. They offered to submit their right

to the latter to judicial decision. The House decided (January

27th) by a vote of sixty-one to thirty-seven, that the prayer of

the petitioners ought not to be granted ; and the Senate a few

days after, by a vote of fifteen to thirteen, took equivalent

action.

It will be remembered that Mr. Jefferson, when Minister to

France, suggested to the celebrated traveller, Ledyard, an ex-

ploration of western America. In 1792, he proposed to the

American Philosophical Society to procure such an exploration,

with funds raised by subscription ; and it was under the auspices

of this Society, and under instructions prepared by Mr. Jeffer-

son,* that Michaux, the celebrated French traveller and bota-

nist, proceeded on his exploration westward, until recalled by

» For which see Jefferson's Works, Cong. Ed., vol. ix., p. 434.
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the French Minister.' The utility of ascertaining the character

of the interior of Louisiana at this juncture, was pressed by far

weightier considerations than the mere extension of science.

He, therefore, in a confidential message to the House, on the 18th

of January, recommended sending an exploring party to trace

the Missouri to its source, cross the mountains, and follow the

best water communication which offered itself from thence to

the Pacific. Congress approved the recommendation, and made
an appropriation to defray the expense."

Leib, of Pennsylvania, moved, January 3d, to submit to the

State Legislatures an amendment of the Constitution, which had

passed the House the preceding session, but been rejected in the

Senate, to the effect that in all future elections of President and

Yice-President, the oflice for which each was intended should

be designated on the ballot. Huger, of South Carolina, subse-

quently moved an additional amendment, requiring the electors

to be uniformly chosen by the single district system. The House

took no definite action on either proposition.

Ohio was admitted this session as a State into the Union,

with a population (by the last preceding census) of 45,365.

A law passed (February 28th) prohibiting the importation of

" any negro, mulatto, or other person of color," not a native or

inhabitant, into any State "where by the laws thereof their admis-

sion was prohibited," under the penalty of one thousand dollars

for every person thus imported, and forfeiture of the vessel.

The President was authorized (February 28th) to cause

to be built or purchased four vessels of war of not exceeding

sixteen guns each, for the Mediterranean service, and fifteen

gunboats for the Mississippi.

One of the most important questions of the session arose on

what was termed the "Yazoo Claims"—the claims of a com-

* Sketcli of Merriwether Lewis, Jefferson's Works. Conpr. Ed., vol. viii., p. 484.
- This was the origin of the well-known Expedition of Lewis and Clarke. Captain

Merriwether Lewis was the private secretary of the President. For the President's high
estimate of his character and abilities, see " Biosraphical Sketch of Merriwetlier Lewis,"
Jefferson's Works, Cong. Ed., vol. viii., pp. 480-494. With him was associated William
Clarke, brother of George Rogers Clarke, " the Hannibal of the West." Professor Tucker
sa3's William Clarke partook of his brother's " capacity to endure hardship and encoun-
ter danger, as well as his practical good sense." In April, ls03, the President communi-
cated his instructions to Captain Lewis. (See Jefferson's Works, Cong. Ed., vol. viii.,

pp. 485-491.) Delays occurred, and it was not until the 14th of May, 1804, that the party
left the banks of the Mississippi and commenced ascending the Missouri. Capt. Le-wia
and his companion Clarke reached Washington on their return, February, 1S07. The
results of the Exploration have been published.
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pany to lands which the United States had received from Geor-

gia with a stipulation to respect certain enumerated classes of pri-

vate claims. Nothing important resulting from the present ac-

tion of Congress on the subject, we have, on second thought,

cast aside as irrelevant a somewhat detailed account we had

prepared of one of the most enormous swindling operations re-

corded in American, or perhaps any other history. It was
claimed that, notwithstanding the fraud, equitable rights had

inured to innocent third persons, pending the operations, which
the United States ought, in the display of a liberal justice, to

recognize ; and on this point arose a contest in Congress which

continued many years. It was not made a party question, but

was conducted with all the acerbity of partisan violence in and

out of Congress. Our older citizens retain vivid recollections of

the heat exhibited in the newspapers on this exciting topic.

Those desiring an account of the affair will find it in the Annals

of Congress, and in nearly all the detailed histories of the period.

The subject occupies considerable space in Garland's Life of

Randolph. The latter, unsparing towards even an equity which

sprouted from corruption, was one of the strongest opponents of

tlie claims ; and as sourness and misanthropy gradually deepened

their shadows over his mind, his hostility rose to the vengeful-

ness of personal hate. His philippics on this subject against the

actors in the transactions, and against others whom he accused

(in many instances no doubt erroneously) of being actors, rival

in acrimony the celebrated productions from which the term

philippic is derived.

We are not aware that the President ever took any avowed

side in the controversy. Both of his sons-in-law, however, were

members of Congress before it was disposed of, and voted with

the opponents of the claims.

During this session, the President was strongly pressed by the

Georgia authorities to obtain the cession of certain Indian lands

within the limits of that State, which the United States had sti-

pulated to obtain as soon as they could do so peaceably and for

a reasonable price. The Georgians also claimed that Colonel

Hawkins, the United States Indian Agent, dissuaded the Indians

from selling. The President's reply to General Jackson, of

Georgia, a letter from him to Hawkins, two others not long

afterwards to Governors Harrison and Claiborn§, and his various
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addresses to Indian deputations, fully develop his views of In-

dian policy. lie acted fully and fairly on the hypothesis, in all

cases, that the Indians were as much the real owners of not only

their sparsedly inhabited territories, but of the vast hunting-

grounds over which they were accustomed to rove, as were white

men holding legal title-deeds of their land—with the only diffe-

rence that territories belonging to Indians (and there could be

no more beneficent provision for them) could only be alienated

to or by consent of the United States. The President was firmly

opposed to procuring any cessions of their territory excepting

peaceably and for a fair equivalent—in other words, for what
was considered at the time fully equal in value, by the Indians,

to their unused lands.' The agents the President instrusted

with these negotiations were such men is Hawkins (accused by
some of the impatient Georgians of being "more attached to the

interests of the Indians than of the United States"), Harrison,"

Claiborne, and others of equal character. And he required that

all cessions of Indian territory should be not only nominally, but

in point of fact voluntary. He made the following declara-

tions (November 3d, 1802), to "Handsome Lake," an Indian

chief, who came to complain of certain sales made by his nation

to the State of New York :

" You remind me, brother, of what I have said to you, when' you visited me the

last winter, that the lands you then held would remain yours, and should never go
from you but when you should be disposed to sell. This I now repeat, aud will ever

abide by. We, indeed, are always ready to buy land ; but we will never ask but

when you wish to sell ; and our laws, in order to protect you against imposition,

have forbidden individuals to purchase lands from you ; and have rendered it ne-

cessary, when you desire to sell, even to a State, that an agent from the United

States should attend the sale, see that your consent is freely given, a satisfactory

price paid, and report to us what has been done, for our approbation. This was
done in the late case of which you complain.*******

" Nor do I think, brother, that the sale of lands is, under all circumstances, inju-

rious to your people. While they depended on hunting, the more extensive the fo-

rest around them, the more game they would yield. But going into a state of agri-

» The apparent equivalent, would now, in many cases, perhaps, appear but little

more than nominal. But we believe we have fairly represented the intention of the Pre-
sident. In many cases, the lands sold by them were of no use to them whatever, and
were not even used for hunting. And the President believed that if the arts of civilized
Industry could be introduced among them—a constant end of all his Indian policies—
thi y would be better off without these vast unoccupied possessions to seduce them back
luto the habits of savage life. But his views will speak better for themselves in sonio
quotations we propose to make from his addresses to the Indian tribes.

* William Hem-y Harri?ou, afterwards President of the United States.
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culture, it may be as advantageous to a society, as it is to an individual, who has

more land than he can improve, to sell a part, and lay out the money in stock and

implements of agriculture, for the better improvement of the residue. A little land

well stocked and improved, will yield more than a great deal without stock or im-

provement. I hope, therefore, that on further reflection, you will see this transac-

tion in a more favorable light, both as it concerns the interest of your nation, and

the exercise of that superintending care which I am sincerely anxious to employ for

their subsistence and happiness. Go on then, brother, in the great reformation you

have undertaken. Persuade our red brethren then to be sober, and to cultivate

their lands ; and their women to spin and weave for their families. You will soon

see your women and children well fed and clothed, your men living happily in peace

and plenty, and your numbers increasing from year to year. It will be a great glory

to you to have been the instrument of so happy a change, and your children's child-

ren, from generation to generation, will repeat your name with love and gratitude

forever. In all your enterprises for the good of your pc.ple, you may count with

confidence on the aid and protection of the United States, and on the sincerity and

zeal with which I am myself animated in the furthering of this humane work. You
are our brethren of the same land ; we wish your prosperity as brethren should do.

Farewell."

To a delegation of the Miamis and Delawares, lie declared

(January 8th, 1803), that Governor Harrison had, by his direc-

tions, agreed to accept a breadth of twenty-four leagues, extend-

ing from Point Conpee to the mouth of White River, where a

breadth of seventy leagues had been bought of the tribes occu-

pying it, and paid for ; and this had been done from •' the desire

of peace and friendship " with the Indians, " and of doing no-

thing which should distress" them. He continued :

" You complain that our people buy your lands individually, and settle and hunt

on them without leave. To convince you of the care we have taken to guard you

against the injuries and arts of inteiested individuals, I now will give you a copy of

a law, of our great council the Congress, forbidding individuals to buy lands from

you, or to settle or hunt on your lands ; and making them liable to severe punish-

ment. And if you wiU at any time seize such individuals, and dehver them to any

officer of the United States, they will be punished according to law.

" We have long been sensible, brothers, of the great injury you receive from an

immoderate use of spirituous liquors ; and although it be profitable to us to make and

sell these liquors, yet we value more the preservation of your health and happiness.

Heretofore we apprehended you would be displeased, were we to withhold them

from you. But beheving it to be your desire, we have taken measures to prevent

their being carried into your country ; and we sincerely rejoice at this proof of your

wisdom. Instead of spending the produce of your hunting in purchasing this per-

nicious drink, which produces poverty, broils and murders, it will now be employed

in procuring food and clothing for your famiUes, and increasing instead of diminish-

ing your numbers.

" You have proposed, brothers, that we should deduct from your next year's an-

nuity, the expenses of your jouraey here ;
but this would be an exactness we do not
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practise with our red bretliren. We will boar with satisfiiction the expenses of your

journey, and of whatever is necessary for your personal comfort ; and will not, by

deducting them, lessen the amount of the necessaries which your women and child-

ren are to receive the next year."

He iiiforined them also that, at their request, smiths had been

provided them ; and that the United States agent would furnish

them implements of husbandry and manufacture whenever

they would use them.

The President's favorite plan in regard to the ultimate dispo-

sition of the Indian race is sketched in a letter to Hawkins ; and

it will now sound to most persons more like a dream of philan-

thropy than a serious proposition. He wrote :

" I consider the business of hunting as already become insufficient to furnish

clothing and subsistence to the Indians. The promotion of agriculture, therefore,

and household manufacture, are essential in their preservation, and I am disposed to

aid and encourage it liberally. This will enable them to live on much smaller por-

tions of laud, and indeed will render their vast forests useless but for the range of

cattle ; for which purpose, also, as they become better farmers, they will be found

useless, and even disadvantageous. While they are learning to do better on less

land, our increasing numbers will be calling for more land, and thus a coincidence

of interests will be produced between those who have lands to spare, and want other

necessaries, and those who have such necessaries to spare, and want lands. This

commerce, then, will be for the good of both, and those who are friends to both

ought to encourage it. You are in the station peculiarly charged with this inter-

change, and who have it peculiarly in your power to promote among the Indians a

sense of the superior value of a little land, well cultivated, over a great deal, unim-

proved, and to encourage them to make this estimate truly. The wisdom of the

animal which amputates and abandons to the hunter the parts for which he is pur-

sued should be theirs, with this difference, that the former sacrifices what is useful,

the latter what is not. In truth, the ultimate point of rest and liappiness for them
is to let our settlements and theirs meet and blend together, to intermix and become
one people. Incorporating themselves with us as citizens of the United States, thia

is what the natural progress of things will of course bring on, and it will be better

to promote than to retard it. Surely it will be better for them to be identified with

us, and preserved in the occupation of their lands, than be exposed to the many
casualties which may endanger them while a separate people."

If the Indians did not come into this view, the President's

next choice was to induce them all to emigrate beyond the Mis-

sissippi, supplying them with everything essential to their com-
fort and happiness—and give them a home where the conflicting

interests of white settlers would not pursue tliem. His present

anxiety was to secure a belt of territory of the Indians on the

east bank of the Mississippi throughout its whole lengtli, for the
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purpose of planting upon it a population of whites, both to de-

fend the frontier and to be prepared for other emergencies which

might arise—in plain English, to rush upon Louisiana, and espe-

cially upon New Orleans, if that alternative should be forced

upon us.

But to return to the events of the session.

The recommendation in the message to repeal the discrimi-

nating duties was not carried out. The navigating interests of

the North remonstrated warmly against it, and it was suffered

to drop without any decisive action.

A proposition to discontinue the mint, urged by some of the

ultra advocates of retrenchment, fortunately failed.

The President's recommendations to construct a dry dock at

the city of "Washington had been referred to a select committee,

of which the chairman was the learned Dr. Mitchell of New
York. It reported the following resolution :

Renolved—That for preventing rottenness and decay in the ships of the navy,

the President of the United States be, and hereby is, authorized to cause a dry-dock,

with convenient canals, locks, machinery, and water-courses, to be constructed at or

near the public Navy Yard in the city of Washington, which dock shall be capable

of containing twelve frigates, or ships-of-war, and of preserving them dry, and

safely sheltered from sunshine and rain ; and that, for carrying the same into effect,

dollars be, and the same hereby are, appropriated, to be paid out of any

moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.

Dr. Mitchell stated that there had been placed before the

committee, drawings, surveys and estimates by engineers, which

made the project appear so plausible, that there was a unani-

mous vote in its favor. He had been informed that Svpeden and

Venice' had done something of the same kind. The object, he

said, M^as thus to preserve a number of new ships not launched

nor wetted in service, and " there could be no doubt they might

be so covered and protected as to keep as well as furniture in a

house." He proceeded to explain that this would not apply to

ships that " had grown foul and water soaken" in the ocean.

Dr. Eustis, of Massachusetts, opposed the resolution on the

ground of the in appropriateness of the locality—that there was

danger that the ships, " resting for a long time on comparatively

' Mr. Jefferson remarked in a letter (to the date of which we cannot now refer) in

after years, that he derived his idea from an account of somethmg of a similar kind m
Venice.
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small resting points, might be racked and injured in their

frames"—that he doubted the practicability of proper ventila-

tion—that it " was not known to him that any of the European

nations had adopted this plan"—that they "had incurred

immense expense in building, and it was to be presumed had

fallen on the best means of preserving their ships"—that he

thought, in works of such magnitude, it was more prudent to

follow than to lead older and more experienced nations. Gen-

eral S. Smith answered several of Eustis's objections. He
thought the place practicable and suitable, and that there was
no more danger of the ships hogging when lowered on their

blocks than when on the stocks. On the subject of ventilation

he doubted ; but he thought it might be accomplished by taking

off the garboard streaks of each ship, and streaks from their ceil-

ing at proper intervals. He said :

" He had seen at Venice, above twenty ships-of-war in the arsenal, completely

under cover, each lying afloat in its own dock, with stores on each side, in which

their materials were deposited. He was told the whole number could be put to sea

in twenty or thirty days' notice."

Griswold said: " He must confess that the project appeared

to him a visionary scheme, originating in the philosophy of the

present day."

The Republicans representing those seaport and other local

interests which were averse to making "Washington the principal

naval station of the country, joined the Federalists in a vote to

refuse the Committee leave to sit again, and here the thing

dropped.

Eustis's arguments were legitimate ones, and presented fair

subjects of doubt, though he did not attempt to disguise a

degree of local feeling in the matter. But Griswold threw out

the Federal text-word. It was a scheme of the modern " phi-

losophy !"

The speculations on the causes of animal color, in the Kotes

on Virginia, the " horned toads," and the " salt mountains " of

" Philosopher Jefferson " did not furnish topics of such exqui-

site and inexhaustible merriment to his opponents as the unlucky

dry-docks

!

It is probable that the fact that Dr. Mitchell reported the

resolution increased the zest of the entertainment. It was
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claimed that this learned man was singularly ignorant in prac-

tical affairs, and traditionary anecdotes without number are

handed down of amusing pranks played on his credulity by
wags who had not the fear of " jDhilosophy " before their eyes.

Some of these may possibly be true ; but if most of them are,

it is a remarkable coincidence that such a host of things should
have happened to one man, recorded previously of real or imagi-

nary personages, from the days of the comic poets of Greece
down to those of Kabelais, Le Sage, and Joe Miller. But, at

all events, Dr. Mitchell has furnished a prime brilliant in the

colloquial setting round " Philosopher Jefferson."

The French have a not bad maxim that " he laughs best

that laughs latest." To be ignorant is not certainly to be " prac-

tical." To be learned is not always to be a fool

!

" Leaden Ignorance rears her head and laughs,

And fat Stupidity shali^es his jolly sides"

sometimes at " philosophic vagaries" which turn out to be sub-

'Stantive things. The " horned toads " and "salt mountains"
still flourish ! The essential principle of the dry-dock' has since

been introduced with perfect success and preeminent advantage

into the American navy.

The seventh Congress terminated on the 3d of March, 1803.

The following letter aUudes to the loss in future of a distinguished

member from that body, and the accession of a new one nearly

connected with the family of the President

:

To Maria Jefferson Eppes.

Washington, Jan. 18, 1803.

My dear Maria:

Yours by John came safely to hand, and informed me of your ultimate arri-

val at Edgehill. Mr. Randolph's letter from Gordon's, received the night before,

gave me the first certain intelligence I had received since your departure. A
rumor had come here of your having been stopped two or three days at Ball Run,

and in a miserable hovel ; so that I had passed ten days in anxious uncertainty

about you. Your apologies, my dear Maria, on the article of expense, are quite

without necessity. You did not here indulge yourselves as much as I wished, and

nothing prevented my supplying your backwardness but my total ignorance in arti-

cles which might suit you. Mr. Eppes's election will, I am in hopes, secure me your

> That is, fitting vessels into a good state of forwardness for sea, and keeping them
liigh and dry under cover, to protect them from the sun and rain, until they are wanted
for public use.
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company next winter, and perliaps you may find it convenient to accompany your

sister in tlie spring. Mr. Giles's aid, indeed, in Congress, in support of our Admin-

istration, considering his long knowledge of the affairs of the Union, his talents and

the high ground on which he stands through the United States, had rendered hia

continuance here an object of anxious desire to those who compose the Administra-

tion ; but every information we receive states that prospect to be desperate from

his ill health, and will relieve me from the imputation of being willing to lose to the

pubHc so strong a suppocter, for the personal gratification of having yourself and

Mr. Eppes with me. I inclose you Lemaire's receipts. The orthography will be

puzzling and amusing ; but the receipts are valuable. Present my tender love to

your sister, kisses to the young ones, and my affections to Mr. Randolph and Mr.

Eppes, whom I suppose you will see soon. Be assured of my unceasing and anxious

love for yourself.

Th. Jefferson.

To Maria Jefferson Eppes, Bermuda Hundred.

WA.SHIIIGTOK, April 25, 1808.

Mt dear Maria:

In a letter from Mr. Eppes, dated at the Hundred April 14th, he informed

me that Francis had got well through his measles ; but he does not say what your

movements are to be. My chief anxiety is that you should be back to Monticello

by the end of June. I shall advise Martha to get back from here by the middle of

July, because the sickly season really commences here by that time, although the

members of the Government venture to remain till the last week of that month.

Mr. and Mrs. P. Carr stayed with me five or six days on their way to Baltimore. I

think they propose to return in June. Nelly Carr continues in ill health ; I believe

they expect about the same time to get back to Dunlora. I wrote to Mr. Eppes

yesterday. Be assured of my most affectionate and tender love to yourself and

kiss Francis for me. My cordial salutations to the family at Eppington when you

see them. Adieu.
Th. Jefferson.

The following letter will be read with unusual interest, as it

contains probably the strongest written expression ever made
by Mr. Jefferson to one of his family on the subject of his reli-

gious opinions. The circumstances that drew it out are stated in

the letter

:

To Martha Jefferson Randolph.

Washington, April 25, 1808.

My dear Martha :

A promise made to a friend some years ago, but executed only lately, has

placed my religious creed on paper. I have thought it just that my family, by pcs-

scKsing this should be enabled to estimate the libels published against me on this,

as on every other possible subject. I have written to Philadelphia for Dr. Priest-

ley's history of the corruptions of Christianity, which I will send you, and recom-

mend to an attentive perusal, because it establishes the groundwork of my view of

this subject.
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I have not had a line from Monticello or Edgehill since I parted with you. Peter

Carr and Mrs. Carr, who stayed with me five or six days, told me Cornelia had got

happily through her measles, and that Ellen had not taken them. But what has

become of Anne? I thought I had her promise to write once a week, at least the

words "all's well." It is now time for you to let nie know when you expect to be

able to set out for Washington, and whether your own carriage can bring you half

way. I think my Chickasaws, if drove moderately, will bring you well that far.

Mr. Lilly knows you will want them and can add a fourth. I think that by chang-

ing horses half way you will come with more comfort. I have no gentleman to

send for your escort. Finding here a beautiful blue Casimir, water proof, and

thinking it will be particularly d propos for Mr. Randolph as a travelling coat for his

journey, I have taken enough for that purpose, and will send it to Mr. Benson, post-

master at Fredericksburg, to be forwarded by Abrahams, and hope it will be

received in time.

Mr. and Mrs. Madison will set out for Orange about the last day of the month.

They will stay there but a week. I write to Maria to-day ; but supposing her at

the Hundred, according to what she told me of her movements, I send my letter

there. I wish you to come on as early as possible, because though the members of

the Government remain here to the last week in July, yet the sickly season com-

mences in fact by the middle of that month, and it would not be safe for you to

keep the children here longer than that, lest any one of them, being taken sick

early, might detain the whole here till the season of general danger, and perhaps

through it. Kiss the children for me. Present me affectionately to Mr. Randolph,

and accept yourself assurances of my constant and tenderest love.

Th. Jefferson.

The religious creed here mentioned as having been placed on

paper is contained in a letter to which attention will be here-

after called.
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ted States—Why Monroe was sent to act with Livingston—President to Monroe and to

M. Dupont—Livingston's Dispatches—England and France preparing for a Renews,! of

War—The Crisis Anticipated by Jefierson reached—Talleyrand Proposes to Sell Lou-

isiana—Marbois intrusted with the Negotiations by Bonaparte—His Officiai Offer to

sell Louisiana—Answer of the American Minister—Treaty of Sale to the United States
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avowed—Extent and Value of the Acquisition—Illustrative Statistical Comparisons
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—
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—Regards a Constitutional Amendment necessary to carry out the Stipulations of the
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—Treaty ratified by the Senate—Resolution in the House to carry it into Effect—

R. Griswold's Resolution calling for Papers—Determined Opposition to Treaty by
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tions—The Final Vote— Question reopened in the Senate on another Bill—Speeches
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Chanckllor Livingston, on reaching the Court of France,

had found himself coolly received. Jacobinism had gone out o1

fashion there. But he soon showed that his republicanism was
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unaggressive and unmeddling. His perstmal tastes and habits

were as far removed as possible from the Jacobin standards.

He had as few of the arts or airs of the demagogue or sans-cu-

lotte as the other great leaders of American Republicanism.'

Few of Bonaparte's courtiers, aspiring to the dignity of ancien

regime, approached the long-occupied social plane of the stately

American Patroon ; and most of them were upstarts compared

with him in personal and family pretensions. His wealth was

reputed ducal. His hereditary possessions were greater than

half a dozen French marquisates in the days of the Bourbons.

He had sat in Revolutionary and pre-Revolutionary Congresses.

He had been one of the committee appointed to draft the Decla-

ration of Independence ; and though not in Congress to sign the

instrument, the name of a near kinsman was on this more than

Battle Abbey roll. He had conducted with distinguished capa-

city the foreign bureau of his country. A full score of his family

of the existing generation, and more than twice that number of

his kinsmen, had borne high civic and military commissions.

His own whole life had been spent in the highest ranks of office.

But Mr. Livingston wore his pretensions with aifability and

grace. Without coming under Sir Henry Wotton's punning

definition of an ambassador—" an honest gentleman sent to lie

abroad for his country" "—he was a man of the world, possessed

1 Never was there a class of men who less put on the personal arts of clemagognes

than the Jeffprsons, Samuel Adamses, Clintons, Livingstons, Dickinsons, McKeans, Ma-

cons, PentUetons, Madisons, Monroes, Masons, Nicholases, Randolphs, Breckenridges,

Rodneys, etc., etc., before m- after election ! In this respect they (if we may credit Eng-

lish accounts) formed a most marked contrast with the manners of the English nobility

of the same period, when they or their family cadets, or friendrs, were candidates for con-

tested seats in the House of Commons. It is matter of record that the fortunes of even

noble families were wrecked in these contests. One of Wilberforce's elections cost more
than the annual expenses of one of our then American State Governments. Noblemen
•went about shaking hands and personally soliciting votes. Duchesses and Countesses

did the same ; and tradition says that the' magnificent Duchess of Devonshire (the same,

we believe, so nobly immortalized as "free Nature's uncorrupted child," in a lyric of

Coleridge), on being offered a vote by a greasy clown—for Fox, if we remember aright

—in exchange for a kiss, promptly sealed the contract and won the vote !

An A.merican statesman of that day could address the people at the polls, explaining

his views—but he could not stoop to individual solicitation, and much less to some other

English appliances. And his wife or his daughter would as soon have thought of emu-

lating the exploit of Godiva (of Coventry) as of the Duchess Georgiana.

The American "Jacobins" of 1796, 1800, and thence along through the third Presi-

dency, are not to be mistaken by young historical students for the pure French article !

If democracy is Jacobinism per se, they were Jacobins. But in all the practical applica-

tions, and in the externals, they were about as near the French standard as were Aristides,

Fabricius, and William Tell.

2 Dr. Dunglison. of Philadelphia, gave us a new turn to this witticism by Mr. Madison.

The latter was on his back on a sofa, at Montpellier, complaining of considerable indis-

position, but talking with great volubility to some guests. The Doctor suggested that he

w^uld not benelit himself by speaking so much in that position. " Oh, Doctor, I always

talk easiest when I lie." was the reply.
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social tact and business experience, was remarkably well in-

formed, was broad and liberal in his views, and on all classes of

subjects displayed uncommon abilities. When such a man
songlit to please, he could not fail. He was soon a favorite with

the First Consul, and with the more liberal and intellio^ent of

the statesmen who surrounded him.

Livingston's powers, we are inclined to think, were more re-

markable for their range than for their intensity in any one de-

partment. He was scarcely an originator, though he caught a

new idea promptly ; and the history of his life—his munilicent

assistance of Fulton—his introduction of fine-wooled sheep into

his country—and his patronage of all proposed undertakings of

value, show how readily and liberally he entered upon new lines

of thought and new practices. And having adopted an idea he

pushed it with vigor and talent. Such a man was well adapted

to be an ambassador of a republic, the path of which was plain

and straight-forward—which had few diplomatic secrets and

cared very little for those of other governments.

The French Government, however, studiously avoided giving

our minister any information of its purchase of Louisiana or its

non-purchase of Florida. The reason will presently appear in a

dispatch of Livingston.

The latter, according to his instructions, attempted as a pri-

mary object to prevent the French continental acquisitions, and

next, if they took place, to attempt to obtain that portion of

them east of the Mississippi, and particularly West Florida, in

order to secure the outlets to the Gulf of Mexico furnished by its

rivers, especially the Mobile. In this Livingston met with no

encouragement. On his hinting at a purchase, the minister told

him " none but spendthrifts satisfied their debts by selling their

lands." ' De Marbois (a steady friend of the United States)

informed him that the French government considered the

acquired possessions an excellent " outlet for their turbulent

spirits." ' He soon learned that their colonization was a favorite

scheme of the First Consul." Some passages in a dispatch of

Livingston, of January 13th, 1S02, deserve particular attention:

" By the secrecy and duplicity practised relative to this object, it is clear to me
that they apprehend some opposition on the part of America to their plans. I have,

* See Livingston's dispatches of December 10th and 12th, 1801.
* lb. December 31. ^ n,. February 2G, 1802.
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however, on all occasions declared that as long as France conforms to the existing

treaty between us and Spain, the Government of the United States does not con-

sider herself as having any interest in opposing the exchange. The evil our

country has suffered by their rupture with France is not to be calculated. We have

become an object ofjealousy both to the Government and people.

" The reluctance we have shown to a renewal of the treaty of 17*78, has created

many suspicions. Among other absurd ones, they believe seriously that we have

an eye to the conquest of their islands.' The business of Louisiana also originated

in that ; and they say expressly that they could have no pretence, so far as related

to the Floridas, to make this exchange, had the treaty been renewed, since by the

sixth article they were expressly prohibited froin touching the Floridas. I own I

have always considered this article, and the guaranty of our independence, as more

important to us than the guaranty of the islands was to France : and the sacrifices

we have made of an immense claim to get rid of it, as a dead loss."

By comparing this with Jefferson's letter of April 18th, 1802,

given in our preceding chapter, it will be seen how completely

the President's views differed from Mr. Livingston's in regard to

the consequences of a French colonization of Louisiana, and in

regard to the proper policy to be adopted by the United States

if it was attempted. And the further dispatches show that no

change took place in the minister's views until he i-eceived the

letter of the President. The policy which secured the purchase

of Louisiana was purely original with the latter. Not a distant

hint—not even an analogous idea was received from any other

quarter.

The minister again wrote home, March 24th, that the colo-

nization of New Orleans was " a darling object of the First Con-

sul"—that he " saw in it a mean to gratify his friends and dis-

pose of his armies"—that it was thought "that New Orleans

must command the trade of our whole western country "—that

the French had been persuaded " that the Indians were attached

to France and hated the Americans "—that " the country was a

paradise," etc. The minister then proposed that the United

'States establish a port at Natchez, or elsewhere, and give it such

advantages " as would bring our vessels to it without touching

at New Orleans."

He wrote, April 24th, that the French minister " would give

no answer to any inquiries he made" on the subject of Louisi-

ana; that the government was "at that moment fitting out an

armament" to take possession, consisting of "between five and

' Had there not been a foundation for this suspicion ? Had not the French Minister

in the United States penetrated the projects of the Miranda schemers ?
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seven thousand men, under the command of General Berna-

dotte," who would shortly sail for New Orleans, " unless the

state of affairs in St. Domingo should change their destination."

He declared his information certain, and again pressed his Gov-

ernment " immediately to take measures to enable the Natchez

to rival New Orleans."

Some other letters passed which are not necessary to be men-

tioned. On the 30th of July, Livingston wrote the Secretary of

State that he had received his dispatches of May let and 11th, the

President's letter through Dupont de Nemours, of the preceding

April 18th (1802), and that he was preparing a Memoir to the

French Government.

The formal instructions of May 1st and 11th fell far short of

the scope or decision of the President's private letter which he

had sent to Dupont de Nemours open, expressly and avowedly

to have its contents made known to the French Govern-

ment. The former, however, directed the minister to urge upon

France " an abandonment of her present purpose." Those of

the 1st directed him to endeavor to ascertain at what jprice she

would relinquish the Floridas—those of the 11th, to employ
" every effort and address" to procure the cession of all territory

east of the Mississippi, including New Orleans—and he was au-

thorized, should it become absolutely necessary in order to

secure this, to guarantee the French possessions west of the

river.

The discrepancy between the instructions and private letter

admits of a ready explanation. The one exhibited the official at-

titude which it was considered prudent to take—the other gave
warning of the inner and entire feelings and purposes, in a form
which would have its full effect, but which could not be offi-

cially recognized and therefore construed into a menace, or

made the subject of official discussion and disclosure. The in-

official letter, in effect, pnverted the propositions of the official

ones into ultimata. If France would cede to the United States

New Orleans, and all the territory east of the Mississippi, for

an equivalent in money, then the " marrying" with England
would not take place, and France could have the benefit of an-

other American guaranty. But what was a guaranty worth
which would fall with the first collision of the parties between
whom the predicted "friction" would not be in the least reduced
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hy the proposed arrangement? What would tlie remaining ter-

ritory be worth to France (never worth a thousandth part as

much to her as to the United States), in the then situation of the

world, without anj navigable approach to the greater portion of

it, except through a river of which the United States would hold

the absolute control ?

To accept the President's offer would be to give up the most

valuable part of the possession and the key to all the remainder

for the purpose of liaving the remainder secured from England.

Yet, if the reasoning in the President's letter was sound (which

enforced the first cession), the rest would inevitably soon follow

that cession. In fact, the first cession would render the second

more inevitable, and a thousand times less capable of being for-

cibly prevented. The President's idea, then, amounted practi-

cally to this : that if France would sell us all we then needed of

her territory, for either commercial, military, or any other pur-

poses, we would help her (or rather allow her to help us) keep

the other part from a more dangerous occupant, until we also

had need for that other part. Precisely in this light the French

government viewed this offer. Talleyrand emphatically de-

clared that if the French Government gave up what we then

asked, what was left was worthless to France.

We neither accuse nor suspect Mr. Jefferson of insincerity.

There is no doubt he would have respected his guaranty; and that

he would have remained adverse to taking any unjust advan-

tage. But he foresaw, and clearly and warningly pointed to the

train of causes which must inevitably end, sooner or later, in the

overthrow of any French power on the Mississippi. Having
done this, he took middle ground—ground that would neither

disgust France nor mankind by its rapacity—and awaited the

result. We have no doubt that having such intellects as Bona-

parte's and Talleyrand's to deal with, he very strongly antici-

pated the result which finally took place. It was to be ready

for this, or some other equivalent or similar proposition, that he

sent Monroe to France, with verbal instructions extending to

any contingency.

The President's views produced no immediate visible change

in Bonaparte's plans. Livingston informed his Government,

November 11th, that the military expedition to New Orleans

was about embarking, and he feared " no prudence would pre-
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vent hostilities ere long." Some of his later dispatches were

rather more hopeful in their tenor, but no marked change

occurred in the open aspect of things until the news reached

France of the war flame that was burning in Congress, on

account of the proceedings of Morales at New Orleans. The

Federalists, who were so vehemently laboring to overthrow the

Administration on that question, were unconsciously playing

into its hands, and as effectually serving one of its great objects

—the greatest object of its foreign policy—as if they had been

employed expressly for that purpose.

When intelligence of war resolutions, vehement speeches in

Congress, and of every other apparent indication of a popular

ferment and of a national explosion in the United States, was

wafted across the Atlantic, the French Consul—used to the fiery

energy of democratic legislatures—unable to discern distinctly

at such a distance between parties—finding one set openly talk-

ing war and the other only asking for privacy in the delibera-

tions on the question—observing that all were in favor of firm

declarations and provisional warlike preparations—fancied he

saw the American scenes of 1798 about to be reenacted. He
saw the United States again preparing with the prodigal bravery

which distinguishes an aroused democracy, tauntino;ly to defy

France to the combat ; and he doubtless believed this was the

first act in the drama which the President's letter had fore-

shadowed.

It would be something worse than ridiculous to suppose that

Bonaparte was intimidated, or that the Directory were intimi-

dated in 1798. But the question was, in commercial phrase,

would the contest "pay?" Was it worth while to wage a war

with so distant a power while the marine of France was so infe-

rior to that of England, the sure ally of the enemies of France?

Was it worth while to attempt to garrison a wilderness, destitute

even of provisions, against five millions of contiguous people,

who could reach it by a large number of navigable rivers ? Was
it worth while to expose the French West India possessions to

the attacks of such a neighbor? Was it worth while to tempt

a partition of all the colonial possessions of France between the

United States and England? Was it worth while to ""marry"

these powers in the bonds of a common interest, and induce their

allied maritime flags to " maintain exclusive possession of the
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ocean," and fix " the sentence which was to restrain France

forever within her low-water mark ?"

The shattered ships of France bore good testimony whether

the menaces of the President in the last particular would prove

bagatelles, if the policy he threatened was entered upon.

The victor of Lodi, Aboukir, and Marengo—the Dictator of

southern Europe—could have laughed at the President's threats

if nothing but the Rhine or the Pyrenees had separated the

domains over which they ruled. But circumstances sometimes

more than counterbalance strength. A mountaineer in a pass is

more formidable than a battalion on a plain. The United States

held the unapproached maritime supremacy of the western

hemisphere. She held more. Maritime skill and maritime vic-

tory were hers by birthright. Never man for man and gun for gun

had her flag been struck to Christian or Corsair ; and now the

Levantine seas were witnessing her avenging chastisement of

those to whom Europe paid tribute. United with England, and

only given time to build (in the mechanical sense of the term)
' fleets, and no ocean or sea could float a sail whicli was not under

the protection of their associated flags.

But independently of such future results, and looking only

to existing facts, Bonaparte was not weak enough in military

capacity to suppose for a moment he could hold a level and

comparatively unfortified mud bank, inhabited by a few thou-

sand Creoles, and a vast wilderness occupied only by savpges,

with the Atlantic between it and France, against the fighting

men of five millions of people, and with England joyfully and

eagerly ready to intercept every succor he could send, so that

not a regiment would reach America without in part owing it

to favoring accidents.

The moment, therefore, he believed the President's avowals

had been made in earnest, and that the American people were

ready to uphold them—ready to fight for the territory—(and

what could he expect if the American Republicans, the only

party that could ever tolerate France, should lead in the war

feeling ?) his strong sagacity at once foresaw that his colonization

projects were at an end ; that these new domains were worthless to

France, and must soon pass entirely from its grasp. Measuring

as he always did the sentiment of Araei-ica towards France by

the Federal standard, he probably considered any guaranty the
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latter could receive from tlie former as a far weaker and more

ephemeral engagement than it would actually have proved.

Necessity would have broken it. But he believed the merest

pretext would suffice. It was both for his advantage and credit,

then, to get rid of it for the best equivalent lie could obtain, be-

fore another war should break out between France and England.

We have stated the object the President had in view in send-

ing Monroe to France, and clothed with a still higher grade of

ministerial functions than Livingston. Let the reader carefully

examine the following letter and judge:

To Governor Monroe.

Washuigton, January 13, 1808,

Dear Sir:

I dropped you a line on the 10th, informing you of a nomination I had made
of you to the Senate, and yesterday I inclosed you their approbation, not then hav-

ing time ,to write. The agitation of the public mind on occasion of the late suspen-

sion of our right of deposit at New Orleans is extreme. In the western country it

is natural, and grounded on honest motives. In the seaports it proceeds from a

desire for war, which increases the mercantile lottery : in the Federalists, generally,

and especially those of Congress, the object is to force us into war if possible, in

order to derange our finances, or if this cannot be done, to attach the western coun-

try to them, as their best friends, and thus get again into power. Remonstrances,

memorials, etc., are now circulating through the whole of the western country, and

signed by the body of the people. The measures we have been pursuing, being

invisible, do not satisfy their minds. Something sensible, therefore, has become

necessary ; and indeed our object of purchasing New Orleans and the Floridas is a

measure liable to assume so many shapes, that no instructions could be squared to Jit

them. It was essential, then, to send a minister extraordinary, to be joined with

the ordinary one, with discretionary powers ; first, however, well impressed with all

our views, and therefore qualified to meet and modify to these everyform of proposi-

tion which could come from the other party. This could be done only in full and

frequent oral conmiunications. Having determined ou this, there could not be two

opinions among the Republicans as to the person. You possessed the unlimited

confidence of the Administration and of the western people ; and generally of the

Republicans everywhere ; and were you to refuse to go, no other man can be found

who does this. The measure has already silenced the Federalists here. Congrees

will no longer be agitated by them : and the country will become calm as fast as the

information extends over it. All eyes, all hopes are now fixed on you ; and were

you to decline, the chagrin would be universal, and would shake under your feet

the high ground on wliich you stand with the pubhc. Indeed, I know nothing

which would produce such a shock. For on the event of this mission depend the

future destines of this Republic. If we cannot, by a purchase of the country, insure

to ourselves a course of perpetual peace and friendship with all nations, then as war

cannot be distant, it behoves us immediately to be preparing for that course, with-

out, however, hastening it; and it may be necessary (on your failure on the Conti-

nent') to cross the Cliaiinel. We shall get entangled in European pohtics, and
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liguriag more, be much less happy and prosperous. This can only be prevented by

a successful issue to your present mission. I am sensible, after the measures you

have taken for getting into a different line of business, that it will be a great sacri-

fice on your part, and presents from the season and other circumstances serious

difficulties. But some men are born for the public. Nature, by fitting them for the

service of the human race on a broad scale, has stamped them with the evidences

of her destination and their duty.

But I am particularly concerned that, in the present case, you have more than

one sacrifice to make. To reform the prodigalities of our predecessors is under-

stood to be peculiarly our duty, and to bring the Government to a simple and eco-

nomical course. They, in order to increase expense, debt, taxation and patronage,

tried always how much they could give. The outfit given to ministers resident to

enable them to furnish their house, but given by no nation to a temporary minister,

who is never expected to take a house or to entertain, but considered on the footing

of a voyageur, they gave to their extraordinary missionaries by wholesale. In the

beginning of our Administration, among other articles of reformation in expense, it

was determined not to give an outfit to ministers extraordinary, and not to incur

the expense with any minister of sending a frigate to carry or bring him. The

Boston happened to be going to the Mediterranean, and was permitted, therefore, to

take up Mr. Livingston and touch in a port of France. A frigate was denied to

Charles Pinckney, and has been refused to Mr. King for his return. Mr. Madison's

friendship and mine to you being so well known, the public will have eagle eyes to

watch if we grant you any indulgences out of the general rule ; and on the other

hand, the example set in your case vfIU be more cogent on future ones, and produce

greater approbation to our conduct. The allowance, therefore, will be in this, and

all similar cases, all the expenses of your journey and voyage, taking a ship's cabin

to yourself, nine thousand dollars a year from your leaving home till the proceed-

ings of your mission are terminated, and then the quarter's salary for the expenses

of your return, as prescribed by law. As to the time of your going, you cannot

too much hasten it, as the moment in France is critical. St. Domingo delays their

taking possession of Louisiana, and they are in the last distress for money for cur-

rent purposes. You should arrange your affairs for an absence of a year at least,

perhaps for a long one. It will be necessary for you to stay here some days on your

way to New York. You will receive here what advance you choose.*

Accept assurances of my constant and affectionate attachment.

Th. Jefferson.

Mr. Livingston, meanwhile, had continued vigorously to

press his applications to the French Government, and he had

succeeded in obtaining a direct access for his memorials to

Bonaparte, without the intervention of a minister. He pro-

cured some concessions on incidental questions, but nothing

looking towards a sale of the Floridas, or of another province

which it has been assumed that nobody in America had yet

» The vote in the Senate on confirming Monroe's appointment stood fifteen to twelve

—a strict party division.
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thought of purchasing ! lie again wrote the Secretary of

State, March 11 (1803), that Talleyrand "'had assured him no

sale would be heard of," tind on the 12th as follows

:

" With i-espect to a negotiation for Louisiana, I tliink nothing will be effected

here. I have done everything I can, through the Spanish Ambassador, to obstruct

the bargain [between France and Spain] for the Floridas, and I have great hope that

it will not be soon concluded."

The Consul had not yet spoken. Talleyrand had not

reached this point in th$ negotiation. A better offer was hoped

for. But Bonaparte would soon be obliged either to speak—to

give up a great European measure matured in his mind—or to

undertake that measure under circumstances which would strip

him of Louisiana, and possibly the French West Indies in addi

tion, without any equivalent. The " first cannon fired in

Europe" was about to roar the knell of the Peace of Amiens,

and it was for Bonaparte to say whether it should be the " sig-

nal" also for " holding the two continents of America in seques-

tration for the common purposes of the united British and

American nations." There is little doubt that his mind was

fully made up which was the preferable alternative long before

Mr. Livingston was apprised of the fact.

In Livingston's dispatch of March 12th he mentioned an

interview between the Consul and Lord "VVhitmouth, the English

ambassador, in the drawing-rooms of Madame Bonaparte, in

which the former assumed that vehemently angry and menacing

tone with which he was accustomed to overwhelm the ministers

of hostile powers, on the eve of war. The nerves of the stout

Englishman did not shiver. None of Bonaparte's rage on this

occasion, however, was affected. He had been deeply incensed

by the bitter denunciations heaped upon him in the British Par-

liament, and by a stream of English publications, which repre-

sented him in the most odious light.' Causes of dissatisfaction had

been constantly accumulating between the nations. England,

indeed, wanted war. France was gaining a rapid ascendency

on the Continent. The war was, therefore, inevitable. Its ap-

proach was announced by Bonaparte on the loth of March, in an

» Bonaparte took particular offence at Sir Kobert Wilson's narrative of the English

Expedition to Egypt, dedicated by permission to the Duke of York, and publicly pre-

sented by the author to George III. and accepted at a levee.
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audience of foreign ministers. It soon broke out on both sides

with peculiar vindictiveness, and with mutual outrage.'

On the 11th of April, Livingston wrote his government that

Talleyrand had that day asked him whether the United States
" wished to have the whole of Louisiana "—that he " told him
no

;
that our wishes extended only to New Orleans and the Flo-

ridas." Talleyrand replied, if the French " gave New Orleans,

the rest would be of little value, and that he would wish to

know what we would give for the whole." Livingston says

:

" I told him it was a subject I liad not thought of; but I supposed we should

not object to twenty millions, provided our citizens were paid. He told me this was

too low an offer ; and that he would be glad if I would reflect upon it, and tell him
to-morrow. I told him that as Mr. Monroe would be in town in two days, I would

delay my further offer until I had the pleasure of introducing him. He added, that

he did not speak from authority, but that the idea had struck him. I have reason,

however, to think that this resolution was taken in council on Saturday."

On Friday, Livingston had received Ross's motion in the

United States Senate, and given copies to Talleyrand and Mar-

bois. Other news of the same tenor had been for some time

reaching the French Government.

Monroe arrived on the 12th. On the 13th, Marbois (into

whose hands Bonaparte had put the negotiations, on hearing

through the English press that the United States had appropria-

ted two millions of dollars to bribe the persons about him), in-

formed Mr. Livingston that Bonaparte said to him on Sunday:
" You have charge of the treasury ; let them [the Americans]

give you one hundred millions of francs, and pay their own
claims and take the whole country." Livingston declined to

answer this proposition without consulting Monroe. The minis-

ters, on the 15th, offered fifty millions, including the claims

;

and then shrewdly " resolved to rest a few days on their oars."

"War was swiftly coming ; additional funds were more desirable

to France than additional enemies !

On the 30th of April—^just eleven days before Lord Whit-

mouth received his passports and left France—a treaty and two

conventions were entered into between the American and

French ministers, by which France ceded the entire province of

I England, before declaring war, seized two hundred French vessels, worth, with
their cargoes, three millions sterling. France retaliated by ordering the aiTest of about
ten thousand English in France and treating them as prisoners of war.
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Louisiana to the United States, tor the sum of sixty millions of

francs/ to be paid to France—twenty millions to be paid to citi-

zens of the United States due IVoin France (for supplies, embar-

goes, and prizes made at sea)—and in further consideration of

certain stipulations in favor of the inhabitants of the ceded ter-

ritory, and certain commercial privileges secured to France.

It was provided that the inhabitants of Louisiana should

' be incorporated into the Union of the United States, and ad-

mitted as soon as possible, according to the principles of tlie

Federal Constitution, to the enjoyment of all the rights, advan-

tages, and immunities of citizens of the United States ; and, in

the mean time, they should be maintained and protected in

the free enjoyment of their liberty, property, and the religion

which they professed."

It was provided that French or Spanish ships coming directly

from their own country, or any of their colonies, and loaded only

with the produce or manufactures thereof, should for the space

of twelve years be admitted to any port within the ceded terri-

tory, in the same manner and on the same terms with American
vessels coming from those places. And for that period no other

nation was to have a right to the same privileges in the ports of

the ceded territory. But this was not to afi'ect the regulations

the United States might make concerning the exportation of

their own produce and merchandise, or any right they might

have to make such regulations. After the expiration of the

twelve years, and forever, the ships of France were to be treated

upon the footing of the most favored tiations in the ports of the

ceded territory.

The financial arrangements were included in the " Conven-

tions," as France exhibited a sensitive disinclination to have

this territorial transfer formally assume its real cliaracter of a

sale for money. But a careful inspection of the treaties will

show that she had much less reason to blush for her conduct on

this occasion than nations commonly have which either cede or

acquire territory. Her stipulations in behalf of the existing and

future population of Louisiana were most humane and noble,

and those which afi'ected her American creditors were conceived

in the highest spirit of magnanimity and honor. It is curious to

> It was stipulated that, in this convention, five franc 3333-10000 (or five livros eight
Bous tournois) should equal the dollar of the United States.
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speculate what a different air this international compact might

have been made to wear, had the superseded Talleyrand been

the negotiator instead of the austerely virtuous Marbois. And
let us not withhold from the Consul of France the credit which

is due him for appointing, and approving the proceedings of

such a minister.

We think it was Napoleon who said he had noticed that

Providence generally favored the heaviest and best disciplined

battalions. Fortune wafts on those who seize her at the ebb.

The " good luck," to which it gave the opposition so much con-

eolation to attribute the President's success in the purchase of

Louisiana, continued. The house of Baring, in London, offered

for a moderate commission at once to take the American
stocks which were created for the purchase money of Louisiana,

at their current value in England, and to meet our engagements

to France by stipulated monthly installments. It is not at all

probable that this offer to furnish so large a sum to an enemy
could have been made without understanding with the British

Government. Nay, the latter had projected an expedition to

capture New Orleans as soon as her war with France should

break out, but on being apprised by Mr. King of the measures

of the United States towards a purchase, evinced apparent satis-

faction with such an arrangement. And on learning the terms

of the cession, even George IIL, if the well-turned diplomatic

language of Lord Hawkesbury may be credited, grew gracious,

and expressed high approbation of their tenor.'

England had every right to feel gratified. No alliance

against her power, no special guaranties against her arms, no

injurious discriminations against her navigation had been in-

serted in the treaties. France was stripped of her American

continental possessions, and crippled from ever becoming the

rival of England in colonial establishments. The ceded terri-

tory had gone into the hands of the only power which could hold

it safely from all European rivals, and against which it would

have been in vain for England herself to contend for its posses-

1 Lord Hawkesbury wrote Mr. King (May 19th, 1803), that his Majesty expressed his

satisfaction that the treaty had been so framed " as not to infringe any right of Great
Britain in the navigation of the Mississippi;" and that he regarded it as "the most satis-

factory evidence of a disposition on the part of the Government of the United States

—

correspondent to that which his Majesty entertained—to promote and improve that har-

mony and good understanding which so happily subsisted between the two countries,

and which was so conducive to their mutual benefit
!"'
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sion. The sum paid into the coffers of France would not ap-

proach that which England would save in sending fleets against

and in maintaining possession of Louisiana against both France

and the United States, M'ithout any hope that possession would

be permanent. And finally, England could now concentrate all

her force without reference to transatlantic eiforts or interrup-

tions, in her death-struggle with that modern Alexander against

whom it might soon be necessary to defend even her own shores

from invasion.

Livingston and Monroe communicated the result of their ne-

gotiations to the American Government, May 13th. It is to be

presumed the paper was drawn up by Livingston, and was ac-

quiesced in by Monroe, to escape an eclaircissement which would

add to existing irritations.' It said that they (the ministers)

" well knew " that " an acquisition of so great extent was not

contemplated by their appointment," but "they were persuaded

that the circumstances and considerations which induced them

to make it, would justify them in the measure to their Govern-

ment and country."

So far as ofiicial wn-itten instructions were concerned, this

was true ; but both Livingston's official and Jefferson's inofficial

letters show that it was an erroneous view—show that procur-

ing Louisiana had been "contemplated" and made the subject

of diplomatic correspondence—show that Jefferson had medita-

ted and resolved on obtainingf if practicable, every foot of the

American continental possessions of France, the moment he

learned that France had obtained them—show that he had com-

municated these views to Livingston, while that minister was
expressing to the French Government, and no doubt honestly

entertaining, a wholly different class of ideas. And there is not

a particle of doubt that it was precisely to seize upon a favora-

> Livingston expressed considerable feeling at Monroe's appointment, and at his su-

periority of ofiBcial grade. He believed " it was important that he [Livingston] be thought
to stand as well with his government as any other person." He thought " his age, and
the stations he had held, entitled him not to have any person placed above him in the
line he had filled," etc. (See his dispatch to Madison, April 17th.) There were not
wanting persons who were earnestly attempting to convince Livingston that the Admi-
nistration were secretly hostile to him, and who communicated to him all sorts of tattle
and gossip to prove their assertions. We are ashamed to say that as high bred a man as
Governeur Moi-ris rivalled a chambermaid's industry in the latter particular. (See his
correspondence, edited by Sparks.) A jest of Bonaparte, in regard to Livingston's deaf-
ness, was repeated by "beau Dawson'* at the capital, and therefore was represented
to hira as a Government insult, etc., etc.

!
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ble crisis, should it occur, to do exactly what was done, that

Monroe was sent charged with his veTlal instructions.'

Mr. Madison's reply ' (as Secretary of State) to the commu-
nication of May 13th, was worded with peculiar care, its object

being, without giving oifence to Mr. Livingston, to dissent from

the statement that the ministers had acted contrary to any pre-

vious views or wishes of their Government, or had taken a step

which had not been "contemplated" by their Government, or

one which they had not been expected to promptly and eagerly

adopt if available. After expressing the unequivocal approba-

tion of the Government for the proceedings of the ministers, he

said:

" This approbation is in no respect precluded by the silence of your commission

and instructions. When these were made out, the object of the most sanguine was

limited to the establishment of the Mississippi as our boundary. It. was not pre-

sumed that more could be sought by the United States, either with a chance of suc-

cess, or perhaps without being suspected of a greedy ambition, than the island of

New Orleans and the two Floridas ; it being little doubted that the latter was, or

would be comprehended in the cession from Spain to France. To the acquisition of

New Orleans and the Floridas, the provision was, therefore, accommodated. Nor

was it to be supposed that in case the French government should be willing to part

with more than the territory on one side of the Mississippi, an arrangement with

Spain for restoring to her the territory on the other side, would not be preferred to

a sale of it to the United States. It might be added, that the ample views of the

eubject carried with him by Mr. Monroe, and the confidence felt that your judicious

management would make the most [of?] f ivorable occurrences, lessened the neces-

1 We could, had we esteemed it in the least degree necessary, have brought an abun-
dance of other proofs that Jefferson's eye was steadily on Louisiana. And how accu-
rately he foresaw the approaching crisis which would place the game in our hands, will

appear by the following letter, written before the intelligence of a warlike move in Eu-
rope had reached the United States. It also derives much additional significance from
the fact that it was addressed to Claiborne, the Governor of the Territory (Mississippi)

adjoining the French possessions. It was intended to prepare that officer's mind, and
through him the minds of the American borderers, for the issue of swift-coming war, if

negotiations failed. He wrote (May 24th, 1803) :

" I consider war between France and England as unavoidable. The former is much
averse to it, but the latter sees her own existence to depend on a remodification of the

face of Europe, over which France has extended its sway much farther since than before

the treaty of Amiens. That instrument is therefore considered as insufficient for the
general security ; in fact, as virtually subverted, by the subsequent usurpations of Bona-
parte on the powers of Europe. A remodification is therefore required by England, and
evidently cannot be agreed to by Bonaparte, whose power, resting on the transcendent
opinion entertained of him, would sink with that on any retrograde movement. In this

conflict, our neutrality will be cheaply purchased by acession of the island of New Or-
leans and the Floridas'; because taking part in the war, we could so certainly seize and
securely hold them and more. And although it would be unwise in us to let such an op-
portunity pass by of obtaining the necessary accession to our territory even by force, if

not obtainable otherwise, yet it is infinitely more desirable to obtain it with the blessing

of neutrality rather than the curse of war."

2 July. 29th.
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sitv of multiplying provisions for every turn which your negotiations, might possibly

take."

He then very quietly mentioned tliat it was the tenor of Mr.

Livingston's own dispatches which had " left no expectation of

any arrangement with France, by which an extensive acquisi-

tion was to be made, unless in afavorable crisis of xoldcK advan-

tage should le takeny

Is it asked if we entertain any doubt that Monroe, with his

verbal instructions, would have concurred readily in a treaty

based on the President's formal and official offer, tliat is, on the

separate acquisition of the Floridas and New Orleans? No
such doubt is entertained. No question is made that the Presi-

dent and the American people would have rested satisfied with

that acquisition for a generation to come. But it is not probable

that the President expected his official demand would be com-

plied with," and no more. If so, he sent Monroe to France for

nothing, and much of his letter to him of January 13th, 1803, is

wholly unmeaning gibberish. Undoubtedly he hoped for a more
favorable arrangement. Undoubtedly he verbally instructed

Monroe to acquire as much territory as practicable. Undoubtedly

Monroe would never have signed a treaty which did not obtain

more than New Orleans—and France did not, as it proved, own
the Floridas. After reading the President's letter to Livingston,

of April 18th, 1802, it would be absurd to declare that he did

not "contemplate" the acquisition of Louisiana, that he did not

solely originate the idea, that he did not originate and put in

motion the train of causes by which it was accomplished.

Monroe, with his customary steady discretion and modesty,

kept silent as to his share of the merit of this negotiation.

Jefferson's temptation to speak was stronger. The opposition,

with its usual variety and diversity of grounds of attack, in-

sisted—first, that the purchase was inexpedient, unconstitutional,

and disgraceful in its character; secondly, that it was the result

of "good luck," and was wholly unforeseen and unthought of;

thirdly, that Livingston's energy and tact had broken away from

instructions to rescue a feeble and irresolute Administration.

The President did once or twice hint to very confidential cor-

respondents that if all the facts were before the public, it w:)uld

be shown that the ministers had not been compelled to take any
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unauthorized or unexpected responsibility ; and he also hinted

that Monroe was entitled to a full share of credit for what had

been accomplished.' Beyond this he coolly let the newspaper

trumpet blare on and reduce him to a secondary attitude to those

who, if they had executed well, had acted only as his instruments.

He had conceived the design—he had foreseen the occasion

—

he had even given the signal to strike when the occasion came.

It was no ordinary triumph of which he omitted to claim the

glory. When from the bema of the Pnyx the flashing eye of

Demosthenes glanced from the upturned faces of the people of

Athens to the scenes of those heroic achievements which he

invoked them to emulate, it looked beyond the Gulf of Salamis

and the plain of Marathon. Parnes, in whose rocky gorge

stood Phyle, towered before him in the north, and in the south

the heights on whose southern bases broke the waves of the

JEgean. Almost the whole land of Attica lay under his vision,

and near enough to have its great outlines distinguishable.

What a world was clustered within that compass

!

The land of Attica, whose sword shook and whose civiliza

tion conquered the world, had the superficial area and about one

third the agricultural productiveness of a moderate sized county

in any of the American States which have been erected in the

province of French Louisiana.''

No conqueror who has trod the earth to fill it with desolation

and mourning, ever conquered and permanently amalgamated

with his native kingdom, a remote approach to the same extent

of tei'ritory.

But one kingdom in Europe equals the extent of one of its

present States.^ Germany supports a population of thirty-seven

millions of people. All Germany has a little more than the

area of two-thirds of Nebraska ; and, acre for acre, less tillable

» For example, the President vsrote General Gates, July 14th, 1803 : " I find our

opposition is very willing to pluck feathers from Monroe, although not fond of sticking

them into Livingston's coat. The truth is, both have a just portion of merit; and were

it necessary or proper, it would be shown that each has rendered peculiar services, and

of important value. These grumblers, too, are very uneasy lest the Administration

should share some little credit for the acquisition, the whole of which they ascribe to the

accident of war. They would be cruelly mortified could they see our files from May, 1801

,

the first organization of the Administration, but more especially from April, 1802. They
would see, that though we could not say when war would arise, yet we said with energy

what would take place when it should arise. We did not, by our intrigues, produce the

war ; but we availed ourselves of it when it happened."
» Attica contains not to exceed seven hundred square miles. This is below the aver-

age size of counties in most of the American States.

s The State of Nebraska contains 335,882 square miles.
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land. Louisiana, as densely populated in proportion to its natu-

ral materials of sustentation as parts of Europe, would be capa-

ble of supporting somewhere from four to five Inindred millions

of people.' riie whole United States became capable, by thib

acquisition, of sustaining a larger population than ever occupied

Europe.

The purchase secured, independently of territory, several

prime national objects. It gave us that homogeneousness, unity

and independence which is derived from the absolute control

and disposition of our commerce, trade and industry in every

department, without the hindrance or meddling of any inter-

vening nation between us and any natural element of industry,

between us and the sea, or between us and the open market of

the world. It gave ns ocean boundaries on all exposed sides,

for it left Canada exposed to us and not us to Canada. It made
us indisputably and forever (if our own Union is preserved) the

controllers of the western hemisphere. It placed our national

course, character, civilization and destiny solely in our own
hands. It gave us the certain sources of a not distant numerical

strength to which that of the mightiest empires of the past or

present is insignificant.

A Gallic Caesar was leading his armies over shattered king-

doms. His armed foot shook the world. He decimated Europe.

Millions on millions of mankind perished, and there was scarcely

a human habitation from the Polar Seas to the Mediterranean,

where the voice of lamentation was not heard over slaughtered

kindred, to swell the conqueror's strength and "glory!" And
the carnage and rapine of war are trifling eyils compared with

its demoralizations. The rolling tide of conquest subsided.

France shrunk back to her ancient limits. Kapoleon died *"

repining captive on a rock of the ocean. The stupendous tra-

gedy was played out ; and no physical results were left behind

but decrease, depopulation and universal loss.

A republican President, on a distant continent, was also

seeking to aggrandize his country. He led no armies. He
shed not a solitary drop of human blood. He caused not a tear

' Its area, not including Texas (afterwards improperly surrendered from the pur-
chase) and the region west of the Rocky Mountains, is not" far, probably, from a million
of square miles. But for all practical purposes and results, the purchase extended
beyond the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific ; and Texas should have been ours without
a reannexation
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of human woe. He bent not one toiling back lower hj govern-

mental burdens. Strangest of political anomalies (and ludi-

crous as strange to the representatives of the ideas of the

tyrannical and bloody past), he lightened the taxes while

he was lightening the debts of a nation. And without inter-

rupting either of these meliorations for an instant—without

imposing a single new exaction on his people—he acquired,

peaceably and permanently for his country, more extensive and
fertile domains than ever for a moment owned the sway of

Napoleon—more extensive ones than his gory plume ever

floated over.

Which of these victors deserves to be termed " glorious ?"

Yet, with that serene and unselfish equanimity, which ever

preferred his cause to his vanity, this more than conqueror

allowed his real agency in this great achievement to go unex-

plained to the day of his death, and to be in a good measure

attributed to mere accident, taken advantage of quite as much
by others as by himself. Pie wrote no laurelled letter.' He asked

no Triumph.

An erroneous expression of Mr. Livingston, or one at least

which has conveyed erroneous impressions, has been pointed out.

What were the precise ideas which possessed his mind at the

moment we cannot undertake to say. It is probable the dis-

patch was hastily written amidst the excitement of great events.

The particular remark under notice must have been uttered

without special consideration. We are not aware that he ever

reiterated the statement. We suppose him to have been labor-

ing possibly under a little pique, and like other men to have

been disposed to claim his full share of credit where he momen-
tarily felt that his capacity had been questioned. He is con-

ceded to have been an able man, who discharged his assigned

duty well. He, beyond all question, was an upright man, who
would have uttered no intentional misrepresentation to benefit

himself or injure another. ISTo blame is affixed to him for a

casual mistake. We could not possibly suppose it was delibc'

rate had it come from a vastly inferior man, because a moment's

recollection would have told him he was writing for the eyes of

> The Boman generals aflBxed laurel to their dispatches, and also to the spears and
javelins of their soldiery on winning a victory. " Laurus P.,omanis prjecipufe laetitioe vic-

toriarumqne nuntia additur Uteris, et militiam lanceis pilisque."—(Pliny, lib. xv. s. 30.')
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those who must have documentary proof that they had " con-

templated " all that had been accomplished.

The delicacy with which Mr. Livingston was treated probably

saved the Administration from a serious New York feud, and the

next Administration the vote of that State. It required the firm

support of the Livingston family and interest to give Mr. Madi-

son the victory he there achieved over another and Republican

candidate.

Monroe had been directed, if the negotiations with France

/ailed, t" cross the Channel and make preparations for resorting

to the pohoy which Jefferson had informed the French Govern-

ment, through Dupont de Nemours, would be the alternative

in the event of that failure. In the meantime, the Presi-

dent had held out a signal to England, in a letter which will

become more noticeable in the light of some future facts. He
wrote to Sit John Sinclair, June 80th, 1803 :

" We are still uninformed here whether you are again at war. Bonaparte has

produced auch a state of things in Europe as it would seem difiScult for him to

relinquish in any sensible degree, and equally dangerous for Great Britain to suffer

to go on, especially if accompanied by maritime preparations on his part The

events which have taken place in France have lessened in the American mind the

motives of interest which it felt in that revolution, and its amity towards that coun-

try now rests on its love of peace and commerce. We see, at the same time, with

great concern, the position in which Great Britain is placed, and should be sin-

cerely afflicted were any disaster to deprive mankind of the benefit of such a bul-

wark against the torrent which has for some time been bearing down all before it.

But her power and powers at sea seem to render everything safe in the end. Peace

is our passion, and the wrongs might drive us from it. We prefer trying ever other

just principles, right and safety, before we would recur to war."

The last three sentences are a jumble of typographical errors.

Mr. Jefferson's copy of the letter is (or should be) locked up in

the State Department at Washington, and therefore we cannot

correct these sentences authoritatively. They perhaps carry a

sufficient inkling of the sense to render it unnecessary.

Such a letter, addressed to such a man, and containing no

restrictions on the communication of its contents, was of course

intended for the eye of Government. It was accordingl}^ imme-

diately communicated to the British Cabinet, and produced

most marked and favorable changes in the relations of the

two countries.

Ten days afterwards, the President wrote a letter of similar
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import to the Earl of Buchan, who had previously addressed

him as he had Washington ; and who, as the older brother of

two such men as Thomas and Henry Erskine, was probably

supposed by both Presidents to be a man of consequence and

sense.^

In the spring of 1S03, audible murmurs were heard among
the Republicans at the President's continued refusal to make a

more general removal of the Federalists from office. In Penn-

sylvania, where a contrary rule had been practised by the

State-appointing power, the dissatisfaction threatened to assume

the form of a serious schism. To Mr. Kicholson, wlio had com-

municated particulars on the subject, the President wrote, May
13th, making excuses for the conduct of the malcontents, men-

tioning the number of removals he had made, and calmly

announcing his unshaken determination to adhere to his policy.

He said :

" We laid down our line of proceedings on mature inquiry and consideration in

1801, and have not departed from it. Some removals, to wit, sixteen to the end of

our first session of Congress, were made on political principles alone, in very urgent

cases; and we determined to make no more but for delinquency, or active and bitter

opposition to the order of things which the public will had estabhshed. On this

last ground nine were removed from the end of the first to the end of the second

session of Congress ; and one since that. So that sixteen only have been removed

in the whole for political principles, that is to say, to make room for some partici-

{lation for the Republicans. These were a mere fraud not suffered to go into effect.

Pursuing our object of harmonizing all good people of whatever description, we

shall steadily adhere to our rule, and it is with sincere pleasure I learn that it is

approved by the more moderate part of our friends."

He thus gave the result of the spring elections of 1803, in a

letter to Governor Claiborne (May 24)

:

" The elections which have taken place this spring, prove that the spirit of Re-

publicanism has repossessed the whole mass of our country from Connecticut

southwardly and westwardly. The three New England States of New Hampshire,

Massachusetts and Connecticut alone hold out. In these, though we have not gained

the last year as much as we had expected, yet we are gaining steadily and sensibly.

In Massachusetts we have gained three senators more than we had the last year,

> This "bustling, old, intermeddling coxcomb"—this " silliest and vainest of bnsy-

bodies"—as Lockhart terms him (Life of Scott, vol. iv. chap, viii.), if not something still

more contemptible—as a story told of him by Allan Cunningham, in his life of the painter

Barry (near the close) would lead us to suspect—was the laughingstock of his contem-

poraries. He appears to have been fond of patronizing American as well as domestic

celebrities. The Wallace box and the consequent mention of his lordship in the will

of General Washington, are familiar to our readers.
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and it is believed our gain in the lower house will be in proportion. In Connecticut

\vc have rather lost in the Legislature, but in the mass of the people, where we had,

on the election of Governor the last year, but twenty-nine RepubHcan out of every

hundred votes, we this year have thirty-five out of every hundred ; with the phalanx

of priests and lawyers against us, Republicanism works up slowly in that quarter

;

but in a year or two more we shall have a majority even there. In the next House

of Representatives there will be about forty-two Federal and a hundred Republican

members. Be assured that, excepting in this northeastern and your southwestern

corner of the Union, monarchism, which has been so falsely miscalled Federalism,

is dead and buried, and no day of resurrection will ever dawn upon that; that it has

retired to the two extreme and opposite angles of our land, from whence it will have

ultimately and shortly to take its final flight."

The President set out for home on the 19th of August, and

reached the capital again on the 25th of September.

He addressed a letter to Senator Breckenridge, August 12th,

which deserves a careful perusal

:

" Objections are raising to the eastward against the vast extent of our boimdaries,

and propositions are made to exchange Louisiana, or a part of it, for the Floridas.

But, as I have said, we shall get the Floridas without, and I would not give one

inch of the waters of the Mississippi to any nation, because I see in a light very im-

portant to our peace the exclusive right to its navigation, and the admission of no

nation into it, but as into the Potomac or Delaware, with our consent and under our

police. These Federalists see in this acquisition the formation of a new confederacy,

embracing all the waters of the Mississippi, on both sides of it, and a separation of

its eastern waters from us. These combinations depend on so many circumstances

which we cannot foresee, that I place httle reliance on them. We have seldom seen

neighborhood produce affection among nations. The reverse is almost the universal

truth. Besides, if it should become the great interest of those nations to separate

from this, if their happiness should depend on it so strongly as to induce them to

go through that convulsion, why should the Atlantic States dread it ? But especi-

ally why should we, their present inhabitants, take side in such a question ? When
I view the Atlantic States, procuring for those on the eastern waters of the Missis-

sippi friendly instead of hostile neighbors on its western waters, I do not view it as

an Englishman would the procuring future blessings for the French nation, with

whom he has no relations of blood or affection. The future inhabitants of the Atlan-

tic and Mississippi States will be our sons. We leave them in distinct but bordering

establishments. We think we see their happiness in their union, and we wish it

Events may prove it otherwise ; and if they see their interest in separation, why

should we take side with our Atlantic rather than our Mississippi descendants ? It

is the elder and the younger son differing. God bless them both, and keep them in

union, if it be for their good, but separate them, if it be better. The inhabited part

of Louisiana, from Point Coupee to the sea, will of course be immediately a terri-

torial government, and soon a State. But above that, the best use we can make of

the country for some time, will be to give establishments in it to the Indians on the

east side of the Mississippi, in exchange for their present country, and open land

offices in the last, and thus make this acquisition the means of filling up the eastern

side, instead of drawing off its population. When we shall be full on this side, w«
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may .ay off a range of States on the western bank from the head to the mouth, and

so, range after range, advancing compactly as we multiply.

" This treaty must of course be laid before both houses, because both have im-

portant functions to exercise respecting it. They, I presume, will see their duty to

their country in ratifying and paying for it, so as to secure a good which would

otherwise probably be never again in theii power. But I suppose they must then

appeal to the nation for an additional article to the Constitution, approving and con-

firming an act which the nation had not previously authorized. The Constitution

has made no provision for our holding foreign territory, still less for incorporating

foreign nations into our Union. The Executive, in seizing the fugitive occurrence

which so much adv.ances the good of their country, have done an act beyond the

Constitution. The Legislature, in casting behind them metaphysical subtleties, and

risking themselves like faithful servants, must ratify and pay for it, and throw them

selves on their country for doing for them unauthorized what we know they would

have done for themselves had they been in a situation to do it. It is the case of a

guardian, investing the money of his ward in purchasing an important adjacent

territory ; and saying to him when of age, I did this for your good ; I pretend to

no right to bind you: you may disavow me, and I must get out of the scrape as I

can : I thought it my duty to risk myself for you. But we shall not be disavowed

by the nation, and their act of indemnity will confirm and not weaken the Consti-

tution, by more strongly marking out its lines.

" We have nothing later from Europe than the public papers give. I hope

yourself and all the western members will make a sacred point of being at the first

day of the meeting of Congress ; for ventra res regitur.

" Accept my afiectionate salutations and assurances of esteem and respect."

In a letter to the Attorney-General (Angnst 30th), the Presi-

dent made him the bearer of his refusal to citizens of Boston to

communicate his birth-daj, which they liad desired to ascertain

for the purpose of observing it as an anniversary. He said :

" With respect to the day on which they wish to fix their anniversary, they may

be told, that disapproving myself of transferring the honors and veneration for the

great birthday of our Republic to any individual, or of dividing them with indi-

viduals, I have declined letting my own birthday be known, and have engaged my
family not to communicate it. This has been the uniform answer to every applica-

tion of the kind."

Accordingly, his birthday was never publicly known until

after his death.

In the same letter, he drew np something like the form of

an amendment, which he wished to see made to the Constitution,

to sanction retrospectively tlie acquisition of Louisiana on the

terms of the treaty, and to cover the future annexation of Flo-

rida. But he expressed his entire views on the subject much

more fully in a letter to Senator Nicholas of Yirginia, as well

as new reasons for the speedy action of both Houses of Congress
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—the one for ratifying the treaty, the other in carrying it into

effect

:

To Wilson C. Nicholas.

MoNTiCELLO, September 7, 1808.

Dear Sir :

Your favor of the 3d was delivered me at court ; but we were much disap-

pointed in not seeing j^ou, Mr. Madison and the Governor ^ being here at the time.

I inclose you a letter of Monroe on the subject of the late treaty. You will observe

a hint in it, to do without delay what we are bound to do. There is reason, in the

opinion of our ministers, to believe, that if the thing were to do over again, it could

not be obtained, and that if we give the least opening, they will declare the treaty

void. A warning amounting to that has been given to them, and an unusual kind

of letter written by their minister to our Secretary of State direct.

Whatever Congress shall think it necessary to do, should be done with as little

debate as possible, and particularly so far as respects the constitutional diDdculty.

I am aware of the force of the observations you make on the power given by the

Constitution to Congress to admit new States into the Union, without restraining

the subject to the territory then constituting the United States. But when I con-

sider that the Ijmits of the United States are precisely fixed by the treaty of 1783,

that the Constitution expressly declares itself to be made for the United States, I

cannot help believing the intention was not to permit Congress to admit into the

Union new States, which should be formed out of the territory for which, and under

whose authority alone, they were then acting. I do not believe it was meant that

they might receive England, Ireland, Holland, etc., into it, which would be the case

on your construction. When an instrument admits two constructions, the one safe,

the other dangerous, the one precise, the other indefinite, I prefer that which is safe

and precise. I had rather ask an enlargement of power from the nation, where it

is found necessary, than to assume it by a construction which would make our

powers boundless. Our peculiar security is in the possession of a written Constitu-

tion. Let us not make it a blank paper by construction.

I say the same as to the opinion of those who consider the grant of the treaty-

making power as boundless. If it is, then we have no Constitution. If it has

bounds, they can be no others than the definitions of the powers which that instru-

ment gives. It specifies and dehneates the operations permitted to the federal

Government, and gives all the powers necessary to carry these into execution.

Whatever of these enumerated objects is proper for a law, Congress may make the

law ; whatever is proper to be executed by way of a treaty, the President and Se-

nate may enter into the treaty ; whatever is to be done by a judicial sentence, the

judges may pass the sentence. Nothing is more likely than that their enumeration
of powers is defective. This is the ordinary case of all human works. Let us go on
then perfecting it, by adding, by way of amendment to the Constitution, those powers
which time and trial show are still wanting. But it has been taken too much for

granted, that by this rigorous construction the treaty power would be reduced to

nothing. I had occasion once to examine its effect on the French treaty, made by
the old Congress, and found that out of thirty odd articles which that contained,

there were one, two, or three only which could not now be stipulated under our

' John Pape, Mr. Jefferson's schoolboy friend, was now Governor of Virgima.
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present Constitution. 1 confess, then, I think it important, in tl e present case, to

set an example against broad construction, by appealing for new power to the peo-

ple. If, however, our friends shall think differently, certainly I shall acquiesce

with satisfaction ; confiding, that the good sense of our country will correct the evi]

of construction when it shall produce ill effects.

Congress had been called by "an executive proclamation to

meet on the 17th of October, for the purpose of acting in time

on the treaty, and a quorum was present at the appointed day.

Various new members appeared in the Senate. From Yer-

mont, Israel Smith, in the place of Chipraan ; from Massachu-

setts (elected by an arrangement between the two Federal

wings), Timothy Pickering in the place of D. Foster, and John
Quincy Adams in the place of J. Mason ; from Rhode Island,

Samuel I. Potter in the place of T. Foster ; from New York,'

Theodorus Baily in the place of Governeur Morris ; from Penn-

sylvania, Samuel Maclay in the place of Ross ; from New
Jersey, John Condit in the place of Ogden ; from Yirginia,

John Taylor in the place of S. T. Mason, deceased ; from Mary-

land, Samuel Smith in the place of Howard ; from South Caro-

lina, Pierce Butler in the place of Calhoun, deceased ; and from

the new State of Ohio, John Smith and Thomas Worthington.

The gains were all Republican ; and of the thirtj^-four members
but nine were Federalists.

In the House of Representatives the Republicans consisted

of over one hundred members, while the Federalists had less

than forty. Several of the prominent leaders of the latter had

been beaten in the canvass. Bayard had been defeated in his

district by Csesar A. Rodney, son of that Rodney who signed

the Declaration of Independence. Both Adams and Pickering

the new Massachusetts senators, had, before their election to the

Senate, run for Congress and been defeated, the first by Dr.

Eustis, and tlie second by Crowninshield.

The Republicans had lost two conspicuous members n the

House—Giles by illness, and General Samuel Smith by his elec-

tion to the Senate. Among the prominent old RejDublican

members were Macon and Alston of North Carolina, John

Randolph and Clopton from Yirginia, Eustis and Yarnum from

Massachusetts, Mitchell and Yan Cortlandt from New York,

• De Witt Clinton resigned, and General John Armstrong (who had preceded Clin
ton) was appointed by the Governor to fill the vacancy, November 10, 1803.
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Leib, Gregg, Smilie and Findley from Pennsylvania, and Nichol-

son from Maryland. Among the prominent new Republican

members were Rodney of Delaware, Crowninshield of Massachu-

setts, Root of New York, Clay of Pennsylvania, Jones, T. M.
Randolph and Eppes* of Virginia, and Campbell of Tennessee.

Connecticut had returned its former Federal delegation,

Griswold, Goddard, Dana, Smith and Davenport ; and these,

with Huger of South Carolina, and Thatcher of Massachusetts,

old members, and Gaylord Griswold of New York, a new mem-
ber, were the leading representatives on that side.

Mr. Macon was reelected speaker.

The President's Message, after stating the acquisition of

Louisiana, recommended, after the treaty shonld receive the

constitutional sanction of the Senate, that measures be taken for

the immediate occupation and temporary government of the ter-

ritory, for " rendering the change of government a blessing to

our newly adopted brethren "—" and for confirming to the

Indian inhabitants their occupancy and self-government, estab-

lishing friendly and commercial relations with them." The

constitutional difficulty was not mentioned.

" Another important acquisition of territory " was commu-
nicated. This was the purchase from the Kaskaskia Indians, of

a broad belt of territory, extending from the mouth of the Illi-

nois river, " to and up the Ohio "—comprising that part of the

present State of Illinois lying south of the mouth of the Illinois

river, and perhaps some part of Indiana. The Kaskaskia tribe

had no difficulties with the United States, but the wars and cas-

ualties of savage life had reduced them to a few persons,

wholly unable to defend themselves from the adjacent tribes.

The United States left them lands sufficient for their mainten-

ance, and, in exchange for the remainder, stipulated to protect

them, and to pay them an annuity in money, agricultural im-

plements, and such other articles as they might desire. Though
the President did not regard this territory "so necessary as a

barrier since the acquisition of the other bank," still he thought

it should be laid open to immediate settlement, that " its inhab-

itants might descend with rapidit}'- in support of the lower

country, should future circumstances expose that to foreign en

terprise."

* The two last, sons-in-law of the President.
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He stated that the smaller vessels, authorized by Congress,

had been dispatched to the Mediterranean.

An account of the receipts and expenditures of the year

ending 30th of September preceding, he said showed that be-

tween eleven and twelve millions had been paid into the trea-

sury. The amount of debt paid for the same year, was about

three million one hundred thousand dollars, exclusive of in-

terest, making, with the payment of the pi*eceding year, a dis-

charge of more than eight millions and a half of dollars of the

principal of that debt, besides the interest which had accrued.

And there was left in the treasury a balance of nearly six mil-

lions of dollars.

He contemplated the extinguishment of all preceding debts,

before the stocks issued for the purchase of Louisiana would be-

come redeemable ; and he " could not but hope " that Congress

would find means to meet the accruing interest on those stocks

in the " progression of our revenue," without recun-ing to new
taxes.

He stated that the sums appropriated for gun-boats on the

Mississippi, and for other belligerent objects, had not been made
use of.

The following are passages from the Message :

" We have seen with sincere concern the flames of war lighted up again in

Europe, and nations with whom we have the most friendly and useful relations en-

gaged in mutual destruction. While we regret the miseries in which we see others

involved, let us bow with gratitude to that kind Providence which, inspiring with

wisdom and moderation our late legislative councils while placed under the urgen-

cy of the greatest wrongs, guarded us from hastily entering into the sanguinary

contest, and left us only to look on and to pity its ravages. These will be heaviest

on those immediately engaged. Yet the nations pursuing peace will not be exempt

from all evil. In the course of this conflict, let it be our endeavor, as it is our in-

terest and desire, to cultivate the friendship of the belligerent nations by every act

of justice and of incessant kindness ; to receive their armed vessels with hospital-

ity from the distresses of the sea, but to administer the means of annoyance to

none ; to establish in our harbors such a police as may maintain law and order;

to restrain our citizens from embarking individually in a war in which their coun-

try takes no part ; to punish severely those persons, citizen or alien, who shall

usurp the cover of our flag for vessels not entitled to it, infecting thereby with sus-

picion those of real Americans, and committing us into controversies for the re-

dress of wrongs not our own ; to exact from every nation the observance toward

our vessels and citizens, of those principles and practices which all civilized people

acknowledge; to merit the character of a just nation, and maintain that of an ii>-

dependent one, preferring every consequence to insult and habitual wrong.
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"Some contraventions of right have ah'eady taken place, both within our juris-

dictional limits and on the high seas. The friendly disposition of the governments

from whose agents they have proceeded, as well as their wisdom and regard for jus-

tice, leaves us in reasonable expectation that they will be rectified and prevented iu

future ; and that no act will be countenanced by them which threatens to disturb

our friendly intercourse. Separated by a wide ocean from the nations of Europe,

and from the political interests which entangle them together, with productions

and wants which render our commerce and friendship useful to them and theirs to

us, it cannot be the interest of any to assail us, nor ours to disturb them. We
should be most unwise, indeed, were we to cast away the singular blessings of the

position in which nature has placed us, the opportunity she has endowed us with

of pursuing, at a distance from foreign contentions, the paths of industry, peace,

and happiness ; of cultivating general friendship, and of bringing collisions of in-

terest to the umpirage of reason rather than of force. How desirable then must it be,

in a Government like ours, to see its citizens adopt individually the views, the in-

terests, and the conduct which their country should pursue, divesting themselves

of those passions and partialities which tend to lessen useful friendships, and to em-

barrass and embroil us in the calamitous scenes of Europe."

The Senate ratified the treaty and conventions with France

October 20th, after two days' discussion, every Federal member
present, except Dayton, voting in the negative. The noes were

Olcott and Plumer of New Hampshire, Pickering of Massa-

chusetts, Hillhouse and Tracy of Connecticut, Wells and White
of Delaware. John Q. Adams of Massachusetts had not yet

taken liis seat.

On the 22d day of October, John Randolph moved, in the

House of Representatives, " that provision ought to be made for

carrying into effect the treaty and conventions concluded at

Paris on the 30th of April, 1803, between the United States of

America and the French Eepublic."

On the 24th (Monday), Roger Griswold, of Connecticut,

moved a call on the President for copies of the treaty between
the French Republic and Spain of the 1st of October, 1800

(the treaty of Ildefonso, by which Spain ceded Louisiana to

France)—of the deed of the cession of Louisiana from Spain

to France, if any such existed—of such correspondence between
our Government and the Spanish minister " as would show the

assent or dissent of Spain to the purchase of Louisiana by the

United States"—and of all papers in possession of Government
going to show whether it had acquired a title to the province.

Under cover of urging the passage of the last resolution, tlio

great body of Federalists took a determined stand against the
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execution of the treaty. Their grounds of opposition were

various, and often inconsistent with each other. They very

generally avowed a distrust of the validity of the French title

to the province ; and some directly questioned the good faith

of France in the ostensible sale. All appeared to think that,

at best, we were giving a large sum of money to purchase a

mere quit-claim title ; and several insisted that we w^ere only

buying a future war with Spain, and that Spain might at some
later day be in a condition effectually to reclaim her lost pro-

vince.

Griswold, of Connecticut, urged that by the showing of the

treaty of Ildefonso, as recited in the French treaty of cession to

us, Spain had really made no cession to France, but only pro-

mised to cede on certain conditions ; and that Congress was in

possession of no proof that those conditions had been complied

with.

Some Federal gentlemen complained bitterly that the

Government had not " manifested that firm, dignified, manly
tone of virtue and spirit," it had done in "Washington's day ; that

the President had not " appeared like the veteran chief ready

to gird his loins in defence of his country's rights ;
" that instead

of " maintaining our national independence " by " men," he had

done it by " money ;
" that he had humiliatingly purchased the

friendship of France ; that " if we purchased this friendship once,

we should be compelled to make annual contributions to their ava-

rice ;"' and much more in this " days of chivalry are past" tone !

The Federal party again, by demanding diplomatic papers

in the House of Representatives pending legislation to execute

a treaty, and by assuming a right in the House to exercise an

option in regard to such legislation, exhibited their inconsistency

with views, which they claimed it was a gross and Jacobinical

' And a fervid orator continned

;

"Repeated concessions would only produce a repetition of injury, and, at last, when
wc had completely compromitted our national dignity, and offered up our last cent as an
oblation to Gallic rapacity, we would be further from conciliation than ever. The spirit of

imiversal dorainatiou, instead of bein;^ allayed by those measures which have been intend-

ed for its abatement, would rage with redoubled fury. Elated by those sacrifices which
had been intended to appease it, it would still grow more fierce ; it would soon stride

across the Mississippi, and every encroachment which conquest or cunning could

effect might be expected. The tomahawk of the savage and the knife of the negro
would confederate in the league, and there would be no interval of peace, until we shoulcf

either be able to drive them from their location altogether, or else offer up our sove-

reignty as a homage of our respect, and permit our country to be blotted out of the

list of nations forever."
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outrage on t]ie Constitution to question in 1795.' And they

made as luminous an exhibition of tlie same quality, in now
vehemently and persistently opposing a peaceful acquisition, at

half the expense of a single active campaign, of that very terri-

tory which a year before they had urged the forcible seizure of

at the cost of a war with Spain and Napoleon ! Now many
declared it worthless, and all insisted it had been entirely over-

paid for, in consequence of the fear and the partiality which the

Administration entertained for France.

Griswold of New York made perhaps the ablest speech on

the Federal side, or at least he first took the strong positions of

that side. He raised the constitutional questions which we
have seen advanced by the President, with clearness and force,

and an additional one that the seventh article of the treaty (pre-

scribing that French and Spanish vessels should enter the ports

of Louisiana as mentioned in our summary of the treaty)

granted a favor to the port of New Orleans over other ports and

hence was in conflict with the clause in the ninth section of the

first article of the Constitution, in the following words :
" no

preference shall be given by any regulation of commerce or

revenue to the ports of one State over those of another."

The Federal imputations and suspicions in respect to the

validity of the French title to Louisiana, and its consequent

ability to convey a good title to the United States, were met, on

the other side of the chamber, by the undeniable fact that by a

royal order of the King of Spain, the province had already been

publicly and formally delivered over to France; thus, if the

treaty of Ildefonso was but a promise to cede, acknowledging a

satisfaction of the preliminary conditions, and making the cession

complete.

- All the Eepublican members who spoke on that question

contended that the provisions of the treaty could be carried

out w^ithout an infraction of the Constitution. This unity of

expression leads to the inference that the point had been dis-

cussed and decided in a preliminary caucus ; or else we must

suppose the President stood alone in his party in the views

recently expressed to Mr, Nicholas.

John Randolph—still chairman of the Committee of Ways

' Some of the same Federal members were in the House on both occasions. Gris
wold of Connecticut, who moved for the papers in 1S03, voted against the call in 1795.
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and Means and floor leader of the Eepublicans—very plainly

proved in this debate how much less adapted he was to a com-

prehensive discussion of principles, than to brilliant declamation

spiced with shrewd turns and personal applications. He met

G. Griswold's argument by attempting to prove that the Con-

stitution could not have been made for and in reference to any

fixed limits, for the peace of Paris prescribed our northwestern

boundaries to be the extension of a line due west from the Lake

of the Woods to its intersection with the Mississippi ; but inas-

much as a line so extended would not touch the Mississippi, it

followed that the United States were without limits in that di-

rection.

The strong grounds of those who argued in favor of the con-

stitutionality of the treaty were first presented connectedly and

succinctly by Mr. Nicholson ; and as we have given the Presi-

dent's views, it may be satisfactory to show an outline of those

which induced a majority of his party to adopt a different line of

action from that he proposed.

" Had I [said Mr. Nicholson] been asked anywhere but in this House, whether a

sovereign nation had a right to acquire new territory, I should have thought the

question an absurd one. It appears to me too plain and undeniable to admit of

demonstration. Is it necessary to resort to ancient authorities to establish a posi-

tion which is proved by the conduct pursued by all nations, from the earliest periods

of the world, and which arises from the very nature of society ? Can it be doubted,

that when a State is attacked, it has the right to assail its enemy in turn, and weaken

the aggressor by dispossessing him of a part of his territory. Surely the opinions of

all writers, both ancient and modern, and the examples of all nations, in all ages, can

leave no reason to doubt on this subject.************
Let the Constitution, however, be examined, let the principles on which it was

formed be taken into view, and it will be found that, instead of forbidding, the Con-

stitution recognizes the authority to acquire territory. In the year 1776, when the

United States absolved their allegiance to Great Britain, each State became a sepa-

rate and independent sovereignty. As independent sovereignties, they had full

power, in the language of the Declaration of Independence, ' to levy war, conclude

peace, contract alliances, establish commerce, and do all other acts and things which

independent States might of right do.' Each State, separately and for itself, had

all the attributes of sovereignty, and no man can be hardy enough to deny, that,

at that time, any of the respective States had the capacity to extend its limits,

either by conquest or by purchase. These are the only two methods, indeed, by

which territory may be acquired ; and there have been very few wars in which the

subjects of one nation or another have not been compelled to change masters. In

the year 1781, the .articles of Confederation were finally agreed to, and each State

surrendered a portion of its sovereignty for the common benefit of the whole.
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Much was reserved, but much was given up. The management of external concerns

was given to Congress, and Congress alone had the power to levy war, conclude

peace, and contract alliances. The capacity of the individual States to acquire new

territory no longer remained to them. It was surrendered to the General Govern-

ment, with the powers of peace and war. In the year 1788, the States again return-

ed, as it were, to their original independence. Their sovereignty was once more

assumed. They deliberated about the means of a more permanent Union, to secure

to themselves and their posterity all the blessings of liberty. The present Constitu-

tion was adopted, and even a larger portion of individual sovereignty was surren-

dered. The right to declare war was given to Congress, the right to make treaties

to the President and Senate. Conquest and purchase alone are the means by which

nations acquire territory. The one can only be effected by war, tlie other by treaty,

and when the States divested themselves of these powers, and gave them to the Gene-

ral Government, they gave, at the same time, that right to acquire territory, which

they themselves originally had. The right must exist somewhere. It is essential to

independent sovereignty. The tenth section of the first article of the Constitution

expressly prohibits the States from entering into treaties, or levying war, and even

from forming any compact or agreement with another State, or a foreign Power

without the consent of Congress. All the rights which the States originally enjoyed,

are either reserved to the States, or are vested in the General Government. If they

once had the power individually to acquire territory, and this is now prohibited to them

by the Constitution, it follows, of course, that the power is vested in the United States.'

In support of this same view, Dr. Mitchell, of New York,

asked if " by any force of the currents of the ocean, or any con-

flicts of the winds and the waves, a new surface of earth should

emerge from the neighborhood of Cape Hatteras, it would be

unconstitutional to take possession of it?" He, and some other

speakers, contended that every purchase of lands by the United

States from Indian nations was as much a real extension of their

existing territory as this. He claimed that the cession by
Great Britain to the United States, by the peace of Paris, of

domains which were in the possession of the original inhabitants,

w-as merely a quit-claim ; but that the paramount title of the

original inhabitants was not thereby affected, and to acquire it,

was to acquire foreign territory.

In reply to G. Griswold's second constitutional objection,

several positions were taken. Perhaps as many rested their

1 A spark of light falls on the Constitutional question in a letter from Governeur Morris
(the draftsman of the Constitution), in a letter to Henry W. Livingston, December 4th,

1803.
" I always thought that when we should acquire Canada and Louisiana, it would be

proper to govern them as provinces and allow them no voice in our councils. In word-
ing the third section of the fourth article I went as far as circumstances would permit
to establish the exclusion. Candor obliges me to add my belief, that, had it been more
pointedly expressed, a strong opposition would have been made." (SJorris's Life and
Works, vol. iii. p. 192.)
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action on tlie view set forth in the following remarks of Rodney,

as on any other :

" This is property ceded to us [he said] by the Power ceding it, with a particu-

lar reservation. I am not for quibbling about words, or distorting terms. Taking

the seventh article and fairly considering it, it amounts to nothing more than a par-

ticular reservation—upon delivering possession of the territory, which I take to be

the true meaning of the language which is used ; and will any gentleman say that

accepting the treaty, under this stipulation, will not be most advantageous to us ?

What individual State will be affected by it more than any other? Does it give the

State of Massachusetts an advantage over New York? I would be glad to know

what State it particularly affects, and in what way. ' No preference,' says the

Constitution, ' shall be given by any regulation of commerce or revenue to the

ports of one State over those of another.' In what way, under this treaty, is there

any preference of one port over another ? L would be glad to see it pointed out,

and to be shown whether there is any preference of Delaware over Massachusetts, or

of Virginia over Georgia. No. The Constitution adverts to States themselves ; and

that the distinction between States and Territories is bottomed upon reason.

Whence the necessity of the distinction ? When Territories grow into States, and

become represented in the public councils, a majority of them may league together,

and carry into effect regulations prejudicial to other States. Hence the Constitu-

tion provides that in all commercial regulations all the States shall be equally affect-

ed. But such a league cannot be affected by Territories, which have no senators in

the other branch, and in this only the voice, without the vote, of a single delegate.

Independent of this consideration is this : if by any particular territorial regulation

the territory of the United States is benefited, that territory being the common pro-

perty of the United States, a public stock in which they all share, every State in the

Union reaps alike the benefit."

There was much partisan recrimination throughout the

debate. The Federalists had their action in 1795 often cast in

their teeth; and they were as often tauntingly told that they had

no constitutional scruples about acquiring territory no further

back than the preceding session of Congress.

On the first point they still affected to adhere to their former

position that the treaty-making power was absolute within its

constitutional province—but they claimed that if a treaty was

unconstitutional, it was a nullity, and that the House was

authorized to treat it as such. If the House was entitled to

decide whether the treaty-making power acted constitutionally,

when could it not interfere in the action of the latter ?
*

To escape the second ground of attack, they admitted that

1 And in 1795, the Federalists had justified the assumption that the President was
authorized to declare a treaty a supreme law of the land, by proclamatioi\ even before

its contents were made known to the House

!
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new territory could be acquired by conquest, and even by pur-

chase, but that the inhabitants could not be admitted to the

rights of citizenship. Griswold of Connecticut said :

"A new territory and new subjects may undonbtedly be obtained by conquest

and by purchase ; but neither the conquest nor the purchase can incorporate them

into the Union. They must remain in the condition of colonies, and be governed

accordingly. The objection to the third article is not that the province of Louisiana

could not have been purchased, but that neither this nor any other foreign nation

can be incorporated into the Union by treaty or by a law ; and as this country has

been ceded to the United States only under the condition of an incorporation, it

results that, if the condition is unconstitutional or impossible, the cession itself falla

to the ground."

This was the ground taken as the debate progressed by near-

ly all the leading Federalists. It involved the admission of a

natural right or prerogative of sovereignty in the Federal

Government not expressed in the Constitution. If this extend-

ed to the acquisition of territory, it would seem to be a curious

refinement to claim that it did not also extend to putting the

inhabitants on the footing of citizens. It would involve a strange

anomaly that a government professing that legal equality among
its citizens was a natural right, and offering citizenship within

its own bosom to all foreigners of the Caucasian race, should be

compelled forever to treat and govern its own children who had

emigrated across a river into another portion of its own territories,

as colonists

!

This distinction appears to us too frivolous to have been sin-

cere. But there was a strong motive for maintaining its validity.

The New England members, partly on sectional and partly on

political considerations, were deeply averse to adding new
States to the Union west of the Mississippi. The affiliations

of those States would naturally be stronger with those which

were contiguous, and whose physical interests were the same.

They would not be tied to either the maritime interests or the

Federalism of 'New England. Their admission therefore would

be the introduction of new partners into the body corporate

which would reduce the relative importance and power of the

eastern States. Therefore it was held necessary by the latter to

retain forever in colonial vassalage a territory more tiian thirty

times larger than New England—a territory containing more
than a hundred millions of square miles, the average fertility of
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which was probably equal to that of the natural fertility of

the best square mile of land in New England—a territory to be

inhabited at some future day by more than thirty times the

existing population of the original States, and by a population

in equal proportion to that of the original States, the descendants

of those whose arms and sufferings secured the independence of

the American Union

!

So, too, individually the power of all the other corporators

would be diminished by the increase of the number; and the

material intei-ests of New England would really be more benefit-

ed by this addition of States than those of the contiguous west-

ern ones. Agriculture could never be the leading interest among
the sterile rocks and the keenly enterprising people of New Eng-

land. In proportion to population or territory, she excelled in

the maritime branch of national industry. She would soon

be inevitably called upon to take the lead in the manutiicturing

branch, for she had the best natural facilities therefor, and the

greatest need of employments extraneous of agriculture. The

incorporation of New States would widen her markets, and at

the same time increase and cheapen the products she required

in exchange. To the agricultural States, the addition of new
ones raising the same products opened no new markets, and it

increased the competitors desirous to supply those already exist-

ing, or which were to spring up with new interests in the less

fertile Atlantic States.

If the addition would disturb the partisan siatu-quOy one would

think the Federalists were reduced to a condition too depressed

to ask to have a territory larger than all the original ter-

ritory of the Union kept in perpetual colonial subserviency, for

the sake of leaving them a chance for recovering their political

ascendency. Besides, those who profess any grade of republican

principles, are bound to recognize the propriety as well as the

right of self-government in those who are as capable as them-

selves of its exercise. If they believe their own doctrines, they

are also bound to believe they will prevail in the minds of such

persons.

No Federal statesman of that day besides Governeur Morris,

foresaw the natural and legitimate consequences which ought to

inure to New England from the erection of trans-Mississippian

States. His views were tinged with some of his customary
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refinements, and he imagined motives which would probably

never have operated ; but he caught the main idea, that New
England ought to be the section of the Union more than all

others, benefited by the purchase of Louisiana.

Not so thought the class of statesmen who then represented

New England Federalism. Plunging forward from one transpa-

rent inconsistency to another—acrid, pharasaical, and controlled

by a narrow and selfish partisanship—they resisted the acquisi-

tion desperately to the last ; and when it took place, immediately

entered upon a course as well calculated to drive oflf every

resulting benefit to New England, as if it had been devised for

that especial purpose.

It is not necessary here to recount all the partisan manosuvres

which to.ok place in the House of Representatives, pending its

action on the treaty.

The resolution, that provision ought to be made for carrying.

it into effect, passed October 25th, yeas ninety, nays twenty-five.

On the act authorizing a creation of stocks to raise money for

the stipulated payments to France, the Federal senators were

enabled to relieve their feelings, also, before a public audience;

and the whole range of the debate in the House M^as again

travelled over, and with increased violence, because their talk-

ing increased their excitement.

"White, of Delaware, declared it was only "buying of France

an authority to make war on Spain," and he asked if gentlemen

would "submit to the degradation" "at so inconvenient a

price?" Admitting that we must have New Orleans and some

other positions on the river, necessary to secure its navigation,

he believed the possession of Louisiana " w^ould be the greatest

curse that could at present befall us ;" " he would rather see it

given to France or Spain." But if " this extent of territory

was a desirable acquisition, fifteen millions of dollars was a most

enormous sum to give." Our ministers at Paris ought to have

taken advantage of circumstances to "lessen the consideration."

Pickering, of Massachusetts, did not believe the third article

of the treaty could be rendered legal by even an amendment of

the Constitution made in the ordinary way. He believed the

assent of every State would be requisite. He took the usual

ground that the Government could acquire new territory by pur-

chase or conquest, and govern it " as a dependent province."
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This recent Secretary of State contemptuously repudiated any

reliance on the honor and justice of France, declaring that

•' for ten or fifteen years past we had known too well what they

were."

John Q. Adams, of Massachusetts, who had voted against the

bill which liad passed the Senate (October 26th) to enable the

President to take possession of the ceded territory, declared

himself in favor of the present bill. He said he " was free to

confess that the third article [of the treaty] and more especially

the seventh, contained engagements placing us in a dilemma,

from which he saw no possible mode of extricating ourselves

but by an amendment, or rather an addition to the Constitu-

tion." But this was only saying that the President and Senate

had bound the nation to engagements which required the

cooperation of more extensive powers than theirs, to carry

them into execution. He continued :

" This is what your ministers, in the very case before you, have confessedly done.

It is well known that their powers did not authorize them to conclude this treaty

.

but they acted for the benefit of their country, and this House by a large majority

has advised to the ratification of their proceedings. Suppose, then, not only that

tne ministers who signed, but the President and Senate who ratified this compact,

have exceeded their powers. Suppose that the other House of Congress, who have

given their assent by passing this and other bills for the fulfillment of the obliga-

tions it imposes on us, have exceeded their powers. Nay, suppose even that the

majority of States competent to amend the Constitution in other cases, could not

amend it in this, without exceeding their powers—and this is the extremest point

to which any gentlemen on this floor has extended his scruples—suppose all this,

and there still remains in the country a power competent to adopt and sanction

every part of our engagements, and to carry them entirely into execution. For

notwithstanding the objections and apprehensions of many individuals, of many

wise, able and excellent men, in various parts of the Union, yet such is the public

favor attending the transaction which commenced by the negotiation of this treaty,

and which I hope will terminate in our full, undisturbed, and undisputed possession

of the ceded territory, that I firmly believe if an amendment to the Constitution,

amply suflScient for the accomplishment of everything for which we have contracted,

shall be proposed, as I think it ought, it will be adopted by the legislature of every

State in the Union. We can therefore fulfill our part of the conventions, and this

is all that France has a right to require of us.

Dayton, of New Jersey, favored the bill in a vigorous speech,

and he properly condemned the "allusions artfully made" in

public debate by some of his political friends, and particularly

White of Delaware, to "documents communicated under the

injunction of secrecy."
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Trac}', of Connecticut, took the same ground with Pickering

in regard to the necessity of obtaining the unanimous consent

of the States to sanction the incorporation of territory into the

Union, and in regard to the constitutional right of acquiring

and governing foreign territory.

On the Republican side, Jackson of Georgia, Wright of Mary
land, Taylor of Yirginia, Butler of South Carolina, Brecken-

ridge of Kentucky, Nicholas of Virginia, and Cocke of Tennessee,

spoke in favor of ihe bill.

The question was taken, JSTovember 3d, and the vote

stood yeas twenty-six, nays five. All the Republicans voted for

it, and also Adams, Dayton, Olcott, and Plumer (the two last

from New Hampshire), Federalists.

The reputation acquired by the Administration from the Loui-

siana purchase would have been great under any circumstances.

But the bitter opposition of its opponents added to the effect.

They drew attention to the subject. They set the nation to con-

templating the results likely to flow from the acquisition. They
prevented the people from tacitly settling down into the idea

that it was a sort of matter of course under the circumstances,

and that any set of rulers would have taken the same steps, and

secured tlie same advantages. They by these means taught can-

did and reflecting men, even among the Federalists, that a great

and vigorous statesman guided the helm of public affairs, instead

of the philosophical and visionary theorist who had been

described to them. And when liberal men discover that they

have been mistaken in estimating an opponent in one important

particular, they are prone to push their investigations further.

There was much which was calculated to make a fair scrutiny

redound to the further credit of the Administration. The stand-

ing army had been reduced to a handful, and our great naval

preparations were stopped, yet our foreign relations, beyond the

speck of war in the Mediterranean, were strictly peaceful ; we
had not been so free from foreign aggressions since the origin

of the government ; and internally not a county, or town, or

hamlet of the United States was menacing " insurrection," or

even expressing discontent. The taxes were abolished, yet

public debt was visibl}'^ and rapidly decreasing. Great treasury

schemes were extinct, yet industry prospered. The press and
tongue were free, yet the Government gained daily in popularity.
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Democracy was everywhere triumphant, yet law, order, and

relii^ion maintained their ascendency. Great and expensive

judicial "engines of government " had fallen, yet every man
sat under his own vine and fig tree, and enjoyed his own in

security. Never since the dawn of time was there a govern-

ment which met all the ends of its institution better, or with

less burden to the governed.

The Federalists, since the Administration of "Washington, had
not only seized nearly every practicable occasion to legislate un-

wisely, but they had exhibited an infatuation—what almost seem-

ed an infatuated desire—to seize occasions to take a violent issue

with the settled feelings and opinions of the American people.

They had, in the election of 1801, alienated the body of the peo-

ple. Tet many a man of character lingered with them, ashamed

to abandon his colors. The desertion of leaders at that time bore

no proportion to the popular desertion. But their conduct on the

Louisiana question sent off to their enemy's camp a large body of

their principal men. That a little handful in Congress, scarcely

numerous enough to make a serious parliamentary opposition,

should, on this question, where the Govei-nment had almost the

entire mass of the nation on its side, so furiously and acrimo-

niously contest every inch, was something more than a common
party error. It betrayed an extent of political folly for which

there could be neither cure nor hope. It was no shame to leave

men to their own labors, who, like Sydney Smith's Mrs. Parting-

ton, chose to employ themselves in niopping back the Atlantic !

The vote in the Senate foreshadowed that thenceforth the Fede-

ral ascendency would be found tottering even in New Eng-

land.

But the ultra-Federalist leaders were predestined to learn

nothing by experience. They were pure " exotics " amidst the

mass of American mind. They could neither see nor hear any-

thing but their favorite idea. They groped about like foreign-

ers, never understanding the character of their countrymen, nor

the system of things in which they were placed. They were

the shadows of an old regime, having no commixture or sympa-

thy with the generation about them. They were political

Quixotes, dreaming over the dreams, and, in imagination, fight-

ing over the battles of a bygone age.

Fisher Ames wrote Thomas Dwight, October 31, 1808*
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" Having houglit an empire, who is to be the emperor? The sovereign people ?

alJ, or only the people of the dominant States, and the dominant demagogues in

those States, who call themselves the people ? As in old Rome, Marius, or Sylla, or

CiBsa", Tompey, Antony, or Lepidus will vote themselves provinces and triumphs.

Never before was it attempted to play the fool on so great a

scale. The game, however, will not be half played ; nay, it will not be begun,

before it is changed into another, where the knave will turn up trump and win the

odd trick

"But what say you wise ones? Is the payment of so many millions to a belli-

gerent no breach of neutrality, especially under the existing circumstances of the

case, when Great Britain is fighting our battles and the battles of mankind, and

France is combating for the power to enslave and plunder us and all the world ?"

'

It was about a fortnight after this that he wrote the declara-

tion that in " England he beheld a real people," and " patriotism

broad awake," quoted in an earlier portion of this work ; and

he was peculiarly liberal at this period in applying his customary

savor}' " free negro " comparisons to our Government and

people. .

Morris wrote Eoger Griswold, November 25th, 1803 :

" When the people have been long enough drunk, they will get sober ; but

while the frolic lasts, to reason with them is useless. Their present leaders take

advantage of their besotted condition, and tie their hands and feet ; but if this

prevents them from running into the fire, why should we, who are their friends,

complain ?" *

Whether Hamilton wrote in respect tc the accession of

Louisiana, and his letters have not been preserved, we are

unable to say. We find nothing on the topic in his published

correspondence.

Some otlier events of the Congressional session demand our

notice.

The bankrupt law passed during Mr. Adams's Administration

was repealed, with the hearty concurrence of the President.

This sent another large batch of Government appointees out of

office.

Louisiana was erected into two territories, tliat portion of it

south of a line running west from the Mississippi, at 33° of

north latitude, called Orleans, and that north retaining the name
of Louisiana. A temporary government was framed for each.

' Ames's Works, vol. i. p. 329. It is probable that Mr. Ames's habitual solicitude fcr
the rights of England would not have so far outran those of George III. and Lord
Ilawkesbury had he seen Mr. King's dispatches.

' Morris's Life and Works, vol. iii. p. 184.
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A bill passed bj the requisite majority of two-thirds, though

warmly resisted by the Federalists, for submitting an amend-

ment of the Constitution, requiring the President and Vice-Pre-

sident to be separately voted for.

On the 5th of December the President had announced the

cessation of difficulties with Morocco, and he awarded great

praise to the officers who had counnanded in the operations

against that power, Preble, Eogers, Campbell and Bainbridge.

On the 20th of March a private message communicated the

intelligence that Captain Bainbridge had been wrecked in the

Philadelphia frigate, on the coast of Tripoli, and that its entire

crew had fallen into the hands of the Tripolitans. •

On the 26th of March a bill passed, imposing, after the 30th

of June following, an additional duty of two and a half per

centum ad valorem on all imports paying ad valorem duties,

and increasing it to ten per centum on imports in foreign vessels.

The proceeds of this tariff were to be termed the " Mediterra-

nean Fund," and exclusively applied to carrying on the warlike

operations necessar}^ for the protection of commerce in that sea.

An indication of the height to which party spirit ran this

session is presented by the circumstance that a resolution, intro-

duced into the Senate, that the members wear crape on their

arms for a month, "in testimony of the national gratitude and

reverence " to the memories of Samuel Adams and Edmund
Pendleton, recently deceased, was made a party question, every

Federalist but White of Delaware voting against it.* The
House had unanimously decided to wear this badge of mourning

for Samuel Adams. On learning the death of Pendleton, a

similar resolution passed without any dissenting votes."

John Pickering, Judge of the United States District Court

of New Hampshire, was put on his trial before the Senate, for

impeachment, on charges preferred the preceding session. His

son petitioned for a delay, on the ground that his father had

been insane for upwards of two years, and still continued so,

and that he was too feeble to be brought to Washington. He
had exercised judicial duties during tliis alleged derangement.

tie had been given the whole period since the last session to

» Bradley of Vermont, and John Smith of Ohio, Republicans, voted with the Fedo
ralists.

^ Ayes, seventy-seven.
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prepare for trial. No overture was made looking towards his

vacation of the office. The Senate, therefore, decided the trial

must proceed.

Tliough there was some respectable testimony in proof of his

insanity prior to his intemperance, it was made abundantly

apparent that he was a gross, habitual and notorious drunkard

;

and that, if the wild, indecorous and illegal proceedings' of which

he was guilty were not the sole results of actual and ordinary

drunkenness, the insanitj^ he manifested was the concomitant and

reciprocal effect of his wholly unrestrained inebriety.

After two ineffectual attempts to suspend proceedings, de-

cided by nearly strict party votes (the Federalists voting for,

and the Republicans against the suspension), the trial was pushed

to a close, and Pickering was pronounced guilty on the articles

of impeachment by a vote of nineteen to seven. The nays were

all Federalists. The vote for removal stood twenty to six, Wells

of Delaw^are now voting with the majority.

An effort was made throughout the trial, and afterwards, to

represent this unfortunate officer as the victim of Republican

and Executive persecution. But the real features of the case

were too broad and apparent to be mistaken by any one.

The House ordered articles of impeachment to be prepared

against Samuel Chase, one of the Associate Justices of the

Supreme Court of the United States, but his trial was deferred

to the next session.

Congress adjourned on the 27th of March.

* He raved and blasphemed on the bench in open court—cursed the parties—called

people (sometimes perfect strangers) to come up and sit beside him on the bench,
threatening to cane them if they refused. He had wholly refused to perform his duties

in a case where he was called upon to enforce the revenue laws of the United States.
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Republican Congressional Caucus to nominate President ani Vice-President—George
Clinton—President's Correspondence—Considers Learned Professions overstocked and

proposes a Remedy—His Feelings towards U. S. Bank in 1803—His Enemies attacking

an Imaginary Personage—Malthus and Say—Reasons for accepting a Renomination

—

Views on a Coalition with the Federalists—Family Letters—Death of his Daughter, Mrs.

Eppes—Account of, by a Member of the Family—Condolences of Governor Page am]

Judge Tyler—Letter of Condolence from Mrs. John Adams and Reply—Their further Cor-

respondence and the Sequel—The Conduct of both considered—A new Rule of Official

Removals avowed—President's Views of Louisiana Boundary, etc.—Official Appoint-

ments for Orleans Territory—A Letter to Mazzei—Provision for Lafiiyette—To Madi-

son—Desires Republican Officeholders not to interfere in Elections—Death of General

Hamilton—His last Public Letter—His Political Standing at the time of his Death-
Result of the Presidential Election—Federal Calumnies—An Example—The Poet
Moore's Statement that the President treated the British Minister with Incivility—The
Circumstances—Official Correspondence on the Subject—The Sequel—Thomas Moore's

individual Grievance—His Course and Views in this Country^Hia Presentation to the

President—His Lampoons on the President—Anecdote—Jefferson and the Lish Melo-

dies—J. Q. Adams's better kept Grudge- -Second Session of Eighth Congress—Presi-

dent's Message—Changes in the Senate—Impeachment of Judge Chase—The Result

—

Reasons for his Acquittal—Constitutional Amendments proposed—Congressional Pro-

ceedings—Gun-boats—Classes interested in opposing them—President's Policy in not

seeking to build up a great Navy—Disasters of War of 1812 imputed to this Cause

—

Strength of English Navy in 1803—Strength of American Navy on Jefferson's Acces-

sion—Result of a great-navy Policy—Population and moneyed Wealth compared—The
Absurdity of then attempting to rival England as a Naval Power—The Results of the

Opposite Course—Growing a better way of acquiring Strength than Arming—The Peace

Policy—Jefferson's exclusive Responsibility for it—Gun-boat Bill passed—Law against

Violators of Neutrality—Enactments against American Contraband Trade in West In-

dies—Territoral Bills—President's Correspondence—Early Prejudices against the

class of Artisans recanted—Letter to Taylor avowing his Determination to retire at

close of Second Term—Inauguration—Inaugural Speech—Cabinet Changes—Local Re-

publican Schisms—President's Letter to Logan on Consequences of these Schisms

—

Character of Family Correspondence henceforth—Letter to J.W. Eppes.

During the late session of Congress, a Kepnblican caucus

had been held to nominate candidates for the Presidency and
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Vice-Presidency. Mr. Jefferson was unanimously renominated.

Colonel Burr was so completely stripped of the confidence of his

party that there was not a faction in Congress in favor of his re-

election ; and the vote for the Vice-Presidential candidate stood

for George Clinton, sixty-seven ; for John Breckenridge, twenty;

for Levi Lincoln, nine ; for Jolin Langdon, seven ; for Gideon
Granger, four ; for Samuel Maclay, one.

Mr. Clinton had been Governor of New York throughout

the Revolution and for a considerable subsequent period. He
had been the leader of the party in that State which so long and
pertinaciously opposed the adoption of the Federal Constitu-

tion ; and he became the leader of the Republicans when that

party was organized. Without any of that brilliancy of talent

possessed by his celebrated nephew, De Witt Clinton, lie was
nevertheless a man of solid parts, firm good sense, and invinci-

ble determination. His decided executive ability had been

tested by a long and successful career in civil and military posi-

tions. His integrity was undisputed, his private character irre-

proachable. He was four years older than the President. All

things considered, his nomination was an eminently fit one, and
it was greatly to be regretted that it had not been made four

years earlier, in tlie place of that of a corrupt intriguer who had
never really approached Mr. Clinton in the estimation of the

people of his State.'

We shall glance rapidly over such of the President's corres-

pondence during the late session, as has not been adverted to,

and which presents interesting ideas or facts not already given.

In a letter to David Williams, November 14th (1803), he
complained that certain causes, which he enumerated, had
" long since produced an overcharge in the class of competitors

for learned occupations, and great distress among the supernu-

merary candidates ; and the more, as their habits of life had dis-

qualified them for reentering into the laborious class." In other

words, Mr. Jefferson meant to say that the legal and medical

professions were overstocked, including teachers in the higher

departments of science." The remedy he proposed was to make

* Those who desire to know the cauaes and means of Bnrr's first nomination, and why
Mr. Clinton was passed over on that occasion, will find them explained in Hammond'H
Political History of New York.

" The disturbed political relations of Europe had driven many learned men to oui
fborea, who being unacquainted with American modes of living, snffVired, in some ia
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agriculture a scientific profession or avocation, and thus lure

the "supernumeraries" into an employment where they would
find occupation both for the body and mind. He said :

" The evil cannot be suddenly, nor perhaps ever entirely cured : nor should I

presume to say by what means it may be cured. Doubtless there are many engines

which the nation might bring to bear on this object. Public opinion, and public

encouragement are among these. The class principally defective is that of agricul-

ture. It is the first in utility, and ought to be the first in respect. The same artifi-

cial means which have been used to produce a competition in learning, may be

equally successful in restoring agriculture to its primary diguity in the eyes of men.
It is a science of the very first order. It counts among its handmaids the most re-

spectable sciences, such as Cheraiatry, Natural Philosophy, Mechanics, Mathematics

generally. Natural History, Botany. In every College and Uaiversity, a professor-

ship of agriculture, and the class of its students, might be honored as the first.

Young men closing their academical education with this, as the crown of all other

sciences, fascinated with its solid charms, and at a time when they are to choose an

occupation, instead of crowding the other classes, would return to the farms of the!"

fathers, their own, or those of others, and replenish and invigorate a calling, no*/

languishing under contempt and oppression. The charitable schools, instead of

storing their pupils with a lore which the present state of society does not call for,

converted into schools of agriculture, might restore them to that branch quaUfied to

enrich and honor themselves, and to increase the productions of the nation instead

of consuming them. A gradual abolition of the useless offices, so much accumulated

in all governments, might close tliis drain also from the labors of the field, and lea-

sen the burdens imposed on them. By these, and the better means which will

occur to others, the surcharge of the learned, might in time be drawn off to recruit

the laboring class of citizens, the sum of industry be increased, and that of misery

diminished.*****
" The general desire of men to live by their heads rather than their hands, and

the strong allurements of great cities to those who have any turn for dissipation,

threaten to make them here, as in Europe, the sinks of voluntary misery."

Yiews according with the above were often expressed by the

President in his family. His grandson, Colonel T. J. Randolph,

writes us

:

"He held in little esteem the education that made men ignorant and helpless

as to the common necessities of life ; and he exemplified it by an incident which

occurred to a young gentleman returned from Europe, where he had been educated.

On riding out with his companions, the strap of his saddle-girth broke at the hole of

the buckle ; and they, perceiving it an accident easily remedied, rode on and left him.

A plain man coming up, and seeing that his horse had made a circular path in the road

stances, a good deal of distress. Mr. Jefferson remarked, in the letter from which we
are quoting: " Many, who cannot find employment in Earope, accordingly come here.

Those who can labor do well, for the most part. Of the learned class of emigrants, a
Email portion find employments analogous to their talents. But many fail, and return to

complete their course of misery in the scenes where it began."
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in his impatience to get on. asked if he could aid him ? ' Oh, sir,' ropHed the

young man, 'if you could only assist me to get It up to the next hole?' 'Sup-

pose you let it out a hole or two on the other side,' said the man."

In a letter to Mr. Gallatin, of December 13th, the President

advised him that he should consider it inexpedient for the for-

mer to give any opinion in reply to a question from the presi-

dent of the United States Bank, whether it would be proper to

change the manner of electing the officers of the branch institu-

tions ; and this on the ground that the Government ought not, by
volunteering its sanction, to disarm itself " of any fair right of

animadversion, whenever that institution should be a legitimate

subject of consideration." What follows, shows that his hosti-

lity to the Bank was quite as decided as on the first presentation

of the question during General Washington's Administration

—

that, indeed, it had rather gained than lost in intensity. He
wrote

:

" From a passage in the letter of the President, I observe an idea of establishing

a branch bank of the United States in New Orleans. This institution is one of the

most deadly hostility existing, against the principles and form of our Constitution.

The nation is, at this time, so strong and united in its sentiments, that it cannot be

shaken at this moment. But suppose a series of untoward events should occur, suf-

ficient to bring into doubt the competency of a republican government to meet a

crisis of great danger, or to unhinge the confidence of the people in the public func-

tionaries ; an institution like this, penetrating by its branches every part of the

Union, acting by command and in phalanx, may, in a critical moment, upset the

government. I deem no government safe which is under the vassalage of any self-

constituted authorities, or any other authority than that of the nation, or its regular

functionaries. What an obstruction could not this bank of the United States, with all

its branch banks, be in time of war? It might dictate to us the peace we should

accept, or withdraw its aids. Ought we then to give further growth to an institu-

tion so powerful, so hostile ? That it is so hostile we know, 1, from a knowledge

of the principles of the persons composing the body of directors in every bank,

principal or branch ; and those of most of the stockholders : 2, from their opposi-

tion to the measures and principles of the Government, and to the election of those

friendly to them : and 3, from the sentiments of the newspapers they support.

Now, while we are strong, it is the greatest duty we owe to the safety of our Con-

stitution, to bring this powerful enemy to a perfect subordination under its authori-

ties. The first measure would be to reduce them to an equal footing only with other

banks, as to the favors of the Government. But, in order to be able to meet a gene-

ral combination of the banks against us, in a critical emergency, could we not make
a beginning towards an independent use of our own money, towards holding our

own bank in all the deposits where it is received, and letting the treasurer give hia

draft or note, for payment at any particular place, which, in a well conducted go-

vernment, ought to have as much credit as any private draft, or bank note, or bill,

and would give us the same facilities which we derive from the banks? I pray yov
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to turn this subject in your mind, and to give it the benefit of your knowledge of

details ; whereas, I have only very general views of the subject. Affectionate salu-

tations."

A remark in a letter t.o Timothy Bloodworth, January 29tli

(1804), gives the substance of one frequently made by liim, smi-

lingly, in liis family. After reciting some of the measures of

his Administration, he said:

" I think [these] must reconcile the great body of those who thought themselves

our enemies, but were in truth only the enemies of certain Jacobinical, atheistical,

anarchical, imaginary caricatures, which existed only in the laud of the Raw-head

and Bloody-bones, beings created to frighten the credulous."

Colonel Eandolph writes to us

:

" In speaking of the calumnies which had been uttered against his public and

private character with such unmitigated and untiring bitterness, he said that he had

not considered them as abusing him ; they had never known him. They had crea-

ted an imaginary being clothed with odious attributes, to whom they gave his name
;

and it was against that creature of their imaginations they had levelled their ana-

themas."

Mr. Jefferson wrote to Dr. Priestly, January 29th

:

" Have you seen the new work of Malthus on population ? It is one of the ablest

I have ever seen. Although his main object is to delineate the effects of redundancy

of population, and to test the poor laws of England, and other palliations for that

evil, several important questions in political economy, allied to his ^^ubject incident-

ally, are treated with a masterly hand. It is a single octavo volume, and I have

been only able to read a borrowed copy, the only one I have yet heard of."

On the 1st of February, lie thanked M. Say, the distin-

guished French writer on Political Economy, for a copy of his

work on that subject, which he had just forwarded to the Presi-

dent. He again spoke well of Malthus's work. He advanced,

or rather suggested the idea, that the distribution of labor sup-

posed to be the best in Europe—namely, placing manufacturing

hands alongside the agricultural, " so that the one part shall

feed both, and the other part furnish both with clothes and other

comforts-'—might not be the one best applicable to the United

States. As Europe had as much population as her products

could sustain (or as the increase in each must be limited and

slow), and as America had land enough to keep up the most rapid

possible advance of population, and at the same time produce
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an enormous surplus of food, he suggested whether it would not

be better for America to raise food " to nourish the now perish-

ing births of Europe" (an allusion to Malthus's theory of the

fatal necessity of starvation, where human fecundity outruns the

means of subsistence), and that Europe in return should send us

" our clothes and other comforts." He said " morality " favored

this idea; and "so invariably did the laws of nature create our

duties and interests, that when they seem to be at variance, we
ought to suspect some fiillacy in our reasonings."

In a letter to Mr. Gerry, of March 3d, the President, after

stating the general prospects of the two political parties, thus

alluded to his feelings in respect to his own renomination

:

" I sincerely regret that the unbounded calumnies of the Federal party have

obliged nie to throw myself on the verdict of my country for trial, my great desire

having been to retire, at the end of the present terra, to a life of tranquillity ; and

it was my decided purpose when I entered into office. They force my continuance.

If we can keep the vessel of State as steadily in her course for another four years,

my earthly purposes will be accomplished, and I shall be free to enjoy, as you are

doing, my family, my farm, and my books."

On tlie l€tli of April he wrote (from Monticello) to the

Postmaster General, commenting on a statement of the latter

that there was a Federal scheme on foot for forming a coalition

between the Federalists and Republicans, " of what they called

the seven eastern States." The commentary is far too good to

be omitted

:

"The Federalists know, that, eo nomine, they are gone forever. Their object,

therefore, is how to return into power under some other form. Undoubtedly they

have bwtone means, which is to divide the Republicans, join the minority, and bar-

ter with them for the cloak of their name. I say, joiii the 7nhiorify ; because the

majority of the Republicans, not needing tliem, will not buy thoni. The minority,

having no other means of ruling the majority, will give a price for auxiliaries, and
that price must be principle. It is true that the Federalists, needing their numbers
also, must also give a price, and principle is the coin they must pay in. Thus a

bastard system of Federo-Republicanism will rise on the ruins of the true principles

of our Revolution. And when this party is formed, who will constitute the major-

ity of it, which majority is then to dictate? Certainly the Federalists. Thus their

proposition of putting themselves into gear with the Republican minority, is ex-

actly like Roger Sherman's proposition to add Conneoticut to Rhode Island. The
idea of forming seven eastern States is moreover clearly to form the basis of »

separation of the Union. Is it possible that real Republicans can be gulled by
such a bait? And for what? What do they witih that they have not ? Federal
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measures? That is impossible? Republican measures? Have they them not?

Can any one deny, that in all important questions of principle, Republicanism pre-

vails? But do they not want that their individual will shall govern the majority?

They may purchase the gratification of this unjust wish, for a little time, at a great

price ; but the Federalists must not have the passions of other men, if, after getting

thus into the seat of power, they suffer themselves to be governed by their minor-

ity. This minority may say, that whenever they relapse into their own principles,

they will quit them and draw the seat from under them. They may quit them, in-

deed, but in the meantime, all the venal will have become associated with them,

and will give them a majority sufficient to keep them in place, and to enable them to

eject the heterogeneous friends by whose aid they get again into power. I cannot

believe any portion of real Republicans will enter into this trap ; and if they do, I

do not believe they can carry with them the mass of their States, advancing so

steadily as we see them, to a union of principle with their brethren. It will be found

in this, as in all other similar cases, that crooked schemes will end by overwhelm-

ing their authors and coadjutors in disgrace, and that he alone who walks strict

and upright, and who, in matters of opinion, will be contented that others should

be as free as himself, and acquiesce when his opionion is fairly overruled, will at-

tain his object in the end. And that this may be the conduct of us all, I offer my

sincere prayers, as well as for your health and happiness."

The following family letters, though scattered over a wide

space, we prefer, for obvious reasons, to present connectedlj.

To Maria Jefferson Eppes, Edgehill.

Washington, Nov. 27, 1803.

It is rare, my ever dear Maria, during a session of Congress that I can get

time to write anything but letters of business, and this, though a day of rest to

others, is not all so to me. We are all well here, and hope the post of this evening

will bring us information of the health of all at Edgehill, and particularly that Mar-

tha and the new bantling are both well ; and that her example gives you good

spirits. When Congress will rise no mortal can tell: not from the quantity, but the

dilatoriness of business. Mr. Lilly having finished the mill, is now, I suppose,

engaged in the road which we have been so long wanting ; and that done, the next

job will be the levelling of Pantops. I anxiously long to see under way the work

necessary to fix you there, that we may one day be all together. Mr. Stewart is

now here on his way back to his family, whom he will probably join Thursday or

Friday. Will you tell your sister that the pair of stockings she sent me by Mr.

Randolph are quite large enough, and also have fur enough in them. I inclose

some papers for Anne ; and must continue in debt to Jefferson a letter for a while

longer. Take care of yourself, my dearest Maria, have good spirits, and know that

courage is as essential to triumph in your case as in that of a soldier. Keep us all,

therefore, in heart of being so yourself; give my tender affections to your sister,

and receive them for yourself also, with assurances that I live in your love only, and

in that of your sister.

Adieu, my dear daughter.

Th. Jeffebsos
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To Maria Jkfferson Eppes, EoGEniM-.

WAsniNGTON, Dec. 26, 1803.

I now return, my dearest Maria, the paper which you lent me for Mr. Page, and
which he has returned some days since. I have prevailed on Dr. Priestley to undertake

the work of which this is only the syllabus or plan. lie says he can accomplish it

in the course of a year. But, in truth, his health is so much impaired and his body
become so feeble, that there is reason to fear he will not live out even the short

term he has asked for it. You may inform Mr. Eppes and Mr Raudolpii that no
mail arrived the last night from the Natchez. I presume the great rains which

have fallen have rendered some of the water courses impassable. On new-year's

day, however, we shall hear of the delivery of New Orleans to us. Till then the

Legislature seem disposed to do nothing but meet and adjourn. Mrs. Livingston

formerly the younger Miss Allen, made kind inquiries after you the other day. She
said she was at school with you at Mrs. Pine's. Not knowing the time destined for

your expected indisposition, I am anxious on your account. You are prepared to

meet it with courage, I hope. Some female friend of your mamma's (I forget

whom) used to say it was no more than a jog of the elbow. The material thing is,

to have scientific aid in readiness, that if anything uncommon takes place it may be

redressed op the spot, and not be made serious by delay. It is a case which least

of all will wait for doctors to be sent for, therefore with this single precaution

nothing is ever to be feared. I was in hopes to have heard from Edgehill last night,

but I suppose your post has failed.

I shall expect to see the gentlemen here next Sunday night to take part in the

gala of Monday. Give my tenderest love to your sister, of whom I have not heard
for a fortnight, and my affectionate salutations to the gentlemen and young ones,

and continue to love me yourself, and be assured of my warmest affections.

Th. Jefferson.

To Maria Jefferson Eppes, Edgehill.

VVASnrNGTON, Jan. 29, 1804.

Mt dearest Maria:

This evening ought to have brought in the western mail, but it is not arrived,

consequently we hear nothing from our neighborhood. I rejoice that this is the last

time our Milton mail will be embarrassed with that from New Orleans ; the rapidity

of which occasioned our letters often to be left in the post-offices—it now returns to

its former establishment of twice a week, so that we may hear oftener from you
;

and in communicating to us frequently of the state of things, I hope you will not be

sparing if it be only by saying that " all is well." I think Congress will rise the 2d

week in March, when we shall join you—perhaps Mr. Eppes may sooner. On this
'

presume he writes you. It would have been the most desirable of all things could

we have got away by this time. However, I hope you will let us all see that you

have within youi'self the resource of a courage not requiring the presence of any-

body. Since proposing to Anne the undertaking to raise bantams, I have received

from Algiers two pair of beautitul fowls, something larger than our common fowls,

with fine aigrettes. They are not so large nor valuable as the East India fowl, but

both kinds, as well as the bantams, are well worthy of being raised. Wn must,

therefore, distribute them among us, and raise them clear of mixture of anv kind.
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All this we will settle together in March, and soon after we will begin the level-

ling and establishment of your hen-house at Pantops. Give my tenderest love to

your Bister ; to all the young ones kisses ; to yourself everything affectionate.

Th. Jefferson.

To Maria Jefferson Eppes, Edgehill.

Washington, Feb. 26, 1804.

A thousand joys to you, my dear Maria, on the happy accession to your family.

A letter from our dear Martha by last post gave me the happy news that your crisis

was happily over and all well. I had supposed that if you were a little later than

your calculation, and the rising of Congress as early as we expected, we might

have been with you at the moment when it would have been so encouraging to have

had your friends around you. I rejoice, indeed, that all is so well. Congress talk

of rismg the 12th of March, but they will probably be some days later. You will

doubtless see see Mr. Eppes and Mr. Randolph immediately on the rising of Con-

gress. I shall hardly be able to get away till some days after them. By that time

I hope you will be able to go with us to Monticello, and that we shall all be there

together for a month : and the interval between that and the autumnal visit will

not be long. Will you desire your sister to send for Mr. Lilly, and to advise him

what orders to give Goliah for providing those vegetables which may come into use

for the months of April, August, and September—deliver her also my affectionate

love. I will write to her the next week. Kiss all the little ones, and be assured

yourself of my tender and unchangeable affection.

Th. Jefferson.

To Maria Jefferson Eppes, Edgehili-.

"Washington, Mar. 8, 1804.

The account of your illness, my dearest Maria, was known to me only this morn-

lug. Nothing but the impossibility of Congress proceeding a single step in my
absence presents an insuperable bar. Mr. Eppes goes off, and I hope will find you

in a convalescent state. Next to the desire that it may be so, is that of being

speedily informed and of being relieved from the terrible anxiety in which I shall be

till I hear from you. God bless you, my ever dear daughter, and preserve you safe

to the blessing of us all.

Th. Jefferson.

To John W. Eppes, Eloehill.

Washington, March 15, 1804.

DxAB Sir:

Your letter of the 9th has at length relieved my spirits; still the debility of

Maria will need attention, lest a recurrence of fever should degenerate into ty-

phus. I should suppose the system of wine and food as effectual to prevent as to

cure that fever, and think she should use both, as freely as she finds she can bear
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them, light food and cordial wines. The sherry at Monticello is old and genuine, and

the Pedro Ximenes much older still and stomachic. Her palate and stomach will be

the best arbiters between them. Congress have deferred their adjournment a week,

to wit, to the 26th, consequently we return a week later. I presume I can be with

you by the first of April. I hope Maria will by that time be well enough to go over to

Monticello with us, and I hope you will thereafter take up your residence there. The

house, its contents, and appendages and servants, are as freely subjected to you as to

myself and I hope you will make it your home till we can get you fixed at Pantops.

I do not think Maria should be ventured below after this date. I will endeavor to for-

ward to Mr. Benson, postmaster at Fredericksburg, a small parcel of the oats for

you. The only difficulty is to find some gentleman going on in the stage who will

take charge of them by the way. My tenderest love to Maria and Patsy,* and all

the young ones ; affectionate salutations to yourself.

Th. Jefferson-

To John "W. Eppes.
Washingtos, June 4, 1804.

Dear Sir:

I should much sooner have written to you but for the press of business

which had accumulated at my return, and which is not yet entirely got under. We
lamented much that you had not staid a day longer at Monticello, as on the even-

ing of your departure the Eppington family arrived, and it would have added much
to our pleasure to have been all together, the four or five days that the weather

detained me at home. We consented to consign little Maria to the entreaties of

Mrs. Eppes, until August, when she promised to bring her back herself. Nature's

laws will in time deprive her of all her older connections ; it will then be a great

comfort to have been brought up with those of her own age, as sisters and

brothers of the same house, knowing each other in no other relation, and ready

to become the parents of each other's orphan children. While I live, both of the

children will be to me the dearest of all pledges : and I should consider it as increasing

our misfortune, should we have the less of your society. It will in no wise change ray

views at Pantops, and should considerations which ought not to be opposed by me
in the actual state of things induce you to change the purpose of your residence at

Pantops, I shall still do there what I had always proposed to you, expecting it

will some day become the residence of Francis. I may only take more time for it.

After Lilly shall have done at the mill, which I suppose will be by the time of

my return home, there are then three jobs for him, the levelling at Pantops, the road

along the river, and the levelling of the garden at Monticello. Which of these

he first enters on, will depend on your views. If they be to get to Pantops as

soon as you can, he shall first do that levelling, that it may be in readiness to be-

gin a house the next season. In any other case I should set him about the road

first, but I should be happier did the other order of things coincide more with your

happiness. But I press nothing, because my own feehngs as a parent teach me
how to estimate and respect the feelings of parents. On this subject you must

give me your wishes with frankness, as mine will be most gratified in taking the

diicction of yours.

I inclose you a letter I received lately from Mrs. Adams. The sentiments ex-

> Mrs. Eandolph.
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pressed in it are sincere. Her attachment was constant. Although all of them

point to another object directly, yet the expressing them to me is a proof that our

friendship is unbroken on her part. It has been a strong one, and has gone

through trying circumstances on both sides, yet 1 retain it strongly both for herself

and Mr. Adams. He and myself have gone through so many scenes together, that

all his qualities have been proved to me, and I know him to possess so many good

ones, as that I have never withdrawn my esteem, and I am happy that this letter

gives me opportunity of expressing it to both of them. I shall do it with a frank

declaration that one act of his life, and never but one, gave me personal displea-

sure, his midnight appointments. If respect for him will not permit me to ascribe

that altogether to the influence of others, it will leave something for friendship to

forgive. If Patsy is with you, communicate the letter to her, and be so good as

to reinclose it to me. I think I shall leave this about the 2'2d of July, and shall

hope to find you in Albemarle, and that you will soon be followed there by the Ep-

pington family. I shall take my trip to Bedford soon after my arrival. Present me
affectionately to the family at Eppington. Keep Francis mindful of me, and give

both of them my kisses.

Affectionately adieu,

Th. Jefferson.

To John W. Eppes, Eppington,

MontiCEia.0, Avgust 7, 1804.

Dear Sir:

Your letters of July 16th and 29th both came to me on the 2d instant. I

receive with great delight the information of the perfect health of our dear infants,

and hope to see yourself, the family and them, as soon as circumstances admit.

With respect to Melinda, I have too many already to leave here in idleness when I

go away ; and at Washington I prefer white servants, who, when they mis-behave,

can be exchanged. John knew he was not to expect her society, but when he

should be at Monticello, and then subject to the casualty of her being here or not.

You mention a horse to be had, of a fine bay, and again that he is of the color of

your horse. I do not well recollect the shade of yours, but if you think this one

would do with Castor or Fitzpartner, I would take him at the price you mention,

but should be glad to have as much breadth for the payment as the seller could

admit, and at any rate not less than ninety-days. I know no finer horse than yours,

but he is much too fiery to be trusted in a carriage ; the only use I have for him

while Arcturus remains. He is also too small. I write this letter in the hope you

will be here before you can receive it, but on the possibility that the cause which

detained you at the date of yours may continue. My aft'ectionate salutations and

esteem attend the family at Eppington and yourself.

Th. Jefferson.

P. S. By your mentioning that Francis will be your constant companion, I am
in hopes I shall have him here with you during the session of Congress.

In Mr. Jefferson's family register, is the following entry:

"Mary Jefferson, born Aug. 1, lYTS, 1 h. 30 m , a.m. Died April 17, 1804, be-

tween 8 and 9 a.m.
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The following letter, from a niece of the deceased, was not

written with a thought to publication ; but we trust we shall be

pardoned for transcribing it. It contains some particulars

already given—but the motive for presenting the narrative

unbroken, will be apparent.

My dear Mr. Randall.

To Henry S. Randall.

Boston, 15 January, 1866.

I find an old memorandum, made many years ago, I know not when nor

under what circumstances, but by ray own hand, in the fly leaf of a Bible. It is to

this effect: "Maria Jefferson was born in 1778, and married in 1797, John Wayies

Eppes, son of Francis Eppes and Elizabeth Wayies, second daughter of John

Wayies. Maria Jefferson died April, 1804, leaving two children, Francis born in

1801, and Maria who died an infant."

I have no recollection of the time when I made this memorandum, but I have

no doubt of its accuracy.

Mrs. Eppes was never well after the birth of her last child. She lingered a

while, but never recovered. My grandfather was in Washington, and my aunt

passed the winter at EdgehiU where she was confined. I remember the tender and

devoted care of my mother, how she watched over her sister, and with what anx-

ious affection she anticipated her every want. I remember, at one time, that she

left her chamber and her own infant, that she might sleep in my aunt's room, to

assist in taking care of her and her child. I well recollect my poor aunt's pale,

faded, and feeble look. My grandfather, during his Presidency, made two visits

every year to Monticello, a short one in early spring, and a longer one the latter

part of the summer. He always stopped at Edgehill, where my mother was then

living, to take her and her whole family to Monticello with him. He came this

year as usual, anxious about the health of his youngest daughter, whose situation,

though such as to excite the apprehension of her friends, was not deemed one of

immediate danger. She had been delicate and something of an invalid, if I remem-

ber right, for some years. She was carried to Monticello in a litter borne by men.

The distance was perhaps four miles, and she bore the removal well. After this,

however, she continued as before, steadily to decline. She was taken out when the

weather permitted, and carried around the lawn in a carriage, I think drawn by

men, and I remember following the carriage over the smooth green turf. How
long she lived I do not recollect, but it could have been but a short time. One
morning I heard that my aunt was dying ; I crept softly from my nursery to her

chamber door, and being alarmed by her short, hard breathing, ran away again. I

have a distinct recollection of confusion and dismay in the household. I did not

see my mother. By and by one of the female servants came running in where I

was with other persons, to say that Mrs. Eppes was dead. The day passed I do

not know how. Late in the afternoon 1 was taken to the death-chamber The body
was covered with a white cloth, over whi(!h had been strewed a profusion of flowers.

A day or two after, I followed the cofiin to the burying-grouzid on the inountain

side, and saw it consigned to the earth, where it has lain undisturbed for more than

fifty years.

Mv mother has told me that on the day of her sieter's death, she left her father
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alone for some hours. He then sent for her, and she found him with the Bible in

hjs hands. He who has been so often and so harshly accused of unbelief, he, in his

hour of intense affliction, sought and found consolation in the sacred volume. The

comforter was there for his true heart and devout spirit, even though his faith

might not be what the world calls orthodox.

There was something very touching in the sight of this once beautiful ami still

lovely young woman, fading away just as the spring was coming on with its buds

and blossoms—nature reviving as she was sinking and closing her eyes on all that

she loved best in life. She perished not in autumn with the flowers, but as they

were opening to the sun and air in all the freshness of spring. I think the weather

was fine, for over my own recollection of these times there is a soft, dreamy sort of

bnze, such as wraps the earth in warm dewy spring-time.

You know enough of my aunt's early history to be aware that she did not accom-

pany her father, as my mother did, when he first went to France. She joined him,

I think, only about two years before his return, and was placed in the same convent

where my mother received her education. Here she went by the name of Made-

moiselle Polie. As a child she was called Polly by her friends. It was on her way

to Paris that she staid awhile in London with Mrs. Adams, and there is a pleasing

mention of her in that lady's published letters.

I think the visit (not a very long one) made by my mother and aunt to their

father in Washington, must have been in the winter of 1802-3. My aunt, I believe,

was never there again ; but after her death, about the winter of 1805-6, my mother,

with all her children, passed some time at the President's house. I remember that

both my father and Uncle Eppes were then in Congress, but cannot say whether

this was the case in 1802-3.

My aunt, Mrs. Eppes, was singularly beautiful. She was high principled, just, and

generous. Her temper, naturally mild, became I think, saddened by ill-health, in

the latter part of her life. In that respect she differed from my mother, whose dis-

position seemed to have the sunshine of heaven in it. Nothing ever wearied my
mother's patience, or exhausted, what was inexhaustible, her sweetness, her kind-

uess, indulgence, and self-devotion. She was intellectually somewhat superior to

her sister, who was sensible of the difference, though she was of too noble a nature

for her feelings ever to assume an ignoble character. There was between the sisters

the strongest and warmest attachment, the most perfect confidence and affec-

tion.

My aunt utterly undervalued and disregarded her own beauty, remarkable as it

was. She was never fond of dress or ornament, and was always careless of admi-

ration. She was even vexed by allusions to her beauty, saying that people only

praised her for that, because they could not praise her for better things. If my
mother inadvertently exclaimed, half sportively, " Maria, if I only had your beauty,"

my aunt would resent it as far as she could resent anything said or done by her

sister. It may be said that the extraordinary value she attached to talent, was

mainly founded in her idea that by the possession of it, she would become a more

suitable companion for her father. Both daughters considered his affection as the

great good of their lives, and both loved him with all the devotion of their most

loving hearts. My aunt sometimes mourned over the fear that her father muxt pre-

fer her sister's society, and could not take the same pleasure in hers. This very

humility in one so lovely was a charm the more in her character. She was greatly

loved and esteemed by all her friends. She was on a footing of the most intimate

friendship with my father's sister, Mrs. T. Eston Kandolph, herself a most exern^
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plary and admirable woman, whose daughter, long years after, married Francis, Mrs.

Eppes's son.

I know not, my dear Mr. Randall, whether this letter will add anything to the

knowledge you already possess of this one of my grandfather's family. Should it

not, you must take the will for the deed, and as I am somewhat wearied by the

rapidity with which I have written, in order to avoid delay, I will bid you adieu

with my very best wishes for your entire success in your arduous undertaking.

Very truly yours.

Mr, Jefferson felt this blow with terrible keenness. Letters

of condolence poured in upon him from his early friends. To
none did he unbosom himself more fully than to his old class-

mate and boyish confidant, Governor Page. He wrote to him,

June 25th:

" Your letter, my dear friend, of the 2oth ultimo, is a new proof of the good-

ness of your heart, and the part you take in my loss marks an affectionate concern

for the greatness of it. It is great indeed. Others may lose of their abundance,

but I, of my want, have lost even the half of all I had. My evening prospects now
hang on the slender thread of a single life. Perhaps I may be destined to see even

this last cord of parental affection broken ! The hope with which I had looked for-

ward to the moment, when, resigning public cares to younger hands, I was to retire

to that domestic comfort from which the last great step is to be taken, is fearfully

blighted. When you and I look back on the country over which we have passed,

what a field of slaughter does it exhibit! Where are all the friends who entered it

with us, under all the inspiring energies of health and hope ? As if pursued by the

havoc of war, they are strewed by the way, some earlier, some later, and scarce a

few stragglers remain to count the numbers fallen, and to mark yet, by their own
fall, the last footsteps of their party. Is it a desirable thing to bear up through the

heat of the action, to witness the death of all our companions, and merely be the

last victim ? I doubt it. We have, however, the traveller's consolation. Every

step shortens the distance we have to go ; the end of our journey is in sight, the

bed wherein we are to rest, and to rise in the midst of the friends we have lost.

' We sorrow not then as others who have no hope ;' but look forward to the day

which 'joins us to the great majority.' But whatever is to be our destiny, wisdom,

as well as duty, dictates that we should acquiesce in the will of him whose it is to

give and take away, and be contented in the enjoyment of those who are still per-

mitted to be with us. Of those connected by blood, the number does not depend

on us. But friends we have, if we have merited them. Those of our earliest years

stand nearest in our affections. But in this, too, you and I have been unlucky.

Of our college friends (and they are the dearest) how few have stood with us in the

great political questions which have agitated our country : and these were of a nature

to justify agitation. I did not believe the Lilliputian fetters of that day strong enough

to have bound so many. Will not Mrs. Page, yourself and family, think it prudent

to seek a healthier region for the months of August and September? And may we
not flatter ourselves that you will cast your eye on Monticello ? We have not many
summers to hve. While fortune places us then within striking distance, let us avail

ouTRelves of it, to meet and talk over the tales of other times.
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"Present me respectfully to Mrs. Page, and accept yourself my friendly saluta-

tions and assurances of constant affection."

Three days after, he wrote to Judge Tyler :
'

"I lament to learn that a like misfortune has enabled you to estimate the afflic-

tions of a father on the loss of a beloved child. However terrible the possibility of

such another accident, it is still a blessing for you of inestimable value that you

would not even then descend childless to the grave. Three sons, and hopeful ones

too, are a rich treasure. I rejoice when I hear of young men of virtue and talents,

worthy to receive, and hkely to preserve the splendid inheritance of self-govern-

ment, which we have acquired and shaped for them."

The letter of condolence from Mrs. Adams, alluded to and

inclosed in Mr. Jefferson's letter to Mr. Eppes (of June 4th), was

as follows

:

To Thomas Jefferson.

QuiNCT, 20</i May, 1804.

Sib:

Had you been no other than the private inhabitant of Monticello, I should,

ere this time, have addressed you with that sympathy which a recent event has

awakened in my bosom ; but reasons of various kinds withheld my pen, until the

powerful feelings of my heart burst through the restraint, and called upon me to

shed the tear of sorrow over the departed remains of your beloved and deserving

daughter. An event which I most sincerely mourn.

The attachment which I formed for her when you committed her to my care

upon her arrival in a foreign land, under circumstances peculiarly interesting, has

remained with me to this hour ; and the account of her death, which I read in a

late paper, recalled to my recollection the tender scene of her separation from me,

when, with the strongest sensibility, she clung around my neck, and wet my bosom

with her tears, saying, "Oh, now I have learned to love you, why will they take me
from you."

It has been some time since I conceived that any event in this life could call

forth feelings of mutual sympathy. But I know how closely entwined around a

jiarent's heart are those cords which bind the parental to the filial bosom ; and when

snapped asunder, how agonizing the pangs. I have tasted of the bitter cup, and

bow with reverence and submission before the great Dispenser of it, without whose

permission and over-ruling providence not a sparrow falls to tlie ground. That you

may derive comfort and consolation in this day of your sorrow and afiliction from

that only source calculated to heal the broken heart, a firm belief in the being,

perfections and attributes of God, is the sincere and ardent wish of her wlio onue

took pleasure in subscribing herself your friend.

Abigail Adams.

This letter, from one whose bosom had so olten pillowed the

head of his dead daughter, was well calculated to call back tlie

» Afterwards Governor of Virginia, and father of President John Tyler.
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recollections mentioned to Mr. Ei)pes ; and it will be seen, on

reverting to that letter, with what delicacy Mr. Jefferson over-

looked and sought to cover up the omission of all kindly expres-

sions to himself. lie carried out the intention avowed to his

son-in-law, of making an overture to a renewal of former friend-

ship, in the following letter

:

To Mrs. Adams.

Washington, June 13, ISOL
Dear Madam:

The affectionate sentiments which you have had the goodness to express in

your letter of May the 20th, towards my dear departed daughter, have awakened in

me sensibilities natural to the occasion, and recalled your kindnesses to her, wliich

I shall ever remember with gratitude and friendship I can assure you with truth,

they had made an indelible impression on her mind, and that to the last, on our

meetings after long separations, whether I had heard lately of you, and how you

did, were among the earliest of her inquiries. In giving you this assurance I per-

form a sacred duty for her, and, at the same time, am thankful for the occasion

furnished me, of expressing my regret that circumstances should have arisen, which

have seemed to draw a line of separation between us. The friendship with which

you honored me has ever been valued, and fully reciprocated ; and although events

have been passing which might be trying to some minds, I never believed yours to

be of that kind, nor felt that my own was. Neither my estimate of your character,

nor the esteem founded in that, has ever been lessened for a single moment, although

doubts whether it would be acceptable may have forbidden manifestations of it.

Mr. Adams's friendship and mine began at an earlier date. It accompanied us

through long and important scenes. The different conclusions we had drawn from

our pohtical reading and reflections, were not permitted to lessen personal esteem
;

each party being conscious they were the result, of an honest conviction in the

other. Like differences of opinion existing among our fellow-citizens, attached

them to one or the other of us, and produced a rivalship in their minds which

did not exist in ours. We never stood in one another's way ; but if either had been

withdrawn at any time, his favorers would not have gone over to the other, but

would have sought for some one of homogeneous opinions. This consideration was

sufficient to keep down all jealousy between us, and to guard our friendship from

any disturbance by sentiments of rivalship ; and I can say with truth, that one act

of Mr. Adams's life, and one only, ever gave me a moment's personal displea.sure. I

did consider his last appointments to office as personally unkind. They were from

among my most ardent political enemies, from whom no faithful cooperation could

ever be expected; and laid me under the embarrassment of acting through men
whose views were to defeat mine, or to encounter the odium of putting others in

their places. It seems but common justice to leave a successor free to act by
instruments of his own choice. If my respect for him did not permit me to ascrilie

the whole bhime to the influence of others, it left something for friendsliip to for-

give, and after brooding over it for some little time, and not always resisting the

expression of it, I forgave it cordially, and returned to the same state of esteem
and respect for him which had so long subsisted. Having come into life a little

later than Mr. Adams, his career has preceded mine, as mine is followed by >!ome
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Other ; and it will probably be closed at the same distance after him which time ori-

ginally placed between us. I maintain for him, and shall carry into private life, an
uniform and high measure of respect and good will, and for yourself a sincere

attachment.

I have thus, my dear madam, opened myself to you without reserve, which I

have long wished an opportunity of doing ; and without knowing how it will be
received, I feel relief from being unbosomed. And I have now only to entreat

your forgiveness for this transition from a subject of domestic affliction, to one which
seems of a different aspect. But though connected with political events, it has been
viewed by me most strongly in its unfortunate bearings on my private friendships.

The injury these have sustained has been a heavy price for what has never given
me equal pleasure. That you may both be favored with health, tranquillity and
long life, is the prayer of one who tenders you the assurance of his highest consi-

deration and esteem.

Mrs. Adams replied, and having repelled the imputation of

"personal unkindness" in Mr. Adams's late official appoint-

ments, proceeded in pointed language to arraign the President's

conduct in liberating Callender ; and she spoke of the President's

having given him a " reward of fifty dollars"—of having " cher-

ished and warmed " the serpent, etc. She said, " there was one

other act of his administration which she considered as person-

ally unkind, and which his own mind would easily suggest to

him, but as it neither aifected character nor reputation, she

forbore to state it."

The President, in answer, explained his gratuities to Callen-

der substantially as he had done to Monroe ; declared he released

him, as he did all the other victims of the Sedition Law, because

he considered that law a nullity under the Constitution '' as

absolute and palpable as if Congress had ordered us to fall down
and worship a graven image." He declared, " on his honor,"

that he had not the remotest idea to what other act Mrs. Adams
alluded, as personally unkind, as " he never did a single one

with an unkind intention,"

Mrs. Adams was not mollified. She thought it devolved on

the " supreme judges of the nation" to say what laws were con-

stitutional. She specified the act of personal unkindness to have

been the removal by the President of her oldest son from an

office to which he had been appointed soon after his return IVom

Europe.

A "press of business" delayed the President's reply.

" With those who wished to think amiss of him," he said, " he

had learned to be perfectly indifferent; but when he knew a
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mind to be ingenuous, and to need only trutli to set it to rights,

he could not be passive." He inforntied Mrs. Adams that he

had not even been aware that Mr. J. Q. Adams had held the

office indicated; explained how the removal occurred; and

declared that it would have given him real pleasure to prefer

her son to some other Federalists retained in the same office in

Boston, both on account of his knowledge of J Q. Adams's

integrity and his own " sincere dispositions towards herself and

Mr. Adams." After an argument to show that the President

was as much the judge of the Constitution, in the execution of

his own official duties, as were the Supreme Court in theirs, he

concluded thus:

" The candor manifested in your letter, and which I ever believed you to pos-

sess, has alone inspired the desire of calhng your attention, once more, to those

circumstances of fact and motive by which I claim to be judged. I hope you will

see these intrusions on your time to be, what they really are, proofs of my great

respect for you. I tolerate with the utmost latitude the right of others to differ

from me in opinion without imputing to them criminality. I know too well the

weakness and uncertainty of human reason to wonder at its different results. Both

of our political parties, at least the honest part of them, agree conscientiously in

the same object—the public good ; but they differ essentially in what they deem the

means of promoting that good. One side believes it best done by one composition

of the governing powers ; the other, by a different one. One fears most the igno-

rance of the people ; the other, the selfishness of rulers independent of them.

Which is right, time and experience will prove. We think that one side of tliia

experiment has been long enough tried, and proved not to promote the good of the

many ; and that the other has not been fairly and sufficiently tried. Our opponents

think the reverse. With whichever opinion the body of the nation concurs, that

must prevail. My anxieties on this subject will never carry me beyond the use of

fair and honorable means, of truth and reason; nor have they ever lessened my
esteem for moral worth, nor alienated my affections from a single friend, who did

not first withdraw himself. Whenever this has happened, I confess I have not been

insensible to it
;
yet have ever kept myself open to a return of their justice. I con-

clude with sincere prayers for your health and happiness, that yourself and Sir.

Adams may long enjoy the tranquillity you desire and merit, and see in the pros-

perity of your family what is the consummation of the last and warmest of human
wishes."

It would be difficult to indicate the precise tone of Mrs.

Adams's answer without giving the letter entire, and this we
have no wish to do. Suffice it to say, she " closed tlie corres-

pondence" with her feelings apparently as unappeased as when
it was opened.

Subjoined to the copy of her last letter, savs Mr. Adaras's
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family biographer, was found the following memorandum in the

handwriting of her husband :

QuiNCT, ISth November, 1804.

The vrhole of this correspondence was begun and conducted without my know-

ledge or suspicion. Last evening and this morning, at the desire of Mrs. Adams, I

read the whole. I have no remarks to make upon it, at this time and in this

place.

J. Adams.

The spectacle of a man at the summit of power and popu-

larity in his country, so kindly, and so calmly defending him-

self from imputations, which, it must be confessed, were not in-

variably put in precisely those forms of expression which gen-

tlemen are accustomed to receive without offence from gentle-

men—so repeatedly renewing his unaccepted overtures—and

this to those, who, crushed under the load of an enormous un-

popularity, had no power to benefit or harm him, or at such a

distance, either to increase or diminish his social enjoyments,

was a good exemplification of Martha Jefferson's often repeated

remark :
" My father never gave up a friend or an opinion."

While we survey with pleasure the triumphant, yet desolate,

victor, making such concessions to ancient friendship and to a

woman—and making these concessions to a woman on precisely

the same rational grounds that he would have made them to

one of the other sex, without any apologizing parade of mawk-
ish or chivalresque sentiment—we must not judge too harshly

of Mrs. Adams, or pronounce her destitute of womanly amia-

bility. Her lofty lineaments carried a trace of the Puritan se-

verity. They were those of the helmed Minerva, and not of

the cestus-girdled Yenus. Her correspondence uniformly ex-

hibits a didactic personage—a little inclined to assume a sermoniz-

ing attitude, as befitted tlie well-trained and self-reliant daughter

of aNew England country clergyman—and a little inclined, after

the custom of her people, to return thanks that she had not lot or

part in anything that was not of Massachusetts. Perhaps the

masculineness of her understanding extended somewhat to the

firmness of her temper. But towering above and obscui-ing

these minor angularities, she possessed a strength of intellec-

tual and moral character, which commands our unqualified ad-

miration. Her decision would have manifested itself for her

friend or her cause, when softer spirits would have shrunk away.
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or been paralyzed with terror, AVlien lier New England frigid-

ness gave way and kindled into enthusiasm, it was not the burn-

ing straw, but the red hot steel.' On the stranding deck, at

the gibbet's foot, in any other deadly pass where undaunted
moral courage can light up the coming gloom of " the valley

and shadow of death," Mrs. Adams would have stood by the

side of those she loved uttering words of encouragement : and
in that more desperate pass where death or overthrow are bal-

anced against dishonor, she would have firmly bade the most
loved friend on earth embrace the former like a bride.

Mr. Jefferson, there is no doubt, judged her feelings truly

when he inclosed her letter to his bereaved son-in-law. Why
did she write him, if this " chosen one of the earth," was not

struggling for his ancient place in her warm friendship? Could

her letter carry feelings of kindness to the ear of death? Is

there such a thing as hostile condolences? Would Mrs. Adams
have gratuitously entered the house of mourning to insult its

inmates with such a communication ? The very fact that she

could not conceal her wound proved the existence of that deep,

ancient regard, which could alone give it this festering soreness

—this irrepressible sting. To adopt any other solution would
be to assign motives to her which were unwomanly, and for which
the epithet petty would be quite too mild. Had Mr. Adams
been the victor, and Mr. Jefferson the vanquished, half the

advances made by the latter would have sufficed. But in high

natures the pride of defeat is greater and more exacting than

that of victory. The overthrow of a President had not then

been made a common occurrence. There wei-e circumstances

which rendered the downfall of Mr. Adams personally humili-

ating and irritating. Mrs. Adams felt morbidly for her hus-

band ; and in 1804 the wound was too recent to be " medi-

cined."

But she was afterwards to do herself justice by spontane-

ously making advances to the now repulsed friend ; and we
need not say her first overture was met. The sunlight of re-

stored friendship was yet to shed a golden radiance over the de

1 The young man's wrath is like light straw on fire,

Heard ye so merry the little bird sing ?

But like red-hot steel is the old man's ire,

And the throstle-cock's head is under his wing.
0!d Ballad.
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dining days of the Tongue and the Pen of the Revohition.

The next letter of condolence was to go from Monticello to

Quincy ; and, alas ! its occasion was to be Mrs. Adams's own

decease. The English language does not contain a more

touching expression of sympathy than that which Mr. Jeffer-

son sent to her aged and stricken partner, when this high-souled

and noble woman sunk into the tomb.

We resume the President's correspondence in its regular or-

der. In a letter to Gallatin, of May 20th, he directed a public

avowal of a rule he had established in regard to removals from

office :

" Although I know that it is best generally to assign no reason for a removal

from office, yet there are also times when the declaration of a principle is advan-

tageous. Such was the moment at which the New Haven letter appeared. It ex-

plained our principles to our friends, and they rallied to them. The public senti-

ment has taken a considerable stride since that, and seems to require that they

should know again where we stand. I suggest therefore for your consideration, in-

stead of the following passage in your letter to Bowen, ' I think it due to candor

at the same time to inform you, that I had been for some time been determined to

remove you from office, although a successor has not yet been appointed by the

President, nor the precise time fixed for that purpose communicated to me ;' to

substitute this, ' I think it due candor at the same time to inform you, that the

President considering that the patronage of public office should no longer be con-

fided to one who uses it for active opposition to the national will, had some time

since determined to place your office in other hands. But a successor not being

yet fixed on, I am not able to name the precise time when it will take place.'

" My own opinion is, that the declaration of this principle will meet the entire

approbation of all moderate republicans, and will extort indulgence from all

warmer ones. Seeing that we do not mean to leave arms in the hands of active

enemies, they will care the less at our tolerance of the inactive. Nevertheless, if

you are strongly of opinion against such a declaration, let the letter go as you

had written it."

He wrote the Secretary of State, July 5th, in respect to a re-

cent Cabinet conference, on the subject of the boundaries of

Louisiana

:

" We did not collect the sense of our brethren the other day by regular ques-

tions, but as far as I could understand from what was said, it appeared to be,

—

1. That an acknowledgment of our right to the Perdido, is a sine qvd non, and no

price to be given for it. 2. No absolute and perpetual relinquishment of right is

to be made of the country east of Rio Bravo del Norte, even in exchange for

Florida. [I am not quite sure that this was the opinion of all] 3. That a country

niav be laid off within which no further settlement shall be made by either party

foi a given time, say thirty years. This country to be from the North River east-
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wardly towards the Colorado, or even to, but not boyond the Mexican or Sabine

river. To whatever river it be extended, it might from its source run northwest, as

the most eligible direction ; but a due north line would produce no restraint that

we should feel in twenty years. This relinquishment, and two millions of dollars,

to be the price of all the Floridas east of the Perdido, or to be apportioned to what-

ever part they will cede."

But he declared that during the conferences neither party

ought to strengthen their position north of the Iberville, between

the Mississippi and Perdido (the disputed territory), or inter-

rupt the navigation of the rivers therein ; and that Spain

should be immediately told that if she would not accede to this,

the United States would at once exercise and protect her

right to navigate the Mobile, and increase her forces as fast as

Spain did.

The appointment of a Governor and Legislative Council in

the temporary government formed in the new Territory of Or-

leans had been conferred on the President. Claiborne, late

Governor of Mississippi, had been appointed Governor of the

Territory. On the 7th of July the President wrote him to for-

ward the names of suitable persons to comprise the Council.

He desired them to be " men of integrity, of understanding, of

clear property, and influence among the people, well acquainted

with the laws, customs and habits of the country, and drawn
from the different parts of the Territory, whose population was

considerable." He said " a majority should be of sound Amer-
ican characters, long established and esteemed there, and the

rest of French or Spaniards, the most estimable and well af-

fected." He wished " short sketches of the material outlines

for estimating them ;" and he gave Claiborne to understand that

he himself meant to exercise really as well as nominally the ap-

pointing power, by requesting him to write early, as " he might

perhaps have occasion to consult him again before a final deter-

mination." He inclosed a blank commission to be filled with

the name of a Surveyor and Inspector of the port of Bayou St.

John, saying he would " prefer a native Frenchman," if one

could be found disposed to cooperate in extirpating the corrup-

tion which prevailed under the former Government," and
[which] had so familiarized itself, as that men, otherwise honest,

could look on [it] without horror." He concluded :
" 1 pray

you be alive to the suppression of this odious practice, and
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that you bring to punishment and brand with eternal disgi-ace

every man guilty of it, whatever be his station."

A few days after, he forwarded to Claiborne his commission
;

but he desired " to enter into frank explanations," by informing

the latter, that he had originally designed the office for another

person—General Lafayette. But circumstances existed which

did not then permit, and might not perhaps afterwards permit

the nomination.

He wrote Mazzei, July 18th, and this time he cautioned hira

against injudicious publications, by hinting that " every word

of his which they [
" a phalanx of old tories and monarchists,

more envenomed, as all their hopes became more desperate "]

could get hold of, however innocent, however orthodox, even,

was twisted, tormented, perverted, and, like the words of holy

writ, was made to mean everything but what they were intend-

ed to mean." He informed him that the United States had

dropped the system of making commercial treaties with other

rations so far as it could be avoided ; that the one with England

had not been renewed, and all other overtures declined ; that he

" believed that with nations, as with individuals, dealings

might be carried on as advantageously, perhaps more so, while

their continuance depended on a voluntary good treatment, as

if fixed by a contract, which, when it became injurious to either,

was made by forced constructions to mean what suited them,

and became a cause of war, instead of a bond of peace." It was

not from a want of friendship then (and here shines out proba-

bly the principal object of the letter) that we did not propose a

treaty with Naples, with whom we had so many common inter-

ests, and with whom we should be so glad to exchange every

favor, but " because it was against our system to embarrass our-

selves with treaties, or entangle ourselves at all with the affairs

of Europe." He mentioned that five fine frigates had been sent

to the Mediterranean to " to recover the credit which Commo-

dore Morris's two years sleep lost us, and for which he had been

broke." ' The President stated the excellent condition of the

finances, notwithstanding the " little diversion " of the Tripolitan

Morris reached home in November, 1803, and his explanations of his conduct not

proving satisfactory, a Court of Inquiry was convened March 10th, 1804, which found

that he had not exercised due diligence and activity in annoying the enemy on varioaa

occasions. Thereupon, the President dismissed him from the navy.
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war ; that the " spirit of republicanism was now iii almost 1 11 its

ancient vigor, five-sixths of the people being with us ;" that

" fourteen of the seventeen States were completely with us, and

two of the other three will be in one year." In regard to his

own renomination, he said

:

" I should have retired at the end of the first four years, but that the iinniense

load of tory calumnies which have been manufactured respecting me, and liav*'

filled the European market, have obliged me to appeal once more to my country for

a justification. I have no fear but that I shall receive honorable testimony by their

verdict on those calumnies. At the end of the next four years I shall certainly

retire. Age, inclination, and principle all dictate this. My health, which at one

time threatened an unfavorable turn, is now firm."

And here is an interesting word in regard to Lafayette, and

to some other other matters :

" The acquisition of Louisiana, besides doubling our extent, and trebling our

quantity of fertile country, is of incalculable value, as relieving us from the danger

of war. It has enabled us to do a handsome thing for Fayette. He had received a

grant of between eleven and twelve thousand acres north of Ohio, worth, perhaps,

a dollar an acre. We have obtained permission of Congress to locate it in Louis-

iana. Locations can be found adjacent to the city of New Orleans, in the island of

New Orleans and in its vicinity, the value of which cannot be calculated. I hope it

will induce him to come over and settle there with his family. Mr. Livingston havino-

asked leave to return. General Armstrong, his brother-in-law, goes in his place : he

is of the first order of talents.

" Remarkable deaths lately, are, Samuel Adams, Edmund Pendleton, Alexander

Hamilton, Stephens Thompson Mason, Mann Page, Bellini, and Parson Andrews.

To these I have the inexpressible grief of adding the name of my youngest daugh-

ter, who had married a son of Mr. Eppes, and has left two children. My eldest

daughter alone remains to me, and has six children. This loss has increased my
anxiety to retire, while it has dreadfully lessened the comfort of doing it. Wythe,

Dickinson, and Charles Thompson are all living, and arc firm republicans."

The President made his usual visit to Monticello during the
'' unhealthy season " at Washington. His building and improve-

ments went on as usual, and there is nothing connected with his

stay which needs a record.

In a letter to Madison, of August 15th, after ironically men-
tioning some news of an "awful complexion " received of com-
bined French and English designs on the United States, he

added seriously that he wished Congress, as soon as it assembled,

to complete the incorporation of Louisiana, in order to cut off

VOL. m.—

8
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all further pretence tor France " to patronize the rights of Louis-

iana." He thought, too, the British insults again coiniiiencing

in our harbors ought to be sunimarilj arrested. " We could

not," he said, " be respected by France as a neutral nation, nor

bj tlie world or ourselves as an independent one, if we did not

take effectual measures to support, at every risk, our authority

in our own harbors."

The Presidential election was now approaching, and it would
appear that the Republican collectors, marshals, and other

appointees of the President, had supposed that the Executive

objection to the active and official partisanship of their clas8

extended onl}'- to opponents ; for we find the President writing

Gallatin, Sept, 8th :
" I think the officers of the Federal Govern-

ment are meddling too much with the public elections. Will it

be best to admonish them privately or by proclamation ? This

for consideration till we meet. I shall be at Washington by the

last day of the month." This was not the only nor the strongest

expression of the same tenor made by him during the canvass.

It is amusing to speculate on the conclusions which would be

formed of a Chief Magistrate's sanity, who should display such

scruples as tliese in the present " age of advancement !"

On the 11th of July, on the same spot, we believe, where, at

no long period before, a loved son had fallen in a conflict of the

same kind. General Hamilton was mortally wounded by the

Vice-President of the United States, Aaron Burr, in a duel ; and

he died the next day. All the preliminaries and incidents of

the tragedy are too well known to call for any notice here.

Let us in justice record that the last public letter ever writ-

ten by this statesman (addressed to Theodore Sedgwick, July

10th, 1804) was to discourage a New England project for a
" dismemberment of our empire," which sprung up on the

acquisition of Louisiana. We shall have more to say of this

project hereafter. And if the last thouglit of that letter is a

denunciation of democracy, we have no doubt it was a sincere

one.*

' At the time of General Hamilton's death his politica' influence was prostrated. He
•Kas nnable to prevent the body of his party in New York from supportina^ Burr for

Governor in 1804. Gaylord Griswold, the ablest Federal member from New York in the
late Congress, published a letter, February 27th, 1804, in wliich he urged his party to
support Burr, openly imputing Hamilton's opposition to •' personal resentment." It

was in unavailingly'resisting this tide that the latter uttered the words that cost him
his life.
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The constitutional amendment requiring the President and

Vice-President to be separately voted for, was adopted before the

election of 1804; and that election resulted as follows:

NAMES OP STATES.
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the same time, petty hostility. I was presented by Mr. Merry to both the Secretary

of State and the President." ....
The " indecent and petty hostility " to Mr. and Mrs. Merry

was manifested in tliis wise. They were invited to dine at the

President's. When dinner was announced Mr. Jefferson chanced

to be standing by and talking with Mrs. Madison at some distance

from Mrs. Merry, and he accompanied the former to the table.

Mr. Merry regarded this as almost an insult.

Such a stir was made by the angry ambassador, that

Madison wrote Monroe (who had succeeded Mr. King as our

minister to England), apprising him of the facts to enable him
to answer an expected call of the British Government for offi-

cial explanations. Monroe, however, got his first information

from a friendly British under-secretary, who intimated that

he would soon probably hear of the matter through a differ-

ent channel. The minister was delighted. Within a very short

period the wife of an English under-secretary had been accorded

precedence over bis own, under analogous circumstances. He
had no great fund of humor, but the absurdity of the whole

affair, and the excellent materials in his possession for a reply

to a call for explanations, struck him in a most amusing light.

Shaking with merriment, he hinted to his informant the satis-

faction the call would give him. He never afterwards heard a

lisp on the subject.'

Mrs. Merry tossed her head without shaking the peace of two

nations, and poor Mrs. Madison was saved from involuntarily

"firing another Troy." But Merry never forgot this " pointed

incivility "—though he and his friends knew that, by an express

regulation at the White House, all etiquette in i-espect to official

precedence was formally abolished, and though with the most

stringent etiquette of the Celestial Empire in force, it would

seem an amusing specimen of impertinence in him to claim

priority over the Secretary of State of the United States.

> We have the facts from an intimate friend of Monroe, who often heard him tell the

Btory. He as often told a much better one of some laughable circumstances, which took
place at an official dinner where he was ranked below the ministers of sundry German
States " about half as big," Monroe would exclaim in his narration—" about half as big,

by the lord! sir, as our county of Albemarle," and where the attentions of the Russian
minister, and a certain ludicrous blunder of his own at the expense of the representa-

tives of " the little German principalities," gave him ample revenge, and lasting diversion

The story would carry us too much out of the record. Monroe had no wit, but infinite

bonhomie. Among familiar friends he was an unreserved and delightful companion.
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But the farce was not ended, Mrs. Merry tlioncefortli

eschewed the Presidential mansion, and if her husband went

there it was only officially. After the clamor subsided, the Pre-

sident felt a good natured desire to put an end to this frivolous

matter, and to relieve the offended dignitaries from the awk-

wardness of their position. Accordingly he made inquiry

through a common friend (the representative, we think, of the

Swedish Government), whether Mr. and Mrs. Merry would ac-

cept an invitation to a family dinner. The former was under-

stood to give an affirmative answer, and the invitation was sent,

written in the President's own hand. The minister replied by
addressing the Secretary of State to know whether he was

invited in his private or his official capacity: if in the one,

he must obtain the permission of his sovereign ; if in the other,

he must receive an assurance in advance that he would be

treated as became his position. The "Secretary of State"

put an end to the correspondence in a very dry note ; and here

the affair ended.

Mr. Thomas Moore had an individual cause of complaint

against the President, the history and consequences of which

would be in no way worth repeating except for a characteristic

anecdote they chance to furnish of the latter. Moore was, as he

remarks, presented to the President by Mr. Merry. He had

then published nothing which had crossed the Atlantic but

• " gentle Little's moral song

To soothe the mania of the amorous throng."

Mr. Jefferson knew not the "young Catnllus of his day :" and

had no conception that he stood in the dangerous presence of

.the hero of Chalk-Farm, or of the wielder of the better-loaded

weapons of a clever lampooner. Accordingly, standing stark

six feet two inches and a half, and with that cold first look he

always cast upon a stranger, the President gazed down on the

perfumed little Adonis, spoke to him, and being occupied, gave

him no more attention. Moore (then twenty-four) had crossea

the Atlantic in the same vessel with Mr. and Mrs. Merry, in Octo-

ber, 1803, and had hardly set foot in the United States before

he began to write home his own and Mrs. Merry's intense dis-

gust at everything in the United States. He repaired to Ber-

muda, where he spent the winter ; made his appearance iu
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Washington in June, 1804 ; met with the undistinguished recep-

tion mentioned ; was flattered by Mrs. Merry's sympathizers,

and fell to lampooning the President and everything American

except a few attentive Federal gentlemen and ladies.'

When his scurrilous attacks on the President were published,

they soon fell into the hands of Hon. William A. Burwell, mem-
ber of Congress from Virginia, the President's former private

secretary, and the intimate and devoted friend of himself and

his family. Burwell carried the matter to Mrs. Randolph, and

even the gentle Martha was roused at these insults coming from

a man who had been introduced into society and patronized by

the British minister. They talked themselves into a towering

indignation, and then agreed that it was proper to place the

subject before the President. This took place at Monticello,

1 We will present the curious in such matters with some specimens selected from a

rapid inspection of a few pages, preserving such italicization as we find. Moore wrote
his mother, November 7th, 1803 :

" This Norfolk, the capital [!] of Virginia, is a most strange place ; nothing to be seen
in the streets but dogs and negroes, and the few ladies that pass for white are to be sure
the most unlovely pieces of crockery I ever set my eyes on Poor Mrs.

Merry has been as ill treated by the mosquitoes as she has been by every one else. They
have bit her into a fever."

In his letter already quoted in the text (June 13th, 1804), he said:
"I have passed the Potomac, the Rappahannock, the Occoquan, the Potapsio, and

many other rivers, with names as barbarous as the inhabitants ; every step I take
not only reconciles, but endears to me, not only the excellences but even the errors

of Old England. Such a road as I have come ! and in such a conveyance! The mail
takes twelve passengers, which generally consist of squalling children, stinking negroes,

and republicans smoking cigars ! How often it has occurred to me that nothing can be
more emblematical of the government of this country than its stages, filled with a motley
mixture, all 'hail-fellows-well-met,' driving through mud and filth, which bespatters

them as they raise it, and risking an upset at every step. God comfort their capacities !

^s soon as I am away from them, both the stages and the government may have the

same fate for what / care."
He wrote his mother. June 26th, 1804 :

"My reception at Philadelphia was extremely flattering : and it is the only place in

America which can boast any literary society, and my name had prepossessed them more
strongly than I deserve. But their affectionate attentions went far beyond this deference
to reputation; I was quite caressed while there; and their anxiety to make me known
by introductory letters to all their friends on my way, and two or three little poems of a

very flattering "kind, which some of their choicest men addressed to me, all went so

warmly to my heart, that I felt quite a regret in leaving them," etc.

Great was Mr. Moore's disgust at the " philosophic humility " of the American Presi-

dent. He did not like his style of living. The President only occupied " a corner " ol

his mansion. The " grand edifice " was " encircled by a very rude pale, through which
a common rustic stile introduced visitors," etc., etc. The admirer of freedom in his own
land was especially disgusted with the President's politics. Here is a moderate speci

men from his " Epistles, Odes, and other Poems" :

" If thou hast got within thy freeborn breast.

One pulse that beats more proudly than the rest,

With honest scorn for that inglorious soul,

AVhich creeps and winds beneath a mob's control,

Which courts the rabble's smile, the rabble's nod,

And makes, like Egypt, every beast its God !

There in those walls—but burning tongue forbear !

Rank must be reverenced, even the rank that's there

:

So here I pause "

Mr. Moore did not always " pause " even at this point.
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and the latter was sitting reading in his library, serenely uncon-

scious of calamity. Burwell pointed out the obnoxious passages.

The victim glanced through them, looked at one angry interlocu-

tor and then the other. It was amusing enough to see Burwell so

exasperated ; but the calm, gentle Martha's passion-gust was irre-

sistible. Mr. Jefterson broke into a hearty, clear laugh. There

was more than argument—there was conviction in tliat laugh.

The indignant pair retreated, looking a little crest-fallen, but as

soon as the library door closed, joined heartily in the merriment.

Finally (about 1814 we should say), Moore's Irish Melodies

appeared in the United States. Our informant in all these par-

ticulars, with some curiosity, put the book into her grandfather's

hands. "Why," said he, "this is the little man who satirized

me so !" He read along. He had always sympathized keenly

with the Irish patriots. The delightful rhythm fell like music on

a susceptible ear. He presently exclaimed :
" Why, he is a

poet after all !" Henceforth the Bard of Erin shared with

Burns the honor of being familiarly read by the retired states-

man, when Byron, Wordsworth, Southey, Coleridge, Campbell,

etc., never could (or at least never did) break through the bar-

riers of his early habits and tastes.'

Some of Moore's songs, like those commencing, " Oh, breathe

not his name," " When he who adores thee," and " Oh, blame
not the bard," were special favorites ; and the last page which

Mr. JeiFerson's dying hand traced, his farewell to his daughter,

contained a quotation of several lines from the one commencing
" It is not the tear at this moment shed."

*

' Mr. Jefferson was fond of Allan Ramsay, Tannahill, and, indeed, nearly all the Scotch
song writers, and of both the lyrical and pastoral ballads of every land. This shows that

he loved poetry ; and was not tied to its earlier schools, with merely such exceptions as

we have named in the text. We could point out things in the writings of every one of

the poets we have mentioned as rejected by him, which we feel certain, by analogy,
he would have admired if he could have been "persuaded to read them. But old men learn

to disrelish making new literary as well as new personal acquaintances. And we doub<
whether there was ever a genuine admirer of Pope, who afterwards fell cordially into

the modern school.
' He apparently never bestowed a second thought on Moore's pasquinades on himself

and the United States. Others did not share in this "philosophic" indifference. The
American Eagle has always been a rather thin-skinned bird. John Quincy Adama,
writing (in 1809) of some British accusations against us, said :

" It is one of those scan-

dalous calumnies which a number of starveling vagabonds in England, which Cobbett,
and Moore the minstrel of the brothels, have been for some years administering to the

malignant passions of the country." The younger Adams never forgot a grudge. In

1821, when Secretary of State, in a Fourth of July oration delivered at Washington, he
exclaimed: "Stand forth, ye champions of Britannia ye spawners of fustian
romance and lascivious lyrics." Most will probably consider the "philosophic" taste

best. Mr. Moore grew to be a man—but never one to be converted ii.to the autago'iist

of a nation.
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The second session of the eighth Congress convened on the

5th of November. The President's message announced that the

commerce of neutral nations on the ocean had suffered less than

on former occasions of European war, but that owing to peculiar

causes, commerce in the American seas had suffered more
;
and

that infringements on our jurisdiction and laws had even taken

place in our own harbors. But the friendly conduct, elsewhere,

of the governments from whom these acts proceeded, gave con-

fidence, he declared, that our representations on the subject

would be properly regarded.

He said that while noticing the irregularities of others on

the ocean, our own ought not to be overlooked or " left unpro-

vided for." Complaints had been received that armed Ameri-

can merchant vessels had attempted to force a commerce into

certain ports in defiance of their laws. He continued :

" That individuals should undertake to wage private war, independently of the

authority of their country, cannot be permitted in a well ordered society. Its ten-

dency to produce aggression on the laws and rights of other nations, and to endan-

ger the peace of our own, is so obvious, that I doubt not you will adopt measures

for restraining it effectually in future."

He explained that Spain had misunderstood the object of the

act of the last session, establishing a district and port of entry

on the waters of the Mobile, in consequence of which it had

suspended the ratification of the treaty of 1802 ; but explana-

tions of our pacific and unaggressive intentions having been

given, that Government had gone so far as to withdraw its objec-

tions to the validity of our title to Louisiana—the boundaries,

however, yet remaining to be settled.

Having stated the condition of our affairs with the Barbary

powers (containing nothing of particular interest), he informed

Congress of the steps which had been taken to organize the ter-

ritories of Orleans, Louisiana, and Indiana.

After speaking of the apparently friendly feelings of the

Indians in the newly acquired territory, he remarked :

" By pursuing a uniform course of justice towards them, by aiding them in all

the improvements which may better their condition, and especially by establishing

a commerce on terms which shall be advantageous to them and only not losing to

us, and so regulated as that no incendiaries of our own or any other nation may he

permitted to disturb the natural effects of our just and friendly offices, we may reiv-

der ourbelves to necessary to their comfort and prosperity, that the protection of
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citizens from their disorderly members will become their interest and their voKmtary

care. Instead, therefore, of an augmentation of military force proportioned to our

extension of frontier, I proposed a moderate enlargement of the capital employed

in that commerce, as a more effectual, economical, and humane instrument for pre-

serving peace and good neighborhood with them.''

He announced that all the country between the Wabash and

the Ohio, south of the road from the rapids towards Yincennes,

had been purchased of the Delawarea, and also, a claim to the

same territory of the Piankeshaws, which it had been thought

best to " quiet by fair purchase." This territory fronted three

hundred miles on the Ohio, and nearly half that length on the

"Wabash, and with the cession before made by the Kaskaskias,

" nearly consolidated our possessions north of the Ohio, in a

very respectable breadth, from Lake Erie to the Mississippi."

With a view to preserve our rights as a neutral power, and

enforce our jurisdiction within our own waters, the following

recommendation was made

:

" The act of Congress of February 28th, ] 803, for building and employing a

number of gunboats, is now in a course of execution to the extent there provided

for The obstacles to naval enterprise which vessels of this construction offer for our

seaport towns—their utility towards supporting within our waters the authority of

the laws—the promptness with which they will be manned by the seamen and mili-

tia of the place the moment they are wanting—the facility of their assembling from

different parts of the coast to any point where they are required in greater force

than ordinary—the economy of their maintenance and preservation from decay when

not in actual service—and the competence of our finances to this defensive provi-

sion, without any new burden, are considerations which will have due weight with

Congress in deciding on the expediency of adding to their number from year to

year, as experience shall test their utility, until all our important harbors, by these

and auxiliary means shall be ensured against insult and opposition to the laws."

He declared that no augmentation of the army was required

but that improvements in the militia " would be always sea-

sonable."

Lastly, in regard to the finances, he said that the receipt of

eleven millions and a half of dollars during the last fiscal year,

has enabled the Government, after meeting ordinary expenses,

to pay upwards of $3,600,000 of the public debt exclusive of

interest—making, with the two preceding years, a diminution

of $12,000,000 of principal, and the payment of a still larger

sum in interest. After presenting some estimates for the ensuinj*

year, he thus closed :
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" Whether the great interests of agriculture, manufactures, commerce, or nav'

gation, can, within the pale of your constitutional powers, be aided in any of their

relations ; whether laws are provided in all cases where they are wanting ; whether

those provided are exactly what they should be ; whether any abuses take place iu

their administration, or in that of the public revenues ; whether the organization

of the public agents or of the public force is perfect in all its parts ; in fine, whether

anything can be done to advance the general good, are questions within the limits

of your functions which will necessary occupy your attention. In these and other

matters which you in your wisdom may propose for the good of our country, you

may count with assurance on my hearty cooperation and faithful execution."

Several changes had taken place in the Senate since the pre-

ceding session. From Virginia, William B. Giles, now improved
in his health, took the place of Yenable, resigned ; and Andrew
Moore of the same State, that of Nicholas, resigned. From
Delaware, James A. Bayard succeeded Wells, resigned. From
New York, Dr. S. L. Mitchell succeeded Armstrong, whose seat

had been vacated by his appointment to the French mission.'

Benjamin Howland, of Rhode Island, succeeded Potter, deceased.

These personal changes involved no political ones.

The great event of the session was the trial of Samuel Chase,

one of the associate Justices of the Supreme Court of the United

States, impeached by the House of Representatives before the

Senate. The articles of impeachment charged Chase with arbi-

trary, oppressive, unjust, and intemperate conduct on various

occasions.

The managers chosen by the House were J. Randolph, Rod-

ney, Nicholson, Early, Boyle, Nelson, and 6. W. Campbell.

On Nelson's declining, Clarke was chosen in his place. The

counsel for Judge Chase were Harper, Martin, Hopkinson, and

Key ; and Charles Lee was subsequently added. The respondent

asked a delay until the next session. This was refused, on the

ground that he had already had ample time for preparation ; but

a delay of a month was granted*

Arbitrary, indecorous, and unquestionably illegal conduct

—

conduct that now would be no more likely to be ventured upon

or tolerated in the same office in the United States than the reen-

actment of the Alien and Sedition laws by Congress—was clearly

proved upon this openly and officially partisan judge. But on

the question addressed to each senator, " is the respondent guilty

or not guilty, of a high crime or misdemeanor as charged in

' In place of his brother-in-law, R. R. Livin^rgton, resigned.
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articleofimpeacTiment?—the constitutional majority of two-thirds

in no case voted for his conviction. A majority, however, in several

instances so voted. For example, on article fourth, charging tliat

the conduct of the respondent in Callendsr's case " was marked

during the whole course of the said trial, by manifest injustice,

partiality and intemperance," in refusing a postponement, " in the

use of unusual, rude, and contemptuous expressions towards the

prisoner's counsel," " in repeated and vexatious interruptions,"

and in " an indecent solicitude " for the conviction of the accused,

the number who pronounced guilty were eighteen—not guilty,

sixteen : and on article eighth, charging that at the Circuit Court

at Baltimore, May, 1803, the respondent in his charge to the

grand jury delivered " an intemperate and inflammatory politi-

cal harangue," exhibited conduct '' indecent and unbecoming a

judge of the United States," made an unwarrantable interfer-

ence with the legislature of a State, etc., the number who pro-

nounced guilty were nineteen—not guilty, fifteen.

There was not, it is probable, a senator (beyond possibly two

or three political monomaniacs) who doubted either the impro-

priety or the illegality of Judge Chase's conduct ; but whether

he had committed a high crime, deserving not only deprivation

of office, but the attending lasting disgrace, was a question which

admitted of a greater divei-sity of honest judgment. The feel-

ing of conservatism, the consciousness of the deep danger of

interfering with the independence of the national judiciary, and

especially of having its tenures made the sport of partisan

majorities in Congress—a subject to which recent incidents in

some of the States were calling much attention*—interfered

most powerfully to save him.

And another consideration plead still more strongly for him.

Tlie grey-haired old man who sat awaiting his doom had l)een

a member of the Congress of 1776. He had been among the

foremost of those who had offered their necks to the cord and

their property to the flames for their country. His signature

was attached at the head of the delegation of his State to the

Declaration of Independence. Few doubted that the fiery and

characteristic vehemence he had manifested in hunting down

' The Republicans of Pennsylvania had nearly or quite all the Federal judges of th«

Sapreme Court of that State on trial for impeachment.
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and persecuting from city to city the advocates of democracy,

was as sincere as that which urged him undaunted against the

power of Britain. And some other incidental circumstances

befriended him.* But his acquittal produced deep temporary

irritation. John Randolph, the same day, moved to submit to

the State Legislatures an amendment of the Constitution to the

following effect

:

" The judges of the Supreme Court, and of all other courts of the Uaited States,

shall be removed by the President on the joint address of both Houses of Congress

requesting the same, anything in the Constitution of the United States to the con-

trary notwithstanding."

This was referred to the consideration of a committee of the

whole House—yeas, sixty-eight ; nays, thirty-three. It was

then made the order of the day for the first Monday in Decem-
ber ensuing."

Nicholson offered another constitutional amendment

.

" That the Legislature of any State may, when the said Legislature shall think

proper, recall, at any period whatever, any senator of the United States who may
have been elected by them ; and whenever a vote of the Legislature of any State,

vacating the scat of any senator of the United States, who may have been elected

by the said State, shall be made known to the Senate of the United States, the seat

of such senator shall thenceforth be vacated."

This was referred to a committee of the whole House by a

vote of fifty-three to forty-six, and then was made the order

of the day for the first Monday in December, by a vote of

seventy to twenty-eight. The divisions of the House on this

and on Randolph's proposition must undoubtedly be understood

as showing that a large majority of that body were disposed, at

the moment, to pointedly condemn the Senate's action

One of the first proceedings of Congress, this session, was to

pass a joint resolution bestowing a sword on Captain Stephen

Decatur, and on each of the ofiicei-s and crew of the ketch

" Intrepid" two months' pay, as a testimonial to their gallantry

' In our judgment, the articles of impeachment were not skillfully drawn to procure

a conviction. They showed more of John Eandolph's spirit and tone (he took the lead

in the whole affair) than those of a wary, discreet, experienced prosecutor. Mr. Randolph,

too, took a very leading part on the trial. He evinced singular abilities perhaps for a lay-

man. But, it is not denied that he was overmatched by the professional skill of the

defence : and his colleagues could not act very independently for themselves under hia

dictatorial and irascible leadership.
- Congress had but two more days to sit.
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in attacking and destroying, in the harbor of Tripoli, a Tripoli-

tan frigate of forty-foar guns. This was the former " Philadel-

phia," lying filled with men under the guns of that city, and

almost surrounded by other armed Moorish vessels. Her

destruction (February 14th, 1804), by the crew of a vessel of

three or four hundred tons, the manner in which it was accom-

plished, and the escape of Decatur and his men from the con-

flagration and tlie tempest of shot which that conflagration

directed upon the assailants, reads more like a narrative of

romance than a sober incident of reality.

The President's recommendation of the extension of the gun-

boat system for the defence of our harbors and seaport towns,'

> His scheme was more fully developed and his general reasons for it given in answer
to inquiries from Nicholson, chairman of the committee to whom the subject was
referred in the House of Representatives. This letter demands the perusal of those who
would fairly understand the celebrated gunboat project which has drawn so many sneers

on the head of its proposer

:

" Washinqtok, Dec. 14, 1805.

"Dear Sib:
" Mr. Eppes has this moment put into my hands your letter of yesterday, asking

information on the subject of the gunboats proposed to be built. I lose no time in com-
municating to you fully my whole views respecting them, premising a few words on the

system of fortifications. Considering the harbors which, from their situation and im-

portance, are entitled to dei'ence, and the estimates we have seen of the fortifications

planned for some of them, this system cannot be completed on a moderate scale for less

than fifty millions of dollars, nor manned, in time of war, with less than fiftj' thousand
men, and in peace, two thousand. And when done they avail little ; because all military

men agree, that wherever a vessel may pass a fort without tacking under her guns,
which is the case in all our seaport towns, she may be annoyed more or less, according
to the advantages of the position, but can never be prevented. Our own experience
during the war proved this on different occasions. Our predecessors have, nevertheless,

proposed to go into this system, and had commenced it. But no law requiring us to

proceed, we have suspended it.

" If we cannot hinder vessels from entering our harbors, we should turn our attention

to putting it out of their power to lie, or come to, before a town, to injure it. Two
means of doing this may be adopted in aid of each other. 1. Heavy cannon on travel-

ling carriages, which may be moved to any point on the bank or beach most convenient
for dislodging the vessel. A sufficient number of these should be lent to each seaport
town, and their militia trained to them. The Executive is authorized to do this; it has
been done in a smaller degree, and will now be done more competently.

" 2. Having cannon on floating batteries or boats, which may be so stationed as to pre-

vent a vessel entering the harbor, or force her after entering to depart. There are about
fifteen harbors in the United States which ought to be in a state of substantial defence.

The whole of these would require, according to the best opinions, two hundred and forty
gunboats. Their cost was estimated by Captain Rogers at two thousand dollars each

;

but we had better say four thousand dollars. The whole would cost one million of dol-

lars. But we should allow ourselves ten years to complete it, unless circumstances
should force it sooner. There are three situations in which the gunboat may be.

1. Hauled up under a shed, in readiness to be launched and manned by the seamen and
militia of the town on short notice. In this situation she costs nothing but an inclosure,

or a sentinel to see that no mischief is done to her. 2. Afloat, and with men enough to
navigate her in harbor, and take care of her, but depending on receiving her crew from
the town on short warning. In this situation, her annual expense is about two thousand
dollars, as by an official estimate at the end of this letter. 3. Fully manned for action.
Her annual expense in this situation is about eight thousand dollars, as per estimate sub-
joined. When there is general peace, we should probably keep about six or seven afloat
in the second situation ; their annual expense twelve to fourteen thousand dollars; the
rest all hauled up. When France and England are at war, we should keep, at the utroost,
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encountered a great amount of invective and ridicule ; and

many of the officers of the navy joined heartily in this feeling.

An English view of navy life then prevailed extensively in our

country. Our eye rests on a published letter of Colonel Burr to

Charles Biddle (July 2(ith, 1803), wherein, speaking of the two

young Biddies' going the day before on board the frigate Presi-

dent, he said :
" The more I reflect on the destination c£ these

young men, the more I am pleased with it ; and if I had but

one son, I think I should place him in the navy. If the object

be ambition, our navy presents the best prospect of honor and

advancement. A young man of merit may be sure of rapid

promotion and opportunities of distinction. If the pursuit be

wealth, still the navy offers the fairest and most honorable means

of acquiring it."

This reflects the public sentiment of the day. The Presi-

dent's plan, so far as it extended, would overturn this whole

system at once—shut up these convenient avenues to fame and

wealth for the sons of influential families—and for the quarter-

deck, the high command, the fierce conflict of great squadrons,

the prize-money where whole convoys of merchantmen were

swooped up by the victor, the pomp of armadas sweeping

over the ocean to wage and provoke wars, substitute a mere

defensive system, carried on in boats of one or two guns, tempo-

rarily manned in part by a sort of marine militia, and >vhen out

of service, hauled up high and dry, like a farmer's cart '* under

a shed." A change like this would not be expected to be

relished by the officers, or by persons anxious to obtain commis-

sions. Mr. Cooper, indeed, we believe, says that the gunboats

were popular, at least for a time, among the younger officer.

But it is probable this was rather among the class of young

men, who expected nothing but as the reward of hard work and

twenty-five in the second situation, their annual expense fifty thousand dollars. When
we should be at war ourselves, some of them would probably be kept in the third situa-

tion, at an annual expense of eight thousand dollars ; but how many, must depend on
the circumstances of the war. We now possess ten, built and building. It is 'he opinion

of those consulted, that fifteen more would enable us to put every harbor under our view
into a respectable condition; and that this should limit the views of the present year.

This would require that an appropriation of sixty thousand dollars, and I suppose that

the best way of limiting it, without declaring the number, as perhaps that sum would
build more. I should think it best not to give a detailed report, which exposes our

policy too much. A bill, with verbal explanations, will suffice for the information of the

House. I do not know whether General Wilkinson would approve the printing his

paper. If he would, it would be useful.
" Accept affectionate and respectful salutations.

Th. Jefferson "
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distinguished ga]lantry. The gunboats would give them sepa-

rate commands and a chance to exliibit individual merit. But

tlie influential class, who looked upon the navy as an institution

designed to afford aristocratic and profitable employment to the

younger sons of prominent Government supporters, were of a

different opinion.

For the genuine admirers of England it was sufficient, be-

cause an insular and manufacturing nation, with great colonial

establishments, placed her principal dependence for offensive

and defensive war on a navy, that we, a continental and agricul-

tural power, with vast territory and without any colonial estab-

lishments, should do precisely the same. And next, we had a sec-

tion of country specially commercial and maritime in its pursuits.

Its navigators were anxious to penetrate every ocean in the

eager pursuit of wealth. To protect them efficiently and securely

in every sea would require a great navy. Consequently the

interests of twelve or thirteen of the partners of a national and

industrial brotherhood should be made to give way to those of

four or five partners. England rendered all other interests sub-

servient to commerce ; w^hy should not we ? Why should not

ninety-five husbandmen, in addition to paying to five merchants

a higlier scale of profits than they ever received on their own
industry, also agree to pay taxes or duties forever, to insure the

ventures of the latter against all losses from enemies? Could

any English theory of political economy be wrong in itself, of

not applicable to all countries and under all circumstances?

We are met on every page of a class of histories with the

declaration that, if instead of arresting the growth of the navy

and recommending gunboats and other defensive preparations,

President Jefferson had carried out the building of the vessels

authorized during Mr. Adams's Administration, and made a pro-

portional increase, we should not, when the war with England
in 1812 finally came, have been subject to invasion wherever a

British army chose to disembark ; in a word, that we should have

been able to confine the contest principally to the ocean, and

wage it there successfully. Even Mr. Cooper talks a little in

this vein in his Naval History.

England had in 1803, says a very accurate British writer,

"no less than five hundred ships of war.'" She was steadily

' Lockhart, in Life of Napoleon.
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and even rapidly increasing this force. In 1805 she annihilated

all European naval opposition at Trafalgar. The combined fleets

of Christendom thenceforth were not a match for hers.

When President Adams's "quasi-war" with France closed,

we had, including all descriptions and grades, thirty-four p-ublic

vessels. On Jeflerson's accession, some of the lighter and less

valuable ones were sold, but Mr. Cooper concedes that " per-

haps fonr-fifths" of the real strength of the navy "was pre-

served."* The ships retained were fourteen in number,

consisting of three of forty-four guns, four of thirty-eight, one

of thirty-six, one of thirty-two, four of twenty-eight, and one

of twelve. Mr. Jefferson found materials partly collected for

half a dozen first-class vessels, authorized to be constructed

during our maritime war with France. To subserve a special

purpose, he recommended four small vessels in 1803, and they

were completed, carrying in all thirty-five guns.

Let us suppose that the materials left by Mr. Adams had

been promptly used, and that the Government had gone on

devoting every farthing which was paid on the national debt,

and which could have been safely raised by internal taxes, to

building, fitting out, supporting and disciplining a navy, down to

the year 1812—and all this in the bare anticipation of a war
which might never take place. What then would have been

our naval force compared with that of England? Our increase

would not in the meantime have actually kept pace with her

increase! Mr. Cooper states that in 1812 England had a

thousand and sixty ships of war, and that between seven and

eight hundred of them (probably as large a proportion of the

whole number as in 1801) were efficient cruising vessels. The

increase of the British navy, then, during nine years, had been

upwards of five hundred vessels of war. We have been threat-

ened with maritime wars—wars with the same power—since

that of 1812. We never, it will probably be conceded, have

shown any cowardly reluctance for the contest. Yet with a

population more than five times doubled—with available wealth

ten times doubled—we have not at this day (1857) an approach

to the number of public ships which England added to her navy

« Notwithstanding the outcry raised about reducing the navy, but one frigate was sold

—the Washington ; a ship, Mr. dooper says, not built for or fit to be retained in the public
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witliin those niue years! And be it remembered, we have not

at this day a stronger nav}^, in proportion to our national

population and wealth, than we had at the close of Jefferson's

Administration. If his non-preparation was a curse, the curse

follows and rests on us still.

Our population during that Administration did not exceed

about one-tifth that of Great Britain. She was by far the ricliest

nation, in money, on the globe. "We had, probably, as little of the

pecuniary " sinew of war" as any other nation of equal numbers.

How utterly absurd, then, is it to say that it was the duty

of our Government, instead of going on paying our debts and

leaving our people to grow in numbers and wealth, to suffer

our debt to increase beyond the power of subsequent extinc-

tion, and additionally cripple the nation with taxes, in the

attempt to build up a maritime strength capable of coping with

that of Great Britain !

Our little navy, it is true, accomplished all but rairacies in

the second war with England. It covered itself and our national

name with glory. But its weakness was one of its principal

protections. England could not afford to send her vast armadas

to chase our single frigates, darting like osprays over the ocean.

Could we have sent out such fleets as France and Spain sent to

Aboukir and Trafalgar, battles like those of Aboukir and Tra-

falgar would again have been fought ; and whatever we may
claim for ourselves on equal terms, we should not have had one

against ten, not one against twenty ships, guns or men, to oppose

hers. And in what condition would we have been, yet a com-

paratively moneyless and agricultural people, strained up to the

last effort—with compound interest accumulating on former

national debts, and not enough current revenue to support our

navy, to say nothing of other expenses—in what condition would

we have been to lose a naval action or two like that of Trafalgar ?

Yet if we had won a Trafalgar one day, the next we should

have had to tight it over again, and against overwhelming odds,

with the mistress of the seas.

It was to be expected that a political opposition would prate,

and it afforded excellent occasion for " Buncombe" speakers in

Congress to talk of what we should have accomplished had we
devoted ourselves thus " energetically " to the erection of a navy

during Mr. Jefferson's Administration ; and we see not why, by
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the same reasoning, General Washington's and a considerable

share of Mr, Adams's should not also be included. But, it is

very hard to credit that any well-informed and reflecting Ameri-

can, could ever, in the hottest frenzy of political excitement,

have persuaded himself for a moment that this course would

have been for the true interest of his country.

We built no great navy. We bore the brunt of subsequent

war as best we might. We suffered calamities, and what some

esteemed disgraces. Nearly all the European kingdoms, includ-

ing those which have ground their own people into the dust for

ages to prepare them to defend themselves against other nations,

have been invaded, and their capitals have been in possession

of an enemy within the present century. We, a comparative

handful of population scattered over a surface equalling half

Europe, suffered the same " disgrace."

But after attaching all possible importance to the real and

the imaginary inflictions of the war of 1812, does any intelligent

person doubt that we are stronger to-day by the mere force of

increased growth, than we should have been had we steadily pur-

sued the policy of preparing for war, and especially the policy

of preparing to cope with England on the seas ? Preparation

for war requires expenditure, and renders all the capital it ab-

sorbs unproductive for other objects. To the extent of that

absorption, means of development and improvement are sacri-

ficed. These eflects extend even to populational increase.

Where means to open the road, bridge the river, and repel the

savage are wanting, population does not spread so rapidly ovei

territorial surfaces. Where governmental exactions fall heavily

and chillingly on industry, early marriage and rapid and healthy

increase are materially checked, even though actual physical

want is not produced. Population only springs lush and vigor-

ous to the maximum of increase where plenty, and free and

smiling plenty, abounds.

We are now proportionably as unarmed on sea and land as

in 1804. " Jefferson's peace policy " as it was contemptuously

styled by that party who remained intellectually and politically

European colonists—Jefferson's policy of growing instead of

ARMING—prevailed until it became thoroughly incorporated into

and the very corner-stone of our national policy. It may be

properly called the American system. And what has been the
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result? We will not ask the fields of Mexico to answer. We
will not ask the colonized and blossoming wilderness—the

farm-homes within the shadows of the Rocky Mountains—our

banner floating on the shores of the Pacific—to make answer.

But we will ask any occasional representative and remnant of

the old European colonial party, if there is at this day a power
on eartli that has spent centuries in arming, that we either fear,

or that could be induced, on any slight occasion, to provoke a

war with the United States ?

We resume our historic narrative. The gunboat bill passed

Congress in the session of 1804-5. A stringent law was enacted

for the apprehension by civil process (supported if necessary by
military force) of violators of our neutrality, on board foreign

armed vessels. If resistance took place and death ensued, it

was made punishable as felonious homicide. The President was
authorized to permit or interdict the entrance of foreign vessels

into our waters, to prohibit supplies to them, and to remove them
by force if necessary. Stringent enactments were made, at the

President's suggestion, to prevent armed American merchant

ships from forcing a contraband trade, as they were officially

charged with doing, in the West Indies. A new territorial act

was passed for Orleans, conforming its government generally to

that of Mississippi, and preparing for its admission as a State

when it should contain sixty thousand free inhabitants. Louisi-

ana was erected into a territorial government of the second

class. Michigan was detached from Indiana and also erected

into a territorial government of the second class.

The President's correspondence, during the session, embraced
few topics of present interest. In quoting soKe of his former

remarks about the degradation of morals among mechanical

operatives, we stated that he lived to retract those opinions. A
letter to Mr. Lithson, January 4th, 1805, contains that retraction

in the most ample terms.'

* We will make room for the directly pertinent part of this letter, and the reader will

doubtless keep in mind that it was not written during an election contest, but after its

author had received the last offce he would accept from the hands of his countrymen.
" Your letter of December 4th [he wrote Mr. Lithson] has been duly received. Mr.

Duane informed me that he meant to publish a new edition of the notes on Virginia, and I

had in contemplation some particular alterations which would require little time to make.
My occupations by no means permit me at this time to revise the text, and make those
changes in it which I should now do. I should in that case certainly qualify several ex-
pressions in the nineteenth chapter, which have been construed differently from what
they were intended. I had under my eye, when writing, the manufacturers of the great
cities in the old countries, at the time present, with whom th'' want of food and clothioij
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The following letter to Colonel Jolin Taylor of Caroline

(January 6th) shows the firm determination of the President to

retire at the close of his second term, thougli the importunate

entreaties of friends had thus far prevented any public announce-

ment of that fact.

" My opinion originally was that the President of the United btates should have

been elected for seven years, and forever ineligible afterwards. I have since be-

come sensible that seven years is too long to be irremovable, and that there should

be a peaceable way of withdrawing a man in midway who is doing wrong. The

Hcrvice for eight years, with a power to remove at the end of the first four, comes

nearly to my principle as corrected by experience ; and it is in adherence to that,

that I determine to withdraw at the end of my second term. The danger is that

the indulgence and attachments of the people will keep a man in the chair after he

becomes a dotard, that reelection through life shall become habitual, and election

for life follow that. General Washington set the example of voluntary retirement

after eight years. I shall follow it. And a few more precedents will oppose the

obstacle of habit to any one after awhile who shall endeavor to extend his terra.

Perhaps it may beget a disposition to establish it by an amendment of the Constitu-

tion. I believe I am doing right therefore in pursuing my principle. I had deter-

mined to declare my intention, but I have consented to be silent on the opinion of

friends, who think it best not to put a continuance out of my power in defiance of

all circumstances. There is, however, but one circumstance which could engage

ray acquiescence in another election ; to wit, such a division about a successor, as

raight bring in a raonarchist. But that circumstance is impossible. While, there-

fore, I shall make no formal declaration to the public of my purpose, I have freely let

it be understood in private conversation. In this I am persuaded yourself and my
friends generally will approve of my views. And should I, at the end of a second

term, carry into retirement all the favor which the first has acquired, I shall feel

the consolation of having done all the good in my power, and expect with more

than composure the termination of a life no longer valuable to others or of import-

ance to myself."

The President's second inauguration took place on the 4th of

March, 1805, in the sixty-second year of his age.

His speech on the occasion was longer tlian his former one,

and much less ornately written. He declared that " his con-

science told him that he had, on every occasion, acted up to "the

declaration of his first inaugural address, " according to its obvious

import and to the understanding of every candid mind '' Allud-

necessary to sustain life, has begotten a depravity of morals, a dependence and corrup-

tion, which renders them an undesirable accession to a country whose morals are sound.

My expressions looked forward to the time when our own great cities would get into the

same state. But they have been quoted as if meant for the present time here. As yet

our manufacturers are as much at their ease, as independent and moral, as our agricul-

tural iuliabitants, and they will continue so as long as there are vacant lauds for them to

resort to ; because whenever it shall b3 attempted by the other classes to reduce them to

the minimum of subsistence, they will quit their trades and go to laboring the earth."
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ing to the fortunate state of our foreign relations, he said :
" "We

are firmly convinced, and we act on that conviction, that with

nations as with individuals, oar interests soundly calculated, will

ever be found inseparable from our moral duties ; and history

bears witness to tlie fact, that a just nation is taken on its word,

when recourse is had to armaments and wars to bridle others."

After stating our overflowing income, he, in suggesting what

applications might be made of it, after extinguishing the public

debt and meeting all other necessary objects, mentioned that it

might be disposed of by " a just repartition among the States,

and [by] a corresponding amendment of the Constitution, be

applied, in time of peace, to riv-ers, canals, roads, arts, manufac-

tures, education, and other objects within each State." In time

of war, it might be made to meet all the expenses of war, " with-

out encroaching on the rights of future generations, by burden-

ing them with the debts of the past."

In regard to the acquisition of Louisiana, he said :

" I know that the acquisition of Louisiana has been disapproved of by some,

from a candid apprehension that the enlargement of our territory would endanger its

Union. But who can Hmit the extent to which the federative principle may operate

effectively ? The larger our association, the less will it be shaken by local passions

;

and, in any view, is it not better that the opposite bank of the Mississippi should be

settled by our own brethren and children, than by strangers of another family ?

With which shall we be most likely to live in harmony and friendly intercourse ?"

Two clauses in the address pertain to the Indians. The first

exhibits his deep humanity for that unfortunate race. The

second, while exposing some of the most prominent causes of

their continuous decline, is evidently intended as a hit at a class

of white men. It is as follows :

" But the endeavors to enlighten them on the fate which awaits their present

course of life, to induce them to exercise their reason, follow its dictates, and change

their pursuits with tho change of circumstances, have powerful obstacles to encoun-

ter ; they are combated by the habits of their bodies, prejudice of their minds,

ignorance, pride, and the influence of interested and crafty individuals among them,

who feel themselves something in the present order of things, and fear to become

nothing in any other. These persons inculcate a sanctimonious reverence for the

customs of their ancestors ; that whatsoever they did, must be done through all

time ; that reason is a false guide, and to advance under its counsel, in their physi

cal, moral, or political condition, is perilous innovation ; that their duty is to remain

as their Creator made them, ignorance being safety, and knowledge full of danger

;

m short, my friends, among them is seen the action and counteraction of good sense
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and bigotry ; they, too, have their anti-philosophers,^ who find an interest in keep*

ing things in their present state, who dread reformation^ and exert all their faculties

to maintain the ascendency of habit over the duty of improving our reason, and

obeying its mandates."

He stated that " the artillery of the press had been levelled

against" the Administration, "charged with whatever its licen-

tiousness could devise or dare." These abuses might have been

corrected and punished under State laws. But he considered

it important to know " whether freedom of discussion, unaided

by power, was not sufficient for the propagation and protection

of truth—whether a Government conducting itself in the true

spirit of its Constitution, with zeal and purity, and doing no act

which it would be unwilling the whole world should witness,

can be written down by falsehood and defamation." The expe-

riment, he said, had been tried : the verdict of the people
" had been honorable to those who served them, and consolatory

to the friend of man, who believed he might be intrusted with

his own affairs."

He contemplated " the union of sentiment now manifested

so generally, as auguring harmony and happiness to our future

course :" correct principles were extending ; a kindly and pa-

tient toleration should be shown to the dissentients.

The following is the concluding paragraph :

" I shall now enter on the duties to which my fellow citizens have again called

me, and shall proceed in the spirit of those principles which they have approved. I

fear not that any motives of interest may lead me astray ; I am sensible of no pas-

sion which could seduce me knowingly from the path ofjustice ; but the weakness

of human nature, and the limits of my owrji understanding, will produce errors of

judgment sometimes injurious to your interests. I shall need, therefore, all the in-

dulgence I have heretofore experienced—the want of it will certainly not lessen

with increasing years. I shall need, too, the favor of that Being in whose hands we
are, who led our forefathers, as Israel of old, from their native land, and planted

them in a country flowing with all the necessaries and comforts of life ; who haa

covered O'lr infancy with his providence, and our riper years with his wisdom and

power; and to whose goodness I ask you to join with me in supplications, that he

will so enlighten the minds of your servants, guide their councils, and prosper their

measures, that whatsoever they do, shall result in your good, and shall secure to

you the peace, friendship, and approbation of all nations."

Some changes in the Cabinet took place at the period of the

President's entrance on his second term. Mr. Lincoln, the At-

' The italicization of this word is, of course, ours.
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torney-General, resigned, and on the second of March, Robert

Smith, the Secretary of the Navy, was appointed in his place.

Jacob Crowninsliicld, of Massachnsetts, was the same day ap-

pointed to the Navy department. But Mr. Crowninshield, verj'

extensively engaged in commerce, could not accept the office.

Smith returned to his former place, and John Breckenrldge, of

Kentucky, was appointed Attorney-General on the 23d of the

ensuing December.

The ''union of sentiment" spoken of in the President's inau-

gural address, though it did not soon diminish in regard to na-

tional affairs, was broken in upon by severe local schisms in

several of the States. Tiiere were not enough Federalists left in

some of them to form the outside pressure necessary to keep the

Republicans together ; and, as generally happens in such cases,

personal ambition and personal preferences and dislikes led to

speedy disruptions. The Burr faction in New York, consisting

of a few Democrats aided by the main body of the Federalists,

was scarcely swept away, before a division took place between

the Clintons and Livingstons, and raged with proscriptive fury.

In Pennsylvania, a bitter feud sprung up between the ultra

Democrats, who desired to introduce more radical features into

the State Constitution (such as a limitation of the term of judges,

the annual election of senators, and the reduction of the Execu-

itve patronage), and the more conservative branch, who opposed

these innovations. The former took the name of the " Friends oi

the People," the latter of " Constitutionalists." McKean having

vetoed some legislative measures of the "Friends of the People,"

that party denounced him, and nominated Simon Snyder for

Governor. McKean was supported by the " Constitutionalists"

and Federalists at the fall election, and was elected by a

considerable majority. The Aurora took part, with its usual

vehemence, with the radicals. Leib supported the same side
;

and Thomas Paine—now settled down on a farm given him by

the State of New York—wrote articles in its favor. Dallas and

Logan sided with McKean. Some difficulties had also broken

out among the Kentucky Republicans—which it is not impor-

tant here to describe.

In a letter to Dr. Logan, May 11th, the President, without

favoring either of the Pennsylvania factions, lamented the

division, declaring that " the minority, whichever section should
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be the miuority, would end in a coalition with the Federalists,

and some compromise of principle ; because these would not sell

their aid for nothing."

The collection of Mr.. Jefferson's letters to his daughters,

in our possession, mostly closed with the death of Mrs. Eppes.

From that period we have scattering family letters addressed to

his son-in-law, Mr. Eppes, and after some period, to several of

his grandchildren.

To John W. Eppes, Eppington.

Washington, May ilth, 1805.

Dkar Sir :

Not understanding the conveyance to' you by post beyond Richmond, I have

thought it safest to remit the 100 D. for you to Gibson & Jeiferson, subject to your

order, which is done this day. I was never better pleased with a riding-horse than

with Jacobin. It is now really a luxury to me to ride. The early prevalence of

sickness for this season will probably drive us hence earlier than usual, perhaps by
the middle of July. I shall proceed almost directly to Bedford, and will there take

to my assistance Mr. Clay and Mr. Clark, and lay off at the east end of the tract so

much as shall, taking quality and quantity into consideration, be equal to the ave-

rage value of 1000 acres of the whole tract generally. The tenderest considerations

ensure a conscientious performance of this duty, and to be governed by the judg-

ment of those who, knowing the tract well, will have no motive but to do what is

right. I shall hope on my return from Bedford to find you at Monticello with the

beloved children, objects of my tenderest solicitudes. I shall not be without a hope

of seeing Mr. and Mrs. Eppes also at Monticello. Though I cannot now repay their

visits, if they will trust me four years I will overgo the measure. You will see in

the papers an extra letter of Elliot's of extraordinary aspect. It contains some
absolute untruths, but what is most remarkable is, that expressions are so put to-

gether as to be literally true when strictly considered and analyzed, and yet to con-

vey to ninety-nine readers out of one hundred the most absolute and mischievous

falsehoods. It is a most insidious attempt to cover his own opinions and passions

under the mantle of the Executive, and to fill with inquietude the Republicans who
have not the means of good information. Present me to Mr. and Mrs. Eppes and

family, and accept my affectionate salutations.

Th. Jefferson.
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On the 29th of March (1805), in a letter to Judge Tyler of

Virginia, the President thus alluded to the Tripolitan war

:

13T
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" Our intention in sending Morris with a respectable force, was to try whether

peace could be forced by a coercive enterprise on their town. His inexecution of

orders baffled that effort. Having broke him, we try the same experiment under a

better commander. If in the course of the summer they cannot produce peace,

we shall recall our force, except one frigate and two small vessels, which will keep

up a perpetual blockade. Such a blockade will cost us no more than a state of

peace, and will save us from increased tributes, and the disgrace attached to them.

There is reason to believe the example we have set begins already to work on the

dispositions of the powers of Europe to emancipate themselves from that degrading

yoke. Should we produce such a revolution there, we shall be amply rewarded foi

what we have done."

Early in 180-i, before information of Commodore Preble's

energetic proceedings had reached the United States, and when
it was strongly suspected that Morocco was preparing to join

Tripoli, the President had strengthened our naval force in the

Mediterranean by sending out the following frigates : Presi-

dent, 44 ; Congress, 38 ; Constellation, 38 ; and Essex, 32. There

being but three captains in the navy junior to Preble (and one

of these, Bainbridge, being a prisoner to the Tripolitans) it was

necessary to send out officers who were his seniors in rank.

Decatur was promoted to a captaincy for his conduct at Tripoli,

and the ranks of masters and commanders, dropped at the

reduction of 1801, were revived.

Before the arrival of the new squadron, Preble had made
various captures. On the 3d of Angust (1804) he bombarded
Tripoli, and several of the enemy's strong gunboats, lying

in the harbor, were carried by boarding against tremendous

odds. The John Adams, 32, soon after arrived from home,

announcing the approach of the additional fleet ; but their

coming being delayed, Preble again bombarded the enemy's

capital on the 24th and 29th, the last time with serious

effect. A sharp engagement also took place on the 3d of

September.

On the evening of the next day, a most tragical event

occurred. The ketch Intrepid, which had been used by Decatur

in the destruction of the Philadelphia, having been fitted as a

floating mine, with a liundred barrels of gunpowder in her

magazine, and her deck loaded with shot, shells and kentledge,

was sent into the harbor at night to be exploded in the midst of

the enemy's cruisers. Captain Somers and Lieutenant Wads-
worth., selected from a list of volunteers, were the only officers
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(except yonng Israel, wlio, liaving been refused permission,

sprung on board at the last moment) permitted to take part in the

desperate service ; and they had a volunteer crew as determined

as themselves. It was said that Preble felt unutterable anxiety

as the "Infernal'' and the accompanying boats, which were tc

lie at the harbor's mouth, to aid in bringing off her crew, put off

into the dense haze of a summer night, through which the stars

were dimly discernible. Several Moorish gunboats lay near the

harbor's mouth ; the vessel was filled with combustibles which

a spark would ignite ; and a shot from a boat or the batteries

was liable to explode her with the suddenness of a bomb. But

above all, whispers had stolen through the squadron that the

crew had generally declared they would neither retreat until

their object was accomplished nor be taken alive.

In trying a port-fire in the cabin of the Constitution a day

or two before the ketch was ready to proceed, Commodore Pre-

ble had remarked that he thought it burned a few seconds too

long, and that an enemy might possibly reach the vessel and

extinguish it before the train was fired. " 1 ask for no port-fire

at all," was Captain Somers's ominous reply. The deeds of

Decatur and others had begotten among our young officers in

the Mediterranean a spirit of gallantry too wild and daring for

the dictates of sober reason, if not for the ultimate good of the

service itself.

When last seen by the straining eyes of those left behind,

the Intrepid was moving slowly (she was a dull sailer) but

steadily into the gloom, and her shadowy outline was discovered

within a musket-shot of the mole, standing directly for the har-

bor. After a few moments of breathless anxiety, the silence was

suddenly broken by the opening roar of the enemy's guns, and

a storm of shot lashed the passages of the bay. Presently, a

glare of lurid light shot to the heavens, followed by an explosion

which shook sea and land. This was the last ever certainly

known of the fate of the fire-ship or any of its crew. Mangled

forms were afterwards found among the rocks of the harbor,

but so blackened and mutilated, so

" Scorched and shrivell'd to a span,"

that none could discern whether they were the corpses of
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Christians or Moors. Certain circumstances led the officers of

the American fleet to conjecture that the Intrepid was prema-

turely discovered and boarded by the enemy—perhaps from the

gunboats lying near the harbor's mouth—and that Somers tired

the train, and sent all to destruction together.' But the mystery

never has been in the least cleared up, and now never can be

until that day when all mysteries shall be cleared up.

The season and the condition of the American squadron

made it necessai-y to suspend active operations ; and leaving a

sufficient detachment to enforce the blockade. Commodore Pre-

ble sailed for Syracuse in the island of Sicily. On the 10th of

September, the President—the flag-ship of Commodore Barron,

thenceforth the senior captain in command—and the Constellation

arrived. Preble returned home in the John Adams to receive

the hearty applause of the Government and people of his coun-

try. Congress voted him thanks and a gold medal.

We will liere take occasion to remark that one of the recom-

mendations of this fine officer to his Government, as the result

of his Mediterranean experience, was to provide bomb-ketches

and gunboats for the assault of such places as Tripoli. He had

not discovered, like a good many landsmen in and out of Con-

gress, that this economical species of marine force was wholly

inefficient. His fierce combats with the gunboats which

defended the harbor of Tripoli, had impressed a very difierent

conviction on his mind.

The force left in the Mediterranean under the orders of

Barron consisted of the President, 44 ; Constitution, 44; Con-

gress, 38 ; Constellation, 38 ; Essex, 32 ; Siren, 16 ; Argus, 16
;

Vixen, 12 ; Enterprise, 12 ; Nautilus, 12. The John Adams, 28,

and Hornet, 12, were afterwards added to the squadron ; and as

soon as they could be prepared, two bomb-ketches, the Yengeaqce
and Spitfire, and ten gunboats (seven of two guns and three of

one gun) were sent out. This did not look very much like a

disposition on the part of our Government to leave the national

vessels " rotting out of commission," when there was an occasion

for their services. It did not look much like meeting actual

enemies with " moral philosophy and commercial restrictions,

with dry-docks and gunboats, wirh n()n-inrerc()urse and embar-

' This was Commodore Preble's impression ; but Mr. Cooper takes a diEFerent view
of the probabilities.
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goes, till the American nation were told that they could not be

kicked into a war."
'

The spring of 1805 opened with an adventure in our Bar-

bary war bordering on the romantic. The reigning bashaw of

Tripoli, Jnssuf Caramalli, was a usurper, having driven his older

brother, Hamet, from the throne. The latter had taken refuge

among the Mamelukes of Egypt. It had been suggested to the

American officers that the name and services of the exiled

prince might be advantageously used in this war. Captain

Eaton, our consul at Tunis, formed a project of this kind, and
returned home to obtain permission to carry it into execution.

He so far obtained this, that Commodore Barron was instructed

to aid the execution of his plans to such extent as he sliould

deem prudent. The commodore sent Eaton to Alexandria in

the Argus. He arrived late in November (1804), and proceeded

to Cairo, where he was received favorably by the Viceroy of

Egypt, and Hamet Caramalli entered at once into his views.

They assembled a force of about five hundred men, com-

posed, it was said, of twelve different nations, and then ad-

vanced across the Lybian Desert in the direction of Derne.

The distance, six hundred miles, was accomplished in fifty days,

and on the 26th of April (1805) they encamped in the rear of

that town, tlie capital of one of the Tripolitan provinces. The

city contained about fifteen thousand inhabitants, and was

defended by some military works and a garrison. The Argus,

Captain Hull, the Hornet, Lieutenant-Commandant Evans, and

the Nautilus, Lieutenant-Commandant Dent, which had been on

the look-out for Eaton and his forces, arrived at the same time

before the towp. Some marines, and arms for Eaton's troops,

(now swelled to a considerable body by the accession of Arabs)

were landed ; and on the 27th of April, this motley force rushed

to the assault, the vessels firing on the batteries of the town at

such short range that the Hornet was anchored within pistol-

shot of one of the latter. The defence was spirited, but the

city was captured in less than two hours. An army sent by

> This sentence is from John Quincy Adams's eulogy on Madison, 1836. The remark,
indeed, was intended to specially apply to a later period and state of things ; but he
leads to the inference that the kinds of preparation he names were the only ones Mr.
Jefferson ever approved of or made for war. And we think, while indulging in this

strain of remark, he forgot to make any reference to the Tripolitan war. We may
have occasion hereafter to call attention to Mr. J. Q. Adams's consistency on this

subject.
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Jussuf was defeated on the 13tb of May, and more effectually so

on the 10th of June.

Eaton's hopes now soared high that with proper supplies and

reinforcements from Commodore Barron, Tripoli itself would

soon be at his feet. To his applications, however, the commo-
dore made answer, that Hamet was now in possession of the

second province of the regency, and that if he had the influence

to which he laid claim, he ought to be able to effect his purpose

by the ordinary cooperation of the fleet. Barron (wasted to great

debility by illness) possibly had not too much contidence in the

discretion of Eaton, and none whatever in that of Hamet Cara-

raalli, who, he wrote Colonel Lear, had neither energy, military

talents, nor resources of any kind. He believed that a powerful

impression had been produced on the mind of the reigning

bashaw, and that then was the time to treat favorably with him
and recover Commodore Bainbridge and the crew of the Phi-

ladelphia' "from the bondage of a bigoted and unfeeling

tyrant."

'

The Danish consul, ISTissen, communicated overtures from

the bashaw's prime minister—evidently supposing that a

peace would be desirable, under the circumstances, to the United

States. Bainbridge himself wrote to Barron from his captivity

:

" I have not the least doubt that was a person to come here to negotiate before

an attack is made, that peace would be effected for one hundred and twenty thou-

sand dollars, and if the attack should not prove very successful, it is very probable

thai such a sum would not release us from captivity, at least for some time. Appre-

hension is often worse than realization. I sincerely hope that a person will come,

because I think it the most favorable moment."

Acting under the advice of Barron, Colonel Lear opened

a communication with the bashaw. The latter demanded

$200,000 dollars for peace and ransom. Lear rejected the pro-

position at once, and proposed as his ultimatum that a mutual

delivery of prisoners should take place, and as the bashaw had

more than two hundred the most, he oft'ered to "give him

$60,000 for them, but not a cent for peace." These terms were

agreed upon.

Both Barron's and Lear's conduct on this occasion has been

often criticised. A life of Eaton has appeared, in which Lear

> This consisted of ahout three hundred men, including twenty-two quarter-deck
(iQicers.
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.8 loaded with accusations for arresting by a dishonorable peace

the splendid career of the former to a great national conquest.

And when a son of Hamet Caramalli was recently in the United

States, soliciting compensation for the injustice done to his

father, several romantic tales on the subject appeared in our

periodical publications.

Commodore Rodgers, who succeeded to Barron in the com-
mand before the treaty was concluded,' and who certainly was
never accused of preferring other arguments where powder and
ball were the best ones, decidedly approved of his predecessor's

measures and of the treaty. He wrote the Secretary of the

Navy to that effect (June 8tli) and then sailed to Tunis, and

under the muzzles of his cannon, dictated a peace to its Bey.

Eaton's light-armed force had done well against a town
whose principal batteries could be engaged on equal terms by
two or three little vessels close in upon land. Tripoli was quite

another affair. It had more than once repulsed our entire

squadron. It had a wall and strong landward defences, against

which a riffraff of two or three thousand Arabs (about as good

soldiers as American Indians, and indeed very similar ones)

could effect no more than a swarm of hornets. It would not

have been in the power of a much better trained and more sys-

tematic soldier than Eaton suddenly to convert such materials

into proper ones for conducting siege-trains and regular ap-

proaches. A perusal of not only the earlier but the subsequent

history of the Barbary States will serve to dispel many fanciful

impressions on this subject. It is probable that if we had

attempted dynasty-founding and protectorates in Africa, we
should have been compelled to engage in a land war wnth

all the Barbary States. The degree of material necessary for

such an enterprise has since been shown by the experience

of the French in Algeria.

But what would have been the special objects (so long as we
attained the general ones of the war) of capturing Tripoli ? The

ones alleged are that we should have thus avoided the degra-

dation of paying $60,000, and that w^e should have discharged

an obligation to Hamet.

It was not a very sore disgrace for a transatlantic power tc

» Barron resigned on account of ill health, and was succeeded by Rodgfjrs, May 22d.
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pay tliat sum for the greater number of prisoners, when the oldest

and strongest nations of Europe continued not only to pay ransom

for prisoners, but large sums avowedly for peace. When all the

ends of equity and convenience are answered, the point of

ceremonial honor does not rise very high in treating with

barbarians.

But the other question, it mnst be admitted, was an important

one. If we lured Hamet Caramalli from a distant retreat—if we

took his contribution to our force, though it should amount to no

more than live hungry Arabs, whose services were not worth their

rations—and if we stipulated, in consideration of his force, his

name, or on any other ground, to do our best before concluding

any peace to place him on the throne which perhaps his father

usurped—then Lear, and Barron, and Rogers voluntarily tarnished

the good faith of their country. They could not pretend they had

made all reasonable effort to redeem such a stipulation till at least

a bloody assault by sea and land on Tripoli had left them victors,

or sent them (as it probably would) shattered and broken from

the onset. And, under the same supposition, the President dis-

graced himself by approving of the treachery of his instruments

;

the Senate disgraced itself by ap})roving the treaty ; and the

House of Representatives (admitting it had some option in

legislating to execute treaties) disgraced itself by making any

provisions for its execution. Moreover, the American Congress

and people lately doubly disgraced themselves (for now neither

povert}'- nor ignorance of facts could be properly pleaded) by

turning a deaf ear to the application of the son of a martyr to

their forefathers' treachery.

But this entire hypothesis, fortunately, rests on the imagina-

tion of tale writers. Eaton was deeply chagrined at a result

which he believed arrested him on the high road to victory and

renown. But he never was able to show that Hamet had been,

to the least degree, deceived by our Government. He wrote Com-

modore Rodgers (June 30th) that " our peace with Tripoli was

certainly more favorable, and, considered separately, more honor-

able, than any peace obtained by any Christian nation with a

Barbary regency, at any period within a hundred years."

In fact, Eaton was never vested with power to pledge our

Government, if such had been his own wish, to an agreement

to effect the restoration of Hamet. Barron, in supreme com-
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niand, expressly instructed him to make no such stipulations.

He wrote to him March 22d, 1805 :

"I feel it my duty to state explicitly that I must withhold my sanction to any

convention or agreement committing the United States, or tending to impress on

Hamet Bashaw [Hamet Oaramalli] a conviction that wo have bound ourselves to

place him upon the throne. The consequences involved in such an engagement

cannot but strike you forcibly, and a general view of our situation, in relation to

the reigning bashaw and our unfortunate countrymen in Tripoli, will be sufficient to

mark its inexpediency."

In Eaton's reply (May 30), he urged that it would be impoli-

tic and unjnst to make peace without restoring Hamet, but Iiq

did not hint that he had entered into a stijpulation to do so. He
admitted that nothing could be accomplished without more
"military talent and firmness" than was possessed by that

prince and his followers. He described tlie latter as " rather a

rabble than an army." His " convention " with Hamet stipu

lated that the United States " should use their utmost exertions
"

for the restoration of the latter, " so far as comported with their

own honor and interest," and this convention was to be submit-

ted to the President for ratification. After the treaty of peace

was concluded with Jussiif, Hamet wrote to General Eaton

(June 29th, 1805)

:

" On returning to your happy country, to which I wish you a safe passage, I

request you will express to your sovereign my cordial thanks for his manifestations

of friendship towards me. Had it been ordained that measures might have been

carried forward to the attainment of my wishes, the restoration of my rightful do-

mains to me, it would certainly have been cause of eternal gratitude. But, it is

true, my own means were small. I know, ipJeed, that they did not answer your

reasonable expectations. And this, I am ready to admit, is a good reason why you

should not choose to persevere in an enterprise hazardous in itself and perhaps

doubtful in its issue. I submit to the will of God, and thank the king of America,

and all his servants, for their kind dispositions towaids me."

Two months later, Hamet claimed that the restoration of his

throne was guaranteed by the convention and by the verbal as-

surances of Eaton. The latter vaguely countenanced his pre-

tensions, without, however, making any direct admission in

regard to his own alleged personal promises, or attempting to

show that he either had the right to make, or had made, such

an official stipulation. If Hamet was misled (which is very
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doubtful), he owed it entirely to the indiscretion of Eaton, who
equally exceeded the letter and spirit of his instnictions.

No foreign undertaking of the same magnitude in which the

United States have ever been engaged, has been more proper,

more useful, more creditably conducted, more brilliantly termi-

nated, more pregnant with direct and incidental advantages to

our country, than our war with the Barbary States during Mr,

Jefferson's Administration. And it was no infringement of his

peace policy. His peace policy did not extend to tolerating

piracy or paying tribute.

The purchase of Louisiana had roused the old jealousies of

Spain towards the United States. She had made and withdrawn

a protest against the transfer ; but tlie arrangement of bounda-

ries stirred up new irritations. Her tone grew haughtier; and on

the 7th of August (1805) the President wrote the Secretary of

State, from Monticello, that " from the papers already received,

he inferred a confident reliance, on the part of Spain, on the om-

nipotence of Bonaparte, but a desire of procrastination till peace

in Europe should leave us without an alh^" The Emperor Na-

poleon (he assumed the imperial title and dignity May 18th,

1804), had, indeed, adopted a very dictatorial tone towards us,

and evinced a disposition to interfere directly in our disputes

with Spain. Our contraband trade in the West Indies undoubt-

edly irritated him to some extent, but we had committed a

greater sin than this. We had balked one of his projects ; we
had compelled him to do what he did not desire to do ; the

laugh of the w^orld was against him in the affair. Since that

period his fortunes had been successful; crowns had rained on

his family. And he now was in close alliance with Spain.

The President had without hesitation resolved to repel Napo-

leon's dangerous interference, and if this course would provoke

war, to invite it at once, instead of waiting for a European

peace. He wrote from home (August 7th) proposing to the Ca-

binet a provisional alliance with England. On receiving from

the Secretary of State a letter of the French minister, undertak-

ing to say how our Government must treat General Moreau, then

an exile in the United States, he said '"he confessed" it " exci'

ted in him both jealousy and offence," and he added :

"The style of that Government, in the Spanish business, was calculated to excite

indignation ; but it was a case in which that might have done injury. But the pr&
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sent is a case which would justify some notice in order to let them understand we
are not of those powers who will receive and execute mandates. I think the an-

swer should show independence as well as friendship. I am anxious to receive the

opinions of our brethren after their review and cotisideration of the Spanish papers.

I am strongly impressed with a belief of hostile and treacherous intentions against

us on the part of France, and that we should lose no time in securing something

more than a mutual friendship with England."

Two days later (August 27tli) he made this full exposition of

his views to the Secretary of State :

..." Considering the character of Bonaparte, I think it material at once to

let him see that we are not of the powers who will receive his orders.

" I think you have misconceived the nature of the treaty I thought we should

propose to England. I have no idea of committing ourselves immediately or inde«

pendeiitly of our further will to the war. The treaty should be provisional only, to

come into force on the event of our being engaged in war with either France or

Spain during the present war in Europe. In that event we should make common
cause, and England should stipulate not to make peace without our obtaining the

objects for which we go to war, to wit : the acknowledgment by Spain of the right-

j'nl boundaries of Louisiana (which we should reduce to our minimum by a secret

Article); and 2, indemnification for spoliations, for which purpose we should be al-

lowed to make reprisals on the Floridas, and retain them as an indemnification. Our
cooperation in the war (if we should actually enter into it) would be sufficient con-

sideration for Great Britain to engage for its object ; and it being generally known
to France and Spain that we had entered into treaty with England, would probably

ensure us a peaceful and immediate settlement of both points. But another motive,

much more powerful, would indubitably induce England to go much further. What-
ever ill-humor may at times have been expressed against us by individuals of that

country, the first wish of every Englishman's heart is to see us once more fighting

by their sides against France ; nor could the king or his ministers do an act so po-

pular as to enter into an alliance with us. The nation would not weigh the consid-

eration by grains and scruples. They would consider it as the price and pledge of

an indissoluble friendshio. I think it possible that for such a provisional treaty

their general guarantee of Louisiana and the Floridas. At any rate, we might

try them. A failure would not make our situation worse. If such a one could be

obtained, we might await our own convenience for calling up the casus foederis.

I think it important that England should receive an overture as early as possible,

as it might prevent her listening to terms of peace."

The following, to same (September 16th), discloses all that is

further necessary to exhibit the President's policy towards the

powers named :

" The inclosed letter from General Armstrong furnishes matter for consideration.

You know the French considered themselves entitled to the Rio Bravo, and that

Laussa declared his orders to be to receive possession to that limit, but not to Per-

dido ; and that France has to us been always silent as to the western boundary,

while she spoke decisively as to the eastern. You know Turreau agreed with us
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that neither party should strengthen themselves in the disputed country during ne-

gotiation ; and Armstrong, who says Monroe concurs with him, is of opinion, from

the character of the Emperor, that were we to restrict ourselves to taking the posts

on the west side of the Mississippi, and threaten a cessation of intercourse with

Spain, Bonaparte would interpose efficiently to prevent the quarrel from going fur-

ther. Add to these things the fact that Spain has sent five hundred colonists to St.

Antonio, and one hundred troops to Nacogdoches, and probably has fixed or pre-

pared a post at the Bay of St. Bernard, at Matagordo. Supposing, then, a previous

alliance with England to guard us in the worst event, I should propose that Con-

gress should pass acts, 1, authorizing the Executive to suspend intercourse with

Spain at discretion ; 2, to dislodge the new establishments of Spain between the

Mississippi and Bravo ; and 3, to appoint commissioners to examine and ascertain all

claims for spoliation that they might be preserved for future indemnification. I com-

mit these ideas merely for consideration, and that the subject may be matured by

the time of our meeting at Washington, where I shall be myself on the 2d of Oc-

tober."

But new events were suddenly to change tlie current of our

foreign relations. The battle of Trafalgar was fought October

21st, 1805. This left Napoleon in no condition to dictate terms

to trans-oceanic powers. England had formed a close alliance

with Russia, and the "conquest"' of Trafalgar made her absolute

and undisputed on the seas. She now less needed the kind of

assistance the United States could render her, and had no ap-

prehension of any injury they could inflict upon her. Nor
could an alliance or cooperation of the United States with

France and Spain thenceforth in the least either endanger, or

hold in check, her overwhelming naval supremacy.

Since the peace of Amiens, American commerce had rapidly

increased. The recent European war had enormously swelled

our carrying trade. The last was at the expense of English

shipping interests. England, therefore, had two inducements to

fall on our commerce—the one, to gather the harvest of pre-

sent plunder, the other to destroy competition then and in

future. To secure these objects was more important to her than

our friendship or our enmity, and therefore it was unhesita-

tingly determined upon.

Henceforth Spain was comparatively powerless against the

United States ; Napoleon could not reach us with his arms ; and

England assumed the position of our most encroaching and dread-

ed enemy. The former posture of things was exactly i-eversed.

Even before the battle of Trafalgar, Great Britain had be-

' Lord Nelson was wont to thus term his far less decisive victory of the Nile.
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gun to revive old pretensions—tliose she had set up in the Seven

Years' war—against neutral commerce, A number of our

vessels had been condemned in her Admiralty courts on strained

constructions of maritime law. If we had been compelled to

ask her alliance against Napoleon, it may be regarded as doubt-

ful whether we could then have secured it without the most

injurious maritime concessions.

Our commerce had suffered annoyances, during 1805, from

other quarters besides England. The character and extent of

these will be found sufficiently adverted to in the President's

message at the meeting of Congress. But towards the close of

that year, we had no further serious maritime difficulties to ap-

prehend from any power but the haughty and now uudisputed

mistress of the seas.

The ninth Congress assembled on the 2d of December, 1805.

In the Senate, Nicholas Gilman became the successor of Olcott

from New Hampshire ; James Fenner of Ellery, from Ilhode

Island ; Aaron Kitchell of Dayton, from New Jersey ; James

Turner of Franklin, from North Carolina ; Buckner Thurston of

Brown, and John Adair of Breckenridge, from Kentucky ; and

Daniel Smith of Cocke, from Tennessee. All the new members
were Republicans, and two of them, Gilman and Kitchell, suc-

ceeded Federal incumbents, so that the latter party retained but

seven representatives in the Senate.

Nearly all the leading Republican members of the late Con-

gress had been reelected. Among the new ones on the same

Bide, were Daniel D. Tompkins, afterwards Governor of New
York and Vice-President of the United States ; George Clinton,

Jr., a nephew of the Yice-President; and Gurdon S. Mumford,

all of New York. Tompkins did not, however, take his seat,

having been appointed a judge of the Supreme Court of his

State. The Federalists had not more than twenty-five members,

and these were mostly from New England. But they had suf-

fered material losses in New England—-ten of the Feventeen

Massachusetts representatives now belonging to their oppo-

nents. They had, however, again carried the Boston district,

and elected Josiah Quincy as the successor of Doctor Eustis.

Dana, John Cotton Smith, and Davenport appeared from Con-

necticut; and these, with Quincy, were the most prominent

Federalists in the House.
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Macon was again elected speaker, after a close contest, over

Varnura. The Federalists supported John Cotton Smith.

The President's Message, after alluding to the recent ravages

of the yellow fever in two of our cities, and making some sug-

gestions ill relation to the quarantine regulations, proceeded to

unfold the state of our foreign relations. He thus alluded to

the recent depredations on our commerce :

"Since our last meeting, the aspect of our foreign ' relations has considerably

changed. Our coasts have been infested and our harbors watched by private armed

vessels, some of them without commissions, some with illegal commissions, others with

those oflegal form, but committing piratical acts beyond the authority of their com-

missions. They have captured in the very entrance ofour harbors, as well as on the

high seas, not only the vessels of our friends coming to trade with us, but our own

also. They have carried them off under pretence of legal adjudication, but not dar-

ing to approach a court of justice, they have plundered and sunk them by the

way, or in obscure places where no evidence could arise against them ; maltreated

the crews, and abandoned them in boats in the open sea or on desert shores with-

out food or covering. These enormities appearing to be unreached by any control

of their sovereigns, I found it necessary to equip a force to cruise within our own

seas, to arrest all vessels of these descriptions found hovering on our coast within

the limits of the Gulf Stream, and to bring the offenders in for trial as pirates."

He added that " the same system of hovering on our coasts

and harbors under color of seeking enemies," had been carried

on also by public armed ships ; and that new principles had

been interpolated into the laws of nations by which " a bellige-

rent took to itself a commerce with its own enemy which it

denied to a neutral." He declared that reason revolted at this

inconsistency, and that our interests " imposed on us the obliga-

tion of providing an effectual and determined opposition to a

doctrine so injurious to the rights of peaceable nations."

He stated that Spain had refused to pay for old admitted

spoliations, and continued to commit new ones—that she ob-

structed our commerce in the Mobile—refused to accede to pro-

positions for amicably adjusting the boundaries of Louisiana

—

and had recently made inroads into and seized and plundered

some of our citizens in portions of the territory which she had

before delivered up. He had therefore ordered our troops on

that frontier to protect our citizens and " repel by arms any

similar aggression in future."

He thought, in the case of all the offending powers, we
ought still to hope for peace, but " he could not but recommend
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such preparations as circumstances called for." He proceeded

to enunierare these

:

"The first object is to place our seaport towns out of the danger of insult.

Measures have been already taken for furnishing them with heavy cannon for the

service of such land batteries as may make a part of their defence against armed

vessels approaching them. In aid of these it is desirable that we should have a

competent number of gunboats ; and the number to be competent must be consi-

derable. If immediately begun, they may be in readiness for service at the open-

ing of the next season. Whether it will be necessary to augment our land forces

will be decided by occurrences probably in the course of your session. In the

meantime, you will consider whether it would not be expedient, for a state of peace

as well as of war, so to organize or class the militia as would enable us, on a sud-

den emergency, to call for the services of tlie younger portions, unencumbered

with the old and thoser having families. Upward of three hundred thousand able-

bodied men, between the ages of eighteen and twenty-six years, which the last cen

sus shows we may now count within our limits, will furnish a competent number for

offence or defence in any point where they may be wanted, and will give time for

raising regular forces after the necessity of them shall become certain ; and the

reducing to the early period of life all its active service cannot but be desirable to

our younger citizens, of the present as well as future times, inasnmch as it enga-

ges to them in more advanced age a quiet and undisturbed repose in the bosom of

their families. I cannot, then, but earnestly recommend to your early consideration

the expediency of so modifying our militia system as, by a separation of the more

active part from that which is less so, we may draw from it, when necessary, an

efficient corps fit for real and active service, and to be called to it in regular rota-

tion.

"Considerable provision has been made, under former authorities from Congress,

of materials for the construction of ships of war of seventy-four guns. These ma-

terials are on hand subject to the further will of the legislature.

" An immediate prohibition of the exportation of arms and ammunition is also

submitted to your determination."

He alluded to the successful termination of the war with

Tripoli—praising the conduct of Eaton ; and to the apparently

favorable condition of our negotiation with Tunis.

He recommended that the existing limitation of the num-

ber of frigates to be kept in service in time of peace, and of their

crews (to two-thirds their regular complement), be changed to

a limitation of the number of seamen employed in the whole

service, so that the ships in commission could be fully manned

if the occasion should require.

After adverting to the favorable situation of our Indian rela-

tions and to certain new treaties of puj-chase, he took up the

subject of the finances, and stated that after meeting all other

demands, about two millions had been paid during the current
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year, ou the debt contracted under the British treaty, and con-

vention—and upwards of four milhous of principal and four

millions of interest on the public debt. Besides this, four mil-

lions and a half remained in the Treasury on the 30th day of

September ; and it had not been necessary to borrow the money
as authorized by the act of 1803, to meet the claims of our citi-

zens assumed by the convention with France.

On the 6th of December, the President sent in a confidential

message entering more fully upon our affairs with Spain, He sta-

ted the aggressive conduct of that power—that our special min-

ister, Mr. Monroe, and our resident minister, Mr. Pinckney, had

long been fruitlessly employed in attempting to procure some

adjustment—that Spain claimed that our Louisiana boundaries

did not extend east of the Iberville, and that " our line to the

west was one which would have left us but a string of land on

that bank of the Mississippi." The conduct of France in this

controversy was then alluded to. He said, " she was prompt

and decided in her declarations, that her demands on Spain

for French spoliations carried into Spanish ports, were included

in the settlement between the United States and France ; that

she took at once the ground, that she had acquired no right from

Spain, and had meant to deliver us none, eastward of the Iber-

ville." He concluded :

" The present crisis in Europe is fiivorable for pressing a settlement, and not a

moment should be lost in availing ourselves of it. Should it pass unimproved, our

situation would become much more difficult. Formal war is not necessary ; it is not

probable it will follow; but the protection of our citizens, the spirit and honor of

our country require, that force should be interposed to a certain degree ; it will pro-

bably contribute to advance the object of peace. But the course to be pursued will

require the command of means which it belongs to Congress exclusively to deny or to

yield. To them I communicate every fact material for their information, and the

documents necessary to enable them to judge for themselves. To their wisdom,

then, I look for the course I am to pursue, and will pursue with sincere zeal that

which they shall approve."

The above message was referred to a committee of which

John Randolph was chairman. It reported January 3rd (the

doors being closed) denouncing the conduct of Spain in severe

terms, and declaring that she had given "ample cause for a for-

mal declaration of war ;" but by reason of our debts and othef

circumstances, peace was recommended if it could be main
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tained compatibly with the honor and interests of the country.

The report conchided with the following resolution :

''Resolved, That such number of troops (not exceeding ) as the Presi-

dent of the United States shall deem sufficient to protect the Southern frontiers of

the United States from Spanish inroad and insult, and to chastise the same, be im-

mediately raised."

Bidwell, a member of the committee, moved as a substitute

for this resolution, that an appropriation be made to enable the

President to defray any extraordinary expenses which might arise

in our intercourse with foreign nations. The object of this,

which was not concealed, was to enable the President to pur-

chase Florida, a solution hinted at in his special message, and

which he and his Cabinet were known to favor. Both the reso-

lutions were warmly debated, with closed doors, until the 11th

of January, when the question was taken on the original resolu-

tion (Kandolph's), and it was defeated by a vote of seventy-two

to fifty-eight. The Federalists voted in the minority. Bidwell's

resolution passed, after a protracted contest in regard to its

phraseology, and the sum of two millions of dollars was ap-

propriated.

Randolph led the opposition, and he made an open quarrel

with the Administration. The burden of his grievance was that

the President had not directly explained his objects and asked

for a specific sum, thereby (insisted this modest gentleman)

shifting off the responsibility which the Executive ought to

have assumed, somewhat on the House, but specially and par-

ticularly on the shoulders of Mr. John Randolph, chairman of

the committee of "Ways and Means.

Mr. Randolph had been for some time uneasy in his position.

His taste was not for that grave, argumentative, and laborious

exposition, which is the province of a majority leader. He de-

lighted more in brilliant declamation, fierce personal retorts,

and burning invective. His mind, like his education, was de-

sultory—rather cultivated at points which enabled him to make
a brilliant display, than comprehensive or profound. Even his

knowledge was picked out of a mass of promiscuous reading

rather than attained by systematic investigation, or by a broad

and thorough culture on the given topic. He was like those

diligent review readers, who gather a collection of pithy quo-
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tations from every book, without troubling themselves to wade

through the original. He had a most retentive memory, which

culled and laid aside for future use everything wliich could be

introduced into a speech with particular efi'ect. Perhaps it

would not be just to say that, like Sheridan, he manufactured

his finest rhetoric, and laid in wait for some occasion when he

could palm it off as impromptu ; but still his fine sayings, as a

class, are those which are as likely to borrow the raw material

or the groundwork from recollection as from the original concep-

tions of the moment.

Both nature and cultivation had made him the master of one

kind of wit. It was not the genial variety which delights all

hearers, enlivens with a refreshing laugh the humdrum of ordi-

nary parliamentary routine, or adds zest to social intercourse.

It was bitter, cynical, and often appeared malignant, because it

came in the form of attack without any reasonable provocation,

and on the heads of those who could not make any effective de-

fence. If, for example, an obscure and particularly if a new and

plain member presumed to appear in debate on a difi'erent side

of the question from the overbearing lord "of Roanoke," and if

that member had anything in his appearance, manners, diction,

or the like, which could be made the subject of an insulting

sarcasm, it generally came ; and there was always enough

of real or supposed application to inflict personal mortification

and pain ; and sometimes enough to make its victim the butt

of an undying joke. Nor did Mr. Randolph save all these

javelins for opponents. He did not at all like to have later

and common men in his own party claim equality or right of

judgment. He treated them with intolerable hauteur. If they

followed him, it was through fear, and the force of party obliga-

tions. They could have no affection for him. Such leadership

would have been fatal to a political organization, the situation

of which demanded skill or good judgment.

In looking back at his speeches, it is difficult to resist the

impression that his talents, even in his own line, were consider-

ably exaggerated. One is inclined to suspect that he was often

admired because it had become the fashion to admire him—
that, as in the case of established wits and beauties, people

cried bravo to prove their own cleverness. At least, most of

the scathing bolts seem rather harmless now ; and this is not the
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case with some of those wliich Fox and Burke and Pitt liurled

at each other's heads during parallel parliamentary epochs.

Specimens of Franklin's retorts are preserved which are as

fresh and keen as when they originally went whizzing to their

mark.

It is probable, too, that Randolph's peculiarities heightened

and gave a degree of extraneous and scenic effect to what he

uttered. His pride, his isolation, his rich appointments, his

claims to a baronial family consequence, his aristocratic assump-

tion of superiority, his capricious and dangerous temper, all set

him apart, and made him a popular marvel. His personal

appearance, also, was unusual and striking. He was tall and

excessively meagre ; his face cadaverous and beardless. There

was something in his general aspect which reminded one of his

lineage from the royal Powhattan. His eye was piercingly

brilliant ; and had the power of freezing or burning as it re-

flected the passion-torrent within. The shrill key of his voice

approached that of those victims of jealous barbarity who watch

Eastern harems, and its least whisper smote on the ear like the

ringing clink of metal. Each word seemed vitalized into a sub-

stantive thing—an impinging material body—by the intensity

of his mental action, and the vehemence of his feelings. His

modes of thought were so eccentric and took such unexpected

turns—his attacks were so capriciously made or withheld, that

curiosity always stood tiptoe awaiting some wonder. Lastly,

strange gleams of approaching or actual insanity came to in-

crease the feverish interest of the spectacle.

He did not lack genius. His declamation was often splendid.

In some respects he had great penetration. None could so skill-

fully appeal to the feelings and prejudices of his own class in

Virginia and elsewhere. He well understood the pulse of a

deliberative body. We shall soon find Mr. Jefferson speak-

ing of his " popular eloquence." This does not seem to accu-

rately define his kind of oratory. It certainly was neither pro-

found nor philosophic. It never exhausted the facts of the topic.

It rarely even instructed. It piquantly seized upon some strik-

ing analogy, or some overlooked flaw, and coruscated about it

with a medley of historic and semi-poetical illustration, uttered

in a unique way, by a most unique man. And having roused

a train of feeling, he could keep it up and urge it along with
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much apparent eifect. But there was no depth in the current

thus set flowing. Men listened as in a good dramatic exhibition.

They laughed, they almost wept. When it was over, they drew

one long breath, and then fell back into common life, as if no-

thing liad liappened. No stern resolves were planted in the bo-

som, as if the hearer had been listening to Otis or John Adams.

Men gazed not aslant for arms or firebrands, as if Henry's tiery

invocations had been ringing in their ears. It would be easy

to de cend two or three grades lower among American " popu-

lar " orators, and still find those superior to John Randolph.

Before wonder and adulation, or the fever-fire of excitement,

had turned his brain, Kandolph did not lack considerable judg-

ment in political affairs. His integrity was unquestionable.

He scorned meanness, duplicity, or cowardice. His loves, like

his hates, were sincere and vehement. He could be a capti-

vating companion, and the pure and noble Macon loved him

like a brother to the end of his life.

But every good gift had a concomitant bad one. He was a

bundle of opposite extremes, curiously bound together in one

incongruous and diseased human frame. He was a living anti-

thesis. We have mentioned some of his parliamentary and other

contradictions. His private ones were not less marked. His

integrity, for example, did not place him above the most paltry

suspicions of other men, whose standards were notoriously as

high as his own ; and the virulence and egotism of his temper

made him ready to pour out these suspicions at once, and if

chafed by opposition, to swell them to a torrent of invective.

His courage was combined with quarrelsomeness. He was

more than ready to put every dispute on the footing of personal

oflfence. He fought a number of duels for words which were

uttered in parliamentary debate, and whrch were characterized

by less than his own habitual personalities. If not truculent by

disposition (and we do not believe he was) his overstrained pride

and punctiliousness generally left no other escape from a con-

troversy w^itli those who acknowledged what is termed the

" code of honor." Even his friendships and hates, deep though

they were for the time being, rarely survived an important dif-

ference of opinion. Or rather, love of opposition and change

was a disease of his organization. He followed JefiFerson de-

votedly for years, and then broke off on the provocation, or
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pretence, we luive seen. lie loved Mr, Madison, and soon

fiercely hated and denounced him. He was enthusiastic in his

admiration of Monroe, and afterwards poured out on him epi-

thets implying contempt. He was one of the earliest supporters

of General Jackson, and one of the first to abandon him. lie

insulted Mr. Clay in the Senate, fought w^itli him, and then

rushed in a dying state across the country, as fast as his

horses could be driven, to be reconciled to him. He clung to

Macon, Tazewell, and a little knot of friends through all ; but

had one of these been elected President, Randolph would pro-

bably have denounced him within six months of his inaugu-

ration.

Jefferson was his first and longest official love. His charac-

ter during the first Presidency of the former was sounder and

more even than ever afterwards. Admii-ation and wonder had

not fostered his worse qualities into full bloom. He had not,

since the full development of his powers, tasted the acid luxury

of opposition.* Disappointment in love (to adopt a hypothesis

hinted at by Mr. Garland) and long physical disease, had not

reached that acme which unhinged him. The coming mad-

ness had not touched his brain.*

* Professor Tucker states that in an early period of Mr. Jefferson's Administration,
Randolph once read to him (Tucker) and George Hay, of Richmond, a passage from one
of Godwin's novels, in which " the excitements and the triumphs of a leader of the oppo-
sition are very forcibly depicted," and the "remarks that he made and the emotion he
exhibited " conveyed the impression to his hearers that he felt " a painful contrast be-

tween his then position in Congress and that which he had held in the preceding Admi-
nistration."— Tucker's Jefferson, vol. ii. p. 189.

^ The President's estimate of John Randolph has been the theme of some speculation.

(See Benton's Thirty Years' View, vol. i. p. 473.) He undoubtedly treated him with all

the respect and confidence with wh!(;h he would have treated any person to whom his

party in the House of Representatives assigned the position of leader : and it is not pro-
bable that Randolph's punctilious and exacting temper suggested the omission of any
of the mere forms of attention. But we find no confidential personal or political cor-

respondence between them. We do not believe any really confidential relations ever
existed between them. Jefferson was too penetrating not to fully understand the
want of balance and reliability in his character. W^e soon shall see hints enough of this

in a letter to Monroe, where good taste and tact required him, under the particular cir-

cumstances, to award to Randolph all the credit to which he was entitled. In reality, there
were few points of temper, disposition, judgment, or even political views, where there
was much room for congeniality between the two men. The last portion of this remark
may sound strangely, as Randolph was an ultra State-rights man. and was as austerely as

Jefferson in favor of simple, pure, and republican forms. But his democracy was
mostly theoretical. Indeed, it ceased to be even his theory. Burke became his politi-

cal idol, and this early and fiery champion of republicanism spent his last days in raving
and gibbering through his desolate ancestral halls against the overthrov^ of entails and
aristocracy in Virginia ; and he justly held Jefferson accountable as their overthiower.
We should not quite tell the whole story if we should omit to mention that there was an
imputed proximate cause for Randolph's defection from the Administration. Christophei
Clark, his colleague and warm admirer, having heard him often speak of making a voy-
age to Europe at this period, applied to the President and Secretary of State to giv?
him the English mission. Mr. Clark pushed his point far enough to discover that neithei
Ji'fferson nor Madiaon considered Mr. Randolph fitted fo'- M)it position. It was :iol
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The breach having been efiected, Randolph soon threw off

the restraints ofmoderation. Yarnum, Bidvvell, and other Repub-

lican leaders, who continued to be treated exactly as he himself

had been treated by the President, and who made no more

sacrifices of personal independence than he had done, were
" Charles Jenkinsons "—" backstairs favorites" to " carry down
secret messages to the House"—and, as if venom was not per

feet without scurrility, he has the credit on one occasion ot

having stigmatized them as " the pages of the Presidential

water-closet !" It is not necessary to enlarge on this class of

details.

Such was the origin of the " Quids;" for the little handfui

that followed Mr. Randolph subsequently took that name. One
of their earliest measures was to concert an opposition to

Madison for the succession, and for that object they made them-

selves clamorous advocates of Monroe. In a letter to the latter,

soon after the close of the session (May 4:th) the President thus

characteristically gave his impressions of Randolph's defection,

and the history of its result

:

" Our old friend, Mercer, broke off from us some time ago ; at first professing

to disdain joining tlie Federalists, yet, from the habit of voting together, becoming

soon identified with them. Without carrying over with him one single person, he

is now in a state of as perfect obscurity as if his name had never been known.

Mr. J. Randolph is in the same track, and will end in the same way. His course has

excited considerable alarm. Timid men consider it as a proof of the weakness of

our Government, and that it is to be rent into pieces by demagogues, and to end in

anarchy. I survey the scene with a different eye, and draw a different augury from

it. In a House of Representatives of a great mass of good sense, Mr. Randolph's

popular eloquence gave him such advantages as to place him unrivalled as the leader

of the House ; and, although not conciliatory to those whom he led, principles of

duty and patriotism induced many of them to swallow humiliations he subjected

them to, and to vote as was right, as long as he kept the path of right himself.

The sudden defection of such a man could not but produce a momentary astonish-

ment, and even dismay ; but for a moment only. The good sense of the House

rallied around its principles, and without any leader pursued steadily the business of

the session, did it well, and by a strength of vote which has never before been seen.

Upon all trying questions, exclusive of the Federalists, the minority of Republicans

voting with him has been from four to six or eight, against from ninety to one hun-

dred ; and although he yet treats the Federalists with ineffable contempt, yet, hav-

ing declared eternal opposition to this Administration, and consequently associated

with them in his votes, he will, like Mercer, end with them. The augury I draw

believed that the latter had prompted the application, but it was believed that he
resented the refusal as much as if it had been made to himself. A later Administration
pursued a difierent course, but with no different ultimate result.
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from this is, th.at there is a steady, good sense in the Legislature, and '>n the body

of the nation, joined with good intentions, which will lead them to disctern and to pur-

sue the public good under all circumstances which can arise, and that no ignis fatuu.t

will be able to lead them long astray. In the present case, the public sentiment, as

far as declarations of it have yet come in, is, without a single exception, in firm

adherence to the Administration.

*,* * * * * * * * *

" The great body of your friends are among the firmest adherents to the

Administration, and in their support of you will suffer Mr. Randolph to have no

communications with them. My former letter told you the line whicli both duty

and inclination would lead me sacredly to pursue. But it is unfortunate for you,

to be embarrassed with such a soi-dlsant friend. You must not commit yourself

to him."

We will resume our account of the proceedings of the first

session of the ninth Congress. On the 17th of January (1806).

the President comtnunicated a special message in regard to

British captures, which were calling out memorials from tlie

merchants of all our seaport towns. He declared that tlie princi-

ple now sought to be overthrown by British authorities (the

right of neutrals to trade with belligerents in ports not blockaded

and in articles not contraband) was supposed to have been

settled in our favor by the joint Commission—and that Great

Britain had actually paid ns damages, under the awards of that

Commission, for infractions of this right. He stated that our

minister had made unavailing representations on the subject,

and also in regard to impressment, concerning which latter a

hope had existed of satisfactory arrangement, but which now

had passed away.

The message being referred to a Committee of the AVIiole,

various propositions for retaliatory action rapidly followed.

Gregg,of Pennsylvania, moved to suspend all further importations

from Great Britain until satisfactory arrangements were made

in regard to captures and impressments.' Clay (of the same

State) proposed a retaliation in kind for interdictions against

American vessels ; that foreign vessels should not carry tnerchan-

dise from the United States to their own ports, or bring their

own merchandise to our ports where the same privilege was not

extended to American vessels; and that no foreign vessel sliould

import any merchandise into the United States not the product

of the nation to which the ship belonged, unless expressly per-

> January 29th.
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nutted by treaty, or unless during a war to which the United

States were parties.' Nicholson, of Maryland, moved to exclude

various specific articles of the growth or manufacture of Great

Britain." Crowninshield, of Massachusetts, moved to cut off all

intercourse with European colonies in America, unless American

vessels were allowed to share in the export and import trade.

Sloan, of New Jersey, moved that all intercourse with the British

dominions should cease within a specified time, unless she re-

stored our impressed seamen and discharged and made repara-

tion for detaining our vessels contrary to the law of nations.'

Gregg's resolution was the principal one discussed. The

opposition attacked it on the ground that it was a war measure

in disguise. Its friends "say, it is true," exclaimed Randolph,

"that it is not a war measure, but they defend it on principles

that would justify none but war measures, and seem pleased

with the idea that it may prove the forerunner of war." He
denounced our carrying trade as most fraudulently conducted

—

that " whilst we boasted of our honor on this floor, our name had

become a by-word among the nations,"—that it was the " spirit

of an avaricious trafiSc [which] would plunge us in war "—and he

said " if this great agricultural nation is to be governed by Salem

and Boston, New York and Philadelphia, and Baltimore, and

Norfolk, and Charleston, let gentlemen come out and say so."

This narrow argument was not a very palatable one to the

Federalists of New England ; but they were willing to take Mr.

Randolph's spurning help, on any terms. His '" independence "

was warmly eulogized ; and thenceforth these remote extremes

were generally found practically acting together against the

Administration.

On the 13th of March, the House divided on a motion to dis-

charge the Committee of the Whole from the further considera-

tion of Gregg's resolution, and the vote stood yeas, twenty-foui'
—^na3's, one hundred and one ; and on a like motion in regard to

Sloan's resolution, the vote stood yeas, twenty-six—nays, ninety-

eight.

On the 26th of March, the question was taken on the bill

which reflected the wishes of the President. It provided that

after the 15th day of the ensuing November—nearly eight

' February 5th. « February 10th. ' February 12th.
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months in advance—certain specified articles slionld no longer

be imported from the British dominions, or from elsewhere, if

of British pi-odnction. This partial prohibition would be much
less offensive to England—would incidentally favor branches

of our own industry—and the delay would give ample time for

adjustment with that power, and a consequent repeal of the law
before it should go into operation. The vote on its passage
stood, yeas, ninety- tliree—nays, thirty-two. The entire body of

the Federalists voted in the negative, and with them John Ran-
dolph and his friends. The bill passed the Senate, April 15th,

by a vote of nineteen to nine, J. Q. Adams voting with the ma-
jority, and Adair, Logan, Stone, and Sumpter, Eepublican sen-

ators, voting with the Federal minority.

The precautionary regulations made at the last session,

against a contraband trade between our merchants and St. Do-
mingo, had not proved effectual, and an act was passed entirely

to prohibit all intercourse with the revolted provinces, for a

year, unless the prohibition should be sooner removed by the

President.

Congress appropriated one hundred and fifty thousand dol-

lars to enable the President to cause the ports and harbors of the

United States to be better fortified and protected—two hundred
and fifty thousand dollars to enable him to cause fifty gunboats

to be constructed—twenty thousand dollars to enable him to man
and equip them—and he was authorized to direct any of the

armed vessels of the United States to be sold, whenever he
judged them too much out of repair to be profitably refitted.

He was empowered to call as many of the public vessels as he

should deem proper into service, the only restriction being on
the number of seamen employed. He was authorized to require

the State Executives to organize, equip, and hold in readiness to

march at a moment's warning, one hundred thousand militia,

and to call this force into service " when he should judge the

exigencies of the United States required it."

The slenderness of the military appropriations shows proba-

bly two or three things—that there was a strong expectation of

averting war—that if it ultimately came, the Government ex-

pected to rely mainly on citizen soldiery—and lastly, that, in

those days, money was a scarce commodity.

A law was enacted to appoint commissioners to lay out a road
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from Cumberland, in Maryland, to the State of Ohio, their re-

port to be subject to the approval of the President. If he

approved, he was to obtain the consent of the States through

which tlie road was to pass, and cause it to be constructed.

This bill passed without much discussion, and in glancing

through the debates, we have not noticed that any question was

then raised as to its constitutionality.* In the act of Congress

of April 30th, 1802, to enable the people of Ohio to form a State

government, it had been provided that in consideration the

lands within the State sold by the General Goverimient should

be exempted by an irrevocable ordinance from all kinds of State

taxes for five years, after such sale (a measure, designed to favor

emigration to this frontier territory at a time esteemed critical),

one twentieth part of the net proceeds of the government

lands sold in the State " should be applied to the laying out and

making public roads, leading from the navigable waters empty-

ing into the Atlantic, to the Ohio, to the said State, and through

the same ; sucli roads to be laid out under the authority of Con-

gress, with the consent of the several States through which the

road should pass."

By the act of Congress of March 3d, 1803, it was further pro-

vided that three per cent, of the net proceeds of the public lands

therein should be paid to the State, to be applied to opening and

making roads, " and to no other purpose whatever." A com-

mittee reported in the Senate, December 18th, 1805, that the

net proceeds of the sales of the public lands in the State from

July 1, 1803, to September 30, 1805, amounted to $632,604 27,

and that the sum then subject to the uses directed by the law of

1802 amounted to $12,652, and was steadily accumulating. It

was under these circumstances that the bill for the construction

of the " National road," as it was termed, passed.

It is apparent that this law did not stand on the same footing

with one which should assume to the General Government the

right of constructing post-roads promiscuously, and from any

funds in the Treasury, even with the consent of the States. Ohio

was allowed, for a valuable consideration, to I'eap the incidental

advantage of an avenue between the seaboard and the Mississ-

ippi, which (when the act of 1802 was passed) equally had the

military protection of our frontiers in view. In 1806, Con(

« But we may have overlooked some thing of this kind.
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also had the military as well as other national connections of

the East and "West distinctly in view, and it was too late, in the

latter year, to raise constitntional objections, unless the Govern-

ment desired, under that plea, to break its faith with the State

of Ohio. It would not have redeemed that faith merely to grant

the money to the State. She could not make provisions to dis-

burse moneys in road-building in other States. The United

States had as much contracted to supervise the construction of

the road, as to appropriate the specified funds. And it was
not generally thought, in 1806, that the bond of connection be-

tween the eastern and western States was so perfectly solid and
permanent in its texture that all additions to its strength were

supererogatory, or that it was best to test that strength by a

breach of faith based on a scruple which was not allowed to

weigh when a contract important to the interests of the West
was deliberately entered into by our Government. On the final

passage of the bill the vote stood, in the House, yeas sixty-six,

nays fifty. In the Senate, no vote by yeas and nays appears to

have been taken. The objections of the minority seem to

have been to the time of action, or to the particular location of

the road. The division was not a party one, and perhaps as

many "strict constructionists" of the Constitution voted in the

affirmative as the negative. Such was the origin of a measure

which ultimately grew so far beyond its original and constitu-

tional objects, and led to such an abyss of Congressional " log-

rolling" and corruption, that its progress was happily arrested

by an Executive veto.

The United States coast survey originated at this session, in

an appropriation of five thousand dollars, to be expended by the

Secretary of the Treasury in causing the coast of North Caro-

lina, between Cape Hatteras and Cape Fear, to be surveyed.

An act was passed (after severe opposition from the Fede-

ralists, aided by Randolph and his followers), continuing the col-

lection of the '' Mediterraneau Fund," to the end of the next ses-

sion of Congress.

Among the important measures that failed during the session

was one to complete six ships of the line, the materials for which

had been mostly collected during Mr. Adams's Administration.

A bill was introduced to tax the importation of slaves ten dol-

lars a head, the Constitution having prevented an entire inh>
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bition of that importation before 1808. After the consumption

of much time, and the usual bandying of recriminations be-

tween, in commercial phrase, the "importers and consumers"

of the article, the subject was allowed to go over to the next ses-

sion. Congress adjourned on the 21st of April.

The Administration had passed a severe ordeal, and passed it

with its strength essentially unbroken. Reports had been indus-

triously circulated that the President gave his ear entirely to

the eastern Republicans, that he was estranged from those

of the South, and that alarming dissensions existed in the Ca-

binet proper. The last of these allegations was without a sha-

dow of foundation.' The two first were believed by nobody,

unless by Randolph and his little faction of Quids, in the

House, and by such Republican senators as Bradley, of Ver-

mont. And the splintering off of this fragment, so far from

weakening, actually strengthened the Administration, It is

said a crushed insurrection gives solidity to a government. A
party insurrection commenced under such imposing auspices,

urged with a vindictiveness exceeding that of former enemies,

and resulting in so trifling a loss, was well calculated to increase

popular confidence in the strength of the Administration, and

to teach uneasy coteries and individuals that their opposition

would prove dangerous only to themselves.

A circumstance occurred in the closing hours of the late ses-

sion, which is so inaccurately, not to say fantastically, described

in Garland's Life of John Randolph, and which so nearly con-

cerns those connected with the subject of this biography, and

indirectly, Mr. Jefferson himself, that we cannot pass it .over

in silence. Randoph, who had for months been in open and

avowed hostility to the Administration, is represented by his

biographer as its friend, but as a friend whom, on account of

his independence and honesty, it was necessary to " silence or

drive into the ranks of the Federalists." Mr. Garland melo-

dramatically says

:

" The plot was now ripe for execution : like Caesar, he was to fall on the floor

of the Senate by the hands of his treacherous friends. The evening of the 2l8t of

April, on the final adjournment of the House, was selected as the time—that parting

hour, usually given up to hilarity, to friendship, and an oblivious forgetfulness of all

» See President's letter to Duane, of March 22d, 1806 ; and to Gallatin, October 12th,

1806.
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past animosities, was chosen as tlie fit occasion to stab to the heart one who should

have been their pride and their ornament As the dim shades of

night were gatlieiing over the legislative hall, while the dim light of the taper served

only to make darkness visible, the conspirators, each with his part well conned and

prepared, commenced the assault on their unsuspecting victim, who sat as a confid-

ing friend in their midst."

He proceeds to narrate what took place, in about an equal

vein of truthfulness and consistency. Those who wish to read

his account in full, must turn to his Life of Randolph (vol. i.,

p. 247). The substance of it, and all of it that is of any import

ance, in this connection, will be found mentioned, and most

effectually answered, in the following letter, from one of the

sons of Thomas Mann Kandolph

:

To Henry S. Randall.

RiCHMuNp, Fel. 6th, 1856.

Dear Sir:

Yon ask me to give a correct account of the personal difficulty between John

Randolph of Roanoke and my father, Thomas Mann Randolph, which has been in-

troduced into the biography of the former, written by Hugh A Garland. As you

may well suppose from your knowledge of my father's character, Mr. Garland's

story is thoroughly inaccurate.

He attributes the collision to a supposed conspiracy planned by Messrs. Findley,

Sloane and T. M. Randolph, the object of which was to crush Mr. John Randolph.

Mr. Garland's sole authority for this alleged conspiracy is an anonymous letter in

the Aurora, signed " A Citizen," and manifestly the production of a warm partisan.

This letter has been incorporated literally in Mr. Garland's book, although it was

publicly contradicted in the Intelligencer at the time of its publication, and betrays

its want of truth on its face. The conspirators are said to have been prepared each
" with his part well conned," and are then introduced in a condition indicating any-

thing else rather than cool preparation. Mr. Findlay we are told was " very much

intoxicated ;" Mr. T. M. Randolph was boiling with " rage and defiance ;" while Mr.

Sloane embraced the opportunity of " slily thrusting his fangs " into Mr. John

Randolph's side. The " very mild, dignified and conciliatory " deportment of the

latter, strange to say, was the immediate cause of Mr. T. M. Randolph's anger, who
•' vociferated " a tirade of abuse, demanded an explanation from his adversary when

called on for an apology, and on that explanation being refused, apologized himself

in the humblest manner.

The wanton disregard of fact in Mr. Garland's narrative will be best exhibiteu

by an account of the affair deduced from contemporaneous publications in the Va.

Argus, the Enquirer and the Intelligencer, of May, June and July, 1806.

From these publications we learn that on the last night of the ninth Congress,

Mr. S. R. Williams, while discussing the salt duties, used some warm language, foi

which he was called to order by Mr. T. M. Randolph. Soon afterwards Mr. John

Randolph took the floor and began his remarks by saying, " What has thrown us

into this heat?— is it the dinner we have ju.st eaten ? I hope no honorable gentleman

who has heretofore kept the noiseless tenor of his way, because we have adjourneJ
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for half an hour, has permitted his passions to indulge in an asperity not shown on

any former occasion." This " mild," " dignified," and " conciliatory " insinuation

that some honorable gentleman was intoxicated, following immediately upon Mr. T.

M. Randolph's call to order, was supposed by that gentleman to be pointed at him.

On tho vote being taken, he requested permission to reply to Mr. John Randolph, a

request seconded by the latter in a manner deemed offensive. The permission

being given, Mr. T. M. Randolph began his remarks as follows :
" It is true, as the

gentleman says, that I have not made much noise this session, and it is as true that

he has made more than is useful." He then proceeded to animadvert on the course

of Mr. John Randolph, in observations at least respectable in manner and style, and

wholly different from the miserable tirade ascribed to him by Mr. Garland on the

authority of a person writing from memory two weeks after the transaction.'

On resuming his seat he was called on by Mr. Garnett, of Va., as the friend of

Mr. John Randolph, and asked whether the remarks just made were intended for him

;

that if they were, a demand for satisfaction would be made. Mr. T. M. Randolph

avowed that his remarks were meant for Mr. John Randolph, and were designed as

a retaliation for the offensive expressions of that gentlemen. He professed himself

ready to give the satisfaction required, brought his friend, Mr. Coles, and repeated

to him in the presence of Mr. Garnett what had passed between that gentleman and

himself In tlie conversation that ensued, Mr. Garnett stated explicitly that Mr. John

Randolph's remarks were not intended for Mr. T. M. Randolph, whereupon the lat-

ter expressed his willingness to make " any reparation that a man of honor might

make."

Mr. Garnett retired to get a formal disclaimer from his principal, and Mr. T. M.

Randolph returned to his seat. Here he was assured by all around him of his mis-

take, and informed of its being whispered tliat his retort was irj pursuance of a pre-

concerted plan. Neither Mr. Coles nor Mr. Garnett came ; the session was about to

close, the affair seemed to be settled, and there was danger of his losing the only

opportunity of repairing the injustice he had done. Accordingly Mr. T. M. Ran-

dolph rose, and saying, " I have been told by six or seven gentlemen that the words

were meant for another," expressed his regret for what he had said. He unques-

tionably supposed Mr. Garnett authorized to make the statement that he had made,

as is proved by a note appended to tlie foregoing sentence in the contemporaneous

report of the National Intelligencer. It is in these words : •' Among them,'' one

whose authority was beyond question
"

In the meanwhile Mr. Garnett found Mr. John Randolph, who considered him-

self so situated that he could make no explanation. Mr. Garnett returned to com-

municate this fact to Mr. Coles, and to make arrangements for a meeting if Mr. T. M.

Randolph should decline to apologize ; but Mr. Coles, who was the private secretary

of the President, had been called off on public business. When Mr. Garnett found

him, Mr. T. M. Randolph had made his apology to the House, and Messrs. Coles and

Garnett determined on consultation to say nothing of Mr. John Randolph's refusal

to explain.

And yet, from Mr. Garland's book, it would be supposed that this refusal was

communicated to Mr. T. M. Randolph, and even hastened his apology. The fact

was not divulged until two or three weeks afterwards, when the anonymous writer,

already mentioned, published an account of the scene in the House of Representa-

> T. M. Randolph's remarks on this occasion will be found in the Annals of Congresa
n,nd they more than bear out the assertions of his son.

'/d est, T. M. Randolph's informants.
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tivcs so grossly inaccurate tliat the editor of the Intelligencer, " after correcting his

account of the affair by notes taken at the time," published it to refute the misrep-

resentations of " A Citizen." Mr. John Randolph thereupon published a card in

the Enquirer, denouncing the report of the Intelligencer, and especially the note

implying that he had authorized Mr. Garnett to make an explanation. Mr. T. M.

Uandolph followed, in a card stigmatizing Mr. John Randolph's publication as " in-

correct," "unjust," " luiughty," and "extravagant," declaring that his own pacific

conduct was induced by the belief that Mr. Garnett sought " accommodation ;" that

" a challenge, the thing expected, would have ended discussion," and that " Mr.

John Randolph knew he had won no laurel." Neither card was signed by the wri-

ter. Messrs. Coles and Garnett confessed that they had suppressed Mr. John Ran-

dolph's refusal to explain, and Mr. T. M. Randolph, considering the affair reopened,

and doubtlesss viewing it as if no communications had passed, repaired to Rich-

mond with a second, but no challenge came, and so the matter ended.

For the first part of his narrative, Mr. Garland has adopted the anonymous let-

ter of " A Citizen," without stating that the report of the Intelligencer, "corrected

by contemporaneous notes," was published in advance of its regular time for the

avowed purpose of refuting such misrepresentations as those made by " A Citi-

zen."

For the latter part of his narrative, he has adopted the statement of Mr. John

Randolph, without stating that its correctness was denied by Mr. T. M. Randolph,

and that in the all-important fact of the knowledge by the latter of Mr. John Ran-

dolph's refusal to explain, it turned out tp be erroneous.

Yet the same files of newspapers which furnished one side of the story supplied

the other. It is difficult therefore to acquit Mr. Garland of intentional misrepresen-

tation, or at least of great negligence with reference to his facts. If he considered

it worthy of recording, it was certainly worth recording correctly. I have endea-

vored in the above statement to do justice to all concerned.

Very truly, yours,

Geo. W. Randolph.

A letter from President JeiFerson to Mr. Duane, editor of the

Aurora, March 22d, 1806, contains the following passages:

" That the expedition of Miranda was countenanced by me is an absolute false-

hood, let it have gone from whom it might ; and I am satisfied it is equally so as to

Mr. Madison. To know as much of it as we could was our duty, but not to encourage

it."

This remark was called out by the following circumstances.

Miranda having failed in securing the final cooperation of Eng-

land in his South American projects, and having been expelled

from France by Napoleon for alleged political intrigues, came

to the United States. By the aid of Samuel J. Ogden and

William S. Smith he fitted out a vessel at New York in 1806.

with two or three hundred men, and a supply of arms to act

against the government of Caraccas. The vessel sailed in
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Vebruary. The Government ordered Ogden and Smith to be

prosecuted for a violation of the neutrality laws. They memo-
rialized Congress to the effect that if they had committed an

error they had been led into it " by the conduct of officers of the

Executive Government, who now intended to bring upon the

memorialists the penalties of the laws, to sacrifice their cha-

racters, fortunes, and liberty in expiation of their own errors, or

to deprecate the vengeance of foreign governments, by offering

the memorialists as a victim to their resentment," and they

asked such relief " as the wisdom of Congress might think proper

to grant." They also made various imputations against the

judges before whom the legal proceedings against them had

been instituted, Josiah Quincy, of Massachusetts, presented

the memorial containing these allegations to the House, April

21, 1806; and he declared that "the information contained

in some of those statements was corroborated by information

known to some gentlemen on the floor—that the Executive had

been advised of the fitting out of the Leander [Miranda's vessel]

time enough to have prevented her sailing."

Alston, of North Carolina, declared that any member ot Con-

gress who possessed such information was as criminal as the

President or Secretary of State was alleged to be. Jackson, of

Virginia, pronounced Quincy's allegations "false " "and a base

calumny." Quincy soon attempted to qualify his assertions, and

Jackson contradicted the correctness of his explanation. Finally,

Quincy utterly retracted, by saying that, " in making the re-

marks he had offered, he did not mean to criminate the Admin-
istration "—that " if his words bore such a meaning, he with-

drew them—such was not his intention."

Mr. Early offered a resolution that the charges in the memorial

were " unsupported by any evidence which in the least degree

criminated the Executive Government of this country "—that

the memorial was presented "at a time and under circum-

stances insidiously calculated " to excite unjust suspicions—that

it would be highly improper for Congress to interfere in a matter

pending in the courts—and that the memorials be returned 'oy

the clerk " to those from whom they came." The previous

question was ordered by a vote of seventy-four to fifteen.—Tlie

resolution was divided, and the first clause (exonerating the Ad-

ministration) was carried by a vote of seventy-five against eiglu
;
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tlie second, characterizing the desio;n of the incmorial as "insi-

dious," by a vote of seventy to thirteen; tiie third, declaring it

improper tor Congress to interfere, by a unanimous vote ; the

fourth, ordering tlie memorial to be returned to its makers, by

a vote of seventy-one to fourteen. If we consider that about

three-fourths of the opposition voted with the majority, or did

not vote at all, and that less than half of it voted against any

clause of the resolution, a more signal vindication of the Ad-
ministration could not be conceived.

It might as well here be added, that Miranda's expedition

ended iu failure. With a little English assistance he took a

town or two in Caraccas (or Venezuela) but the inhabitants did

not favor him, and he was compelled to reembark. He repeated

his attempt in 1810, and with more effect, but within a couple of

3^ears was defeated, taken a prisoner and sent to Spain, where he

died after a four years' incarceration in the dungeons of the

Inquisition.

Ogden and Smith were acquitted on their trial for a violation

of the neutrality laws ; and, as party accusations then ran, by
the verdict of a jury packed for that object by the United States

marshal, Swartwout, a special friend and adherent of Aaron
Burr. Swartwout was turned out of office.

The President, in a letter, April 13th, pressing Wilson C. Nich-

olas to come into the Senate,' in the place of Giles, whose health

had again failed, gave the following picture of the political state

of that body

:

"Giles's absence has been a most serious misfortune. A majority of the Senate

means well. But Tracy and Bayard are too dexterous for them, and have very

much influenced their proceedings. Tracy has been of nearly every committee

during the session, and for tlie most part the chairman and of course drawer of the

reports. Seven Federalists voting always in phalanx, and joined by some discontent-

ed Republicans, some oblique ones, some capricious, have so often made a majority

as to produce very serious embarrassment to the puljlic operations ; and very much
do I dread the submitting to them, at the next session, any treaty which can be

made with either England or Spain, when I consider that five joining the Federaliists

can defeat a friendly settlement of our affairs."

J He had a short time before (March 2ith) pressed Mr. Nicholas to accept a joint com-
mission with Armstrong and Bowfloin (our ministers to France and Rj'ain) to attempt a
friendly settlement of all outstanding questions with Spain. Colonel Nicholas's private
aPiiirs did not permithis acceptance, and the plan of a third commissioner was soon aftei

dropped.
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It was the question of the Presidential succession which pro-

duced all these embarrassments—though judging from the re-

cords of Congress they are very strongly stated in the preced-

ing extract. We apprehend Mr. Jefferson wu-ote in a moment
of unusual depression.

On the 18th of April the President addressed Mr. Leavitt

Harris, American consul at St. Petersburg, inclosing a letter to

the Emperor Alexander. It was in answer to one received from

that monarch, dated 20th of August preceding. The President's

communication was couched in that language of courtesy with

which it is the custom to address such potentates, but its pith

did not consist of compliments. It made an earnest and, though

shrewd, manly appeal to the Czar to exert his powerful inter-

position in behalf of the rights of neutrals, in the general pa-

cification of Europe, then anticipated in consequence of the

death of Pitt and the accession of Fox to the English ministry.

At the same time the President accepted from Harris a bust

of Alexander, with many complimentary expressions, and avow-

ing that his respect for the latter induced him to depart from a

rule which had hitherto known no exception, not to accept any

present beyond " a book or a pamphlet, or some other curiosity

of minor value, as well to avoid imputation on his motives of

action as to shut out a pi-actice susceptible of such abuse."
'

Doubtless some diplomacy may be discovered in Mr. Jeffer-

son's conduct on this occasion, but it is certain from his writings

and recollected conversations that he felt a sincere regard for

that young, virtuous, and able monarch, who, notwithstanding

his possession of unlimited authority, entertained many of the

liberal views in which he had been educated by La Harpe ; and

who exhibited them by his inquiries respecting our republican

institutions and by a sort of personal overture to the President,

which was understood to evince extraordinary respect for his

abilities and character. This was the beginning of that friendly

understanding between Russia and the United States, which has

become traditionary in their policies.

The President's views of the political consequences of the

death of Mr. Pitt, and his real feelings towards England, find a

» This rule was rigidly adhered to until the close of his Administration. We get hia
ideas of what constitutes " minor value " in the fact that he refused to accept a caiTftd
ivory case, directing it to be returned to the donor.
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clear exposition in a letter to the American minister to England,

Mr. Monroe (May 4tli) :

" The late change in the ministry I consider as ensuring us a just settlement of

our differences, and we ask no more. In Mr. Fox, personally, I have more confi-

dence than in any man in England, and it is founded in what, through unquestiona-

ble channels, I have had opportunities of knowing of his honesty and his good
sense. While he shall be in the administration, my reliance on that Government
will be solid. We had committed ourselves in a line of proceedings adapted to meet
Mr. Pitt's policy and hostility, before we heard of his death, which self respect did

not permit us to abandon afterwards ; and the late unparalleled outrage on us at

New York, excited such sentiments in the public at large, as did not permit ns 1o do

less than has been done. It ought not to be viewed by the ministry as looking to-

wards them at all, but merely as the consequences of the measures of their prede-

cessors, which their nation has called on them to correct. I hope, therefore, they

will come to just arrangements. No two countries upon earth have so many points

of common interest and friendship; and their rulers must be great bunglers in-

deed, if, with such dispositions, they break them asunder. The only rivalry thai

can arise is on the ocean. England may, by petty larceny thwartings, check us on

that element a little, but nothing she can do will retard us there one year's growth.

We shall be supported there by other nations, land thrown into their scale to make
a part of the great counterpoise to her navy. If, on the other hand, she is just to

us, conciliatory, and encourages the sentiment of family feelings and conduct, it

cannot fail to befriend the security of both. We have the seamen and materials

for fifty ships of the line, and half that number of frigates ; and were France to give

us the money, and England the dispositions to equip them, they would give to Eng-

land serious proofs of the stock from which they are sprung, and the school in which

they have been taught ; and added to the efforts of the immensity of sea-coast lately

united under one power, would leave the state of the ocean no longer problematical.

Were, on the other baud, England to give the money, and France the dispositions to

place us on the sea in all our force, the whole world, out of the continent of Europe,

might be our joint monopoly. We wish for neither of these scenes. We ask for

peace and justice from all nations; and we will remain uprightly neutral in fact,

though leaning in belief to the opinion that an English ascendency on the ocean is

safer for us than that of France."

And he added :

" We begin to broach the idea that we consider the whole Gulf Stream as of our

waters, in which hostilities and cruising are to be frowned on for the present, and

prohibited so soon as either consent or force will permit us. We shall never permit

another privateer to cruise within it, and shall forbid our harbors to national

cruisers. This is essential for our tranquillity and commerce."

"The late miparalleled ontrageon nsat New York," referred

to by the President, consisted in the firing a shot by tlie comman-
der of a British vessel of war (Captain Wiiitby, of tiie Leander),

ffito an American coasting vessel, near Sandy Hook, by which
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a person on board of her was killed. The President immedi-

ately (May 3d) issued a proclamation, ordering the Leandcr

and two other ships in her company out of the American wa-

ters ; calling upon the civil and military oflScers of the United

States to arrest Captain Whitby ; and warning all persons

against giving aid to those ships, under the penalties of the law.

The President's feelings against the Pitt administration are

more strongly expressed in a letter to Mr. Digges, July 1st

:

" He [Mr. Jefferson] would be happy to see Mr. Digges and his friends on the

fourth of July, and to join in congratulations on the return of the day which

divorced us from the follies and crimes of Europe, from a dollar in the pound at

least of six hundred millions sterling, and from all the ruin of Mr. Pitt's administra-

tion. We, too, shall encounter follies ; but if great, they will be short, if long, they

will be light; and the vigor of our country will get the better of them. Mr. Pitt's

follies have been great, long, and inflicted on a body emaciated with age, and ex-

hausted by excesses beyond its power to bear."

In a letter to Bowdoin, our Spanish minister, July 10th, he

declared if the latter could obtain Florida, it would " fill the

American mind with joy." He thought that we should cut off

the impressment of our seamen by England, and establish the

inviolability of our flag. He " sincerely wished to be honestly

neutral and truly useful to both belligerents." He warmly in-

vited arrangements with France and Spain which would secure

permanent peace and friendship with them.

Thus, to the President's sanguine hopes, the thread of old

complications had been cut by the death of Pitt and accession

of Fox. The storm which had lowered so darkly from all points

of the horizon had suddenly given place to bright sunshine. But

its radiance was to be but transient. Fox, striken by incurable

disease, was hastening to the grave, and with him were to perish

all traces of liberality towards the United States, during the

reign of George III.

The year 1806 was also marked by domestic political tri-

umphs. The Republicans carried the Legislature of Massa-

chusetts, and consequently the executive council ; and they

came within a few votes of electing their Governor. Connecticut

and Delaware were now all the Federal States that held out,

and it may be doubted whether this, in the former, was not in a

great measure owing to the imprudence of some leading Repub-

licans in that State, who, without consulting the President, and
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greatly to his regret and chagrin, coniincnced prosecniions in

the United States district courts against two or three of their

fellow-citizens who had published libels against him.

In August, John Kandolph, so signally foiled in Congress in

his attempt against the Administration, made a popular appeal

against it in the newspapers. He published two articles over

the signature of Decius, in which he complained of the conduct

of our foreign negotiations in various specified particulars ; ac-

cused the Cabinet of having one set of opinions for the public

and another to secretly influence the action of Congress ; insisted

that a purchase of the Floridas would be in direct opposition to

the President's public message on the subject ; and he rung the

usual ciianges in respect to "• back-stairs" influence. In proof

of his allegations, Mr. Randolph took the liberty of publishing

the Pi'esident's confidential message of December 6th, 1805,

from which the injunction of secrecy had not been raised.

The allegations were little besides a repetition of their

author's speeches in Congress. But they were answered in the

newspapers, by William A. Burwell, a Yirginia member of Con
gress whom we have already had occasion to mention, and of

whom ProfessorTucker justly remarks, that his " State had seldom

had an abler and never an honester representative." ' Burw^ell

transmitted copies of his j'eplies to the President, and they found

him at Monticello, where the Secretary of State and Secretary

of War were, at the time, his guests. Both of these officers

concurred with the President in recollections which distinctly

refuted Randolph at everj^ material point. Those who retain

any interest in the controversy, will find these recollections

stated in a letter to Burwell published in Mr. Jefferson's corres-

pondence, under date of September lYth.

The autumn of 1805 was made a memorable epoch in Ameri-

can history, by the treasonable projects of Aaron Burr. He left

the Vice-Presidency in the spring of that year an utterly ruined

man in fame and fortune, and with indictments for murder
hanging over him in the States of !N"ew York and New
Jersey." These circumstances were sufficient to drive a man

Life of Jefferson.
' Burr had been pa3'ing his addresses to a lady in Pliiladelphia before the duel, and

he renewed them immediately afterwards. But he soon found he must fly. At this

moment he wrote his daughter: "If any male frieud of yoiu-s should he dying of «mi«t,
••ecommend him to engage in a duel and a courtship at the same time."
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"wholly unprincipled and ambitions, into any scheme wliich

promised to mend his bi'oken fortunes. He proceeded to the

western States with, it would seem, several projects occupying

his mind. One of the nominal ones, at least, was the construc-

tion of a canal round the Falls of the Ohio. Jonathan Dayton,

long so conspicuous in New Jersey politics, was concerned in

this speculation, and General Wilkinson, the Commander-in-

Chief of the army, and the newly appointed Governor of the

Louisiana territory, was offered a share in it. Burr reached

Pittsburg on the 30th of April, and early in May stopped at

Blennerhasset's Island, near Marietta, in the Ohio—that scene

painted in such Claude-like glory of coloring by William Wirt.

The " Serpent " entered this " Eden " forever to poison its

peace—to make Blennerhasset and his " angel-like wife " the

dupes and instruments of a desperate and dishonorable adven-

turer.

From thence Burr proceeded to Lexington, and on the 29tli

of May reached Nashville, where he met General Andrew Jack-

son. He continued his Journey to New Orleans, and was re-

ceived with mucli attention. Returning to Nashville (August

16th), he spent a week with General Jackson, whom he speaks

of with much admiration in his journal.* He retraced his steps

and arrived in Washington in November. This journey'' develops

nothing of importance, except that Burr threw out hints of some

great enterprise to AVilkinson, which, he carried the idea, was

favored by the Government. But he, at the same time, spoke

with great bitterness of the Administration, and declared that

the people of the West were ripe for a revolt. Wilkinson wrote

to the Secretary of the Navy, apprising him of these facts, and

advising that Burr's movements be closely watched."

Burr spent the winter of 1805-6 in Washington, attempting

to tamper with General Eaton (recenth' returned from Tripoli),

Commodore Truxton, and others. Every important person of

military ability who was supposed to be at variance with the

Administration, was approached by him, and he made the most

artful efforts to increase their discontents. This was particu-

• Q. V. in Davis s Life of Barr, vol. ii., p. 372.

» Smith (lid not receive the letter, but Wilkinson's aid-de-camp testified, on Burr s

trial, that the letter was copied by him, and he believed dispatched through the post-
office.
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larly the case with Eaton, and having, as he supposed, brought

tliat inipetuons man's feelings to the proper point, he advanced,

ill the explanation of his views, from a talked about expedition

against the Mexican provinces (his starting-point with all to

whom he broached his projects), to the avowal of a purpose to

revolutionize our own western States and to found an empire

whose capital was to be New Orleans. He said this must ulti-

mately take place ; that an independent government was as

much a right of the western people, as it was a right of the

Atlantic States to be independent of Great Britain
; that if he

could gain over the naval commanders, he could turn Congress

out of doors, dispose of the President, and establish a govern-

ment that had " energy." He informed Eaton that Wilkinson

took part in his enterprise, and would carry with him all the

regular troops in the West ; that ten or twelve thousand western

volunteers would join his standard ; and that many in the

Spanish provinces were ready to do the same. He offered

Eaton a high command if he would join him.

On i-eceiving these startling disclosures, the latter waited on

the President, and proposed to him to send Burr on a foreign

mission, alleging that otherwise there would be an insurrection,

if not a rebellion, in the western States within eighteen months.

The President declined^ saying he had entire confidence in the

people of those States. At the same time, Eaton communicated

the details of his conversation with Burr to two members of

Congress from Connecticut.'

All these facts were sworn to by Eaton on the subsequent

trial of Burr." In explanation of his going to the President with

such a proposition, instead of at once disclosing to him all the

facts, he said :
" On the solitary ground upon which he stood,

he was at a loss how to conduct himself, though at no loss as re-

spected his dut}^—he durst not place his lonely testimony in the

balance against the weight of Colonel Burr's character, for by

turning the tables on him, which he thought any man capable

of such a project, was very capable of doing, he [Eaton] should

sink under the weight." He said he perceived " ihat the sub-

« He so testified on Burr's trial, and was not pressed on the point, it being probably
understood that the members of Congress (Dana and Smith) would confirm his state-
ments if brought to the witness stand.

» Q. v., taken in short hand by David Robinson, vol. i., p. 474 ft req.
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ject was disagreeable to the President "—and that " the circnm-

stance of no interrogatories being made to him, he thought im-

silence upon hini at that time and place."

Tiie President well knew that General Eaton was " disaffected

towards the Government."' He had been seen mnch in the

company of Burr—and perhaps, therefore, his motives were

suspected." He had a stately way of talking, which sometimes

gave an air of extravagance to what he said. The story sounded

monstrous—and the President had, as usual, a thorough confi-

dence in the people.

Much donbt has been supposed to rest on the real intentions

of Burr; and it has been ditHcult for impartial men to believe

that he meditated a thing which would now seem to have been

so purely chimerical as an attempt to dismember the Union

without the aid of any great agitating question between its parts

—without the prevalence of ostensible disaffection in either

part—and without fortune or popularity of his own to bribe or

inveigle a large body of men into such an undertaking.' There

were, however, deep concealed disaffections both in the East

and the West. Those in the East will be hereafter more

particularly stated, and Burr's contemporaneous knowledge and

apparent approbation of them, established on the evidence of

an eminent participator in the disaffection, and in the disunion

projects to which it gave birth.

It would require a volume to give the mostly unwritten

history of the previous intrigues and plots of a set of adven-

turers sprinkled through the States and territories west of

the Alleghanies, which at different periods, or among different

persons, tended to various apparent objects, but all of which

involved a common idea—a separation of the Western from the

Atlantic States. There was another point of agreement between

the principal projectors. They all, it is believed, accepted Span-

ish gold. Spain thus originated the disaffection to prevent the

United States from pressing westward on Mexico, forgetting,

» That is, towards the Administration. The words are quoted from Eaton's testi-

mony.
» It will be remembered that it was not far from this time that Burr himself was

applying to the President for an office. It would therefore appear that Eaton's conjec-

ture was probably correct as to what would then have been the effect of giving him a
foreign mission.

s We once, on less examination, scouted (in a published review) the idea that b*
entertained such a project.
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with tliat political blindness which had long cursed lier coun-

cils, that success would only give her colonial possessions a

more dangerous neighbor. It appears probable, indeed, that

most of the recipients of her bribes in the western States played

false to her from the first. They had no intention of l^ecoming

subservient to Spain. Their grand idea appears to have been

not only to dismember the United States, but also Mexico ; or

rather, they proposed to unite Mexico with the western Ameri-

can States, and thus build up a vast empire from the Allegha-

nies to the Pacific, which should be equally independent of

Spain and the United States.

These projects perhaps hardly reached the maturity of deii-

nite plans—they scarcely rose above hopes—until Burr came to

arrange and combine the elements of conspiracy, and take the

lead in its execution. He was precisely tlie leader to inspire

confidence among these restless and debauched adventurers, and

he seems to have habitually relied on such men to effect his

objects.'

Burr possessed much cunning and much penetration of a

particular kind ; but, like most wholly unprincipled men, he

overrated the power of evil. He believed every man and

voman had their easy price. He tlierefore relied on personal

appliances, and petty intrigue and finessing, to attain objects

wholly beyond the reach of such means. He baited mouse-

traps, expecting to catch elephants in them. His life-long his-

tory is an exemplification of this trait of mind, and it is a life-

long roll of failures. In every great crisis of his career we find

him with intense cunning in his look, and mystery in his rapid

movements, setting his little ti-aps. But he was always just wise

enough to be outgeneralled when he came in contact with a

wise man; he was always just artful enough to beat himself.

Without any attempts to be cunning, and by mere force of his

abilities, and a straightforward life, he might have been fat

more successful. He loved intrigue for its own sake. There

was a fascination in it which blinded his judgment. He was

ready to embark in it, and was sanguine of success, where a

* We do not, by any means, intend to say, that Burr had not, at different periodS;

amon^ his particular friends and supporters, some highly honorable men. But onr
remarks apply to the class who will be found almo«t invariably foremost in the execution
of his schemes and personal objects.
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man of less astuteness, but without his taste for plotting, would

have foreseen the certainty of defeat. It takes another trait to

complete the character of a rash and ready conspirator. He
was proverbially insensible to danger. He was willing to risk

his life to carry out the most paltry amour. He was willing to

risk it a thousand times in any desperate effort for fortune and

power, rather than glide along smoothly in the current of a

common success. When w^e consider his peculiar character,

and weigh testimony adduced at his subsequent trial, which was

not impeached, or even rendered the subject of a just suspicion,'

attle doubt seems to remain that he contemplated a dismember-

ment of the Union as a direct result of his enterprise, or

rather as a contingent result, which was to follow, if success

crowned the first branch of the undertaking.

In August, 1806, Burr again went to the western States. In

Kentucky he purchased, or pretended to purchase, of Mr.

Charles Lynch, a large tract of land near Nachitoches, which

the Spanish Governor of New Orleans had ceded to "Baron

P. N. Tut Bastrop," before the sale of Louisiana ; and by the

conditions of the grant it was to be settled by a certain number

of persons within a fixed time nearly expired. Burr agreed to

pay $50,000 for the land. It would be remarkable that a bank-

rupt in fortune, avowedly on the eve of attempting the conquest

or revolution of Mexico—an undertaking requiring money, and

which, if successful, would bring land enough—should pause to

divide meanp raised on credit in such a " speculation." It is not

credible. It seems to have been intended as a pretext to enable

him to collect the men he desired without interruption from the

civil authorities, and probably to fall back upon fur safety in

case that interruption should take place, and an attempt be

» The only fact brought to bear against Eaton's testimony was. that after he had
exposed Burr's proposals to liim, the Government settled his claims for disbursements,
etc., in the Barbary war, allowing him $10,000. Eaton had before been pressing his

claims, and we presume that no one at this day is ready to believe that he committed a
deliberate perjury which might involve the life of a previous friend, for the purpose of
obtaining either an earlier or more favorable settlement ! And Eaton's testimony was
amply confirmed in all its essential substance by that of Colonel Morgan and his two
sons, General and Thomas Morgan of Cannonsburg, Ohio. No more respectable men,
and few better known men, resided in that State. On Burr's journey west, in 1S06, they
received him in all honor, as a distinguished friend. His first day's stay at Col. Morgan's
was marked by such disclosures that that gentleman conceived it his duty immediately to

lay them before the judges of a court sitting in the neighborhood. The judges communi-
cated the facts to the President, advising that Burr be watched. Not the most trivinl

fact was fished up at the trial wliich tended to cast a shadow of suspicion on the credi-

bility or perfectly honest intentions of the Morgans.
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rricade to punish liira either for treason or a violation of our

neutrality laws.

In the fall of 1806, Blennerhasset and other agents of Burr in

the region of Marietta, Ohio, contracted for the building of boats,

purchased quantities of meal, kiln-dried it for a voyage, enlisted

such men as they could induce to join them, formed a military

encampment at Blennerhasset's Island, received chests of weapons
there from some higher point on the Ohio, and were joined by
firmed and organized parties also from above. They made no
secret of the fact that they were acting in concert with and
under the leadership of Burr. To some persons they declared

that their object was the conquest of Mexico, of which Burr
was to be king—to others the settlement of the Bastrop grant—

•

and to others, the formation of a new western empire, which
was to include Mexico, Louisiana, and that portion of the United

States west of the Alleghanies. It was clearly, nay, indisputably

proved that Blennerhasset avowed the latter project to confiden-

tial friends whom he attempted to draw into the enterprise.

He wrote articles for one of the few newspapers west of the

mountains, advocating a separation of the western from the

eastern States. He and his associates continually declaimed

against the connection, complaining how much the West had to

pay for the support of the Grovernment, without receiving any

benefit in return.

General Wilkinson, by order of the President, had collected

five or six hundred soldiers at Nachitoches to oppose a threat-

ened Spanish irruption. This officer was needy in means,
expensive in his habits, and was supposed not to be averse to

speculating adventures. He and Burr were familiar acquaint-

ances; and the latter seems to have confidently expected to

make him an accomplice. They corresponded vaguely on the

subject during the summer. Burr assuming, perhaps to make his

communications more safe from exposure, that his correspondent

knew a good deal more of his plans than was actually disclosed :

and Wilkinson, afterwards, alleging that his object was to

allow Burr to communicate something which would prove his

real designs.

Wilkinson must be won, or he would crush the expedition at

tlie outset ; and the time arrived which required a decisive

experiment. In October a younger brother of Colonel John
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Swartwout of New York reached Wilkinson's camp at Natclii-

toches, ostensibly to bear a letter of introduction from Jonathan

Dayton to Colonel Gushing, the second in command, but carrying

secret dispatches in cipher from both Dayton and Burr to

Wilkinson. Burr wrote to Wilkinson :

'Yours, postmarked 13th of May, is received. I, Aaron Burr, have obtained

funds, and have actually commenced the enterprise. Detachments from different

points, and under different pretences, will rendezvous on the Ohio, 1st November

—everything internal and external, favors views
;

protection of England is secvired.

T is going to Jamaica to arrange with the Admiral on that station ; it will meet

on the Mississippi. , England, , navy of the United States are ready to

join, and final orders are given to my friends and followers: it will be a host of

choice spirits. Wilkinson shall be second to Burr only, Wilkinson shall dictate

the rank and promotion of his officers. Burr will proceed westward, 1st August,

never more to return; with him goes his daughter; the husband will follow in

October with a corps of worthies.

" Send forth an intelligent and confidential friend with whom Burr may confer
;

he shall return immediately with further interesting details; this is essential to con-

cert and harmony of movement. Send a list of all persons known to Wilkinson,

•west of the mountains, who may be useful, with a note delineating their characters-

By your messenger send me four or five commissions of your officers, which you can

borrow under any pretence you please ; they shall be returned faithfully. Already

are orders to the contractors given to forward six months' provisions to points Wil-

kinson may name : this shall not be used until the last moment, and then under

proper injunctions. The project is brought to the point so long desired. Burr

guarantees the result with his life and honor, with the honor, and fortunes of hun-

dreds of the best blood of our country.

"Burr's plan of operation is, to move down rapidly from the falls on the 15th of

September, with the first 500 or 1,000 men in light boats, now constructing for that

purpose, to be at Natchez between the 5th and 15th of December; there to meet

Wilkinson; there to determine whether it will be expedient in the first instance to

seize on or pass by Baton Rouge. On receipt of this send an answer. Draw-

on Burr for all expenses, etc. The people of tlie country to which we are going, are

prepared to receive us. Their agents, now with Burr, say, that if we will protect

their reHgion, and will not subject them to a foreign power, that in three weeks all

will be settled. The gods invite to glory and fortune ; it remains to be seen

whether we deserve the boon. The bearer of this goes express to you ; he will

hand a formal letter of introduction to you from Burr. He is a man of inviolable

honor and perfect discretion ; formed to execute rather than to project ; capable of

relating facts with fidelity, and incapable of relating them otherwise. He is tho-

roughly informed of the plans and intentions of Burr, and will disclose to you as far

as you inquire, and no farther. He has imbibed a reverence for your character, and

may be embarrassed in your presence. Put him at ease, and he will satisfy you."

Dayton wrote to Wilkinson (July 24, 1806)

:

" It is now ascertained that you are to be displaced in next session. Jefferson

will afifect to yield reluctantly to the public sentiment, but yield he will. Prepare
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yourself therefore for it. You know the rest. You are not a man to despair, or

even despond, especially when such projects offer in another quarter. Are yoo

ready ? Are your numerous associates ready Wealth and glory—Louisiana and

Mexico Dayton."

"Wilkinson, having deciphered Burr's letter, communicated

its contents to Colonel Gushing, announcing his determina-

tion to march immediately to the Sabine, and make such terms

with the Spaniards as would enable him to send the greatei

part of his force for the defence of New Orleans ; and in the

meantime to forward the information he had obtained to the

President.

Wilkinson inquired of Swartwout what would be the course

of Burr's expedition, " He said this territory (Louisiana) would

be revolutionized, where the people were ready to join them, and

that there would be some seizing he supposed at New Orleans;

that they expected to be ready to embark about the 1st of

February, and intended to land at Yera Cruz, and to march

from thence to Mexico." He also intimated that a forced loan

would be made from the bank at New Orleans, for the purpose

of equipping the expedition.

AVilkinson made an arrangement with the Spaniards, and

reached New Orleans on the 25th of November. Claiborne,

Governor of Orleans territory, received the following lettei-, dated

November 12th, from General Andrew Jackson, of Tennessee :

" Put your town [New Orleans] in a state of defence, organize your militia, and

defend your city as well against internal enemies as external. My knowledge does

not extend so far as to authorize me to go into detail, but I fear you will meet an

attack from quarters you do not at present expect. Be upon the alert ; keep a

watchful eye on our General, and beware of an attack as well from your own coun-

try as Spain. I fear there is something rotten in the State of Denmark. You have

enemies within your own city that may try to subvert your government, and try to

separate it from the Union. You know I never hazard ideas without good grounds

,

you will keep these hints to yourself. But, I say again, be upon the alert
;
your

government, I fear, is in danger; 1 fear there are plans on foot inimical to the

Union ; whether they will be attempted to be carried into effect or not I cannot

say, but rest assured they are in operation or I calculate boldly. Beware the month

of December. I love my country and government; I hate the Dons; I would

delight to see Mexico reduced, but I will die in the last ditch before I would yield a

foot to the Dons, or see the Union disunited."

This letter lost none of its force from the fact that it betrayed

such strong suspicions of Wilkinson, and that the writer was

known to have but recently received and entertained Burr in
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a friendly manner. Suspicions of the former were common
in all of those western States where Burr and his emissaries

had moved. Whatever other reasons might have existed, for

this, there was a very obvious one in the fact that wherever

the conspirators had attempted to extend their plot, their first

declaration had been that Wilkinson and other principal men
in the army and navy were their active confederates.

The most alarming rumors reached New Orleans. Martial

law was proclaimed. A meeting of the citizens was held, at

which a voluntary embargo was agreed upon to furnish seamen

to man the gunboats in the river. The militia was placed under

Wilkinson's command, and numerous volunteers offered their

services. Strong bodies of troops were kept under arms, and

fortifications rapidly erected.

Dr. BoUman, who had communicated with Wilkinson as an

avowed emissary of Burr, Swartwout, who had brought Burr's

letters to Wilkinson, and Ogden, another active emissary in

the conspiracy, were placed under military arrest. Bollman

was immediately brought before a judge of the Superior Court

by a writ of habeas corpus^ and AVilkinson returned to the writ

that what he had done had been necessary for the safety of the

city, and that he should continue to arrest dangerous persons.

He sent Bollman and Swartwout to Washington by sea. Some
other arrests took place, and sharp contests arose between the

Commander-in-Chief and certain judges—they attempting to

discharge his prisoners on habeas corpus^ and he resisting their

interference, and in one instance placing in confinement not

only the counsel f(jr the prisoner, but the judge who issued the

process. Altogether, the scene was much like one witnessed a

few years later in the same city, when the officer placing him-

self in conflict with the civil laws was General Andrew Jackson.

In the latter part of September the President had received

some intimations of Burr's movements, but they were too vague

to admit of any action, except maintaining a greater watchfulness.

Towards the close of October " the objects of the conspiracy

began to be perceived, but still so blended and involved in mys-

tery that nothing distinct could be singled out for pursuit." *

The President, however, immediately dispatched a special agent

to the scene of operations, clothed with powers to call upon the

> Special Message, January, 22d, 1807.
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civil and military authorities to take such steps as circumstances

should require. Learning that V)oats and stores wei'C collecting

on the Ohio, and that an unusual number of suspicious charac-

ters were in motion, he also dispatched orders to the Governors

of Orleans and Mississippi territories, and to the conmianders

of the land and naval forces, to be on the alert and prepared to

resist all illegal attempts. Special orders were forwarded to

Wilkinson.

The fii-st communication of the latter officer was received bj
the President, November 25th ; and on the 27th he issued a

proclamation warning all persons to withdraw from unlawful

enterprises, and dispatched orders " to every intersecting point

on the Ohio and Mississippi from Pittsburg to New Orleans"

to put the civil authorities in motion, and to direct the employ-

ment of the regulars and militia to seize every man and thing

connected with Burr's enterprise. As new facts came to light,

orders were issued for still wider preparations.

Daviess, the United States Attorney for the district of Ken-
tucky, had, acting on his own information, offered a motion

before the District Court sitting at Frankfort, on the third of

November, that Burr be brought before the court, to answer

a charge of being engaged in an unlawful enterprise. The
judge refused to issue the process, but ordered a grand-jury to

be impanelled. Burr appeared in court with his counsel, and

declared his readiness to meet an immediate investigation. But

Daviess could not procure the attendance of his principal wit-

ness, and the jury were discharged. On the 25th, the District

Attorney applied for a new grand-jury, and subpoenaed General

Adair to attend as a witness. The latter did not appear,

Daviess moved to be allowed to attend the grand-jury in their

room, to examine the witnesses, which he contended was neces-

sary to bring out and explain the connection of testimony in

reference to a plot of which the jury had no knowledge. The

motion was denied, and the grand-jury not only threw out the

bill, but signed a written declaration expressing their belief that

Burr meditated nothing dangerous to the peace and well-being

of the United States. A motion was granted that a copy of this

paper might be taken for insertion in- the newspapers. This

triumph of the conspirators was celebrated by a ball at Frank-

fort ; and then Burr and Adair departed together.
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This turn of affairs has been thought, in some measure, due to

the talents, consummate address, and high popularity of one of

Burr's counsel, Henry Clay, who had been, six days before, cho-

sen United States senator, to fill the vacancy occasioned by the

resignation of Adair himself—and the star of whose professional

and political greatness had just begun to beam splendidly on the

western horizon. But if any improper or ill-timed proceedings

were in part the result of his efforts, none will doubt that he

acted under erroneous impressions of the facts. He undoubtedly

at the time wholly discredited the charge against Burr.'

The proofs at hand were at best very imperfect—Burr had

great tact in glossing over his designs, and stopped at no bold

deception— Kentucky, at that time, was rent by bitter party and

personal feuds, and Daviess, a warm Federalist, was unjustly

suspected of having party and personal objects in view. Wil-

kinson, as has been already said, was distrusted ; and if any

information of his later movements had reached Kentucky, it

was vague, confused, and contradictory. And an authorized

attempt on Mexico was one of the most popular things which

could be proposed in the West.

Graham, the confidential agent of the Government, pro-

ceeded to Marietta, and easily drew from Blennerhasset enough

> In Mallory's Life of Mr. Clay (prefixed to an edition of his speeches), is given
Burr's letter to Clay, when he solicited his aid. In this he utterly disavowed all criminal

or illegal intentions. In justice to Mr. Clay, and as a specimen of Burr's matchless effron-

tery in falsehood, we subjoin an extract from the letter.

" I have no design, nor have I taken any measure, to promote a dissolution of the

Union, or a separation of any one or more States from the residue. I have neither pub-

lished a line on this subject, nor has any one through my agency or with my knowledge.
I have no design to intermeddle with tXa government or to disturb the tranquillity of the

United States, or of its territories, or of any part of them. I have neither given, nor
signed, nor promised a commission to any person for any purpose. I do not own a
musket, nor bayonet, nor any single article of military stores; nor does any person for

me, by my authority, or with my knowledge. My views have been fully explained to,

and approved by, several of the principal olficers of Government, and I believe are well

understood by the Administration, and seen by it with complacency. They are such as

every man of honor and every good citizen must approve. Considering the high station

you now fill in our national councils, I have thought these explanations proper, as well

to counteract the chimerical tales which malevolent persons have so industriously circu-

lated, as to satisfy you that you have not espoused the cause of a man in any way
unfriendly to the laws, the Government, or the interests of his country."

Mr. Clay (says Mallory), on reaching Washington as a senator, and seeing the evi-

dence collected against Burr, and particularly the letter in cipher from him to Wilkinson,

became apprised of his former client's true character. The same biographer fui-ther

asserts (vol. i., p. 25) that Clay and Burr next met, after an interval of some years, in

the court room of the City Hall in New York. The latter approached the former, " ten-

dering him his hand with the customary salutation." Clay refused to receive his hand.

Burr, however, endeavored to engage him in conversation, complimonting him on hia

conduct at Ghent. Clay "turned a deaf ear. replying very briefly to his inquiries, and
giving him no encouragement to proceed." Burr requested an interview. Clay named
his lodgings; but the oth»,r never camo—anticipating, probably, that his cringing perti-

nacity would meet a still more summary repulse.
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to authorize an application (December 2d) to the Governor of

Ohio to seize Burr's flotilla in the Muskingum. Tlie Legislature

was sitting, and instantly, in secret session, authorized the

seizure. The President's proclamation now arrived. Four or

Ave boats coming from Pennsylvania to join Burr (under Major
or C(.)lonel Tyler) passed down the river, and Blennerhasset

escaped in them, leaving his wife behind. His house and
grounds received some very rough usage iVom a body of militia

which next day took possession of them.

Graham hurried on to Frankfort. The Kentucky Legislature

was in no mood to reenact the scene which had just been exhi-

bited in the District Court. It immediately ordered the seizure

of everything connected with Burr's expedition. Militia were
posted on the river to intercept descending boats, but Tyler's

escaped in the night. Burr and Adair, after reaching Nashville,

had parted, the former descending the Cumberland, and the latter

pushing across the country for New Orleans. Burr was joined

by Tyler near the close of December. Their united force com-

prised not far fi-om one hundred men.

About the first of January, Burr reached the Mississippi ter-

ritory, and, going on shore, saw in a newspaper the measures

which had been taken for his reception at New Orleans. He
thereupon withdrew to the Louisiana bank of the river, and
formed a camp a few miles above Natchez. The President's

proclamation soon reached Mississippi. The Governor of that

territory called out a detachment of militia, and made prepara

tions to arrest Burr. The latter, after an interview with the

Governor (and after his personal safety had been stipulated),

surrendered rather than be immediately attacked, and gave

recognizances to appear before the Territorial Court. Poindex-

ter, the Attorney-General of Mississippi, believed that Burr was
not amenable to the Territorial Court, having committed no

offence within its jurisdiction; and he proposed to send the

prisoner to Washington. The court overruled the objection,

but no evidence against Burr was sent to the grand-jury, and

they, of course, found no bill. On the contrary, they presented

the Governor for calling out the militia, the mode in which

Burr had been compelled to surrender, and the proceedings at

N'ew Orleans, which, they declared, " if sanctioned by the

Executive of our country, must sap the vitals of our political
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existence, and crumble this glorious fabric in the dust." Under

what influences a grand-jury could have been summoned, who
were capable of this indecent action, we are not apprised ; but

notliing is to be considered marvellous or startling where Burr

is found to be an actor in the scene.

The malefactor's respite was short. He learned that Wil-

kinson had sent military officers to arrest him, and he fled

eastward. A reward was offered for his apprehension, and in

February he was taken in Alabama, shabbily dressed, and

accompanied by one man. He was ultimately carried to Rich-

mond for trial.

During these proceedings, the President's correspondence on

the subject was uniformly calm and confident. He wrote

General Wilkinson January 3d, 1807, and after stating the

seizure of Blennerhasset's flotilla, and that Tyler's could not

probably escape, he said

:

" I believe therefore that the enterprise may be considered as crushed, but we
are not to relax in our attentions until we hear what has passed at Louisville. If

everything from that place upwards be successfully arrested, there is nothing from

below that is to be feared. Be assured that Tennessee, and particularly General

Jackson, are faithful.

*' We had considered Fort Adams as the place to make a stand, because it

covered the mouth of the Red river. You have preferred New Orleans on the

apprehension of a fleet from the West Indies. Be assured there is not any founda-

tion for such an expectation, but the lying exaggerations of those traitors to impose

on others, and swell their pretended means. The very man' whom they repre-

sented to you as gone to Jamaica, and to bring the fleet, has never been from home,

and has regularly communicated to me everything which had passed between Burr

and him. No such proposition was ever hazarded to him. France or Spain would

not send a fleet to take Vera Cruz ; and though one of the expeditions, now near

arriving from England, is probably for Vera Cruz, and perhaps already there, yet

the state of things between us renders it impossible they should countenance an
enterprise unauthorized by us. Still I repeat that these grounds of security must

not stop our proceedings or preparations until they are further confirmed. Go on,

therefore with your works for the defence of New Orleans, because they will always

be useful, only looking to what should be permanent rather than means merely

temporary."

He wrote to Charles Clay, January 11th

:

" Burr's enterprise is the most extraordinary since the days of Don Quixote. It

is so extravagant that those who know his understanding would not believe it if the

proofs admitted doubt. He has meant to place himself on the throne of Montezuma,

* Commodore Truxton.
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and extend his empire to the Alleghany, seizing ou New Orleans as the instrument

of compulsion for our western States. I think his undertaking eifectually crippled

by tlie activity of Ohio. Whether Kentucky will give him the coup de (frdce ia

doubtful ; but if he is able to descend the river with any means, we are sufficiently

prepared at New Orleans. I hope, however, Kentucky will do its duty, and finish

the matter for the honor of popular government, and the discouragement of all

arguments for standing armies."

He wrote Governor Tiffin of Ohio, February 20th, a highly

comphmentary letter on the zeal manifested by that officer, and

by the Legislature of his State, in crushing the conspiracy. lie

assigned to Ohio "the most eminent" place in accomplishing

this ; and he added

:

" The hand of the people has given the mortal blow to a conspiracy which, in

other countries, would have called for an appeal to armies, and have proved tliat gov-

ernment to be the strongest of which every man feels himself a part. It is a happy

illustration, too, of the importance of preserving to the State authorities all that

vigor which the Constitution foresaw would be necessary, not only for their owu
safety, but for that of the whole."

He again wrote to General Wilkinson, February 3d

:

" Although we at no time believed he [Burr] could carry any formidable

force out of the Ohio, yet we thought it safest that you should be prepared to

receive him with all the force which could be assembled, and with that view our

orders were given ; and we were pleased to see that without waiting for them, you

adopted nearly the same plan yourself, and acted on it with promptitude ; the differ-

ence between yours and ours proceeding from your expecting an attack by sea,

which we knew was impossible, either by England or by a fleet under Truxton, who
was at home ; or by our own navy, which was under our own eye. Your belief that

Burr would really descend with six or seven thousand men, was no doubt founded

on what you knew of the numbers which could be raised in the western country for

an expedition to Mexico, under the authority of the Government; but you probably

did not calculate that the want of that authority would take from him every honest

man, and leave him only the desperadoes of his party, which in no part of the

United States can ever be a numerous body. In approving, therefore, as we do

approve, of the defensive operations for New Orleans, we are obliged to estimate

them, not according to our own view of the danger, but to place ourselves in your

situation, and only with your information. Your sending here Swartwout and Boll-

man, and adding to them Burr, Blennerhasset, and Tyler, should they l\dl into your

hands, will be supported by the public opinion. As to Alexander, who is arrived,

and Ogden, expected, the evidence yet received will not be sufficient to commit

them. I hope, however, you will not extend this deportation to persons against

whom there is only suspicion, or shades of offence not strongly marked. In that

case, I fear the public sentiment would desert you; because, seeing no danger here,

violations of law are felt with strength. I have thought it just to give you these

views of the sentiments and sensations here, as they may enlighten your path. I

im thoroughly sensible of the painful difficulties of your situation, expecting as
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attack from an overwhelming force, unversed in law, surrounded by suspected per-

sons, and in a nation tender to everything infringing liberty, and especially Irom

the military."

He added

:

" You have, doubtless, seen a good deal of malicious insinuation in the papers

against you. This, of course, begot suspicion and distrust in those unacquainted

'

with the hne of your conduct. We who knew it, have not failed to strengthen the

public confidence in you ; and I can assure you that your conduct, as now known,

has placed you on ground extremely favorable with the public. Burr and hia

emissaries found it convenient to sow a distrust in your mind of our dispositions

toward you ; but be assured that you will be cordially supported in the line of your

duties."

This letter (which a little careful scrutiny wilt show to be

far more cautiously worded than may at Urst view appear)

was designed to give Wilkinson to understand that the Presi-

dent thus far sustained his conduct to the extent to which it was

known—that he would continue to do so, if that conduct should

be marked by the proper degree of prudence ; but it does not

extend to those general and unqualified expressions which we
should expect, had he felt entire confidence in the discretion of

this officer."

The statement should not be omitted, that pending the

measures against Burr, between the time of his expedition

becoming publicly known and its final dispersion, numerous

military bodies in all parts of the country sent addresses to the

President volunteering to march at a moment's notice to put

down the conspiracy and all its abettors.

' Printed "acquainted" in Cong. ed.—an obvious error.
' Jefferson's precise feelings toward Wilkinson are expressed more pointedly than

elsewhere in a letter to Monroe, January 11th, 1812 :

"I have ever and carefully restrained myself from the expression of any opinion
respecting General Wilkinson, except in the case of Burr's conspiracy, wherein, after he
had got over his first agitations, we believed his decision firm, and his conduct zealous
for the defeat of the conspiracy, and although injudicious, yet meriting, from sound
intentions, the support of the nation. As to the rest of his life, I have left it to his

friends and his enemies, to whom it furnishes matter enough for disputation. I classed
myself with neither, and least of aU in this time of his distresses, should I be disposed to
add to their pressure."
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Pending the exciting events of Burr's conspiracy, and before

any of the facts were accurately known—and while every cur-

rent of the atmosphere was surcharged with wild and contradic-

tory reports—the second session of the ninth Congress met at

Wa^liington December 1st, 1806.
189
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The President's message announced that the difficulties in

our foreign relations were not yet terminated. He declared,

however, that the delay in arriving at that result, in the case of

vhe British Government, had not arisen from caiTses which for-

)ade the expectation of an amicable adjustment during the pre-

sent session of Congress. He stated that Spain had advanced a

force to the Red River—that he had proposed the Sabine as the

temporary boundary—that tiie answer was not yet received-

that the official correspondence would develop other particulars.

He said the inhabitants of Orleans and Mississippi territories

had evinced the utmost promptitude in meeting the requisitions

made on them by the Government.

He touched very lightly on Burr's expedition—giving the

names of no individuals—only mentioning it as an illegal

attempt against Spain : and he said suitable measures had been

adopted for its suppression, and for bringing those engaged in

it to justice. In concluding this topic, he remarked :

" It was due to that good faith which ought ever to be the rule of action in pub-

lic as well as in private transactions, it was due to good order and regular govern-

ment, that while the public force was acting strictly on the defensive and merely to

protect our citizens from aggression, the criminal attempts of private individuals to

decide for their country the question of peace or war, by commencing active and

unauthorized hostilities, should be promptly and efficaciously suppressed."

Whether it would be necessary to increase our regular force,

would, he said, depend upon the result of our Spanish negotia-

tions ; and this being uncertain, he recommended provisional

measures to the consideration of Congress. The approaches to

New Orleans ought, he declared, to be effectually guarded, both

against outward attacks, and for the " internal support of the

country ;" and encouragement to be given to the settlement of

the west bank of the Mississippi, " within reach of New
Orleans."

A further appropriation was recommended for gunboats,

for " repairing fortiticatious already established, and for the

erection of such works as might have real effect in obstructing

the approach of an enemy to our seaport towns, or remaining

before them."

Again, alluding to Burr's conspiracy, the President said the

laws had wisely provided punishment for insurrection, and for

enterprises against foreign States. In the latter case, they had
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given powers of prevention to a certain extent—and l.e inquired

if the same powers would not be reasonable and useful where

the enterprise was preparing against the United States. He
suggested that if binding over to peace and good behavior could

be extended to acts to be done out of the jurisdiction of the

United States, it would be effectual in some cases where the

offender was now able to keep every indication of his criminal

purposes out of sight.

Our Indian relations were pronounced in an amicable and

highly favorable condition. Mention was made of the progress

of Lewis and Clarke's exploration of the Missouri—of Mr. Free-

man's, of the Red River—and of Lieutenant Pike's, of the

Mississippi.

The following recommendation was submitted in relation to

the slave trade.

" I congratulate you, fellow citizens, on the approach of the period at which you

may interpose your authority constitutionally, to withdraw the citizens of the

United States from all further participation in those violations of human rights

which have been so long continued on the unoffending inhabitants of Africa, and

which the morality, the reputation, and the best interests of our country, have

long been eager to proscribe. Although no law you may pass can take prohibitory

effect till the first day of the year one thousand eight hundred and eight, yet the

intervening period is not too long to prevent, by timely notice, expeditions whif,h

cannot be completed before that day."

The receipts of the Treasury during the fiscal year, were stated

to be near fifteen millions of dollars. From this sum, upwards of

three millions of principal, and nearly four millions of interest,

had been paid on the public debt—two millions seven hundred

thousand on American claims assumed in the purchase of

Louisiana—and near two millions in reimbursing the five and a

half per cent, stock.

Tie recommended the suppression of duties on salt, it being
" a necessary of life," and the continuance of those composing

the Mediterranean fund, " levied chiefly on luxuries," for " a

short period," after which they '' would become unnecessary

for any purpose now within contemplation."

Then came the following passages on the principles on which

tariffs should be regulated, and on the duties of the Government

in respect to education,

" When both of these branches of revenue shall in this way be relinquished.
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there will still ere long be an accumulation of moneys in the treasury beyond the

installments of public debt which we are pormitted by contract to pay. They can-

not, then, without a modification assented to by the public creditors, be applied to

the extinguishment of this debt, and the complete liberation of our revenues—the

most desirable of all objects , nor, if our peace continues, will they be wanting for

any other existing purpose. The question, therefore, now comes forward—to what

other objects shall these surpluses be appropriated, and the whole surplus of impost,

after the entire discharge of the public debt, and during those intervals when the

purposes of war shall not call for them ? Shall we suppress the impost and give

that advantage to foreign over domestic manufactures ? On a few articles of more

general and necessary use, the suppression in due season will doubtless be right,

but the great mass of the articles on which impost is paid is foreign luxuries, pur-

chased by those only who are rich enough to afford themselves the use of them.

Their patriotism would certainly prefer its continuance and application to the great

purposes of the public education, roads, rivers, canals, and such other objects of

public improvement as it may be thought proper to add to the constitutional enu-

meration of federal powers. By these operations new channels of communication

will be opened between the States ; the lines of separation will disappear, their

interests will be identified, and their union cemented by new and indissoluble ties.

Education is here placed among the articles of public care, not that it would be

proposed to tal^e its ordinary branches out of the hands of private enterprise, which

manages so much better all the concerns to which it is equal ; but a public institu-

tion can alone supply those sciences which, though rarely called for, are yet neces-

sary to complete the circle, all the parts of which contribute to the improvement of

the country, and some of them to its preservation. The subject is now proposed

for the consideration of Congress, because, if approved by the time the State Legis-

latures shall have deliberated on this extension of the federal trusts, and the laws

shall be passed, and other arrangements made for their execution, the necessary

funds will be on hand and without employment. I suppose an amendment to the

Constitution, by consent of the States, necessary, because the objects now recom-

mended are not among those enumerated in the Constitution, and to which it per-

mits the public moneys to be applied.

" The present consideration of a national establishment for education, particu-

larly, is rendered proper by this circumstance also, that if Congress, approving the

proposition, shall yet think it more eligible to found it on a donation of lands, they

have it now in their power to endow it with those which will be among the earliest

to produce the necessary income. This foundation would have the advantage of

being independent on war. which may suspend other improvements by requiring for

its own purposes the resources destined for them."

After alluding to the uncertainty of our foreign velations,

and their liability to change at any moment, he said :

" Our duty is, therefore, to act upon things as they are, and to make a reasona-

ble provision for whatever they may be. Were armies to be raised whenever a

speck of war is visible in our horizon, we never should have been without them.

Our resources would have been exhausted on dangers which have never happened,

instead of being reserved for what is really to take place. A steady, perhaps a

quickened pace in preparations for the defence of our seaport towns and waters ; an

early settlement of the most exposed and vulnerable parts of our country ; a mihtia
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80 organiznd that its effective portions can be called to any point in the Union, or

vohuiteers instead of them to serve a sufficient time, are means which may always

be ready, yet never preying on our resources until actually called into use. They
will maintain the public interests while a more permanent force shall be in course

of preparation. But much will depend on the promptitude with which these means
can be brought into activity. If war be forced upon us, in spite of our long and
vain appeals to the justice of nations, rapid and vigorous movements in its outset

will go far towards securing us in its course and issue, and towards throwing its

burdens on those who render necessary the resort from reason to force."

The next da}' he informed Congress, by a special message

that the death of the British minister (Mr. Fox), charged with

the duty of negotiating with us, had not interrupted the mani-

festation of a disposition on the part of that Government for a

speedy and amicable termination of those negotiations. Under
these circumstances, he recommended a further suspension of

the non-importation Act of the preceding sessinn.

Congress ahuost immediately (December 6th) acted on this

recommendation, suspending the execution of that Act to the

ensuing first of July, after voting down a proposition supported

by the Federalists, Quids, and a few Kepublicans, that the sus-

pension extend to December 31, 1807. Crowninshield declared,

in the debate, that England had never sei'iously entered into

negotiation with us until the passage of this Act—and that biit

for its passage, it was his opinion she never would have entered

into such negotiation. If she found our policy w^avering, she

would very probably renew her depredations on our commerce,

as her whole system of policy was hostile to our growing com-

mercial greatness. This is probably to be taken as the view of

the Administration.

But the President was aitthorized further to suspend the

non-importation Act to the second Monday in December fol-

lowing ; and on the 3d of February, 1807, the Secretary of

State instructed our ministers charged with the negotiation

with England, to inform that Government that the President,

" trusting to the influence of mutual dispositions and interests in

giving an amicable issue to the negotiation, would, if no inter-

vening intelligence forbade, exercise the authority vested in him

by the Act of continuing its suspension from the first day of

July to the term limited by the Act, and which would aflford to

Congress, who would then be in session, the opportunity of

making due provision for the case."

VOL nr.—13
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Burr's conspiracy soon occupied the attention of the Honse.

About the middle of January, 1807, John Kandolph introduced

a resolution for information on the subject, which passed
;

and on the 22d, the President replied in a message, giving an

outline of the conspiracy so far as it was then known to the

Government, and of the civil and military proceedings for its

suppression. In regard to surmises that Burr was to receive

foreign aid, the President declared they were " without proof or

probability "—were " to be imputed to the vauntings of the

author of this enterprise, to multiply his partisans by magnify-

ing the belief of his prospects and support." He stated that

Burr appeared to have " two distinct objects, which might be

carried on either jointly or separately, and either the one or the

other first, as circumstances should direct." One was to sepa-

rate the Union by the Alleghany Mountains—the other to attack

Mexico. A third and " merely ostensible " " object was pro-

rided," namely, " the settlement of a pretended purchase of a

tract of country on the Washita, claim.ed by a Baron Bastrop."

" This was to serve as the pretext for all his preparations, an

allurement for such followers as really wished to acquire settle-

ments in that country, and a cover under which to retreat in the

event of final discomfiture of both branches of his real design."

Finding himself thwarted in his first purpose, by the unsha-

ken '' attachment of the western country to the present Union,"

he had determined to seize on ISTew Orleans, plunder the bank,

possess himself of the military and naval stores, and proceed on

his expedition to Mexico. The President believed, however,

that the expedition " could not threaten serious danger to New
Orleans."

Under the circumstances, the President thought Wilkinson

liad acted properly in sending his prisoners to Washington,
'" probably on the consideration that an impartial trial could not

be expected during the present agitation of New Orleans, and

that that city was not as yet a safe place of confinement."

Congress appear to have been more alarmed than the Presi-

dent, and far more alarmed by the documents that accompanied

the President's message' than by the message itself. The insig-

« These were Wilkinson's affidavit of December 141h. 1806 ; Burr's letter to Wilkin-
son of July 25, 1806 ; Wilkinson's letters to the Government, of December 14th and 18th,

1806—the last covering BoUman's letter to Wilkinson, of September 27, 1806, and ita

inclosed letter in cipher from Burr.
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riificance of Burr's force, when mustered at the mouth of the

Cumberland, was not yet known at the capital. The members
were lired by an apparent attempt, coming from the judiciary

itself, to prevent the confinement of men charged with a dan-

gerous violation of the laws. Giles, J. Q. Adams, and Smith,

of Maryland, a Committee of the Senate, almost immediately

reported a bill suspending the operation of the writ of habeas

corjpus for three months, in cases of arrest for treason, or for

other acts endangering the peace or the neutrality of the United

States. The usual three readings were unanimously dispensed

with ; and the bill unanimously passed the same day, and was
sent down as a confidential proceeding to the House.

But the sudden panic subsided before action took place in the

latter body, though the interval was but three days. On receiv-

ing the Senate's bill, communicated " in confidence," a motion
'• tiiat the message and bill received from the Senate ought not

to be kept secret, and that the dooi*s be now opened," passed

—

yeas one hundred and twenty-three, nays three. Eppes, the

President's son-in-law, immediately moved that the bill be

rejected. In his speech on the subject he said :

" Is there a man present who believes, on this statement, that the public safety

requires a suspension of the habeas corpus? This Government has now been in

operation thirty years ; during this whole period, our political charter, whatever it

may have sustained, has never been suspended. Never, under this Government, has

personal liberty been held at the will of a single individual. Shall we, in the full

tide of prosperity, possessed of the confidence of the nation, with a revenue of

fifteen millions of dollars, and six hundred thousand freemen, able and ready to

bear arms in defence of their country, believe its safety endangered by a collection

of men which the militia of any one county in our country would be amply sufficient

to subdue? Shall we, sir, suspend the chartered rights of the community for the

suppression of a few desperadoes—of a small banditti already surrounded by your

troops; pressed from above by your militia, met below by your regulars, and with-

out a chance of escape but by abandoning their boats, and seeking safety in the

woods? I consider the means at present in operation amply sufficient for the sup-

pression of this combination. If additional means were neces.sary, I should be wil-

ling to vote as many additional bayonets as shall be necessary for every traitor. I

cannot, however, bring myself to believe that this country is placed in such a dread-

ful situation as to authorize me to suspend the personal rights of the citizen, and to

give him in lieu of a free Constitution the Executive will for his charter.

Believing that the public safety is not endan-

gered, and that the discussion of this question is calculated to alarm the public

mind at a time when no real danger exists, I shall vote for the rejection of the

bill in its present stage."

In this last remark we get the reason for the very unusual
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proposition to vote down summarily a bill passed by another

branch of Congress, without giving it the usual reference.

Eppes' motion prevailed—yeas one hundred and thirteen, nays

nineteen. Only two of the leading Republicans voted in the

negative, Bidwell and Varnum, both of Massachusetts. Bid-

well opposed the rejection of a bill at that stage ; but Yarnum
went further, and declared that without such a law he appre-

hended that it would be found impracticable to trace the con-

spiracy to its source, and bring the offenders to justice. His

fears proved prophetic ; but few probably will consider the final

escape of a handful of conspirators any counterbalancing evil

to that which would have inured from the establishment of such

a precedent in legislation.

An incidental circumstance occurred wliich doubtless aided

in producing that strong revulsion of feeling from the Senate's

action which was exhibited in the House of Representatives.

On the evening of the 22d of January, BoUman and Swartwout,

sent by Wilkinson from New Orleans in military custody,

reached Washington. When, on a cooler examination of the

President's message of the same day, it appeared that the

highest accounts did not place the main division of Burr's

flotilla which had descended the Ohio at above fifteen boats,

containing three hundred men—'Or the other branch of it, which

had descended the Cumberland, at above two boats—that the

Executive did not consider these "fugitives" as threatening

serious danger— few made proper allowances for General

Wilkinson's high-handed conduct. Not taking into account the

misinformation under which he had acted, many believed he

had been influenced by idle terrors. Others suspected him of

exaggerating all the features of the conspiracy for the purpose

of acquiring the greater reputation in putting it down. And
there were not wanting those who asserted that whatever there

was in the plot, he had been a full accomplice in it, until he

judged it safer and more profitable to turn informer.

Bollman's and Swartwout's arrival was communicated to

Congress on the 26th of January ; and on the 28th, a letter from

the commander of Fort Massic giving information that Burr had

passed that post on the 31st of the preceding month with only

about ten boats manned by six hands each, and " that three boats

with ammunition were said to have been arrested by the militia

at Louisville." The President also stated that the milit-a on the
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Ohio would be " able to prevent any further aids passing

through that channeh" Here was food for further reaction.

Eolhnan and Swartwout were brought before the Circuit

Court in tlie District of Cohimbia, and committed for trial on

the affidavit of Wilkinson, the testimony of Eaton, and the facts

disclosed in the President's message. But the prisoners were
brought before Chief Justice Marshall early in February, on a

writ of habeas corpus, and discharged from custody on the

ground that it was not made to appear that they had been con-

nected with the commission of any overt act of treason.

The President's correspondence of the period speaks coolly

of this affair. He wrote Nicholson (February 20th), that if the

evidence should be found conclusive, these men could be arrested

again, " if it should be worth while." He said their " crimes

were defeated, and whether they should be punished or not

belonged to another department, and was not the subject of

even a wish on his part." He did not, however, concur in the

Chief Justice's view of the law. He afterwards claimed that if

that officer's decision was correct, and if such interference was
proper before the executive officers of the Government could

possibly gather the testimony concerning the particulars of a

distant conspiracy, it wsts, out of the question to attempt tc

prevent the enlargement of any detected traitor who was dis-

posed either to fly, or to return to the execution of his designs.

On the 7tli of February, Broom, the Federal member from

Delaware, submitted the following resolution in the House of

Kepresentatives

:

^'Resolved, That it is expedient to make further provision, by law, for securing

the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus, to persons in custody, under, or by color

of, the authority of the United States."

Tlie object of this proposition was apparent ; and it drew out

an animated and protracted debate. The Federalists professed

to be deeply alarmed at the dangerous enci-oardiments of ex-

ecutive power, and they painted in glowing colors the danger of

military interference in the concerns of civil government. The
Republicans inmically congratulated their opponents on their

late conversion to these wholesome doctrines. Eppes, now fast

rising to leadership in the House, declared that "tlie greatest

monster in human shape was a tyrant in principle, with the
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rights of man in bis mouth—a wretch sunk to the last step ia

the political ladder, and willing again to mount by principles he

never felt." He added :

" Where has this zeal of a certain party for the rights of man so long slumbered?

Where was it when the sedition law was passed? Where was it when a member of

this House was imprisoned and deprived of his constitutional privilege, for printing

a letter from the Secretary of War. acknowledged to be genuine ? Where was it

when General Hamilton ' was seized in the western parts of Pennsylvania, without

the shadow of authority ; driven like a convicted felon before the bayonet to Phila-

delphia, and there imprisoned for months without the possibility of obtaining a

habeas corpus ? Where was this zeal when the rights of aliens were suspended,

that whole class of people placed under the will of the Executive, and a power given

by law to seize and ship them? Dead, sir! The rights of man were not much in

fashion with the party at that time. Plots, clues to conspiracies, and a gag for the

mouth of him who dared to arraign the Federal immaculacy, were then the order of

the day. When I shall believe the sympathy which these men affect to feel for a

character so recently hunted through the community by them like a wolf, is sincere,

I may then credit their attachment to human rights, and not till then.

" The real secret in this business is, that the termination of this affair in the

western country does not suit the Federal palate. To reduce an insurrection without

an army or navy, is a very anti-Federal thing. They do not understand, and can-

not admire that kind of energy in government which derives its force from confi-

dence and attachment on the part of the people."

Broom's resolution was indefinitely postponed, February

19th, by a vote of sixty to fifty-eight. Many Eepublicans, like

T. M. Kaiidoli)h, W. A. Burwell, and other equally devoted

friends of the President, voted in the negative. They were not

in favor of the resolution, but preferred a difi'erent mode of

disposing of it.

On the third day of the session, the portion of the President's

message alluding to the prohibition of the African slave-trade

had been referred to a select committee of seven. They re-

ported a very stringent bill, prohibiting the importation of slaves.

Numerous amendments were offered, and the debate was long

and occasionally violent. An amendment which was adopted,

placing various restrictions on the coastwise transportation of

slaves (from one American State into another) gave offence to

many of the friends of the original bill, and caused them to vote

against it in the shape in which it finally passed. But on the

naked question of preventing the foreign importation, the senti-

* We take it for granted that this name is misprinted, or rather that something is

omitted showing who were seized, etc.
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ment of the House appears to have been nearly unanimous.

The linal vote exhibited no distinctly drawn sectional or poli-

tical lines of division.'

On the subject of the recommended naval defences, there

were three parties in the House—those in favor of a navy

—

those in favor of harbor fortifications—and those who wished to

combine a system of defence consisting of fortifications and gun-

boats. Tlie first plan found its advocates from maritime dis-

tricts ; the second from exposed cities on the seaboard ; the

third from the interior. The two first parties united against the

President's plan of gunboats. Early in February, a debate on

the latter topic resulted in a call on the President for such infor-

mation as he possessed, tending to establish the efficacy of this

kind of force. He replied on the 10th, in a communication,

which presents a clear view of his proposed combined system of

land-batteries and gunboats. In regard to the circumstances

under which he recommended it, the following will probably

be new to many persons. He said :

" On this subject professional men were consulted as far as we had opportunity.

General Wilkinson, and the late General Gates, gave their opinions in writing, in

favor of the system, as will be seen by their letters now communicated. The higher

officers of the navy gave the same opinions in separate conferences, as their

presence at the seat of Government ofFered occasions of consulting them, and no

difference of judgment appeared on the subject. Those of Commodore Barron and

Captain Tingey, now here, are recently furnished in writing, and transmitted here-

with to the legislature."

The House, by a vote of sixty-eight to thirty-six, appro-

priated $150,000 for building thirty gunboats. The Senate

struck out this clause in the bill—leaving the money to be

appropriated at the President's discretion in land defences—and

returned the bill to the House on the last day of the session.

The House probably had the choice of concurring or defeating

the entire bill, and it concurred by the following remarkably

meagre vote, yeas thirty-nine, nays thirty-six.

• Of the select committee who unanimously reported the original stringent non-
importation bill, but one voted for the amended bill on its final passage. The final vote
took place February 26th, and stood yeas sixty-three, nays forty-nine. The local classifi-

cation was, so far as our memory serves us, as follows : New Hampshire, yeas two, nays
two ; Vermont, yeas two, nays two ; Connecticut, yeas three, nays one ; New York, yeas
nine, nays six; Maryland, yeas four, nays four; North Carolina, yeas four, nays five;
Kentucky, yeas one. nays two ; Virginia, yeas one, the rest nays : South Carolina and
Georgia all nays ; Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Tennessee, and KhoJe
rsland. al) yeas. Prominent men of both parties voted on each side of the question.
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An act was passed authorizing the President to accept the

Bervices of thirty thousand volunteers, should they, in his judg-

ment, be needed. The salt tax was repealed ; the Mediter-

ranean fund was continued ; appropriations were made for the

coast survey, and to reward Lewis and Clark for their journey

of exploration to the Pacific.

On the 19th of February, the President announced that the

terms of a treaty had been agreed on with England, and that

our Minister in France had been officially informed that the

declaring of the British Islands in a state of blockade (the Ber-

lin decree of November 21, 1806) would not extend to Ameri-

can commerce.

The ninth Congress expired on the 3d of March, 1807.

The President's private letters, during the late session, which

demand our notice, are few. In one to Charles Clay, January

11th, we catch a glimpse of Mr. Jeiferson's private pecuniary

matters :

" Yours of December 19th has been duly received, and I thank you for your

friendly attention to the offer of lands adjoining me for sale. It is true that I have

always wished to purchase a part of what was Murray's tract, which would straighten

the lines of the Poplar Forest, but I really am not able to make a purchase. I had

hoped to keep the expenses of my office withip the limits of its salary, so as to

apply my private income entirely to the improvement and enlargement of my
estate ; but 1 have not been able to do it."

On the lotli of January he wrote his " dear and ancient

friend," John Dickinson ; and the letter contains that groan

which breaks sooner or later from the bosoms of all who wield

official power and patronage :

" I have tired you, my friend, with a long letter. But your tedium will end in a

few lines more. Mine has yet two years to endure. I am tired of an office where

I can do no more good than many others, who would be glad to be employed in it.

To myself, personally, it brings nothing but unceasing drudgery and daily loss of

friends. Every office becoming vacant, every appointment made, me dovne un

ingrat, et cent ennemis. My only consolation is in the belief that my fellow citizens

at large give me credit for good intentions. I will certainly endeavor to merit the

continuance of that good-will which follows well-intended actions, and their appro-

bation will be the dearest reward I can carry into retirement."

An embarrassment of the Administration in the 9th Con

gress, had been the want of a recognized and competent leader.

There were able young men, and sensible and experienced oldei
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ones in the House; but no individual appeared to combine all

the qualities requisite for the position. To supply this defi-

ciency. Ml-. JefFei'son wrote Wilson C. Nicholas '(February 28th),

desiring liiin to become the successor of T. M. Randolph, who
had determined to retire on account of ill healtli, and an increas-

ing distaste for Congressional life. Mr. Nicholas consented,

was elected, and though not a brilliant or remarkably fluent

man, possessed experience, tact, and popular manners, combined
M-itli sound ability and sense, and a steady attention to business.

He, therefore, well filled the place assigned to him.

The new English treaty negotiated by Messrs. Monroe and

Pinkney, was received on the last day of the session of the late

Congress, from the British Minister at Washington, Mr. Erskine.'

It did not, in material particulars, meet the views of the Presi-

dent. The termination of impressments had been one of the main

objects of the negotiation. Learning in January (1807), that on

some partial and informal promises of the British negotiators,

Monroe and Pinkney were on the point of signing a treaty con-

taining no stipulations on this head, the Government forwarded

formal instructions to them (February 3d), to make no treaty

which did not provide against impressments, informed them

that such a one, if already made, could not be ratified, and

that they would be expected at once to resume negotiations

to supply the omitted article. It unfortunately turned out that

a treaty with this omission had actually been signed on the 31st

of December preceding. Nor was this all. It was accompanied

by a declaration on the part of the British ministers that their

Government reserved the power of departing from its stipula-

tions in favor of Qur rights as a neutral, if the United States sub-

mitted to an invasion of those rights from France."

The President wrote Mr. Monroe that the treaty could not

be ratified. After mentioning the instructions on the suljject of

impressment, he added :

" We observed, too. that a written declaration of the British coramisaioners.

* He succeeded Mr. Merry on the accession of the Grenville Ministry.
• In other -words, submitted to the celebrated " Berlin decree " of Bonaparte (Nov.

2lst. 1806), declaring the British Islands in a state of blockade, made in retaliation foJ

the British order in council (May 16th, 1806), declaring the coast of France and (ier-

many, from Brest to the Elbe, in a state of blockade.
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giveu in at the time of signature, would of itself, unless withdrawn, prevent the

acceptance of any treaty, because its effect was to leave us bound by the treaty and

themselves totally unbound. This is the statement we have given out, and nothing

more of the contents of the treaty has ever been made known. But depend on it,

my dear sir, that it will be considered as a hard treaty when it is known. The

British commissioners appear to have screwed every article as far as it would bear,

to have taken everything and yielded nothing. Take out the eleventh article, and

the evil of all the others so much overweighs the good, that we should be glad to

expunge the whole. And even the eleventh article admits only that we may enjoy

our right to the indirect colonial trade, during the present hostilities If peace is

made this year, and war resumed the next, the benefit of this stipulation is gone,

and yet we are bound for ten years, to pass no non-importation or non-intercourse

laws, nor take any other measures to restrain the unjust pretensions and practices

of the British. But on this you will hear from the Secretary of State. If the treaty

cannot be put into acceptable form, then the next best thing is to back out of the

negotiation as well as we can, letting that die away insensibly ; but, in the mean-

time, agreeing informally, that both parties shall act on the principles of the treaty,

60 as to preserve that friendly understanding which we sincerely desire, until the

one or the other may be disposed to yield the points which divide us."

In conclusion, he informed Monroe, that the course pro-

posed would leave him to " follow his desire of coming home as

soon as he saw that the amendment of the treaty was despe-

rate." In that case, Mr. Pinkney, he remarked, could procias-

tinate negotiations, " and give us time, the most precious ot all

things to us." He oftered Monroe the governorship of Orleans,

which he said he considered, at that period, "the second office

in the United States in importance."

That the President allowed Congress to disperse without

placing the treaty before the Senate—in other words, that he

rejected it without consulting the coordinate branch of the

treaty-making power—was the subject of many criticisms among
a party which had newly learned to be jealous of Executive

encroachments. But if the President had fully made up his

mind that he would not assent to the treaty, it is difficult to dis-

cover what object there would have been in spending the time of

the Senate, and the money of the people, in deliberating over an

instrument which could under no circumstances go into effect

—

which was already practically dead.

The President proved to England that his action was dictated

by no hostility towards herself, by continuing by proclamation,

the suspension of the Non-Importation Act. It appears from

his correspondence of the period, that every member of his
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Cabinet concurred in his views in respect to the treaty. He
wrote to the Secretary of State, April 21st

:

" As on a consultation when wo were all together, we had made up our minds

on every article of the British treaty, and this of not employing their seamen was

only mentioned for further inquiry and consideration, we had better let the nego-

tiations go on, on the ground then agreed on, and take time tp consider this supple-

mentary proposition. Such an addition as this to a treaty already so bad would fill

up the measure of public condemnation. It would, indeed, be making bad worse.

I am more and more convinced that our best course is, to let the negotiation take a

friendly nap, and endeavor in the meantime to practise on such of its principles aa

are mutually acceptable. Perhaps we may hereafter barter the stipulation not to

employ their seamen for some equivalent to our flag, by way of convention ; or,

perhaps, the general treaty of peace may do better for us, if we shall not, in the

meantime, have done worse for ourselves. At any rate, it will not be the worse for

lying three weeks longer."

The following letter to Mr. Bowdoin, then in France, exhi-

bits the tone of the representations which were to be made in

other foreign quarters :

" You heard in due time from London, of the signature of a treaty there between

Great Britain and the United States. By a letter we received in January, from our

ministers at London, we found they were making up their minds to sign a treaty, in

which no provision was made against the impressment of our seamen, contenting

themselves with a note received in the course of their correspondence, from the

British negotiators, assuring them of the discretion with which impressments should

be conducted, which could be construed into a covenant only by inferences, against

which its omission in the treaty was a strong inference ; and in its terms totally

unsatisfactory. By a letter of February the 3d, they were immediately informed

that no treaty, not containing a satisfiietory article on that head, would be ratified,

nud desiring them to resume the negotiations on that point. The treaty having como

to us actually in the inadmissible shape apprehended, we, of course, hold it up

until we know the result of the instructions of February 3d. I have but little

expectation that the British Government will retire from their habitual wrongs in

the impressment of our seamen, and am certain, that without that, we will never

tie up our hands by treaty, from the right of passing a non-importation or non-

intercourse act, to make it her interest to become just. This may bring on a war

of commercial restrictions. To show, however, the sincerity of our desire for con-

ciliation, I have suspended the Non-Importation Act. This state of things should be

understood at Paris, and every effort used on your part to acconnnodate our differ-

ences with Spain, under the auspices of France, with whom it is all important that

we should stand in terms of the strictest cordiality. In fact, we are to depend on

her and Russia for the establishment of neutral rights by the treaty of peace, among
which should be that of taking no persons by a belligerent out of a neutral ship,

unless they be the aoldiera of an enemy. Never did a nation act towards another

with more perfidy and injustice than Spain has constantly practised against us : and

if we have kept our hands off of her till now, it has been purely out of respect to

France, and from the value we set on the friendship of France. We expect, there-
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fore, from the friendship of the Emperor, that he will either compel Spain to do ug

justice, or abandon her to us. We ask but one month to be in possession of the

city of Mexico."

The spring elections of 1807 exhibited an increase of Repub-

lican strength. That party now elected their Governor in Mas-

sachusetts, which gave them all the State executives, as well as

legislatures, except in Connecticut and Delaware.

In the letter to Bowdoin, just quoted, the President spoke

as follows of Burr's approaching trial

:

" Hitherto we have believed our law to be, that suspicion on probable grounds

was suflBcient cause to commit a person for trial, allowing time to collect witnesses

till the trial. But the judges here have decided, that conclusive evidence of guilt

must be ready in tlie moment of arrest, or they will discharge the malefactor. If

this is still insisted on, Burr will be discharged ; because his crimes having been

sown from Maine, through the whole line of the western waters, to New Orleans,

we cannot bring the witnesses here under four months. The fact is, that the Fede-

ralists make Burr's cause their own, and exert their whole influence to shield him

from punishment, as they did the adherents of Miranda. And it is unfortunate that

Federalism is still predominant in our judiciary department, which is consequently

in opposition to the legislative and executive branches, and is able to bafile their

measures often."

Burr arrived at Richmond, in custody, on the 26th of March,

and was delivered over to the civil authorities and brought

before Judge Marshall for examination. After hearing a three

days' argument, the Chief Justice decided not to " insert in the

commitment the charge of high treason," but only that of mis-

demeanor. The prisoner was admitted to bail in the sura of ten

thousand dollars for his appearance at the next circuit court of

the United States for the Virginia district, to commence at

Richmond on the 22d of May.

He had been received by the Federalists in the capital of

Virginia as a political martyr. His sureties were highly respect-

able members of that party. Public and individual demon-
strations of sympathy were abundantly and in some instances

conspicuously exhibited.

After Burr was held to bail, one of his counsel, Mr. Wick-
ham—a very distinguished lawyer of Richmond—made a dinner

party, and among his guests, and sitting at the same table, were
eeen the Chief Justice of the United States and Aaron Burr,

who was soon to be tried before him for a misdemeanor, and
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who was notoriously soon to be proceeded against for high

treason by those representing the Executive oftlie United States.

Professor Tucker, who was present on the occasion, and who
evidently speaks by authorit}'-, states that "no one was after-

wards more sensible" of the " impropriety" of his conduct than

Judge Marshall.' While this will probably mitigate every one's

estimate of the original act, none the less does that act assist

in explaining the feelings with which Jefferson, and his friends,

looked upon the proceedings of the Chief Justice preliminaiy to

and pending Burr's trials.

The Circuit Court opened at the appointed time, Judges

Marshall and Griffin presiding. Burr appeared with an impos-

ing array of counsel—Edmund Randolph, Mr. Wickhara, Mr.

Bott8 and Mr. Baker ; and Luther Martin, of Maryland, and

Charles Lee, formerly Attorney-General of the United States,

were associated in the management of the trials at a later stage.

For the United States, appeared George Hay (the attorney of

the district), William Wirt and Alexander McRae.

The defence claimed the right of challenging the grand jury

" for favor," and this being allowed, some eminent Republicans

—including W. B. Giles and W. C. Nicholas—were so chal-

lenged and " advised " by the Chief Justice to withdraw.

It is not proposed to give here beyond a few characteristic

incidents of the various legal proceedings which took place.

On the 9th of June, Burr himself moved for a subpoena duces

tecu/n, directed to the President, requiring him, or the secreta-

ries having them in charge, forthwith to bring a letter of Gene-

ral Wilkinson to the President, mentioned in a message of

the latter to Congress, together with the documents accompany-

ing the letter, a copy of the President's answer to the letter, and

the military and naval orders given to the officers of the army

and navy at or near New Orleans concerning Burr " or his

property."

» After inentioninpr that the Chief Justice "was a near neighbor and intimate friend

of the entertainer,"" Professor Tucker says: "It is proper to add, this gentleman
informed the Chief Justice in the course of the morning, that he expected Colonel Burr

to dinner. The Chief Justice considered that, having already accepted the invitation, it

might be regarded as undue fastidiousness, and perhaps a censure on his friend, then to

decline it. He accordingly went to the dinner, but he had no communication whatever
with Burr ; sat at the opposite end of the table, and withdrew at an early hour after

dinner There was an evident impropriety in this association between
parties thus related to the public and to each other, and "no one was afterwards more
wensihl^ of it than the Chief Justice himself, but it was not an act of deliberation, bu*

luerclj- inconsiderate."

—

Life of Jefferson.
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Mr. Hay pledged himself, " if possible, to obtain the papers

which were wanted, and not only those, but every paper which

might be necessary to tlie elucidation of the case," and " he had

no doubt he should obtain them." ' But he contended that the

President could not be compelled to furnish the court with offi-

cial or other confidential papers in his department, without refe-

rence to his own opinion whether the public good would permit

their disclosure. He raised other points not important here.

The spirit in which the proceedings had been permitted to open

will derive some illustration from the following uninterrupted

remarks of Mr. Martin

:

" I have asserted that Colonel Burr was entitled to a copy of these orders [the

official orders of the Navy and War departments]. We intended to show that these

orders were contrary to the Constitution and the laws, and that they entitled Colonel

Burr to the right of resistance. We intended to show, that by this particular order

[that of the Secretary of the Navy to seize or destroy Burr's flotilla] his property and

bis pei'son were to be destroyed
;

yes, by these tyrannical orders, the life and pro-

perty of an innocent man were to be exposed to destruction. We did not expect

these originals themselves. But we did apply for copies, and were refused under

Presidential influence. In New York, on the farcical trials of Ogden and Smith,'''

the officers of the Government screened themselves from attending, under the

sanction of the President's name. Perhaps the same farce may be repeated here
;

and it is for tliis reason that we apply directly to the President of the United States.

This is a peculiar case, sir. The President has undertaken to pre-

judge my client by declaring that ' of his guilt there can be no doubt.' He has

assumed to himself the knowledge of the Supreme being himself, and pretended to

search the heart of my highly respected friend. He has proclaimed him a traitor

in the face of that country which has rewarded him. He has let slip the dogs of

war, the hell hounds of persecution, to hunt down my friend. And would this Pre-

sident of the United States, who has raised all this absurd clamor, pretend to

keep back the papers which were wanted for this trial, where life itself is .at

stake?" ....
The following is a part of Mr. Wirt's reply :

" I cannot take my seat without expressing my deep and sincere sorrow at the

policy which the gentlemen in the defence have thought it necessary to adopt. Aa
to Mr. Martin, I should have been willing to impute this fervid language to the sym-

pathies and resentments of that friendship which he has taken such frequent occa-

sions to express for the prisoner, his honorable friend. In the cause of friendship

I can pardon zeal even up to the point of intemperance ; but the truth is, sir, that

before Mr. Martin came to Richmond, this policy was settled, and on every question

incidentally brought before the court, we were stunned with invectives against the

Administration. I appeal to your recollection, sir, whether this policy was not

1 Robertson's Report, vol. i. p. 115.

* For their couuection with Miranda's expedition from that city.
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manifested even so early as in those new and until now unheard ol chiillenges to

the grand jury for favor? Whether that policy was not followed up with increased

spirit, ill the very first speeches which were made in tiiis case ; those of Mr. Botts

and Mr. Wickhain on their previous question pending the attorney's motion to com-
mit? Whether they have not seized with avidity every subsequent occasion, and

on every question of mere abstract law before the court, flew off" at a tangent to

launch into declamations against the Government— exhibiting the prisoner continu-

ally as a persecuted patriot—a Russell or a Sydney bleeding under the scourge of a

despot.*** ** ***
"I beg to know, sir, if the course which gentlemen pursue is not disrespectful

to the court itself? Suppose there are any foreigners here accustomed to regular

government in their own country, what can they infer from hearing the federal Ad-

ministration thus reviled to the federal judiciary—hearing the judiciary told that

the Administration are ' bloodhounds, hunting this man with a keen and savage

thirst for blood—that they now suppose they have hunted him into their toils and

have him safe ?' Sir, no man, foreigner or citizen, who hears this language ad-

dressed to the court, and received with all the complacency at least which silence

can imply, can make any inferences from it very honorable to the court. It would

only be inferred, while they are thus suffered to roll and luxuriate in these gross

invectives against the Administration, that they are furnishing the joys of a Maho-

metan paradise to the court as well as to their client. I hope that the court, for

their own sakes, will compel a decent respect to that Government of which they

themselves form a branch !"

The Chief Justice observed, that remarks had been made, on

both sides, of which the court did not approve, yet it had

hitherto avoided interfering ; but it hoped, henceforth, these

improprieties would be avoided.

This "hope" appears to have received very little attention.

Two days afterwards, Mr. Martin launched out into an attack on

the Government, very nearly the same in substance with that

already quoted. And he made the following reply to Mr.

AVirt

:

" The gentleman has told us that respect ought to be paid to the officers of

Government. It is granted. I thought so once. I thought that the officers of

Government ought to be treated with high respect, however much their conduct

ought to be the subject of criticism ; and I invariably acted according to that prin-

ciple. If I have changed my opinion, I owe it to the gentleman himself, and the

party he is connected with. They formerly thought differently. That gentleman

and his friends so loudly and incessantly clamored against the officers of Govern-

ment, that they contributed to effect a change in the Administration, and are now,

in consequence, basking in the sunshine of office; and therefore they wish to incul-

cate and receive that respect which they formerly denied to others in the same

position," etc.

He was not interrupted, and these invectives were repeated
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at intervals witliout interruption through the subsequent pro-

ceedings.

On learning tlie language that had been tolerated towards

himself by the court, the President's patience gave way. Rumor
ascribed to Martin a full knowledge of his " honorable friend's

"

schemes. The President was in possession of a letter which

directly implicated him, written by an .old Revolutionary cap-

tain, named Graybell, then a flour merchant in Baltimore, who
was represented to be a man of entire respectability and credi-

bility. The President wrote to Hay (June 19th)

:

" We think you should immediately dispatch a subpoena for Graybell ; and while

that is on the road, you will have time to consider in what form you will use his

his testimony ; e. g. shall Luther Martin be summoned as a witness against Burr,

and Graybell held ready to confront him ? It may be doubted whether we could

examine a witness to discredit our own witness. Besides, the lawyers say that they

are privileged from being forced to breaches of confidence, and that no others are.

Shall we move to commit Luther Martin, as particeps critninis with Burr ? Gray-

bell will fix upon him misprision of treason at least. And at any rate, his evidence

will put down this unprincipled and impudent Federal b'.ill-dog, and add anotlier

proof that the most clamorous defenders of Burr are all his accomplices. It will

explain why Luther Martin flew so hastily to the ' aid of his honorable friend,'

abandoning his clients and their property during a session of a principal court in

Maryland, now filled, as I am told, with the clamors and ruin of his clients."

Martin was a son-in-law of that Michael Cresap mentioned

in the Notes on Virginia as the murderer of Logan's family.

Instead of treating this alleged misstatement as a historical error,

he acted on the assumption that Mr. Jefferson had substantially

invented a tale to disprove a theory ; and after waiting some
years (until Mr. Jefferson became the leader of the Republican

party) he attacked him in a letter tilled with scurrilities.' After

Mr. Jefferson's accession to the Presidency, Martin was eagerly

emploj'ed in important cases where the Government was plain-

tiff or complainant, and he as eagerly availed himself of every

such opportunity to attack the President personally with a

license and audacity seldom heard at the bar. He is described

by his contemporaries as an able, but coarse man—possessed

of violent and^ unrestrained passions—and addicted to deep

drinking.*

' Those who desire to see this specimen of Mr. Martin's style, will find it at p. 211,
vol. V. of the London edition of Porcupine's Works.

* The fullest personal sketch we have ever seen of Mr. Martin, is from Blenner-
hasset's diary, kept during Burr's trial. He says:

" As we were chatting after dinner, in staggered the whole rear guard of Borr'a
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Whatever Graybell's testimony against Martin would have

amounted to, it is doubtless fortunate that tiie President's

momentary impressions were not acted on. The arrest of

one of Burr's counsel during the trial would have atibrded room

tor misconceptions in the public mind, while there was not any

danger of serious ones as matters already stood.

On the 13th of June, the Chief-Justice granted the defendant's

motion for a subpcema duces tecum to the President. Hay, as he

declared he would do, had previously written the President for

the papers desired by the defence. Mr. Jefferson replied iunne-

diately (June 12th), and while reserving to himself " the neces-

sary right of the President of the United States to decide, inde-

pendently of all other authority, what papers, coming to him as

President, the public interests permitted to be communicated,

he assured " the Attorney " of his readiness, un-der that restric-

tion, voluntarily to furnish on all occasions whatever the pur-

poses of justice might require." He stated that the letter of

Wilkinson called for by the accused, with every other paper

relating to the charges against Bun*, had been delivered to tlie

Attorney-General, when the latter went to Richmond in March,

and that he (the President) supposed all those papers were

delivered by the Attorney-General to Mr. Hay. He promised

to write immediately to the Ibrmer for the desired letter. In

regard to orders issued at the War and Navy departments con-

forensic army—I mean the celebrated Luther Martin, who yesterday concluded his four-
teen hours' speech. ... I was too much interested by the little I had seen, and the
great things I had heard, of this man's powers and passions, not to improve the present
opportunity to survey him in every light the length of his visit would permit. I accord-
ingly recommended our brandy as superior, placing a pint-tumbler bef<ire him. No
ceremonies retarded the libation. . . . Imagine a man capable, in that space of
time, to deliver some account of an entire week's proceedings in the trial, with extracts
from memory of several speeches on both sides, including long ones from his ; to recite
half columns verbatim of a series of papers, of which he said he is the author ; to carica-
ture Jefferson ; to give a history of his acquaintance with Burr ; expatiate on his virtues
and sufferings, maintain his credit, embellish his fame, and intersperse the whole with
sententious reprobations and praises, of several other characters ; some estimate, with
these preparations, may be formed of this man's power^s, which are yet shackled by a
preternatural secretion or excretion of saliva which embarrasses his delivery. In this,

his manner is rude, and his language ungrammatical ; which is cruelly aggravated upon
his hearers by the verbosity and repetition of his style. With the' warmest passions
which hurry him like a torrent, over those characters or topics that lie most in the way
of their course, he has, by practice, acquired the faculty of curbing his feelings, which
he never suffers to charge the enemy till broken by the superior numbers of his argu-
ments and authorities, by which he always outflanks him, when he lets loose the reserve
upon the centre, with redoubled impetuosity. Yet fancy has been denied to his mind,
or grace to his person or habits. These are gross and incapable of restraint, even upon
the most solemn public occasions. This is, at all times, awkward and disgusting.
Hence his invectives are rather coarse than pointed ; his eulogiums more fulsoine than
pathetic. In short, every trait of his portrait may be given in one word—he is ' tlu
Thersites of the law.' "

VOL. in,—14
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cerning Burr, he said the request seemed " to cover a corres-

pondence of many months with such a variety of officers, civil

and military, all over the United States, as would amount to

laying open the whole Executive books." He continued :

" I have desired the Secretary of War ' to examine his official communications
;

and on a view of these, we may be able to judge what can and ought to be done,

towards a corapHance with the request. If the defendant alleges that there was

any particular order, which, as a cause, produced any particular act on his part,

then he must know what this order was, can specify it, and a prompt answer can be

given. If the object had been specified, we might then have some guide for our

conjectures, as to what part of the Executive records might be useful to him ; but,

with a perfect willingness to do what is right, we are without the indications which

may enable us to do it. If the researches of the Secretary at War should produce

anything proper for communication, and pertinent to any point we can conceive in

the defence before the court, it shall be forwarded to you."

He again wrote to Hay, before receiving the Chief-Justice's

decision in regard to the subpoena duces tecum^ forwarding the

promised papers from the War department ; and he made this

further offer for the benefit of the prisoner :

" To these communications of papers, I will add, that if the defendant supposes

there are any facts within the knowledge of the heads of departments, or of myself,

which can be useful for his defence, from a desire of doing anything our situation

will permit in furtherance of justice, we shall be ready to give hiin the benefit of it, by

way of deposition, through any persons whom the court shall authorize to take our

testimony at this place. I know, indeed, that this cannot be done but by consent

of parties ; and I therefore authorize you to give consent on the part of the United

States. Mr. Burr's consent will be given of course, if he supposes the testimony

useful."

He thus explained his objections to a personal attendance,

and his views in regard to the legal custody of Executive

papers

:

" As to our personal attendance at Richmond, I am persuaded the Court is sensi-

ble, that paramount duties to the nation at large control the obligation of com-
pliance with their summons in this case ; as they would, should we receive a similar

one, to attend the trials of Blennerhasset and others, in the Mississippi territory,

those instituted at St. Louis and other places on the western waters, or at any place

other than the seat of Government. To comply with such calls would leave the

nation without an executive branch, whose agency, nevertheless, is understood to

be so constantly necessary, that it is the sole branch which the Constitution requires

to be always in function. It could not then mean that it should be withdrawn froiu

its station by any coordinate authority.

» The remark was confined to the Secretary of War, because Hay had informed the
President that he (Hay) already had in his possession the order of the Navy department
leaired by the defence.
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" With respect to papers, there is certainly a public and a private side to our

offices. To the former belong grants of land, patents for inventions, certain com-

missions, proclamations, and other papers patent in their nature. To the other

belong mere executive proceedings. All nations have found it necessary, that for

the advantageous conduct of their affairs, some of these proceedings, at least, should

remain known to their executive functionary only. He, of course, from the nature

of the case, must be the sole judge of which of them the public interests will per-

mit publication. Hence, under our Constitution, in requests of papers, from the

legislative to the executive branch, an exception is carefully expressed, as to those

which he may deem the public welfare may require not to be disclosed ; as you

will see in the inclosed resolution of the House of Representatives, which produced

the message of January 22d, respecting this case. The respect mutually due

between constituted authorities in their official intercourse, as well as sincere dispo-

sitions to do for every one what is just, will always ensure from the Executive, in

exercising the duty of discrimination confided to him, the same candor and integ-

rity to which the nation has in hke manner trusted in the disposal of its judiciary

authorities. Considering you as the organ for communicating these sentiments to

the court, I address them to you for that purpose, and salute you with esteem and

respect."

Two days after making these respectful propositions to the

court, he saw Judge Marshall's opinion, and the next day (20th)

thus wrote to Hay :

" I did not see till last night the opinion of the judge on the supcena duces tecum

against the President. Considering the question there as coram non judice, I did

not read his argument with much attention. Yet I saw readily enough, that, as is

usual where an opinion is to be supported, right or wrong, he dwells much on

smaller objections, and passes over those which are solid. Laying down the posi-

tion generally, that all persons owe obedience to subpoenas, he admits no exception

unless it can be produced in his law books. But if the Constitution enjoins on a

particular officer to be always engaged in a particular set of duties imposed on him,

does not this supersede the general law, subjecting him to minor duties inconsistent

with these ? The Constitution enjoins his constant agency in the concerns of six

millions of people. Is the law paramount to this, which calls on him on behalf of a

single one? Let us apply the judge's own doctrine to the case of himself and hia

brethren. The sheriff of Henrico summons him from the bench, to quell a riot

somewhere in his county. The federal judge is, by the general law, a part of the

posse of the State sheriff. "Would the judge abandon major duties to perform lesser

ones ? Again ; the court of Orleans or Maine commands, by subpoenas, the atten-

dance of all the judges of the Supreme Court. Would they abandon their posts as

judges, and the interests of millions committed to them, to serve the purposes of a

single individual? The leading principle of our Constitution is the independence

of the legislature, executive and judiciary, of each other and none are more jealous

of this than the judiciary. But would the executive be independent of the judi-

ciary, if he were subject to the commands of the latter, and to imprisonment for

disobedience ; if the several courts could bandy him from pillar to post, keep him

constantly trudging from north to south and east to west, and withdraw him

entirely from his Constitutional duties ? The intention of the Constitution, that

each branch should be independent of the others, is further manifested by the meana
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it has furnished to each, to protect itself from enterprises of force attempted on

them by the others, and to none iias it given more effectual or diversified meana

than to the Executive."

The intimation in the last sentence admits of but one inter-

pretation—that the President would, if necessary, protect the

constitutional inviolability of his office by force.

As a striking commentary on the practical consequences of

the Ciiief-Justice's position if carried out, just two days after the

last quoted letter of the President was written, a great and war-

like outrage was inflicted on our national flag. A public vessel

(the Chesapeake) was attacked, reduced to submission, and part

of her crew forcibly carried ofi". The insolent victor took sound-

ings before an American city, and threatened an attack on it if

certain demands were not complied with. The nation simulta-

neously shouted to arms. That was the moment when a sub-

po67ia to bring certain papers to any court, however distant,

might have deprived the nation of its Chief Magistrate for one,

two, or three months, according to distance and other circum-

stances ! An invader's foot might have pressed our soil, while

the Commander-in-Chief was practically deposed by a subpoena !

The defendant took no immediate steps to raise the question

whether the court would attempt to enforce its process—reserv-

ing it probably, if his other chances of escape failed, to be made

the occasion of a motion which will presently appear.

Of the manner of treating the Government witnesses, the

following is a sample, from the lips of Randolph, usually one of

the most moderate of Burr's counsel.

" Of James Wilkinson we are not afraid, in whatever shape he maybe produced,

in whatever form he may appear before this court. We are only afraid of those

effects which desperation may produce in his mind. Desperation, may it please the

court, is a word of great fitness in the present case. General Wilkinson we behold

first acting as a conspirator to insnare others, afterwards as a patriot to betray

others from motives of patriotism. What must be the embarrassment of this man
when the awful catastrophe arrives, that he must either substantiate his own inno-

cence by the conviction of another, or be himself regarded as a traitor and conspi-

rator in the event of the acquittal of the accused."

On the 24th of June, the grand-jury came into court, and

through their foreman, John Randolph, presented bills of in-

dictment for treason and misdemeanor against Burr and Blen-

nerhasset. Hay moved Burr's commitment, and it was ordered
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He was placed in the city jail. Two days afterwards, three of

his counsel made affidavit that they " could not avoid remarking
the danger which would most probably result to his health from
the situation, inconveniences and circumstances attending the

place of his confinement," that they could not " freely and fully

perform what they had undertaken for his defence if he remained
in the jail aforesaid, deprived as he was of a room to himself"

The court thereupon ordered " the front room of the house, now
occupied by Luther Martin, Esq.," to be " prepared for the

reception and safe keeping of Colonel Aaron Burr," by suitable

shutters and door fastenings, and by the employment of a guard

of seven men, to be placed at the door and " on the floor of the

adjoining unfinished house, and on the same story."

The prisoner being arraigned, plead not guilty, and the court

made an order that the marshal summon forty-eight jurors to

appear on the 3d day of August following, as a venire for the

trial.

Hay presented a resolution of the Yirginia Council of State,

tendering "apartments" in the third story of the ])enitentiary,

" for the use of such persons as should be directed, under the

authority of the United States, to be confined therein ;" and he

moved Burr's commitment there. The prisoner's counsel ob-

jected to this ; but after a letter was received from Governor

Cabell, tendering a selection of the unoccupied rooms of the

penitentiary, and stipulating that the prisoner should be under

the sole control of the marshal, with authority on the part of

that officer to admit any persons he might think proper, to

visit " the confined," the court ordered the commitment until

the second day of August, when Burr was to be brought back

to Martin's house, and to be guarded as before.

Burr wrote to his daughter, Mrs. Alston, July 3d

:

" I have three rooms in the third story of the penitentiary, making an extent

of one hundred feet. My jailer is quite a polite and civil man—altogether unlike

the idea one would form of a jailer. You would have laughed to have heard our

compliments the first evening."

« « * * » * * *.
" While I have been writing, different servants have arrived with messages,

notes and inquiries, bringing oranges, lemons, pineapples, raspberries, apricots,

cream, butter, ice, and some ordinary articles."

"jMiy6, 1807.

" My friends and acquaintances ol both sexes are permitted to visit me withou*
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interruption, without inquiring tlieir business, and without the presence of a spy.

It is well I have an ante-chamber, or I should often be gene with visitors.

" If you come, I can give you a bedroom and parlor on this floor. The bedroom

has three large closets, and is a much more commodious one than you ever had in

your life."

The trial opened at the appointed time. After the Presi-

dent's letter to Hay of June 20th, already quoted, he again

wrote him, June 23d, in regard to the papers wanted by the

defence, promising that no pains should be spared to furnish

them. His next letter (August 20th) was in answer to Hay, and

the only noticeable passages in it are the following

:

"Before an impartial jury. Burr's conduct would convict himself, were not one

word of testimony to be offered against him. But to what a state will our law be

reduced by party feelings in those who administer it ? Why do not Blennerhassett,

Dayton, etc., demand private and comfortable lodgings? In a country where an

equal application of law to every condition of man is fundamental, how could it be

denied to them? How can it ever be denied to the most degraded malefactor?"

This was the last letter written by the President to the

counsel or to any one connected with the prosecution, during the

tiial for treason.

Burr's declarations and overtures to Eaton, and other similar

ones, some going as far and others not, were proved. It was

distinctly proved, by witnesses of the highest respectability, that

Burr said or gave it to be understood that he contemplated a

division of the Union. Blennerhassett and other agents had

avowed this as one of the objects they had in view. Boats and

military stores had been provided. Armed men had assembled

avowedly as members of a common and concerted expedition.

No other head of the expedition had been talked about but

Burr. He came and openly assumed its general direction. But

he was not personally present at Blennerhassett's Island, at the

time the overt act was laid in the indictment. It was thus laid,

because then, if at all, had an overt act taken place within the

judicial district of Virginia.

The prisoner's counsel finally moved to stop the introduction

of evidence in the trial for treason, on the ground—1st, that con-

formably to the Constitution, no man could be convicted of

treason who was not present when the war was levied ; 2d, that

if this construction was erroneous, no testimony could be re-

ceived to charge one man with the overt acts of others, until
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those overt acts, as laid in tlie indictment, were proved to the

satisfaction of the court. The court pronounced its opinion

August 31st, sustaining tlie motion and submitting the case at

that stage to the j ury . This amounted in effect to a direction to

acquit the prisoner on that charge.

The jury retired, and in a few minutes returned with the fol-

lowing verdict :
" We of the jury say that Aaron Burr is not

proved to be guilty under this indictment by any evidence sub-

mitted to us. We thei'efore find him not guilty." Burr and his

counsel objected to the verdict as unusual and irregular, and the

former moved that the court " either send back the jury to alter

it or correct it itself." Mr. Parker, one of the jury, said :
" if

he were to be sent back he would find the same verdict ; that

they all knew that it was not in the usual form ; but it was
more satisfactory to the jury as they found it ; and that he would

not agree to alter it." The court decided the verdict should

remain as found, and that an entry should be made on the

record of " not guilty."

After much discussion, the prisoner was discharged from the

indictment for treason and put on trial for a misdemeanor. The
subpoena duces tecum to the President was issued, and the Attor-

ney of the United States acknowledged its service. He pro-

duced the portion of Wilkinson's letter to the President (of

November 6th, 1806), which he did not regard as confidential

and improper to be disclosed, stating that " the President had

devolved on him the exercise of that discretion which constitu-

tionally belonged to himself."

That Mr. Hay exercised the discretion confided to him in no

contumacious spirit, and that there was no desire on his part to

withhold anything in the letter which could be of benefit to the

prisoner, appeared from the fact that he offered, prior to the

service of the subpoena, to allow three of Burr's counsel—Wick-
ham, Randolph, and Botts—to examine Wilkinson's letters to

the Government. He said, " he would depend on their candor

and integrity to make no improper disclosure ; and if there

should be any difference of opinion as to what were confidential

passages, the court should decide." * Martin immediately " ob-

jected to this as a secret tribunal." He declared " the counsel

had a right to hear them publicly without their consent."

'

' Robertson's Report, vol. ii. p. 501. » lb. p. 502.
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Mr, Haj stated more than once that the passages he desired tc-

withhold were those containing the opinions given confidentially

by Wilkinson to the Government in respect to individuals in the

western country and in New Orleans, which had no connection

with the question befor,e the court, and the publication of which

would seriously embroil Wilkinson with those persons. He said

those opinions may have been changed, and very probably had

been changed, since writing the letters/ The Chief Justice

himself said, "he thought that neither the Government nor

court ought to make such use of General Wilkinson's confiden-

tial letters as to embroil him with the world.'"

After the subpoena had been served. Hay again accompanied

his refusal to publicly exhibit the entire letter, by an offer to

submit it to the inspection of Mr. Wickham, or to submit it to

the court and to be controlled by the judgment of the latter.

This compromise was pertinaciously refused by the defence

;

and another storm of vituperation was poured upon the Govern-

ment for an attempt to set up an odious " State secrecy."

The motive of Burr's counsel was apparent. The court was

committed on the legal question ; and it must undoubtedly

enforce obedience to its process or grant a motion already made
by the defence, " that this case should stand continued [post-

poned] until this [Wilkinson's] letter should be produced and

deposited with the clerk."

Judge Marshall said, " that in no case of this kind would a

court be required to proceed against the President as against an

ordinary individual ; the objections to such a course were so

strong and obvious that all must acknowledge them ;"' and he

ordered that the letter be publicly produced or that the case be
" continued." But he said, if thought proper, the court would

order no copy of the letter to be taken for public exhibition—that

no use be made of it but what was necessarily attached to the case,

and if " necessary to debate it in public, those who took notes

might be directed not to insert any part of the arguments on

that subject."

How far these restraints would be likely to protect Wilkin-

son practically from the effects of the disclosure, will be readily

estimated. But that officer voluntarily consented to the exhi-

1 Robertson's Rep., vol. ii. pp. 501, 510. * Th. p. 501.

8 We have observed no intimation from the Chief Justice in respect to the nature of

the "objections."
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bition of his letter, and the trial proceeded. We have not

space to continue even this imperfect outline. The attorney

of the United States considered most of the testimony he had

obtained excluded by a subsequent ruling of the Chief Jus-

tice, and he moved that the jury be discharged. The court

decided this could not be done, except by mutual consent. The
jury, therefore, brought in a verdict of " not guilty." The
Chief Justice (October 20th) declined to order Burr's commit-

ment elsewhere on the charge of treason, but ordered him com-
mitted for trial in Ohio for a misdemeanor. Bail was accepted

for his appearance in the sum of three thousand dollars. Burr
forfeited his recognizances, and fled to England.

During the progress of the last trial, the President addressed

several letters in relation to the case to the United States Attor-

ney. He instructed him (September 4:th) to allow none of the

witnesses to be paid or permitted to depart, until their testimony

had been taken down in writing, either as delivered in court, or

in the presence of any of Burr's counsel, who might choose to

attend to cross-examine ; and he added :
" These whole proceed-

ings will be laid before Congress, that they may decide whether

the defect has been in the evidence of guilt, or in the law, or in

the application of the law, and that they may provide the proper

remedy for the past and the future." This letter contains reflec-

tions on the motives of the court, but not as pointed as some
already given.

It has been claimed that the President interfered improperly

in these trials, and that he exhibited an indecorous eagerness

for the conviction of the prisoner. An inspection of his corres-

pondence with Hay will show that he had very little to do with

the actual management of the cases. His letters principally

pertained to testimony which he was asked or required to furnish,

and to his own official rights involved in questions entertained

by the court. In short, out of, as well as in court, the President

appears more in the light of a defendant than an assailant.

We have given an instance where the constant and insulting

invectives of a lawyer provoked a disposition in him to probe

the motives of such malignity ; but it appears only as a pass-

ing suggestion—nothing came of it. It is true, he reflected

severely on the conduct of Judge Marshall. We have uni-

formly seen that he never spared that gentleman's motives
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on any occasion where political questions or consequences

were to be affected by his judicial or other official action.

But this was a private account between themselves. His

imputations were not sent to the court or made public. They

produced no effect.

While the Pi-esident was held up in the court-room as a

tyrant thirsting for innocent blood, and, by implication, as a

wretch instigating perjury to attain his object—while the court

was as coolly and authoritatively listening to arguments con-

cerning, and passing upon, the constitutional right of the chief

magistrate of the United States to the custody of his own execu-

tive papers,* and deciding the question whether he should be

arrested for contempt, as if he was some subordinate officer of

the court—that chief magistrate neither sent nor authorized any

commumunication to the court lacking in the decency and

respect which was due from the head of one department of the

Government to another. He in no way publicly challenged its

authority, except to give notice that he should not suffer his

department or person to be violated ; and we have seen no

intimation that this determination was made known to the

court in a manner which was considered offensive.

Again, in the capital of a State, four-fifths of whose people

and prominent citizens were friends of the Administration, Burr's

sympathizers were literally allowed to have their own way,

when out of the court-room. At aristocratic " dinner parties,"

at hotels, on the corners of the streets, in the knots about the

court-house, the voices were overwhelmingly in his favor. An
intimation that these influences would be likely to bear impro-

perly on the minds of the jury, that the ends of public justice

were in danger of being defeated by this " outside pressure,"

would, in a few hours, have sent twice as many important men
into Richmond as that city contained, to roll back this tide

of manufactured sympathy. But to the last. Burr was the

admired and caressed lion of the town. This does not look

much like Government interference.

A livel^^ illustration of the prevailing spirit, and of the Presi-

dent's private feelings, is presented by the following anecdote.

Major Gibbons was United States Collector of the port of Rich-

» Which, by the Constitution, Congress are not authorized to see except at the Presi

dent's discretion.
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mond. He was a man of character, and was seamed with Hevo-

lutionarj scars ; but he was a warm Federalist, and so openly

sympathized with Burr that he threw open his house for the

constant reception of his friends during the trial. The Presi-

dent was solicited to remove Gibbons. He declined, and was

further pressed, until he settled the point by saying jocularly

but peremptorily: "Remove the Major ! I would sooner divide

my last hoe-cake with him."

In discussing Mr. Jefferson's conduct on Burr's trial, it has

appeared to be the impression of some candid persons that the

Executive cannot properly take any steps whatever in the way
of collecting or arranging the testimony for the Government on

such an occasion—in a word, take any step directly intended to

increase the chances of the prisoner's conviction. This is clearly

a mistaken view. It is the constitutional duty of the President

to see the laws faithfully executed. It is his business to collect

the proofs of conspiracy. The Attorney-General, whose duty it

is to prosecute, is his appointee, a part of his Cabinet, his repre-

sentative. The alleged impropriety of the President's personal

interference, rests on the fact that it may bias his mind if called

upon to exercise his prerogative of pardoning after conviction.

Yet the direct prosecutor, the Attorney-General, gives a vote or

voice in the Cabinet whether such pardon shall be granted. In

a former administration we have seen a different Cabinet officer

marching in person against violators of the law, so that he might

be called upon to advise in regard to pardoning men whom he

had recently faced in battle ; or the chief who had permitted

him thus to march, might be called upon to exercise that prero-

gative in regard to men whose hands were red with the blood

of his friend and subordinate, slain in upholding the laws.

Even the judge who is to try, may, without either a legal or

moral disqualification for the latter duty, believe the prisoner

guilty, and may earnestly desire his conviction if guilty. It

only needs that he be willing to give him a perfectly fair trial,

and to act purely and strictly according to law and evidence.

The President interfered in Burr's trial neither inde-

corously, nor more than was to be expected in the absence

of the Attorney-General ;
' and his letters to liay and others in

' This ofBcer was detained at home by the illness of one of his family.
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regard to it, may be pointed to with just pride as evidences of

his character. The question is not whether he, in private and

confidential communications, judged right or wrong of the law,

of the motives of Judge Marshall, or of the guilt of the prisoner.

That he felt thus strongly—that he was provoked into an ob-

vious exhibition of temper—but throws out in stronger relief,

the fact that a spirit of perfect fairness—a willingness to give the

prisoner every just and legal advantage—and an avoidance of

all trick, or management, to counteract what he believed to be

those things on the other side—characterized every line and
word he wrote on the subject, however confidential.

Let us now complete what we have to say of Aaron Burr's

history. He escaped the punishment of a traitor only to endure

a more prolonged punishment. Abroad, according to the rule

of his life, he everywhere met with a gleam of success to be

rapidly followed by irrevocable overthrow. His brilliant per-

sonal parts won admiration, until his insincerity, his want of

good faith, and his predisposition to embark in dangerous

schemes of any description that remotely promised to better his

fortunes, rendered him an object of personal and governmental

suspicion. England finally ordered him out of her territories.

He went to Sweden and Germany, and reached France in 1810,

filled with projects which were to be broached to Napoleon.

After spending months in ineffectual attempts to procure an

audience, his funds ran low, and he resolved to trust himself again

in the United States. But, on application, a passport was denied

him, and he found he was under the surveillance of the police.

The American diplomatic ofiicers turned their backs on him, and

Russel, our charge d'affaires, in answer to his demand for a pass-

port, replied that he would give him one which would " enable

him to surrender himself for trial for the offences with which
he stood charged," and " no other." During the latter part of

1810, and until July, 1811, he was begging to be allowed to

return home, and was often, if we may credit his journal, lite-

rally threatened with starvation. In the last-named year he

obtained permission to leave France, and embarked for Ame-
rica ; but the vessel was captured and carried into England. He
remained there, driven to the most desperate shifts to keep off

hunger—subsisting by expedients sometimes akin to beggary

—

until March, 1812, when he obtained money to pay a passage to

Boston.
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lie arrived in New York in disguise, but findin^j the Gov-
ernment would not molest him, opened a hiw-office. Tlie scenes

of Richmond, in 1807, were never revived. The aristocratic

dinner parties, the press of servants with perfumed billets, the

crowding visitors of both sexes had disappeared. He could no
longer be used for political purposes. To pay respect to him
for the purpose of evincing disrespect to the chief magistrate

and government of the country, had ceased to be fashionable

;

and, in the minds of the great majority of respectable Ameri-
cans, his familiar association was liable to affix suspicions which
were far from agreeable.

In the summer of 1812, his grandson, "who was to have
redeemed all his glory, and shed new lustre upon the families "

of Burr and Alston, perished, and the mother—the sweet and
accomplished Theodosia—soon, it is to be hoped, followed. She
left Charleston in November to join her father in New York.

The vessel in which she embarked was never again heard of.

"Whether it went down in a wild gale which soon swept our

whole Atlantic sea-board, or whether she was reserved for a

fate which it causes a shudder to contemplate, can never be
known until that day when the ocean shall give up its secrets

and its dead. Horrid rumors occasionally found their way to

the ears of Burr. He loved his daughter, but he met the

terrors which imagination presented with a bosom of steel

—

with that stony undauntedness which was one of the most
marked traits in his character, and which, with different princi-

ples, and under better auspices, might have made him a hero.

His old creditors fell upon him, to use his own words, " with

vindictive fury"—especially the holders of his Mexican debts

—

and he " saw no probability of keeping out of a prison." From
that period until 1834, a little shrivelled old man might be

occasionally seen in the courts of law engaged in some cause,

or flitting silently and alone along the streets of the crowded
metropolis. Few seemed to know him, and he addressed him-

self to but few. He was reserved in speech, and his tread, as of

old, was stealthy and cat-like. The age which tames, and the

misfortunes which chasten rightly constituted minds, had pro-

duced no effect on his. Tottering on the verge of the grave,

crushed, forlorn, subsisting on the charity of one who was not of

his kindred, it was still his chief ambition to be thought to possess
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the manners of Chesterfield and the morals of Kochester. There

are no good reasons for supposing that a trace of remorse ever

visited his conscience. There is not a shadow of proof that among
all the teeming projects of his brain there was one which had for

its object the melioration of man. Finally, paralysis smote him,

and for two years he could not move without assistance. Still

propped up in bed, he plotted and wrote billets-doux ! The
curtain dropped on the scene on the 14th of September, 1836.
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Burr's trial attracted comparatively little general notice

during its progress, in consequence of the occurrence of more

important and exciting events.
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On the 22d of June, 1807, the United States frigate Chesa-

peake, of tliirty-eight guns, got under weigh from Hampton
Roads for the Meditei-ranean, carrying Commodore Barron, who,

his health being restored, was to resume the command on that

station. Lying in Lynnhaven Bay were the British vessels of

war Bellona, 74 ; Leopard, 50 (but carrying, it was said, 56)

;

and the Melampns, 38. The Leopard lifted her anchor, and

stood out of the Capes, ahead of the Chesapeake ; but this was

not a matter to attract any notice, as the British vessels were

constantly cruising in the offing. In the afternoon the vessels

were near together, and the Leopard hailed, saying she had

dispatches for Commodore Barron. She soon sent a boat along-

side the Chesapeake, and exhibited an order from Vice-Admiral

Berkley to the captains under his command, that in case they

fell in with the Chesapeake, out of the American waters, they

were to "require to search for deserters" and "proceed and

search for the same, and if a similar demand should be made by

the American, he was permitted to search for deserters from

their service," ' etc.

Barron replied that he knew of no such deserters as were

claimed—that his recruiting officers had been particularly

instructed by the Government not to enter British deserters

—

that his orders did not permit his crew to be mustered by any

but their own officers. Observing an appearance of prepa-

ration on board the Leopard, he ordered his men to quarters

without drum beat, and as quietly as possible. But not sus-

pecting any difficulty, he had put to sea with decks incum-

bered, with nothing in its proper place, and with a crew that

had not once exercised the guns. The rammers, wads, matches,

locks, and powder-horns for the latter, were unprepared, so

•that practically the guns were wholly unserviceable.

As soon as the Leopard's officer returned, that vessel again

hailed, now lying on the weather-quarter of the Chesapeake,

and within pistol-shot. Commodore Barron answered he did

» The British minister at Washington had informed our Government that three British

deserters were on board the Chesapealie, and he requested that they be delivered up. The

Navy department referred the matter to Barron, and he to Captain Gordon, the com-

mander of the vessel. The latter fairly investigated the facts, and found that the men
' were deserters, but that two of them certainly, and it was supposed the third, were

impressed Americans. The facts were reported to the British minister, and he appeared

satisfied. Nothing more was heard on the subject until the attack on the Chesapeake.

The men taken from the Chesapeake were not those who had been the subjects of the

correspondence.
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not understand the hail. The Leopard immediately fired a shot

ahead, and a few seconds afterwards ponred a full broadside into

the American v^essel. She continued steadily firing from twelve

to eighteen minutes, until Barron, after repeatedly desiring

that at least one gun be discharged, ordered his colors to bo
struck, and as they reached the tafi'rail, a gun was discharged by
an officer, w^ho applied with his fingers a coal brought from the

galley. Captain Humphreys, of the Leopard, refused to acce]^,

the surrender of the ship twice tendered, but he took away four

deserters found on board. The Chesapeake returned to Hatvi])-

ton Roads. She was considerably damaged, especially in her

spars and rigging. Three of her men were killed, and eighteen

wounded. Among the latter were Commodore Barron and his

aid, Mr. Broom.'

The four men taken from the Chesapeake were tried at Hali-

fax and condemned to be hung. Three who were Americans
were subsequently pardoned, on condition of returning to ser-

vice in the British fleet ; but on the British deserter tbe sentence

was executed.

On the return of the Chesapeake, an intense excitement

broke out among the American people. The inhabitants of

Norfolk and Portsmouth unanimously passed resolutions to hold

no further intercourse with the British vessels until the pleasure

of the Government should be known. Douglas, the com-

mander of the squadron, wrote the Mayor of Norfolk an inso-

lent letter, July 3d, saying the inhabitants could have war oi

peace as they desired. Governor Cabell at once ordered out

bodies of militia to cover these towns. It would seem that at

about the same time, a vessel, on her way to New York, and on

board of which were Vice-President Clinton and his daughter,

was either endangered or insulted by a British cruiser.'

The President immediately dispatched a vessel to England
to instruct our ministers to demand reparation for the insult wo
had received, and on the 2d of July he issued a proclamation

forbidding the waters of the United States to all British vessels

of war, unless in distress or bearing dispatches. Captain

• Courts martial were held on Barron, Captain Gordon, Captain Hall of the marines,
and the gunner. The first was entirely acquitted of cowardice, but found guilty of neg-
ligence, and was suspended from rank and pay for five years. Gordon and Hall were
reprimanded, and the gunner cashiered.

» See Jeflferson to Clinton, July 6, 1807.

VOL. III.—15
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Douglas, however, remained in the neighborhood of Norfolk,

and even took soundings of the passage to the town, as if intend-

ing an attack on it or on the Chesapeake, Cybele, and some
gunboats lying there. These facts flew through the United

States, increasing the public indignation ; and the nation, as

one man, called for instant war. The President wrote to Gene-

ral Lafayette soon afterwards

:

*' I inclose you a proclamation, which will show you the critical footing on which

we stand at present with England. Never, since the battle of Lexington, have I seen

this country in such a state of exasperation as at present. And even that did not pro-

duce such unanimity. The Federalists themselves coalesce with us as to the object,

although they will return to their old trade of condemning every step we take

towards obtaining it. 'Reparation for the past, and security for the future,' is our

motto. Whether these will be yielded freely, or will require resort to non-inter-

course, or to war, is yet to be seen. We have actually near two thousand men in

the field, covering the exposed parts of the coast, and cutting off supplies from the

British vessels."

The following hitherto unpublished letter to Mr. Eppes gives

the President's views as to the proper course to be pursued by the

Government as well as any of the numerous published ones of

the same period ; and it alludes to another domestic bereave-

ment—the death of the second child of his deceased daughter,

Mrs. Eppes

:

To John W. Eppes.
Washington, July 12, 'OT.

Dear Sir:

Yours of the 3d is received. At that time, I presume, you had not got mine

of June 19th, asking the favor of you to procure me a horse. I have lost three

since you left this place ; however, I can get along with the three I have remaining,

so as to give time for looking up a fourth, suitable in as many points as can be

obtained. My happiness at Monticello (if I am able to go there) will be lessened by

not having yourself and Francis there ; but the circumstance which prevents it is

among the most painful that have happened to me in life. Thus comfort after

comfort drops off from us, till nothing is left but what is proper food for the grave.

I trust, however, we shall have yourself and Francis the ensuing winter, and the

one following that, and we must let the aftertime provide for itself. He will ever

be to me one of the dearest objects in life.

The affair of the Chesapeake seems to have come in as an interlude during the sus-

pension of Burr's trial. I suspect it will turn out that the order Berkley received

from his Government was in equivocal terms, implying force or not as should suit

them, to stiy ; and the construction would be governed by Bonaparte's successes or

misfortunes. I know tbit Berkley's order to the ships under him was of tliat cha-

racter. However, their orders are to be nothing in our eyes. The fact is what they

have to settle wit*, us. Reason and the usage of civilized nations require that we

should give them an opportunity of disavowal and reparation. Our own interest,

too, the very means of making war, requires that we should give time to our mer-
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chants to gainer in their vessels and property and our seamen now afloat : and oiit

duty requires that we do no act which shall commit Congress in their choice

between war, non-intercourse, and other measures. You will be called as early as

the circumstances of health and of an answer from England will recommend, pro-

bably some time in October. Should that country have the good son.«!e to do us

ample justice, it will be a war saved; but I do not expect it, and every preparation

is therefore going on, and will continue, which is within our power. A war need

cost us very little, and we can take from them what would be an indemnification for

a great deal. For this everything shall be in readiness at the moment it is declared.

I have not yet heard how Commodore Douglas has taken the proclamation. That

he will obey it, I doubt. Should he not, the moment our 16 gunboats in that quar-

ter are ready they will be able to take off all his small vessels and to oblige his

large ones to keep together. I count on their being all ready before the end of

this month, and that by that time we shall have 32 in New York, and a good provi-

sion of batteries along the shores of the city ; for to waste labor in defending the

approaches to it would be idle. The only practicable object is to prevent ships

coming to before it. We have nothing interesting to us from either London, Paris,

or Madrid, except that Yrugo leaves us, and a successor is to come. In the mean-

time, we have received Foronda as charge des affaires, a most able and amiable

man. In consequence of this, Bowdoin will probably go on to Madrid. We shall

thus avoid the mischief which the dissensions between him and Armstrong were

likely to produce. Present my warm affections to Mr. and Mrs. Eppes and to tlie

family, and accept the same for yourself.

Th. Jefferson.

Steps were immediately taken to put New York, Charleston,

and New Orleans in the best practicable state of defence. The
Virginia militia effectually cut off all communication between

the British fleet in the Chesapeake and the shore, and measures

were under discussion to drive it from its present menacing
position, when Captain Douglas rendered it unnecessary by
returning to the outer bay, and announcing that he contemplated

no acts of hostility until the orders of his Government should be

received.

Decatur, in command of our naval force at Norfolk, was

instructed to leave the British squadron unassailed if it remained

quiet in its present situation, but to attack it with all his force

should an attempt be made to enter the Elizabeth River.

Similar orders were sent to Rodgers at New York, in case

British armed vessels attempted to enter the bay. Gallatin

and Madison, being both ill with the bilious di&ease incidental

to the climate of Washington in the hot months, and there

being no further special reasons for the Cabinet remaining

together, they dispersed, after arranging for a constant commu
riication with each other. The President reached Monticello on
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the 1st of August. Congress was convened for the 26th of

October—as early as it was expected an answer would be

received from England.

Spain having demanded satisfaction for the pretended parti-

cipation of the United States in Miranda's expedition, the i*re-

sident wrote to the Secretary of State, August 16th •

" If anything Thrasonic and foolish from Spain could add to rnf contempt of

that Government, it would be the demand of satisfaction now made by Foronda.

However, respect to ourselves requires that the answer should be decent, and I

think it fortunate that this opportunity is given to make a strong declaration of

facts, to wit, how far our knowledge of Miranda's objects went, what measure? we

took to prevent anything further, the negligence of the Spanish agents to give us

earlier notice, the measures we took for punishing those guilty, and our quiet aban-

donment of those taken by the Spaniards. But I would not say a word in recrimi-

nation as to the western intrigues of Spain. I think that is the snare intended by

this protest, to make it a set-off for the other. As soon as we have all the proofs

of the western intrigues, let us make a remonstrance and demand of satisfaction,

and, if Congress approves, we may in the same instant make reprisals on the Flori-

das, until satisfaction for that and for spoliations, and until a settlement of bound-

ary. I had rather have war against Spain than not, if we go to war against England.

Our southern defensive force can take the Floridas, volunteers for a Mexican army

will flock to our standard, and rich pabulum will be offered to our privateers in the

plunder of their commerce and coasts. Probably Cuba would add itself to our con-

federation."

Some lively correspondence took place with the British

Minister, Mr. Erskine ; and on his asking indemnification for

water casks, belonging to the British fleet, destroyed by the

people of Hampton, after the return of the Chesapeake, the

President wrote to the Secretary of State

:

"It will be very difficult to answer Mr. Erskine's demand respecting the water

cpsks in the tone proper for such a demand. I have heard of one who, having broke

his cano over the head of another, demanded payment for his cane. This demand

might well enough have made p8.rt of an offer to pay the damages done to the

Chesapeake, and to deliver up the authors of the murders committed on board her."

And still from another quarter came menaces of hostilities.

The Northwestern Indians, who had been tampered with by

the Governor of Upper Canada, were in commotion. On the

28th of August, the President proposed to the Secretary of "War

that the Governors of Michigan, Ohio, and Indiana be at once

instructed to enroll bodies of militia, to fall upon such tribes as

sliould take up the war hatchet. He thought, however,
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Governors Hull and Harrison should first make an earnest

effort to induce the Indians to remain at peace ; and he wished

the following representations to be made to the latter :

" That we never wished to do them an injury, but on the contrary, to give them

all the assistance in our power towards improving their condition, and enabling

them to support themselves and their families; that a misunderstanding having

arisen between the United States and the English, war may possibly ensue. That in

this war it is our wish the Indians should be quiet spectators, not wasting their

blood in quarrels which do not concern them; that we are strong enough to fight

our own battles, and therefore ask no help; and if the English should ask theirs,

it should convince them that it proceeds from a sense of their own weakness, which

would not augur success in the end; that at the same time, as we have learnt that

some tribes are already expressing intentions hostile to the United States, we think

it proper to apprise them of the ground on which they now stand ; for which pur-

pose we make to them this solemn declaration of our unalterable determination,

that we wish them to live in peace with all nations as well as with us, and we have

no intention ever to strike them or to do them an injury of any sort, unless first

attacked or threatened ; but that learning that some of them meditate war on us,

we too are preparing for war against those, and those only who shall seek it ; and

that if ever we are constrained to lift the hatchet against any tribe, we will never

lay it down till that tribe is exterminated, or driven beyond the Mississippi. Ad-

juring them, therefore, if they wish to remain on the land which covers the bones

of their fathers, to keep at peace with a people who ask their friendship without

needing it, who wish to avoid war without fearing it. In war, they will kill some

of us; we shall destroy all of them. Let them then continue quiet at home, take

care of their women and children, and remove from among them the agents of any

nation, persuading them to war, and let them declare to us explicitly and categori-

cally that they will do this : in which case, they will have nothing to fear from the

preparations we are now unwillingly making to secure our own safety."

How different would have been the cliaracfer of both of our

wars with England, and how different would have been the

fate of the red man, if our enemy also had acted on tlie humane
and enlightened policy here shadowed fortli

!'

It would appear that the President was less sanguine of a

favorable termination of the present negotiation with England

than some of his Cabinet. He wrote to the Secretary of the

Navy, September 3d

:

" I do not see the probability of receiving from Great Britain reparation for the

wrong committed on the Chesapeake, and future security for our seamen, in the

eame favorable light with Mr. Gallatin and yourself. If indeed the consequence of

the battle of Friedland can be to exclude her from the Baltic, she may temporize

with us. But if peace among the continental powers of Europe should leave her

' The Society of Friends, or " Quakers," at Philadelphia, expressed to the President

Boon after this, through James Pemberton, their high satisfaction at his uniform course
of policy towards the Indians.
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free in her intercourse with the powers who will then be neutral, the present minis-

try, perhaps no ministry which can now be formed, will not, in my opinion, give us

the necessary assurance respecting our flag. In that case, it must bring on a war

soon, and if so, it can never be in a better time for us. I look to this, therefore,

as most probably now to take place, although I do most sincerely wish that a just

and sufficient security may be given us, and such an interruption of our property

avoided."

The undaunted and even lively tone of the preceding decla-

rations—when apparently the clouds of war were rising in

every quarter of the heavens against us—the actual preference

expressed, if we must fight England, to make but one job of it

in fighting her and Spain—the readiness, if the unfortunate

Indians could not be induced by a final and solemn warning to

keep at peace, to take the initiative, and carry a prompt war of

invasion into their territories—give a forcible picture of the

President's nerve and moral courage, when his favorite peace

policy was supposed to be no longer available.

We will pass his private correspondence during the summer,

after barely enumerating a portion of his letters and their sub-

jects. We find him complaining to the Count Diodati of the

intolerable weariness of ofiice ; acknowledging to M. Silvestre,

the gold medal of the Agricultural Society of Paris, for his

" mould-board of least resistance ;" presenting to John Norvell,

some interesting views on a course of political, and historical

reading, and on the proper manner of conducting a newspaper
;

declining, to Governor Sullivan, to make a tour north, during

his Presidency, as a thing which he disrelished, if he did not

consider it actually improper ; ' declining to Mr, Weaver, to be

considered a candidate for reelection ; writing the usual occa-

sional friendly letters to Dupont de Nemours and Lafayette

;

thanking Madame de Stael for a work she had sent him, and

assuring her how welcome would be a proposed visit from her

> His views on this topic have not been, we think, before presented, and they are

worthy of consideration :

" With respect to the tour my friends to the North have proposed that I should make in

that quarter, I have not made up a final opinion. The course of life which General Wash-
ington had run, civil and military, the services he had rendered, and the space he there-

fore occupied in the affections of his fellow citizens, take from his examples the weight
of precedents for others, because no others can arrogate to themselves the claims which
he had on the public homage. To myself, therefore, it comes as a new question, to be
viewed under all the phases it may present. I confess that I am not reconciled to the

idea of a chief magistrate parading himself through the several States, as an object of

public gaze, and in quest of an applause which, to be valuable, should be purely volun-

tary. I had rather acquire silent good will by a faithful discharge of my duties, that

owe expressions of it to my putting myself in the way of receiving them."
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6011 at Moriticello ; declaring to his friend, Governor Page, that

" he had never removed a man [from office] because he was a

Federalist," and " never wished them [the Federalists in office]

to give a vote at an election, but according to their own
wishes ;"

' and thanking John Nicholas ' and others, lor the ofier

of volunteers to support the Government.

A letter to his old and beloved friend, Dr. "Wistar, of Phila-

delphia, solicits a little more notice, on account of some inci-

dents which we desire to narrate in connection with it. The
President wrote :

" I have a grandson, the son of Mr. Randolph, now about fifteen years of age,

in whose education I take a lively interest. .....
I am not a friend to placing young men in populous cities, because they acquire

there habits and partialities which do not contribute to the happiness of their after

life. But there are particular branches of science, which are not so advantageously

taught anywhere else in the United States as in Philadelphia. The garden at the

Woodlands for Botany, Mr. Peale's Museum for Natural History, your Medical

school for Anatomy, and the able professors in all of them, give advantages not to

be found elsewhere. We propose, therefore, to send him to Philadelphia to attend

the schools of Botany, Natural History, Anatomy, and perhaps Surgery ; but not

of Medicine."

The grandson here referred to—Colonel Thomas Jefferson

Randolph, of Edgeliill—informs us that on his way to Philadel-

phia, on this occasion, he stopped some days with his grand-

father at Washington. He says, that not long after his arrival,

the latter came into his room and desired him to unpack his

trunks and spread out their contents. With the same careful

Bcrutinj that a mother would have given, he examined every

article of apparel. He then took out a pencil and paper and

commenced making a list of additional things, saying, " you

will need this and this, when you get to Philadelphia." After

completing the enumeration, he went out with his grandson, and

purchased the articles, selecting the best, but constantly con-

sulting the taste of the latter. Pocket and purse underwent the

same examination with the same improvement. This, says our

informant, was characteristic of his habitual method of treating

children. And children always understood him at the first

glance. The same was true in a remarkable degree of servants,

and, indeed, of all plain and ignorant men. His look, cold to

» This letter is dated July 17th. '^ Then of Geneva, New York.
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the polished stranger, fell benignantly and lovingly upon the

weak, the simple, and the lowly, and they at once felt and

returned the sympathy. They never feared him, they never

presumed upon him. They were often observed, when they

had no idea who he was, to select him out of tlie most glittering

party as the subject of an almost exclusive and obviously

admiring attention.

The last remark reminds us of an anecdote which we received

from one of the actors in it. Mr. Jefferson and his oldest grand-

son were riding in a carriage together. A stranger slave in the

highway took off his hat and bowed to them. Mr. Jefferson,

according to his invariable wont in such cases, touched or

raised his hat, and bowed. The grandson, being busy talking,

supposed this would do, and made no separate return to the

salutation. With gentle but intended reproof in his eye, Mr.

Jefferson turned to him, and asked :
" Thomas, do you permit

a slave to be more of a gentleman than yourself?"

Not far from the year of which we are writing (1807), Mr. Jefr

ferson, while on a visit home, accompanied two of his nephews

on horseback to Charlottesville. Here two or three gentlemen

were invited to Monticello to dinner. The company did not set

off precisely together. Mr. Jefferson, with one or both his

nephews and another youngish gentlemen, constituted the

advanced guard. A smart shower had fallen during the fore-

noon, and when they got back to Moore's Creek, the water was
running up to the saddle girths of a horse. An ordinary

western-appearing man was sitting on the bank with a saddle

in his hands. He waited until all the party had entered the

stream but Mr. Jefferson, and then asked him for a ride across.

To rein up to a stone, suffer him to mount, en croupe, and
carry him to the opposite bank, was a matter of course. In a

few moments the party in the rear, who had witnessed the

affair, overtook our besaddled pedestrian, stretching away at a

sturdy pace along the foot of Carter's moimtain. " I sa}^
!"

quoth a junior ;
" what made you let the young men pass and

ask that gentleman to carry you over the creek ?" " Wall,"

said Kentucky, in broad patois, " if you want to know, I'll tell

you : I reckon a man carries yes or no in his face—the young
chaps' faces said no—the old 'un's said yes." " It isn't every

man that would have asked the President of the United States
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for a ride behind him," said the other, expecting, perhaps, to

bhmk the bold visage of Kentucky. If such was his object,

however, he was very much mistaken. " You don't say that

was Tom Jefferson, do you ?" was the reply, and he imme-
diately added : " he's a fine old fellow, anyway."
" That was the President," was the response. Kentucky looked

up and looked round, the locality well known to travellers at

once carrying conviction to his mind. He appeared to be in a

brown study for a moment ; the massive features then relaxed
;

he burst into a loud laugh, and thus he spoke :
" Wliat do you

suppose my wife, Polly, will say when I get back to Boone
County, and tell her Pve rid behind Jefferson ? she'll say I

voted for the right man .'"

On another occasion the President was riding along the

bank of the Rivanna and saw a very ragged old man waiting

at a foi-d. on the opposite shore. He rode across, took him up
behind, and brought him over. An intimate friend of Mr. Jeffer-

son told us that he once heard the latter express compunction

for not picking up an old soldier, whom he once, during the

Revolutionary war, saw sitting, %t nightfall, by the roadside,

not very near any house. The soldier was very drunk, and Mrs.

Jefferson was in the carriage ; but he was touched to think that

perhaps he had left a man and a " soldier " to lay out through

a wet and chilly night.

We have the following anecdote from a gentleman who had
it from one of the parties. The President was riding in the

environs of Washington, and overtook a man of common but

respectable appearance, walking towards "the city." To draw
up and salute him was a habitual civility. The stranger asked

some political questions, and a conversation on political topics

ensued. He exhibited much sense mixed up with much partisan

feeling. He strongly censured certain acts of the Administra-

tion, and getting warm, iinally alluded to some of the indecent

personal stories of Callender against tlie President. Things were

getting into an uncomfortable shape for the latter ; but instead

of obeying his first impulse to ride abruptly away, he asked his

companion " if he knew Mr. Jefferson personally?" "No,"
said the other, " nor do I want to." " But is it fair play to

believe and repeat such stories, and then not dare to meet the

subject of them face to face and trust to your own senses V
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This man, too, was a Kentuckian—a country merchant of excel-

lent character on his way to the capital, who had stopped a

stage out of the city to call on acquaintances. The word " dare "

presented the matter in a new phase, and he promptly responded :

" I will never shrink from meeting Mr. Jefferson, if he comes

in my way." " Will you go to his house to-morrow at

o'clock, and be introduced to him, if I will meet you there ?"

" Yes." Promising to be there, and making some excuse for

haste, the President then rode rapidly on.

He had hardly gone, before a suspicion darted into the

traveller's mind, and he commenced comparing the tall form,

the sandy hair, the bold, easy rider, the superb horse, with

descriptions he had read of Mr. Jefferson. To think of the

question of identity was to settle it at once. At the ap-

pointed time next day, the President received the card of

Mr. ,
" his yesterday's companion who promised to call

at o'clock." He was ushered in, now a well dressed man,

and he immediately said :
" I have called, Mr. Jefferson, to

apologize for having said to a stranger"... Here the Presi-

dent laughingly interrupted li^n, by saying—" hard things of an

imaginary personage, who is no relation of mine." Mr.

was not satisfied to have the subject dropped without a more

formal amende ; but all attempts at explanation were laugh-

ingly parried. He soon found himself at his ease in another,

animated conversation, until, to his utter surprise at such a

rapid lapse of time, a servant announced dinner. The Presi-

dent insisted on his staying. Mr. firmly declined, until

his entertainer archly asked him if he was afraid of meeting

Mr. * * * Mr. * * * " Don't mention him," said the other,

" and I will stay." The sequel of this strangely struck up

acquaintance we need not give, further, than to say that hence-

forth the s, of Kentucky, were fiery Jeffersonians, and

that Mr. , senior, used often laughingly to caution young

people not to be too free in talking with strangers.

The foregoing anecdotes do not all, perhaps, illustrate the

point we started with, but they illustrate the man.

Here is a glimpse of farming matters in Yirginia, in the

autumn of 1807, in a letter from the President (November 21st)

to Mr. Maury :

" The crops of the present year have been great beyond example. The wheat
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sown for the ensuing year is in a great measure destroyed by the drought and the

fly. A favorable winter and spring sometimes do wonders towards recovering

unpromising grain ; but nothing can nialie the next crop of wheat a good one.

" The present aspect of our foreign relations has encouraged here a general

spirit of encouragement to domestic manufacture. The Merino breed of sheep is

well established with us, and fine samples of cloth are sent on from the North. Con-

siderable manufactures of cotton are also commencing. Philadelphia, particularly,

is becoming more manufacturing than commercial."

To gain a clear insight into the relations between the United

States and England, growing out of the affair of the Leopard

and Chesapeake, it may be well to present the main facts con-

nectedly, instead of mingling them with intervening occurrences.

It is to be premised that Mr. Carming, the brilliant eleve of the

late Mr. Pitt, and the uncompromisingness of whose toryisui,

like that of his archetype, was only equalled by its nndannted-

ness in action, was the British Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs. There was a strong party in England composed of the

ship-owners, the navy, the East and West India merchant?, and

"political characters of great consideration in the state," who

were decidedly in favor of plundering, and sweeping away th(i

competition of, American commerce. So strong was this combi-

nation, wrote home Monroe, that "it was most certain that

nothing could be obtained of the Government on any point but

what might be extorted by necessity." Everything, therefore,

in the relations of the two countries was in a most uncertain

state—the results depending more perhaps on the success of

particular interests and political combinations in England than

on any other causes.

It has been sometimes assumed that the President's rejection

of the treaty formed by Monroe and Pinkney was the origin

of all the hostile feeling in England against us, and the founda-

tion of the war of 1812. Canning did afterwards complain that

the President had no right to approve what he pleased and

condemn what he pleased in the treaty, and instruct the Ameri-

can ministers to attempt to procure amendments in the latter

points and consider the former settled. He required that the

whole subject be reopened from the beginning, if any part of it

was reopened. But in glancing through Monroe's correspond-

ence until he asked his audience of leave, we do not observe an

intimation that the rejection of the treaty was complained of or

treated as an offensive and jnuch less a hostile act.
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The truth was, England had determined to replenish her

huge navy through her Bonapartean wars from the preeminent

seamen, who were trained in the merchant marine of the

United States. If we would submit to this, she was willing to

make some concessions in favor of our commerce. But we had

received a significant hint, even on this head, at the moment
our ministers signed the rejected treaty, in the notice that the

provisions in favor of our neutral rights would depend on our

degree of submission to France, and that England would practi-

cally reserve the sole right of deciding in the latter particular.

In short, the complete supremacy which England had obtained

on the ocean rendered a war between her and a maritime power

as growing and enterprising as the United States absolutely

unavoidable, unless the latter were willing to play the part of a

very tame jackal to a very hungry lion. We had in reality a

second war of independence to fight, as necessary as the first for

the preservation of certain essential parts of our independent

nationality.

No civilized nation of modern times had claimed the right

of forcibly taking deserters from the public vessels of a friend.

Consequently, Mr. Canning went through the form of expressing

his regrets to the American minister in regard to the affair of

the Chesapeake ; and he even said that, '" if the British officers

should prove to have been culpable, the most prompt and effec-

tual reparation should be afforded to the Government of the

United States." But he persisted in connecting the question

with that of the nationality of the deserters, and with others

having as little proper relevancy. His conduct, in short, was

obviously evasive, and intended to gain time for political develop-

ments at home and warlike ones abroad.

He presently found a new cavil in the circumstance that the

President had ordered British armed vessels out of the Ameri-

can waters—assuming that it was an act of retaliation without

awaiting explanations. And he next declared that he would

not, in diplomatic negotiations with the United States, connect

the affair of the Chesapeake with the subject of impressment

—that if our ministers' instructions compelled them to connect

these topics, further efforts to treat would be useless for the pre-

sent—that in that event, a minister would be forthwith sent to

the United States to arrange the affair of the Chesapeake, but
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not " empowered to entertain, as connected with this topic, any

proposition respecting the search of merchant vessels."

In October, a proclamation was issued by the British king,

authorizing and commanding officers of his ships of war " to

seize upon, take, and bring away" all his natural-born subjects

found serving in merchant vessels of any foreign state. On
receiving information that such subjects were serving on board

a foreign armed vessel, his officers were to require their delivery,

and if it was refused, to so report to the commander-in-chief

of the squadron : and the last-named officer was to trans-

mit the fact immediately to the British minister at the " seat of

government of that state to which the said foreign ship of war
should belong, to demand reparation for the injury," etc.

On it being objected by the American minister that tliis

closed the door to negotiation, Canning replied that it was
merely a declaration of the existing law, necessary to be made
for the information of his majesty's commanders, since the dis-

avowal of Berkley's conduct in the case of the Chesapeake left

them without a guide to their proper action. Towards the close

of Ocrober, he made a final reply to the proposition of the

American ministers, to renew negotiations on the basis of the

rejected treaty ; and he declined to do so.

Monroe, considering all the objects of his particular mission

now at an end, asked his audience of leave, and returned home.

Pinkney remained to discharge the duties of a resident minister.

On the 11th of November, 1807, the King of Great Britain

issued orders in council, which showed that the interests wliich

were in favor of plundering our commerce had completely

triumphed. These orders declared all ports and places belong-

ing to France and her allies subjected to the same restric-

tions as if in a state of rigorous blockade, with the exception

that neutral vessels might trade in them on clearing from the

ports of Great Britain or her allies, " under such regulations as

his majesty might think fit to prescribe," and on the condition,

also, that on their return voyages they sail directly to the porta

of Great Britain or her allies, again submitting to the prescribed

" regulations." But if neutrals were found, under any circum-

stances, carrying French " certificates of origin,'" the vessel and

' "Certificates of origin " were certificates obtained of French agents at the ports
of shipment, declaring that the articles of the cargo were not of the produce or manu-
facture of bis Britannic majojty's domiuiona.
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cargo were declared lawful prize. The " regulations " included

an onerous " transit duty," and required neutrals to take out

a British "license" to trade with the enemies of Great Britain.'

Napoleon determined that England should not be benefited

bv this system, whatever wrongs he might inflict on neutrals, to

prevent it, and he issued his " Milan decree " (December ITth,

1807), declaring every vessel denationalized and forfeited which

submitted to be searched by British cruisers, or paid duties or

license money to that Government, or which was found sailing

to or from British ports. These regulations were to be annulled

as soon as Great Britain should return to the principles of the

laws of nations.

The consequences of all these measures were that American

' These " regulations " were established by an additional order in council, November
25th, 1807 ; and by an act of parliament of March 25th, 1808.

The direct war on neutral rights had been commenced by the British orders in coun-

cil of May 16th, 1806, which declared the whole coast of France and Germany, from Brest

to the Elbe—a distance of about eight hundred miles—in a state of blockade ! This was
retaliated by Napoleon's " Berlin decree," of November 2l8t, 1806, which declared the

British Islands in a state of blockade. The second British order of January. 1807, and
the third and crushing one of November, the same year, were avowedly made in retali-

ation of the Berlin decree. Yet, when that of January was made, it was not pretended
that " any injury had accrued to or was apprehended by Great Britain, from an execu-
tion of the French decree against the commerce of the United States on the theatre of

their neutral rights." (See Madison to Erskine, March 25th, 1808.) In fact, it was noto-

rious that the Berlin decree was not enforced against the United States until about a
year after its date and until long after the retaliatory order in council. Alexander Baring
(since Lord Ashburton) a distinguished member of the British Parliament, truly said :

*' No condemnation of an American vessel had ever taken place under it; and so little

did the French privateers interfere with the trade of America with this country, that the

insurance on it has been but very little higher than in time of profound peace ; while

that on the American trade with the Continent of Europe has at the same time been
doubled and even trebled by the conduct of our cruisers." (Inquiry into the Causes and
Consequences of the Orders in Council, etc., by Alexander Baring, M.P. London, Feb-
ruary, 1808.) There appears, therefore, to be but one explanation of the conduct of

England towards the United States. She began a species of naval aggression peculiarly

injurious to them and profitable to herself. When France retaliated, making an excep-
tion in favor of the United States, England made that retaliation a pretext for a new and
more serious aggression on the United States ! She occupied then the miserable attitude

of a power taking advantage of her own wrong to push on a war of commercial regu-

lations in order to plunder an innocent third party.
It was the well settled law of England that there could be no such thing as a paper

or mere declaratory blockade, which would authorize confiscation for violating it. In

the case of the Betsey, December 18th, 1798, Sir William Scott held :
" On the question

of blockade, three things must be proved; first, the existence of an actual blockade;

second, the knowledge of the party ; third, some act of violation, either by going in or

coming out with a cargo, laden after the commencement of the blockade." (Rob. Adm.
Eep. vol. i. p. 93.) This opinion was confirmed in repeated cases extending down to the

interpolations in international maritime law, commenced by the earlier orders in coun-

cil. So scrupulous was England in 1800, that the Maria Schroeder, a neutral vessel, wa3
ordered to be restored for violating the blockade of Havre—it being shown that that

blockade was not strictly maintained. (Rob. vol. iii. p. 147.) In 1807, a paper block-

ade < nearly the whole European continent authorized confiscation, and carrying a
"certificate of origin," authorized the condemnation of ship and cargo! Even Reddie,

perhaps the most blind apologist of England who has ever written on maritime law,

refuses to justify the "regulations" under the British order in council of November,
1807. (Reddie on Maritime International Law, vol. ii. p. 28-31.) Bynkershoek thus, in

consonance with reason and justice, lays down the rule which limits the right of retalia-

tion to the aggressor: " Diceres id edictum, jure retorsionis subsistere. Sed retorsio

non est, nisi adversus eum, qui ipse damni quid dedit ; ac deinde patitnr ; nou vero adver
BUS communem amicum." " Qui injuriam non fecit, nou recto patitur."
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commerce with any European power (unless we should practi-

cally except England) was mostly excluded from the ocean. H
it attempted to reach the Continent in violation of British orders,

it became the almost certain prey of British cruisers in going or

returning. If it stopped and paid the required tribute to

England, confiscation awaited it when it reached continental

ports.

Congress assembled on the 26th of October. The Federal-

ists were reduced to a still smaller minority than in the preceding

Congress. In the Senate, William H. Crawford, of Geoigia,

soon took the place of Baldwin, deceased ;' John Pope, of Ken-
tucky, the place of Clay ; Jesse Franklin, of North Carolina,

the place of Stone ; Andrew Gregg, of Pennsylvania, the place

of Logan ; Jonathan Robinson, of Vermont, the place of Smith
;

Chauncey Goodrich, of Connecticut, the place of Tracy, de-

ceased ; Elisha Matthewson, of Phode Island, the place of

Fenner ; and Nahum Parker, of New Hampshire, the place of

Plumer. There were but six Federal senators in all : Hillhouse

and Goodrich, of Connecticut ; Bayard and White, of Delaware

;

and Pickering and Adams, of Massachusetts. The number was
soon to be reduced to five, by Mr. Adams going over to the

Republicans.

Among the most prominent Administration members in the

House of Representatives were W. C. Nicholas, Eppes and
Burwell, of Virginia ; Macon and Alston, of North Carolina

;

Campbell, of Tennessee ; Varnum, Crowninshield and Bacon, of

Massachusetts; Findley and Smilie, of Pennsylvania; Sloan,

of New Jersey ; Clinton, Mumford, and Van Cortlandt, of New
York ; R. M. Johnson and Desha, of Kentucky ; and Tronp, of

Georgia. The most prominent Federalists were Quincy, of

Massachusetts; Dana and Davenport, of Connecticut; Key, of

Maryland ; and Gardenier and Van Rensselaer, of New York.

The Quids were represented by three or four members of consi-

derable ability, with John Randolph at their head.

The President's message was calm in its tone. After allud-

ing to the causes which induced the extraordinary mission to

Great Britain, he said :

• To be more particular, he took the place of George Jones, who was appointf^d liy

tl»e Governor, on the decease of Baldwin, August 27th, 1807, and who held until Novem-
ber 7th, 1807.
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" The instructions given to our ministers were framed in the sincerest spirit of

imit) and moderation. They accordingly proceeded, in conformity therewith, to

propose arrangements which might embrace and settle all the points in difference

between us, which n:>ght bring us to a mutual understanding on our neutral and

national rights, and provide for a commercial intercourse on conditions of some

equality. After long and fruitless endeavors to effect the purposes of their mis-

glon, and to obtain arrangements within the limits of their instructions, they con-

cluded to sign such as could be obtained, and to send them for consideration,

candidly declaring to the other negotiators, at the same time, that they were acting

against their instructions, and that their Government, therefore, could not be

pledged for ratification. Some of the articles proposed might have been admitted

on a principle of compromise, but others were too highly disadvantageous, and no

eufficieut provision was made against the principal source of the irritations and col-

lisions which -were constantly endangering the peace of the two nations. The ques-

tion, therefore, whether a treaty should be accepted in that form could have admitted

but of one decision, even had no declarations of the other party impaired our confi-

dence in it. Still anxious not to close the door against friendly adjustment, new

modifications were framed, and further concessions authorized than could before

have been supposed necessary ; and our ministers were instructed to resume their

negotiations on these grounds."

He declared that we were " reposing in confidence " in " this

new reference to amicable discussion," when, "by a formal

order from the British Admiral," the Chesapeake was attacked.

He then stated the steps taken in consequence, but that no

answer had yet been received from tlie British Government.

He complained that the aggressions thus began had been

continued by the British commandei'S remaining in our waters,

in defiance of our authority, by habitual violations of our juris-

diction, and by putting to death one of the persons taken from

the Chesapeake. He said, these aggravations necessarily led to

the policy of admitting no foreign armed vessels into our har-

bors, or maintaining^ a force sufficient to control them, and that

the expense of the last and its " inconsistence with our princi-

ples " would " dispense with those courtesies which would
necessarily call for it," and leave us as free to exclude the navy
as the army of a foreign power from our limits.

The British order in Council of January 7th, 1807, was thus

alluded to:

" To former violations of maritime rights, another is now added of very exten-

sive effect. The government of that nation has issued an order interdicting all trade

by neutrals between ports not in amity with them ; and being now at war with

nearly every nation on the Atlantic and Mediterranean seas, our vessels are

required to sacrifice their cargoes at the first port they touch, or to return home
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without the benefit of going to any other market Under this new law of the ocean,

our trade on the Mediterranean has been swept away by seizures ana condemna-

tions, and tliat in other seas is threatened with the same fate."

" Our differences with Spain," he said, " remained still

unsettled." To former grounds of complaint, was now added

''a very serious one"—a decree conforming with that of the

French Government of November 21st, 1806 (the "Berlin

decree "), but whether it " would also be conformed to that in

its " favorable " construction and application in relation to the

United States," had not been ascertained.

With all other foreign powers, he declared our relations were

on their usual footing. A fermentation had been observed

among the Northwestern Indians, but had apparently so far

subsided as to require no new measures. The appropriations of

the last session had been mostly expended on the fortification

of New York, Charleston, and New Orleans, as the most exposed

points, and, for the same reasons, the gunboats had been chiefly

assigned to New York, New Orleans, and the Chesapeake.
'• Whether our movable force on the water, so material in aid

of the defensive works on the land, should be augmented in this

or any other form, was left to the wisdom of the Legislature."

For manning the gunboats in case of sudden attacks on our har-

bors, he suggested for consideration, whether our seamen might

not justly be formed into a special militia, " to be called on for

toui-s of duty in defence of the harbors where they shall happen

to be." When our peace was threatened, the President said he

had, without waiting for a law, incurred expenses in laying in

stores, and in calling all our gunboats into service, which he

trusted would meet the approbation of Congress. " Whether a

regular army was to be raised, and to what extent," must depend

on the information so shortly expected. In the meantime, he

had called on the States for their quotas of militia, and encou-

raged the acceptance of volunteers ; and they were ordered to

be organized and ready at a moment's warning.

After alluding to the measures resorted to to break up Burr's

enterprise, their complete success, but the defeat of all measures

to convict him before the courts, he added

:

" You will be enabled to judge whether the defeat was in the testimony, in the

law, or in the administration of the law ; and wherever it shall be found, the legis-

lature alone can apply or originate the remedy. The framcrs of our Constitution

VOL. ni.—16
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certainly supposed they had guarded, as well their government against destruction

by treason, as their citizens against oppression, under pretence of it ; and if these

ends are not attained, it is of importance to inquire by what means, more effectual,

they may be secured."

The revenue maintained, he said, its flourishing condition.

The receipts into the treasury had been nearly sixteen millions

of dollars, which, with the five and a half millions in it, in the

beginning of the year, had enabled the Government, after meet-

ing current demands and interest, to pay more than four millions

of the principal of the funded debt—all of it which was redeem-

able. A surplus of eight millions and a half w^as left in the

treasury. A part of this might be devoted to commencing an

accumulation to meet the installments of the public debts as

they should become payable, and a part of it " towards com-

pleting the defence of the exposed points of our country, on such

a scale as should be adapted to our principles and circum-

stances."

Bills were before long brought into Congress, appropriating

six hundred thousand dollars to cover the expenses incurred by

the President—eight hundred and fifty-two thousand dollars to

procure additional gunboats—and seven hundred and fifty

thousand dollars for fortifications. But decisive action was

deferred to await the return of the answer to our demands on

England. The vessel dispatched for that purpose did not return

until the second week in December.

On the 18th of December, the President sent the following

confidential message to Congress :

'* The communications now made, showing the great and increasing dangers with

which our vessels, our seamen, and merchandise, are threatened on the high seas

and elsewhere, from the belligerent powers of Europe, and it being of great

importance to keep in safety these essential resources, I deem it my duty to recom-

mend the subject to the consideration of Congress, who will doubtless perceive all

the advantages which may be expected from an inhibition of the departure of our

vessels from the ports of the United States.

" Their wisdom will also see the necessity of making every preparation for what-

ever events may grow out of the present crisis."

Accompanying this M^as a copy of the proclamation of the

King of Great Britain ordering the impressment of Bi-itish seamen
in foreign service, and also of a new ofiicial declaration of tlie

Emperor of France (made September 18th, 1807), of the con
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struction to be put on the Berlin decree. This authorized the

seizure of all English property or merchandise from England or

her colonies, whoever the owner, found on board neutral vessels.

The question whether the vessels bearing such property or mer-

chandise sliould be confiscated, was reserved for future decision.

But there was a much more important reason for a recom-

mendation of an immediate embargo. The British orders in

council of November 11th, 1807, were known to the Govern-

ment, though they had not been received in that official shape

which made it proper for the President to communicate them
formally to Congress.'

A bill was passed in the Senate, on the day on which the

President's message was received, laying an embargo on the

sailing, unless by permission of the President, of any vessel in

the ports of the United States for foreign ports, except foreign

ships in ballast, or with cargoes taken on board before notifica-

tion of the act ; and coastwise vessels were required to give

bonds to land their cargoes in the United States. The vote on

> It was long and pertinaciously insisted by the opposition that the President had no
information of these orders when he sent in his special message. Mr. Jefferson asserts the
contrary in a letter to Madison, July 14th, 1824. Mr. Madison informed Mr. Tucker
that the American Government was previously in possession of the information " through
an authentic private channel," and that " it was confirmed by a ministerial English news-
paper received at the same time. (Tucker's Jefferson, vol. ii. p. 249.) In a published
letter to Hon. Harrison Gray Otis, dated March 31, 180S, John Quincy Adams said :

"It is true that these orders were not officially communicated with the President's
message recommending the Embargo. They had not been officially received—but they
were announced in several paragraphs from London and Liverpool newspapers of the
lOth, 11th and 12th of November, which appeared in the National Intelligencer [of Wash-
ington City] of 18th December, the day on which the embargo message was sent to
Congress. The British Government had taken care that they should not be authentically
known before their time—for the very same newspapers which gave this inofficial notice
of these orders, announced also the departure of Mr. Rose, upon a special mission to the
United States. And we now know that of these all-devouring instruments of rapine,

Mr. Rose was not even informed
" They were not merely without official authenticity. Rumors had for several weeks

been in circulation derived from English prints, and from private correspondences, that

such orders were to issue ; and no inconsiderable pains were taken here to discredit the
fact. Assurances were given that there was reason to believe no such orders to be con-
templated. Suspicion was lulled by declarations equivalent nearly to a positive denial

;

and these opiates were continued for weeks after the Embargo was laid, until Mr. Erskine
received instructions to make the official communication of the orders themselves, in

their proper shape, to our Government."
The following is one of the paragraphs from the Intelligencer, alluded to by Mr. Adams :

" London, November 10.

" A proclamation is now, we understand, in readiness for his majesty's signature,

declaring France and the whole of her vassal kingdoms in a state of siege, and prohibiting
all intercourse with her or them ; and all entrance of vessels into her or their harbors,
except of such as have cleared last from a British port, either home or foreign."

The preceding very specitic statements of Mr. Adams were published in less than four
months after the date of the President's special message, and we have seen no contem-
poraneous efforts made specifically to meet and disprove them. We have paid the more
attention to this point, because we shall presently find Mr. Canning himself tauntingly
repeating the ungrounded and foolish assertion of the American oppositioa
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the final papsage stood, yeas twenty-two ; nays six/ The bill

passed the House three days afterwards (Monday, 21st) by a

vote of eighty-two to forty-four. It was fui'iously opposed by

the Federalists and Quids ; and some firm Kepublicans voted

with them on various grounds, which we have not space to

explain.

The President, on the 23d of November, sent to Congress a

detailed account of the proceedings and testimony in the trial

of Burr. On the 2Tth, Maclay, of Pennsylvania, moved in the

Senate the appointment of a committee to inquire whether John

Smith, a senator from Ohio, ought to be expelled " in conse-

quence of the part which he took in the conspiracy of Aaron

Burr against the peace and prosperity of the United States."

The resolution, after some amendments which gave it a wider

scope, passed without a division, and was referred to a commit-

tee of seven, of which J. Q. Adams was chairman. That gen-

tleman made a report on the 31st, characterized by his nsual

vigor of thought and diction ; and ' as the basis on which a

majority of the Senate presently acted, it would be omitting a

forcible indication of public sentiment in the highest places,

not to present glimpses of this able paper. The following are

some of its passages

:

" It [the Constitution] has not subjected him [Senator Smith] to removal bj

impeachment ; and when the darling of the people's choice has become their dead-

liest foe, can it enter the imagination of a reasonable man that the sanctuary of

their legislation must remain polluted with his presence, until a court of common
law, with its pace of snail, can ascertain whether his crime was committed on the

right or on the left bank of a river ; whether a puncture of difference can be found

between the words of the charge and the words of the proof; wliether the witnesses

of his guilt should or should not be heard by his jury ; and whether he was punish-

able, because present at aa overt act, or intangible to public justice, because he

only contrived and prepared it ? Is it conceivable that a traitor to that country

which has loaded him with favors, guilty to the common understanding of all man-

kind, should be suffered to return unquestioned to that post of honor and confidence,

where, in the zenith of his good fame, he had been placed by the esteem of his

countrymen, and in defiance of their wishes, in mockery of their fears, surrounded

by the public indignation, but inaccessible to its bolt, pursue the purposes of trea-

son in the heart of the national councils? Must the assembled rulers of the land

listen with calmness and indifference, session after session, to the voice of notorious

infamy, until the sluggard step of municipal justice can overtake his enormities?

Must they tamely see the lives and fortunes of millions, the safety of present and

> The nays were Crawford, Goodrich, Hillhouse, Maolay, Pickering and White. 01
the Federal senators, Mr. Adams voted for the bill, and Mr. Bayard was absent.
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future ages, depending upon his vote, recorded with tlieirs, merely because the

absurd benignity of general maxims may have remitted to him the forfeiture of hia

life ?

"From the volume of printed evidence communicated by the President of the

United States to Congress, relating to the trial of Aaron Burr, it appears that a

great part of the testimony which was essential to his conviction upon the indict-

ment for treason, was withheld from the jury upon an opinion of tlie Court, that

Aaron Burr, not having heen present at the overt act of treason alleged in the in-

dictment, no testimony relative to his conduct or declarations elsewhere, and subse-

quent to the transactions on Blennerhassett's Island could be admitted. And in

consequence of this suppression of evidence, the traverse jury found a verdict,

'That Aaron Burr was not proved to be guilty, under that indictment, by any evi-

dence submitted to them.' It was also an opinion of the Court, that none of tho

transactions, of which evidence was given on the trial of Aaron Burr, did amount
to an overt act of levying war, and, of course, that they did not amount to treason.

These decisions, forming the basis of the issue upon the trials of Burr, anticipated

the event which ipust have awaited the trials of the bills against Mr. Smith, who,

from the circumstances of his case, must have been entitled to the benefit of their

application ; they were the sole inducements upon which the counsel for the United

States abandoned the prosecution against him.

" Your committee are not disposed now to question the correctness of these

decisions on a case of treason before a court of criminal jurisdiciion. But whether

the transactions proved against Aaron Burr did or did not amount, in technical lan-

guage, to an overt act of levying war, your committee have not a scruple of doubt

on their minds, that, but for the vigilance and energy of the Government, and of

faithful citizens under its directions, in arresting their progress and in crushing his

designs, they would, in a very short lapse of time, have terminated not only in a

war, but in a war of the most horrible description, in a war at once foreign and

domestic. As little hesitation have your committee in saying, that if the daylight

of evidence, combining one Vast complicated intention, with overt acts innumerable,

be not excluded from the mind by the curtain of artificial rules, the simplest under-

standing cannot but see what the subtlest understanding cannot disguise, crimes

before which ordinary treason whitens into virtue—crimes of which war is the

mildest feature. The d'ebauchmcnt of our army, the plunder and devastation of our

own and foreign territories, the dissolution of our national Union, and the root of

interminable civil war, were but the means of individual aggrandizement, the steps

to projected usurpation. If the ingenuity of a demon were tasked to weave, into

one composition, all the great moral and political evils which could be inflicted upon

the people of these States, it could produce nothing more than a texture of war,

dismemberment, and despotism."

The report concluded with a resolution tliat Smitli be ex-

pelled for his " participation in the conspiracy of Aaron Burr

against the peace, union, and liberty ' of the people of the United

States."

Hillhouse moved that Smith be heard by counsel not ex

> These worda are italicized in the report.
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ceeding two. Adams opposed this, and Hillhouse and Bayard

replied. The latter, among other things, said :

" I do not consider the question to be, whether there was a conspiracy of which

Burr was the author ? That such a conspiracy did exist, I firmly believe ; and I

further believe that scarcely a man in the United States doubts it. Nor is it the

question, whether the course pursued against Burr has been as discreet as it might

have been, or whether certain alleged subtleties ought to have been discarded by

the courts of law. The only question is, whether John Smith did participate in this

conspiracy ? If he did, even in the smallest criminal degree, I shall have no hesita-

tion in giving my vote for his expulsion."

Smith was finally heard by counsel, and testimony, oral and

written, was submitted. The final question was not reached

until April 9th, when the vote stood for expulsion nineteen,

against it ten. Two-thirds not voting in the affirmative, the

resolution failed. Smith held his seat during the session, and

then resigned.

If other Federal senators did not as frankly as Adams and

Bayard announce their convictions of Burr's guilt, we think no

one avowed an opposite conclusion—or pronounced the Presi-

dent a tyrant for crushing the conspiracy—or intimated that he

had consciously sought the conviction of an innocent man.

As already remarked, the national feeling had been too seriously

and audibly expressed to invite any repetition of the former

ambitious demonstrations of sympathy for the accused.

The vote on Smith's expulsion does not appear to have been

strictly a party division—though most of the Republicans voted

for, and most of the Federalists against it. There were those

in each party who believed Smith had been wheedled into

Burr's enterprise without understanding its character. Among
these was Giles, of Virginia, one of the most decided adminis-

tration members ; and he both spoke and voted against the

resolution. His vote, given the other way, would have changed

the result.

Further manifestations of deep feeling in Congress in regard

to the manner in which Burr's case had been disposed of, were

not wanting. Giles introduced a bill in the Senate, February

lltli, for the punishment of treason and other ofiences, in which

several new and stringent clauses were introduced, and the aid-

ing or assisting in doing certain traitorous acts by any one,

" though not personally present when any such act was done or
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committed," was made treason, punishable with death. Aftei

some amendments, this passed the Senate by a vote of eighteen

to ten. Randolph reported a milder bill in the other house, but

it provided that any "persons combining, confederating, or con-

spiring," to do traitorous acts, should " be deemed guilt}'- of a

conspiracy to commit treason," punished by tine and imprison-

ment, and required to give sureties for good behavior at the

discretion of the court. ISTo final action appears to have been

had on the bill. Congress were so much occupied with the

menacing state of our relations with England, that all other

topics were comparatively neglected.'

Violations of the Embargo Act, by enrolled coasting vessels

carrying cargoes to the West Indies, called for a supplementary

enactment during the session. Even this did not meet the frau-

dulent ingenuity brought into exercise to elude its provisions,

and still another law became necessary. The debates on the

supplementary acts were conducted with unparalleled asperity.

Barent Gardenier, one of the Federal members from New York,

in discussing the subject (February 10th), declared that the

original embargo law had a different object from what it pro-

fessed—that " it was a sly, cunning measure," and he asked :

" Are the nation prepared for this? If you wish to try whether they are, tell

them at once what is your object—tell them what you mean—tell them you mean to

take part with the Grand Pacificator ; or else stop your present course. Do not go

on forging chains to fasten us to the car of the Imperial Conqueror."

The common accusation of the Federalists at this period, was

that the Embargo was designed to favor France in her war with

England—that this was the main object of the Government in

proposing that measure. On Gardenier's uttering the above

1 Much stronger public manifestations of feeling in regard to Burr's trial, took place
out of Congress, and in a few instances they assumed ofiicial forms. The Legislature of

Pennsylvania, for example, passed resolutions requesting the members of Congress from
that State to use their endeavors to have an amendment of the Constitution submitted to

the State legislatures, making Judges of the Supreme Court removable by the President
on a joint address of both houses of Congress. These resolutions were presented by
Maclay in the Senate, and by Whitehill in the House of Representatives.

Towards the close of December, Randolph moved that the President be requested to
institute an inquiry into General Wilkinson's conduct, on the charge that he had received
money, in 1796, from the Baron Carondelet, for acting as an ager.t of the Spanish Govern
ment. The resolution finally passed. The President had already, at Wilkinson's request,
ordered a Court of Inquiry. Randolph's in'Jective, as usual, had not been restrained
within any limits of moderation. Wilkinson sent him a challenge. In his answer, Ran-
dolph took the good ground that he was not to be called to an account for words spoken
in debate, and the very poor one that he could not descend to the level of a disgraced
man. Wilkinson posted him as a coward, and there, we beheve, the matter dropped.
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remarks, lie was called to order by Smilie, Campbell, Mont-

gomery, and several others. Tlie speaker " hoped the gentle-

men would keep within the rules of propriety." Mr. Gardeuier

" hoped the speaker would keep order in the House." * As soon

as the confusion ceased, he continued :

" If the gentlemen have composed themselves, and are in a condition to hear, I

will proceed. I wish first, however, to put them at ease on one point. They are

not of sufficient importance to have been the objects at whom I would level any-

thing. I assure the gentlemen I did not mean them."

In the course of his remarks, he said :

" les, sir, I do fear that there is an unseen hand which is guiding us to the

most dreadful destinies^unseen, because it cannot endure the light. Darkness and

mystery overshadow this House and the whole nation. We know nothing— we are

permitted to know nothing. We sit here as mere automata ; we legislate without

knowing, nay, sir, without wishing to know, why or wherefore. We are told what

we are to do, and the Council of Five Hundred do it. We move, but why or where-

fore no man knows ; we are put in motion, but how, I for one cannot tell."

Proceeding in this strain, and remarking, " this course will

do in this country no longer," the speaker called him to order,

Mr. Alston " wished the gentleman might be permitted to pro-

ceed." Mr. Gardenier said, " I do not desire permission of that

gentleman ; I shall permit myself to proceed," etc.

The next day, Kichard M. Johnson, of Kentucky, very

severely criticised Gardenier's remarks, and he declared if they

were applied to him, that he should consider them " a base, un-

principled calumny." He said if he was called " a tool to

others, he pronounced it a slander," and he intimated that he
held himself responsible out of the House for his language.

G. W. Campbell, of Tennessee, was one of the individuals so dis-

courteously alluded to by Gardenier as beneath his notice. He
was one of the most prominent members, a man of grave and pa-

cific demeanor, and, says one of his colleagues, of a "rather Qua-
ker look." Eeplying to Gardenier on the 22d, he said that when
*' charges of the most serious nature were made on that floor

against a majority of the House—charges that they were acting

under and governed by French influence (for this was in sub-

stance the allegation)—charges which he believed to be un-

founded with respect to every member of the House, of the

' Three gentlemen were still standing.
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majority, and which, so far as regarded himself, he knew to be,

and now so declared them, infamous, groundless falsehoods—it

might be proper," etc. Gardenier challenged Campbell. The

parties met at Bhidensburg, and the challenger fell appa-

rently mortally wounded, the ball entering just back of the arm-

pit, and coming out near the back-bone.' He recovered, however,

in about six weeks, and, as if to prove the futility of this kind

of arbitrament, returned to his duties neither a sadder, wiser,

noi', after a short interval, a more courteous man.

This is not a greatly exaggerated sample of the debates on

the Embargo, and of the habitual charges of a considerable

number of Federal members of Congress, and of the Federal

newspapers, in regard to the objects of that measnre.

A bill to raise seven regiments of regulars passed by a vote

of ninety-eight to sixteen. Some of the other njilitary measures

adopted during the session were as follows : Tlie sum of

$852,500 ^vas appropriated to enable the President to construct

or purchase one hundred and eighty-eight gunboats. The sum

of $1,000,000 was placed at his disposal for fortifications for the

defence of our ports and harbors. The sum of $300,000 was

appropriated to purchase arms, and $150,000 to pnrchase salt-

petre. The President was authorized to call upon the State Ex-

ecutives to organize, equip, and " hold in readiness to march at

a moment's warning," one hundred thousand militia, and to call

them into actual service at his discretion. The annual sum of

$200,000 was appropriated for providing arms and militarv

equipments for the whole body of the militia of the United

States, to be distributed by the States, and the President was

authorized to construct arsenals and manufactories of arms at

his discretion. The sum of $986,363 was appropriated to defray

the first year's expense of the seven regiments of regulars whicb

the President was authorized to enroll.

We will not close our account of the proceedings of this ses-

sion without recording that the intelligence of the death of the

celebrated John Dickinson was received by it with the same

manifestations of official respect that had been paid to ihe

memories of Samuel Adams and Edmund Pendleton. Jacob

Crowninshield, the distinguished member (^f the House of Pepre-

» Some particulars of this duel are given in an unpublished letter of Vice-President

Clinton, lying ' "
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seiitatives from Massachusetts, died during this session. Con-

gress adjourned on the 25th day of April.

Mr. Eose, the special minister sent by the British Govern-

ment to the United States, in pursuance of its intimations to

Monroe and Pinkney, had arrived in Washington, January 13th,

1808. He announced that his instructions limited the objects of

his mif^sion to a settlement of the affair of the Chesapeake, and

that he could not enter even upon this until the President's pro-

clamation, ordering British ships out of the American waters, was

withdrawn. The Secretary of State replied (March 5th), that it

accorded with reason and the uniform position of England under

similar' circumstances, that the aggressor should be required to

put things into their former condition before entering upon

counter demands. But he declared that if the British minister

would disclose the terms of a satisfactory reparation, tiie repeal

should be made of the same date with that measure. He
stated the reasons why it was proper to couple the subject of im-

pressment with that of reparation for the attack on the Chesa-

peake—inasmuch as the deeision in both cases rested on analo-

gous principles—from an inclination to seize this particular

occasion to restore a full harmony—and because the United

States intended to offer terms of accommodation which could

not but be regarded as satisfactory. Mr. Rose replied (March

17th), declining the proposition, and declaring his mission closed.

He soon returned to England.

The President's views of the objects and effects of the Em-
bargo, and of the proper limit of its continuance, appear in a

letter to the Attorney-General, March 23d, 1808 :

" The Embargo appears to be approved, even by the Federalists of every quar-

ter except yours. The alternative was between that and war, and, in fact, it is the

last card we have to play, short of war. But if peace does not take place in

Europe, and if France and England will not consent to withdraw the operations of

their decrees and orders from us, when Congress shall meet in December, they will

have to consider at what point of time the Embargo, continued, becomes a greater

evil than war. I am inclined to believe we shall have this summer and autumn to

prepare for the defence of our sea-port towns, and hope that in that time the works

of defence will be completed, which have been provided for by the legislature."

A letter to Charles Pinckney, a week later, discloses his im-

pressions of the general aspect of national affairs a little before

the adjournment of Congress :
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"With France we are in no immediate danger of war. Her future views it is

impossible to estimate. The immediate danger we are in of a rupture with England,

is postponed for this year. This is efl'ected by the Embargo, as the question was

simply between that and war. That may go on a certain time, perhaps through the

year, without the loss of their property to our citizens, but only its remaining unem-

ployed on their hands. A time would come, however, when war would be prefer-

able to a continuauce of the Embargo. Of this Congress may have to decide at

their next meeting. In the meantime, we have good information that a negotiation

for peace between France and England is commencing through the medium of Aus-

tria. The way for it has been smoothed by a determination expressed by France

(through the Moniteur, which is their Government paper), that herself and her

allies will demand from Great Britain no renunciation of her maritime principles,

nor will they renounce theirs. Nothing shall be said about them in the treaty, and

both sides will be left in the next war to act on their own. No doubt the meaning

of this is, that all the Continental powers of Europe will form themselves into an

armed neutrality, to enforce their own principles. Should peace be made, we shall

have safely rode out the storm in peace and prosperity. If we have anything to

fear, it will be after that. Nothing should be spared from this moment inputting

our militia in the best condition possible, and procuring arms. I hope that this

summer we shall get our whole seaports put in that state of defence which Congress

has thought proportioned to our circumstances and situation ; that is to say, put

hors (Tinsulte from a maritime attack by a moderate squadron. If armies are com-

bined with their fleets, then no resource can be provided but to meet them in the

field. We propose to raise seven regiments only for the present year, depending

always on our militia for the operations of the first year of war. On any other plan,

we should be obliged always to keep a large standing army." '

» The President's private correspondence during the exciting session of 1807-8, was
as diversified in its topics as usual. We find him literally rioting among the fossil remains
of mammoths, and other monsters of the extinct world, which the zeal of General Wil-
liam Clarke (the fellow explorer of Lewis, and the brother of the "Hannibal of the
West ") had exhumed for him at the Big-Bone Licks of the Ohio, and sent on to Wash-
ington; repeatedly urging Dr. Wistar, of Philadelphia, to come and put them in order;
corresponding with Robert R. Livingston, John Taylor of Caroline, and some other
friends, on agriculture and cognate topics ; giving his warm approbation to the plan,
afterwards successfully carried out, of that great and far-seeing merchant, John Jacob
Astor, in relation to establishing a trade with the Northwestern Indians, and promising
the latter the countenance and all the reasonable patronage of the Government ; ex-
pressing his interest in mineralogical and geographical explorations to Mr. Bettay, who
wrote him of silver mines seventeen hundred miles west of St. Louis ; declaring it the
duty of our Government to ascertain all the water communications across our continent,
etc., etc. On the 1st of January he was reelected President of the American Philosophi-
cal Society.

The explanation of his views on one head, contained in a private letter, will be read
with interest by many persons. On the 23d of January he thus replied to a request from
the Rev. Mr. Miller, to proclaim a national fast day :

" I consider the Government of the United States as interdicted by the Constitution
from intermeddling with religious institutions, their doctrines, discipHne,, or exercises.
This results not only from the provision that no law shall be made respecting the estab-

lishment or free exercise of religion, but from that also which reserves to the States the
powers not delegated to the United States. Certainly, no power to prescribe any reli-

gious exercise, or to assume authority in religious discipline, has been delegated to the
General Government. It must, then, rest with the States, as far as it can be in any
human authority. But it is only proposed that I should recommend, not prescribe, a day
of fasting and prayer. That is", that I should indirectly assume to the United States an
authority over religious exercises, which the Constitution has directly precluded them
from. It must be meant, too, that this recommendation is to carry some authority, and
to be sanctioned by some penalty on those who disresrard it; not. indeed, of fine and im-
prisonment, bat of some degree of proscription, perhaps in public opinion. And does
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Addresses poured upon the President, warmly approvinir of

his measures, and of none more than the Embargo. The Legis-

latures of Massachusetts, Vermont, Rhode Island, New York,

Pennsylvania, Maryland, New Jersey, North Carolina, Orleans

Territory, New Hampshire, and South Carolina, addressed him

to this effect during the session and the succeeding recess. To

these were added similar communications from large popular

meetings, or political organizations, in Boston, New Yoi'k, Phila-

delphia, Washington, Pittsburg, and other cities—from the

Republicans of Connecticut generally, and from those of various

counties in other States. He also received a large number of

approbatory addresses from religious bodies, principally of the

Baptist and Quaker denominaiions—though the Methodist

Churches sent a considerable number. The Baptist Associa-

tions very generally addressed him.

The legislatures of Massachusetts, Vermont, Rhode Island,

New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, New Jersey and North

Carolina—all, perhaps, that acted, in 1808, before Mr. Jefferson's

final refusal to serve a third term had been made public

—

solicited his continuance in office. The answer to each, on this

subject, was as follows :

" That I should lay down my charge at a proper period, is as much a duty as to

have borne it faithfully. If some termination to the services of the chief magistrate

be not fixed by the Constitution, or supplied by practice, his office, nominally for

years, will, in fact, become for life ; and history shows how easily that degenerates

into an inheritance. Believing that a representative government, responsible at

short periods of election, is that which produces the greatest sum of happiness to

manlvind, I feel it a duty to do no act which shall essentially impair that principle
;

and I should unwillingly be the person who, disregarding the sound precedent set

by an illustrious predecessor, should furnish the first example of prolongation be-

yond the second term of office.

" Truth, also, requires me to add, that I am sensible of that decline which

advancing years bring on ; and feeling their physical, I ought not to doubt their

mental effect. Happy if I am the first to perceive and to obey this admonition of

nature, and to solicit a retreat from cares too great for the wearied faculties of

age."

the change in the nature of the penalty make the recommendation the less a lata of con-

duct for those to whom it is directed ? I do not believe it is for the interest of religion to

invite the civil magistrate to direct its exercises, its discipline, or its doctrines; nor of

the religious societies, that the General Government should be invested with the power
of effecting any uniformity of time or matter among them. Fasting and prayer are relig-

ious exercises ; the enjoining them an act of discipline. Every religious society has a

right to determine for itself the times for these exercises, and the objects proper for them,
according to their own particular tenets ; and this right can never be safer than in their

own hands, where the Constitution has deposited it."
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On the 19th of January, Senator Bradley, of Yermont, the

chairman of the last Presidential caucus, issued notices call-

ing a meeting of the Kepublican members of Congress in the

Senate chamber on the 23d, for, as it was well understood, the

nomination of a President. Eighty-nine (thirty or forty short

of the full number) assembled, including John Qniiicy Adams,
and Kirkpatrick, of New York, elected as Federalists. Of the

absentees, some were ill, some out of the city, and some kept

aloof, because they supported the claims of Mr. Monroe or

Yice President Clinton, and it was already well known that

Mr. Madison would receive a large majority of the caucus vote.

No member attended from New York but Kirkpatrick;' but it

would be wrong to infer that all the absences were occasioned

by the last named cause.* For the Presidential nomination,

Madison received eighty-three votes, Clinton three, and Monroe
three. For the Yice-Presidential nomination, Clinton received

seventy-nine votes, John Langdon five, General Dearborn three,

and J. Q. Adams one.

The results of the Presidential nomination were embarrassing

to the Administration. The defeated candidates and their friends

refused to acquiesce in the decision of the caucus, and a protest

appeared not long after (March 7th), signed by seventeen

Eepublican members, including Quids.

A large majority of the friends of Clinton and Monroe in

Congress, as well as both of those gentlemen, believed that the

President and his Cabinet, with perhaps the exception of Galla-

tin,' had exerted their official and personal influence in favor of

Madison, and they resented it accordingly in private, though

prudence, if no other consideration, prevented them from openly

taking an issue which would at once overwhelm all their own
hopes.

Between Mr. Clinton and the President, no explanation ever

took place ; though we may presume one would have taken

place had the former lived to settle down in the calm of retire-

ment. Mr. Clinton died in April, 1812.

A letter from Mr. Jefferson to Colonel Monroe (February

• So we find it stated in a manuscript letter of George Clinton lying before iia, and in

a copy of one written at the time by D. C. Verplank, one of the New York members, to
General Bailey, of New York, and forwarded by him to Mr. Clinton.

' On the contrary, we learn from his manuscript letters tliat Mr. Clinton considered
Bome of the absentees his opponents—particularly the senators Mitchell and Smith.

' See Appendix. No. 21.
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18th, 1808), on the subject of the nomination, is too characteristic

to be omitted

:

" I see with infinite grief a contest arising between yourself and another, who
have been very dear to each other, and equally so to me. I sincerely pray that

these dispositions may not be affected between you; with me I confidently trust

they will not. For independently of the dictates of public duty, which prescribes

neutrality to nie, my sincere friendship for you both will ensure its sacred obser-

vance. I suffer no one to converse with me on the subject. I already perceive my
old friend Clinton, estranging himself from me. No doubt lies are carried to him,

as they will be to the other two candidates, under forms which, however false, he

can scarcely question. Yet I have been equally careful as to him also, never to say

a word on the subject. The object of the contest is a fair and honorable one,

equally open to you all ; and I have no doubt the personal conduct of all will be so

chaste, as to offer no ground of dissatisfaction with each other. But your friends

will not be as delicate. I know too well from experience the progress of political

controversy, and the exacerbation of spirit into which it degenerates, not to fear

for the continuance of your mutual esteem. One piquing thing said draws on

another, that a third, and always with increasing acrimony, until all restraint is

thrown off, and it becomes difficult for yourselves to keep clear of the toils in which

your friends will endeavor to interlace you, and to avoid the participation in their

passions which they will endeavor to produce. A candid recollection of what you

know of each other will be the true corrective. With respect to myself, I hope they

will spare me. My longings for retirement are so strong, that I with difficulty

encounter the dally drudgeries of my duty. But my wish for retirement itself is not

stronger than that of carrying into it the affections of all my friends. I have ever

viewed Mr. Madison and yourself as two principal pillars of my happiness. Were
either to be withdrawn, I should consider it as among the greatest calamities which

could assail my future peace of mind. I have great confidence that the candor and

high understanding of both will guard me against this misfortune, the bare possi-

bility of which has so far weighed on my mind, that I could not be easy without

unburdening it."

This did not appease the early eUve and always dear friend.

Monroe had been surrounded by some hot-headed, bitter-spirited

advisers and probably informers. He replied to Jefterson

warmly, complaining of his conduct in regard to the English

mission and treaty. The latter did not lose his temper, but

again (March 10th), wrote a long, calm, kind letter of explana-

tions. We presume this healed the breach, for we soon find

them again on the footing of their ancient, close and confiding

friendship.

In none of his letters to Monroe, while disavowing an inter-

ference between him and Madison, does Jefferson disavow a

personal choice. There is no doubt his preference was then for

Madison. If the latter was not the better, he was at least the
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older soldier. With ripe experience, and at the very zenith of

his splendid intellect, he had been eight years at the President's

side. His dispatches and other official papers had displayed a

profundity of understanding and knowledge that placed him in

the first class of living statesmen.*

He never had separated from the President in action, or in an
important opinion—was perfectly versed in his policy, and was
sure to continue it intelligently and faithfully through another

administration. He was a great constitutional jurist, and theie

were still left unsettled executive questions which needed the

decision of such a chief magistrate.

Few persons ever knew Monroe intimately, who did not love

him. There was a downrightness—a manliness—a crystal-like

integrity in his character, which constantly grew upon associates.

Jefferson's frequent remark that he was so perfectly honest,

that "if his soul was turned inside out, not a spot would be

found on it," has become historic. His countrymen, probably,

have not generally—this was a remark of Mr. Madison's'

—

sufficiently appreciated his solid but not showy understanding.

Yet if either he or Madison was to be elected President in 1808,

there can be but little doubt that seniority in years and deeds

better entitled the latter to the preference."

The President had been empowered partly or wholly to

* For a specimen, let the reader peruse his examination of the British doctrines in
regard to neutral trade, published unoflficially in 1806.

" The following is from Mr. Trist's Memoranda :

Ohservatiom ty Mr. Madison, MontpeUier, Deo. 8, 182T.****** ie

" Mr. Monroe :—his understanding very much underrated—his judgment particularly
good. Few men have ever made more of what may be called sacrifices in the service of
the public. When he considered the interests or the disnity of the country involved, his
own interest was never regarded. Besides this cause, his extreme generosity—not only
to the numerous members of his family dependent on him—but to friends not united by
blood, has greatly contributed to his impoverishment. Perhaps there never was another
instance of two men brought so often, and so directly at points, who retained their cordi-
ality towards each other unimpaired through the whole. We used to meet in days of
considerable excitement, and address the people on our respective sides; but there
never was an atom of ill will between ns. On one occasion we met at a churoh up here
(pointing towards the northwest). There was a, vest of Dutchmen in that quarter, who
generally went together, and whose vote might very probably turn the seale. We me»
there at a church. Service was performed, and then they had music with two fiddles.

They are remarkablv fond of music. When it was all over, we addressed these people.
and kept them standing in the snow listening to the discussion of constitutional subjects.
They stood it out very patiently—seemed to consider it a sort of fight, of which they
were required to be spectators. I then had to ride in the night, twelve mile« to quarters":

and got my nose frost-bitten, of which I bear the mark now (touching the end of his
nose to the'left side)."

• We have seen how gracefully Jefferson deferred to John Adams's seniority. John
Adams was about seven years and a half older than Jefferson. Jefferson was seven years
older than Madison. Madison was nine years and a half older than Monroe.
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suspend the Embargo during the recess of Congress, should a

witlidrawal of its edicts by either of the European belligerents

call, in his judgment, for that measure. Instructions were

immediately addressed by him to the American ministers in

France and England, to offer to suspend it, on such conditions,

and to hold out the idea to each of those powers that a separate

persistence in its edicts by the other would be met by hostilities

from the United States.*

France returned no deiinite answer to the proposal. Eng-

land, flushed by the reverses of her great enemy in the Penin-

sula, in the summer of 1808, and somewhat relieved by the new

theatre thus opened to her commerce, assumed a still more

unyielding attitude towards the United States.

Under color of exhibiting sympathy for the patriots of

Spain, a strong effort was made, during the summer, to induce

the President to suspend the Embargo in relation to that coun-

try. He declined, on the grounds that the information in pos-

session of Government in regard to the state of affairs in

Spain was yet indefinite, and that Congress was soon to assem-

ble.

The views of our Minister in England on the preceding

proposition, and his general views in regard to a repeal of the

Embargo, were expressed with , great decision to our Govern-

ment. He characterized the trade which it was proposed to

reopen in the Peninsula as a " sordid trafiic " with England

through an indirect channel, " at a time when it might be said

that we were emboldened by French reverses to do what before

' The opposition subsequently claimed that partiah'ty had been shown to France.
On the other hand, Mr. Macon—without having seen the instructions, it is presumed

—

expressed the opinion in the House of Representatives that partiality had been shown to

England. The following sentences from the instructions speak for themselves. The
Secretary of State wrote Mr. Pinkney, April 30th, 1808 :

" Should the French Government revoke so much of its decrees as violate our neutral

rights, or give explanations and assurances having the like efFect, and entitling it, there-

fore, to a removal of the Embargo as it applies to France, it will be impossible to view a
perseverance of Great Britain in her retaliating orders, in any other light than that of

war, without even the pretext now assumed by her Should
the British Government take this course, you may authorize an expectation that

the President will, within a reasonable time, give effect to the authority vested in him
on the subject of the embargo laws."

The same officer wrote General Armstrong, May 2d, 1808

:

" Should wiser councils or increasing distresses induce Great Britain to revoke her
impolitic orders against neutral commerce, and thereby prepare the way for the removal
of the Embargo, as it applies to her, France could not persist in the illegal part of her
decrees, if she does not mean to force a contest with the United States. On the other

hand, should she set the example of revocation, Great Britain would be obliged, either

by following it to restore to France the full benefit of neutral trade, which she needs, or,

by persevering in her obnoxious orders after the pretext for them had ceased, to render
collisions with the United States inevitable."
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we could not resolve upon, or were tempted by the prospect of

a scanty profit, exaggerated by our cupidity and impatience, to

forget what was due to consistency, to character, to permanent
prosper! rj^" Mr, Pinkney continued :

" Wc sanction, too, the maritime pretensions which insult and injure us. Wc
throw ourselves, bound hand and foot, upon the generosity of a Government that

has hitherto refused us justice, and all this when the affair of the Chesapeake, and a

host of other wrongs, are unredressed, and when Great Britain has just rejected an

overture which she must have accepted with eagerness if her views were not such as

it became jis to suspect and guard against.

"To repeal the Embargo altogether would be preferable to either of the other

courses, but would, notwithstanding, be so fatal to us, in all respects, that we should

long feel the wound it would inflict, unless, indeed, some other expedient as strong

at least, and as efficacious in all its bearings, can (as I fear it cannot), be substituted

in its place.

" War would seem to be the unavoidable result of such a step. If our commerce

should not flourish in consequence of this measure, nothing would be gained by it

but dishonor ; and how it could be carried on to any valuable purpose it would be

difficult to show. If our commerce should flourish in spite of French and British

edicts, and the miserable state of the world, in spite of war with France, if that

should happen, it would, I doubt not, be assailed in some other form. The spirit of

monopoly has seized the people and Government of this country. We shall not,

under any circumstances, be tolerated as rivals in navigation and trade. It is in

vain to hope that Great Britain will voluntarily foster the naval means of the United

States. Even as allies we should be subjects of jealousy. It would be endless to

enumerate in detail the evils which would cling to us in this new career of vassalage

and meanness, and tedious to pursue our backward course to the extinction of that

very trade to which we had sacrificed everything else.

" On the other hand, if we persevere, we must gain our purpose at last. By
complying with the little policy of the moment, we shall be lost. By a great and

systematic adherence to principle, we shall find the end of our difficulties.

" The Embargo, and the loss of our trade, are deeply felt here, and will be felt

with more severity every day. The wheat harvest is likely to be alarmingly short, and

the state of the Continent will augment the evil. The discontents among their

manufacturers are only quieted for the moment by temporary causes. Cotton is

rising, and will soon be scarce. Unfavorable events on the Continent will subdue

the temper, unfriendly to wisdom and justice, which now prevails here. But, above

all, the world will, I trust, be convinced that our firmness is not to be shaken. Our

measures have not been without eff'ect. They have not been decisive, because we

have not been thought capable of persevering in self-denial, if that can be called

self-denial which is no more than prudent abstinence from destruction and dis-

honor."

England had derived encouragement to persist in her mari-

time regulations from other and stronger causes than any yet

named. These were the refractory language and conduct of a

portion of the American press and people in regard to the Em-
VOL. III.—It
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bargo. That measure unquestionably bore with severity on the

interests of every great class. The farmer lost his markets, and

had to pay enormously increased prices for such imported

articles as he used. The merchant lost his trade, and the

mariner his occupation. Though the outcry came principally

from the two last classes, all suffered about equally in propor-

tion to their capital. The farmer had the advantage that he

could procure his mere food as easily as before. But its extreme

cheapness rendered this an item of little importance to the mer-

chant ; and the mariner, if need be, could readily exchange his

labor for it. No class lacked for abundant subsistence—but the

increase or profits of all were entirely cut off. It was difficult

to pay debts contracted when money flowed in its usual chan-

nels. It was a period of financial embarrassments—a time for

economies—an occasion for those commercial stop -laws which

constitutions do not permit, but which the heart of a nation

enforces under the penalty of common scorn.

Far different were beginning to be the effects of the Embargo

in England. Her annual exports to the United States had

already reached about fifty millions of dollars. This money paid

for the labor of innumerable artisans, and it kept a multitude

of manufacturing establishments in operation. Her exports and

the imports received in return, gave employment to an import-

ant branch of England's merchant marine. These several inter-

ests did not merely depend upon the occupation thus given, fur

profits or for surplus earnings, but, to a considerable extent, for

the actual materials of subsistence. If the artisans of England

were thrown out of employment, they did not disappear like a

speck among a population overstocked with an unsalable sur-

plus of food. In thirty-six hours after the manufacturing estab-

lishment stopped, one half of its hands began to feel the pangs

of hunger. A week or a fortnight brought the most provident of

them to the same pass. The English operative, bred all his life

exclusively to one kind of labor, could not, like an American,

turn his hand readily to another. If he could, there was no un-

filled place where he might step in, as in America, and acquire

a ready subsistence for his family. From the United States the

cessation of commerce called forth grumblings on full stomachs—

•

from England, it would soon draw out the shriek of starvation

from a class : and the destruction of that class, and of the inte:
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ests dependent upon its labor, when the nation was already

suffering under so many commercial and financial disadvantages,

would lead to consequences which no sane Government would
willingly provoke. It needed but a display of the Kevolntionary

nerve, at this crisis, for the United States effectually to vindi-

cate their neutral rights without a war—but the nerve was
wanting, and the war became necessary.

The expectation, which Mr. Pinkney says existed in England,

that we were " not capable of persevering in self-denial," proved
painfully true. A large majority of the nation were willing to

endure their share of the privation. But sectional and class feel-

ings were only too successfully appealed to among the minority,

and they were inflamed to a pitch which was thought to render

disunion or civil war the alternative of persistence in the mea-
sures of the Government.

This state of things was mainly produced by the efforts of the

ultra-Federal leaders in the eastern States—and particularly by
those individuals who had desired a dissolution of the Union on

the occasion of the accession of Louisiana. They first deluded

and then inflamed the public mind in those States, by persuad-

ing the inhabitants that they were the victims of partial, and,

therefore, tyrannical legislation. They represented the Embargo
as a blow aimed intentionally at the prosperity of New England,

or at least as a mode of obtaining redress which was more inju-

rious to the United States than to their enemy, and which was

chosen by the dominant " Virginia party," because most of the

injury would fall on New England.

The disingenuousness of these pretences is made apparent by

the most superficial view of the facts. The farmer of the South

suffered far more than the farmer of the North. The former

was usually much the largest landholder, and his labor was per-

formed by those whom he was required to clothe as well as to

feed. He manufactured nothing. His general habits of living

were comparatively expensive. He was a consumer of many
imported articles. He had been required in ordinary times to

market annually a large surplus of products to meet the neces-

sary expenses of his establishment. He had been deriving

but very moderate agricultural profits before any commercial

restrictions were imposed. Under the Embargo, his markets

were destroyed, while his disbursements remained nearly equal

—for all the saving he could make by retrenching; luxuries was
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counterbalanced by the increased cost of his imported necessa-

ries. It is notorious that these causes led to the bankruptcy of

many, and the serious pecuniary embarrassment of multitudes of

previously opulent Southern planters. Not even the commercial

class in New England probably suffered more in proportion to

their capital.

The New England agriculturist, on his small tii,rm, hiring

little, purchasing little, used to rigid economies, frequently

manufacturing his homespuns and some other necessaries, near

the best markets which remained, and favored indirectly by a

smuggling trade of considerable extent,* suffered much less. In

the aggregate, there can be but little doubt that the landholders

of Yirginia lost twice as much fi-om the effects of the Embargo

as the landholders of Massachusetts.

The right by which the Federal leaders claimed that New
England enjoyed such a preponderance in commercial and navi-

gation interests that an injury to those interests constituted a

special and " sectional " attack on her, is exemplified by the

statistics contained in the following table of exports :

Foreign and
domestic pro-
ductions and
manufactures
exported from
1791 to 1802
inclusive.

Foreign pro-
ductions and
manufactures
exported from
1803 to 1818
inclusive.

Domestic pro-
ductions and
manufactures
exported from
1803 to 1813
inclusive.

New Hampshire, .

.

Massachusetts, . . .

.

Rhode Island,

Connecticut,

Vermont,
New York,
New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, . . .

.

Delaware,

Maryland,
Virginia,

North Carolina . .

.

South Carolina, , .

.

Georgia,

Orleans Territory,

.

Dist. of Columbia,

.

829,000
770,000
113,000

328,000
165,000

941,000
491,000

,744,000

,009,000

,026,000

,125,000

,764,000

,631,000

,162,000

$1,386,000
81,324,000

6,953,000
501,000

1,075,000

78,052,000
107,000

65,118,000

1,713,000

50,214,000

2,355.000

61,000

14,420,000

190,000

$3,147,000
54,985,000

7,789,000

11,614,000

1,217,000

85,283,000

815,000

44,796,000
1,097,000

36,630,000

42,838,000
7,055,000

50,523,000

18,584,000

16,408,000

13,144,000

$8,362,000

235,079i000
28,855,000

24,443,000
2,457,000

293,276,000

1,313,000

234,658,000
5,819,000

187,870,000
98,313,000

13,880,000
j

148,574,000 I

30,900,000 1

16,408,000
i

13,144,000
;

Total of five Eastern States, $299,192,000

Total of four Middle States, 534,766,000

Total of six Southern States and Dist. of Columbia, . . 509,089,000

• This remark will find an explanation in facts to be subsequently stated.
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The following exhibits the tonnage of some of the principal

ports of the Union duiing the year in which the Embargo was
repealed, and the sncceeding one :'

Tonnags of In 1809. In 1810.

Boston, 1^3,257 149,121

Newburyport, 36,574 89,100

Portland, 33,007 32,590

Salem, 43,537 41,462

Bath, 23,033 20,344

New York, 243,533 268,548

Philadelphia, 121,443 125,258

Baltimore, 102,434 103,444

Norfolk, 40,940 47,643

Charleston, 40,819 52,888

Portsmouth, 27,719 28,820

The President thus alluded to the conduct of the Federalists

m a letter to Dr. Leib, June 23d, 1808

:

"They are now playing a game of the most mischievous tendency, without per-

haps being themselves aware of it. They are endeavoring to convince England that

we suffer more by the Embargo than they do, and if they will but hold out awhile,

we must abandon it. It is true, the time will come when we must abandon it. But

if this is before the repeal of the orders of council, we must abandon it only for a

state of war. The day is not distant, when that will be preferable to a longer con-

tinuance of the Embargo. But we can never remove that, and let our vessels go out

and be taken under these orders, without making reprisal. Yet this is the very

state of things which these Federal monarchists are endeavoring to bring about ; and

in this it is but too possible they may succeed. But the fact is, that if we have war

with England, it will be solely produced by their manoeuvres. I think that in two

or three months we shall know what will be the issue."

In August he wrote the Secretary of "War that " the infrac-

tions in the Embargo in Maine and Massachusetts were open."

Smuggling into and from Canada, especially through Lake

Champlain, was common, and was so openly cari-ied on that

parties went armed to resist the government officers. The

President wrote Dearborn, August 9th, that insurrection was

threatened in Boston if the importation of flour was stopped,

and that the "next post would stop it"—that he feared the

governor " was not up to the tone of the parricides "—and he

> The table of exports is arranged from sums and statements purporting to be derived

from official sources, which we find already collected in Matthew Carey's Olive Branch,

and the general accuracy of that statistician is presumed to be a sufficient guaranty of

their correctness. Sums of less than a thousand dollars, it will be observed, are not

taken into account. The tonnage statistics are from the same source.
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desired his correspondent, on the first symptom of a forcible

opposition to the law, to " fly to the scene and aid in suppress-

ing any commotion." He advised Governor Tompkins, of New
York, August 15th, to call out a body of militia to put down
combinations of armed men who had resisted the execution of

the embargo laws on the Canada frontier, fired upon the public

guards, and wounded at least one of them dangerously. He
ordered General Wilkinson, August 30th, to send all the recruits

for the array in the State of New York to Sackett's Harbor,

Oswegatchie, and Plattsburgh. Military force became neces-

sary to support the authority of the revenue officers in several

of the Eastern ports, and gunboats were sent into those ports for

that purpose.

West of Lake Champlain, the refractory manifestations were

prevented from spreading, and they were ultimately quelled by

the energy of the Executive of New York—the patriotic and

gallant Daniel D. Tompkins. Most of the New England Execu-

tives, on the other hand, entered reluctantly and tardily on

measures of suppression, and some of them fostered the popular

discontents, by personally acting with, and even taking the lead

of the most violent denouncers of the measures of the Govern-

ment. The collectors, in various instances, evinced " worse

than negligence " in the execution of their duties, and it became

necessary for the President to remove them.'

The Cabinet passed the summer amidst constant harass-

ments—and much of the President's time was taken up in

deciding on individual applications for exemptions from the pro-

visions of the Embargo. Whoever will take the pains to glance

into his decisions on these, will be astonished at the extent

of investigation they display, if not at the rigorous impartiality

they manifest."

* See President to Secretary of War, August 9th.

' For example, William Gray, of Salem, the first ship-owner of the United States

—

who had come out almost alone from among the great Federal merchants of New Eng-
land, to support the Embargo—who had recently succeeded in defeating the Salem reso-

lutions against that measure—was refused the privilege of sending a vessel to carry
Rome important testimony to a distant country. Here is the clear, brief and decisive

response

:

Mr. Gray's case.

" His late rational and patriotic conduct would merit any indulgence consistent with
our duty ; but the reason and the rule against permitting long voyages at present, are
insurmountable obstacles. It is to be hoped some circuitous means of sending his proofs
can be found. A vessel may go from England as well as from here."

But at about the same time, a Chinese Mandarin, who had been staying at New York,
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General Armstrong wrote home from France, advising au
immediate occupation of the Floridas. The President thus com-
mented on the recommendation in a letter to the Secretary

of State, of September 13th (1808)

:

" This letter of June 15th, is written after the cession by Carlos to Bonaparte of

all his dominions, when he supposed England would at once pounce on the Floridas

as a prey, or Bonaparte occupy it as a neighbor. Ilis next will be written after the

people of Spain will have annihilated the cession, England become the protector of
Florida, and Bonaparte without title or means to plant himself there as our
neighbor."

He wrote to the Governor of Louisiana, October 29th

:

" The patriots of Spain have no warmer friends than the Administration of the

United States, but it is our duty to say nothing and to do nothing for or against

either. If they succeed, we shall be well satisfied to see Cuba and Mexico remain in

their present dependence ; but very unwilling to see them in that of either France

or England, politically or commercially. "We consider their interests and ours as

the same, and that the object of both must be to exclude all European influence

from this hemisphere. We wish to avoid the necessity of going to war, till our

revenue shall be entirely liberated from debt. Then it will suffice for war, without

creating new debt or taxes."

Here is the germ of what has been termed the " Monroe
doctrine." We shall find it taking its definite and ultimate form

among the political maxims of Mr. Jefferson—and that it was
proposed by him to Monroe before the latter (some years from

the date of which we write) officially proclaimed it a policy of

his administration.

The whole tenor of the President's correspondence, during

the summer, shows that he was sincerely anxious for a friendly

adjustment with England—that " to nobody would a repeal " of

the orders in council "be so welcome as to himself."' Mr.
Pinkney wrote from London, June 5th, that he was to have a

free conference with Mr. Canning in a few days. On the 29th

of June, he informed the Government that he had had a long

interview with Mr. Canning that day, which had given him
hopes of a repeal of the orders in council, if he would authorize

an expectation of the repeal of the Embargo ; and he also

was permitted to hire a vessel to take him and his property home, the President basing
his permission on the ground of national comity, and that the case came fairly within
the view of the first section of the embargo law

!

^ Letter to Lieper, May 25th.
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thought satisfaction would be made for the attack on the

Chesapeake. The results of these expected negotiations will be

hereafter given.

On receiving this intelligence, the President directed a sus-

pension of orders which he had authorized for calling out a hun-

dred thousand militia, and he wrote the Secretary of State, " if

they repeal their orders, we must repeal our Embargo. If they

make satisfaction for the Chesapeake, we must revoke our procla-

mation, and generalize its operation by a law. If they keep up

impressments, we must adhere to nonintercourse, manufacturers'

and a navigation act."

But the President's anticipations of a speedy adjustment, if

he entertained any, were very transient. It is not, indeed, pro-

bable that he expected anything more favorable than another

period of temporizing. His views of the real nature of our rela-

tions with both England and France, are disclosed in the follow-

ing hitherto unpublished letter

:

To John W. Eppks.

MoNTicELLO, Sept. 2Wh, '08.

Dear Sir:

Tour letter of the 5th, mentioning that you should be at Eppington till the

14th and then proceed to Cumberland, did not get here till the 15th; it had either

been put into the post-office at Richmond after the mail hour, or loitered there a

week. I thank you for your attention to the purchase of a horse. I now send for

him, and the bearer goes first to Cumberland, and if yourself or the horse should

not be there, he will go on as shall be necessary. I will thank you to inform me by

kim of what blood he is by the dam, if you know it. I shall leave this for Wash-
ington on the 28th. We had a marriage in our family on the 17th, between Ann(

and Mr. Bankhead. All are well here.

A letter from Mr. Pinkney expresses a hope that the British Government will

repeal their orders on his engagement that we will repeal our embargo. He infers

this from a conversation with Canning ; but I have little faith in diplomatic infer-

ences, and less in Canning's good faith. Bonaparte being absent from Paris, we can

get nothing important from thence. His beginning now for the first time to con-

demn our vessels augurs nothing friendly. I hope Spain will give him serious

employment ; for although nothing in the newspapers, except the public documents,

is at all to be believed as to details, yet the information from our consuls shows a

determined resistance. I am happy to hear of your own confirmed health as well

as Francis's, and shall hope to see you both at Washington as usual. I salute you

with affection and respect.

Th. Jefferson.

The following letters in regard to Indian affairs explain

themselves and the occasions under which they were written

;
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and they are worthy of the notice of all just and humane per-

sons. The President wrote to Merriwether Lewis, Governor of

Louisiana Territory/ August 21st (1808)

:

" I regret that it has been found necessary to come to open rupture with the

Osages, but, being so, I approve of the course you have pursued—that of drawing
off the friendly part of the nation—withdrawing from the rest the protection of the

United States, and permitting the other nations to take their own satisfaction for the

wrongs they complain of. I have stated to General Dearborn that I think we may
go further, and as the principal obstacle to the Indians acting in large bodies is the

want of provisions, we might supply that want, and ammunition also, if they need
it. With the Sacs and Foxes I hope you will be able to settle amicably, as nothing

ought more to be avoided than the embarking ourselves in a system of military

coercion on the Indians. If we do this, we shall have general and perpetual war.

When a murder has been committed on one of our stragglers, the murderer should

be demanded. If not delivered, give time, and still press the demand. We find it

diflBcult, with our regular government, to take and punish a murderer of an Indian.

Indeed, I believe we have never been able to do it in a single instance. They have
their difficulties also, and require time. In fact, it is a case where indulgence on
both sides is just and necessary, to prevent the two nations from being perpetuallv

committed in" war, by the acts of the most vagabond and ungovernable of their

members. When the refusal to deliver the murderer is permanent, and proceeds

from the want of will, and not of ability, we should then interdict all trade and inter-

course with them till they give us complete satisfaction. Commerce is the great

engine by which we are to coerce them, and not war. I know this will be less

effectual on this side the Mississippi, where they can have recourse to the British
;

but this will not be a long-lived evil. By this forbearing conduct towards the

Mississippian Indians for seven years past, they are become satisfied of our justice

and moderation towards them, that we have no desire of injuring them, but, on the

contrary, of doing them all the good offices we can, and they are become sincerely

attached to us ; and this disposition, beginning with the nearest, has spread and is

spreading itself to the more remote, as fast as they have opportunities of under-

standing our conduct. The Sacs and Foxes, being distant, have not yet come over

to us. But they are on the balance. Those on this side the Mississippi, will soon

be entirely with us, if we pursue our course steadily. The Osages, Kanzas, the

Republican, Great and Wolf Panis, Matas, Poncaras, etc, who are inclined to the

Spaniards, have not yet had time to know our dispositions. But if we use forbear-

ance, and open commerce with them, they will come to, and give us time to attach

them to us."

And he again wrote to Governor Lewis, three days later :

" Isham Lewis arrived here last night and tells me he was with you at St. Louis

about the second week in July, and consequently, after your letter of the 1st of

that month, that four lowas had been delivered up to you ns guilty of the murder

which had been charged to the Sacs and Foxes, and that you supposed thre(> of them

would be hung. It is this latter matter which induces me to write again.

> Appointed Governor by the President in 1807.
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" As there was but one white murdered by them, I should be averse to the exe«

cutioQ of more than one of them, selecting the most guilty and worst character.

Nothing but extreme criminality should induce the execution of a second, and

notliing beyond that. Besides their idea that justice allows only man for man, that

all beyond that is new aggression, which must be expiated by a new sacrifice of an

equivalent number of our people, it is our great object to impress them with a firm

persuasion that all our dispositions towards them are fatherly ; that if we take man

for man, it is not from a thirst for blood or revenge, but as the smallest measure

necessary to correct the evil, and that though all concerned are guilty, and have

forfeited their lives by our usages, we do not wish to spill their blood as long aa

there can be a hope of their future good conduct. We may make a merit of restor-

ing the others to their friends and their nation, and furnish a motive for obtaining

a sincere attachment. There is the more reason for this moderation, as we know

we cannot punish any murder which shall be committed by us on them. Even if

the murderer can be taken, our juries have never yet convicted the murderer of an

Indian. Should these Indians be convicted, I would wish you to deliver up to their

friends at once, those whom you select for pardon, and not to detain them in con-

finement until a pardon can be actually sent you. That shall be forwarded to

you as soon as you shall send me a copy of the judgment on which it shall be

founded."

The circumstances wliich led to the celebrated " Batture

Case" between the President and Edward Livingston, arose,

' The Batture was " a shoal or elevation of the bottom of the river [Mississippi] adja-

cent to the bank of the suburb St. Mary [in the city of New Orleans], produced by the

successive depositions of mud during the annual inundations of the river, and covered
with water only during those inundations. At all other times it had been used by the

city, immemorially, to furnish earth for raising the streets and courtyards, for mortar,

and other necessary purposes, and as a landing or quay for unloading firewood, lumber,
and other articles brought by water." It extended "from one hundred and twenty-two
to two hundred and forty-seven yards from the water's edge into the river." While
covered with water (from February to July inclusive), it was the port for all the small

craft and boats from the upper country, which, in high water, " could land or lie nowhere
else in the neighborhood of the city." It was estimated, even then, to be worth half a
million of dollars, could it be used for private purposes. But it had been considered the

pubhc property time out of mind, and had been treated as such during the French and
Spanish governments in the island. (It will be understood that we follow the general
historical version of the facts as they are given by Mr. Jefferson in his paper on the Bat-

ture case.) The owner of the adjacent property (J. Gravier) suddenly, iu 1805, claimed,

and commenced a suit against the city to recover, the whole Batture. On the 14th of

December, 1806, he executed a deed of two-thirds of the property to one Peter de la

Bigarre, on condition that the latter should pay the expenses of the suit and $50,000
additional, if the land was recovered—the land to remain meanwhile unsold and hypo-
thecated for the purchase-money till paid ; and Bigarre was to receive nothing if the

suit failed.

The President, when this matter was brought before him, came to the conclusion that

this " was a mere speculation on the chance of a lawsuit in which " the parties " were
to divide the spoils if successful and to lose nothing if they failed"—" a criminal pur-

chase of a pretence title." He believed also that Bigarre was the mere instrument, in

this matter, of Edward Livingston, who had originated and contrived all the steps in the

affair ; and this appears to have been the impression of the inhabitants of New Orleans
generally. The deed to Bigarre was not executed before witnesses or notaries, nor
recorded until the day before the court decided on the title, and wheu the nature of their

dc vision was known to the parties.

The court, two against one, adjudged the title of the whole Batture to be in Gravier.

This produced much popular excitement, and it was freely charged that the court had
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been bribed. When Mr. Livingston appeared as the owner, and commenced certain

excavations on the land (August, 1807), his workmen were driven away by the people.

This happened several times, until Governor Claiborne restored order by promising im-
mediately to dispatch an agent to place the subject before the General Government, in

which, he claimed, lay the title of the disputed land.

A grand-jury, composed of the most respectable characters in the territory, made a
presentment, in November, against Livingston's structures on the Batture, in which
they said :

" Whether it be private or public property, is immaterial, so long as the laws
do not permit such use of it as to rnjure and obstruct the navigation : and we present it

as our opinion, that all such measures should be taken as are consistent with law to
arrest these operations which are injurious for the present, and, in chang-ing the course
of the river, are hazardous in the extreme."

To show the kind and degree of hazard these structures produced, it was brought in
proof before the President, that in consequence of them, the Batture was by one single
particular tide extended seventy-five or eighty feet further into the river, and raised from
two feet to five feet and ten inches generally. The tide already, it was in proof, gene-
rally brought the water within eight or ten inches of the top of the levee, or artificial

banks of the river, and sometimes within two or three inches of the top, so that " it

splashed over with the wind." None need to be told that the plain on which New
Orleans stands is lower than the surface of the river, and that a breach in the levee might
therefore cause that city and the adjacent country to be submerged almost instantly
under the descending torrents of the largest river in North America.

Governor Claiborne repeatedly called the attention of the General Government to the
subject, invoking its interposition, and declaring that otherwise he could not be respon-
sible for the peace, or even the safety, of New Orleans. The President submitted the
facts to the Attorney-General, and that officer (October 28th, 1807) gave it as his opinion
that the title to the "disputed land was in the United States. Gravier's title was consid-
ered wholly defective on various grounds. The United States had been no party to the
suit of Gravier against the city , the court had not undertaken to decide on the right of

the United States, and if it had so undertaken, the question was wholly out of its compe-
tence or jurisdiction.

By the act of Congress of 1807, chap. 91, it had been enacted, " If any person should
take possession of any lands ceded to the United States by treaty, he should forfeit all

right to them, if any he had ; and it should be lawful for the President of the United
States to direct the marshal, or the military, to remove him from the lands

;
providing,

however, that this removal should not affect his claim until the Commissioners*-should
have made their reports, and Congress decided thereon." This law was expressly de-
signed to prevent the seizure and possession ("nine points of the law ") of the most
valuable tracts in the newly-acquired territory of French Louisiana, by greedy specula-
tors, under all sorts of fictitious and fraudulent claims. And, inasmuch as the new ter-

ritory (where the title had not been legally vested in individuals) belonged equally to the
people of all the States, Congress reserved the ultimate decision of these claims to itself,

and did not delegate it to local courts, or any other local tribunals.

The President called a Cabinet consultation on this subject, November 27th, 1807, at

which the Attorney-General and heads of departments were present. After a long and
signally careful scrutiny into the facts, and an investigation into not only the Spanish,
French, and United States laws, in regard to riparian possessions, but the analogous
statutes and customs of other nations, running back to the most remote antiquity, the
Cabinet came unanimously to the conclusion, that the Executive was " authorized and in

duty bound, without delay to arrest the aggressions of Mr. Livingston on the public rights,

and on the peace and safety of the city of New Orleans, and that orders should be imme-
diately dispatched for that purpose."! The Secretary of State, accordingly, wrote
Governor Cllaiborne, November 30th, inclosing instructions for the marshal " to remove
immediately, by the civil power, any persons from the Batture Ste. Marie, who had taken
possession since the 3d of March, and authorizing the governor, if necessary, to use mili-

tary force ; for which purpose a letter of the same date was written by the Secretary at

War to the commanding ofHcer at New Orleans." The instructions were delivered to the
marshal, January 25th, 1808. At the order of this officer, Livingston's workmen peace-
ably retired. They soon returned, however, by direction of their principal, and informed
the marshal that ttiey were commanded not to give up the Batture until they should be
compelled to do so by an adequate armed force.

In the meantime, Livingston " obtained from a single judge of the Superior Court of

the Territory, an order, purporting to be an injunction, forbidding the marshal to disturb

Edward Livingston in his possession of the Batture, under pain of a contempt of court."
This was not the first nor last instance of a single New Orleans judge (invested by the acts

Congress, from which he solely derived authority, with merely common law and no

• The tribunal ipecially delegated by Cengress to take eogniinnee of th« cUimu to public lands io Orleans, au4
uport what were free Irom claim, ete.

t See Jeffereoa's Paper on the Batture caao, hi his Works, Cong. Kd., vol. viii., at f. 6SJ.
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chancery jurisdiction) attempting, on a mere ex parte hearing, to arrest by his fiat both

the laws of Congress and the officers acting under the direct authority of the Executive

of the United States for their execution.

The marshal of Orleans disobeyed the judicial injunction, and dispossessed Mr. Liv-

ingston. The latter made no further attempts to resume his work. Three weeks after

his dispossession, the Territorial Legislature passed an act prescribing the terms on
which riparian proprietors should proceed, and this gave Mr. Livingston an opportunity

to resume his enterprise under its conditions ; but he had elected to seek his remedy from
Congress and courts of law. The Orleans Legislature also passed a vote of thanks to the

President for his interposition.

On the 7th of March, 1808, the President, by message, informed Congress of the gen-

eral facts in this case, mentioning his own measures " to prevent any change in the state

of things, and to keep the grounds clear of intruders," " until this question could be de-

cided under legislative authority." He nowhere attempted to pass upon the real title,

regarding the possession as " the only charge of the Executive," and he committed the

question of title to Congress, "the only authority competent to its decision."* He
admitted that if that title was ultimately found to rest in Mr. Livingston, the latter would
be entitled to damages from the parties, which, without right, had received the interme-

diate profits.

Mr. Livingston appealed to the public in a pamphlet, and applied to Congress for

relief. He also commenced suits for damages against Mr. Jeiferson and the marshal who
dispossessed him. From Congress he derived no satisfaction, though the matter was
pressed for several terms. The Attorney-General, after two years more of consideration

(and after Mr. .Jefferson had retired from office), reaffirmed his former opinion. The
Legislature of Orleans Territory also renewed their vote of thanks in February, 1810,

pending the suit of Livingston against Jefferson. The latter was decided adversely to the

plaintiff (1811), on a technical point, we think, without reaching the merits of the case.

The suit was not renewed by Mr. Livingston, and here the matter dropped, so far as Mr.
Jefferson was concerned. Livingston afterwards, however, recovered possession of a
portion of the Batture, on Gravier's title—and even this had risen so enormously in

value, that it enabled him to pay all the expenses which he had been at, most honorably
to discharge all his earlier liabilities, and still to realize a large fortune.

On the legal questions involved in the Batture case, we do not, of course, assume to

decide, though acting on the proofs before the President and Cabinet, it would be diffi-

cult for us to see on what possible sound rule, in regard to riparian possessions, an
adjacent owner could be entitled to embank round and exclude the overflow of the river

at high water from any mud deposit or shoal, over which it was necessary for the river

at such times to flow, in order not to be so dammed up or obstructed as to lead to inun-

dation, or to a change in the bed of the stream, or to other practical injurious conse-

quences, always liable to ensue in such cases. (For example, the filling up of the stream
above or below the obstruction, to the entire destruction of existing docks, or rendering

it necessary to extend them much further to reach deep water—thus constantly changing
the frontage, and more and more obstructing the stream.) If the adjacent owners of

shoals, uncovered in low water, are entitled, as a matter of course, to inclose them
against high water, the Hudson, and many other of the finest navigable streams of our

country, might thus be rendered wholly unnavigable in ten years. The owner of a far

projecting shoal on one side of a river, might thus drive the descending waters of the

next "fresh" on the lands of the opposite owuer, and lead, in some instances, to their

complete abrasion, so that henceforth the bed of the stream would pass where they had
stood. And let us imagine an adjacent owner " docking out," beyond high water mark,
from "one hundred and twenty-two to two hundred and forty-seven yards" into the

North or East Rivers at the city of New York, or into the Delaware at Philadelphia ! It

is unnecessary further to demonstrate the complete and self-evident absurdity of such a

doctrine.
We repeat, we speak of facts as they were on proof before the President, and conse-

quently as they appeared to his mind and to the minds of his Cabinet. How differently

they were made to appear on the trial, we are not apprised, as we have not looked up
the record of the case, considering the accuracy ot the testimony in regard to the cha-

racter of the Batture of no consequence in estimating the President's motives or even
the degree of prudence which he exercised. He acted on abundant testimony; and, in

reality, it was only the question of possession, and not the question of title, which the

President interfered with. Here he had the direct authority of an act of Congress. And
he had not then, or afterwards, the slightest direct or indirect personal interest in the

matter.
As we have several times cited Mr. Jefferson s paper in this celebrated case, we

should, in justice to Mr. Livingston, make an explanation. That paper does not conceal

the idea that the latter acted throughout the whole transaction the part of a trickish.

unprincipled, greedy speculator and adventurer. Mr. Jefferson unquestionably enter-

* See hia Paper on the Batture caae Works, (Jong. Ed., vol. viii. p. 601.
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tained this view of Livingston's character, and he considered him doubly dangerous by
reason of his great talents and perfect knowledge of all the turnings and windings of
legal practice. It is proper also to say, that this was the prevailing impression, at the
time, of the most prominent and best men in Orleans Territory. The Creole population,
©specially, regarded and feared him as a great incarnation of wickedness and subtlety.

There is little doubt that gross exaggerations had crej)t into these popular concep-
tions of his character. We are ready to believe that the President, inlluenced by the
representations of the Government officers and prominent inhabitants of the territory,
did no little injustice to his motives and his actions. Mr. Jefferson was proverbially scant
in his charity towards great speculations and great speculators. There might have been
other lurking prejudices. It is not to be denied that the prevailing impressions of Living-
ston's political career were far from favorable. He was spontaneously selected by both
parties as that Republican in Congress, in the election of 1801, who would be the first to
go over to Burr, if any one did so. Jefiferson, at that period, had no suspicions of him.
He gave him an office. Livingston became a defaulter in that office. He went South
with a tarnished name. He was accused of favoring Burr's schemes in 1806. He appeared
as his counsel at New Orleans. All these circumstances, with his attempted specula-
tions and the public sentiment at New Orleans, conspired to beget unfavorable and exag-
gerated prejudices.

It would be difficult to believe, that at all periods of his life, Edward Livingston was
a perfectly scrupulous man. Yet there is just as little doubt that, at the meridian of a
career which became splendid, and from thence to its close, he possessed the full confi-

dence of the most just and intelligent of his compatriots. He became a lawgiver and
statesman, who received and was entitled to the common confidence of his country.

One of the surest indications that could be adduced that he was really a right-hearted
man, is to be found in the fact that, subsequently to the bitter contests we have recorded,
he purely voluntarily made an overture towards the restoration of friendly relations with
Mr. Jefferson. This overture was made not when the great orb of the latter was blaz-

ing at its zenith, and when the ambitious were eager to bask in its beams, butwhen it was
touching the horizon; and Livingston's own star now needed no reflected brightness.

The spirit and tone of Jefferson's answer showed that he had completely changed his opi-

nions of his earlier Batture antagonist.
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1808—1809.

The President at Home—Letters to his Grandson—Presidential Election, 1808—Our Relar

lions with England—Mr. Canning and Mr. Pinkney—Their Diplomatic Correspon-

dence, etc.—Canning's offensive Communicatiou—Meeting of Congress—President's

Message—Action of Congress on Embargo—Embargo sustained by a larger Majority

than that by which it originally passed—The Enforcing Law—President's continued

Avowals that Embargo was intended as a Temporary Measure—A Federal Quibble to

find '.I Fulcrum for Sedition—Reception of Enforcing Law in Massachusetts—Eesistance

anA Disunion called for in Newspapers and Town Meetings—Gore's Resolutions passed

V/ Massachusetts Legislature, January, 1809—Awkward Posture in which they placed

some of the Federal Leaders—Silence of our Government in regard to Canning's offen-

sive Communication—That Communication published, through British agency, in Massa-

chusetts—Effect produced on Public Mind and in Congress—Key's Speech—Bill for an
Extra Session passes Congress—This a test question on the Administration Policy

—

That Policy described by the President—Other Bills, and Federal Policy—Nicholas's

Resolution—Quincy moves Resolutions preparatory to an Impeachment of the Presi-

dent—They receive one Vote—A new Republican Wing, and its Plan—It unites with

the Opposition to vote down Nicholas's Resolution—Defeat of the Administration^

Jefferson to his Son-in-law on the Subject—Administration Party rally—The Non-Inter-
course Law passed—President's contemporaneous Explanation of premature Repeal

of Embargo—His Contradictory Statements to Giles in 1825—Causes of his manifest

Error in them in regard to J. Q. Adams, etc.—They fortunately do no Injustice to Mr.

Adams—Mr. Adams's Remarks on them in National Intelligencer—His charges against

Federalists of Disunion Projects in 1808-9 and previously—Jefferson's Real Attitude on
Repeal of Embargo—The later Assailants of that Law—An English and French View
of the subject—Testimony of Edinburg Review and the Emperor Napoleon—What
Substitute did its Opponents propose ?—Inconsistency of New England Maritime
Federalists—Memorial of John Jacob Astor and others—Final success of the Policy-
Mr. Jefferson's Consistency while in OflBce—His Personal Feelings unchillet—His Rela-

tions with Subordinates, etc.—His Feelings on leaving Office—Addresses pour upon
him—Address of Virginia General Assembly—His Reply—Declines the Ovation of his

Neighbors—His Answer to their Address.

The President made his usual two visits to Monticello in the
summer of 1808. His unpublished letters of this period to

Mr. Eppes give some traces of his private life, but they disclose

nothing of particular interest.*

' Mr. F W. Eppes was again married, but he maintained as much as before towards
Mr. Jefferson, the attitude of an affectionate and affectionately cherished son-in-law.
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To Thomas Jefferson Randolph.

Washington, October lAth, 1808,

Dear Jefferson :

I inclose you a letter from Ellen, which, I presume, will inform you that all

are well at Edgebill. I received yours without date of either time or place, but

written, I presume, on your arrival at Philadelphia. As the commencement of your

lectures is now approaching, and you will hear two lectures a day, I would recom-

mend to you to set out from the beginning with the rule to commit to writing every

evening the substance of the lectures of the day. It will be attended with many
advantages. It will oblige you to attend closely to what is delivered to recall it to

your memory, to understand, and to digest it in the evening ; it will fix it in your

memory, and enable you to refresh it at any future time. It will be much better to

you than even a better digest by another hand, because it will better recall to your

mind the ideas which you originally entertained and meant to abridge. Then, if

once a week, you will, in a letter to me, state a synopsis or summary view of the

heads of the lectures of the preceding week, it will give me great satisfaction to

attend to your progress, and it will further aid you by obliging you still more to

generalize and to see analytically the fields of science over which you are travel-

ling. I wish to hear of the commissions I gave you for Kigden, Voight, and

Ronaldson, of the delivery of the letters I gave you to my friends there, and how

you like your situation. This will give you matter for a long letter, which will give

you as useful an exercise in writing as a pleasing one to me in reading.

God bless you and prosper your pursuits.

Th. Jefferson.

A month later, was written to the same grandson, that

beautiful letter of advice, given in both editions of Mr, Jeffer-

son's Works, from which we have already extracted the author's

recital of his own experiences and triumphs over temptation in

early life.'

The Presidential election of 1808 was conducted with

extreme heat, particularly in the eastern States, The Federal

gains were important. The great chief whom the Eepublicans

had so long centered upon—the leader who never had a rival

in his own party—was no longer before the people for their

suffrages. Three Republican candidates were in nomination,

and though two of them, in the final result, ostensibly withdreAV

but a very few electoral votes from Mr. Madison, the division

had weakened the moral as well as the numerical strength of

the party.* The sectional feelings and class interests, roused

into action by the Embargo, swept back into the opposition, all

> See vol, i,, p. 22,
* Monroe received no electoral votes, bat he had a strong party in Virginia, and

the genuine Quids were generally violently opposed to Madison,
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the New England States but one, in which the Kepiiblicaus had

recently triumphed.

The following was the result of the electoral vote

:
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tendency to light stinging persiflage, deepening occasionallj

into impertinent sarcasm, which lie carried into official inter-

course and even into official papers, where he felt dislike or

encountered opposition. Mr. Canning could do a gracious thing

graciously, and so can anybody else. He could render himself

a most agreeable and apparently friendly personal or business

associate. Sidney Smith aptly characterized him as a " diner-

out of the first lustre." But where he acted the agreeable to

carry out a design, it was exceedingly difficult for him to keep
up appearances long, not because he hated insincerity, but

because he preferred his jest to his interest. Every shake of

the mask gave a glimpse of a face behind it leering with impu-

dence and derision.

His toryisra was not ranker than that of his great master, Mr.
Pitt. On the contrary, the growth of public opinion rendered

it visibly milder—especially towards the close of his career.

The one always sacrificed everything that stood in the way of

his views. The other often provoked by his trifling where
nothing was to be gained. Pitt appears to have been an

earnest man. When he sunk broken-hearted into his grave, all

men knew that a mighty pillar of a nation's greatness had fal-

len. His party felt they had suffered an irreparable loss. Can-

ning lived to be cast off by the Tories, and to have such upright

and truthful men as the Duke of Wellington utterly refuse to act

with him politically—more, they asserted, from his insincerity

and unsteadiness than from any important differences of opinion.

His great talents have never been disputed. His real character

has been the subject of most conflicting opinions. We have

given that version of it which seems most consistent with facts,

and which was certainly exhibited in his entire course towards

our country. Pinkney considered his conduct, in 1808, tainted

by the most gratuitous artifice—and there even rose direct

questions of veracity between them.

No well-informed American of any party will doubt the

perfect sincerity of character of William Pinkne}', of Mary-

land. He was one of those rare men who engage in nothing

with friend or foe, to which they cannot carry a loyal and stainless

good faith. His education, knowledge of the world, and talents

placed him above simple credulity or subsequent jealousy,

indeed on the score of talent, an American can have no unwil-

v'OL. III.—18
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lingness to have his side of the correspondence measured against

Mr. Canning's ; and if the future attorney-general of tlie United

States, and the future first American forensic orator of his day,

lacked Mr. Canning's ability in any department (but that of a

mere wit), it was, probably, only from the want of equal expe-

rience in that department.'

After Mr. Pinkney wrote home his favorable dispatches

already mentioned of June 29th, 1808, he continued to have

apparently the most friendly intercommunications with Canning.

Two of these took place on the 22d and 29th of July, in whicli

the latter encouraged the greatest freedom, and appeared

anxious to draw out tjie American Minister as far as possible.

But before the close of the last interview Canning apprised

Pinkney that their discussions must henceforth be in writing

—

and that without an explicit proposal in writing, on which the

British Government could deliberate and act, nothing further

could be effected.

The American minister had no objection to place his propo-

sition in writing—a demand for the revocation of the orders

in council, and a stipulation, when this should take place,

that the Embargo should be immediately suspended as far as it

regarded Great Britain—provided he could be given to under-

stand what would be the answer before preparing his note.

Canning did not press the preparation of the note, but he

declared that if it was written, his Government must be left free

to act upon it, without an intimation in advance. Pinkney,

fearing a written correspondence might lead to unnecessary

discussion, attempted to change his determination, but in vain.

He was compelled, therefore, to submit a written proposition,

or in effect, to drop the negotiation—and he had been led to

suppose that the most favorable dispositions were felt towards

an immediate accommodation. He accordingly prepared a note,

and delivered it on the 26th of August. (It is dated 23d in

» Colonel Benton's Thirty Years' View has few more warmly written paa;es than those
devoted to the character of Mr. Pinkney (q. v. vol. i., pp. 19, 20). .John Randolph's

,

annunciation of Pinkney's death in the House of Representatives, in 1828, has become
historic

:

" I rise " [said Mr. Randolph] "to announce to the House the not unlooked-for death
of a man who filled the first place in the public estimation in this or iu any other coun-
try. We have been talkinsr of General .Jackson, and a greater than him, is, not here. Imt
prone for ever. I allude, "sir, to the boast of Maryland, and the pride of the United
States—the pride of all of us. but more particularly the pride and ornament of Ibe

profession of which you, Mr. Speaker (Mr. Phillip P. Barbour), are a member and an
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the correspondence.) It embraced the proposal already men-
tioned.

A month afterwards (September 23d), Canning replied in

two separate communications. In the first, he gave as the

reason for his requiring written instead of verbal communica-
tions, " a recollection of the misrepresentation which took place

in America of former conferences between them "—though he
acquitted Pinknej of having originated it. He mentioned that

" his share " in the preceding verbal communications had been
small, and intimated that he had always discouraged them and
engaged in them with reluctance. On one point, indeed, he
confessed he had been " particularly anxious to receive precise

information, and upon which, from Mr. Pinkney's candor and
frankness, he was fortunate enough to obtain it." As the latter

had connected in his overtures the suspension of the Embargo
with the repeal of the order in council of 11th November, as

well as the preceding one of the 7th of January, he had been

desirous to ascertain whether that of November had been known
to the Government of the United States " previously to the

message of the President proposing the Embargo, so as to be a

moving consideration to that Message," and "had the satisfac-

tion to learn that such was not the fact "—that rumors of it

might have reached America, but that there was no certain

knowledge of it in the possession of the American Government.

The second letter announced the determination of the British

Government to adhere to the orders in council as a necessary

act of retaliation against France; that his majesty regarded

the American Embargo as " manifestly unjust " towards England,

"as according to every principle of justice," "redress ought

to have been first sought from the party originating the wrong;"
that " by some unfortunate concurrence of circumstances, with-

out any hostile intention, the American Embargo did come in

aid of the 'blockade of the European continent' precisely at

the very moment when, if that blockade could have succeeded

at all, this interposition of the American Government would

most effectually have contributed to its success." The tone of

both the letters is well exemplified in the following Canning-

like paragraph

:

"His majesty would not hesitate to contribut<> in any manner in his power, U
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restore to the commerce of the United States its wonted activity ; and if it were

possible to make any sacrifice for the repeal of the Embargo, without appearing

to deprecate it as a measure of hostility, he would gladly have facilitated its

removal, as a measure of inconvenient restriction upon the American people."

The broad insinuation, or rather charge against the veracity

of the American Government, in the first letter, is palpable.

The paragraph last quoted was an impertinence worthy of a

pettifogger in the theatre of a police court, or of the smartness

of an actor in low comedy, Pinkney himself was placed by a

false declaration in the mortifying posture of a minister who
had not waited to have his official secrets wormed from him,

but who had hastened, with more than rustic simplicity, to

expose them voluntarily. All this (if his word can be taken)

came without the shifting of a circumstance, or a particle of

premonition, on the heel of a continuous train of those friendly

and cordial assurances which had led him to feel confident of

a ready and favorable adjustment. This was purely Canning-

like.

But, to borrow a forensic phrase, he " took nothing by his

motion," Pinkney replied in the language of a gentleman, for he

knew no other. But he followed up his antagonist keenly and

nervously, and exposed him at every point The letter (dated

October 10th) is too long to quote, and we will take space to

mention but two of its allegations. He declared that all their

oral communications had been directly invited and encouraged

by Canning ; and he explicitly denied having given the infor-

mation attributed to him in regard to a knowledge of the last

orders in council by the American Government when the

Embargo was recommended. And he said all that he did utter

on that subject was conjectural, and that he " professed" at the

time " to speak, and did in fact speak from general information

only."

Canning's next official communication to him was dated

November 22d, after the meeting of the American Congress

;

and there is nothing in it, or in their subsequent correspondence,

that demands our particular attention.

Congress convened on the Yth of !N'ovember. The Presi-

dent's Message began by mentioning the propositions which had

been made to England and France in regard to the Embargo,
and their rejection. This experiment having failed, that law.
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he said, had necessarily remained in full force. It had been

borne, in general, with patriotism ; it had saved our mariners

and our property ; it had given us time to prepare defensive and
provisional measures ; it had demonstrated our moderation and
firmness to other nations, and the necessity of uniting in support

of the laws and the rights of our country, to ourselves ; and it

" had thus long frustrated those usurpations and spoliations

which, if resisted, involved war—if submitted to, sacrificed a

vital principle of our national independence." The proper

course to be pursued henceforth was referred to the wisdom of

Congress.

The instructions which had been given to our ministers at

London and Paris were laid before Congress. It appeared from

their correspondence, that in addition to the rejection of our

recent offers, England had taken no steps to make redress for

the attack on the Chesepeake, still adhering to her inadmissible

preliminary, and " now bringing it into connection with the

distinct and irrelative case of the orders in council."

With the other nations of Europe, and with the Barbary

powers, the President said, no material changes had occurred in

our relations since the last session. Negotiations with Spain

had been alternately suspended and resumed, and now " neces-

sarilj^ experienced a pause under the extraordinary and interest-

ing crisis which distinguished her internal situation."

" With our Indian neighbors," the President stated, " the

public peace had been steadily maintained," notwithstanding

some instances of individual wrong, the perpetrators of which

had been given up. He continued :

"And, generally, from a conviction that we consider them as part of ourselves,

and cherish with sincerity their rights and interests, the attachment of the Indian

tribes is gaining strength daily—is extending from the nearer to the more remote,

and will amply requite us for the justice and friendship practised towards them.

Husbandry and household manufacture are advancing among them, more rapidly

with the southern than the northern tribes, from circumstances of soil and climate;

and one of the two great divisions of the Cherokee nation have now under consi-

deration to solicit the citizenship of the United States, and to be identified with us

in laws and government, in such progressive manner as we shall think best."

The appropriations of the last session for harbor fortifications,

he said, had been expended, and most of the works would be

completed during the season, except at l^ew York and New
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Orleans. Further appropriations would be necessary to render

the former entirely secure against naval enterprise. A view of

what had been done at the several places, and what it was pro-

posed further to do, would be communicated as soon as the

several reports were received.

Of the gun-boats authorized to be constructed, it had been

thought necessary to build but one hundred and three during

the present year. A sufficient number of officers had been

appointed to carry on the business of recruiting in the new
regiments of regulars, and their success was believed to have

been satisfactory. No general detachments of militia and
volunteers had been called into service as authorized by the act

of the preceding session ; but some small and special ones had

been found necessary to prevent evasions of the Embargo on

our northern frontier. Tliese, and the armed vessels employed,

had, in a good measure, repressed those evasions.

The power to call out a large force ought, he thought, to be

continued for the ensuing season. The uniform reorganization

of the militia—the " best security " of " a people who are

free "—was earnestly urged. The public factories for the mak-
ing of arms had been enlarged, and additional machinery

erected, " in proportion as artificers could be found or formed."

Their effect was already more tlian doubled ; and contracts had
been entered into with private manufactories to supply the arms

directed to be procured for the militia.

The following paragraph touched on the subject of the new
manufactories springing up in consequence of the suspension

of our foreign commerce :

" The suspension of our foreign commerce, produced by the injustice of the bel-

ligerent powers, and the consequent losses and sacrifices of our citizens, are subjects

of just concern. The situation into which we have thus been forced, has impelled ua

to apply a portion of our industry and capital to internal manufactures and improve-

ments. The extent of this conversion is daily increasing, and little doubt remains

that the establishments formed and forming will—under the auspices of cheaper

materials and subsistence, the freedom of labor from taxation with us, and of pr».

tecting duties and prohibitions—become permanent."

He stated that the receipts in the treasury during the past

year amounted to about eighteen millions of dollars, which,
with the eight and a half millions in the treasury at the close

of the preceding year, had enabled the Government, after meet-
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ing current demands, to pay two millions three hundred thou-

sand dollars of the principal of our funded debt, leaving a

surplus of near fourteen millions. Of this, five millions three

hundred and fifty thousand dollars would be necessary to pay
what would be due on the 1st of January, 1809, which would com-
plete the entire redemption of the eight per cent, stock. These

payments, with those made in the six and a half yeai-s preceding,

would extinguish thirty-three millions five hundred and eighty

thousand dollars of the principal of the funded debt, being

the whole which could be paid or purchased according to law.

This would liberate the revenue from about two million dollars

of interest. The accumulation of our surplus revenue, be} ond
what could be applied to the payment of the public debt, when
" the freedom and safety of our commerce should be restored,"

merited, he said, the consideration of Congress. He asked

whether it should lie unproductive in the public vaults—whether

the revenue should be reduced—or whether it should " rather

be appropriated to the improvement of roads, canals, rivers,

education, and other great foundations of prosperity and union,"

under powers already possessed by Congress, or such an amend-

ment of the Constitution as might be approved by the States.

And he asked, whether while we remained " uncertain of the

course of things," the time might not be advantageously

employed in obtaining such an amendment.

The Messasfe closed as follows

:

" Availing myself of this the last occasion which will occur of addressing the

two houses of the legislature at their meeting, I cannot omit the expression of

my sincere gratitude for the repeated proofs of confidence manifested to me by

themselves and their predecessors since my call to the Administration, and the many

indulgences experienced at their hands. The same grateful acknowledgments are

due to my fellow-citizens generally, whose support has been my great encouragement

under all embarrassments. In the transaction of their business I cannot have

escaped error. It is incident to our imperfect nature. But I may say with truth,

my errors have oeen of the understanding, not of intention ; and that the advance-

ment of their rights and interests has been the constant motive for every measure.

On these considerations I solicit their indulgence. Looking forward with anxiety

to their future destinies. I trust that, in their steady character unshaken by diffi-

culties, in their love of liberty, obedience to law, and support of the public autho-

rities, I see a sure guaranty of the permanence of our republic ; and retiring from

the charge of their affairs, I carry with me the consolation of a firm persuasion that

heaven has in store for our beloved country long ages to come of proppr-r^ty aud

happiness."
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Congress opened with various propositions in regard to the

Embargo, all of which were referred to a committee, which

reported November 22d, that the United States could not, with-

out a total sacrifice of their honor and independence, submit to

the decrees of England and France—that it was expedient to

exclude the ships and merchandise of both those powers from

the United States—that the country ought to be placed at once

in a state of defence. The report repudiated the idea of a

permanent suspension of commerce, and took the ground that

the continuance of that suspension was only a preferable alter-

native to a war with both powers at once, which it was assumed

would be necessary if we sought then forcibly to vindicate our

rights, inasmuch as both were willful aggressors, and that to

open hostilities with one, singly, would be tantamount to a sub-

mission to the pretensions of the other. Resolutions carrying

out these views were presented. The debate on them was most

vehement, and a final vote was retarded by all the expedients

of parliamentary warfare. The resolution that the United

States could not, " without a sacrifice of their rights, honor, and

independence," submit to the edicts of England and France

against their commerce, passed with but two dissenting votes,

and that for putting the country in a state of defence, unani-

mously. The resolution that it was expedient to prohibit, by
law, the admission of British public or private ships into Ameri-

can ports passed, yeas ninety-two, nays twenty-nine. The
resolution was extended to the ships of France, by a vote of

ninety-seven to twenty-four; and then to all belligerents, "hav-

ing in force orders or decrees violating the lawful commerce
and neutral rights of the United States," by a vote of ninety-six

to twenty-six.

Thus, after a year's experiment, and after all the outcry and

even resistance which had been raised against the Embargo, the

vote in the House of Representatives for sustaining it was
sixteen greater than that by which the law was originally passed.

The same question, substantially, had been earlier debated

and disposed of in the Senate. Mr. Hillhouse had offered a

resolution, November 11th, for the repeal of the Embargo.
This was voted down December 2d, yeas six, nays twenty-five.

On the 8th of Decembei', Giles introduced a sti-ingent bill,

making further provision for enforcing that law. In the debate,
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Pick(iring distinctly took the ground that tliis and all the other

Pleasures of the Government towards France and England were

especially intended for the benefit of the former, and were in

accordance with the wishes, if tliey had not been actually

entered into " in obedience to a requisition of the French

Emperor!" The bill passed December 21st, yeas twenty, nays

seven, the nays being the same number which had originally

been given against the Embargo/
The President had seen no reason to change his earlier

views in respect to the merely temporary and provisional

character of this law. He wrote Dr. Eustis (January 14th,

1809), on receiving the resolutions of confidence passed by the

Republicans of Boston :"

" The moment for exerting these united [governmental] powers, to repel the

injuries of the belhgerents of Europe, seems likely to be pressed upon us. They

have interdicted our commerce with nearly the whole world. They have declared

it shall be carried on with such places, in such articles, and in such measure only,

as they shall dictate ; thus prostrating all the principles of right which have hitherto

protected it. After exhausting the cup of forbearance and conciliation to its dregs,

we found it necessary, on behalf of that commerce, to take time to call it home
into a state of safety, to put the towns and harbors which carry it on into a condi-

tion of defence, and to make further preparation for enforcing the redress cf its

wrongs, and restoring it to its rightful freedom. This required a certain measure

of time, which, although not admitting specific limitation, must, from its avowed

objects, have been obvious to all ; and the progress actually made towards the

accomplishment of these objects, proves it now to be near its term. While thus

endeavoring to secure, and preparing to vindicate that commerce, the absurd

opinion has been propagated, that this temporary and necessary arrangement was

to be a permanent system, and was intended for its destruction."

His communications had always conveyed the same general

idea, yet one of the principal grounds of local agitation was

that the Embargo was intended as a permanent measure.

There was a deeper reason for this pretence than appeared on

the surface. Men who had themselves voted for or sustained

an embargo during a former administration—who had empow-

' The political character of the division had changed but to the extent of one vote.
James Lloyd, jr., a Federalist and opponent of the Embargo, had taken the place of
J. Q. Adams, from Massachusetts, at the opening of the session—the latter having
resigned his seat in consequence of being superseded, and of his constituents disapprov-
ing his support of the Embargo. Crawford of Georgia, and Maclay of Pennsylvania,
Republicans, had originally voted against the measure. Crawford now voted for it,

and Maclay was absent Oilman of New Hampshire, originally voted for it, and now
against it. The change against the Embargo among the New England senators was two
votes.

* Passed on the 19th of December, 1808.
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ered a president to impose one at his discretion/ could not very

well claim that it was not authorized under the constitutional

powers of Congress to " regulate commerce." But it was

difficult to incite the law abiding people of New England to

oppose factiously the execution of what they believed to be a

constitutional law, and impossible to rouse among them, in

opposition to such a law, that storm of excitement which

would gradually lead on to sedition and disunion. Accordingly,

the Federal leaders made a subtle distinction. Because the

present Embargo was not limited in its duration to a specified

time, they assumed, contrary to the open disclaimers of the

President and his political " organs," that it was intended to be

permanent, and that it therefore involved the destruction of

commerce by an authority which could only legally " regulate
"

it. This narrow quibble was the fulcrum on which the lever of

resistance and all its train of consequences rested.

When the news of the " Enforcing Law " (as the bill intro-

duced into Congress by Giles was generally designated) reached

Massachusetts, a violent excitement burst forth. Several collec-

tors resigned rather than encounter the consequences of the

public fermentation. Newspapers appeared in mourning. The
contest between the people and the General Government, it wa8
asserted, rested on the same principles as in 1776. Governor

Lincoln (the Lieutenant-Governor who had succeeded "to the

executive chair on the death of Sullivan) was another Hutchin-

son ; President Jefferson was another George III. If possible,

the present oppressors were governed by more flagitious motives

than those of 1776. George III. and his government were
seeking the good of some portion of the realm. If they

oppressed America, it was for the benefit of England. But it

was declared that the tyrant Jefferson was only gratifying his

fell and inextinguishable sectional hate against the prosperity

of New England, while he benefited no other portion of the

country ; and that he was meanly cringing, as usual, at the feet

of the French Emperor, who repaid his subserviency only by
contumely and injury. Resistance and disunion were called

for in the newspapers and by the votes of numerous town
meetings.''

» As in Act of June 4th, 1794.
* Hillhonse, a U. S. Senator from Connecticut, declared in Congress in the debate on
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Gore, as chairman of a committee in the Massachusetts

Legislature, reported (January 28th, 1809), tliat if our Govern-

ment had met the Berlin decree as it did that issued by the

Directory in 1798, the English orders in council vi^ould not

have been made. "Let Congress," declared the re})ort, "repeal

the Embargo, annul the convention with France, forbid all com-

mercial intercourse with the French dominions, arm our public

and private ships, and unfurl the republican banner against the

imperial standard." " This done, the English orders would

cease to operate." Our trade, except with France and her

dependencies, "would again recover and flourish." Agriculture

and all other avocations would thrive. These propositions

might have been expected, perhaps, to find favor with a few

ruined and desperate ship-owners, and a very small class always

found among merchants, hardened into insensibility to every

appeal but that of avarice ; but the American historian will

the Enforcing Law, that the people were not bound to submit; and he did not believe

they would submit. The Boston Centinel said " every man would presume" he was
not bound to obey the Embargo—that '• if the petitions did not produce a relaxation or
removal of the Embargo, the people ought immediately to assume a higher tone." The
Boston Repertory said, if it was not repealed, it would be soon set "at defiance"—
that "it behoved" the people of Massachusetts " to S])eak, for strike they must, if

speaking did not answer." The Boston Gazette exclaimed: "It is better to suffer the
amputation of a limb, than to lose the whole body. We must prepare for the opera-
tion." . . . " Wherefore, then, is New England asleep ; wherefore does she submit
to the oppression of enemies in the South ? Have we no Moses who is inspired by the
God of our fathers, and will lead us out of Egypt."- A handbill, circulated at Newbury-
port, contained the following : "You have reposed confidence in a coward" (Jefferson).

. . . "Nerve your arms with vengeance against the despot who would wrest the
inestimable germ of your independence from you, and you shall be conquerors. Give
ear no longer to the siren voice of democracy and Jeffersonian liberty. It is a curged
delusion, adopted by traitors, and recommended by sycophants."

Resolutions were passed in town meeting at Augusta, Maine (January 16th 1809),
which, after denouncing the preceding " criminal apathy " of the people on the subject,

declared, that henceforth " silence would be crime, and resistance would become a virtue

of the first magnitude." A town meeting at Boston, Massachusetts, adopted a memo-
rial to the Legislature (January 25th, 1809), requesting its "interposition to procure for

them relief from the grievances they now suffered. . . . Relief against the uncon-
stitutional measures of the General Government "^and declaring that its power
" was adequate to this object was evident from the organization of the confederacy."
A town meeting at Bath passed resolutions (December 27th, 180S), requesting the
Legislature to take such "immediate steps for relieving the people, either by themselves
alone, or in concert with other commercial States, as the exti-aordinary circumstances of
their situation might require." A town meeting at Topsfield (January 15th, IsOSi) resolved
that a war with Great Britain " would be unjust, unnecessary, and extremely to be
deplored;" that war was not a necessary alternative of the repeal of the Embargo;
" but should this be the alternative, it ought to be a war with France, and not with Great
Britain "—that our people "might find many sources of profitable employment without
interfering in any degree with those principles of maritime law which Great Britain
deemed essential to her existence, and which, in an eventful moment like the present, she
would never yield "—that " neither the honor nor the permanent interests of the United
States required that they should drive Great Britain, if it wore in their power, to the sur-
render of those claims so essential to her in the mighty conflict in which she was at present
engaged ; a conflict interesting to humanity, to morals, to religion, and to the last strug-
gle of liberty." A full collection of the newspapers of the period would probably
enable us to multiply to thousands these examples of expressions directly iu favor of, or
leading to, resistance and disunion.
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always blush to record that they received the sanction of an

American Legislature. The Massachusetts General Court ac-

cepted Gore's report (February Sd) by a vote of one hundred

and ninety-five to one hundred and twenty-seven ! It also

declared the Enforcing Law "unjust, oppressive, and unconstitu-

tional, and not legally binding "—but advised a resort to the

State courts, rather than to open resistance to prevent its

execution.*

We shall not stop to give an analysis of the Enforcing Law.

It is accessible to all in the statutes of the United States. There

is np ground for hesitation in declaring that, in conferring powers

on the Executive, it fell short of rather than exceeded a con-

siderable list of Acts passed on similar occasions during the

1 This report placed a large portion of the Federal leaders of Massachusetts in a

Bingular predicament. The " Boston Memorial," of January 20th, 180G, after touching

on the aggressions of France and Spain, proceeded to declare that it was the object of the

memorialists " to confine their animadversions to the more alarming, because more
numerous and extensive, detentions and condemnations of American vessels by Great
Britain, and to advert to the principles recently avowed and adopted by her courts

relative to neutral trade in articles of colonial produce—principles which, if admitted or

practised upon in all the latitude which might be fairly inferred to be intended, would
be destruction to the navigation, and radically impair the most lucrative commerce of

our country." After much additional and stronger denunciation of the conduct of

England, the memorialists proceeded, in conclusion, to declare : " In all events, fully

relying that the subject of our differences with Great Britain will receive the due con-

sideration of Government ; and that such measures will, in consequence, be promptly
adopted as will tend to disembarrass our commerce—assert our rights—and support the
dignity of the United States, your memorialists have the honor to remain," etc. This
paper was signed by James Lloyd, jr., David Green, Arnold Welles, David Sears, John
Coffin Jones, George Cabot, and Thomas H. Perkins, a committee chosen by and acting
in behalf of the merchants of Boston generally.

Even Mr. Pickering, who declared in a published letter to Governor Sullivan (Feb-
ruary 16th, 1808), that Great Britain had " really done " our commerce "no essential

injury," voted for a resolution in the United States Senate, February 10th, 1806, which
declared the captures and condemnations which had already taken place under British

orders, " an unprovoked aggression upon the property of the citizens of the United States

—a violation of their neutral rights^and an encroachment upon their national inde-

pendence."
Mr. Gore, himself, had not been perfectly uniform in his British subserviency. At a

meeting held in Paneuil Hall, on the 16th of July, 1807, John Quincy Adams, Harrison
Gray Otis, William Eustis, Christopher Gore, Charles Jones, John C. Jones, Thomas H.
Perkins, Jonathan Mason, and John Warren, were appointed a committee to prepare a
report, which contained the following resolutions :

" Resolved, That we consider the unprovoked attack made on the United States
armed ship Chesapeake, by the British ship of war Leopard, a wanton outrage on the
lives of our fellow-citizens, a direct violation of our national honor, and an infringement
of our national rights and sovereignty.

'' Resolved, That we most sincerely approve the Proclamation, and the firm and dis-

passionate course of policy pursued by the President of the United States, and we will
cordially unite with our fellow-citizens in affording effectual support to such measures
as our Government may further adopt in the present crisis of our affairs."

The Boston town meeting, held six days earlier, unanimously passed still stronger
resolutions in commendation of the course of the Government, and closed with the fol-

lowing :

" Resolved, unanimously, That though we unite with our Government in wishing
most ardently for peace on just and honorable terms, yet we are ready cheerfully to
cooperate in any measures, however serious, which they may judge necessary for the
safety and honor of our country, and will support them with our lives and fortunes."
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administrations of the first and second Presidents, and which
had received the general support and approval of the Federal

party. As a prominent example among these, it is only neces-

sary to cite the Act of June 4th, 1794.

When the President's opening message to Congress was sent

in (November 8th, 1808), the Government had recently received

Plnkney's and Canning's correspondence down only to the

letter of the British minister, which was dated September 23d.

As this was criminatory in its character towards the American
Government and its minister, it M'ould " have accorded neither

with propriety, nor with the wishes of Mr. Pinkney," to make
it public, until his answer was received to make public at the

same time. " When that answer afterwards an-ived " (we quote

the President's message of January 11th, 1809), " it was con-

sidered as what had passed in conversation had been superseded

by the written and formal correspondence on the subject, the

variance in the statements of what had verbally passed, was not

of sufficient importance to be made the matter of a distinct and

special communication."

Our Government was driven from its silence by a remarka-

ble circumstance. Canning's last named communication to

Pinkne}'-, suddenly appeared in the New England Palladium,

published in Boston, and the official paper for printing the Acts

of the Massachusetts Legislature. This called for the transmis-

sion of the whole correspondence to Congress by the President.

Canning's misstatements and sarcasms were received with

an ecstasy of delight by a class of partisans in the United States.

But the tone of his paper, the place of its appearance, his

obvious motive in thus can-ying his controversy with the Ameri-

can minister into the American newspapers,' and finally, the

free communication and good understanding between himself

and certain politicians in Massachusetts which the circuixi-

stances seemed to betray, produced disgust among the high-

minded men of all parties. In Congress, this feeling was too

strong to be prudently encountered. Quincy sat silent. Even

» It has never, that we are aware, been shown how the publishers of the Palladium
came in possession of this paper. They certainly did not receive it from Mr. Pinkney
or our Government. Nobody else could have been in possession of it but the British
Minister or Cabinet, or some person who received it from them. It is, therefore, not
only fair but necessary to assume that Mr. Canning directly or indirectly caused or per-
mitted this publication.
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Gardenier did not go beyond a feeble effort to turn tlie thing

into ridicule, by asking if it was " necessary to array the repre-

sentatives of the nation against the humble editors of a news-

paper ?" Key, the distinguished Federal member from Mary-

land, said :

" I consider the late publication as the most direct and insidious attempt of a

foreign government to take advantage of and influence the parties in this country,

and that, too, by dishonorable means. The paper alluded to could only have been

in possession of our own Administration or of the British Government. It came

not from us ; it must have proceeded from the other—and from what view ? Had

fair mformation been the object, the letter of Mr. Pinkney in reply would also have

been made public, that one might have been confronted with the other. If it pro-

ceeded from that quarter, the separation of the reply from the letter, is evincive of

the attempt to impose on the people. I consider it an attempt to set the people at

variance with their Government, and an insolent attempt of a foreign nation to

interfere in our affairs in three points of view. First. Mr. Pinkney is expressly

exonerated from the charge of misrepresentation ; but no man can understand it

otherwise than as having allusion to the Executive of the country—an insinuation

which there is no proof to support, and in support of which none can be adduced.

Whatever difference of pohtical opinion may exist between us on some points, I

respect the Administration on the whole, and every honest man of every political

opinion must side with me. Secondly. There is an insinuation that the President

of the United States had only permitted our minister at London individually, not

formally, to make a proposition on the subject of the Embargo. This is unfounded

in fact, because the documents before the House prove to the contrary. Thirdly.

A question is raised whether actual knowledge of the orders in council of Novem-

ber, was in possession of our Government at the time of laying the Embargo, which

Mr. Pinkney has fully explained, that the American papers showed that it was well

known before the passage of the Embargo, that such would probably be the mea-

sures adopted by the British Government. It is upon these three great questions

that this letter is insidiously calculated to deceive the American people."

A bill passed the House January 20th, by a vote of eighty

to twenty-six, for an extra session of Congress on the fourth

Monday of May then next. It passed the Senate on the 26th

without a division. This was a test question on sustaining the

policy of the Administration, sketched in the following letter,

written the next day by the President to Monroe.

"The idea of sending a special mission to France or England is not entertained

at all here. After so little attention to us from the former, and so insulting

an answer from Canning, such a mark of respect as an extraordinary missiou,

would be a degradation against which all minds revolt here. The idea was hazarded

in the House of Representatives a few days ago, by a member, and an approbation

expressed by another, but rejected indignantly by every other person who .^poke,

and very generally in conversation by all others : and I am satisfied such a propo-
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sition would get no vote in the Senate. The course the legislature means to pur-

sue, may be inferred from the Act now passed for a meeting in May, and a proposi-

tion before them for repealing the Embargo in June, and then resuming and
maintahiing by force our right of navigation. There will be considcrible opposition

to this last proposition, not only from the Federalists, old and new, who oppose

everything, but from sound members of the majority. Yet it is believed it will

obtain a good majority, and that it is the only proposition which can be devised

that could obtain a majority of any kind. Final propositions will, therefore, be
soon dispatched to both the belligerents through the resident ministers, so that

their answers will be recived before the meeting in May, and will decide what is to

be done. This last trial for peace is not thought desperate. If, as is expected,

Bonaparte should be successful in Spain, however every virtuous and liberal senti-

ment revolts at it, it may induce bath powers to be more accommodating with us.

England will see here the only asylum for her commerce and manufactures, worth

more to her than her orders of council. And Bonaparte, having Spain at his feet,

will look immediately to the Spanish colonies, and think our neutrality cheaplv

purchased by a repeal of the illegal parts of his decrees, with, perhaps, the Floridas

thrown into the bargain. Should a change in the aspect of affairs in Europe pro-

duce this disposition in both powers, our peace and prosperity may be revived and

long continue. Otherwise, we must again talce the tented field, as we did in 177'i,

under more inauspicious circumstances.

" There never has been a situation of the world before, in which such endeavors

as we have made would not have secured our peace. It is probable there never

will be feoich another. If we go to war now, I fear we may renounce forever the

hope of seeing an end of our national debt. If we can keep at peace eight years

longer, our income, liberated from debt, will be adequate to any war, without new
taxes or loans, and our position and increasing strength will put us hors d'insulle

from any nation. I am now so near the moment of retiring, that I take no part in

afifairs beyond the expression of an opinion. I think it fair, that my successor

should now originate those measures of which he will be charged with the execu-

tion and responsibility, and that it is my duty to clothe them with the forms of

luthority. Five weeks more will relieve me from a drudgery to which I am no longer

ecfual. and restore me to a scene of tranquillity, amidst my family and friends, more
congenial to my age and natural inchnations. In that situation, it will always be

ft pleasure to me to see you, and to repeat to you the assurances of my constant

friendship and respect."

The vote on engrossing for a third reading, a bill for raising

an army of fifty thousand volunteers, Mas taken January 2.3d,

and it stood, yeas seventy-two, nays forty-five. In the affirm-

ative, voted the Administration supporters proper
; in tlie nega-

tive, the two extremes—the anti-maritime party, who favored

the continuance of the Embargo long enough to bring England

to terms, though it should exterminate our own commerce

—

and the maritime Federalists, who M^ere as much opposed to a

war with England as to the Embargo ; who, in reality, had

but one policy toward that power, namelv, submission.
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Before the bill for an extra session had passed the Senate

(January 25th), Mr, Nicholas, of Virginia, the administration

leader in the House, and understood to represent the personal

views of the President, after declaring that we ought now to look

for war and prepare for war if the Embargo did not within

a reasonable time effect its purpose—that if redress was our

object, defence was not sufficient, and that therefore '' extensive

preparation " was now called for—introduced the following

resolution :

" Resolved, As the opinion of this House, that the United States ought not to

d^ay beyond the day of to repeal the Embargo laws, and to resume,

maintain and defend the navigation of the high seas against any nation or nations

having in force edicts, orders, or decrees, violating the lawful commerce and neutral

rights of the United States."

On the 30th, after some debate on this resolution, Mr. Nicho-

las so modified it, that it declared that if the obnoxious orders or

decrees were not repealed by the day to be inserted in the

blank, letters of marque and reprisal should be issued against

the offending powers ; and he moved to fill the blank with the

1st day of June.

This proposition, taken in conjunction with the President's

letter to Monroe, and with another to his son-in-law, Randolph,

presently to be quoted, make the fact certain that he was in

favor of suspending the Embargo at the specified time, and then

resorting to hostilities, if necessary.

John Randolph moved as an amendment, a repeal of the

Embargo " forthwith." This being voted down by a consider-

able majority, the question recurred on filling the blank with

the first day of June. The " war party in peace and the peace

party in war" (as they were subsequently well designated in

Congress by Robert Y. Hayne, of South Carolina), strongly

opposed Nicholas's resolution. Dana, of Connecticut, ridiculed

this " contingent declaration of war." But he claimed that the

Embargo should be given up, because it could not be enforced.'

Gardenier amused the House by earnestly advocating the

» He said : " Do gentlemen recollect how much danger menaces the sentiment of

attachment to their country when foreign indulgences (as the liberty of trading derived

from the contiguity of the British provinces) are given to the citizens of any portion of a

country which refuses to allow them those privileges ?

I deem it useless to rely on the patriotism of the people, when the Government forgets

the cement of patriotism. What is country? That portion of the globe where we have
friends, freedom and protection."
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President's peace policy, not only in the substance but in the

identical line of argument in which its friends were accustomed
to support it. We do not find Quincy's name in the debate.

He was, perhaps, brooding over the conduct of his political

friends on a recent occasion, when, after he had made an
'imposing demonstration, looking toward an impeachment of the

President, not one of those friends was found ready to counte-

nance his attempt.'

Pending the debate on Nicholas's resolution, a new party, or

rather a new party wing, developed itself. The Eepnblicans of

New England became alarmed by the insurrectionary manifes-

tations at home, and anxious for some middle course. After

various desultory propositions," they settled down in favor of the

plan of an earlier repeal of the Embargo,' and a permission

thenceforth to our merchant vessels to arm in their own defence.

On the 3d of February a motion to make the date of the repeal

the 4th of March instead of the 1st of the succeeding June, pre-

* On the 26th of January, Mr. Quincy had risen " to perform a great duty !" It was
a "painful" duty, but the "occasion called for it!" Every member "who had reason
to believe a high crime or misdemeanor had been committed, was bound to state that
opinion to the House, and move such an inquiry as the nature of the supposed ofifcnce

demanded." He then stated that " Benjamin Lincoln, Esq.," Collector of the Port of
Boston, offered his resignation to the President at the end of 1800, and again in Septem-
ber, 1807; assigning at both times his utter inability from age and infirmity to perform
the duties of the office ; that on the first occasion the President promised to appoint a
successor, and on the second made no answer; that consequently the incumbent held the
place a year longer ; that the office had been " thus kept in effect vacant for more than
two years," to reserve it for "a favorite of the Executive, Henry Dearborn, Secretary
of War." As a preliminary to impeachment, he offered two resolutions, asking the Pre-
sident to lay his correspondence with Mr. Lincoln before the House, and to appoint a
committee to inquire into the facts. The House, by a vote of ninety-three to twenty-
four, agreed to consider the resolutions. Mr. Quincy made a speech. He thought it'a

high offence that the United States had been kept paying an individual $5000 a year for
inadequate services, and against his own wishes.

This " Benjamin Lincoln, Esq.," was one of the oldest, if not the oldest, surviving
major-general of the Revolutionary army. He had been appointed to the command of
the Southern Department in 1778; had commanded at the fall of Charleston; had led the
central division at Yorktown ; had served as Secretary of War : and had subse-
quently held several high civic and diplomatic appointments. He had always been a
decided Federalist; and had been made Collector of Boston in 1789, after being defeated
for a reelection as Lieutenant Governor by Samuel Adams. He never had actually sent
in his resignation, until after the passage of the Enforcing Law.

The cruelty and criminality of retaining him two years longer in a lucrative oflSce

which he could perform the duties of by deputy—and doing this for such a purpose,
when any number of young and well qualified Republicans could have been found
willing to take the place though but for that short period—gave great diversion to many
of the members. Others possessing less humor, treated Mr. Quincy and his proposed
impeachment with anything but sportiveness. At length the important vote drew on.
The yeas and nays were called on the resolutions. The yeas stood one (Mr. Quincy)—
the nays one hundred and seventeen !

' For example. Story, who had at an earlier date, stoutly defended the Embargo,
moved to fit out "fifty fast sailing frigates"—and this, we believe, is usually cited to
show that the party who opposed the Embargo, were for immediate and adequate pre-
parations for war

!
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vailed, yeas seventy; and the repealing clause then passed,

yeas seventy-six.'

The President thus wrote to his son-in-law

:

To Thomas Mann Randolph.

Washington, February T, 1809.

Dear Sir :

I thought Congress had taken their ground firmly for continuing their

Embargo till June, and then war. But a sudden and unaccountable revolution of

opinion took place the last week, chiefly among the New England and New York

members, and in a kind of panic they voted the 4th of March for removing the

Embargo, and by such a majority as gave all reason to believe they would not

agree either to war or non-intercourse. This, too, was after we had become

satisfied that the Essex Junto had found their expectation desperate, of inducing

the people there to either separation or forcible opposition. The majority of Con-

gress, however, has now rallied to the removing the Embargo on the 4th of March,

non-intercourse with France and Great Britain, trade everywhere else, and con.

tinuing war preparations. The further details are not yet settled, but I believe it is

perfectly certain that the Embargo will be taken off the 4th of March.

Tlie proposition to allow merchant vessels to arm, was next

brought forward (or rather revived) by Randolph, and was

supported by the Federalists, Quids, and the eastern and northern

Republicans, who shrunk from direct war measures. The sup-

porters of the Administration fell back on a non-intercourse law

introduced earlier in the session. They were in favor of com-

mercial restrictions of some kind, which would operate as a

retaliation on England, or of open war. They had no partiality

for a hybrid system, which offered the strongest inducements to

illicit trade, and, among abandoned characters, the most danger-

OTis temptations to piracy.

They now vigorously rallied, and on the 9th of February the

Non-intercourse bill was referred back to the committee which

reported it, yeas sixty-one, nays forty-one. On the motion of

Alston, of North Carolina, and after a struggle carried through

the night, the House, at 5 o'clock a.m. discharged the committee

of the whole from the further consideration of the resolution for

permitting the arming of merchant vessels, yeas sixty-five, nays

fifty-five. On motion of the same gentleman, and after a debate

protracted by the minority till the House became thinned out

by physical exhaustion, all the resolutions offered by the oppo-

> We find these votes thus stated at pp. 1334, 1350 of Annals of Congress, 1808-9,
eecond session, and the nays, if any, not mentioned.
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sition were referred to the committee liavinfi: in charge the Non-
intercourse bill, 3'eas fifty-five, nays thirty-six.

On the 11th of February, Nicholas reported from that com-

mittee an Act which, as finally passed, interdicted the entrance

of English or French public vessels into the ports and harbors

of the United States, and all intercourse with them after the 1st

of March ensuing; declared private vessels of those nations for-

feited which entered the limits of the United States after the

20th of May ; entirely cut off importations from those nations

and their dependencies after the 20th of May ; and connected

with these provisions, ample means of enforcement so far as the

power of the United States was adequate to that object.

The debate on the bill continued until the 27th of February,

often exhibiting great vehemence.' Innumerable substitutes

and amendments were offered without any important ones being

carried. The bill passed, yeas eighty-one, nays forty. The bill

to raise fifty thousand volunteers was lost in the Senate, The
President was authorized to equip as many of the public vessels

as he should deem necessary. Some other acts passed, looking

to an extension of our defences, but none of them require notice.

Illinois was erected into a territory this session. The tenth

Congress closed on the 3d of March, and with it Mr. Jefferson's

Presidential term.

The coup d'osil given of his Administration would be very

incomplete without some explanation of that sudden vacil-

lation in the Republican ranks, on Nicholas's resolution, which

led to the only defeat of the Government on any leading

national question during Mr. Jefferson's Presidency

We have recently presented his letter to his son-in-law on

this subject. The following to a former Cabinet colleague, was
written while all the facts, it must be presumed, were fresh in

his memory

:

To General Dearborn.
MoNTiCELLO, July 16, 1810.

Dear General and Friend:

Your favor of May the Slst was duly received, and I join in congratulations

with you on the resurrection of republican principles in Massachusetts and New

1 As a specimen of the avowals of some of the extreme and outspoken Federalists, it

may be stated that Gardenier (February 18th) attempted to show that Great Britain had
a right to issue her orders in council—that we could not. ppnrtiu.c the Berlin decree,
have honorably traded with France, independently of tli^se orders—that the proposition
that we were " paying tribute for going to a place where we could not go, was merely
ideal"—and he repeated the customary insinuation, that the measure before the Hous*
was intended to meet the wishes of the French Eii?peror.
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Hampshire, and the hope that the professors of these principles will not again easily

be driven off their ground. The Federalists, during their short-lived ascendency,

have, nevertheless, by forcing us from the Embargo, inflicted a wound on our

interests which can never be cured, and on our affections which will require time

to cicatrize. I ascribe all this to one pseudo-Republican, Story.' He came on (in

place of Crowninshield, I believe) and staid only a few days ; long enough, how-

ever, to get complete hold of Bacon, who giving in to his representations became

panic struck, and communicated his panic to his colleagues, and they to a majority

of the sound members of Congress. They believed in the alternative of repeal or

civil war, and produced the fatal measure of repeal. This is the immediate parent

of all our present evils, and has reduced us to a low standing in the eyes of the

world. I should think that even the Federalists themselves must now be made, by

their feelings, sensible of their error. Tlie wealth which the Embargo brought

home safely, has now been thrown back into the laps of our enemies ; and our

navigation completely crushed, and by the unwise and unpatriotic conduct of those

engaged in it. Should the orders prove genuine, which are said to have been given

against our fisheries, they too, are gone : and if not true as yet, tliey will be true

on the first breeze of success which England shall feel: for it has now been some

years that I am perfectly satisfied her intentions have been to claim the ocean as

her conquest, and prohibit any vessel from navigating it, but on such a tribute as

may enable her to keep up such a standing navy as will maintain her dominion over

it. She has hauled in, or let herself out, been bold or hesitating, according to

occurrences, but has in no situation done anything which might amount to an

acknowledged relinquishment of her intentions. I have ever been anxious to

avoid a war with England, unless forced by a situation more losing than war itself.

But I did believe we could coerce her to justice by peaceable means, and the

Embargo, evaded as it was, proved it would have coerced her had it been honestly

executed. The proof she exhibited on that occasion, that she can exercise such an

influence in this country as to control the will of its Government and three-

fourths of its people, and oblige the three-fourths to submit to one-fourth, is to me
the most mortifying circumstance which has occurred since the estabhshment of

our government. The only prospect I see of lessening that influence, is in her own
conduct, and not from anything in our power. Radically hostile to our navigation

and commerce, and fearing its rivalry, she will completely crush it, and force us to

resort to agriculture, not aware that we shall resort to manufactures also, and

render her conquests over our navigation and commerce useless, at least, if not inja-

rious to herself in the end, and perhaps salutary to UB, as removing out of our way

the chief causes and provocations to war."

After the exposure and publication of the fact that the

Governor of Canada dispatched an agent named John Henry,

to Massachusetts, in the beginning of 1809, to correspond with

the disaffected, and produce an understanding between them

and England, Mr. Jefferson wrote to John Adams, April 20th,

1812:

"Of this mission of Henry, your son had got wind in the time of the Embargo,

and communicated it to me. But he had learned nothing of the particular agent,

1 Joseph Story, afterwards a justice of the U. S. Supreme Court.
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although, of his workings, the information he had obtained appears now to have

been correct. He stated a particular wliich Henry has not distinctly brought for-

ward, which was, that the eastern States were not to be required to make a formal

act of separation from the Union, and to take a part in the war against it ; a mea-
sure deemed much too strong for their people : but to declare themselves in a state

of neutrality, in consideration of which they were to have peace and free com-

merce, the lure most likely to insure popular acquiescence. Having no indications

of Henry as the intermediate in this negotiation of the Essex Junto, suspicions fell

on Pickering, and his nephew Williams, in London. If he was wronged in this, the

ground of his suspicion is to be found in his known practices and avowed opinions,

as that of his accomplices in the sameness of sentiment and of language with

Henry, and subsequently by the fluttering of the wounded pigeons."

On the 25th of December, 1825, Mr, Jelfersoii gave another

account of the transaction in answer to inquiries addressed to

him by William B. Giles, then Governor of Virginia. In this

he stated that J. Q. Adams called on him during the Embargo,

and declared to him that "he had information of the most

unquestionable certainty," that persons in the eastern States,

and Massachusetts particularly, were in negotiation with agents

of the British Government, " the object of which was an agree-

ment tliat the New England States should take no further part

in the war then going on"—that " without formally declaring

their separation from the Union," " they should withdraw from

all aid and obedience to them"—that in consideration of this,

their commerce and navigation were to be free from inter-

ruption by England, and they were to be treated in all par-

ticulars as neutrals. He said that Mr. Adams declared " there

was imminent danger that the convention would take place "

—

that to enable the friends of the Union to make head against

these plans, " the repeal of the Embargo was absolutely neces-

sary." And he finally declared that " from that moment, and

influenced by that information, he saw the necessity of aban-

doning it, and instead of effecting our purpose by this peaceful

weapon, we must fight it out, or break the Union"—that "he
then recommended to his friends to yield to the necessity of

a repeal of the Embargo, and to endeavor to supply its place by

the best substitute, in which they could procure a general con-

currence."

This is manifestly a contradictory explanation of the repeal

of the Embargo, and of the writer's feelings at the time, from that

given in the earlier letters which have been quoted. The con
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temporary solution would naturally be the best one, and par-

ticular circumstances leave no reasonable doubt on that point.

The letter to Giles was written at a period of great debility,

during the author's eighty-third year, and within less than six

months of his death. In the opening of the letter he deplored

being called upon for recollections of transactions so far back,

saying that his memory had " become almost a blank."
'

We have stated more than once, that Mr. Jefferson's memory
was never specially retentive of particular incidents ; and that

he preserved his remarkable general accuracy in writing of them

by references to his own or to published records. In the

present case, he spoke of a matter which was the subject of no

record, and he was probably misled by impressions directly

drawn from, or raised by some chord of association touched by,

Giles's communications.* And his errors are so great and mani-

fest, that we cannot help conjecturing that he wrote during

some unusual access of disease, which either peculiarly affected

his memory, or prevented him from giving his usual attention

to his statements. Thus, where he mentions the war " then

going on," he obviously confounds the period just preceding the

repeal of the Embargo—that is, the opening of the year 1809

—

with the period of the second war with Great Britain, which

was not declared until 1812.* Again, Mr. Adams subsequently

asserted, and we have no doubt correctly, that the direct perso-

nal interview between them, alluded to by Mr. Jefferson, took

place in March, 1808, a year earlier than mentioned by the

latter. It is easy to see what a train of secondaiy errors of

memory must have been involved in these two important

primary ones.

There can be no doubt that Mr. Jefferson, by these mistakes,

did great injustice to his own action in 1809, and to his declara-

> He erroneously thought, however, that the substance of Mr. Adams's commu-
nications " was of a character too awful, too deeply engraved in his mind, and influ-

encing too materially the course he had to pursue, ever to be forgotten."
^ This is but conjecture, as we have not Giles's letter before us. Mr. Jefferson waa

evidently, also, making a particular effort to do jnetice, at a critical moment, to the past
conduct of a gentleman (John Quincy Adams) whose measures, at the time of writing,
he was severely censuring to the same correspondent. This desire may have uncon-
sciously affected his statements. Giles published the censures, and omitted the tribute
to Mr. Adams's early services; and it was to repair this injustice that the legatee of Mr.
Jefferson's papers published the latter. Portions of a warm correspondence between
that legatee and Governor Giles, growing out of this publication, are before us.

' Mr. Adams embarked for Russia in August, 1809, and did not return until August.
1817.
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tions then and at approximate periods. But, fortunately, he

did none, in tlie substance, to anybody else. His letter to Giles

was made public (after his death) in 1828. Mr. Adams, then a

candidate for reelection to the Presidency, " authorized " the

National Intelligencer to publish a paper of corrections and ex-

planations. In this, having mentioned the errors which we have

already stated, he took some pains to show that his communica-

tions in 1809, instead of being made to the President, were

written to Giles, Nicholas, and others, " as the solicited advice

of friend to friend, both ardent friends to the Administration

and to their country." For all practical purposes, then, this

was as much a communication to the President as if the letters

had been directed to him.

But in regard to his actual warnings and accusations against

the Federalists, Mr. Adams put the case in a much stronger

light than did Mr. Jefferson. lie said

:

"He [Adams] urged that a continuance of the Embargo much longer would

certainly be met by forcible resistance, supported by the Legislature, and prob?ibly

by the judiciary of the State [Massachusetts]. That to quell that resistance, if

force should be resorted to by the Government, it would produce a civil war ; and

that in that event, he had no doubt the leaders of the party would secure the

cooperation with them of Great Britain. That their object was, aud had been for

several years, a dissolution of the Union, and the establishment of a separate con-

federation, he knew from unequivocal evidence, although not provable in a court of

law ; and that in case of a civil war, the aid of Great Britain to effect that purpose,

would be as surely resorted to, as it would be indispensably necessary to the

design."

Here we have a charge against the leaders of the Massachu-

setts Federalists of a wish and design, entertained in 1809, and

for years previously, permanently to divide the Union. And
this accusation is deliberately reiterated twenty years after the

events, by the President of the United States, and declared to

be supportable by " unequivocal evidence." It is due to Mr.

Adams to say that he made and published substantially similar

allegations in 1809.*

His communication, published in the Intelligencer in 1828,

> For example, in hia third article, in the Boston Patriot, reviewing the writings ot
Mr. Ames, he said : " They [Ames's principles] are the principles of a faction, which
has succeeded in obtaining the management of this commonwealth, and whicfi aspired to
the government of the Union. Defeated in this last object of their ambition, and sensi-
ble that the engines by which they have attained the mastery of the State arc not suffi-

ciently comprehensive, nor enough within their control to wield the machinery of the
nation, their next resort was to dismember what they could not sway, and to form a new
confederacy, to be under the glorious shelter of British protection.''
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drew out a reply from some of tlie parties supposed to be impli-

cated by its charges. Mr. Adams retorted, making his allega-

tions more specific, and was again answered. "We shall

hereafter call attention to this correspondence, and to some

interesting resulting disclosures.

To return to Mr. Jefferson's connection with the public

measures of 1809. It admits of no question that he did not

abandon the attitude assumed in Nicholas's resolution volunta-

rily, as he supposed when he wrote to Giles in 1825. He was

driven to that abandonment—in other words, beaten on the

question by the defection of the eastern and northern Eepub-

licans. And he firmly believed to the end of his life (and we
understand that Madison and Gallatin fully acquiesced in that

belief) that had this resolution passed and been firmly acted

on, we should have attained our objects with both England and

France, without the subsequent degradations we endured, or

war with either of those powers.

It has been a common and continued assertion among those

whose illegal resistance and threats of dividing the Union, first

neutralized to a material extent the proper results of the

Embargo, and then led to its premature repeal, that it wholly

failed in its intended effect on other nations, and consequently

brought unnecessary injury on our own. Pertinacity and zeal

would be expected in a line of argument necessary to excuse

the writers for conduct which the nation regarded as " moral

treason." * Descendants and successors are excusable for the

same pertinacity.

An English and French view of this subject may not be

uninteresting. The disquisitions of the Edinburgh Review, the

great organ of the English Whigs, on maritime international

law, and on the effects of the commercial regulations of diffe-

rent nations, display at this period a knowledge of facts and

cogency of argument that has caused them to be repeatedly

quoted as conspicuous authority by writers on maritime law.'

The number of this Review for JSTovember, 1812, says

:

" It was long the anxious business of the American minister, as appears from

» This was the clinging epithet applied to their conduct by the celebrated Felix
Grundy.

' E. g. See Eeddie on International Maritime Law, passim. He generally quotes
them as, and therefore admits them to be, adverse authority.
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the document before u?, to procure by persuasion an abandonment of the measures

hostile to the American trade. He urged his case on views of justice and of gene-

ral policy—he calmly combated the pretexts by which he was met—he boldly and

pointedly asserted that the claims of this country must, sooner or later, be aban-

doned ; and he added, what ought never to be forgotten, that they were unjust,

and that time, therefore, could do nothing for them. His representations were

met by declarations of 'what his Majesty owed to the honor, dignity, and essential

rights of his crown,' and by all the other sounding commonplaces usual on such

occasions. These sentiments were afterwards explained at greater length, and pro-

mulgated to the world in the deliberate record of a state paper. But in spite of the

honor of majesty thus pledged to these obnoxious measures, they were repealed.

A laborious investigation into their merits ended in their unqualified reprobation and

abandonment—their authors were unable to look in the face the scenes of beggary,

disorder, and wretchedness which their policy had brought on the country ; they were

home down by the cries of suffering millions—and they yielded at length to necessity,

what they had formerly refused to justice. This was clearly, therefore, an act of

unwilling submission. It bore not the stamp of conciliation ; and the only inference

to be drawn from it was, that the plotters of mischief, being fairly caught in their

own snare, were glad to escape, on any terms, from the effects of their ill-consi-

dered measures."».» * * * * * * *

" There is not a man in the kingdom who can doubt, that if the orders in

council had been rescinded six months sooner, the war might have been entirely

avoided, and all other points of difference between the countries adjusted upon an

amicable footing. Nor is there an individual who has attended at all to the pro-

gress of the dispute, who does not see that it was embittered from the first, and wan-

tonly urged to its present fatal issue by the insolent, petulant, and preposterous tone

of those very individuals who insisted on that miserable experiment, and plunged

their own country in wretchedness, only to bring down upon it the reluctant hosti-

lity of its best customers and allies. If those mischievous and despicable councils

were once cordially renounced— if this paltry and irritating tone were forever inter-

dicted at our public offices—if the negotiation were committed to a man acceptable

to Americans, and free from the suspicion of insincerity, which the character of

our late diplomatic communications with her have so naturally excited ; we are

fully persuaded that a speedy and honorable termination might yet be put to this

unnatural contest, which, if it be purely ruinous and disreputable to us, promises to

be so much more detrimental than beneficial to our opponent."

These views, it is believed, were substantially concurred in

by the leading Whig statesmen of Great Britain.

The Emperor of the French was generally conceded to be a

good judge of the effects of measures designed to annoy or

injure a national antagonist. He declared to R. L. Livingston

(a kinsman of Chancellor Livingston, then in France) that the

Embargo was a " wise measure," and that " he did not wish us

to go to war with England, knowing we had no ships to carry on

that war." ' Mr. Pickering, and other Federalists in Congress,

' Mr. Livingston communicated these statements to the President in a letter daU-d
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specifically imputed similar views to the Emperor, and we may

therefore conclude that they were repeated on various occasions.

That these opinions were based on purely selfish considerations,

no one will doubt; and it is this which gives them their highest

value as testimony. It certainly was for the interest of France

that the United States adopt the mode of redress which would

be most damaging to England. If the United States chose the

alternative of war with the latter, France had but to repeal her

decrees against their commerce, and the Embargo would cease

as regarded herself. She would then in elfect have the United

States for her allies in the war. Yet Napoleon preferred the

continuance of non-intercourse with us, if it was at the same

time continued against England, to the possession of both our

intercourse and alliance !

The argument of mere authority is not conclusive—and here

is not the place for an extended array of facts or reasoning on

the subject. But it may be safely asserted on statistics already

presented, that to have permitted our commerce to go abroad

on the ocean, would have been to expose it to certain destruction.

If we had cringed to the power which was the first and by far the

greatest practical aggressor on our rights—which had impressed

several thousands of our citizens during her present war,* while

her opponent had not impressed one—which had recently

attacked and outraged our national flag within sight of our

own shores and refused reparation, while her antagonist had

offered no insult to that flag—if, under these circumstances, we

had adopted the proposition of Mr. Gore and the Massachusetts

Legislature to repeal our commercial restrictions as to England

and make war on France, what commercial reward could we
have expected for our voluntary degradation ? "We could have

traded with England and her colonies—and with a few other

countries not embraced in the iron bands of Napoleon's conti-

September 22d, 1808, and the latter replied October 15tli, 1808. The words we quote

are from the reply.
1 John Quincy Adams, in his published letter to Otis, already referred to (dated

March, 1808), said:
"Examine the official returns from the department of State. They give the names

of between four and five thousand men impressed since the commencement of the

present war, of which number not one-fifth part were British subjects. The number
of naturalized Americans could not amount to one-tenth—I hazard little in saying that

more than three fourths were native Americans. If it be said that some of these men,
though appearing on the face of the returns American citizens, were really British sub-

jects, and had fraudulently procured their protections ; I reply, that this number must
be far exceeded by the cases of citizens impressed which never reach the department
of State. The American Consul in London estimates the number of impressments
during the war, at nearly three times the amount of the names returned."
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nental system. But we should hjive still remained shut out

from the principal portion of the important and profitable trade

of the world ; and even where our trade could have thus crawled

by British permission, it would have been compelled to encounter

British competition. Our ministers in England believed that it

was more to destroy our rivalry in commerce and navigation,

than to directly affect France, that the orders in council had
been issued. What we had to expect from abject submission

may therefore be estimated.

On the other hand, could the objects sought by the Embargo
have been attained by submitting to the maritime regulations

of France, and making war on England ? This would have

equally placed us in the attitude of a volunteer and cringing

auxiliary to our national aggressor. The practical commercial

advantage gained would be trifling, because, if Napoleon could

throw open to us the ports of the European continent and of

dependent countries, England could prevent us from entering

them. And, moreover, a spirit was abroad in a section of our

own country, which would have rendered the hazard of a civil

war imminent, if the English sympathies and prejudices of its

people had been furnished with so strong a provocation to

exhibit themselves.

Was any feasible and honorable substitute for the Embargo
ever offered by those who heaped mountains of invective and
ridicule on that measure ? It seems to be supposed by many
that they at least proposed the heroic alternative of war. The
maritime class from interest, and the Federalists from principle,

were habitually the advocates of a great navy—and desultory

and impracticable propositions in this direction were made by

them, during the continuance of the Embargo. Their Congres-

sional orators, too, like Mr. Quincy, declared the Government
could not be " kicked into a war." * But when a serious move
was made towards war, they were always foremost in the oppo-

sition. And they united with a few panic-struck Republicans

and all the other fragments of opposition, to vote down a dis-

tinct proposition submitted by the Administration party, to ter-

minate the Embargo in about four months, and follow it by

issuing letters of marque and reprisal.

» Speech in House of Representatives, January 19th, 1809.
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The commercial interests had been the first to denounce the

English maritime regulations. The seizures which took place

under the orders in council of November fith, 1793, produced a

tempest ot excitement among them. Nothing but the organiza-

tion of an imposing embassy (Mr. Jay's) arrested the current of

the public mind in favor of war. The same interests were the

first to call for redress or war, when in 1805 England enforced

the rule of 1756 towards neutrals '—a rule which fell with great

severity on our expanded commerce.'"' These interests becom-

ingly resented the British orders in council of 1806-7. The out-

rage on the Chesapeake had called out a lively burst of feeling

from the maritime Federalists in the very emporium of New Eng-

land.' Yet when the Embargo was resisted by the same class to

the verge of insurrection, they proposed no practical alternative

but a submission to the maritime regulations of England ! This,

probably, shows that there was no feasible and honorable substi-

» The Bostou Memorial, January 20th, 1806 (signed in behalf of themselves and their

constituents, the merchants of Boston generally, by James Lloyd, jr., David Green,

Arnold Welles, David Sears, John Coffin Jones, George Cabot, and Thomas H. Perkins),

declared these orders " would annihilate or greatly diminish the commerce of neutral

nations"—that they "only served to invite depredation, to bankrupt ourselves and

enrich others, until such commerce be swept from the ocean," etc.—that they were
" unsound in point of principle, offensive in practice "—that the memorialists trusted
" that such measures would, in consequence, be promptly adopted as would tend to dis-

embarrass our commerce, assert our rights, and support the dignity of the United

States."
The merchants and chamber of commerce of New Haven, in a memorial signed by

Henry Dagget, president of the chamber of commerce (February 7th, 1806), more vehe-

mently declared that " all nations should combine against such innovations on their

rights "—should firmly resist every encroachment upon the rights of neutral commerce "

—and they pledged themselves " to give aid and support to every measure of Govern-

ment calculated to accomplish this important object."

The merchants of Newburyport used equally decisive language as to the evil and the

remedy, in a memorial dated December, 1805, and signed by a committee of merchants,

consisting of Ebenezer Stocker, Stephen Howard, Edward Tappan, John Pearson, Wil-

liam Bartlet, Moses Howard, and William Earls.

The inhabitants of Salem, generally, in a strong memorial, dated January 20, 1S06,

pronounced the orders "a mere pretext for predatory seizures," and declared that if

" conciliation could not effect the purpose of justice, and an appeal to arms was the last

and necessary protection of honor, they felt no disposition to decline the common dan-

ger "—that " they felt no hesitation to pledge their lives and properties in support of

the measures which might be adopted to vindicate the public rights, and redress the

public wrongs." The committee signing this paper, were John Hathorne, Joseph
Sprague, Jonathan Mason, Benj. Crowninshield, jr., Joseph White, jr., and Joseph
Story.

The New York Memorial was as strong as that of Boston, and was signed in behalf

of the merchants generally, by John Broome, Oliver Wolcott, and forty-seven others,

including the principal Federal merchants of the city.

The Philadelphia Memorial held the same tone, and was signed by a committee of

twenty, including Thomas Fitzsimmons, and the principal Federalists.

a The value of exports from the United States, foreign and domestic, during the firs;

four years of General Washington's Presidency, was less than $100,000,000. During the

first four years of Mr. Jefferson's Presidency, it exceeded $330,000,000, and about half

of it ($163,287,000) was foreign—chiefly the production of the colonies of enemies of

Great Britain, so that it was exposed to capture under the English regulations of 1805.

» See note 1, p. 284.
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tute for commercial restrictions but war. That fact was dis-

tinctly asserted in a memorial presented to the Government just

before the final declaration of war, by some of the principal

commercial characters of New York. The memorialists were
headed by the profoundly sagacious John Jacob Astor, and
three-quarters of them were Federalists/

It must always be conceded that the Embargo was only a

choice of evils. It was a hard and painful alternative, but for

a time was probably the best one. As one of its most eloquent

defenders, John Quincy Adams, remarked, " the orders in

council, if submitted to, would have degraded us to the condi-

tion of colonies—if resisted, would have fattened the wolves of

plunder with our spoils. The Embargo was the only shelter

from the tempest—the last refuge of our violated peace." '

And, finally, the policy on which it was based, has the con-

vincing argument of ultimate success in its favor. The effect

of the E'on-intercourse law on France and England was the

same in kind with that of the Embargo, and its extent was
less. Those nations, finally, repealed their obnoxious maritime

regulations against us, on condition that we would repeal that

law. It weighs nothing against the evidence furnished by this

fact, that the English repeal did not take place until five days

after our declaration of war against her. She acted without

any knowledge of that declaration.

One of the characteristics of Mr. Jefferson's Presidency

which stands forth most prominently, is its perfect consistency

with the principles he avowed before his accession to that office.

Indeed, the remark extends to all parts of his public life. He
underwent one great ostensible change of political principle

—

that which took place in the minds of Franklin, the Adamses,

Patrick Henry, and Washington, in 1775 or 1776—the change

from acquiescence in a constitutional mixed government to the

warm support of a purely representative one. In Mr. Jefferson's

case, it came so rapidly and was so complete, that we can-

not help suspecting the earlier feeling was the result of habit,

and that the latter accorded with the natural biases of his mind.

» See Appendix, No. 22.
"^ These words occur in Mr. Adams's letter to Harrison Gray Otis, pnblisheri in 1R0<»,

to justify his own vote for the Embargo, and to answer Pickering's letter to Governor
Sullivan against that measure. Yet Mr. Adams lived to sneer, seemingly, at this and
other measures of the Administration, which he also contemporaneously voted for aaJ
vutUrUly supported in the partisan publications of the day !
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Most of the great leaders of the Revolution became conscien-

tious Republicans ; but they stopped short of democracy—and

those who reached it, reached it gradually. Mr. Jefferson's

mind appears to have had no subsequent growth in this direc-

tion. His republicanism and his democracy were not like rills

gradually swelled into rivers by new accessions ; they were

like those outlets of seas, which are as deep and broad at their

sources as at their mouths. More than most statesmen, he

passed through all those political vicissitudes which make both

victory and retaliation sweet—which wed the heart to the pos-

session of power—which foster the disposition to wield power

arbitrarily. He retired from public life without having done

an act, or expressed a sentiment which any candid and intelli-

gent friend or opponent will adjudge to imply an intentional

deviation from the principles he professed.

He passed through public life, too, unchanged, unchilled,

mihardened, in his private feelings. His faith in humanity had

only increased, his hopes of the world's future had only grown
brighter.

His relations with his Cabinet and with the other officers of

the executive departments had been uniformly of the most

agreeable character. Not a transient or trifling misunderstand-

ing—not a cold word had ever occurred between him and
one of them. Separated from each other by irreconcilable

estrangements, after his firm and gentle influence ceased to

form the bond of union between them, all of them agreed
through life in remaining the devoted political admirers and
personal friends of their former chief. It would be doing injus-

tice to Mr. Jefferson's Federal opponents in Congress, to omit to

say, that it is believed that those of them who became familiarly

acquainted with him, thenceforth, without a single exception,

laid aside their personal prejudices, and ceased to attack him in

public or private. Among his staunchest friends were the wives
and daughters of some very eminent Federalists. His servants

at Washington were so attached to him that several of them
wept on taking leave of him.

We shall offer no extended review of his Administration. It

originated or reaffirmed nearly all the State maxims that still

continue to control our government ; and these and their daily

workings are open to all. It may at least be said, that hence-
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forth our policies were our own. We were an independent

nation in spirit as well as form. We had a system which was

supposed to be adapted to our particular wants and situation as

a people, and which was our free choice. We were no longer

copyists or colonists in spirit—we were Americans.

Mr. Jefferson's feelings in bidding a final farewell to oflEice,

after holding it with but a few brief intervals for nearly half a

century, were thus described by him in a letter to his old friend

Dupont de Kemours, written two days before the expiration of

his Presidency :

" Within a few days I retire to my family, my books and farms ; and having

gained the harbor myself, I shall look on my friends still buffeting the storm with

anxiety indeed, but not with envy. Never did a prisoner, released from his chains,

feel such relief as I shall on shaking off the shackles of power. Nature intended me
for the tranquil pursuits of science, by rendering them my supreme delight. But

the enormities of the times in which I have lived, have forced me to take a part in

resisting them, and to commit myself on the boisterous ocean of political passions.

I thank God for the opportunity of retiring from them without censure, and carry-

ing with me the most consoling proofs of public approbation. I leave everything in

the hands of men so able to take care of them, that if we are destined to meet mis-

fortunes, it will be because no human wisdom could avert them. Should you

return to the United States, perhaps your curiosity may lead you to visit the hermit

of Monticello. He will receive you with affection and delight ; hailing you in the

meantime with his affectionate salutations and assurances of constant esteem and

respect."

Addresses poured in upon him, on his approaching retire-

ment, from every part of the Union. They came from legis-

latures, and popular bodies—fi-om State, city, county, and

town, conventions and meetings—from political, ecclesiastical,

military, industrial, and almost all other associations. We will

quote one of them as presenting the spirit of the whole. The

following address (written by William Wirt) was moved in the

Yirginia Legislature, and passed, February 6th, by a vote of

about five to one

:

Sir:

The General Assembly of your native State cannot close their session without

acknowledging your services in the office which you are just about to lay down, and

bidding you a respectful and affectionate farewell.

We have to thank you for the model of an administration conduct"d on the

purest principles of republicanism ; for pomp and state laid aside
;
patronage dis-

carded; internal taxes abolished; a host of superfluous officers disbanded; the

monarchic maxim that a national debt is a national blessing, renounced, and more

than thirty -three milHons of our debt discharged; the native right to near one hi;p
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dred millions of acres of our national domain extinguished; and without the guilt

or calamities of conquest, a vast and fertile region added to our country, far more

extensive than her original possessions, bringing along with it the Mississippi and

the port of Orleans, the trade of the West to the Pacific ocean, and in the intrinsic

value of the land itself, a source of permanent and almost inexhaustible revenue.

These are points in your Administration which the historian will not fail to seize, to

expand, and to teach posterity to dwell upon with delight. Nor will lie forget our

peace with the civilized world, preserved through a season of uncommon difficulty

*nd trial ; the good will cultivated with the unfortunate aborigines of our country,

&iid the civilization humanely extended among them; the lesson taught the inhabi-

tants of the coast of Barbary, that we have the means of chastising their piratical

encroachments, and awing them into justice ; and that theme, which, above all

others, the historic genius will hang upon with rapture, the liberty of speech and

the press preserved inviolate, without which genius and science are given to man in

vain.

In the principles on which you have administered the government, we see only

the continuation and maturity of the same virtues and abilities which drew upon

you in your youth the resentment of Dunmore. From the first brilliant and happy

moment of your resistance to foreign tyranny until the present day, we mark with

pleasure and with gratitude the same uniform and consistent character—the same

warm and devoted attachment to liberty and the Eepublic, the same Roman love

of your country, her rights, her peace, her honor, her prosperity.

How blessed will be the retirement into which you are about to go! How
deservedly blessed will it be ! For you carry with you the richest of all rewards,

the recollection of a hfe well spent in the service of your country, and proofs the

most decisive of the love, the gratitude, the veneration of your coimtrymen.

That your retirement may be as happy as your life has been virtuous and

useful ; that our youth may see in the blissful close of your days, an additional

inducement to form themselves on your model, is the devout and earnest prayer of

your fellow-citizens who compose the General Assembly of Virginia.

To this address, transmitted by his friend Governor John

Tyler (father of ex-President Tyler), Mr. Jefferson returned the

following reply

:

February 16th, 1809.

I receive with peculiar sensibility the affectionate address of the General

Assembly of my native State, on my approaching retirement from the office with

which I have been honored by the nation at large. Having been one of those who
entered into pubhc hfe at the commencement of an era the most extraordinary

which the history of man has ever yet presented to his contemplation, I claim

nothing more, for the part I have acted in it, than a common merit of having, with

others, faithfully endeavored to do my duty in the several stations allotted me. In

the measures which you are pleased particularly to approve, I have been aided by

the wisdom and patriotism of the national legislature, and the talents and virtues of

the able coadjutors with whom it has been my happiness to be associated, and to

whose valuable and faithful services I with pleasure and gratitude bear witness.

From the moment that to preserve our rights a change of gorernment became

necessary, no doubt could be entertained that a republican form was most coe-

sonant with reason, with right, with the freedom of man, and with the character
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and situation of our fellow citizens. To the sincere spirit of republicanism are

naturally associated the love of country, devotion to its liberty, its rights, and its

honor. Our preference to that form of government has been so far justified by its

success, and the prosperity with which it has blessed us. In no portion of the

earth were life, liberty and property ever so securely held ; and it is with infinite

satisfaction that withdrawing from the active scenes of life, I see the sacred design

of these blessings committed to those who arc sensible of their value and deter-

mined to defend them.

It would have been a great consolation to have left the nation under the assur-

ance of continued peace. Nothing has been spared to effect it ; and at no other

period of history would such efforts have failed to ensure it. For neither bellige-

rent pretends to have been injured by us, or can say that we have in any instance

departed from the most faithful neutrality ; and certainly none will charge us with

a want of forbearance.

In the desire of peace, but in full confidence of safety from our unity, our posi-

ton, and our resources, I shall retire into the bosom of my native State, endeared to

me by every tie which can attach the human heart. The assurances of your appro-

bation, and that my conduct has given satisfaction to my fellow citizens generally,

will be an important ingredient in my future happiness ; and that the supreme Ruler

of the universe may have our country under his special care, will be among the

latest of my prayers.

Mr. Jefferson was present at the iDauguration of his suc-

cessor, and soon afterwards set out for home. The inhabitants

of the county of his birth and residence (Albemarle) had pro-

posed to meet and escort him to Monticello, with imposing

ceremonies. He quietly put aside the request by declaring that

he could not decide on the day of his return, and he added :

"But it is a sufficient happiness to me to know that my fellow-citizens of the

country generally entertain for me the kind sentiments which have prompted this

proposition, without giving to so many the trouble of leaving their homes to meet a

single individual. I shall have opportunities of taking tliem individually by the

hand at our court-house and other public places, and of exchanging assurances of

mutual esteem. Certainly it is the greatest consolation to me to know, that in

returning to the bosom of my native county, I shall be again in the midst of their

kind affections : and I can say with truth that my return to them will make me
happier than I have been since I left them."

The proposed ovation gave way to an address, and it was

thus answered

:

To THE Inhabitants of Albemakle County, in Vircinia.

April 8, 1809.

Returning to the scenes of my birth and early life, to the society of those with

whom I was raised, and who have been ever dear to me, I receive, fellow-citizens

and neighbors, with inexpressible pleasure, the cordial welcome you are so good as

to give me. Long absent on duties which the history of a wonderful era made

VOL. ui.—20
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incumbent on those called to them, the pomp, the turmoil, the bustle and splendor

of office, have drawn but deeper sighs for the tranquil and irresponsible occupations

of private life, for the enjoyment of an aifectionate intercourse with you, my neigh-

bors and friends, and the endearments of family love, which nature has given us

all, as the sweetener of every hour. For these I gladly lay down the distressing

burden of power, and seek- with my fellow-citizens, repose and safety under the

watchful cares, and labors and perplexities of younger and abler minds. The

anxieties you express to administer to my happiness, do, of themselves, confer that

happiness ; and the measure will be complete, if my endeavors to fulfill my duties in

the several public stations to which I have been called, have obtained for me the

approbation of my country. The part which I have acted on the theatre of public

life, has been before them, and to their sentence I submit it ; but the testimony of

my native county, of the individuals who have known me in private life, to mv
conduct in its various duties and relations, is the more grateful, as proceeding from

eye-witnesses and observers, from triers of the vicinage. Of you, then, my neigh-

bors, I may ask, in the face of the world, " whose ox have I taken, or whom have

I defrauded? Whom have I oppressed, or of whose hand have I received a bribe

to blind mine eyes therewith ?" On your verdict I rest with conscious security.

Your wishes for my happiness are received with just sensibility, and I offer sincere

prayers for your own welfare and prosperity.
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1809.

Mr. Jefiferson'u return Home—His Correspondence with the President—Jefferson's and

Madison's Friendship—Their Similarities and Contrasts of Character, etc.—Their dif-

ferent Degrees of Popularity among Political Friends and Opponents—Their Useful-

ness to each other—Erskine's Treaty—Jefferson's Views of it—His Annexation Views

—

The Treaty rejected by England— " Copenhagen Jackson" succeeds Erskine

—

Habitual deportment of British Ministers in the United States—How the Treaty had

been received by the Federalists—Their Declarations on its Rejection—Feelings of the

American people—Jefferson to Eppes—His Views on Equilibrium of Agriculture,

Manufactures and Commerce—Dissensions in Mr. Madison's Cabinet—Jefferson dis-

suades Gallatin from retiring—Engaged in correcting Marshall's Life of Washington

—

Loss of his Indian Vocabularies—Domestic affairs—Letter to Kosciusko—Jefferson's

Pecuniary Affairs—A Statement of them and of the Sources of his Pecuniary Misfor-

tunes—Amount of his Property—Causes of the Depression of the Agricultural Interest

in Virginia—Monetary Revulsions—Life at Monticello—Its Scale of Hospitality—A talk

with old Wormley—Mr. Jefferson's proposed and actual Style of Living—Anecdote of

Mr. C***.—The Current of Events unchangeable—The Sequel—Description of Monti-

cello—Its Approach—The Grounds and Mansion—Interior of the House forty years

ago—Prospect from Monticello—Looming of the Mountains—Jefferson's proposed

Improvements to the Scenery—An early English Description of the Climate and

Inhabitants—A Rain Storm and an important Computation—Reasons for Jefferson's

building his House at Poplar Forest—The House and Life there described by his

Grand-daughter—Journeying between his two Residences described by another Grand-

daughter—An Omission in the Sketch of the House at Poplar Forest—Interview with

a Parson at Ford's Tavern—Jefferson in the Interior of his Family, his Reading, his

Rural and Horticultural Tastes, described by a Grand-daughter—His Conduct and Man-

ners in his Family, described by different.Grand-daughters.

The ex-President readied Monticello in the middle of March

;

and he thus wrote to his successor on the 17th

:

" I had a very fatiguing journey, having found the roads excessively bad,

although I have seen them worse. The last three days I found it better to be on

horseback, and travelled eight hours through as disagreeable a snow storm as I was

ever in. Feeling no inconvenience from the expedition but fatigue, 1 have more

confidence in my vis vitce than I had before entertained. The spring is remarkably

backward. No oats sown, not much tobacco seed, and little done in the gardens.

Wheat has suffered considerably. No vegetation visible yet but the red maple,

SOT
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weeping willow and lilac. Flour is said to be at eight dollars at Richmond, and all

produce is hurrying down."

He expressed, in the same letter, much solicitude in respect

to the events of the next four or five months. He predicted a

smooth administration to his successor, if peace could be pre-

served, and he declared that in " the present maniac state of

Europe," he would not " estimate the point of honor by the

ordinary scale." Still, he thought war " might become a less

losing business than unrestricted depredation." The whole

spirit of this communication clearly shows, if any proofs were

needed of that fact, that he had not regarded Nicholas's resolu-

tion of the preceding session as a measure likely to lead to war

—

though he had been willing to risk war, to compel a recognition

of our neutral rights.

A correspondence of a free and closely confidential character

in regard to measures of Government, continued to be main-

tained between the late and the acting President—the only

example of the kind, it is believed, in our history. The relations

which existed between .Jefferson and Madison, were not those

merely of kindred politicians, who had acted long and har-

moniously together, or of every-day social friends. They were

the strongest ties which can knit those of the same sex together

—

similar principles, similar intellectual capacities, similar degrees

of knowledge, similar tastes and views, and finally similar per-

sonal interests—for with so general a concurrence on political

questions, the public fortunes of the men had become necessarily

embarked in the same bottom. They were just far enough

removed from each other by the difference of age and experience

for one naturally to lead and the other gracefully to follow ; and

yet they were not sufficiently apart to bring the dissimilar feel-

ings of widely separated epochs of life into inharmonious contact.

Madison was still in the full meridian of manhood ; Jefferson

had not passed the mellow autumn of old age.*

There were enough minor contrasts in their minds and man-

ners to give an agreeable piquancy to their intercourse. Madi-

son was purely a reasoner; he was an unrivalled logician.

Jefferson could reason if the occasion demanded ; but it was

rather his taste and his habit to reflect silently, and only

> Madison was fifty-eight and Jefferson sixty-sis years of age.
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announce naked and sententious conclusions. He was averse to

personal argumentation, and he abhorred it when it approached

the precincts of controversy. It has often been said that Madi-

son was a shade the most conservative. He was naturally,

probably, several shades more conservative, and he had far

more caution. He struck not out on so bold a winsr intoo
theory—conformed not practice to theory so fearlessly—and had

not the same daring decision to defy the world on the strength

of an intellectual, a moral, or a political conviction. He had

less enthusiasm, less nerve, less of that force of will which
sweeps along everything in its course, less marked and salient

points of every description. He also had less genius. But
Mr. Madison had equal talent, a sufficiency of passive firmness,

more circumspection, and if he did not naturally and resistlessly

control the portion of society inclined towards bis views, he did

not rouse a war ad internecionem with the other portion by the

boldness and vehemency of his antagonism.

Jefferson, one of the kindest-hearted and most philanthropic

men of his times, stands caricatured in the minds of many
candid persons into a personification of intolerance, nay, fero-

cious bigotry, because he always spoke ont and wrote out all he

thought at the moment. His language never withheld from

view a fiery tinge of the feeling that dictated it ; he never

smothered either the spark or the flame. There was a special

excuse for him. He was engaged in a contest with a party who
had without provocation transcended all the decencies of

civilized life in their assaults on him, and to whose false, coarse,

malignant, insulting and persistent accusations his own replies

were only the milk of retaliation. John Adams was a well

abused man, but the depraved ingenuity of his tormentors never

invaded the domestic circle, to strike at him through the feelings

of his children—to charge him with practices within that circle,

and under the knowledge of his daughters, which, of all others,

would have been most revolting to the pride of womanhood, the

most lacerating to the respect and tenderness of filial love.

The persecution and calumny which dogired Jefferson to the

grave, and did not even then surcease, fell lightly on Madison.

There were, perhaps, two or three reasons for this. Perhaps

Mr. Jefferson's adversaries had at length discovered, that this

was not the most successful way of keeping the public favorites
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from the Presidency. Certainly no similar tactics were resorted

to by any party for many subsequent years. Then, as hereto-

fore remarked, it was Jefferson who was the founder of the

obnoxious system, the apostle of the hated creed ; and on such

the rage of opponents, and particularly of conquered opponents,

falls with tenfold more violence than on the lieutenant or suc-

cessor, however closely he may follow in the footsteps of his

predecessor.

But in truth, Madison owed much of his immunity to a kind

of prudence which Jefferson never possessed. He so far con-

curred in all of the practical political views of the former, that

it would be difficult, we apprehend, to point out an important

difference. I^ay, he had separated from the great first Presi-

dent, who had so loved and trusted him, to follow the standard

of Jefferson. He sat eight years in the Cabinet of the latter

without a recorded non-concurrence of views. But in express-

ing an opinion for the public ear, he carefully abstained from

all but the pure logic of argument. He went not a word be-

yond the necessary point. He questioned no one's motives—he

retaliated no hostile personal assault. He never suffered an

extraneous sentiment calculated to provoke prejudice to creep

into his writings, or even his conversation. Where such expres-

sions became necessary, he guarded, so far as circumstances

would allow, against their publicity, and he took especial pains

to recall and destroy his private political correspondence.

Jefferson, on the other hand, was a perfectly fearless talker

and writer. We find him making some efforts, in his earlier

career, to prevent the publication of letters which might com-

promise him as the leader of a party, and always dreading to

get into the newspapers; but an inspection of his entire corres-

pondence will show, that no man was ever more gratuitously

open on the most dangerous topics. It was next to impossible

for him to suppress an abstract conclusion, growing out of or

suggested by his topic, however much his keen knowledge of

men might admonish him of the danger thus incurred. In his

conversation he was still more communicative. His political

lieutenants often stood aghast at his freedom.^ And he added

' General Smith's statement, that his friends often thought him too free in conversa-
tion, has already been seen, in a letter to R. H. and J. A. Bayard. Professor Tucker,
who knew Mr. Jefferson personally, makes a similar statement. Dr. Dnnglison, his
family physician, will hereafter be found mentioning the same characteristic in these
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greatly to the effect of his disclosures by the energy of his ex-

pressions. The thought that, uttered by another, would have

attracted little notice, often hissed like a fiery missile, in his

nervous and burning diction. And it also often happened that

the pith of his comparison, or the epigrammatic point of his

expression, kept the Congreve rocket flying, which otherwise

would have speedily dropped to the ground. The effect of his

startling abstractions has already been well illustrated in the

case of conservative and excellent Charles Carroll. Mr. Jeffer-

son, in the animation of writing and speaking, generally forgot

to put in the limitations—the " ifs " and " buts," which not

only take off the sharp edge of the thought, but leave such con-

venient holes for prudent men to creep out at

!

But after all, it is these daring, eagle-pinioned men who alone

win the goal of transcendent and overmastering popularity.

People admire and trust, but rarely love those colder-blooded

champions, who go to the feast as well as to the battle armed in

full panoply, on whose bosoms the Gorgon shield repels sym-

pathy as well as danger. Such never win the mystic pass-words

to the human heart, which, like the cries of tlie brute creation to

one another, at once excite the feeling that calls them forth

—

which at once muster the squadrons of the air and the plain for

battle, or scatter them in flight. The mighty leader of mankind
must be something more than a sage ; something more than a

skillful executive tactician—he must be, at heart, a hero. He
must be ready on great occasions, to spurn all middle prudences.

He must be as ready to raise the song of martyrdom as the

shout of victory. He must rejoice in danger, when danger

must be met. His sword must flame as fiercely in the van of

battle, and his foot be as eager to scale the rampart, or tread the

fatal breach as the least considerable and the bravest under his

command. He who would rely on men to the death, must

show that he holds his life as cheap as theirs.

Far be it from us to intimate, that any little cunning, much
less a shade of duplicity, marked the character of Madison.

Nature had constituted him a different man, in some particu-

lars, from his predecessor ; and it was as appropriate and right

pages ; and he personally related to us some amusing incidents which grew out it. Wrj
never have met an individual who knew Mr. Jefferson personally, who had not almost
habitually noticed this peculiarity, and who did not speak of it as a matter of common
notoriety and remark among Mr. Jefferson's associates.
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that the one should follow out his own peculiarities as the other.

Men may not only differ, without blame, in their modes of action,

but each will pla}'" his part most efficiently who plays his natural

one. If, when extraneous moot-questions came up, Madison

relapsed into grave silence, it was like Washington ; if he par-

ried unnecessary curiosity by a neat turn, it was like Franklin.

His caution was purely defensive. He never employed it to

assail, or surprise, or take an advantage of an opponent. It was

the result of temperament and not of cowardice. He was pas-

sionless, because reason and logic guided the steady movements
of all his faculties.

It has been perhaps already remarked, that Jefferson and

Madison were peculiarly calculated to be useful to each other.

One prompted—the other restrained. One determined—the

other followed up and supplied the chain of argument, or like

the cable-trier, cautiously smote each link, to make sure that it

had no ilaw.

They also had that difference in personal peculiarities which

seasons intercourse, and draws closer the bands of friendship.

Jefferson was six feet two and a half inches in height ; Madi-

son five feet and between six and six and a half inches.' Jef-

ferson's movements were unrestrained, swinging, and bold

;

Madison's though graceful, were precise. Calm authority sat

in Jefferson's eye, and lurked in the firm intonations" of his

voice. In a stage coach, in a crowd, in any situation, he at

once attracted notice—at once was recognized by high and low

as a leader of men. The impression which his looks conveyed

was that of great firmness and gentleness combined—of powerful

energy in perfect repose. Madison, in public, appeared to a

stranger like a polished and contemplative professional man or

student, who was taking a look out on the busy world.

A characteristic of Mr. Jefferson's conversation has been
given—its boldness. It did not, as he became advanced in life,

often evince enthusiasm ; he made no effort at sustained bril-

liancy ; and be utterly lacked wit. His discourse abounded
with information and thought, and was garnished with old-

fashioned courtesy and compliment, as old architecture exhibits

' We mention the last fact with this precision, not recollecting to have seen it else*

where published, and having it on the personal authority of Mr. Madison's Private Se-
cretary, Hon. Edward Coles.
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rich and quaint carving. Tliis was in the style of tlie pre-Kevo-

hitionar}' court of Virginia, or of that of Louis XVL, partly

rubbed vS by later associations.' His conversation, however,

was always pleasing to the listeners, and occasionally, with the

young, deepened into that earlier strain, when his thoughts

spontaneously arranged themselves into the striking and stately

diction of his early writings. It then fell with indescribable force

on the ears of his hearers.

Mr. Madison too had the old-school elegance, and super-

abounded with information. His discourse, without being

didactic and frigid, was weighty. He, perhaps, was never im-

passioned ; and was rather taciturn in pnblic. But among
private friends he was a delightful and humorous talker ; and in

very small and very confidential circles, blazed out into unre-

Btrained facetiousness, and occasional brilliant flashes of wit.

He told a story admirably ; and had a long list of pet anec-

dotes against Jefferson, at which their victim always laughed

until his eyes ran over. Many of these have been repeated to

ns by those who " were there to see." We wish we could give

specimens ; but the aroma would all exhale in the recital. Some,

perhaps most of them, indeed, require the living narrator, as

their humor depends more upon the manner than the matter,

Mr. Madison's fund of geniality and liveliness was inexhausti-

ble, and it defied age or pain. A gentleman who was intimate

at Montpellier, long after its owner's retirement, mentioned to

us visiting him on one occasion, when he was several}' indis-

posed and confined to his bed. When the family and guests sat

down to dinner, the invalid desired the door of his apartment to

be left open "so that he could hear what was going on." Every

few moments he was heard to cry out in a feeble but most hu-

morous voice, "Doctor, are you pushing about the bottles?

—

do your duty. Doctor, or I must cashier you."

He had the power of completely interesting and amusing

Jefi'erson in any of the moods of his mind, and this is no small

bond of amity between even grave statesmen. A companion to

unbend with—before whom care and blue-devils always fly

—

is a very serious luxury to a king or a beggar ; is one that

' Curiously enough, Mr. Jefferson's complimentary language in his letters has been
regarded as an evidence of insincerity and hollowness, by some person'^ of this abrupt
generation, who have not chanced to learn that there ever existed any different model of

manners from their own.
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monarclis cannot always command. And when this player on

David's harp, is, additionally, the steady friend and trusted

counsellor, the luxury becomes as complete as it is unusual.

Jefferson and Madison delighted to manifest their confidence

in each other. When Madison was asked his opinion by a com-

mon friend, he very often replied by putting another question

:

" what says Mr. Jefferson ?" Ask Jefferson for information and

he would not unfrequently answer, " go to Mr. Madison—that

was his measure—he knows a good deal more about it than I

do." On being told this, Madison would smilingly say—" it w^as

his measure, not mine—I only helped carry it into execution."

They always spoke of each other with warm expressions of

respect and attachment. We mention these facts on the autho-

rity of those who were intimately familiar with them, and that

of members of their respective families.

The late President, as has been said, freely corresponded

with his successor on public affairs. But he did not fall into

the senile mistake of putting on Mentor-like airs to the full-

grown disciple—or of descending to details of advice after the

manner of those conceited and uneasy persons, who, having once

acted an important part, are impressed with a lively conviction

that nobody will ever again entirely fill it—that after nature

created themselves she broke the mould of excellence. Jeffer-

son rarely gave an unasked opinion ; and he gradually re-

trenched and finally almost discontinued writing to the President

on public measures, owing to the foolish and scandalous insinua-

tions of the press, that the latter acted under his influence.

During the last session of the tenth Congress, and pending

the action of that body on the Embargo and Non-intercourse

Acts, some private correspondence had taken place between

Madison and Gallatin, on one side, and Erskine, the resident

British minister, on the other, with a view to adjust the dij3fi-

culties between the two countries. The conduct of Erskine was

frank and amicable. He obviously was sincerely desirous of an

arrangement honorable to both sides. He wrote home commu-
cating the propositions he had received, and what he believed

to be the fair intentions of the new Cabinet towards his country,

and in return received instructions from Mr. Canning, which he

supposed authorized him to form a liberal treaty. One was

accordingly made, and it was promulgated April 19th, 1809, witl?
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a proclamation of the President, suspending the Non-intercourse

Laws, after the 10th of June, in reference to Great Britain and

her dependencies.

Mr. Jefferson evinced high gratification at the prospect of

this honorable termination of disputes ; and when it was appa-

rently effected^ he "sincerely congratulated" the President

(April 27th), declaring that from whatever motives on the part

of England it originated, " he rejoiced in it as the triumph of

our forbearing, yet persevering, system." He wrote to his

correspondent :
" It will lighten your anxieties, take from the

cabal its most fertile ground of war, will give us peace during

your time, and by the complete extinguishment of the public

debt, open upon us the noblest application of revenue that has

ever been exhibited by any nation." He regretted that Great

Britain proposed to send a minister to form a commercial treaty.

He said she never had made such a treaty on equal terms with

any nation, " and we had no right to expect to be the first."

He continued :

" It will confirm the English, too, in their practice of whipping us into a treaty.

They did it in Jay's case, were near it in Monroe's, and on the failure of that, have

applied the scourge with tenfold vigor, and now come on to try its effect. But it is

the moment when we should prove our consistence, by recurring to the principles

we dictated to Monroe, the departure from which occasioned our rejection of his

treaty, and by protesting against Jay's treaty being ever quoted, or looked at, or even

mentioned. That form will forever be a millstone round our necks unless we now
rid ourselves of it once for all. The occasion is highly favorable, as we never can

have them more in our power."

He remarked, in reference to our other great European
opponent, and in reference to the extension of our own national

limits southwardly

:

" As to Bonaparte, I should not doubt the revocation of his edicts, were he

governed by reason. But his policy is so crooked that it eludes conjecture. I fear

his first object now is to dry up the sources of British prosperity by excluding her

manufactures from the continent. He may fear that opening the ports of Europe

to our vessels will open them to an inundation of British wares. He ought to be

satisfied- with having forced her to revoke the orders on which he pretended to

retaliate, and to be particularly satisfied with us, by whose unyielding adherence to

principle she has been forced into the revocation. He ought the more to conci-

liate our good will, as we can be such an obstacle to the new career opening on him
in the Spanish colonies. That he would give us the Floridas to withhold intercourse

with the residue of those colonies, cannot be doubted. But that is no price

;

becauye they are ours in the first moment of the first war ; and until a war they are oi
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no particular necessity to us. But, although with difficulty, he will consent to out

receiving Cuba into our Union, to prevent our aid to Mexico and the other pro-

vinces. That would be a price, and I would immediately erect a column on the

southernmost limit of Cuba, and inscribe on it a ne plus ultra as to us in that direc-

tion. We should then have only to include the North in our confederacy, which

would be of course in the first war, and we should have such an empire for liberty

as she has never surveyed since the creation ; and I am persuaded no constitution

was ever before so well calculated as ours for extensive empire and self-govern-

ment."

Mr. Erskine's treaty did not receive the approbation of his

Government, and its ratification was refused. One of the

grounds of its condemnation was that it obtained no adequate

security for the good faith of the United States. The latter had

already practically exhibited more confidence in Great Britain

—and the President was driven to acknowledge his error bj

revoking his proclamation of April 19th. As if more unmis-

takably to mark the temper of the British cabinet, Mr. Erskine

was recalled, and his place filled by " Copenhagen Jackson,"

as he was commonly termed in the United States, from his hav-

ing conducted those negotiations with Denmark which terminated

in the battle of Copenhagen and the capture of the Danish navy

by England. Jackson's connection with this outrage on a

neutral power, was sufiicient to render him suspected and odious

in the United States ; and, in addition to this, he was well

known to be, personally, a cold, hard, illiberal tool of the party

in England which was most hostile to tlie United States. Thus,

if England had, in sending Mr. Erskine, accidentally relaxed for

a moment in the policy towards us, attributed to her by Gover-

neur Morris—the policy of " attempting to catch flies with vine-

gar"—she now promptly repaired the mistake.

It is curious to look back upon the list of British ministers m
this country, from the organization of the government down to

the war of 1812—if not somewhat later—the Hammonds, the

Merrys, tlie Jacksons, the Fosters, etc. We except the gentle-

manly Erskine from all remark, because, though he was griev-

ously misled in some particulars by that faction in our country

who always took the British ministers into their keeping, he was

undoubtedly a high-souled and liberally disposed man. The
others were petty, petulant, third-rate diplomatists, who were

not really fit to fill the secretarj'ships of legation in respectable

missions. They came into our land to tease, to scold, to squab-
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ble about straws ; to carry the narrow bitter spirit of pettifog-

gens into diplomatic negotiation ; and most impoliticly, not to

say insultingly, of all, to throw themselves body and soul into

the arms of a political faction violently hostile to the Adminis-

tration, and representing scarcely a tithe of the American

people—to take all the coloring of their views of American
affairs from that faction—to adopt and send home its statements

—to countenance it directly and almost avowedly by their

influence, and by having their governments countenance it to

the greatest practicable extent in all the propositions, and even

imputations (as in Canning's answer to Pinkney) engrafted into

its official communications. The discourtesy, impropi'iety, and

inexpediency of this treatment are made apparent by the

misunderstandings which so often existed between the govern-

ments on comparatively insignificant points, and which, in con-

junction with Mr. Canning's '' paltry and irritating tone,"

'

gradually wore out the patience of the American people and

produced a desire for the war of 1812 among as large a proportion

of them as had originally desired the war of the Revolution.

The treaty with Erskine had gratified the moderate men of

all parties. Even the Federal disunion leaders were compelled

to affect satisfaction, or to remain silent, so wide-spread and

unanimous was this feeling among the popular masses in their

own party. Madison was claimed as a Federalist and invited to

Federal banquets in some quarters, while in others it was exult-

ingly insisted that the threats of New England had frightened

him into a sound policy. The Federal newspapers loudly

claimed that this amicable and easy solution of long-standing

difficulties proved that England had always been well disposed

towards us and ready to make a similar arrangement, if Mr.

Jefferson had been found willing to accept it. Some went so

far as to assert that " she had requested Mr. Jefferson to do the

same thing," but that he had refused, it being his policy " to

keep alive in the minds of our people a perpetual irritation

against the Government of Great Britain."

When the news of the rejection came, the same party made
a more striking display of its colonial spirit. Some of the

newspapers which contained the avowals quoted in the preceding

paragraph, now asserted that " Mr. Erskine surrendered every-

» See Edinburgh Review, quoted in last chapter.
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thing and got nothing in return "—that he " acted contrary to

his instructions "—that our Government having cajoled him into

an arrangement which it was aware he was unauthorized to

make, had proceeded to carry it into execution on its own part,

merely to obtain a pretext for raising a clamor against the

Government of Great Britain—that the whole arrangement, on

our side, " so far from being a proof of a disposition to make

peace and settle our differences, was the strongest evidence

of a hostile temper, because Mr. Madison knew that the revul-

sion and disappointment occasioned by it among our own citizens

would excite new clamors."
'

1 When the treaty was promulgated, the Boston Gazette said :
*' We shall not stop

to inquire whether the spirited and vigorous measures of New England^their determined
public declarations that they would not submit to an unnecessary and destructive war,
nave induced the Administration to listen to the same terms which Great Britain has
always been ready to offer, and to which we have uniformly contended she was sincerely

disposed." The Philadelphia United States Gazette declared "she [England] had
requested Mr. Jefferson to do the same thing." The Federal Kepublican (of Baltimore

—

Hanson's paper, afterwards destroyed by a mob) said : " Peace witn England—The war
party and French partisans are thrown into complete confusion. The perseverance of

the eastern States, aided by the returning sense of a formidable body of the people of

the southward, liave driven Administration from its ground. Since Mr. Jefferson haB
retired in disgrace into private life, his successor has been compelled to abandon the
ruinous policy under which the country has so long suffered. With the magnauimity
and frankness characteristic of a great and enlightened nation, England made a second
attempt to renew the terms of amity and peace between the two nations." " As to the
revocation of the orders in council, it is merely necessary to observe, that the terms
which our government has now accepted might have been obtained at any time past.

They were always in our power." " It was the policy of Mr. Jefferson to keep alive in

the minds of our people a perpetual irritation against the Government of Great Britain
;

we are happy to find that Mr. Madison has more liberal views." We have purposely
scattered the three last preceding extracts from Hanson's paper over a surface of three

months (they were respectively of April 21st, May 3d, and June 10th), to show that

these were not the momentary expressions of the Federalists, drawn out by surprise,

but their continuous ones, until they learned that England had rejected the treaty. Such
quotations might be swelled to a volume.

Now per contra. On receiving news of the rejection, the Federal Republican at once
declared :

" Mr. Erskine surrendered everything and got nothing in return." " For our
part we have had but one opinion from the commencement of this mysterio is affair—and
we have made bold to express it. It is that Mr. Erskine acted contrary to his instructions

—and Secretary Smith knew what these instructions were." " That adjustment, so far

from being a proof of a disposition to make peace and settle our differences, is the
strongest evidence of a hostile temper, because Mr. Madison knew that the revulsion and
disappointment occasioned by it among our citizens, would excite new clamors" etc.

(December 9th). " Our Administration, if they understood their business, must have
been aware that they were negotiating with an unauthorized individual" (December
11th). " It is proved, beyond a doubt, that the Government might, with just as much
propriety, have cajoled with General Smith, or any other individual, concluded a coven-
tion, proceeded to carry it into execution on their part, and then raised a clamor against

the Government of Great Britain and accused them of perfidy and breach of faith for not
recognizing and fulfilling the stipulations" (December 28th). The Boston Palladium
said : " By letters from well-informed men in England, we are assured that the conduct
of Mr. Erskine is condemned by all parties in that country ; that the temper of the pub-
lic is far beyond that of the ministry. A very general opinion prevails there, that it will

be very difficult to keep any terms with this country; that we are governed by men
devoted to the interests of France, who are determined to insist on terms from England
which never can be obtained." The "well-informed" English correspondents of the
Boston Federalists did not probably read both sides. Bell's Weekly (London) Messenger
said: "The disavowal of Mr. Erskine's act is of a piece with the general conduct of
England towards America. Whenever circumstances have in any way admitted it, oar
tone towards America has always been insulting, and our conduct everything but
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But the rejection was very differently received by the mass
of the American people. It was not generally believed that

Mr. Erskine had exceeded his instructions
; but most persons in

reality cared nothing for that nice question, feeling that the treaty

was a fair one for England and no more than a fair one for the

United States, and that its rejection, with the accompanying
circumstances, evinced a disposition on the part of the former
power so unjust and contemptuous towards us, that we could not

further expect or honorably seek redress by negotiation.

The popular feeling in respect to the new English minister

and his offers to our Government, is represented in the following

hitherto unpublished letter :

To Hon. John W. Eppes, Washington.

MoNTicELLO, Dec. 8, '09.

Dear Sir:

I should sooner have informed you of Francis's safe arrival here, but that the

trip Tou meditated to North Carolina rendered it entirely uncertain where a letter

would find you. Nor had I any expectation you could have been at the first meet-

ing of Congress, till I saw your name in the papers brought by our last post. Dis-

appointed in sending this by the return of the post, I avail myself of General

Clarke's journey to Washington for its conveyance. Francis has enjoyed constant

and perfect health, and is as happy as the day is long. He has had little success as

yet with either his traps, or bow and arrows. He is now engaged in a literary con-

test with his cousin, Virginia, both having begun to write together. As soon as he

gets to z (being now only at A), he promises you a letter.

You will expect no political news here. You are at the source from whence it

is to flow. I find here but one general sentiment of indignation against Mr. Jack-

son, both as to the matter and manner of his ofiTers. I am not disappointed as to

his matter, but as to his manner I am. I expected he would be oily, wily and able.

I find him rude, malignant, and muddy-headed. As to the question what is to be

done, I do not puzzle myself with it. Satisfied that that will be done which is

wisest and best, I am predetermined to concur in it, well knowing that if we all pull

together, we shall be safe, in whatever direction we move. Knowing the drudgery

of letter-writing which oppresses the members, I shall ask nothing from you but to

inform us at times of your health, and be assured of my constant affection and

respect.

Th. Jefferson.

Mr. Jefferson, as we have seen, had been very deeply grati-

friendly. ... In our prosperity we have bullied America, and when things are not
well with us, we have vented our strife in injurious language and unworthy conduct
towards her. Whilst there were any hopes in Spain, America could get notLiag direct
from us. But disappointment brought us to our senses, and the negotiation was
renewed. The coalition war on the continent has since broke out, and we begin to
repent our condescension. In this manner has the American negotiation been on and
off during some years—our demands rising with our hopes and prosperity, and our
moderation coexistent with our disappointment."
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fied at the prospect of a solid peace with England/ and he was

proportionably disappointed. The effect of the rejection was still

more serious on a class of young, ardent and splendid men, like

Clay, Calhoun and Grundy, who were soon to be the leaders of

the Republican party. It converted them into determined advo-

cates of war. In this they got a year or two ahead of the

seniors ; but England took good care to leave no chance for a

chasm between front and rear, for she swelled her aggressions

until the coldest were ready to draw the sword.

The following extract from a letter from Mr. Jefferson to

Governor Jay (April Yth, 1809), embodies views several times

expressed at about the same period :

" An equilibrium of agriculture, manufactures and commerce, is certainly

become essential to our independence. Manufactures sufficient for our consumption,

of what we raise tlie raw material (and no more). Commerce sufficient to carry the

surplus produce of agriculture beyond our own consumption, to a market for

exchanging it for articles we cannot raise (and no more). These are the true limits

of manufactures and commerce. To go beyond them is to increase our dependence

on foreign nations and our liability to war."

Dissensions in Mr. Madison's Cabinet called out several

letters from Mr. Jefferson during the year. The President had

retained the same gentlemen who served with himself in his

predecessors Cabinet, except Dearborn, Secretary of War, who
had determined to retire some time before the close of Mr. Jef-

ferson's term, and who only deferred his resignation for the

latter event. The State Department, which had been held by

Madison, was tilled by Robert Smith, the Secretary of the

Navy ; and Paul Hamilton, of South Carolina, was appointed to

the Navy department. General Dearborn's place at the War
bureau, was filled by Di'. William Eustis, the former member
of Congress from Boston. Gallatin, Granger, and Rodney
retained their places. Feuds presently sprung up among these

previously harmonious associates, and particularly between Smith

and Gallatin. These extended to their friends in Congress, and

became so serious, that Gallatin thought of retiring. Jefferson

implored him not to do so in a letter dated October lltli (1809),

from which we take the following

:

» In a letter of the period to his bosom confidant, General Dearborn, he spoke of

England as a power " with which mutual interests would urge a mutual and affectionadt

intercourse."
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" I cousider tlie fortunes of our republic as depending, in an eminent degree, on

the extinguishment of the public debt before we engage in any war : because, that

done, we shall have revenue enough to improve our country in peace and defend it

in war, without recurring either to new taxes or loans. But if the debt should once

more be swelled to a formidable size, its entire discharge will be despaired of, and

we shall be committed to the English career of debt, corruption and rottenness,

closing with revolution. The discharge of the debt, therefore, is vital to the des-

tinies of our government, and it hangs on Mr. Madison and yourself alone. We
shall never see another President and Secretary of the Treasury making all other

objects subordinate to this. Were either of you to be lost to the public, that great

hope is lost. I had always cherished the idea that you would fix on that object the

measure of your fame, and of the gratitude which our country will owe you."

These entreaties prevailed.

One of Mr. Jefferson's occasional occupations, during 1809,

was the careful perusal of Marshall's Life of Washington, and

the correction of what, in his opinion, " was wrong " in that

production. He commenced committing to paper (so he wrote

Barlow, Qct. bth) " such facts and annotations as the reading of

that work brought into his recollection," He promised to send

these to his correspondent, to be used in a history of the United

States, which the latter then contemplated writing. Barlow did

not proceed with the work, and whether the memoranda were

sent to him does not appear. No such paper is in possession of

Mr. Jefferson's family ; and if it is among his papers in the

State department at "Washington, its publication in Professor

Washington's (Congress) edition of his Works would have been

expected. We are inclined to think, from several circumstances,

that the design ultimately resolved itself into the revision of his

Ana, and prefixing an introduction to them in 1818.

Mr. Jefferson communicated to Dr. Barton, in September, a

very disagreeable loss. In removing his effects from Washing-

ton, a large trunk, sent round by water, was broken open by

thieves on the James River, and its contents cast into the stream.

Tiiese consisted of fifty Indian vocabularies, which he had spent

thirty years in collecting, and probably with better opportunities

than ever had been, or ever could again be, possessed by any

other individual. Some of these dialects were already nearly or

quite extinct, and others had become commingled by the crowd-

ing together and mixture of the different clans, as they receded

before the whites. But a few muddy and defaced leaves of this

great collection were ever recovered. It is difficult to conceive

VOL, HI.—21
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a more annoying loss to the owner, or to the student in our

aboriginal philology and history.

Among his casual opinions worth mention, we find a recom-

mendation of county circulating libraries—his determination

(no new one with him) to confine his contributions for literary,

charitable and otlier useful institutions to those in some degree

under his supervision, instead of making his gratuities incon-

siderable by scattering them over a vast surface—and his severe

denunciation of the growing custom of making speeches two or

three days long in Congress.

The spring of 1809 had been unusually cold and backward

in Virginia. Mr. Jefi'erson did not succeed in getting in a

large breadth of crops, and the season turned out a very unpro-

pitious one. To add to injuries occasioned by weather, his

lands, during his residence in Washington, had been, in spite of

all his efi'orts, deteriorating in fertility. Under the evils of

absenteeism and overseers, important directions had been

neglected, or obeyed in a half-way and slovenly manner.

Everything was out of repair. There had been one standing

excuse for every short-coming :
" The force had been worked

as hard as it could be, without disobeying his orders." His

directions had always been imperative to overtask his servants

under no circumstances—that whatever else suffered, they must

not suiier—that where there was a doubt on this subject, they

must have the benefit of it. The consequences were, that not

much hard work was done at Monticello ; and the "sick-list"

was reached with a facility winch possibly sometimes encouraged

deception. In these respects, matters were not materially

mended by his return home. He made good economical

arrangements on paper, but he could not endure to see sweat

flow to secure their performance. His "force" did not perform

the amount of labor ordinarily required by good farmers of the

most humane dispositions, nor nearly so much as is commonly
performed by white hired laborers. He generally went to bed

the most tired, if not the only tired man, on his farm. He thus

described his habits of life in a letter to Kosciusko (February

26th, 1810)

:

" My morningg are devoted to correspondence. From breakfast to dinner, I am
in my shops, my garden, or on horseback among my farms ; from dinner to dark, I

give to society and recreation with my neighbors and friends ; and from candle
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light to early bed-time, I read. My health is perfect; and my strength considera-

bly reinforced by the activity of the course I pursue
;
perhaps it is as great aa

usually falls to the lot of near sixty-seven years of ago. I talk of ploughs and har-

rows, of seeding and harvesting, with my neighbors, and of politics too, if thoy

choose, with as little reserve as the rest of my fellow-citizens, and feel, at length,

the blessing of being free to say and do what I please, without being responsible for

it to any mortal. A part of my occupation, and by no means the least pleasing, if

the direction of the studies of such young men as ask it. They place themselves ir

the neighboring village, and have the use of my library and counsel, and make t

part of my society. In advising the course of their reading, I endeavor to kee]-

their attention fixed on the main objects of all science, the freedom and happinesr

of man. So that coming to bear a share in the councils and government of theii

country, they will keep ever in view the sole objects of all legitimate government.********
" Instead of the unalloyed happiness of retiring unembarrassed and independent,

to the enjoyment of my estate, which is ample for my limited views, I have to

pass such a length of time in a thraldom of mind never before known to me.

Except for this, my happiness would have been perfect. That yours may never

know disturbance, and that you may enjoy as many years of life, health and

ease as yourself shall wish, is the sincere prayer of your constant and affectionate

friend."

In the last paragraph, we have the writer's first particular

allusion, in his correspondence, to his pecuniary difficulties, and
it is one of the very few he ever uttered. The disastrous sequel

of those difficulties is well known, but the causes which led to

them have been misunderstood and grossly misrepresented. It is

due to him that the public should know whether he was a weak
-visionary, squandering his property in absurd undertakings, or

whether his fortunes sunk as any other man's whose forte was
not acquisition would be likely to sink, under similar circum-

stances. And it is now time to enter upon this inquiry.

His property, patrimonial and acquired, his income in earlier

life, and his business habits, have already been stated.' He has

been quoted as saying, that the estate inherited by his wife,

" after the debts should be paid," about equalled his own
"patrimony," by which latter word it was conjectured he meant
property. But these debts had to be paid more than once, and

they proved a canker to his fortune. It has been seen that his

wife's share of the British debt on her father's estate, was

£3,749 125., that he made sales of property at three diflerent

periods to meet it, and that it ultimately " swept nearly half of

his estate."
*

» See vol. i., 65, et seq. ' See Col. Randolph's letter to us. ib
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The first of these sales took place in 1776. He disposed of

lands to the amount of £4,200, and not receiving his pay in

hand, offered the bonds to Mr. Evans, the agent of the creditors.

They were declined. The creditors, of course, fairly had their

option in this, but the result, without proving beneficial to them,

was particularly injurious to their debtor. The bonds, by the

conditions of the subsequent treaty of peace, would have been

payable in gold and silver to British holders, and the makers of

them were amply responsible. But, although Mr. Jefferson

had sold before the emission of paper money, and at hard

money prices, he was compelled to receive his pay in the

former when it was worth but about two and a half per cent, of

its nominal value.

The State of Virginia, crushed under the calamities of the

war, was then calling on her citizens who owed money to British

subjects, to bring it into the treasury to be applied to the sup-

port of the war—stipulating to become answerable for the

British debts. Mr. Jefferson deposited in the treasury the paper

money he had received in payment of his bonds. English

remittances were generally suspended during the war, owing to

the great risk of capture. Subsequently to the war, and before

Virginia had determined what action to take in regard to the

discharge of her engagements, Mr. Jefferson wrote to his

English creditors, from Paris (January 5th, 1787), a letter, from

which we take a few extracts :

" I am desirous of arranging with you such just and practicable conditions as

will ascertain to you the terms at which you will receive my part of your debt, and

give me the satisfaction of knowing that you are contented. What the laws of

Virginia are, or may be, will in no wise influence ray conduct. Substantial justice

is my object, as decided by reason, and not by authority or compulsion."

After mentioning his deposit in the Yirgiuia treasury to the

credit of his correspondents, he added :

" Subsequent events have been such, that the State cannot, and ought not, to

pay the same nominal sum in gold or silver, which they received in paper ; nor is

it certain what they will do : my intention being, and having always been, that,

whatever the State decides, you shall receive my part of your debt fully. I am
ready to remove all difficulty arising from this deposit, io take back to myself the

demand against the State, and to consider the deposit as mginally made for myself,

and not for you." *

> He however stated a variety of considerations, not necessary here to be repeated,
which ought, he thought, to exempt him from the payment of interest during the war
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Mr, Jefferson ultimately derived so much from his deposit

in the State Treasury, that he was wont, in after years, as he
rode past the goodly farm which had been thus sacrificed, to

say, smilingly, to some accompanying grandchild :
" I owned

that once, and sold it for a great-coat !" He was wont, also, to

say, that he bad a second time paid his British debts to Lord
Cornwallis. When that officer plundered and ravaged hie

estate of Elk Island,* he inflicted direct and necessarily resulting

damages, which, according to Mr. Jefferson's estimate, more
than equalled the amount of his British debt and its interest

during the war. The second and third sales made by Mr. Jef-

ferson to make his " third payment " of that debt, took place at

unfavorable periods, and the final effect on his estate has been

seen.

His remaining property consisted of about ten thousand

acres of land, the contents of his house, etc., and about one hun-

dred and fifty slaves. Most of the land was fertile and favora-

bly situated. Well managed, and increased in value by the

subsequent rise in property as the country became more thickly

settled, it should have made him an independent, and, in

our country, and among the rural class, a rich man. There

were periods before his death when considerable portions of his

estate would have sold for fifty dollars an acre.*

As a member of the Yirginia Assembly, as a member of

Congress, and as. Governor of Yirginia, Mr. Jefferson's official

salaries had not more than met the extra expenses which the

offices occasioned. His salary in France did not meet expenses.'

As Secretary of State, he had generally lived rather retiredly and

plainly, and his salary nearly equalled his expenditures. As
Yice-President, he for the first and last time derived some pecu-

niary advantage from an office. During his Presidency his

disbursements exceeded his income—but a portion of them went

to the completion of his house, and to the improvement and

embellishment of his estate. In none of these offices was his

style of living noticed either for parsimony or extravagance
;

though, as a general thing, he had much of a particular kind of

company, in addition to the usual throngs who flutter about

' See vol. i., p. 340, ot scq.
* See his letter to Madison, February 17th, 1826.
» But some of these were incurred for valuable articles which continued in his possea-

ion, such as books and pictures.
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official mausions. Travellers, learned men, investigators in

every department of mind and matter, were drawn to his board

as if by a natural affinity.

It is probable that the surplus income of his farms about met

the excess of his expenses over his official salaries, in all his

public positions except the Presidency—and it would have done

so in that office but for the Embargo. "When that measure fell

with such crushing effect on all who purchased luxuries, Mr.

Jefferson made no change in his manner of living, and he con-

sequently left office owing $20,000.

We have given his land-roll for 1794, showing that tie then

owned 10,647 acres of land, and some city lots. In 1809, he

owned 10,004 acres, with the same smaller parcels. The farms

were generally the same, except that he had given fifteen hun-

dred acres of his Bedford estate to one of his daughters—and on

the other hand, had acquired about eight hundred acres on

Buffalo Creek, and one hundred adjoining his Albemarle posses-

sions. He had now a valuable mansion, containing many costly

articles, including an expensive library. The number of his ser-

vants in Albemarle was one hundred and fourteen, and in Bed-

ford, eighty-six,* His farms had the ordinary complement of

" stock,"" and there was a flouring-mill at Monticello of consider-

able cost, and several small manufacturing shops.' Altogether,

the value of his property was probably not far from $200,000.

1 We do not find that Mr. Jefferson had sold any slaves for the sixteen preceding
years. Sixty-six had been included in the marriage settlements of his daughters, and
some liberated. Some idea of the mortality among this class of people, may be derived

from the following facts. From 1801 to 1810 inclusive, there died in Mr. Jefferson's

family—none in 1801, 1802, 1803, or 1804 ; one in 1805 ; three in 1807 ; one in 1808
;

three in 1809 ; three in 1810. The deaths were mostly among aged persons and very
young children.

2 Some agricultural reader in a different region of the country, may be curious to

know what and how much this implies. In the winter of 1809-10, the census of the
" store stock "—that is, the stock wintered over after annual sales, putting down pro-

visions, etc.—included (says the farm-book), in Albemarle, 13 work horses, 10 mules,

15 cows, 21 other cattle, 49 sheep, and 118 swine ; in Bedford, 11 work horses, 30 cows,
55 other cattle, 46 sheep, and 194 swine.

' The mill, including its canal or race, ultimately cost $30,000. Its profits were
reduced by the damage occasionally suffered from the floods of the Eivanna. Mr. Jef-

ferson's memoranda mention that on the 22d of April, 1804, a "fresh" carried the

water above the hoppei'S in the toll-mill—and this wanted six feet of the height of water
in a fresh in 1795, and nine feet of that of the " great fresh " on the 26th of May. 1771

!

In February, 1810, three inches of rain fell in an hour, creating a flood which did

incredible damage in the abrasion of the sloping plowed lands—but the rise in the

stream is not stated. On the 9th and 10th of November, 1810, there fell four and three-

quarter inches of rain in forty-eight hours ; the water entered the mill four feet deep,

and swept away so much of the' dam that it required a considerable outlay and some
months of labor to repair it. On the 29th of July, 1814, twelve and one-eighth inches of

rain fell in twenty hours. The Eivanna rose fifteen feet, and " Hardware [creek] was
said to have risen thirty-feet perpendicular."

Among the shops we have referred to, was a nailery, where six tons of nails were
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It would seem that with so much apparently productive

capital the debt we have mentioned should have constituted but
a slight burden on Mr. Jefferson's estate. There were draw-
backs on the availability of that capital which persons unfami-
liiir with Southern life might readily overlook. The lands were
immediately profitable no further than they could be worked

;

and the whole number of slaves on a plantation gives no
definite idea of the effective farm labor. By Mr. Jefferson's

roll of slaves in 1810, it appears that out of the two hundred
composing the whole number, ninety-five were under fourteen

years of age, and twenty over fifty years of age. From those

in the prime of life must be deducted the sick, nurses, cooks,

etc. The planter must have his mechanics, " door yard " and
menial servants—and though these save expenditure in one
direction, they are withdrawn from the class which produce the

main salable staples of the farm. And those too young or too

old for work must be supported from the products of the land,

and in part from the proceeds of its marketed staples.

Mr. Jefferson's family was not large nor particularly expen-

sive. It came to consist of the family of his son-in-law, Mr.
Randolph,' and generally of some other relatives. To the

made by hand in 1810. There was a weaving shop, containing five looms, but its pro-
duct was as yet trifling.

1 Mr. Jefferson could not endure separation from his only remaining daughter. His son-
in-law's affliirs gradually became hopelessly embarrassed. Mr. Randolph was a generous
man and lavished liberal sums on kinsmen deprived of what he considered their just patri-
mony, by the consequences of a second marriage. The Embargo and the succseding Non-
intercourse seriously affected his property. He engaged in the manufacture of flour during
the war, and was unfortunate in it—mostly losing by the consequences of one accident
an amount of flour worth about thirty thousand dollars. His affliirs were additionally bro-
ken up by absence from home. He was appointed colonel of the 20th U. S. regiment in

1813, and marched to Canada. He resigned in 1814, in consequence of a misunder-
standing with General Armstrong, the Secretary of War. He was elected Governor of
Virginia in 1819, and held the office three years, the full continuous period permitted by
the constitution. But the main sources of his misfortunes, and many of his traits of
character are thus described in a letter to us from one who knew him intimately, and
loved him tenderly

:

" It was in the service of persons having very small claims on him, that he wasted his

patrimony and even his wife's fortune. . . He could not say No to importunate
pleaders, to distressed kinsmen or neighbors, distressed oftentimes by the result of their
own folly. He stood security again and again for men, to whose selfish entreaties and
false statements he sacrificed his fortune and his peace of mind ; and was always
crippled by debts not of his own contracting. . . He was for a long time persuaded
that his embarrassments were only temporary, and that all he wanted was time and
economy to work through his difficulties. . . . He might have retrieved his fortunes,
but the same fatality of character pursued him. Again and again he yielded to the soh-
citations of his friends ; again and again he believed their solemn assurances— ' Your name,
only your name, we pledge our sacred honor that you shall never be called on to pay a
farthing.' But he always was called on to pay not • one farthing,' but generally the
whole amount of the debt. From this it might be supposed that Colonel Randolph was
what is called an easy tempered man, gentle, and easily entreated. Not so : his temper
was irritable and violent. It was firmness that he needed, not fire.

" He had other weaknesses which neutralized the effects of many high qualities, and
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latter and to family friends his hospitality was profuse ; they

came and went singly and in families—staying tliree months,

six months, or longer according to inclination. Accom-
plished young kinswomen habitually passed two or three of the

summer months there, as they would now at a fashionable

watering-place. They married the sons of Mr. Jefferson's

friends, and then came with their families ; first one child, then

two, three, four, five, six—babies, small children, school-boys,

little girls, young ladies, nurses and tutors! As a specimen of

Yirginia life, we will mention that a friend from abroad came to

Monticello with a family of six persons, and remained ten months.

A second visit brought the same train six months—and so on.

This was according to the recognized usages of hospitality in

the Ancient Dominion. All this was to be expected in the

abode of the head of a family connection, supposed to be entirely

independent in his circumstances, always receiving his relatives

and friends with out-stretched arms, always retarding their

departure and urging their return. Nor would this, under

ordinary circumstances, have proved the source of pecuniary

embarrassment to him.

We come now to the real causes of his misfortunes, and to

avoid a frequent recurrence to them, shall extend the view

over some years not yet reached in this narrative. In the first

gifts of nature and education. He had fine talents, a superior education, an active

mind, a strong and active body, great courage, but it was as if some bad fairy, presiding

at his birth, had, by a fatal curse, paralyzed the power to profit by these advantages.
He could make great efforts, but just at the moment he was to receive their reward,
Bome strange relaxation, some sudden intermission would render all his previous labors

abortive. He would stand like one in a dream, lose all apparent interest in the com-
pletion of his work, and see the fruit of his toils perish before his eyes for want of energy
to continue and carry out his own plans. For example, his income, like that of other
gentlemen farmers in Virginia, was derived from his crops. He was himself a scientific

agriculturist, and at the same time, an excellent practical farmer. He was inde-

fatigably industrious, superintending all the details of the farming operations. He
loved the life of the fields, and delighted in the occupation it afforded him. He was one
of the best botanists in the State ; . . was an excellent classical scholar, and
might often be seen under the shade of a tree with a favorite Greek or Latin author in his

hand. These refined tastes interfered not in the least degree with the business of the plan-

tation ; and he generally succeeded in raising the best crops, without in any way abus-

ing or harassing his slaves, towards whom he was eminently humane. I have seldom
known a kinder master.

" After months of anxious attention and intelligent supervision the object would be
attained—large and beautiful harvests would reward his care. They were gathered into hia

barns, and nothing remained but to get them conveyed to market, in Richmond, seventy
miles distant, and there sold. Here would come in the torpor of which I spoke. All

the excitement of pleasant occupation was over; what remained to be done was
irksome. His whole nature and tastes were repugnant to commerce of any kind. He
could neither buy nor sell, nor bargain. His harvests remained in his barns, or if taken
to Richmond, in the warehouses there, till the golden moment for disposing of them waa
over ; so that a common saying among his neighbors, was, that no man made better

crops than Colonel Randolph, and no man sold his crops for worse prices."
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place, a long and scarcely interrnpted series of unfavorable

seasons followed Mr, Jefferson's retirement. Thus the summer
of 1810 in his region was cold and backward, the breadth of

crops small, and the produce limited. This was followed by an
unfavorable winter, and the crops of 1811 did not exceed two-

thirds the usual product. The Hessian fly increased its ravages.

These specifications might be continued, but it would be to no
pui-pose. The agricultural staples of Virginia were kept at

ruinous prices by Embargo and Non-intercourse laws from 1807
until war was declared in 1812. The crops of the last-named

year chanced to be fine ones, but those of the interior were
caught unsold by the " Ninety-day Embargo." The rigorous

blockade of the Chesapeake from an early period in 1813 left

no chance for exportation, and consequently no considerable

market for products during the remainder of the war. The Vir-

ginia farmers often fed their wheat to their horses.

To these causes must be added monetary revulsions, both

during and after the war, by which credit was prostrated,

the currents of trade stopped, markets destroyed, and landed

property reduced almost to its original wilderness prices. The
war left the nation in debt and with a disordered currency.

The merchants were ruined by the sudden fall in the price of

their imported goods. The Southern farmer was relieved in this

quarter, and he found his former markets for certain products ; but

the general disarrangement of trade and currency neutralized

these benefits. The Bank of the United States was chartered in

1816 ; and then followed a period of paper money plethora

almost as disastrous to the agricultural interests as the preced-

ing depression. The rage for speculation was maddening.

Lands sold at high prices, but the pay was "rags." And times

of high prices bring no relief to those whose consumption (as in

Mr. Jefferson's case) exceeds their production. The bubble

was soon blown to bursting. What followed is vividly portrayed

by Colonel Benton in his Thirty Years' View :

"The years of 1819 and 1820 were a period of gloom and agony. No money,

either gold or silver : no paper convertible into specie : no measure or standard of

value left remaining. The local banks (all but those of New England), after a brief

resumption of specie payments, again sank into a state of suspension. The banlj

of the United States, created as a remedy for all those evils, now at the head of th«

evil, prostrate and helpless, with no power left but that of suing its debtors, and
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selling their property, and purchasing for itself at its own nominal price. No price

for property or produce. No sales but those of the sheriff and the marshal. No

purchasers at execution sales but the creditor, or some hoarder of money. No em-

ployment for industry—no demand for labor—no sale for the product of the farm

—

no sound of the hammer, but that of the auctioneer, knocking down property. Stop

laws—property laws—replevin laws—stay laws—loan-office laws—the intervention

of the legislator between the creditor and the debtor ; this was the business of legis-

lation, in three-fourths of the States of the Union—of all south and west of New

England. No medium of exchange but depreciated paper ; no change even, but

little bits of foul paper, marked so many cents, and signed by some tradesman, bar-

ber, or innkeeper : exchanges deranged to the extent of fifty or one hundred per

cent. Distress the universal cry of the people ; relief the universal demand thun-

dered at the doors of all legislatures, State and federal."

The period from Mr. Jefferson's retirement from public life

to bis death, was one that called for pecuniary prudence iu all

classes of men—a husbanding of means, and an avoidance of

expenditure—an extinguishment, so far as practicable, of out-

standing debts, and the contraction of no new ones. The

principal causes which rendered these ends unattainable in his

case, are thus described by an eye-witness

:

, 1856.

My dear Mr. Randall :

Mr. Jefferson was not an improvident man. He had habits of order and

' economy, was regular in keeping his accounts, knew the value of money, and

was in no way disposed to waste it. He was simple in his tastes, careful, and spent

very little on himself. 'Tis not true that he threw away his money in fantastic pro-

jects and theoretical experiments. He was eminently a practical man. He was,

during all the years that I knew him, very liberal, but never extravagant.*********
To return to his visitors : they came of all nations, at all times, and paid longer

or shorter visits. I have known a New England judge bring a letter of introduc-

tion to my grandfather, and stay three weeks. The learned -Abbe Correa, always a

welcome guest, passed some weeks of each year with us during the whole time of

his stay in the country. We had persons from abroad, from all the States of the

Union, from every part of the State, men, women, and childre'h. In short, almost

every day for at least eight months of the year, brought its contingent of guests.

People of wealth, fashion, men in office, professional men military and civil, law-

yers, doctors, Protestant clergymen, Catholic priests, members of Congress, foreign

ministers, missionaries, Indian agents, tourists, travellers, artists, strangers, friends.

Some came from affection and respect, some from curiosity, some to give or receive

advice or instruction, some from idleness, some because others set the example, and

very varied, amusing and agreeable was the society afforded by this influx of guests.

I have listened to very remarkable conversations carried on round the table, the

fireside, or in the summer drawing-room.

There were few eminent men of our country, except perhaps some political

adversaries, who did not visit him in his retirement, to say nothing of distinguished
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foreigiifiis. Life at Monticello was on an easy and informal footing. Mr. JefiPcraon

always made his appearance at an early breakfast, but his mornings were most com-

monly devoted to his own occupations, and it was at dinner, after dinner, and in the

evening that he gave himself up to the society of his family and his guests. Visitors

were left free to employ themselves as they liked during the morning hours, to walk,

read, or seek companionship with the ladies of the family, and each other. M.

Correa passed his time in the fields and the woods; some gentlemen preferred the

library ; others the drawing-room ; others the quiet of their own chambers ; or

they strolled down the mountain side and under the shade of the trees. The ladies

in like manner, consulted their ease and inclinations, and whiled away the time aa

best they might.

All the visitors at Monticello were not of so agreeable a

stamp. We have it from an equally authoritative source, that

with this constant influx of well-bred guests, came also swarms

of impertinent gazers who, without introduction, permission

or any ceremony whatever, thrust themselves into the most

private of Mr. Jeffei-son's out-of-door resorts, and even into his

house, and stared about as if they were at a public show. This

nuisance increased as years advanced. There are a number of

persons now living who have seen groups of utter strangers, of

ooth sexes, planted in the passage between his study and dining-

room, consulting their watches, and waiting for him to pass from

one to the other to his dinner, so that they could momentarily

stare at him. A female once punched through a window-pane

of the house, with her parasol, to get a better view of him. He
was waylaid in his rides and walks. When sitting in the shade

of his porticoes to enjoy the coolness of the approaching even-

ing, parties of men and women would sometimes approach with-

in a dozen yards, and gaze at him point-blank until they had

looked their fill, as they would have gazed on a lion in a mena-

gerie. And he was compelled to submit to such things,

shut himself up in a room, or evince a resentment as foreign

from his manners as it was really from his feelings. These

intrusions annoyed him, but they excited sensations of regret

and pity rather than of anger.

It is painful to record such facts. In nineteen cases out of

twenty they were undoubtedly the sins of ignorance instead of

intentional impertinence, and at heart were often really the

highest compliments which uncultivated men could pay to the

great setting political luminary. They wanted to tell their chil-

dren, and have it told to their grandchildren, that they had seen

Thomas Jefferson.
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We have already introduced to the reader old Wormlcj, a

grey-haired servant of Mr. Jefferson. We once stood with him

before the dilapidated pile of Monticello. The carriage-houses,

three in number, were at the moment under our eye. La^^h

would hold a four-horse coach. We inquired—" Wormley,

how often were these filled, in Mr. Jefferson's time ?" " Every

night, sir, in summer, and we commonly had two or three car-

riages under that tree," said he, pointing to a large tree. " It

took all hands to take care of your visitors ?" we suggested.

" Yes, sir, and the whole farm to feed them," was the concise

and significant reply. The last was a literal truth, and expressed

less than the fact. We find in a list of Mr. Jefferson's allot-

ments of his servants, between farming, mechanical and menial

occupations, as early as 1810, that the house servants (including

children) numbered thirty-seven. The whole Monticello estate,

so far as he had laborers to work it, did not in some years fur-

nish a surplus of food sufficient for his guests, and their horses

and servants ! The general mode of travelling then in Yirginia

was on horseback, or by carriages drawn by at least two horses

;

and strangers who came from a distance, very generally took

carriages from some Yirginia town. Male and female servants

much more commonly accompanied travellers than now. Mrs.

Randolph, who presided over the domestic establishment at

Monticello, being once asked, what was the greatest number of

guests she had ever been called upon to provide beds for over

night, replied, " she believed fifty I" Not only was everything

which was raised at Monticello thus consumed, or exchanged

for articles of consumption, but heavy drafts were often made
on the Bedford estate.

And such a horde of fashionable company consume some-

thing besides common farm products. When Mr. Jefferson first

reached what he fancied was to be retirement, he was asked by
his daughter on what scale he desired to live—how he would
have the appointments of his table. " I will live like a plain

country gentleman," was the answer. But this standard could

not be easily followed, under the actual circumstances. A
delicious Yirginia ham on its bed of greens, engirdled by its

rim of eggs {a la Old Dominion), and a slice of chicken or

turkey might do very well for a " plain country gentleman's "

dinner two or three times a week, and these could be had for
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the asking on every Virginia farm. But people of fashion, to

say nothing of " New England judges," might not expect to be

kept " three weeks " on ham and turkey ! Claret might suffice

for a " plain country gentleman," particularly if, as in Mr.

.fefferson's case, he preferred it to all other summer wines.

His visitors might choose something else ; and it is not for the

hospitable and supposed wealthy entertainer to impose his tastes

on his guests.' No person need be told that " entertaining

handsomely " is an expensive amusement.

Mr. Jefi'erson could not know, when he left public life, either

the general or special pecuniary disadvantages which awaited

him. His temper, as in youth, was sunny and hopeful. After

an unfavorable season, or unpropitious event, he always looked

forward with confidence for a better next one—and if that did

not come, he reasoned there was a double chance for good

"fortune" the third time! In a word, nothing discouraged

him. But because he owed a debt of some magnitude, he

thought it a duty to cut off every expense which he regarded as

superfluous, and he attempted to do so from the moment of his

» TMs reminds us of an illustrative anecdote. Mr. C , a Virginia gentleman of
the old noblesse, and an excellent, kind-hearted man, was visiting Mr. Madison. He had
been long estranged from Mr. Jeflerson; but the topic of difference coming up between
him and Madison, the representations of the latter greatly mollified his feelings. Just at
that point, a young friend of Madison (our informant) was on the point of leaviug Mont-
pellier in a carriage for Monticello, expecting to return immediately. Madison suddenly
proposed to C to jump in and go along. The latter was taken all aback at the idea of
making a visit to Jefferson—and yet he was not half so reluctant to go as he fancied he
would have been ! Madison observing his hesitation, good-humoredly insisted on his
proceeding. He had no time to reflect, and in ten minutes was on the way. Before reach-
ing Monticello, and especially while climbing the mountain, he drew some long breaths
and looked very sober. Our informant thought that for "about a second" he discovered
a look of surprise on Jefferson's face as they entered the house, but he advanced in-

stantly and saluted his guest with as prompt cordiality as if he had been looking for
him. C did not get at his ease quite as readily. When they sat down to the dinner-
table, he was placed by the side of Mr. Jefferson. The ice soon broke, and C began to
talk with great animation. Jefferson reminding him that he remembered his tastes, had
some old and particularly fine Madeira placed before him. But no ; C declared he
would stick to claret with his host. They sat a couple of hours, the guest growing more
and more delighted. When they rose from the table Jefferson retired for a few moments.
C took our informant aside, and very seriously asked, "Do you suppose I could get
a glass of good brandy here ? I have been so amused by Jefferson that here I have
been sipping his ... . acid, cold French wine, until I am sure I shall die in the night
(he had already stipulated to stay over night!) unless I take an antidote." His travel-

ling companion knew all the ways at Monticello. He directed the faithful Burwell (Mr.
Jefferson's favorite servant) to take a bottle of brandy to a private room, as C was
willing to throw no imputations on his host's tastes, and so the movement must be con-
cealed from him ! Next day he returned to Montpellier, lauding Jefferson to the skies,

but sorely puzzled to understand " why a man of so much taste should drink cold, sour
French wine!" He insisted to Mr. Madison that it would injure Jefferson's Itealth. He
talked himself warm on the topic. He declared it would kill him—that some night he
would be carried off by it ! Finally, he insisted that Madison write and urge him to
change his wine. His altered tone towards Jefferson, and his warm solicitude in the
particular just named, afforded great amusement to Madison and Jefferson. The t>-ic

thenceforth remained fast friends.
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re-tirement. No more expensive pictures, books, or other arti-

cles of luxury were purchased. It is true, he built a neat house

on his Bedford property, but the labor was mostly performed by

his servants, and the interior was finished at convenient inter-

vals. He did not feel the pressure of pecuniary embarrassment

at the time, and his convenience, his spirits, if not his health

demanded that he have a roof to which he could occasionally

fly for relief and rest from the traveller-thronged caravansera

of Monticello. Besides this, we know no considerable expense

he could have avoided, unless he chose to repulse the visits of

his countrymen, and shut his doors on the ancient rites of hos-

pitality customary among men of his rank.

It has been conceded that his farming operations, though

conducted on sound and customary agricultural principles, were

carried out with too great a fear of overtasking his dependents

—that he was indulgent to a fault. He was sometimes cheated

by overseers, for he was unsuspecting among common men.

But these slight drawbacks were temporary, and had little to do

with ultimate results. His oldest grandson began to take the

management of his estate in 1814, and, not long afterwards, he

assumed its entire control, and continued it to the period of Mr.

Jefferson's death. The grandson was a vigorous and successful

farmer.

Occasional gleams of good fortune came, but the general

course of diminution and loss was inevitable, unless as already

said, Mr. Jefi*erson chose to change the social customs of his

life. If he did not adopt the latter alternative, who has the

right to complain or condemn ? " Whose ox did he " thereby

"take—or Avhom did he defraud?" His debts were all paid

before or after his death, even to his subscription of two hun-

dred dollars to build a Presbyterian church in Charlottesville.

His contributions to religious, educational, and charitable

objects through his life, would have made his old age opulent!

There is not a circumstance connected with the causes, progress,

or sequel of his pecuniary misfortunes over which manhood
should blush, or friendship desire to draw a veil.

Without prodigality, without idleness or improvidence,

without embarking a dollar in speculation, he was reduced to

comparative poverty. The bulk of his property was literally

eaten up by his countrymen. But so stoutly did he and the
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brave hearts around him struggle—so cheerfully and self-deny-

inglJ did liis entire family retrench where retrenchment was prac-

ticable—that he still would have had more than enough to carry

him comfortably to the end, had he not (as we shall by and by
relate more in detail) lost a large sum of money by indorsing

for a friend. Indorsing was entirely contrary to his habits, but
on this occasion there was not the slightest apparent prospect

of danger, and the circumstances were such that it would have
been very difficult to refuse. It was thus reserved for one of the

dearest of his friends to give that coujp de grace which shrouded

Monticello in gloom, consigned it to stranger hands and early

decaj^, exposed its aged and tottering owner to the jeers of

brutal partisans, and broke the noble heart that dealt the

unwilling blow.

It is now time that we attempt to give some description of

Monticello and its surroundings—the gathering point of so

much intellect, learning, wit, beauty, and. fashion, until the

festal song was succeeded by the funeral dirge.

The general topography of the surrounding country has been

noted. The public road from Charlottesville, by which Monti-

cello was oftenest approached, after leading to the foot of
*' Carter's Mountain," winds along its lower slopes, until it com-

mences ascending the edge of the wooded ravine which sepa-

rates that hill from Monticello. In the notch between their

summits the road crosses over to the latter, and thence descends

its southwestern declivity towards Milton. Opposite the cross-

ing, a gate opens on a private carriage road to Mr. Jeffer-

son's former mansion, about half a mile distant. The slight

further ascent is mostly through the natural growth of forest

Trees, among which, and coming to the carriage road, is the

family burial-place. On emerging from the forest, the visitor

finds himself on a slightly crowning area of a few acres, the

summit of the mountain, cleared of the original trees except

here and there clumps or single ones occasionally grouped with

fine transplanted native or exotic species. On a small levelled

space on the very apex, stands the house formerly surrounded

by ornamented grounds, and nearly embowered in trees.

It is a long brick structure of a lofty balustraded single

story, the central portion surmounted by a fine dome. There

are spacious porticoes in front and rear, and the sides termi-
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nute in piazzas resting on brick arches. The former appear-

ance of the house will be better understood from the vig-

nette in our first volume, than from any description v:e can

give.* The piazzas open on " terraces," which extend a few

yards from the sides, and then turn back at right angles,

and are continued to the " pavilions." Their roofs are flat, and

on a level with the underpinning of the house, so that they fur-

nished a favorite promenade in the evening and in damp
weather.' This arrangement was rendered practicable by the

slope of the hill, and one of its principal objects was to prevent

the view from the house being obstructed by outbuildings.

The pavilions rose a story higher. The east (or to be more par-

ticular, the southeast) one was the house and home at which

Mr. Jeflerson arrived with his bride at midnight, in the " great

snow " of 1772. It is probable that such recollections caused

it to be preserved in tbe subsequent building plan, and that

the west pavilion (" Colonel Kandolph's study ") was built to

match it.

Entering the mansion by the northeast portico, the former

visitor found himself in a lofty, nearly square hall, the main

central room of the building. On the right, were disposed

horns of the moose, elk, and difi'erent varieties of American

deer—and hanging from their antlers or tastefully grouped

about, were Indian and Mexican antiquities, articles of cos-

tume, war clubs, shields, spears, bows, quivers of arrows, and

almost every conceivable specimen of aboriginal art. On the

left, were arranged bones of the mastodon and other fossil mon-

sters, disentombed on the Ohio ; and massive specimens of mine-

rals, and other natural curiosities, were appropriately inter-

spersed. After gazing a moment at these objects, the eye settled

with a deeper interest on busts of Jefferson and Hamilton, by

Ceracchi, placed on massive pedestals on each side of the main

entrance—" opposed in death as in life," as the surviving origi-

nal sometimes remarked, with a pensive smile, as he observed

the notice they attracted.

The hall opened by folding glass doors on a semi-octagonal

drawing-room immediately in its rear, and which extended

» The vignette presents but the central portion of the house, and one side or wing.

The other wing corresponded with the one seen.

« But a small portion of one terrace appears in the vignette, and this is surmounted
by a temporary sloping roof.
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through the remaining depth of the building to the southwest

portico. This apartment was neatly furnished, and had a floor

of parquetry.' A harpsichord stood in one corner ; and the walls

were hung with fine portraits in oil of Columbus, Americus
Yespucius, Andrea Doria, Castrncio Castracani, Kaleigh, Cor-

tez—Mr. Jefferson's " trinity," Bacon, Newton, and Locke

—

"Washington, John Adams, Madison, and Monroe. On either

side of the door opening on the portico, were busts of the Empe-
rors Alexander and Napoleon.

To the right (that is, west) of the drawing-room was a dining-

room, and still further on, a semi-octagonal tea-room. On
brackets in these, were busts of "Washington, Franklin, Vol-

taire, Lafayette, and Paul Jones. "Washington's (by Houdon)

wore a wreath of immortelles. Some admirer in France sent

these to Mr, Jefferson's family, to crown his bust on his birth-

day. He ordered them, instead, to be wreathed around the

brow of Washington, and there they thenceforth remained

until Mr. Jefferson's death.

In the front of this part of the house, were two commo-

dious apartments for guests, containing beds in alcoves.

To the left or east of the hall was Mrs. Bandolph's

room, and in the rear, Mr. Jefferson's ; and beyond these, was

the library, extending through the depth of the house. The

arched piazza beyond, was ultimately sashed with glass, and

converted into a flower conservatory, so that the windows and

glass doors of the library opened upon both its beauty and its

fragrance. The " work-shop," so often spoken of by describers

of Mr. Jefferson's habits, was originally the eastern extremity

of the library.

The alcove for the bed in Mr. Jefferson's private room,

opened, also, on that apartment—an arrangement which wooed

every passing breath of air, and the odors of the conservatory

in summer. In the winter, the library side was closed by cloth

hangings.*

' This, like much other equally elaborate workmanship, was the handiwork of Mr.

Jefferson s own servants—John Hemings and his sable apprentices.
* The upper story was cut up into numerous bedrooma (brought into all conceivable

shapes by the irregular form of the house), except the dome, which was finished into a

single, fine apartment, known as " the ladies' drawing-room." Several of the upper

rooms were lit by sky-lights, and light was also carried down from these to some of the

lower rooms through ornamented funnels.

Most, if not all, the lower doors were of glass ; though some of them had wooden or

wire coverings, to be closed when necessary. The furniture was neat and just sufiBcient,

VOL. lu.—22
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The view from Monticello is superb. On the west, tlie

already described valley between the Northwest Range and

the Blue E-idge, lies stretched out like a map under the feet.

On the east, the eye sweeps to the limits of its vision over that

great plain which constitutes the sea-margin of the United

States from New England to Mexico. From this vast and som-

bre sea of verdure,* there rises but one eminence high enough

to break the level of half of the entire horizon seen from Monti-

cello. This is Willis's Mountain, forty miles distant from the

latter, and directly south of it.

Though no larger than the greater Egyptian pyramid," this

hill makes a unique addition to the scenery, by exhibiting the

phenomenon of looming to a remarkable degree. This occurs only

in the morning, but no other persistent conditions are known to be

required for its appearance. Sometimes the conical summit seems

to shoot in an immense column to the clouds. At others, it

assumes the forms of a hemisphere, a square, a pine tree, a para-

chute, an inverted cone, and others as fantastic and as variant

from the reality. The Blue Ridge, also, though not to an equal

degree, exhibits this phenomenon where it is seen from Monticello

at about forty or fifty miles' distance and still further oflF. One
of its appearances is very striking. The lofty chain seems cloven

Marble and brescia tables, French mirrors, and handsome sofas, abounded. The beda
were generally in alcoves. There were many indications of elaborate contrivance to

secure convenience in the minor arrangements. The cookery was French, and admira-

ble—the table elegant—and the plate just sufficient neither to attract notice by its pro-

fusion or meagreness. The last remark will apply to all the equipments of Monticello.

Taste and elegance were everywhere visible—and the mean between sumptuousness and
the opposite extreme, was always exactly hit.

TVs portions of the terraces at right angles with the front and rear wall of the house,

contained the offices ; and the other portioQS were covered ways, connecting the offices

with the cellars of the house, and also furnishing the servants entrance. Articles for the

table were carried from the kitchens through the covered ways, and raised to the
dining-room by a dumb-waiter. Thus, the discomfort (in a warm chmate) of a kitchen

in the house was avoided—and also the ludicrous spectacle which sometimes meets the

eye of the guest in houses with detached kitchens, who chances to look out of the
wrong window when dinner is coming to the table.

Along the southeastern terrace ran a road, and along the lower side of it were the
mechanic shops we have so oftened mentioned. Behind and below these, commenced
the terraced gardens, of different breadths, according to the desired size, dropping down
the southeastern slopes. The first was for culinary vegetables, the second for grapes,

the third for figs, and so on ; and orchards for different kinds of tree fruits extended
below. The flowers were mostly cultivated in plats and borders on the lawns. On the

rear lawn, an elliptical gravel walk, " the round-about walk," commenced at the portico

and extended some distance outside of the space hemmed in by the buildings. Spiral

roads twisted around the mountain, in various directions, for rides and walks—and it

might thus be conveniently ascended or descended, without resort to the highway.
' We speak of these objects as they appeared in 1851.

« Mr. Jefferson was wont to call the attention of visitors to it, as presenting a pretty
correct idea of the appearance of the pyramid of Cheops at the same distance. Tlie

latter is stated by Stevens, we believe, to be eight hundred feet square at its base,

and four hundred and sixty-one feet high. Older writers make it much larger.
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to its base, by a wooded or bare and rocky gorge. Perhaps a

green valley stretches through, and other ranges of mountains
are seen rising beyond. To one unacquainted with these opti-

cal illusions, they bring unutterable amazement. It is as if he
had stepped into a land of enchantment, where, accordino- to

the superstitions of past ages, necromancers or genii were
sporting with the forms and consistency of the solid globe. And
what must have been the emotions of the former Indian inhabi-

tant—the wild and roving Tuscarora, whose hunting-grounds

embraced this region—as he paused, startled in the morning
chase, to witness these tremendous transfigurations of the most
massive and immobile objects in nature !

Mr. Jefferson used to say if the county of Fluvanna (lying

directly east of Albemarle) was a lake, and Willis's Mountain a

volcano, his scenery would be perfect. There is, indeed, a lack

of water in the landscape, but we should be loth to exchange

the masquerading mountain for the burning one. As a whole,

there are doubtless more extensive, and even more beautiful

prospects than this, but they are rare, and are scarcely ever

commanded from points having the climate, soil, and easiness

of access which render them desirable sites for human dwel-

lings. In all these respects combined, and in healthiness,

Monticello possesses advantages over most other situations which
can be found in our country.

The fineness and salubrity of the climate are indeed remark-

able. An English traveller who early visited this region, found

an evident change of complexion in the inhabitants from that of

residents of the lower country, and among females of the most
ordinary class, " many a one that would be a fit subject to be

painted for a Lavinia." " It is truly delightful," exclaims this

gentleman, " to behold the groups of females assembled here at

times to gather the cherries and other fruits which grow m the

greatest abundance in the neighborhood of almost every habita-

tion. Their shapes and complexions are charming ; and the

carelessness of their dresses, which consists of little more, in

common, than a simple bodice and petticoat, makes them
appear still more engaging." "The common people in this

neighborhood appeared to me to be of a more fi-ank and open

disposition, more inclined to hospitality, and to live more
contentedly on what they possessed, than the people of the
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game class in any other part of the United States I passed

through."

'

1 Travels through the tJmted States in 1795, 1796 and 1797, by Isaac Weld, jr.

London, 1799.

It is some years since we looked into Mr. "Weld's book, and common-placed a few
pages ; and we have long since forgotten " what manner of man he was of." But there

is a fragrant smack of good taste and close observation, certainly, in the passage above
quoted, and a glow of coloring that would have delighted old Beverly. Mr. Weld's care-

lessly-dressed women, in " simple bodice and petticoat," have disappeared from the Old
Dominion—at least from the regions of it we have visited ; but there is, to this day, if we
mistake not, less frigid precision in dress, less over-dressing, in the families of the

wealthy planters in the interior of that State, than among Northern females, in a corres-

ponding position. When among the former, Ben Jonson's lines from the " Silent

Woman," have often occurred to us :

" Give me a look, give me a face,

That makes simplicity a grace

;

Robes loosely flowing, hair as free,

Such sweet neglect more taketh me
Than all the adulteries of art

:

They strike mine eyes, but not my heart."

Or Herrick's " Delight in Disorder:"

" A sweet disorder in the dress,

(A happy kind of carelessness)

:

A lawn about the shoulders thrown
Into a fine distraction

;

An erring lace, which here and there
Enthralls the crimson stomacher

;

A cuff neglectful, and thereby
Ribands that flow confusedly

;

A winning wave, deserving note
In the tempestuous petticoat

;

A careless shoe-string, in whose tie

I see a wild civility

:

Do more bewitch me, than when art

Is too precise in every part."

A Virginia woman is too free, too lithe in her movements to keep up tue unvarying
precision of a lay-figure. She walks abroad as if the earth was made to walk upon,
though saucy breezes throw ribbons and ringlets and "erring laces" into never so
" fine " a " distraction." She rides like anything else than a dumb-jockey, or a city

miss fresh from the riding academy; nay, if the road be shady, or the green-sward looks
temptingly elastic and says (as everybody knows it does sometimes say) : " Come take
a run over me," the Virginia woman does not always find it in her heart to refuse the
challenge ; but down goes the riding-whip, and the next moment her blood mare, with
straight thin neck, broad red nostril, and eye lit to flame, is skimming like a low flying

bird over the ground.
It is difficult for one whose eye is accustomed only to females brought up at the feet

of the fashionable Padladeens, to conceive the graceful^nd free movements of a high-

bred Virginia woman, when roused into full action, not in the ball room at Saratoga or
Newport, but at home, with the turf of the Old Dominion under her feet, and the skies

of the Old Dominion over her head. We once approached an old Virginia farm-house,
with its owner, who had been for some days absent. A few hundreds yards off, we sud-

denly stopped to gaze, for, at that moment, dashing round from the rear of the mansion,
and darting like mad through the trees, came a troop of riders at fall speed, all of them
females but one. Sweeping round the house, they disappeared; but a circuit of a
few moments again brought them in front, when, discovering us, they reined up for an
instant ; and then, affecting vast dismay, made a rush at a high carriage gate, on one side

of the lawn, to escape. The foremost rider galloping past it almost without draw-
ing rein, bent to one side, raised and dashed it open, and then, wheeling his horse, darted
through with another rider, and went clattering down a rocky path, as the gate, made to
swing shut, closed with a bang. Two more performed the same feat, and the last of the
train made an effort to shoot through at the same time. This was a girl of perhaps a
dozen years old, and she was mounted on by far the largest horse in the party. " There
goes my horse whom I bade nobody ride!" exclaimed our companion, mock gravity
very scantily hiding his expression of good-natured amusement. But the last rider was
too late. The gate was shutting on her, and it appeared that it must inevitably catch her
powerful horse between its head and the shutting-post. We held our breath. But a
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It was towards the close of his Presidency that Mr. Jefferson

began to think seriously of building a house at Poplar Forest.

But the first idea was conceived much sooner, and he used to

say from his having been confined there for three daye, in one
of the two rooms of an overseer's house, during a great rain storm.
Finding nothing but an almanac to read, he finally, in despair,

fell to computing how long it would take to pay the national

debt. The usual pocket-book of logarithms chanced to be
absent, and he had slowly to run over interminable masses of

figures. But he persisted and finally ascertained to his satisfac-

tion that the internal taxes could be abolished, and the debt still

be paid in eighteen years by the increase of revenue and a pro-

per retrenchment in expenditures. This occurred in 1801, and
it led him to introduce the original of the passage in his first

message, commencing with the words, " Other circumstances,

combined with the increase of numbers," etc. The original was
more definite and precise in its statements; but Gallatin did not

agree with its conclusions, and the other members of the Cabinet

held back from expressing an opinion. Nicholas and most of the

chiefs of the Virginia delegation were open-mouthed against it,

fearing it would only end in disappointing popular expectation.

But Gallatin, on a careful reexamination of the President's data

and estimates, changed his mind, and the passage, with some

modifications, was inserted. The three days among the over-

seer's dogs and. children, were therefore not unfruitful ones.

And they suggested a more convenient resort from long rain

storms, and an uninterrupted retreat for the solitary study of

high problems.

The house at Poplar Forest was not completed until a num-

ber of years after the close of Mr. Jefferson's Presidency. It

was situated in that part of Bedford, on the confines of Campbell

sharp, prompt, fearless pull on the reins of the heavy curb-bit suddenly arrested the

horse, and it was done with such vigor and such a will, that the great animal threw his

forefeet high in the air, and the gate seemed to swing under the uplifted hoofs, as it closed.

In another moment, it was seized by the little rider, thrown open, and away she went
with whip flying, to overtake her companions. We thought of the wild, fearless, graceful

riders of the western plains, and wondered whether the blood of Pocahontas, which
flowed in the veins of the merry party, had anything to do with the matter !

A day or two afterwards, we were walking with our friend in the neighboring high-

way, lie picked up a horse-shoe, gazed at it a moment curiously, nnd ejaculated with a

smile: "I thought as much;" and then, turning to us, remarked: "That's 's
"

(naming a son) : " I know his mark. Whenever the roads are passable, he tucks up his

coat-tails, and then de'il take the hindmost until he throws at least two shoes ! I

believe," he continued, " there must be something in our climate to make hard riders

oar boys and girls can never rest with trotting a horse for a mile !"
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county, which is near the city of Lynchburg. The following is

an agreeable picture of it, and of its scenes and accessories :

Mt dear Mr. Randall :»** »* **«
The house at Poplar Forest was very pretty and pleasant. It was of brick,

one story in front, and, owing to the falling of the ground, two in the rear. It was

an exact octagon, with a centre-hall twenty feet square, lighted from above. This

was a beautiful room, and served as a dining-room. Round it were grouped a

bright drawing-room looking south, my grandfather's own chamber, three other

bedrooms, and a pantry. A terrace extended from one side of the house ; there was

a portico in front connected by a vestibule with the centre room, and in the rear a

verandah, on which the drawing-room opened, with its windows to the floor.*********
Mr, Jefferson, from the time of his return home in 1809," was in the habit of

visiting this Bedford plantation, but it was some years before the house was ready

for the reception of his family. It was furnished in the simplest manner, but had

a very tasty air ; there was nothing common or second-rate about any part of the

establishment, although there was no appearance of expense. As soon as the house

was habitable, my grandfather began to take the ladies of his family, generally two

at a time, with him, whenever he went. His first visit of a fortnight or three weeks

was in the spring—the second, of about six weeks, in early or late autumn. We
have staid as much as two months at a time. My mother went occasionally—not

very often—for she had too much to do at home. I . . . . generally accompanied

him with one of my younger sisters. Mr. Jefferson greatly enjoyed these visits. The

crowd at Monticello of friends and strangers, of stationary or ever-varying guests,

the coming and going, the incessant calls upon his own time and attention, the want

of leisure that such a state of things entailed as a necessary consequence, the bustle

and hurry of an almost perpetual round of company, wearied and harassed him in

the end, whatever pleasure he may have taken, and it was sometimes great, in the

society and conversation of his guests. At Poplar Forest he found in a pleasant

home, rest, leisure, power to carry on his favorite pursuits—to think, to study, to

read—whilst the presence of part of his family took away all character of solitude

from his retreat. His young grand-daughters were there to enliven it for him, to

make his tea, preside over his dinner table, accompany him in his walks, in his

occasional drives, and be with him at the time he most enjoyed society, from tea till

bed time. The weather was generally fine (the autumn climate of this part of

Virginia is delightful, and even the spring is pleasant), the neighbors, who were to a

man exceedingly attached to him, were very friendly, without being oppressive in

their attentions. There were some excellent people among those Bedford neighbors

of ours, and something touching in their affection for their old friend, whose

arrival they watched for with pleasant anticipation, and hailed with a sort of loyal

satisfaction. It was no sooner known in the neighborhood that Mr. Jefiferson had

arrived, than our neighbors hastened to help our housekeeping with all kinds of

fruit, vegetables, poultry, game (I remember once a quarter of a bear's cub), the

product of rich farms and an abundant country.

By and by the gentlemen came dropping in—the ladies soon followed—we wero

invited out to dine, and the neighbors came to dine with us—but not often enough

to consume much time, or interrupt our home occupations. I remember among
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these neighbors a certain " Parson " Clay, as he was called, who must have been an

Episcopal clergyman before the Revolution, to whose four sons my grandfather used

to lend books, and who astonished me with their names of Cyrus, Odin, Julius and

Paul.

My grandfather was very happy during these sojourns in a comparatively simple

and secluded district—far from noise and news—of both of which he got too much
at Monticello ; and we, his grand-daughters, were very happy too. It was a pleasant

change for us, a variety in life and manners. We saw, too, more of our dear grand-

father at those times than at any other. He was most desirous that we should find

congenial occupations, and we had books, drawing materials, embroidery, and never

felt time heavy on our hands. He interested himself in all we did, thought, or

read. He would talk to us about his own youth and early friends, and tell us

stories of former days. He seemed really to take as much pleasure in these conver-

.sations with us, as if we had been older and wiser people. Such was the iniuence

of his affectionate, cheerful temper, that his grandchildren were as much at their

ease with him, as if they had not loved and honored and revered him more than

any other earthly being. I . . . . not only listened with intense interest to all he

said, but answered with perfect freedom, told my own opinions and impressions, gave

him my own views of things, asked questions, made remarks, and, in short, felt as

free and as happy as if I had been with companions of my own age. My grand-

father missed my mother of course. Her company had become very necessary to

him, but her absence seemed the only drawback on his unalloyed satisfaction

during these short and highly prized intervals of rest and leisure.

Our days at Poplar Forest were cheerful and uneventful. We met in the morn-

ing for an early breakfast, which, like all his other meals, he took leisurely. Whilst

sipping his coffee or tea he talked with us, and if there was anything unusual to be

done, arranged our plans for the day. The forenoon, whilst we followed our own
desires, he passed in the drawing room with his books. With the exception of an

occasional visitor, he was seldom interrupted until the hour of his ride. We dined

about three, and as he liked to sit over his wine (he never took more than three

glasses, and these after, and not during dinner), I always remained at table till he

rose. His conversation was at this time particularly pleasant—easy, flowing, and

full of anecdote. After dinner he again retired for some hours, and later in the

afternoon walked with us on the terrace, conversing in the same delightful manner,

being sometimes animated, and sometimes earnest. We did not leave him again

till bed-time, but gave him his tea, and brought out our books or work. He would

take his book from which he would occasionally look up to make a remark, to

question us about what we were reading, or perhaps to read aloud to us from hia

own book, some passage which had struck him, and of which he wished to give us

the benefit. About ten o'clock he rose to go, when we kissed him with warm, loving,

grateful hearts, and went to our rest blessing God for such a friend.

Mr. Jefferson had decidedly one of the evenest and most cheerful tempers I ever

knew. He enjoyed a jest, provided it were to give pain to no one, and we were

always glad to have any pleasant little anecdote for him—when he would laugh as

cheerily as we could do ourselves, and enter into the spirit of the thing with as

much gaiety. •

It was pleasant to see him in company with the couitry gentlemen of the neigh-

borhood, they treated him with so much affectionate and respectful frankness

—

were so much at their ease with him, whilst they held him in such high honor.

Their wives too were as happy as queens to receive him, and when he called or
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dined with them, were brimful of satisfaction and hospitable devotion. This frank

and free homage, paid by independent people, who had nothing to gain, to one whose

public character had merited their approbation, and whose private virtues they loved

and revered, was equally honorable to those who rendered and him who received it.

Our journeys to and from Bedford, were almost always pleasant. The weather

at the season of our visit was good of course, though we were once or twice caught

by an early winter. The roads were not bad for country roads. My grandfather

travelled in his own carriage, with his own horses, his faithful Burwell on horse-

back by his side. It took us nearly three days to make the hundred miles.' We
always stopped at the same simple country inns, where the country-people were as

much pleased to see the " Squire," as they always called Mr. Jefferson, as they

could have been to meet their own best friends. They set out for him the best

they had, gave him the nicest room, and seemed to hail his passage as an event

most interesting to themselves. These were pleasant times, but I have dwelt on
them long enough

With great regard, my dear Mr. Randall,

Very truly yours.

A younger grand-daugliter of Mr. Jefferson's wrote to her

husband many years ago

:

"In his journeys to Bedford, he always took two of us along with him. I often

now think of those journeys, generally made in good weather, and with every atten-

tion to our comfort. Early in the morning, he was sure to have some additional

wrapping to put over the shoulders of each of us, generally a large cape off from

one of his cloaks, and if the weather was cold we were wrapped in his furs. His

cheerful conversation, so agreeable and instructive, his singing as we journeyed

along, made the time pass pleasantly, even travelling through the solitudes of Buck-

ingham and Campbell counties over indifferent roads. Our cold dinner was always

put up by his own hands ; a pleasant spot by the road-side chosen to eat it, and he

was the carver and helped us to our cold fowl and ham, and mixed the wine and
water to drink with it. During those visits to Poplar Forest, he took us to see all

his neighbors, and to Lynchburgh sometimes to see the place, and to make some
purchase to please us in the shops."

In the above pictures of Poplar Forest there is one omission.

In the drawing-room there was what Mr. Jefferson called his

petit-format library, contained in four cases, each of which was
perhaps between three and four feet in width and height. The
books, to economize space, were generally of the smallest sized

editions published. He had first made this collection for his con-

venience at Washington. It contained upwards of one hundred
volumes of British, a considerable collection of Italian and
French, and a few favorite Greek and Latin poets, and a larger

' Poplar Forest could be reached from Monticello by travelUng about eighty miles,
but the roads were far rougher.
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number of prose writers of the same languages—all, it is unneces-

sary to say, in the original. These, with the last three or four

new books and reviews, brought from Monticello, were the

delights which, with the society of his grand-daughters, and the

occasional visits of neighbors who mixed the courtesy and sim-

plicity of the old Virginia planter with the culture and self-

respect of gentlemen, filled up that round of quiet enjoyments

which contrasted, a portion of the time, so pleasingly with the

hotel-like bustle and want of privacy at Monticello.

It was at Ford's tavern, one of the stopping-places between

Monticello and Poplar Forest, that the following incident oc-

curred on one of Mr. Jefferson's trips from one to the other.

He M^as alone, and on alighting was shown into the best room
where a very respectable looking stranger was sitting. The

latter, who was a clergyman, soon opened a conversation with-

out having the least idea to whom he was talking. He inciden-

tally introduced the subject of certain mechanical operations

which he had recently witnessed. Mr. Jeffei'son's inquiries and

remarks, as he afterwards declared, soon satisfied him that he

was conversing with some eminent engineer. Agriculture next

came up, and then he made up his mind that Mr. Jefferson was

a large farmer. Finally, the topic of religion was broached, and

the clergyman became strongly suspicious that his companion

was another clergyman, but he confessed that he could not dis-

cover to what particular persuasion he leaned ! There was some-

thing in Mr. Jefferson's presence that did not invite the indul-

gence of personal curiosity, and no " leading questions," were put

to him. At ten o'clock he retired to bed. The clergyman imme-

diately sought the landlord and asked who had been his com-

panion. "What, don't you know the Squire?—that was Mr.

Jefferson," was the reply. " Not President Jefferson ?" " Yes,

President Jefferson !" " Why," exclaimed the clergyman, " I

tell you that was neither an atheist nor irreligious man—one of

juster sentiments I never met with."

'

We have seen Mr. Jefferson in several personal phases, and

it is now time to look in upon him in the interior of his family

in purely domestic life, for, sooth to say, some periods of the year

brought a comparative cessation of company.

> We have tWs from one Tfho had more than once heard it from the lips of the good
•parson" himself.
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185-
Mt dear Mr. Randall—

You seem possessed of so many facts and such minute details of Mr. Jeiier-

Hon's family life, that I know not how I can add to the amount When
he returned from Washington, in 1809, I was a child, and of that period I have

childish recollections. He seemed to return to private life with great satisfaction.

At last he was his own master and could, he hoped, dispose of his time as he pleased,

and indulge his love of country life. You know how greatly he preferred it to town

life. You recollect as far back as his ' Notes on Virginia,' he says :
' Those who

labor in the earth are the chosen people of God.' With regard to the tastes and

wishes which he carried with him into the country, his love of reading alone would

have made leisure and retirement delightful to him. Books were at all times hia

chosen companions, and his acquaintance with many languages gave him great

power of selection. He read Homer, Virgil, Dante, Corneille, Cervantes, as he read

Shakspeare and Milton. In his youth he had loved poetry, but by the time I was

old enough to observe, he had lost his taste for it, except for Homer and the great

Athenian tragics, which he continued to the last to enjoy. He went over the works

of Eschylus, Sophocles and Euripides, not very long before I left him.' Of history

he was very fond, and this he studied in all languages, though always, I think, pre-

ferring the ancients. In fact, he derived more pleasure from his acquaintance with

Greek and Latin than from any other resource of literature, and I have often heard

him express hia gratitude to his father for causing him to receive a classical educa-

tion. I saw him more frequently with a volume of the classics in his hand than

with any other book. Still he read new publications as they came out, never missed

the new number of a review, especially of the Edinburgh, and kept himself ac-

quainted with what was being done, said, or thought in the world from which he

had retired.

He loved farming and gardening, the fields, the orchards, and his asparagus

beds. Every day he rode through his plantation and walked in his garden. In the

cultivation of the last he took great pleasure. Of flowers, too, he was very fond. One
of my early recollections is of the attention which he paid to his flower-beds. He
kept up a correspondence with persons in the large cities, particularly, I think, in Phi-

ladelphia, for the purpose of receiving supplies of roots and seeds both for his kitchen

and flower garden. I remember well when he first returned to Monticello, how im-

mediately he began to prepare new beds for his flowers. He had these beds laid off

on the lawn, under the windows, and many a time I have run after him when ho

went out to direct the work, accompanied by one of his gardeners, generally Worm-
ley, armed with spade and hoe, whilst he himself carried the measuring-line. I was

too young to aid him, except in a small way, but my sister, Mrs. Bankhead, then a

young and beautiful woman, .... was his active and useful assistant. I remem-
ber the planting of the first hyacinths and tulips, and their subsequent growth.

The roots arrived, labelled each one with a fancy name. There was Marcus Aure-

lius, and the King of the Gold Mine, the Roman Empress, and the Queen of the

Amazons, Psyche, the God of Love, etc., etc., etc. Eagerly, and with childish de-

light, I studied this brilliant nomenclature, and wondered what strange and surpris-

ingly beautiful creations I should see rising from the ground when spring returned,

and these precious roots were committed to the earth under my grandfather's own
eye, with his beautiful grand-daughter Anne standing by his side, and a crowd of

' The writer left Monticello the year before Mr. JefFerson's death.
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happy young faces, of younger grandchildren, clustering round to see the progress,

and inquire anxiously the name of each separate deposit. Then, when spring

returned, how eagerly we watched the first appearance of the shoots above ground.

Each root was marked with its own name written on a bit of stick by its side, and
what joy it was for one of us to discover the tender green breaking through the

mould, and run to grandpapa to announce, that we really believed Marcus AureHus
was coming up, or the Queen of the Amazons was above ground ! With how much
pleasure compounded of our pleasure and his own, on the new birth, he would
immediately go out to verify the fact, and praise us for our diligent watchfulness.

Then, when the flowers were in bloom, and we were in ecstasies over the rich purplo

an<^ crimson, or pure white, or delicate lilac, or pale yellow of the blossoms, how
he would sympathize in our admiration, or discuss with my mother and elder sister

new groupings and combinations and contrasts. Oh, these were happy moments for

us and for him !

It was in the morning, immediately after our early breakfast, that he used to

visit his flower-beds and his garden. As the day, in summer, grew warmer, he re-

tired to his own apartments, which consisted of a bed-chamber and library opening

into each other. Here he remained until about one o'clock, occupied in reading,

writing, looking over papers, etc. My mother would sometimes send me with a

message to him. A gentle knock, a call of "come in," and I would enter, with a

mixed feeling of love and reverence, and some pride in being the bearer of a com-

munication to one whom I approached with all the affection of a child, and some-

thing of the loyalty of a subject. Our mother educated all her children to look up

to her father, as she looked up to him herself—literally looked up, as to one stand-

ing on an eminence of greatness and goodness. And it is no small proof of his real

elevation, that as we grew older and better able to judge for ourselves, we were

more and more confirmed in the opinions we had formed of it.

About one o'clock my grandfather rode out, and was absent perhaps two hours

;

when he returned to prepare for his dinner, which was about half-past three o'clock.

He sat some time at table, and after dinner, returned for a while to his room, from

which he emerged before sunset to walk on the terrace or the lawn, to see his grand-

children run races, or to converse with his family and friends. The evenings, after

candle-light, he passed with us, till about ten o'clock. He had his own chair and

his own candle a little apart from the rest, where he sat reading, if there were no

guests to require his attention, but often laying his book on his little round table

or his knee, whilst he talked with my mother, the elder members of the family, or

any child old enough to make one of the family-party. I always did, for I was

.... the most active, and the most lively of the young folks, and most wont to

thrust myself forward into notice.

Mt dear Mr. Randall :

* » * »

With regard to Mr. Jefferson's conduct and manners in his family, after I waa
old enough to form any judgment of it— I can only repeat what I have said before

—and I say it calmly and advisedly, with no spirit of false enthusiasm or exaggera-

tion - I have never known anywhere, under any circumstances, so good a domestic

character as my grandfather Jefl'erson's. I have the testimony of his sisters and of

his daughter, that he was in all the relations of private life, at all times, just what
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he was when I knew him. My mother was ten years old when her mother died.

Her impression was, that her father's conduct as a husband had been admirable in

its ensemble, charming in its details. She distinctly recalled her mother's passion-

ate attachment to him, and her exalted opinion of him. On one occasion she heard

her blaming him for some generous acts which had met with an ungrateful return

—"but," she exclaimed, "it is always so with him—he is so good himself that he

cannot understand how bad other people may be." ... On one occasion my mother

had been punished for some fault, not harshly nor unjustly, but in a way to make

an impression. Some little time after, her mother being displeased with her for

some trifle, reminded her in a slightly taunting way of this painful past. She was

deeply mortified, her heart swelled, her eyes filled with tears, she turned away, *ut

she heard her father say in a kind tone to her mother, " My dear, a fault in so

young a child once punished should be forgotten." My mother told me she could

never forget the warm gush of gratitude that filled her childish heart at these words,

probably not intended for her ear. These are trifling details, but they show cha-

racter

My grandfather's manners to us, his grandchildren, were delightful. I can

characterize them by no other word. He talked with us freely, affectionately, never

lost an opportunity of giving a pleasure or a good lesson. He reproved without

wounding us, and commended without making us vain. He took pains to correct

our errors and false ideas, checked the bold, encouraged the timid, and tried to

teach us to reason soundly and feel rightly. Our smaller follies he treated with

good-humored raillery, our graver ones with kind and serious admonition. He was

watchful over our manners, and called our attention to every violation of propriety.

He did not interfere with our education, technically so called, except by advis-

ing us what studies to pursue, what books to read, and by questioning us on

the books which we did read. I was thrown most into com-

panionship with him. I loved him very devotedly, and sought every opportunity

of being with him. As a child I used to follow him about, and draw as near to

him as I could. I remember when I was small enough to sit on his knee and play

with his watch chain. As a girl I would join him in his walks on the terrace, sit

with him over the fire during the winter twilight, or by the open windows in sum-

mer. As child, girl and woman, I loved and honored him above all earthly beings.

And well I might. From him seemed to flow all the pleasures of my life. To him

I owed all the small blessings and joyful surprises of my childish and girlish years.

His nature was so eminently sympathetic, that with those he loved, he could enter

into their feelings, anticipate their wishes, gratify their tastes, and surround them

with an atmosphere of affection. I was fond of riding, and was rising above that

childish simplicity when, provided I was mounted on a horse, I cared nothing for my
equipments, and when an old saddle or broken bridle were matters of no moment,

I was beginning to be fastidious, but I had never told my wishes. I was standing

one bright day in the portico, when a man rode up to the door with a beautiful

lady's saddle and bridle before him. My heart bounded. These coveted articles

were deposited at ray feet. My grandfather came out of his room to tell me they

were mine.

When about fifteen years old, I began to think of a watch, but knew the state

of my father's finances promised no such indulgence. One afternoon the letter-bag

was brought in. Among the letters was a small packet addressed to mv grandfa

ther. It had the Philadelphia mark upon it. I looked at it with indififerent, incu-

rious eye. Three hours after, an elegant lady's watch with chain and seals was iu
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my hand, wliicli trembled for very joy. My Bible came from him. m> Sliak.'^peare,

my first writing-table, my first handsome writing-desk, my first Leghorn hut, my first

Bilk dress. What, in short, of all my small treasures did not come from him ? . .

My sisters, according to their wants and tastes, were equally thought of, equally

provided for. Our grandfather seemed to read our hearts, to see our invisible

wishes, to be our good genius, to wave the fairy wand, to brighten our young lives

by his goodness and his gifts. But I have written enough for this time—and in-

deed what can I say hereafter, but to repeat the same tale of love and kindnesa. . .

I remain, my dear Mr. Randall,

Very truly yours,

A younger grand-daughter of Mr. Jeiferson wrote to her

husband

:

St. Sekvan,> May 26<A, 1839.

Faithful to my promise, dearest , I shall spend an hour every Sunday

in writing all my childish recollections of my dear grandfather, which are sufficiently

distinct to relate to you. My memory seems crowded with them, and they have

the vividness of realities ; but all are trifles in themselves, such as I might talk to

you by the hour, but when I have taken up my pen, they seem almost too childish

to write dowq. But these remembrances are precious to me, because they are of

hiin, and because they restore him to me as he then was, when his cheerfulness and

affection were the warm sun in which his family all basked and were invigorated.

Cheerfulness, love, benevolence, wisdom, seemed to animate his whole form. Ilia

face beamed with them. You remember how active was his step, how lively and

even playful were his manners.

I cannot describe the feelings of veneration, admiration and love that existed in

my heart towards him. I looked on him as a being too great and good for my com-

prehension ; and yet I felt no fear to approach him, and be taught by him some of

the childish sports that I delighted in. When he walked in the garden and would

call the children to go with him, we raced after and before him, and we were made
perfectly happy by this permission to accompany him. Not one of us in our wildest

moods ever placed a foot on one of the garden beds, for that would violate one of

his rules, and yet I never heard him utter a harsh word to one of us, or speak in a

raised tone of voice, or use a threat. He simply said, "do," or "do not." He
would gather fruit for us, seek out the ripest figs, or bring down the cherries from

on high above our heads with a long stick, at the end of which there was a hook

and a little net bag, . . . One of our earliest amusements was in running races

on the terrace, or around the lawn. He placed us according to our ages, giving the

youngest and smallest the start of all the others by some yards, and so on, and then

he raised his arm high with his white handkerchief in his hand, on which our eager

eyes were fixed, and slowly counted three, at which number he dropt the handker-

chief and we started off to finish the race by returning to the starting-place and

receiving our reward of dried fruit—three figs, prunes or dates to the victor, two

to the second, and one to the lagger who came in last. These were our summer
sports with him.

I was born the year he was elected President, and except one winter that we
spent with him in Washington, I never was with him during that season until after

> In France.
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he had retired from office. During his absences, all the children who could write

corresponded with him. Their letters were duly answered,' and it was a sad mor-

tification to me that I had not learned to write before his return to live at home,

and of course had no letter from him. Whenever an opportunity occurred, he sent

us books, and he never saw a little story or piece of poetry in a newspaper suited

to our ages and tastes, that he did not preserve it and send it to us ; and from him

we learnt the habit of making these miscellaneous collections by pasting in a little

paper book made for the purpose, anything of the sort that we received from him

or got otherwise."

On winter evenings, when it grew too dark to read, in the half hour that passed

before candles came in, as we all sat round the fire, he taught us several childish

games, and would play them with us. I remember that " cross questions," and " I

love my love with an A," were two I learned from him ; and we would teach some

of ours to him. When the candles were brought, all was quiet immediately, for he

took up his book to read, and we would not speak out of a whisper lest we should

disturb him, and generally we followed his example and took a book—and I have

seen him raise his eyes from his own book and look round on the little circle of

readers, and smile and make some remark to mamma about it. When the snow fell

we would go out as soon as it stopped to clear it off the terraces with shovels, that

he might have his usual walk on them without treading in snow.'

He often made us little presents. I remember his giving us " Parents' Assis-

tant," * and that we drew lots, and that she who drew the longest straw had the

first reading of the book—the next longest straw entitled the drawer to the second

reading—the shortest, to the last reading and the ownership of the book. Often

he discovered, we knew not how, some cherished object of our desires, and the first

intimation we had of his knowing the wish was its unexpected gratification. Sister

Anne gave a silk dress to sister Ellen. Cornelia [then eight or ten years old]

going up stairs, involuntarily expressed aloud some feelings which possessed her

bosom on the occasion, by saying, " I never had a silk dress in my life." The next

day a silk dress came from Charlottesville for Cornelia—and (to make the rest of us

equally happy) also a pair of pretty dresses for Mary and myself. One day I was

passing hastily through the glass door from the hall to the portico ; there was a

broken pane which caught my muslin dress and tore it sadly. Grandpapa was

standing by and saw the disaster. A few days after he came into mamma's sitting-

room with a bundle in his hand, and said to me, " I have been mending your dress

for you." He had himself selected for me another beautiful dress. I had for a

» Of the letters addressed to Mrs. Bankhead, we know nothing. She died early, and
they are probably lost. Those addressed to the next grand-daughter were numerous,
No copies were kept of them, and they were all lost at sea—while following their owner
to a Northern city. The younger grand-daughters were too young to receive more than
one or two apiece from him. For specimens of these, addressed to children five or six

years old, see Appendix, No. 23.

^ Some of these harmless scrap-books were mistaken by a visitor (or writer in the
newspapers, who claimed to derive his information from a visitor) for collections

by Mr. Jefferson of all the attacks made on him in the public journals ! There was not
a trace of truth in the statement. Mr. Jefferson very rarely read, and never took pains
to preserve an attack on himself.

2 The writer of the above, assured us personally, that the task here described was
too eagerly coveted to be permitted to a domestic—and that it would have been a
gratification to the little shovellers, to sweep the long terraces with their hair, to
express their love for him for whose feet they were preparing them.

* Miss Edgworth's works were collected as they appeared, and given to the children.

Mr. Jefferson was a hearty admirer of Miss Edgworth—notwithstanding the very few
novels he ever read.
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long time a great desire to have a guitar. A lady of our neighborhood waa going

to the West and wished to part with her guitar, but she aslted so high a price that I

never in my dreams aspired to its possession. One morning on going down to

breakfast, I saw the guitar. It had been sent up by Mrs. for us to look at,

and grandpapa told me that if I would promise to learn to play on it I should have

it. I never shall forget my ecstasies. I was but fourteen years old and the first

wish of my heart was unexpectedly gratified

Pages more ' might be filled with written and oral recol-

lections of the same tenor. The flight of years has not dimmed
the love with which all those of his household regarded him

;

and the impression which he left on their memories, is far too

deeply stamped for anything but death to efface. But, as one

of the narrators has asked, " what can be said hereafter but to

repeat the same tale of love and kindness ?"



CHAPTEK IX.

1810—1813.

JefFeraon's Correspondence in 1810—Anticipates a Financial Crash in England—Russian

Ambassador and Jefferson—Publications suggested by Jefferson—Correspondence

of 1811—Letter to Eppes—^Views on Colonization and on Duties of Government

in relation thereto—Misunderstandings in Madison's Cabinet—Duaue's Attack on

Gallatin—His Appeals to Jefferson for Aid—His Attack on the President—Jefferson's

Views on proper Sacrifices to Party Unity—His Toleration to Individual Differences

of Opinion in his Party—Gallatin—Thomas Ritchie—South American Revolt—Jefferson

advises Barlow how to address Napoleon—His Views on War and Peace—" Gives

Glory" to Gerry for "Rasping down" Traitors—The Conduct of the New England

Federalists—Quincy's Declaration that it was the Duty of some States to prepare for a

Separation of the Union—Resolutions of Federal Caucus in Boston—Gerry pronounces

their Doctrines Seditious—Legislature go further—Jefferson's Illness—His Letter to

Rush—Correspondence of 1812—His Reconciliation with John Adams—War declared

between United States and Great Britain—Jefferson's Views of the kind of War it was
Expedient to wage—His Suggestions to the President—Sanguine Hopes—^Views after

Hull's Surrender—A Glimpse of Jefferson's Pecuniary Affairs^—He is urged to become

a Candidate for the Presidency—Urged to enter Mr. Madison's Cabinet—General

Result of the War in 1812—Conduct of the New England Federalists—Disunion instl

gated from the Pulpit—Quincy's Attack on the War and on Jefferson in Congress—

Tallmadge's Speech—Clay's Reply to Quincy—Presidential Election—Progress of the

War in 1813—Jefferson's Remarks and Suggestions thereon—Massachusetts Legislature

resolve that it is "unbecoming a Moral and Religious People " to express Approbation

of the Military or Naval Exploits of the War—Massachusetts OflBcials do not attend

the Funeral of Lawrence—Quincy's Resolution in regard to Admission of States formed

from Louisiana—Remonstrance of Massachusetts Legislature against the War—False

Statements of the Document in regard to Impressment, etc—Smuggling and Selling

Supplies to the Enemy—How fostered in New England—Evasions of the Revenue

Laws—British Blockade extended—The portion of New England still Exempted—Gov-
ernor of Vermont attempts to Recall the Militia of that State from Canada—Proceed-

ings in Congress thereon—Resolves of Massachusetts, Pennsylvania and New Jersey

—

Commodore Decatur's Account of the "Blue-light" Treason—Jefferson's Corres-

pondence in 1813—Dirge of the Indian Race—Jefferson's Letters to Eppes on the

Banks and Currency—Attempt of Boston Banks to prevent the Government from

obtaining Loans—Their Run on Banks of Middle and Southern States—Purchase of

English Government Bills—The Massachusetts Press and Pulpit denounce those

who lend Money to our Government—A new Rupture between Adams and Jefferson

threatened—Reconciliation between Jefferson and Mrs. Adams—Jefferson's Views

of Style in Writing.

We again recur to Mr. Jefferson's correspondence during

1810. His indignation at the conduct of both Great Britain and
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France remained unabated. He wrote to Dr. Jones, a Virginia

member of Congress, March 5th

:

"Our diffioilties are indeed great, if we consider ourselves alone. But when
Tiewed in comparison with those of Europe, they are the joys of Paradise. In the

eternal revolution of ages, the destinies have placed our portion of existence amidst

such scenes of tumult and outrage, as no other period, withing our knowledge, had

presented. Every government but one on the continent of Europe, demolished, a

conqueror roaming over the earth with havoc and destruction, a pirate spreading

misery and ruin over the face of the ocean. Indeed, my friend, ours is a bed of

roses. And the system of government which shall keep us afloat amidst this wreck

of the world, will be immortalized in history. We have, to be sure, our petty

squabbles and heart burnings, and we have something of the blue devils at times, as

to these raw-heads and bloody-bones who are eating up other nations. But happily

for us, the Mammoth cannot swim, nor the Leviathan move on dry land : and if we

will keep out of their way, they cannot get at us."

Commenting in a letter to Mr. Law on "the miserable policy "

pursued by England " of teasing and embarrassing us by ally-

ing itself with a faction here, not a tenth of the people, noisy

and unprincipled," he thus met the charge of having been

influenced by enmity in his own official conduct towards that

country

:

" With respect to myself, I saw great reason to believe their ministers were

weak enough to credit the newspaper trash about a supposed personal enmity in

myself towards England. This wretched party imputation was beneath the notice

of wise men. England never did me a personal injury, other than in open war

;

and for numerous individuals there, I have great esteem and friendship. And I

must have had a mind far below the duties of my station, to have felt either national

partialities or antipathies in conducting the aifairs confided to me. My affections

were first for my own country, and then, generally, for all mankind; and nothing

but minds placing themselves above the passions, in the functionaries of this

country, could have preserved us from the war to which their provocations have

been constantly urging us."

In two or three letters during the year, he expressed antici-

pations of " a crush " in the " internal structure " of England,

owing to the remarkable state of her monetary affairs. These

views were not confined to him or his party ; and in looking

back over the circumstances of the times, it only appears won-

derful that they were not realized.'

» The Bank of England bad suspended specie payments in February, 1797, and they
were not resumed until 1823, a period of twenty-six years. The bank had, we think,

about a million and a quarter of specie in its vaults at the time of suspension. Its circu-

lation prior to that event, was eleven or twelve millions of pounds. In 1810, when
Mr. Jefferson wrote, its circulation had reached eighteen millions ; and before 1820, it

tad reached thirty millions, or one hundred and fifty millions of dollars. The notes of

VOL. III.—23
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A Russian Ambassador [Count Pahlen] reached the United

States in the summer of 1810, and one of his first steps was to

convey to Mr. Jefferson by the orders of the Emperor Alexander

assurances of that monarch's continued friendly regard. The

reply did not fail to urge the customary views in relation to the

union of maritime policies between Russia and the United

States.

We find Mr. Jefferson proposing to "William Duane (August

12th) to publish Baxter's abridgment and continuation of Hume's

history of England—although he admitted that the work lacked

equally in style and profundity. The avowed object was to

supplant a book which had " undermined the free principles of

the English government," and the style of which had rendered

it " the manual of every student." He also proposed the publi-

cation of De Tracy's Commentary on Montesquieu, the manu-

script of which had been confided to him by the author for that

purpose, should he consider it advisable. Duane translated and

published it, the proof-sheets being seen by Mr. Jefferson.

Duane proposed a revision of the Notes on Virginia, and Jeffer-

son replied that " he did contemplate some day the making

additions and corrections to them ; but he was inclined to take

the benefit of his whole life to make collections and observations,

and let the editing them be posthumous." He never found

time, if he did inclination, to make the effort ; and on the whole,

it perhaps may be considered fortunate.'

We shall close these brief extracts from his correspondence

the bank -were as irredeemable, at the time, as oar own old continental currency ; the
debts of England were rolling up with frightful velocity ; and reasoning from all the
analogies the world had ever presented, nearly all foreigners throughout Christendom
looked daily for a giving way of commercial confidence, and some tremendous conse-
quent convulsion. That this did not occur, is not only a better proof of England's
enormous resources than even her iron struggle with Napoleon, but perhaps the best
Eroof her history contains of the inflexible, all-defying and all-sacrificing national spirit of
er people.

> On some of the topics treated in the original work, especially the political ones, hia
later views would have been valuable. But the attempt to carry them all out on a scale
befitting his reputation elsewhere, would have involved a vast range of inquiry—and the
preparation of almost an encyclopasdia of the sciences. Was he prepared for this ? The
original when written was a wonderful compilation in some departments. It also had
strong original features to commend it—was a most felicitous application of the philo-
Bophy of science to the business and interests of society. But while Mr. Jefferson had
been " governing men and guiding States," the chariot wheels of science had not tarried.
Men just as able as himself to press forward its investigations, had separately taken up
its branches, and unfolded vast new reaches of fact and theory. Could an old man,
sixty-seven years old, though perfectly at his leisure, go back and overtake them—and
then add something worthy ofthe time and pen of an eminent statesman ? There can be
but one rational answer to this question. There can be no doubt the first deliberate reflec-
tion Mr. Jefferson gave to the subject, suggested the inevitable conclusion.
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in 1810, with the following from a letter to David Howel,

December 15th

:

" I read one or two newspapers a week, but with reluctance give even that time

from Tacitus and Horace, and so much other more agreeable reading ; indeed, I

give more time to exercise of the body than of the mind, believing it wholesome to

both. I enjoy, in recollection, my ancient friendships, and suffer no new circum-

stances to mix alloy with them. I do not take the trouble of forming opinions on
what is passing among them, because I have such entire confidence in their integ-

rity and wisdom as to be satisfied all is going right, and that every one is doing his

best in the station confided to him. Under these impressions, accept sincere assu-

rances of my continued esteem and respect for yourself personally, and my best

wishes for your health and happiness."

But a limited space will be devoted to the correspondence of

1811. It has the usual literary and political variety, but perhaps

contains few essentially new views, or statements which connect

the writer in an interesting light with important passing events.

In a letter to Mr. Eppes, not heretofore published, Mr. Jeffer-

son thus referred to the boundary of Louisiana, and certain

documents pertaining to that question :

To John W. Eppes.
MoNTiCELLO, Jan. 6, 1811.

Dear Sir:

Your two letters of Dec. 14th reached this place just after I had left it for

Bedford. This has occasioned the delay of the answer. I now inclose you the

paper you requested on the boundaries of Louisiana. It is a bad polygraph copy
;

however, it is legible. There is nothing secret in the paper, and therefore it may be

freely used as you please, except that I would not have it printed, but with the

advice of the President. With his sanction, if it be thought material to satisfy the

public opinion on the solidity of a right, the assertion of which may lead to war, it

may be printed. But the paper I send you wants a very material appendix. This

was a chronological table of all the facts relating to the discovery and history of

Louisiana which I compiled from all the authors I possess or could obtain who have

written on Louisiana, with a reference to the authority of every fact. This is not

now among my papers, and I have no conception what has become of it, unless it

remains in the office of State. I sent both papers to that office, and perhaps only

the original of the principal paper may have been returned to me. I write by this

post to Mr. Graham, to examine, and if he has not the original of the chrono-

logical table, to lend me his copy, from which I will send you one. With respect

to the boundaries, they are as well ascertained as those of any unsettled country

whatever, as well as the boundaries of several of these States, about which disputes

still exist, and as the boundaries of many of the unsettled northern countries of

Europe.-

Mr. Jefferson considered the main branch of the Rio Bravo the western boundary
of Louisiana, as far as that river extended. See his letter to Mellish, December 31, 181 ti
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I proposed to Francis, as you desired, his staying here. He asked me if I had

written to you to ask permission for his stay. I told him I had, and that you left it

to himself. He said at once he would stay. I have put him into his Latin gram-

mar, rather to learn him to exercise his memory in getting by heart, than from an

expectation that he may otherwise profit from it as yet. I observe he gets very

readily and perfectly. I inclose you a letter from him. Accept assurances of my
constant affection.

Th, Jefferson.

He expressed the following opinions in regard to the colo-

nization of American people of color in Africa, and in regard to

the duties of our Government in the premises:

To Mr. John Lynch.
MoNTiCRLLO, January 21, 1811.

Sir:
You have asked my opinion on the proposition of Mrs. Mifflin, to take mea-

sures for procuring, on the coast of Africa, an establishment to which the people of

color of these States might, from time to time, be colonized under the auspices of

different governments. Having long ago made up my mind on this subject, I have

no hesitation in saying that I have ever thought it the most desirable measure

which could be adopted for gradually drawing off this part of our population, most

advantageously for themselves as well as for us. Going from a country possessing

all the useful arts, they might be the means of transplanting them among the inha-

bitants of Africa, and would thus carry back to the country of their origin, the

seeds of civilization which might render their sojournment and sufferings here a

blessing in the end to that country.*'

After mentioning his own correspondence when President,

with other governments, undertaken at the instance of the Yir-

giiiia Executive, to procure an " asylum to which these people

might be occasionally sent," and after giving some particulars

of the Sierra Leone establishment, he added :

" You inquire further, whether I would use my endeavors to procure for such

an establishment security against violence from other powers, and particularly from

France ? Certainly, I shall be willing to do anything I can to give it effect and

safety. But I am but a private individual, and could only use endeavors with pri-

vate individuals ; whereas, the National Government can address themselves at once

to those of Europe to obtain the desired security, and will unquestionably be ready

to exert its influence with those nations for an object so benevolent in itself

and so important to a great portion of its constituents. Indeed, nothing is more to

be wished than that the United States would themselves undertake to make such an

establishment on the coast of Africa. Exclusive of motives of humanity, the com-

mercial advantages to be derived from it might repay all its expenses. But for this,

the national mind is not yet prepared. It may perhaps be doubted whether many of

these people would voluntarily consent to such an exchange of situation, and very

certain that few of those advanced to a certain age in habits of slavery, wo«Jd be
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capable of self-government. This should not, however, discourage the experiment,

nor the early trial of it ; and the proposition should be made with all the prudent

cautions and attentions requisite to reconcile it to the interests, the safety, and ths

prejudices of all parties.''

The misunderstandings in Mr. Madison's Cabinet, already-

adverted to, had continued to increase^ and they found incite-

ments in the differing opinions of its members in regard to the

proper policy to be pursued towards England and France.

Gallatin's and Smith's opposition to each other's views became

more personal and extreme, and the President was accused by

the friends of the latter, of leaning too strongly towards the

Secretary of the Treasury. It is certain that the President had

very great confidence in the ability and experience of Gallatin.

He had originally intended to make him Secretary of State, but

had been compelled to forego his purpose reluctantly, and at

the last moment, owing to the anticipated opposition of a party

in the Senate, who were friends of the individual designated

to that office.'

> We are enabled to state the following facts from an unquestionable source. The
President made up his mind to oflFer the State department to Gallatin. The latter was
consulted, and was highly gratified at the proposal, because it would afford him a relief

from the long drudgery he had undergone in the Treasury department, and because
having personally favored George Clinton's nomination to the Presidency rather than

Mr. Madison's, it came as an acceptable token of unbroken regard from the latter. But
as a warm opposition was anticipated, it was considered best to keep the matter a secret

until the nomination was sent to the Senate. Giles was very hostile to Gallatin; and
both Eobert Smith and his brother General Samuel Smith (then in the Senate) were
opposed to his transfer to the State department; the main objection of the latter being

(we are informed by one of his family) that it was unbecoming that a foreign born citizen

should be selected to conduct our correspondences with/orei'gTi nations.

The contemplated appointment of Gallatin to the State department began to be sus-

pected because no other individual was mentioned for the place ; and it became fully

disclosed by a ruse on the part of a lady. She cordially congratulated Mrs. Gallatin on

her husband's promotion, and the latter, taken by surprise, admitted that it was an

agreeable lightening of his ofBcial labors, etc. It was not long before Giles, with his

customary rapidity of action, placed seventeen written objections to Gallatin's appoint-

ment in the President's hands, requesting that they might also be communicated to

Gallatin. The President very quietly suggested that if they were intended for Gallatin,

Giles had better himself deliver them ! There was an immediate mustering of heads

among the hostile senators. Gallatin became alarmed, and asked the President to leave

him in his present situation. But Madison's passive determination of character now-

shone forth, and he peremptorily refused. He said, if the Senate intended to dictate his

nominations, or otherwise reject unexceptionable men, there would never be a better

time than then for him to find out whether he was President or not ; and the American
people must decide whether he had done wrong in making, or the Senate in rejecting,

the nomination. Finally, Gallatin frankly admitted, that, after his long services, he could

not endure the idea of a rejection. " That," said Mr. Madison, " put a different face on
the matter ; though he greatly regretted that Mr. Gallatin had not thought of this earlier^

and before he [the President] had completed all his arrangements." (It is not probable

that we use the exact words of Mr. Madison, but we have felt authorized to place them in

quotation marks, as we received them substantially as his from one who often heard the

matter talked of by him.) Gallatin was permitted to remain in the Treasury department,

and in recasting the Cabinet, Robert Smith was designated to the State department.

We are not aware of any facts that go to show that the opposition of Smith's friends
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The differences in the Cabinet corresponded with those

between two Republican wings or factions in the Senate, and

finally the feud began to exhibit itself in the newspapers.

Duane, of the Aurora, passed some public strictures on Gallatin.

Thereupon Lieper (Jefferson's old friend, and correspondent in

Philadelphia) and some other eminent Republicans withdrew

necessary pecuniary accommodations which they had been in

the habit of extending to Duane. The latter appealed to Jeffer-

son for aid. The answer (March 28th, 1811) paid a noble

tribute to Gallatin, and avowed the writer's continued confi-

dence in him, but he informed the editor of the Aurora that his

own services in the cause of Republicanism " constituted too

strong a claim on the good wishes of every friend of elective

government, to be effaced by a solitary case of difference of

opinion." Mr, Jefferson promised to write to a friend at Rich-

mond to organize a plan of exteusive assistance, and he closed

with an earnest exhortation to a firm support of the Adminis-

tration, and against " schismatizing on either men or measures."

He declared " principles alone could justify that."

Duane was not controlled by this advice. He continued his

censures on the Secretary of the Treasury, and finally extended

them to the President. "When the Aurora containing these

was received in Richmond, William Wirt, who had been charged

with the execution of the plan for Duane's aid by Jefferson,

immediately wrote to the latter that nothing further could be

done in that direction. Jefferson apprised Duane of this, not

concealing the opinion that his conduct had rendered such a

lesult inevitable. This letter (dated April 30th) contains an

avowal of the writer's opinions in respect to the duty of sacri-

ficing individual views to party unity, which present an im-

portant feature in his political code. He said

:

" I have thought it well that you should know exactly the feelings here, because

if you get similar information from other respectable portions of the Union, it will

naturally beget some suspicion in your own mind, that, finding such a mass of

opinion variant from your own, you may be under erroneous impressions, meriting

reexamination and consideration. I think an editor should be independent, that

is, of personal influence, and not be moved from his opinions on the mere authority

of any individual. But with respect to the general opinion of the political section

to Gallatin was made with any reference to the appointment of the former. And at all

events, no one acquainted with the character of the Smiths, will suspect either of them
of dishonorable conduct or motives.
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with which he habitually accords, his duty seems very like that 9f a member of

Congress. Some of these indeed think that independence requires them to follow-

always their own opinion, without respect for that of others. This has never been
my opinion, nor my practice, when I have been of that or any other body. Differ-

ing on a particular question from those whom I knew to be of the same political

principles with myself, and with whom I generally thought and acted, a conscious-

ness of the f;ilhbility of the human mind, and of my own in particular, with a res-

pect for the accumulated judgment of my friends, has induced me to suspect erro-

neous impressions in myself, to suppose my own opinion wrong, and to act with

them on theirs. The want of this spirit of compromise, or of self-distrust, proudly,

but falsely, called independence, is what gives the Federalists victories which they
could never obtain, if these brethren could learn to respect the opinions of their

friends more than of their enemies, and prevents many able and honest men from
doing all the good they otherwise might do. I state these considerations, because
they have often quieted my own conscience in voting and acting on the judgment
of others against my own ; and because they may suggest doubts to yourself in the

present case. Our Executive and legislative authorities are the choice of the nation

and possess the nation's confidence. They are chosen because they possess it, and
the recent elections prove it has not been abated by the attacks which have for

some time been kept up against them. If the measures which have been pursued

are approved by the majority, it is the duty of the minority to acquiesce and con-

form. It is true indeed that dissentients have a right to go over to the minority,

and to act with them. But I do not believe your mind has contemplated that

course, that it has deliberately viewed the strange company into which it may be

led, step by step, unintended and unperceived by itself. The example of John
Randolph is a caution to all honest and prudent men, to sacrifice a little of self-

confidence, and to go with their friends, although they may sometimes think they

are going wrong. After so long a course of steady adherence to the general senti-

ments of the Republicans, it would afflict me sincerely to see you separate from the

body, become auxiliary to the enemies of our government, who have to you been

the bitterest enemies, who are now chuckling at the prospect of division among us,

and, as I am told, are subscribing for your paper. The best indications of error

which my experience has tested, is the approbation of the Federalists. Their con-

clusions necessarily follow the false bias of their principles. I claim, however, no

right of guiding the conduct of others; but have indulged myself in these obser-

vations from the sincere feelings of my heart. Retired from all political inter-

ferences, I have been induced into this one by a desire, first of being useful to you

personally, and next of maintaining the Republican ascendency. Be its effect what

It may, I am done with it, and shall look on as an inactive, though not an unfeeling,

spectator of what is to ensue. As far as my good will may go, for I can no longer

act, I shall adhere to my government, executive and legislative, and as long as

they are Republican, I shall go with their measures, whether I think them right or

wrong ; because I know they are honest, and are wiser and better informed than I

am. In doing this, however, I shall not give up the friendship of those who diflFer

from me, and who have equal right with myself to shape their own course. In thia

disposition be assured of my continued esteem and respect."

The criticism on Duane's course implied in these remarks;

wounded his feelings. Jefferson disavowed such an iutention^
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but adhered to his position. The temper of the celebrated editor

of the Aurora was naturally vehement, and it had been rendered

intolerant towards opponents by the bitter persecutions he had

endured. But he was a sincere Republican, and he exhibited

his native good sense on the present occasion by not only

dropping all resentment, but by going much oftener than

before for advice to the friend whose " wounds " had proved so

" faithful."

A statement of the various complaints made at this period

against Gallatin by the opposing branch of the Republicans will

be found in a letter from Jefferson to Wirt, dated May 3d, 1811.

The following passages from it further exhibit the writer's

breadth of toleration in differences of opinion with honest and

able members of his own party, and they also show that he

found something to call for his toleration in the leaders of both

wings

:

" Mr. Gallatin's support of the bank has, I believe, been disapproved by many.

He was not in Congress when that was established, and therefore had never com-

mitted himself, publicly, on the constitutionality of that institution, nor do I recol-

lect ever to have heard him declare himself on it. I know he derived immense
convenience from it, because they gave the effect of ubiquity to his money wherever

deposited. Money in New Orleans or Maine was at his command, and by their

agency transformed in an instant into money in London, in Paris, Amsterdam, or

Canton. He was, therefore, cordial to the bank. 1 often pressed him to divide the

public deposits among all the respectable banks, being indignant myself at the

open hostility of that institution to a government on whose treasuries they were

fattening. But his repugnance to it prevented my persisting. And if he was in

favor of the bank, what is the amount of that crime or error in which he had a

majority save one in each House of Congress as participators ? yet on these facts,

endeavors are made to drive from the Administration the ablest man except the

President, who ever was in it, and to beat down the President himself, because he

is unwilling to part with so able a counsellor."

Mr. Wirt was authorized to show the letter to Mr. Ritchie,

editor of the Richmond Enquirer, who was a decided friend of

the President, but was understood not to be as cordial to Galla-

tin. In fact, there is little doubt that this letter was written

specially for the eye of an editor, who, for a union of ability

and discretion with statesmanlike views, had never been

equalled in his party, and who consequently wielded a most

important influence. Mr. Jefferson often pronounced Thonjua

Ritchie " the first editor of the United States."
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Among the early letters of this j'ear we find interesting ones

on various topics to Dr. Eush, De Tracy, Humboldt, Paganel,
Dupont de Nemours, Kosciusko, etc. To the latter he thus

spoke of the Spanish-American revolution :

" Spanish America is all in revolt. The insurgents are triumphant in many of

the States, and will be so in all. But then the danger is that the cruel arts of their

oppressors have enchained their minds, have kept them in the ignorance of children

and as incapable of self-government as children. If the obstacles of bigotry and
priestcraft can be surmounted, we may hope that common sense will suflSce to do
everything else. God send them a safe deUverance."

His hopes and fears on the same subject are more fully

expressed in other letters of the period. His wishes for peace,

and indignation at the conduct of the European belligerents, find

their customary expressions. Some advice (July 22d) to Barlow

who was about departing as American minister to France, in

respect to the proper deportment to be observed towards

Napoleon, is worth perusal

:

" He has understanding enough, but it is confined to particular lines. Of the

principles and advantages of commerce he appears to be ignorant, and his domi-

neering temper deafens him moreover to the dictates of interest, of honor, and of

morality, A nation hke ours, recognizing no arrogance of language or conduct,

can never enjoy the favor of such a character. The impression, too, which our

public has been made to receive from the different styles of correspondence used by

two of our foreign agents, has increased the difficulties of steering between the

bristUng pride of the two parties. It seems to point out the Quaker style of plain

reason, void of oSence : the suppression of all passion, and chaste language of good

sense. Heaven prosper your endeavors for our good, and preserve you in health

and happiness."

When it was understood that Foster, the British minister

who had succeeded Jackson, had formally declared to our

Government that the orders in council would be persisted in,

Mr. Jefferson at once arrived at the conclusion that war was our

only alternative. He wrote to a gentleman in England, Septem-

ber 16th, 1811:

" We have hitherto been able to avoid professed war, and to continue to our

industry a more salutary direction. But the determination to take all our vessels

bound to any other than her ports, amounting to all the war she can make (for we

fear no invasion), it would be folly in us to let that war be all on one side only, and

to make no effort towards indemnification and retaliation by reprisal. That a con-

test thus forced on us by a nation a thousand leagues from us both, should placo
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your country and mine in relations of hostility, who have not a single motive or

interest but of mutual friendship and interchange of comforts, shows the monstrous

character of the system under which we live."

But hearing an unfounded rumor of the death of George III.,

he thus wrote to Mr. Eppes on the 29th of the same month

:

" In this event [the revocation of the orders in council] we may still remain at

peace, and that probably concluded between the other powers. I am so far, in that

case, from believing that our reputation will be tarnished by our not having mixed

in the mad contests of the rest of the world, that, setting aside the ravings of

ptpper-pot politicians, of whom there are enough in every age and country, I

believp it will place us high in the scale of wisdom, to have preserved our country

tranquil und prosperous during a contest which prostrated the honor, power, inde-

pendence, laivs, and property of every country on the other side of the Atlantic.

Which of them Lave better preserved their honor ? Has Spain, has Portugal, Italy,

Switzerland, Holland Prussia, Austria, the other German powers, Sweden, Denmark,

or even Kussia? And would we accept of the infamy of France or England in

exchange for our honest rtputation, or of the result of their enormities, despotism

to the one, and bankruptcy and prostration to the other, in exchange for the

prosperity, the freedom, and independence which we have preserved safely through

the wreck ?"

Mr. Jefferson wrote to General Dearborn, August 14th, that

should England force on a war with us, " he foresaw a possibi-

lity of a separate treaty between her and the Essex men on the

principles of neutrality and commerce "—that " Pickering here

and his nephew Williams there, could easily negotiate this."

He also said :

" Tell my old friend. Governor Gerry, that I gave him glory for the rasping with

which he rubbed down his herd of traitors. Let them have justice and protection

against personal violence, but no favor. Powers and preeminences conferred on

them are daggers put into the hands of assassins, to be plunged into our own

bosoms in the moment the thrust can go home to the heart. Moderation can never

reclaim them. They deem it timidity, and despise without fearing the tamenesH

from which it flows. Backed by England, they never lose the hope that their day

is to come, when the terrorism of their earlier power is to be merged in the more

gratifying system of deportation and the guillotine. Being now hors de conibct

myself, I resign to others these cares. A long attack of rheumatism has greatly

enfeebled me, and warns me that they will not be very long within my ken."

The severe expressions of this letter were called out by a

course of conduct on the part of the Federalists, a full account

of which would carry us too far from the objects of this work

Mr. Jefferson had pretty good proofs that a strong disunion

feeling had continued to manifest itself among influential indivi-
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duals in New England from the year 1803, if not indeed from

1796.' He had the most specific assurances from J. Q. Adams
and others, that such feelings existed, and even took the form

of definite designs in the years 1808 and 1809, On the 14th of

January, 1811, Josiah Quincy of Massachusetts declared in

Congress, in the debate on the bill to enable the people of the

territory of Orleans to form a constitution and State govern-

ment, that the passage of the bill " would justify a revolution

in this country," and he subsequently added :

" I am compelled to declare it as my deliberate opinion that if this bill passes,

the bonds of this Union are yirtually dissolved ; that the States which compose it

are free from their moral obligations, and that, as it will be right of all, so it will be

the duty of some, to prepare definitely for a separation—amicably if they can,

violently if they must." *

Being, called to order, Quincy, "to save all misapprehen

sion," reduced his declarations to writing in the above form,

He was, at the time, the leading Federal member of the House.

At the Federal caucus held in Boston on the Sunday evening

preceding the State elections of 1811, resolutions were passed

denouncing the Non-intercourse law, and in favor of " the

election of such men to the various ofiices of the State govern-

ment, as would oppose by peaceable but firm measures, the exe-

cution of laws which, if persisted in, must and would be resisted,"

Gerry, the Republican candidate, was chosen governor, and in his

opening message, in June, denounced such doctrines as " sedi-

tious," The Legislature went further, and declared the holders of

them " inceptive traitors" and " domestic partisans of a foreign

power." Gerry removed them from office wherever they held

by the tenure of the Executive wall ; and it was for this Jefi'erson

had " given him glory " in the preceding letter to Dearborn.'

> A brief summary of these proofs will be found in Appendix No. 24.
* See Annals of Congress, by Gales and Seaton.
* The real spirit of Jefferson's remarks will be better understood after perusing a

letter written by him not long afterwards (June 11th, 1812) to Gerry himself:
" What, then, does this English faction with you mean ? Their newspapers say rebel-

lion, and that they will not remain united with us unless we will permit them to govern
the majority. If this be their purpose, their anti-republican spirit, it ought to be met at

once. But a Government Uke ours should be slow in believing this, should put forth its

whole might when necessary to suppress it, and promptly return to the paths of recon-

ciliation. The extent of our country secures it, I hope, from the vindictive passions of

the petty incorporations of Greece. ........
But I trust that such perverseness will not be that of the honest and well-meaning mass
of the Federalists of Massachusetts ; and that when the questions of separation and
rebellion shall be nakedly proposed to them, the Gores and the Pickerings will And theii
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Mr. Jefferson had an attack of illness during the summer,

and he thus described it and its effects in a letter to Dr. Rush,

August 17th

:

" I have had a long attack of rheumatism, without fever and without pain, while

I keep myself still. A total prostration of the muscles of the back, hips and thighs,

deprived me of the power of walking, and leaves it stiU in a very impaired state. A
pain when I walk, seems to have fixed itself in the hip, and to threaten permanence.

I take moderate rides, without much fatigue ; but my journey to this place, in a

hard-going gig, gave me great sufferings, which I expect will be renewed on my

return as soon as I am able. The loss of the power of taking exercise would be a

Bore affliction to me. It has been the delight of my retirement to be in constant

bodily activity, looking after my affairs. It was never damped as the pleasures of

reading are, by the question o{ cui bono? for what object? I hope your health of

body continues firm. Your works show that of your mind. The habits of exercise

which your calling has given to both, will tend long to preserve them. The seden-

tary character of my public occupations sapped a constitution naturally sound and

vigorous, and draws it to an earlier close. But it will still last quite as long as I

wish it. There is a fullness of time when men should go, and not occupy too long

the ground to which others have a right to advance. We must continue while here

to exchange occasionally our mutual good wishes. I find friendship to be like wine,

raw when new, ripened with age, the true old man's milk and restorative cordial.

God bless you and preserve you through a long and healthy old age."

Like most other vigorous and healthy men, he was much
inclined to consider his " constitution sapped " whenever he

suffered temporarily under the effects of severe disease. His

rheumatic malady had commenced about a month before writing

the above. After a continuance of three weeks, it was so far

abated, that he rode to Poplar Forest, from which the preceding

letter was written. He went there for two objects—to escape

the company at Monticello, and because he thought this period

of forced inaction would afford an excellent opportunity to

review his early mathematical studies. For the last, he had

now, as he supposed, a special object, being determined to take

upon himself the mathematical education of his oldest grandson.

This scheme did not proceed far.

levees crowded with silk-stocking gentry, but no yeomanry ; an army of oflScers without
Boldiers. I hope, then, all will still end well ; the Anglomen will consent to make peace
with their bread and butter, and you and I shall sink to rest, without having been actors
or spectators in another civil war. ........
We have not timed these things well together, orVe might have begun a re-allianco

between Massachusetts and the Old Dominion, faithful companions in the war of Inde-
pendence, peculiarly tallied in interests, by each wanting exactly what the other has to
spare ; and estranged to each other, in latter times, only by the practices of a third
nation, the common enemy of both. Let us live only to see this re-union, and I will say
with old Simeon, 'Lord, now lettest thou thy servant depart in peace, for mine eyeshavo
seen thy salvation.' In that peace may you long remain, my friend, and depart only ia
the fullness of years, all passed in health and prosperity. God bless you."
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He wrote to Rush that he had " forgotten much " of his rnathe-

raatical knowledge—that he " recovered it with more diflficultj

than when in the vigor of his mind he originally acquired it "

—

that it was strange " that old men should not be sensible that

their minds keep pace with their bodies in the progress of

decay"—and he declared that had no other considerations

impelled him to retire from the Presidency, "the fear of becom-
ing a dotard, and of being insensible of it, would of itself

have resisted all solicitations to remain."

These expressions sound like the vagaries of a sick man.

Their tone was undoubtedly deepened by illness, but Mr. Jeffer-

son was inclined, in certain moods of the mind, to this habit of

self-depreciation. The impression that age was telling on his

faculties, seems to have been persistent with him after his retire-

ment from public life. But he had no such dread of its effects

on others; Very little did he reason in that strain in his reply

to the remonstrance against Judge Bishop's appointment as

collector of New Haven. Yery little did he act on that hypo-

thesis in the deference he paid to the wisdom of the Wythes,

tlie Pendletons, the Samuel Adamses, and the Dickinsons, when
they were advanced a score of years beyond his own present

age. His respect for the counsel of the aged was proverbial

among his acquaintances.

The correspondence of 1812 opens with a most agreeable cir-

cumstance—a complete reconciliation between John Adams and

Jefferson. Their common friend and old fellow-laborer in the

Revolution, Dr. Rush, had written to Mr. Jefferson early in 1811,

deploring the alienation. The latter, in reply, spoke most kindly

of Mr. Adams and his public services, and declared that the

present state of things had not continued " from the want of

sincere desire and of effort" on his part to restore their ancient

relations. He inclosed the correspondence between himself and

Mrs. Adams in 1804, which he said had not before been com-

municated to any one, leaving his friend to decide whether the

circumstances " admitted of a revival of friendly intercourse,"

and declaring that " he should certainly not be wanting in any-

thing on his part which might second his [Rush's] efforts." The

latter probably judged that Mr. Jefferson had made sufficient

overtures, for here the subject appears to have dropped.

On the 5th of December, 1811, Mr. Jefferson again wrote to
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Dr. Rush on the same subject. He said that " two of the

Mr. Coles, his neighbors and friends, brothers of the one who
lived with him as Secretary at Washington, took a torn- to the

northward dnring the last summer " *—that by the invitation of

Mr. Adams, they passed a day with him at Braintree—that in a

conversation with them on political subjects, he " adverted to

the unprincipled licentiousness of the press against himself [Jef-

ferson], adding, ' I always loved Jefferson, and still love him.'

"

" This," continued the latter, " is enough for me ;" and he

declared to Rush that he should only wait for an " apposite

occasion to express to Mr. Adams his unchanged affections for

him." He said that " from this fusion of mutual affections,

Mrs. Adams was of course separated—it would only be neces-

sary that he never name her."

One of the Messrs. Coles'' has furnished us with recollections

of his conversations with Mr. Adams on this occasion, and they

will be found in Appendix.'

The interview appears to have led Mr. Adams also to deter-

mine to seek a reconciliation with his estranged friend, and he has

the honor—no small one—of having made the first overture. A
letter addressed to him by Jefferson, January 21st, 1812, thanks

him " beforehand " for " the specimens of homespun " he had

forwarded by post, and which were not yet arrived. This of

course, implies that Mr. Adams had communicated the trans-

mission of the articles in advance. Thenceforth their corres-

pondence was free, at times frequent, and it was always marked

on both sides by singular unreserve. There are more of Jeffer-

son's subsequent letters to Adams in print than to any other one

correspondent, and Adams not unfrequently overflowed with

two or three letters to Jefferson's one. We shall have frequent

occasion to refer to this correspondence—and, happily, to record

another reconciliation which grew out of it.

A letter from Jefferson to Nelson, April 2d, 1812, shows

that the former considered a speedy war with Great Britain

1 The sentence here quoted (copied from the original by a member of Dr. Eush's
family), is given in Eandolph's and the Congress edition, with the omission of the

name Coles, and also of the words "brothers of the one who lived with me as

Secretary at Washington,"—which, without a name, would have designated the indivi-

duals.
" Hon. Edward Coles, now of Philadelphia, and several times before mentioned in

iflis work.
* See Appendix, No. 25.
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inevitable, and he wrote to Mr. Maury in England on the same
subject on the 25th of the same mcnth :

" Our two countries are to be at war, but not you and I. And why should our

two countries be at war, when by peace we can be so much more useful to one
another? Surely the world will acquit our Government from having sought it.

Never before has there been an instance of a nation's bearing so much as we have
borne. Two items alone in our catalogue of wrongs will forever acquit us of being

the aggressors ; the impressment of our seamen, and the excluding us from the

ocean. The first foundations of the social compact would be broken up, were we
definitively to refuse to its members the protection of their persons and property,

while in their lawful pursuits. I think the war will not be short, because the object

of England, long obvious, is to claim the ocean as her domain, and to exact transit

duties from every vessel traversing it. This is the sum of her orders of council,

which were only a step in this bold experiment, never meant to be retracted if it

could be permanently maintained. And this object must continue her in war with

all the world. To this I see no termination, until her exaggerated efforts, so much
beyond her natural strength and resources, shall have exhausted her to bank-

ruptcy."

On the 1st of June the President recommended a declaration

of war against Great Britain, and it was declared on the 18th of

tliat month. Jefferson wrote to Kosciusko on the 28th that "oui

present enemy would have the sea to herself, while we should

be equally predominant at land, and should strip her of all hei

possessions on this continent." His view of the kind of war

which it would be expedient for the United States to wage,

appears in the same letter :

" The partisans of England here have endeavored much to goad us into the

folly of choosing the ocean instead of the land, for the theatre of war. That would

be to meet their strength with our own weakness, instead or- their weakness with

our strength. I hope we shall confine ourselves to the conquest of their posses-

sions, and defence of our harbors, leaving the war on the ocean to our privateers.

These will immediately swarm in every sea, and do more injury to British com-

merce than the regular fleets of all Europe would do. The government of France

may discontinue their license trade. Our privateers will furnish them much more

abundantly with colonial produce, and whatever the hcense trade has given them.

Some have apprehended we should be overwhelmed by the new improvements of

war, which have not yet reached us. But the British possess them very imper-

fectly, and what are these improvements? Chiefly in the management of artillery,

of which our country admits little use. We have nothing to fear from their armien,

and shall put nothing in prize to their fleets. Upon the whole, I have known no

war entered into under more favorable auspices."

He wrote the President the next day, that " to continue the

war popular, two things were necessary," to stop Indian barba-
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rities, and to furnish markets for our produce. The first was to

be obtained by the conquest of Canada, the other by protecting

our coasting trade by " lining our coast with vessels of pilot-

boat construction, filled with men, armed with carronades, and
only so much larger as to assure the mastery of the pilot-

boats," taken from us by the British, and kept as tenders to their

larger vessels. It was these last, he contended, which had done
the principal damage to our trade in the Revolution, and would
do so again unless prevented by the same swift-sailing class of

vessels, the construction of which he thought was unknown to

the English. He wrote to Duane (now Colonel Duane), that " the

acquisition of Canada this year as far as the neighborhood of

Quebec, would be a mere matter of marching, and would give

us experience for the attack of Halifax the next, and the final

expulsion of England from the American Continent."

These anticipations may appear to have been without reason-

able foundation, in view of the result. It may be asked what
means we had to achieve the conquest of Canada ? We at least

had as good troops as that province then contained, and we had
the overwhelming superiority of numbers. Mr. Jeflerson's first

letter (to Duane, October 1st), after General Hull's surrender,

vigorously sketched the causes of our miscarriage, and pointed

to those which would prevent us from again having equal

chances of success :

*' Whether the head of the War department* is equal to his charge, I am not

qualified to decide. I knew him only as a pleasant, gentlemanly man in society

;

and the indecision of his character rather added to the amenity of his conversation.

But when translated from the colloquial circle to the great stage of national con.

cerns, and the direction of the extensive operations of war, whether he has been
able to seize at one glance the long line of defenceless border presented by our

enemy, the masses of strength which we hold on different points of it, the facility

this gave us of attacking him, on the same day, on all his points, from the extre-

mity of the lakes to the neighborhood of Quebec, and the perfect indifference with

which this last place, impregnable as it is, might be left in the hands of the enemy
to fall of itself ; whether, I say, he could see and prepare vigorously for all this, or

merely wrapped himself in the cloak of cold defence, I am uninformed.

" I fear that Hull's surrender has been more than the mere loss of a year to us.

Besides bringing on us the whole mass of savage nations, whom fear and not affection

had kept in quiet, there is danger that in giving time to an enemy who can send rein-

* William Eustia of Massachusetts, who resigned and was succeeded by General John
Armstrong of New York, January 13th, 1813.
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forcemcnts of regulars faster than we can raise them, they may strengthen Canada

and Halifax beyond the assailment of our lax and divided powers. Perhaps, how-

ever, the patriotic efforts from Kentucky and Ohio, by recalling the British force

to its upper posts, may yet give time to Dearborn to strike a blow below. Effectual

possession of the river from Montreal to the Chaudiere, which is practicable, would

give us the upper country at our leisure, and close forever the scenes of the toma
hawk and scalping-knife."

Mr. Jefferson this year increased his household manufac-

tures of linens, cottons, and woollens, to the extent of supplying

his own establishment with coarse articles; and he to some
degree engaged in, and encouraged others to engage in, the

breeding of sheep for wool growing purposes. The Batture case

occupied a portion of his attention. His health was much
better than in the preceding summer. The following hitherto

unpublished letter gives a glimpse of his pecuniary affairs.

To John W. Eppes.
MoNTiCELLO, June 6th, 1812.

Dear Sir :

I learnt accidentally, a day or two ago, that you were proposing to sell

Pantops, and had offered it to some persons in this neighborhood. This is done, I

have no doubt, after mature consideration, and under the view that it will be most

beneficial to Francis, of whose interests no one can be a more faithful depository

than yourself. Candor obliges me to say that an estate so closely and constantly

under my eye could not pass out of the family without sentiments of regret, which

would be renewed as often as the object should meet the eye. This induces me t«

request that I may have the refusal of it on the same terms on which you might

be willing to sell it to others. These I understand to be on payments of consider-

able length, and this circumstance may bring it within my means. You know of the

debt brought on me by my Washington residence. I have got through more than

half of it, and confide that two years more will clear me of the residue. I could

then, without inconvenience, begin to set apart annually, a portion of the price, so

as to make sure of the whole in time. At ten dollars the acre, the price at which I

am told it is offered, it would be a very safe purchase, if brought within the term

in which I could accomplish it. Except indeed, that there is an event which we

should all deprecate, but which may happen in opposition to all our prayers, and

would transfer the reversionary inheritance without regard to any contract you or

I could make. This should be contemplated beforehand to guard against the too

heavy effects of an evicted title.

Peter Carr is enlarging the plan of his school, in which he expects the aid of

Wood, whose superior qualifications in different branches of science are well known.

It will unquestionably be the best situation in the State should you propose to

place Francis at any distance from you. Whatever my cares and attentions could

add would be ensured by my tender affections for him, as well as my friendship for

you. With my friendly respects to Mrs. Eppes, be assured of my constant atta«h-

ment and respect to yourself.

Th. Jefferson.

VOL. III.—24
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"When this letter was written, war prices were anticipated

for the finest crops which had been harvested for a series of

years ; the blockade of the Chesapeake was an event which no

one was looking for ; the stream of company to Monticello had

not reached flood tide ; and altogether the aspect of things was

calculated to foster impressions which were to prove most delu-

sive. We are inclined to think that when Mr. Jefferson speaks

of having extinguished half his Washington debt, he did not

keep sufiiciently in view smaller ones incurred for current

expenditures which he had reason to expect would be met, from

time to time, by current receipts.

He was importuned from several quarters to become a

candidate for the Presidency in 1812. Some thought he would

conduct the war with more energy than Madison ; others were

apprehensive that the latter might be defeated in his reelec-

tion by a combination of his Republican opponents and the

Federalists. A written specimen of Jefferson's way of answer-

such overtures will be found in a letter from him to Thomas C.

Flournoy, dated October 1st, 1812.' We quote a few sentences:

"You probably do not know Mr. Madison personally, or at least intimately, as

I do. I have known him from 1779, when he first came into the public councils,

and, from three and thirty years trial, I can say conscientiously that I do not know

O the world a man of purer integrity, more dispassionate, disinterested, and devoted

to genuine Republicanism ; nor could I in the whole scope of America and Europe

point out an abler head. He may be illy seconded by others, betrayed by the

Hulls and Arnolds of our country, for such there are in every country, and with

sorrow and suflering we know it. But what man can do will be done by Mr. Madi-

son. I hope, therefore, there will be no difference among Republicans as to his

reelection, and we shall know his value when we have to give him up, and to look

at large for his successor."

We have to record a more singular proposition to the ex-

President, made after the warlike disasters of 1812. This was,

that he become Secretary of State in Mr. Madison's Cabinet

instead of Monroe, the latter taking the place of Eustis in the

War department. This would have formed a Cabinet which

would indeed have commanded the confidence of the nation,

and demolished all the chances of success which Mr. Madison's

competitor could have possessed. It is hardly probable, how-

ever, that the latter consideration entered seriously into the

• Congress edition, vol. vi. p. 82, It is not given in Randolph's edition.
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objects of this proposal, for Madison's election could not rea-

sonably have been considered doubtful. Jefferson's reply will

be found in a letter to Colonel Duane, dated, October 1st. He
declared, "he possessed so much of the Roman principle, as to

deem it honorable for the general of yesterday to act as corporal

to-day, if his services could be useful to his country ; holding that

to be false pride which postponed the public good to any private

or personal considerations." But he said, " the hand of age

was upon him, that the decay of bodily faculties apprised him
that those of the mind could not be unimpaired, had he not still

hotter proofs." He added much more in the same strain.

riie most remarkable part of the affair remains to be told.

Mr. Madison actually proposed this arrangement to Mr. Jeffer-

son.' Whether he did so, merely to meet the wishes of friends,

or in the expectation of a possible acceptance of the offer, we
have no means of knowing, but there is probably little doubt

that the former was his motive.

The second session of the twelfth Congress opened, lS"ovember

2d, 1812, under rather gloomy auspices. The American navy

had already covered itself with imperishable glory by a series

of such exploits as the masterly escape of the Constitution from

the fleet of Commodore Broke, the capture of the Guerriere by
the former vessel, of the Alert by the Essex, of the Frolic by

the Wasp, of the Macedonian by the United States; and before

the close of the year, though not until after the meeting of Con-

gress, of the Java by the United States. On the other hand, a

series of abortive attempts and disasters, alleviated only by occa-

sonal gleams of success, had been the result of our efforts on

land.

Party excitement in and out of Congress was intense. Some
of the Federal leaders and newspapers, particularly in New
England, had encouraged Great Britain to persist in her orders in

council, by tauntingly declaring that our government had no idea

of war; that it kept up irritations merely for party purposes;

that it did not dare in reality to open hostilities. When war

was declared, the same partisans denounced it as unnecessary,

unjust, and undertaken from the most criminal motives. To

complaints were soon added open threats of disunion. None

» We have this on the authority of an intimate friend of Mr. Madison, now iiviDsr, who
heard the fact rrom his own lips.
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earlier or more eagerly urged the latter alternative than a por.

tion of the " pulpit politicians " of Massachusetts.*

We have seen the declaration of Quincy, the New England
Federal leader in Congress, that the Government could nut be
' kicked into a war." In a debate in the same body, January
oth, 1813, on a bill to add twenty thousand men to the existing

army establishment, Mr. Quincy said :

" I desire, therefore, that it may be distinctly understood, both by this House and

1 E. g. The Boston Repertory, in an article (January 9th, 1810) under the caption
" Smoke ! Smoke !" exclaimed :

" Will our Administration never be understood? Shall
we forever be the dupes of a contemptible farce, which has been exhibiting for years »o
make people wonder and stare? My life on it, our Executive have no more idea of
declaring war than my grandmother." The Repertory declared (April iSth, 1810)

:

"Our Government will not make war on Great Britain, but will keep up a constant irri-

tation on some pretence or other, for the sake of maintaining influence as a party."
The same paper said (Dec. 24th, 1811) :

" We are tirmly pei-suaded that the majority
in Congress do not mean to declare war at present, that they dare not; and that all their
threats are but contemptible vaporing," etc. The Philadelphia Gazette (January loth.

1812), in speaking of the proposed war, and of the Republicans in Congress, said:
"They shrink from it." . . . "They are frightened as the aspect becomes a
little serious, and wish to go home and think about it." The Baltimore Federal
Gazette said: "If you think a vote to raise 25,000 men looks like a war, quiet your
vpprehensions. You do not understand what is here called management. There will,

IS 1 believe, be no war. The war-whoop, the orders in council, the non-importation, the
Presidential caucusing, will vanish before summer." Such extracts might be indein-
tely multiplied, and we will turn now to the pulpit.

Rev. David Osgood, D.D., pastor of the church at Medford, Massachusetts, in a dis-

course delivered April 10th, 1810, and subsequently printed, said: "The strong prepos-
sessions of so great a portion of my fellow citizens, in favor of a race of demons, and
against a nation of more religion, virtue, good faith, generosity, and beneticence, than
any that now is, or ever has been upon the face of the earth, wring my soul with
anguish, and fill my heart with apprehensions and terror of the judgments of heaven
upon this sinful people." ... In a printed discourse of the same gentleman, deliv-

ered June 27th, 1812, occur the following, among other equally virulent declarations:
" If, at the command of weak or wicked rulers, they undertake an unjust war ; each man
who volunteers his services in such a cause, or loans his money for its support, or by his
conversation, his writings, or any other mode of influence encourages its prosecution,
that man is an accomplice in the wickedness, loads his conscience with the blackest
crimes, brings the guilt of blood upon his soul, and in the sight of God and His law is a
murderer." "My mind has been in a constant agony, not so much at the inevitable loss
of our temporal prosperity and happiness, and the complicated miseries of war, as at its

guilt, its outrages against heaven, against all truth, honesty justice, goodness—against
all the principles of social happiness." "Were not the authors of this war in character
nearly akin to the deists and atheists of France ; were they not men of hardened hearts,
seared consciences, reprobate minds, and desperate wickedness, it seems utterly incon-
ceivable that they should have made the declaration." "One hope only remains, that
this last stroke of perfidy may open the eyes of a besotted people ; that they may awake
like a giant from his slumbers, and wreak their vengeance on thek betrayers, by driving
them from their stations, and placing at the helm more skillful and faithful hands." " It,

at the present moment, no symptoms of civil war appear, they certainly will soon, unless
the courage of the war-party should fail them." "A civil war becomes as certain as
the events that happen according to the known laws and established course of nature."

In a pubhshed discourse of the Rev. J. S. J. Gardiner, A.M., rector of Trinity Church,
Boston, delivered April 9th, 1812, occur, among many similar ones, the following
expressions: " It is a war unexampled in the history of the world ; wantonly proclaimed
on the most frivolous and groundless pretences, against a nation from whose friend-
ship we might derive the most signal advantages, and from whose hostility we have
reason to dread the most tremendous losses." "Every provocation has been ofl'ered to
Great Britain on our part, and our resentment has risen in proportion as she has shewn
a conciliating spirit." " What consequence is it to you if they be repealed, if you are
sold to Napoleon, as you have reason to believe, by the slaves who have abused vour
confidence." " Let no considerations whatever, my brethren, deter you at all times, and
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this nation, that it is my unequivocal belief that the invasion of Canada, which is

avowed by the Cabinet to be its purpose, is intended by it, that continuance of the

war and not peace is its object I say, then, sir, that I consider the

invasion of Canada, as a means of carrying on this war, as cruel, wanton, senseless,

and wicked Never was there an invasion of any country worse than

this, in point of moral principle, since the invasion of the West Indies by the

Buccaneers, or that of the United States by Captain Kidd. Indeed both Kidd and

the Buccaneers had more apology for their deed than the American Cabinet.

. . . . When in the usual course of Divine Providence, who punishes nations

as well as individuals, His destroying angel shall on this account pass over this

country—and sooner or later, pass it will—I may be permitted to hope that over

New England his hand will be stayed. Our souls are not steeped in the blood which

has been shed in this war. The spirits of the unhappy men who have been sent to

an untimely audit, have borne to the bar of divine justice no accusations against

us I say, then, sir, without hesitation, that in my judgment the embar-

rassments of our relations with Great Britain, and keeping alive between this coun-

try and that a root of bitterness has been, is, and will continue to be, a main

principle of the policy of this American Cabinet. They want not a solid settlement

of our differences The men who now, and who for these twelve years

past, have, to the misfortune of this country, guided its councils and directed its

destinies, came into power on a tide which was raised and supported by elements

constituted of British prejudices and British antipathies The transfer

of power was effected undeniably, principally on the very ground of those preju-

dices and antipathies which existed in the nation against Great Britain, and which

had been artfully fomented by the men now in power and their adherents, and

directed against their predecessors. These prejudices and passions constitute the

main pillar of the power of these men. In my opinion, they will never permit it to

be wholly taken away from them."

He said he knew " that while he uttered these things, a

thousand tongues and a thousand pens were preparing without

doors to overwhelm him, if possible, in their pestiferous gall."

But he added :

" It is not for such a man [as himself] to hesitate or swerve a hair's breadth

from his country's purpose and true interests, because of the yelpings, the bowlings,

and snarlings of that hungry pack which corrupt men keep directly or indirectly in

pay, with the view of hunting down every man who dare develop their purposes

;

a pack composed, it is true, of some native curs, but for the most part of hounds

and spaniels of very recent importation, whose backs are seared by the lash, and

whose necks are sore with the collars of their former masters."

'

in all places, from execrating the present war." "As Mr. Madison has declared war,
let Mr. Madison carry it on." " The Union has been long since virtually dissolved, and -

it is full time that this part of the disunited States should take care of itself." In a dis-

course delivered July 23d, the same year, Mr. Gardiner said :
" The alternative then is,

that if you do not wish to become the slaves of those who own slaves, and who are

themselves the slaves of French slaves, you must either, in the language of the day, cut

the connexion, or so far alter the national compact as to insure yourselves a due share

in the government." These extracts, in the substance, might be increased without

limit; though such violences of mere language were not perhaps common.
> Much more was added in the same strain and with equal violence of temper.

He broadly intimated that Monroe was to be appointed to command the army for th«
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Tallmadge of Connecticut was convinced from the "prophc'

sies " that God was pouring the full vials of his wrath upon the

nations—that " the people of Great Britain had been exerting

themselves to spread the knowledge and influence of that reli-

gion which alone could remove the malady and heal the

nations "—and he wished to know if " these fair and happy-

prospects should be checked and perhaps blasted forever by

this unhappy war ?"—if it was " unworthy the legislators of a

Christian people to reflect that they were now waging an off'en-

sive war, and one which in its consequences might be found to

be directed against Him who was the God of armies?" He
said, " when he reflected on these awful and solemn events, he

could not but weep for his infatuated country, and if he had

an angel's voice, he would call on every rational creature in these

United States and entreat them to pause and consider before

our country's doom should be forever sealed." Wheaton of

Massachusetts closed a speech with the declaration that " his

soul sickened at the thought of progressing in this war."

Mr. Clay, then speaker, rose to reply to these various assaults,

January 8th, 1813. He was so feeble from recent illness that

he was compelled to sit down before closing his remarks, and to

defer their conclusion until the next day. We have space only

for those in which he depicted the conduct of the opposition,

and in which he replied to Quincy's attack on Mr. Jefferson

and his Administration. Mr. Clay said :

" If gentlemen would only reserve for their own Government, half the sensibilit/

which is indulged for that of Great Britain, they would find much less to condemn.

Restriction after restriction has been tried ; negotiation has been resorted to, until

further negotiation would have been disgraceful. Whilst these peaceful experi-

ments are undergoing a trial, what is the conduct of the opposition ? They are the

champions of war—the proud, the spirited, the sole repository of the nation's

honor—the men of exclusive vigor and energy. The Administration, on the con-

trary, is weak, feeble, and pusillanimous— ' incapable of being kicked into a war.'

conquest of Canada, and that after three or four years he was to return at the head of
his forces, a candidate for the Presidency. He added : "And whoever is candidate for

the Presidency, with an army of thirty thousand veterans at his heels, will not be likely

to be troubled with rivals, or to concern himself about votes. A president elected under
such auspices, may be nominally a president for years ; but really, if he pleases, a presi-

dent for life."

Mr. Quincy again and again, during his speech, spoke of the " wise, moral, reflecting

people," " the wise and thoughtful people of" New England, etc., etc. He spoke of the
Federalists as comprising " almost all the moral sense and nine-tenths of the intelligence

"

of New England. He characterized the New England Repubbcans " as toads and rep-

tiles which spread their slime in the drawing-room." In the corrected report of his

speech he, however, struck out this last sentence. (See Annals of Congress, 12th
Congress, 2d session, p. 600.)
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The maxim, ' not a cent for tribute, millions for defence,' is loudly proclaimed. Is

the Administration for negotiation? The opposition is tired, sick, disgusted with

negotiation. They want to draw the sword and avenge the nation's wrongs.

When, however, foreign nations, perhaps emboldened by the very opposition here

made, refuse to listen to the amicable appeals which have been repeated and reite-

rated by the Administration, to their justice and to their interest—when, in fact, war
with one of them has become identified with our independence and our sovereignty,

and to abstain from it was no longer possible, behold the opposition veering round

and becoming the friends of peace and commerce. They tell you of the calamities

of war, its tragical events, the squandering away of your resources, the waste of the

public treasure, and the spilling of innocent blood. ' Gorgons, hydras, and chime-

ras dire.' They tell you that honor is an illusion ! Now, we see them exhibiting

the terrific forms of the roaring king of the forest. Now, the meekness and humi-

lity of the lamb! They are for war and no restrictions, when the Administration

is for peace. They are for peace and restrictions, when the Administration is for

war. You find them, sir, tacking with every gale, displaying the colors of every

party, and of all nations, steady only in one unalterable purpose—to steer, if possi-

ble, into the haven of power.

" During all this time, the parasites of opposition do not fail, by cunning sar-

casm, or sly innuendo, to throw out the idea of French influence, which is known to

be false, which ought to be met in one manner only, and that by the lie direct.

* » * * » *

" Yet, preposterous and ridiculous as the insinuation is, it is propagated with so

much industry, that there are persons found foolish and credulous enough to believe

it. You will, no doubt, think it incredible (but I have, nevertheless, been told it is

a fact), that an honorable member of this House, now in my eye, recently lost his

election by the circulation of a silly story in his district, that he was the first cousin

of the Emperor Napoleon. The proof of the charge rested on the statement of facts,

which was undoubtedly true. The gentleman in question, it was alleged, had mar-

ried a connection of the lady of the President of the United States, who was the

intimate friend of Thomas Jeiferson, late President of the United States, who some

years ago, was in the habit of wearing red French breeches. Now, taking these

premises as established, you, Mr. Chairman, are too good a logician not to see that

the conclusion necessarily follows!
* * * * * *

" Next to the notice which the opposition has found itself called upon to bestow

upon the French Emperor, a distinguished citizen of Virginia, formerly President of

the United States, has never for a moment failed to receive their kindest and most

respectful attention. An honorable member from Massachusetts (Mr. Quincy), of

whom I am sorry to say it becomes necessary for me, in the course of my remarks,

to take some notice, has alluded to him in a remarkable manner. Neither his

retirement from public oflace, his eminent services, nor his advanced age, can

exempt this patriot from the coarse assaults of party malevolence. No, sir! in 1801,

he snatched from the rude hand of usurpation the violated constitution of his coun-

try, and that is his crime. He preserved that instrument in form, and substance,

&nd spirit, a precious inheritance for generations to come, and for this he can never

be forgiven. How vain and impotent is party rage, directed against such a man !

He is not more elevated by his lofty residence, upon the summit of his own favorite

mountain, than he is lifted by the serenity of his mind and the consciousness of a

well-spent life, above the malignant passions and bitter feelings of the day. No

;

his own beloved Monticello is not more moved by the storms that beat against iU.
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sides, than is this illustrious man by the howlinga of the whole British pack, sei

loose from the Essex kennel ! When the gentleman to whom I have been com-

pelled to allude, shall have mingled his dust with that of his abused ancestors

;

when he shall have been consigned to oblivion, or if he lives at all, shall live omy
m the treasonable annals of. a certain junto, the name of Jefferson will be hailed

with gratitude, his memory honored and cherished as the second founder of the liber-

ties of the people, and the period of his Administration will be looked back to as one

of the happiest and brightest epochs of American history—an oasis in the midst of

a sandy desert. But I beg the gentleman's pardon; he has indeed secured to him-

self a more imperishable fame than I had supposed ; I think it was about four years

ago that he submitted to the House of Representatives, an initiative proposition for

an impeachment of Mr. Jefierson. The House condescended to consider it. The

gentleman debated it with his usual temper, moderation, and urbanity. The House

decided upon it in the most solemn manner, and although the gentleman had some-

how obtained a second, the final vote stood, one for, and one hundred and seven-

teen against the proposition
!"

It was in the same speech that Mr. Claj, after quoting

Quincj's former sentiment uttered on the floor of the House in

favor of disunion, " peaceably if we can, forcibly if we must,"

and after declaring his conviction that " no man, who had paid

any attention to the tone of certain prints, and to transactions

in a particular quarter of the Union [New England] for several

years past, could doubt the existence of such a plot " (" the dis-

memberment of the Union "), closed his retort in this strain

:

'' But I will quit this unpleasant subject ; I will turn from one

whom no sense of decency or propriety could restrain from

soiling the carpet on which he treads, to gentlemen who have

not forgotten what is due to themselves, to the place in which

we are assembled, or to those by whom they are opposed."

Having given some illustration of the spirit of parties, con-

tinuous details must be left to professed history.

Mr. Madison was rechosen to the Presidency in 1812, receiv-

ing one hundred and twenty-eight electoral votes to eighty-nine

cast for DeWitt Clinton. Elbridge Gerry received one hundred

and thirty-one electoral votes for the Vice-Presidency to eighty-

six cast for Jared Ingersoll.

The war on land, during 1813, without being as unfortunate

as that of the preceding year, was far from being successful in

its results. At sea we lost no credit for good conduct—but it

required the crowning victory of Lake Erie to give us a decided

preponderance of success in naval actions. And all had been

made aware, if the fact needed any demonstration, that our navy
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could give no adequate protection to our sea-board. The Dela-

ware and Chesapeake bays were closely blockaded early in the

year, at once paralyzing the commerce which had flowed

through those great avenues of trade. If the principal ports of

New England were left open, it was to repay and foster the

supposed English partialities of a disafl'ected faction of its

people, and not from the want of naval strength in our enemy.
Mr Jefferson's views in regard to the progress of the war

appear in various letters during the year. The following,

addressed to General Bailey, February 6th, presents a sufficient

example of them

:

" Our first entrance on them [the events of the war] has been peculiarly inaus-

picious. Our men are good, but force without conduct is easily baffled. The
Creator has not thought proper to mark those in the forehead who are of stuff to

make good generals. We are first, therefore, to seek them, blindfold, and then let

them learn the trade at the expense of great losses. But our turn of success will

come by and by, and we must submit to the previous misfortunes which are to be

the price of it. I think with you on the subject of privateers. Our ships of force

will undoubtedly be blockaded by the enemy, and we shall have no means of annoy-

ing them at sea but by small, swift-sailing vessels ; these will be better managed
and more multiplied in the hands of individuals than of the government. In short,

they are our true and only weapon in a war against Great Britain, when once Canada
and Nova Scotia shall have been rescued from them. The opposition to them in

Congress is merely partial. It is a part of the navy fever, and proceeds from the

desire of securing men for the public ships, by suppressing all other employments

from them. But I do not apprehend that this ill-judged principle is that of a

majority of Congress. I hope, on the contrary, they will spare no encouragement

to that kind of enterprise. Our public ships, to be sure, have done wonders. They

have saved our military reputation sacrificed on the shores of Canada ; but in point

of real injury and depredation on the enemy, our privateers without question have

been most effectual. Both species of force have their peculiar value." '

We find him making several practical suggestions to the

President and Secretary of State. He proposed forming a

classified and better armed and disciplined militia from the

» There was a good reason why our navy so much excelled the conduct of our land
troops for at least the two first years of the war. The latter were, at the opening of the
struggle, a rural militia, and most of their officers knew no more of the art of war, than
was to be learned at semi-annual militia musters and picked out of military treatises

—

about as good a preparation for actual war as would be wading in water knee deep, and
reading treatises on swimming, to prepare a novice in that art to keep afloat in a rough sea.

England herself has recently learned in the Crimea that even the best drilled soldiers not
seasoned by actual service, cut but a sorry figure beside such troops as the French
Zouaves fresh from the fields of Algeria.

Our navy labored under no such disadvantages. It had but recently gone through
the school and the glorious experiences of the Barbary war. Our officers had been
weeded by trial, and those fitted for great commanders were legibly "marked in the

forehead." And never had more been "marked" within so limited a space and scali

«f operations

!
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young men of the country. He recoininended employing gun-

boats in the Chesapeake, and cutting a canal from Lynhaven

river to the east branch of the Elizabeth for their retreat. He
suggested keeping our navy together in fleets in fortified harbors,

for the purpose of compelling the enemy to also keep together

in large fleets, and thus lose the ability to block up every har-

bor and river, and cut ofl" our entire coasting trade by scattered

cruisers. This was the maritime policy of the Kevolution—but

on reading Monroe's answer to his suggestions, Mr. Jefl'erson

became satisfied that it was not adapted to existing circum-

stances.

The public movements and avowals in New England point-

ing towards insurrection or disunion, drew out an expression

from him, in a letter to James Martin, September 20th, in which

he seemed to favor the idea that it would be well to " solemnly

put the question " to those States, whether they would remain in

the Union, in obedience to the laws, or leave it? He had no

doubt that a majority of their people would decide to remain.

The anti-war excitement in ITew England had gone on

rapidly increasing since the demonstrations already recorded.

On the 15th of June (1813), Josiah Quincy, who was now out

of Congress, and a member of the Massachusetts Senate, reported

a preamble and resolution in the latter body adverse to passing

a vote of thanks to Captain Lawrence for the capture of the

Peacock. The preamble set forth that former resolutions of this

kind had " given great discontent to many of the good people

of the commonwealth, it being considered by them as an

encouragement and excitement to the continuance of the present

unjust, unnecessary and iniquitous war ;" that the Senate had a

high sense of the "naval skill and military and civil virtues of

Capt. James Lawrence," and were "withheld from acting on

said proposition solely from considerations relative to the nature

and principles of the present war ;" and " to the end that all

misapprehension on this subject might be obviated," the follow-

ing resolution was offered

:

" Resolved, as the sense of the Senate of Massachusetts, that, in a war like the

present, waged without justifiable cause, and prosecuted in a manner which indicates

that conquest and ambition are its real motives, it is not becoming a moral and

religious people to express any approbation of military or naval exploits which are

not immediately connected with the defence of our seacoast and soil."
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The preamble and resolution were adopted, and remained on
the journals of the Massachusetts Senate nearly eleven years,

when they M^ere expunged by the order of that body. Fifteen

days before their adoption, Lawrence had sailed from Boston
roads in the unlucky frigate Chesapeake, to meet the Shannon.
The Chesapeake was captnred. The naval historian, Cooper,

says, that at the close of the action, '' both ships were charnel-

houses.*' Lawrence fell mortally wounded, nsing an exclama-

tion which has become a household word among Americans

—

" Don't give up the ship."

The Massachusetts Senate was doubtless unapprised of this

catastrophe, at the time of its action just mentioned. But
neither it, nor the governor, nor council, nor the prominent

Federalists of Boston, were unapprised of the time when the

mangled corpses of Lawrence and his first-lieutenant, Ludlow,

were borne back from Halifax for funeral rites and interment.

They did not attend his funeral, and a Federal newspaper of

Boston, to deter its partisans from being present, threw out the

innuendo that the ceremonies to be observed on the occasion were

political in their object.'

On the 26th of June, Quincy, from a joint committee of both

houses of the Massachusetts Legislature, presented a report and

resolutions, declaring that the admission of States " not compre-

hended within the original limits of the United States," was
unauthorized by the letter " or the spirit " of the Constitution,

and that " it was the interest and duty of the people of Massa-

chusetts to oppose the admission of such States into the Union,

as a measure tending to the dissolution of the confederacy."

The report and resolutions were adopted.

On the 15th of July a remonstrance was agreed to by the

same Legislature, denouncing the continuance of the war after

the repeal of the British orders in council, as improper and

impolitic, because it exhibited distrust of the good faith of Eng-

land, and countenanced the imputation of cooperation with

France—which would tend to stir up the entire British people

against us. It denounced the war as unjust, because we had not

removed proper causes of complaint by providing against

' The Boston Advertiser asked : " What honor can be paid where a Crowninshield ia

chief mourner and a Story chief priest?" Capt. G. Crowninshield had gone at his own
expense in a cartel to Halifax, and brought back the bodies. Joseph Story, Assoch'*
j'i"tice '>f the U. S. Supreme Court, was to deliver the funeral oration at Salem.
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employing British seamen—and because we bad not exhausted

negotiation on the subject of impressment. " Under such cir-

cumstances," said this remarkable paper, " silence towards the

Government would be treachery to the people." The Legisla-

ture concluded with an appeal to " the Searcher of all hearts,"

to attest " the purity of their motives !"

If this document meant to assert that we had not offered to

make any reasonable arrangements to prevent the employment

of British seamen, provided England would cease to impress

ours, it asserted a palpable and gross untruth. And what terms

are fit to characterize a declaration, coming from men of com-

mon information, that we had not fairly exhausted negotiation ?

'

The eastern ultra-Federalists were in the habit of asserting at

this period that the number of impressments had been very small.

A committee of the Massachusetts Legislature actually reported to

that body that the number of impressed citizens of that State on

board of British public vessels, at the opening of the war, was

only eleven. General credit was ostensibly given to the decla-

ration made by Pickering in his letter to Governor Sullivan in

1808, that Great Britain only " desired to obtain her own sub-

jects," that " the evil we complained of arose from the impos-

sibility of always distinguishing the persons of the two nations."

The best information which could be obtained placed the number

of impressments of American citizens prior to the declaration of

war, as high at least as six thousand ; and the accuracy of the

report of the Massachusetts Legislative Committee can therefore

be readily estimated. Mr, Pickering's assertions corresponded

as little with known facts as they did with his own official

declarations when he was Secretary of State.''

1 Not a President, not a Secretary of State, not an American minister in England
since the formation of our government, had omitted to earnestly remonstrate against
impressment, and urge a fair and pacific settlement ot the question. Our appeals were
utterly disregarded. When the practice had recently led to an outrage on one of onr
national vessels which England herself did not pretend to justify, she haughtily refused to

allow any negotiations for the removal of the cause of the offence to be connected with
the subject of reparation. She defiantly chose this period to legalize and extend the
practice, by a royal proclamation. And finally, after more than twenty years of
attempted negotiation on our part, she formally refused to treat with us further on the
topic, and at the same time continued impressments on the broadest and most fraudulent
scale. See next note.

2 In Pickering's instructions to Rufus King, Minister at the Court of London, June 8t]i,

1796, he said :
" The long but fruitless attempts that have been made to protect Ameri-

can seaman from British impresses, prove that the subject is in its nature difficult. . . .

But there is another cogent reason for an exemption from impresses in the British colonies
—that the practice will be, as it has always been, subject to monstrous abuses ; and the
supreme power is so remote that the evils become irremediable before redress can
even be sought for." He ofiQcially wrote Mr. King, September 10th, 1796: "For the
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It is not here asserted that the better class of New England

Federalists either engaged in, or directly advocated the propriety

British Government, then, to make professions of respect to the rights of our citizens and
willingness to release them, and yet deny the only means of ascertaining those rights, is an
insulting tantalism." He officially reported to Congress, December 9th, 179!) :

"' Admiral
Parker paid no attention to the agent's application on behalf of our impressed seamen

;

the admiral having determined, and informed the agent of the determination, that no
proofs would be regarded by him, unless specially presented by the American Govern
ment through the British minister ; nor then but in the single case of native Americans.
Under this determination there will be detained, not only the subjects of his Britannic

Majesty, naturalized since the peace of 1783, but all who, born elsewhere, were then resi-

dent in, and had become citizens of the United States ; also, all foreigners, as Germans,
Swedes, Danes- Portuguese, and Italians, who voluntarily serve in the vessels of the

United States. And it' is a fact that such foreigners have frequently been impressed
;

although their languages and other circumstances demonstrate that they were not
British subjects."
We could readily select many other equivalent declarations from the official dis-

patches and reports of Pickering.
Rufus King, our minister to England, is accused in no quarter of having entertained

unreasonable prejudices against that government. He officially wrote Pickering, April

13th, 1797, that since the preceding July he had applied for the discharge of two hun-

dred and seventy-one impressed seamen who, as Americans, had claimed his inter-

ference—that the admiralty had ordered eighty-six of them to be discharged, had
detained thirty-seven as British subjects or as " American volunteers," and in regard

to the remaining one hundred and forty-eight, made no answer, " the ships on board of

which these seamen were detained having in many instances sailed before an examina-

tion was made, in consequence of his application." And King further declared :
" It is

certain that some of those who have applied to me are not American citizens, but the

exceptions are in my opinion few ; and the evidence, exclusive of certificates, has been
such, as in most cases to satisfy me that the applicants were real Americans, who had
been forced into the British service ; and who, with singular constancy have generally

persevered in refusing pay and bounty, though in many instances they have been in the

service more than two years." King wrote home to the Secretary of State, March 15th,

1799, " that not only seamen who spoke the English language, and who were evidently

English or American subjects, but also aU. Danish, Swedish, and other foreign seamen,
who could not receive American protections, were indiscriminately taken from their

voluntary service in our neutral employ and forced into the war, in the naval service

of Great Britain." Silas Talbot, American agent in the West Indies, for the relief of

impressed seamen, wrote Pickering, July 4th, 1797, that Captain Otway, of the British

frigate Ceres, ordered American seamen to be brought to the gangway and whipped for

writing to their agent to get them discharged."
Marshall's complaints when Secretary of State were as pointed and as criminatory

towards the British Government as Pickering's—and we need not say that the same was
true of all the Republican Secretaries of State.

We could present the resolutions passed by the merchants of nearly all the principal

American cities, at different periods, specially denouncing the gross and abusive

impressment of our seamen by England. A Federal meeting held in the city of New
York, April 26th, 1806, appointed a committee, two of whom were Rufus King and

Oliver Wolcott, to report resolutions on the subject. The resolutions declare among
other things, " that the suffering foreign armed ships to station themselves off our

harbor, and there to stop, search, and capture our vessels

—

to impress, wound, and mur-

der our citizens, is a gross and criminal neglect of the highest duties of Government, and

that an Administration which patiently permits the same is not entitled to the confidence

of a brave and free people." The resolutions passed unanimously.

Commodore Rogers forwarded to the Secretary of the Navy (January 14th, 1813),

the muster books of the Moselle and Sappho captured by him, by which it appeared that

about an eighth of their seamen—that is to say, between thirty and forty—were
impressed Americans ; and Rogers remarked :

" It will appear ... if there is only

a quarter part of that proportion on board their other vessels, that they have an infinitely

greater number of Americans in their S'lrvice than any American has yet had an idea

of." Ten Americans were found on board of the Guerriere—and Captain Dacre declared

to the court martial which afterwards tried him, that "what considerably weakened his

quarters, was permitting the Americans belonging to the ship to quit their quarters "

when the Constitution hoisted her colors; and he manfully added, "that though it

deprived him of the men, he thought it was his duty."
Impressments were often, in all cases where resistance was attempted, conducted

with unsparing severity. But even where nothing but bold remonstrance was inter

posed, the cutlass and club were freely resorted to. Those who refused to go on dut;
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of smuggling or furnishing supplies to the enemy. But some

of them publicly held a line of argument which was well calcu-

lated to teach baser men that such oflfences were venial under

existing circumstances ; and it is certain that those practices were

were scourged, placed in irons, brought up again and scourged on the raw wounds of

past whippings, until they succumbed. Their American protections in many instances

were torn up before their eyes. At their pretended examinations, when taken on board

British ships, commanders often treated their statements with brutal levity, afifecting

not to hear a portion of what they said, or turning it ofif with a joke, that showed that

they made no pretensions to justice. Sometimes wretches whom everybody on board

knew had never seen the prisoner before, would emerge from the press-gang and say :

" S;r, I know this fellow. He was a schoolmate of mine. Tom, you know well enough,

so don't sham Yankee any more." We cannot encumber these pages with the special

proofs of the preceding statements, but every one of them rests on the affidavits of Ame-
rican seamen of known and unquestionable character—and some of them were sworn to

in different instances by a number of such witnesses. The tearing up of protections and

the whippings were pretty uniform circumstances among the petty British commanders.

The scene of the captain affecting not to hear, the press-gang witness, etc., took place

on board the Ceres.
. , , .

,

To show that the most positive testimony of American citizenship was treated with

contempt, not only by petty military officials, but that it (as we have understood, Mr.

Kino- already to intimate), met with intentional neglect and evasion from the highest

Brit?sh tribunals having cognizance of the subject, we are induced to give the particulars

of a case—not because it presents more striking features than others, but because we
chance to know near relatives of the impressed man, and therefore have a moral per-

sonal.certainty on the question of his nativity ; and because we possess a sad and illus-

trative sequel of the affair, not, so far as we know, hitherto made public. Hiram

Thayer was born in the town of Greenwich, Connecticut. A letter from Commodore
Decatur to the Secretary of the Navy, dated New London, March 18th, 1814, stated the

following facts : That Thayer was impressed in 1S03, and when the British ship Statira

was put1n commission, about 1S08, he was transferred to her. Gen. Lyman, the Ame-
rican consul at London, had applied to the Lords Commissioners for his discharge in vain.

A certificate of his nativity from the selectmen, town clerk, and minister of Greenwich

were forwarded to Mitchell, the resident agent for American prisoners at Halifax ; but

still he was not released. He wrote to his father that on representing his case to Cap-

tain Stackpole of the Statira the latter told him if he refused to tight his country-

men " he should be tied to the mast and shot at like a dog." The Statira was one of the

blockading squadron off New London in 1814, and on the 14th of March, Decatur sent

off John Thaver, the father, with a flag, to ask the release of his son, and carrying a note

to Captain Capel from Decatur, saying "that he felt persuaded that the application

of the father, furnished as he was, with conclusive evidence of the nativity and identity

of his son, would induce an immediate order for his discharge." "The son," says

Decatur, " descried his father at a distance in the boat, and told the lieutenant of the

Statira, it was his father, " and he adds :
" I understand the feelings manifested by

the old man on receiving the hand of his son, proved beyond all other evidence the

property he had in him. There was not a doubt left on the mind of a single British

officer of Hiram Thayer's being an American citizen. And yet he is detained, not a

prisoner of war, but compelled under the most cruel threats, to serve the enemies of his

country." Thayer " had so recommended himself by his sobriety, industry, and seaman-

ship," as to be appointed a boatswain's mate : two hundred and fifty pounds sterling

were then due him—but he refused to receive any bounty, or advance, lest it might

afford some pretext for denying him his discharge when a proper application should be

made for it. Captain Capel "regretted it was not in his power to comply with"

Decatur's "request;" but he said he would " forward his application to the commander-

in-chief by the earliest opportunity, and he had do doubt he would order his immediate

Here, we believe published accounts drop the story of Hiram Thayer. We knew an

uncle of his, who was a member of the New York Legislature in 1845, and also other

members of his family. The uncle wrote a letter for our inspection in which he states

that Hiram Thayer was not discharged until some time after the close of the war—that
he then wrote to his father that he should be home at a specified time—that the father

proceeded to the port to which he was to return—that when the ship arrived in which he

was expected, the unfortunate father was informed that his son had fallen overboard and
perished—that a trunk and some clothing bearing the name of his son were delivered to

him, etc.
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carried to an enormous extent by persons who had property and

commercial connections sufficient to render it practicable.

Loweljin his contemporaneously published "Road to Ruin," said

:

" Eiicouraged and .protectedfrom infamy by the just odium against the war, they

engage in lawless speculations, sneer at the restraints of conscience, laugh at per-

jury, mock at legal restraints, and acquire an ill-gotten wealth at the expense of

public morals, and of the more sober, conscientious parts of the community. . . .

"Administration hirelings may revile the northern States, and the merchants

generally, for this monstrous depravation of morals, this execrable course of smug-

gling and fraud. But there is a just God, who knows how to truce the causes of

human events, and He will assuredly visit upon the authors of this war all the

iriquities of which it has been the occasion. If the guilty deserve our scorn or

our pity, the tempters and seducers deserve our execration."

A sheriff's officer in ]Nrew Hampshire, recovered a letter

(dated August 16th, 1813) signed by five respectable citizens of

that State, in which they made the following assurances to a

British official, in regard to one Curtis Ooe, an American, im-

prisoned as a spy at Three Rivers :

"From GUI acquaintance with Mr. Coe, his character and politics, we are confi-

dent that his object is far from being unfriendly to the motives which induced your

government in repelling the attacks made on you by our Executive. His politics

have uniformly been what we style staunch Federalism, and his object, we believe,

no other than trafficking with your citizens in defiance of some of our laws. His

language and conduct with us have uniformly belied even the semblance of an

enemy to your government, or any of your usages in repelling the measures which

our Executive has tried to enforce."

The revenue laws were constantly interrupted, and often-

times defeated in their execution by vexatious processes and pro-

ceedings in the State courts. A member of Congress declared

that he knew of fifty-six writs having been served upon a

United States collector within one week. American vessels

were, in a number of instances, captured, carrying British per-

mits or licenses, and Croke, the British vice-admiralty judge at

Halifax, declared in an official decision, that the object of these

licenses was directly to benefit the military service of Great

Britain—to give subsistence to her armies in Spain.' Individ-

> This decision was delivered August 2fl, 1R13, in the case of the Orion. This vessel
sailed from New York -for Lisbon, May 15th, 1813. It should be remarked that this infa-

mous traffic does not appear to have been confined to Eastern ports. The British consul
at Boston, Andrew Allen, was arrested and brought before Judge Davis, of the District

Court, for countersigning one of these licenses. He was ordered to enter into recog-
nizances for his appearance and trial at the next Circuit Court. He forfeited his recog-
nizance, and fled to Canada. His counsel were Harrison Gray Otis and William Sullivan
- -the latter the author of " Familiar Letters on the Public Men of the Revolution," etc.
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uals were repeatedly detected in selling provisions and stores

to the enemy. On the 2d of December, 1813, formal notice

was given that the British blockade previously confined to the

ports and harbors of the Chesapeake, Delaware, New York,

Charleston, Port Royal, Savannah, and the Mississippi, was

extended to all the ports, rivers, etc., on both sides of Long
Island Sound. The ports east and north of this remained un-

blockaded, and vessels departed from, and returned to them

with so little interruption, that the fact was commented on with

censure in the British House of Commons.'

The Executives of Massachusetts and Connecticut had refused

to submit the militia of those States to orders issued by the Presi-

dent. In November, 1813, Chittenden, Governor of Vermont, by
proclamation, ordered home the militia of his State from Cana-

da. The officers, through their Commander, Lieutenant-Colonel

Dixon, replied that they regarded the governor's proclamation
" with mingled emotions of pity and contempt for its author."

The bearer of it was held to bail for trial at Albany. A resolu-

tion was subsequently offered in Congress to instruct the Attor-

ney-General to prosecute Chittenden for attempting to induce

desertion. Though it was promptly withdrawn at the request of

the Republican representatives from Vermont, Oris took occasion

to offer resolutions in the Legislature of Massachusetts, pledging

that State to the support of Vermont, or any other State, whose
constitutional rights were invaded; and the resolutions pasoed."

Commodore Decatur, in command of the frigate United Slates

44, the Macedonian 38, and the Hornet 18, was chased into New
London by a greatly superior force, June 1st, 1813. Here thcise

ships remained closely blockaded during the remainder of the war,

and the blockading squadron had the advantage of command-
ing at the same time the best point on the entire sea-board of the

United States for destroying their coasting trade. Decatur would

i It was finally extended to the whole coast in April, 1814.
» The Pennsylvania Legislature, as soon as apprised of these proceedings, passed

resolutions pronouncing Chittenden's conduct worthy of punishment, and denouncing
Otis's resolutions as an effort to arrest, by intimidation, an execution of the laws. And
Pennsylvania avowed its determination under all circumstances to uphold the General
Government in lawful measures to punish persons, whatever their station, for directly
or indirectly aiding and comforting the enemy.

The New Jersey Legislature went further, avowing its "contempt and abhorrence of
the ravings of an infuriated faction, whether issuing from a legislative body, a maniac
governor, or discontented and ambitious demagogues;" and declaring that the people
of New Jersey were prepared " to resist internal insurrection with the same readiness "

that they would the invasion of a foe.
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iu all probability have escaped but for intelligence communi-

cated from the town to the enemy. He officially informed

the Secretary of the Navy (December 20th, 1813) that he

attempted to get to sea on a dark and tempestuous night—that

as soon as his movements to that end became apparent, signals

to the enemy were made, by burning blue lights on both points

of the harbor's mouth, and he declared :
" There is not a doubt

that they [the enemy] have, by signals or otherwise, instan-

taneous information of our movements. Notwithstanding these

signals have been repeated, and seen by twenty persons at least

iu this squadron, there are men in New London who have the

hardihood to affect to disbelieve it, and the effrontery to avow
their disbelief." During a severe storm of wind and rain, in

March, 1814, Decatur issued orders for the instant embarkation

of his officers. In a very short time blue lights were thrown

up like rockets from Long Point, and were immediately an-

swered by three gnus from the British fleet. These signals were

witnessed by all the officers and men in the American look-

out boats, and also by some of the officers at Fort Trumbull.

They were known to be signals by those who were perfectly

familiar with that sj)ecies of marine communication. It is pro-

per to say these treasonable practices were admitted and

severely reprobated by a portion of the Federalists.

The newspapers representing the extreme Federalists, of

course, reflected the spirit which prompted these actions. The

Boston Daily Advertiser published a series of articles openly

recommending the New England States to form a separate peace,

urging that it was lawful and proper to do so, and if Congress

should refuse its assent, it would be for wise and prudent men to

decide what ought to be done. In not a few papers tlie American

troops were openly ridiculed, ^nd their successes deplored.'

> " Ingersoll, in his " Historical Sketch of the Second War between the United States

of America and Great Britain," etc., says

:

" Harrison's victory over Proctor was publicly deplored. The Salem Gazette of the

22d October, 1813, announced :
•' At length the handful of British troops, which, lor

more than a year have baffled the numerous armies of the United States in the invasion

of Canada, deprived of the genius of the immortal Brock, have been obliged to

yield to superior power and numbers.' The Boston Daily Advertiser of the next day,

23d of October, 1813, added :
' We shall surrender all our conquests at a peace. It is,

indeed a hopeful exploit for Harrison, with five thousand troops, who have been assem-

bling and preparing ever since July, 1812, to tight and conquer four hundred and fifty

worn out, exhausted British regulars, whom the Indians had previously deserted.' In

Rhode Island, infected by contagion with Massachusetts, a journal pronounced Har-
rison's victory the triumph of a crowd of Kentucky savages over a haudfnl of brave men
—no more than a march and their capture without fighting."

VOL. in.—25
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Jefferson's letters during 1813, express anything but appro-

bation of the conduct of France.* To Baron Humboldt (Decem-

ber 6th), he declared views in regard to the American Indians

which sound like the dirge of that unfortunate race :

" You know, my friend, the benevolent plan we were pursuing here for the

happiness of the aboriginal inhabitants in our vicinities. We spared nothing to

keep them at peace with one another. To teach them agriculture and the rudi-

ments of the most necessary arts, and to encourage industry by establishing among

them separate property. In this way they would have been enabled to subsist and

multiply on a moderate scale of landed possession. They would have mixed their

blood with ours, and been amalgamated and identified with us within no distant

period of time. On the commencement of our present war, we pressed on them

the observance of peace and neutrality, but the interested and unprincipled policy

of England has defeated all our labors for the salvation of these unfortunate people.

They have seduced the greater part of the tribes within our neighborhood, to take

up the hatchet against us, and the cruel massacres they have committed on the

women and children on our frontiers taken by surprise, will oblige us now to pursue

them to extermination, or drive them to new seats beyond our reach. Already we

have driven their patrons and seducers into Montreal, and the opening season will

force them to their last refuge, the walls of Quebec. We have cut off all possibility

of intercourse j,nd of mutual aid, and may pursue at our leisure whatever plan we

find necessary to secure ourselves against the future effects of their savage and

ruthless warfare. The confirmed brutalization, if not the extermination of this

race in our America, is, therefore, to fornv an additional chapter in the English his-

tory of the same colored man in Asia, and of the brethren of their own color in

Ireland, and wherever else Anglo-mercantile cupidity can find a two-penny interest

in deluging the earth with human blood. But let us turn from the loathsome con-

templation of the degrading effects of commercial avarice."

In three letters to Mr. Eppes, then chairman of the Finance

Committee in Congress, he gave his opinions at length on the

subject of the banks and currency. The United States Bank

had expired by the limitation of its charter in 1811, and it was

now earnestly urged in Congress that the want of it mainly led

to the distressing derangement prevailing in monetary affairs,

and that its recharter was the only means of curing the evil,

and providing the sound circulating medium necessary for the

efficient prosecution of the war. Some of the earlier Republi-

can opponents of the Bank had already begun to yield to these

views. Mr. Jefferson maintained his uncompromising hostility.

We can enter upon no analysis of his reasoning, and must

refer the reader to the letters. Their general purport was to

propose as a substitute for the bank, to issue Treasury bills

' Particularly see one to Madame de Stael. dated May 24th.
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emitted on a specific tax appropriated for thoir redemption.

And he even went so far as to pronounce the whole system of

State banks, as then organized, unsubstantial and fraudulent

—

productive of evil at best, and always ready to explode and carr}^

ruin throughout the community. He considered State banks
necessary for the accommodation of business men—but thought

they should offer nothing but cash in exchange for discounted

bills.

If we may credit the statements of an intelligent statistician,

who was not a partisan of the Administration, the currency found
disturbing agents not necessarily arising from the prosecution

of the war, or from other legitimate causes. Matthew Carey
records in his Olive Branch, that in the winter of 1813-14:, the

Boston banks being in a condition to do so, entered vigorously

upon an attempt " to stop the wheels of government by draining

the banks in the Middle and Southern States of their specie, and
thus producing an utter disability to fill the loans " which the

Government was attempting to effect. Mr. Carey at first placed

the amount of specie which they withdrew in eight months from

the Middle and Southern banks at four millions of dollars, but

subsequent inquiries satisfied him that it was between seven and
eight millions. He said " the banks from N'ew York to Norfolk

inclusively, as well as most of those to the westward, were lite-

rally drained of their specie, and nearly reduced to bank-

ruptcy." " A fearful alarm spread through the community.

The issue was looked for with terror. . . . The banks

throughout the middle and southern States were obliged to cur-

tail their discounts. Bankruptcies took place to a considerable

extent. Even wealthy men, who were wholly unprepared for

such a crisis, suffered great inconvenience. Some who had sub-

scribed to the loans were unable to comply with their engage-

ments ; and others were withheld from subscribing by the gene-

ral pressure for money. In consequence, the loan, then pend-

ing, partially failed, to the very great embarrassment of the

Government, and distress of the public. This was the nefarious

object in view."

To show that there could be no pretext on the part of the

Boston banks of a want of specie, our author gives an abstract

of the statements of six Boston banks, officially published by the

Secretary of the commonwealth, in January, 1814, by which it
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appeared that the specie then in their vaults was $4,9i5,4i4,

while their notes in circulation were but $2,000,601.

But the Boston bankers did not allow their hoard of specie

to lie idle. Between July 1st, 1814, and January 1st, 1815, it

was reduced from $5,468,604 to $1,999,368. It did not flow

back into the collapsed arteries of American circulation. Mr.

Carey declares, on M^iat he claims to be specific proof, that it

was drawn into the British provinces to pay for Government bills

and for smuggled goods ; that an arrangement was made " with

agents of the Government of Lower Canada, whereby an

immense amount of British Government bills, drawn in Quebec,

were transmitted for sale to New York, Philadelphia, and Balti-

more, and disposed of to moneyed men on such advantageous

terms as induced them to make large purchases. . . . These

bills were forwarded through trusty persons in Boston, and the

proceeds being placed to their credit, added immensely to the

command the Boston banks had acquired, by the extent of the

smuggling trade, over those in the middle and southern States,"

This commercial intercourse with the enemy was so ostenta-

tiously managed that Mr. Carey copies an advertisement of

British Government bills for sale, taken from the Boston Daily

Advertiser in 1814.*

Meanwhile, the Federal press and pulpit of Massachusetts

60 violently denounced the citizens of that State who should take

any part of the Government loans, that the agents of the

Government were compelled to advertise that the rames of

subscribers should not be made known.*

1 See Olive Branch, seventh edition, pp. 315-319. Lowell, the author of the "Road
to Ruin," made a contemporaneous denial of such arrangements. Thereupon Carey
said : " That these bills to an immoderate amount, were transmitted from Quebec ; thai

they were drawn for the support of the armies employed in hostilities against this coun-
try; that they were paid for in specie, devoted to the support of those armies, are facts

too stubborn to be set aside. I hereby publicly dare him [Mr. Lowell], or any other
person in the Union, to disprove any of them. They are abundantly sufficient to estab-

lish the iniquity of the case." We are not aware that any explanations were ever made
which tended to relieve the reputation of the parties charged with these transactions.

' See advertisement of Gilbert and Dean, brokers, in Boston Chronicle, and of Jesse
Putnam in Boston Gazette, April 14th, 1814.

The Boston Gazette, April, 1814, said: "Some will say, will you let the country
become bankrupt? no, the country will never become bankrupt. But, pray, do not
prevent the abusers of their trust becoming bankrupt. Do not prevent them from
bexjoming odious to the public and replaced by better men. Any Federalist who lends
money to Government, must go and shake hands with James Madison, and claim fellow-
ship with Felix Grundy. Let him no more call himself a Federalist and friend to his

country. He will be called by others infamous It is very grateful to find

that the universal sentiment is that any man who lends his money to the Government at

the present time, will forfeit all claim to common honesty and common courtesy among
all true friends of the country. God forbid that any Federalist should ever hold up hia

Land to pay Federalists for money lent to the present rulers ; and Federalists can judge
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Tlie restored amity of Jefferson and Adams had stood a near

chance of being again wrecked at the outset. After Priestley's

death, a letter to him in 1801 by Jefferson, was published by

Belsham, which reflected with severity on the idea that "we
were to look backwards, not forwards, for improvement," and

which remarked that "the President himself" (Mr. Adams)
had countenanced the latter idea "in one of his answers to

addresses." Mr, Adams, on receiving Belsham's publication,

in 1813, called Jefferson's attention to this statement. In reply

(June 15th, 1813) the latter exhibited the mingled tact and

dignity—consideration for the feelings of another, and respect

for himself—which always characterized him in this perplex-

ing class of explanations. He pointed out to Mr. Adams the

particular answer to an address which he had referred to '

—

retracted nothing—reaffirmed his abstract idea—and even ven-

tured to tell Mr. Adams that he considered his expressions on

that occasion " lent to the prejudices of his friends." Tliis last

was treading on delicate ground, but the mixture of frankness

and courtesy prevailed. Mr. Adams was never implacable when

kindly approached.

A new and strong tie was beginning indeed to bind the

stately old men together. They were speedily becoming the last

of the signers of the Declaration of Independence—the last of

the great actors and leaders of 1776. Their common and dearly

loved friend, Eush, had died in April, 1813, after a brief illness, and

when the ink on Jefferson's last letter to him was yet fresh." ' In

his first letter to Adams after that event (May 27th), Jefferson said:

whether Democrats will tax their constituents to pay interest to Federalists." The Bos-

ton CtMilinel proclaimed similar views. In Number 5 of the Eoad to Ruin, Lowell said :

" Money is such a drug (the surest sign of the former prosperity and present insecurity

of trade) that men, against their consciences, their honor, their duty, their professions

and promises, are willing to lend it secretly, to support the very measures which are both

intended and calculated for their ruin." The words which we have italicized in the pre-

ceding sentence were contemporaneously construed to imply that a voluntary or

extorted agreement had been made by the Federal moneyed men of Boston, not to take

any shares in the Government loans.

"Rev. Elijah Pari^^h, D.D., thus " held forth " at Byfield, April 7th, 1814: " No peace

will e\er be made, till the people say there shall be no war. If the rich men continue

to furnish money, the war will continue till the mountains are melted with blood—till

everv field in Amerca is white with the bones of the people."
' "Jf flferson designated that to the young men of Philadelphia. This will be found m

Mr. Ai'ams's Works, dated May 7th, 179S, and it contains the following sentences

:

" Without wishing to damp the ardor of curiosity, or influence the freedom of niqnny. I

will hazard a prediction that after the most industrious and impartial researches, the

lon<rest liver of you all will find no principles, institutions, or systems of education more

et, in general, to be transmitted to your posterity, than those you received from youi

.'incest' rs." (Adams's Works, vol. ix., p. 188.
2 The letter is dated March 6th, 1813.
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*' Another of our friends of seventy-six is gone, my dear sir, another of the

co-signers of tlie independence of our country. And a better man than Rush could

not have left us, more benevolent, more learned, of finer genius, or more honest.

We, too, must go ; and that ere long. I beUeve we are under half a dozen at

present; I mean the signers of the Declaration. Yourself, Gerry, Carroll, and

myself, are all I know to be living. I am the only one south of the Potomac. Is

Robert Treat Payne, or Floyd living ? ' It is long since I have heard of them, and

yet I do not recollect to have heard of their deaths."

Appended to a letter from Adams to Jefferson, dated July

15th, 1813, we find the following :

I have been looking for some time for a space in my good husband's letters to

add the regards of an old friend, which are still cherished and preserved through

all the changes and vicissitudes which have taken place since we first became

acquainted, and will, I trust, remain as long as

"A. Adams."

Here was voluntary and frank retraction on the part of Mrs.

Adams, from the position in which she had placed herself in her

correspondence with Jefferson in 1804. Henceforth a succes-

sion of friendly messages passed between her and her early

friend. She wrote to him and he replied. We regret that the

letters have escaped publication.* Mrs. Adams, like her husband,

never again met Mr. Jefferson, but she had the opportunity, and

eagerly availed herself of it, to bestow kindly and assiduous

attentions on some of his family. They gratefully appreciated

those attentions then, and most warmly remember them now.

Mrs. Adams lost none of the imposing features of her character

in the decline of life. An observing and intelligent gentleman

who was a guest at Quincy within a year or two of her death,

has given us a description of his visit. Mr. Adams shook as if

palsied ; but the mind and the heart were evidently sound.

His spirits seemed as elastic as a boy's. He joked, laughed

heartily, and talked about everybody and everything, past and

present, with the most complete abandon. He seemed to our

highly educated informant to be a vast encyclopedia of written

and unwritten knowledge. It gushed out on every possible topic,

but was mingled with lively anecdotes and sallies, and he exhi-

1 Judge Payne died at his residence in Boston, May 11th, 1814, aged eighty-fonr.

General William Floyd died on his farm, on the Mohawk river, New York, August 4th,

1821, aged eighty-six years.
» One from Jefferson to Mrs. Adama is given in his Works, under date of January

11th. 1817. It was in answer to one from her, dated December 15th, 1816.
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bited a carelessness in his language which suggested any-

thing but pedantry or an attempt at " fine talking." In short,

the brave old man was as delightful as he was commanding
in conversation. While the guest was deeply enjoying this

interview, an aged and stately female entered the apartment,

and he was introduced to Mrs. Adams. A cap of exquisite lace

surrounded features still exhibiting intellect and energy, though

they did not wear the appearance of ever having been beautiful.

Her dress was snowy white, and there was that immaculate

neatness in her appearance which gives to age almost the sweet-

ness of youth. With less warmth of manner and sociableness

than Mr, Adams, she was sufficiently gracious, and her occa-

sional remarks betrayed intellectual vigor and strong sense.

The guest went away, feeling that he never again should behold

such living specimens of the " great of old."

Mr. Jefferson's style as a writer has attracted so much
notice, that his account of the manner in which it was formed,

and his opinions on one or two important questions in respect to

our language, will be matters of curiosity to a class of readers.

On receiving from John Waldo a copy of his " Kudiments of

English Grammar," Mr. Jefferson wrote to him, August 16th,

1813 :

" I am entirely unqualified to give that critical opinion of it which you do me the

favor to ask. Mine has been a life of business, of that kind which appeals to a

man's conscience, as well as his industry, not to let it suffer, and the few momenta

allowed me from labor have been devoted to more attractive studies, that of gram-

mar having never been a favorite with me. The scanty foundation, laid in at school,

has carried me through a life of much hasty writing, more indebted for style to

reading and memory, than to rules of grammar. I have been pleased to see that in

all cases you appeal to usage, as the arbiter of language ; and justly consider that as

giving law to grammar, and not grammar to usage. I concur entirely with you in

opposition to Purists, who would destroy all strength and beauty of style, by sub-

jecting it to a rigorous compliance with their rules. Fill up all the ellipses and

syllepses of Tacitus, Sallust, Livy, etc., and the elegance and force of their senten-

tious brevity are extinguished."

After citing several illustrations in the Latin, he says

:

" Wire-draw these expressions by filling up the whole syntax and sense, and

they become dull paraphrases on rich sentiments. .......
I am no friend, therefore, to what is called Purism, but a zealous one to the Neology

which has introduced these two words without the authority of any dictionary. 1

consider the one as destroying the nerve and beauty of language, while the othei
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improves both, and adds to its copiousness. I have been not a little disappointed,

and made suspicious of my own judgment, on seeing the Edinburgh Reviews, the

ablest critics of the age, set their faces against the introduction of new words

into the English language ; they are particularly apprehensive that the writers of the

United States will adulterate it. Certainly so great a growing population, spread

over such an extent of country, with such a variety of climates, of productions, of

arts, must enlarge their language to make it answer its purpose of expressing all

ideas, the new as well as the old. The new circumstances under which we are

placed, call for new words, new phrases, and for the transfer of old words to new

objects. An American dialect will thei'efore be formed ; so will a West-Indian and

Asiatic, as a Scotch and an Irish are already formed. But whether will these

adulterate or enrich the English language ? Has the beautiful poetry of Burns, or

his Scottish dialect, disfigured it? Did the Athenians <;onsider the Doric, the

Ionian, the ^olic, and other dialects, as disfiguring or as beautifying their lan-

guage ? Did they fastidiously disavow Herodotus, Pindar, Theocritus, Sappho,

Alcseus, or Grecian writers? On the contrary, they were sensible that the variety of

dialects, still infinitely varied by poetical license, constituted the riches of their lan-

guage, and made the Grecian Homer the first of poets, as he must ever remain,

until a language equally ductile and copious shall again be spoljen.

" Every language has a set of terminations, which make a part of its peculiar

idiom. Every root among the Greeks was permitted to vary its termination, so as

to express its radical idea in the form of any one of the parts of speech ; to wit, aa

a noun, an adjective, a verb, participle, or adverb ; and each of these parts of

speech again, by still varying the termination, could vary the shade of idea existing

iu the mind."

Having exhibited Ihe convenience that would result from
adopting the last-named system in the English language, Mr. Jef-

ferson presents and illustrates bj numerous examples two other

available sources of copiousness: first, the joining in one word
the root and every other member of its family with prepositions

and other words ; and, second, the joining in one word one
family of roots with another. He then adds :

" If we wish to be assured from experiment of the effect of a judicious spirit of

Neology, look at the French language. Even before the revolution, it was deemed
much more copious than the English ; at a time, too, when they had an academy
which endeavored to arrest the progress of their language, by fixing it to a Dic-

tionary, out of which no word was ever to be sought, used, or tolerated. The insti-

tution of parliamentary assemblies in 1789, for which their language had no apposite

terms or phrases, as having never before needed them, first obliged them to adopt
the Parhamentary vocabulary of England ; and other new circumstances called for

corresponding new words; until by the number of these adopted, and by the

analogies for adoption which they have legitimated, I think we may say with truth,

that a Dictionnaire Neologique of these would be half as large as the dictionary of the
academy; and that at this time it is the language in which every shade of idea, dis-

tinctly perceived by the mind, may be more exactly expressed, than in any langna;.'?

at this day spoken by man. Yet I have no hesitation in saying that the Eiiglis!,
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language is founded on a broader base, native and adopted, and capable, with tlie

like freedom of employing its materials, of becoming superior to that in copiousness

and euphony. Not indeed by holding fast to Johnson's Dictionary ; not by raising

a hue iiud cry against every word he has not licensed ; but by encouraging and

welcoming new compositions of its elements. Learn from Lye and Benson what

the language would now have been if restrained to their vocabularies. Its enlarge-

ment must be the consequence, to a certain degree, of its transplantation from the

latitude of London into every climate of the globe ; and the greater the degree the

more precious will it become as the organ of the development of the human mind."

Tlie same views are several times expressed in other parts of

Mr. Jefferson's correspondence, and he often urged them in con-

versation.. A familiar illustration employed by him to exhibit

the benefit of sacrificing strict accuracy to attain force, was the

motto on one of his seals, written, "Eebellion to tyrants is

obedience to God," instead of "Rebellion against tyrants is

obedience to God."

The critical examiner of Mr. Jefferson's writings will observe

that liis practice corresponded with his theory in the latter par-

ticular, not only in familiar writing, but in some of his most

elaborate productions. His ideas of style will be perfectly

understood after reading the following extracts from a letter he

wrote to his grandson, Francis Eppes (January 19th, 1821).

Speaking of Thomas Paine and Lord Bolingbroke, he said :

" These two persons differed remarkably in the style of their writing, each

leaving a model of what is most perfect in both extremes of the simple and the

subUme. No writer has exceeded Paine in ease and familiarity of style, in perspi-

cuity of expression, happiness of elucidation, and in simple and unassuming

language. In this he may be compared with Dr. Franklin ; and indeed his Common
Sense was, for awhile, believed to have been written by Dr. Franklin, and published

under the borrowed name of Paine, who had come over with him from England.

Lord Bolingbroke's, on the other hand, is a style of the highest order. The lofty,

rhythmical, full-flowing eloquence of Cicero. Periods of just measure, their

members proportioned, their close full and round. His conceptions, too, are bold

and strong, his diction copious, polished and commanding as his subject. Hi3

writings are certainly the finest samples in the English language, of the eloquence

proper for the Senate."

The copiousness and splendor of Lord Bolingbroke's diction,

his habitual vigor and frequent felicity of expression, the liveli-

ness and ease with which his sonorous sentences are thrown

together, the boldness and ardor of his manner, are conceded by

critics. But his construction of sentences is often defective,

judged by nice rules of rhetoric. Sometimes his defects rise to
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positive errors. He goes sweeping on like a large and rapid

stream which cannot wait, so to speak, to find a smooth way

round all the impediments it encounters, but occasionally rushes

over them broken into roughness and foam. No stickler for

frigid accuracy would, without any reservations, have assigned

him the literary rank Mr. Jeflferson does ; and certainly no such

person would have introduced the above unqualified comparison

between him and Cicero. Jefferson was as familiar with the

writings of Lord Shaftesbury as those of Bolingbroke. His

description of the style of the latter will be generally thought

to apply even better to that of the former. Shaftesbury has more

sustained grandeur, and is vastly more accurate. But in attain-

ing accuracy, he often sacrifices nerve, and always lacks nature

and spontaneity. The careful word-artist is always before us

—never the freely-moving, warm-blooded man. Jefierson

always, therefore, expressed a decided preference for the style

of Bolingbroke.'

* He agreed with Quinctilian in the following particulars : " In nniversum, si sit

necesse, duram potius atque asperam compositionem malim esse, quam effeminatam ac

enervem, qualis apud multos. Ide6que, vincta quajdam de industria sunt solvenda, ne
laborata videantur; neqae ullam idoneum aat aptam verbum prsetenuittamus, gratia
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1814—1816.

llie Military Campaign of 1814—American and British Soldiership—Chippewa, Bridge*

water, Plattsburgh and New Orleans—The Treaty of Peace—Jeflferson Pronouuces it

an Armistice—Results and Lessons of the War—Jefferson's Miscellaneous Correspond-

ence in 1814—His Delineation of Washington—Aid to Bible Society—On States adding

to Qualifications of Members of Congress—The "Two Hooks" on which Republican

Government hangs—Letter to Granger—Blackstone and Hume—On Banks and Cur-

rency—Literary and Scientific Correspondence—On the Spanish Constitution—To a

person who had a Revelation to attempt his Religious Conversion—Continued Views

on Negro Slavery—The Head of the Old French Party attacking Napoleon, and the

Head of the Old English Party attacking "John Bull"—Situation of Virginia Agricul-

turists in 1814—Jefferson's Diplomas and Honorary Memberships of Societies—Offers

his Library to Congress—Report of Joint Committee thereon—Action in the two

Houses—The Purchase—Valuation of the Books—Proceedings of the Opposition in

Massachusetts—Legislature Determines to raise a State Army, and calls the Hartford

Convention—Proceedings in other New England States—Disunion Advocated by Press

and Pulpit—Federal Action out of New England—Meeting of Hartford Convention

—

Report of the Delegates to their Legislatures—Proposed Amendments of the Consti-

tution—Massachusetts and Rhode Island appoint Commissioners to proceed to Wash-

ington—Attempts to annoy, and thwart the Measures of the General Government

—The Commissioners proceed to Washington—The Bubble burst—Public Derision

—

The Speculations on the Secret Proceedings of Hartford Convention—Discrepancy in

the Explanation of its Members, etc Wherein the Explanations agree—Character of

the Members—John Holmes's Solution—Jefferson's several References to the Conven-

tion—His Contempt for its Menaces—His Erroneous Views in respect to some of its

Members—Sources of the Odium which rests on the Measure—The Sequel—Action of

the States on the Constitutional Amendments proposed by the Convention—Domestic

matters at Monticello in 1815—Agricultural Statistics, etc.—Correspondence—On the

Right to preach Politics from the Pulpit—How Jefferson would be treated in History

—His Occupations in the Summer of 1815—Correspondence in 1816—His Health and

Habits—Letter to Adams on Living this Life over again—On Uses of Grief—To Col.

Yancey on the Bank Mania—Jefferson's continued Hostility to United States Bank

—

To Austin on encouraging Domestic Manufactures—How far he went in this Direction

—^Virginia Improvements, etc.—Jefferson to Kercheval on amending the Constitution

of Virginia—Tucker's and Grigsby's Statements—A Singular Tribute to Jeflferson'3

Influence-Jefferson accuses King of having suppressed his Friendly Overture to Eng-

land—Family Letters—A Hint concerning Pecuniary Matters.

The naval campaign of 1814, resulted less successfully than

the preceding ones, though several large vessels were put into

the water during the year. Our navy lost nothing in honor,
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but the preponderance of strength against it was overwhelming,

and opportunities did not occur for those even-handed encoun-

ters in which it bad previously won so much reputation. On
Lake Champlain, however, came a bright flash of former suc-

cess. The victory of McDonough at Plattsburgh, achieved just

a year and a day after that of Perry on Lake Erie, approached

the latter in brilliancy, and preserved for our navy its darling

place in the national pride and affections.

On land, where our real strength lay, the campaign was

checkered with successes and reverses. Our National Capital,

then an unfortified village, suffered the humiliation which

nearly every European capital had suffered within a few years,

of being captured by an enemy. But it encountered a barbarity

which neither Cossack nor Jacobin had inflicted on any capital ot

the Old "World, in having its public, and a portion of its private,

edifices, first rifled and then burnt to the ground—altogether

" an enterprise," as Sir James Mackintosh well remarked in

the British House of Commons, " which most exasperated a

people, and least weakened a government of any recorded in

the annals of war."

But the generals bad now been found who, to recur to

Jefferson's phrase, were " marked in the forehead." The battle

of Chippewa, where a superior body of veteran English troops

was nearly routed ; Bridgewater or Lundy's Lane where mid-

night darkness did not arrest the hand to hand strife, or hush

the roar of battle rising high over the eternal thunder of Niagara;

the splendid sortie of Fort Erie ; the victory of Plattsburgh—

the adjunct of McDonough's victory in the bay ; Jackson's

train of unexampled successes in the South, ending with the

crowning triumph of New Orleans—demonstrated what Ameri-

can troops could do when properly commanded. No pretence

could now be set up by enemies without or British idolaters

within, that we overwhelmed our enemy by numerical superi-

ority—or by possessing the advantage in point of discipline.

In these encounters, the British had the larger force. Nor is

this all. British official statements will show that their regular

troops employed in Canada during 1814, outnumbered all the

regulars of the United States.*

' Their newspapers and their oiScers talked of making a serious "invasion " of the
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Lieutenant General Drumraond was acting on tlie offensive

when the actions in the Canadian peninsula, which have been
mentioned, were fought. He was attempting to drive before

him a comparative handful of American troops, under General
Brown, preparatory to an anticipated descent upon the State of

New York. He consequently had his choice of time for fighting,

and in making all the important dispositions of the campaign.
On the score of time of service, and seasoning in practical war,

the British troops also possessed a decided advantage. Napo-
leon was a prisoner. England was pouring the veterans of the

Peninsular war into Canada—and had her existence as a nation

been staked on the result, she could not have sent choicer or

more honorably distinguished troops. The very men who had
rushed to the assault at Ciudad Eodrigo, and quelled the mur-
derous defence of Badajos; the very horses that had charged,

the sabres- that had flashed, and the cannon that had thundered

at Corunna, Talavera, Salamanca and Yittoria—rushed to the

assault, charged, flashed and thundered at Chippewa, Bridge-

water, and New Orleans. When at Chippewa, Major Jessup,

leaping from his second horse, ordered the 25th United States

regiment of infantry to cease firing and to try the bayonet, his

completely successful charge was directed against the far fuller

100th British regiment of infantry, commanded by the Marquis
of Tweedale, who had been an aid-de-camp of Wellington in

Spain, and learned his lessons of war under that great com-
mander.' Brown, Scott, Ripley, Porter, Miller, Brady, Nicho-

las, Jessup, Leavenworth, McNeil, McRee, McFarland, Wood,
Hindman, Arrowswith, Austin, Jones, Smith—not to mention

such subordinates as Worth, Towson, Ritchie, Harris, Bliss,

Biddle, and that young and gallant inheritor of a great name,
who here found his last field, Ambrose Spencer—all these' and
the men they commanded at Bridgewater, where bayonet con-

stantly crossed bayonet ; where, in the language of General

United States—and some of the former, apparently in earnest, ventured amusing specu-
lations on the probability of the United Spates being wholly, or in part, reconquered.

1 The present Duke of Wellington married a daughter of the Marquis of T-w.^edale.
* We name the most conspicuous American ofiBcers engaged in the action, except

those below the rank of captain—without intending to make any distinction between
those of the same rank, by the order in which we have placed their names. All may be
said to have distinguished themselves equally according to rank. And as we have not
searched for the names of our commanders beyond two or three historical accounts of
the battle lying at hand, it is altogether probable we have omitted names as well entitled
to be in the list, as those placed there.
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Drummond's official report, " in so determined a manner were

the American attacks directed against his guns, that his artillery-

men were bayoneted by them in the very act of loading, and the

muzzles of the American guns were advanced within a few yards

of his own ;" when in the thick darkness regiments fired and

charged by the light of each others volleys ; when but one out

of four of the whole American force escaped death or wounds

;

and when the Americans drove their enemy entirely from the

field, and then retired at their own time, and in perfect order,

to their camp—they were opposed to a superior number of the

same officers and men who had aided to tame the pride of

Yictor, Massena, Marmont and Soult.'

The war of 1812 closed in a blaze of American triumph.

The incidents of the negotiation and the particular terms of the

treaty do not belong here. The latter was concluded in

December, 1814, and proclaimed in the United States in

Februar}'-, 1815. It left the boundaries and relations of the two

nations as before the war. As it contained no stipulations

against British impressments,, it has been often asserted by the

detractors of Mr. Madison's Administration and of the Republi-

can party, that it failed in securing the first and principal object

for which the war had been undertaken. Those who take this

view, look at the form, and disregard the substance. The orders

in council had been repealed. Impressments ceased. It is true,

that with the peace then reigning in Europe, England had no
further immediate occasion for impressment ; but if she renewed
it, we could also renew the war with the return of the occasion

—

strengthened by our intermediate growth, and by the assistance

of her enemy, whose hostilities should again force her to resort

to this method of filling her navy. Our resistance and retaliation

would thus be at least co-existent with the practical aggression.

Jefferson, so peculiarly decided on the subject of impressment,

approved of the peace.on the terms in which it was made, and
by one of those felicitous characterizations habitual to him

' And in illustration of the material of the American soldier, the statement ought not
to be omitted that six or seven hundred of those who won the field of Bridgewater, were
volunteers. They took full part in the action, and the commander-in-chief himself tore
witness that "Porter's volunteers" "were not excelled by the regulars in meeting the
charge" that "precipitated by the incitement of their gallant commander," they fell
upon the enemy's line hand to hand, broke it, and compelled many to surrender. The
literal massacre of New Orleans, inflicted in part by irregular troops, also fell upon the
English veterans from Spain, three to one more numerous than the victors.
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in politics, he defined its character, and established a national

policy for the future. He wrote to the President, before learning

that the treaty was ratified :
" I presume that, having spared to

the pride of England her formal acknowledgment of the atrocity

of impressment in an article of the treaty, she will concur in a

convention for relinquishing it. Without this, she must under-

stand that the present is but a truce^ determinable on the first

act of impressment of an American citizen, committed by any

oflScer of hers." He wrote to a former member of his Cabinet,

General Dearborn, March 17th, 1815 :

" Peace was indeed desirable
;
yet it would not have been as welcome without

ihe successes of New Orleans. These last have established truths too important not

to be valued ; that the people of Louisiana are sincerely attached to the Union
;

that their city can be defended ; that the Western States make its defence their

peculiar concern; that the militia are brave; that their deadly aim countervails the

manoeuvering skill of their enemy ; that we have officers of natural genius now
starting forward from the mass; and that, putting together all our conflicts, we can

beat the British by sea and by land, with equal numbers. All this being now
proved, I am glad of the pacification of Ghent, and shall still be more so, if, by a

reasonable arrangement against impressment, they will make it truly a treaty of

peace, and not a mere truce, as we must all consider it, until the principle of the war

Is settled."

And the following to another Cabinet associate, Rodney, dis-

closes his secret feelings towards England at this period. After

condemning in burning language the conduct of the rulers of

both France and England, and the deep " hatred " of the latter

towards the United States, he continued

:

" What nourishment and support would not England receive from an hundred

millions of industrious descendants, whom some of her people now born will live to

see here. What their energies are, she has lately tried. And what has she not to

fear from an hundred millions of such men, if she continues her maniac course

of hatred and hostility to them. I hope in God she will change. There is uot a

nation on the globe with whom I have more earnestly wished a friendly intercoui-se

on equal conditions. On no other would I hold out the hand of friendship to any.

I know that their creatures represent me as personally an enemy to England. But

fools only can believe this, or those who think me a fool. I am an enemy to her

insults and injuries. I am an enemy to the flagitious principles of her administra-

tion, and to those which govern her conduct towards other nations. But would she

give to morahty some place in her political code, and especially would she exercise

decency, and at least neutral passions towards us, there is not, I repeat it, a people

on earth with whom I would sacrifice so much to be in friendship."

The " truce," oi " armistice," as Mr. Jefferson termed it in
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Other letters, was never broken. Having learned that the

United States had finally and firmly resolved to fight rather

than endure the impressment of their citizens, England forever

relinquished the practice. There were good reasons enough,

without treaty stipulations, for her discontinuing a method of

recruiting her navy which cost her the lives of more men than

she thus obtained, and also ten times the price of obtaining an

equal number of men by subsidy.'

An "armistice" on purely equal terms was not very dis-

creditable when made with a power which, after twelve years

of such war as the world never before witnessed, had finally sent

Napoleon a captive to St. Helena, and now had her thousand

cruisers, her unemployed armies, and those resources which had

subsidized Europe to devote exclusively to the struggle with us.

Nor was it very discreditable fur the United States to make
peace, when the practical causes of the war were removed,

though we failed to extort that formal relinquishment from our

antagonist which the Armed Neutrality (consisting of Russia,

France, Spain, Portugal, Austria, Prussia, Denmark, Sweden,

Holland and Naples) had thirty years earlier failed to extort

from the same power. We had achieved our great object—for

henceforth we were in fact, as well as in name, an independent

nation.

Mr. Jefierson's correspondence during 1814 is unusually

large and interesting. A letter to Thomas Leiper, January 1st,

discloses the fruitful sources of so many contemporaneous and

more especially posthumous attacks on himself:

" Thus am I situated. I receive letters from all quarters, some from known
friends, some from those who write like friends, on various subjects. What am I

to do ? Am I to button myself up in Jesuitical reserve, rudely declining any

answer, or answering in terms so unmeaning, as only to prove my distrust ? Must,

• Jefferson wrote to the Eev. Mr. Worcester, January 29th, 1816 :

" It is alleged that Great Britain took from us before the late war near one thousand
vessels, and that during the war we took from her fourteen hundred. That before the
war she seized and made slaves of six thousand of our citizens, and that in the war we
killed more than six thousand of her subjects, and caused her to expend such a sum as
amounted to four or five thousand guineas a head for every slave she made. She might
have purchased the vessels she took for less than the value of those she lost, and have
used the six thousand of her men killed for the purposes to which she applied ours, have
saved the four or five thousand guineas a head, and obtained a character of justice which
is valuable to a nation as to an individual. These considerations, therefore, leave her
without inducement to plunder property and take men in future on such dear terms. I

neither afiSrm nor deny the truth of these allegations."
Where he speaks of " making slaves," he alludes of course to impressments into th

!

British navy.
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I withdraw myself from all interchange of sentiment with the world. I cannot do
this. It is at war with my habits and temper. I cannot act as if all men were

unfaithful, because some are so ; nor believe that all will betray me, because some
do. I had rather be the victim of occasional infidelities, than relinquish my general

confidence in the honesty of man."

In a letter to Dr. Walter Jones, January 2d, we get the

inllest connected delineation of General "Washington which ever

proceeded from Mr. Jefferson's pen. Its date shows that it was
his matured, his final conception of the subject—that undoubt-

edly on which he chose to go before the bar of posterity. In

this point of view, it possesses an interest independent of its

intrinsic value. Considering it too long for insertion here, and
not willing to present it except in its entire form, we shall trans-

fer it to the Appendix of these volumes.*

In answer to a letter from Mr. Samuel Greenhow, who
applied to him for aid to a Bible society, and who stated to him
that there were families in Virginia destitute of the Bible, Mr.

Jefferson (January 31st) expressed his surprise at the latter

assertion, but presuming that the society " had evidence of the

fact," he inclosed a draft of fifty dollars to his correspondent,

" sincerely agreeing with him that there never was a moi'e pure

and sublime system of morality delivered to man than is to be

found in the four Evangelists."

He wrote his friend Joseph C. Cabell, January 31st, in

answer to the question, " whether the States could add any
qualifications to those which the Constitution had prescribed for

their members of Congress," that he had never reflected on the

subject, but had "taken up an off-hand opinion" that they

could not. Further consideration suggested doubts, the grounds

of which are stated ; but he virtually recommended that no

present legislative action be taken on the subject. His opinion

becomes somewhat illustrative of his political character, from

the fact that it really applied to an attempt then making by the

Kepublicans, in the Virginia Legislature, to prohibit Congres-

sional districts from electing non-residents as their members of

Congress—aimed, it was said, against the expected election of

John Kandolph by a district beyond the Blue Ridge, provided he

should be beaten, as was then anticipated, in his own. Mr. Jeffer-

son expressed the wish that his opinions be permitted to go no

> See Apfbkdix No. 26.

VOL. m.—26
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further. He said " he wanted to be quiet," and " in general, to

let it be understood that he meddled little or not at all with

public affairs ;" but he added :
" There are two subjects, indeed,

which I shall claim a right to further as long as I breathe, the

public education, and the subdivision of counties into wards ; I

consider the continuance of republican government as absolutely

hanging on these two hooks." *

A letter to Gideon Granger, of March 9th, gives the testi-

mony of the writer on various questions of fact in the political

history of his own administration, which were much mooted in

their day, and in regard to which controversy has hardly yet

died away." He wrote to Horatio G. Spafford, March 17th :

" Blackstone and Hume have made tories of all England, and are making tories

of those young Americans whose native feelings of independence do not place

them above the wily sophistries of a Hume or a Blackstone. These two books, but

especially the former, have done more towards the suppression of the Uberties of

man, than all the million of men in arms of Bonaparte and the millions of human

lives with the sacrifice of which he will stand loaded before the judgment seat of

his Maker. I fear nothing for our liberty from the assaults of force ; but I have

eeen and felt much, and fear more from English books, English prejudices, English

manners, and the apes, the dupes, and designs among our professional crafts."

He wrote Thomas Cooper, September 10th, on the suspen-

sion of specie payments by the banks

:

" The crisis, then, of the abuses of banking is arrived. The banks have pro-

nounced their own sentence of death. Between two and three hundred millions

of dollars of their promissory notes are in the hands of the people, for solid pro-

» To the second of these "hooks" Mr. JefiFerson was thought, by many of his neigh-

bors, to attach a very disproportionate importance. The investigations of later writers,

and particularly of De Tocqueville, have ditfused much additional information on the sub-

ject among those who, unfamiliar with the practical effects of town or ward governments,
were disposed to regard them as unimportant. Mr. Jefferson's political system would have
lacked its apex, or rather its foundation, had he not thus distinctly recognized the principle

that the more nearly government is brought home to the people, the more purely, efficiently

and cheaply will it be administered ; and that every community is the best judge of its own
individual concerns. On any other theory, it would be dilEcult to say why we need our
county and State organizatious, each independent of all others in a certain sphere. On
any other theory, pure consolidation would present the standard of utility.

" It appears "from this letter that Granger sent an agent to Virginia in 1800, to give

informatioa "of the danger resulting" from Burr's "intrigues;" that in 1803-4, Jeffer-

Bon, on Granger's advice, "procured Erastus Granger to inform De Witt Clinton of the

plan to elevate Burr in New York;" that in 1803-4, Jefferson believed Burr to be at the

bottom of the intrigues to form a coalition of the five eastern States with New York and
New Jersey, "either to overawe the Union by the combination of their power and their

will, or by threats of separating themselves from it ;" that Jefferson employed
G. Granger to procure the dismission of the prosecutions for Ubels on himself, com-
menced in Connecticut during his presidency. The letter also points out all the earliest

sources of his information in regard to the conspiracy of Burr in 1805-6.

The opinion expressed that Burr was at the bottom of the eastern disunion intrigues

of 1803-4 will recall Plumer's account of a conversation between Burr and some of the
Federal leaders on that subject, given in an earlier cited number of the Appendix
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duce and property sold, and they formally declare they will not pay them. This id

an act of bankruptcy of course, and will be so pronounced by any court before

which it shall be brought. But cui bono / The law can only uncover their insol-

vency, by opening to its suitors their empty vaults. Thus by the dupery of our

citizens, and tame acquiescence of our legislators, the nation is plundered of two

or three hundred millions of dollars, treble the amount of debt contracted in the

Revolutionary war, and which, instead of redeeming our liberty, has been expended

on sumptuous houses, carriages and dinners. A fearful tax ! if equalized on all ; but

overwhelniing and convulsive by its partial fall. The crush will be tremendous

;

very different from that brought on by our paper money. That rose and fell so

gradually that it kept all on their guard, and affected severely only early or long-

winded contracts. Here the contract of yesterday crushes in an instant the one or

the other party. The banks stopping payments suddenly, all their mercantile and

city debtors do the same ; and all, in short, except those in the country, who, pos-

sessing property, will be good in the end. But this resource will not enable them to

pay a cent on the dollar. From the establishment of the United States Bank, to

this day, I have preached against this system, but have been sensible no cure could

be hoped but in the catastrophe now happening. The remedy was to let banks

drop gradually at the expiration of their charters, and for the State governments

to relinquish the power of establishing others. This would not, as it should not,

have given the power of establishing them to Congress. But Congress could then

have issued treasury notes payable within a fixed period, and founded on a specific

tax, the proceeds of which, as they came in, should be exchangeable for the note."?

of that particular emission only. This depended, it is true, on the will of the State

legislatures, and would have brought on us the phalanx of paper interest. But

that interest is now defunct. Their gossamer castles are dissolved, and they can no

longer impede and overawe the salutary measures of the Government. Their paper

was received on a belief that it was cash on demand. Themselves have declared it

was nothing, and such scenes are now to take place as will open the eyes of credu-

lity and of insanity itself, to the dangers of a paper medium abandoned to the

discretion of avarice and of swindlers. It is impossible not to deplore our past

follies, and their present consequences, but let them at least be warnings against

like follies in future. The banks have discontinued themselves. We are now with-

out any medium ; and necessity, as well as patriotism and confidence, will make us

all eager to receive treasury notes, if founded on specific taxes. Congress may

now borrow of the public, and without interest, all the money they may want, to

the amount of a competent circulation, by merely issuing their own promissory

notes, of proper denominations, for the larger purposes of circulation, but not for

the small. Leave that door open for the entrance of metallic money. And, to

give readier credit to their bills, without obliging themselves to give cash for them

on demand, let their collectors be instructed to do so, when they have cash ;
thus,

in some measure, performing the functions of a bank, as to their own notes. Pro-

vidence seems, indeed, by a special dispensation, to have put down for us, without a

struggle, that very paper enemy which the interest of our citizens long since

required ourselves to put down, at whatever risk. The work is done. The moment

is pregnant with futurity, and if not seized at once by Congress, I know not on

what shoal our bark is next to be stranded. The State legislatures should be imme-

diately urged to relinquish the right of establishing banks of discount. Most of

them will comply on patriotic principles, under the convictions of the moment
;
and

the non-complying may be crowded into concurrence by legitimate devices."
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Several letters on scientific topics are scattered through the

correspondence of the year. In one, he gives a long series of

reasons for adhering to the Linnsean classification in natural

history, instead of changing to that of Blumenbach and

Cnvier;' in another, a formula and explanation of Lord

Napier's theorem for the solution of right-angled spherical

triangles, etc., etc. Among his literary opinions we find him

declaring the Edinburgh Eeview " unrivalled in merit," and that

if it should be " continued by the same talents, information, and

principles," it "would become a real Encyclopedia, justly

taking its station in our libraries with the most valuable depo-

sitories of human knowledge." Its antagonist, the Quarterly,

" appeared to him a pigmy against a giant." In a letter to the

compiler of the "American Speaker," he declared that he

thought Eugene Aram's defence of himself " the finest thing "

" which the English language had produced." He considered

the speeches of Aram, of Carnot in 1803 on the proposition to

declare Bonaparte consul for life, and of Logan to Lord

Dunmore, " as worthily standing in a line with those of Scipio

and Hannibal in Livy, and of Cato and Cassar in Sallust."

He spoke in his usual contemptuous vein of PlatOj in a letter to

Mr. Adams, and the latter expressed his hearty concurrence.

Keceiving from the Chevalier De Onis a copy of the new

Constitution of Spain, he complained of its establishing a state

religion, but said there was one provision in it " which would

immortalize its inventors "—that which " after a certain epoch,

disfranchised every citizen who could not read and write."

This was proportioning the remedy to the disease. Mr. Jeffer-

son never proposed or considered such a qualification for voting

desirable in his own country.

Before dropping this summary of the miscellaneous letters

of the year, we will quote one addressed to an individual of

that class of good persons who every now and then feel that

they have a special " call " to attempt the religious conversion

of some very eminent man—especially an eminent man sus-

pected of heterodox views. Mr. Jefferson was both suspected

and accused in that direction ; and being a favorite with the

> Because the Linnsean had obtained general consent, which another might find it

impossible to do ; and because it furnished a suflScient groundwork for supplementary
insertions as new productions were discovered.
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body of his countrymen, he received a double share of this

kind of attention. The following letter carries its own expla^

nation of circumstances

:

To Mr. Miles King.

MoNTiCKLLO, September 26, 1814.

Sib:

I duly received your letter of August 20th, and I thank you for it, because

I believe it was written with kind intentions, and a personal concern for my future

happiness. Whether the particular revelation which you suppose to have been
made to yourself were real or imaginary, your reason alone is the competent judge.

For dispute as long as we -will on rehgious tenets, our reason at last must ultimately

decide, as it is the only oracle which God has given us to determine between what
really comes from him and the phantasms of a disordered or deluded imagination.

When he means to make a personal revelation, he carries conviction of its authen-

ticity to the reason he has bestowed as the umpire of truth. You believe you have

been favored with such a special communication. Your reason, not mine, is to

judge of this ; and if it shall be his pleasure to favor me with a like admonition, I

Bhall obey it with the same fidelity with which I would obey his known will in all

cases. Hitherto I have been under the guidance of that portion of reason which he

has thought proper to deal out to me. I have followed it faithfully in all important

cases, to such a degree at least as leaves me without uneasiness ; and if on minor

occasions I have erred from its dictates, I have trust in him who made us what we
are, and know it was not his plan to make us always unerring. He has formed us

moral agents. Not that, in the perfection of his state, he can feel pain or pleasure

in anything we may do ; he is far above our power ; but that we may promote the

happiness of those with whom he has placed us in society, by acting honestly

towards all, benevolently to those who fall within our way, respecting sacredly their

rights, bodily and mental, and cherishing especially their freedom of conscience, ae

we value our own. I must ever believe that religion sub.'itantially good which pro

duces an honest life, and we have been authorized by one whom you and I equally

respect, to judge of the tree by its fruit. Our particular principles of religion are a

subject of accountability to our God alone. I inquire after no man's, and trouble

none with mine ; nor is it given to us in this life to know whether yours or mine,

our friends or our foes, are exactly the right. Nay, we have heard it said that

there is not a Quaker or a Baptist, a Presbyterian or an Episcopalian, a Catholic or

a Protestant in heaven ; that, on entering that gate, we leave those badges of schism

behind, and find ourselves united in those principles only in which God has united

us all. Let us not be uneasy then, about the different roads we may pursue, as be-

lieving them the shortest, to that our last abode ; but, following the guidance of a

good conscience, let us be happy in the hope that by these different paths we shall

all meet in the end. And that you and I may there meet and embrace, is my
earnest prayer. And with this assurance I salute you with brotherly esteem and

respect.

These appeals were oftener made, or rather meditated to be

made, in person. The former residents of Monticello have

recollections of several visits from fervent neophytes and

zealous brethren bent on this errand—and occasionally came a
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tough old polemic, to do battle like Christian with Apollyon,

yet not choosing, like Christian, the Yalley of Humiliation as the

theatre of the combat. Whatever the species, they all found

courteous welcome at Monticello—and were never prohibited

from attempting to perform their self-assigned task. But they

invariably encountered something for which they were not pre-

pared. Brought face to face with an aged and dignified states-

man, whose every word bespoke knowledge, reflection, and moral

elevation, these well-meaning people discovered that it was not

so easy to deliver an uninvited homily to such a man in his own
House. They generally contented themselves with a modest

hint—stayed to dinner, and perhaps over night, well pleased

guests—and when they departed warmly shook the hand of

their entertainer, and ever afterwards spoke kindly of him.

Mr. Jefferson's continued views on the subject of negro

slavery, are made very fully to appear, in a letter addressed

this year to Edward Coles. It presents no change of opinions

—

nothing new on the subject—but as it exhibits many of his

views in connection—as it has not been published in either

edition of Mr. Jefferson's Works, and as we know it to be

authentic, (having seen the original), we give it a place at full

length in the Appendix.'

It is rather entertaining to observe in the customary corres-

pondence between Jefferson and John Adams, in 1814, the old

head of the " French Party," in the United States, denouncing

the imperial captive of St. Helena, in the most burning language

of aversion and scorn," and the old head of the " English Party"

putting in extenuations for Napoleon generally, and particularly

as compared with " John Bull," whom Mr. Adams declared to

be a " greater tyrant and miser' usurper"—"quite as unfeeling,

> See Apfendix, No. 27.
* Mr. Jefferson is habitually unsparing and sometimes unquestionably unjust to

Napoleon, particularly in this letter. Napoleon not only embodied the political ideas for

which Jefferson had no toleration, but he had been the direct means of overthrowing that

form of a constitution in his country which Jefferson had fondly hoped would ripen into

substance and reality. The Republican chief had charity for those hereditary monarchs,
whom he believed to be honest and well-meaning men, but none whatever for those who
overthrew freer governments and climbed to a throne. And at this period Napoleon's
civic ability (most scornfully characterized by Jefferson), was comparatively little

known—remained completely obfuscated by the glare of his military achievements.
Lastly, Jefferson could not forgive one whom he thought only less guilty than the rulers

of England in aggressions on the United States, and in unnecessarily keeping in ope-

ration that train of causes which produced the existing war between England and the
latter.

» We find this so printed in the Cong. Ed. of Mr. Jefferson's works—but the ^vo^<^
'' miser " is probably a typographical error.
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as unprincipled, more powerful"—and "who had shed more
blood than Bonaparte."

Mr. Jefferson made the following allusion to the situation

of the agriculturists of Virginia, and to his own pecuniary

affairs, in a letter to Mr. Short, November 28th,

" These are my views of the war. They embrace a great deal of sufferance,

trying privations, and no benefit but that of teaching our enemy that he is never to

gain by wanton injuries on us. To me this state of things brings a sacrifice of all

tranquillity and comfort through the residue of life. For although the debility of

age disables me from the services and sufferings of the field, yet, by the total anni-

hilation in value of the produce which was to give me subsistence and indepen-

dence, I shall be like Tantalus, up to the shoulders in water, yet dying with thirst.

We can make indeed enough to eat, drink and clothe ourselves ; but nothing for

our salt, iron, groceries and taxes, which must be paid in money. For what can we
raise for the market? Wheat? we can only give it to our horses, as we have been

doing ever since harvest. Tobacco ? it is not worth the pipe it is smoked in.

Some say Whisky ; but all mankind must become drunkards to consume it. But

although we feel, we shall not flinch. We must consider now, as in the Revolu-

tionary war, that although the evils of resistance are great, those of submission

would be greater. We must meet, therefore, the former as the casualties of tem-

pests and earthquakes, and like them necessarily resulting from the constitution of

the world."

We have omitted for a long period to chronicle his elections

to honorary memberships in foreign and domestic societies. In

1814, he was elected a member of the IsTew York Historical

Society, of the American Antiquarian Society, and of the Agro-

nomic Society of Bavaria.' His favorite American Philoso-

phical Society had continued to reelect him its president, in

spite of his desire to retire. In November 1814, he kindly but

peremptorily signified that he could no longer " consent to hold

honors without requital which justly belonged to others." His

resignation was accepted, and he was succeeded by his cherished

friend. Dr. Wistar.

On learning the destruction of the Congi-essional library by
the British at Washington, he wrote to Samuel H. Smith.

MoMTiOELLO, September 21, 1814.

Dear Sir:
* * » * «

I presume it will be among the early objects of Congress to re-commence their

collection. This will be difficult while the war continues, and intercourse with

> We have seen a large collection of diplomas, in almost every language of Europe,
conferring degrees, honorary memberships, etc., on him—also numerous medals avrardcd
to him on various occasions.
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Europe is attended with so much risk. You know my collection, its condition and

extent. I have been fifty years making it, and have spared no pains, oppor-

tunity or expense, to make it what it is. While residing in Paris, I devoted every

afternoon I was disengaged, for a summer or two, in examining all the principal

bookstores, turning over every book with my own hand, and putting by everything

which related to America, and indeed whatever was rare and valuable in every

science. Besides this, I had standing orders during the whole time I was in Europe,

on its principal book-marts, particularly Amsterdam, Frankfort, Madrid and London,

for such works relating to America as could not be found in Paris. So that, in that

department particularly, such a collection was made as probably can never again be

effected, because it is hardly probable that the same opportunities, the same time,

industry, perseverance and expense, with some knowledge of the bibliography of

the subject, would again happen to be in concurrence. During the same period,

and after my return to America, I was led to procure, also, whatever related to

the duties of those in the high concerns of the nation. So that the collection,

which I suppose is of between nine and ten thousand volumes, while it includes

what is chiefly valuable in science and literature generally, extends more particu-

larly to whatever belongs to the American statesman. In the diplomatic and

parliamentary branches, it is particularly full. It is long since I have been sensible

it ought not to continue private property, and had provided that at my death,

Congress should have the refusal of it at their own price. But the loss they have

now incurred, makes the present the proper moment for their accommodation,

without regard to the small remnant of time and the barren use of my enjoying it.

I ask of your friendship, therefore, to make for me the tender of it to the library

committee of Congress, not knowing myself of whom the committee consists. I

inclose you the catalogue, which will enable them to judge of its contents. Nearly

the whole are well bound, abundance of them elegantly, and of the choicest editions

existing. They may be valued by persons named by themselves, and the payment

made convenient to the public. It may be, for instance, in such annual installments

as the law of Congress has left at their disposal, or in stock of any of their late loans,

or of any loan they may institute at this session, so as to spare the present calls of

our country and await its days of peace and prosperity. They may enter, never-

theless, into immediate use of it, as eighteen or twenty wagons would place it in

Washington in a single trip of a fortnight.

He stated, that he would like to retain a few books " chiefly

classical and mathematical," and one of his five Encyclopsedias,

until his death, and then have them go to Congress and be paid

for—it being his object to place the library entire in their hands,

or preserve it so at home.

He had, in a letter to Dr. Cooper, written before the destruc-

tion of the library of Congress, stated his own to be " the best

chosen collection of its size probably in America, and containing

a great mass of what was most rare and valuable, and especially

of what related to America."

On the 7th of October, the Joint Library Committee of

Congress, reported (by Mr. Goldsborough) as follows

:
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"That they liave received from Mr. Samuel 11. Smith an offer frotn Mr. Jefferson,

late President of the United States, of the whole of his library for Congress, on such

terms as they consider highly advantageous to the nation, and worthy the distin-

guished gentleman who tenders it. But the means placed at the dispo.sal of the

Committee being very limited, and totally inadequate to the purchase of such a

library as that now offered, the committee must have recourse to Congress either to

extend their powers, or adopt such other as they may think most proper,

"Should it be the sense of Congress to confide this matter to the Committee,

they respectfully submit the following resolution:

" Resolved—By the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of

America in Congress assembled, that the Joint Library Committee of the two Houses

of Congress be, and they are hereby authorized and empowered to contract, on their

part, for the purchase of the library of Mr. Jefferson, late President of the United

States, for the use of both Houses of Congress."

When the Senate next met. October 10th, Mr. Jefferson's let-

ter to Smith was communicated, and the above resolution read a

third time and unanimously passed. On its being taken up in the

House, T. J. Oakley, of New York, moved an amendment, which

would change the specific authority of the Committee to pur-

chase Mr. Jefferson's library into a general one to purchase a
library. This was negatived, by a vote of fifty-three yeas to

eighty-seven nays.

Mr. Cyrus King, of Massachusetts, moved an amendment,

limiting the Committee to the purchase of such parts of the

library as they should deem suitable for the purpose. Several

speakers contended that the extent and cost of the purchase was

too large—that the selection embraced too many works in foreign

languages—that some were too " philosophical " in their charac-

ter, and others objectionable on other grounds. Yoltaire's writ-

ings, and Callender's "Prospect Before Us," were specially named
among the objectionable productions. King's amendment failed

—yeas forty-seven, nays ninety-one. Mr. J. Reed, of Massachu-

setts, moved to limit the price to be paid to $25,000. This

failed, yeas thirty-seven, nays one hundred and three. Timothy

Pickering, of Massachusetts, moved an amendment, providing

for a selection of the books, and it failed, yeas fifty-two, nays

ninety-six. Finally, Oakley moved an amendment, which was
generally accepted, requiring the sanction of Congress before

the purchase should be completed.

The Senate proceeded to consider the amended resolution,

October 20th. Mr. Mason, of New Hampshire, moved that its

further consideration be postponed to the first Monday in April
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The vote stood yeas seven, nays twenty-one. The resolution

then passed without a division.

A bill, providing that the sum of $23,950 be paid to Mr. Jeffer-

son for his library (in Treasury notes of the issue ordered by the

law of March dth, 1814), passed the Senate December 3d, with-

out a division. This bill came up in the House for its final read-

ing on the 26th of January, 1815. A motion to postpone inde-

finitely failed—yeas sixty-nine, nays seventy-three. Mr. Cyrus

King, of Massachusetts, moved to recommit the bill, with in-

structions to the committee to repoit a new section authorizing

the selection of such of the books as might be " necessary or

useful to Congress in their deliberations," and the disposal of the

j-emainder at public sale. This proposition received fifty-six

affirmative votes. Mr. King subsequently moved to recommit

the bill, with instructions to report a section " authorizing the Li-

brary Committee, as soon as said library should be received at

Washington, to select therefrom all books of an atheistical, irreli-

gious and immoral tendency, if any such there were, and send

the same back to Mr. Jefferson, without any expense to him."

Mr. King afterwards thought proper to withdraw this motion.

On the final passage of the bill, the vote stood, yeas eighty-one,

nays, seventy-one. Among those who voted in the negative

were a number of political and personal friends of Mr. Jeffer-

son, who, while they scorned the grounds of objection avowed by
some of their Federal associates, believed that the existing situa-

tion of the finances of the country rendered it inexpedient to

devote so large a sum to the purchase of a Congressional library.

It has been seen that the valuation of the books was referred

by Mr. Jefferson to such persons as Congress should desig-

nate. The joint Library Committee made all the arrangements

on the part of that body, but it is due to them to say that the

placing of the price below a sum at which more than three to one

of Congress, including nearly half of the Federal members, had

refused to limit it, is understood to have been in pursuance of the

wishes and suggestions of Mr. Jefferson. The price did not pro-

bably much exceed half the original cost of the books, and they

had been purchased under the most favorable circumstances.

They were generally uninjured, and the margins of many of

them were covered with valuable citations, and annotations,

in Mr. Jefferson's own hand.
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The Hartford Convention met near the close of 1814—a sort

of comet in oiir political sky, appearing differently to different

spectators, but to most clad with dire menaces of present, or dire

portents of future disaster. "We cannot carry out our pre-

ceding sketches of political history in any proportion, nor

understand clearly a mooted point in Mr. Jefferson's political

views and assertions, without some account of the meeting of

this body and of its results.

The proceedings of the Massachusetts Legislature in 1814 were,

on various occasions, highly factious and disorganizing ; and the

elections which took place in that State retained the leaders of

faction in power, with scarcely diminished majorities. It was
evident that the latter were determined to compel the National

Government to submit to the dictation of the New England Fede-

ralists—in some important particulars, or to establish a separate

Eastern Confederacy. These designs were substantially avowed
on legislative floors, by the press, and from the pulpit. Some
of the measures alluded to will be described in another place.'

Prospects of peace with Great Britain, caused a delay in ulti-

mate steps ; but when the insolent terms demanded by that power
of the American Commissioners sent to treat for peace, roused

anew the war spirit of the Middle and Southern States, and ren-

dered it probable that the struggle would be continued to a de-

cisive result, the Massachusetts malcontents adopted a bolder

line of action.

On the 8th of October, a joint committee of the Legisla-

ture reported, by their chairman, Harrison Gray Otis, that the

United States Constitution had failed in securing the objects of

its establishment—that the provisions that it contained for

amendment were inadequate to the existing emergency—that

the people were consequently authorized to resort to such means

to secure that result as their safety demanded—that " no reason

precluded the right to obviate those dissensions which unfitted

our government for peace or war "—and consequently, that a

Convention of the States concurring in these views was expedi-

ent. It was also recommended to raise and ofiicer a state army
of ten thousand men, and provide a million of dollars for its sup-

jort. The report was adopted by a vote of three to one, and

* 8m Appendix, No. 28.
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George Cabot, Harrison Gray Otis, Nathan Dane, Joseph

Lyman, and eight other less conspicuous individuals were ap-

pointed delegates to the Hartford Convention.'

Equally violent proceedings took place in the Connecticut

Legislature. That body denounced the proposed system of fill-

mg the regular army by compulsory drafts from the militia, as

unconstitutional and oppressive, and, by a very strong vote, it

authorized the Governor, in case such a law should pass Con-

gress, to call a special session of the Legislature to provide for

the protection of the people. It denounced the war as criminal

in its object, and as, under the circumstances, a violation of the

political compact between Government and the people. It

appointed Goodrich, Hillhouse, and five other persons delegates

to the Hartford Convention.

The Khode Island Assembly, by a vote of nearly two to one,

adopted a report in the same general tone, and appointed four

delegates.

The statement should not be omitted, that in a part, if not in

all of these States, some portion of the legislative declarations

having reference to the Convention contained words or phrases

which, separately taken, conveyed the idea that nothing was con-

templated repugnant to the obligations of those States as mem-

bers of the Union. This probably served as an excuse for such

hesitating persons as could persuade themselves that an isolated

and ambiguous declaration of this kind meant more than the

context—more than the general tenor and spirit of the entire

legislative proceedings of the period—more than the open

avowals of the chief actors—more than the exhortations of the

press and the pulpit in favor of revolution or disunion."

> A protest was drawn np by Levi Lincoln (son of that Levi Lincoln who had been a

member of Mr. Jefferson's Cabinet), and signed by seventy-six members of the House.

Thirteen members of the Senate also made a protest, headed by the celebrated John
Holmes, who had himself been a Federalist until that party engaged in its present

schemes, and who thenceforth denounced it in a series of speeches, which for directness

and pith, are almost unrivalled in the annals of partisan contests.
•J The Boston Gazette asked, " Is there a patriot in America who conceives it his duty

to shed his blood for Bonaparte, for Madison, for Jefferson, and that host of rutfians in

Congress, who have set their face against us for years, and spirited up the brutal part

of the populace to destroy us ? Not one. Shall we then be any longer held in slavery,

and driven to desperate poverty by such a graceless faction ? Heaven forbid 1"

Another Boston Journal said :

" To the cry of disunion, the plain and obvious ansiver is that the States are already

separated ; the bond of union is broken by President Madison. As we are now going
on, we shall certainly be brought to irretrievable ruin. The Convention cannot do a
more popular act, not only in New England, but throughout the Atlantic States, than to

make a peace for the good of the whole. The Convention must report to their constitu-

ents on the subject of peace and war. If they find that it is to continue, it is to be
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Outside of the States which thus formally appointed dele-

gates to the Hartford Convention, that project did not receive

much favor. Governor Gihnan, of New Hampshire, declined

to convene the Legislature of his State. In Vermont, Gover-

nor Chittenden, himself foremost in hostility to the National

Government, did not choose to trust the majority of Federalists

in the Legislature to act on the question. The recent victories

of McDonough and Macomb on the borders of the State, had

touched a chord in the popular bosom, which did not vibrate

harmoniously with projects of this description.

The Federalists of the middle and southern States were

generally opposed to the war, and individuals, and even a few

presses, acted in the same spirit with the Massachusetts leaders.'

hoped that they will recommend, and that the States will adopt the recommendation,
that no men or money shall be permitted to go out of New England, until the militia

expenses already incurred are reimbursed, nor until the most ample provision is made
for the defence of the New England States, during the continuance of the war."

The Baltimore Federal Eepublican said, (November 17th, 1814) :
" On or before the

4th of July, if James Madison is not out of office, a new form of government will be in

operation in the Eastern section of the Union. Instantly after, the contest in many
States will be, whether to adhere to the old or join the New Government. . . Mr. Madi-
son cannot complete his term of service if the war continues."

The New York Commercial Advertiser said: " Old Massachusetts is as terrible to the

American, now, as she was to the British Cabinet in 1775 ; for America too, has her
Butes and her Norths. Let then, the commercial States breast themselves to the shock,

and know that to themselves they must look for safety. All party bickerings must be
sacrificed on the altar of patriotism. Then, and not till then, shall they humble the

pride and ambition of Virginia, whose strength Ues in their weakness ; and chastise the

insolence of those madmen of Kentucky and Tennessee, who aspire to the Government
of these States, and threaten to involve the country in all the horrors of war."

The Rev. Elijah Parish, D.D., in a published discourse delivered at Byfield, April 7th,

1814, among a multitude of similar things, said :
" The Israelites became weary of yield-

ing the fruit of their labors to pamper their splendid tyrants. They left their political

woes. They separated. Where is our Moses? Where is the rod of his miracles?
Where is our Aaron ? Alas ! no voice from the burning bush has directed them here.

. . . Such is the temper of the American Republicans, so called. A new language
must be invented before we attempt to express the baseness of their conduct, or des-

cribe the rottenness of their hearts ? . . . New England if invaded, would be obliged to

defend herself. Do you not then owe it to your children, and owe it to your God, to

make peace for yourselves. . . . The full vials of despotism are poured on your heads,

and yet you may challenge the plodding Israelite, the stupid African, the feeble Chinese,

the drowsy Turk, or the frozen exile of Siberia to equal you in tame submission to the

powers that be. . . . Here we must trample on the mandates of despotism, or here we
must remain slaves forever. . . . God will bring good from every evil. The fuinacea

of Egypt lighted Israel to the land of Canaan. . . . How will the supporters of this

anti-christian warfare endure their sentence—endure their own reflections—endure the

fire that forever burns—the worm which never dies—the hosannas of heaven—while the
smoke of their torments ascends for ever and ever."

The number of similar extracts might be doubled, from the Rev. Doctor's discourse.

It will be remembered that in the Introduction of his Ana, Mr. Jefferson speaks of the
" pulpit-lyings and slanderings and maniacal ravings of their Gardiners, their Osgoods,
and their Parishes." We have in a preceding chapter given specimens of the two first

of these worthies, and a slight one of the third. The trio is now complete.
• An amusing instance of this, coupled with a characteristic denunciation of Repub-

licanism, occurs in a charge to a grand jury, by Judge Martin of Maryland—our previous
acquaintance, Luther Martin. He said : " The horrid atrocities of France are proofs that

fallen man, for whose restraint governments were created, is a more deformed and de-

based monster than the beasts of the earth. Wriggling themselves into place, Republi-

cans become demagogues ; and republicanism is by no means inseparably united with
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But the majority took the position of Dexter, that it is the

duty of the citizen to sustain his country in a war lawfully de-

clared ; and not a few bore arms, or furnished money to the

Government by aiding to take up its loans. The young and

rising men of the part}' supported the Government almost in a

body ; and that support soon extended to the general measures

of the Republicans and became permanent. Thus an educated

and able class, bred in conservative views, who under different

circumstances would have continued the Federal party through

another generation, and rendered it perhaps permanent as a rea-

sonable and healthful opposition—being forced to choose between

a reactionary conservatism, coupled with strong English partial-

ities on one side, and democracy and their country on the other,

patriotically chose the latter, and thus cut off forever the line

of Federal succession.

The Hartford Convention met on the 15th of December,

1814, consisting of the delegates whose appointments have been

mentioned, two irregular volunteer delegates from New Hamp-
shire and one from Yermont—in all, twenty-six persons. It sat

with locked doors in an upper room of a stone house, and

remained in mysterious gestation for about three weeks.

The only part of its proceedings which the Convention

allowed to become public was a report of the delegates to their

legislatures (January 4th, 1815), which, after a good deal of

preface, advised them to await the decision of Congress on

certain pending measures, and then, if necessary, to protect

their State sovereignties—or in other words, to prevent those

virtue. False philosophy, conceived in hell, and nursed by the devil, propagated in Eu-
rope all their wretchedness, too extensively introduced into the United States. The
American Eevolution was completed by men of virtue, morality, and religion : but the
Bun does not shine on a people who have, since then, so deteriorated in virtue, morality,

and religion : their depreciation began with that of paper money, and for twenty years
Europe has been spewing on this devoted country an almost unremitting torrent of her
filthiest feculency, tainting a mass, become still more rotten. Vainly do we attribute

our evils to a violation of sailors' rights, or to a weak government. Providence punishes
us for our sins with war, the worst of curses, worse than famine or pestilence. No guilt

can be more inexpiable than that of him who, without just cause, plunges a nation into

war. In the sight of Heaven, such a man will be viewed as the willful, deliberate mur-
derer of every individual who loses his life in its prosecution, and his soul is stained by
every drop of blood thereby. They who add sin to sin with greediness in prosecuting
the war with which we are afflicted by an avenging God, are those truly guilty of moral
treason. I hold it, gentlemen, as a sound and incontrovertible truth, a truth of which I can-
not doubt, that no citizen can more righteously divest himself of his allegiance to his gov- i

ernment without its consent, than his government can, without his consent, deprive him
of its protection. This truth is formed in the very nature of civil society. The contrary
doctrine is the spawn of folly and knavery, whatever wiseacres of modern growth may
tell us."

The grand jury, not to be outdone in this extra official courtesy and frankness, pre-
pared a writtsu reply in which they expressed their contempt for "the absurd and uu
constitutional ground of the court's remarks in defence of perpetual allegiance." etc
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measures from being executed. They proposed the following

amendments to the Constitution : to make free population the

exclusive basis of representation—to make the President elective

but for one term—to render persons of foreign birth ineligible

to sit in Congress or hold any civil office under the general

government—to prevent an embargo from being imposed for a
period exceeding sixty days—to prevent Congress from inter-

dicting commercial intercourse, admitting new States, declaring

war, or authorizing hostilities except in case of invasion, without

the concurrence of two-thirds of both houses of Congress, Thev
recommended that in case the United States "should refuse

their consent to arrangements whereby the New England States,

separately or in concert, miglit be empowered to assume upon
themselves the defence of their territory against the enemy, and
appropriate therefor such part of the revenue raised in those

States as might be necessary," that a new convention meet in

Boston in June ; and in case of emergency, the officers of the

present Convention were authorized again to call it together.

Here were the proposed sweeping constitutional changes

—

the proposed separate action, or rather inaction, of New England

in respect to the war ; but when it came to the new and more

rapid mode of constitution changing, which it had been

recently declared was demanded by the "public safety," the

Convention shrunk back. Revolution was postponed to try

the effect of another menace.

The legislatures of Massachusetts and Connecticut accepted

the report of their delegates in January, 1815, and appointed

" commissioners " to proceed to Washington to make the

proposed demand on the National Government. The commis-

sioners of Massachusetts were H. G. Otis, William Sullivan,' and

Thomas II. Perkins ; those of Connecticut, Calvin Godard and

Nathaniel Terry, Pending the session of the Hartford Conven-

tion, and subsequently, various steps were resorted to by the

legislatures of Connecticut and Massachusetts to annoy the

United States authorities and thwart their measures, especially

those for raising troops for the army."

1 Author of "Familiar Letters on Public Men of the Eevolution," etc.. which con-

tain such peculiarly violent assaults on Mr. Jefferson.
» The City Corporation of Hartford passed an ordinance, preventing United States

troops from parading, or recruiting stations being opened within the limit? of the most
populous parts of the city ; but it was suspended when Jessup, the commander of the

United States troops, informed the Mayor of the city (Goodrich, one of the membera
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To prevent a recurrence to this topic, a page of history will

be anticipated. The commissioners, or envoys, of Massachu-

setts and Connecticut set out for the national capital under what,

to their partizans, appeared imposing circumstances. It was

indeed an apparently propitious time to impose terms on the

general government. If our troops had learned to fight, money,

the sinew of war, was wholly wanting, and the public finances

were seemingly embarrassed beyond the power of speedy

extrication. Our navy was driven from the ocean. England,

relieved by the peace in Europe, could precipitate her whole

strength upon us. The demands of the Federalists began to

rise. A New York journalist of that party declared that

" the greatest curse which could befall the nation would be a

peace with Great Britain under the present Administration."

Dark hints that Mr. Madison must "resign," or that an

"explosion was at hand," began to be heard."

The commissioners, or envoys, were proceeding, when sud-

denly the news of the victory of New Orleans and the peace of

of the Hartford Convention) that he should submit to no local regulations which con-

flicted with the laws of the United States. Jessup wrote to the War department,

January 20th, 1815 : " No regard is paid to the claim or authority of the United States.

A soldier was recently arrested for debt, and is now confined in jail. Another was
fined, and being without funds, was thrown into prison, where he must remain until the

fine is paid. In some parts of the country suits have been commenced against the oflB-

cers for debts of soldiers; and we are threatened daily with prosecutions in conse-

quence of the enlistment of minors. The legislature will commence in this city early in

the next week ; the ostensible object for which it is called is, ' to take into consideration

the alarming stale ofpublic affairs,' but, if I mistake not, its real object will be found to

be resistance to the laws of the Union."
The legislature of Connecticut passed an act February 3d, requiring the State judges

to discharge on habeas corpus all minors enlisted without consent of their parents,

guardians, and masters. The following scale of penalties was prescribed : for inducing

a minor to leave the State to enlist into the army of the United States a fine not

exceeding $500, and imprisonment not exceeding a year ; for thus enlisting a minor a

fine of $500 ; for advertising or suffering to be posted on his house an advertisement for

the enlistment of minors, a fine of $100 and three months' imprisonment. The attorneys

of the State were ordered to prosecute by information all breaches of this iaw.

Massachusetts soon passed a similar act. The mails were stopped on Sunday in Connec-

ticut, and various other annoyances resorted to.

A collision would have most likely ensued between the State and National authorities

in Connecticut but for the mingled exhibition of decision, good temper, and admirable

management of Lieutenant-Colonel Jessup, the splendid young soldier of Chippewa and
Bridgewater, who yet bore the unhealed wounds of those encounters on his person. His

conduct, under the trying circumstances in which he was placed, forms a delightful page
of American history—but here is not the place for it.

- The Boston Gazette asked: "Do the Democrats think that a Madison, whose
highest ambition is to balance a sentence and round a period—that the rhetorician who
once glimmered in harmless debate in times of peace, can now balance the conflicting

parties of our country, or direct the energies of a powerful nation?" The Baltimore

Federal Gazette published a letter from Washington, dated January 5th, 1815, the day
on which the Hartford Convention adjourned, intimating that an " explosion was at

hand"—" that the President would be called on to resign." The Federal Republican
declared : " We believe, and have for some time believed, that there is no hope of pre-

serving this Union six months, if six weeks, unless Mr. Madison resigns or is removed
from office."
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Ghent successively sped over the land. Here was a sudder

turn of afi'aii-s ! The bubble was punctured, and it instantly

burst. The " Northern Confederacy," or " Confederacy of

Commercial States," supposed to be so menacing while England

could be called in as an ally, suddenly dwindled into a handful

of malcontents, who could easily be put down by the people ol

their own States. Derision succeeded indignation in the

public mind. The afterwards celebrated Henry Wheaton ad

vertised a reward in his paper (the ]S"ew York National Advo-
cate) for the discovery of some unfortunate gentlemen who had
started for Washington in the service of the Hartford Conven-

tion, but who had missed their way, and it was feared had

drowned themselves. This sally was received with universal

merriment, and was followed by others. It was perhaps fortu-

nate for the envoys that thej were considered only fit subjects

for ridicule. At Washington, they exhibited themselves but

little to the public eye ; neither displayed their credentials to

the President nor delivered their ultimatum to the Government

—

and they took an early opportunity very quietly to return home.

Much controversy and speculation have arisen on the nature

of the secret proceedings of the Hartford Convention. Its jour-

nal, after a number of years, was dragged to light; but as would

perhaps be expected whatever the proceedings, nothing important

was disclosed by it. Several of its members, and others who
claimed to be to a greater or less extent in its secrets, published

long explanations of its origin, object, and official acts. It is

somewhat remarkable that none of these explanations agree, and
still more so that those made at difi'erent periods by the same
member—the reputed parent of the project—exhibit a like

discrepancy.'

' We allude of course to Mr. H. G. Otis. This versatile gentleman, itching with
national ambition, strove in agony, if not abasement, to remove the brand of national
odium which was burnt as if into the flesh of every member of the Convention. He made
his first essay as a member of the United States Senate—but resigned before the close of
his term. He offered at least three public explanations at different periods, of the views
and objects of the Hartford Convention. We shall not enter upon any examination ot
them in detail, or into comparisons, except to generally illustrate the remark in the text.
In the "Appeal to the citizens of the United States," January 28th, 1829, signed by Otis
and eleven other persons, and more especially in Otis's elaborate defence of thi? Conven-
tion in twelve published letters, he claimed that its originators and members had great
and affirmative public objects in view, and that the latter assembled to seriously discuss
and decide upon measures for their practical attainment. He expressly declared in
the Appeal that the power of raising State troops "to be employed in the State raising
the same, or in any adjoining State, and providing for their pay and subsistence." was
"the most important object aimed at hy the institution of the Convention and by the
report of that body." And he said of its deliberations : " There calm and collected, like
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The origin and objects of the Convention need no explana-

tions. They are sufficiently spread on official records by its

originators, and it is difficult to perceive why particular import-

ance should attach to its secret proceedings, so long as they are

not needed to furnish criteria of party motives, and so long as

they concededly produced no practical results. In fact, we
fully credit the statement in which all the explainers are for-

tunately enabled substantially to concur, that nothing important

was officially done or determined beyond what has become

public*

the Pilgrims from whom they descended, and not unmindful of those who had achieved
the independence of their country, they deliberated on the most effectual means of pre-

serving for their fellow citizens and their descendants, the civil and political liberty

which had been won and bequeathed to them."
Would anybody, after reading claims as lofty as these, and especially after reading

Otis's legislative report of October 8th, 1814, expect to find this gentleman afterwards

intimating that, after all, the members of the Hartford Convention were only, as children

say, " playing pretend "—only suffering themselves to be made the "safety-valve" for

the escape of the "steam" of a popular "fermentation;" and that in the legislative

measures which instituted the Convention, they but acted the part of " unwilling agents ?"

In Mrs. Willard's History of the United States, published in 1843, is given (at p. 351) an
"extract" from a letter, which she says was written to her by Otis in answer to her

request to him "to give a brief view of the motives of those engaged in promoting the

measure." It is to be presumed that Otis was informed that his statements were desired

for historical purposes, and consequently that they purport to give the spirit or substance

of a complete explanation. The following is the extract entire :

" The Hartford Convention, far from being the original contrivance of a cabal, for

any purpose of faction or disunion, was a result growing by natural consequences out of

existing circumstances. More than a year previous to its institution, a convention was sim-

ultaneously called for by the people, in their town meetings, in all parts of Massachusetts.

Petitions to that effect were accumulated on the tables of the Legislative chamber.
They were postponed for twelve mouths, by the influence of those who now sustain the

odium of the measure. The adoption of it was the consequence, not the source of a

popular sentiment ; and it was intended by those who voted for it, as a safety-valve by
which the steam arising from the fermentation of the times might escape, not as a boiler

in which it should be generated. Whether good or ill, it was a measure of the people, of

States, of Legislatures. How unjust to brand the unwilling agents, the mere committee

of legislative bodies, with the stigma of facts which were first authorized, and then

sanctioned by their constituted assemblies."
> The character of the members favors this conclusion. They were rich men, indig-

nant at the stoppage of their gains by commercial restrictions and war—colonists in

spirit, who, like Tallmadge, thought a war against England was a war against religion

and order—aristocrats dreaming of the restoration of those palmy days when political

wisdom and rights sprung from hair-powder and shoe-buckles—sectional fanatics, unwil-

ling to have the "moral and religious" people of New England form part of any political

compact which they could not control—politicians who were keen consolidationists

when they were the Ins at Washington, but who regarded their own banishment from
the theatre of national politics as a procedure which demanded the formation of a

"confederacy" which would better appreciate their capacities for government. But
even among the latter class, by far the most dangerous one, ran the conservatism of

personal character, of caste, and of the cautious New England mind. There was not

among the members one hopeless enough to be desperate, depraved enough to delight

in blood and disorder, or warm enough in temperament to become a dangerous
enthusiast.

The contemporaneous views on this subject of the best informed New England
Republicans, and of those who personally and well knew the prime actors in the Hart-

ford Convention, are shown in the stirring speeches of John Holmes in the Massachusetts

Senate. We quote from two of them :

" You boast of forbearance : but you forbore only because afraid to go further. You
complain of Southern aggrandizement, with ten members in the Senate, an undue pro-

portion, according to your population. Massaohusetta has become contemptible, a
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Mr. Jefferson regarded the preliminary measures by which

t)ie Convention was introduced, and that assembly itself, with

all the indiguation which was generally felt for them by the

Republicans, and by a great majority of the Federalists out of

the three States represented in the Convention. But he never

entertained a particle of alarm for the result, or a particle of

distrust in the fidelity of the mass of the people, even in the

represented States. He wrote to Mr. Short, November 28th,

1814, a little more than a fortnight before the meeting of the

Convention :

" Some apprehend danger from the defection of Massachusetts. It is a dis-

agreeable circumstance, but not a dangerous one. If they become neutral, we are

sufficient for one enemy without them, and in fact we get no aid from them now.

If their administration determines to join the enemy, their force will be annihilated

by equality of division among themselves. Their Federalists will then call in the

English army, the Repubhcans ours, and it will only be a transfer of the scene of

war from Canada to Massachusetts ; and we can get ten men to go to Massachu-

setts, for one who will go to Canada. Every one, too, must know that we can at

any moment make peace with England at the expense of the navigation and fisheries

of Massachusetts. But it will not come to this. Their own people will put down

these factionists as soon as they see the real object of their opposition ; and of this

Vermont, New Hampshire, and even Connecticut itself, furnish proofs."

These views are substantially repeated in a letter to Mr.

by-word of reproach. Your conduct has disgusted the people everywhere. In the
great State of New York they have risen against your cabal and hurled defiance in

your teeth. There is amongst us a reckless, daring and ambitious faction, who, I do not
hesitate to proclaim, prefer the British Government, monarchy and all.******

" Afraid to overthrow the Constitution, you try to undermine it by pretence of
amendment. You called it perfect while you were in pay. The friends of peace,
declaring that the country could not be kicked into war, forced it on ; and failing to
repossess themselves of the administration, tried to destroy the government. An
unauthorized and unconstitutional assemblage at Hartford are to change a Constitution
declared unfit for either war or peace, but which you dare not attack openly. The
leading paper of your party, whose editor, as a member of this legislature, voted for the
delegates, has openly and uniformly declared that there must be redress, even by
violence and resistance. But violence is dangerous, and therefore you undermine by
alterations. Opposition provoked the war and protracts it. The enemy takes pos-
session of a large extent of your country. Instead of expelling him from it, you appoint
a convention to divide the States, unless you are permitted to rule them. The Hartfcird
Convention exploded in a mission to Washington. If Great Britain has not lost confi-
dence in Massachusetts scolding, threatening, vaporing, evaporating, she prolongs tLe
war, but that is all. She makes the war disastrous, and calls it disgraceful, which dis-

honors the enemy she courts. Amid all its atrocious Vandalism, which of you has ever
doubted that England is in the right? If there is such a one, I am ready to ask his
pardon. You accuse the late President Jefferson of causing: the war and defending it.

But why excuse his predecessor. President Adams, who still more vigorously defends
the war, and whom you consider ten times worse than Jeffi^rson. You object to de-
fending Louisiana, which all your party wanted to take by force from Spain, to rush
into invasion and war. but which, peaceably acquired by purchase, you will not defend.
After duping England into the war, you continue to deceive her: you dupe her acrain by
adulation of our common enemy and reproach of our General Governm-nt. The war
has been as useful and glorious as that of the Revolution, and eventually will be so
recognized. But Massachusetts must join it, or all the disgrace will be hers."
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Mellish, of December lOth. On the 27tli of the same month, and

during the sitting of the Hartford Convention, he wrote the

Abbe Correa, that the British Negotiators at Ghent were only

insisting on the cession of a part of Maine, as " a thread to hold

by until they could hear the result, not of the Congress of

Vienna, but of Hartford," but " when they should know, as

they would know, that nothing would be done there, they

would let go their hold and complete the peace of the world by
agreeing to the status ante helium.'''' He wrote Governor

Plumer of New Hampshire, January 31st, 1815, very warmly

stigmatizing the " agitators and traitors," declaring them to be

stipendaries of England and employed to destroy our Govern-

ment ; but he excepted a portion of the actors from these

remarks, and expressed the usual contempt of the ability of

the Convention to produce any important results/

News of the treaty of Peace reached "Washington, February

11th, and Monticello on the 13th. Mr. Jefferson wrote to

Lafayette on the 14th :

" The Marata, the Dantons, and Robespierres of Massachusetts are in the same

pay, under the same orders, and making the same efforts to anarchize us, that their

prototypes in France did there. I do not say that all who met at Hartford were

under the same motives of money, nor were those of France. Some of them are

Outs, and wish to be Ins ; some the mere dupes of the agitators, or of their own
party passions, while the Maratists alone are in the real secret ; but they have very

different materials to work on. The yeomanry of the United States are not the

canaille of Paris. "We might safely give them leave to go through the United

States recruiting their ranks, and I am satisfied they could not raise one single regi-

ment (gambling merchants and silk-stocking clerks excepted) who would support

them in any effort to separate from the Union. The cement of this Union is in the

heart-blood of every American. I do not believe there is on earth a government

established on so immovable a basis. Let them, in any State, even in Massachu-

8etts itself, raise the standard of separation, and its citizens will rise in mass, and

do justice themselves on their own incendiaries. If they could have induced the

Government to some effort of suppression, or even to enter into discussion with them,

it would have given them some importance, have brought them into some notice.

But they have not been able to make themselves even a subject of conversation,

either of public or private societies. A silent contempt has been the sole notice

they excite ; consoled, indeed, some of them, by the palpable favors of Philip.

Have then, no fears for us, my friend. The grounds of these exist only in English

newspapers, edited or endowed by the Castlereaghs or the Cannings, or some other

such models of pure and uncorrupted virtue. Their military heroes by land and

I In a letter to Monroe, then Secretary of War, January 1st, while specially men
tioning the existing " causes of uneasiness," JeflFerson does not even allude to the Con
vention.
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sea, may sink our oyster boats, rob our hen roosts, burn our negro huts, and rur

off. But a carapaigc or two more wil' relieve them from further trouble or expense

m defending their American possessions."

And to General Dearborn, Marcli 17th :

" Oh, Massachusetts ! how have I lamented the degradation of your apostasy !

Massachusetts, with whom I went with pride in 1776, whose vote was my vote oxi

every public question, and whose principles were then the standard of whatever

was free or fearless. But then she was under the counsels of the two Adamses
;

while Strong, her present leader, was promoting petitions for submission to Britisli

power and British usurpation. While under her present counsels, she must be con-

tented to be nothing ; as having a vote, indeed, to be counted, but not respected.

But should the State once more buckle on her republican harness, we shall receive

her again as a sister, and recollect her wanderings among the crimes only of the

parricide party, which would have basely sold what their fathers so bravely won
from the same enemy. Let us look forward, then, to the act of repentance, which,

by dismissing her venal traitors, shall be the signal of return to the bosom and to

the principles of her brethren ; and if her late humiliation can just give her modesty

enough to suppose that her southern brethren are somewhat on a par with her In

wisdom, in information, in patriotism, in bravery, and even in honesty, although

not in psalm singing, she will more justly estimate her own relative momentum in

ttie Union. With her ancient principles, she would really be great, if she did

not think herself the whole."

Some of these are doubtless to be regarded as the exagge-

rated expressions of a man indignant at disloyal conduct, and

not, in private letters, chary of epithets towards those who were

daily and publicly, oh one theatre or another, heaping purely

gratuitous insults on his own head. He employed the common
party language and imputations of the day. But it is hardly

probable that any member of the Hartford Convention, how-

ever obsequious his veneration for England, was literally in the

pay of its Government. There certainly was no Marat or

Danton in the number. A large proportion of the delegates

were men of irreproachable private character,* and we believe

they acted far more wisely and temperately than it was intended

they should, by the real authors of the measure."

• Cabot, the President, though believed to be one of the most decided of that reac-

tionary party who preferred a mixed government on the English model, to a purely
representative one, was a virtuous and benevolent man in private life, find unques-
tionably honest in his political views. Thomas H. Perkins, one of the Commissioners
to the General Government, appointed by Massachusetts, is reputed to have been an
admirable man in his personal and business relations. Many other less conspicuous actors

were equally estimable in private life.

' It is not probable that they would have remained in session three weeks, if agreed
at the outset. And as they made another appeal to Congress, a step which a report
adopted by the Massachusetts Legislature in 1814 had expressly condemned, we ar<
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So deep an odium fell upon the Hartford Convention, that a

distinguished New England Federalist is said to have prose-

cuted a person for slander, for charging him with some con-

nection with that assemblage.' There can be little doubt that the

public condemnation fell less on its imputed object, unpopular

as it was, than on the manner in which that object was sought

to be attained. Had the real disunionists boldly avowed their

purpose—had they candidly explained the causes and presented

fair instead of false issues—had they not taken advantage of a

dangerous war to dictate conditions to their country—had they

not shown more sympathy for a foreign enemy than for portions

of the American people—had they not throughout practised, or

countenanced baser men in practising, a petty, trickish, merce-

nary, and annoying system of measures towards the Government,

and an injurious one towards the nation—the mass of their

countrymen might have condemned their aims, but they never

would have heaped upon the members of the Convention that

mountain weight of political scorn and detestation which was

not, in a single instance, afterwards removed, or sensibly light-

ened, until the victim sunk into the grave. Who were the real

designers, and who were the instruments or dupes in this

apparent attempt to juggle a people into revolution, is still

very imperfectly known. No satisfactory history has ever

appeared of the rise and fall of the " Eastern Confederacy "

scheme, which made some external demonstrations at three

different periods, and which finally exploded in the Hartford

Convention.

The Boston Convention which was to have been the sequel

of that of Hartford, was not held, or in the language of President

J. Q. Adams, it was " turned over to the receptacle of things lost

upon earth." The constitutional amendments proposed by the

Hartford Convention were passed by no States which were not

formally represented in that body—and they were rejected by

some" with strong expressions of contempt.

Turning to Mr. Jefferson's private affairs, and to his farm-

book in 1815, it appears that the roll of negroes at Monticello,

BtioiKrly inclined to believe that the majority of business men in the Convention, voted

down°the political wire pullers who were expected to control them.
1 Daniel Webster is said thus to have prosecuted Theodore Lyman—the last a son of

one of the members of the Hartford Convention.
» For example, Pennsylvania.
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included one hundred and thirty-five
; the number at Poplar

Forest is not given. Ilis sowing of wheat extended to four hun-

dred and twenty bushels. We find no record of the products

of the year, and infer from the omission, that they were neither

so large nor so small as to occasion particular remark. The
farm-book contains the usual particulars and annual estimates in

respect to the domestic manufacture of wool, cotton, and hemp.
Mr. Jefterson had not yet learned how utterly inadequate this

kind of manufacturing would prove to withstand the reflux of

importation after the close of the war.

In a letter, of March 2d, 1815, to Jean Baptiste Say, the cele-

brated French writer on political economy, appear some inter-

esting, because definite and reliable, agricultural, economical,

and other statistics of Yirginia. Say was contemplating emi-

grating to America, to engage in cotton manufacturing, and was
inclined to select his residence in the immediate neighborhood

of Mr. Jefferson. His inquiries drew from the latter the state-

ments from which the following are selected. After giving a

scale of the rise in lands from 1793 to 1811, illustrated by par-

ticular examples, showing that they ascended, during that period,

from four to sixteen dollars, and from seven to twenty dollars

per acre, Mr. Jefferson declared that, owing to the " dropsical

state of our medium," this did not give a true idea of their actual

value, which he supposed to be from twelve to fifteen dollars an

acre. The " best farmers, such as Mr. Eandolph, his son-in-law,"

he said, " got from ten to twenty bushels of wheat to the acre
;

the worst, such as himself, from six to eighteen." The labor of an

able-bodied man cost sixty dollars a year, and he was clothed and

fed by his employer—a woman half that sum. A good plow-

horse was worth fifty or sixty dollars ; a draught-ox, from twenty

to twenty-five ; a milch cow from fifteen to eighteen ; a sheep

two dollars ; beef five cents, mutton and pork seven cents, and

Dutter from twenty to twenty-five cents a pound ; a turkey or

goose fifty cents ; a chicken, eight and one-third cents ; and a

dozen of eggs the same. We will close the extracts with a word

descriptive of his Albemarle neighbors :

" The Society is much better than is common in country situations
; perhaps

there is not a better country society in the United States. But do not imagine this

ft Parisian or an academical society. It consists of plain, honest, and rational neigh-

bors, some of them well informed and men of reading, all superintending their farm^
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hospitable and friendly, and speaking nothing buL English. The manners of everj

nation are the standard of orthodoxy within itself. But these standards being arbi-

trary, reasonable people in all allow free toleration for the manners, as for the reli-

gion of others."

He wrote to Mr. Wendover, March 13th,' some views in re-

spect to the right of the clergy to discuss political questions in the

pulpit, which do not appear elsewhere in his writings. He said

that human concerns, moral and physical, were so vast, that no
person could qualify himself to instruct others in all of them,

and that consequently they were divided into departments, each

of which might occupy the time and attention of a single indi-

vidual who purposed to teach them. Thus there were separate

•teachers of mathematics, medicine, law and religion. Congre-

gations associated together, and employed a religious teacher of

their particular sect, and contributed to pay him a salary "for

the trouble of delivering them at such periods as they agree on,

lessons in the religion they profess." Mr. Jefferson continued :

" If they want instruction in other sciences or arts, they apply to other instruc-

tors ; and this is generally the business of early life. But I suppose there is not an

instance of a single congregation which has employed their preacher for the mixed

purposes of lecturing them from the pulpit in Chemistry, in Medicine, in Law, in the

Bcience and principles of Government, or in anything but rehgion exclusively.

Whenever, therefore, preachers, instead of a lesson in religion, put them off with a

discourse on the Copernican system, on chemical affinities, on the construction of

government, or the characters or conduct of those administering it, it is a breach

of contract, depriving their audience of the kind of service for which they are sala-

ried, and giving them, instead of it, what they did not want, or, if wanted, would

rather seek from better sources in that particular art or science. In choosing our

pastor we look to his religious qualilications, without inquiring into his physical or

political dogmas, with which we mean to have nothing to do. I am aware that

arguments may be found, which may twist a thread of politics into the cord of reli-

gious duties. So may they for every other branch of human art or science. Thus,

for example, it is a religious duty to obey the laws of our country ; the teacher of

religion, therefore, must instruct us in those laws, that we may know how to obey

them. It is a religious duty to assist our sick neighbors ; the preacher must, there-

forej teach us medicine, that we may do it understandingly. It is a religious duty

to preserve our own health ; our religious teacher, then, must tell us what dishes

are wholesome, and give us recipes in cookery, that we may learn how to prepare

them. And so, ingenuity, by generalizing more and more, may amalgamate all the

branches of science into anyone of them, and the physician who is paid to visit the

sick, may give a sermon instead of medicine, and the merchant to whom money ia

sent for a hat, may send a handkerchief instead of it ?"*

> The letter is indorsed "not sent."
* He did not deny that a congregation might, if they chose, agree with theii preachei
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Mr. Jefferson confined this view to abstract or legal rights.

There is another one of expediency, in regard to whicli the opi-

nion of Mr. Burke may be perused with some interest in thie

connection. lie said

:

"Politics and the pulpit are terras that have little agreement. No sound ought

to be heard in the church but the voice of healing charity. The cause of civil

liberty and civil government gains as little as that of religion by this confusion of

duties. Those who quit their proper character to assume what does not belon'^ to

them, are for the greater part both ignorant of the character they leave, and of the

character they assume. Wholly unacquainted with the world, in which they are so

fond of meddling, and inexperienced in all its aifairs, on which they pronounce with

so much confidence, they know nothing of politics but the passions they excite.

Surely the church is a place where one day's truce ought to be allowed to the dis-

sensions and animosities of mankind."

Several letters are addressed to Professor* Girardin, in the

early part of 1815, in reference to events to be described in the

continuation of Burk's History of Virginia. Girardin was then

preparing that work at Milton, two or three miles from Monti-

cello. In one of his letters Mr. Jefferson mentioned how he

wished to be treated, during his life, by writers of history

:

" As to what is to be said of myself, I of course am not the judge. But my sin-

cere wish is that the faithful historian, like the able surgeon, would consider me in

his hands, while living, as a dead subject, that the same judgment may now be ex-

pressed which will be rendered hereafter, so far as my small agency in human afiairs

may attract future notice ; and I would of choice now stand as at the bar of pos-

terity. ' Cum semel occidaris, et de te ultima Minos fecerit arbitria.^ The only

exact testimony of a man is his actions, leaving the reader to pronounce on them
his own judgment. In anticipating this, too little is safer than too much ; and I

sincerely assure you that you will please me most by a rigorous suppression of all

friendly partialities. This candid expression of sentiments once delivered, passive

silence becomes the future duty.

He also contributed some materials to Wirt's Life of Patrick

Henry, during the year. His family remember that he was
particularly active during the summer in both indoor and out-

door improvements, inventions, scientific investigations, etc. He

to instruct them in law, or medicine, or politics—hut in that case he said, it must be by
the consent of every individual member, " because the association being volu:.tary, the
mere majority had no right to apply the contributions of the minority to purposes un-
specified in the agreement of the congregation." Out of the pulpit, he thought "the
preacher had the right, equally with every other citizen, to write or express his senti'
ments," on politics or other subjects, " his leisure time being his own, and his congre-
gation not obliged to hsten to his conversation, or to read his writings."

> He was a Professor for a time in WilUam and Mary College—in what department
we are not informed.
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contrived a leather top for a carriage, which could be readily-

arranged to exclude rain, or leave the vehicle entirely un-

covered—and which worked essentially on the plan of the

modern extension-top carriage. He invented a machine for

breaking herap, which he first had moved by the gate of his

saw-mill, and afterwards by a horse. It answered its purpose

completely, and produced a material saving in expense, ilis

fertile ingenuity also gave birth to many minor contrivances.

He measured the heights of Monticello and various contiguous

hills—and of the peaks of Otter when he made his autumn visit

to Poplar Forest. Altogether he spent an active and agreeable

year.

In one of his earliest letters in 1816, addressed to his Revolu-

tionary compatriot, the venerable Charles Thomson, he thus

described his bodily condition and habits

:

" I retain good health, am rather feeble to walk much, but ride with ease,

passing two or three hours a day on horseback,' and every three or four months

taking in a carriage a journey of ninety miles to a distant possession, where I pass

a good deal of my time. My eyes need the aid of glasses by night, and with small

print, in the day also ; my hearing is not quite so sensible as it used to be ; no

tooth shaking yet ; but shivering and shrinking in body from the cold are now
experienced, my thermometer having been as low as 12° this morning. My great-

est oppression is a correspondence afHictingly laborious, the extent of which I have

long been endeavoring to curtail. This keeps me at the drudgery of the writing-

table all the prime hours of the day, leaving for the gratification of my appetite for

reading, only what I can steal from the hours of sleep. Could I reduce this episto-

lary corvee within the limits of my friends and affairs, and give the time redeemed

from it to reading and reflection, to history, ethics, mathematics, my life would be a^

happy as the infirmities of age would admit, and I should look on its consummation

with the composure of one ' qui suinmum nee metuit diem nee optat.^
"

In a letter written to John Adams, about three months

afterwards, he shows how well he preserved the elasticity of his

early feelings and his characteristic view of human life

:

" You ask, if I would agree to live my seventy or rather seventy-three years

over again ? To which I say, yea. I think with you, that it is a good world on

1 He alluded to a bodily habit, not mentioned here, in a letter to Mr. Maury, June
16th, 1815 :

" Your practice of the cold bath thrice a week during the winter, and at the age of
seventy, is a bold one, which I should not, a priori, have pronounced salutary. But all

theory must yield to experience, and every constitution has its own laws. I have for
fifty years bathed my feet in cold water every morning (as you mention), and having
been remarkably exempted from colds (not having had one in every seven years of my
life on an average), I have supposed it might be ascribed to that practice. When we see
two facts accompanying one another for a long time, we are apt to suppose them re-

lated as cause and effect."
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the whole ; that it has been framed on a principle of benevolence, and more plea*

sure than pain dealt out to us. There are, indeed (who might say nay), gloomy

and hypochondriac minds, inhabitants of diseased bodies, disgusted with the present,

and despairing of the future ; always counting that the worst will happen, because

it may happen. To these I say, how much pain have cost us the evils which have

never happened ! My temperament is sanguine. I steer my bark with Hope in

the head, leaving Fear astern. My hopes, indeed, sometimes fail ; but not oftener

than the forebodings of the gloomy. There are, I acknowledge, even in the hap-

piest life, some terrible convulsions, heavy set-offs against the opposite page of the

account. I have often wondered for what good end the sensations of grief could

be intended. All our other passions, within proper bounds, have a useful object.

And the perfection of the moral character is, not in a stoical apathy, so hypocriti-

cally vaunted, and so untruly too, because impossible, but in a just equilibrium of

all the passions. I wish the pathologists then would tell us what is the use of grief

in the economy, and of what good it is the cause, proximate or remote."**********
" There is a ripeness of time for death, regarding others as well as ourselves,

when it is reasonable we should drop off, and make room for another growth.

When we have lived our generation out, we should not wish to encroach on another.

I enjoy good health ; I am happy in what is around me, yet I assure you I am ripe

for leaving all, this year, this day, this hour."

Should we suppose that every word in this off-hand correspond-

ence implied settled opinions or ideas—that he wrote nothing

in it merely as speculation, to embody the passing doubt of the

moment, or to draw out another's opinions and experiences

—

that his language never partook of the exaggeration of expres-

sion customary in epistolary writing—we should much wonder

to hear Mr. Jefferson, in the above extract, asking what were the

uses of grief in the moral economy. But that wonder ceases

when we remember that in the same paragraph he declared his

belief that the world was framed on a principle of benevolence,

and when we know that none more uniformly than he felt or

expressed complete resignation to the Divine will, under the

infliction of the most agonizing griefs which he ever encoun-

tered.'

Some of Mr. Jefferson's earliest letters in 1816, were

directed against the prevailing bank-mania. He wrote to Colonel

Yancey, January 6th

:

" Like a dropsical man calling out for water, water, our deluded citizens are

clamoring for more banks, more banks. The American mind is now in that state

» Let the reader turn back for an example to his letter to Governor Page, on the
death of Mrs. Eppes. After receiving Mr. Adams's answer to his question above, ha
wrote back, August 1st, 1816 : "To the question, indeed, on the utility of grief, no an-
swer remains to be given. You have exhausted the subject. I see that with the
other evils of life, it ia destined to temper the cup we are to drink."
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of fever which the world has so often seen in the history of other nations. We
are unaer the bank bubble, as England was under the South Sea bubble, France

under the Mississippi bubble, and as every nation is liable to be, under whatever

bubble, design, or delusion may puflf up in moments when off their guard. We
are now taught to believe that ledgerdemain tricks upon paper can produce as solid

wealth as hard labor in the earth. It is vain for common sense to urge that

nothing can produce but nothing ; that it is an idle dream to beheve in a philoso-

pher's stone which is to turn everything into gold, and to redeem man from the

original sentence of his Maker, ' in the sweat of his brow shall he eat his bread.'

"

The whole of this letter will be read with interest in his

published Works. Taught, as thej imagined, by the events of

the war, many of the ablest and most conscientious Republi-

can opponents of a IS^ational Bank, yielded at this period to the

supposed necessity of such an institution. A bill passed Con-

gress chartering the bank of the United States, with a capital

of $35,000,000
;

' and it was approved by President Madison,

April 10th, 1816. Mr. Jefferson, as usual, uttered no com-

plaints at the proceedings of his friends—but his own opinions

remained unchanged, as clearly appears by several letters of the

period."

In a letter to Benjamin Austin, January 9th, he avowed

that he had changed the opinions expressed in the Notes on

Virginia against home manufactures. Having explained the

circumstances that existed when that work was written, and the

completely changed ones produced by the subsequent maritime

and commercial regulations of the European powers, he said that

he who continued against domestic manufactures, must be for

reducing us to dependence on foreign nations—that manufac-

tures, to the extent of our own supply, were as necessary to our

independence as to our comfort. It has been inferred from this

and one or two other letters, and from a passage in one of his

Presidential Messages, that Mr. Jefferson favored a protective

tariff sufficient to build up domestic manufactures—and this by

a second iDference has been assumed to be a high protective

tariff. At a later period, he declared himself in favor of a re-

venue tariff, with such incidental protection as could be properly

afforded within its limits,'—and this, it is believed, is as far as

he ever advocated ^ro^^c^io/i.

» The capital of the first bank had been but $10,000,000.
» See a letter to John Taylor of Caroline, May 28th : to William H. Crawford, June

20th, 1816, etc.
^ See his letter to Mr. Pinckney, September 30th, 1820.
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Mr. Jefferson's attention was drawn, in 1816, by the Gover-

nor of Virginia (his friend Wilson 0. Nicholas, then in the tliird

year of his office), to a general system of improvements for

the defence, education, and development of the material

resources of the State, His replies, dated April 2d, and 19th,

will be found to contain many broad and valuable views, but

they cannot be given here. Passing over several political let

ters of interest, we come to one which demands notice.

The first Constitution of Virginia, established in 1776, had,

from the period of the publication of Jejfferson's Notes on Virginia,

constantly encountered the objections against it raised in that

work ; and these, instead of diminishing by the lapse, of time, had

acquired force in the public mind. Several attempts had been

made to procure a revision of the instrument, but it had been pre-

vented by the eastern counties. The western counties, smarting

under a recent defeat of this kind, in 1816, invited a meeting of

delegates to promote the object. Samuel Kercheval, a western

gentleman, published some letters in favor of a revision, and in-

closed them to Jefferson, soliciting his views. The reply was

long, and exhibits all the power and daring of its author's earlier

political disquisitions. He " besought " Kercheval, however, in

a second letter, not " to admit of the possibility " of that reply

being published, saying that " many good people would revolt

from its doctrines," and that he wished " to leave to those who
were to live under it, the settlement of their own Constitution,

and to pass in peace the remainder of his time"—that if his

" opinions were sound, they would occur to others, and would
prevail by their own weight without the aid of names." The
letters will be given in the Appendix.'

Professor Tucker, generally correct, and always candid

authority, mentions the following facts in regard to Jefferson's

first communication to Kercheval

:

"As his letter had an extensive circulation notwithstanding his caution, and

eventually found its way into the newspapers, the fear that some of them [his views]

deemed most exceptionable, would be adopted, under the known influence of his

name, and his presumed efforts in their favor, induced many who would otherwise

have desired a revision of the Constitution to postpone it during his life.'"

Another able and candid Virginia writer, critically versed

' See Affendix, No. 29. » Tucker's Life of Jefferson, vol. ii., p. 390.
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in both the written and unwritten iiistory of his State, Dr.

Grigsby, says in his discourse on the Virginia Convention of

1776 :

The first Constitution of Virginia withstood, for near fifty years, his [Jefferson's]

attacks in the Notes ; but when he threw his thoughts into the shape of a letter to

Kercheval, the fate of that instrument was sealed. The phrases of that letter were

at once stereotyped in the public voice; and it was amusing to observe on the

court green, and in debate, how those phrases passed current with men who had

never seen or heard of the letter, and who beheved that they were clothing their

own thoughts in their own words."

Professor Tucker further says, that " when the revision did

take pLace in 1829, several of" Mr. Jefferson's " principles were

deliberately rejected in the Convention—one or two by large

majorities." He might, had he written late enough, have added,

that at a succeeding Convention, in 1851, some of the rejected

" principles " were adopted. But irrespective of the fate of his

propositions, or of their intrinsic soundness, few more striking tri-

butes have ever been paid to the influence of an aged and retired

statesman than are to be found in the fact, that many friends of

a revision dared not have it take place during his life, for fear

that his bare opinions—for nobody expected his appearance

there—would bear down all opposition in the Constitutional

Convention of a State which swarmed with able public men.

Mr. Jefferson wrote a letter to Sir John Sinclair, July 31st,

in which, after reciprocating the congratulations of the latter on

the termination of the war between their respective nations, and

saying that amicable dispositions towards England had been

strong on the part of every American Administration, " from

the first to the present one," he made the following important

declaration

:

" During the first year of my own administration, I thought I discovered in the

conduct of Mr. Addington some marks of comity towards us, and a willingness to

extend to us the decencies and duties observed towards other nations. My desire

to catch at this, and to improve it for the benefit of my own country, induced me,

in addition to the official declarations from the Secretary of State, to write with my
own hand to Mr. King, then our Minister Plenipotentiary at London, in the follow-

ing words: [here follows the extract from a letter to Mr. King, of July 13th, 1802,

given at page 15 of this volume, except that the first sentence is slightly altered

to leave out the irrelevant matter in respect to the occasion of writing.' And then

Mr. Jefferson proceeds to say.] " My expectation was that Mr. King would show

1 And there are two wholly unimportant verbal deviations produced, probably by
the copier or printer.
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this letter to Mr. Addington, and that it would be received by him as an overture

towards a cordial understanding between the two countries. He left the ministry,

however, and I never heard more of it, and certainly never perceived any good
eflfect from it."

In a letter to James Maury, four years earlier (April 25th,

1812). Mr. Jefferson alluded to the same facts.' In Mr. Trist's

Memoranda occurs the following record of some remarks made
by Mr. Jefferson, January 7th, 1826—about six months before

his death

:

" When I came into office, I wrote to Mr. King, pressing him to retain his offic*

A short time after, I wrote him a letter with my own hand,"-* which it was my inter/ •

tion he should show to the Ministry, declaring that it then was (as it always has

been), my wish that we keep on good terms with that nation. People have taken

up an erroneous notion I was hostile to them. Tlds letter was never slioion. Some
time after, however, I wrote one to Sir John Sinclair, containing an expression of

similar sentiments, which was shown, and which produced an immediate change in

the conduct of the British Ministry."

The letter to Sinclair here referred to was dated June 30th,

1803, and has been given at page 67 of this volume. And Mr.

Jefferson might have added that ten days later he addressed a

letter of similar import to the Earl of Buchan, which was also

undoubtedly shown.^

» The following is an extract from the letter

:

"The English newspapers suppose me the personal enemy of their nation. I am not
so. I am an enemy to its injuries, as I am to those of France. If I could permit my-
self to have national partialities, and if the conduct of England would have permitted
them to be directed towards her, they would have been so. I thought that in the
administration of Mr. Addington, I discovered some dispositionstoward justice, and even
friendship and respect for us, and began to pave the way for cherishing these disposi-

tions, and improving them into ties of mutual good will. But we had then a Federal
minister there, whose dispositions to believe himself, and to inspire others with a belief

in our sincerity, his subsequent conduct has brought into doubt ; and poor Merry, the

English minister here, had learned nothing of diplomacy but its suspicions, without head
enough to distinguish when they were misplaced. Mr. Addington and Mr. Fox passed
away too soon to avail the two countries of their dispositions."

" Mr. Trist supposed he meant to be understood that the first named letter was writ-

ten by the Secretary of State.
8 His feelings towards England in 1816, are strongly illustrated by a letter he wrote

to Monroe. Various courses having been proposed in Congress to perpetuate the memory
of the British outrage in destroying the Capitol, and an inscription on the new building

being the one generally preferred, the Secretary of State consulted Mr. Jefferson as to

its tenor. The latter replied October 16th, proposing that if there was any inscription

it should be as follows: " Founded 1791—Burnt by a British army 1814—Restored by
Congress 1817." But he questioned the utility of any inscription. He said the " bar-

barism of the conflagration would immortalize that of the nation." But he thought that

in future England had vastly more to dread from us than we from her—that she was
" falling from her transcendent sphere "—and he added :

" It'is for the interest of all that she should be maintained, nearly on a par with other

members of the repablic of nations. Her power, absorbed into that of any other,

would be an object of dread to all, and to us more than all, because we are accessible to

her alone, and through her alone. The armies of Bonaparte with the fleets of Britain,

would change the aspect of our destinies. Under these prospects should we perpe

tuate hatred against her? Should we not, on the contrary, begin to open ourselves to

other and more rational dispositions ? It is not improbable that the circumstances of

the war and her own circumstances may have brought her wise men to begin to viow
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He informed a member of his family, in conversation, that no

circumstance ever gave him more pain than the conduct of Mr.

King on this occasion, that it was with difficulty he could bring

himself to believe it, and that he shuddered to learn that the

Federal leaders were willing to inflict serious injury on their

country for the sake of injuring his Administration.

The precise proofs which he had that his letter was not

BUown, are not within our knowledge. We would fain hope

that there may have been some mistake or misapprehension in

the matter—either that Mr. King did. communicate the letter

—that he did not receive it—or that he mistook its intended

destination. The last would be a most flimsy excuse, and the

second is entirely improbable. Mr. King's unpublished cor-

respondence may fortunately establish the first fact. He was

an ultra-Federalist, and one of the fondest of the admirers

of England—but his conduct during the war of 1812, would

seem to show that he had no foreign or partisan partialities

stroog enough to interfere with the calls of honor and patriotism.

A number of Mr. Jefierson's unpublished family letters in

1816 are before us. They abound in the usual expressions of

strong affection, and they show that he was deeply interesting

himself in the education of his grandchildren.

Mr. Eppes, since his second marriage, had been much sepa-

us witli other and even with kindred eyes. Should not our wise men, then, lifted above
the passions of the ordinary citizen, begin to contemplate what will be the interests of

our country on so important a change among the elements which influence it? I think it

would be better to give her time to show her present temper, and to prepare the minds
of our citizens for a corresponding change of disposition, by acts of comity towards
England, rather than by commemoration of hatred. These "views might be greatly

extended. Perhaps, however, they are premature, and that I may see the ruin of

England nearer than it really is."

In a letter to John Adams,. November 25th, Mr. Jefferson expressed equivalent

views ; and he said that were England " under a government which could treat us with

justice and equity, he should himself feel with great strength the ties which bound us

together, of origin, language, laws and manners; and he was persuaded the two people

would become in future, as it was with the ancient Greeks, among whom it was reproach-

ful for Greek to be found fighting against Greek in a foreign army."
Mr. Adams was in a less placable mood. He saw no prospect of a change in the

Government of England, and less of any relenting on its part towards the United States.

He replied

:

" Instead of ' turning their eyes to us,' their innate feelings will turn them from us.

They have been taught from their cradles to despise, scorn, insult, and abuse us. They
hate us more vigorously than they do the French. They would sooner adopt the simple

monarchy of France than our republican institutions. * * * *

" Britain will never be our friend till we are her master.
" This will happen in less time than you and I have been struggling with her power;

provided we remain united. Aye ! there's the rub ! I fear there will be greater diflBcul-

ties to preserve our Union, than you and I, our fathers, brothers, friends, disciples, and
sons have had to form it. Towards Great Britain, I would adopt their own maxim.
An English jockey says, ' if I have a wild horse to break, I begin by convincing him I am
his master ; and t^en I will convince him that I am his friend.' I am weU assured that

nothing will restrain Great Britain from injuring us but fear."
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lated from Mr. Jefferson, by distance of residence, and by the

pressure of his private business, between sessions of Congress.

But the fond grandfather had generally contrived to keep
Francis Eppes with himself, or in schools near his residence.

Mr. Eppes senior, had prepared to relieve him of this care in

1S16, by sending his son to a school in North Carolina. Mr.
Jefferson, with customary delicacy, but with evident solicitude,

attempted to prevent this arrangement from being carried into

effect. Here is a characteristic passage from one of his letters :

" I am almost afraid to propose to you to yield to me the expense and direction

of his education. Yet I think I could have it conducted to his advantage. Cer-

tainly no expense which could be useful to him, and no attention on my part would
be spared ; and he could visit you at such times as you should wish. If you say yea
to this proposition, he might come on to me at Poplar Forest, for which place I

shall set out about the 6th of April, and shall be there to about the 21st ; and could

I hear from you soon after my arrival there, I could be taking preparatory steps

for his reception and the course to be pursued. All this is submitted to your good
pleasure. Patsy, supposing Mrs. Eppes to have an attachment to flowers, sends her

a collection of seeds."

Mr. Eppes, of course, consented that his son remain. Mr.
Jefferson, after minutely describing the school he had selected,

added

:

" I am sensible, my dear sir, of the delicacy of your sentiments on the subject

of expense. I am indeed an unskillful manager of my farms, and sensible of this

from its effects, I have now committed them to better hands, of whose care and

skill I have satisfactory knowledge, and to whom I have ceded the entire direction."

This is all that is necessary to make them adequate to all my wants, and to place

me at entire ease. And for whom should I spare in preference to Francis, on sen-

timents either of duty or affection ? I consider all my grandchildren as if they

were my children, and want nothing but for them. It is impossible that I could

reconcile it to my feelings, that he alone of them should be a stranger to my caree

and contributions. You must then, permit me to come in for my share, and to do

something which may give me somewhat of the parental character with him ; not

to the diminution of what he feels and owes to you, or of your authority
; but yet

to be something affectionate in his eyes. We will both, then, do what falls in our

way. I have accordingly advanced to Mr. Mitchell, for the ensuing session, for so

they divide the year. And it is all but nothing ; being no more than I paid to Mr.

Maury for my own education, fifty-five years ago."

In the last paragraph the reader obtains a hint of Mr. Jeffer-

son's pecuniary expectations at this period. The rose color of

iiope, as usual, predominated. It was strange that with the accu-

' The individual here referred to was his grandson, Thomas Jefferson IVmdoIph.
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mulating facts constantly under his eyes—with au army of guests

constantly devouring his substance—amidst money fluctuations

which rendered every business arrangement and expectation

wholly unreliable—he should have seemed to imagine that

unskillful farming had been the leak in the vessel, or that any

skill in farming would stop it. In this private letter to a favo-

rite son-in-law, he does not allude to the real cause of his

straitening circumstances. He never alluded to it but once

or twice, it is believed, and then only to his daughter and oldest

grandson.

The bark was not yet in the rapids—but one less hopeful

and more familiar with the progress of pecuniary misfortune,

would have already heard the roar of the nearing whirlpool.

We select the following from his letters of this period to the

grandson mentioned in the preceding extracts

:

To Francis Eppks, Millbrook.

MONTICELLO, May 21, 1810.

I send you, my dear Francis, a Greek grammar, the best I know for the use of

bcflools. It is the one now the most generally used in the United States. I expect

you will begin it soon after your arrival at the New London Academy. You might,

while at home, amuse yourself with learning the letters, and spelling and reading

the Greek words, so that you may not be stopped by that when Mr. Mitchell puts

you into the grammar. I think you will like him, and old Mr. and Mrs. Deshavens,

from the character I have of them. I am sure Mr. Mitchell will do everything for

you he can, and I have no fear that you will not do full justice to his instruction.

But, while you endeavor, by a good store of learning, to prepare yourself to

become a useful and distinguished member of your country, you must remember

that this can never be, without uniting merit with your learning. Honesty, dis-

interestedness, and good nature are indispensable to procure the esteem and con-

fidence of those with whom we live, and on whose esteem our happiness depends.

Never suSer a thought to be harbored in your mind which you would not avow

openly. When tempted to do anything in secret, ask yourself if you would do it iu

public ; if you would not, be sure it is wrong. In little disputes with your compa-

nions, give way rather than i)isist on trifles, for their love and the approbation of

others will be worth more to you than the trifle in dispute. Above all things, and

at all times, practise yourself in good humor ; this of all human qualities is the

most amiable and endearing to society. Whenever you feel a warmth of temper

rising, check it at once, and suppress it, recollecting it would make you unhappy

within yourself, and disliked by others. Nothing gives one person so great an

advantage over another, under all circumstances. Think of these things, practise

them, and you will be rewarded by the love and confidence of the world. I have

some expectation of being at Poplar Forest the third week of June, when I hope I

shall see you going on cleverly, and already beloved by your tutors, curators, and

companions, as you are by yours affectionately,

Th. Jeffbkson.



CHAPTER XI.

1817—1822.

LJeatenant Hall's Account of his Visit to Monticello—Jefferson to Mrs. Adams—To

Adams in regard to Disclosing religious Views, etc.—A Practical Commentary on

Arraigning Private Religious Views of Candidates for Office—Monroe elected Presi-

dent—J. Q. Adams Secretary of State—Jefferson's Comments on Adams' Appointment

—Central College—Miscellaneous Correspondence of 1817—Views in regard to the

Great Canal in New York—On an Amendment of the Constitution sanctioning Internal

Improvements—On Persecution of Shakers in New York—Indoor Occupations of the

Year, described by Himself—He keeps Copies of only a portion of his Letters—Omis-

sions in the Congress Edition of his Writings—Illness in 1818—Kosciusko's Death

—

He leaves Jefferson Executor of his Will—Death of Mrs. Adams—Jefferson's Letter of

Condolence to Mr. Adams—Wirt's Life of Henry—Historic Reclamations—Jefferson

advises a Course of Female Education—His List of approved Novels—Tribute to

Franklin—Temperance Reform Theories forty years ago—Correspondence of 1819—

His Account of his Physical Habits and Condition—His Reading for half an hour

before going to Bed—His first Book of Selections from the New Testament—His

Remarks on it to Charles Thompson—His Polyglot Book of Selections from New Tes-

tament—Contents of both Selections—His Remarks on the Materials for writing his

Biography, etc.—His Strictures on Judicial Encroachments—Attacks of Illness in

1819—The Missouri Question—Jefferson's Remarks on it in 1820 and 1821—Virginia
University—Its History Published in 1856—Professor Minor's Sketch of its Early

History—Meeting of Commissioners to select a Site, etc.—First Board of Visitors

Chosen—Jefferson appointed Rector—Plan of the Buildings—Establishment under

Control of Jefferson—Expense exceeds Public Expectation—Struggles and Triumphs

—

Jefferson's Coadjutors—Joseph Carrington Cabell—An exciting Episode—Dr. Cooper's

Appointment as a Professor, attacked by the Clergy—The Sequel—Later Charges

—

Explanations of Professors Tucker and Dunglison—The Charge that Religious Instruc-

tion was excluded from the University—Invitation of the Visitors to all Sects to establish

Chairs of Divinity—Reasons for the Omission of the Visitors to provide for Religious

Instruction with the Funds of the Institution—By-laws in regard to Religions

Instruction—Jefferson's Miscellaneous Correspondence in 1820—Financial Affairs in

Virginia—On the Florida Treaty and Texas—" Monroe Doctrine " full blown—Jeffer-

son's Views of the Administration—His health in 1820—His Correspondence in 1821—
Pickering's Overture and its Acceptance—On Judiciary Encroachments—On the Abuse
of his Confidence in publishing his private Letters—Correspondence of 1822—Ou
a United States Society for the Civilization of the Indians—Jefferson accused in the

Newspapers of Overdrawing his Accounts while Minister to France—His Reply—His

Letter to John Adams—His Statement of his Persecution by Letter Writers—His Re-

marks on the Obliteration of Party Lines—Parentage of the Navy—Letters to his

Grandson.

An intelligent traveller, Lieutenant Kail, of the British

army, made a visit to Monticello at this period, and he has left

the following account of it.'

' Travels in Canada and the United States in 1816 and 1817, by Lieut. Francis Hall

485
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" Having an introduction to Mr. Jefferson [said Mr. Hall] I ascended his little

mountain, ou a fine morning, which gave the situation its due effect. The whole of the

sides and base are covered with forest, through which roads have been cut circu-

larly so that the winding may be shortened at pleasure : the summit is an opea

lawn, near to the south side of which the house is built, with its garden just

descending the brow : the saloon, or central hall, is ornamented with several pieces

of antique sculpture, Indian arras, mammoth bones, and other curiosities collected

from various parts of the Union. I found Mr. Jefferson tall in person, but stooping

and lean with old age, thus exhibiting the fortunate mode of bodily decay which

strips the frame of its most cumbersome parts, leaving it still strength of muscle

and activity of limb. His deportment was exactly such as the Marquis de Chastellux

describes it above thirty years ago. ' At first serious, nay, even cold,' but in a very

short time relaxing into a most agreeable amenity, with an unabated flow of conver-

sation ou the most interesting topics discussed in the most gentlemanly and philo-

sophic manner. I walked with him round his grounds, to visit his pet trees and

improvements of various kinds ; during the walk he pointed out to my observation a

conical mountain, rising singly at the edge of the southern horizon of the landscape :

its distance, he said, was forty miles, and its dimensions those of the greater Egyptian

pyramid ; so that it accurately represents the appearance of the pyramid at the

same distance ; there is a small cleft visible on its summit, through which the true

meridian of Monticello exactly passes ; its most singular property, however, is, that

on different occasions it looms, or alters its appearance, becoming sometimes cyhn-

drical, sometimes square, and sometimes assuming the form of an inverted cone.

Mr. Jefferson had not been able to connect this phenomenon with any particular

season or state of the atmosphere, except that it most commonly occurred in the

forenoon. He observed that it was not only wholly unaccounted for by the laws of

vision, but that it had not as yet engaged the attention of philosophers so far as to

acquire a name ; that of looming, being in fact, a term applied by sailors to appear-

ances of a similar kind at sea. The Blue Mountains are also observed to loom,

though not in so remarkable a degree.

" It must be remarkable to recall and preserve the political sentiments of a man

who has held so distinguished a station in public life as Mr. Jefferson. He seemed

to consider much of the freedom and happiness of America to arise from local cir-

cumstances. ' Our population,' he observed, ' has an elasticity by which it would

fly off from oppressive taxation.' He instanced the beneficial effects of a free gov-

ernment, in the case of New Orleans, where many proprietors who were in a state

of indigence under the dominion of Spain, have risen to sudden wealth, solely by

the rise in the value of land, which followed a change of government. Their inge-

nuity in mechanical inventions, agricultural improvements, and that mass of general

information to be found among Americans of all ranks and conditions, he ascribed

to that ease of circumstances which afforded them leisure to cultivate their minds,

after the cultivation of their lands was completed. In fact I have frequently been

surprised to find mathematical and other useful works, in houses which fieemed to

have little pretensions to the luxury of learning. ' Another cause,' Mr. Jefferson

observed, ' might be discovered in the many court and county meetings which

brought men frequently together on public business, and thus gave them habits,

both of thinking, and expressing their thoughts on subjects, which in other coun-

tries are confined to the privileged few.' Mr. Jefferson has not the reputation of

14th Light Dragoons, H. P. London, printed for Longman, Hurst, Eees, and Orme ^
Brown, Paternoster Row, 1819.
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being very friendly to England
; we should, however, be aware that a partiality in

this respect, is not absolutely the duty of an American citizen ; neither Ls it to be

expected that the policy of our government should be regarded in foreign countries

with the complacency with which it is looked upon by ourselves ; but whatever

may be his sentiments in this respect, politeness naturally repressed any offensive

expression of them ; he talked of our affairs with candor, and apparent good will,

though leaning perhaps to the gloomier side of the picture. He did not perceive

by what means we could be extricated from our present financial embarrassments,

without some kind of revolution in our government. On my replying that our habits

were remarkably steady, and that great sacrifices would be made to prevent a violent

catastrophe, he acceded to the observation, but demanded if those who made th.;

sacrifices would not require some political reformation in return. His repugnance
was strongly marked to the despotic principles of Bonaparte, and he seemed to con-

sider France, under Louis XVI. as scarcely capable of a republican form of gov-

ernment; but added that the present generation of Frenchmen bad grown up with

sounder notions which would probably lead to their emancipation. Relative to the

light in which he views the conduct of the allied sovereigns, I cannot do better

than insert a letter of his to Dr. Logan, dated 18th October, 1815, and published in

the American newspapers

:

" 'Dear Sir : I thank you for the extract in yours of August 16th, respecting

the Emperor Alexander. It arrived here a day or two after I had left this place,

from which I have been absent about seven or eight weeks. I had, from other

information, formed the most favorable opinion of the virtues of the Emperor
Alexander, and considered his partiality to this country as a prominent proof of

them. The magnanimity of his conduct on the first capture of Paris, still magnified

everything we had believed of him, but how he will come out of his present trial

remains to be seen : that the sufferings which France had inflicted on other coun-

tries, justified some reprisals cannot be questioned, but I have not yet learned

what crimes Poland, Saxony, Belgium, Venice, Lombardy, and Genoa, had merited

for them not merely a temporary punishment, but that of permanent subjugation,

and a destitution of independence and self-government. The fable of JEsop and

the Lion dividing the spoils, is, I fear, becoming true history, and the moral code

of Napoleon and the English government, a substitute for that of Grotius of Puf-

fendorf, and even of the pure doctrines of the great Author of our own religion.

We were safe ourselves from Bonaparte, because he had not the British fleets at his

command. We were safe from the British fleets because they bad Bonaparte at

their back ; but the British fleets and the conquerors of Bonaparte being now com-

bined, and the Hartford nation drawn off to them, we have uncommon reason to

look to our own affairs. This, however, I leave to others, offering prayers to

Heaven, the only contribution of old age, for the safety of our country. Be so

good as to present me affectionately to Mrs. Logan, and to accept yourself the

assurance of my esteem and respect.
"

' Th. Jfferson.

" The same anxiety for his country's independence seems to have led him to a

change of opinion on the relative importance of manufactories in America. He
thus expresses himself in answer to an address from the American Society for the

Encouragement of Manufactures :
' I have read with great satisfaction the eloquent

pamphlet you were so kind as to send me, and sympathize with every line of it. I

was once a doubter whether the labor of the cultivator, aided by the creative
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powers of the earth itself, would not produce more value than that of tbe tnanuk'ac-

turer alone, and unassisted by the dead subject on which he acted ; in other words,

whether the more we could bring into action of the energies of our boundless ter-

iitory, in addition to the labor of our citizens, the more would not be our gain.

But the inventions of the latter times by labor-saving machines, do as much now for

the manufacturer as the earth for the cultivator. Experience too, has proved that

mine was but half the question ; the other half is, whether dollars and cents are to

be weighed in the scale against real independence. The question is then solved, at

least so far as respects our own wants. I much fear the effect on our infant estab-

lishment of the policy avowed by Mr. Brougham, and quoted in the pamphlet.

Individual British merchants may lose by the !ate immense importations, but

British commerce and manufactories in the mass will gain by beating down the

competition of ours in our own markets, etc'

" The conversation turning on American history, Mr. Jefferson related an anec-

dote of the Abbe Raynal, which serves to show how history, even when it calls

itself philosophical, is written. The Abbe was in company with Dr. Franklin, and

several Americans at Paris, when mention chanced to be made of his anecdote of

Polly Baker, related in his sixth volume, upon which one of the company observed

that no such law as that alluded to in the story existed in New England : the Abbe

stoutly maintained the authenticity of his tale, when Dr. Franklin, who had hitherto

remained silent, said, ' I can account for all this
;
you took the anecdote from a

newspaper, of which I was at that time editor, and happening to be very short of

news, I composed and inserted the whole story.' ' Ah ! Doctor,' said the Abbe,

making a true French retreat, ' I had rather have your stories, than other men's

truths.'

" Mr. Jefferson preferred Botta's Italian History of the American Revolution to

any that had yet appeared, remarking, however, the inaccuracy of the speeches.

—

Indeed, the true history of that period seems to be generally considered as lost. A
remarkable letter on this point lately appeared in print, from the venerable Mr. John

Adams, to a Mr. Niles, who had soUcited his aid to collect and pubhsh a body of

revolutionary speeches. He says, ' of all the speeches made in Congress from llli

to 1777, inclusive of both years, not one sentence remains, except a few periods of

Dr. Witherspoon, printed in his works.' His concluding sentence is very strong.

'In plain English, and in a few words, Mr. Niles, I consider the true history of the

American Revolution, and the estabhshment of our present constitutions, as lost for-

ever ; and nothing but misrepresentations, or partial accounts of it, will ever be

recovered.'

" I slept a night at Monticello, and left it in the morning, with such a feeling as

the traveller quits the mouldering remains of a Grecian temple, or the pilgrim a foun-

tain in the desert. It would indeed argue a great torpor, both of understanding and

heart, to have looked without veneration and interest on the man who drew up the

Declaration of American Independence, who shared in the councils by which her

freedom was established ; whom the unbought voice of his fellow-citizens called to

the exercise of a dignity, from which his own moderation impelled him, when such

an example was most salutary, to withdraw ; and who, while he dedicates the even-

ing of his glorious days to the pursuits of science and literature, shuns none of the

humbler duties of private life ; but, having filled a seat higher than that of kings,

succeeds with graceful dignity to that of the good neighbor, and becomes the friendly

adviser, lawyer, physician, and even gardener of his vicinity. This is the

Btill small voice of philosophy, deeper and holier than the lightnings and earth
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quakes which have preceded it. What monarch would venture thus to exhibit him-

self in the nakedness of his humanity? On what royal brow would the laurel re-

place the diadem ? But they who are born and educated to be kings, are not

expected to be philosophers. This is a just answer, though no great compliment,

either to the governors or the governed."—Chap, xxxv., 374 to 385.

LieuteDant Hall, it appeal's from his "Work, came near find-

ing a " watery grave " in fording the Rivanna, on his return.

His horse and wagon were swept down the stream, but he and
his servant escaped, and his equipage was finally saved by the

efforts of Mr. Jefferson's domestics. Our traveller then arrived

at Richmond without further adventures. He often quotes Mr.

Jefferson's opinions, evidently profoundly impressed with the

greatness and benignity of his character.

Mr. Jefferson's first published letter in 1817, was addressed

to Mrs. Adams.
To Mrs. Adams.

MoNTiCELLO, Jan. 11, 1817.

I owe you, dear Madam, a thousand thanks for the letters communicated in your

favor of December 15th, and now returned. They give me more information than

I possessed before, of the family of Mr. Tracy.' But what is infinitely interesting,

is the scene of the exchange of Louis XVIII. for Bonaparte. What lessons of wis-

dom Mr. Adams must have read in that short space of time ! More than fall to the

lot of others in the course of a long life. Man, and the man of Paris, under those

circumstances, must have been a subject of profound speculation ! It would be a

singular addition to that spectacle, to see the same beast in the cage of St. Helena,

like a hon in the tower. That is probably the closing verse of the chapter of his

crimes. But not so with Louis. He has other vicissitudes to go through.

I communicated the letters, according to your permission, to my grand-daughter,

Ellen Randolph.'' who read them with pleasure and edification. She is justly sensi-

ble of, and flattered by your kind notice of her; and additionally so, by the favor-

able recollections of our northern visiting friends. If Monticello has anything which

has merited their remembrance, it gives it a value the more in our estimation ; and

could I, in the spirit of your wish, count backwards a score of years, it would not be

long before Ellen and myself would pay our homage personally to Quincy. But

those twenty years ! Alas ! where are they ? With those beyond the flood. Our

next meeting must then be in the country to which they have flown—a country for

us not now very distant. For this journey we shall need neither gold nor silver in

our purse, nor scrip, nor coats, nor staves. Nor is the provision for it more easy

than the preparation has been kind. Nothing proves more than this, that the Being

who presides over the world is essentially benevolent. Stealing from us, one by one

the faculties of enjoyment, searing our sensibilities, leading us, like the horse in hit

mill, round and round the same beaten circle,

To see what we have seen,

To taste the tasted, and at each return

Less tasteful ; o'er our palates to decant

Another vintage

—

• The Count de Tracy. ^ Now Mrs. Joseph Coolidge, of Boston.
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uutil satiated and fatigued with tliis leaden iteration, we ask our own cMige. I

heard once a verj old friend, who had troubled himself with neither poets, nor phi-

losophers, say the same thing in plain prose, that he was tired of pulling off his shoes

and stockings at night, and putting them on again in the morning. The wish to

stay here is thus gradually extinguished ; but not so easily that of returning once

in awhile, to see how things have gone on. Perhaps, however, one of the elements

of future felicity is to be a constant and unimpassioned view of what is passing here.

If so, this may well supply the wish of occasional visits. Mercier has given us a

vision of the year 2,440 ; but prophecy is one thing, and history another. On the

whole, however, perhaps it is wise and well to be contented with the good things

which the master of the feast places before us, and to be thankful for what we havo,

rather than thoughtful about what we have not. You and I, dear Madam, have

already had more than an ordinary portion of life, and more, too, of health than the

general measure. On this score I owe boundless thankfulness. Your health was,

some time ago, not so good as it has been ; and I perceive in the letters communi-

cated, some complaints still. I hope it is restored ; and that life and health may be

continued to you as many years as yourself shall wish, is the sincere prayer of your

affectionate and respectful friend.

He wrote to Mr. Adams the same day, and closed his letter

thus

:

" One of our fan-coloring biographers, who paints small men as very great, in-

quired of me lately, with real affection too, whether he might consider as authentic,

the change in my religion much spoken of in some circles. Now this supposed that

they knew what had been my religion before, taking for it the word of their priests,

whom I certainly never made the confidants of my creed. My answer was— ' say

nothing of my religion. It is known to my God and myself alone. Its evidence

before the world is to be sought in my hfe ; if that has been honest and dutiful to

society, the religion which has regulated it cannot be a bad one.'—Affectionately

adieu."

The subject of religion occupies considerable space in the

correspondence of Jefferson and Adams. The latter was evi-

dently extremely fond of speculating on this topic, and of drawing
out his friend. He who reads their letters, and then suffers his

memory to revert to the vehement appeals made to the American
people in 1800 to vote for Adams and against Jefferson, on the

ground of a di^erence in their religious beliefs, will obtain an
instructive commentary on the propriety of political partisans

assuming to sit in judgment on the hearts and private religious

opinions of candidates for office.

Mr. Monroe succeeded Mr. Madison in the Presidency, in

1817. It was an event in which Mr. Jefferson experienced great

satisfaction, as he had perfect confidence in Monroe personally,

and he believed an "Administration in republican forms and
principles " for twenty-four consecutive years, " would so conse-
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crate them in the eyes of the people as to secure them against

the danger of a change." The President appointed John Quincj
Adams Secretary of State, and Jefferson thus wrote to the senior

Adams on that subject :
" I congratulate Mrs. Adams and your-

self on the return of your excellent and distinguished son, and
our country still more, on such a minister of their foreign affairs

;

and I renew to both the assurance of my high and friendly

respect and esteem."

Mr. John Q. Adams wrote to Mr. Jefferson, October 4th,

propounding several inquiries. These were answered November
1st, and the letter closed thus :

" I have barely left myself room to

express my satisfaction at your call to the important office you
hold, and to tender you the assurance of my great esteem and re-

spect." Jefferson's feelings towards the younger Adams were

purely amicable, as this letter implies. He had a high opinion of

his integrity and ability—particularly of his ability as a writer.

He always, however, to some extent distrusted his temper and

judgment. He said, in 1816 or 1817, to one from whose lips we
have it :

" Monroe showed his usual good sense in appointing

Adams. They were made for each other. Adams has a pointed

pen : Monroe has sound judgment enough for both, and firmness

enough to have At5 judgment control." He said to another gen-

tleman, also our personal informant :
" Monroe always saw his

point, but could not always express very well how he got there.

Give Adams a conclusion, and he could always assign the best

reasons for it."

Mr. Jefferson took an active part in measures set on foot in

1817, to establish the "Central College" of Yirginia, which

afterwards ripened into the University. Two of the "Visitors,"

besides himself, were ex-President Madison, and President Mon-
roe They met to deliberate on the subject, in the opening of

May, at Monti cello.

We have the customary range of correspondence during the

year. To Dr. Humphreys he expressed his warm approbation

of colonizing the American negroes in Africa. To Mr. Adams,
he declared that Botta had given the History of the American

Kevolution " with more detail, precision, and candor, than any

writer he had yet met with," but he wholly objected to " put-

ting speeches into mouths that never made them, and fanc^'ir.g

motives of action which we [the actors] never felt." He wrote
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Dr. Stuart that he hoped " the policy of our country would set-

tle down with as much navigation and commerce only as our

own exchanges would require." To the same he said

:

" You say I must go to writing history. While in public life I had not time, and

now that I am retired, I am past the time. To write history requires a whole life

of observation, of inquiry, of labor and correction. Its materials are not to be found

among the ruins of a decayed memory. At this day I should begin where I ought

to have left off."

He repeated his early views on expatriation to Dr. Man-
ners. He said it was a right which " we do not claim under the

charters of kings or legislators, but under the King of kings."

He wrote to Humboldt in respect to the " gigantic undertaking "

in New York, " for drawing the waters of Lake Erie into the

Hudson," saying the expense would be great, but the beneficial

effects incalculable.* He predicted to De Marbois, that the

United States would proceed successfully for ages; and that

"contrary to the principle of Montesquieu, it would be seen

that the larger the extent of country the more firm its Kepubli-

can structure, if founded not on conquest, but in principles of

compact and equality." In a letter to Gallatin (June 16th), he

applauded the " proof of the innate good sense, the vigilance and

the determination of the people to act for themselves," evinced

by their spontaneously dropping or defeating the members of

Congress who voted for the Compensation Law, when " the

newspapers were almost entirely silent" on the subject, and the

leaders the other way.''

He highly approved, in this same letter, of the President's veto

of the Internal Improvement bill,which he considered an unconsti-

tutional enactment; but he thought that the States would be ready

to amend the Constitution so as to confer the power of making

1 Joshua Forman, of New York, one of the prominent originators oi its great canal,
visited Washington in 1809, to converse with President Jefferson on that subject, and to

attempt to obtain the cooperation of the General Government. He represented Mr. Jeffer-

son as saying, that " it was a very fine project, and might be executed a century hence,"
etc., but not now. In a letter to Governor Clinton in 1822, Mr. Jefferson seemed to put
a different version on his views—namely, that he thought " New York had anticipated by
a full century, the ordinary progress of improvement."—See North American Review,
No. 65, p. 507.

2 The Fourteenth Congress, at its first session, passed an act (March 19, 1816), abol-

ishing the per diem allowance of members of Congress, and prescribing that they should
receive an annual salary of $1,500. At their next session the act was repealed (Feb.
6th, 1817), ''after the close of the present Session of Congress." Mr. Jefferson said :

" the

unpopularity of the Compensation Law was completed, by the manner of repealing it as

to all the world except themselves."
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internal improvements on tlie General Government. It will be

recollected that he more than once advanced the same idea in

his Presidential messages, and even suggested the commencement
of practical steps towards effecting the change. It is understood

that he took this view, because he labored under the impression,

first, that it would be a necessary concession to some of the States

(particularly the western ones), to preserve the Union; and second-

ly, that internal improvements between States, apart from their

utility, and apart from the wishes of the people, would of them-

selves form indissoluble links of union. It was not then foreseen

that private enterprise would soon create these public works. In

the light of analogy, probably no doubt can be entertained that

Jefferson would have entirely preferred their construction by
the latter means, or that had he lived at this day, he would be

the first to oppose the constitutional amendment which we have

seen him suggesting.

He also wrote to Gallatin :

" Three of our papers have presented us the copy of an act of the Legislature of

Xew York, which, if it has really passed, will carry us back to the times of the dark-

est bigotry and barbarism, to find a parallel. Its purport is, that all those who shall

hereafter join in communion with the religious sect of Shaking Quakers, shall be

deemed civilly dead, their marriages dissolved, and all their children and property

taken out of their hands. This act being published nakedly in the papers, without

the usual signatures, or any history of the circumstances of its passage, I am not

without a hope it may have been a mere abortive attempt."

Some interesting particulars in regard to the journals of

Lewis and Clarke, in their western expedition, will be found in

letters to Mr. Duponceau of Philadelphia; and various details of

Jefferson's educational plans for Virginia, in letters to his

learned and highly valued friend M. Correa.

His general indoor occujDations of the year are thus mourn-

fully described to Mr. Adams :

Dear Sir:

Forty-three volumes read in one year, and twelve of them quarto! Dear

sir, how I envy you ! Half a dozen of octavos in that space of time are as much

as I am allowed. I can read by candle-hght only, and stealing long hours from my
rest : nor would that time be indulged to me, could I by that light see to write.

From sunrise to one or two o'clock, and often from dinner to ditrk, I am drudging

at the writing table. And all this to answer letters in which neither interest nor

inclination on my part enters ; and often from persons whose names I have never

before heard. Yet, writing civilly, it is hard to refuse them civil answers. This i»
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the burden of my life, a very grievous one indeed, and one which I must get rid of.

Delaplaine lately requested me to give him a Hue on the subject of his book, mean-

ing, as I well knew, to publish it. This I constantly refuse ; but in this instance

yielded, that in saying a word for him, I might say two for myself. I expressed in

it freely my sufferings from this source ; hoping it would have the effect of an indi-

rect appeal to the discretion of those strangers, and others, who, in the most

friendly dispositions, oppress me with their concerns, their pursuits, their prcjects,

inventions and speculations, political, moral, religious, mechanical, mathematical,

historical, etc., etc, etc. I hope the appeal will bring me relief, and that I shall be

left to exercise and enjoy correspondence with the friends I love, and on subjects

which they, or my own inchnations present. In that case your letters shall not be

80 long on my files unanswered, as sometimes they have been, to ray great mor-

tification."

The remark has been perhaps too long deferred, that Mr.

Jefferson, after his retirement, kept copies of only a very

small portion of his letters ; and consequently that neither his

published works, nor his manuscripts in the possession of

the Government, furnish any just idea of the extent of his cor-

respondence. We shall, hereafter, see that his published

writings for a particular year include considerably less than one-

fiftieth part of the letters which he wrote.

Another fact should have been earlier noticed. While the

Congress edition of Jefferson's writings is much fuller than

Randolph's, it omits many important letters published in the

latter. The tenor of the omitted letters will show at once that

they belong to no particular class which it could have been

thought desirable by the editor of the Congress edition to ex-

clude ; and some of them are more important than those given

by him, in many instances. The omission therefore has no

obvious explanation.*

» The readiest one would be that Professor Washington made his publication exclu-

sively from the manuscripts purchased by the Government from the legatee of Mr.

Jefferson's papers, and that the omitted letters had been lost from the collection before

it was sold to the Government. But Professor Washington clearly was not confined

to the manuscripts, for he gives Jefferson's youthful letters to John Page, which were
not included among them, and for which he was indebted to Professor Tucker's life of

Jefferson. (Tucker obtained the letters from Page himself, and first published them to

the world.) Nor does Professor Washington make this departure from the manuscripts

an exceptional one, by mentioning it as such, or by specifying the source from which he

derived the letters. Again, a careful comparison of the chasms, blanks, asterisks, etc.,

in the letters which Eandolph and Washington both publish—many of which did not

exist in the originals—will show a coincidence between editors acting at different times,

and under different circumstances, which has but one probable solution. That probable

solution is, that Professor Washington was willing to make the same omissions that

Eandolph had mad^, and therefore used Randolph's printed copies of the letters, (so far

as they went) instead of making written ones from the original manuscripts. This

svould be the most delicate course which could be pursued towards a family editor, and

would save a vast amount of unnecessary copying. If this hypothesis is correct, an

immense mass of mixed written and printed matter, which required arranging with con
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Mr. Jefferson suffered from an attack of illness early in

1818, which if not really dangerous, was supposed sufficiently

so to attract much public attention ; and his family were over-

whelmed with letters from every part of the United States,

making inquiries, and expressing the solicitude and sympatliy

of the writers. He apparently fully recovered his health, but

the wear of the machine, the advancing debility of old age,

and the predisposition to disease, had doubtless been consider-

ably increased. His correspondence during the year is much
less than usual.

A letter to Mr. Wirt congratulates the latter on his accession

to the Attorney-Generalship of the United States ; and asks his

advice as to the proper court in which to prove the will of

General Kosciusko, which he had left in the hands of Mr.

Jefferson as his executor. The great Pole died at Soleure, in

Switzerland, in consequence of a fall from his horse, October

16th, 1817, in the sixty-first year of his age. Mr. Jefferson deeply

deplored the loss of " his most intimate, and much beloved

friend."
'

siderable care went into the hands of the printers. Carelessness in any of the parties
having the arrangement, or even the handling of this matter, might have led to the
accidental and unnoticed loss of some of the printed letters. Whether the loss extended
to manuscript papers, we cannot say, having no catalogue of those of Mr. Jefferson,

which are in the possession of the Government.
A fact which might escape the notice of cursory readers, and seem to render some

of the citations in this biography inaccurate, should here be named. The index of

letters in the Congress edition of Mr. Jefferson's writings, is incomplete.

Our citations have been generally made merely by giving dates of the letters, without
specifying in which edition they are to be found. A reference to the edition in every
instance would have been inconvenient, and would have required much space.

i Jefferson and Kosciusko were bosom friends, and kept up a correspondence for a
long number of years, and until the death of the latter. After "Warsaw's last Cham-
pion"—who has been felicitously described as possessing, in his capacity of a com-
mander, the " integrity of Washington and the activity of Ccesar,"—fell on the fatal field

of Macziewice ; and after he refused the estates and other presents offered him by the

Emperor Paul, he set out for the United States, intending probably to make them his

future residence. He reached America in 1797. Like all the other continental foreigners

who visited our shores, he became attached to Jefferson ; and he earnestly sympathized
m Jefferson's political views. He had gallantly served the United States in their Eevo-
lutionary struggle, and had been warmly applauded and esteemed by Washington ; but
this did not prevent him from being insultingly attacked by anti-Republican partisans,

particularly by the foul-mouthed Cobbet. It was even thought that he was one of the

contemplated objects of the Alien-law. He returned to France in 1798. He had refused
to receive back his sword from the Emperor Paul, saying :

" I will no longer wear
sword, for I have no longer a country ;" and accordingly Napoleon never found it prac-
ticable to make him a tool, by delusive promises in favor of his country, as he did some
other brave and noble Poles. On Kosciusko's death, the women of Poland went into

mourning. The Senate solicited his body, and it was carried back at the expt^i se of the

Emperor Alexander, and deposited with becoming honors in the tomb of the ancient
kings of Poland.

He is understood to have been supported towards the close of his life by the interest

of money received from our Government as a compensation for his military services. Ho
invested this in government funds, and left it under the charge of Jefferson. Some
particulars of his will are to be found in letters from Jeffereon to Wirt, January 5th, anrf

to M. Jullien, July 23d, 1818.
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Death took another of Jefferson's cherished friends, in 1818.

Mrs. Adams died near the close of October, and as soon as the

ead intelligence reached Monticello, the following letter was

written :

To John Adams.

Monticello, Kovemher 13, 1818.

The public papers, my dear friend, announce the fatal event of which your letter

of October the 20th had given me ominous foreboding. Tried myself in the school

of affliction, by the loss of every form of connection which can rive the human heart,

I know well, and feel what you have lost, what you have suffered, are suffering, and

have yet to endure. The same trials have taught me that for ills so immeasurable,

time and silence are the only medicine. I will not, therefore, by useless condolences,

open afresh the sluices of your grief, nor, although mingling sincerely my tears with

yours, will I say a word more where words are vain, but that it is of some comfort

to us both that the term is not very distant, at which we are to deposit in the same

cerement, our sorrows and sufFering bodies, and to ascend in essence to an ecstatic

meeting with the friends we have loved and lost, and whom we shall still love and

never lose again. God bless you and support you under your heavy aflQiction.

Th. Jefferson.

The publication of "Wirt's glowing life of Henry, produced

some reclamations in other quarters. Jefferson's assertion,

quoted in the work, that " Mr. Henry certainly gave the first

impulse to the ball of revolution," drew a letter from Dr. Water-

house of Massachusetts, questioning the accuracy of this state-

ment. Jefferson replied (March 3d)

:

" I well recollect to have used some such expression in a letter to him, and am

tolerably certain that our own State being the subject under contemplation, I must

have used it with respect to that only.********
The fact is, that one new idea leads to another, that to a third, and so ou

through a course of time, until some one, with whom no one of these ideas was

original, combines all together, and produces what is justly called a new invention,

I suppose it would be as diflScult to trace our revolution to its first embryo. "We

do not know how long it was hatching in the British cabinet before they ventured

to make the first of the experiments which were to develop it in the end and to

produce complete parliamentary supremacy. Those you mention in Massachusetts

as preceding the stamp act, might be the first visible symptoms of that design. The

proposition of that act in 1764, was the first here. Your opposition, therefore,

preceded ours, as occasion was sooner given there than here, and the truth, I sup-

pose, is, that the opposition in every colony began whenever the encroachment

was presented to it. This question of priority is as the inquiry would be who first.

of the three hundred Spartans, offered his name to Leonidas ?"

Several letters have been quoted in this work, giving
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Mr. Jefferson's views on a proper course of education for young
men. The following answer (March 14th, 1818) to inquiries

from N. Burwell, contains, it is believed, his fullest expression

on a proper course of education for females :

" A plan of female education has never been a subject of systematic contem-

plation with me. It has occupied my attention so far only as the education of my
own daughters occasionally required. Considering that they would be placed in a

country situation where little aid could be obtained from abroad, I thought

it essential to give them a solid education, which might enable them, when become
mothers, to educate their own daughters, and even to direct the course for sons, should

their fathers be lost, or incapable, or inattentive. My surviving daughter accord-

ingly, the mother of many daughters as well as sons, has made their education the

object of her life, and being a better judge of the practical part than myself, it is

with her aid and that of one of her eleves, that I shall subjoin a catalogue of the

books for such a course of reading as we have practised.

A great obstacle to good education is the inordinate passion prevalent for

novels, and the time lost in that reading which should be instructively employed.

When this poison infects the mind, it destroys its tone and revolts it against

wholesome reading. Reason and fact, plain and unadorned, are rejected. Nothing

can engage attention unless dressed in all the figments of fancy, and nothing so

bedecked comes amiss. The result is a bloated imagination, sickly judgment, and

disgust towards all the real businesses of life. This mass of trash, however, is not

without some distinction; some few modeling their narratives, although fictitious, on

the incidents of real life, have been able to make them interesting and useful vehicles

of a sound morality. Such, I think, are Marmontel's new moral tales, but not his old

ones, which are really immoral. Such are the writings of Miss Edgeworth, and some
of those of Madame Genlis. For a like reason, too, much poetry should not be

indulged. Some is useful for forming style and taste. Pope, Dryden, Thomson,
Shakspeare, and of the French, Moliere, Racine, the Corneilles, may be read with

pleasure and improvement.

The French language, become that of the general intercourse of nations, and

from their extraordinary advances, now the depository of all science, is an indis-

pensable part of education for both sexes. In the subjoined catalogue, therefore, I

have placed the books of both languages indifferently, according as the one or the

other offers what is best.

The ornaments, too, and the amusements of life, are entitled to their portion of

attention. These, for a female, are dancing, drawing, and music. The first is a

healthy exercise, elegant, and very attractive for young people. Every affectionate

parent would be pleased to see his daughter qualified to participate with her com-
panions and without awkwardness at least, in the circles of festivity, of which she

occasionally becomes a part. It is a necessary accomplishment, therefore, although

of short use ; for the French rule is wise, that no lady dances after marriage. This

is founded in solid physical reasons, gestation and nursing leaving little time to a

married lady when this exercise can be either safe or innocent. Drawing i.s

thought less of in this country than in Europe. It is an innocent and engaging

amusement, often useful, and a qualification not to be neglected in one who is to

become a mother and an instructor. Music is invaluable where a person has an
ear. Where they have not, it should not be attempted. It furnishes a delightful
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recreation for the hours of respite from the cares of the day, and lasts us through

life. The taste of this country, too, calls for this accomplishment more strongly

than for either of the others.

I need say nothing of household economy, in which the mothers of our country

are generally skilled, and generally careful to instruct their daughters. We all

know its value, and that diligence and dexterity in all its processes are inestimable

treasures. The order and economy of a house are as honorable to the mistress as

those of the farm to the master, and if either be neglected, ruin follows, and

children destitute of the means of living.

This, sir, is offered as a summary sketch on a subject on which I her^ not

thought much. It probably contains nothing but what has already occurr'«d to

yourself, and claims your acceptance on no other ground than as a testimony of my
respect for your wishes, and of my great esteem and respect."

When tlie above list of approved novels for young ladies*

perusal is examined, the modern reader will not be likely to for-

get that Waverley, Guy Mannering, the Antiquary, and Old

Mortality were then before the world. Rob Roy and the Heart

of Mid Lothian appeared in 1818. It is easy to see why such

writers as Radclifi'e and Godwin—to say nothing of an earlier Eng-

lish school of able, but immoral, or at least indelicate authors

—

were excluded from the catalogue. But Scott's works are gene-

rally thought to exhibit vastly more perfection as novels, than any

Mr. Jefferson named ; and surely he did not sigh for higher stan-

dards of character, more beautiful delineations of every virtue,

more certain visitations of the avenging Nemesis to the bosom

of guilt, more terrible retributions for crime, than are uniformly

interwoven into the plot and moral of the " "Waverley Novels."

This relegation of Scott must have been intentional. Mr.

Jefferson had read none of his fictions, because he would not

read them. But, at the entreaties of grand-daughters, he had

listened to occasional passages or pages from several of them.

They were not to his taste. In prose as in poetry, he did not

relish the romantic school. He detested the political civiliza-

tion of the middle ages, and especially the feudal system, as cor-

dially as Scott admired them. He as warmly sympathized with

common humanity as Scott did with kings and nobles. In short,

he was as thorough a radical in heart and grain as the great

novelist was a tory. He thought, therefore, that the pictures

of social and political civilization drawn by the latter had an

untruthful, if not dangerous coloring. But the issue taken

with the delineator was rather ludicrous than serious. His taste

in regard to the romantic was similar to that of Cervantes—per-
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haps had been fashioned on it. The Bois-Guilberts and the

Front de Boeufs, to him were all cousin-germans of Don Quix-

ote. It is recollected bj members of his family, that he could

not endure the character of the stately and chivalrous Norman
race of men—always speaking of them as "tyrants and robbers."

His partiality for the Saxon element in English character, laws

and manners, was strong and often avowed.

Jefferson expressed the following views in regard to the

people of the western American States, in a letter to Mr.

Adams (May 17th, 1818)

:

" They are freer from prejudices than we are, and bolder in grasping at truth.

The time is not distant, though neither you nor I shall see it, when we shall be but

a secondary people to them. Our greediness for wealth, and fantastical expense

lave degraded, and will degrade, the minds of our maritime citizens. These are

ne peculiar vices of commerce."

In a letter to Robert Walsh (Dec. 4th), he paid a beautiful

tribute to the character of Franklin, and inclosed that paper of

anecdotes concerning him which is now familiar to the reading

public'

Here are the reform theories of a temperate man on.the

subject of temperance, forty years ago, in a letter to M. de Neu-
ville :

"I rejoice, as a moralist, at the prospect of a reduction of the duties on wine, by

our National Legislature. It is an error to view a tax on that liquor as merely a tax

on the rich. It is a prohibition of its use to the middling class of our citizens,

and a condemnation of them to the poison of whisky, which is desolating their

houses. No nation is drunken where wine is cheap ; and none sober, where the

dearness of wine substitutes ardent spirits as the common beverage. It is, in truth,

the only antidote to the bane of whisky. Fix but the duty at the rate of other

merchandise, and we can drink wine here as cheap as we do grog ; and who will not

prefer it? Its extended use will carry health and comfort to a much enlarged circle.

Every one in easy circumstances (as the bulk of our citizens are) will prefer it to tho

poison to which they are now driven by their government. And the treasury itself

will find that a penny apiece from a dozen, is more than a groat from a .«ingle one.

This reformation, however, will require time. Our merchants know nothing of the

' While he distinctly admitted that it was "to Mr. Adams's perseverance alone" he
had always understood that our country was indebted for the reservation of the fisheries,

in the first treaty of peace with England, he said he had " never heard on any au-
thority worthy of notice," that Franklin would have waived the formal recognition of
our independence ; and he declared on his own knowledge, that the charge against him
of subserviency to Prance " had not a shadow of foundation." He said, Franklin pos-
sessed the confidence of the French Government to such a degree " that it might be truly

said, that they were more under his influence than he under theirs." He attributed the
misrepresentations of Franklin's conduct principally to Dr. Arthur Lee.—(See vol. i.

p. 156.)

VOL. HI.—29
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infinite Tariety of cheap and good wines to be had in Europe; and particularly in

France, in Italy, and the Graecian Islands,"

Hq wrote to his old friend, Mr. Macon, Jan. 12th, 1819 :

" I read no newspaper now but Ritchie's, and in that chiefly the advertisements,

for they contain the only truths to be relied on in a newspaper. I feel a much

greater interest in knowing what has passed two or three thousand years ago, than

in what is now passing. I read nothing, therefore, but of the heroes of Troy, of the

wars of Lacedsemon and Athens, of Pompey and Caesar, and of Augustus too, the

Bonaparte and parricide scoundrel of that day. I have had, and still have, such

entire confidence in the late and present Presidents, that I willingly put both soul

and body into their pockets."

The following letter gives too minute an account of Mr.

Jefferson's physical habits and condition, and of his habits in

some other particulars, not to be quoted entire.

To Doctor Vine Utlet.

MoNTiCELLO, March 21, 1819.

Sir,—Your letter of February the 18th came to hand on the 1st instant: and the

request of the history of my physical habits would have puzzled me not a little, had

it not been for the model with which you accompanied it, of Dr. Rush's answer to a

similar inquiry. I live so much like other people, that I might refer to ordinary life

as the history of my own. Like my friend the Doctor, I have lived temperately,

eating little animal food, and that not as an ahment, so much as a condiment for the

vegetables, which constitute my principal diet. I double, however, the Doctor's

glass and a half of wine, and even treble it with a friend ; but halve its effects by

drinking the weak wines only. The ardent wines I cannot drink, nor do I use

ardent spirits in any form. Malt liquors and cider are my table drinks, and

my breakfast, like that also of my friend, is of tea and coffee. I have been

blest with organs of digestion which accept and concoct, without ever mur-

muring, whatever the palate chooses to consign to them, and I have not yet lost

a tooth by age. I was a hard student until I entered on the business of life, the

duties of which leave no idle time to those disposed to fulfill them ; and now, retired,

and at the age of seventy-six, I am again a hard student. Indeed, my fondness for

reading and study revolts me from the drudgery of letter writing. And a stiflf wrist,

the consequence of an early dislocation, makes writing both slow and painful. I am
not so regular in my sleep as the Doctor says he was, devoting to it from five to

eight hours, according as my company or the book I am reading interests me ; mid

I never go to bed without an hour, or half an hour's previous reading of something

moral, whereon to ruminate in the intervals of sleep. But whether I retire to bed

early or late, I rise with the sun. I use spectacles at night, but not necessarily in

the day, unless in reading small print. My hearing is distinct in particular conver-

sation, but confused when several voices cross each other, which unfits me for the

BOci«ty of the table. I have been more fortunate than my friend in the article of

health. So free from catarrhs that I have not had one (in the breast, I mean) on an

average of eight or ten years through life. I ascribe this exemption partly to the
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habit of bathing my feet in cold water every morning, for sixty years past. A fever

of more than twenty-four hours I have not had above two or three times in my life.

A periodical headache has afflicted me occasionally, once, perhaps, in six or eight

years, for two or three weeks at a time, which seems now to have left me ; and, ex-

cept on a late occasion of indisposition, I enjoy good heaUh ; too feeble, indeed, to

walk much, but riding without fatigue six or eight miles a day, and sometimes

thirty or forty. I may end these egotisms, therefore, as I began, by saying that my
life has been so much like that of other people, that I might say with Horace, to

every one " nomine rnutato, narratur fabula de <e." I must not end, however, with-

out due thanks for the kind sentiments of regard you are so good as to express

towards myself; and with my acknowledgments for these, be pleased to accept the

assurances of my respect and esteem.

The book oftenest chosen for reading for an hour or half an
hour before going to bed was a collection of extracts from the

Bible. During the year 1803, while Mr. Jefferson was in

"Washington, " overwhelmed with other business," he spent two

or three nights " after getting through the evening task of read-

ing the letters and papers of the day," ' in cutting such passages

from the evangelists as he believed emanated directly from the

lips of the Saviour, and he arranged them in an octavo volume of

forty-six pages. This selection is thus described by him to his

Kevolutiouary friend, Charles Thompson, January Qth, 1816 :

" I, too, have made a wee-little book from the same materials," which I call the

Philosophy of Jesus ; it is a paradigma of his doctrines, made by cutting the texts

out of the book, and arranging them on the pages of a blank book, in a certain

order of time or subject. A more beautiful or precious morsel of ethics I have

never seen ; it is a document in proof that / am a real Christian, that is to say, a

disciple of the doctrines of Jesus, very different from the Platonists, who call me
infidel and themselves ^ Christians and preachers of the Gospel, while they draw all

their characteristic dogmas from what its author never said nor saw. They
have compounded from the heathen mysteries a system beyond the comprehension

of man, of which the great reformer of the vicious ethics and deism of the Jews

were he to return on earth, would not recognize one feature. If I had time I

would add to my little book the Greek, Latin, and French texts, in columns side by

side."

It was in the winter of 1816-17, it is believed, that Mr.

Jefferson carried out the design last expressed. In a handsome
morocco-bound volume, labelled on the back, " Morals of Jesus,"

he placed the parallel texts in four languages. The first collec-

> See letter to Mr. Short, October 31st, 1819 ; and to Mr.Vanderkemp, AprD 25th,
1816.

' The letter was in acknowledgment of a presentation by Mr. Thompson of his Far
•nony of the Pour Gospels.

The italics in this letter were underscored in the original.
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tion of English texts, mentioned in the letter to Thompson, is

not preserved in Mr. Jefferson's family, but his grandson, Mr.

George Wythe Randolph, has obtained for us a list of its

contents.' That, in different languages, is in the possession

of his oldest grandson. Colonel Thomas Jefferson Randolph.

A full citation of the passages in both volumes will be given in

the Appendix." It is remarkable that neither of these collections

were known to Mr. Jefferson's grandchildren until after his

death. They then learned from a letter addressed to a friend

that he was in the habit of reading nightly from them before

going to bed.'

In a reply to Mr. Spafford, who had requested materials for

writing his life, Mr. Jefferson stated (May 11th, 1819), that he

had kept no narrative of the public transactions in which he

had borne a part with a view to history—that a life of constant

action had left him no time for recording—that he had always

been thinking of what was next to be done—and that what was

done was then dismissed and obliterated from memory. He
added :

" Numerous and able coadjutors have participated in these efforts, and merit

equal notice. My life, in fact, has been so much lilte that of others, that their

history is my history, with a mere difiference of feature."

After mentioning a few authorities, he continued :

" These publications furnish all the details of facts and dates which can interest

anybody, and more than I could now furnish myself from a decayed memory, or

any notes I retain. While, therefore, I feel just acknowledgments for the partial

selection of a subject for your employment, I am persuaded you will perceive there

is too httle new and worthy of pubUc notice to devote to it a time which may be 60

much more usefully employed."

On the 9th of July he made the memorable answer to John

Adams in regard to the " Mecklenburg Declaration of Indepen-

dence," which has drawn out so much discussion, and which has

already been noticed in this work.*

* This is sometimes mentioned as Mr. JeflFerson's " Collection for the Indians," it

being understood that he conferred with friends on the expediency of having it pub-
lished in the different Indian dialects as the most appropriate book for the Indians to be
instructed to read in.

" See Appendix No. 30.
' This is stated in a letter to us from Colonel Randolph, which will appear in thi»

volume.
See Appendix No. 2.
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Judge Marshall, presiding in the United States Circuit Court

in Richmond, this year, held that in suits brought by a foreigner

against the citizen of a State, the federal courts possessed a

controlling power over the State courts. The opinion was

ably controverted by Judge Roane in a series of articles

published in the Richmond Enquirer over the signature of

Hampden. Roane forwarded these to Mr. Jefferson, who re-

plied (September 6th) fully concurring in his views on the ques-

tion decided by the court and advancing beyond them in others.

Understanding Roane to admit that the judiciary was the last

resort for explaining the Constitution " in relation to the other

departments of the Government," he earnestly reasserted what

had been a standing doctrine of his own Administration, that

" each department was truly independent of the others, and had

an equal right to decide for itself what is the meaning of the

Constitution in the cases submitted to its action." His letter

contains several interesting arguments and citations on this

important question.

Mr. Jefferson had two brief but serious attacks of disease in

1819. The first terminated near the beginning of autumn.

The second, a spasmodic stricture of the ilium, came upon him

on the 7th of October, and threatened his life. The crisis was

favorably passed on the fourth day, but a dose of calomel pro-

duced salivation, and he suffered much from its disagreeable

consequences. He was on horseback again, however, before

the close of the month.

Several literary and critical letters during the year, show

that his mental activity was unimpaired, and that it was kept

in constant exercise.

We find Mr. Jefferson's first allusion to the " Missouri

question " in a letter to Mr. Adams of December 10th. Mis-

souri had applied for the usual permission to form a State

constitution, at the preceding session of Congress. A motion

by a northern member to insert a clause in the act, prohibiting

the further introduction of slaves into the new State, and

granting freedom to the children of slaves already there, on

reaching the age of twenty-five, had prevailed in the House,

but had been struck out in the Senate. The House refused to

concur, and the Senate to recede ; and so the bill was lost.

Menaces of disunion were freelv thrown out in the debate. The
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next Congress was to assemble on the 6th of December (1819),

and in the meantime, this agitating question spread to the State

legislatm'es and popular masses, producing that excitement which

would be expected where political and social feelings so deep,

and interests so important were brought into collision.*

Four days after the meeting of Congress, Jefferson wrote

to Adams

:

" The banks, bankrupt law, manufactures, Spanish treaty, are nothing. These

are occurrences which, like waves in a storm, will pass under the ship. But the

Missouri question is a breaker on which we lose the Missouri country by revolt,'

and what more, God only knows. From the Battle of Bunker's Hill to the treaty

of Paris we never had so ominous a question. It even damps the joy with which I

hear of your high health, and welcomes to me the consequences of my want of it.

I thank God that I shall not live to witness its issue. Sed hcec liactenus."
'

It is not necessary to record here the various propositions

• The interests which the southern States had involved in the settlement of the
question, are too obvious to require mention. Those in the northern States are Ihua
described by an anti-slavery writer :

" The late discussions on the extension of slavery beyond the Mississippi, had roused
up, as if from a long sleep, the anti-slavery sentiment of the North. The American con-

vention for promoting the abolition of slavery, in abeyance since the abolition of the
slave trade, revived, and reassembled once more at Philadelphia. But these speculative

philanthropists, few and weak, would have been able to accomplish little had not the

politicians come to their aid. Jealousy of southern domination had, as we have seen,

made the northern Federalists dissatisfied with the purchase of Louisiana ; it had led

them to protest against the erection of the territory of Orleans into a State, and had
moved the Hartford Convention to propose the abolition of the slave representation—

a

proposal quite as much, perhaps, as any suspected plots against the Union, the unpar-
donable sin of that body. This feeling had been shared, and, on more than one occa-

sion, exhibited by the northern Democrats also, especially those of New York, who had
reflected, not without some bitterness, on the political insignificance in which they had
so long been held. The keeping out of new States, or the alteration of the Constitution

as to the basis of representation—to which proposal of Massachusetts, reechoed from
Hartford, the other northern States had returned no answers at all, or unfavorable ones

—

were projects too hopeless, as well as too unpopular in their origin, to be renewed. The
extension to the new territorj'. west of the Mississippi of the ordinance of 1787 against

slavery, seemed to present a much more feasible method of accomplishing substantiali>

the same object. This idea spreading with rapWity, still further obliterated old party

lines, tending to produce at the North, a political union, for which the Federalists had so

often sighed, similar to that which, prevailing throughout the South for the last twenty
years, had given to that section so entire a control over the policy of the General Gov-
ernment, both foreign and domestic."—(Hildreth's Hist, of U. S. 2d Ser., vol. iii.

p. 682.)^
* * * * * *

" Otis of Massachusetts, who, at the last session, as well as on several occasions

before, had exhibited his strong sympathy for the slaveholders, of which, indeed, he

lived to give still further proofs, now on behalf of a northern ascendency and with the

prospect of a new political party on that basis, exerted all his eloquence against

them."— (lb., p. 688.)
' The delegate of Missouri had intimated this solution at tbe preceding session.

^ Mr. Adams's answer to this, was as follows

:

" The Missouri question, I hope, will follow the other waves under the ship, and do
no harm. I know it is high treason to express a doubt of the perpetual duration of our

vast American Empire, and our free institutions ; and I say as devotedly as Father Paul,

esto perpetua, but I am sometimes Cassandra enough to dream that another Hamilton
and another Burr, might rend this mighty fabric in twain, or perhaps into a leash;

and a few more choice spirits of the same stamp, might produce as many nations in

North America as there are in Europe."
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and counter propositions, which preceded the final action of

Congress on the Act to authorize the people of the Missouri

territory to form a constitution and State government.

A clause which prohibited Slavery in the new State, was

struck out in the House of Representatives and the following

proviso carried:

" Sec. 8. And be it further enacted, that in all the territory ceded by France to

the United States, under the name of Louisiana, which lies north of thirty-six

degrees and thirty minutes north latitude, not included within the limits of the

State contemplated by this act, slavery and involuntary servitude, otherwise than

in the punishment of crimes, whereof the parties shall have been duly convicted,

shall be, and is hereby, forever prohibited : Provided always. That any person

escaping into the same, from whom labor or service is lawfully claimed, in any

State or territory of the United States, such fugitive may be lawfully reclaimed and

conveyed to the person claiming his or her labor or service, as aforesaid."

The bill passed the Senate and was approved on the 6th of

March, 1820 :

Mr. Jefferson was originally opposed to the slavery-restric-

tion clause of the bill—and equally so to the establishment of

the " Missouri Compromise line," as it was called. We pre-

sent his expressions on the subject together. He wrote to

J. C. Cabell, January 22d, 1820 :

'' If our Legislature does not heartily push our University, we must send our

children for education to Kentucky or Cambridge. If, however, we are to go a

begging anywhere for our education, I would rather it should be to Kcjitucky than

to any other State, because she has more of the flavor of the old cask than any

other. All the States but our own are sensible that knowledge is power. The

Missouri question is for power." *

To H. ]S"elson, March 12th

:

" I thank you, dear sir, for the information in your favor of the 4th instant, of

the settlement, for the present, of the Missouri question. I am so completely with-

drawn from all attention to public matters, that nothing less could arouse me than

the definition of a geographical line, which on an abstract principle is to become

the line of separation of these States, and to render desperate the hope that man

can ever enjoy the two blessings of peace and self-government. The question

Bleeps for the present, but is not dead."

To Mark Langdon Hill, April 5th

:

" I congratulate you on the sleep of the Missouri question. I wish I could say

' The letter containing this is in neither edition of Mr. Jefferson's works. We find it

»u the History of the University of Virginia, soon to be more particularly noticeJ.
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on its death, but of this I despair. The idea of a geographical line once suggested

will brood in the niinds of all those who prefer the gratification of their ungovern-

able passions to the peace and union of their country. If I do not contemplate this

subject with pleasure, I do sincerely that of the independence of Maine and the wise

choice they have made of General King in the agency of their affairs."

To William Short, April 13th :

" Although I had laid down as a law to myself, never to write, talk, or even
think of politics, to know nothing of public affairs, and therefore had ceased to read

newspapers, yet the Missouri question aroused and filled me with alarm. The old

schism of Federal and Republican threatened nothing, because it existed in every

State, and united them together by the fraternism of party. But the coincidence

of a marked principle, moral and political, with a geographical line, once conceived,

I feared would never more be obhterated from the mind ; that it would be recur-

ring on every occasion and renewing irritations, until it would kindle such mutual

and mortal Imtred, as to render separation preferable to eternal discord. I have

been among the most sanguine in believing that our Union would be of long dura-

tion. I now doubt it much, and see the event at no great distance, and the direct

consequence of this question ; not by the line which has been so confidently

counted on ; the laws of nature control this ; but by the Potomac, Ohio, Missouri, or

more probably, the Mississippi upwards to our northern boundary. My only com-

fort and confidence is, that I shall not live to see this; and I envy not the present

generation the glory of throwing away the fruits of their fathers' sacrifices of life

and fortune, and of rendering desperate the experimennt which was to decide ulti-

mately whether man is capable of self-government. This treason against human
hope, will signalize their epoch in future history, as the counterpart of the medal

of their predecessors."

To John Holmes, April 22d :

" I thank you, dear sir, for the copy you have been so kind as to send me of

the letter to your constituents on the Missouri question. It is a perfect justification

t-o them. I had for a long time ceased to read newspapers, or pay any attention to

public affairs, confident they were in good hands, and content to be a passenger iu

our bark to the shore from which I am not distant. But this momentous question,

like a fire-bell in the night, awakened and filled me with terror. I considered it at

once as the knell of the Union. It is hushed, indeed, for the moment. But this is a

reprieve only, not a final sentence. A geographical line, coinciding with a marked
principle, moral and political, once conceived and held up to the angry passions of

men, will never be obliterated ; and every new irritation will mark it deeper and

deeper. I can say, with conscious truth, that there is not a man on earth who would

sacrifice more than I would to relieve us from this heavy reproach, in any practic-

able way. The cession of that kind of property, for so it is misnamed, is a baga-

telle which would not cost me a second thought, if, in that way, a general

©mancipation and expatriation could be effected : and, gradually, and with due

sacrifices, I think it might be. But as it is, we have the wolf by the ears, and wo
can neither hold him, nor safely let him go. Justice is in one scale, and self-pre-

servation in the other. Of one thing I am certain, that as the passage of slaves

from one state to another, would not make a slave of a single human being who
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would not be so without it, so their diffusion over a greater surface would make

them individually happier, and proportionally facilitate the accomplishment of their

emancipation, hy dividing the burden on a greater number of coadjutors. Ad
abstinence too, from this act of power, would remove the jealousy excited by the

undertaking of Congress to regulate the condition of the difftTent descriptions of

men composing a State. This certainly is the exclusive right of every State, which

nothing in the Constitution has taken from them and given to the General Govern-

ment. Could Congress, for example, say, that the non-freemen of Connecticut shall

be freemen, cr that they shall not emigrate into any other State ?

" I regret that I am now to die in the beUef, that the useless sacrifice of them
selves by the generation of 1776, to acquire self-government and happiness to their

country, is to be thrown away by the unwise and unworthy passions of their sons,

and that my only consolation is to be, that I live not to weep over it. If they

would but dispassionately weigh the blessings they will throw away, against an

abstract principle more likely to be effected by union than by scission, they would

pause before they would perpetrate this act of suicide on themselves, and of trea-

son against the hopes of the world. To yourself, as the faithful advocate of the

Union, I tender the offering of my high esteem and respect."

To William Piukney, September 30tli

:

" The Missouri question is a mere party trick. The leaders of Federalism,

defeated in their schemes of obtaining power by rallying partisans to the principle

of monarcbism, a principle of personal not of local division, have changed their

tack, and thrown out another barrel to the whale. They are taking advantage of

the virtuous feelings of the people to effect a division of parties by a geographicjl

line ; they expect that this wiU insure them, on local principles, the majority they

could never obtain on principles of Federalism ; but they are still putting their

shoulder to the wrong wheel; they are wasting Jeremiads on the miseries of sla-

very, as if we were advocates for it. Sincerity in their declamations should direct

their efforts to the true point of difficulty, and unite their councils with ours in

devising some reasonable and practicable plan of getting rid of it. Some of these

leaders, if they could attain the power, their ambition would rather use it to keep

the Union together, but others have ever had in view its separation. If they push

it to that, they will find the line of separation very different from their 36° of

latitude, and as manufacturing and navigating States, they will have quarrelled

with their bread and butter, and I fear not that after a little trial they will think

better of it, and return to the embraces of their natural and best frieads. But

this scheme of party I leave to those who are to live under its consequences. We
who have gone before have performed an honest duty, by putting in the power of

our successors a state of happiness which no nation ever before had within their

choice. If that choice is to throw it away, the dead will have neither the power

nor the right to control them. I must hope, nevertheless, that the mass of our

honest and well-meaning brethren of the other States, will discover the use which

designing leaders are making of their best feelings, and will see the preoipice to

which they are led, before they take the fatal leap. God grant it, and to you health

and happiness."

To Kichard Rush, October 20th :

•' A hideous evil^ the magnitude of which is seen, and at a distance only, by tht
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one party, and more sorely felt and sincerely deplored by the other, from the diffi-

culty of the cure, divides us at this moment too angrily. The attempt by one

party to prohibit willing States from sharing the evil, is thought by the other to

render desperate, by accumulation, the hope of its final eradication. If a little

time, however, is given to both parties to cool, and to dispel their visionary fears,

they will see that concurring in sentiment as to the evil, moral and political, the

duty and interest of both is to concur also in divining a practicable process of cure.

Should time not be given, and the schism be pushed to separation, it will be for a

short term only ; two or three years' trial will bring them back, like quarrelling

lovers, to renewed embraces and increased affections. The experiment of separa-

tion would soon prove to both that they had mutually miscalculated their best

interests. And even were the parties in Congress to secede in a passion, the

soberer people would call a convention and cement again the severance attempted

by the insanity of their functionaries. With this consoUng view, my greatest grief

would be for the fatal effect of such an event on the hopes and happiness of the

world. We exist, and are quoted as standing proofs that a government, so

modelled as to rest continually on the will of the whole society, is a practicable

government. Were we to break to pieces, it would damp the hopes and the efforts

of the good, and give triumph to those of the bad through the whole enslaved

world. As members, therefore, of the universal society of mankind, and standing

in high and responsible relation with them, it is our sacred duty to suppress passion

among ourselves, and not to blast the confidence we have inspired of proof that a

government of reason is better than one of force."

To Lafayette, December 26th

:

" With us things are going on well. The boisterous sea of liberty indeed, is never

without a wave, and that from Missouri is now rolling towards us, but we shall ride

over it as we have over all others. It is not a moral question, but one merely of

power. - Its object is to raise a geographical principle for the choice of a president,

and the noise will be kept up till that is effected. All know that permitting the

slaves of the south to spread into the west will not add one being to that unfortu-

nate condition, that it will increase the happiness of those existing, and by spread-

ing them over a larger surface, will dilute the evil everywhere, and facilitate the

means of getting finally rid of it, an event more anxiously wished by those on

whom it presses than by the noisy pretenders to exclusive humanity. In the mean-

time, it is a ladder for rivals climbing to power."

We shall continue here, in connection, Mr. Jefferson's expres-

sions on this topic through another phase of the question. The

sixteenth Congress again convened November 13th, 1820. The

constitution framed by Missouri, and its application for admis-

sion as a State were presented by its delegate. The constitution

forbade the State legislature to abolish slavery,' and it autho-

» Colonel Benton in his Thirty Years' View says

:

" This prohibition, not usual in State constitutions, was the effect of the Missouri

controversy and of foreign interference, and was adopted for the sake of peace—for the

Bake of internal tranquillity—and to prevent the agitation of the slave question, which
could only be accomplished by excluding it wholly from the forums of election and legia
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rized that body to pass laws to prohibit the emigration of free

people of color into the State. A resolution to admit Missouri

under this constitution was voted down,* and a vehement contest

was continued in Congress until March, 1821, when a resolution

finally passed (by a vote of eighty-six to eighty-two in the

House, and twenty-eight to fourteen in the Senate) to admit the

State into the Union "on an equal footing with the original

States, in all respects whatever," on condition that the clause in

its constitution, in regard to the emigration of free negroes into

the State, should never be construed to authorize the passage of

any law by which " any citizen of either of the States in this

Union should be excluded from the enjoyment of any of the

privileges and immunities to which such citizen is entitled under

the Constitution of the United States." If the legislature of the

State should signify its assent to this " fundamental condition "

by the fourth Monday in the succeeding ISTovember, the Presi-

dent was to make proclamation of the fact, and the admission

of the State was to be thus completed.

Jefferson wrote to John Adams, January 22d, 1821

:

" Our auxieties in this quarter are all concentrated in the question, what does

the Holy Alliance in and out of Congress mean to do with us on the Missouri ques-

tion ? And this, by the by, is but the name of the case, it is only the John Doe
or Richard Roe of the ejectment. The real question, as seen in the States afflicted

with this unfortunate population, is, are our slaves to be presented with freedom and
a dagger? For if Congress has the power to regulate the conditions of the inhabi-

tants of the States, within the States, it will be but another exercise of that power,

to declare that all shall be free. Are we then to see again Athenian and Lacede-

monian confederacies ? To wage another Peloponnesian war to settle the ascen-

dency between them ? Or is this the tocsin of merely a servile war ? That remains

to be seen : but not, I hope, by you or me. Surely, they will parley awhile, and
give us time to get out of the way. What a Bedlamite is man ? But let us turn

from our own uneasiness to the miseries of our southern [South American]
friends."

lation. I was myself the instigator of that prohibition, and the cause of its being put
into the constitution—though not a member of the convention—being equally opposed
to slavery agitation and to slavery extension."—(Vol. i., p. 8.)

' The principal stand taken against it was on the clause authorizinf? a prohibition
of the emigration of free colored persons. But Colonel Benton says: "The real point of
objection was the slavery clause, and the existence of slavery in the State, which it

Banctioued and seemed to perpetuate. (Thirty Years' View, vol. i. p. 9.) Mr. Hildreth
says: " Maine being already fairly in the Union, that obstacle was out of the way; to
admit Missouri, a joint resolution would be necessary ; and the intention was freely
avowed not to admit her, unless this obnoxious clause [that in regard to the emigration
of free colored persons] was first withdrawn or modified. Indeed, there were those who
wished to improve the opportunity to reconsider the action of the last session, and lo
keep Missouri out altogether, except on condition of the exclusion of slavery."— (Hia
tory of U. S., second aeries, vol. iii. p. 703.)
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To J. C. Cabell, January 31st:

" Harvard will still prime it over us with her twenty professors. How many of

oui youths she now has, learning the lessons of anti-Missourianism, I know not

;

but a gentleman lately from Princeton, told me he saw there the list of the students

at that place, and that more than half were Virginians. These will return home, no
doubt, deeply impressed with the sacred principles of our Holy Alliance of

restrictionists."

To General Breckenridge, February 15th :

. " All, I fear, do not see the speck in our horizon which is t<J burst on
us as a tornado, sooner or later. The line of division lately marked out between

different portions of our confederacy, is such as will never, I fear, be obliterated,

and we are now trusting to those who are against us in position and principle, to

fashion to therr own form the minds and affections of our youth. If, as has been

estimated, we send three hundred thousand dollars a year to the northern semina-

ries, for the instruction of our own sons, then we must have there five hundred of

our sons, imbibing opinions and principles in discord with those of their own coun-

try. This canker is eating on the vitals of our existence, and if not arrested at

once, will be beyond remedy. We are now certainly furnishing recruits to their

Bchool."

To Judge Eoane, March 9th :

"Last, and most portentous of all, is the Missouri question. It is smeared over

for the present; but its geographical demarcation is indelible. What it is to become,

I see not ; and leave to those who will live to see it. The University will give

employment to my remaining years, and quite enough for my senile faculties."

To General Dearborn, August 17th :

"I rejoice with you that the State of Missouri is at length a member of our

Union. Whether the question it excited is dead, or only sleepeth, I do not know.

I see only that it has given resurrection to the Hartford Convention men. They

have had the address, by playing on the honest feelings of our former friends, to

seduce them from their kindred spirits, and to borrow their weight into the Federal

scale. Desperate of regaining power under political distinctions, they have adroitly

wriggled into its seat under the auspices of morality, and are again in the ascen-

dency from which their sins had hurled them. It is, indeed, of httle conse-

quence who governs us, if they sincerely and zealously cherish the principle!

of union and republicanism."

Notwithstanding Mr. Jefferson's several illnesses in 1819, he

took an active part in personally superintending the erection

of the buildings of the University of Virginia. Some account

must now be given of this darling child of his old age, though

the appearance of a history of the institution, under the autho*
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rity of the gentleman to whom, next to Mr. JeiFerson, it owes

its existence and present foundation, renders anything more

than a rapid outline of the facts unnecessary here.'

The following letter contains a sufficient sketch of those

facts :

To Henry S. Randall.

Univeksitt of Viroinu, AuffiMt 9th, 1851.

Dkar Sir:

I have been requested by my friend, Mr. George W. Randolph, of Richmond,

to acquaint you with the origination of this University, with a view to the biography

of its great founder, on which you are engaged.

* * * * * »

A seminary called the "Albemarle Academy," had, since 1803, subsisted in

Charlottesville, but had fallen into a declining condition, when in 1814 a motive of

private speculation led to an eflbrt to revive it. Mr. Jefferson's cooperation being

requested, he proposed an enlargement of the plan into a college. The idea was

received with great favor, and sixty thousand dollars was soon subscribed in the

central counties of Virginia,'' and the buildings were commenced under the direc-

tion of Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Madison, Mr. Monroe, and several other gentlemen of

distinction as a Board of Visitors. It was at this period that Mr. Jefferson deve-

loped the views of education stated above [in the passages we have omitted where

the line of asterisks appears], which I derive from a letter of his of 7th September,

1814, to Mr. Peter Carr, one of the most intelligent of his co-laborers in the work

of estabUshing the college. The institution was incorporated in February, 1816,

by the name of " The Central College," and under the illustrious auspices of its

Presiderit Visitors it attracted such attention and favor, as to enable Mr. Jefferson

to renew the suggestion of a comprehensive plan of public education. Within a

few days from the date of the act of incorporation, the president and directors of

the literary fund were directed by joint resolution of both houses to report to the

next General Assembly a system comprehending an university, and such additional

colleges, academies, and schools, as would diffuse the benefits of education

throughout the commonwealth. A report was accordingly made, recommending a

plan,' not dissimilar to that proposed by Mr. Jefferson in 1779, and a bill to carry

it into effect was passed by the House of Delegates, but lost in the Senate.* At the

> " Early History of the University of Virginia, as contained in the letters of Thomas
Jefferson and Joseph C. Cabell, hitherto unpublished, with an appendix consisting of Mr.
Jefferson's bill for a complete system of education, and other illustrative documents;
and an introduction comprising a brief historical sketch of the University, and a biogra-

phical notice of Joseph C. Cabell." J. W. Randolph, Richmond, Va., 1856. 8vo. pp.
528.

The name of the able and impartial editor of the work is not given. The correspon-
dence between Jefferson and Cabell is a highly interesting one apart froo 'ne subject of

the University, and it fills three hundred and seventy-seven pages. But a small number
of Jefferson's letters here given appear in either edition of his works.

^ We may add to Professor Minor's statement that Mr. Jefferson subscribed $1,000.

It was chiefly to his influence that the ready filling up of the subscription was owing.
Nine other gentlemen subscribed $1,000 each, namely, George Divers, John Harris,

Reuben Lindsay, sen., James Monroe, Wilson C. Nicholas, and John Patterson, of Albe-
marle ; John H. Cocke, of Fluvanna ; Joseph C. Cabell, of Nelson ; and James Madison,
of Orange. We think Professor Minor has accidentally somewhat overstated the total

sum subscribed.
» Drawn up by Mr. Jefferson at the request of some of the committee.
* It wtia not passed by the Senate avowedly that the sense of the public might be
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ensuing session, in February, 1818, an act was passed appropriating from the reve-

nues of the literary fund forty-five thousand dollars per antmm for the primary

education of the poor, and fifteen thousand dollars per annum for the support of a

university, which in the course of the next year was located on the site of the

Central College, and the college, of course, merged in it. In January, 1819, the

law organizing the University was enacted, but the institution did not commence

operations until 1825, the interval having been employed in the erection of build-

ings, which Mr. Jefferson resolved should be models of architectural taste. The

cost of the structure, about three hundred thousand dollars, very far exceeding

public expectation, occasioned so much dissatisfaction as repeatedly to threaten the

abandonment of the enterprise. The effect, however, has been very apparent in

improving the architecture of the country, whilst it tends to beget, perhaps, in

those who from time to time visit it, some feeling of State pride which it is not

unwise to cherish. . ...
I am, with great respect,

Your obedient servant,

John B. Minor.'

The site of the University had not been lixed by the law

creating it, but it was enacted that twenty-four Commissioners

be appointed by the Executive, one taken from each Senate dis-

trict, to report to the next legislature, first, a proper site ; second,

a plan of building ; third, the branches of learning to be taught

;

fourth, the number and description of professorships ; fifth, such

general provisions as might properly be enacted by the Legisla-

ture for the better organizing and governing the institution.

The Commissioners were to assemble at Rockfish Gap, on the

Blue Ridge, August 1st, 1818, to discharge these duties. Pro-

fessor Tucker, in his life of Mr. Jefiferson, states the following

interesting facts

:

" The meeting, though assembled for the sole purpose of ascertaining a single

statistical fact, was by the weight of character of those who composed it, an im-

pressive one, as it numbered among its members the President of the United States,

Mr. Monroe, and the two ex-Presidents Jefferson and Madison, besides several

judges, and leading members of the State Legislature. Yet it was remarked by 'he

lookers on, that Mr. Jefferson was the principal object of regard, both to the mem-

bers and spectators; that he seemed to be the chief mover of the body—the soul

that animated it ; and some who were present, struck by these manifestations of

taken on the bill or plan; and to effectuate this, it was ordered by a joint resolution of

both Houses, that the report which preceded the bill, the bill itself and proposed amend-
ments, Mr. Jefferson's original bill of 1779, and his late letter to the president of the

Albemarle Academy (Peter Carr), should be printed and distributed throughout the

State.
« John T. Lomax was the first professor of Law in the University. Being appointed

a judge about five years afterwards, he resigned, and was succeeded by John A. G.

Davis. On his death, in 1840, he was succeeded by Henry St. George Tucker. On his

vacation of the office, two chairs of law were formed, and John B. Minor, LL.D., and
J. P. Holcombe, appointed to tliem.
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deference, conceived a more exalted idea of him, on this simple and unpretending

occasion, than they had ever previously entertained."

Mr. Tucker is in error in saying, that the sole object

of the meeting was to ascertain a single statistical fact. The
Commissioners sat four days, and adopted a long report, drawn
up by Mr. Jefferson, in regard to the several specified objects of

their appointment.*

In February, 1819, the first Board of Visitors of the Univer-

sity was chosen, and it consisted of Thomas Jefferson, James
Madison, Chapman Johnson, James Breckenridge, Robert B.

Taylor, John H. Cocke, and Joseph C. Cabell. On the 29th day
of March, 1819, the Visitors held their first meeting, and unani-

mousl}'- appointed Mr. Jefferson rector.

The buildings were erected on three sides of a square or

lawn, fronting inwards. One side is occupied by the rotunda

and some other structures for the common use of the students,

and two sides by professors' houses (called " pavilions "), and
intervening rows of students' apartments but one story in height,

faced with colonnades. The pavilions, ten in number, display

several different architectural orders. Their columns, capitals,

etc., and those of the rotunda, were executed in Italy. This

mixture of orders destroys unity of effect, but the result is gene-

rally regarded as agreeable. Students' rooms thus constructed

are greatly more conducive to comfort and health, and to escape

in case of fire, than those arranged in the ordinary way in large

and lofty buildings ; but they are also greatly more expensive in

proportion to the number of persons to be accommodated. Some
peculiarities and inconveniences about the buildings will here-

after be mentioned in descriptions which we shall quote. Mr.

Jefferson had substantially the entire control of the plan and

manner of completing the edifices, and for reasons which are

very exactly expressed by Professor Tucker :

" Though every essential part of the establishment required the sanction of the

Board of Visitors, yet on almost all occasions they yielded to his views, partly from

And it would appear from the report " signed and certified by the Members pre-
sent," that President Monroe did not attend. The names appended to the report are,

Th. Jefferson, Creed Taylor, Peter Eiindolph, Wm. Brockenbrough, Arch'd Euther-
ford, Arch'd Stuart, James Breckenridge, Henry E. Watkins, James Madison, A. T.
Mason, Hugh Holmes, Phil. C. Pendleton, Spencer Eoane, John M. C. Taylor, J. G. Jack-
son, Phil. Slaughter, Wm. H. Cabell, Nat. H. Claiborne, Wm. A. C. Dade, WilUam Jonea,

and Thomas Wilsoa.
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the unaffected deference which most of the Board had for his judgment and experi-

ence, and partly for the reason often urged by Mr. Madison, that as the scheme was

originally Mr. Jefferson's, and the chief responsibility for its success or failure would

fall on him, it was but fair to let him execute it in his own way." *

It is a rule adopted by some practical men to estimate carefully

and minutely the cost of the labor and materials for an edifice,

and then double the sum to ascertain the actual eventual cost.

If the owner or builder has an architectural mania, the first

estimate should be tripled. Mr. JeflPerson had this mania pretty

well developed, and the expense of the University structures

swelled far beyond his expectations, or those of the public. Two or

three times the embryo institution came near being wrecked by

this cause—the Legislature hesitating, and sometimes refusing

to make new appropriations. There was a strong party in that

body deeply opposed to the institution, for reasons which will

hereafter appear, and even cautious friends occasionally got out of

patience. When driven to the wall, Mr. Jefi'erson always pro-

posed some plan, or made some appeal which proved irresistible.

During his struggles to make the University, in all particu-

lars, what he conceived it ought to be, he had many able and

zealous coadjutors ; but there was one whom it would be unjust

to pass over without special notice, Joseph Carrington Cabell.

Of an ancient and opulent family, abounding with honored names

—the son of Colonel Nicholas Cabell, of Liberty Hall, distin-

guished in the Kevolution—the nephew of the still more distin-

guished William Cabell, of Union Hill'—his mother of the talent-

ed and patriotic family of Carrington—himself cultivated by a

finished education, and foreign travel, and uniting in an eminent

degree, ability, discretion, and earnestness of character—a zeal-

ous lover of education— a warm friend of Jefi'erson, but inde-

pendent in his own views—he was most wisely selected as the

confidant and legislative mover in the University undertaking.

Never was a trust better fulfilled ; and in the language of Gene-

ral Dade, in the Virginia Senate, in 1828, " in promoting that

monument of wisdom and taste [he] was second only to the im-

• Life of Jefferson, vol. ii., p. 431.
* Dr. Grigsby, in his Discourse on the Virginia Convention of 1776, says of William

Cabell, of Union Hill: " What Washington was on the banks of the Potomac, Cabell

was on the banks of the Upper James." He owned 25,000 acres of the best lands in

Nelson and Amherst counties, and Ms hospitality was similar in its scale and character

to that of Mount Vernon and Monticello.
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mortal Jefferson." * Cabell succeeded Mr. Madison in the Rec-

torship, and died in that office in 1856.*

An exciting episode in the history of the University occurred

in 1820. The Board of Visitors of Central College had, it is

presumed at Mr. Jefferson's instance, agreed with the celebrated

Dr. Cooper (celebrated as Priestley's friend, as a victim of the

Sedition Law, and as a man of profound education and capacity),

to take a professorship, as soon as the institution should open.

The appointment was continued when the college was converted

into the University. Cooper was reputed to be a Unitarian.

The appointment transpiring, the clergy of Virginia at once,

to use Mr. Jefferson's words, raised a " hue and cry ;" and he
complained that they directed it as much against the institution

as against Cooper's appointment. Perhaps jealousies had pre-

viously existed as to what religious direction a school under the

auspices of the overthrower of hierarchy would be likely to take;

and Cooper's appointment confirmed, or furnished a good pre-

text for those jealousies. The censures of the clergy found a

decided and dangerous echo in the Legislature. Mr. Jefierson

%vas annoyed and provoked by the storm about his ears, and his

private letters exhibit keen resentment. He warmly lashed the

clergy, as desiring to restore a " Holy Inquisition," and espe-

cially the Presbyterians, whom he accused of taking the lead in

the matter. But he exhibited his usual good sense in action^

by causing the engagement with Cooper to be cancelled on
terms equitable and satisfactory to the latter.

Some blame ought, doubtless, to attach to both the parties co

this controversy. It cannot be claimed that Mr. Jefferson acted

discreetly in employing first, and therefore conspicuously, a Pro-

fessor in a State University, whose religious opinions were ob-

noxious to nearly the entire body of the religious people of that

State. It could not have been necessary, in order to obtain pro-

» The historian of the University, in speaking of the founders of that Institution, says:
" If in this connection, the thanks of posterity are principally due to Mr. Jefiferson and
Mr. Cabell, it should not be forgotten that they had most efficient coadjutors ; as Messrs.
Watson, Boadnax, Samuel Taylor, R. Morris (of Hanover), Gordon, Stevenson, and many
others from the East ; and Johnson, Baldwin, Blackburn, and above all, a Breckenridge
from the West." (Introduction, p. xxxvi.) We shall add one name to this list, that of
Colonel Thoinas Mann Randolph, -who, after retiring from the office of Governor, reen-
tered the Legislature from Albemarle ; and we find repeated allusions to his efficient aid,
in Cabell's letters.

* He succeeded Mr. Madison in 1834, but resigned two years later, and Chapman John-
son was appointed. Mr. Johnson resigned in 1845, and Cabell was reappointed, and
continued in the office until his death.

VOL. in.—30
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per literary and other qualifications. If the appointment, was

made with special reference to Cooper's theological creed, and

an expected propagation of it through him, no candid man could

deny that, under the circumstances, it exhibited a reprehensible

motive, and involved a violation of the spirit of all Mr. Jeffer-

son's professions in regard to the proper and constitutional mode

of treating the difi'erent religious sects in the foundation of the

University.

But the clergy had no right, without waiting for further de-

velopments, to go beyond the obnoxious appointment, and preach

a crusade against the institution.'' And no liberal member of

that profession would have assumed, that the mere appointment

showed that Mr. Jefferson had the propagation of Cooper's reli-

gious opinions in view, had they understood what was his uni-

form conduct in regard to the religious creeds of others. The

man who never communicated his inner religious beliefs to more

than half a dozen persons—who never communicated them to

his own family, except so far as he conceived it necessary to

show he was not an infidel '—who declined communicating them

to his family on the express ground that it wonid be improper,

inasmuch as it might influence their views—would not be likely

to turn proselyter on so public and comprehensive a scale as that

of a State University. Mr. Jeflerson well knew that suspicious

and watchful eyes were upon him—that an attempt to propagate

tenets obnoxious to the Virginia churches, by means of the Uni-

versity, could not be concealed for a day, and that such an

attempt, if clearly made to appear, would at once prove fatal to

the institution.

There was a magnanimous class of clergymen and gentlemen

in Virginia who had objected to Cooper's appointment, but who

were completely satisfied by his withdrawal, and by the subse-

quent appointments. The more distant echoes of the misunder-

standing did not so rapidly die away, or rather, new charges

were brought against Mr. Jefferson's religious "designs" in

founding the University. Long after Cooper's appointment

» We do not apply this remark to all who denounced the selection of Cooper. We
apprehend it does not apply to the leading Presbyterian assailant, the Rev. Dr. John
Rice, who preached, and edited a religious paper at Richmond. We have not seen his

articles, but the apparently candid editor of the History of the University describes him
as a courteous and liberal man, a non-combatant in politics, a zealous advocate of educa-

tion, and a known friend of the University.
' See his letter to his daughter Martha, ante, p. 45.
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ceased to be talked about, and the professorships had been

otherwise filled (filled under Mr. Jefferson's immediate auspices,

and according to his wishes), long after the " Father of the Uni-

versity" slept in his grave on Monticello, a Review, of high

literary character, and known to be supplied with matter by able

clerical pens, assumed that Mr. Jefferson intended the Univer-

sity as " a machine " " for the work of proselyting ;" that

" ardent, generous, gifted, and unsuspecting youth was here made
the victim of a deliberate, cold-blooded, calculating design for

its corruption." * In view of these statements and various oral

traditions of analogous tenor, as old as the great political struggle

of 1800, we took pains to ascertain from the two surviving original

professors, who remain in the United States, what were the reli-

gious opinions of themselves and colleagues, and how far they

had reason to believe those opinions influenced their selection.

The following replies were received :

To Henry S. Randall.

Philadelphia, May 28, 1856.

Dear Sir,

I am not able to give you all the information you require relative to the

first Visitors and Professors of the University. The Visitors, I believe were Messrs.

Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, Chapman Johnson, Joseph C. Cabell, Gen. John II.

Cocke, and George Loyall. But I am not able to say whether they were Unitarians

or Trinitarians. I believe that all the first Professors belonged to the Episcopal

Church, except Dr. Blaetterman, who, I believe, was a German Lutheran ; but I

think there was no ons except Mr. Lomax, the Professor of Law, and now a judge,

who was a communicant. I don't remember that I ever heard the religious creeds

df either Professors or Visitors discussed or inquired into by Mr. Jefferson, or any

one else. * *******
I am, very respectfully yours.

George Tucker.

To Henrt S. Randall. t

Philadelphia, June 1, 1856.
My dear Sir :

* * * I have not the slightest reason for believing that Mr.

Jefferson was, in any respect, guided in his selection of Professors of the University

of Virginia by religious considerations. The question was certainly never asked me
by Mr. Gilmer, who chose some of the Professors in England, myself among the rest;

and in all my conversations with Mr. Jefferson, no reference was made to the sub-

ject. I was an Episcopahan siD was Mr. Tucker, Mr. Long, Mr. Key, Mr. Bonnycastle,

and Dr. Emmet. Dr. Blaetterman, I think, was a Lutheran ; but I do not know

» See the New York Review and Quarterly Church Journal, March, 1837, p. 19.
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BO much about his religion as I do about that of the rest. There certainly was not

a Unitarian among us.'***«*»«•*
I am, my dear Sir,

Faithfully yours,

ROBLET DUNGLISON.

The Eeview last quoted' also declared, "The University

was opened, and, as is well known, all religions instruction was

excluded," Long before the institution " opened," namely on

the 7th of October 1822, Mr. Jefterson in his annual report, as

Kector, to the President and Directors of the Literary Fund,

said :

"In the same report of the Commissioners of 1818,* it was stated by them that

in conformity with the principles of our constitution, which places all sects of

religion on an equal footing, with the jealousies of the different sects in guarding

that equality from encroachment or surprise, and with the sentiments of the Legis-

lature in favor of freedom of religion, manifested on former occasions, they had not

proposed that any professorship of divinity should be established in the University

;

that provision, however, was made for giving instruction in the Hebrew, Greek, and

Latin languages, the depositories of the originals and of the earliest and most

respected authorities of the faith of every sect ; and for courses of ethical lectures,

developing those moral obligations in which all sects agree ; that proceeding thus

far without offence to the constitution, they had left at this point to every sect to

take into their own hands the oflBce of further instruction in the peculiar tenets of

each.

" It was not, however, to be understood that instruction in religious opinions

and duties was meant to be precluded by the public authorities, as indifferent to

the interests of society. On the contrary, the relations which exist between man

and his Maker, and the duties resulting from those relations, are the most interesting

and important to every human being, and the most incumbent on his study and

investigation. The want of instruction in the various creeds of religious faith

existing among our citizens, presents therefore a chasm in a general institution of

the useful sciences. But it was thought that this want, and the intrustment to

each society of instruction in its own doctrines, were evils of less danger than a

permission to the pubhc authorities to dictate modes or principles of religious

instruction—or than opportunities furnished them of giving countenance or

ascendency to any one sect over another. A remedy, however, has been suggested

> Messrs. Long and Key were subsequently appointed to professorships in the London
University. Professor Bonnycastle continued in the Virginia University until his death, in

1841, and Professor Emmet (son of Thomas Addis Emmet), until his death in 1842. There

was not an obscure man among the professors appointed during Mr. Jefferson's life—not

one whose private character and general religious principles do not readily admit of sufiB-

cient showing to satisfy all whether he was Ukely to prove, or was probably selected

•with reference to being made, an instrument for the religious corruption of youth, under

anybody's definition of that word.
» We simply quote the New York Eeview and Quarterly Church Journal as contain-

ing the only tangible public examples, within our convenient reach, of assertions in

regard to the University, which in tJieir general import have not been uncommon among
the enemies of Jefferson.

' Drawn up by Mr. Jefferson.
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of promising aspect, which, while it excludes the public authorities from the domi-

nion of religious freedom, would give to the sectariiin schools of divinity the full

benefit of the public provisions made for instruction in the other branches of

science. These branches are eqaally necessary to the divine as to the other pro-

fessional or civil characters, to enable them to fulfill the duties of their calling with

understanding and usefulness. It has, therefore, been in contemplation, and sug-

gested by some pious individuals who perceive the advantages of associating other

studies with those of religion, to establish their religious schools on the confines of

the University, so as to give to their students ready and convenient access and

attendance on the scientific lectures of the University, and to maintain by that

means those destined for the religious professions on as high a standing of science

and of personal weight and respectability, as may be obtained by others from the

benefits of the University. Such establishments would offer the further and great

advantage of enabling the students of the University to attend religious exercises

with the professor of their particular sect, either in the rooms of the building,

and destined to that purpose under impartial regulations, as proposed in the same
report of the Commissioners, or in the lecturing room of such professor. To such

propositions the Visitors are disposed to lend a willing ear, and would think it their

duty to give every encouragement by assuring those who might choose such a

location for their schools, that the regulations of the University should be so

modified and accommodated as to give every facility of access and attendance to

their students with such regulated use also, as may be permitted to the other stu-

dents, of the library, which may hereafter be acquired, either by public or private

munificence ; but always understanding that these schools shall be independent of

the University and of each other. Such an arrangement would complete the circle

of the useful sciences embraced by this institution, and would fill the chasm now
existing, on principles which would leave inviolate the constitutional freedom of

religion, the most inalienable and sacred of all human rights over which the people

and authorities of this State, individually and publicly, have ever manifested the most

watchful jealousy ; and could their jealousy be now alarmed, in the opinion of the

Legislature, by what is here suggested, the idea will be relinquished on any surmises

of disapprobation which they may think proper to express."

If the proposition here made to the different sects, on terms

SO liberal, had been accepted by them, the University of Vir-

ginia would now comprise the most extensive school of Theology

in the world.' It was not accepted.

' The omission in the plan of the University, to make provision for religious instruc-
tion, has been misconstrued by many candid persons because they have not understood
the true nature of that institution. They look round on the American colleges, and see
such a provision generally made in them. But these schools have mostly been founded by
particular sects, and if they have received State aid, it has been in consideration that
others, founded by other sects, have received a proportionate degree of aid. By such an
arrangement, each college may employ religious teachers of the denomination of its

founders, without requiring the State, when extending its aid, to give preference to &
particular sect, and without unfairness in practice—because every pupil can choose hia
own school, and because it is presumable that the number of both collepres and scholars
of each sect, will be proportioned to the number of that sect, and consequently to its

contributions to and claims on the public treasury. But none of our State governments
have, at least of late years, assessed their population, or taken their public money to
build up a general and exclusive system of schools placed under the religious supervision
of one sect ; nor have they invited a struggle between sects by allowing a majority of
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Mr. Jefferson's offer was no empty flourish. Among the

enactments the University were engrafted the following

:

Chapter ii. Sec. i.

27. Should the religious sects of this State, or any of them, according to the in-

vitation held out to them, establish within, or adjacent to, the precincts of the Uni-

versity, schools of instruction in the religion of their sect, the students of the

University will be free, and expected to attend religious worship at the establish-

ment of their respective sects, in the morning, and in time to meet their School in

the University at its stated hour.

28. The students of such religious schools, if they attend any School of the Uni-

patrons or pupils to say what sect shall exercise such supervision, either generally or in

each particular school. No sect is now allowed to preach or otherwise inculcate its ten-

ets in the common schools of any State. In most of the States there is no provision for
religious instruction in the common schools ; and in some it is directly prohibited, unless
as a purely voluntary affair outside of school hours. And we believe it is now generally
held that no pupil shall be compelled to join in any religious services contrary to the
faith or expressed wishes of his parents. Yet it is not customary to speak of this as an
intended " exclusion " of religion from the schools—as proof of a design to corrupt unsus-
pecting youth.

The Virginia University was intended to be as exclusive in its benefits, so far as the
appropriation of the public funds went, as is the system of common schools in any State.
Its free pupils were to be selected from a secondary class of schools, and the free pupils
of this secondary class, from the primary schools—all forming parts of a State system of
education, of which the primary schools were to be the base, and the Virginia University
was to be the apex—all mainly supported by public funds taken from the treasury, or
raised by taxation on the people, without reference to their religious beliefs. It was a
part of the avowed plan and intention of the founders of the University, that it, and it

alone, should complete the education of the free pupils supported by the public funds. It

follows, then, that if that institution was placed under the religious supervision or influ-

ence of any particular sect, the public money of all sects would be used for the benefit of
one. Nor could this diflBculty be obviated, as has been sometimes partially done, by
employing (literary) professors of different sects to take turns in leading in religious ser-

vices and preaching, because, in an institution belonging to the whole State, and purely
exclusive in its benefits, it would be necessary to give every sect contributing to the pub-
lic funds, its turn in leading in religious services and preaching, and consequently, ofiB-

cers of the institution to discharge these duties. But there are, doubtless, three times as
many sects in Virginia as there are professors of the University ; and probably nobody
would consent to employ the public funds in maintaining an army of mere chaplains.
And again, how could the religious services be proportioned among the sects? Should
the Unitarian occupy the pulpit as often as the Episcopalian, one representing ten or
twenty as many tax-payers as the other ? Or should separate chapels be built for all the
sects ?

There were but tvfo practicable alternatives. Mr. Jefferson presented one. The other
was to leave religious instruction iu the University on the same footing in which it is left

in the common schools of the different States. The rejection of Mr. Jefferson's propo-
sal, rendered the second alternative inevitable.

While there can be no good ground for treating the attitude of the Virginia University
and of the common schools of the States as an antagonistic one to religion, it appears to
us that no reflecting man can fail to deplore the unnatural divorce between religious and
intellectual culture, which circumstances compel in the public schools of our country,
unless we choose to establish State religions, or unless we throw back popular education
on that voluntary basis which never has succeeded in supplying even rudimentary educa-
tion to the general mass of any numerous people. Never was there a more false, or a more
dangerous dogma—quite too prevalent in our country—that " our common schools," of
themselves, insure society and the State ; that a knowledge of reading, writing, and one
or two other elementary branches, is a sufficient pledge in general of good citizen-

ship. Home and church influences may supply the religious " chasm," as Mr. Jefferson
termed it, in public education—but these influences are sometimes wanting—and in all

oases they would be vastly strengthened and benefited by a systematic daily religious
culture in the schools. The want of the latter element is the great defect of American
public education.
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versity, shall be considered as students of the University, subject to the same regu-

ations, and entitled to the same rights and privileges.

And these contiuue to be laws of the University to the present

time. A letter from Jefferson fo Dr. Cooper, of November 2d,

1822, shows tliat he then was under the expectation that tlie reli-

gious sects would accept the ofier tlius made to them, and that

he considered it highly desirable that they should do so.

We go back to Mr Jefferson's miscellaneous correspondence

in 1820. The appalling sacrifice of private property which

took place that year in Virginia, was thus described to H. Nel-

son, March 12th, fully verifying Colonel Benton's already quoted

statements

:

" This State is in a condition of unparalleled distress. The sudden reduction of

the circulating medium from a plethory to all but annihilation is producing an

entire revolution of fortune. In other places I have known lands sold by the

sherift' for one year's rent ; beyond the mountain we hear of good slaves selling for

one hundred dollars, good horses for five dollars, and the sheriffs generally the pur-

chasers. Our produce is now selling at market for one-third of its price, before

this commercial catastrophe, say flour at three and a quarter and three and a half

dollars the barrel. We should have less right to expect relief from our legislators

if they had been the establishers of the unwise system of banks. A remedy to a

certain degree was practicable, that of reducing the quantum of circulation gradu-

ally to a level with that of the countries with which we have commerce, and aa

eternal abjuration of paper. But they have adjourned without doing anything. I

fear local insurrections against these horrible sacrifices of property."

On hearing that Spain had declined to ratify the treaty of

the previous year, for the cession of the Floridas, by which the

United States had surrendered Texas to Spain, Jefferson wrote

to the President (May 14th):

" I confess to you I am not sorry for the non-ratification of the Spanish treaty.

Our assent to it has proved our desire to be on friendly terms with Spain : their

dissent, the imbecility and malignity of their government towards us, have placed

them in the wrong in the eyes of the world, and that is well; but to us the province

of Techas will be the richest State of our Union, without any exception. Its

southern part will make more sugar than we can consume, and the Red river, on its

north, is the most luxuriant country on earth. Florida, moreover, is ours. Every
nation in Europe considers it such a right. We need not care for its occupation ia

time of peace, and, in war, the first cannon makes it ours without offence to any-

body. The friendly advisements, too, of Russia and France, as well as the change

of government in Spain, now ensured, require a further and respectful forbearance.

While their request will rebut the plea of proscriptive possession, it will give us a

right to their approbation when taken in the maturity of circumstances. I really

think, too, that neither the state of our finances, the condition of our country, pot
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the public opinion, urges as to precipitation into war. The treaty has had the

valuable effeci vii strengthening our title to the Techas, because the cession of the

Floridas in exchange for Techas imports an acknowledgment of our right to it.

This province, nioreover, the 71oridas and possibly Cuba, will join us on the

acknowledgment of their independence, a measure to which their new government

will probably accede voluntarily,"

In a letter to Short, August 4th, we have the " Monroe Doc-
trine " full blown

:

"From many conversations with him, [M. Correa, appointed minister to

Brazil, by the Government of Portugal], I hope he sees, and will promote in his

new situation, the advantages of a cordial fraternization among all the American
nations, and the importance of their coalescing in an American system of policy,

totally independent of and unconnected with that of Europe. The day is not dis-

tant, when we may formally require a meridian of partition through the ocean

which separates the two hemispheres, on the hither side of which no European gun
shall ever be heard, nor an American on the other ; and when, during the rage of

the eternal wars of Europe, the lion and the lamb, within our regions, shall lie

down together in peace.

" The principles of society there and here, then, are radically different, and I

hope no American patriot will ever lose sight of the essential policy of interdicting

in the seas and territories of both Americas, the ferocious and sanguinary contests

of Europe, I wish to see this coalition begun."

Mr. Jefferson did not approve of all the measures adopted by
the Eepublican party in Congress, under Mr. Monroe's Admin-
istration, He lost, however, none of his personal confidence in

the President's principles. In a letter to Mr. Kitchie, December
25th, he thus hinted at the measures he disliked :

" As to the two Presidents, late and now in oflSce, I know them both to be of

principles as truly republican as any men living. If there be anything amiss, there-

fore, in the present state of our affairs, as the formidable deficit lately unfolded to us

indicates, I ascribe it to the inattention of Congress to their duties, to their unwise

dissipation, and waste of the public contributions. They seemed, some little while

ago, to be at a loss for objects wheteon to throw away the supposed fathomless

funds of the treasury. I had feared the result, because I saw among them somfe of

my old fellow-laborers, of tried and known principles, yet often in their minorities.

I am aware that in one of their most ruinous vagaries, the people were themselves

betrayed into the same phrensy with their representatives. The deficit produced,

acd a heavy tax to supply it, will, I trust, bring both to their sober senses."

All the Republicans were not so tolerant towards Monroe s

course, but he was reelected President, in 1820, without any

opposition. Only one vote in the electoral college was casl
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against him, that of Governor William Plumer of New
Hampshire, who was elected on the Republican ticket.

Various expressions of familiar opinions, made during this

year, do not require repetition. To several correspondents

Mr. Jefferson complained that the wrist fractured or dislocated

in France in 1786, and which had never entirely recovered, was

now becoming so stiff from the effects of age, that writing was

a slow and painful operation to him. His general health was

not good. As early as November of the preceding year (1819)

he had been nearly rendered unable to walk, by a swelling oi

his limbs, occasioned by debility ; but he continued to ride daily

to the University, a distance, going and returning, of eight miles,

to superintend the erection of the buildings. He placed a tele

scope on one of the terraces of his house, which enabled him to

see from thence how the workmen were employed at all hours

of the day. He was earnestly urged by his physician in the

opening of 1820, to suspend this unremitting care and activity,

by making a long visit to Poplar Forest ; but he could not then

tear himself from his favorite employment, and the journey was
deferred until November. It was consequently made with

much less benefit, and at the close of the year he felt himself

only in a state of " slow and uncertain convalescence."

His constitution, however, rallied in the spring of 1821, and
this was a year to him of health and activity. His appearance

at this time of life may be judged by Sully's portrait at

"West Point, which the painter made a journey to Monticello

to execute

Timothy Pickering wrote to Mr. Jefferson in February, 1821,

inclosing to him a discourse of the Rev. Dr. Channing, and
making what was regarded as some kind of personal overture,

as appears in the following paragraph of the reply, dated Feb-

ruary 27th :

" I have received, sir, your favor of the 12th, and I assure you I received it

with pleasure. It is true, as you say, that we have dififered in political opinions

;

but I can say with equal truth, that I never suffered a political to become a per-

sonal difference. I have been left on this ground by some friends whom I dearly

loved, but I was never the first to separate. With some others, of politics different

from mine, I have continued in the warmest friendship to this day, and to all, and

to yourself particularly, I have ever done moral justice."

This is as purely characteristic as was the fact that Pickei
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lug, three years later, witiiout a particle of new personal aggres-

sion from Mr. Jefferson, made that most offensive and malignant

attack on him which has already been noticed in connection

with the Mazzei letter.

Jefferson wrote to General Dearborn, August ITth

:

" I am happy to bear of his [John Adams's] good health. I think he will out-

live us all, I mean the Declaration-men, although our senior since the death of

Colonel Floyd. It is a race in which I have no ambition to win. Man, like the

fruit he eats, has his period of ripeness. Like that, too, if he continues longer

hanging to the stem, it is but a useless and unsightly appendage."

Adams wrote to Jefferson, September 24:th

:

" As Brother Floyd has gone, I am now the oldest of the little Congressional

group that remain. I may, therefore, rationally hope to be the first to depart

;

and as you are the youngest and most energetic in mind and body, you may there-

fore rationally hope to be the last to take your flight, and to rake up the fire, as

Father Sherman, who always staid to the last, and commonly two days afterwards,

used to say, ' that it was his office to sit up and rake the ashes over the coals.'

And much satisfaction may you have in your office."

Mr. Jefferson's customary views in regard to the indepen-

dence of the different branches of the General Government of

each other, and of the attempts of the judiciary to encroach on

the executive and legislative departments, are frequently

repeated in 1821. Col. Taylor of Caroline, Judge Roane, and

Jefferson's son-in-law Governor Randolph (elected Governor in

1819), desired him to permit some of his letters on this topic to

be published. He declined on the ground that they were not
'• exactly proper" for publication—that they " contained matter

which might give offence to the judges without adding strength

to the opinion." He therefore prepared a draft which he

allowed to be printed in which all offensive expressions were

omitted.

He wrote to Mr. Macon, November 23d, the same year

:

" My confidence, as you kindly observed, has been often abused by the publica-

tion of my letters for the purposes of interest or vanity, and it has been to me the

source of much pain to be exhibited before the public in forma not meant for them.

I receive letters expressed in the most friendly and even affectionate terms, some-

times, perhaps, asking my opinion on some subject. I cannot refuse to answer

such letters, nor can I do it drily and suspiciously. Among a score or two of such

correspondents, one perhaps betrays me. I feel it mortifyiugly, but conclude I had

better incur one treachery than offend a score or two of good people. I sometimes
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expressly desire that my letter may not be published ; but this is so like requesting

a man not to steal or cheat, that I am ashamed of it after I have done it."

There are other interesting letters of 1821, but the correspond

ence of the year was lighter than usual, owing to the activity

of Mr. Jefferson's occupations.

He wrote, March 6th, 1822, to Jedediah Morse, who proposed

to him to become a member of a Society for the civilization and

improvement of the Indian tribes. It was to consist of ex-Pre-

sidents, heads of Departments, rlie United States Judiciary,

Governors of States, Members of Congress, General Officers cf

the Army, Presidents of Colleges and Theological Seminaries,

the Clergy, etc., etc., ex officio^ and of such private individuals

as would pay a certain price for membership. Mr. Jefferson

declared that the expressed object of the association was " one

which hfa had ever had much at heart," but he declined to be-

come a member of it, stating his objections at length to its

nature and magnitude. These were in part similar to those

urged at an earlier day by himself and Franklin against the

Cincinnati.

Party animosity continued to burn against Jefferson. He was

accused in the newspapers by a writer signing himself " A Na-
tive Virginian," of having overdrawn his account as Minister to

France, to the amount of one thousand one hundred and forty-

eight dollars ! Jefferson replied. May 13th, in a public letter to

Messrs. Ritchie & Gooch, of the Richmond Enquirer. The
assailant returned to the charge, sustaining himself by quoting

pretended entries from the public accounts—aware, doubtless,

that their forged character could not be proved from the original

documents, which were destroyed in the Register's oflfice when
the public buildings were burned by the British in 1814. Un-
fortunately, however, for this ingenious knave, Mr. Jefferson

had preserved a press copy of his public acconnt with the

Government. In his answer, he also cited numerous enti'ies in

his private account books. We have been at the pains to ex-

amine the originals, and those feeling any further curiosity in

the niatter will find it explained in A])pendix.'

Nothing can be given more strictly (and it may be added,

•iterestingly) biograpiiical, at this period, than the following :

* See Appendix, No. 31.
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To John Adams.
MoNTiCELLO, June 1, 1822.

It is very long, my dear sir, since I have written to you. My dislocated wrist

is now become so stiff that I write slow and with pain, and therefore write as little

as I can. Yet it is due to mutual friendship to ask once in a while how we do. The

papers tell us that General Stark is off at the age of 93. Charles Thompson still

lives at about the same age, cheerful, slender as a grasshopper, and so much with-

out memory that he scarcely recognizes the members of his household. An intimate

friend of his called on him not long since ; it was difficult to make him recollect who

he was, and, sitting one hour, he told him the same story four times over. Is this

Ufe?

" With lab'ring step

To tread our former footsteps ? pace the round

Eternal ?—to beat and beat

The beaten track ? to see what we have seen,

To taste the tasted ? o'er our palates to decant

Another vintage ?
"

It is at most but the life of a cabbage ; surely not worth a wish. When all our

faculties have left, or are leaving us, one by one—sight, hearing, memory—every

avenue of pleasing sensation is closed, and athumy, debility, and malaise left in their

places—when friends of our youth are all gone, and a generation is risen around us

whom we know not, is death an evil ?

" When one by one our ties are torn,

And friend from friend is snatched forlorn.

When man is left alone to mourn,

Oh ! then how sweet it is to die !

When trembling limbs refuse their weight,

And films slow gathering dim the sight,

When clouds obscure the mental light

'Tis nature's kindest boon to die !"

I really think so. I have ever dreaded a doting old age ; and my health has

been generally so good, and is now so good, that I dread it still. The rapid decline

of my strength during the last winter has made me hope sometimes that I see land.

During summer I enjoy its temperature, but I shudder at the approach of winter,

and wish I could sleep through it with the dormouse, and only wake with him in

spring, if ever. They say that Stark could walk about his room. I am told you

walk well and firmly. I can only reach my garden, and that with sensible fatigue,

I ride, however, daily. But reading is my delight. I should wish never to put pen

to paper ; and the more because of the treacherous practice some people have of

publishing one's letters without leave. Lord Mansfield declared it a breach of trust,

and punishable at law. I think it should be a penitentiary felony
; yet you will have

seen that they have drawn me out into the arena of the newspapers ;
^ although I

know it is too late for me to buckle on the armor of youth, yet my indignation would

not permit me passively to receive the kick of an ass.

To turn to the news of the day, it seems that the Cannibals of Europe are going

to eating one another again. A war between Russia and Turkey is like the battle

of the kite and snake. Whichever destroys the other, leaves a destroyer the lees

* Alluding to Ms letters to Eitchie & Gooch, in reply to a "Native Virginian."
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for the world. This pugnacious humor of mankind seems to be the law of hi3

nature, one of the obstacles to too great multiplication provided in the mechanism

of the universe. The cocks of the henyard kill one another. Bears, bulls, rams, do

the same. And the horse, in his wild state, kills all the young males, until worn down
with age and war, some vigorous youth kills him, and takes to himself the harem of

females. I hope we shall prove how much happier for man the Quaker policy is,

and that the life of the feeder is better than that of the fighter; and it is some

consolation that the desolation by these maniacs of one part of the earth is the means

of improving it in other parts. Let the latter be our office, and let us milk the cow,

while the Russian holds her by the horns, and the Turk by the tail. God'bless you,

and give you health, strength, and good spirits, and as much of life as you think

worth having.

Mr. Adams suggested the publication of this letter, to pro-

tect the writer of it, in future, from the annoyances of which he

complained. Jefferson so far assented as to leave the matter to

the discretion of his friend. The following mournfully sound-

ing extract from his reply, contains some astonishing state-

ments :

" I do not know bow far you may suffer, as I do, under the persecution of let-

ters, of which every mail brings a fresh load. They are letters of inquiry, for the

most part, always of good will, sometimes from friends whom I esteem, but much
oftener from persons whose names are unknown to me, but written kindly and

civilly, and to which, therefore, civility requires answers. Perhaps the better known
failure of your hand in its function of writing may shield you in greater degree

from this distress, and so far quahfy the misfortune of its disability. I happened to

turn to my letter-list some time ago, and a curiosity was excited to count those re-

ceived in a single year. It was the year before the last. I found the number to be

one thousand two hundred and sixty-seven, many of them requiring answers of ela-

borate research, and all to be answered with due attention and consideration. Take

an average of this number for a week or a day, and I will repeat the question sug-

gested by other considerations in mine of the 1st. Is this life? At best it is but

the life of a mill-horse, who sees no end to his circle but in death. To such a life,

that of a cabbage is paradise. It occurs then, that my condition of existence, truly

stated in that letter, if better known, might check the kind indiscretions which are

so heavily oppressing the departing hours of life. Such a relief would, to me, be an

ineffable blessing. But yours of the 11th, equally interesting and affecting, should

accompany that to which it is an answer. The two, taken together, would excite a

joint interest, and place before our fellow-citizens the present condition of two

ancient servants, who having faithfully performed their forty or fifty campaigns,

stipendiis omnibus expfetis, have a reasonable claim to repose from all disturbance

in the sanctuary of invalids and superannuates."

What a lesson this to the herd of epistolary lion-hunters, and

to a smaller and less ambitious class of persecutors, who only

forget that some thousands of other persons are as likely as them-

selves to desire the opinions or the autograph of such a man as
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Jefferson ! The latter here carries the idea, that he expected to

answer all these letters. We have already stated that it was his

uniform custom to answer every one the matter and language of

which gave it the appearance of having come from a respectable

person. The number of letters for the year here referred to (1820),

published in the larger or Congress edition of his works, is twenty

—less than a sixty-third of those presumably written. He left, at

his death, copies of about sixteen thousand letters written by him-

self '—and this was a trifling number compared with those which

he had written without retaining copies.

In a letter to William T, Barry, July 2d, Jefferson said :

" Whether the surrender of our opponents, their reception into our camp, their

assumption of our name, and apparent accession to our objects, may strengthen or

weaken the genuine principles of republicanism, may be a good or an evil, is yet to

be seen. I consider the party division of whig and tory the most wholesome which

can exist in any government, and well worthy being nourished, to keep out those

of a more dangerous character."

The first part of this remark applies to the support of Monroe

by the Federalists, at his second election, and the obliteration of

ancient party lines during the " era of good feeling," as it was

called. Mr. Jefferson was a compromiser in action among poli-

tical friends, a conciliator in practice towards opponents, but

never a syncretist in principle. He lived to believe that the

fears above expressed were vindicated by the results.

Mr. Adams wrote to Mr. Jefferson, October 15th, saying

that he had always imputed to the latter the measure of con-

structing vessels of war to protect our Mediterranean commerce,

in Washington's Administration—that he believed "the navy

was " Jefferson^s " child.'" He assigned several reasons for this

opinion, and said that he had "personal evidence " that " Hamil-

ton was averse to the measure," and " that Washington was averse

to a navy, he had full proof from his own lips, in many different

conversations, some of them at length, in which he [Washing-

ton] always insisted that it was only building and arming ships

for the English," He supposed Knox to have " assisted in

ushering " the child " into the world," and that if the Attorney-

« And he had preserved about twenty-six thousand letters, addressed to him. We
state both of these numbers on the authority of the legatee of his manuscript papers,
Colonel T. J. Randolph.
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General (whom he erroneonslj supposes fo have been Bradford

instead of Randolph) was on the same side, " the majority was

clear."

Jefferson replied November 1st, that he had himself favored

the construction of the vessels—that he " thought General

Washington approved of building vessels of war to that extent
"

—that he knew General Knox did—that Hamilton and Ran-

dolph's opinions on the occasion were entirely forgotten by him
—that his correspondent, Mr. Adams, " was well known to have

ever been an advocate of the wooden walls of Themistocles," etc.

To a grandson, absent from Monticello, Mr. Jefferson wrote

the following letters :

To Francis Eppes, Millbrook.

Monticello, Jan. 1, 1819.

Dkar Francis,

Leschot has repaired Mrs. Eppes's watch, and changed the pipe of the

key, but the watch was so short a time in his hands that she could not be well regu-

hited ; she will therefore probably need further regulation to make her keep good

time. I am sorry you are disappointed in your teacher, but it depends on yourself

whether this is of any consequence. A master is necessary only to those who re-

quire compulsion to get their lessons. As to instruction, a translation supplies the

place of a teacher. Get the lessons first by dictionary, and then instead of saying

it to a master, go over it with the translation, and that will tell you whether you

have got it truly. Dacier's Horace is admirable for this. As to parsing, you can do

that by yourself, both as to parts of speech and syntax. You can perfect yourself

too in your Greek grammar, as well alone as with a teacher. Your Spanish, too,

should be kept up. All depends on your own resolution to stick as closely to your

book as if a master was looking over you. If Dr. Cooper comes to us he will open

our Grammar School the 1st of April. We shall be decided in a few days, and I

will let you know Present my respects to Mrs. Eppes, and be assured

of my constant aflection.

Th. Jefferson.

To Francis Eppes, Millbrooe.

POPLAB Forest, Sepl. 21, 1820.

Dear Francis,

I leave at Flood's, with this letter, a packet containing three small

volumes, from my petit format library, containing several tragedies of Em-ipides,

some of Sophocles, and one of jEschylus. The first you will find easy, the second

tolerably so ; the last, incomprehensible in his flights among the clouds. His text

has come to us so mutilated and defective, and has been so much plastered with

amendments by his commentators, that it can scarcely be called his. I inclose you

our measured distances expressed in miles and cents. We leave this to-morrow
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morning, and sliall be at Monticello the next night. From there you shall hear from

me about the end of the first week of October. By that time I shall either see Dr.

Cooper, or know that I shall not see him. I was deceived in the weather the day we

left Millbrook. We passed through two hours of very heavy rain, and got to Flood's

at 11 o'clock, where we staid the day. We didn't suffer ourselves, but the servants

got very wet. Present our cordial love to the family. Ever and affectionately

yours,
Th. Jefferson.

To Francis Eppes, Columbia, South Carolina.

Monticello, Oct. 6, ]85<0.

Dear Francis,

Your letter of the 28th came to hand yesterday, and as I suppose yen

are now about leaving Richmond for Columbia, this letter will be addressed to the

latter place. I consider you as having made such proficiency in Latin and Greek

that, on your arrival at Columbia, you may at once commence the study of the sci-

ences, and as you may well attend two professors at once, I advise you to enter

immediately with those of Mathematics and Chemistry ; after these go on to Astro-

nomy, Natural Philosophy, Natural History, and Botany. I say nothing of Miner-

alogy or Geology, because, I presume, they will be comprehended in the Chemical

course. Nor shall I say anything of other branches of science, but that you should

lose no time on them until the accomplishment of those above-named, before which

time we shall have opportunities of further advising together. I hope you will be

permitted to enter at once into a course of mathematics^ which Avill itself take up all

that is useful in Euclid, and that you will not be required to go formally through

the usual books of Geometry. That would be a waste of time which you have

not to spare, and if you cannot enter the Mathematical school without it, do not

enter it at all, but engage in the other sciences above mentioned. Your Latin and

Greek should be kept up assiduously, by reading at spare hours ; and discontinuing

the desultory reading of the schools, I would advise you to undertake a regular

course of History and Poetry, in both languages. In Greek go first through the Cyro-

paedia, and then read Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon's Hellenics and Anabasis,

's Alexander, and Plutarch's Lives, for prose reading—Homer's Iliad and

Odyssey, Euripides, Sophocles, in poetry, and Demosthenes in oratory, alternating

prose and verse as most agreeable to yourself. In Latin, read Livy, Caesar, Sallust,

Tacitus, Cicero's Philosophies, and some of his orations in prose—and Virgil, Ovid's

Metamorphoses, Horace, Terence and Juvenal for poetry ; after all these, you will find

still many of secondary grade to employ future years, and especially those of old age

and retirement. Let me hear from you as soon as you shall have taken your stand

in college, and give me a general view of the courses pursued there, and from time

to time afterwards advise me of your progress. I will certainly write to you occa-

sionally ; but you will not expect it very frequently, as you know how slowly and

painfully my stiffened wrist now permits me to write, and how much I am oppressed

by a general and revolting correspondiince, wearing me down with incessant labor,

instead of leaving me to the tranquil happiness with which reading and lighter occu-

pations would fill pleasantly what remains to me of life. I had written to Dr.

Cooper that I should leave Monticello for Poplar Forest, about the 11th of this

month. He informs me he cannot be here so soon as that, but will call Dn me a*
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Poplar Forest in the third week of the month. Adieu, my dear Francis. Consider

how little time is left you, and how much you have to attain in it, and that every

moment you lose of it is lost for ever. Be assured that no one living is more anx-

ious than myself to see you become a virtuous and useful citizen, worthy of the trusta

of your country, and wise enough to conduct them advantageously, nor any one

more affectionately yours.

Th. Jefferson.

To Francis Eppes, Columbia, South Carotjna

Poplar Forest, Dec 13, 1820.

Dear Francis:

Tours of Oct. 31st, came to me here Nov. 28th, having first gone to Monti-

cello. I observe the course of reading at Columbia which you note. It either is,

or ought to be, the rule of every collegiate institution to teach to every particular

student the branches of science which those who direct him think will be useful in

the pursuits proposed for him, and to waste his time on nothing which they think

will not be useful to him. This will certainly be the fundamental law of our Uni-

versity, to leave every one free to attend whatever branches of instruction he wants,

and to decline what he doesn't want. If this be not generally allowed at Columbia,

I hope they may be induced to indulgence in your case, in consideration of the little

time you have left, and which you cannot afford to waste on what will be useless to

you, or can be acquired by reading hereafter without the aid of a teacher. As I do
not know any professors at Columbia but Dr. Cooper, request in my name his

interest and influence to be permitted to adapt your studies to your wants.

Reviewing what you say are the courses of the four classes, I pass over the

1st and 2d, which you are done with, and should select for you from the 3d,

Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, and Natural Philosophy ; and from the 4th,

Logarithms and Chemistry, to which I should add Astronomy, Botany, and Natural

History, which you do not mention in any of the classes. I omit Blair's Rhetoric,

Watt's Logic, Kaimes, Paley, Butler, etc., which you can read in your closet after

leaving college, as well as at it. And in Mathematics I do not think you have time to

undertake either Conic Sections or Fluxions. Unless you can be indulged in this selec-

tion I shall lament very much indeed, the having advised your going to Columbia,

oecause time is now the most pressing and precious thing in the world to you, and
the greatest injury which can possibly be done you is to waste what remains on
what you can acquire hereafter yourself, and prevent your learning those useful

branches which cannot well be acquired without the aids of the college. Whether
our University will open this time twelvemonth or be shut up seven vears, will

depend on the present Legislature's liberating our funds by appropriating $100,000
more from the Literary Fund. If you watch the newspapers yon will see what they

do, and be able to judge what may be expected. Ellen and Virginia are here with

me. We leave this the day after to-morrow for Monticello, where we hope to meet
your aunt, who will be returning at the same time from Richmond. We learn by
your letter to Virginia, that Wayles is with you. To him and to yourself I tender

mj affectionate attachment. To Dr. Cooper also, give my friendly souvenirs ; the

difiSculty with which I write puts that much out of my power.

Th. Jefferson

VOL. III. 31
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To Francis Eppes, Cohtmbia, Sodth Carolina.

MoKTiCELLO, Apr. 8, 132L

Dkar Francis :

Yours of March 2'7th has been duly received. The effect of what our Legisla-

ture did for us at their last session is not exactly what you suppose. They authorized

us to borrow another $60,000, pledging, however, our own funds for repayment.

This loan enables us to finish all our buildings of accommodation this year, and to begin

the library, which will take three years to be completed. Without waiting for that,

it is believed that when the buildings of accommodation are finished, the Legislature

will cancel the debt of $120,000, and leave our funds free to open the institution

We shall then require a year to get our professors into place. Whether the Legis-

lature will relinquish the debt the next session, or at some future one, is not certain.

In the meantime you cannot do better than to stay where you are until the end of

1822, confining your studies to Mathematics, Natural Philosophy, Natural History,

and Rhetoric ; all other branches you can pursue by yourself, should we not open

here by that date.

I note what you say of the late disturbances in your college. These dissen-

tions are a great affliction on the American schools, and a principal impediment to

education in this country. The source of discontent arising from dieting the stu-

dents, we shall avoid here by having nothing to do with it, and by leaving every

one to board where he pleases. Nor do I see why this remedy might not havB

been resorted to in your late case, rather than that of making it a ground of diffe-

rence with the professors. There may have been reasons, however, of which I am

uninformed. The family here is all well, always remember you with affection, and

receive your letters with gratification. To theirs I add *h . assurance of ray afiec-

tionate love.
Th. Jefferson.

To Francis Eppes, Columbia, South Carolina.

MoNTicBLLO, June Wh, 1821.

Dear Francis :

Your letter of May 7th was received in due time, and in it you ask my

opinion as to the utility of pursuing metaphysical studies. No well educated person

should be entirely ignorant of the operations of the human mind, to which the name

of metaphysics has been given. There are three books on this subject, Locke's

Essay on the Human Understanding, Tracy's Elements of Idiology, and Stewart's

Philosophy of the Human Mind; any one of which will communicate as much on the

subject as is worth attention. I consider Tracy as the most correct metaphysician

living ; and I inclose you a small tract of his worth reading, because it is short,

profound, and treats an interesting question, to wit, that on the certainty of human

knowledge. He prostrates the visions of Malebranche, Berkeley, and other skeptics,

by resting the question on the single basis of " We Feel." With him who denies

this basis there can be no ground of reasoning at all. To pursue the science fur-

ther is following a will-of-the-wisp, and a very useless waste of time, much better

given to sciences more palpable, and more useful in the business of life. Tracy's

Review, or Commentaries on Montesquieu is the best elementary book on govern-

ment which has ever been published. Being afraid to pubhsh it in France, he sent

his manuscript to me. 1809, and I got it translated and published in Philadelphia,
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in 1811. It will be the text-book of the political lectures of the University. The

buildings of the University (except the library) will all be finished the ensuing win-

ter. Towards this object the Legislature permitted an advance of $120,000 from the

Literary Fund, but under the name of a loan, taking in pledge our annuity

of $15,000. If it is to be really redeemed by this, many years will be neces-

sary to clear that fund, but it is hoped they will consider it as an appropriation,

and discharge the annuity. Within one year alter that discharge, we may open the

institution, as it will require that time to bring our professors into place. Mr.

Watts' when here asked me for a copy of the report containing the plan of that

institution; I did not know then that I had a spare copy; I have since found one

which I inclose for his acceptance, with the tender of my great respect. Our family

is all well, remember you always with affection, and join me in hope you will be

able to visit us <iuring your next vacation, aa they do in assuring you of our con-

stant attachment.

Th. Jefferson.

To Francis Eppes, Columbia, South Carolina.

Poplar Forest, ycyt). 17, 1821.

Dear Francis :

On my return to this place on the 6th inst., I found here your letter of

Oct. 22d. I learnt from that with real affliction that it was doubtful whether you
would be permitted at Columbia to pursue those studies only which will be analo-

gous to the views and pursuits of your future life. It is a deplorable consideration

that, although neither your father nor myself have spared any effort in our power
to press on your education, yet so miserable are the means of education in our

State that it has been retarded and baffled to a most unfortunate degree ; and
now that you have only a single year left, you cannot be permitted to employ that

solely in what will be useful to you. Every institution, however, has a right to lay

down its own laws, and we are bound to acquiescence. There seems, from your

letter, to be still a possibility that you may be permitted to remain as an irregular

student ; that is the most desirable event ; if not, then to obtain from Dr. Cooper and
Mr. Wallace the favor of attending them as a private student, unconnected with

the college. From them you can receive every instruction necessary for you, to

wit, in Mathematics, Astronomy, Natural Philosophy, and Chemistry. If that

cannot be permitted, there will remain nothing but the disastrous alternative of

again shifting your situation. I know nothing of the plan or degree of instruction

at Chapel Hill
;
perhaps you might be excluded there also, by similar rules. If so,

William and Mary is your last resource. There students are permitted to attend

the schools of their choice and those branches of science only which will be useful

to them in the line of life they propose. The objection to that place is its autum-
nal unhealthiness. The thankfulness you express for my cares of you bespeaks a

feeling and good heart ; but the tender recollections which bind my affections to

you are such as will forever call for everything I can do for you, and the comfort

of my Hfe is the belief that you will deserve it. To my prayers that your life may
be distinguished by its worth, I add the assurance of my constant and afiectionate

love.

Th. jKprKRsoN.
' Beaufort T. Watts, Secretary of State, S. C.
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To Francis Eppes, Millbrook.

MOHTICBLLO, April 9, 1822.

Dear Francis:

Your letter of March 22d did not reach me till a fe\v days ago ; that of

Feb. 6th had been received in that month. Being chiefly a statement of facts it did

not seem to require an answer, and my burden of letter-writing is so excessive as

to restrain me to answers absolutely necessary. I think with you that you had

now better turn in to the study of the law. As no one can read a whole day

closely on any one subject to advantage, you will have time enough in the other

portions of the day to go on with those essential studies which you have not as

yet completed. If you read law from breakfast four or five hours, enough will

remain before dinner for exercise. The norning may be given to Natural Philo-

sophy and Astronomy, the afternoon to Rhetoric and Belles Lettres, and the night

to history and ethics. The first object will be to procure the necessary law-books

for reading. They will come twenty-five per cent, cheaper from England than

bought here, and some indeed can only be had there. I will subjoin a catalogue of

what should be obtained as soon as practicable, and their cost there. About as

much the next year will be a sufiBcient library for reference in practice. The

course of reading I should advise, would be Coke's Littleton, and his other Institutes.

Bacon's Abridgment, Blackstone's Commentaries, Woodson's Lectures, and Reeves

in Common Law; and in Chancery, the abridgment of cases in equity, Bridgman's

Digested Index, and Fonblauque, interspersing some select case from the reporters

both in law and equity. The course will employ two years to be superficial, and

three to be profound. This may be done at Millbrook or Monticello as well as in

the lawyer's ofiice. You know, of course, that you are as much at home at Mon-
ticello as at Millbrook, so that you can choose freely, or divide your time between

them to your own wish. You would have perhaps less interruption by company
at Millbrook, but access here to books which may not be there. I have fortu-

nately just received from England, Thomas's Coke's Littleton, a most valuable work.

He has arranged Coke's matter in the method of Blackstone, adding the notes of

Lords Hale and Nottingham and Hairgraves, adding also his own which are excel-

lent. It is now, beyond question, the first elementary book to be read—as agree-

able as Blackstone, and more profound. This will employ you fully till the other

booki can be received from England. They will cost there about $200, to which

is to be added duties, about thirty dollars freight and charges. If I can be

useful in procuring them, I shall be so with pleasure. The sum I have to pay your

father, is about sufficient to accomplish it, and shall be so applied if it is his pleasure.

I shall be in Bedford during the last week of this month and the first of the next

;

you will of course visit us there or here, when we can make more particular

arrangements. I have here the two best works on Natural Philosophy, and Astro-

nomy, Hauy and Biot, which I have imported for you from Paris, knowing they

were not to be had here. Present me aflectionately to Mr. and Mrs. Eppes, and

be assured of my warmest attachment to yourself.

Th. Jefferson.

Bracton, Enghsh; Brooke's Abridgment, 4to. edition ; Thomas's Coke's Littleton,

3 vols. 8vo. ; Coke's 2d, 3d, and 4th Institutes, 3 vols. 8vo. ; Bacon's Abridgment,

by Gwyllim, 7 vols. 8vo., the last edition; Comyn's Digest, by Manning, a new
edition; Blackstone's Commentaries, by Christian, 15th edition, 4 vols. Svo. ; Wood-
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son's Lectures, 3 vols. 8vo. ; Reeves' History of the English Law, 4 vols. 8vo.

;

Jacob's Law Dictionary, by Rufifhead, fol. ; Abridgment of Cases in Equity ; Bridg-

man's Digested Index of Cases in Chancery, 3 vols. 8vo . ;
Fonblanque's Treatise of

Equity, 5th edition, 1819, 2 vols., Svo.

To Francis Eppes, Millbrook.

MoNTicELLO, June 12, 1822,

Dear Francis :

I received while at Poplar Forest yours of May 13th, and am glad to learn that

you find Coke's Littleton not as diflBcult as you expected. The methodical arrange-

ment of his work, and the new notes and cases, have certainly been a great improve-

ment. According to your information I have retained in my hands enough to

import for you this edition of Coke's Littleton and Bacon's Abridgment. The present

high exchange, our enormous duties, and other charges bring them very high.

Still I observe the Bacon will come at $45 89, which is $4 less than the American

price. The Coke's Littleton being a new publication, comes to $10 a volume, of which

more than $1 a volume is our own duty. At the close of your reading of the first

volume we shall hope to see you. I suppose you have heard that the Trists have

lost their mother.
Ever afifectionately yours,

Th. jEFFERSOa.



CHAPTEK Xn.

1823—1825.

An Accident— Correspondence of 1823—On Style—On O'Meara's Voice from St. Helena

—Complaint that the Republican side of American History is Unwritten—Declares

that the brealiing up of hordes of Private Letters will ultimately disclose the truth

—Considers J. Q. Adams unfriendly to himself—To Monroe, on Interference of Holy

Alliance in South America—On the Acquisition of Cuba—On the Proposition of

England to join in Resisting Interference of the Holy Alliance—The " Monroe Doc-

trine " proposed to Monroe six weeks before he announced it—John Adams's Cun-

ningham Correspondence Published—Jefferson to Mr. Adams, on the Strictures it

contained on himself—Their remaining Correspondence—Jefferson's Expressions in

regard to the Presidential Candidates in 1823—Letter to George Ticknor—Their pre-

vious Acquaintance—Jefferson's Absorbing Topic in 1824—Selection of Professors of

the University—To Dr. Sparks, on Emancipation and Colonization—To Garnett, on

Constitutional Amendments—To Englebrecht, on 15th Psalm of David—Reconcilia-

tion with Edward Livingston—Correspondence with the old "Heart of Sedition "in
England—Displeasure with Cartwright, and its Termination—Correspondence with

Henry Lee—Lafayette's Visit to the United States—Jefferson proposes a Public

Testimonial to him—Lafayette's Visit to Monticello—The Banquet—Jefferson's Speech

—Ticknor and Daniel Webster Visit Monticello—^Webster's Account of his Visit

—

Remarks ascribed to Jefferson in regard to Wirt's Life of Henry, and to the Character

of General Jackson—A Letter from one of Mr. Jefferson's Family on the subject

—

Jefferson's Feelings towards Wirt, and his habitual way of speaking of Henry—His

Feelings towards General Jackson—Mr. Jefferson Twice in a Rage—His Remarks on

the Presidential Candidates in 1824—Arrival of the Professors, and Opening of the

University—Jefferson's Estimate of the Professors—Dr. Dunglison's Memoranda-
Extracts from these Memoranda—The University Buildings—Architecture—AU the

Professors Foreigners—Jefferson's Illness—His Ideas of Physic—Jefferson at his

Table, his Visitors, etc.—His Manners—His Openness in Conversation—Lafayette's

Second Visit to Monticello—Levasseur's Statements—The Dinner in the Rotunda

—

Lafayette's Solicitude for Jefferson's Health—Sends Instruments to him from France

—

Proposes to send Dr. Cloquet—Laws of the University—Republicanism thought un-

able to stand against College Burschenschaft—DiflBculties in the University—Mr.

Jefferson's Attentions to the Students.

A LITTLE before the close of 1822 Mr. Jefferson met with an

accident, which caused him a good deal of inconvenience. De-

scending from one of his terraces, a decayed step gave way
under his feet, and he was precipitated at full length to the
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gronnd, breaking his left arm. The bone became well knitted

again in course of a couple of months, but the hand and fingers

remained useless for a long period, in consequence of an edema-

tous swelling. Indeed, the use and strength of the arm and hand
were never entirely recovered. His right wrist, as before stated,

continued to grow stiflTer and feebler as the debility of age in-

creased—and therefore he was henceforth partially crippled in

both hands. This added intolerably to the weariness and irk-

someness of writing.

His correspondence in 1823 opens with a letter to Mr.
Edward Everett (February 24th), which contains several histo-

rical facts already cited, and some not uninteresting literary

criticisms. Here are his comments on style to a celebrated

master of style :

" By analysing too miautely we often reduce our subject to atoms, of which the

mind loses its hold. Nor am I a friend to a scrupulous purism of style. I readily

sacrifice the niceties of syntax to euphony and strength. It is by boldly neglecting

the rigorisms of grammar, that Tacitus has made himself the strongest writer in the

world. The hypercritics call him barbarous ; but I should be sorry to exchange

Lis barbarisms for their wire-drawr purisms. Some of his sentences are as strong

as language can make them. Had he scrupulously filled up the whole of their syn-

tax, they would have been merely common. To explain my meaning by an English

example. I will quote the motto of one, I believe, of the regicides of Charles I.,

" Rebellion to tyrants is obedience to God." * Correct its syntax, "Rebellion against

tyrants is obedience to God," it has lost all the strength and beauty of the anti-

thesis.

The publication of O'Meara's Voice from St. Helena, mate
rially changed Mr. Jefierson's estimate of Napoleon's civic qua-

lities, and moved him to commiseration for his personal suffer-

ings :

*' I have just finished [he wrote Mr. Adams, February 2oth] reading O'Meara's

Bonaparte. It places him in a higher scale of understanding than I had allotted

him. I had thought him the greatest of all military captains, but an indifferent

statesman, and misled by unworthy passions. The flashes, however, which escaped
from him in these conversations with O'Meara, prove a mind of great expansion,

although not of distinct development and reasoning. He seizes results with rapidity

and penetration, but never explains logically the process of reasoning by which he

> He here quotes from the Epitaph on John Bradshaw, already mentioned as having
been found among his papers, with a note attached by him. conjecturing that it was only
a supposititious epitaph, and in reahty an inspiration of Dr. Franklin. (See vol. i. pp
231, 232.) If the last conjecture was correct (and Dr. Franklin was certainly fond, on
occasion, of playing the part of a literary Puck), still, for aught we know, the motto
may have belonged to Bradshaw.
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arrives at them. This book, too, makes us forget his airocities for a moment, in

commiseration of his sufferings. I will not say that the authorities of the world,

charged with the care of their country and people, had not a right to confine him

for life, as a lion or tiger, on the principle of self-preservation. There was no safety

to nations while he was permitted to roam at large. But the putting him to death

in cold blood, by lingering tortures of mind, by vexations, insults and deprivations,

was a degree of inhumanity to which the poisonings and assassinations of the school

of Borgia, and the den of Marat never attained. The book proves, also, that nature

had denied him the moral sense, the first excellence of well-organized man. If he

could seriously and repeatedly affirm that he had raised himself to power without

ever having committed a crime, it proves that he wanted totally the sense of right

and wrong. If he could consider the millions of human lives which he had des-

troyed, or caused to be destroyed, the desolations of countries by plunderinga,

burnings, and famine, the destitutions * of lawful rulers of the world without the

consent of their constituents, to place bis brothers and sisters on their thrones, the

cutting up of established societies of men and jumbling them discordantly together

again at his caprice, the demolition of the fairest hopes of mankind for the recovery

of their rights and amelioration of their condition, and all the numberless train of

his other enormities ; the man, I say, who could consider all these as no crimes,

must have been a moral monster, against whom every hand should have been lifted

to slay him."

In two letters to Judge Johnson of South Carolina (March

ith, and June 12th), Mr. Jefferson complains that the Repub-
lican side of American history has not yet been written :

" We have been too careless of our future reputation, while our tories will omit

nothing to place us in the wrong. Besides the five-volumed libel " which repre-

sents us as struggling for office, and not at all to prevent our government

from being administered into a monarchy, the life of Hamilton is in the hands of a

man who, to the bitterness of the priest, adds the rancor of the fiercest Federalism.

Mr. Adams'' papers too, and his biography, will descend of course to his son, whose

pen, you know, is pointed, and his prejudices not in our favor. And doubtless

other things are in preparation, unknown to us. On our part we are depending on

truth to make itself known, while history is taking a contrary set which may become

too inveterate for correction."

He proceeds to say that Mr. Madison will probably leave

something historical, but that it will be principally confined to

the period " between the dissolution of the old and commence-
ment of the new government." He says that he has not had
time to prepare anything himself, but that his letters, " all pre-

served,"" will give daily occurrences and views from 1790 till

> This word is thus printed in both editions of Mr. Jefferson's Works—but it was pro-
bably an error in the first copying, which was followed in the later edition without a
reference to the original MSS , or it may have been a slip of Mr. Jefferson's pen. The
sense would point to the substitution of the word dethronements.

" Judge Marshall's Life of Washington is here referred to.
' This means of course, all possessing political importance.
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he left public life; and that, being written "in the warmth and

freshness of fact and feeling, they will carry internal evidence

that what they breathe is genuine," and will " command more

conviction than anything he could have written after his retire-

ment," He adds

:

" Selections from these, after my death, may come out successively as the

maturity of circumstances may render their appearance seasonable. But multiplied

testimony, multiplied views will be necessary to give solid establishment to truth.

Much is known to one which is not known to another, and no one knows everything.

It is the sum of individual knowledge which is to make up the whole truth, and to

give its correct current through future time."

And in the second letter :

" History may distort truth, and will distort it for a time, by the superior efforts

at justification of those who are conscious of needing it most. Nor will the openhig

scenes of our prexent government he seen in their true aspect, until the letters of the

day, n»w held in private hoards, shall be broken up and laid open to public view.

What a treasure will be found in General Washington's Cabinet, when it shall pass

into the hands of as candid a friend to truth as he was himself? when no longer,

like Caesar's notes and memorandums in the hands of Anthony, it shall be open to

the high priests of Federalism only, and garbled to say so much and no more a<}

suits their views !" *

The remark in regard to the light to be shed on our political

history, on the views of men and the objects of parties, by the

breaking up o{ private hoards of letters, has been most signally

verified. The published correspondences of Adams, Hamilton,

Ames, Jefferson, etc., leave no materials wanting for a genuine

history of the general course and aims of the two great A rae-

rican parties.

One of the preceding extracts implies that Jefferson did not

consider John Q, Adams personally friendly to himself, A
decisive example of the proof on which he based this conclusion

might here be given, but it does not appear to be called for.

In the same letter to Johnson will be found the customary

views in regard to the tenor of a class of decisions in the

Supreme Court of the United States. It also contains some
testimony on the subject of the authorship of Washington's

Farewell Address, which distinctly confutes a modern theory

that this paper was wholly, or principally, the production of

Hamilton.

> No one will forget that this was written before the publication of General Wasn
ington's Writings, by Mr. Sparks.
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President Monroe failing to meet Mr. Jefferson as usual on

his spring visit home (the latter being at Poplar Forest), con-

sulted him by letter in regard to the attitude which our country

ought to assume on the interference of the Allied Powers in the

concerns of Spain. Mr. Jefferson replied (June 11th)

:

"On the question you propose, whether we can, in any form, take a bolder

attitude than formerly in favor of liberty, I can give you but commonplace ideas.

They will be but the widow's mite, and offered only because requested. The
matter which now embroils Europe, the presumption of dictating to an independent

nation the form of its government, is so arrogant, so atrocious, that indignation, as

well as moral sentiment, enlists all our partialities and prayers in favor of one, and

our equal execrations against the other. I do not know, indeed, whether all

nations do not owe to one another a bold and open declaration of their sympathies

with the one party, and their detestation of the conduct of the other. But farther

than this we are not bound to go ; and indeed, for the sake of the world, we ought

not to increase the jealousies, or draw on ourselves the power, of this formidable

confederacy. I have ever deemed it fundamental for the United States, nev-er to

take active part in the quarrels of Europe."

The reasons for this policy were further and most cogently

urged ; and he thought all we could do for Spain was to make
our "neutrality as partial" to her, "as would be justifiable

without giving cause of war to her adversary," He added :

" The foothold which the nations of Europe had in

either America, is slipping from under them, so that we shall soon be rid of their

neighborhood. Cuba alone seems at present to hold up a speck of war to us. Its

possession by Great Britain would indeed be a great calamity to us. Could we

induce her to join us in guaranteeing its independence against all the world except

Spain, it would be nearly as valuable to us as if it were our own But should she

take it, I would not immediately go to war for it ; because the first war on other

accounts will give it to us ; or the island will give itself to us, when able to do so."

He believed, from the indications of circumstances, that the

English Government was playing false with Spain—enacting

" a theatrical farce in which the five powers were the actors,

England the Tartuffe, and her people the dupes."

The views above expressed in regard to Cuba were soon

retracted. An intelligent inhabitant of that island visited

Mr. Jefferson at Mouticello, and informed him that the Cubans

would be satisfied to remain as the}'^ were, but were sensible

that could not be ; that their next choice would be indepen-

dence, if they could see a prospect of being supported in it ; but

failing in this, that they would prefer incorporation either with
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the United States or Mexico ; that there was not a man in the

island who was in favor of its becoming a subordinated colony,

for it could be no more, to England. Thereupon, Mr. Jeffer-

son again wrote to the President, June 3d

:

"I had supposed an English interest there quite as strong as that of the United

States, and therefore, that to avoid war, and keep the island open to our own com-

merce, it would be best to join that power in mutually guaranteeing its independence.

But if there is no danger of its falling into the possession of England, I must retract

an opinion founded on an error of fact. We are surely under no obligation to give

her, gratis, an interest which she has not ; and the whole inhabitants being averse

to her, and the climate mortal to strangers, its continued military occupation by her

would be impracticable. It is better, then, to lie still in readiness to receive that

interesting incorporation when solicited by herself. For, certainly, her addition to

our confederacy is exactly what is wanting to round our power as a nation to the

point of its utmost interest."

In October, the South American question acquired a new
and momentous interest. It was rumored and believed, both in

England and the United States, that the Holy Alliance, not

content with meddling with the affairs of Spain, now proposed

to interfere between her and her revolted colonies, and to impose

conditions on the latter. Whatever might have been the secret

policy of England earlier, this giant stride towards universal

domination alarmed her, and Mr. Canning, formerly so fond of

showing disrespect to the United States, now invoked their

interposition, promising the full support of England. President

Monroe at once placed the question before Mr. Jefferson. The
reply rings like a battle-shout

:

To THE President.

MoKTiCBLLO, Ootobdr 24, 1828.

Dear Sir,—The question presented by the letters you have sent me, is the most

momentous which has ever been offered to my contemplation since that of Indepen-

dence. That made us a nation, this sets our compass and points the course which

we are to steer through the ocean of time opening on us. And never could we em-

bark on it under circumstanced more auspicious. Our first and fundamental maxim
should be, never to entangle ourselves in the broils of Europe. Our second

—

never to suffer Europe to intermeddle with cis-Atlantic affairs. America, North and

South, has a set of interests distinct from those of Europe, and peculiarly her own.

She should therefore have a system of her own, separate and apart from ihat of

Europe. While the last is laboring to become the domicile of despotism, our en-

deavor should surely be, to make our hemisphere that of freedom. One nation,

most of all, could disturb us in this pursuit ; she now offers to lead, aid, and accom-

pany us in it. By acceding to her proposition, we detach her from the band of

despots, bring her mighty weight into the scale of free government, and emancipate
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a continent at one stroke, which might otherwise linger long in doubt and difficulty.

Great Britain is the nation which can do us the most harm of any one, or all on

earth ; and with her on our side, we need not fear the whole world. With her, then,

we should most sedulously cherish a cordial friendship ; and nothing would tend

more to knit our affections than to be fighting onco more, side by side, in the same

cause. Not that I would purchase even her amity at the price of taking part in her

wars. But the war in which the present proposition might engage us, should that

be its consequence, is not her war, but ours. Its object is to introduce and estab-

lish the American system, of keeping out of our land all foreign powers, of never

permitting those of Europe to intermeddle with the affairs of our nations. It is to

maintain our own principle, not to depart from it. And if, to facilitate this, we can

effect a division in the body of the European powers, and draw over to our side its

most powerful member, surely we should do it. But I am clearly of Mr. Canning's

opinion, that it will prevent instead of provoking war. With Great Britain with-

drawn from their scale and shifted into that of our two continents, all Europe com-

bined would not undertake such a war. For how would they propose to get at

either enemy without superior fleets ? Nor is the occasion to be slighted which

this proposition offers, of declaring our protest against the atrocious violations of

the rights of nations, by the interference of any one in the internal affairs of an-

other, so flagitiously begun by Bonaparte, and now continued by the equally

lawless Alliance, calling itself Holy.

But we have first to ask ourselves a question. Do we wish to acquire to our

own confederacy any one or more of the Spanish provinces? I candidly confess,

that I ha-Vto ^, -^r looked on Cuba as the most interesting addition which could ever

be made to our sysxtm of States. The control which, with Florida Point, this island

would give us over the Gulf of Mexico, and the countries and isthmus bordering on

it, as well as all those whose waters flow into it, would fill up the measure of our

political well-being. Yet, as I am sensible that this can never be obtained, even

with her own consent, but by war ; and its independence, which is our second it

terest (and especially its independence of England), can be secured without it, I

have no hesitation in abandoning my first wish to future chances, and accepting its

independence, with peace and the friendship of England, rather than its association,

at the expense of war and her enmity.

I could honestly, therefore, join in the declaration proposed, that we aim not at

the acquisition of any of those possessions, that we will not stand in the way of any

amicable arrangement between them and the mother country ; but that we will op-

pose, with all our means, the forcible interposition of any other power, as auxiliary,

stipendiary, or under any other form or pretext, and most especially, their transfer

to any power by conquest, cession, or acquisition in any other way. I should think

it, therefore, advisable, that the Executive should encourage the British government

to a continuance in the dispositions expressed in the^e letters, by an assurance of

his concurrence with them as far as his authority goes ; and that as it may lead to

war, the declaration of which requires an act of Congress, the case shall be laid be-

fore them for consideration at their first meeting, and under the reasonable aspect

in which it is seen by himself.

I have been so long weaned from pohtical subjects, and have so long ceased to

take any interest in them, that I am sensible I am not qualified to offer opinions

on them worthy of any attention. But the question now proposed involves conse-

quences so lasting, and effects so decisive of our future destinies, as to re-kindle all

the interest I have heretofore felt on such occasions, and to induce me to the
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hazard of opinions, which will prove only my wish to contribute still my mite towards

anything which may be useful to our country. And praying you to accept it at

only what it is worth, I add the assurance of my constant and affectionate friend-

ship and respect. Th. Jefferson.

Thus the " Monroe doctrine " was proposed to President

Monroe between five and six weeks before he gave it that offi-

cial promulgation in a message to Congress, which stamped it

with his name. The message was dated December 2d, 1823.

It announced that " we owed it to candor to declare . . . that

we should consider any attempt " on the part of European
nations " to extend their system to any portion of this hemis-

phere as dangerous to our peace and safety," etc. The tenor of

the reasoning coincides with that of Mr. Jeflferson's letter.'

A circumstance occurred this year in the intercourse of

Jefi'erson and the elder Adams, which requires some preli-

minary explanation. When Mr. Jefferson was generally talked

of in 1803, as a candidate for a second Presidential term, Wil-

liam Cunningham applied to Mr. Adams for information to be

used in publications, the object of which was to defeat Jefier-

son's reelection. Mr. Adams wrote some letters to him, which
were more or less free in their tone ; and he continued these

beyond the immediate occasion, and for a number of succeeding

years. All these communications were transmitted to Cunning-

ham under his promise that they should not be made public dur-

ing Mr. Adams's life. The former died in 1823, and his son, dis-

regarding his father's promise, published the letters that year.

Before anything but a few extracts from the " Cunningham Let-

ters " had met Jefierson's eye, he wrote to Mr. Adams (October

12th), and after alluding to his own health, to the University,

etc, in the tone of an ordinary friendly letter, he closed in a
strain which is well worth attentive examination :

" Putting aside these things, however, for the present, I write this letter as duo to

a friendship coeval with our government, and now attempted to be poisoned, whea
too late in life to be replaced by new affections. I had for some time observed in the

public papers, dark hints and mysterious innuendoes of a correspondence of yours with

a friend, to whom you had opened your bosom without reserve, and which was to be
made pubUc by that friend or his representative. And now it is said to be actually

' It need scarcely be added, that this maxim of State policy has not been traced
home to Mr. Jefferson from any other motive than to truly record a historical fact. No
President ever did, or ever can, originate all the important policies or maxims of his
Administration. It is the real glory of a ruler to choose wisely from all the plans which
some before him, whether they origmate in his own mind, or in the minds of others.
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published. It has not yet reached us, but extracts have been given, and such as

seemed most likely to draw a curtain of separation between you and myself. Were

there no other motive than that of indignation against the author of this outrage on

private confidence, whose shaft seems to have been aimed at yourself more particu-

larly, this would make it the duty of every honorable mind to disappoint that aim,

by opposing to its impression a seven-fold shield of apathy and insensibility. With

me, however, no such armor is needed. The circumstances of the times in which

we have happened to live, and the partiality of our friends at a particular period,

placed us in a state of apparent opposition, which some might suppose to be personal

also ; and there might not be wanting those who wished to make it so, by filling our

ears with malignant falsehoods, by dressing up hideous phantoms of their own cre-

ation, presenting them to you under my name, to me under yours, and endeavoring

to instill into our minds things concerning each other the most destitute of truth.

And if there had been, at any time, a moment when we were off our guard, and ia

a temper to let the whispers of these people make us forget what we had known of

each other for so many years, and years of so much trial, yet all men who have

attended to the workings of the human mind, who have seen the false colors under

which passion sometimes dresses the actions and motives of others, have seen also

those passions subsiding with time and reflection, dissipating like mists before the

rising sun, and restoring to us the sight of all things in their true shape and colors.

It would be strange indeed, if, at our years, we were to go back an age to hunt up

imaginary or forgotten facts, to disturb the repose of affections so sweetening to

the evening of our lives. Be assured, my dear sir, that I am incapable of receiving

the slightest impression from the effort now made to plant thorns on the pillow of

age, worth, and wisdom, and to sow tares between friends who have been such for

near half a century. Beseeching you then, not to suffer your mind to be disquieted

by this wicked attempt to poison its peace, and praying you to throw it by among

the things which have never happened, I add sincere assurances of my unabated

and constant attachment, friendship, and respect."

Unfortunately here the curtain drops on this a£Pair. We
cannot but believe Mr. Adams answered in a way befitting his

character—and if so, the letter may have contained remarks

or concessions which Jefferson's delicacy chose to put beyond

the reach of perpetuation. Or, Mr. Adams (in his eighty-ninth

year) may have been ill, and their correspondence thus have be-

come interrupted, until the topic could be as appropriately passed

over as revived, between friends who understood each other.

Only three subsequent letters between them are published in

either edition of Mr, Jefferson's works—one from Jefferson to

Adams, January 8th, 1825 ; one from Adams to Jefferson, Janu-

ary 23d, 1825 (entirely taken up with denouncing the laws of

different nations against heresy) ; one from Jefferson to Adams,

March 25th, 1826, introducing his grandson, Thomas Jefferson

Randolph. We have seen no other letters of the period between

them, in any collection of Mr. Adams's correspondence
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John Qriincy Adams was named as a candidate for tlie Pre-

sidency in 1823. His competitors were General Andrew Jackson,

"William H. Crawford, Henry Clay, and John C. Calhoun.

Jefferson wrote to his intimate friend, General Samuel Smith,

May 3d

:

" On the question of the next Presidential election, I am a mere looker on. I

never permit myself to express an opinion, or to feel a wish on the subject. I

indulge a single hope only, that the choice may fall on one who will be a friend of

peace, ol economy, of the Republican principles of our Constitution, and of the

salutary distribution of powers made by that between the general and the local

governments."

He wrote to another intimate friend, Mr. Short, September

8th, inviting him to Monticello, and adding:

" You must be contented with the plain and sober

family, and neighborly society, with the assurance that you shall hear no wrangling

about the next President, although the excitement on that subject will then be at

its acme. Numerous have been the attempts to entangle me in that imbroglio.

But at the age of eighty, I seek quiet and abjure contention. I read but a single

newspaper, Ritchie's Enquirer, the best that is published or ever has been published

in America.

He wrote to Lafayette, November 4th :

" We are all, for example, in agitation, even in our peaceful country. For in

peace as well as in war, the mind must be kept in motion. Who is to be next Pre-

sident, is the topic here of every conversation. My opinion on that subject is what

I expressed to you in my last letter. The question will be ultimately reduced to

the northernmost and southernmost candidate. The former will get every Federal

vote in the Union, and many Republicans ; the latter, all of those denominated of
tki old school ; for you are not to believe that these two parties are amalgamated,

that the lion and the lamb are lying down together. The Hartford Convention, the

victory of Orleans, the peace of Ghent, prostrated the name of Federalism. Its

votaries abandoned it through shame and mortification ; and now call themselves

Republicans. But the name alone is changed, the principles are the same,"

The " Northernmost" candidate was Mr. Adams, and the
" Southernmost," Mr. Crawford. Jefferson came to " feel a

wish " between the candidates. His preference was decidedly

for Mr. Crawford, though he abstained from any interference

even in conversation, except among the members of his own
family.

In a letter to George Ticknor of Boston (the elegant author

of the History of Spanish Literature, etc.), Mr. Jefferson de-

fended the system of allowing students in a university the
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uncontrolled choice of their studies, after reaching a certain age

and grade of elementary qualification. He declared the " rock

he most dreaded was the discipline of the institution," because

"the insubordination of our youth was now the greatest

obstacle to their education." He informed Ticknor that the

last of the University buildings would be nearly finished by the

autumn of 1824, and he invited him to then make a visit to

Monticello and contribute his knowledge of the regulations and
discipline of the European institutions of learning to aid in

ahaping those of the United States.

Some preceding letters from Jefferson to Ticknor have been

passed without notice, as their topics were principally literary.

The latter had visited Monticello in 1814, carrying flattering

letters of introduction from Mr. Adams and others. He
remained there some days, attracting an unusual share of the

attention and regard of Mr, Jefferson and his family, by the

pleasingness of his manners, and his uncommonly ripe scholar-

ehip. Until he became satisfied that it would be better to draw

the body of the professors of the University from abroad, Jeffer-

son had been anxious that Ticknor should fill one of the chairs.

The latter visited Europe in 1815, with warm letters of intro-

duction from Jefferson to the American Minister, Lafayette,

Dupont de Nemours, Say, and others. He was also commis-

sioned to purchase such books as Mr. Jefferson wished from

abroad, to furnish a new, but, compared to his former one, very

limited library. Ticknor accepted the invitation to visit Mon-
ticello in 1824, and we shall have, hereafter, some incidents of

the visit-

Mr. Jefferson's absorbing topic throughout 1824 was the

University. The buildings were nearly prepared for use ; but the

professors, the library, etc., were yet to be procured, and the gene-

ral machinery was to be put in motion. The pecuniary rubs were

not over, nor was the opposition in the Legislature quieted.

Adverse schemes were set on foot by local and denominational

feelings and interests. But the faithful Cabell worked day and

night—Jefferson's great hold on the public heart was unbroken

—

and things in tbe main continued to go on successfully. He wrote

to Cabell ' in February, in regard to the selection of professors

:

' We regret that we have not room for Cubell's letter to which this is a reply. See
History of University, p. 288.
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" You know we have all, from the beginning, considered the high qualifications

of our professors, as the only means by which we could give to our institution

splendor and preeminence over all its sister seminaries. The only question, there-

fore, we can ever ask ourselves, as to any candidate, will be, is he the most highly

qualified ?

« * « * *

" We are next to observe, that a man is not qualified for a professor, knowing

nothing but merely his own profession. He should be otherwise well educated as to

the sciences generally ; able to converse undcrstandingly with the scientific men with

whom he is associated, and to assist in the councils of the faculty on any subject of

science on which they may have occasion to deliberate. Without this, he will incur

their contempt, and bring disreputation on the institution

" In the course of the trusts I have exercised through life with powers of

appointment, I can say with truth, and with unspeakable comfort, that I never did

appoint a relation to office, and that merely because I never saw the ca?e in which

some one did not offer, or occur, better qualified ; ' and I have the most unlimited

confidence that in the appointment of professors to our nursling institution, every

individual of my associates v.'ill look with a single eye to the sublimation of its cha-

racter, and adopt, as our sacred motto, " detur dlgniori.''' In this waj it will honor

us, and bless our country."

It was determined to send to England for all the professors

except those of Moral Philosophy and Law—and for reasons

given bj Mr. Jefferson to onr Minister to that country, Mr.

Rush, in a letter of introduction which was borne by the special

agent sent to engage the professors. In this (dated April 26th)

he said :

" We have determined to receive no one who is not of the

first order of science in his line ; and as such in every branch cannot be obtained

with us, we propose to seek some of them at least, in the countries ahead of us in

science, and preferably in Great Britain, the land of our own language, habits, and

manners. But how to find out those who are of the first grade of science, of sober

correct habits and morals, harmonizing tempers, talents for communication, is the

difficulty. Our first step is to send a special agent to the Universities of Oxford,

Cambridge, and Edinburgh, to make the selection for us ; and the person appointed

for this office is the gentleman who will hand you this letter—Mr. Francis Walker
Gilmer—the best educated subject we have raised since the Revolution, highly

qualified in all the important branches of science, professing particularly that of the

Law, which he has practised some years at our Supreme Court with good success and
flattering prospects. His morals, his amiable temper and discretion, will do justice

to any confidence you may be willing to place in him, for I commit him to you as

his mentor and guide in the business he goes on. We do not certainly expect to

obtain such known characters as were the Cullens, the Robertsons, and Poisons of

Great Britain, men of the first eminence established there in reputation and office,

and with emoluments not to be 'bettered anywhere. But we know that there U

« Mr. Jefferson had forgotten. He unquestionably did, in one or two instances, refuse
to appoint relatives, purely on the ground that they were relatives, and he avowed that
ground, and defended it as necessary under the circnmatancos.

VOL. III.—32
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another race treading on their heels, preparing to take their places, and as we!'

and sometimes better qualified to fill them. These while unsettled, surrounded by a

crowd of competitors, of equal claims and perhaps superior credit and interest, may

prefer a comfortable certainty here for an uncertain hope there, and a lingering

delay even of that. From this description we expect we may draw professors equal

to those of the highest name. The difficulty is to distinguish them.*****
" On this head our hope and trust is in you. Your knowledge of the state of

things, your means of finding out a character or two at each place, truly trustworthy,

and into whose hands you can commit our agent with entire safety, for information,

caution and cooperation, induces me to request your patronage and aid in our en-

deavors to obtain such men, and such only, as will fulfill our views. An unlucky

selection in the outset would forever blast our prospects. From our information of

the character of the different Universities, we expect we should go to Oxford for our

classical professor, to Cambridge for those of Mathematics, Natural Philosophy and

Natural History, and to Edinburgh for a professor of Anatomy, and the elements or

outlines only of Medicine."

Mr. Jefferson was much censured, or " squibbed," as he

termed it, for sending abroad for professors ; and even the latter,

on their arrival in our country, did not escape some unfriendly

criticisms from offended professional brethren. Whether as good

a selection could have been made in our own country, from those

who were unengaged—and such were certainly all Mr. Jefferson

had in view when he expressed his fears to Rush, that men of the

first order of science, in " every branch," could not be obtained

at home—we shall not take it upon ourselves to say. The Yisi-

tors of the University thought not, and that was a very sufficient

reason for their action. It at least can be safely asserted, that

the selection which was made, was an eminently good one.

In a letter (February 4rth) to Mr. Sparks, who had forwarded

him a copy of the North American Review,* containing an arti-

cle on African emancipation and colonization, Mr. Jefferson

gave his views at considerable length on those subjects. There

is nothing in the general principles expressed, different from

those in the Kotes on Yirginia, but some of the practical propo-

sitions in regard to means vary. He said

:

** I shall speak in round numbers, not absolutely accurate, yet not so wide from

truth as to vary the result materially. There are in the United States a million and

a half of people of color in slavery. To send off the whole of these at once, nobody

conceives to be practicable for us, or expedient for them. Let us take twenty-five

years for its accomplishment, within which time they will be doubled. Their

Mtimated value as property, in the first place (for actual property has been lawfully

» Which was then edited by Mr. Sparks.
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vested in that form, and who can lawfully take it from the possessors ?) at an aver-

age of two hundred dollars each, young and old, would amount to six hundred mil-

lions of dollars, which must be paid or lost by somebody. To this add the cost of

their transportation by land and sea to Mesurado, a year's provision of food anl

clothing, implements of husbandry and of their trades, which will amount to three

hundred millions more, making thirty-six millions of dollars a year, for twenty-five

years, with insurance of peace all that time, and it is impossible to look at the ques-

tion a second time. I am aware that at the end of about sixteen years, a gradual

detraction from this sum will commence, from the gradual diminution of breeders,

and go on during the remaining nine years. Calculate this deduction, and it is still

impossible to look at the enterprise a second time. I do not say this to induce an

inference that the getting rid of them is forever impossible. For that is neither my
opinion nor my hope. But only that it cannot be done in this way. There is, I

think, a way in which it can be done ; that is, by emancipating the after-born, leav-

ing them, on due compensation, with their mothers, until their services are worth

their maintenance, and then putting them to industrious occupations, until a proper

age for deportation. This was the result of my reflections on the subject five and

forty years ago, and I have never yet been able to conceive any other practicable

plan. It was sketched in the Notes on Virginia, under the fourteenth query. The

estimated value of the new-born infant is so low (say twelve dollars and fifty cents),

that it would probably be yielded by the owner gratis, and would thus reduce the

six hundred millions of dollars, the first head of expense, to thirty-seven millions

and a half; leaving only the expenses of nourishment while with the mother, and

of transportation. And from what fund are these expenses to be furnished ? Why
not from that of the lands which have been ceded by the very States now needing

this relief? and ceded on no consideration, for the most part, but that of the ge-

neral good of the whole. These cessions already constitute one fourth of the States

of the Union. It may be said that these lands have been sold ; are now the pro-

perty of the citizens composing those States ; and the money long ago received and

expended. But an equivalent of lands in the territories since acquired, may be ap-

propriated to that object, or so much, at least, as may be sufficient ; and the object,

although more important to the slave States, is highly so to the others also, if they

were serious in their arguments on the Missouri question. The slave States, too,

if more interested, would also contribute more by their gratuitous liberation, thiia

taking on themselves alone the first and heaviest item of expense.

After assigning several reasons in favor of attempting this

general colonization in St. Domingo, instead of Africa, he added
in reference to his proposed means of defraying the expense :

" I am awaro that this subject involves some constitutional scruples. But a libe-

ral construction, justified by the object, may go far, and an amendment of the con-

Btitution. the -vhole length necessary. The separation of infants from their mothers,

too, would produce some scruples of humanity. But this would be straining at a

gnat and swallowing a camel."

A letter to Robert J. Garnett, February 14th, shows that

Mr. Jefferson was very ill satisfied with the tendency of a

class of measures which received the approbation of Congress,
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towards the close of Mr. Monroe's Administration—particularly

those for internal improvements. He thought the Federalists,

with nothing changed but their names, were now in possession

of one branch of the government, were strong in another, and

were " openly marching by the road of construction " to " that

consolidation which had always been their real object." To

check this, he proposed the following constitutional amendments

:

first, " the limitation of the term of the Presidential service ;"

second, " the placing the choice of President effectually in the

hands of the people ;" third, " the giving to Congress the power

of internal improvement, on condition that each State's federal

proportion of the moneys so expended, should be employed, with-

in the State."
*

To Mr. Isaac Englebrecht, who requested something from

Mr. Jefferson's pen, the latter declared (February 25th), that he

knew " nothing more moral, more sublime, more worthy of pre-

servation than David's description of the good man in his 15th

Psalm," and he transcribed it for his correspondent, from Brady

and Tate's version, commencing :

"Lord, who's the happy man that may to thy blest courts repair,

Not stranger-like to visit them, but to inhabit there," etc.

On the 4th of April, he addressed a letter to Edward Living-

ston, who had inclosed to him his speech in Congress in favor

of internal improvements. While courteously dissenting from,

its positions, Mr. Jefferson pays a tribute to " those powers of

reasoning and persuasion of which he had formerly seen . . so

many proofs." The whole tone of the letter was kind, and indi-

cated a cordial reconciliation between the writer and one of the

ablest of his contemporaries.

To John II. Pleasants (April 19th), Mr. Jefferson expressed,

in substance, the same general views in regard to the existing

Constitution of Virginia, which were given to Mr. Kercheval

eight years earlier.

On the 5th of June, he replied to a letter from Major John
CartWright, of England. The latter had also forwarded to him
" his volume on the English Constitution." (The Constitution

Produced and Illustrated, published in 1823.) This toughest and

> See ante, p. 443.
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sturdiest of English reformers—this Whig Cobbet, with the pri,a

ciples and tastes of a gentleman—this " old radical," this " heart

of sedition," " the old heart in London from which the veins of

sedition in the country were supplied," as Canning styled him,

in the House of Commons—this man who counted among his

personal friends Fox, and Sheridan, and Wilberforce, and Whit-

Dread, and Price, was, of course, an admirer of Jefferson.' The
communication of the latter to him is too long for even analysis

here. He agreed with Cartwright, in deriving the English Consti-

tution from the Saxons, and said that this was set at naught by the

Norman conquerors, etc. Jefferson proceeded to cite a multi-

tude of authorities to prove the judicial dictum untrue that

Christianity was a part of the common law, and to show when
and how it was interpolated into English decisions. The body
of these citations constitute but an abridgment from an article

in Jefferson's common-place book, when he was a law student."

Cartwright received this letter on the 13tli of July, and ob-

served with high satisfaction, that the signature was as firm as

that to the Declaration of Independence. He published it ; and

his biography states that he again wrote to Jefferson, on the

28th of the same month. This letter was long in reaching its

destination, and a knowledge of the publication of the former

one preceded it. Jefferson wrote to Edward Everett (October

15th):

" Your letter of September the 10th gave me the first information that mine to

Major Cartwright had got into the newspapers ; and the first notice, indeed, that he

had received it. I was a stranger to his person, but not to his respectable and pa-

triotic character. I received from him a long and interesting letter, and answered

it with frankness, going without reserve into several subjects, to which his letter

had led, but on which I did not suppose I was writing for the newspapers. The

publication of a letter in such a case, without the consent of the writer, is not a fair

practice.

"The part which you quote, may draw on me the host of judges and

divines."

He then proceeds to elaborate and fortify portions of his ar-

gument.

Cartwright was already in his grave. On the 23d of Septem-

ber, 1824, a philanthropist as true, and a reformer as brave as

* In 1774 Cartwright published a series of letters favoring American Independence.
'See his Life and Correspondence, edited by his niece, P. D. Cartwright, 2 vols. 8vo
f/ondon, 1826.)

* See vol. i. p. 53.
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history mentions, died with rapturous exclamations on his tongue,

on learning that Iturbide's schemes had failed, and that the

liberties of Mexico were considered out of danger. As he died

under the displeasure of Mr. Jeiferson (though unapprised of it)

it is with with real satisfaction we transcribe the following pas-

sage from Mr. Trist's memoranda

:

Sunday, October, 1824, Mr. Jeiferson said :
' I have got a letter from Cart-

wright, and he has explained the reason of my letter getting into the papers. The
very day (I believe) on which he received it, a man was condemned to three years

imprisonment, on the ground that the Scriptures are a part of the common law.'

"

The writer of the above informs us, that this was spoken in a

tone which indicated that Cartwright's explanation was received

as an amply sufficient one.

On the 29th of June, Mr, Jefferson wrote the communication

to Martin Van Buren, in regard to the Mazzei letter, and to the

fresh charges of Pickering on that subject, which has already

been cited, and sufficiently noticed.'

In July he received a letter from Henry Lee, the son of Gen.

Henry or Harry Lee, of the Revolution, which proved the open-

ing of an unfortunate acquaintance.' Lee's letter inclosed the

prospectus of a newspaper he was about to start, Mr, Jefferson

replied with great courtesy, and subscribed for the paper. His

letter closed thus

:

" A paper which shall be governed by the spirit of Mr. Madison's celebrated re-

port, of which you express in your prospectus so just and high an approbation, can-

not be false to the rights of all classes. The grandfathers of the present generation

of your family I knew well. They were friends and fellow-laborers with me in the

same cause and principle. Their descendants cannot follow better guides. Accept

the assurance of my best wishes and respectful consideration."

General Lafayette made his triumphal visit to the United

States in 1824. He landed at New York, in August, and his

progress through the country was one entire ovation. On the

first of October he wrote to Mr, Jefferson, from Philadelphia,

informing him that he proposed to visit his neighborhood ; and

the latter immediately sent him a warm invitation to come to

Monticello.

Jefferson wrote to Richard Rush, four days afterwards, that

• See vol. ii. p. 365 et seq. * See Appendix, No. 32.
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the people of the United States were thrown into a " delirium "

of jo/ by the visit of Lafayette
; and he added:

" lie is making a triumphant progress through the States, from town to town, with

acclamations of welcome, such as no crowned head ever received. It will have a

good effect in fiivor of the General with the people in Europe, but probably a differ-

ent one with their sovereigns. Its effect here, too, will be salutary as to ourselves,

by rallying us together, and strengthening the habit of considering our country as

one and indivisible, and I hope we shall close it with something more solid for him

than dinners and balls."

The last hint was subsequently improved upon by its author's

proposing that Congress testify its gratitude to the nation's

guest, and former benefactor, by making a handsome pecuniary

provision for him. The losses which Lafayette had incurred,

and his liberal style of living, it was supposed would render

this form of testimonial the most convenient one to him in his

declining years. The proposition was fortunately timed, and

there was but one voice in regard to it. Congress responded to

the popular sentiment by voting Lafayette $200,000 and a town-

ship of land, " in consideration of his important services and

expenditures during the American Revolution."

Finally, Lafayette, surrounded by a gallant escort of mounted

Yirginia gentlemen, with Revolutionary banners displayed, and

amidst peals of martial music, approached Monticello. Jeffer-

son would have gone forth to some distance to meet him, but

this was prohibited. The cavalcade wound up the mountain,

and entered the lawn in front of the house ; the fanfare of

trumpets ceased ; every head was uncovered. Lafayette stepped

down from his carriage, and Jefferson advanced rapidly from

his door to meet him. Though time had dealt its blows on the

former, his person was as erect as when, almost fifty years before,

he had traversed the plains in sight of which he now stood, a

fugitive or a pursuer of British invaders. But the taller and
more powerful frame of Jefferson was bent and emaciated. As
the old men threw themselves into each other's arms, overcome

bj emotion, tears streamed from nearly every eye. Lafayette's

visit to Monticello proved a delightful one, both to himself and

to Jefferson. Of the subjects of their discourse we have already

had a sample.'

* See vol. ii. pp. 374, 375, note.
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A banquet was given to Lafayette, by the citizens of Char-

lottesville. Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, and many other dis-

tinguished Virginians were present. Everything passed off

pleasantly and splendidly, Mr. Madison was peculiarly felici-

tous in some comments uttered by him, in reply to a toast on the

career and public services of the " Nation's Guest," One of tlie

toasts drank was as follows :
" Thomas Jefferson and the Decla-

ration of Independence—alike identified with the cause of

liberty." Mr. Jefferson thereupon handed Mr. Southall some
written remarks, which that gentleman read in reply.'

Lafayette's second visit to Monticello and Charlottesville will

be found sufficiently mentioned in the memoranda of Dr. Dun-
glison, hereafter to be given,

Mr. George Ticknor made his expected visit to Monticello

in December, 1824, accompanied by his wife, and by Daniel

Webster. They remained some days, and it appears that Mr.

Webster soon afterwards " reduced to writing a series of pretty

minute recollections of what he saw and heard there. These

are published in the recent edition of his correspondence, edited

1 These contain nothing remarkable, but as they are not found in either edition of
Mr. Jeflferson's Works, we will transcribe them :

" I will avail mj'self of this occasion, my beloved neighbors and friends, to thank yon
for the kindness which now, and at all times, I have received at your hands. Born and
bred among your fathers, led by their partiality into the line of public life, I labored in

fellowship with them through that arduous struggle which, freeing us from foreign
bondage, established us in the rights of self-government ; rights which have blessed our-
selves, and will bless, in their sequence, all the nations of the earth. In this contest, all

did our utmost, and, as none could do more, none had pretensions to superior merit.
" I joy, my friends, in your joy, inspired by the visit of this our ancient and distin-

guished leader and benefactor. His deeds in the war of independence you have heard
and read. They are known to you and embalmed in your memories, and in the pages
of faithful history. His deeds, in the peace which followed that war, are perhaps not
known to you ; but I can attest them. When I was stationed in his country, for the pur-
pose of cementing its friendship with ours, and of advancing our mutual interests, this

friend of both, was my most powerful auxiliary and advocate. He made our cause his

own, as in truth it was that of his native country also. His influence and connectiona
there were great. All doors of all departments were open to him at all times ; to me,
only formally and at appointed times. In truth, I only held the nail, he drove it. Honor
him then, as your benefactor in peace, as well as in war.

"My friends, I am old, long in the disuse of making speeches, and without voice to
utter them. In this feeble state, the exhausted powers of life leave little within my com-
petence for your service. If, with the aid of my younger and abler coadjutors, I can
still contribute anything to advance the Institution, within whose walls we are now
mingling manifestations to this our guest, it will be, as it ever has beeu, cheerfully and
zealously bestowed. And could I live to see it once enjoy the patronage and cherish-
ment of our public authorities with undivided voice, I should die without a doubt of the
future fortunes of my native State, and in the consoling contemplation of the happy
influence of this institution on its character, its virtue, its prosperity, and safety.

" lo these effusions for the cradle and land of my birth, I add, for our nation at large,
the aspirations of a heart warm with the love of country : whose invocations to heaven
for its indissoluble union, will be fervent and unremitting while the pulse of life continues
to beat, and, when that ceases, it will expire in prayers for the eternal duration of its

freedom and prosperity."
^ The volume is not now before us. We believe that it is stated or intimated that

Mr. Webster's recollections were recorded after the termination of his visit.
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by his son, and we present a few extracts. Mr. Webster thus

describes Mr. Jefferson's personal appearance :

•' Mr. Jefferson is now between eighty-one and eighty-two, above six feet high, of

an ample, long frame, rather thin and spare. His head, which is not peculiar in its

shape, is set rather forward on his shoulders ; and his neck being long, there is,

when he is walking or conversing, a habitual protrusion of it. It is still well covered

with hair, which, having been once red, and now turning gray, is of an indistinct

sacdy color.

'* His eyes are small, very light, and now neither brilliant nor striking. His chin is

rather long, but not pointed. His nose small, regular in its outline, and the nostrils

a little elevated. His mouth is well-formed, and still filled with teeth ; it is strongly

compressed, bearing an expression of contentment and benevolence. His com-

plexion, formerly light and freckled, now bears the marks of age and cutaneous

affection. His limbs are uncommonly long ; his hands and feet very large, and his

wrists of an extraordinary size. His walk is not precise and military, but easy and

swinging. He stoops a little, not so much from age as from natural formation.

When sitting, he appears short, partly from a rather lounging habit of sitting, and

partly from the disproportionate lengtli of his limbs.

" His dress, when in the house, is a grey surtout coat, kerseymere stuff waistcoat,

with an under one faced with some material of a dingy red. His pantaloons are

very long and loose, and of the same color as his coat. His stockings are woollen,

either white or gray ; and his shoes of the kind that bear his name. His whole

dress is very much neglected, but not slovenly.* He wears a common round hat.

His dress, when on horseback, is a grey straight-bodied coat, and a spencer of the

same material, both fastened with large pearl buttons. When we first saw him he

was riding ; and, in addition to the above articles of apparel, wore round his throat

a knit white woollen tippet, in the place of a cravat, and black velvet gaiters under

his pantaloons. His general appearance indicates an extraordinary degree of health,

vivacity, and spirit. His sight is still good, for he needs glasses only in the evening.

His hearing is generally good, but a number of voices in animated conversation

confuse it.

" Mr. Jefferson rises in the morning as soon as he can see the hands of his clock,

which is directly opposite his bed, and examines his thermometer immediately, as

he keeps a regular meteorological diary. He employs himself chiefly in writing till

breakfast, which is at nine. From that time till dinner he is in his library, except

ing that in fair weather he rides on horseback from seven to fourteen miles. Dines

at four, returns to the drawing-room at six, when coffee is brought in, and passes

the evening till nine in conversation. His habit of retiring at that hour is so strong,

that it has become essential to his health and comfort. His diet is simple, b'Jt he

seems restrained only by his taste. His breakfast is tea and coffee, bread always

fresh from the oven, of which he does not seem afraid, with sometimes a slight

accompaniment of cold meat. He enjoys his dinner well, taking with his meat a

large proportion of vegetables. He has a strong preference for the wines of the

Continent, of which he has many sorts of excellent quality, having been more thaa

> Several, indeed most, of these minutiae convey the impression that Mr. Webster
was not closely observant of physical peculiarities. We will give two or three exam-
ples. Mr. Jefferson's eyes were no<^^ small. He was a large-boned, strong man, but it is

odd that Mr. Webster should not have observed that his "wrists" were swollen out o!

their natural size and even shape, from causes which have been mentioned. His dress,

though certainly conformed to nu fashion, was not "much neglected " in any significa

tion which we are able to attach to those words, etc. etc.
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oommonly successful in his mode of importing and preserving them. Among ethers

we found the following, which are very rare in this country, and apparently not at

all injured by transportation : L'Ednau, Muscat, Samian, and Blanchette de Limoux.

Dinner is served in half Virginian, half French style, in good taste and abundance.

No wine is put on the table till the cloth is removed.

" In conversation, Mr. Jefferson is easy and natural, and apparently not ambitious
;

it is not loud, as challenging general attention, but usually addressed to the person

next him. The topics, when not selected to suit the character and feelings of

his auditor, are those subjects with which his mind seems particularly occupied

;

and these, at present, may be said to be science and letters, and especially the Uni-

versity of Virginia, which is coming into existence almost entirely from his ex-

ertions, atd will rise, it is to be hoped, to usefulness and credit under his continued

care. When we were with him, his favorite subjects were Greek and Anglo-Saxon,

historical recollections of the times and events of the Revolution, and of his resi-

dence in France from 1783-4 to 1789."

Mr. Webster represents Mr. Jefferson as describing Patrick

Henry somewhat as we have seen him described in Mr. Trist's

Memoranda.* He thus gives Mr. Jefferson's observations on

Wirt's Life of Henry :

" His biographer sent the sheets of his work to me as they were printed, and at

the end asked for my opinion. I told him it would be a question hereafter, whe-

ther his work should be placed on the shelf of history or of panegyric. It is a poor

book, written in bad taste, and gives so imperfect an idea of Patrick Henry, that it

seems intended to show off the writer more than the subject of the work."

And thus on the character of General Jackson:

" I feel much alarmed at the prospect of seeing General Jackson President. He
is one of the most unfit men I know of for such a place. He has had very little

respect for laws or constitutions, and is, in fact, an able military chief. His

passions are terrible. When I was President of the Senate he was a senator ; and

he could never speak on account of the rashness of his feelings. I have seen him

attempt it repeatedly, and as often choke with rage. His passions are, no doubt,

cooler now ; he has been much tried since I knew him, but he is a dangerous man."

These descriptions appearing to us to lack some of those

gradations and qualifications in expression which are essential

to convey accurate impressions, we sought an opinion on them

from one as familiar with Mr. Jefferson, with his views and

modes of expression, as any person ever was, and received the

following reply

:

, 186T.

Mt dear Mr. Randall:

First, on the subject of Mr. Jefferson's personal appearance,

Mr. Webster's description of it did not please me, because, though I will not stop to

> See vol. i. p. 40.
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quarrel with any of the details, the general impression it was calculated to produce

seemed to me an unfavorable one ; that is, a person who had never seen my grand-

father, would, from Mr. Webster's description, have thought him rather an ill-look-

ing man, which he certainly never was.

" It would be, however, very diflBcult for me to give an accurate description of

the appearance of one whom I so tenderly loved and deeply venerated. Uis person

and countenance were to me, associated with so many of my best affections, so

much of my highest reverence, that I could not expect other persons to see them as

I did. One thing I will say, that never in my life did I see his countenance dis-

torted by a single bad passion or unworthy feeling. I have seen the expression of

suffering, bodily and mental, of grief, pain, sadness, just indignation, disappoint-

ment, disagreeable surprise, and displeasure, but never of anger, impatience, pee-

vishness, discontent, to say nothing of worse or more ignoble emotions. To tlie

contrary, it was impossible to look on his face without being struck with its bene-

volent, intelligent, cheerful, and placid expression. It was at once intellectual,

good, kind, and pleasant, whilst his tall, spare figure, spoke of health, activity, and

that he/pfuhiess, that power and will, ' never to trouble another for what he could

do himself,' which marked his character.

" His dress was simple, and adapted to his ideas of neatness and comfort. He paid

little attention to fashion, wearing whatever he hked best, and sometimes blending

the fashions of several different periods. He wore long waistcoats when the mode waa

for very short, white cambric stocks fastened behind with a buckle, when cravats

were universal. He adopted the pantaloon very late in life, because he found it

more comfortable and convenient, and cut off his queue for the same reason. Ho
made no change except from motives of the same kind, and did nothing to be in

conformity with the fashion of the day. He considered such independence as the

privilege of his age.

" You ask me if Mr. "Webster had not ' too strongly colored the Jackson por-

trait.' I cannot pretend to know what my grandfather said to Mr. Webster, nor

can I believe Mr. Webster capable of misstatement. Still I think the copy of the

portrait incorrect, as throwing out all the lights and giving only the shadows. I

have heard my grandfather speak with great admiration of General Jackson's mili-

tary talent. If he called him a ' dangerous man,' ' unfit for the place ' to which

the nation eventually called him, I think it must have been entirely with reference

to his general idea that a military chieftain was no proper head for a peaceful

republic as ours was in those days. I do not myself remember to have heard him

say anything about General Jackson in connection with this subject, except that he

thought his nomination a bad precedent for the future, and that a successful soldier

was not the sort of candidate for the Presidential chair. He did not like to see the

people run away with ideas of military glory.

" In like manner, I never heard him speak of Wirt's Life of Patrick Henry with

the amount of severity recorded by Air. Webster. My impression is that here too,

Mr. Webster, from a very natural impulse, and without the least intention of misre-

presentation, has put down only those parts of Mr. Jefferson's remarks which
accorded with his own views, and left out all the extenuations—the ' circonstances

atlendantes,^ as the French say. This, of course, would lead to an erroneous

Impression. Of Mr. Wirt's book, my grandfather did not think very highly, but

the unkind remark, as far as Mr. Wirt was personally concerned, unaccompanied

by anything to soften its severity, is, to say the least, very little like Mr. Jefferson
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" Mr. Webster's account of his visit to Monticello, seems to me written in no

unfair or unfriendly spirit, but was rather hasty, superficial, and never intended for

the public eye."

No member of Mr. Jefferson's family ever heard him
mention Wirt's Life of Henry in the tone attributed to him by
Mr. Webster. His family often heard him speak of that work,

and of Mr. Henry himself, with playful freedom—laugh at

what he conceived the artificial " dressing up " the latter had
received at the hands of Wirt. But they always understood him
to admire both of the men far too much to feel any inclination

to allude to them, or to anything which had emanated from
them, with intentional disrespect. Wirt was notoriously a

marked favorite with him, through life. His whole correspon-

dence, and his Memoir written at the age of seventy-seven,

exhibit his unbounded admiration of Henry in certain particu-

lars, and his dislike or severe animadversion in none. Henry
and he came to differ very widely in politics, and the former

literally died leading a gallant political sortie against the con-

quering Republicans. On one occasion at least, his keen native

humor was directed personally against Jefferson. With his

inimitable look and tone, he with great effect declared, that

he did not approve of gentlemen's " abjuring their native

victuals." ' This gave great diversion to Jefferson. He loved

to talk about Henry, to narrate anecdotes of their early inti-

macy ; to paint his taste for unrestrained nature in everything;

to describe his bonhomie, his humor, his unquestionable integ-

rity, mixed with a certain waywardness and freakishness ; to

give illustrations of his shrewdness, and of his overwhelming

power as an orator. But he never closed an amusing account of

Henry's exploits among overseers, wild hunters, and the like,

in the " piny woods," without saying :
" I never heard anything

that deserved to be called by the name of oratory, compared

with his "—" we could not have got along in the Revolution

without him "—" he produced our unanimity "—" he was a

man of enlarged views "—" he was a truly great man." '

That Mr. Jefferson favored Mr. Crawford's election over

' The Republicans were accused of being adherents of France—the cookery of Monti-
sello was French

!

' These were, in substance, his habitual expressions in regard to Mr. Henry. The
conversation which we have quoted from Mr. Trist's Memoranda (vol. i. p. 40), was but
a sample of hundreds of conversations with his family and with others in their hearing
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General Jackson is certain. The main reasons have been stated

in the letter last quoted. It is true that with all his attempts to

maintain neutrality, he did not invariably avoid expressions

which indicated his views. A good many persons can recollect

the local excitement produced by his declaring to some one in

conversation, that it was " poor policy to select a cock for a

sailor, or a goose for a fighter." Nor is it impossible that he

retained certain disagreeable recollections of Jackson's course

on Burr's trial. Burr, on his first western journey, had tho-

roughly insinuated himself into the General's good graces. The
latter detested Wilkinson. His likes and dislikes were vehe-

ment, and he came on to Richmond to flame and fulminate

against the principal witness, the prosecution, and finally

against the Administration. He is reported to have expressed

himself much more vigorously than elegantly on the occasion!*

Mr. Jefferson did not, perhaps, sufficiently understand how far

twenty years had tamed the early fires of that great man's char-

acter. But it would be most extraordinary that, to a known and
very decided political opponent, like Mr. "Webster, he should

express himself with a severity towards a Eepublican candi-

date, that those most absolutely in his confidence never heard
him employ.

Kot a shadow of intentional misrepresentation is here

imputed to Mr. "Webster. His statements are regarded as rapid

outline jottings, made, probably, only for private reference, but

however made, giving the sum of the impressions the writer

formed of Mr. Jefferson's opinions and feeKngs, rather than an
actual report of his words.

The remark in the last quoted letter that the writer (long a

resident of Monticello), never saw an expression of anger or

impatience on Mr. Jefferson's face, recalls to mind two anecdotes.

Older members of his family had seen such expressions on his

face, and they remembered and related them as marvels. The
first occasion was serious—the second ludicrous. Martha Jef-

ferson used to say that once when travelling with her father,

» It should in justice to General Jackson be remarked, that he subsequently changed
his views of Burr's character—that on coming: to the Presidency he substantially turned
his back on hini—though Burr and his friends claimed that he had been materially instru-
mental in bringing Jackson forward for the Presidency. Burr's agency in the latter con-
sisted in being one of the first, possibly the first, to name the General for that oface.
But there never was a moment after Burr's return from Europe, when his efforts in fa\oi
ftf any man's elevation to a popular ofiBce would not have proved damagmg.
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they came to a ferry, and found the two boatmen engaged in a

violent quarrel. They took the travellers on board, however,

and rowed silently to the middle of the stream, when chancing

to catch each other's eyes, the contention at once broke out

afresh. They ceased to use their oars or to steer the boat,

which drifted swiftly towards some dangerous rapids. Mr. Jef-

ferson spoke to them calmly, and then sternly, but they paid no

attention to him. Martha said that her father suddenly started

up with " a face like a lion," and with a hand over each of the

boatmen, bade them, " in tones of thunder," to row for their

lives or he would pitch them into the stream. They did pull

for their lives, occasionally stealing a fearful glance upward at

the form which remained rigid and immovable above them

until they reached the shore.

On the other occasion, Mr. Jefferson directed one of his ser-

vants to take a horse and go to the Charlottesville post-office for

his letters and papers. The boy replied that there was not a

horse out of use but those belonging to the carriage. "Go,
then," said Mr. Jefferson, " and tell Jupiter [the colored coach-

man] to lend you one of his horses." The boy soon returned,

saying "old Jupe" sent back word that nobody could have his

horses for that business. Mr. Jefferson looked amused, and told

the boy to go again to Jupiter and tell him that the case wa&

urgent, as he was expecting important letters. The sable

Olympian, however, replied tlatly that " neither of his horses

should go for anybody." " Tell Jupiter to come here," said his

master, evidently in a passion. The pampered coachman soon

arrived to meet a look and hear a tone never before or after-

wards witnessed at Monticello—never witnessed by any mem-
ber of Mr. Jefferson's family, except by Martha in the boat.

Jupiter at once prudently took in a good deal of sail, but he

firmly declared that he must not be expected to keep the car-

riage horses in the desired condition, if they were to be "ridden

round by boys." Mr. Jefferson admitted this, but he told his

coachman that he had better never again take quite so blunt a

method of " telling his mind." And here the matter ended.

Jefferson's correspondence in 1824 contains, we believe, but

one expression in regard to the Presidential candidates. It

appears in a letter (October 13th) to Mr. Rush, the American

minister in England. He wrote :
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" The eclat of this [Lafayette's] visit has almost merged the Presidential question^

on which nothing scarcely is said in our papers. That question will lie ultimately

between Crawford and Adams ; but, as at the same time, the vote of the people will

be so distracted by subordinate candidates, that possibly they may make no

election, and let it go to the House of Representatives. There, it is thought,

Crawford's chance is best."

And he added

:

" We have nothing else interesting before the public. Of the two questions of

the tariff anJ public improvements, the former, perhaps, is not yet at rest, and the

latter will excite boisterous discussions. It happens that both these measures fall

in with the Western interests, and it is their secession from the agricultural

States which gives such strength to the manufacturing and consolidating parties, on
these two questions. The latter is the most dreaded, because thought to amount
to a determination in the Federal Government to assume all powers non-enumerated

as well as enumerated in the Constitution, and by giving a loose to construction,

make the text say whatever will relieve them from the bridle of the States. These
are difficulties for your day ; I shall give them the slip."

It bad been arranged that the Univei-sity should be opened
on the 1st of February, 1825. But when that period came,
three of the professors had not arrived from England. Jefferson

evinced great uneasiness. He wrote Cabell, January 11th,

that he was " dreadfully nonplussed." Then came intelligence

of a desolating Atlantic storm, in which shipping had greatly

suffered, and his anxiety for the safety of these gentlemen reached
a painful point. He subsequently learned from Cabell, how-
ever, that they were safe in an English port (Plymouth), on the

5th of December, and this good news, he said, " raised him from
the dead, for he was almost ready to give up the ship." Ano-
ther of his letters, February 20th, states that the professors have
arrived, and that they " excite strong presumptions that they
have been judiciously selected." The opening of the University

was then announced for the 7th of March, but it did not take
place until April.

His expectations in regard to the professors, were fully satis-

fied on his first acquaintance with those gentlemen
; and he

never, subsequently, had occasion to change his mind ' His

' He wrote the Honorable J. Evelyn Denison, M.P. (of England), Noven-bcrSth. 1825

:

" \t has been peculiarly fortunate that the Professors brought from abroad were as
happy selections as could have been hoped, as well for their qualifications in science as
correctness and amiableness of character;" and to Mr. Giles, December 26th: " Oui
University has been most fortunate in the five professors procured irom England. A
finer selection could not have been made. Besides their being of a grade of science which
has left little superior behind, the correctness of their moral character, their accomiuo
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personal relations with them became most agreeable. They
were regularly invited to Monticello three times a week, and
each understood that if his inclination carried him there oftener,

his welcome would be always cordial.

Professor Dunglison—the present well-known Doctor Dung-
lison of Philadelphia—subsequently, but while the facts remained
fresh in his memory, wrote an account of his journey to Char-

lottesville, and of his observations after his arrival. These
memoranda were made currente calamo, merely for the gratifi-

cation of a near and dear relative. But as they contained th«

only particular account of Mr. Jefferson's last illness drawn up
by his medical attendant, an application for the facts, made
under the sanction of Mr. Jefferson's family, scarcely admitted

of a refusal—and having opened these private records to us,

Dr. Dunglison kindly permitted us further to select at our dis-

cretion any passages which would throw light on other parts of

our subject. The extracts which follow are given in the order

of their occurrence, though they were often widely separated by
intervening matter and topics.

After mentioning that he and his wife were welcomed to

Richmond, by Mr. Jefferson's son-in-law, ex-Governor Ran-

dolph (then in the Legislature), and by Thomas Jefferson

Randolph who had been dispatched to Richmond, by his

grandfather, to meet the travellers and make suitable arrange-

ments for their journey to Charlottesville, Dr. Dunglison

proceeds to say :

" Soon afterwards [the arrival at Charlottesville] the venerable ex-President pre-

sented himself, and welcomed us with that dignity and kindness for which he was

celebrated. He was then eighty-two years old, with his intellectual powers unshaken

by age, and the physical man so active that he rode to and from Monticello, and

took exercise on foot with all the activity of one twenty or thirty years younger.

He sympathized with us on the discomforts of our long voyage, and on the disa-

greeable journey we must have passed over the Virginia roads ; and depicted to us

the great distress he had felt lest we had been lost at sea—for he had almost given

lis up when my letter arrived with the joyful intelligence we were safe.******
" The houses [the professors' houses or " pavilions" of the University] were much

better finished than we had expected to find them, and would have been far more

commodious had Mr. Jefferson consulted his excellent and competent daughter, Mrs.

dating dispositions, and zeal for the prosperity of the institution, leave us nothing to
wish. I verily believe that as high a degree of education can now be obtained here, aa
in the country they left."
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Randolph, in regard to the interior arrangements, instead of planning the aichitec-

tural exterior first, and leaving the interior to shift for itself. Closets would have

interfered with the symmetry of the rooms or passages, and hence there were

none in most of the houses ; and the only one which was furnished with a closet, it

was told as an anecdote of Mr. Jefferson, that not suspecting it, according to

his general arrangements, he opened the door and walked into it iu his way out of

the pavilion

!

" He was fond of architecture, and anxious that the rotunda, and the different

pavilions should present specimens of the various orders ; and although from the

necessity of building them of brick and wood, the effect was greatly diminished, ii

was, on the whole, agreeable. The heavy cornices in the interior of the rooms, of

the Palladian style, were however anything but pleasing. Undoubtedly, too, the

desire for having everything architecturally correct, according to his taste, induced

him, in more cases than I have mentioned, to sacrifice convenience. He could not

but admit the anomaly of having windows arranged as in modern habitations, but

further than this it was difficult to induce him to go, and when I consulted him iu

regard to a distinct building for anatomical purposes, which he agreed to, he at the

same time told me that he must choose the position, and the architectural arrange-

ment externally, whilst all the interior arrangements should be left to me.

*' As I have before remarked, the opening of the University, which had been fixed

for the 1st of February, was postponed, on account of our late arrival in the country,

until the 1st of April, when it took place. All the professors except the incum-

bent of the Law chair, were on the spot ; and the faculty consisted of Mr. Long,

Professor of Ancient Languages ; Mr. Key, Professor of Mathematics ; Mr. Bonny-

castle, Professor of Natural Philosophy ; Dr. Blaetterman, Professor of Modern

Languages; Dr. Emmet, Professor of Chemistry ; Mr. Tucker,* Professor of Moral

Philosophy ; and Dr. Dunglison, Professor of Medicine. All the professors were

foreigners ; for Dr. Emmet was born in Ireland, and Mr. Tucker in the Island of

Bermuda.******
" The fact of all the professors being foreigners, it might be imagined would be

unfavorable to discipUne, and might lead the disorderly to rebel against the authori-

ties of the University. It is but justice, however, to a highly numerous body of

generous young gentlemen to say, that during the whole period of my residence at

the University, which amounted to nine years, no single act came to my knowledge

of insubordination from that cause; whilst ample evidence was afforded of their

great respect for those who had left their homes, and were zealously engaged in in-

structing them. Mr. Jefferson was, however, severely criticised for having gone

abroad for Professors.^
*****

"Not long after my arrival at the University, Mr. Jefferson found it necessary tA

ccnsult me in regard to a condition of great irritability of the bladder, under which

he had suffered for some time, and which inconvenienced him greatly. . . Few
perhaps attain that advanced age without suffering more or less from diseases of

the urinary organs. On examining the urethra, I found the prostatic portion

was affected with stricture, accompanied, and apparently produced by enlargement

' Author of the Life of Jeflferson.
" The " Philadelphia Journal of the Medical and Physical Sciences," edited by Dr. N.

Chapman, at the time the most prominent medical journal in the United States, expressed
great indignation on the subject.

VOL. III.—33
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of the prostate gland. [After describing the remedies and their favorable effects,

the memoranda continue.]

" Mr. Jefferson was considered to have but little faith in physic ; and has often

told me that he would rather trust to the unaided, or rather uninterfered with, efforta

of nature than to physicians in general. ' It is not,' he was wont to observe, ' to

physic that I object so much as to physicians.' Occasionally, too, he would speak

jocularly, especially to the unprofessional, of medical practice ; and on one occa-

sion gave offence, when most assuredly, if the same thing had been said to me, no

offence would have been taken. In the presence of Dr. Everett, afterwards Private

Secretary to Mr. Monroe, .... he remarked, that whenever he saw three

physicians together, he looked up to discover whether there was not a turkey buzzard

in the neighborhood.' The annoyance of the doctor, I am told, was manifest. To

me, when it was recounted, it seemed a harmless jest.

"But whatever may have been Mr. Jefferson's notions of physic and physicians,

it is but justice to say that he was one of the most attentive and respectful of

patients. He bore suffering inflicted upon him for remedial purposes with forti-

tude ; and in my visits, showed me, by memoranda, the regularity with which he

had taken the prescribed remedies at the appointed times.

" His daughter Mrs. Randolph, or one of the grand-daughters, took the head

of the table ; he himself sat near the other end, and almost always some visitors

were present. The pilgrimage to Monticello was a favorite one with him who aspired

to the rank of the patriot and the philanthropist ; but it was too often undertaken

from idle curiosity, and could not, under such circumstances, have afforded plea-

sure to, whilst it entailed unrequited expense on its distinguished proprietor. More

than once, indeed, the annoyance has been the subject of regretful animadversion.

Monticello, like Montpellier, the seat of Mr. Madison, was some miles distant from

any tavern, and hence, without sufficient consideration, the traveller not only availed

himself of the hospitality of the ex-Presidents, but inflicted upon them the expenses

of his quadrupeds. On one occasion at MontpelUer, where my wife and myself were

paying a visit to Mr. and Mrs. Madison, no fewer than nine horses were entertained

during the night ; and in reply to some observation which the circumstance engen-

dered, Mr. Madison remarked, that whilst he was delighted with the society of the

owners, he confessed he had not so much feeling for the horses.

" Sitting one evening in the porch of Monticello, two gigs drove up, each contain-

ing a gentleman and a lady. It appeared to me to be evidently the desire of the

party to be invited to stay the night. One of the gentlemen came up to the porch

and saluted Mr. Jefferson, stating that they claimed the privilege of American citizens

in paying their respects to the President, and inspecting Monticello. Mr. Jefferson re-

ceived them with marked politeness, and told them they were at liberty to look at

everything around, but as they did not receive an invitation to spend the night,

they left in the dusk and returned to Charlottesville. Mr. Jefferson, on that occa-

sion, could scarcely avoid an expression of impatience at the repeated though com-

plimentary intrusions to which he was exposed.*

> To understand the point of this remark, it may be necessary to inform some
Northern readers that this well-known Southern bird (Cathartes aura of Temminck and
Bonaparte

—

Vultur aura of Wilson) feeds on carrion, disabled animals, etc.! It is the

scavenger of Southern cities.
* This seems to us obviously an account of the same incident, in which anotlier eye-

witness (Professor Tucker) describes Mr. Jefferson as "coldly replying" to his visitor

that " he did not know what privilege he alluded to"—and then as " showing no dispo-
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"In Mr. Jefferson's embarrassed circumstances in the evening of life, the immense

influx of visitors could not fail to be attended with much inconvenience. / had th4

curiositi/ to ask Mrs. Randolph what was the larr/est number ofpersons for whom she

had been called upon unexpectedlif to prepare accommodations for the nir/hi, and she

replied fifty ! In a country like our own, there is a curiosity to know personally

those who have been called to fill the highest office in the Republic, and he who has

attained this eminence must have formed a number of acquaintances who are eager

to visit him in his retirement, so that when his salary as the first officer of the State

ceases, the duties belonging to it do not cease simultaneously
; and I confess I have

no sympathy with the feeling of economy, political or social, which denies to the ex-

President a retiring allowance, which may enable him to pass the remainder of Win

days in that useful and dignified hospitality which seems to be demanded by the

citizens, of one who has presided over them.

" At all times dignified, and by no means easy of approach to all,* he was gene-

rally communicative to those on whom he could rely ; in his own house he was

occasionally free in his speech, even to imprudence, to those of whom he did not

know enough to be satisfied that an improper use might be made of his candor. As
an example of this I recollect a person from Rhode Island visiting the University,

and being introduced to Mr. Jefferson by one of my colleagues. The person did

not impress me favorably ; and when I rode up to Monticello, I found no better im-

pression had been made by him on Mr. Jefferson and Mrs. Randolph. His adhesive-

ness was such that he had occupied the valuable time of Mr. Jefferson the whole

morning, and staid to dinner, and during the conversation Mr. Jefferson was appre-

hensive that he had said something which might have been misunderstood and be

incorrectly repeated. He therefore asked me to fijid the gentleman, if he had not

left Charlottesville, and request him to pay another visit to Monticello. He had
left, however, when I returned, but I never discovered he had abused the frankness

of Mr. Jefferson. Mr. Jefferson took the occasion of saying to me how cautious his

friends ought to be in regard to the persons they introduced to him. It would
have been singular if, in the numerous visitors, some had not been found to narrate

eition to relieve him" from his obvious embarrassment, " or to encourage his probable
purpose of visiting the interior of the mansion," whereupon, after a short pause, says
Mr. Tucker, the speaker "withdrew in disappointment, and the carriages immediately
descended the mountain." Professor Tucker says in the same paragraph, that "Mr. Jef-
ferson was as remarkable for the general urbanity of his manners, and his good temper,
as for his hospitality." Conceding the great accuracy of this writer generally in stating
facts, and his utter indisposition to misrepresent Mr. Jefferson, still we cannot doubt that
Dr. Dunglison's version is the correct one. Did the urbane, good-tempered, and hos-
pitable Jefferson so suddenly resent an intrusion of everyday occurrence, as, in the
presence of the guests of his dinner-table, sharply to repulse a party from even entering
his house, and that, too, when the party was composed in part of ladies? To mis-
remember an "expression of impatience," made in the hearing of two or three familiar
friends after these free-and-easy guests had got out of hearing, into an expression made
to the spokesman of the party, would he the most natural thing in the world. And this
we have no doubt is the fact. The matter is of very trifling importance, and is only
mentioned because those who knew Mr. Jefferson more than ten times as long and far
more familiarly than either of the above writers, are fully satisfied that he never could
have been guilty of the rudeness or harshness which a casual misrecollection imputes
to him.

> Dr. Dunghson (as he informs us personally) does not here mean that it was difficult
for any person, of whatever degree, to respectfully approach or address Mr. Jefferson—
but that very few felt disposed, or found it practicable, to assume anything like famUi
arity with him.
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the private conversations held with such men as Jefferson and Madison, yet they

were few ; and one of them,' * * * *

"In the summer of 1825, the monotonous life of the college was broken in upon

by the arrival of General Lafayette, to take leave of his distinguished friend Mr.

Jefferson, preparatory to his return to France. A dinner was given to him in the

rotunda, by the professors and students, at which Mr. Madison and Mr. Monroe

were present, but Mr. Jefferson's indisposition prevented him from attending. ' The

meeting at Monticello ' says M. Levasseur, the Secretary to General Lafayette dur-

ing his journey, in his 'Lafayette in Ainerica in 1824 an^^ 1825,' vol. ii. p. 245, of

three men, who, by their successive elevation to the supreme magistracy of the

state, had given to their country twenty-four years of prosperity and glory, and who
still offered it the example of private virtues, was a sufficiently strong inducement

to make us wish to stay there a longer time ; but indispensable duties recalled

General Lafayette to Washington, and he was obliged to take leave of his friends.

I shall not attempt to depict the sadness which prevailed at this cruel separation,

which had none of the alleviation which is usually felt by youth ; for in this instance

the individuals who bade farewell, had all passed through a long career, and the

immensity of the ocean would still add to the difficulties of a reunion.

*' M. Levasseur has evidently confounded this banquet with that given by the in-

habitants of Charlottesville, the year preceding, during the first visit of Lafayette to

Mr. Jefferson. At that period, there were neither professors nor students, aa the

institution was not opened until six months afterwards. 'Everything,' says M. Le-

vasseur (vol. i. p. 220), 'had been prepared at Charlottesville, by the citizens and

students, to give a worthy reception to Lafayette. The sight of the nation's guest,

seated at the patriotic banquet, between Jefferson and Madison, excited in those

present an enthusiasm, which expressed itself in enlivening sallies of wit and

humor. Mr. Madison, who had arrived that day at Charlottesville to attend this

meeting, was especially remarkable for the originality of his expressions, and the

delicacy of his allusions. Before leaving the table, he gave a toast ' To liberty

—

with virtue for her guest, and gratitude for the feast,' which was received with

rapturous applause.

" The same enthusiasm prevailed at the dinner given in the rotunda. One of the

toasts proposed by an officer of the institution, I believe, was an example of forcing

a metaphor to the full extent of its capability ;
' The apple of our heart's eye-

Lafayette.' '

" In referring to Mr. Jefferson's bodily condition at this period, Mr. Tucker has

the following remarks. Life of Jefferson, vol. ii., p. 478

:

1 Left with a carte blanche to make a selection from confidential memoranda, without

submitting that selection to the author, we have felt it due to him to abstain from
any personal details liable to give offence in any quarter.

" Attorney-General Wirt wrote to his wife on the 20th of August, 1825 : " We had a

great time to-day. I dined by invitation with the Marquis at the University, and was
placed at his right hand ; and I, too, was toasted. They wanted me to make a speech,

but I am principled against it. So I merely expressed my thanks for the unexpected

honor they had done me ; told them that, although a public speaker by profession, I had
not been accustomed to speak in my own cause, and begged them, in lieu of a speech,

to accept a toast—which I gave them. Lafayette, who had been toasted, had merely

returned thanks in so many words, and given his toast; but my friend, Monroe, who was
also there, had, upon being called out in his turn, made a speech—and not one of his

best. I was thought to have made a great escape."—iiTennedj/'* Memoirs of WiUiam
WiH, vol. ii. p. 177.
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[Here follows an extract from Professor Tucker's work, mentioning his disease,

etc. ; that a severer attack of it recurred in August ; that General Lafayette, on his

second visit, found him on a couch in the drawing-room, suffering acute pain, and

much changed from the preceding year; that the General "manifested a good deal

of solicitude for his friend—had conferences in regard to his health with Dr. Dun-

glison, and having learnt that certain preparations, useful in his disease, could be

obtained better in Paris than elsewhere, he remembered the fact, and as soon as

he returned, sent a supply which would have been sufficient for twenty patients."

Havmg made this quotation from Mr. Tucker, Dr. Dunglison resumes:]

" The preparations referred to by Mr. Tucker were elastic gum catheters. Soon

after Lafayette's return to France, he wrote to Mr. Randolph, stating that he had

sent a small caisse as a present. What this could be puzzled us not a little. When
it arrived, which was some time after the death of Mr. Jeiferson, it proved to be a

case of nearly one hundred elastic gum catheters.

" The announcement of Mr. Jefferson's decease gave occasion to another letter

[from Lafayette,] in which, after expressing his grief at the loss of his old friend,

he asked Mrs. Randolph to inform me how much he sympathized with me at the

sad, although by him, not unexpected event.

" From the Life of General Lafayette, by M. Jules Cloquet, M.D., it appears those

instruments were selected by him. ' Some years ago,' he remarks, ' Lafayette

instructed me to choose for him some surgical instruments which he wished to pre-

sent to President Jefferson, at the period of his last illness. When I handed him

the box containing them, he thanked me with his usual kindness, and added :

What think you of my friend's health? His situation causes me the greatest anxi-

ety. Why can I not send him, with this box, not only the instruments he requires,

but your experience and your guiding hand ? At that period he little foresaw that

one day he himself would be attacked by a similar malady, and that all my care

would be ineffectual to preserve his life.' (Recollections of the Private Life of

General Lafayette, by M. Jules Cloquet, M.D.)******
" In the framing of a code of laws for the government of the University,

Mr. Jefferson—for he was their chief author—was under the erroneous impression

that more might be done with the students, by an appeal to their patriotiMu and

honor, thau by positive punishment; but whilst it may be admitted as a general rule

that certainty of punishment is more effective than severity, and that the best spirits

amongst a high-minded body of young gentlemen may be ruled and governed by such

feehngs as those invoked by Mr. Jefferson, the result proved, that all were not thus

influenced, and that in many cases, separation from the University was indispensa-

ble. It was fancifully believed by that distinguished personage, that the students

themselves might be induced to form a part of the government, to constitute a

court for the trial of minor offences, and to inflict punishment on a delinquent col-

league ; and farther, that their cooperation might react beneficially in the preven-

tion of transgressions. The scheme had a Republican appearance, and was favor-

ably thought of by the Rector and Board of Visitors. In the first printed copy of

the enactments of the institution (1825) is the following :

" ' The major punishments of expulsion from the University, temporary 3us|rii-

Bion of attendance there, or interdiction of residence or appearance within its pre-

cincts, shall be decreed by the Professors themselves. Minor cases may be referred

to a board of six censors, to be named by the Faculty, from among the most discreet

of the students, whose duty it shall be, sitting as a board, to inquire into the facts.
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propose the minor punishments which they think proportioned to the offence, and

to make report thereof to the Professors for their approbation, or their commutation

of the penalty, if it be beyond the grade of the offence. These censors shall hold

their offices until the end of the session of their appointment, if not sooner revoked

by the Faculty.'

" During the very first session of the University, events occurred to exhibit the

insufficiency of any enactment of the kind, and accordingly in the next edition

of the 'Enactments,' published in 1827, it was stricken out. So long indeed, as I

have elsewhere remarked (see article on ' College Instruction and Discipline' in the

American Quarterly Review for June, 1831, p. 294), as the esprit de corps or Burschen-

schaft prevails amongst students, which inculcates that it is a stigma of the deepest

hue to give testimony against a fellow student, it is vain to expect any cooperation

in the discipline of the institution from them. This ' loose principle in the ethics

of school'boy combinations,' as it was termed by Mr. Jefferson, has, indeed, led to

numerous and serious evils. It has been a great cause of the combinations formed

in resistance to the lawful authorities, of intemperate addresses at the instigation of

some unworthy member, and of repeated scenes of commotion and violence. It is

rare for a youth to hesitate to depose in a court of justice, touching an offence

against the municipal laws of bis country, committed by a brother-student. The

youth, and the people at large, are, indeed, distinguished for their ready attention

to the calls of justice. Yet it is esteemed the depth of dishonor to testify when

called upon by the college authorities, against the grossest violation not only of

collegiate but of municipal law ; as if it could be less honorable to give the same

testimony before one tribunal than the other ; or as if the morality of the act dif-

fered in the two cases.

" The fallacy of placing any reliance on appeals to reason and to sense of pro-

priety on the part of the students, and the evils of this Burschenschaft, were ap-

parent before the termination of the first session. Offences of a disturbing character

were committed, and when the offenders were detected they were first admonished,

and then mildly punished ; until, at length, riot and disorder occurred, which could

no longer be tolerated. ' Nightly disorders ' (says Professor Tucker) ' were habi-

tual with the students, until passing from step to step, they reached a point of riot

and excess, to which the forbearance of the Professors could no longer extend,

when the students considered their rights violated, and openly resisted the authority

of the Faculty. This happened in October, immediately before the annual meet-

ing of the Visitors. The subject was laid before them by the Faculty. More deep

mortification, more poignant distress, could not be felt than was experienced by Mr.

Jefferson. The following day he came down with the other Visitors from Monti-

cello, which was their head-quarters, summoned the students into their presence,

and they were addressed in short speeches by himself, Mr. Madison, and Chapman

Johnson. The object of these addresses was, not merely to produce in the young

men a disposition to obey the laws, and return to their studies, but to induce the

principal rioters to give up their names. The address of these men—the two first

venerable by their years, their services, and their authority—could not be resisted.

The offenders came forward, one by one, and confessed their agency. Among those

who thus almost redeemed their past error, by this manly course, was one of his

own nephews.* The shock which Mr. Jefferson felt when he, for the first time, dis-

covered that the efforts of the last ten years of his life had been foiled, and put in

» This should be grand-nephews.
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jeopardy by one of hia family, was more than his own patience couli endure, and

he could not forbear from using, for the first time, the language of indignation and

reproach. Some of the offenders, among whom was his nephew, were expelled by

the Faculty ; and others were more lightly punished. Their offensive memorial was

withdrawn, the exercises of the University were resumed, and under a system liberal

without being lax, a degree of order and regularity has been progressively increas-

ing, and is supposed to be now nowhere exceeded.' "

"We will here drop Dr. Dunglison's Memoranda for a time.

It ought to be added to a preceding remark, that Mr. Jeffer-

son's kindly social attentions to the members of the University

were not confined to its ofiicers. As often as once a week, a

number of students were invited to dine with him. He some-

times, perhaps generally, ate apart on such occasions, as he

could hear nothing amidst the clatter of a joyous company, and

he wished to be no impediment to the enjoyment of others. But
before and after the meal, he attentively devoted himself to his

young guests.



CHAPTER XIII.

1825—1826.

Visitore at Ine University in 1825.—Mr. "Wirt's last Visit to Monticello—Mr. Kennedy's

Visit—The Duke of Saxe-Weimar's Account of his Visit—Mr. JeflFerson's Correspon-

dence in 1825—His persistent Views in regard to the Aims of our early Political

Parties—To Mr. Livingston, concerning his Civil Code—Miscellaneous Letters—Letter

of Advice for the Future Guidance of a Child—Views on President J. Q. Adams's first

Message—Proposes that Virginia protest against Internal Improvements, by Con-

gress—Suggests a Constitutional Amendment—Asks Permission of Legislature to sell

his Lands by Lottery—His Paper on the Subject—Reasons for the Request—Other

Plans suggested—Grant to University refused—A misrepresented Joke—Declines a

Donation from the State—Letter to his Grandson—Gloomy Prospects—Correspon-

dence with Cabell—Explains his Affairs to Madison—Loss by Indorsing—The Friend

who gave the Coup de gr&ce—Some characteristic Incidents—Nicholas's last Decla-

rations—^Lottery Bill passes—Public Meetings on the Subject—Proceedings of Meeting

in Nelson County—Lottery Scheme does not come up to the public wishes—Contri-
butions from New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, etc.—Manner in which Jefferson

received these Aids—His declining Health—Conceals his Malady from his Family

—

Makes his Will—Reluctance to be helped—Continues his Rides—Dangerous Accidents

—Opening of 1826—Letter on Slavery—His last Reading—Nearly suffocated by an
Artist—His Deportment to his Family—Invited to attend the 50th Anniversary of

Independence at Washington—His Reply—Deaths of Jefferson and Adams on that Day
—Jefferson's Death described by his Grandson—His last written Message to his

Daughter—Mr. Trist's Recollections, etc.—Dr. Dunglison's Memoranda of Jefferson's

Illness and Death—^What he meant by asking Madison to " Take care of him when
Dead"—Madison to Trist, on hearing of Jefferson's Death—Judge Carr's Letter—The
Public Sorrow over the Deaths of Jefferson and Adams—Funeral Orations.

Among the distinguished visitors to the Universitv the first

year of its establishment, were Duke Bernhard of Saxe-Weimar
Eisenach ; Mr. Stanley, now Lord Derby ; the Honorable J.

Evelyn Denison, M.P. ; Mr. Stuart Wortley, and others. It

is probable that most, if not all of these gentlemen were drawn

to Charlottesville by a desire to visit Monticello.

Mr. Wirt made his last visit to Mr. Jefi"erson in August,

1825. The accomplished author of Wirt's Memoirs, Mr. Ken-

nedy, says of this visit :
" The meeting, we believe, was of
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melancholy concern to the Attorney-General. It was the visit

of a pilgrim, not to an empty shrine, but to an ancient hearth-

Btone, where the friend of his youth yet inhabited, and where

many vivid memories yet lingered to bring back the images of

the past, now saddened by the thought that the brittle chain of

&. great life was soon to be broken, and with it, almost every

Buiviving association which gave interest to the place.'

The Duke of Saxe-Weimar left the following account of his

visit to Monticello, in his published " Travels in North America

in 1825 and 1826 :"

" The University is situated on a hill in a very healthy situation, and there is a

very fine view of the Blue Ridge. President Jefferson invited us to a family dinner;

but as in Charlottesville there is but a single hackney coach, and this being absent,

we were obliged to go the three miles to Monticello on foot.

" We went by a pathway, through well cultivated and inclosed fields, crossed a

creek named Rivanna, passing on a trunk of a tree, cut in a rough shape, and with-

out rails ; then ascended a steep hill overgrown with wood, and came on its top, to

Mr. Jefferson's house, which is in an open space, walled round with bricks, forming

an oblong, whose shorter sides are rounded ; on each of the longer sides are portals

of four columns.

" The unsuccessful waiting for a carriage, and our long walk, caused such a

delay, that we found the company at table when we entered ; but Mr. Jefferson

came very kindly to meet us, forced us to take our seats, and ordered dinner to be

served up anew. He was an old man of eighty-six years of age, of tall stature,

plain appearance, and long, white hair.

" In conversation, he was very lively, and his spirits, as also his hearing and sight,

seemed not to have decreased at all, with his advancing age. I found in him a

man who retained his faculties remarkably well in his old age, and one would have

taken him for a man of sixty. He asked me what I had seen in Virginia. I

eulogized all the places that I was certain would meet with his approbation, and he

seemed very much pleased. The company at the table consisted of the family of

his daughter, Mrs. Randolph, and of that of the Professor of Mathematics at the

' Mr. Kennedy says in a note on the same page :
" The writer of this memoir visited

Monticello within a few weeks after the period referred to in the text. I was accom-
panied by a friend, and had a letter of introduction from Mr. Wirt. I had never seen
Mr. Jefferson. It was a hot day in July when we reached the top of the mountain, and
entered the spacious hall of the mansion. We presented the letter to a lady of the
family. Mr. Jefferson had been very ill with a recent attack of his malady, and there-
fore excused himself from receiving company. There was a large glass door which
opened upon the hall and separated Mr. Jefferson's apartments from it. Whilst we sat
in this hall, a tall, attenuated figure, slightly stooping forward, and exhibiting a coun-
tenance filled with an expression of pain, slowly walked across the space visible through
the glass door. It was Mr. Jefferson, ^e was dressed in a costume long out of fashion
—smallclothes, a waistcoat with flaps, and, as it struck us, in the brief view .ve had,
some remnants of embroidery. The silence of the footfall, the venerable figure, the old
costume, and the short space in which that image glided past the glass door, made a
strange and mysterious impression upon us. It was all I ever saw of the sage of Mon-
ticello."

The hastiness of Mr. Kennedy's view betrayed him into some errors. Mr. Jefferson
wore no embroidery. The smallclothes had given place to pantaloons when he was
about seventy years old ; and -with characteristic utilitarianism he had immediately
vondered that he had not discovered their superior convenience before.
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University, an Englishman and his wife. I turned the conversation to the subject

of the University, and observed that this was the favorite topic with Mr. Jefferson

;

he entertained very sanguine hopes as to the flourishing state of the University in

future, and believed that it, and the Harvard University, near Boston, would in a

very short time be the only institutions, where the youth of the United States

would receive a truly classical and solid education. After dinner we intended to take

our leave, in order to return to Charlottesville, but Mr. Jeffersorv would not consent

to it. He pressed us to remain for the night at his house. The evening was spent

by the fire ; a great deal was said about travels, and objects of natural history ; the

fine arts were also introduced, of which Mr. Jefferson was a great admirer. He spoke

also of his travels in France, and the country on the Rhine, where he was very

much pleased. His description of Virginia is the best proof what an admirer he is

of the beauties of Nature. He told us that it was only eight months since he could

not ride on horseback ; otherwise he rode every day to visit the surrounding

country; he entertained, however, hopes of being ajble to re-commence, the next

spring, his favorite exercise. Between nine and ten o'clock in the evening, the

company broke up, and a handsome room was assigned to me.

" The next morning I took a walk round the house and admired the beautiful

panorama which this spot presents. On the left I saw the Blue Ridge, and

between thsm and Monticello are smaller hills. Charlottesville and the University lay

at my feet ; before me, the valley of the Rivanna River, which farther on makes

its junction with the James River, and on my right was the flat part of Virginia,

the extent of which is lost in distance ; behind me was a towering hill which

limited the sight. The interior of the house was plain, and the furniture somewhat

of an old fashion. In the entrance was a marble stove with Mr. Jefferson's bust,

by Ceracchi. In the room hung several copies of the celebrated pictures of the

Italian school, views of Monticello, Mount Vernon, the principal buildings in Wash-

ington, and Harper's Ferry ; there were also an oil painting and an engraving of

the Natural Bridge, views of Niagara by Vanderlin, a sketch of the large picture

by Trumbull, representing the Surrender at Yorktown, and a pen drawing of

Hector's Departure, by Benjamin West, presented by him to General Kosciusko
;

finally, several portraits of Mr. Jefferson, among which, the best was that in profile,

by Stuart. In the saloon, there were two busts, one of Napoleon, as First Consul,

and another of the Emperor Alexander. Mr. Jefferson admired Napoleon's military

tactics, but did not love him. After breakfast, which we took with the family,

we bid the respectable old man farewell, and set out upon our return to Char-

lottesville.

" Mr. Jefferson tendered us the use of his carriage, but I declined, as I pre-

ferred walking in a fine and cool morning." Vol. i., p. 197, et seq.

The observing reader will note a number of trifling errors in

this description, and in one or two instances an amusing tone

of complaisance. But amiable Duke Bernhard does not take

credit to himself for resolutely insisting, contrary to the protes-

tations of Mrs. Randolph, that the cold meats be returned to the

dinner table for him, precisely as they left it, and then of feed-

ing from them with a relish which offered the best compliment

to the housekeeping. Anxious to please, sensible and down-
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right, lie left a favorable impression on the mind of Mr. Jeffer-

son, and every member of his family.' His Travels contain

more serious errors in regard to the University, but these do

not call for attention here.

We will return to Mr. Jefferson's correspondence. He wrote

to Mr. Short,-January 8tli, 1825, a letter (commenting on some
published statements of H. G. Otis and E.. G. Harper) which

will be read with curiosity by those who wish to know whether

he preserved to the last the views so often expressed, during

earlier political conflicts, in regard to the aims of the leaders of

the two great American parties. His letter is cool, argumenta-

tive, and from the citations it contains was evidently written

with deliberation. As unhesitatingly as twenty-five years

earlier he asserts, on the evidence of his own ears, that Hamil-

ton, Adams, and other great Federal leaders, were monarchists in

theory, and again distinctly carries the idea that a portion of

those leaders were monarchists in their aims. He again says,

that " the true history of that conflict of parties " will never be

understood, until " by the death of the actors in it the hoards of

their letters shall be broken up and given to the world." He
again prophesies that " time will in the end produce the truth."

But he admits that " after all " these divisions were not to be

wondered at—that under one name or another they have every-

where existed in the human heart—that they have exhibited

themselves in every country " where not suppressed by the rod

of despotism."

Edward Livingston forwarded to Mr. Jefferson, in March, a

portion of his celebrated civil code of the State of Louisiana,

requesting him to examine its provisions, weigh their bearings on

each other in all their parts, their harmony with reason and
nature, and their adaptation to the habits and sentiments of those

for whom they were prepared. The latter, March 25th, declined

this honorable task, but expressed great admiration of the

• Wirt wrote to his wife from Baltimore, October 30th, 1825 :..."! dined yes-
terday with the Duke of Saxe-Weimar, at Mr. Oliver's. He is about a head taller thaa
myself, with a nose retrousse and features a good deal like 's, not fair and auburn-
haired, however, like , but with a sallow complexion, and dark hair ; no redundant
fat, but brawny, muscular, and of herculean strength. He is about thirty-five years
old, and looks like a Eussian, or one of those gigantic Cossacks. I dare say he makes a
magnificent figure in uniform. He speaks English tolerably well

;
yet, he has that

apparent dullness of apprehension which always accompanies a defective knowledge of
a language, and which renders it rather up-hill work to talk with him."

—

Ken^iedi/i
Memoirs of Wirt, vol. ii. p. 178.
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Code, declaring to Mr. Livingston that " it would certainly

arrange his name with the sages of antiquity."

In a letter to ,' October 25th, lie gave a fuller course of

ancient and modern reading for young persons, than we remem-
ber to have seen elsewhere in his writings ; and it is inter-

spersed with highly characteristic remarks. In answer to a let-

ter from J. Evelyn Denison, he strongly commended the taste

then reviving in England " for the recovery of the Anglo-Saxon

dialect "—and also the publication of the existing " county

dialects of England," which he said " would restore to our lan-

guage all its shades of variation." To Lewis M. Wiss, November
27th, he made an explanation of the plan of dry-docks, recom-

mended during his Presidency. This will be found far more

accessible to those desiring to know the outlines of that plan,

than the official records which contain them.

An application having been made to Mr. Jefferson to pre-

pare a letter of advice for the future guidance of a little name-

sake, whose parents resided in Washington, he sent the follow

ing:

Thomas Jefferson to Thomas Jefferson Smith.

This letter will, to you, be as one from the dead. The writer will be in the grave

before you can weigh its counsels. Your affectionate and excellent father has

requested that I would address to you something which might possibly have a favor-

able influence on the course of life you have to run, and I too, as a namesake, feel

an interest in that course. Few words will be necessary, with good dispositions on

your part. Adore God. Reverence and cherish your parents. Love your neigh-

bor as yourself, and your country more than yourself. Be just. Be true. Mur-

mur not at the ways of Providence. So shall the life into which you have entered,

be the portal to one of eternal and ineffable bliss. And if to the dead it is per-

mitted to care for the things of this world, every action of your life will be under

my regard. Farewell.

MoNTiCEixo, February 21, 1825.

rHE PORTBAIT OF A GOOD MAN BY THE MOST SUBLIME OF POETS, FOR TOUR IMITA-

TION.

Lord, who's the happy man that may to thy blest courts repaii
;

Not stranger-like to visit them, but to inhabit there?

'Tis he whose every thought and deed by rules of virtue moves
;

Whose generous tongue disdains to speak the thing his heart disproves.

Wko never did a slander forge, his neighbor's fame to wound

;

Nor hearken to a false report, by malice whispered round.

' Name not given. See Congress edition of his Works, vol. vii. p. 411.
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Who vice in all its pomp and power, can treat with just neglect
;

And piety, though clothed in rags, religiously respect.

VVho to his plighted vows and trust has ever firmly stood
;

And though he promise to his loss, he makes his promise good.

Whose soul in usury disdains his treasure to employ
;

Whom no rewards can ever bribe the guiltless to destroy.

The man, who, by this steady course, has happiness insur'd,

When earth's foundations shake, shall stand, by Providence secur'd.

A DECALOGUE OF CANONS FOR OBSERVATION IN PRACTICAL LIFE.

1. Never put ofiF till to-morrow what you can do to-day.

2. Never trouble another for what you can do yourself.

3. Never spend your money before you have it.

4. Never buy what you do not want, because it is cheap ; it will be dear to yon.

5. Pride costs us more than hunger, thirst, and cold.

6. We never repent of having eaten too little.

7. Nothing is troublesome that we do willingly.

8. How much pain have cost us the evils which have never happened.

9. Take things always by their smooth handle.

10. When angry, count ten, before you speak ; if very angry, an hundred.

When President J. Q. Adams's first message to Congress ap-

peared, in December, Mr. Jefferson was deeply and painfully

alarmed at its tenor. He wrote to Mr. Madison, December 24:th :

" I have for some time considered the question of internal improvement as

desperate. The torrent of general opinion sets so strongly in favor of it as to be

irresistible. And I suppose that even the opposition in Congress will herafter be

feeble and formal, unless something can be done which may give a gleam of en-

couragement to our friends, or alarm their opponents in their fancied security. I

learn from Richmond that those who think with us there, are in a state of perfect

dismay, not knowing what to do or what to propose."

He said the representative of his county (Mr, Gordon) had

solicited his advice, and that if Mr. Madison had not thought of

anything in this emergency, he would propose to him a line of

action, which in the apparent hesitation exhibited by their

opponents, might prove " a bolt shot critically " to " decide the

contest by its effect on the less bold," It might " break the

western coalition, by offering the same thing in a different form.

It would be viewed with favor in contrast with the Georgia

opposition and fear of strengthening that. It would be an ex-

ample of a temperate mode of opposition in future and similar

cases. It would delay the measure a year at least. It would
give them the chance of better times and of intervening acci-

dents ; and in no way place them in a worse than their present
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position." This measure consisted in the passage by the

Legislature of Virginia of a solemn " Declaration and Protest,"

a proposed draft for which he inclosed to Mr. Madison.

This, after very temperately reciting the conditions of the

federal compact, declared

:

*' Bnt the federal branch has assumed in some cases, and claimed in others, a

right of enlarging its own powers by constructions, inferences, and indefinite

deductions from those directly given, which this Assembly does declare to be usurp-

ations of the powers retained to the independent branches, mere interpolations into

the compact, and direct infractions of it.

" They claim, for example, and have commenced the exercise of a right to con-

struct roads, open canals, and effect other internal improvements within the terri-

tories and jurisdictions exclusively belonging to the several States, which this

Assembly does declare has not been given to that branch by the constitutional

compact, but remains to each State among its domestic and unalienated powers,

exercisable within itself and by its domestic authorities alone.

" This Assembly does further disavow, and declare to be most false and un-

founded, the doctrine that the compact, in authorizing its federal branch to lay and

collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises, to pay the debts and provide for the com-

mon defence and general welfare of the United States, has given them thereby a

power to do whatever they may think, or pretend, would promote the general wel-

fare, which construction would make that, of itself, a complete government, without

limitation of powers; but that the plain sense and obvious meaning was, that they

might levy the taxes necessary to provide for the general welfare, by the various

acts of power therein specified and delegated to them, and by no others."

But in consideration of the feelings and interests of other

states, " and as a farther pledge of the sincere and cordial attach-

ment of the Commonwealth of Virginia to the union of the

whole," it concluded with the following proposed enactment

:

" We therefore do enact, and be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia,

that all citizens of this commonwealth, and persons and authorities within the same,

shall pay full obedience at all times to the acts which may be passed by the Congress

of the United States, the object of which shall be the construction of post roads,

making canals of navigation, and maintaining the same, in any part of the United

States, in like manner as if the said acts were, totidtm verbis, passed by the Legis-

lature of this commonwealth."

This proposition was not adopted. Immediately afterwards

occurred that correspondence between Jefferson and Governor

Giles of Virginia, in relation to Mr. Adams's political conduct

in 1808-9, which has already been noticed. In discussing what

steps were necessary to resist what he believed to be usurpa-

tions of the National Government in respect to internal improve-

ments, Mr, Jefferson wrote to the Governor

:
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" Are we, then, to stand to our arms, with the hot-headed Georgian? No. That
must be the last resource, not to be thouglit of until much longer and greater

sufferings. If every infraction of a compact of so many parties is to be resisted at

once, as a dissolution of it, none can ever be formed which would last one year.

We must have patience and longer endurance then with our brethren while under

delusion
;
give them time for reflection and experience of consequences ; keep our-

selves in a situation to profit by the chapter of accidents ; and separate from our

companions only, when the sole alternatives left, are the dissolution of our Union
with them, or submission to a government without limitation of powers. Between
these two evils, when we must make a choice, there can be no hesitation. But in

the meanwhile, the States should be watchful to note every material usurpation on
their rights ; to denounce them as they occur in the most peremptory terms ; to

protest against them as wrongs to which our present submis.sion sliall be considered,

not as acknowledgments or precedents of right, but as a temporary yielding to the

lesser evil, until their accumulation shall overweigh that of separation. I would go
still further, and give to the federal member, by a regular amendment of the Con-
stitution, a right to make roads and canals of intercommunication between the

States, providing sufficiently against corrupt practices in Congress (log-rolling, etc.),

by declaring that the federal proportion of each State of the moneys so employed,

shall be in works within the State, or elsewhere with its consent, and with a due

salvo of jurisdiction. This is the course which I think safest and best as yet."

The year 1826 opened gloomily on Mr, Jefferson. His pecu-

niary difficulties Jiad now reached their climax. While stagger-

ing under the load of his own debts, he had suffered a loss by
indorsing, which, as he remarked, gave him the coup de grace.

He wrote to Cabell, January 20th

:

" My grandson, Thomas J. Randolph, attends the Legislature on a subject of

ultimate importance to my future happiness. My own debts were considerable, and
a loss was added to them of $20,000 by indorsement for a friend. My application

to the Legislature is for permission to dispose of property for payment in a way
which, bringing a fair price for it, may pay my debts, and leave a living for myself
in my old age, and leave something for my family. Their consent is necessary. It

will injure no man, and few sessions pass without similar exercises of the same power
in their discretion. But I refer you to my grandson for particular explanations. I

think it just myself; and if it should appear so to you, I am sure your friendship as

well as justice will induce you to pay to it the attention which you may think the

case will justify. To me it is almost a question of life and death." '

His request to the Legislature was for permission to dispose

of his property by a lottery. He drew up a paper on the sub-

feet which was only intended to be shown to a few friends in the

House, but has been published since his death, in both editions

of his Works, for the explanations of his views which it contains.

" For this, and some subsequent correspondence between Jefiferson arid Cabell, not
contained in the published Works of the former, see their correspondence in the History
of the University. '
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In this paper he assumed that lotteries are not immoral per se.

He said if games of chance were immoral, then the pursuits of

industry were immoral, for they were all subject to chance. He
continued :

" These, then, are games of chance. Yet, so far from being immoral, they are

indispensable to the existence of man, and every one has a natural right to choose

for his pursuit such one of them as he thinks most likely to furnish him subsistence.

Almost all these pursuits of chance produce something useful to society. But there

are some which produce nothing, and endanger the wellbeing of l. e individuals

engaged in them, or of others depending on them. Such are games with cards,

dice, biUiards, etc. And although the pursuit of them is a matter of natural right,

yet society, perceiving the irresistible bent of some of its members to pursue them,

and the ruin produced by them to the families depending on these individuals, con-

sider it as a case of insanity, quoad hoc, step in to protect the family and the party

himself, as in other cases of insanity, infancy, imbecility, etc., and suppress the

pursuit altogether, and the natural right of following it. There are some

other games of chance, useful on certain occasions, and injurious only when
carried beyond their useful bounds. Such are insurances, lotteries, raffles, etc.

These they do not suppress, but take their regulation under their own discretion.

The insurance of ships on voyages is a vocation of chance, yet useful, and the right

to exercise it therefore is left free. So of houses against fire, doubtful debts, the

continuance of a particular life, and similar cases. Money is wanting for a useful

undertaking, as a school, etc., for which a direct tax would be disapproved. It is

raised therefore by a lottery, wherein the tax is laid on the willing only, that is to

say, on those who can risk the price of a ticket without sensible injury, for the pos-

sibility of a higher prize. An article of property insusceptible of division at all, or

not without great diminution of its worth, is sometimes of so large value as that no

purchaser can be found, while the owner owes debts, has no other means of pay-

ment, and his creditors no other chance of obtaining it, but by its sale at a full and

fair price. The lottery is here a salutary instrument for disposing of it, where many
run small risks for the chance of obtaining a high prize. In this way, the great

estate of the late Colonel Byrd (in 1756J was made competent to pay his debts,

which, had the whole been brought into the market at once, would have overdone

the demand, would have sold at half or quarter the value, and sacrificed the cred-

itors, half or three-fourths of whom would have lost their debts. This method of

pelling was formerly very much resorted to, until it was thought to nourish too much
a spirit of hazard. The Legislature were therefore induced, not to suppress it alto-

gether, but to take it under their own special regulation. This they did, for the

first time, by their act of 1769, c. 17, before which time, every person exercised the

right freely ; and since which time, it is made lawful but when approved and author-

ized by a special act of the Legislature."

He then cited a great number of cases in which the Legisla-

ture had authorized sales by lottery for public and private pur-

poses, since 1776. Some of these were yet in operation. The

instances between 1782 and 1820 were not less than seventy. Lot-

teries for a long time furnished a part of the standing revenue
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of the State. They had been resorted to for the benefit of

Colleges, Academies, Grammar and Charity Schools—for internal

improvements of every kind—for the aid of religious societies,

and to build churches—for private benevolent societies—for

freemasons—for sufferers by fire—for the erection of a paper

mill—for raising money to enable a person to complete his

geographical work—for enabling another to complete a literary

work, etc., etc.

After mentioning that lands could not then be sold for more

than a third or fourth of their former value, and that to be pro-

tected against a fatal sacrifice was the object of his application,

he proceeded to state the considerations on which he thought he

might have as good a claim to this protection as others who had
received it. He enumerated the offices he had filled, some of

the prominent services he had performed, and then said :
" Will

it be objected, that although not evil in itself, it may as a pre-

cedent lead to evil ? But let those who shall quote the preced-

ent, bring their case within the same measure. Have they, as

in this case, devoted three score years and one of their lives,

uninterruptedly, to the service of their country ?" '

Mr. Jefferson spoke more plainly in this private paper of the

importance of his public services than perhaps on any other

occasion of his life.

A few of Mr. Jefferson's friends, consisting of leading mem-
bers of the Legislature, and the judges of the Court of Appeals,

met together twice at Richmond, to consider the above applica-

tion. The judges unanimously favored the plan. Some of his

friends, however, could not reconcile themselves to the lottery

feature ; and Cabell therefore proposed in lieu of it, that a bill

should be brought forward to loan Mr. Jefferson $80,000 from

the public treasury, free of interest, for the remainder of his life.

But others feared this precedent would be still less acceptable,

and it was at length unanimously decided to bring forward and
support a bill establishing the lottery.

« While the soundness or unsoundness of his views on this subject is left to the
judgment of every reader, it is proper to remark that lotteries were then common in
most of the States of the Union. Some of the most useful institutions now in the United
States were founded in part on funds obtained by this method.

Since writing the above, we have seen it stated in the newspapers that lotteries are
now (1857) common in France for ecclesiastical and religious objects—that one was
recently drawn, for example, to purchase the holy hill of Pourvifere and to build a sanc-
tuary thereon. Lotteries are still openly permitted in some of the American States,
and continue to be indirectly resorted to in others, at charity fairs, etc.

70L. III.—34
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Towardi the close of January the House of Delegates, by a

decisive vote, refused a pending application for a grant of money

to the University. To add to Mr. Jefferson's mortification, two

letters appeared in a Richmond paper, over the signature of an
" American Citizen," describing a visit to Monticello, and nar-

rating a conversation with Mr. Jefferson, in which he was

represented as, in effect, saying that he had purposely kept the

Legislature in the dark, in regard to the anticipated cost of the

University, for the purpose of more easily obtaining each suc-

ceeding grant. In a letter to Cabell, February Tth, he indig-

nantly disavowed the construction put upon his language. He
said, " he could not express the pain which this unfaithful ver-

sion and betrayment of private conversation had given him." '

As soon as he learned the failure of the University grant, he

directed the Proctor to suspend every expense that was not

absolutely necessary, and as quietly set himself to work to

adapt every arrangement to the new situation of things, as

if nothing had happened.

It would seem that Cabell wrote to him, February 2d, a let-

ter which has not been published, in which he expressed appre-

hensions that Mr. Jefferson's own application (to be allowed to

sell his jjroperty by lottery) would fail. The latter replied

calmly and resignedly,—and he cut off all of Cabell's proposi-

tions for anything in the nature of a pecuniary donation by the

Legislature.

" I had hoped [he said] the length and character of my services might have

prevented the fear in the Legislature of the indulgence asked being quoted as a

precedent in future cases. But I find no fault with their strict adherence to a rule

generally useful, although relaxable in some cases, under their discretion, of which

they are the proper judges. If it can be yielded in my case, I can save the house

of Monticello and a farm adjoining, to end my days in, and bury my bones. If not,

I must sell house and all here, and carry my family to Bedford, where I have not

even a log hut to put my head into.' In any case I wish nothing from the Treasury.

The pecuniary compensations I have received for my services, from time to time,

have been fully to my own satisfaction."

" For this letter, see History of the University, p. 365. The statements of an
"American Citizen " arose from Mr. Jefferson's jocularly iUustrating the repeated calls

of the University on the public purse by telling a story of old " Commodore " O'Briea,

of Revolutionary and Barbary memories. The commodore brought a demand against

the Government for certain services or losses, and it was paid. He then presented a new
claim. A friend asked him why he did not include this in the former one ? The veteran

coolly demanded in return, wl ether his questioner had ever seen anybody attempt to

cram two hot potatoes down an other's throat at the same time ?

^ The dwelliug-house built there had gone out of his possession.
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The next day he wrote a deeply interesting letter to his

oldest grandson, which has not been hitherto published.

To Thomas J. Randolph.

MoNTXCBU.0, February 8, '26.

Mr DEAR Jefferson :

I duly received your affectionate letter of the 3d, and perceive there are

greater doubts than I had apprehended, whether the Legislature will indulge my
request to them. It is a part of my mortification to perceive that I had so far over-

valued myself as to have counted on it with too much confidence. I see in the

failure of this hope, a deadly blast of all my peace of mind, during my remaining
days. You kindly encourage me to keep up my spirits; but oppressed with disease,

debilitj, age, and embarrassed affairs, this is difficult. For myself I should not

regard a prostration of fortune, but I am overwhelmed at the prospect of the situa-

tion in which I may leave my family. My dear and beloved daughter, the cherished

companion of my early life, and nurse of my age, and her children, rendered as

dear to me as if my own from having lived with me from their cradle, left in a

comfortless situation, hold up to me nothing but future gloom ; and I should not

care were life to end with the line I am writing, were it not that in the unhappy
state of mind which your father's misfortunes have brought upon him, I may yet be
of some avail to the family. Their affectionate devotion to me makes a willingness

to endure life a duty, as long as it can be of any use to them. Yourself, particu-

larly, dear Jefferson, I consider as the greatest of the godsends which heaven has

granted to me. Without you, what could I do under the difficulties now environing

me ? These have been produced, in some degree, by my own unskillful management,
and devoting my time to the service of my country, but much also by the unfortu-

nate fluctuation in the value of our money, and the long continued depression of

farming business. But for these last I am confident my debts might be paid, leav-

ing me Monticello and the Bedford estate; but where there are no bidders, property,

however great, is no resource for the payment of debts ; all may go for little or

nothing. Perhaps, however, even in this case, I may have no right to complain, as

these misfortunes have been held back for my last days, when few remain to me. I

duly acknowledge that I have gone through a long life, with fewer circumstances of

affliction than are the lot of most men—uninterrupted health— a competence for

every reasonable want—usefulness to my fellow-citizens—a good portion of their

esteem—no complaint against the world which has sufficiently honored me, and
above all, a family which has blessed me by their affections, and never by their

conduct given me a moment's pain—and should this, my last request, be granted, I

may yet close with a cloudless sun a long and serene day of life. Be assured, my
dear Jefferson, that I have a just sense of the part you have contributed to this,

and that I bear you unmeasured affection.

Th. Jkffkrson.

In a letter to Cabell, February l-ith, he spoke in as business-

like a tone as usual of the affairs of the University, and but a
single trace of smothered feeling breaks the calm tenor of the

letter. After again and again expressing his gratitude for the

efforts of his friends, he closed thus : " Thanks to you all, and
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warm and affectionate acknowledgments. I count on nothing

now. I am taught to know my standard, and have to meet

with no further disappointment."

Cabell wrote on the 15th that he had no doubt the lottery

bill would pass, " but not without a large minority." With the

devotion of a friend and the tact of a gentleman, he added

:

" We have a wayward house to deal with, but I hope you will

not suffer these things to depress you ; for we are to be injured

by them, not yourself" He then asked Mr. Jefferson to make
alterations, solve doubts, and " say what was to be done," in the

various educational bills before the House, as usual.

On the 17th, Mr. Jefferson wrote to Mr. Madison, and after

giving a particular account of matters at the University, since

the defeat of the appropriation, he thus alluded to his own
affairs :

" You will have seen in the newspapers some proceedings in the Legislature,

which have cost me much mortification. My own debts had become considerable,

but not beyond the effect of some lopping of property, which would have been

little felt, when our friend **** gave me the coup de grace. Ever since that, I

have been paying twelve hundred dollars a year interest on his debt, which, with

my own, was absorbing so much of my annual income, as that the maintenance of

my family was making deep and rapid inroads on my capital, and had already done

it. Still, sales at a fair price would leave me competently provided. Had crops

and prices for several years been such as to maintain a steady competition of sub-

stantial bidders at market, all would have been safe. But the long succession of

years of stunted crops, of reduced prices, the general prostration of the farming

business, under levies for the support of manufactures, etc., with the calamitous

fluctuations of value in our paper medium, have kept agriculture in a state of abject

depression, which has peopled the western States by silently breaking up those on

the Atlantic, and glutted the land market, while it drew off its bidders. In such a

state of things, property has lost its character of being a resource for debts. High-

land and Bedford, which, in the days of our plethory, sold readily for from fifty to

one hundred dollars the acre (and such sales were many then), would not now sell

for more than from ten to twenty dollars, or one-quarter or one-fifth of its former

price. Reflecting on these things, the practice occurred to me, of selling, on fair

valuation, and by way of lottery, often resorted to before the Revolution to effect

large sales, and still in constant usage in every State for individual as well as corpo-

ration purposes. If it is permitted in my case, my lands here alone, with the miUs,

etc., will pay everything, and will leave me Monticello and a farm free. If refused^

I must sell everything here, perhaps considerably in Bedford, move thither with my

family, where I have not even a log hut to put my head into, and whether ground

for burial, will depend on the depredations which, under the form of sales, shall

have been committed on my property. The question, then, with me was utrum

horum ? But why afflict you with these details ? Indeed, I cannot tell, unless pains

are lessened by communication with a friend. The friendship which has subsisted
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oetween us, now half a century, and the harmony of our political principles and

pursuits, have been sources of constant happiness to nie through that long period.

And if I remove beyond the reach of attentions to the University, or beyond the

bourne of life itself, as I soon must, it is a comfort to leave that institution under

your care, and an assurance that it will not be wanting. It has also been a great

solace to me, to believe that you are engaged in vindicating to posterity the course

we have pursued for preserving to them, in all their purity, the blessings of self-

government, which we had assisted, too, in acquiring for them. If ever the earth

has beheld a system of administration conducted with a single and steadfast eye to

the general interest and happiness of those committed to it, one which, protected

by truth, can never know reproach, it is that to which our hves have been devoted.

To myself you have been a pillar of support through life. Take care of me when

dead, and be assured that I shall leave with you my last affections."

The close is touching. It was written when Mr. Jefferson

was conscious that the great change of which he spoke was

swiftly approaching. He was probably not without a strong

premonition that he was writing to Madison for the last time.

Tke friend who gave Mr. Jefferson the " coup de grace^'' by
bringing on him the payment of $20,000 as an indorser, was

Governor Wilson C. Nicholas, and it happened in 1819. No-
body questioned the integrity of the latter. He sunk under

the pressure of those disastrous times' which carried down so

many other Virginia landholders.

The following narrative appertains in part to scenes from

which good taste usually excludes the public eye. If, in throw-

ing them open, we are adjudged to have overstepped the bounds

of a delicate propriety, then all we can say is that we have

mistaken what is due equally to Jefferson and to Wilson Gary

Nicholas. A daughter of the latter had married a grandson of

Mr. Jefferson, and with her husband lived on a portion of the

Monticello estate. It was the custom of all the female members
of Mr, Jefferson's famil}^, living in his vicinity, on returning

home, after an absence extending beyond a day or two, first to

go to Monticello. It was a sort of regulation imposed by his

affection, and which, we need not say, was joyfully acquiesced

in. The grandson's wife just mentioned, was absent when she

became apprised of her father's bankruptcy. She knew the loss

Mr. Jefferson would incur, and was conscious it would prove

fatal to him, in a pecuniary point of view. To go back and

meet as usual him on whom her father had brought such a cala

» See Colonel Benton's description of them at page 329 cf this volume.
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mitj in his old age, was a painful trial, but it was of course

encountered. After her arrival she chose not to disturb him
until his dinner hour. An economist in minutes, he did not

usually leave his study until the second dinner bell was rung.

On this occasion, he came out at the first, and asked " has not

Jane come ?" She heard his voice and flew to meet him.

Instead of the usual hearty hand-shake and kiss, he folded her
in his arms. His smile was radiant. He conversed with ani-

mation during dinner. Neither then, nor on any subsequent

occasion, did he ever by a word or look make her aware that he
was even conscious of the misfortune her father had brought

upon him.

The next time Mr. Jefferson set out for Bedford, after

Governor Nicholas's failure, on reaching the turning-off road to

the residence of the latter, he said to one of his family :
" I

ought not to stop ; I have not time ; but it would be cruel to

pass him." He met Nicholas as if nothing unusual had occurred.

He showed no depression, and did not make an equal exposure

of his feelings, by feigning extraordinary cheerfulness. Nicholas

subsequently came to visit his daughter and her husband. He
was preparing to endure the ordeal of again entering the man-

sion he had consigned to the speedy ownership of strangers.

Mr. Jefferson got the start of him. Hearing that Nicholas was

at Tufton, he immediately mounted his horse and rode thither.

Madison and Monroe were sent for to meet him at Monticello.

In the loftiest period of his prosperity, as the head of an ancient,

powerful and talented family,—as the Administration leader in

Congress—as the Governor of Virginia,—his reception could not

have been more distinguished. Governor Nicholas died in the

arms of the children we' have mentioned. In his last hours, he

declared with unspeakable emotion that Mr. Jefferson had never

by a word, by a look, or in any other way, made any allusion to

his loss hy him V
A lady visitor at Monticello, whose familiarity with the

family entitled her, she thought, to use some freedoms, began on

one occasion to indulge in unfavorable comments on Nicholas's

imprudence in suffering his debt to fall on Mr. Jefferson. The

latter immediately and effectually interrupted her by remarking

* It is scarcely necessary to say that the preceding facts were derived from the lips

of the surviving actors in the scenes described.
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gently but gravely, that he " had the highest opinion of

Governor Nicholas, and felt the deepest sympathy for his mis-

fortunes."

On the 20th of February, the zealous and faithful Cabell

joyfully wrote from the Senate Chamber, that the lottery bill

as received from the House of Delegates had been committed at

12 o'clock—that he had asked leave for the committee to sit

during the session of the House—that they reported at one o'clock

—that the bill passed "instanter"—that the vote stood ayes thir-

teen, nays four—that two of the minority " were carried off by

their aversion to lotteries "—that the passage of the bill would

have been communicated by special message, had not the House

of Delegates adjourned on account of the death of a member.

Five commissioners to value the property, were named in the

bill. They were all exactly the proper persons for the situation,

namely, friends of Mr. Jefferson, but men whose character gave

ample assurance that the trust confided to them would be dis-

charged both honestly and intelligently.

Mr. Jefferson had done injustice to the representatives of

Yirginia when he wrote Cabell that he " had been taught to

know his standard." The legislature contained men who repre-

sented many interests which he had prostrated, many feelings

and opinions with which he had placed himself in rude col-

lision. Entail, primogeniture, hierarchy, family consequence

and lastly Federalism had sunk under his assaults. Powerful

local interests, influential institutions, strong class jealousies,

were now temporarily arrayed against him, on account of his

efforts for the University. " Scurvy politicians" could find a

pretence for opposing his wishes in a harmless jest. He was

known to be sinking rapidly into a debility which would

unnerve the irresistible arm and tongue, and prevent him from

waging any more conflicts, or avenging any more injuries.

Yet a majority of the Legislature overcame their strong aver-

sion to a practice which was becoming obsolete, and to a princi-

ple which they justly considered objectionable, to gratify his

last request. The maternal heart of Yirginia never failed to

respond to the appeal of this honored and favored son,

He had better proofs of tliis even, than were furnished by the

Legislative vote. While the bill was before the General Assem-

bly, a public meeting was called at Richmond to approve of ita
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objects. The attendance was numerous and embraced all

parties and sects. Meetings were promptly called in other

counties. As a specimen of their expressions, we quote the fol-

lowing, adopted by the citizens of Nelson County, June 26th

:

" The undersigned citizens of Nelson County, concurring cordially in the views

lately expressed by their fellow-citizens, at the seat of government, and heartily sym-

pathizing in the sentiments of grateful respect, and affectionate regard recently

evinced both there and elsewhere, for their countryman Thomas Jefferson, can-

not disguise the sincere satisfaction which they derive from the prospect of a gene-

ral cooperation to relieve this ancient and distinguished patriot. The important

services for which we are indebted to Mr. Jefferson, from the days of his youth,

when he drew upon himself the resentment of Dunmore, to the present time, when,

at the close of a long life he is laboring to enlighten the nation which he has contri-

buted to make free, place him in the highest rank of national benefactors, and

eminently entitle him to the character of the people's friend. Whether considered

as the servant of the State or of the United States ; whether regarded as an advo-

cate or a statesman; whether as a patriot, a legislator, a philosopher, or a fiiend of

liberty and republican government, he is the unquestioned ornament of his country,

and unites in himself every title to our respect, our veneration and gratitude. His

services are written in the hearts of a grateful people ; they are identified with the

fundamental institutions of his country ; they entitle him to " the fairest page of

faithful history ;" and will be remembered as long as reason and science are res-

pected on earth. Profoundly impressed with these sentiments, the undersigned

citizens of Nelson County consider it compatible with neither the national character,

nor with the gratitude of the Republic, that this aged patriot should be deprived of

his estate, or abridged in his comforts at the close of a long life so ably spent in

the service of his country. Therefore,

" Resolved—That the resolutions relative to Thomas Jefferson, recently adopted by

the citizens of Richmond and Manchester, meet the cordial approbation of the

undersigned citizens of Nelson County, etc."

The lottery scheme did not afford the kind or degree of aid

which the aroused public feeling pronounced befitting : indivi-

duals and newspapers hotly denounced the idea of suffering any

portion of Mr. Jefferson's estate to be taken from him to pay

debts, the amount of which they averred his countrymen owed
to him a hundred-fold. This seemed to be the universal senti-

ment. From all parts of the Union came proffers of assistance.

The Mayor of New York, Philip Hone, sent Mr. Jefferson

$8,500 raised without an effort ; in like manner $5,000 were sent

from Philadelphia, $3,000 from Baltimore, and a thousand or two

from other places. These were but first contj-ibutions, without

system or exertion, and, ostensibly, only the promises of greatej

ones behind.
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Under sucli circumstances the lottery project was of course

suspended. Mr. Jefferson had the inexpressible gratification of

believing that his debts would be paid—that his hearth-stone

would descend to his children—that his family would be left

independent. Happily, he died in that delusion. Those who
knew how determinedly he had refused to accept, under any cir-

cumstances or in any form, a donation from the State, had felt

some interest to know how he would receive the proposal to have

his debts paid by a popular subscription. Tnstead of wounding,

it gratitied his feelings. It struck him in the light of a purely

filial offering. " I have spent three times as much money and

given my whole life to my countrymen," he declared, "and now
they nobly come forward, in the only way they can, to repay

me and save an old servant from being turned like a dog out of

doors." " No cent of this," he exclaimed, " is wrung from the

tax-payer—it is the pure and unsolicited offering of love."

These feelings " closed with a cloudless sun a long and serene

day of life.''

There is no doubt that after the severe relapse which he suf-

fered in the middle of February, 1826, Mr. Jefferson was fully

conscious that his days and hours were numbered. Henceforth

he scarcely spoke of his health, at home, and entered into no par-

ticulars with correspondents. What was more significant, he

attempted to keep from the knowledge of his family the exist-

ence of a chronic diarrhoea which obstinately withstood all reme-

dies, and which was steadily and surely sapping the remains of

his great strength. He succeeded in this concealment until the

assistance which his tottering steps required to get about the house

necessarily revealed the secret. In March, he began to set his

house in order, to die. On the 16th, he made his will, writing

the whole with his own hand, and the next day appended a

codicil of nearly equal length also written with his own hand.'

His necessary directions on this occasion first apprised his

oldest grandson of his expectations of speedy death. From the

other members of his family he yet concealed them.

His family well remember the incidents of the closing scene.

They treasured in their memories every look, every word, every

incident. After his fresh attack in February, they left him alone

as little as possible. He retained his life-long reluctance to

» For the Will, see Appendix, No. 33.
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be helped, and to nave any other person watching over his

safety. As an example of this, he continued to ride a little on

his favorite horse to within three weeks of his death, when he

was so weak that he could not possibly mount him, except by
getting down from one of the terraces into the saddle; yet, even

then, he would not permit a servant to follow him.

Old Eagle, like his master, was well stricken in years, but he

retained the fire and almost the swiftness of the monarch bird

whose name he bore. It was a sight to see him brought out cur-

vetting from the stable for his master's ride. If the latter was

not quite ready, a hook and staple in a Persian willow, marked
Eagle's place in the mean time ; and there he stood with his

ears back on his arched neck, pawing and stamping the ground

with fiery impatience. But wlien led to the terrace to be

mounted, he stood as immovable as a statue ; and when the

reins were disposed in the crippled hands—as inefi'ectual as

an infant's to curb his strength—he moved off with slow and

stately gravity, as if perfectly conscious of the necessity of

discretion in his movements. But Eagle had his one fault. If

suddenly and very severely frightened, he would whirl about to

fly with a suddenness which no firmness of seat was proof

against. He thus once (when an an tiered deer suddenly started

up from behind a pile of brush immediately in his path) threw Mr.

Jefferson, when greatly stronger than now. On a recent occa-

sion, when the latter was riding down into a ford on Moore's

Creek, where the bank was rather steep, the fore feet of the

horse stuck in a new-formed bank of mud, and Mr. Jefferson

was pitched over his head into the stream. His broken left arm

was in a sling, his right wrist without strength, the water high,

and he would have been drowned had he not in falling clung

to the bridle, or grasped it, while Eagle was extricating himself,

and thus been dragged ashore.

These circumstances, and Mr. Jefferson's increasing debility,

made his continued solitary rides sources of great apprehension

to his family ; and Mrs. Eandolph finally besought him to allow

himself to be accompanied by Burwell. His reply was that he

had " helped himself " from childhood—that he had daily mused

and conversed with nature alone—that the presence of a servant

annoyed him—that it was too late to change the habits of along

life—that he would give up his rides if his family desired it, for
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his healtli was past remedy or preservation—but that if he rode,

it must be alone.

Besides arranging his own affairs for his decease, in the early

part of 1826. he continued to watch keenly and even minutely

over the concerns of the University. Some traces of this will

be found in his published letters to Professor Emmet ; but he

was generally consulted and gave his advice orally. His letters

of the year exhibit the unclouded vigor of his faculties. His

family, however, noticed that his memory, which had been failing

for several years, occasionally betrayed him into manifest errors.

The following letter is included in neither edition of his writ-

ings

:

MoNTiCELLO, May 20, '26.

Dear Sir :

The subject of your letter of April 20, is one on which I do not permi.

myself to express an opinion, but when time, place, and occasion may give it some

favorable effect. A good cause is often injured more by ill-timed efforts of its

friends than by the arguments of its enemies. Persuasion, perseverance, and

patience are the best advocates on questions depending on the will of others. The

revolution in public opinion which this cause requires, is not to be expected in a

day, or perhaps in an age ; but time, which outlives all things, will outUve this evil

also. My sentiments have been forty years before the public. Had I repeated

them forty times, they would only have become the more stale and threadbare.

Although I shall not live to see them consummated, they will not die with me ; but

living or dying, they will ever be in my most fervent prayer. This is written for

yourself and not for the public, in compliance with your request of two lines of sen-

timent on the subject. Accept the assurance of my good will and respect.

Th. Jefferson.'
Mb. James Hbaton, Middletown, Butler County, Ohio.

Mr. Jefferson's last reading was principally the Bible,

JEschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides. The majesty of JEschylus,

the ripe art of Sophocles, the exhaustless invention of Euripides,

now came back to him in more than their pristine grandeur

and beauty ; and in the Bible he found flights of sublimity

more magnificent than in these, coupled with a philosophy to

which the Grecian was imperfect, narrow, and base. No senti-

ment did he express oftener than his contempt for all moral

systems compared with that of Christ,

» This reminds us that we have been repeatedly requested, while preparing these
volumes, to furnish a connected view of Mr. .Jefferson's opinions on the subject of
slavery, slavery limitation, emancipation, etc. Originally believing that such a summary
would necessarily fall within the plan of the work, we promised to furnish it in these
pages. As it was not decided ultimately to pursue an analogous course in regard to
other prominent topics of Mr. JefTerson's life and opinions, the promised explanation
will be placed in the Appendix. See Appendix, No. 34.
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"While in this feeble condition, Browere, an artist, came from

New Tork to take a cast in plaster of the head of Mr. Jefferson.

The latter was exceedingly reluctant to have it done—and his

family felt still more opposed to it. But Mr. Jefferson finally

consented, saying that he could not find it in his heart to refuse

a man so trifiing a favor, who had come so far. He was placed

on his back on a sofa, one of his hands grasping a chair which

stood in front. Not dreaming of any danger, his family could

not bear to see him with the plaster over his face, and therefore

were not present ; and his faithful Burwell was the only person

besides the artist in the room. There was some defect in the

arrangements made to permit his breathing, and Mr. Jefferson

came near suffocation. He was too weak to rise or to relieve

himself, and his feeble struggles were unnoticed or unheeded

by his Parrhasius. The sufferer finally bethought himself of

the chair on which his hand rested. He raised it as far as he

was able and struck it on the floor, Burwell became conscious

of his situation, and sprang furiously forward. The artist shat-

tered his cast in an instant. The family now reached the room,

and Browere looked as if he thought their arrival most oppor-

tune, for though Burwell was supporting his master in his arms,

the fierce glare of his African eye boded danger. Browere was
permitted to pick up his fragments of plaster and carry them

off—and whether he ever put them together to represent fea-

tures emaciated with age and debility, and writhing in suffo-

cation, we are not informed.

Mr. Jefferson's deportment to his family was touching. He
evidently made an effort to keep up their spirits. He was as

gentle as a child, but conversed with such vigor and anima-

tion that they often would have cheated themselves with the

belief that months, if not years of life were in store for him, and
that he himself was in no expectation of speedy death—had
they not witnessed the infant-like debility of his powerful

frame, and had they not, occasionally, when they looked sud-

denly at him, caught resting on themselves that riveted and
intensely loving gaze, which showed but too plainly that his

thoughts were on a rapidly approaching parting. And as he

folded each in his arms, as they separated for the night, there

was a fervor in his kiss and gaze that declared as audibly as

words, that he felt the farewell might prove a final one.
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He declined to allow any member of his family to remain

with him during the night, until very near his death. To the

last, he declined the attendance of any of its female members,

nor was he aware that the library door was left ajar to enable

them to steal round silently through the darkness to hover

about his bed. He even required the servants that watched

with him, to have their pallets in his room, so they could sleep

most of the night.

Mr. Jefferson and the other surviving signers of the Decla-

ration of Independence, were invited by the Mayor of Wash-
ington, General Weightman, to attend the celebration of the

Fiftieth anniversary of American Independence in the federal

city. The following was Mr. Jefferson's reply, and it was his

last letter

:

To Mr. Weightman.
MoNTiCELLO, June, 24, 1826

Respected Sir :

The kind invitation I received from you, on the part of the citizens of the

city of Washington, to be present with them at their celebration of the fiftieth

anniversary of American Independence, as one of tke surviving signers of an

instrument pregnant with our own, and the fate of the world, is most flattering to

myself, and heightened by the honorable accompaniment proposed for the comfort

of such a journey. It adds sensibly to the sufferings of sickness, to be deprived by

it of a personal participation in the rejoicings of that day. But acquiescence is a

duty, under circumstances not placed among those we are permitted to control. I

should, indeed, with peculiar delight, have met and exchanged there congratulations

personally with the small band, the remnant of that host of worthies, who joined with

us on that day, in the bold and doubtful election we were to make for our country,

between submission or the sword ; and to have enjoyed with them the consolatory

fact, that our fellow-citizens, after half a century of experience and prosperity, con-

tinue to approve the choice we made. May it be to the world, what I believe

it will be (to some parts sooner, to others later, but finally to all), the signal of

arousing men to burst the chains under which monkish ignorance and superstition

had persuaded them to bind themselves, and to assume the blessings and security

of self-government. That form which we have substituted, restores the free right

to the unbounded exercise of reason and freedom of opinion. All eyes are opened,

or opening, to the rights of man. The general spread of the light of science has

already laid open to every view the palpable truth, that the mass of mankind ha?

not been born with saddles on their backs, nor a favored few booted and spurred,

ready to ride them legitimately, by the grace of God. These are grounds of hope

for others. For ourselves, let the annual return of this day, forever refresh our

recollections of these rights, and an undiminished devotion to them.

I will ask permission here to express the pleasure with which I should have

met my ancient neighbors of the city of Washington and its vicinities, with whom
1 passed so many years of a pleasing social intercourse ; an intercourse which so

much relieved the anxieties of the public cares, and left impressions so deeply

engraved in my affections, as never to be forgotten. With my regret that iU
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health forbids me the gratification of an acceptance, be pleased to receive for your-

self, and those for whom you write, the assurance of my highest respect and

friendly attachments. Th. Jefferson.

John Adams and Thomas Jefferson were summoned to a

greater, and we would fain hope, a still more joyful meeting of

ancient friends and comrades on that day. The national anni-

versary being the first semi-centennial one, seemed in the popular

mind, to mark a distinctive epoch, and it was celebrated every-

where with unusual festivity and splendor. At fifty minutes past

meridian, on that day, Jefferson died. At the moment, thousands

of patriotic orations were being pronounced, in which his name
figured second to none. Thousands of popular assemblies had

Kstened that day to the great Declaration drafted by his hand.

Bells were ringing, and cannons booming in every town and

hamlet of our country. Aged men, clad in their holiday attire,

were gathered in knots, discoursing of the sword and pen of Ame-
rica—of Washington and Jefferson. Nor was lion-hearted

John Adams, Franklin, and others, forgotten. Young men and

maidens were collect^ in happy parties ; some repairing to favo-

rite retreats—some filling boats surmounted by gay streamers,

on our lakes and rivers—some visiting stern old Revolutionary

battle-fields. Even the little children were celebrating the day

by waving miniature flags, firing miniature cannon, and drag-

ging together, with shrill glee, the materials for the evening

bonfire. The spirit of the great leader and lover of his kind

appropriately ascended amidst the jubilant and noisy com-

motion of a nation's happiness. Thus would he have chosen

to die.

Hundreds and hundreds of miles away, John Adams's last

sands were running out. The very sky reechoed the long

exultant shouts as his characteristic toast was read at Quincy

—

" Independence for ever." He lingered behind Jefferson, and

his last words, uttered in the failing articulation of the dying,

were: "Thomas Jefferson still survives.'" All that was

mortal of Jefferson had ceased to live when these words were

spoken. Were they the less true ?

TJie following accounts include all the reliable particulars

of Mr. Jefferson's death. The first is contained in a letter from

his oldest grandson, Colonel T. J. Randolph.

" Life of John Adams, by his grandson, C. F. Adams, p. 636.
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To Henry S. Randall.
Dkar Sir:

* * * » « • ' •

Mr. Jefferson had suffered for several years before his death, from a
diarrhoea, which he concealed from his family, lest it might give them uneasiness.

Not aware of it, I was surprised, in conversation with him, in March, 1826, to hear

him in speaking of an event likely lo occur about midsummer, say doubtingly, that

he might live to that time. About the middle of June, hearing that he had sent for

his physician. Dr. Dunglison, of the University of Virginia, I went immediately to

see him,' and found him out in his public rooms. Before leaving the house, he sent

a servant to me, to come to his room, whereupon he handed me a paper, which he

desired me to examine, remarking, " don't delay, there is no time to be lost." He
gradually declined, but would only have his servants sleeping near him : being

disturbed only at nine, twelve, and four o'clock in the night, he needed little nursing.

Becoming uneasy about him, I entered his room, unobserved, to pass the nigh.t.

Coming round inadvertently to assist him, he chided me, saying that being actively

employed all day, I needed repose. On my replying that it was more agreeable to

me to be with him, he acquiesced, and I did not leave him again. A day or two
after, my brother-in-law (Mr. Trist) was admitted. His servants, ourselves, and the

Doctor became his sole nurses. My mother sat with him during the day, but he

would not permit her to sit up at uight. His family had to decline for him

numerous tenders of service, from kind and affectionate friends and neighbors,

fearing and seeing that it would excite him to conversation injurious to him in his

weak condition. He suffered no pain, but gradually sunk from debility. His mird

was always clear—it never wandered. He conversed freely, and pave directions as

to his private affairs. His manner was that of a person going on a necessary jour-

ney—evincing neither satisfaction nor regret. He remarked upon the tendency of

his mind to recur back to the scenes of the Revolution. Many incidents he would

relate, in his usual cheerful manner, insensibly diverting my mind from his dying

condition. He remarked that the curtains of his bed had been purchased from the

first cargo that arrived after the peace of 1782. Upon my expressing the opinion,

on one occasion, that he was somewhat better, he turned to me, and said, " do not

imagine for a moment that I feel the smallest solicitude about the result ; I am like

an old watch, with a pinion worn out here, and a wheel there, until it can go no

longer." On another occasion, when he was unusually ill, he observed to the Doc-

tor, " A few hours more. Doctor, and it will be all over." Upon being suddenly

aroused from sleep, by a noise in the room, he asked if he had heard the name of

Mr. Hatch mentioned—the minister whose church he attended. On my replying in

the negative, he observed, as he turned over, " I have no objection to see him, as a

kind and good neighbor." The impression made upon my mind at the moment was,

that his religious opinions having been formed upon mature study and reflection,

ne had no doubts upon his mind, and therefore did not desire the attendance of a

clergyman ; I have never since doubted the correctness of the impression then

taken. His parting interview with the different members of his family, was calm

and composed ; impressing admonitions upon them, the cardinal points of which

I Colonel Randolph lived on the estate, but in a separate house, at some distance fronj

Honticello.
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were to pursue virtue, be true and truthful. My youngest brother, in his eighth

year, seeming not to comprehend the scene, he turned to me with a smile and said,

" George does not understand what all this means." He would speculate upon the

person who would, succeed him as Rector of the University of Virginia, and con-

cluded that Mr. Madison would be appointed. With all the deep pathos of exalted

friendship he spoke of his purity, his virtues, his wisdom, his learning, and his great

abilities. The friendship of these great men was of an extraordinary character—they

had been born, lived, and died within twenty-five miles of each other—they visited

frequently through their whole lives. At twenty-three years old, Mr. Jefferson had

been consulted on Mr. Madison's course of study—he then fifteen. Thus commenced

a friendship as remarkable for its duration as it was for the fidelity and warmth of

its feelings. The admiration of each for the wisdom, abilities, and purity of the

other was unlimited. Their habit of reliance upon mutual counsel, equalled the sin

cerity of their affection, and the devotion of their esteem.

In speaking of the calumnies which his enemies had uttered against his public

and private character, with such unmitigated and untiring bitterness, he said, that

he had not considered them as abusing him ; they had never known him. They

had created an imaginary being clothed with odious attributes, to whom they had

given his name ; and it was against that creature of their imaginations they had

levelled their anathemas.

On Monday, the third of July, his slumbers were evidently those of approaching

dissolution ; he slept until evening, when upon awaking he seemed to imagine it

was morning, and remarked, that he had slept all night without being disturbed

—

" This is the fourth of July." He soon sunk again into sleep, and on being aroused at

nine, to take his medicine, he remarked in a clear distinct voice, "No, Doctor, no-

thing more." The omission of the dose of laudanum administered every night dur-

ing his illness, caused his slumbers to be disturbed and dreamy ; he sat up in his

sleep and went through all the forms of writing; spoke of the Committee of Safety,

saying it ought to be warned. As twelve o'clock at night approached, we anxiously

desired that his death should be hallowed by the Anniversary of Independence. At

fifteen minutes before twelve we stood noting the minute hand of the watch, hoping

a few minutes of prolonged life. At four a. m. he called the servants in attendance,

with a strong and clear voice, perfectly conscious of his wants. Ha did not speak

again. About ten he fixed his eyes intently upon me, indicating some want, which

most painfully, I could not understand, until his attached servant, Burwcll, observed

that his head was not so much elevated as he usually desired it, for his habit was to

lie with it very much elevated. Upon restoring it to its usual position, he seemed

satisfied. About eleven, again fixing his eyes upon me, and moving his lips, I ap-

plied a wet sponge to his mouth, which he sucked and appeared to relish—this was

the last evidence he gave of consciousness. He ceased to fereathe, without a strug-

gle, fifty minutes past meridian—July 4th, 1826. I closed his eyes with my own

hands. He was at all times, during his illness, perfectly assured of his approaching

end, his mind ever clear, and at no moment did he evince the least solicitude about

the result; he was as calm and composed as when in health. He died a pure and

good man. It is for others to speak of his greatness. He desired that his inter-

ment should be private, without parade, and our wish was to comply with his re-

quest, and no notice of the hour of interment, or invitations were issued. His body

was borne privately from his dwelling, by his family and servants, but his neighbors

and friends anxious to pay the last tribute of respect and affection to one whom
they had loved and honored, waited for it in crowds at the grave."
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The day was rainy, or the crowds would have been greater,

llie burial service of the Episcopal Church was read over Mr.

Jeflersou's remains by his friend, the Rev. Mr. Hatch, the cler-

gyman of the parish.

In his narrative, Colonel Randolph alludes to three other

persons as having been much of the time with Mr. Jefferson,

near the period of his decease. These were Mr. Jefferson's

daughter Mrs. Randolph, Mr. Trist, and Dr. Dunglison, Mrs.

Randolph left no written account of the scene. On the 2d of

July, Mr. Jefferson handed her a little casket. On opening it

after his death, she found a paper on which he had written the

" It is not the tear at this moment shed,

When the cold turf has just been lain o'er him "

—

On the same was written

:

" Heu ! quanto minus est cum reliquis versari quam tui meminisse."

There is also a touching tribute to his daughter, declaring

that while he " goes to hie fathers," " the last pang of life " is

in parting from her—that " two seraphs " " long shrouded in

death" (meaning doubtless his wife and younger daughter)
" await him "—that he will "bear them her love."

'

Mr. Trist's recollections of the closing scene coincide too

closely with Colonel Randolph's in all material particulars, to

require their transcription. In a few points he goes into more
minute details. He says it was the call of his friend, Mr. Garret,

Burear of the University, and the whispered inquiry of a member
of the family at the door, to know whether he should be admit-

ted to the room, that Mr. Jefferson had mistaken for a similar

1 We have seen all these souvenirs. Copies of them are before us. Mrs. Randolph
shrunk from their exposure, except to the eye of the most intimate friendship. A rumor
that an accident, or rather a well-intentioned indiscretion, had made them public, gave
her much pain. It seemed to her a drawing aside of the veil from domestic scenes, from
which delicacy should exclude the observation of all strangers. Mrs. Eandolph has long
reposed in death. We will not violate her living wishes. Why should we ? Is anything
wanting to prove Mr. Jefferson's paternal tenderness, or his high and fixed belief in

Heaven

!

Perhaps we have already said more of these souvenirs than would have accorded with
Mrs. Randolph's wishes. K so, on us must rest the sole responsibility. In this, as in all

parallel cases, we have acted with no limitation but our own sense of pro-
priety. With confidence, with perhaps too much confidence, have all the possible mate-
rials of full biography been placed in our hands. K there shall be error on either side in

osing them, we have preferred that it be on the side of unreserve.

VOL. m.—35
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inquiry in relation to the Rev. Mr. Hatch. Mr. Trist drew the

same inference from Mr. Jefferson's remark on that occasion, that

Mr. Randolph did.

Mr. Trist thus more fully gives the particulars of what
appears to have been an inquiry instead of a remark ; and he

places the event later in the evening

:

During the night of the 8d, as I sat on the sofa, close to his pillow, my eyes

were constantly turning from his face to the clock in the corner, * the hands of

which, it seemed to me, never would reach the point at which I wished to see them.

It wanted yet an hour or more of that moment, when his head turn-

ing toward me he whispered inquiringly, '' This is the Fourth ?" Alas ! not yet.

But I could not bear to say so, and took no notice of the inquiry. " This is the

Fourth ?" he repeated. Thus pressed, repugnant as it was to me to deceive him, I

nodded assent. " Ah," he murmured, as an expression came over his countenance,

which said, "just as I wished."

When the dying man rose in his couch and imagined himself

dispatching messages to the Revolutionary Committee of Safety,

Mr. Trist remarks that he " used his hands as if writing on a

tablet held in the left," and that his words were :
" Warn the

Committee to be on the alert."

A letter from Mr. Trist to the husband of another of Mr.

Jefferson's grand-daughters, dated, " His bedside, July 4th, 1826,

9.15, A.M.," lies before us. Written from the room of death, it

possesses interest, though it but repeats what has been already

recorded

:

" There is no longer any doubt, unless one chance to a hundred thousand, or a

million, may be ground for doubt. He has been dying since yesterday morning

;

and until twelve o'clock last night, we were in momentary fear that he would not

live, as he desired, to see his own glorious Fourth. It has come at last ; and he is

still ahve, if we can apply the word to one who is all but dead. He has been to the

last, the same calm, clear-minded, amiable philosopher.

From the first, he considered his case desperate : he knew the truth that the

machine was worn out in some of its essential parts, and therefore could not go on.

Yet, for the satisfaction of his family, he determined from the beginning to do every-

thing and anything the Doctor recommended. This determination he adhered to

with his wonted inflexibiUty."

" He has not aroused from his lethargy now for several hours : his pulse is barely

perceptible to the nicest touch ; and his extremities have the clamminess of death.

You will be too late
;
yet I hope you'll be on your way before this reaches B .

* This, an astronomical clock, was purchased at the sale of Mr. JefiFerson's effects, by
his family, for the purpose of presenting it to Dr. Dunglison; and it is now in the posses-

sion of the latter gentleman.
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The presence of E and C is of inexpressible importance to mother. I need

not say more, nor attempt to depict her situation. They (mother and the girls) are

fully aware of his condition, and have been told to consider him as already gone.

Yours affectionately,

P.S—Thus far (three quarters past eleven, a. m.) he has suffered no pain from

beginning to end.

In the parting interview with the female members of his

family, Mr. Jefferson, besides general admonitions (the tenor of

which coresponded with those contained in his letter to Thomas
Jefferson Smith '), addressed them affectionate words of encou-

ragement and practical advice, adapted to their several situa-

tions. In this he did not even pass over a young great-grand-

child (Ellen Bankhead), but exhorted her to persevere diligently

in her studies, "for they would help make life valuable to her,"

He gently but audibly murmured :
" Lord, now lettest thou thy

servant depart in peace."
*

We will now take up Dr. Dunglison's Memoranda, at the

point where we left them. Perhaps we should first, in justice to

this faithful family physician, mention the fact that Mr. Jeffer-

son was importuned by a Philadelphia friend who called on him,

and who was alarmed at his condition, to send for the celebrated

Dr. Physic of that city. His reply was, " I have got a Dr.

Physic of my own—I have entire confidence in Dr. Dunglison."

No other physician was called in.

Dr. Dunglison's Memoranda, resumed.

"In the spring of T826 the health of Mr. Jefferson became more impaired; his

nutrition fell off and at the approach of summer he was troubled with diarrhoea, to

which he had been liable for some years—ever since, as he believed, he had

resorted to the Virginia Springs, especially the White Sulphur, and had freely used

the waters externally for an eruption . . . which did not yield readily to the

ordinary remedies. I had prescribed for this affection early in June, and he had

improved somewhat ; but on the 24th of that month, he wrote me the last note I

received from him, begging me to visit him, as he was not so well. This note was

perhaps the last he penned. On the same day, however, he wrote an excellent let-

ter to General Weightman, in reply to an invitation to celebrate, in Washington,

•he fiftieth anniversary of the Declaration of Independence, which he declined on

the ground of indisposition. This, Professor Tucker says was probably his last let-

ter. It had all the striking characteristics of his vigorous and unfaded intellect.

> See ante, p. 624.
» Some describer of Mr. Jefferson's death (we think Mr. Wirt) erroneously mentioni

Jjat he uttered this prayer of Simeon in Latin.
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" The tone of the note I received from him satisfied me of the propriety of visit-

ing him immediately, and having mentioned the circumstance to Mr. Tucker, he

proposed to accompany me. I immediately saw that the affection was making a

decided impression upon his bodily powers ; \nd, as Mr. Tucker has properly

remarked in his life of this distinguished individual, was apprehensive that the

attack would prove fatal. Nor did Mr Jefferson himself indulge any other opinion.

From this time his strength gradually diminished and he had to remain in bed. The
evacuations became less numerous, but it was manifest that his powers were fail-

ing.

"Until the 2d and 3d of July, he spoke freely of his approaching death; made
all his arrangments with his grandson, Mr. Randolph, in regard to his private affairs

;

and expressed his anxiety for the prosperity of the University and his confidence in

the exertion in its behalf of Mr. Madison and the other Visitors. He repeatedly,

too, mentioned his obligation to me for my attention to him. During the last week
of his existence I remained at Monticello ; and one of the last remarks he made
was to me. In the course of the day and night of the 2d of July, he was affected

with stupor, with intervals of wakefulness and consciousness ; but on the 3d, the

stupor became almost permanent. About seven o'clock of the evening of that day,

he awoke, and seeing rae staying at his bedside exclaimed, ' Ah ! Doctor, are you
still there?' in a voice, however, that was husky and indistinct. He then asked, ' Is

it the Fourth ?' to which I replied, ' It soon will be.' ^ These were the last words I

heard him utter. ******
" Until towards the middle of the day—the 4th,—he remained in the same state,

or nearly so ; wholly unconscious to everything that was passing around him. His

circulation was gradually, however, becoming more languid ; and for some hours

prior to dissolution, the pulse at the wrist was imperceptible. About one o'clock he

ceased to exist.

" The opportunities I had of witnessing the private life of Mr. Jefferson were nu-

merous. It was impossible for any one to be more amiable in his domestic relations
;

it was delightful to observe the devoted and respectful attention that was paid him by

all the family. In the neighborhood too he was greatly revered." Perhaps, however,

according to the all-wise remark, that no one is a prophet in his own country, he had

more personal detractors there partly owing to difference in political sentiments which

are apt to engender so much unworthy acrimony of feeling, but still more, perhaps,

owing to the views which he was supposed to possess on the subject of religion

;

yet it was well known that he did not withhold his aid when a church had to be

established in the neighborhood, and that he subscribed largely to the Episcopal

church erected in Charlottesville. After his death much sectarian intolerance was

exhibited owing to the publication of certain of his letters, in which he animad-

verted on the Presbyterians more especially
;
yet there could not have been a more

unfounded assertion than that of a Philadelphia Episcopal divine,' . . . that

Mr. Jefferson's memory was detested in Charlottesville and the vicinity. It is due.

» Dr. Dunglison, like Mr. Trist, understood this to be a question, and it will be
observed they vary as to who answered it. We should remark that the three accounts
of the eye and ear witnesses we draw from, were written years apart, and without either

having seen the statements of the other.
« For a letter of Dr. Dunglison, more fully describing his impressions of Mr. Jeflfer-

son's character, see AppENmx, No. 35.

' The reader is requested to suspend his judgment on the divine for further develop-
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also, to that illustrious individual to say, that in all my intercourse with him I never

heard an observation that savored, in the slightest degree, of impiety. His religious

belief harmonized more closely with that of the Unitarians than of any other denom-

ination, but it was liberal and untrammelled by sectarian feelings and prejudices. It is

not easy to find more sound advice, more appropriately expressed, than in the let-

ter which he wrote to Thomas Jefferson Smith, dated February 21st, 1825. . .

" On the last day of the fatal illness of his grand-daughter who had married Mr.

Bankhead . . . Mr. Jefferson was present in the adjoining apartment, and when

the announcement was made by me, that but Uttle hope remained, that she was,

indeed, past hope, it is impossible to imagine more poignant distress than was

exhibited by him. He shed tears; and abandoned himself to every evidence of

intense grief.

" It was beautiful, too, to witness the deference that was paid by Mr Jefferson and

Mr. Madison to each other's opinions. When as Secretary, and as Chairman of the

Faculty, I had to consult one of them, it was a common interrogatory, V/hat did

the other say of the matter? If possible, Mr. Madison gave indications of a

greater intensity of this feeling, and seemed to think that everything emanating

from his ancient associate must be correct. In a letter which Mr. Jefferson wrote

to Mr. Madison a few months only before he died (February 17th, 1826) he thus

charmingly expresses himself. [Here follows the conclusion of the letter given at

p. 5S2, commencing at the words, " The friendship which has subsisted between us,"

etc.]

" It is somewhat singular, however, that about the very time this letter must have

been penned, Mr. Jefferson should have declared at table in my presence, that he

had no desire for posthumous reputation, nor could he well understand how any one

could be anxious for it. I was surprised at the time to hear the sentiment expressed.

The prospect of future rewards and punishments is confessedly one of the greatest

incentives to correctness of conduct, and the transmitting of a good name to pos-

terity must enter largely into the consideration of the good as one of those future

rewards, and such could scarcely fail to have been the feeling of Mr. Jefferson when
he asked Mr. Madison to take care of him when dead. Some paradox may have

been involved in the remark which it is not easy to unravel.'

When Jefferson asked Madison to " take care of him when
dead " the context shows that he was speaking of a vindication,

which he supposed the former was preparing, of the aims and

* Mr. Jefferson's declaration on this occasion of his comparative estimate of posthu-
mous reputation is distinctly corroborated in a letter to Madison, quoted in Vol. 2, p. 257,
of this work ; and we do not remember a conflicting assertion or hint in all his writ-
ings.

His thirst for contemporaneous reputation has been thought uncommonly strong, on
account of a class of remarks which are to be found in his correspondence. He attached
a very high value to the approbation, the esteem, and the love of his countrymen, and
especially of his neighbors. This would be a natural, if not an inevitable result of his
estimate of mankind—of the spirit of all of his political theories. But thai he had any
craving desire for contemporaneous glory or renown—any stronger feeling in that direc-
tion than such men as Washington, Franklin, or Samuel Ailams—is not in onr judgment
deducible either from his writings or the tenor of his life. No democratic statesman
ever escapes such imputations if he practises on his own theories—but those readiest to
bring the charge, those who aflfect such a contempt for mankind, arc generally found
in practice, quite as anxious to secure the world's plaudits and honors.
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course of the early Kepublican party—of the " system of admin-

istration" pursued by the Presidents who belonged to that

party. He uniformly expressed the belief that these had been

grossly misrepresented by the prominent historical writers who

had thus far appeared. He had prepared some testimony on the

subject himself;* and he expected Madison would combine all

the proofs into a full vindication. It was his cause which ho

wished " taken care of," and himself only as a part of, or an in-

strument in, that cause. Mr. Madison understood the request as

here explained. How little he supposed Mr. Jefferson stood in

need either of public panegyric or defence will appear from the

following letter

:

Mr. Madison to N. P. Trist.

MoNTPELLiER, July 6, 1826.

Dear Sir:

I have just received yours of the 4th. A few lines from Dr. Dunghson had pre-

pared me for such a communication ; and I never doubted that the last scene of our

illustrious friend would be worthy of the life which it closed. Long as this has

been spared to his country and to those who loved him, a few years more were to

have been desired for the sake of both. But we are more than consoled for the

loss by the gain to him, and by the assurance that he lives and will live in the mem-

ory and gratitude of the wise and good, as a luminary of science, as a votary of

liberty, as a model of patriotism, and as a benefactor of the human kind. In these

characters I have known him, and not less in the virtues and charms of social life,

for a period of fifty years, during which there was not an interruption or diminution of

mutual confidence and cordial friendship, for a single moment, in a single instance.

What I feel, therefore now, need not, I should say, cannot be expressed. If there be

any possible way in which I can usefully give evidence of it, do not fail to afford me

the opportunity.'' I indulge a hope that the unforeseen event will not be permitted

to impair a/iy of the beneficial measures which were in progress, or in prospect. It can-

not be unknown that the anxieties of the deceased were for others, not for himself.

Accept, my dear sir, my best wishes for yourself and for all with whom we sym-

pathize: in which Mrs. Madison most sincerely joins.

James Madison.

Letters of the tenor of the preceding poured in upon Mr.

Jefferson's family from all quarters. We shall present extracts

from but one other, and that only out of justice to the writer.

It was addressed to Mr. Trist, July 12, by Hon. Dabney

J In his Ana.
2 Mr. Madison was understood to mean this for a delicately worded offer to contribute

his aid and influence to further any present or contemplated measure for the relief of

Jefferson's estate.
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Carr, one of the Judges of the Court of Appeals of Virginia.

The original is before us, and it appears to be tear-stained

:

" The loss of Mr. Jefiferson [writes Judge Carr] is one over which the whole world

will mourn. He was one of those ornaments and benefactors of the human race,

whose death forms an epoch, and creates a sensation throughout the whole circle of

civilized man. But that feeling is nothing to what those feel who are connected

with him by blood, and bound to him by gratitude for a thousand favors. To me
he has been more than a father, and I have ever loved and reverenced him with my
whole heart Taken as a whole, history presents nothing so grand, so

beautiful, so peculiarly felicitous in all the great points, as the life and character of

Thomas Jefferson." *

These expressions were not confined to private sources. The
death of Jefferson and Adams under ordinary circumstances,

would have attracted much notice. They were the last of the

Presidents who had been prime actors in the Revolution—the

only ones who had signed the Declaration of Independence.

Jefferson had always been an unbounded favorite with a vast

majority of his countrymen. John Adams was again beginning

to be properly understood. His great earlier services were

remembered, and his death extinguished the smouldering fires

of. partisan prejudice. When it became known that they had
both died on the same day, and that day tho; fiftieth anniversary

of the Declaration of Independence, it fell on the public ear as

something Providential and awful. It seemed as if Heaven
itself had interfered specially to honor the exit of these aged and

illustrious patriots.

The voice of sorrow, but of triumphal sorrow, broke forth

over the land. Newspapers everywhere exhibited the marks of

national mourning. Public edifices were draped with the

badges of death. Every American vessel wore her flag at half

mast. Minute guns were fir^d from our ships of war and
fortresses. There were, perhaps, no cities and few villages of any
considerable size which did not exhibit some public ceremonials

in honor of the dead. A great number of funeral orations were

» The writer, Judge Carr, was the son of Mr. Jefferson's early friend of the same name,
and of Mr. Jefferson's sister Martha. It was this widowed sister and her children that
Mr. Jefferson was accused of defrauding out of their property, by "the Rev. Cotton
Mather Smith of Shena," and others. The Rev. Mr. Smith declared the charge " could
be proven." We have already said that any of the Carrs would have laid down their
lives for their generous uncle. We have thought it proper to let one of the family speak
for himself over the grave of his benefactor
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pronounced before vast audiences by individuals who were

chosen by their fellow-citizens to perform that honorable duty.

The best talents of the nation, irrespective of creed or party, were
devoted to this labor of love.'

• An octavo volume of selections from these orations has been published. The authors
quoted are we believe the following and in the following order: "Tyler, Gushing,
Cambreling, Samuel Smith, Sheldon Smith, Sergeant, Duer, P. Sprague, Shaw, Knapp,
Webster, J. Sprague, Turner, Grundy, Johnson, Thornton, Wilkins, and Wirt." This
list omits Everett, Biddle, and many others.



CHAPTER XIV.

1826—1848.

Mr. Jefferson's Religions Views—His Public Professions of a Belief in the Christian

Religion—Uniform Tone of his State Papers on this Subject—These nowhere Shown to

be Insincere by his Private Writings or History—His Contributions to Religious Objects,

Attendance on Divine Worship, etc His Language and Deportment in respect to

Religion—Letter to his Daughter on the Subject in 1803—His Avowal that he Leans on

the Views of Priestley—To Dr. Rush on same Subject in 1803—His Syllabus of an Esti-

mate of the Merit of the Doctrines of Jesus, Compared with those of Others—His dis-

sent from some of the LeadingViews of Priestley—His objection to a " Specified Creed "

—His Degree of General Concurrence with Unitarians—He published no Attacks on the

Faith or Character of any Sect^Three Classes of his Religious Letters published after

his Death—Considerations to be kept in View in estimating their Contents—HJs Utter

Avoidance of Proselytism even in his Family—Closing up of his Pecuniary Affairs

—

The Subscription drops and the Lottery fails—Sale of his Property—The Result

—

Another Exhibition of Public Feeling—Action of South Carolina and Louisiana Legis-

latures—Descendants left by Mr. Jefferson at the time of his Death—His Monument
and Epitaph—Death of Governor Randolph—Death of Mrs. Randolph—Publication of

Randolph's Edition of Jefferson's Works—Sale of Mr. Jefferson's Manuscripts, and
Publication of Congress Edition of his Works—Responsibility.

Mr. Jefferson was a public professor of his belief in the

Christian religion. In all his most important early State papers,

such as his Summary Yiew of the Rights of British America,

his portion of the Declaration made by Congress on the Causes of

taking up Arms, the Declaration of Independence, the draft of

a Constitution for Virginia, etc., there are more or less pointed

recognitions of God and Providence. In his two Inaugural

Addresses as President of the United States, and in many of his

annual messages he makes the same recognitions—clothes them
on several occasions in the most explicit language—substantially

avows the God of his faith to be the God of revelation—-declares

his belief in the efficacy of prayer, and the duty of ascriptions

of praise to the Author of all mercies—and speaks of the Chris
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tian religion as professed in his country as a benign religion, evinc-

ing the favor of Heaven.'

Had his wishes been consulted, the symbol borne on our

national seal would have contained our public profession of

Christianity as a nation."

There is nothing in his writings or in the histoiy of his life

to show that his public declarations were insincere, or thrown

out for mere effect.' On the contrary, his most confidential

writings sustain his public professions, and advance beyond

them into the avov/al of a belief in a future state of rewards and

punishments.*

1 The following passages are from his first Inangural Address: . . . " enlightened by a
benign religion, professed, indeed, and practised in various form, yet all of them
including honesty, truth, temperance, gratitude, and the love of man ; acknowledging
and adoring an overruling Providence, which by all its dispensations proves that it

delights in the happiness of man here and his greater happiness hereafter : with all these

blessings, what more is necessary to make us a happy and prosperous people ?

. . . And may that Infinite Power which rules the destinies of the universe lead our
counsels to what is best, and give them a favorable issue for your peace and prosperity."

From his first Annual Message, December 8th, 1801

:

" While we devoutly return thanks to the beneficent Being who has been pleased to

breathe into them the spirit of conciliation and forgiveness, we are bound with peculiar

gratitude to be thankful to him that our own peace has been preserved through so peril-

ous a season, and ourselves permitted quietly to cultivate the earth, and to practise and
improve those arts which tend to increase our comforts."

From his second Annual Message, December 15th, 1802

:

" When we assemble together, fellow citizens, to consider the state of our beloved
country, our just attentions are first drawn to those pleasing circumstances which mark
the goodness of that Being from whose favor they flow, and the large measure of thank-
fulness we owe for his bounty. Another year has come around, and finds us still blessed
with peace and friendship abroad ; law, order, and religion, at home."

From his third Annual Message, October 17th, 1803 :

" While we regret the miseries in which we see others involved, let ns bow with
gratitude to that kind Providence which, inspiring with wisdom and moderation our
late legislative counsels while placed under the urgency of the greatest wrongs, guarded
us from hastily entering into the sanguinary contest, and left us only to look on and to

pity its ravages."
In his fourth Annual Message, (November 8th, 1804) transmitted to Congress near the

time of the Presidential election—and while the Federalists were denouncing Mr. Jef-

ferson as an atheist, a foe to the Christian religion, etc., we think no reference occurs to

God or Christianity.

In his second inaugural address, March 4th, 1805, he said

:

" I shall need, too, the favor of that Being in whose hands we are, who led our fore-

fathers, as Israel of old, from their native land, and planted them in a country flowing
with all the necessaries and comforts of life ; who has covered our infancy with his pro-
vidence, and our riper years with his wisdom and power ; and to whose goodness I

ask you to join with me in supplications, that he will so enlighten the minds of your
servants, guide their councils, and prosper their measures, that whatsoever they do,
shall result in your good, and shall secure you the peace, friendship and approbation of
all nations."

It cannot be necessary to follow these quotations farther.
« See vol. 1, p. 192.
' We find him once, like John Adams and Hamilton, advocating a fast day for popu-

lar effect—he in the Eevolution, they in later partisan conflicts. This is all ;—nor does
it in any way conflict with the declaration in the text.

* This is implied in his letter to Dr. Benjamin Waterhouse, June 26th, 1822. And if

the inference needed any support it will be found in the fact that while he repeatedly
dissents from doctrines imputed to Christ, he nowhere in his writings dissents from this

one, which he enumerates as a cardinal doctrine of the Saviour and as "tending to the

happiness of man." The letter to Waterhouse will be found in Randolph's edition of his

Works, vol. iv. p. 349 ; in the Congress edition, vol, vii. n. 262.
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He contributed freely to the erection of Christian churches,

gave money to Bible societies and other religious objects,

and was a liberal and regular contributor to the support

of the clergy. Letters of his are extant which show him

urging, with respectful delicacy, the acceptance of extra and un-

solicited contributions, on the pastor of his parish, on occasions

of extra expense to the latter, such as the building of a house,

the meeting of an ecclesiastical convention at Charlottesville, etc.

In these letters he assumes that he is only performing a duty,

and pleasantly compares it to the discharge of a special service,

by a feudal inferior to his liege lord, on those extraordinary

occasions when it was required by the feudal law.

He attended church with as much regularity as most of the

members of the congregation—sometimes going alone on horse-

back, when his family remained at home. He generally

attended . the Episcopal Church, and when he did so, always

carried his prayer-book,* and joined in the responses and

prayers of the congregation. He was baptized into the Episco-

pal Church in his infancy ; he was married by one of its clergy-

men ; his wife lived and died a member of it ; his children were

baptized into it, and when married were married according to its

rites ; its burial services were read over those of them who pre-

ceded him to the grare, over his wife, and finally over himself.

No person ever heard him utter a word of profanity, and
those who met him most familiarly through periods of acquaint-

ance extending from two or three to twenty or thirty years,

declare that they never heard a word of impiety, or any scoff at

religion, from his lips. Among his numerous familiar acquaint-

ances, we have not found one whose testimony is different—or

who entertained any doubts of the strict justice, sincerity, truth-

fulness, and exemplariness of his personal character.

A letter from Mr. Jefferson to his oldest daughter, has been
given in these pages,''' in which occurred the following passage

:

" A promise made to a friend some years ago. but executed only lately, has

placed my religious creed on paper. I have thought it just that my family by pos-

sessing this, should be able to estimate the libels pubhshed against me on this, as on

iThe well worn copy he carried in his pocket when he rode to church is in the
possession of hia youngest grandson—the loth Psalm copied on a blanTc leaf in his own
hand, in a different version from the one we have seen him usually quoting.

•i See ante, p. 45.
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every other possible subject. I have written to Philadelphia for Dr. Priestley's

History of the Corruptions of Christianity, which I will send you, and recommend to

an attentive perusal, because it establishes the ground-work of my view of this

subject."

The "religious creed on paper" here mentioned was the

"Syllabus" etc., appended to the following letter to Doctor

Rush

:

To Doctor Benjamin Rush.

Washington, Aprtt al, 1808.

Dear Sir :

In some of the delightful conversations with you, in the evenings of 1798-99,

and which served as an anodyne to the afflictions of the crisis through which our

country was then laboring, the Christian religion was sometimes our topic ; and I

then promised you, that one day or other, I would give you my views of it. They

are the result of a life of inquiry and reflection, and very different from that anti-

Christian system imputed to me by those who know nothing of my opinions. To

the corruptions of Christianity I am indeed opposed ; but not to the genuine pre-

cepts of Jesua himself. I am a Christian, in the only sense in which he wished any

one to be ; sincerely attached to his doctrines, in preference to all others ; ascribing

to himself every human excellence ; and believing he never claimed any other. At

the short intervals since these conversations, when I could justifiably abstract my
mind from pubhc afiairs, the subject has been under my contemplation. But the

more I considered it, the more it expanded beyond the measure of eitherjny time

or information. In the moment of my late departure from Monticello, I received from

Doctor Priestley, his little treati.se of " Socrates and Jesus compared."' This being

a section of the general view I had taken of the field, it became a subject of reflec-

tion while on the road, and unoccupied otherwise. The result was, to arrange in

my mind a syllabus, or outline of such an estimate of the comparative merits of

Christianity, as I wished to see executed by some one of more leisure and informa-

tion for the task, than myself. This I now send you, as the only discharge of

my promise I can probably ever execute. And in confiding it to you, I know it

will not be exposed to the malignant perversions of those who make every word

from me a text for new misrepresentations and calumnies. I am moreover averse

to the communication of my religious tenets to the public ; because it would coun-

tenance the presumption of those who have endeavored to draw them before that

tribunal, and to seduce public opinion to erect itself into that inquisition over the

rights of conscience, which the laws have so justly proscribed. It behooves every

man who values liberty of conscience for himself, to resist invasions of it in the

case of others ; or their case may, by change of circumstances, become his own. It

behooves him, too, in his own case, to give no example of concession, betraying the

common right of independent opinion, by answering questions of faith, which the

laws have left between God and himself Accept my affectionate salutations.

Syllabus of an Estimate of the Merit of the Doctrines of Jesus, compared with

those of others.

In a comparative view of the Ethics of the enlightened nations of antiquity, of

the Jews and of Jesus, no notice should be taken of the corruptions of reason
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among the ancients, to wit, the idolatry and superstition of the vulgar, nor of the

corruptions of Christianity by the learned among its professors.

Let a just view be taken of the moral principles inculcated by the most esteemed

of the sects of ancient philosophy, or of their individuals
;
particularly Pythagoras,

Socrates, Epicurus, Cicero, Epictetus, Seneca, Antoninus.

1. Philosophers. 1. Their precepts related chiefly to ourselves, and the govern-

ment of those passions which, unrestrained, would disturb our tranquillity of mind.'

In this branch of philosophy they were really great.

2. In developing our duties to others, they were short and defective. They
embraced, indeed, the circles of kindred and friends, and inculcated patriotism, or

the love of our country in the aggregate, as a primary obligation : towards our

neighbors and countrymen they taught justice, but scarcely viewed them as within

the circle of benevolence. Still less have they inculcated peace, charity, and love

to our fellow-men, or embraced with benevolence the whole family of mankind.

II. Jews. 1. Their system was Deism ; that is, the belief in one only God. But

their ideas of him and of his attributes were degrading and injurious.

2. Their Ethics were not only imperfect, but often irreconcilable with the sound

dictates of reason and morality, as they respect intercourse with those around us

;

and repulsive and anti-social, as respecting other nations. They needed reforma-

tion, therefore, in an eminent degree.

III. Jesus. In this state of things among the Jews, Jesus appeared. His

parentage was obscure ; his condition poor ; his education null ; his natural endow-

ments great ; his life correct and innocent : he was meek, benevolent, patient, firm,

disinterested, and of the sublimest eloquence.

The disadvantages under which his doctrines appear are remarkable.

1. Like Socrates and Epictetus, he wrote nothing himself.

2. But he had not, like them, a Xenophon or an Arrian to write for him. I

name not Plato, who only used the name of Socrates to cover the whimsies of his

own brain. On the contrary, all the learned of his country, entrenched in its

power and riches, were opposed to him, lest his labors should undermine their ad-

vantages ; and the committing to writing of his life and doctrines fell on unlettered

and ignorant men ; who wrote, too, from memory, and not till long after the trans-

actions had passed.

3. According to the ordinary fate of those who attempt to enlighten and reform

mankind, he fell an early victim to the jealousy and combination of the altar and

the throne, at about thirty-three years of age, his reason having not yet attained

the maximum of its energy, nor the course of his preaching, which was but of three

years at most, presented occasions for developing a complete system of morals.

4. Hence the doctrines which he really delivered were defective as a whole, and
fragments only of what he did deliver have come to us mutilated, misstated, and

often unintelligible.

5. They have been still more disfigured by the corruptions of sohismatizing fol

> To explain, I will exhibit the heads of Seneca's and Cicero's philosophical works,
the most extensive of any we have received from the ancients. Of ten heads in Seneca,
seven relate to ourselves, viz. de ird consolatio, de tranquillitaie, de constantiA sapientis, de
otio sapientis, de vitd beatd, de brevitate vitcB ; two relate to others, de dementia, de
beneficiis ; and one relates to the government of the world, de providentiH. Of eleven
tracts of Cicero, five respect ourselves, viz. definibus, Tuscidana, academica, paradoxa,
de senectute; one, de officiis, relates partly to ourselves, partly to others ; one, de amicitid,
relates to others : and four are on different subjects, to wit, de natura deorum, de divina-
tione, defato, and somnium Scipianis.
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lowers, who have found an interest in sophisticating and perverting the simple

doctrines he taught, by engrafting on them the mysticisms of a Grecian sophist,

frittering them into subtleties, and obscuring them with jargon, until they have

caused good men to reject the whole in disgust, and to view Jesus himself as an

impostor.

Notwithstanding these disadvantages, a system of morals is presented to us,

which, if filled up in the style and spirit of the rich fragments he left us, would be

the most per*ect and sublime that has ever been taught by man.

The questtt' of his being a member of the Godhead, or in direct communication

with it, claimed for him by some of his followers, and denied by others, is foreign

to the present view, which is merely an estimate of the intrinsic merits of his

doctrines.

1. He corrected the Deism of the Jews, confirming them in their belief of one

only God, and giving them juster notions of his attributes and government.

2. His moral doctrines, relating to kindred and friends, were more pure and

perfect than those of the most correct of the philosophers, and greatly more so than

those of the Jews ; and they went far beyond both in inculcating universal philan-

thropy not only to kindred and friends, to neighbors and countrymen, but to all

mankind, gathering all into one family, under the bonds of love, charity, peace,

common wants and common aids. A development of this head will evince the

peculiar superiority of the system of Jesus over all others.

3. The precepts of philosophy, and of the Hebrew code, laid hold of actions only.

He pushed his scrutinies into the heart of man ; erected his tribunal in the region

of his thoughts, and purified the waters at the fountain head.

4. He taught, emphatically, the doctrines of a future state, which was either

doubted, or disbelieved by the Jews; and wielded it with efficacy, as an important

incentive, supplementary to the other motives to moral conduct.

Jefferson did not assent to all of Priestley's leading views.

He wrote to John Adams, Augnst 22d, 1813

:

" You are right in supposing, in one of yours, that I had not read much of

Priestley's Predestination, his no-soul system, or his controversy with Horsley.

But I have read his Corruptions of Christianity, and Early Opinions of Jesus, over

and over again ; and I rest on them, and on Middleton's writings, especially his

letters from Rome, and to Waterland, as the basis of my own faith. These writings

have never been answered, nor can be answered, by quoting historical proofs, as

they have done. For these facts, therefore, I cling to their learning, so much

superior to my own."

And to the same, January 24th, 1814:

• I think with you that Priestley, in his comparison of the doctrines of philosophy

Aud revelation, did not do justice to the undertaking. But he felt himself pressed

by the hand of death."

He wrote the Eev. Mr. Whittemore, June 5th, 1822, that he

had " never permitted himself to meditate a specilied creed "

—

that those " formulas had been the bane and ruin of the Christian



other Unitarians, he signified a sufficient general concurrence in

wiiat he understood to be their system of faith, to feel no antagon-

ism to it; and, on the contrary, a wish toseeitspreadover the land.'

Mr. Jefferson never published, nor wrote with a view to

publication, any attack on the religious faith, or on the character

of any sect.

In his correspondence, published after his death, there are

le^'ters on religious topics which may be classed under three

general heads. The first were in answer to inquiries concerning

his religious opinions, or to arguments or publications against

his supposed opinions, sent to him by religious people. His

replies were always, in substance, that he sought to know no

other person's creed—that he preferred to confine his own to his

own bosom—that he supposed there were different roads to the

same good end—that he accounted that religion good which

•produced good fruits, etc.

The second class of his answers were to Unitarians. To
these, as already said, while rejecting any " specified

creed," he sometimes expressed a general concurrence in their

views. But when his permission was asked to publish any of

these replies, he uniformly refused it.

The third class were directed to a very limited number of

peculiarly intimate friends—men of mature years and ripened

opinions—men invariably, whose views were as wide from the

prevailing standards as his own—men fond of this kind of dis-

quisition, and who it is believed in every instance had invited

it with him. These individuals were Dr. Rush, John Adams,
and William Short ; and perhaps Dr. Cooper and one or two
other persons are, to some extent, to be included in the number.
To these individuals he wrote with the freedom of thought and
strength of language habitual to him in confidential episto-

lary communication. Thus as an anti-Calvinist he spoke of

Calvin and his doctrines—as a Unitarian, of the doctrine of the

Trinity, as a Humanitarian, of the mission of Christ, etc. etc., in

terms which now strike painfullj'^ on the ears of those whose
views are opposed to his own. His speculations on various sub-

jects take a bold range in thought and language. His denun-
ciations of particular sects, and of the clergy, are severe, and in

fiee letters to Waterhouse, June 26th, and July 19th, 1822.
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various instances unquestionably unmerited. Much of all of

this, had it been published bj him, would have been inexcusa-

bly aggressive on the beliefs and feelings of others.

Mr. Jefferson was neither a proselyter nor a system-founder in

theology, and consequently having given a pretty full outline of

his beliefs (far fuller than would have been given but for special

circumstances already named), we regard it as no part of our duty

to attempt to follow him through the whole range of his parti-

cular opinions and speculations ; and still less do we propose to

cull out and array for connected perusal every word that would

be offensive to persons of a different belief. •

Every one, of course, is entitled to form his own opinions as to

the truth or error of Mr. Jefferson's views, but in taking his

language as a criterion of his feelings and even of his ideas, jus-

tice demands that a few considerations be kept distinctly in view.

First, his habitual freedom and strength of expression. Second,

that his language was confidential. Third, that the controversial

language of any period can only be fairly judged by the customs

and the spirit of that period.' Fourth, that his remarks were not

addressed to opponents whose feelings they would injure, to the

young or the unsettled whose sentiments they could influence,

or to any person whatever with a view of propagandism. Fifth,

that he had received peculiar provocations to anger, prejudice,

and acerbity of tone, by attacks on his public and private

character from the clergy of particular denominations.'

Mr. Jefferson declared' that " he never attempted to make a

convert, nor wished to change another's creed." His oldest grand-

son writes us

:

» No man, for example, would now think of culling out all the harsh and dis-

respectful expressions used towards opposing sects, or opinions, by Calvin, Luther, and
Knox, judging these by the standards of the present day, and then presenting them as
fair expositions of the characters, feelings, and beliefs of the men. No one need to be
told that it is but yesterday, as it were, since sects which now freely concede each other's
orthodoxy, and which work harmoniously together in the Christian field, imprisoned,
exiled, and put to death each other's members, and shook kingdoms with their religious

wars. In this they represented the civilization of their day and generation. In religion

as in politics, the opening of the present century had not witnessed any general advent
of toleration in feeling, or respectfulness of language in controversy. Priestley, though
his character was defended by such men as Dr. Parr, Kobert Hall, and Lord Brougham,
was persecuted, mobbed, and driven out of England. A wide-spread and bitter contest
between the Congregationalists and Unitarians was going on in our country among the
descendants of the crew of the Mayflower, and in sight of " Pilgrim Eock." The
denunciations, the insinuations, the ridicule, etc., freely thrown out, are in the recol
lections of all aged men who lived within the theatre of the dispute. Nay, it would be
diflBcult to find an aged man who had not heard nearly as severe language employed
by disputants whose theological diflferences were infinitely smaller than those which
exist between the Trinitarian and the Unitarian.

» See vol. i. p. 491, et sea. ; and vol. ii. p. 567, 568 ; and Appendix No. 18.
' See letter to Mrs. M. Harrison Smith, August 5th, 1816.
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*' Of his peculiar religious opinions his fiimily know no more than the world. If

asked by one of them his opinion on any religious subject, his uniform reply was

that it was a subject each was bound to study assiduously for himself, unbiased by

the opinions of others ; it was a matter solely of conscience ; after thorough investi-

gation they were responsible for the righteousness, but not the rightfulness of their

opinions; that the expression of his opinion might influence theirs, and he would

lot give it."
*

All of Mr. Jefferson's grandchildren concur in this statement.

One of them informs us that on asking him his reasons for with-

holding his religious views, he answered :
" If I inform you of

mine, they will influence yours—I will not take the responsi-

bility of directing any one's judgment on this subject."

The paper which he gave his oldest daughter in 1803 to

enable his family " to estimate the libels published against him,"

on the subject of religion, was intended for the eye of those who
were, at the time, small children. It was seen by none of his

grandchildren during his life ; and he survived for twenty-three

years. During that period not a view contained in it was

pressed upon one of them—indeed they remained in ignorance

that most of the views it contained were his.' They were aware

that towards the close of his life he occasionally cut short all

further inquiries or remarks tending towards discussion on the

subject of religion from some of his old friends, by saying that

he was a Unitarian—and that was about all they knew of any

peculiar doctrine entertained by him. They heard him habi-

tually speak reverently of God, the Saviour, and the great truths

of Christianity.

It remains to us to state the closing up of Mr. Jefferson's

pecuniary affairs. Tlie plan of paying his debts by a subscrip-

tion very naturally dropped at his death. The amount of money
which had been already contributed in this way was greatly

overestimated by the public. And it is probable that most per-

sons thought his heirs could still successfully resort to the lot-

tery if it should become necessary. Mr. Jefferson's executor

attempted to dispose of the lottery scheme, but the feelings which

i-The entire letter containing this, and many other passages previously quoted, will

be found in Appendix, No. 36.
* After Dr. Rush's death, Mr. JeflFerson wrote to Dr. Rush's family requesting the

return of the Syllabus, etc., a request which was at once complied with. 'He never showed
it to more than two or three other persons, two of whom were John Adams and William
Bhort.

VOL. HI. 36
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at first would have made it salable had now died away. The

thing had become a mere matter of business ; and as a matter of

business, an investment was more desirable in a lottery

where the prizes were payable in money. Friends were will-

ing to purchase tickets; but it was found that without taxing

them too severely, a sufficient number would not be disposed of.

The executor took the only course that was left to him. The

greater portion of the personal property was sold in January

1827, at a very great sacrifice; and the remainder in 1828.

Owing to the depression of real estate in the market, the lands

were not sold until 1829—and the sacrifice on these was still

more severe. For example, a farm sold for six dollars an acre

that in 1856 was readily marketable at forty dollars an acre.

Another sold for ten dollars an acre which was bought back by

the husband of one of Mr. Jefferson's descendants, in 1855, at

forty dollars an acre. Bedford lands sold at from three to nine

dollars an acre, which were subsequently worth from twenty to

thirty ; and the falling oft' was nearly as great compared with

previous prices at various periods.

The proceeds of the sales did not fully meet the debts—but

the executor paid all the remaining ones, besides making

the manumissions* and carrying out the minor bequests of the

will.

"When some general knowledge of these facts became public

—when it became known that Monticello had gone, or must go

out of the hands of Mr. Jefferson's family, and that his only

child was left without any independent provision, another exhi-

bition of public feeling took place. The Legislatures of South

Carolina and Louisiana promptly voted her $10,000 each—and

the stocks they created for the purpose, sold for $21,800. Other

plans were started in other States, which, had they been car-

ried out, would have embraced a liberal provision for Mr. Jefier-

son's descendants. But, as is usual on such occasions, the people

in each locality obtained exaggerated impressions of what was

doing in others, and slackened their own exertions until the feel-

ing that prompted them died away. That feeling was not any-

.^.

' It will be seen by reference to the will, that Burwell (so often named in these
pages), was among those manumitted. His half-brother Worraley, was not formally

manumitted, for reasons which it is needless here to state : but his manumission, in case

he should desire it, was orally recommended to Mrs. Eandolph. At her request, he
received his freedom.
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where kept alive for a moment by solicitations from those who
were interested in the result.

Mr, Jefi'erson left, at his decease, the following descendants

:

his daughter Martha, wife of Thomas Mann Randolph, and her

ten children :—1. Thomas Jefferson Randolph, intermarried

with Jane Nicholas, daughter of Wilson Carj Nicholas, and
their six children : 2. Ellen Wayles Randolph, wife of Joseph
Coolidge of Boston, and one child : 3. Yirginia Jefferson Ran-
dolph, wife of Nicholas P. Trist, and one child : 4. Cornelia

Jefferson Randolph : 5. Mary Jefferson Randolph : 6. James
Madison Randolph : 7. Benjamin Franklin Randolph : 8. Meri-

wether Lewis Randolph: '9. Septimia Anne Gary Randolph:
10. George Wythe Randolph.

The only surviving issue of Mr. Jefferson's second daughter,

Maria, and her husband, John Wayles Eppes, was Francis Eppes.

Francis Eppes was intermarried with Mary Elizabeth Gleland Ran-
dolph, daughter ofThomas Eston Randolph, and had two children.

By a deceased granddaughter, Anne Gary Randolph, daugh-

ter of Tliomas Mann and Martha (Jefferson) Randolph, and inter-

married with Gharles Lewis Bankhead, Mr. Jefferson had four

other great-grandchildren.

Of the grandchildren surviving at his death, but two are now
(185T) deceased, namely, James Madison Randolph, and Meri-

wether Lewis Randolph. The number of his great-grandchil-

dren has largely increased.

It has been mentioned that after Mr. Jefferson's death, in a

private drawer were found various souvenirs of his wife and

deceased children. In the same receptacle were some epitaphs,

and a rough pen-and-ink sketch of a monument for himself. It

was to be an obelisk of granite, eight feet high, and to bear the

following inscription

:

HERE WAS BURIED

THOMAS JEFFERSON,

AUTHOR

OP THE DECLARATION OF

AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE,
OP

THE STATUTE OF VIRGINIA,

FOR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM, AND
FATHER OF THE UNIVERSITY

OF VIRGINIA.
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The inscription for the base was

:

BORN APRIL 2d,

1743, 0. S.

DIED * * • •

His wishes were carried out/ the blank in the last line being

lilled with " July 4th, 1826."

Governor Thomas Mann Randolph died on the 20th day of

June, 1828. At some period before, he was riding on horse-

back near nightfall, on a wet cold day, when he overtook an

aged man thinly clad, and apparently suffering. They were

remote from any dwelling. Randolph unsolicited unbuckled

his cloak, threw it on the old man, and rode on. He had a

number of miles to go, and the exposure proved fatal to him.

The gloom and misanthropy which had clouded his later years

broke away at his dying couch. He expired at peace with all

the world, and invoking blessings on every member of his

family.

Mrs. Randolph died on the 10th of October, 1836. Her
health had not been quite as good as usual during the autumn,

but its condition excited no uneasiness, and she was preparing

to make a long journey to visit one of her daughters. She was

subject to severe attacks of sick-headache, and was suffering

from one of these without appearing unusually ill until a few

moments before her death. In the efforts produced by the nausea,

a small blood-vessel was ruptured in her head, and she expired

almost instantly in the arms of her children.

Three years after Mr. Jefferson's death (in 1829), appeared the

first edition of his writings, published by his grandson who was

the legatee of the papers.''

In 1848, Congress appropriated twenty thousand dollars for

the purchase of Mr. Jefferson's manuscripts of a public charac-

ter, and six thousand for printing and publishing them " under

' His monument is in the centre of a close group of graves, which are covered with
horizontal tablets of white marble, on a level with the ground. His wife lies on one side
of him, his youngest daughter on the other, Mrs. Eandolph at right angles at the head of
these, and Governor Randolph at their feet. The grave of Dabney Carr (the elder) is a
yard or two off.

* These reopened wounds, and furnished new grounds of attack. Nowhere was this

warfare more rancorously prosecuted than by a few persons in Charlottesville. For a
circumstance which this led to, and for a decisive expression of the feelings of the people
of Albemarle on the subject, see Appendix No. 37.
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the authority of the joint committee on the Library, the whole
or any part thereof to be printed as the said committee might
direct." The Library committee employed Professor Henry A.
"Washington of Virginia to edit the papers. This, which we
have generally mentioned as the Congress Edition of Mr. Jeffer-

son's Works, was published in nine volumes octavo in 1853 and
1854.

The most cursory reader of this biography cannot fail to see

how much we must have been indebted for personal information

and details to Mr. Jefferson's family in a great many instances

where no express acknowledgments have been made. Accord-
ingly, without suggestion from them or from any other quarter,

we feel desirous to say that in no instance have that family

evinced an inclination to re-open or wage any controversies

through these pages. Where personal circumstances have
required their explanations, their information has stopped at the

boundaries of necessary defence. While we make no apology

for the truth in whatever form we have presented it, we are not

willing that others incur any portion of what is our own proper

and sole responsibility.*

» For an important correction in regard to Patrick Henry, see Appendix No. 38,

Should other errors of fact or omissions be discovered before the completion of the work,
they will be included in same Appendix.
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APPENDIX NO. I.—Vol. I. p. 123.

Six Lettersfrom Mr. Jefferson to his Brother-in-Laio, Francis Eppes, in 1775.

Philadelphia, June l&th, 1775.

Dear Sir : You will before this have heard that the war is now heartily entered

into, without a prospect of accommodation but through the effectual interposition

of arms. General Gage has received considerable reinforcements, though not to the

whole amount of what was expected. There has lately been an action at the outlet

of the town of Boston. The particulars we have not yet been able to get with cer-

tainty ; the event, however, was considerably in our favor as to the numbers liilled.

Our account says we had between 40 and 70 killed, and 140 wounded. The enemy

has certainly 500 wounded and the same account supposes that number killed ; but

judging from the proportion of wounded and slain on our part, they should not have

perhaps above two hundred killed. This happened on Saturday, and on Monday,

when the express came away, the provincials had begun to make another attack.

Washington set out from here on Friday last as generalissimo of all the provincial

troops in North America. Ward and Lee are appointed major-generals and Gates

adjutant. We are exceedingly anxious till we hear of their arrival at Boston, as it

is evident to every one that the provincial encampment is the most injudicious that

can possibly be conceived. For the sole purpose of Covering two small tow us near

Boston they have encamped so near the line of the ministerial army that the sentries

may converse. Gage, too, being well fortified, is in little danger of an attack from

them; while their situation is such that he may attack them when he pleases, and if

he is unsuccessful, they cannot pursue him a foot scarcely, on account of the ships

and floating batteries bearing on the Neck of Boston. If no evil arises from this

till General Washington arrives, we may expect to hear of his withdrawing the pro-

vincial troops to a greater distance. The Congress have directed 20,000 men to be

raised, and hope by a vigorous campaign to dispose our enemies to trenty. Governor

Carleton has been spiriting up the Canadian Indians to fall on our back settlements

;

but this we hope will be prevented. Governor Skeene, appointed to take charge of

the fortresses on the lakes, was intercepted here, and as we had already taken pos-

session of those fortifications and provided a governor, there was no occasion for

667
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him to proceed. He is now, therefore, our prisoner. My best affections attend

Mrs. Eppes and family. I am, dear sir,

Your friend and servant,

Th. Jefferson.
Francis Eppes, Esq.,

At the Forest, Charles City.

Philadelphia, July ith, 1775.

Dear Sir : Since my last, nothing new has happened. Our accounts of the

battle of Charleston have become clear, and greatly to our satisfaction. Contrary

to what usually happens, the first accounts were below truth ; it is now certain that

the regulars have had between 1200 and 1400 killed and wounded in that engagement,

and that of these 500 are killed. Major Pitcaini is among the slain, at which every-

body rejoices, as he was the commanding officer at Lexington, was the first who
fired his own piece there and gave the command to fire. On our part were killed

between 60 and 70, and about 150 wounded. Among those killed was a Dr. Warren,

a man who seems to have been immensely valued in the North. The New England-

ers are fitting out fight vessels of war, by which it is hoped we shall not only clear

the seas and bays here of everything below the size of a ship of war, but that they

will visit the coasts of Europe and distress the British trade in every part of the

world. The adventurous genius and intrepidity of those people is amazing. They

are now intent on burning Boston as a hive which gives cover to regulars ; and none

are more bent on it than the very people who come out of it and whose whole pros-

perity lies there. This however, if done at all, it is thought better to defer till the

cold season is coming on, as it would then lay them under irremediable distress.

Powder seems now to be our only difficulty, and towards getting plenty of that

nothing is wanting but saltpetre. If we can weather out this campaign, I hope that

we shall be able to have a plenty made for another. Nothing is requisite but to set

about it, as every colony has materials, but more especially Virginia and Maryland.

My compliments most affectionately to Mrs. Eppes. Mr. and Mrs. Skipwith, I expect,

have left you. Adieu.
Th. Jefferson.

Francis Eppes, Esq.,

In Charles City County, Virginia.

Philadelphia, Oct. 10th, 1775.

Dear Sir: I wrote to Patty [Mrs. Jefferson] on my arrival here, and there

being then nothing new in the pofitical way, I inclosed her letter under a blank

cover to you. Since that we have received from England news of much import-

ance, which coming through many channels we believe may be confidently relied on.

Both the ministerial and provincial accounts of the battle of Bunker's Hill had got

to England. The ministry were determined to push the war with vigor, a measure

in which they were fixed by the defeat of the Spaniards by the Moors. Ninety

brass cannon were embarked from the Tower, and may be hourly expected either at

N. York or Boston. Two thousand troops were to sail from Ireland about the 25t!i

Sept. ; these we have reason to beheve are destined for N. York. Commodore Shuldam

was to sail about the same time with a great number of frigates and small vessels of

war, to be distributed among the middle colonies. He comes at the express and

earnest intercessions of Ld. Dunmore, and the plan is to lay waste all the plantations

on our river sides. Of this we gave immediate notice to our Committee of Safety
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by an express whom we dispatched hence hist Friday, that if any defence could bo

provided on the rivers by fortifications or small vessels it might be done immedi-

ately. In the spring, 10,000 men more are to come over. They are to be procured

by taking away two-thirds of the garrison at Gibraltar (who are to be replaced by

some Hessians), by 2,000 Highlanders and 5,000 Roman Catholics, whom they pro-

pose to raise in Ireland. Instead of the Roman Catholics, however, some of our

accounts say foreigners are to be sent. Their plan is this. They are to take pos-

session of New York and Albany, keeping up a communication between them by

means of their vessels. Between Albany and St. John's, they propose also to keep

open the communication, and again between St. John's, Quebec, and Boston. By

this means they expect Gage, Tryon, and Carleton may distress us on every side,

acting in concert with one another. By means of Hudson's River, they expect to

cut off all correspondence between the northern and southern rivers. Gage was

appointed Governor-General of all America ; but Sir Jeffery Amherst consented

afterwards to come over, so that Gage is to be recalled; but it is believed Amherst

will not come till the spring ; in the meantime Howe will have the command. The

cooperation of the Canadians is taken for granted in all the ministerial schemes.

We hope, therefore, they will all be dislocated by the events in that quarter. For

an account of these I must refer you to Patty. My warmest affections attend Mrs.

Eppes. Adieu.
Th. Jefferson.

Mb. Francis Eppes, in Charles City County, Virginia.

To be sent by the Williamsburgh post.

Philadelphia, Oct. 24, 1T75.

Dear Sir: Since my last, we have nothing new from England or from the

camps at either Cambridge or St. John's. Our eyes are turned to the latter place

with no little anxiety, the weather having been uncommonly bad for troops in that

quarter, exposed to the inclemencies of the sky without any protection. Carleton

is retired to Quebec, and though it does not appear he has any intimation of Arnold's

expedition, yet we hear he has embodied 1,100 men to be on his guard. A small

vessel was the other day cast away on the Jersey shore (she was one of the trans-

ports which had some time ago brought over troops to Boston), on board of which

were a captain, with his subordinate officers and marines, amounting to 23 in all,

and also a Duncan Campbell, who was going to recruit men at New York for Gene-

ral Gage, he having some time before undertaken the same business in the same

place, and actually carried off 60 men. The marines and their officers were all taken

immediately, except their captain and the recruiting gentleman ; these pushed off

in a little boat, and coasted" it to Long Island, where they got on board a sloop

which was to have sailed in an hour, when the party sent after them came upon

them. They were brought to this city this morning, the marines having been here

some time. Our good old Speaker died the night before last. For the particulars

of that melancholy event I must refer you to Patty. My affections attend Mrs.

Eppes. Adieu.
Th. Jefferson.

To Mb. Francis Eppes,

^t the Forest, in Charles City County, Virginia.
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Philadelphia, Nov. 7, 1775.

Dear Sir: We have no late intelligence here except of the surrender of

Chambly, with 90 prisoners of war, 6J tons of powder, 150 stands of arms, and some

other small matters. The acquisition of this powder, we hope, has before this made
us masters of St. John's, on which Montreal and the upper parts of St. Lawrence will

of course be ours. The fate of Arnold's expedition we know not as yet. "We have

had some disagreeable accounts of internal commotions in South Carolina. I have

never received the scrip of a pen from any mortal in Virginia since I left it, nor

been able by any inquiries I could make to hear of my family. I had hoped that

when Mrs. Byrd came I should have heard something of them ; but she could tell

me nothing about them. The suspense under which I am is too terrible to be

endured. If anything has happened, for God's sake let me know it. My best affec-

tions to Mrs. Eppes. Adieu.
Th. Jefferson.

To Mr. Francis Eppes,

At the Forest, Charles City.

,

Philadelphia, Nov. 21«<, 1775.

Dear Sir : After sealing my last letter to you, we received an account of the

capture of St. John's, which I wrote on the letter. What I then gave you was a

true account of that matter. We consider this as having determined the fate of

Canada. A committee of Congress is gone to improve circumstances, so as to bring

the Canadians into our Union. We have accounts of Arnold as late as October 13.

All well and in fine spirits. We cannot help hoping him in possession of Quebec,

as we know Carleton to be absent in the neighborhood of Montreal. Our armed

vessels to the northward have taken some of the ships coming with provisions from

Ireland to Boston. By the intercepted letters we have a confirmation that they will

have an army of four or five and twenty thousands there by the spring, but they will

be raw-teagues. 3,000 are lately arrived there. I have written to Patty a proposi-

tion to keep yourselves at a distance from the alarms of Ld. Dunmore, To her,

therefore, for want of time, I must refer you, and shall hope to meet you as pro-

posed. I am, dear Sir, with my best affections to Mrs. Eppes,

Your friend and servant,

Th. Jefferson.
Francis Eppes, Esq.,

At the Forest, Charles City.

APPENDIX NO. II.—Vol. I., p. 190.

The Mecklenburg Declaration of Independence.

The following is a copy of this paper as it was first published in the Raleigh

(N. C.) Register, April 30th, 1819. The phrases coinciding with those of the

National Declaration of Independence are placed in italics :

iWh May, 1776.

" That whosoever directly or indirectly abetted, or in any way, form, or manner

countenanced the unchartered and dangerous invasion of our rights, as claimed bj
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Great Britain, is an enemy to this country, to America, and to the inherent atid

inalienable rights of man.
" That we, the citizens of Mecklenburg county, do hereby dissolve the political

bands which have connected us to the mother country, and hereby absolve ourselves

froin all allegiance to the British crown, and abjure all political connection, con-

tract, or association with that nation, who have wantonly trampled on our rights

and liberties, and inhumanly shed the blood of American patriots at Lexington.
" That we do hereby declare ourselves a free and independent people ; are, and

of right ought to be, a sovereign and self-governing association, under the control

of no power, other than that of our God, and the general government of the Congress

;

to the maintenance of which independence, we solemnly pledge to each other, our

mutual cooperation, our lives, our fortunes, and our most sacred honor.

" That as we now acknowledge the existence and control of no law or legal

officer, civil or military, within this county, we do hereby ordain and adopt as a

rule of life, all, each, and every of our former laws ; wherein, nevertheless, the

crown of Great Britain never can be considered as holding rights, privileges, immu-
nities, or authority therein.

" That it is further decreed, that all, each, and every military officer in this

county, is hereby reinstated in his former command and authority, he acting con-

formably to these regulations. And that every member present of this delegation

shall henceforth be a civil officer, viz., a justice of the peace, in the character of a

committee man, to issue process, hear, and determine all matters of controversy,

according to said adopted laws ; and to preserve peace, union, and harmony in said

county, and to use every exertion to spread the love of country and fire of freedom

throughout America, until a more general and organized government be estabUshed

in this province.

"Abraham Alexander, Chairman.
" John McNitt Alexander, Secretary."

There is nothing at all noticeable in most of these coincidences. Any man
might use as his own such collocations of words as " free and independent," " all

political connection," etc., in 1776, or at any time before or since, without the impu-

tation of plagiarism. In fact, the whole matter, so far as Mr. Jeff^erson is con-

cerned, would not be entitled to a moment's notice, had not a train of subsequent

circumstances given a degree of factitious notoriety to his connection with it.

On the publication of the paper in the Raleigh Register in 1819, it was copied

(June 5th) into the Essex Register, in Massachusetts, and John Adams inclosed a

copy of this (June 22d) to Mr. Jefferson, with some remarks from which we select

the following

:

" Hew is it possible that this paper should have been concealed from me to this

day ? Had it been communicated to me in the time of it, I know, if you do not

know, that it would have been printed in every whig newspaper upon the continent.

You know that if I had possessed it, I would have made the hall of Congress echo

and reecho with it fifteen months before your Declaration of Independence. What
a poor, ignorant, malicious, short-sighted, crapulous mass is Tom Paine's '• Common
Sense " in comparison with this paper. Had I known it, I would have commented

upon it from the day you entered Congress till the fourth of July, 1776. The

1 The words " inherent and " were connected with the others in Mr. Jefferson's draft, but were
stricken out.
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genuine sense of America at that moment was never so well expressed before or

since."

This use of, and consequent claim of priority to, expressions in the national

Declaration of Independence, and something in the tone of Mr. Adams's inconsistent *

and not very delicate critique imparted, perhaps, a portion of its liveUness to the

following reply from Mr. Jefferson (July 9th)

:

" But what has attracted my peculiar notice, is the paper from Mecklenburg

county, of North Carolina, published in the Essex Register, which you were so kind

as to inclose in your last, of June the 22d. And you seem to think it genuine. I

believe it spurious. I deem it to be a very unjustifiable quiz, like that of the vol-

cano, so minutely related to us as having broken out in North Carolina, some half

dozen years ago, in that part of the country, and perhaps in that very county of

Mecklenburg, for I do not remember its precise locality. If this paper be really

taken from the Raleigh Register, as quoted, I wonder it should have escaped

Ritchie, who culls what is good from every paper, as the bee from every flower;

and the National Intelligencer, too, which is edited by a North Carolinian : and that

the fire should blaze out all at once in Essex, one thousand miles from where the

spark is said to have fallen. But if really taken from the Raleigh Register, who is

the narrator, and is the name subscribed real, or is it as fictitious as the paper

itself? It appeals, too, to an original book, which is burnt, to Mr. Alexander, who

is dead, to a joint letter from Caswell, Hughes, and Hooper, all dead, to a copy sent

to the dead Caswell, and another sent to Dr. Williamson, now probably dead,

whose memory did not recollect, in the history he has written of North CaroUna,

this gigantic step of its county of Mecklenburg. Horry, too, is silent in his history

of Marion, whose scene of action was the country bordering on Mecklenburg.

Ramsay, Marshall, Jones, Girardin, Wirt, historians of the adjacent States, all silent.

When Mr. Henry's resolutions, far short of independence, flew like lightning

through every paper, and kindled both sides of the Atlantic, this flaming declaration

of the same date, of the independence of Mecklenburg county, of North Carolina,

absolving it from the British allegiance, and abjuring all political connection with

that nation, although sent to Congress, too, is never heard of. It is not known even

a twelvemonth after, when a similar proposition is first made in that body. Armed

with this bold example, would not you have addressed our timid brethren in peala

of thunder, on their tardy fears ? Would not every advocate of independence have

rung the glories of Mecklenburg county, in North Corolina, in the ears of the

doubting Dickinson and others, who hung so heavily on us ? Yet the example of

independent Mecklenburgh county, in North Carolina, was never once quoted. The

paper speaks, too, of the continued exertions of their delegation (Caswell, Hooper,

Hughes) 'in the cause of liberty and independence.' Now you remember as well

as I do, that we had not a greater tory in Congress than Hooper ; that Hughes was

very wavering, sometimes firm, sometimes feeble, according as the day was clear or

cloudy ; that Caswell, indeed, was a good whig, and kept these gentlemen to the

notch, while he was present ; but that he left us soon, and their hue of conduct

became then uncertain until Penn came, who fixed Hughes and the vote of the

State. I must not be understood as suggesting any doubtfulness in the State of

North Carolina. No State was more fixed or forward. Nor do I affirm, positively,

» After reading Mr. Adams's phrase about the " genuine sense of America at that momeot,"
the reader ia requested to turn to his declarations in Vol. i. pp. 123-125, et seq.
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that this paper is a fabrication ; because the proof of a negative can only be pre-

sumptive. But I shall believe it such until positive and solemn proof of its authen-

ticity be produced. And if the name of McNitt be real, and not a part of the

fabrication, it needs a vindication by the production of such proof. For the present,

I must be an unbeUever in the apocryphal gospel."

There was much in the facts and arguments of this letter which could not then

be answered, and which never has been shaken by testimony since discovered. But

it would have been more politic in its author to confine himself to a simple denial

of having seen the Mecklenburg paper (if he thought that necessary), and leave

time to set " things even." When his communication came before the world, it

impeached the genuineness of a paper which had come to be regarded with peculiar

veneration throughout a State. His manner of referring to the North Carolina

delegates in Congress was unfortunate, granting all the facts asserted by him to be

true. The term " Tory " applied to Hooper grated harshly on the public ear,

accustomed by famiUar use to specially apply that designation to the American loy-

alists. Some petty critics, too, considered or affected to consider his questioning

the authenticity of certain names or signatures as an impeachment of the veracity

of the individuals who actually bore those names or affixed those signatures!

Putting these various causes together, a statement of facts which he had intended

only as a defence of the originality and priority of the National Declaration of Inde«

pendence, was construed in some quarters to be an aggressive attack on the authen-

ticity of another and scarcely less venerated instrument.

The controversy on the subject commenced at the period ^hen the publication

of his Works had reiipened so many wounds—when all the interests, public and

private, he had ever offended, were banded together afresh to hunt down and over-

throw his reputation. It was a moiAent when the dead lion could be kicked with

apparent impunity by the merest ass. Acrimonious replies to his "insulting attack''''

on the Mecklenburg Declaration, and " on the State of North Carolina," rapidly

swelled from newspaper articles into pamphlets, and from pamphlets into books.

We shall not here notice the contents of any of these.

There was, however, an entirely different class of objectors to Mr. Jefferson's

conclusions. They were prominent and highly respectable citizens of North Caro-

lina, who believed the Mecklenburg Declaration a genuine document, and therefore

were laudably anxious injustice to their State and in justice to the individuals who
took part in making that Declaration, to collect and perpetuate the proofs of its

authenticity. Accordingly, the Legislature of the State very properly took up the

affair in 1831, and published in a pamphlet (commonly mentioned as "the State

Pamphlet"), a mass of testimony which had been collected, intended to prove, first,

that a Declaration of Independence was made by representatives of the County of

Mecklenburg in May, 1775, and, second, that the paper first published in the

Raleigh Register, April 30th, 1819, was a copy of that identical Declaration.

The first fact—or rather the fact that a paper was adopted which the witnesses

contemporaneously considered a Declaration of Independence—was as satisfactorily

established as could well be done, after such a lapse of time, by oral evidence.

Numerous perfectly credible survivors who participated in or witnessed the scene,

positively affirmed that a Declaration was made, and that they understood it to be a

Declaration of Independence. And we shall see that documentary evidence subse-

quently sustained these recollections.

That the newly discovered paper was a copy or record of the manifesto thtu
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remembered, several witnesses felt as positive as it would be practicable to feel in

respect to the identity of a document which they had heard read but once ' so many

years before. A part of their certificates was made in 1819 and a part in 1830—so

that the recollections of those who testified nearest the event, were required to

stretch back forty-four years, and those of the others fifty-five years.

The internal and external evidences of authenticity connected with the paper

itself, were as follows. A copy of it was found among the papers of John McNitt

Alexander, signed by himself as secretary wholly or mostly in his own hand-writing."

He w,is a man of the highest respectabihty of character, and the idea that he would

have forged the document could not be entertained. It was "mentioned on file"

of the paper "that a copy of the proceedings was sent to Hugh Williamson, in New
York, then writing a history of North Carolina, and that a copy was sent to William

R. Davie." After Davie's death, a copy (or part of a copy ^ ) was found among his

papers, in the handwriting of John McNitt, Alexander. Hon. Montfort Stokes,

Governor of North Carolina, declared (in 1831) that he saw a copy in Hugh Wil-

liamson's possession in 1793. Finally, the Rev. Humphrey Hunter published an

autobiography in 1827, in which he stated that he was present when the Mecklenburg

Declaration was made, and he gives Mr. Alexander's copy of the body of that paper.''

But Mr. John McNitt Alexander set forth no claim that the copy preserved by

himself was the original record of the Declaration (or proceedings) or a copy made

from such original. His manuscript concluded thus

:

" It may be worthy of notice here to observe that the foregoing statement,

though fundamentally correct, yet may not literally correspond with the origi-

nal RECORD OF the TRANSACTIONS OF SAID DELEGATION AND COURT OF ENQUIRY, AS ALL

THOSE RECORDS AND PAPERS WERE BURNT WITH THE HOUSE, ON APRIL 6TH, 1800 ; but

previous to that time of 1800, a fuU copy of said records, at the request of Doctor

Hugh Williamson, then of New York, but formerly a representative in Congress

from this State, was forwarded to him by Col. Wm. Polk, in order that those early

transactions might fill their proper place in a history of this State, then writing by

said Doctor WiUiams, in New York.

" Certified, to the best of my recollection and belief, this

3d day of September, 1800, by
" J. McN. Alexander.^

" Mecklenburg County, N. C."

In a History of North Carolina, published in 1829, by Judge Martin, a North Ca-

rolina gentleman of the highest respectability, appears another version of the Meck-

lenburg declaration or resolutions. The document is as follows :

" Resolved, That whosover directly or indirectly abets, or in any way, form, or

manner, countenances the invasion of our rights, as attempted by the Parliament

» We think none of the witnesses mention having heard it read but once, and then from the steps

of the courthouse, as a public proclamation. The point, however, is of no consequence, whether

they heard it once or a dozen times.
2 We are informed by one who has often seen Mr. Alexander's manuscripts on this subject, that

they exhibit a diversity of hand-writing, frequent interlineations, erasures, etc. Whether this

applies to the rffiolutions themselves we are not specially appiised, but suppose our informant

intended such application.
, ,, , ^ ,. „ .

3 It is generally stated to have been a copy, but we observe that the North Carohna University

Magazine says that the Davie copy consisted of the last two resolutions " found on a mutilated

manuscript" [see May No., 1853, p. 170].
< We are not aware, however, that he ever pretended that he obtained his copy when the

Declaration was made. And no such contemporaneous document of Mr. Hunter has met the eyes

of Governor Swain or the other eminent North Carolina investigators of the subject.

^ University Magazine for May, 1853, p. 175. We find the name Williamson written Williams,

M above, where it occurs the second time in tliis copy.
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of Great Britain, is an enemy to ihis country, to America, and the rights of

man.

" Resolved, That wa, the citizens of Mecklenburg County, do hereby dissolve the

political bands which have connected us with the mother country, and absolve our-

selves from all allegiance to the British Crown, abjuring all political connection with

a nation that has wantonly trampled on our rights and liberties, and inhumanly shed

the innocent blood of Americans at Lexington.

" Resolved, That we do hereby declare ourselves a free and independent people
;

that we are, and of right ought to be, a sovereign and self-governing people, under

the power of God and the General Congress ; to the maintenance of which indepen-

dence, we solemnly pledge to each other our mutual cooperation, our lives, our for-

tunes, and our most sacred honor.

" Resolved, That we hereby order and adopt, as rules of conduct, all and each of

our former laws, and the crown of Great Britain cannot be considered hereafter as

holding any rights, privileges, or immunities among us.

" Resolved, That all officers, both civil and military, in this county, be entitled to

exercise the same powers and authorities as heretofore : that every member of this

delegation shall henceforth be a civil officer, and exercise the powers of a Justice of

the Peace, issue process, hear and determine controversies, according to law, pre-

serve peace, union and harmony in the country, and use every exertion to spread the

love of liberty and of country, until a more general and better organized system of

government be established,

" Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be transmitted, by express, to the

President of the Continental Congress assembled in Philadelphia, to be laid before

that body."

There are different accounts of the origin of this paper, but none that we have

seen pretend to say from whom, or under what circumstances Judge Martin obtained

it. A writer in the North Carolina University Magazine, obviously well informed in

all the facts, and familiar with all the documents pertaining to the subject, says

:

" Although inquiry was made of Judge Martin, it is not known whence he obtained

this paper. . . . His copy is evidently a polished edition of the Davie [Alexan-

der] copy—pohshed, because its guardians knew that this was not an extract from

original records, and therefore felt no particular reverence for it."
'

The next phase of this curious affair is, that Colonel Peter Force, of Washington,

(the indefatigable compiler of the American Archives), discovered in an English pe-

riodical, a proclamation issued by Martin, then royal governor of North Carohna, on

the 8th August. iVZo, from which he copied the following extract :
" And whereas,

I have also seen a most infamous publication in the Cape Fear Mercury, importing

to be resolves of a set of people, styling themselves a committee for the county of

Mecklenburg, most traitorously declaring the entire dissolution of the laws, govern,

ment, and constitution of this country, and setting up a system of rule and regulsf

tion, repugnant to the laws and subversive of his Majesty's government," etc.^

This established beyond question two facts—that resolutions of an analogous

tenor to those given from memory by J. McN. Alexander, were adopted by a " com-

mittee for the county of Mecklenburg " (the same body or authority to whom Alex-

ander assigned the passage of the resolutions), and that the resolutions were contem-

poraneously published in a newspaper printed in the same State.

1 See University Magazine for May, 1S53, pp. 170, 175.
» Martin's original proclamation-book was discovered a few months after this, and i' eoct*la«d

the proclamation thus quoted by Colonel Force.
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A search was at once set on foot to discorer the contemporaneous publication

—

none taking so active a part in the investigation as the Hon. David L. Swain, ex-

Governor of North Carolina.' At length Dr. Joseph Johnson, of South Carolina,

discovered in the Charleston Library, a copy of the "South Carolina Gazette and

Country Journal," dated " Tuesday, June 13th, I'ZYS," in which were the long-lost

resolutions.

Governor Swain, in a published address, says :

'

" Shortly subsequent to the discovery of Governor Martin's proclamation, Jared

Sparks, while engaged in historical investigations in London, found in the State pa-

per office, an original letter from Governor Martin to Lord Dartmouth, dated 'North

Carolina, Fort Johnson, 30th June, 1775,' from which he copied the following para-

graph :
' The resolves of the committee of Mecklenburg, which your Lordship will

find in the enclosed newspaper, surpass all the horrid and treasonable publications

that the inflammatory spirits of this continent have yet produced. ... A copy of

these resolutions, I am informed, was sent off by express to the Congress of Phila-

delphia^ as soon as they were passed by the committee.' Mr. Sparks states that the

newspaper alluded to, unfortunately, could not be found in the office."

Mr. Lossing, however, states,' it is presumed on Mr. Bancroft's authority, that the

latter, then American Minister at London, had, before receiving intelligence of Dr.

Johnson's discovery in the Charleston Library, found a copy of the same newspaper

containing the Mecklenburg resolutions, which had been forwarded to Lord Dart-

mouth by Sir James Wright, then Governor of Georgia, with a letter in which he

said: "By the inclosed paper your lordship will see the extraordinary resolves of

the people of Charlottetown, in Mecklenburg county ; and I should not be sur-

prised if the same should be done everywhere else."

This rendered the identification of the resolutions complete. Colonel Force sub-

sequently found copies of them in the New York Journal of June 29th, 1775 ; in

the Massachusetts Spy of July 12th, 1775; and in other contemporaneous newspa-

pers of the northern and southern States. The following is a copy of these

resolutions

:

" Charlottetown, Mecklenbdkg County,
May 31, 1T75.

" This day the Committee of the County met, and passed the following Resolves:

" Whereas, by an Address presented to His Majesty by both Houses of Parha-

ment in February last, the American Colonies are declared to be in a state of actual

rebellion; we conceive that all Laws and Commissions confirmed by, or derived

from, the authority of the King or Parliament, are annulled and vacated, and the

former civil Constitution of these Colonies for the present wholly suspended. To pro-

vide in some degree for the exigencies of this County, in the present alarming period,

we deem it proper and necessary to pass the following Resolves, viz.

:

" 1st. That all Commissions, civil and military, heretofore granted by the Crown, to

be exercised in these Colonies, are null and void, and the Constitution of each par-

ticular Colony wholly suspended.

" 2d. That the Provincial Congress of each Province, under the direction of the

great Continental Congress, is invested with all legislative and executive powers

within their respective Provinces, and that no other legislative or executive power

does, or can exist,- at this time, in any of these Colonies.

" 3d. That as all former laws are now suspended in this Province, and the Congress

» Now President of the University of Nortli Carolina.
» Lecture delivered before the Historical Society of the University 3f N. Carolina, April 1, 1853.
s See Field Book of the Revolution, vol. ii. p. 623, note.
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have not yet provided others, we judge it necessary, for the better preservation of

good order, to form certain rules and regulations for the internal government of the

County, until laws shall be provided for us by the Congress.

" 4th. That the inhabitants of this County do meet on a certain day appointed bv

this Committee, and having formed themselves into nine Companies, to wit : eight in

the County, and one in the Town of Chai'lotte, do choose a Colonel and other mili-

tary oDScers, who shall hold and exercise their several powers by virtue of this

choice, and independent of the Crown of Great Britain and former Constitution of

this Province.

" 5th. That for the better preservation of the peace, and administration of jus-

tice, each of those companies do choose from their own body two discreet freehold-

ers, who shall be empowered each by himself and singly, to decide and determine

all matters of controversy arising within said Company, under the sum of twenty

shillings; and jointly and together all controversies under the sum of forty shillings

;

yet so as that their decisions may admit of appeal to the Convention of the select

men of the County ; and also, that any one of these men shall have power to exam-

ine and commit to confinement persons accused of petit larceny.

" 6th. That those two select men thus chosen, do jointly and together choose

from the body of their particular company, two persons properly qualified to act as

constables, .who may assist them in the execution of their office.

"7th. That upon the complaint of any persons to either of these select men, he

do issue his warrant, directed to the Constable, commanding him to bring the aggres-

sor before him or them, to answer said complaint.

" 8th. That these eighteen select men thus appointed, do meet every third Thurs-

day in January, April, July, and October, at the Courthouse in Charlotte, to hear

and determine all matters of controversy for sums exceeding forty shillings, also

appeals ; and in case of felony, to commit the person or persons convicted thereof

to close confinement, until the Provincial Congress shall provide and establish laws

and modes of proceeding in all such cases.

" 9th. That these eighteen select men, thus convened, do choose a clerk to record

the transactions of said Convention ; and that said clerk, upon the application of

any person or persons aggrieved, do issue his warrant to one of the constables of

the Company to which the offender belongs, directing said Constable to summons
and warn said offender to appear before the Convention at their next sitting, to

answer the aforesaid complaint.

" 10th. That any person making complaint upon oath to the Clerk or any mem-
ber of the Convention, that he has reason to suspect that any person or persons

indebted to him in a sum above forty shillings, intend clandestinely to withdraw

from the County without paying such debt, the Clerk or such member shall issue his

warrant to the Constable commanding him to take said person or persons into safe

custody, until the next sitting of the Convention.

" 11th. That when a debtor for a sum below forty shillings shall abscond and

leave the County, the warrant granted as aforesaid shall extend to any goods or

chattels of said debtor as may be found, and such goods or chattels be seized and

held in custody by the Constable for the space of thirty days ; in which time, if the

debtor fail to return and discharge the debt, the Constable shall return the warrant

to one of the select men of the Company, where the goods are found, who shall issue

orders to the Constable to sell such part of said goods as shall amount to the sum
due ; that when the debt exceeds forty shillings, the return shall be made to th«

Convention, who shall issue orders for sale.

VOL. III.—37
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" 12th. That all receivers and collectors of quit-rents, public and county taxes, do
pay the same into the hands of the chairman of this Committee, to be by them dis-

bursed, as the public exigencies may require ; and that such receivers and collectors

proceed no further in their office, until they be approved of by, and have given to

this Committee good and sufficient security for a faithful return of such moneys when
collected.

" 13th. That the Comrgittee be accountable to the County for the application of

all moneys received from such public officers.

" 14th. That all these officers hold their commissions during the pleasure of their

several constituents.

"15th. That this Committee will sustain all damages that hereafter may accrue

to all or any of these officers thus appointed and thus acting, on account of their

obedience and conformity to these Resolves.

" 16th. That whatsoever person shall hereafter receive a Commission from the

Crown, or attempt to exercise any such Commission heretofore received, shall be

deemed an enemy to his country ; and upon information being made to the Captain

of the Company in which he resides, the said Company shall cause him to be appre-

hended, and conveyed before the two select men of the said Company, who, upon

proof of the fact, shall commit him, the said offender, to safe custody until the next

sitting of the Committee, who shall deal with him as prudence may direct.

" I7th. That any person refusing to yield obedience to the above Resolves shall

be considered equally crimind, and liable to the same punishment as the offenders

last above mentioned.

" 18th. That these Resolves be in full force and virtue until instructions from

the Provincial Congress, regulating the jurisprudence of the Province, shall provide

otherwise, or the legislative body of Great Britain resign its unjust and arbitrary

pretensions with respect to America.

" 19th. That the eight militia companies in the County provide themselves with

proper arms and accoutrements, and hold themselves in readiness to execute the

commands and directions of the General Congress of this Province and of this

Committee.
" 20th. That the Committee appoint Colonel Thomas Polk and Dr. Joseph Ken-

nedy to purchase 300 lbs. of powder, 600 lbs. of lead, and 1000 flints for the use of

the militia of this County, and deposit the same in such place as the Committee may
hereafter direct.

" Signed by order of the Committee,

"Ephraim Brevard,
" Clerk of Committee." i

This document, it will be observed, is dated eleven days later than Mr. Alexan-

der's copy of the resolutions, and this has given rise to the hypothesis that two

separate declarations or manifestos of independence were issued by the Mecklen-

burg Committee—the one on the 20th, and the other on the 31st of the same month.

In favor of this view is the testimony of some of the witnesses published by the

North Carolina Legislature in the " State pamphlet." But out of nearly twenty of

these persons less than half mention the date of the meeting, and among those who

omit it are Captain Jack, who bore the resolutions to Congress, and John Davidson,

the last surviving member of the Committee who issued the manifestos. Of those

who name the date of the 20th, nearly all add something which shows that they felt

' We take our copy of this paper from N. C. University Magazine, May, 1853.
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the uncertainty which we should expect credible rAcn to feel in testifying to sucn a

fact after the lapse of half a century. Thus General Graham says, " as well as he

can recollect after the lapse of fifty-five years." George Graham, William Hutchin-

son, Jonas Clark, and Robert Robinson (all inhabitants of Mecklenburg county) say

" to the best of their recollection and belief." Rev. U. Hunter rests his recol-

lection on a circumstance which, by his own showing, would bring the date of the

declaration nearer to the 31st than the 20th—but on neither day. None of the wit-

nesses remember two declarations. One of them (John Simeson) states that the

resolutions contained an order that Colonel Polk, John Phifer, and Joseph Kennedy
should secure military stores, etc. The resolutions of the 31st contain such an order

to Colonel Polk and Joseph Kennedy ; those of the 20th contain nothing of the

kind. The North Carolina University Magazine says (while enumerating the argu-

ments of objectors to the resolutions of the 20th), " We have not the letters which

asked for the recollections of these gentlemen [the witnesses whose testimony is

given in the State pamphlet]. Perhaps they contained leading questions and sug-

gested dates, events, names, etc., etc." There is a more general, and it seems to us a

very obvious solution, however, which puts the iair:i;;i;s not on v of the witnesses but

of the questioners beyond necessary suspicion. vVIier tnaae muCrrogatories were made
and answered, there was no controversy as to tho , >rticiSb Me ui the Mecklenburg

resolutions.- The real question then was, were 5'.c/» rcoiat'ons passed a year or

more anterior to the National Declaration of Indcii^'iapuje. -tf eu. all parties then

naturally took it for granted that Mr. Alexander's copy gave the coirect date.

It is not necessary to comment on the degree of actual identification which a

particular paper can derive from recollections of so old date, ano drawn out under

such circumstances, as those given in the testimony published in the North Carolina

State pamphlet, with a single exception. That exception is the declaration of Gov-

ernor Montfort Stokes, already mentioned, that in 1793 he saw a copy of the reso-

lutions of the 20th, in the hands of Dr. Williamson.

Governor Stokes was a man of the highest integrity and honor, and we have a

manuscript letter lying before us from one who knew him intimately, saying that he

had a remarkably retentive memory. His testimony is certainly important in one

view. It puts the good faith of John McNitt Alexander beyond all reasonable

suspicion. But Governor Stokes's recollections are thirty-eight years old. He, like

the other witnesses, was aware of no issue as to the paper, provided it could be

shown that a paper of similar tenor was a genuine record of proceedings in Meck-

lenburg in May, 1775. But if it could be shown that Governor Stokes's memory

was so remarkably retentive as to preserve for thirty-eight years the precise words

of the document, does not his testimony prove too much ? It proves that a docu-

ment was, ipsis.mna verba, a copy of another, when the maJvcr of it claimed no such

thing—when he only claimed that it contained the same substance.'

The intrinsic evidence furnished by the two manifestos would of itself be con-

clusive on the question under discussion. We shall only rapidly allude to a few of

the most prominent of these.

1. Both documents, if genuine records, give the resolutions of the same repre-

sentative body, publicly assembled to act, and vested with unlimited authority. The

resolutions of May 31st are conceded on all sides to be genuine records. If those

of the 20th also are, it follows :

2. That the Mecklenburg committee at the first-named date, after a public

' Of course this remark respecting Governor Stokes's testimony, would apply equally to th«

fviaence of all the witnesses who testify to the identity of the papers.
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discussion and two days sitting,' formally abrogated the British laws then in force in

the county, vacated the offices held under the crown, and filled them by their own

authority, organized a government, and made public proclamation of this fact before

assembled thousands—and then met, eleven days afterward {functus officio so far as

the same acts of sovereign authority were concerned) and did the whole thing over

again ! On the second occasion they abrogated laws which had been eleven days

abrogated—vacated offices which had been eleven days vacated, and filled by a new

appointment—and again organized an entire new government ! No "-easons for this

unprecedented and anomalous second action are given ; nor is the p.svious action

even alluded to in the records kept on the occasion.

3. A cloud of witnesses remember the first proceedings (and some have thought,

even the exact language and date of the manifesto then adopted), and have utterly

forgotten the second proceedings, an account of which was contemporaneously

printed and published in their State. And not the remotest contemporaneous allu-

sion to those of the 20th, publicly proclaimed to assembled thousands, can be found

in the newspapers which published those of the 31st.

4. The first document declares independence unconditionally—the second until

" the legislative body of great Britain resign its unjust and arbitrary preten-

sions with respect to America." Did the committee, after incurring all the danger,

recede to any extent from their previous action?

5. The reasons assigned for independence in the two documents are not the

same. Those in the resolutions of the 31st, conform better to circumstances known
to have existed in Mecklenburg and to have operated on the minds of many of the

most decided whigs.''

6. The civil organizations effected, as already hinted, by the two manifestos,

were difierent. By the first, all military officers who acquiesced in the proceedings

were reinstated, and the committee declared themselves justices of the peace. By
the second, without any reference being made to these new appointments, or any

reasons assigned for, or mention made of vacating them, new elections were ordered,

for filling all military and civil offices by a popular vote.

7. It has already been seen that John Simeson testifies to occurrences recorded

in the second and not in the first resolutions. Indeed, it is believed that a critical

analysis of all the testimony in the State pamphlet, considered in reference to facts

now settled, would almost establish the conclusion, without other evidence, that the

witnesses were speaking of events which took place later than May 20th. But we
shall not stop to enter upon such an analysis.

8. It is claimed in all the accounts of both meetings, that Dr. Ephraim Brevard

drafted the resolutions. Passing over the other discrepancies, there is a manifest

and utter difference in their literary style. Did Doctor Brevard's whole style change

in eleven days ? He is admitted on all sides to have been a graduate of Princeton

—

an elegant scholar—a man of talents. Did he who wrote with such nice propriety,

both of construction and language, on the 31st, eleven days earlier, deliberately pre-

pare for public proclamation a document of transcendent importance, into "which

he introduced such phraseology as an " unchartered invasion," an invasion " as

claimed by Great Britain," " it is further decreed" etc., etc.—such a constructed

1 It appears from Mr. Alexander's manuscript accompanying his resolutions, and by the blate-

ments of the witnesses, that the meeting was for two days.
2 They had taken oaths during the Regulation troubles not to bear arms against his Majesty's

government. It is in proof that this topic was discussed when the manifesto of Independence was
under consideration, and that it was determined that inasmuch as his Majesty had declared the
people out of his protection, allegiance ceased, and that their oaths were no longer binding. The
resolutions of the 31st are obviously drawn to meet this view.
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sentence as that which forms the fourth Alexander resolution—such an extravagant

and bungling imitation througho at of the tautologies of legal instruments? And
how happened he in the second paper to omit those collocations of words which

were afterwards thought fine enough to be borrowed into the national Declaration of

Independence

!

9. And how came Dr. Brevard's style on the 20th, so unlike his own, to bear

nuch a striking resemblance to J. McN. Alexander's ; to exhibit the same method of

frequently presenting several verbs and nouns to express the same aeti-on or thing

;

to give some of the same peculiar words ; to present the same ambitious, fwcible,

but inaccurate diction; and in a word, to have the same ririff throughout.'

The brave and true old man was graduated among battles and stirring events,

instead of the classic halls of Princeton. He gave his recollections honestly, but

he confounded the proceedings of different meetings, and his memory uncon-

sciously blended the familiar phrases of a later declaration with that of Mecklenburg.

It is difficult for us, however, to believe that such a man would have fancied that

he had been the secretary of a meeting on such a momentous subject, without some
foundation for the belief. We are inclined to conjecture that there was a popular

meeting at Charlottetown on the 19th and 20th of May, where discussion was

had on the subject of independence, and probably some more or less explicit under-

standing arrived at, which became the basis of the committee's action on the 31st,

If so, we make no doubt that J. McN. Alexander was secretary of that meeting. He
probably, in that case, recorded the proceedings, and among them some resolution

or resolutions in regard to the propriety of throwing ofi" the British yoke. It would

be more natural to suppose that such a popular expression preceded the all-im-

portant and decisive action of the committee, than to suppose the latter acted with-

out such an expression. The same men figured in both meetings. The Polks, the

Alexanders, the Brevards, the Balches, the Averys, the Grahams, the Kennons, the

Morrisons, etc.—all the leaders of the unflinching Scotch Whigs of Mecklenburg

—

were on the ground, and advocated their views. It was in attempting to remember

the records of that meeting, destroyed by fire, that John McN. Alexander, then an

old man, fell into the errors we have named. Is this not a reasonable—the most

reasonable

—

conjecture ?

We have been favored by Mr. Bancroft with an inspection of the proof-sheets of

his forthcoming volume of the History of the United States, where allusion is made

to the Mecklenburg Declaration of Independence. It is known that he has carefully

J For example, Mr. Alexander writes :

" Conformably to these principles, Colonel Thomas Polk, through solicitation, Issued an order to

each captain's company in the County of Mecklenburg (then comprising the present County of Cabar-
rus), directing each militia company to elect two persons, and delegate to them ample power to devise

ways and means to aid and assist their suffering brethren in Boston, and also generally to adopt
measures to extricate themselves from the impending storm, and to secure unimpaired their

inalienable rights, privileges, and liberties, from the dominant grasp of British imposition and
tyranny.

" In conformity to said order, on the nineteenth of May, 1775, the said delegation met in Char-

lotte, vested with unlimited powers ; at which time otficial news by express arrived of the battle of

Lexington on that day of the preceding month. Every delegate felt the value and importance of

the prize, and the awful and solemn crisis which had arrived ; every bosom swelled with indignation

at the malice, inveteracy, and insatiable revenge developed in the late attack at Lexington. The
universal sentiment was : let us not flatter ourselves that popular harangues or resolves, that popu-
lar vapor will avert the storm, or vanquish our common enemy ; let us deliberate ; let us calculate

the issue—the probable result; and then let us act with energy, as brethren leagued to preserve our
property, our lives, and, what is still more endearing, the liberties of America.

* • * *

" A number of by-laws were also added, merely to protect the association from confusion, and
to regulate their general conduct as citizens. After sitting in the court-house all night, neithei

sleepy, hungry, nor fatigued, and after discussing every paragraph, they were all passed, sano
tioned, and decreed unanimously, aboul two o'clock, a. m., May 20tii.
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and specially investigated the subject. He makes no allusion to any other meeting

or declaration than that of 31st of May.

Those who wish a fuller and much more convincing exposition of this subject

than has here been given, will receive it when a recent lecture, delivered by Dr.

Grigsby, at Richmond, shall be published.

APPENDIX NO. III.—Vol. I., p. 198.

Three Letters from Mr. Jefferson to Francis JEJppes, between the Declaration of hide*

pendence and the resignation of his seat.

Philadelphia, July Ibth, 1776.

Dear Sir: Tours of the 3d inst. came to hand to-day. I wish I could be better

satisfied on the point of Patty's recovery. I had not heard from her at all for two

posts before, and no letter from herself now. I wish it were in my power to return

by way of the Forest, as you think it will be impracticable for Mrs. Eppes to travel

to the mountains. However, it will be late in August before I can get home, aid

our Convention will call me down early in October. Till that time, therefore, I must

defer the hope of seeing Mrs. Eppes and yourself. Admiral Howe is himself arrived

at New York, and two or three vessels, supposed to be of his fleet, were coming in.

The whole is expected daily.

Washington's numbers are greatly increased, but we do not know them exactly.

I imagine he must have from 30 to 35,000 by this time. The enemy the other day

ordered two of their men-of-war to hoist anchor and push by our batteries up the

Hudson River. Both wind and tide were very fair. They passed all the batteries

with ease, and, as far as is known, without receiving material damage; though there

was an incessant fire kept up on them. This experiment of theirs, I suppose, is a

prelude to the passage of their whole fleet, and seems to indicate an intention of

landing above New York. I imagine General Washington, finding he cannot pre-

vent their going up the river, will prepare to amuse them wherever they shall go.

Our army from Canada is now at Crown Point, but still one half down with the

smallpox. You ask about Arnold's behavior at the Cedars. It was this. The

scoundrel. Major Butterfield, having surrendered three hundred and ninety men, in

a fort with twenty or thirty days' provision, and ammunition enough, to about forty

regulars, one hundred Canadians, and five hundred Indians, before he had lost a single

man—and Maj. Sherburne, who was coming to the relief of the fort with one hundred

men, having, after bravely engaging the enemy an hour and forty minutes, killing

twenty of them and losing twelve of his own, been surrounded by them, and taken

prisoners also—Gen. Arnold appeared on the opposite side of the river and prepared

to attack them. His numbers I know not, but believe they were about equal to the

enemy. Capt. Foster, commander of the king's troops, sent over a flag to him, pro-

posing an exchange of prisoners for as many of the king's in our possession, and,

moreover, informed Arnold that if he should attack, the Indians would put every

man of the prisoners to death. Arnold refused, called a council of war, and, it be-

ing now in the night, it was determined to attack next morning. A second flag

came over ; he again refused, though in an excruciating situation, as he saw the en
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emy were in earnest about killing the prisoners. His men, too, began to be impor-

tunate for the recovery of their fellow-soldiere. A third flag came, the men grew

more clamorous, and Arnold, now almost raving with rage and compassion, was

obliged to consent to the exchange and six days suspension of hostilities, Foster de-

claring he had not boats to deliver them in less time. However, he did deliver

them so much sooner as that before the six days were expired, himself and party had

fled out of all reach. Arnold then retired to Montreal. You have long before this

heard of Gen. Thompson's defeat. The truth of that matter has never appeared till

lately. You will see it in the public papers. No men on earth ever behaved better

than ours did. The enemy behaved dastardly. Col. Allen (who was in the engage-

ment) assured me this day, that such was the situation of our men, half way up to

the thighs in mud for several hours, that five hundred men of spirit must have taken

the whole
;
yet the enemy were repulsed several times, and our people had time to

extricate themselves and come off. It is believed the enemy suffered considerably.

The above account of Arnold's affair you may rely on, as I was one of a committee

appointed to inquire into the whole of that matter, and have it from those who were

in the whole transaction, and were taken prisoners.

My sincere afi'ections to Mrs. Eppes, and adieu,

Th. Jefferson.
Francis Eppes, Esq.

In Charles City.

Philadelphia, July 23, 1776.

Dear Sir : "We have nothing new here now but from the southward. The suc-

cesses there I hope will prove valuable here, by giving new spirit to our people. The
111 successes in Canada had depressed the minds of many ; when we shall hear the last

of them I know not; everybody had supposed Crown Point would be a certain stand

for them, but they have retreated from that to Ticonderoga, against everything

which in my eye wears the shape of reason. When I wrote you last, we were

deceived in General Washington's numbers. By a return which came to hand a day

or two after, he then had but 15,000 effective men. His reinforcements have come
in pretty well since. The flying camp in the Jerseys under General Mercer begins to

form, but not as fast as exigencies require. The Congress have, therefore, been

obliged to send for two of our battalions from Virginia. I hope that country is per-

fectly safe now ; and if it is, it seemed hardly right that she should not contribute a

man to an army of 40,000, and an army too on which was to depend the decision of

all our rights. Lord Howe's fleet has not yet arrived. The first division sailed five

days before he did, but report says it was scattered by a storm. This seems

probable, as Lord Howe had a long passage. The two other divisions were not

sailed when he came away. I do not expect his army will be here and fit for action

till the middle or last of August ; in the meantime, if Mercer's camp could be formed

with the expedition it merits, it might be possible to attack the present force from

the Jersey side of Staten Island, and get rid of that beforehand ; the militia go in

freely, considering they leave their harvest to rot in the field.

I have received no letter this week, which lays me under great anxiety. I shall

leave this place about the 11th of next month. Give my love to Mrs. Eppes, and

tell her that when both you and Patty fail to write to me, I think I shall not ba

unreasonable in insisting she shall. I am, dear sir,

Yours affectionately,

Tu. Jefferson.
To Fbancis Eppes, Esq.
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Philadelphia, ^

Dear Sir : As Col. Harrison was about to have some things packed, 1 set oui

upon the execution of your glass commission, and was surprised to find that the whole

glass stores of the city could not make out anything like what you desired. I there-

fore did what I thought would be best, imagining you wanted the number you men-

tioned at any event, and that not being able to get them of that form, you would

take them of any other. I therefore got t pint cans, 10s.; 2 quart do. 8s.; and

6 half-pint tumblers, 6s., all of double flint. So that there still remains in my
hands £4 16s., Pennsylva curr'y.

Your teckle is not yet come. It seems the man who had promised to sell it to

the gentleman I employed to get it, now raises some diflSculties either to get off

others which he calls the set, or to enhance the price. However, the gentleman still

expects it, and I am after him every day for it. Our galleys at New York have

had a smart engagement with the men-of-war which went up the river; it is

believed the enemy suffered a good deal. The galleys are much injured, though we
lost but two men. The commander writes us word he retired, that he might go and

give them another drubbing, which in plain EngUsh meant, I suppose, that he was

obliged to retire. Gen. Washington commends the behavior of the men much.

They lay pretty close to the enemy, and two of the galleys were exposed to the

broadside of their ships almost the whole time. The damage done them proves they

were in a warm situation. Madison (of the college) and one Johnson, of Augusta,

were coming passengers in the New York packet ; they were attacked by one of our

armed vessels, and nothing but the intervention of night prevented the packet being

taken. She is arrived at New York, and they permitted to come home. In a letter

by them, we have intelligence that the French ministry is changed, the pacific men
turned out, and those who are for war, with the Duke de Choiseul at their head, are

taken in. We have also the king's speech on the prorogation of parliament,

declaring he will see it out with us to the bitter end.

The South Carolina army with Clinton Sr., arrived at Staten Island last week,

one of their transports, with 5 companies of Highlanders, having first fallen into

General Lee's hands. They now make Lord Howe 12,000 strong. With this force

he is preparing to attack. He is embarking his cannon ; has launched 8 galleys,

and formed his men-of-war into line of battle. From these circumstances, it is

believed the attack of New York will be within three or four days. They expect

with the utmost confidence to carry it, as they consider our army but as a rude

undisciplined rabble. I hope they will find it a Bunker's Hill rabble. Notwithstand-

ing these appearances of attack, there are some who believe, and with appearance

of reason, that these measures are taken by the enemy to secure themselves and not

to attack us. A little time will shew. General Arnold (a fine sailor) has undertaken

to command our fleet on the lakes. The enemy are fortifying Oswego, and I believe

our army there, when recovered from their sickness, will find they have lost a good

campaign, though they have had no battle of moment.

My love to Mrs. Eppes. I hope my letter by last post got there time enough tc

stay Patty with her awhile longer. Adieu.

Th. Jefferson.
Francis Eppes, Esq.,

At the Forest,

By favor of Col. Harrison.
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APPENDIX NO. IV.—Vol. I. p. 232.

Bradshaw's Supposititious Epitaph.

Mr. Trist's Memoranda proceed as follows :

" The epitaph on Bradshaw, written on a narrow slip of thin paper, was a fine

specimen. This has gone to France, through Gen. La Fayette, for M. De Lyon, a

young friend of his who accompanied him on his triumphal visit to our country, and

was with him at Monticello. De Lyon (who afterwards did his part in the ' three

days') having expressed an earnest desire to possess a piece of Mr. J.'s MS., I had

promised to make his wish known at some suitable moment. But, having postponed

doing so until too late, and being struck with the appropriateness of this epitaph as

a present for a pupil of La Fayette (and, through him, to the mind of ' Young
France'), I asked and obtained Mr. Randolph's consent to its receiving that

destination.

" 'Tis evident, that the motto which we find on one of Mr. J.'s seals was taken from

this epitaph, which, as we see from the note appended thereto, was supposed to be

one of Dr. Franklin's spirit-stirring inspirations."

1776.

" The following inscription was made out, three years ago, on the cannon, near

which the ashes of President Bradshaw were lodged, on the top of a high hill near

Martha Bay, in Jamaica, to avoid the rage against the Regicides exhibited at the

Restoration

:

Stranger

!

Ere thou pass, contemplate this cannon, nor regardless be told

That near its base lies deposited

the Dust of

John Bradshaw :

Who, nobly superior to all selfi.sh regards,

Despising alike the pageantry of courtly splendour,

The blast of calumny, and the terrors of royal vengeance,

presided in the illustrious band

of Heroes and Patriots

who fairly and openly adjudged

Charles Stuart,

Tyrant of England,

To a public and exemplary death

:

Thereby presenting to the amazed world.

And transmitting down through applauding ages,

The most glorious example

Of unshaken virtue, love of freedom, and impartial justice,

Ever exhibited in the blood-stained theatre of human actions.

Oh Reader

!

Pass not on, till thou hast blest his memory,

And never—never forget.

That Rebellion to Tyrants is Obedience to God.
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" From many circumstances, there is reason to believe there does not exist anj

such inscription as the above, and that it was written by Dr. Franklin, in whose

bands it was first seen. [This note was evidently a remark by Mr. J. himself.]
"

APPENDIX NO. v.—Vol. I., p. 388.

Two Lettersfrom Mr. Jefferson to Francis Bppes, in 1783.

Phu-adelphia, Jan. 14, ITSS.

Dear Sir : You will hardly expect to receive a letter from me at this place, and

of so late a date. Yet I have apprehensions of being here ten days or a fortnight lon-

ger, for though ready myself, some time since, the vessel in which I go is not ready.

Yesterday's post brought no mail from Virginia. I was not disappointed in this, as

I was pretty certain that under expectation of my being gone you did not write. I

had entertained some hope of meeting a letter from you on my first arrival here, but

suppose the same idea of its not coming in time prevented it, so that at present I

have no hope of hearing again, while on this side water, from yourself and family

and those dear little ones I have left with you. We have heard nothing since my
.ast from which the length of my absence may be conjectured. The last authentic

advices were of the 14th of October, but the aifair of Gibraltar happened just then,

and the negotiation was in such a state that what had passed between the negotiators

was at that time under submission to the British court for their approbation or dis-

avowal. How far this would be iniiuenced by their good fortune at Gibraltar is the

question which the next advices must certainly solve. Since I came here there has

been sold the Westover copy of Catesby's History of Carolina. It was held near

a twelvemonth at twelve guineas, and at last sold for ten. This seems to fix what

should be given for Mr. Boiling's copy, if you can induce him to let me have it,

which I am very anxious for. Perhaps it would be a temptation to offer that the ten

guineas should be paid to Mr. Ross's agent at Nantes, where he could lay them out

and send the articles to Mr. Bolhng. His draft shall be paid on sight in Paris.

Perhaps you had better effect this by making the proposition to Mrs. Boiling. Of

this your knowledge of the family will enable you to judge. Be so good as to pre-

sent me most affectionately to Mrs. Eppes, Mr. and Mrs. Skipwith, and the two fami-

lies, and believe me to be, with very great sincerity, dear sir.

Your friend and servant,

Th. Jefferson.

Philadelphia, March 4, 1788.

Dear Sir : In my last, from Baltimore, I informed you that my voyage to Eu-

ope was at least suspended till further intelligence should be received. I returned

to this place about four or five days ago, that I might be on the spot to act as shall

be ultimately concluded by Congress. Though nothing since has come to us, we

consider the event of peace as certain and speedy. The hearing nothing is a proof

of this. The French minister, the British at New York, and Congress, are equally

uninformed. This would not have been the case had the conferences for peace

broken off, as has been pretended, or had they become languid. The packets and

dispatch vessels are detained, doubtless, on a daily expectation of sending something
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more definitive than the signing of preliminaries. Capt. Barney is lying at L'Orlent

with the Washington, a dispatch vessel of Congress, ready to bring the advices from

our plenipotentiaries. From these circumstances, you will judge that I expect every

hpur to receive permission to return home. I shall be here but a very few days

after this shall be received, and expect to be myself the bearer of the first

intelligence to you. There is nothing new here. I hope by the next post to receive

I letter from you, though after near three months' absence without having ever heard

a word of my dear little ones, I shall receive your letter with fear and trembling, lest

any accident should have happened. This dread, I hope, will be removed. Patsy is

well. I hope Mrs. Eppes has recovered better health. If my prayers would be a

medicine, she should have them with more fervor than they were ever oft'ered for

myself. Present my love to her and the little ones, and whenever you have an op-

portunity, be so good as to let Mr. and Mrs. Skipwith know that I remember them

with afiPection. I am, dear sir,

Your sincere friend.

Francis Eppes, Esq.,

Eppington, (near Richmond.)

Th. Jefferson.

APPENDIX NO. VI.—Vol. I., p. 400.

Synopsis of Jefferson's Draft of Instructionsfor our Foreign Ministers, in 1784.

1. Each party to have the right to carry and sell its own merchandise in its own
bottoms in the ports of the other, and from thence to purchase and carry the mer-

chandise of the other, paying, in both cases, only such duties as are paid by the most

favored nation.

2. The United States to be allowed direct intercourse on the same conditions with

the American possessions (or certain free ports in them) of European nations ; or

each to carry their own merchandise in their own bottoms to the other.

3. In all such treaties, the United States to be considered as one nation, upon the

principles of the federal compact.

4. That " it be proposed, but not indispensably required," that in case of war,

merchants of one country residing in the other, have nine months to collect their

debts, and the privilege of carrying off their entire effects : that all unarmed fisher-

men, cultivators of the earth, artisans or manufacturers, peaceably following their

employments, shall not be molested by the armed force of the enemy, and all things

necessarily taken from them, paid for : that merchants and traders be allowed to

pass freely : that all privateering be abolished.

5. That merchandise hitherto denominated contraband be no longer subject to con-

fiscation, but that it be liable to be detained by the captor, on paying for such de-

tention, or appropriated by him, on his paying its current value at its place of desti-

nation. If other nations will not consent to discontinue confiscation, to obtain its

limitation to articles actually contraband, and a stipulation that when these are de-

livered up, vessels shall be allowed to proceed with the rest of their cargoes.

6. That where either of the contracting parties are at war with a third power, uL

goods not contraband, belonging to the subjects of such third power, and shipped in
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the bottoms of the contracting party not engaged in the war, shah pass free [in

other words, " free ships to make free goods."] Blockades only to exist where the

assaihng power shall have taken such a station as to expose to imminent danger

ships sailing in or out of the blockaded port ; no neutral to be stopped without a

material and well-grounded cause, and prompt indemnification to be renaered when

causelessly stopped.

7. No stipulations to be made for aliens to hold real property in the United States,

but when an alien is heir to such property, he to be allowed a reasonable time to sell

and withdraw the oroceeds of the same.

8. Treaties to be made for a term not exceeding ten years.

9. Ministers to be allowed to extend treaties to fifteen years with nations insisting

thereon. [Other provisions follow of no general interest.]

Mr. Jefferson only shares with Dr. Franklin the credit of the novel provisions here

proposed to be engrafted into the code of international law. In a letter written but a

short period beiore his death (to J. Q. Adams, March 30, 1826), he declared that the

proposed stipulations in regard to privateering, blockades, contraband, and freedom

of the fisheries, had before been suggested by Dr. Franklin, and that he (Jefferson)

" happened only to have been the inserter of them in the first public act which gave

[them] the formal sanction of a public authority."

APPENDIX NO. VII.—Vol. I., p. 416.

Mr. Jefferson to Francis Eppes.

Paris, Feb. 5, 1785.

Dear Sir: By the Marquis Fayette, which arrived here the 26th of Jan., I re-

ceived yours of Sept. 16th, informing me of the illness of our children, and at the

same time one from Dr. Currie, of Nov. 20th, mentioning its fatal termination. It

is in vain to endeavor to describe the situation of my mind ; it would pour balm

neither into your wounds nor mine ; I will therefore pass on from the subject. I

wrote you by the last packet, of Jan. 13th, on the subject of the money which had

been voted me by the Assembly. I find now, by your letter, that it cannot be re-

served for the purpose I had in contemplation, and therefore wish you to call for

and apply it as shall be most requisite, should Mr. Madison not have used it as I

offered to him. When I look over the list of my debts as they stood at my depar-

ture from Virginia, and consider that Key has had the crop of 1783, and by this time

that of 1784, I cannot but hope that with the aid abovementioned from the treasury,

all very urging claims may be satisfied. I have a lot in Richmond, by the water-

side, bought of Col. Byrd, to the sale of which I should have no objection ; the

purchaser undertaking to obtain the title from Mr. Carter, which has never yet been

completely done. Europe presents nothing new. We are still hanging between

peace and war, as heretofore, unable to conjecture which will take place. The depre-

dations of the piratical States on our commerce is the most interesting circumstance

to us. This can only be prevented by war or tribute. If the latter, it will not be

light. Mr. Short is here, and well. Patsy enjoys perfect health ; but I cannot re-

cover mine. I am, however, so much better than I have been that I hope soon to

be well. Perhaps this gloomy and damp climate may disappoint my hopes. Present
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me affectionately to Mrs. Eppes, who will kiss my dear, dear Polly for mc—Oh ! could

1 do it myself! Give our love, also, to the children, and be assured of the sincerity

with which I am, dear sir,

Tour affectionate friend and servant,

Th. Jefferson.

P. S.—I must beg the favor of you never to send a letter by any conveyance but

the French packet. If your letters leave Richmond by the first of the month, ad-

dressed to the care of Neill Jamieson, in New York, they will reach that in time to

come by the packet of that month ; and we are sure of receiving them, submitting

only to their being privately read by the postmaster, as is the case in every country

in Europe ; should there at any time be anything which ought not to be read by any

other, it will be necessary to desire Mr. Jamieson to confide it to some passenger

who will put it into my own hand. By the French packet I shall receive your letters

in seven weeks from their date.

Francis Eppes, Esq.

APPENDIX NO. VIII.—Vol. I. p. 544.

Jefferson to Madison, on the question, " Can one generation of men hind another-
V^

Paris, September Gth, 1789.

The question, whether one generation of men has a right to bind another, seems

never to have been started either on this or our side of the water. Yet it is a ques-

tion of such consequences as not only to merit decision, but place also among the

fundamental principles of every government. The course of reflection in which we
are immersed here, on the elementary principles of society, has presented this ques-

tion to my mind ; and that no such obligation can be so transmitted, I think very

capable of proof. I set out on this ground, which I suppose to be self-evident, that

the earth belongs in usufruct to the living ; that the dead have neither powers nor

rights over it. The portion occupied by any individual ceases to be his when him-

self ceases to be, and reverts to the society. If the society has formed no rules for

the appropriation of its lands in severalty, it will be taken by the first occupants,

and these will generally be the wife and children of the decedent. If they have

formed rules of appropriation, those rules may give it to the wife and children, or to

some one of them, or to the legatee of the deceased. So they may give it to his

creditor. But the child, the legatee or creditor, takes it, not by natural right, but

by a law of the society of which he is a member, and to which he is subject. Then,

no man can, by natural right, oblige the lands he occupied, or the persons who suc-

ceed him in that occupation, to the payment of debts contracted by him. For if he

could, he might during his own life, eat up the usufruct of the lands for several

generations to come ; and then the lands would belong to the dead, and not to the

living, which is the reverse of our principle.

What is true of every member of the society, individually, is true of them all

collectively ; since the rights of the whole can be no more than the sum of the

rights of the individuals. To keep our ideas clear when applying them to a multi-
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tude, let us suppose a whole generation of men to be born on the same day, to attain

mature age on the same day, and to die on the same day, leaving a succeeding

generation in the moment of attaining their mature age, all together. Let the ripe

age be supposed of twenty-one years, and their period of life thirty-four years more,

that being the average term given by the bills of mortaUty to persons of twenty-one

years of age. Each successive generation would, in this way, come and go off the

stage at a fixed moment, as individuals do now. Then I say, the earth belongs to

each of these generations during its course, fully and in its own right. The second

generation receives it clear of the debts and incumbrances of the first, the third of

the second, and so on. For if the first could charge it with a debt, then the earth

would belong to the dead and not to the living generation. Then, no generation can

contract debts greater than may be paid during the course of its own existence.

At twenty-one years of age, they may bind themselves and their lands for thirty-

four years to come ; at twenty-two, for thirty-three ; at twenty-three, for thirty-two

;

and at fifty-four, for one year only ; because these are the terms of life which

remain to them at the respective epochs. But a material difference must be noted,

between the succession of an individual and that of a whole generation. Individu-

als are parts only of a society, subject to the laws of the whole. These laws may
appropriate the portion of land occupied by a decedent, to his creditor rather than

to any other, or to his child, on condition he satisfies the creditor. But when a

whole generation, that is, the whole society, dies, as in the case we have supposed,

and another generation or society succeeds, this forms a whole, and there is no

superior who can give their territory to a third society, who may have lent money
to their predecessors, beyond their faculties of paying.

What is true of generations succeeding one another at fixed epochs, as has been

supposed for clearer conception, is true for those renewed daily, as in the actual

course of nature. As a majority of the contracting generation will continue in

being thirty-four years, and a new majority will then come into possession, the

former may extend their engagements to that term, and no longer. The conclusion,

then, is, that neither the representatives of a nation, nor the whole nation itself

assembled, can validly engage debts beyond what they may pay in their own time,

that is to say, within thirty-four years from the date of the engagement.

To render this conclusion palpable, suppose that Louis the XIV. and XV. had

contracted debts in the name of the French nation, to the amount of ten thousand

milliards, and that the whole had been contracted in Holland. The interest of this

sum would be five hundred milliards, which is the whole rent-roll or net proceeds

of the territory of France. Must the present generation of men have retired from

the territory in which nature produces them, and ceded it to the Dutch creditors ?

No ; they have the same rights over the soil on which they were produced, as the

preceding generations had. They derive these rights not from them, but from

nature. They, then, and their soil are, by nature, clear of the debts of their pre-

decessors. To present this in another point of view, suppose Louis XV. and his

cotemporary generation, had said to the money-lenders of Holland, " Give us money,

that we may eat, drink, and be merry in our day ;
and on condition you will demard

no interest till the end of thirty-four years, you shall then, forever after, receive an

annual interest of fifteen per cent." The money is lent on these conditions, is divided

among the people, eaten, drunk, and squandered. Would the present generation be

obliged to apply the produce of the earth and of their labor, to replace their dissi-

pations? Not at all.

I suppose that the received opinion, that the pubhc debts of one generation de-
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voire on the next, has been suggested by our seeing, habitually, in private lite, that

he who succeeds to lands is required to pay the debts of his predecessor ; without

considering that this requisition is municipal only ; not moral, flowing from the will

of the society, which has found it convenient to appropriate the lauds of a decedent

on the condition of a payment of his debts : but that between society and society,

or generation and generation, there is no municipal obligation, no umpire but the

law of nature.

The interest of the national debt of France being, in fact, but a two-thousandth

part of its rent-roll, the payment of it is practicable enough ; and so becomes a

question merely of honor or of expediency. But with respect to future debts, would

it not be wise and just for that nation to declare in the constitution they are form-

ing, that neither the legislature nor the nation itself, can vaUdly contract more debt

than they may pay within their own age, or within the term of thirty-four years ?

And that all future contracts shall be deemed void, as to what shall remain unpaid

at the end of thirty-four years from their date ? This would put the lenders, and

the borrowers also, on their guard. By reducing, too, the faculty of borrowing

within its natural limits, it would bridle the spirit of war, to which too free a course

bas been procured by the inattention of money lenders to this law of nature, that

succeeding generations are not responsible for the preceding.

On similar ground it may be proved, that no society can make a perpetual con-

stitution, or even a perpetual law. The earth belongs always to the living genera-

tion : they may manage it, then, and what proceeds from it, as they please, during

their usufruct. They are masters, too, of their own persons, and consequently may
govern them as they please. But persons and property make the sum of the objects

of government. The constitution and the laws of their predecessors are extin-

guished then, in their natural course, with those whose will gave them being. This

could preserve that being, till it ceased to be itself, and no longer. Every constitu-

tion, then, and every law, naturally expires at the end of thirty-four years. If it be

enforced longer, it is an act of force, and not of right. It may be said, that the

succeeding generation exercising, in fact, the power of repeal, this leaves them as

free as if the constitution or law had been expressly limited to thirty-four years

only. In the first place, this objection admits the right, in proposing an equivalent.

But the power of repeal is not an equivalent. It might be, indeed, if every form

of government were so perfectly contrived, that the will of the majority could always

be obtained, fairly and without hnpediment. But this is true of no form. The

people cannot assemble themselves ; their representation is unequal and vicious.

Various checks are opposed to every legislative proposition. Factions get possession

of the public councils, bribery corrupts them, personal interests lead them astray

from the general interests of their constituents ; and other impediments arise, so as

to prove to every practical man, that a law of Umited duration is much more man-

ageable than one which needs a repeal.

This principle, that the earth belongs to the living and not to the dead, is of very

extensive apphcation and consequences in every country, and most especially in

France. It enters into the resolution of the questions, whether the nation may
change the descent of lands holden in tail; whether they may change the appro-

priation of lands given anciently to the church, to hospitals, colleges, orders of chi

valry, and otherwise in perpetuity ; whether they may abolish the charges and

privileges attached on lands, including the whole catalogue, ecclesiastical and feudal

it goes to hereditary offices, authorities and jurisdictions, to hereditary orders, dis-

tinctions and appellations, to perpetual monopolies in commerce, the arts or sciences.
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with a long train of et ceUrcoi ; and it renders the question of reimbursement a

question of generosity and not of right. In all these cases, the legislature of th.

day could authorize such appropriations and establishments for their own time, bui

no longer ; and the present holders, even where they or their ancestors have pur

chased, are ia the case of bond fide purchasers of what the seller had no right tc

convey. ******
MadisorCs reply.

^

New York, February 4, 1790.

Dear Sir : Your favor of January 9th, inclosing one of September last, did

not get to hand till a few days ago. The idea which the latter evolves is a great

one, and suggests many interesting reflections to legislators, particularly when con-

tracting and providing for public debts. Whether it can be received in the extent

to which your reasonings carry it, is a question which I ought to turn more in my
thoughts than I have yet been able to do, before I should be justified in making up

a full opinion on it. My first thoughts lead me to view the doctrine as not in all

respects compatible with the course of human affairs. I will endeavor to sketch the

grounds of my skepticism.

" As the earth belongs to the living, not to the dead, a living generation can bind

itself only : in every society the will of the majority binds the whole : according to

the laws of mortality, a majority of those ripe for the exercise of their will, do not

live beyond the term of 19 years : to this term, then, is limited the vahdity of every

act of the society ; nor can any act be continued beyond this term, without an

express declaration of the public will." This I understand to be the outUne of the

argument.

The acts of a political society may be divided into three classes :

1. The fundamental constitution of the government.

2. Laws involving some stipulation, which renders them irrevocable at the wiU

of the legislature.

3. Laws involving no such irrevocable quality.

1. However applicable in theory the doctrine may be to a constitution, it seems

liable, in practice, to some weighty objections.

Would not a government ceasing of necessity at the end of a given terra, unless

prolonged by some constitutional act, previous to its expiration, be too subject to

the casualty and consequences of an interregnum ?

Would not a government so often revised, become too mutable and novel to

retain that share of prejudice in its favor, which is a salutary aid to the most

rational government ?

Would not such a periodical revision engender pernicious factions, that might

not otherwise come into existence, and agitate the public mind more frequently and

more violently than might be expedient ?

2. In the second class of acts invelving stipulations, must not exceptions, at

least, to the doctrine be admitted ?

If the earth be the gift of nature to the living, their title can extend to the earth

in its natural state only. The improvements made by the dead form a debt against

the living, who take the benefit of them. This debt cannot be otherwise discharged

than by a proportionate obedience to the will of the authors of the improvements.

I We are indebted to Professor Tucker's Life of Jefferson (vol. i., p. 292), for this letter. Pra
fessor Tucker received it from Mr. Madison.
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But a case less liable to be controverted may perhaps be stated. Debts may be

incurred with a direct view to the interest of the unborn, as well as of the living.

Such are debts for repelling a conquest, the evils of which descend through many
generations. Debts may be incurred principally for the benefit of posterity ; such,

perhaps, is the debt incurred by the United States. lu these instances, the debt

might not be dischargeable within the term of 19 years.

There seems then to be some foundation in the nature of things, in the relation

which one generation bears to another, for the descent of obligations from one to

another. Equity may require it. Mutual good may be promoted by it ; and all

that seems indispensable in stating the account between the dead and the living, is

* to see that the debts against the latter do not exceed the advances made by the

former. Few of the incumbrances entailed on nations by their predecessors, would
bear a liquidation even on this principle.

3. Objections to the doctrine, as applied to the third class of acts, must be merely

practical. But in that view alone they appear to be material.

Unless such temporary laws should be kept in force by acts regularly anticipating

their expiration, all the rights depending on positive laws, that is, most of the rights

of property, would become absolutely defunct, and the most violent struggles ensue

between the parties interested in reviving, and those interested in reforming the

antecedent state of property. Nor does it seem improbable that such an event

might be suffered to take place. The checks and difficulties opposed to the passage

of laws, which render the power of repeal inferior to an opportunity to reject, as a

security against oppression, would have rendered the latter an insecure provision

against anarchy. Add to this, that the very possibility of an event so hazardous

to the rights of property could not but depreciate its value ; that the approach of

the crisis would increase the effect ; that the frequent return of periods, superseding

all the obligations depending on antecedent laws and usages must, by weakening

the sense of them, cooperate with motives to licentiousness already too powerful

;

and that the general uncertainty and vicissitudes of such a state of things would, on
one side, discourage every useful effort of steady industry, pursued under the sanc-

tion of existing laws, and on the other, give an immediate advantage to the more
sagacious over the less sagacious part of society.

I can find no relief from such embarrassments but in the received doctrine that

a tacit assent may be given to established governments and laws, and that this

assent is to be inferred from the omission of an express revocation. It seems more
practicable to remedy by well constituted governments, the pestilent operation of

this doctrine, in the unlimited sense in which it is at present received, than it is to

find a remedy for the evils necessarily springing from an unlimited admission of the

contrary doctrine.

Is it not doubtful whether it be possible to exclude wholly the idea of an implied

or tacit assent, without subverting the very foundation of civil society ?

On what principle is it that the voice of the majority binds the minority ?

It does not result, I conceive, from a law of nature, but from compact founded

on utility.

A greater proportion might be required by the fundamental constitution of

society, if under any particular circumstances it were judged eligible. Prior, there-

fore, to the establishment of this principle, unanimity was necessary ; and rigid

theory accordingly presupposes the assent of every individual to the rule which sub-

jects the minority to the will of the majority. If this assent cannot be given tacitly,

or be not implied where no positive evidence forbids, no person born in society

VOL, III.—38
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could, on attaining ripe age, be bound by any acts of the majority, and either ar

unanimous renewal of every law would be necessary, as often as a new member
should be added to the society, or the express consent of every new member be

obtained to the rule by which the majority decides for the whole.

If these observations be not misapplied, it follows that a limitation of the

validity of all acts, to the computed life of a generation establishing them, is in some
cases, not required by theory, and, in others, not consistent with practice. They
are not meant, however, to impeach either the utility of the principle, as applied to

the cases you have particularly in view, er the general importance of it in the eye

of the philosophical legislator. On the contrary, it would give me singular pleasure

to see it first announced to the world in a law of the United States, and always kept

in view as a salutary restraint on living generations, from unjust and uniiecessary

burdens on their successors. This is a pleasure, however, which I have no hope of

enjoying. It is so much easier to descry the little difficulties immediately incident

to every great plan, than to comprehend its general and remote benefits, that fur-

ther light must be added to the councils of our country, before many truths which

are seen through the medium of philosophy, become visible to the naked eye of the

ordinary politician.

APPENDIX NO. IX.—Vol. I., p. 573.

Mr. MadisorCs Explanations in regard to his Report of Hamilton's and Morris^,

in the Federal Convention.

The following extract from Mr. Trist's memoranda perhaps contains no absolutely

new matter, unless it is the fact (which we do not now remember to have seen else-

where stated) that Madison showed his report of Morris's speech to the maker.

But it fills out more fully and clearly the explanations given in the Madison papers

in regard to Hamilton's speeches, and to what took place between Madison and

Hamilton in respect to them.

MoNTPBLLiER, Sept. ^Ith, 1834.

" Hamilton^ Life (the forthcoming volumes) I (N. P. T.) mentioned to Mr. M.,

without telling him the source, what I had heard with regard to the bearing of the

work upon him. His report of Hamilton's speech (in the convention which formed

the Constitution), of which report I knew Mr. M. had furnished a copy to the son

of A. H., was to be proved to be incorrect, and he was to be represented as having

deserted Colonel Hamilton. Mr. M., 'I can't believe it.' Thereupon, I (N. P. T.)

told him that my information as to the bearing of the forthcoming book upon him,

came from the son of Colonel Hamilton himself—the son engaged in writing the

life of his father, who had had a conversation on the subject with Professor Tucker

of the University of Virginia, who has just returned from a trip to New York.

Professor Tucker had mentioned it to Professor Davies, and the latter to me. I

added, what I had heard, that there was nothing like unkind feeling towards him

Mr. Madison) manifested by young Mr. Hamilton, but the reverse. Such, however,

was to be the complexion of the work as to himself.
,

" Mr. M., ' Sorry for it.' After a pause :
' I can't conceive on what ground the

fidelity of my report of Colonel H.'s speech can be impugned, unless it should pro-
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ceed from the error of confounding together his first speech and his second. The

first, I reported at length. It was a very able and methodical one, containing a

lucid exposition of his views : views which he made no secret of at the time or subsc

quently, particularly with persons on a footing of the ordinary confidence among
gentlemen thrown into political relations with each other on subjects of great

moment. The second speech was little else than a repetition of the other, or parts

of the other, with amplifications. That I did not report, for the reason just stated,

and because he had told me of his intention to write it out himself, and had promised

me a copy. The promised copy he never gave me ; whether he ever executed his

intention to write it out, even, I don't know. Yates has blended these two speeches

together in his account of the proceedings.'

"I (N. P. T.) here reminded Mr. Madison of his having given me, some years ago,

an account of these speeches, and those of others (of which I made a memorandum
at the time, which is among my papers in Washington), and his having told me that

he read to Colonel Hamilton and to Governeur Morris his reports of their speeches.

That Col. H. acknowledged the accuracy of his, suggesting only one or two verbal

alterations, and that G. M. laughed and said ' yes, it is all right.'

" Mr. M., 'Yes, Governeur Morris's speech was a very extravagant one. It dis-

played his usual talent, and also, in a striking degree, his usual fondness for saying

things and "advancing doctrines that no one else would. At the moment, he was not

perhaps himself conscious how far he went ; and when the thing stared him in

the face (this was Mr. M.'s exact expression), as written down by me, it caused

Vim to laugh, while he acknowledged its truth.'

" Mr. M., ' As to the other branch of the subject, I deserted Colonel Hamilton,

or rather Colonel H. deserted me ; in a word, the divergence between us took place

—from his wishing to administration, or rather to administer the Government

(these were Mr. M.'s very words), into what he thought it ought to be ; while, on my
part, I endeavored to make it conform to the Constitution as understood by the

Convention that produced and recommended it, and particularly by the State

conventions that adopted it.'

"

APPENDIX NO. X.—Vol. II., p. 114.

Thomas Jefferson to Francis Eppes, Esq., Eppington.

Philadbxphia, Apr. 7th, 1793.

Dear Sir: According to the information contained in my letter of March I7th,

Jack now sets out for Virginia. The circumstances which have determined the moment

of his departure have been the commencement of a term at William & Mary, should

you accede to the proposition of his going there, and my relinquishing my house

here and retiring to a small one in the country with only three rooms, and from

whence I shall hold myself in readiness to take my departure for Monticello the first

moment I can do it with due respect to myself. I can give you the most consoling

assurances as to Jack's temper, prudence, and excellent dispositions. On these

points I can say with truth everything a parent would wish to hear. As far, too, as

his backwardness would ever give me an opportunity of judging, I caa pronounce a
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very favorable verdict on his talents, in which I have been entirely confirmed by

those who have had better opportunities of judging as having had better opportuni-

ties of unreserved conversations with him. After all, the talent for speaking is yet

untried, and can only be tried at the moot courts at the college, which I propose for

his next object.

My papers being packed for removal, I am not able to look to your last letter

;

but I think you say in it that, instead of money, we are to receive from Gary's

executor only bonds of 6, 9, and 12 months. This being the case of an execution,

I do not well understand it: however I will solicit your attention to it, on my
behalf, to avail me of this resource for any sum of money which it may yield, and

as early as it can be yielded (I mean my proportion only), for a disappointment

from another quarter in Virginia has so far abridged the provision I had made for

winding up my affairs here, as that it will fall considerably short, and will really

distress me; and perhaps subject me to mortification. We may now give credit to

the information that war is declared between France and England. If you have

not sold your wheat, the moment will be favorable, but it should not be over-

passed, as the purchases will of course cease as soon as the chance ceases of getting

them to Europe before their harvest. I hope they wiU let us work in peace to feed

them during the continuance of their folhes. Present me most affectionately to

Mrs. Eppes and the family, as also to our friends at Hors du Monde, when an

occasion offers, and believe me to be most sincerely, dear sir,

Your friend and servant,

Th. Jefferson.

APPENDIX NO. XI.—Vol. II. p. 201.

Giuseppe Ceracchi, Washington's Bust, etc.

Ceracchi made a characteristic exit from a scene where he had met little besides

buffets. He entered with fiery vehemence into the project of an Italian Republic in

1799. Compelled to leave his country, he went to Paris, and there received a com-

mission to execute a bust of the first Consul, Bonaparte. Among the young artists

of the French capital, he soon formed poHtical affiliations, which induced him to

enter into a conspiracy to take away the fife of the Consul, whom he regarded as the

oppressor of Italy. He was arrested and interposed no defence before the court

which tried tim, answering the questions put to him only in monosyllables. In

February, 1801, he marched undauntedly to the guillotine. In respect to the

further history of Washington's bust, Mrs. Randolph's manuscript contains the

following

:

" Mr, Madison thought it had been bought by Messrs. Viar and Jaudennes, the

Spanish commissioners, and by them carried to [Spain ?] ; but Burrows, who

executed the monument for the General's mother in Fredericksburg, says that a son

of Mr. Howard, of Baltimore, bought it, and that Mr. Howard gave it to Burrows

upon condition that he would place it upon the top of the old lady's monument. He

told Mr. Madison that he had it, and meant of course to place it there."

Whether General Washington was displeased with the bust as a work of art, as a
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likeness, or because Ceracchi offered it to him (as in the case of Jefferson) as a gift,

or because it was executed, and a price affixed to it, without previous order, we are

wholly unable to say, and can but dimly conjecture.

In 1792, Cerracchi addressed duplicate letters to Governor George Clinton, rf

New York, a bass-relief of whom was to be placed on the National Monument. Both
of the letters are before us. We present a copy, in the writer's very imperfect

English and spelling, thinking it will possess a melancholy interest to lovers of art.

Excellency,

Give me live to testify my recollection for the honor I had to be acquainted

with your Excellency, and beg the favor to send me your bust in clay I had the

pleasure to model, in order to introduce your portrait in the basso rilievos of the

National Monument, which according to the decree of Congress, in the year 1783,

is to be expressed five military deeds in which General Washington was present, and
with Genl. Washington other eminent caracters most naturaly be introduced.

Congress will probably in this session take up again this business, and carry a

resolution in favor of it, but in this case I am in nead of your valuable influence in

persuading som of your friends, members of the State of New York, which are con-

trary to this monument because Gen'. Washington is yet alive. The greatest ancient

nations erected monuments to their Heros while living in order to produce

emulation.

Congress at that time when passed the decree show the [word illegible—^looks

like "true"] intention of erecting directeley the monument, but the skarsety of

mony prevented it then (to be brought in execution ; now this difficulty is over, and

hope the Hon. gentlemen will be persuaded that the honor to which are gelos was

gaged in the 1783).
'

If your Excellency shall be pleased to honor me with an order, I beg to be

directed to Mr. Alexorphius, in Amsterdam, and he will send it to me at Rome,

where I shall be in October.

I beg live to present my respectful compliments to your Lady and Doctors,

while with a perfect estime and respect, I am
of your Excellency,

The most ob. ser.

J. Ceracchi."

APPENDIX NO. XII.—Vol. II. p. 219.

Ceremonials practised in the first Administration.

Colonel Hamilton proposed what we believe constituted the basis of the more

important ofl&cial ceremonials which were adopted. The following was his communi-

cation to President Washington on the subject

:

The words in parenthesis in dupUcate but not in draft. There are other disagreements in Ian

;e anr
In b

Giuseppe.

guage an^djpellmg.^^
he gives the initial as J. (for Joseph) instead of the initial of the Italia.
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MoA/ 5, 1789.

Sir : In conformity to the intimation you were pleased to honor me with on

evening last, I have reflected upon the etiquette proper to be observed

by the President, and now submit the ideas which have occurred to me on the

subject.

The public good requires, as a primary object, that the dignity of the office

should be supported.

Whatever is essential to this ought to be pursued, though at the risk of partial

or momentary dissatisfaction. But care will be necessary to avoid extensive dis-

gust or discontent. Men's minds are prepared for a pretty high tone in the demeanor

of the Executive, but I doubt whether for so high a tone as in the abstract might be

desirable. The notions of equality are yet, in my opinion, too general and too

ftrong to admit of such a distance being placed between the President and other

branches of the government as might even be consistent with a due proportion. The

following plan will, I think, steer clear of extremes, and involve no very material

inconveniences.

1. The President to have a levee once a week for receiving visits ; an hour to

be fixed at which it shall be understood that he will appear, and consequently that

the visitors are to be previously assembled.

The President to remain half an hour, in which time he may converse cursorily

on indifferent subjects, with such persons as shall invite his attention, and at the end

of that half hour disappear. Some regulation will be hereafter necessary to desig-

nate those who may visit.

A mode of introduction through particular officers will be indispensable. No
visits to be returned.

2. The President to accept no invitations, and to give formal entertainments

only twice or four times a year, the anniversaries of important events in the Revolu-

tion. If twice, the day of the declaration of independence, and that of the inaugu-

ration of the President, which completed the organization of the Constitution, to be

preferred ; if four times, the day of the treaty of alliance with Fiance, and that of

the definitive treaty with Britain to be added. The members of the two houses

of the Legislature
;

principal officers of the government ; foreign ministers and

other distinguished strangers only to be invited. The numbers form, in my mind,

an objection; but there may be separate tables in separate rooms. This is practised

in some European courts. I see no other method in which foreign ministers can,

with propriety, be included in any attentions of the table which the President may

think fit to pay.

3. The President, on the levee days, either by himself or some gentleman of

his household, to give informal invitations to family dinners on the days of invita-

tion. Not more than six or eight to be invited at a time, and the matter to be con-

fined essentially to members of the legislature and other official characters. The

President never to remain long at the table.

I thiuk it probable that the last article will not correspond with the ideas of most

of those with whom your excellency may converse ; but, on pretty mature reflec-

tion, I believe it will be necessary to remove the idea of too immense an inequality,

which I fear would excite dissatisfaction and cabal. The thing may be so managed

as neither to occasion much waste of time nor to infringe on dignity.

It is an important point to consider what persons may have access to your

excellency on business. The heads of departments will, of course, have this privi-

lege. Foreign ministers of some descriptions will also be entitled to it. In Europe,
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I Am informed, ambassadors only have direct access to the chief-magistrate. Some-
thing very near what prevails there would, in my opinion, be right. The distinction

of rank between diplomatic characters requires attention, and the door of access

ouglit not to be too wide to tliat class of persons. I have thought that the members
of the Senate sliould also have a right of individual access on matters relative to the

public administration. In England and France peers of the realm have this right.

We have none such in this country, but I believe that it will be satisfactory to the

people to know that there is some body of men in the State who have a right of

continual communication with the President. It will be considered a safeguard

against secret combinations to deceive him.

I have also asked myself, will not the Representatives expect the same privilege,

and be offended if they are not allowed to participate with the Senate ? There is

sufficient danger of this to merit consideration. But there is a reason for the dis-

tinction in the Constitution. The Senate are coupled with the President in certain

executive functions, treaties, and appointments. This makes them in a degree his

constitutional counsellors, and gives them a pecidiar claim to the right of access.

On the whole, I think the discrimination will be proper and may be hazarded.

I have chosen this method of communication because I understood your excel-

lency that it would be most convenient to you. The unstudied and unceremonious

manner of it will, I hope, not render it the less acceptable. And if, in the execution

of your commands, at any time, I consult frankness and simplicity more than cere-

mony or profession, I flatter myself you will not on that account distrust the sin-

cerity of my cordial wishes for your personal happiness, and the success of your

Administration. I have the honor to be, with the highest respect,

Your excellency's most obedient and humble servant.

Levees.

The " Levees" are thus described in " Griswold's Republican Court :"

" Respectable citizens and strangers, properly introduced, were seen by the Pre-

sident every other Tuesday, between the hours of three or four in the afternoon.

The receptions were in tho dining-room, on the first floor, in the back part of the

house. At three o'clock, all the chairs having been removed, the door was opened,

and the President, usually surrounded by the members of his Cabinet or other dis-

tinguished men, was seen by the approaching visitor standing before the fireplace,

his hair powdered and gathered behind in a silk bag, coat and breeches of plain

black velvet, white or pearl-colored vest, yellow gloves, a cocked hat in his hand,

silver knee and shoe-buckles, and a long sword, with a finely wrought and glittering

steel hilt, the coat worn over it, and its scabbard of polished white leather. On
these occasions he never shook hands, even with his most intimate friends. The

name of every one was distinctly announced, and he rarely forgot that of a person

who had been once introduced to him. The visitor was received with a dignified

bow, and passed on to another part of the room. At a quarter past three, the door

was closed, the gentlemen present moved into a circle, and he proceeded, beginning

at his right hand, to exchange a few words with each. When the circuit was com-

pleted, he resumed his first position, and the visitors approached him in succession,

bowed, and retired."

The well known Col. William L. Stone, of New York, gave the following picture

of the levees

:

" They were numerously attended by all that was fashionable, elegant, and

refined in society ; but there were no places for the intrusion of the rabble iu
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crowds, or for the mere coarse and boisterous partisan—the vulgar electioneerer—

•

or the impudent place-hunter—with boots, and frock-coats or round-abouts, or with

patched knees, and holes at both elbows. On the contrary, they were select, and

more courtly than have been given by any of his successors. ....
None were admitted to the levees but those who had either a right by official sta-

tion to be there, or were entitled to the privilege by estabUshed merit and character

;

and full dress was required of all."

President's Speech.

Mr. Griswold says, in his Republican Court

:

" In going to the Senate he [General Washington] used the chariot with six

horses. All his servants were white, and wore liveries of white cloth, trimmed

with scarlet or orange." . . . .
" The state coach was the

finest carriage in the city. It was usually drawn by four horses, but when it con-

veyed the President to Federal Hall, always by six. The body was in the shape

of a hemisphere, and it was cream-colored, and ornamented with cupids, supporting

festoons, and with borderings of flowers around the panels."

Richard Rush describes with animation the spectacle witnessed by him when a

boy, of General Washington proceeding in his carriage, with his servants in " glow-

ing livery," followed by his secretaries and others in other carriages, slowly pro-

ceeding through a lane, formed through the congregated thousands of spectators, to

open Congress with a speech ; and Mr. Rush continues

:

" Washington got out of his eitrriage, and, slowly crossing the pavement,

ascended the steps of the edifice, upon the upper platform of which he paused, and

turning half round, looked in the direction of a carriage which had followed the lead

of his own. Thus he stood for a minute, distinctly seen by everybody. He stood in

all his civic dignity and moral grandeur, erect, serene, majestic. His costume was

a full suit of black velvet ; his hair, in itself blanched by time, powdered to snowy

whiteness, a dress-sword by his side, and his hat held in his hand. Thus he stood,

in silence; and what moments those were!"

He waited for his secretaries, who got out of a chariot " decorated like his own."

The secretary ascended the steps and handed him a paper, " probably a copy of the

speech he was to deliver ;" both entered the building, and then the crowd " sent up

huzzas, loud, long, earnest and enthusiastic."

Answer of the Houses.

On the Houses agreeing to their addresses, they proceeded in a processioa of

carriages to the Presidential mansion, and delivered them to the President.

Birth Bays.

The President's birth days were celebrated with many imposing ceremonies,

closing with a magnificent ball. We have observed no particular description of the

ceremonials. Some glimpses of the forms practised at the balls appear in Jeffer-

son's Ana.

The President Walking.

Mr. Griswold gives the following among other recollections of Mrs. Wallace of

Philadelphia—a lady, he remarks, of distinguished rank and " eminent for what-

ever was beautiful and noble in her sex." Her house was opposite General Wash-

ington's. She said

:

" It was the General's custom, frequently, when the day was fine, to come out tc
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walk, attended by his secretaries, Mr. Lear and Major 'William Jackson—one on

each side. He always crossed directly over from his own door to the sunny side of

the street, and walked down. He was dressed in black, and all three wore cocked

hats. She never observed them conversing ; she often wondered and watched, as a

child, to see if any of the party spoke, but never could perceive that anything was

said. It was understood that the aids were kept at regal distance."

TVte President Travelling.

On his Eastern tour (October, 1790), says Griswold, he travelled " in his own
chariot, drawn by four Virginian bays, and accompanied by two of his secretaries,

Tobias Lear and Major Jackson, on hDrseback." In his Southern tour, in 1791, he

used six horses. In these journeys he was escorted from place to place by military

companies and civic processions.

Mrs. Washington.

Mr. Griswold says, " During the Revolution, Mrs. Washington had remained as

much as possible with the Chief. At the close of each campaign an aid-de-camp

repaired to Mount Vernon, to escort her, and her arrival in camp, in a plain chariot,

with postillions in white and scarlet liveries, was always an occasion of general

happiness," etc.

About a month after the election of her husband to the Presidency, " she set

out for New York, in her private carriage, with a small escort on horseback."

Troops of dragoons, the President of the Senate, and Speaker of the General Assem-

bly of Pennsylvania, with a numerous cavalcade of citizens, met her ten miles from
Philadelphia " with the honors due to the Commander-in-chief." Other processions

met her at Gray's ferry, and she entered the city amidst the pealing of beUs, the roar

of cannon, and the " cheering shouts of an immense concourse of joyous people."

As she approached New York, similar demonstrations awaited her. Her receptions

were as stately as the President's. Colonel Stone remarks :

*' Proud of her husband's exalted fame, and jealous of the honors due, not only

to his own lofty character, but to the dignified station to which a grateful country

had called him, Mrs. Washington was careful in her drawing-rooms to exact those

courtesies to which she knew he was entitled, as well on account of personal merit,

as of official consideration."

It was her custom, says Griswold, " to return visits on the third day, and she

always thus returned Mrs. Binney's : a footman would run over, knock loudly, and

announce Mrs. Washington, who would then come over with Mr. Lear."

Here we have a spice of politics :
" When," says the same writer, " this sort of

people [' Democrats'] came into fashion during the French Revolution, full grown,

she cherished against them an intensity of dislike which made it quite impossible for

even the most amiable of that patriotic class to regard her with any affection

whatever."

Again :
" With what feelings the excellent woman regarded these Democrats is

shown in an anecdote of the same period [1794]. She was a severe discipUnarian,

and Nelly Custis was not often permitted by her to be idle or to follow her own
caprices. The young girl was compelled to practise at the harpsichord four or five

hours every day ; and one morning, when she should have been playing, her grand-

mother entered the room, remarking that she had not heard her music, and also

that she had observed some person going out, whose name she would much like to

know, Nelly was silent, and suddenly her attention was arrested by a blemish on
he wall, which had been newly painted a delicate cream color. • Ah it was no
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Federalist !' she exclaimed, looking at the spot, just above a settee ;
' none but a

filthy Democrat would mark a place with his good-for-nothing head in that manner.'"

We think there is a good deal of exaggeration in these latter statements. The
narrator was probably misinformed, and possibly he also unconsciously allowed his

own views of " Democrats " (disclosed on every page of the Republican Court) to

somewhat color his anecdotes. We know at least that there was one " Democrat "

whom Sirs. Washington always treated with the dignity befitting her own position,

with the grace of her sex, and with the cordiality of a friend. We know that she

did this through and after her husband's presidency, to the last day of his life

and after his death. That " Democrat " was Mr. Jefferson. We think posterity

should be slow to believe that a wife who has never been accused of being unworthy
of the Father of his Country, would allow herself to speak of the Republican party

as " filthy Democrats." There is not a remote probability that she ever did anything

of the kind.

APPENDIX NO. XIII.—Vol. II. p. 284.

From John Adams to Elbridge Gerry.

Philadelphia, May 80, 1797.

Dear Sir : I have just received your favors of 28th May, No. 6 and No. T, with

a copy of No. 3. This last I had rec'^ before.

I had no share in the recall of Monroe, and, therefore, am not responsible for

the reasons of it. But I have heard such reports of his own language in France at

his own table, and the language of those whom he entertained and countenanced,

and of his correspondences with Bache, Beckley, etc., and his communications

through the Aurora, that I wonder not at his recall. His speech at his audience of

leave is a base, false, and servile thing. Indeed, it was Randolph who appointed

him. He was, in Senate, as dull, heavy, and stupid a fellow as he could be con-

sistently with malignity and inveteracy perpetual. A more unfit piece of wood to

make a Mercury could not have been culled from the whole forest. It is improper

for me to delineate the system of speculation and the persons concerned in it.

Members of Congress, collectors of customs, consuls, secretaries, and ministers, etc.,

etc., etc., are suspected of such a mystery of it, as I shudder to think of. How far

Monroe was directly or indirectly concerned in it, I know not. But he was the

friend and idol, and apparently the centre of the whole group. How is it that Hitch-

bourne has become so rich ? How is it that so many others, have rolled in wealth

in Philadelphia and New York, without any visible means. These were confidential

correspondents and intimate acquaintances of Monroe. I know not that he is enti-

tled to any hearing, as there is no accusation. But I doubt extremely his inclina-

tion to ask for hearings or inquiries. He will have hearings enough of his friends,

and certificates enough of French politicians and American speculators I doubt not

—as many as Silas Deane had.

The want o? principle in so many of our citizens, which you mention, is awfully

ominous to our elective government. Want of principle seems to be a recommenda-

tion to popularity and influence. The avarice and ambition which you and I have

witnessed for these thirty years, is too deeply rooted in the hearts and education

and examples of our people ever to be eradicated, and it will make of all our eiec-
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tions only a species cf lucrative speculation, and, consequently, scenes of turbu-

lence, corruption, and confusion, of which foreign nations will avail themselves

in the future as the French did in the last.

That there is a strong anti-Gallican party so far as to oppose an undue influence

of France, I know. There are some who are anti-Gallican because they think the

French, a false, deceitful, treacherous people. There are others anti-Gallican

because they hate Atheism, Deism, and debauchery. There are others anti-Gallican,

because at present so many of the French profess to be democrats, saus-culottes,

and disorganizers. As to anti-Gallicans because the French are republicans,

I don't know any such ; indeed, I don't know any anti-Gallicans who believe

the French to be republicans or capable of a republican government—any more
than a snowball can exist a whole week in the streets of rhiladclphia, under

a burning sun of August or September, There are many who believe the French

republican system cannot endure, and I am one of these. There are many
who believe that our republican system cannot last long, for the very reason you

mention, the want of principle. I am not one of these—though our cities are cor-

rupt, our country is not, and I believe our republican plan may last a good while.

But it will not, if French influence as well as English is not resisted. That there

are persons principled against republicanism, I suppose is true—but they are alto-

gether among the class of old tories as far as I know, and are very few in number,

and of no Influence at all in the State. There may be others besides my Parson

Wibirt, who think a hereditary King and House of Lords, with a good House of

Commons the best form of government—^but he is the only whig that I know of who
professes this faith. I doubt not old C. J. Chew may be of the same opinion—and

am told Dr. Nesbit, of Dickinson College, is also—and these are all I have heard of

—

indeed, some of the Quakers may be of this sect. But there is nothing to fear from

these numbers or characters. The real danger is in the universal avarice and am-

bition of the people, which may make all the best men sick and weary of the per-

petual anxiety, which electioneering projects and exertions occasion.

I wish you could have come on to Philadelphia. But the six children were

excuse enough. Blessings on them and their parents. So says Mrs. A. as well as

John Adams.
Mr. Gerrt.

The foregoing letter is accurately copied from the original autograph letter of

Mr. Adams in my possession.

Geo. M. Conarroe.
For Mb. Bandaix. Philadelphia, June 17, 1856.
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APPENDIX NO. XIV.—Vol. II. p. 316.

Mr. Madison's Suppressed Correspondence.—Mr. Trist to Henry S. Randall.

Philadelphia, , 1856.

Mr. Randall's query about Mr. Madison's letters returned to him, is answered by
the following extracts from James Madison to N. P. Trist

:

" MoNTPELLiBE, June 12, 1827.

" I have not made a thorough examination of the chasms in my letters to Mr
Jefferson returned by Mm ; among those acknowledged in his to me, and not in the

bundle returned by him, I find :

in 1799— 4

1800— 6

1802— 6

1803— 6

1804—11

1805— 8

1806— 4

1807—10
1808— 8 perhaps more
1814— 2

1817— 2

1818— 1

*' It is quite possible that among the missing letters there were some of a nature

more proper to be destroyed than preserved.*

" If there be any letters from me between 1783 and 1799, I shall be particularly

glad to know the dates and subjects of them.

" In a letter to Mr. Jefferson of Jan. 22d, 1786, a printed proposition in the

House of Delegates for giving commercial powers to Congress is referred to as

inclosed in the letter ; but was not in it when returned. The proposition as printed

is stated in the letter to have been referred to a committee, and to have then

received the alterations noted with the pen. This is the proposition referred to in

the 1st vol. of the Laws of the U. S., page 63, and printed there as it was materially

altered in committee of the whole, and not as it was originally made. It is more

probable that the document was not preserved than that it was separated from the

letter and is now to be found on the files of Mr. J. Should it, however, be there,

I would wish a sight of it.

" Is there among the letters of Mr. J. to Mr. Adams senior, one dated December

28, 1796 ? The reason for the question I wiU explain when I see you."

[" The foregoing," says Mr. Trist, "led to a request for the return of the letters

(which I had found), a request made orally to Mr. Jefferson Randolph through me,

and acceded to by him. He was the bearer of the letters to Mr. M., as is seen by

the following :"]

» Note by N. P. Tiist.
" This shows what was his reason for wishing to repossess himself of his letters. Had the request

been made to me, knowing . . . what must be his principal motive, at least, I should have
hesitated long—and probably decided against their delivery, save with the condition annexed of
retaining copies. But, I was on the occasion a mere channel of a request, and it did not accord
with my views of good faith towards Mr. M., as his chosen channel for a request, to proffer my
opiniou. I limited myself strictly to my capacity of channel."
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"MosTPELLiEB, Feb. 4, 1828.

" Since mine of the 26th ult., which I hope got safely to hand, I have received

yours of the 29th, since which, that of the 3uth, with the bundle of letters, has been
handed to me by Mr. Randolph. I am very sorry for the trouble it cost you to

take advantage of that conveyance. I return, as you desire, the extracts you made
from some of the letters. I return also the copies of two letters, inclosed in yours

of the let instant, just brought by the mail, though not desired; ' making of one
of them, however, an extract only, by lopping from it a paragraph irrelative to the

subject."

APPENDIX NO. XV.—Vol. II. p. 356.

TTie Forrest letter^ and the comments of Mr. Adams's biographer.—John Adams to

Uriah Forrest.

Philadelphia, 28 June, 1797.

Dear Sir : I received yesterday your favor of the 23d, and am very much
obliged to you for it. The paper inclosed in it is a serious thing. It will be a

motive, in addition to many others, to be upon my guard. It is evidence of a mind

soured, yet seeking for popularity, and eaten to a honey-comb with ambition, yet

weak, confused, uninformed, and ignorant. I have been long convinced that this

ambition is so inconsiderate as to be capable of going great lengths. I shall care-

fully keep the secret, as far as it may compromise characters and names.

To this letter Mr. Adams's biographer and annotator subjoins the following

explanation in a note :

" General Forrest had communicated to Mr. Adams, from memory, having heard

it read, the substance of one of the many letters circulated at this time by Mr. Jef-

ferson, under the strongest injunctions that no copy should be allowed to be taken.

It is worth while to contrast the opinion here expressed of Mr. J. with the uneasiness

felt by Mr. Hamilton and his friends lest Mr. Adams should be led by that gentle-

man. Fortunate would it have been for all the parties, if the idea of leading Mr.

Adams had not been always uppermost in their minds !" (Adams's Works,

vol. viii. p. 547.)

The italics are those of the annotator. When we first came to a particular

examination of this subject, we were persuaded that the above application of the

harsh remarks of the Forrest letter to Jefferson was an inadvertent error, on the

part of Mr. Adams's biographer. We, therefore, addressed Mr. Charles Francis

Adams a letter stating these impressions, the facts and reasonings on which they

were based, and then proceeded to say :

" If Mr. Forrest's letter does not name or indicate Mr. Jefferson, you can judge

what weight the suggestions I have made ought to have on your mind ; and should

they lead you to a train of inquiries that should satisfy you that my solution of the

' Note by N. P. Trist.
" He here uses ' desired ' in the sense of requested. I did demre (wish) it. But I deemed it

indelicate to express the wish. Good faith forbid that I should retain copies without his consent.
Delicacy forbid that I should ask this consent. Such sv request from me, under the circumstances,
might be unpleasant to him, as presenting an alternative, both horns of which would be disagreea-
ble. I therefore inclosed the copies, leaving him to infer my wish, and leaving him free also to
acknowledge the inference or not, as might be most agreeable to him. As to the ' extracts ' I had
luade, their nature was such aa to preclude all hesitation m asking to be intrusted witii theu."
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aifair is the correct one-—or that yours was erroneous—I make no doubt that it will

give you profound pleasure to enable me at once, in my work, to correct your

mistake on your authority.

" If, on the other hand, you should be satisfied that you are not in error as to

facts or dates, I venture to solicit from you such a reference as will enable me to

ascertain where those clandestinely circulated letters of Mr. Jefferson, or any of

them, bearing date anterior to Forrest's letter, and which (presumably) contain

attacks of some kind on Mr. Adams, are to be found. I venture on this liberty,

because I am writing a Life of Mr. Jefferson under the full sanction of his family

—

because I am peculiarly anxious to trace accurately and justly to both parties, the

relations which existed between him and John Adams—and because you are the

sole authority I know of entitled to notice, that he wrote or secretly circulated let-

ters up to May [June] 23d, 1191 (the date, I believe, of Forrest's letter), which it

would be presumed could draw out such remarks as Mr. Adams makes to Mr. For-

rest—and which, therefore, would be wholly at variance with other letters which Mr.

Jefferson was contemporaneously writing to such men as Madison and Gerry, not

without the expectation, in some instances, that they would be shown to Mr. Adams! '

" When your note appended to the Forrest letter was first read by myself, and

many other friends of Mr. Jefierson, we deeply lamented, sir, that any feeUng of

forbearance or dehcacy towards Mr. Jefferson should have prevented you from

giving the Forrest letter, and some of the ' many ' of Mr. Jefferson, corresponding

with the one described in it, which you aver were then secretly circulating. Neither

the family nor friends of Mr. Jefferson claim, by any means, that he was perfect.

But they are content that he take the full blame of every misdeed that it can be

shown he committed. They ask simply justice and no mercy for him."*********
Jfr. Adams''s Answer.

To Henry S. Randall, Esq., Cortland Village, N. Y.

Boston, X%th Kovember, 1855.

Dear Sir: You stand in no need of apology for the letter you were kind

enough to address to me on the 13th. I am happy to receive suggestions from

every quarter which may tend to insure greater correctness in matters of history.

My observation of the errors committed by others, as well as those into which I fall

myself in spite of all my anxiety to be accurate, leads me to be little inchned to be

positive about anything. If I have made mistakes, I am very ready, on considera-

tion, to repair them.

With respect to all the persons whose action I cannot help touching upon in my
work, my rule has been never to do so without deliberation, and perfect calm-

ness. Aware of ray duty to tell the truth, I have tried to do so without acrimony,

and without feeling. So far as Mr. Jefi'erson is concerned, I am very sure I enter-

tain no unfriendly sentiment—for, although he at times did great injury to John

Adams, at others he repaired it more generously than some did nearer home. It is

not, therefore, with the smallest personal bias that I proceed to the analysis of his

character. What I shall say of him in the forthcoming volume may not be correct,

but I will answer, that it shall be free from evei-y unworthy or illiberal motive.

I This remark was written under a misapprehension in regard to dates. The friendly letter

intended to be shown to Mr. Adams, which we had in mind, was addressed to Elbridge Gerry, May
13th, 179f . Mr Adams's communications to Congress two days afterwwrda, converted Jefferson

Into an open, decided, and sometimes censorious opponent.
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In this spirit I approach a reexamination of my note on the 5-17th page of the

8th volume, to which you call my attention, and compare it with my authority.

And here I must say that I am obliged to you for drawing my attention to two

errors that shall be at once corrected on the plates. The first is typographical, and

must have occurred to you. I mean the date of the letter of J. A. to General For-

rest. It should be the 28th of June and not the 20th.

The second error is in that part of my note which says that General Forrest had
only heard Mr. Jeiferson's letter read. I find, on examination, that he says he read

it over twice, and immediately committed his impressions of it to paper.

Further than this I see no mistake—and you will perceive that the correction

makes the case stronger than I stated it rather than weaker.

You are mistaken in supposing that the feeling which the communication of this

letter occasioned in Mr. Adams grew out of any personal attack it made upon him.

It was the disingenuous representation of the policy he was recommending which

roused him—perhaps not more so than is common with men under strong party

bias, but aggravated by the injunctions of secresy with which it was accompanied.

I do not feel as if I ought to communicate more of General Forrest's own letter

than the facts it contains. The letter was written by " the Vice-President " to Mr.

P. Fitzhugh, dated the 4th of June, 1797. Mr. Fitzhugh was a Democrat, but a

relative of Forrest. The letter had been shown to several Democrats, but only to one

Federalist besides General Forrest.

The statement respecting Mr. Jefferson's injunctions that no copy should be taken

of his letter to his correspondents, is taken from the abstracts of the letter itself

which fully sustains it. If you possess a copy of that letter, which I presume you
must, you have it in your power to publish it, and thus leave the world to judge of

the justice of my grandfather's commentary. If found too harsh, I shall not defend

him.

While I am about it, permit me to express my regret that the publication made
of Mr. Jefferson's works had not likewise been intrusted to you. I mean the last

one in nine volumes. It swarms with typographical errors.

I am, very truly, your obedient servant,

C. F. Adams.

It does not appear from this that President Adams learned that more than one

letter concerning himself or his Administration was " circulated at that time [June,

1797] by Mr. Jefferson under the strongest injunctions that no copy should be

allowed to be taken ;" and it does appear that this one letter contained no " personal

attack" on President Adams. Of its "disingenuous representations" (even as

interpreted through the " impressions " of an individual who wrote down from

memory the substance of a private letter for the purpose of communicating it to the

subject of its animadversions),' the public are not allowed to judge. The letter is in

neither edition of Mr. Jefferson's works, and if it had been preserved among his

manuscripts, we should naturally expect to find it in the Congress edition. That

Mr. Jefferson went into more confidential or more dangerous disclosures or repre-

sentations to Mr. Peregrine Fitzhugh at that critical moment, than he did to Madison

1 It is possible Forrest obtained Fitzhugh's permission to make the communication, but we have
no proof or assertion of that fact, and the contrary would be inferred on leveral grounds. 1. Fitz-

hugh was a gentleman of character, and would not, therefore, be likely to betrny int>Mitionally the

contents of a private letter to the very individual whose conduct was censured in it. 2. He was
politically and personally friendly to Mr. Jefferson, and was not politically friendly to Mr. Adams,
8. See Jefferson's subsequent letter to him given in the text.
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and others, would scarcely be expected from the degree of intimacy which existed

between them. We think in all of Jefferson's published correspondence there are

but two or three letters addressed to Fitzhugh. And, unless we are very much mis-

taken, that of June 4th, 179Y, was, in the opinion of Fitzhugh himself, very grossly

misrepresented by the " impressions " of those whom he had permitted to read it.

We infer so from the following passages contained in a subsequent letter to him

from Jefferson

:

" Philadelphii., February 23, 1798.

*' Dear Sir :—I have yet to acknowledge your last favcr. which I received at

Monticello, and, therefore, cannot now refer to the date. The perversion of the

expressions of a former letter to you which you mention to have been made in the

newspapers, I had not till then heard of. Yet the spirit of it was not new. I have

been for some time used as the property of the newspapers, a fair mark for every

man's dirt." .........

APPENDIX No. XVI.—Vol. II. p. 369.

The Mazzei Letter and Pickering's Charges—Jefferson to Martin Van Buren.

Monticello, June 29<A, 1824.

Dear Sir : I have to thank you for Mr. Pickering's elaborate philippic against

Mr. Adams, Gerry, Smith and myself; and I have delayed the acknowledgment

until I could read it and make some observations on it.

I could not have believed, that for so many years, and to such a period of

advanced age, he could have nourished passions so vehement and viperous. It

appears, that for thirty years past, he has been industriously collecting materials for

vituperating the characters he had marked for his hatred ; some of whom, certainly,

if enmities towards him had ever existed, had forgotten them all, or buried them in

the grave with themselves. As to myself, there never had been anything personal

between us—nothing but the general opposition of party sentiment ; and our per-

sonal intercourse had been that of urbanity, as himself says. But it seems he

has been all this time brooding over an enmity which I had never felt, and that,

with respect to myself as well as others, he has been writing far and near, and in

every direction, to get hold of original letters where he could, copies where he

could not, certificates and journals, catching at every gossipping story he could

hear of in any quarter, supplying by suspicions what he could find nowhere else,

and then arguing on this motley farrago, as if established on gospel evidence. And

while expressing his wonder, that " at the age of eighty-eight, the strong passions

of Mr. Adams should not have cooled;" that, on the contrary, "they had acquired

the mastery of his soul," (p. 100) ; that " where these were enlisted, no reliance

could be placed on his statements," (p. 104) ; the facility and little truth with which

he could represent facts and occurrences, concerning persons who were the objects

of his hatred (p. 3) ; that " he is capable of making the grossest misrepresentations,

and, from detached facts, and often from bare suspicions, of drawing unwarrantable

inferences, if suited to his purpose at the instant" (p. 174); while making such

charges, I say, on Mr. Adams, instead of his ''ecce hom,o" (p. 100); how justly might
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we say to him, "mtitato nomine, de te fahula narratur." For the assiduity and

industry he has employed in his benevolent researches after matter of crimina-

tion against us, I refer to his pages 13, 14, 34, 36, 46, 71, 79, 90 bis, 92, 93 bis,

101 ter, 104, 116, 118, 141, 143, 146, 150, 151, 153, 168, 171, 172. That Mr.

Adams's strictures on him, written and printed, should have excited some notice on

hig part, was not perhaps to be wondered at. But the sufficiency of his motive for

the large attack on me may be more questionable. He says (p. 4), "of Mr. Jeffer-

son I should have said nothing, but for his letter to Mr. Adams, of October the 12th,

1823." Now the object of that letter was to soothe the feelings of a friend, wounded

by a publication which I thought an " outrage on private confidence." Not a word

or allusion in it respecting Mr. Pickering, nor was it suspected that it would draw

forth his pen in justification of this infidelity, which he has, however, undertaken

in the course of his pamphlet, but more particularly in its conclusion.

He arraigns me on two grounds : my actions and ray motives. The very actions,

however, which he arraigns, have been such as the great majority of my fellow-

citizens have approved. The approbation of Mr. Pickering, and of those who
thought with him, I had no right to expect. My motives he chooses to ascribe

to hypocrisy, to ambition, and a passion for popularity. Of these the world must

judge between us. It is no office of his or mine. To that tribunal I have ever

submitted my actions and motives, without ransacking the Union for certificates,

letters, journals, and gossiping tales, to justify myself and weary them. Nor shall

I do this on the present occasion, but leave still to them these antiquated party

diatribes, now newly revamped and paraded, as if they had not been already a thou-

sand times repeated, refuted, and adjudged against him, by the nation itself. If no

action is to be deemed virtuous for which malice can imagine a sinister motive, then

there never was a virtuous action ; no, not even in the life of our Saviour himself.

But he has taught us to judge the tree by its fruit, and to leave motives to Him
who can alone see into them.

But whilst I leave to its fate the libel of Mr. Pickering, with the thousands of

others like it, to which I have given no other answer than a steady course of simi-

lar action, there are two facts or fancies of his which I must set to rights. The one

respects Mr. Adams, the other myself. He observes that my letter of October the

12th, 1823, acknowledges the receipt of one from Mr. Adams, of September the

18th, which, having been written a few days after Cunningham's publication, he says

was no doubt written to apologize to me for the pointed reproaches he had uttered

against me in his confidential letters to Cunningham. And thus having " no doubt"

of his conjecture, he considers it as proven, goes on to suppose the contents of the

letter (19, 22), makes it place Mr. Adams at my feet, suing for pardon, and continues

to rant upon it, as an undoubted fact. Now, I do most solemnly declare, that so far

from being a letter of apology, as Mr. Pickering so undoubtedly assumes, there was

not a word or allusion in it respecting Cunningham's publication.

The other allegation, respecting myself, is equally false. In page 34, he quotes

Doctor Stuart as having, twenty years ago, informed him that General Washington,
" when he became a private citizen," called me to account for expressions in a letter

to Mazzei, requiring, in a tone of unusual severity, an explanation of that letter.

He adds, of himself, "in what manner the latter humbled himself and appeased

the just resentment of Washington, will never be known, as some time after his

death the correspondence was not to be found, and a diary for an important period

of his presidency was also missing." The diary being of transactions during his

presidency, the letter to Mazzei not known here until some time after he became a

VOL. III.—39
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private citizen, and the pretended correspondence of course after that, I know not

why this lost diary and supposed correspondence are brought together here, unless

for insinuations worthy of the letter itself. The correspondence could not be found,

indeed, because it had never existed. I do affirm that there never passed a word, writ-

ten or verbal, directly or indirectly, between General Washington and myself on the

subject of that letter. He would never have degraded himself so far as to take to

himself the imputation in that letter on the " Samsons in combat." The whole

story is a fabrication, and I defy the framers of it, and all mankind, to produce a

scrip of a pen between General Washington and myself on the subject, or any other

evidence more worthy of credit than the suspicions, suppositions, and presumptions

of the two persons here quoting and quoted for it. With Doctor Stuart I had not

much acquaintance. I supposed him to be an honest man, knew him to be a very

weak one, and, like Mr. Pickering, very prone to antipathies, boiling with party pas-

sions, and, under the dominion of these, readily welcoming fancies for facts. But

come the story from whomsoever it might, it is an unqualified falsehood.

This letter to Mazzei has been a precious theme of crimination for Federal

malice. It was a long letter of business, in which was inserted a single paragraph

only of pohtical inforraatioa as to the state of our country. In this information

there was not one word which would not then have been, or would not now be

approved by every Republican in the United States, looking back to those times, as

you will see by a faithful copy now inclosed of the whole of what that letter said

on the subject of the United States, or of its government. This paragraph,

extracted and translated, got into a Paris paper at a time when the persons in power

there were laboring under very general disfavor, and their friends were eager to

catch even at straws to buoy them up. To them, therefore, I have always imputed

the interpolation of an entire paragraph additional to mine, which makes me charge

my own country with ingratitude and injustice to France. Thej-e was not a word in

my letter respecting France, or any of the proceedings or relations between this

country and that. Yet this interpolated paragraph has been the burden of Federal

calumny, has been constantly quoted by them, made the subject of unceasing and

virulent abuse, and is still quoted, as you see, by Mr. Pickering, page 33, as if it

were genuine, and really written by me. And even Judge Marshall makes history

descend from its dignity, and the ermine from its sanctity, to exaggerate, to record,

and to sanction this forgery. In the very last note of his book, he says, " a letter

from Mr. Jefferson to Mr. Mazzei, an Italian, was pubHshed in Florence, and re-pub-

lished in the Moniteur, with very severe strictures on the conduct of the United

States." And instead of the letter itself, he copies what he says are the remarks of

the editor, which are an exaggerated commentary on the fabricated paragraph

itself, and silently leaves to his reader to make the ready inference that these were

the sentiments of the letter. Proof is the duty of the affirmative side. A negative

cannot be possibly proved. But, in defect of impossible proof of what was not in

the original letter, I have its press-copy still in my possession. It has been shown

to several, and is open to any one who wishes to see it. I have presumed only, that

the interpolation was done in Paris. But I never saw the letter in either its Italian or

French dress, and it may have been done here, with the commentary handed down

to posterity by the judge. The genuine paragraph, re-translated through Italian

and French into English, as it appeared here in a Federal paper, besides the muti-

lated hue which these translations and retranslations of it produced, generally gave

a mistranslation of a single word, which entirely perverted its meaning, and made

it a pliant and fertile text of misrepresentation of my political principles. The
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original, speaking of an Anglican, monarchical and aristocratical party, which had

sprung up since he had left us, states their object to be " to draw over us the sub-

stance, as they had already done the forms of the British Government." Now the

" forms ' here meant, were the levees, birthdays, the pompous cavalcade to the

Btate-house on the meeting of Congress, the formal speech from the throne, the pro-

cession of Congress in a body to reecho the speech in an answer, etc. etc. But the

translator here, by substituting form in the singular number, for forms in the

plural, made it mean the frame or organization of our Government, or its form of

legislative, executive and judiciary authorities, coordinate and independent; to

which /or?« it was to be inferred that I was an enemy. In this sense they always

quoted it, and in this sense Mr. Pickering still quotes it, pages 34, 35, 38, and

countenances the inference. Now General Washington perfectly understood what I

meant by these forms, as they were frequent subjects of conversation between us.

When, on my return from Europe, I joined the Government in March, 1790, at New
York, I was much astonished, indeed, at the mimicry I found established of royal

forms and ceremonies, and more alarmed at the unexpected phenomenon, by the

monarchical sentiments I heard expressed and openly maintained in every company,

and among others by the high members of the Government, executive and judiciary

(General Washington alone excepVed), and by a great part of the legislature, save

only some-members who had been of the old Congress, and a very few of recent

introduction. I took occasion, at various times, of expressing to General Washing-

ton my disappointment at these symptoms of a change of principle, and that I

thought them encouraged by the forms and ceremonies which I found prevailing,

not at all in character with the simplicity of republican government, and looking as

if wishfully to those of European courts. His general explanations to me were,

that when he arrived at New York to enter on the executive administration of the

new government, he observed to those who were to assist him, that placed as he

was in an office entirely new to him, unacquainted with the forms and ceremonies

of other governments, still less apprised of those which might be properly estab-

lished here, and himself perfectly indifferent to all forms, he wished them to con-

sider and prescribe what they should be ; and the task was assigned particularly to

General Knox, a man of parade, and to Colonel Humphreys, who had resided some

time at a foreign court. They, he said, were the authors of the present regulations

and that others were proposed so highly strained that he absolutely rejected them.

Attentive to the difference of opinion prevailing on this subject, when the term of

his second election arrived, he called the Heads of Departments together, observed

to them the situation in which he had been at the commencement of the govern-

ment, the advice he had taken and the course he had observed in compliance with

it ; that a proper occasion had now arrived of revising that course, of correcting it

in any particulars not approv*^d in experience ; and he desired us to consult together,

agree on any changes we should think for the better, and that he should willingly

conform to what we should advise. We met at my office. Hamilton and myself

agreed at once that there was too much ceremony for the character of our Govern-

ment, and particularly, that the parade of the installation at New York ought not

to be copied on the present occasion, that the President should desire the Chief

Justice to attend him at his chambers, that he should administer the oath of office

to him in the presence of the higlier officers of the Government, and that the certificate

of the fact should be delivered to the Secretary of State to be recorded. Randolph

and Knox differed from us, the latter vehemently ; they thought it not advisable to

change any of the established forms, and we authorized Randolph to report our
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opinions to the President. As these opinions were divided, and no positive ad\ice

given as to any change, no change was made. Thus the forms which I had cen-

sured in my letter to Mazzei were perfectly understood by General Washington, and

were those which he himself but barely tolerated. He had furnished me a proper

occasion for proposing their reformation, and my opinion not prevailing, he knew

I could not have meant any part of the censure for him,

Mr. Pickering quotes, too (page 34), the expression in the letter, of "the men

who were Samsons in the field, and Solomons in the council, but who had had their

heads shorn by the harlot England ;" or, as expressed in the re-translation, " the

men who were Solomons in council, and Samsons in combat, but whose hair had

been cut oS" by the whore England." Now this expression also was perfectly under-

stood by General Washington. He knew that I meant it for the Cincinnati gene-

rally, and that from what had passed between us at the commencement of that

institution, I could not mean to include him. Wlien the first meeting was called

for its establishment, I was a member of the Congress then sitviag at Annapolis.

General Washington wrote to me, asking my opinion on that proposition, and the

course, if any, which I thought Congress would observe respecting it. I wrote him

frankly my own disapprobation of it ; that I found the members of Congress gene-

rally of the same sentiment; that I thought they would take no express notice of it,

but that in all appointments of trust, honor, or profit, they Avould silently pass by all

candidates of that order, and give an uniform preference to others. On his way to

the first meeting in Philadelphia, which I think was in the spring of 1784, he called

on me at Annapolis. It was a little after candle-light, and he sat with me till after

midnight, conversing, almost exclusively, on that subject. While he was feelingly

indulgent to the motives which might induce the officers to promote it, he concurred

with me entirely in condemning it ; and when I expressed an idea that if the heredi-

tary quality were suppressed, the institution might perhaps be indulged during the

lives of the officers now Uving, and who had actually served ;
" No," he said, " not a

fibre of it ought to be left, to be an eye-sore to the public, a ground of dissatisfac-

tion, and a fine of separation between them and their country ;" and he left me with

a determination to use all his influence for its entire suppression. On his return

from the meeting, he called on me again, and related to me the course the thing had

taken. He said, that, from the beginning, he had used every endeavor to prevail on

the officers to renounce the project altogether, urging the many considerations

which would render it odious to their fellow-citizens, and disreputable and injurious to

themselves ; that he had at length prevailed on most of the old officers to reject it,

although with great and warm opposition from others, and especially the younger

ones, among whom he named Colonel W. S. Smith as particularly intemperate. But

that in this state of things, when he thought the question safe, and the meeting

drawing to a close, Major L'Enfant arrived from France with a bundle of eagles, for

which he had been sent there, with letters from the French officers who had served

in America, praying for admission into the order, and a solemn act of their king per-

mitting them to wear its ensign. This, he said, changed the face of matters at once,

produced an entire revolution of sentiment, and turned the torrent so strongly in

an opposite direction, that it could be no longer withstood : all he could then obtain,

was a suppression of the hereditary quality. He added, that it was the French

appUcations, and respect for the approbation of the king, which saved the establish-

ment in its modified and temporary form. Disapproving thus of the institution as

much as I did, and conscious that I knew him to do so, he could never suppose th&t

I meant to include him among the Samsons in the field, whose object was to draw
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over us the form, as they made the letter say, of the British Government, and espe-

cially its aristocratic member, an hereditary House of L Tds. Add to thi^, that the

letter saying, " that two out of the three branches of legislature were against us," waa

an obvious exception of- him ; it being well known that the majorities in the two

branches of Senate and Representatives were the very instruments which carried, in

opposition to the old and real Republicans, the measures which were the subjects of

condemnation in this letter. General Washington, then, understanding perfectly

what and whom I meant to designate, in both phrases, and that they could not have

any application or view to himself, could find in neither any cause of offence to him-

self; and therefore neither needed, nor ever asked any explanation of them from

me. Had it even been otherwise, they must know very little of General Washing-

ton, who should believe to be within the laws of his character, what Doctor Stuart

is said to have imputed to him. Be this, however, as it may, the story is infamously

false in every article of it. My last parting with General Washington was at the

inauguration of Mr. Adams, in March, 1797, and was warmly affectionate; and I

never had any reason to beheve any change on his part, as there certainly was none

on mine. But one session of Congress intervened between that and his death, the

year following, in my passage to and from which, as it happened to be not conve-

nient to call on him, I never had another opportunity ; and as to the cessation of

correspondence observed during that short interval, no particular circumstance

occurred for epistolary communication, and both of us were too much oppressed

with letter-writing, to trouble, either the other, with a letter about nothing.

The truth is, that the Federalists, pretending to be the exclusive friends of

General Washington, have ever done what they could to sink his character, by

hanging theirs on it, and by representing as the enemy of Republicans him, who,

of all men, is best entitled to the appellation of the Father of that republic which

they were endeavoring to subvert, and the Republicans to maintain. They cannot

deny, because the elections proclaimed the truth, that the great body of the

nation approved the Republican measures. General Washington was himself

sincerely a friend to the republican principles of our Constitution. His faith,

perhaps, in its duration, might not have been as confident as mine ; but he repeat-

edly declared to me, that he was determined it should have a fair chance for suc-

cess, and that he would lose the last drop of his blood in its support, against any

attempt which might be made to change it from its republican form. He made
these declarations the oftener, because he knew my suspicions that Hamilton had

other views, and he wished to quiet my jealousies on this subject. For Hamilton

frankly avowed that he considered the British Constitution, with all the corrup-

tions of its administration, as the most perfect model of government which had

2ver been devised by the wit of man, professing, however, at the same time, that

the spirit of this country was so fundamentally republican, that it would be vision-

ary to think of introducing monarchy here, and that, therefore, it was the duty of

its administrators to conduct it on the principles their constituents had elected.

General Washington, after the retirement of his first Cabinet, and the compo-

sition of his second, entirely Federal, and at the head of which was Mr. Pickering

himself, had no opportunity of hearing both sides of any question. His measures,

consequently, took more the hue of the party in whose hands he was. These

measures were certainly not approved by the Republicans
;

yet were they not im-

puted to him, but to the counsellors around him ; and his prudence so far restrained

their impassioned course and bias, that no act of strong mark, during the remainder

of his Administration, excited much dissatisfaction. He lived too short a time after
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and too much withdrawn from information, to correct the views into which he had

been deluded ; and the continued assiduities of the party drew him into the vortex

of their intemperate career ; separated him still farther from his real friends, and

excited him to actions and expressions of dissatisfaction,' which grieved them, but

could not loosen their affections from him. They would not suffer the temporary

aberration to weigh against the immeasurable merits of his life ; and, although they

tumbled his seducers from their places, they preserved his memory embalmed in

their hearts, with undiminished love and devotion; and there it forever will remain

embalmed, in entire obUvion of every temporary thing which might cloud the gloriea

of his splendid life. It is vain, then, for Mr. Pickering and his friends to endeavor

to falsify his character, by representing him as an enemy to Republicans and repub-

Ucan principles, and as exclusively the friend of those who were so ; and had he lived

longer, he would have returned to his ancient and unbiased opinions, would have

replaced his confidence in those whom the people approved and supported, and

would have seen that they were only restoring and acting on the principles of his

own first Administration.

T find, my dear sir, that I have written you a very long letter, or rather a

history. The civility of having sent me a copy of Mr. Pickering's diatribe, would

scarcely justify its address to you. I do not publish these things, because my rule

of life has been never to harass the public with fendings and provings of personal

slanders ; and least of all would I descend into the arena of slander with such

a champion as Mr. Pickering. I have ever trusted to the justice and consideration

of mv fellow-citizens, and have no reason to repent it, or to change my course.

At this time of Ufe, too, tranquiUity is the autnmum bonum. But although I

decline all newspaper controversy, yet when falsehoods have been advanced, within

the knowledge of no one so much as myself, I have sometimes deposited a contradic-

tion in the hands of a friend, which, if worth preservation, may, when I am no

more, nor those whom I might offend, throw light on history, and recall that into

the path of truth. And if of no other value, the present communication may amuse

you with anecdotes not known to every one.

I had meant to have added some views on the amalgamation of parties, to which

your favor of the 8th has some allusion ; an amalgamation of name, but not of

principle. Tories are tories still, by whatever name they may be called. But ray

letter is already too unmercifully long, and I close it here with assurances of my

great esteem and respectful consideration. Th. Jefferson.

This contains a manifest error in the statement that the declaration (in the

Mazzei letter) that " two out of the three branches of legislature " were against

the Republicans, was an " obvious exception " of General Washington. What makes

the error more remarkable is, that the same sentence from which Mr. Jefferson thus

quotes, contained the express affirmation, "against us are the Executive.''''^ And

aid anybody know better than he, had he stopped to consider, that in the first

bession of the fourth Congress (1795-6) the Republicans were in the ascendency

in the House, and that every page of the published journals of Congress would

afford decisive evidence of that fact ?

When Jefferson wrote to Mazzei, in 1796, he unquestionably meant what he said,

that two branches of Congress were against the Republicans, and that one of these

branches was the Executive. All the members of the Cabinet (Pickering, Wolcott.

' And he forwarded to Mr. Van Buren, a copy of the Mazzei letter containing this sentenee.
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McHenry and Lee) were decided Federalists. In the introduction to his Ana, and in

innumerable other places in his writings, Jefferson particularly and distinctly declares

that fact, and as a necessary consequence, under the Cabinet arrangements then pre-

vailing, that the Executive department was practically in the hands of the Federal

party. Nay. he declares so, a little further on, in the same letter to Mr.Van Buren.

But Jefferson, just as uniformly where he mentions General Washington's

individual opinions, asserts that his principles were different from those of hia

(second) Cabinet—that at heart he was a Republican— that he was " true to his

Republican charge," etc.

Conscious that he had always mentally, or by direct affirmation, made this

" exception " of General Washington, Mr. Jefferson, with too little attention, waa

betrayed into the error we have seen in the letter to Mr. Van Buren.

This exhibits one of those movientary aberrations of memory which would be

deemed remarkable, were they not so common among persons of advanced years.

Mr. Jefferson corrects his own error, two paragraphs later, by describing the

actual political composition of the "Executive." "after the retirement of hia

[Washington's] first Cabinet," and consequently its political composition at the

period when the Mazzei letter was written.

There is another statement in the letter to Van Buren, which might at first

blush seem to involve an error, viz., that in which after mentioning his affectionate.

parting with General Washington in 1797, he proceeds to aver that he "never had

any reason to believe any change " on Washington's part, as " there certainly waa

none" on his own. On the other hand, the introduction to the Ana contains this

sentence: "Understanding, moreover, that I disapproved of that [Jay's] treaty,

and copiously nourished with falsehoods by a malignant neighbor of mine, who
ambitioned to be his correspondent, he had become alienated from myself ^ersow-

ally, as from the Republican body generally of his fellow-citizens," etc.

Where Jefferson expresses the opinion that there was no " change " on Wash-
ington's part, he referred to personal feelings, for two paragraphs later, he distinctly

mentioned political alienations between Washington and the Republican party, and

unmistakably alluded to such alienations between Washington and himself. In the

sentence quoted from the Ana, the word " personally " manifestly has the sense of

individually, as opposed to generally in the next clause. Otherwise, Jefferson must

be understood as meaning to declare that Washington was personally alienated from

*'the Republican body generally of his fellow citizens"—in other words, from the

great body of the American people. This would be a preposterous interpretation !

The error in regard to the " Executive," which a glance at the adjoining words

of the same sente?ice would have served to correct, reminds us to make a remark

which we do not recollect to have thrown out quite fully enough in the text of these

volumes. It has been mentioned that Mr. Jefferson's memory failed perceptibly for

the last three or four years of his life ; but it was not so much a settling of the

haze of forgetfulness over all events in proportion to their importance or remoteness

of date, as occasional forgetfulnesses or rather aberrations of memory in regard to

some one, or one or two, points in a subject of which his general recollections were

tolerably good. We have seen another distinct instance of this in his letters tc

Giles in 1825, in regard to J. Q. Adams's disclosures, etc., in 1808-9, and one or

two other examples could be specified. He was painfully conscious of his liability

to fall into these errors of memory, and guarded against them jealously in writing.

Hence they are so very few; and it is fortunat'-, .nat not one of them relates to a

really controverted point, or raises a vapor of doubt as to what constituted the

settled opinions or belief of the writer on any point.
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APPENDIX NO. XVII.—Vol. II. p. 451.

Jefferson's Draft of Kentucky Resolutions of 1'798.

1. Resolved, That the several States composing the United States of America,

are not united on the principle of unlimited submission to their General Government
;

but that by a compact under the style and title of a Constitution for the United

States, and of amendments thereto, they constituted a General Government for

special purposes—delegated to that Government certain definite powers, reserving

each State to itself, the residuary mass of right to their own self-government ; and

that whensoever the General Government assumes undelegated powers, its acts are

unauthoritative, void, and of no force ; that to this compact each State acceded as a

State, and is an integral party, its co-States forming, as to itself, the other party

;

that the Government created by this compact was not made the exclusive or final

judge of the extent of the powers delegated to itself; since that would have made

its discretion, and not the Constitution, the measure of its powers ; but that, as in

all other cases of compact among powers having no common judge, each party has

an equal right to judge for itself, as well of infractions as of the mode and measure

of redress.

2. Resolved, That the Constitution of the United States, having delegated to

Congress a power to punish treason, counterfeiting the securities and current coin

of the United States, piracies, and felonies committed on the high seas, and offences

against the law of nations, and no other crimes whatsoever ; and it being true, as a

general principle, and one of the amendments to the Constitution having also

declared, that " the powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution,

nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the

people," therefore the act of Congress, passed on the 14th day of July, 1798, and

intituled " An Act in addition to the act intituled An Act for the punishment of

certain crimes against the United States," as also the act passed by them on the —
day of June, 1798, intituled "An Act to punish frauds committed on the bank

of the United States" (and all their other acts which assume to create, define, or

punish crimes, other than those so enumerated in the Constitution), are altogether

void, and of no force ; and that the power to create, define, and punish such other

crimes is reserved, and, of right, appertains solely and exclusively to the respective

States, each within its own territory.

3. Resolved, That it is true as a general principle, and is also expressly declared

by one of the amendments to the Constitution, that "the powers not delegated to

the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are re-

served to the States respectively, or to the people ;" and that no power over the

freedom of religion, freedom of speech, or freedom of the press being delegated to

the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, all lawful

powers respecting the same did of right remain, and were reserved to the States or

the people ; that thus was manifested their determination to retain to themselves

the right of judging how far the licentiousness of speech and of the press may be

obridged without lessening their useful freedom, and how far those abuses which

cannot be separated from their use, should be tolerated, rather than the use be

destroyed. And thus also they guarded against all abridgment by the United States
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of the freedom of religious opinions and exercises, and retained to themselves the

right of protecting the same, as this State, by a law passed on the general demand

of its citizens, had already protected them from all human restraint or inter-

ference. And that, in addition to this general principle and express declaration,

another and more special provision las been made by one of the amendments to

the Constitution, which expressly declares, that " Congress shall make no law re-

specting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof, or

abridging the freedom of speech or of the press ;" thereby guarding in the same sen-

tence, and under the same words, the freedom of religion, of speech, and of the

press ; insomuch that whatever violated either, throws down the sanctuary which

covers the others, and that libels, falsehood, and defamation, equally with heresy

and false religion, are withheld from the cognizance of Federal tribunals. That,

therefore, the Act of Congress of the United States, passed on the 14th day of July,

1798, intituled " An Act in addition to the act intituled ' An Act for the punishment

of certain crimes against the United States,' " which does abridge the freedom of

the press, is not law, but is altogether void, and of no force.

4. Resolved, That alien friends are under the jurisdiction and protection of the

laws of the State wherein they are ; that no power over them has been delegated to

the United States, nor prohibited to the individual States, distinct from their power

over citizens. And it being true as a general principle, and one of the amendments

to the Constitution having also declared, that "the powers not delegated to the

United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved

to the States respectively, or to the people," the act of the Congress of the United

States, passed on the — day of July, 1798, entitled " An Act concerning aliens,"

which assumes powers over alien friends, not delegated by the Constitution, is not

law, but is altogether void, and of no force.

5. Resolved, That in addition to the general principle as well as the express

declaration, that powers not delegated are reserved, another and more special pro-

vision, inserted in the Constitution from abundant caution, has declared that " the

migration or importation of such persons as any of the States now existing shall

think proper to admit, shall not be prohibited by the Congress prior to the year

1808 ;" that this commonwealth does admit the migration of alien friends, described

as the subject of the said act concerning aliens ; that a provision against prohibiting

their migration is a provision against all acts equivalent thereto, or it would be nu-

gatory ; that to remove them when migrated, is equivalent to a prohibition of their

migration, and is, therefore, contrary to the said provision of the Constitution, and

void.

6. Resolved, That the imprisonment of a person under the protection of the

laws of this commonwealth, on his failure to obey the simple order of the President

to depart out of the United States, as is undertaken by said act intituled " An Act
concerning aliens," is contrary to the Constitution, one amendment to which has

provided that "no person shall be deprived of liberty without due process of law;"

and that another having provided that "in all criminal prosecutions, the accused

shall enjoy the right to public trial by an impartial jury, to be informed of the

nature and cause of the accusation, to be confronted with the witnesses against him,

to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the

assistance of counsel for his defence," the same act undertaking to authorize the

President to remove a person out of the United States, who is under the protection

of the law, on his own suspicion, without accusation, without jury, without publi<,

trial, without confrontation of the witnesses against him, without hearing witnesses
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in his favor, without defence, without counsel, is contrary to the provision also of

the Constitution, is therefore not law, but utterly void, and of no force ; that trans-

ferring the power of judging any person, who is under the protection of the laws,

from the courts to the President of the United States, as is undertaken by the same

act concerning aliens, is against the article of the Constitution which provides that

" the judicial power of the United States shall be vested in courts, the judges of

which shall hold their offices during good behavior ;" and that the said act is void

for that reason also. And it is further to be noted, that this transfer of judiciary

power is to that magistrate of the General Government who already possesses all the

Executive, and a negative on all Legislative powers.

7. Resolved, That the construction apphed by the General Government (as is

evidenced by sundry of their proceedings) to those parts of the Constitution of the

United States which delegate to Congress a power " to lay and collect taxes, duties,

imports, and excises, to pay the debts, and provide for the common defence and gene-

ral welfare of the United States," and " to make all laws which shall be necessary and

proper for carrying into execution the powers vested by the Constitution in the

government of the United States, or in any department or officer thereof," goes to

the destruction of all hmits prescribed to their power by the Constitution ; that

words meant by the instrument to be subsidiary only to the execution of limited

powers, ought not to be so construed as themselves to give unlimited powers, nor a

part to be so taken as to destroy the whole residue of that instrument ; that the

proceedings of the General Government under color of these articles, will be a fit

and necessary subject of revisal and correction, at a time of greater tranquillity,

while those specified in the preceding resolutions call for immediate redress.

8th. Resolved, That a committee of conference and correspondence be appointed,

who shall have in charge to communicate the preceding resolutions to the Legisla-

tures of the several States ; to assure them that this commonwealth continues in the

same esteem of their friendship and union which it has manifested from that moment

at which a common danger first suggested a common union : that it considers

union, for specified national purposes, and particularly to those specified in their late

f'ideral compact, to be friendly to the peace, happiness, and prosperity of all the

States : that faithful to that compact, according to the plain intent and meaning in

which it was understood and acceded to by the several parties, it is sincerely anxious

for its preservation : that it does also believe, that to take from the States all the

powers of self-government and transfer them to a general and consolidated govern-

ment, without regard to the special delegations and reservations solemnly agreed to

in that compact, is not for the peace, happiness or prosperity of these States ; and

that, therefore, this commonwealth is determined, as it doubts not its co-States are,

to submit to undelegated, and consequently unlimited powers in no man, or body of

men on earth : that in cases of an abuse of the delegated powers, the members of

the General Government, being chosen by the people, a change by the people would

be the constitutional remedy ; but where powers are assumed which have not been

delegated, a nullification of the act is the rightful remedy : that every State has a

natural right in cases not within the compact {casus non fcederis) to nullify of their

own authority all assumptions of power by others within their limits : that without

this right, they would be under the dominion, absolute and unlimited, of whosoever

might exercise this right of judgment for them: that, nevertheless, this common-

wealth, from motives of regard and respect for its co-States, has wished to communi-

cate with them on the subject : that with them abne it is proper to communicate,

they alone being parties to the compact, and solely authorized to judge in the last
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resort of the powers exercised under it, Congress being not a party, but merely the

creature of the compact, and subject as to its assumptions of power to the final

judgment of those by whom and for whose use itself and its powers were all created

and modified : that if the acts before specified should stand, these conclusions would

flow from them ; that the General Government may place any act they think proper

on the list of crimes, and punish it themselves whether enumerated or not enume-

rated by the Constitution as cognizable by them : that they may transfer its cogni-

zance to the President, or any other person, who may himself be the accuser, coun-

sel, judge and jury, whose suspicions may be the evidence, his order the sentence,

his officer the executioner, and his breast the sole record of the transaction : that a

very numerous and valuable description of the inhabitants of these States being, by

this precedent, reduced, as outlaws, to the absolute dominion of one man, and the

barrier of the Constitution thus swept away from us all, no rampart now remains

against the passions and the powers of a majority in Congress to protect from a like

exportation, or other more grievous punishment, the minority of the same body,

the legislatures, judges, governors and counsellors of the States, nor their other

peaceable inhabitants, who may venture to reclaim the constitutional rights and

liberties of the States and people, or who for other causes, good or bad, may be

obnoxious to the views, or marked by the suspicions of the President, or be thought

dangerous to his or their election, or other interests, public or personal: that the

friendless alien has, indeed, been selected as the safest subject of a first experiment

;

but the citizen will soon follow, or rather has already followed, for already has a

sedition act marked him as its prey : that these and successive acts of the same

character, unless arrested at the threshold, necessarily drive these States into revo-

lution and blood, and will furnish new calumnies against republican government,

and new pretexts for those who wish it to be believed that man cannot be governed

but by a rod of iron : that it would be a dangerous delusion were a confidence in

the men of our choice to silence our fears for the safety of our rights : that confi-

dence is everywhere the parent of despotism—free government is founded in

jealousy, and not in confidence ; it is jealousy and not confidence which prescribes

limited constitutions, to bind down those whom we are obliged to trust with power

:

that our Constitution has accordingly fixed the limits to which, and no further, our

confidence may go ; and let the honest advocate of confidence read the Alien and

Sedition Acts, and say if the Constitution has not been wise in fixing hmits to the

government it created, and whether we should be wise in destroying those limits.

Let him say what the government is, if it be not a tyranny, which the men of our

choice have conferred on our President, and the President of our choice has assented

to, and accepted over the friendly strangers to whom the mild spirit of our country

and its laws have pledged hospitaUty and protection : that the men of our choice

have more respected the bare suspicions of the President, than the solid right of

innocence, the claims of justification, the sacred force of truth, and the forms and
substance of law and justice. In questions of power, then, let no more be heard of

confidence in man, but bind him down from mischief by the chains of the Constitu-

tion. That this commonwealth does, therefore, call on its co-States for an expres-

sion of their sentiments on the acts concerning ahens, and for the punishment of

certain crimes hereinbefore specified, plainly declaring whether these acts are or are

not authorized by the federal compact. And it doubts not that their sense will be

60 announced as to prove their attachment unaltered to limited government, whether

general or particular. And that the rights and liberties of their co-States will be

exposed to no dangers by remaining embarked in a common bottom with their owa
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That they will concur with this commonwealth in considering the said acts as so pal-

pably against the Constitution as to amount to an undisguised declaration that that

compact is not meant to be the measure of the powers of the General Government,

but that it will proceed in the exercise over these States, of all powers whatsoever :

that they will view this as seizing the rights of the States, and consolidating them in

the hands of the General Government, with the power assumed to bind the States

(not merely as the cases made federal (casus foederis), but) in all cases whatsoever,

by laws made, not with their consent, but by others against their consent : that this

would be to surrender the form of government we have chosen, and live under one

deriving its powers from its own will, and not from our authority ; and that the

co-States, recurring to their natural right in cases not made federal, will concur in

declaring these acts void, and of no force, and will each take measures of its own
for providing that neither these acts, nor any others of the General Government not

plainly and intentionally authorized by the Constitution, shall be exercised within

their respective territories.

9th. Resolved, That the said committee be authorized to communicate by writing

or personal conferences, at any times or places whatever, with any person or per-

sons who may be appointed by any one or more co-States to correspond or confer

with them ; and that they lay their proceedings before the next session of Assembly.

APPENDIX NO. XVIII.—Vol. II., p. 568.

Rev. Br. Mason's Fampldet on Jefferson's Religious Views, etc., issued during the

Election of 1800.

Dr. Mason published this pamphlet in September, entitling it " The Voice of

Warning to Christians on the Ensuing Election ;" and that it was not intended as

a fugitive production, would be implied from the fact that it was included in his

Works published by his son in 1849.

Dr. Mason informs his readers that the belief of Mr. Jefferson's infidelity had

for years been uniform and strong, but that now, " happily for truth and for us, Mr.

Jefferson had written and he had printed.'''' He then assumes that Mr. Jefferson has

avowed his infidelity in his Notes on Virginia in various ways, which he proceeds

to specify.

The first regards the Deluge. Mr. Jefferson argued in the Notes against a gen-

eral deluge having taken place, from the fact that all the contents of the atmos

phere measured by weight, were they water, would cover the globe but thirty-fiv€

feet deep, or raise the ocean but fifty-two and a half feet above its present level

He therefore supposed that any deluge must have been partial and local. [He

made no allusion to the Mosaic account, but was discussing the geological question

whether the marine shells found in high mountains, and particularly those of South

America, could be accounted for, as claimed by many, among the effects of a uni.

veraal deluge.]

Dr. Mason makes an important admission

:

" Mr. Jefferson's concession of the probability of deluges within certain limits,

does not rank him with those great and good men who have supposed the deluge
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to be partial, Dccause his argument concludes against the Scriptural narrative,

even upon that supposition. He will not admit his partial deluges to rise above fifty

two and a half feet above the level of the ocean."

Mr. Jefferson bad said nothing of the kind here imputed to him ; and it will

hardly do to infer that because he argued that the contents of the atmosphere

would raise the whole ocean but fifty-two and a half feet, that they would not pro-

duce a " partial " deluge a hundred, a thousand, or ten thousand times that depth.

The geological argument grows amusing. Dr. Mason quotes and italicizes Mr.

Jeflferson's words as follows

:

" A second opinion has been entertained, which is, that, in times anterior to

the records either of history or tradition, the bed of the ocean, the principal resi-

dence of the shelled tribe, has, by some great convulsion of nature, been heaved

to the heights at which we now find shells and other remains of marine animals.

Thefavorers of this opinion do well to suppose the great events on which it rests to

have taken place beyond all the eras of history ; for within these, certainly none

sunk are to be found ; and we may venture to say further, that no fact has taken

place, either in our own days, or in the thousands of years recorded in history,

which proves the existence of any natural agents, within or without the bowels of

the earth, of force sufficient to heave to the height of 15,000 feet, such masses as

the Andes." •

Dr. Mason pronounces this a " sneer at the Scripture itself," a " malignant sar-

casm," an " oblique stroke at the Bible." He calls Mr. Jefferson "a profane phi-

losopher," " an infidel," and other hard names. "It is thus," he exclaims, " Chris-

tians, that a man, whom you are expected to elevate to the chief magistracy, insults

yourselves and your Bible."

Mr. Jefferson was arguing against the now adopted theory of upheaval ; that is,

that mountains had been raised from the beds of the ocean by volcanic or

other dynamic agencies, operating from the interior of the earth ; and he said the

geologists who favored this theory did well to suppose such events took place be-

yond all the eras of history. Doctor Mason appears to have mistaken this for an
attack on the Mosaic declaration that " the same day were all the fountains of the

great deep broken up !"

Passing over some other cosmic criticisms, about as profound, we find the rev-

erend gentleman quoting the following sentence from the Notes on Virginia, a part

of it placed in capitals, thus :
" Those who labor in the fields are the chosen people

of God, IF EVER HE HAD A CHOSEN PEOPLE."
Dr. Mason asks how Christian ears relish this "profane babbling," and he ranks it

among other " affronts to the oracles of God." A writer, in our recollection, said

:

" Washington was great, if there ever was a great man." Was this writer to be

understood as denying that there ever was a great man, or simply as using a fami-

liar and purely idiomatic form of expression, to give strength to his affirmation ?

Dr. Mason quotes Mr. Jefferson as saying :
" The legitimate powers of govern-

ment extend only to such acts as are injurious to others. But it does me no injury

for my neighbor to say there are twenty gods or no God. It neither picks my
pocket nor breaks my leg." The meaning and peculiar phraseology of this sentence

are sufficiently explained in vol. i. pp. 370, 371 of this work. Dr. Mason pro-

nounced it a preaching of " atheism."

He declared that Mazzei told a Reverend Dr. Smith that on once expressing his

surprise at the ruinous condition of a church to Jefferson, the latter replied

;

" It is good enough for him who was born in a manger !" Dr. Mason said some of
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Mr. Jcfforson's friends "have been desperate enough to challenge this anecdote as s

calumny fabricated for electioneering purposes." But he declared he had himself

heard it from the Rev. Mr. Smith, and he thought Mazzei would not have been
guilty of " trumping up a dehberate lie," etc. etc.

Dr. Mason thought all these things proved Jefferson to be a confirmed infidel,

but if anything was wanting to establish this, it would be shown by " his solicitude

for wresting the Bible from the hands of their children—his notoriously unchristian

character—his disregard of all the evidences of divine worship—his utter and open
contempt of the Lord's day, inasmuch as to receive on it a public entertainment."

Lastly, he pronounced Jefferson " a man who wrote against the truths of God's

Word—who made not even a profession of Christianity—who was without Sab-

baths—without the sanctuary—without so rauch as a decent external respect for

the faith and worship of Christians."

Since the above was written, we find in the newspapers the following extract

from the Rev; Dr. Sprague's "Annals of the American Pulpit." Some friendly

describer of Dr. Mason, who appears to imagine that the Republican party pro-

posed " an alliance with Napoleon Bonaparte," gives the following characteristic

picture of the times :

" There is another sermon of which I retain a distinct remembrance, and to

which I advert, partly because I regard it as one of Dr. Mason's greatest efforts, and

partly because it serves to illustrate a feature of character for which he was distin-

guished above most men : I refer to his fearless disregard of consequences in the

discharge of what he deemed a public duty. The sermon was preached upon a fast

day, and at a time of extreme political excitement. Personal violence had been

threatened in case he denounced, as he had before done, the proposed alliance with

France. I myself remember to have heard a young lawyer and a violent partisan

declare that ' if the Doctor dared to repeat the thing, even the horns of the altar

should not protect him, for he would himself be one of the first to pull him out

of the pulpit.' When the fast-day arrived, a large audience assembled, expecting

to hear a sermon ' to the times.' The Doctor chose for his text, Ezekiel ii., 3, and

the whole chapter was read in his most impressive manner. Near the close of his

discourse, he broke forth into a solemn and impassioned apostrophe to Deity in

nearly these words :
' Send us, if Thou wilt, murrain upon our cattle, a famine upon

our land, cleanness of teeth in our borders ; send us pestilence to waste our cities

;

send us, if it please Thee, the sword to bathe itself in the blood of our sons ; but

spare us. Lord God Most Merciful, spare us that curse—most dreadful of all curses

—

an alliance with Napoleon Bonaparte !' As he uttered these startling sentences, the

blood gushed from his nostrils ; he unconsciously put his handkerchief to his face,

and the nest instant made a gesture which looked as if he were designedly waving

it before the audience like a bloody and symbolic flag. You can fancy better than

I can describe the impression which this incident, coupled with the awful apos-

trophe, made upon the crowded assembly. Next day I asked the young lawyer why

he did not proceed, as he had promised, to pull the Doctor from the pulpit.

' Why,' said he, ' I was perfectly horror-struck when he wound up that terrible

apostrophe by waving his bloody handkerchief.'
"

No doubt is intended here to be expressed that Dr. Mason was a well-nieanmg,

devout, and within the limits of his profession, signally able man. Indeed, it is on

account of his character, his talents, his erudition and high distinction, that we

have chosen his as a more striking illustration of that clerical warfare on Jefferson,

of which the "bloody flag" was truly "symbolic."
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Deposition of J. A Bayard.

The deposition of James A. Bayard, sworn and examined on the twenty day

of , in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and five, at

Wilmington, in the State of Delaware, by virtue of a commission issuing out of

the supreme court of judicature in the State of New York, to John Vaughn,

directed for the examination of the said James A. Bayard, in a cause there depend-

ing between Aaron Burr, plaintiff, and James Cheetham, defendant, on the part

and behalf of the defendant.

let. To the first interrogatory this deponent answers and says : As a member
of the House of Representatives, I paid a visit of ceremony to the plaintiff on the

4th of March, in the year one thousand eight hundred and one, and was introduced

to him. I had no acquaintance with him before that period. I had no knowledge

of the defendant but what was derived from his general reputation before the last

session of Congress, when a personal acquaintance commenced upon my becominrr

a member of the Senate.

2d. To the second interrogatory this deponent saith : I was.

3d. To the third interrogatory this deponent saith : There was an equality of

electoral votes for Mr. Jefferson and Mr. Burr, and the choice of one of them, did,

of consequence, devolve on the House of Representatives.

4th. To the fourth interrogatory this deponent saith : The House, resolved into

States, balloted for a President a number of times—the exact number is not at

present in my recollection—before a choice was made. The frequency of balloting

was occasioned by the preference given by the Federal side of the House to Mr
Burr. With the exception of Mr. Huger, of South Carolina, I recollect no FederaV

member, who did not concur in the general course of balloting for Mr. Burr. 1

cannot name each member. The Federal members, at that time, composed a

majority of the House, though not of the States. Their names can be ascertained

by the Journals of the House of Representatives.

5th. To the fifth interrogatory this deponent saith : I know of no measures but

those of argument and persuasion which were used to secure the election of Mr.

Burr to the Presidency. Several gentlemen of the Federal party doubted the prac-

ticability of electing Mr. Burr, and the policy of attempting it. Before the election

came on, there were several meetings of the party to consider the subject. It was

frequently debated ; and most of the gentlemen who had adopted a decided opinion

in favor of his election, employed their influence and address to convince those

who doubted, of the propriety of the measure. I cannot tell whether Mr. Burr was
acquainted with what passed at our meetings. But I neither knew nor heard ofany

letter being written to him on the subject. He never informed me, nor have I rea-

son to believe, further than inference from the open professions, and public course

pursued by the Federal party, that he was apprised that an attempt would be mado
to secure his election.

6. To the sixth interrogatory the deponent saith : Mr. Burr, or any person on

his behalf, never did communicate to me in writing, or otherwise, nor to any other
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persons of which I have any knowledge, that any measures had been suggested, or

would be pursued, to secure his election. Preceding the day of the election, in the

course of the session, the Federal members of Congress had a number of general

meetings, the professed and sole purpose of which was to consider the propriety of

giving their support to the election of Mr. Burr. The general sentiment of the

party was strongly in his favor. Mr. Huger, I think, could not be brought to vote

for him. Mr. Craik and Mr. Baer, of Maryland, and myself, were those who
acquiesced with the greatest difficulty and hesitation. I did not believe Mr. Burr

could be elected, and thought it vain to make the attempt. But I was chiefly influ-

enced by the current of public sentiment, which I thought it neither safe nor politic

to counteract. It was, however, determined by the party, without consulting Mr.

Burr, to make the experiment, whether he could be elected. Mr. Ogden never was

authorized nor requested by me nor any member of the House to my knowledge, to

call upon Mr. Burr, and to make any propositions to him of any kind or nature. I

remember Mr. Ogden's being at Washington, while the election was depending. I

spent one or two evenings in his company at Stiller's hotel, in small parties, and we

recalled an acquaintance of very early life, which had been suspended by a separa-

tion of eighteen or twenty years. I spent not a moment with Mr. Ogden in private.

It was reported that he was an agent for Mr. Burr, or it was understood that he

was in possession of declarations of Mr. Burr, that he would serve as President if

elected. I never questioned him on the subject. Although I considered Mr. Burr

personally better qualified to fill the office of President than Mr. Jefferson, yet for

a reason above suggested, I felt no anxiety for his election, and I presumed if Mr.

Ogden came on any errand from Mr. Burr, or was desirous of making any dis-

closure relative to his election, he would do it without any application from me.

But Mr. Ogden or any other person never did make any communication to me
from Mr. Burr, nor do I remember having any conversation with him relative to the

election. I never had any communication directly or indirectly with Mr. Burr in

relation to his election to the Presidency. I was one of those who thought from

the beginning that the election of Mr. Burr was not practicable. The sentiment

was freely and openly expressed. I remember it was generally said by those who

wished a perseverance in the opposition to Mr. Jefferson, that several Demo-

cratic States were more disposed to vote for Mr. Burr than for Mr. Jefferson.

That out of complaisance to the known intention of the party they would

vote a decent length of time for Mr. Jefferson, and as soon as they could

excuse themselves by the imperious situation of affairs, would give their votes for

Mr. Burr, the man they really preferred. The States relied upon for this change

were New York, New Jersey, Vermont and Tennessee. I never, however, under-

stood that any assurance to this effect came froTn Mr. Burr. Early in the election

it was reported that Mr. Edward Livingston, the Representative of the city of New

York, was the confidential agent of Mr. Burr, and that Mr. Burr had committed him-

self entirely to the discretion of Mr. Livingston, having agreed to adopt all his

acts. I took an occasion to sound Mr. Livingston on the subject, and intimated

that, having it in my power to terminate the contest, I should do so, unless he

could give me some assurance that we might calculate upon a change in the votes

of some of the members of his party. Mr. Livingston stated that he felt no great

concern as to the event of the election, but he disclaimed any agency from Mr.

Burr, or any connection with him on the subject, and any knowledge of Mr. Burr's

designing to cooperate in support of his election.

7 th. The deponent answering that part of the seventh interrogatory, wliicn
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relates to letters received from the late Alexander Hamilton, says : I did receive, in

the course of the winter of 1801, several letters from General Hamilton upon the

subject of the election, but the name of David A. Ogden is not mentioned in any of

them. The general design and effect of these letters was to persuade me to vote

for Mr. Jefferson, and not for Mr. Burr. The letters contain very strong reasons

and a very earnest opinion against the election of Mr. Burr. In answer to the

residue of the same interrogatory, the deponent saith : I repeat that I know of no

means used to promote the election of Mr. Burr, but persuasion. I am wholly

ignorant of what the plaintiff was apprised of in relation to the election, as I had

no communication with him, directly or indirectly ; and as to the expectation of a

change of votes from Mr. Jefferson to Mr. Burr, I never knew of a better ground

for it than the opinions and calculations of a number of members.

8th. In answer to the eighth interrogatory, the deponent saith : I know of

nothing which, in my opinion, can be of service to the defendant in the cause.

To the interrogatory on the part of the plaintiff, the deponent answers : Having

yielded with Messrs Craik and Baer, of Maryland, to the strong desire of the great

body of the party with whom we usually acted, and agreed to vote for Mr. Burr,

and those gentlemen and myself being governed by the same views and motives, we
pledged ourselves to each other to pursue the same line of conduct, and act together.

We felt that some concession was due to the judgment of a great majority of our

political friends, who differed from us in opinion, but we determined that no con-

sideration should make us lose sight for a moment of the necessity of a President

being chosen. We, therefore, resolved that as soon as it was fairly ascertained that

Mr. Burr could not be elected, to give our votes to Mr. Jefferson. General Morris,

of Vermont, shortly after acceded to this arrangement. The result of the ballot of

the States had uniformly been eight States for Mr. Jefferson, six for Mr. Burr, and

two divided. Mr. Jefferson wanted the vote of one State only ; those three gentle-

men belonged to the divided States, I held the vote of the State of Delaware ; it

was, therefore, in the power of either of us to terminate the election. Those

gentlemen knowing the strong interest of my State to have a President, and know-

ing the smcerity of my determination to make one, left it to me to fix the time

when the opposition should cease, and to make terms, if any could be accomplished'

with the friends of Mr. Jefferson. I took pains to disclose this state of thino-s in

such a manner, that it might be known to the friends of Mr. Burr, and to those

gentlemen who were believed to be most disposed to change their votes in his

favor. I repeatedly, stated to many gentlemen with whom I was acting, that it was

a vain thing to protract the election, as it had become manifest that Mr. Burr
would not assist us ; and as we could do nothing without his aid, I expected, under

these circumstances, if there were any latent engines at work in Mr. Burr's favor

the plan of operations would be disclosed to me. But, although I had the power,
and threatened to terminate the election, I had not even an intimation from anv
friend of Mr. Burr's, that it would be desirable to them to protract it. I never did

discover that Mr. Burr used the least influence to promote the object we had in

view. And being completely persuaded that Mr. Burr would not cooperate with

us, I determined to end the contest by voting for Mr. Jefferson. I publicly

announced the intention which I designed to carry into effect the next day. In the

morning of the day there was a general meeting of the party, where it was gener-

ally admitted that Mr. Burr could not be elected; but some thought it was better

to persist in our vote, and to go without a President rather than to elect Mr.
Jefferson. The greater number, however, wished the election terminated, and a

VOL. III.—40
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President made ; and, in the course of the day, the manner was settled, which was
afterwards adopted, to end the business.

Mr. Burr, probably, might have put an end sooner to the election, by coming
forward and declaring that he would not serve, if chosen ; but I have no reason to

believe, and never did think, that he interfered, even to the point of personal

influence, to obstruct the election of Mr. Jefferson, or to promote his own.

APPENDIX NO. XX.—Vol. II. p. 639.

Sketch of the Life of General Smith.

General Samuel Smith, an officer of the Revolution, was born in Carlisle, Penn.,

on the 27th July, 1752. His grandfather, of the same name, was a large landed

proprietor in Lancaster county, and having disposed of his estates, removed to

Carlisle. There, in conjunction with his only son, John, he engaged, successfully,

in mercantile pursuits. The latter was repeatedly elected a member of the legis-

lature of Pennsylvania.

In 1760, his father having retired from business, he removed to Baltimore

finding the sphere of Carlisle too limited for his enterprises. Here, with his energy

and sound judgment, he not only rapidly added to his capital, but contributed

largely in giving a more invigorating impulse to the commerce of that town. It is

not too much to say, that he, with several gentlemen of like character, who emi-

grated from Pennsylvania about the same time, were the founders of the commer-

cial prosperity of Baltimore. He was a member of the convention, which, in 1776

framed the first, if not the best constitution that Maryland has enjoyed. Charles

Carroll, of CarroUton, said :
" I have John Smith on my committee for shaping the

Senate, and it will be the safeguard of liberty and order."

Mr. Smith was, for several years, a member of the legislature, under the new
constitution, and during nearly the whole of the war, was chairman of the Com-

mittee of Ways and Means, in the House of Delegates. Noted for his sound judg-

ment and devoted patriotism, he was not the less distinguished for his probity, piety,

and great simplicity of habits.

General Smith obtained the rudiments of his education at Carlisle, then he wa«

a pupil in a school in Baltimore, and afterwards at another in Elkton. But, at a

very early age, he was recalled, to enter his father's counting-house. In this situ-

ation he continued until 1771, when his father sent him in one of his own vessels

to Europe. Whilst abroad, he travelled through Italy, Spain, Portugal, France,

and England. Soon after his return, he became a partner in his father's mercantile

house. On his voyage home. Major Andre was his companion, and a sincere friend,

ship existed between them until tlie unhappy death of the latter.

Participating in the general feeling, that a resort to arms could alone secure the

liberties of his country, he at an early period joined a volunteer company. This was

the school in which he acquired such military knowledge as he possessed. In Janu-

ary, 177C, Smallwood's regiment was raised for the defence of the State. In thia he

had conferred on him the rank of captain. The regiment was soon after taken into

the service of Congress, and marched in July to Long Island. It did eminent
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service, In the memorable battle there, losing one-third of its men, and being the

last to quit the field. He was alike distinguished at Harlaem, and White Plains,

where Captain Smith was slightly wounded. On the harassing retreat through

New Jersej', it, in conjunction with the Delaware battalion, covered the rear, and

was the last of the army that crossed the river to the Pennsylvania shore.

He was then, December, 1776, greeted with a major's commission, and ordered

to Baltimore, on the recruiting service. When the seven Maryland regiments were

embodied, in 1777, he received the commission of Lieutenant-Colonel of the fourth

regiment, there being but a brief interval between the two commissions.

He was with his regiment at the attack on Staten Island, and in the hapless affair

of the Brandywine. Immediately after this, he was detached by Gen. Washington,

to the defence of Fort Mifflin. In this naked and exposed work, of mud and pali-

sades, he maintained himself, under a continued fire from the land batteries and
shipping of the enemy, from 26th September to the 11th November. On that dav
he was so severely wounded as to make it necessary to remove him to the Jersey

shore. For this gallant defence. Congress voted him thanks and an elegant sword.

Not entirely recovered from the efi'ects of his wound, he yet took part in all the suf-

ferings of Valley Forge. From thence he was again ordered to Baltimore, on the

recruiting service, and joining the army early in the spring, took an active part in

the battle of Monmouth.

He went into the army a man of fortune. After a service of three and a half

years he was reduced to poverty, by means of the suspension of commerce, conti-

nental money, the worthlessness of shipping property, and hopeless country debts.

These causes brought his father's commercial business to a ruinous end, whilst thev
drove Colonel Smith to the painful necessity of resigning his commission. He did
not, however, refrain absolutely from military duties. The command of a militia

regiment was conferred on him, with which he continued to do duty, when its ser-

vice was required, until the end of the war.

A few years after the peace, he was elected to the Legislature of Maryland
where he remained until he was chosen a member of Congress, in 1792. In that
body, either in the House or in the Senate, he continued until 1833, havin"- served
forty years, in the national councils, with an interval of but six weeks during that
long period.

When Mr. Jefferson was forming his first Cabinet, he tendered to Gen. Smith the
Secretaryship of the Navy, and most urgently pressed it on him. He felt himself
however, constrained to decline the honor from considerations entirely private and
connected with his commercial house. He nevertheless, consented to serve, and did
so, until the post was filled by Mr. Robert Smith, it having previously to the accep-
tance of it by the latter, been offered to Mr. Langdon, and to Mr. William Jones of
Philadelphia.

On all important occasions, connected with mercantile or financial matters he
was consulted by the administrations of Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, Adams and
Jackson, and he very frequently gave his opinions in writing. He was repeatedly
chosen Vice-President pro tern, of the Senate, and generally was at the head of it's

Committee on Finance, as, in the House, he had been usually Chairman of the Com-
mittee of Ways and Means.

As a brigadier-general of militia, he commanded the Maryland Contingent on
the Western Insurrection, known as the " Whisky Expedition," and as major-"-ene-
ral of the same description of troops, he commanded in the defence of Baltimore in
the war of 1812.
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The knowledge he had acquired at Fort Mifflin, admirablj adapted him to the

task now imposed on him. As was the former, in 1Y77, so was Baltimore in 1812,

wholly defenceless, with the exception of a miserable fort, having neither a bomb-

proof magazine or a casemate to protect the men. Everything was to be done, and

that too, on a brief notice
;
yet, with the hearty cooperation of his fellow-citizens,

of all classes, whether in money, labor, supplies, counsel, or subordination, he suc-

ceeded in placing the city in as strong an attitude of resistance, as under the cir-

cumstances could well be. It suffices to say in this brief memoir, that the enemy,

flushed with his triumph at Washington, was repulsed from Baltimore. This signal

success, was as grateful to the patriot heart, as it was honorable to the commander

and his gallant followers. It may be remarked that so untiring was his energy,

and so wary his arrangements, that not an assailable point was left unprotected.

In his 83d year, a committee of his fellow citizens called on him at his country

residence in the summer of 1835, to put down a fearful mob which had possession

of the city, and was setting all law at defiance. With his native diffidence he ex-

pressed the belief that he had been forgotten, and did not possess the influence

ascribed to him, by the committee. However, he immediately entered their carriage,

and drove to the city.

He found a number of people collected at the Exchange, and soon after he was

introduced, a series of resolutions was offered to the meeting. He at once rose up

and said: "Resolutions!—we want no resolutions; let us have arms, and those who

are ready to use them, follow me !" The result was, that from the moment, the mob
may have been deemed as quelled. Before six o'clock of the evening of that day,

every prominent point of the city was under the protection of armed men, and such

artillery and cavalry as could be brought out. So intense was the feeling of grati-

tude, that he was elected Mayor, almost by acclamation. He continued in that

office until a few months before his death. This event took place on the 22d of

April, 1839.

Baltimore gave him a public funeral, which was attended by all the authorities,

civil and military, as weU as by the President of the United States, and his Cabinet.

He retained his mental and physical faculties to the hour of his decease.

It may be added, that Col. Benton, who knew him well, having served with him

many years in the Senate, has portrayed his character with masterly skill and signal

justness. In the 2d vol. of his Thirty Years in the U. S. Senate, he says of Gen.

Smith :
" He was thoroughly a business member, under all the aspects of the cha-

racter ; intelligent, well informed, attentive, upright ; a very effective speaker, with-

out pretending to oratory ; well read, but all his reading subordinate to common

sense and practical views ; was particularly skilled in matters of finance

and commerce, to which his clear head, and practical knowledge, lent light and

order, in the midst of the most intricate statements Patriotism, honor, and

integrity were his eminent characteristics, and utilitarian the turn of his mind, and

beneficial results the object of his labors. ... He was a working member ; and

worked diligently, judiciously, and honestly, for the public good." In adverting to

his services to Baltimore, Col. Benton adds : "As having defended her, both in the

war of the Revolution, and in that of 1812; and as having made her welfare and

prosperity a special object of his care, in all the situations of his life, both public

and private."

The above sketch was drawn up at our request by an authorized hand ; and we have

presented it without any alterations. The following letters are published in neithei

edition of Mr. Jefferson's works

:
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NVashinoton, March 9, 1801.

Dkar Sir : By the tine you receive this, you will have been at home long enough, I

hope, to take a view of the possibilities, and of the arrangements, which may enable

you so to dispose of your private affairs, as to take a share in those of the public, and

give us your aid as Secretary of the Navy ; if you can be added to the Administration

I am forming, it will constitute a mass so entirely possessed of the public confi-

deuce that I shall fear nothing. There is nothing to which a nation is not equal

where it pours all its energies and zeal into the hands of those to whom they con-

fide the direction of their force. You will bring us the benefit of adding in a con-

siderable degree, the acquiescence at least of the leaders who have hitherto opposed

us
;
your geographical situation, too, is peculiarly advantageous, as it will favor the

policy of drawing our naval resources towards the centre, from which their bene-

fits and protection may be extended equally to all the parts ; but what renders it a

matter not only of desire to us, but permit me to say, of more duty in you, is, that if

you refuse, where are we to find a substitute ? You know that the knowledge of

naval matters in this country is confined entirely to persons who are under other

absolutely disqualifying circumstances. Let me then, my dear sir, entreat you

to join in conducting the affairs of our country, and to prove by consequences,

that the views they entertained in the change of their servants are not to be with-

out effect; in short, if you refuse, I must abandon, from necessity, what I have been

so falsely charged of doing from choice—the expectation of procuring to our coun-

try such benefits as may compensate the expenses of their Navy. I hope, there-

fore, you will accede to the proposition. Everything shall be yielded which may ac-

commodate it to your affairs. Let me hear from you favorably and soon. Accept

assurances of my high and friendly consideration and esteem.

Tu. Jefferson.
Gen. Sam'l Smith.

Washington, March 13, 1801.

Dear Sir : The circumstance of my intended departure induces me to presa

the promised answer to my last letter at the first possible moment, because what-

ever it be, some important measures must be adopted relative to the Navy

before I can go away. Li the wished for event of your acceptance, it would seem

necessary you should be with us for three or four days to form those leading de-

terminations which the laws and existing circumstances require respecting the Navy.

In hopes, therefore, of hearing from you soon, as well as favorably, I tender you

assurances of my high and affectionate esteem.

Th. Jefferson.
Gen. Sam'l Smith.

Washington, March, 24, 1801.

Dear Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your favor of the 20th. The
appointment of Secretary of the Navy was immediately, on receipt of your letter

declining it, proposed to Mr. Jones of Philadelphia. I cannot have an answer from

him till the night of the 26th, but I have great reason to expect a negative. In

tha^ case, I will gladly, for the public, accept your offer to undertake it for a time

;

besides, that it will comprehend important operations to be immediately carried into

effect, it will give us time to look out for a successor. I mention it now in hopes

that in the moment you receive notice from me of Mr. Jones's refusal, if it takes

place, you may be so good as to be in readiness to come here for a few days. If I

r<»/eeive Jones's refusal on Thursday night, you shall hear from me Friday D'f;ht,
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and may be here, I hope, yourself on Saturday night. Sunday and Monday will

probably suffice for the first decisions necessary, so that I may get away on Tuesday,

which now becomes very urgent.

I inclose you the answer to the address you forwarded me. Though these ex-

pressions of good will from my fellow-citizens cannot but be grateful to me, yet I

would rather relinquish the gratification, and see republican self-respect prevail

over movements of the heart, too capable of misleading the person to whom they

are addressed. However, their will, not mine, be done.

Be pleased to present my respects to Mrs. Smith, and to accept yourself, assur-

ances of my high consideration and esteem.
Th. Jefferson.

Gek. Sam'l Smith.

Washington, March 26, 1801.

Dear Sir : According to what I had augured, I have this moment received

Mr. Jones's refusal of the Secretaryship of the Navy. In mine of two days ago, I

mentioned to you this fear, and that in that event I must avail the public of your

kind offer to accept the office for awhile. I now take the liberty of repeating my
request that you will be so good as to come on, on Saturday, that we may have a

consultation on the measures immediately to be taken. The urgency arises not only

from the state of sufferance in which the department is, but from the necessity of

my departure immediately, lest the assembhng of our Administration at the time

agreed on should be delayed, which would be very injurious to the public. Accept

assurances of my great respect and esteem.
Th. Jefferson.

Gen. S. Smith.

Washington, July 9, 1801.

Dear Sir : After the trouble you have been so good as to take with the Navy

Department, and the complete disposition you have made of everything in it which

was pressing, it is impossible for me to press anything further ; on the contrary, it

becomes my duty as a public officer to return you thanks in the name of our coun-

try for the useful services you have rendered, and the disinterested footing on

which they have been rendered. You have done for us gratis, what the emoluments

of office have not yet been sufficient to induce others to undertake, and it is with

equal truth and pleasure I testify that you have deserved well of your country.

Mr. Langdon having ultimately declined, I must look into some other line of profes-

sion for a Secretary ; and by this mail propose the office to your brother, Mr.

Robert Smith. It is not on his reading in Coke Littleton, that I am induced to this

proposition, though that also will be of value in our Administration ; but from a

confidence that he must, from his infancy, have been so familiarized with naval things,

that he will be perfectly competent to select proper agents and to judge of their con-

duct. Let me beseech you, my dear sir, to give us the benefit of your influence with

him, to prevail on his acceptance. You can give him the necessary information as to

the state of the office, and what it is like to be ; and I hope, through your intercession

and his patriotism, that this is the last time the commonwealth will have to knock

at the door of its children to find one who will accept of one of its highest trusts.

Accept yourself assurances of my constant and affectionate esteem and respect.

Th. Jeffersoi^.

OsM. Sam'l Smith.
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APPENDIX NO. XXI.—Vol. HI. p. 253.

Oallatin's remarks on Vice-Presidential Nomination of 1804.

In Mr. Trist's Memoranda occurs the following record of a conversation which

took place between himself and Mr. Gallatin, April 21st, 1829 :

" The custom [said Mr. Gallatin] was becoming established for the Vice-Presi-

dent to succeed to the Presidency ; the only exception had been in the case of Mr.

Burr, who ' killed himself.' Under these circumstances it occurred to John Smith

(perhaps N. P. T. is mistaken in the Christian name), an excellent man and very

good friend of mine, to bring forward Governor Clinton. Governor Clinton waa

confessedly one of the most weighty characters in the Union ; but he had, thus far,

confined himself altogether to his own State ; he had never aspired, nor did he now
aspire, to federal office ; moreover, the age at which he was arriving, in a great

measure, precluded a change of theatre. Still, he must needs be brought forward.

Smith, considerably to my surprise, enhsted Wilson C. Nicholas in the plan. I called

their attention to the standing of Governor Chnton, to the customary title to the

presidency which had already, in some measure, become attached to the Vice-Presi-

dency ; and pointed out that, if their intention was not to elevate Governor C. to

the Presidency (which 'twas not), they must be cautious how they dealt with him. He
was no man of straw, whom they could put up and take down, to suit their purposes.

These admonitions had not the desired effect. At that time the caucus system was
in full force. There was a party opposed to Smith's scheme, at the head of them
John Randolph and Macon (' who were the leaders of the H. Reps.' N. P. T. thinks

he said), who went into the caucus intending to set up old Langdon (N. P. T. thinks

was the name), of Massachusetts ; the sort of man that the purposes of the party

required. To their utter dismay, they found themselves in a minority, and Chnton

was nominated. Macon swore he would never attend another caucus, and this was

the origin of his enmity to them. When the period came, the party did not take

up Clinton for President, and my anticipations were verified. The whole Clinton

family and influence broke off."

Mr. Trist is undoubtedly correct in the name of John Smith, who was, at the time,

a senator in Congress from New York. So, too, of Mr. Langdon, except that he

was from New Hampshire instead of Massachusetts. Nicholas swore (or stated) on

Burr's trial, that he himself was active in behalf of Clinton's nomination to the Vice-

Presidency, and that fact is otherwise notorious. But the " whole Clinton family

and influence" did not "break off" in consequence of George Clinton's not being
" taken up," for President. That he felt sore on the subject is certain. But that

he understood De Witt Clinton to be a supporter of Mr. Madison in the election of

1808, we have the evidence of his own hand, in manuscript letters. De Witt Clin-

ton was a senator in the New York Legislature, and before taking his seat in

the session of 180Y-8 (says Hammond in the PoUtical History of New York),
" renounced his opposition to the Embargo laws, and professed his approbation of

the measures of the General Administration." On the 31st of January, 1809, he

introduced resolutions in the New York Legislature approving of the Administra-

tion, and pledging the State of New York to its support. In his speech on the

occasion, he denounced the measures in Massachusetts to prevent the Embargo from

being enforced—charged the opposition there with pursuing measures tending to a

dissolution of the Union—and applying to them a hne from Milton, declared

they thought it

" Better to reign in Hell tlian serve in Heaven."
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APPENDIX No. XXII.—Vol. III. p. 301.

Memorial.

To the honorable the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of

America in Congress assembled, the Memorial of the subscribers, merchants and

others, inhabitants of the city of New York, respectfully showeth :

That your memorialists feel, in common with the rest of their fellow-citizens, an

anxious solicitude for the honor and interests of their country, and an equal deter-

mination to assert and maintain them.

That your memorialists believe that a continuation of the restrictive measures

now in operation will produce all the benefits, while it prevents the calamities of

war. That when the British ministry become convinced that a trade with the United

States cannot be renewed, but by the repeal of the orders in council, the distress

of their merchants and manufacturers, and their inability to support their armies in

Spain and Portugal, will probably compel them to that measure.

Your memorialists beg leave to remark that such effects are even now visible

;

and it may be reasonably hoped that a continuance of the Embargo and non-impor-

tation laws, a few months beyond the fourth day of July next, will effect a complete

and bloodless triumph of our rights.

Your memorialists, therefore, respectfully solicit of your honorable body the

passage of a law continuing the Embargo, and giving to the President of the United

States power to discontinue the whole of the restrictive system, on the rescinding

of the British orders in council.

The conduct of France in burning our ships, in sequestering our property enter-

ing her ports, expecting protection in consequence of the promised repeal of the

Berhn and Milan decrees, and the delay in completing a treaty with the American

minister, has excited great sensations ; and we hope and trust will call forth from

your honorable body such retaUatory measures as may be best calculated to procure

justice.

John Jacob Astor, John T. Lawrence, Amasa Jackson,

Samuel Adams, Joseph W. Totten, William J. Robinson,

Howland & Grinnel, Isaac Schermerhorn, Joseph Strong,

E. Slosson, Alexander Ruden, Abraham J. Hailet,

Israel Gibbs, Joseph Otis, Joshua Jones,

Isaac Clason, Lewis Hartman, Frederic Giraud, jr.,

John Slidell, Garret Storm, Robert Roberts,

John K. Townsend, George Bement, John Crookes,

Andrew Ogden & Co., S. A. Rich, Hugh M'Cormick,

Thomas Storm, Abraham Smith, John Depeyster,

Amos Butler, Thomas H. Smith, jr., Gilbert Haight,

Ebenezer Burrill, Andrew Foster, James Lovett,

Isaac Heyr, Jacob Barker, Leffert Lefferts,

Ralph Bulkley, William Lovett, Augustus Wynkoop

Samuel Bell, William Edgar, jun. John W. Gale,

John F. Delaplaine, Samuel Stillwell, Thomas Rich,

Peter Stagg, Jacob P. Giraud, Samuel Marshall,

David Taylor, John Hone, Elbert Herring.

William Adee, John Kane,

N«w York, Jwne 1«<, 1812.
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APPENDIX NO. XXIII.—Vol. III. p. 360.

Three Lettersfrom Mr. Jefferson to a grajid-daughter when a young child.

Washington, April 3, '08.

My dkar Cornelia : I have owed you a letter two months, but have had

nothing to write about, till last night I found in a newspaper the four lines which I

now inclose you : and as you are learning to write, they will be a good lesson to

convince you of the importance of minding your stops in writing. I allow you a

day to find out yourself how to read these lines, so as to make them true. If you

cannot do it in that time, you may call in assistance. At the same time, I will give

you four other lines, which I learnt when I was but a httle older than you, and I

Btill remember.

I've seen the sea all in a blaze of fire

I've seen a house high as the moon and higher

I've seen the sun at twelve o'clock at night

I've seen the man who saw this wondrous sight."

All this is true, whatever you may think of it at first reading. I mentioned in

my letter of last week to Ellen, that I was under an attack of periodical headache.

This is the 10th day. It has been very moderate, and yesterday did not last more
than three hours. Tell your mamma that I fear I shall not get away as soon as I

expec'ed. Congress has spent the last five days without employing a single hour in

the bu».tiess necessary to be finished. Kiss her for me, and all the sisterhood. To
Jefferson I give my hand, to your papa my affectionate salutations. You have

always my love.

Th. Jefferson.

P. S.—April 5. I have kept my letter open till to-day, and am able to say now,

that my headache for the last two days has been scarcely sensible.

Washington, Deo. 26, '03.

I congratulate you, my dear Cornelia, on having acquired the valuable art of

writing. How dehghtful to be enabled by it to converse with an absent friend, as

if present ! To this we are indebted for all our reading ; because it must be written

before we can read it. To this we are indebted for the Iliad, the J^nead, the Colum-

biad, Henriad, Dunciad, and now, for the most glorious poem of all, the Terra-

piiiiad, which I now inclose you. This sublime poem consigns to everlasting fame
the greatest achievement in war ever known to ancient or modern times : in the

battle of David and Goliath, the disparity between the combatants was nothing in

comparison to our case. I rejoice that you have learnt to write, for another reason
;

for as that is done with a goose-quill, you now know the value of a goose, and of

course you will assist Ellen in taking care of the half-dozen very fine grey geese

which I shall send by Davy. But as to this, I must refer to your mamma to decide

whether they will be safest at Edgehill or at Monticello till I return home, aud to

give orders accordingly. I received letters a few days ago from Mr. Bankhead and

Anne. They are well. I had expected a visit from Jefferson at Christmas, had
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there been a sufficient intermission in his lectures. But I suppose there was not, as

he is not come. Remember me affectionately to your papa and mamma, and kisa

Ellen and all the children for me.
Th. Jefferson.

P. S.—Since writing the above, I have a letter from Mr. Peale informing me
that Jefferson is well, and saying the best things of him.

MoNTiCELLO, Jime 3, '11.

My dear Cornelia : I have lately received a copy of Miss Edgeworth's Moral

Tales, which seeming better suited to your years than to mine, I inclose you the

first volume. The other two shall follow as soon as your mamma has read them.

They are to make a part of your library. I have not looked into them, preferring

to receive their character from you, after you shall have read them. Your family

of silk-worms is reduced to a single individual. That is now spinning his broach.'

To encourage Virginia and Mary to take care of it, I tell them that as soon as they

can get wedding-gowns from this spinner, they shall be married. I propose the

same to you ; that, in order to hasten its work, you may hasten home ; for we all

wish much to see you, and to express in person, rather than by letter, the assurance

of our aflectionate love.

Th. Jefferson.

P, S.—The girls desire me to add a postscript, to inform you that Mrs. Higgin-

botbam has just given them new dolls.

APPENDIX NO. XXIV.—Vol. III., p. 363.

Disunion feelings in New England.

A strong disunion feeling manifested itself in New England, as early as 1796,

during General Washington's Administration. A carefully-written series of papers,

said at the time to be prepared by an association of individuals of the highest position

and influence, appeared in a leading Connecticut newspaper (the Hartford Courant),

over the signature of Pelham, urging a dissolution of the confederacy. The tenor

and spirit of these articles will be sufficiently understood from the following

extracts

:

" The Northern States can subsist as a nation, as a Repubhc, without any connec-

tion with the Southern. It cannot be contested, that if the Southern States were

possessed of the same poUtical ideas, an union would still be more desirable than a

separation. But when it becomes a serious question, whether we shall give up our

government, or part with the States south of the Potomac, no man north of that

river, whose heart is not thoroughly democratic, can hesitate what decision to

make."********
" I shall in future papers consider some of the great events which will lead to a

1 The name given by slaves, and probably generally, in common conversation in Virginia to >
pod.
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separation of the Uuited States; show the importance of retaining their present

Constitution, even at the expense of a separation; endeavor to prove the impossi-

bility of an union for any long period in future, both from the moral and political

habits of the citizens of the Southern States ; and finally examine carefully to see

whether we have not already approached the era when they must be divided."

"Negroes are, in all respects, except in regard to life and death, the cattle of the

citizens of the Southern States. If they were good for food, the probability is, that

even the power of destroying their lives would be enjoyed by their owners, as fully

as it is over the lives of their cattle. It cannot be, that their laws prohibit the

owners from killing their slaves, because those slaves are human beings, or because

it is a moral evil to destroy them. If that were the case, how can they justify their

being treated, in all other respects, like brutes ? for it is in this point of view alone

that negroes in the Southern States are considered in fact as different from cattle.

They are bought and sold—they are fed or kept hungry—they are clothed or re-

duced to nakedness—they are beaten, turned out to the fury of the elements, and

torn from their dearest connections, with as little remorse as if they were beasts

of the field."

The election of John Adams quieted these feehngs for a period ; and so rapid

and general was the popular defection from the Federalists, on Jefilerson's accession

—so hopeless were the leaders of finding any followers—that disunion slept until the

acquisition of Louisiana. We have already recorded that the younger Adams, when

President (October 21st, 1828), declared publicly that a disunion party existed in

New England at the period of the Embargo, and had existed there " for several

years "—that he knew this from " unequivocal evidence." On the 26th of Novem-

ber following, Harrison Gray Otis, and twelve other prominent Federal gentlemen

of Massachusetts, in a public letter, asked Mr. Adams to furnish " a full and precise

statement of the facts and evidence relating to this accusation," solemnly declaring

*' that they had never known nor suspected that the party which prevailed in Massa-

chusetts in the year 1808, or any other party in that State, ever entertained the

design to produce a dissolution of the Union, or the establishment of a separate

confederation."

President Adams replied, December 30th, 1828 :

"This design had been formed in the winter of 1803 and '4, immediately after,

and as a consequence of the acquisition of Louisiana This plan was so

far matured, that the proposal had been made to an individual to permit himself, at

the proper time, to be placed at the head of the military movements, which it was

foreseen would be necessary for carrying it into execution That project,

I repeat, had gone to the length of fixing upon a military leader for its execution

;

and although the circumstances of the times never admitted of its execution, nor

even of its full development, I had yet no doubt in 1808 and 1809, and have no

doubt at this time, that it is the key of all the great movements of these leaders of

the Federal party in New England, from that time forward, till its final catastrophe

in the Hartford Convention The annexation of Louisiana to the Union

was believed to be unconstitutional, but it produced no excitement to resistance

among the people. Its beneficial consequences to the whole Union were soon felt,

and took away all possibility of holding it up, as the labarum of a political religion

of disunion. The projected separation met with other disasters, and slumbered tiL'

the attack of the Leopard on the Chesapeake, followed by the Orders in Council of

11th November, 180Y, led to the Embargo of the 22d December of that year. . , ,
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This was precisely the period at which the Governor of Nova Scotia was giving to

his correspondent in Massachusetts, the friendly warning from the British Govern

ment of the revolutionizing and conquering plan of France, which was communicated

to me, and of which I apprised Mr. Jefferson. The Embargo, in the meantime, had

been laid, and had saved most of our vessels and seamen from the grasp of British

cruisers The question of the constitutionality of the Embargo was

solemnly argued before the District Court of the United States at Salem; and

although the decision of the judge was in its favor, it continued to be argued to the

juries ; and even when silenced before them, was, in the distemper of the times, so

infectious, that the juries themselves habitually acquitted those charged with the

violation of that law I forbear to pursue the narrative. The two pos-

tulates for disunion were nearly consummated. The interposition of a kind Provi-

dence, restoring peace to our country and to the world, averted the most deplorable

of catastrophes, and turning over to the receptacle of things lost upon earth, the

adjourned convention from Hartford to Boston, extinguished (by the mercy of

Heaven, may it be forever !) the projected New England confederacy.********
" It is not improbable that at some future day, a sense of solemn duty to my

country, may require of me to disclose the evidence which I do possess, and for

which you call. But of that day the selection must be at my own judgment, and it

may be delayed till I myself shall have gone to answer for the testimony I may
bear before the tribunal of your God and mine. Should a disclosure of names even

then be made by me, it will, if possible, be made with such reserve as tenderness to

the feelings of the living, and to the families and friends of the dead, may ad-

monish."

Mr. Adams wrote Governor William Plumer, of New Hampshire, December 31st,

1828:

" Much of my information, at the time, was collected from Mr. Tracy, the Sena-

tor from Connecticut, who disapproved the project, but was, I believe, made ac-

quainted with it in all its particulars. I think, though I am not sure, that it was he

who named to me the writer of the plan by which the separation was to be effected,

with three alternatives of boundary. 1. If possible, the Potomac. 2. The Susque-

hanna. 3. The Hudson. That is, the Northern confederacy was to extend, if it

should be found practicable, so as to include Maryland. This was the maximum.

The Hudson, that is, New England and a part of New York, was the minimum. The

Susquehanna, or Pennsylvania, was the middle term." (See Life of William Plumer.)

The following extract, from a pamphlet written by himself in 1829, was subse-

quently communicated by Mr. Adams to Plumer. It gives the particulars of a visit

made by Adams to Rufus King, April 8, 1804

:

"I found there sitting, Mr. Timothy Pickering, who, shortly after I went in, took

leave and withdrew. Mr. King said to me, ' Colonel Pickering has been talking to

me about a project they have for a separation of the States, and a Northern con-

federacy ; and he has also been this day talking of it with General Hamilton. Have

you heard anything of it at Washington ?' I said I had—much—but not from

Colonel Pickering. [Adams and Pickering, though colleagues, were not friends.]

' Well,' said Mr. King, ' I disapprove entirely of this project ; and so I have told

him ; and so, I am happy to tell you, does General Hamilton.'

"

On seeing the denials of Otis and others, Governor Plumer, who was a Federal

U. S. Senator from New Hampshire at the time of the acquisition of Louisiana

(1803 4), addressed a letter to Mr. Adams, in which he declared that he (Plumer'
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waa a disunionist at that period—" in favor of forming a separate government in

New England"—that he was consulted on such a plan by Federal members of Con-

gress from New England—but that on returning home, he found a great majority

of the well-informed Federalists of his State entirely opposed to the project—and

from " partial and limited inquiries," he concluded a nearly similar state of things

existed in Massachusetts. He consented to have his letter to Mr. Adams contain-

ing these statements published.

Neither Governor Plumer's high personal character nor veracity was ever, we

believe, questioned before or after this publication. Both are acknowledged in an

article discussing this very subject in the North American Review, of October, 1856,

written obviously under strong partialities for the accused parties.

In a life of Governor Plumer, by his son, various extracts are given from his con-

temporaneous journals and correspondence, exhibiting special and definite particu-

lars of the plan of disunion, and of interviews in reference to it with its projec-

tors and favorers. We have not found this biography readily accessible, and we

shall quote extracts from it which we find in the article in the North American

Review.

Under date of November 23d, 1806, Plumer mentions in his journal, that in the

winter of 1804, Timothy Pickering, James Hillhouse and himself dined with Aaron

Burr ; that Hillhouse " unequivocally declared that it was his opinion that the

United States would soon form two distinct and separate governments ;" that " Mr.

Burr conversed very freely " on the subject; "and the impression made on his

[Plumer's] mind was, that he not only thought such an event would take place, but

that it was necessary it should." Plumer adds :
" to that opinion I was myself then

a convert;" and then follows this characteristic touch of Burr : "Yet, on returning

to my lodgings, after critically analyzing his words, there was nothing in them that

necessarily implied his approbation of Mr. Hillhouse's observations. Perhaps no

man's language was evei- so apparently explicit and at the same time so covert and

indefinite." The record of this conversation will remind the reader of General

Eaton's testimony on the trial of Burr, that he (Eaton) " opened " to certain repre-

sentatives of Connecticut, " the projects of Colonel Burr " for separating the

Union, etc., during the winter of 1805-6; and that "they did not seem much
alarmed." It will also remind the reader of a good many attempts on that trial

and since, to laugh down Eaton's testimony on the ground of the utter absurdity

of believing that a disunion project could at that time have possibly existed.

Plumer says, February 6th, 1809: "When the late Samuel Hunt intimated to

me the necessity of receding from the Union, he observed that the work must com-

mence in the State legislatures ; so that those who acted should be supported by

State laws. This, he said, was the opinion of , of Uriah Tracy, and of

many others." Plumer wrote Oliver Peabody, January 19th, 1804 :
" What do you

wish your senators and representatives to do here ? We have no part in Jefferson,

and no inheritance in Virginia. Shall we return to our homes, sit under our own
vines and fig trees, and be separate from the slaveholders ?" The Rev. Jedediah

Morse, of Massachusetts, wrote Plumer, February 3d, 1804: ''If we were peaceably

severed from the rest of the United States, with perhaps some other States joined

to us, and left to manage our own affairs in our own way, I think we should do

much better than we now do." Plumer replied, March 10th :
" I hope the time is

not far distant «'hen the people east of the North River will manage their own
afKiirs in their own way, without being embarrassed by regulations from Virginia,

and that the sound part will be separate from the corrupt
'*
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On seeing Hillhouse's denial of Mr. Adams's statements in 1828, Plumer made tha

following entry in his journal:

" There is no circumstance in these publications that surprises me so much as

the letter of James Hillhouse. I recollect, and am certain, that on returning early

one evening from dining with Aaron Burr, this same Mr. Hillhouse. after saying to

me that New England had no influence iu the Government, added in an animated

tone, ' The Eastern States must and will dissolve the Union, and form a separate

government of their own ; and the sooner they do this the better.' I think the

first man who mentioned the subject of dismemberment to me was Samuel Hunt, a

representative from New Hampshire. He conversed with me often and long upon

the subject. But there was no man with whom I conversed so often, so fully and

freely as with Roger Griswold. He was, without doubt or hesitation, decidedly m
favor of dissolving the Union, and establishing a Northern confederacy. He thought

it might be effected peaceably, without a resort to arms ; and entered into a par-

ticular detail of the mode of effecting it. Next to Griswold, Uriah Tracy conversed

most freely and fully upon this subject. It was he who informed me that General

Hamilton had consented to attend a meeting of select Federalists at Boston, in the

autumn of 1804. I do not recollect that he said Hamilton was in favor of the

measure ; but I know he said Hamilton had consented to attend. Tracy said the

day for meeting was not appointed ; nor were the persons who were to attend

selected ; but that I should be notified of the time, and invited to attend. It was

Tracy who, in the session of 1804-5, informed me that the death of Hamilton had

prevented the meeting in Boston ; but, he added, the plan of separation is not

abandoned. The three men last named, Tracy, Griswold, and Hunt, were the men

with whom I principally conversed on that sulgect.

"One day, iu the session of 1804-5, I distinctly recollect walking, about two

hours, with Timothy Pickering, round the northerly and easterly lines of the City

of Washington: and in that walk no other person accompanied us. I perfectly

recollect his conversing with me at that time, as if he were desirous of saying

something to me, which he hesitated to communicate. His manner made such a

strong and deep impression on my mind, that I shall never forget it. At length he

said, that he thought the United States were too large, and their interests too vaii-

ant, for the Union to continue long ; and that New England, New York, and perhaps

Pennsylvania, might and ought to form a separate government. He then paused,

and looking me fully in the face, awaited my reply. I simply asked him, if the

division of the States was not the object which General Washington most patheti-

cally warned the people to oppose ? He said ' Yes ; the fear of it was a ghost that

for a long time haunted the imagination of that old gentleman.' I do not recol-

lect that he afterwards mentioned to me the subject of dismemberment."

Of Hunt, Plumer, under date of July ,31, 1831, says: "His object was to divide

the United States into two separate independent governments; the States easterly

of Maryland to unite and form a government more energetic, and more favorable

to commerce than the one which then existed. To effect this object, he

corresponded with a considerable number of influential Federalists in various

States.'

Under date of June 4, 1840, Plumer says :
" That Tracy told him in the winter of

1804, 'That he was in favor of the Northern States withdrawing from the Union.'"

Plumer's biographer this son) calls attention to a significant fact. Timothy

Pickering was ahve when this controversy occurred in regard to the former exist-

ence of a disunion party in New England. Every one understood that /^c was
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ppi;cially implicated by those charges. He did not deny them. Much as Mr.

Piciiering loved controversy—deeply as he hated the Adamses—he suffered the

charge made by John Quincy Adams to go without a public denial. He probably

understood that his denial of complicity would call out too many proofs.

Dear Sir :

APPENDIX NO. XXV.—Vol. III., p. 366.

Governor Coles' Visit to Mr. Adams.

Philadelphia, May 11, 185T.

I will now, without further explanation, comply with your request, by stating

some of the facts you allude to as having heard from me, and which are mentioned

in Mr. Jefferson's letter to Dr. Rush, of Dec. 5th, 1811. In the summer of 1811,

while iecretary to President Madison, I, accompanied by my brother John, made a

tour through the Northern States, and took letters of introduction from the Presi-

dent to many of the most distinguished men of that section of the Union—among
others, to ex-President John Adams, with whom we spent the greater part of two

days, and were treated by him and his wife with great civility and kindness. Mr.

Adams talked very freely of men and things, and detailed many highly interesting

facts in the history of our country, and particularly of his own Administration, and

of incidents connected with the Presidential election of 1800. This, and his know-

ledge of my being a neighbor and intimate with Mr. Jefferson, led him to converse

freely, and by the nature of his remarks to open the door to expose his grievances,

and to invite explanations of the causes of them. He complained, and men-
tioned several instances in which he thought he had reason to complain, of Mr. Jef-

ferson's treatment of him. I told him I could not reconcile what he had heard of

Mr. Jefferson's language, and conduct to him, with what I had heard him repeatedly

say, and that, too, to friends who were politically opposed to Mr. Adams. Upon
repeating some of the complimentary remarks thus made by Mr. Jefferson, Mr.

Adams not only seemed, but expressed himself highly pleased. In our speaking of

Mr. Jefferson's conduct, a remark of Mr. Adams seemed to elicit, and render it appro-

priate, in illustration of his course, for me to give Mr. Jefferson's account of the first

interview they had after Mr. Adiuns had lost his election to the Presidency in 1800.

I told him I had heard Mr. Jefferson say, that during the time of Mr. Adams's
being President, and he Vice-President, in despite of party excitement, he regularly

called on the President, and had his visits as Vice-President returned, and from
time to time dined with President Adams, and when thus mingling together no one

could see anything but the most civil and gracious conduct displayed by both. In

the correctness of this, Mr. Adams concurred. I then told him at the first meeting

of Congress after the election of 1800, Mr. Jefferson said, knowing Mr. Adams's sen-

sitiveness, and wishing to do nothing to arouse it, he deliberated much as to the

proper time for making his usual call on the President ; fearing if he called very

soon, it might have the appearance of exulting over him, and if, on the other hand,

be delayed it any longer than Mr. Adams thought was usual, his sensitive feelings
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might construe it into a slight, or the turning a cold shoulder to him, in consequence

of his having lost his election. When, finally, he concluded the proper time had

arrived, he called on the President, and found him alone. But the first gUmpse

of him convinced Mr. Jefferson he had come too soon. Mr. Adams advanced to

him in a hurried and agitated step, and with a tremulous voice, said, " You have

turned me out, you have turned me out !" Mr. Jefferson rephed in a mild and col-

lected manner, " I have not turned you out, Mr. Adams, and am glad to avail myself

of this occasion to show I have not, and to explain my views on this subject. In

consequence," he said, " of a division of opinion existing among our fellow-citizens,

as to the proper constitution of our political institutions, and of the wisdom and pro-

priety of certain measures which had been adopted by our Government, that por-

tion of our citizens who approved and advocated one class of these opinions and

measures, selected you as their candidate for the Presidency, and their opponents

selected me." If Mr. Adams or himself had not been in existence, or for any other

cause had not been selecved, other persons would have been selected in their places,

and thus the contest would have been carried on, and with the same result, except

that the party which supported Mr. Adams would have been defeated by a greater

majority, as it was known that, but for Mr. Adams, his party would have carried

their unpopular measures much further than they did. " You will see from this," said

Mr. Jefferson, " that the late contest was not one of a personal character, between

John Adams and Thomas Jefferson, but between the advocates and opponents of

certain political opinions and measures, and, therefore, should produce no unkind

feelings between the two men who happened to be placed at the head of the two

parties." After these and other details, which the deep interest Mr. Adams evinced

induced me to give, of which the above is but an outline, Mr. Jefferson said Mr.

Adams became composed, and they took their seats, and talked on the usual topics

of a morning visit. "When I finished my narrative, Mr. Adams said if I had been

present and witnessed the scene, I could not have given a more accurate account of

what passed—and. promptly added, " Mr. Jefferson said I was sensitive, did he ?

Well, I was sensitive. But I never heard before that Mr. Jefferson had given a

second thought as to the proper time for making the particular visit described."

In the course of the many long conversations I had with Mr. Adams, he dis-

played, in general, kind feehngs to Mr. Jefferson, and an exalted admiration of his

character, and appreciation of his services to his country, as well during the Revo-

lution as subsequently ; frequently making complimentary allusions to them, and dis-

playing friendly feelings for him, in such expressions as " I always loved Jefferson,

and still love him ;" expressing in strong terms his disapprobation and mortification

at the course pursued by some of his (Adams's) friends in their scurrilous abuse of

Mr. Jefferson, etc., etc. Mr. Jefferson's letter to Dr. Rush, above referred to, shows

I communicated to him what passed of an interesting nature during my visit to Mr.

Adams, and how instrumental it was in reviving the long-suspended correspondence

between these two great men of 111&.*********
As I am tired of writing, and fear you are of reading, I will conclude by renew-

ing assurances of my high respect and sincere regard.

Edward Coles.

Ueist S. Randall, Esq., Cortland Village.
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APPENDIX NO. XXVI.—Vot. HI. p. 401.

Jefferson's Delineation of Washington.

Doctor Walter Jones, of Virginia, had written an able essay on parties in the

Tnited States, and he proposed to prepare another. In respect to one of the topics

of this essay, he expressed the doubt to Jefferson which is answered in the following

letter

:

MoNTiCELLO, January 2d, 1814.*********
You say that in taking General Washington on your shoulders, to bear him

harmless through the federal coalition, you encounter a perilous topic. I do not

think so. You have given the genuine history of the course of his mind through

the trying scenes in which it was engaged, and of the seductions by which it was

deceived, but not depraved. I think I knew General Washington intimately and

thoroughly ; and were I called on to dehneate his character, it should be in terms

like these.

His mind was great and powerful, without being of the very first order ; his

penetration strong, though not so acute as that of a Newton, Bacon, or Locke ; ano

as far as he saw, no judgment was ever sounder. It was slow in operation, being

little aided by invention or imagination, but sure in conclusion. Hence the common
remark of his officers, of the advantage he derived from councils of war, where hear-

ing all suggestions, he selected whatever was best ; and certainly no general ever

planned his battles more judiciously. But if deranged during the course of the

action, if any member of his plan was dislocated by sudden circumstances, he was

slow in a re-adjustment. The consequence was, that he often failed in the field, and

rarely against an enemy in station, as at Boston and York. He was incapable of

fear, meeting personal dangers with the calmest unconcern. Perhaps the strongest

feature in his character was prudence, never acting until every circumstance, every

consideration, was maturely weighed ; refraining if he saw a doubt, but, when once

decided, going through with his purpose, whatever obstacles opposed. His integrity

was most pure, his justice the most inflexible I have ever known, no motives of

interest or consanguinity, of friendship or hatred, being able to bias his decision.

He was, indeed, in every sense of the words, a wise, a good, and a great man. His

temper was naturally irritable and high-toned; but. reflection and resolution had

obtained a firm and habitual ascendency over it. If ever, however, it broke its

bonds, he was most tremendous in his wrath. In his expenses he was honorable,

but exact; liberal in contributions to whatever promised utility; but frowning and

unyielding on all visionary projects, and all unworthy calls on his charity. His

heart was not warm in its affections ; but he exactly calculated every man's value,

and gave him a solid esteem proportioned to it. His person, you know, was fine, his

stature exactly what one would wish, his deportment easy, erect and noble ; the best

horseman of his age, and the most graceful figure that could be seen on horseback.

Although, in tlie circle of his friends, where he might be unreserved with safety, he

took a free share in conversation, his colloquial talents were not above mediocrity,

possessing neither copiousness of ideas, nor fluency of words. In pubUc, when
called on for a sudden opinion, he was unready, short, and embarrassed. Yet he

wrote readily, rather diffusely, in an easy and correct style. This he had acquired

VOL. III.—41
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by conversation with the world, for his education was merely reading, writing, and

common arithmetic, to which he added surveying at a later day. His time waa

employed in action chiefly, reading little, and that only in agriculture and English

history. His correspondence became necessarily extensive, and, with journalizing

his agricultural proceedings, occupied most of his leisure hours within doors. On

the whole, his character was, in its mass, perfect, in nothing bad, in few points

indifferent ; and it may truly be said, that never did nature and fortune combine

more perfectly to make a man great, and to place him in the same constellation with

whatever worthies have merited from man an everlasting remembrance. For his

was the singular destiny and merit, of leading the armies of his country successfully

through an arduous war, for the establishment of its independence ; of conducting

its councils through the birth of a government, new in its forms and principles, untU

it had settled down into a quiet and orderly train ; and of scrupulously obeying the

laws through the whole of his career, civil and military, of which the history of the

world furnishes no other example.

How, then, can it be perilous for you to take such a man on your shoulders ?

I am satisfied the great body of Republicans think of him as I do. We were,

indeed, dissatisfied with him on his ratification of the British treaty. But this was

short Uved. We knew his honesty, the wiles with which he was encompassed, and

that age had already begun to relax the firmness of his purposes ; and I am con-

vinced he is more deeply seated in the love and gratitude of the Republicans, than

in the Pharisaical homage of the federal Monarchists. For he was no Monarchist

from preference of his judgment. The soundness of that gave him correct views of

the rights of man, and his severe justice devoted him to them. He has often

declared to me that he considered our new Constitution as an experiment on the

practicability of republican government, and with what dose of liberty man
could be trusted for his own good ; that he was determined the experiment should

have a fair trial, and would lose the last drop of his blood in support of it. And
these declarations he repeated to me the oftener and more pointedly, because he

knew my suspicions of Colonel Hamilton's views, and probably had heard from him

the same declarations which I had, to wit, " that the British constitution, with its

unequal representation, corruption, and other existing abuses, was the most perfect

Government which had ever been established on earth, and that a reformation of

- those abuses would make it an impracticable Government." I do believe that Gene-

ral Washington had not a firm confidence in the durabihty of our Government. He
was naturally distrustful of men, and inclined to gloomy apprehensions ; and I waa

ever persuaded that a behef that we must at length end in something like a British

constitution, had some weight in his adoption of the ceremonies of levees, birth-

days, pompous meetings with Congress, and other forms of the same character, cal-

culated to prepare us gradually for a change which he believed possible, and to let

it come on with as little shock as might be to the public mind.

These are my opinions of General Washington, which I would vouch at the judg-

ment-seat of God, having been formed on an acquaintance of thirty years. I served

with him in the Virginia Legislature from 1769 to the Revolutionary war, and again,

a short time in Congress, until he left us to take command of the army. During th e

war and after it we corresponded occasionally, and in the four years of my con-

tinuance in the office of Secretary of State, our intercourse was daily, confidential,

and cordial. After I retired from that office, great and malignant pains were taken

by our federal Monarchists, and not entirely without effect, to make him view me as

a theorist, holding French principles of government, which would lead infallibly xo
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HccHtiousness and anarchy. And to this he listened the more easily, from my
known disapprobation of the British treaty. I never saw him afterwards, or these

malignant insinuations should have been dissipated before his just judgment, aa

mists before the sun. I felt on his death, with my countrymen, that " verily a great

man hath fallen this day in Israel."

More time and recollection would enable me to add many other traits of hia

character ; but why add them to you, who knew him well? And I cannot justify to

myself a longer detention of your paper.

Vale, propriegue tuum, me esse tibi persuadeat.

Th. Jefferson.

APPENDIX NO. XXVII.—Vol. III. p. 406.

Jefferson to Edward Coles on Slavery, etc.

MoNTiCELLO, Alto. 25, 1814.

Dear Sir : Your favor of July 31 was duly received, and was read with peculiar

pleasure. The sentiments breathed through the whole, do honor both to the head

and heart of the writer. Mine, on the subject of the slavery of negroes, have long

since been in possession of the public, and time has only served to give them

stronger proof. The love ofjustice and the love of country plead equally the cause

of these people, and it is a mortal reproach to us that they should have pleaded so

long in vain, and should have produced not a single effort, nay, I fear, not much

serious willingness to relieve them and ourselves, from our present condition of moral

and political reprobation.

From those in a former generation, who were in the fullness of age when I came

into public life, which was while our controversy with England was on paper only,

I soon saw that nothing was to be hoped. Nursed and educated in the daily habit

of seeing the degraded condition, both bodily and mental, of those unfortunate

beings, not reflecting that that degradation was very much the work of themselves

and their fathers, few minds had yet doubted but that they were as legitimate sub-

jects of property as their horses or cattle. The quiet and monotonous course of

colonial life had been disturbed by no alarm, and little reflection on the value of

liberty. And when an alarm was taken at an enterprise of their own, it was not

easy to carry them the whole length of the principles which they invoked for them-

selves.

In the first or second session of the legislature, after I became a member, I dtcw

to this subject the attention of Colonel Bland, one of the oldest, ablest, and most

respected members, and he undertook to move for certain moderate extensions of

the protection of the laws to these people. I seconded his motion, and, as a

younger member, was more spared in the debate ; but he was denounced as an

enemy to his country, and was treated with the greatest indecorum. From an

early stage of our Revolution, other and more distant duties were assigned to me,

BO that from that time till my return from Europe, in 1789, and I may say, till I

returned to reside at home in 1809, I had little opportunity of knowing the progrew

of p'iblic sentiment here on this subject.
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I had always hoped that the younger generation, receiving their early impressions

after the flame of liberty had been kindled in every breast, and had become, as it

were, the vital spirit of every American, that the generous temperament of youth,

analogous to the motion of their blood, and above the suggestions of avarice, would

iave sympathized with oppression wherever found, and proved their love of liberty

beyond their own share of it. But my intercourse with them, since my return, hiw

not been sufficient to ascertain that they had made towards this point the progrejftj

I had hoped.

Your solitary but welcome voice is the first which has brought this sound to my
ear; and I have considered the general silence which prevails on this subject, as

ii'dicdting an apathy unfavorable to every hope. Yet the hour of emancipation is

advancing in the march of time. It will come ; and whether brought on by the

generous energy of our own minds, or by the bloody process of St. Domingo,

excited and conducted, by the power of our present enemy, if once stationed perma-

nently within our country, and offering asylum and arms to the oppressed, is a

leaf of our history not yet turned over.

As to the method by which this difficult work is to be effected, if permitted to

be done by ourselves, I have seen no proposition so expedient, on the whole, as

that of emancipation of those born after a given day, and of their education and

expatriation at a proper age. This would give time for a gradual extinction of

that species of labor, and substitution of another, and lessen the severity of the

shock, which an operation so fundamental cannot fail to produce. The idea of

emancipating the whole at once, the old as well as the young, and retaining them

here, is of those only who have not the guide of either knowledge or experience on

the subject. For men, probably of any color, but of this color we know, brought

up from their infancy without necessity for thought or forecast, are by their habits

rendered as incapable as children of taking care of themselves, and are extinguished

promptly wherever industry is necessary for raising the young. In the meantime,

they are pests in society by their idleness, and the depredations to which this leads

them. Their amalgamation with the other color produces a degradation to which

no lover of his country, no lover of excellence in the human character, can inno-

cently consent.

I am sensible of the partialities with which you have looked towards me as the

person who should undertake this salutary but arduous work. But this, my dear

sir, is like bidding old Priam to buckle on the armor of Hector—" trementibua cevo

humeris et inutile ferrumcingi." No, I have outlived the generation with which

mutual labors and perils begat mutual confidence and influence. This enterprise

is for the young—for those who can follow it up, and bear it through to its cousam

mation.

It shall have all my prayers, and these are the only weapons of an old man. But,

in the meantime, are you right in abandoning this property, and your country with

it? I think not. My opinion has ever been that, until more can be done for them,

we should endeavor, with those whom fortune has thrown on our hands, to feed

and clothe them well, protect them from ill usage, require such reasonable labor

only as is performed voluntarily by freemen, and be led by no repugnance to abdi-

cate them, and our duties to them. The laws do not permit us to turn them loose,

if that were for their good ; and to commute them for other property, is to com-

mit them to those whose usage of them we cannot control.

I hope, then, my dear sir, you will reconcile yourself to your country and its

unfortunate condition ; that you will not lessen its stock of sound disposition, bj
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withdrawing your portion from the mass. That, on the contrary, you will come

forward in the public councils, become the missionary of this doctrine, truly Chris-

tian, insinuate and inculcate it, softly b* steadily, through the medium of writing

and conversation, associate others in your labors, and, when the phalanx is formed,

bring on and press the proposition perseveringly, until its accomplishment.

It is an encouraging observation that no good measure was ever proposed which,

if duly pursued, failed to prevail in the end. We have a proof of this in the

history of the endeavors, in the British Parliament, to suppress that very trade

which brought this evil on us. And you will be supported by the religious

precept, ''Be not wearied in well doing." That your success may be as speedy

and as complete as it will be honorable and immortal consolation to yourself, I shall

as fervently and sincerely pray, as I assure you of my great friendship and respect.

Th. Jefferson.

APPENDIX NO. XXVIII.—Vol. III., p. 411.

Proceedings in Massachusetts in 1814.

The first factious proceedings in Massachusetts in 1814, arose on the imprison-

ment of some British officers in the jails of that State. The circumstances were as

follows : A number of our Irish-born soldiers (twenty-three we think) captured by
the British at Queenston, were sent to England avowedly to be tried for treason.

Tke President ordered an equal number of British prisoners into close confinement,

to await the same punishment which should be inflicted on the former. Thereupon

General Prevost imprisoned a double number of American officers, and declared that

if the retaliation continued, he would not spare the American cities and villages.

The President again made an even retaliation. Prevost next ordered all his prison-

ers into confinement, and the United States authorities did the same.

Some British officers were, by the ordei's of the Commissary-General, sent to the

jail in Worcester, Massachusetts, under the Act of that State of 1790, which placed

its jails at the service of the United States Government. A strong sympathy for

these prisoners immediately manifested itself among the ultra-Federalists. A plan

for their escape was concocted by citizens of Massachusetts, who assisted them to

secure their keeper and break jail. Five were retaken, but four made good their

flight. The Boston Daily Advertiser rejoiced over the escape of these "gallant

officers whom Mr. Madison desired to answer for the lives of self-acknowledged

traitors."

The Legislature promptly (February 7th, 1814) repealed the act of 1790, so far

as it applied to the confinement of prisoners by other United States authorities

beside the judiciary, and it ordered all prisoners in the State jails, "committed
under the Executive authority of the United States," to be discharged within thirty

days.

A memorial was addressed to the same Legislature, praying that a remonstrance

be sent to Congress—that State laws be enacted against searches and seizures under

the then existing Embargo law—and that delegates be appointed by the Legisla-

ture to meet other similarly appointed delegates "for the purpose of devising

proper measures to procure the united efforts of the commercial States to obtain
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such amendments or explanations of the Constitution as would secure them from

future evils."

A joint committee reported on this memorial, February 16th, declaring that

remonstrances to Congress had already been too long resorted to—that the State

laws were now adequate to prevent searches and seizures—and approving of the pro-

posed convention of States. But inasmuch as a new Legislature was to be imme-

diately elected and to assemble in May, the committee recommended that definitive

action be deferred for its consideration. The language of the report was highly

denunciatory and threatening towards the national Government. In regard to the

war, for example, it said :

" We believe that-this" war, so fertile in calamities, and so threatening in its cod •

sequences, has been waged" with the worst possible views, and carried on in the

worst possible manner, forming a union of wickedness and weakness which defies,

for a parallel, the annals of the world," etc.

And in regard to the Embargo :

" A power to regulate commerce is abused when employed to destroy it, and a

voluntary abuse of power sanctions the right of resistance as much as a direct and

palpable usurpation."

The approval of a call for a convention of only a part of the States to change

the Constitution^ could not be regarded otherwise than as an express sanction of dis-

union—and it alarmed that small body of Federalists who were neither disunionista

nor so far swept away by the excitement of the times as not to see to what end the

measure tended.

Of this class was Samuel Dexter, who had been Secretary of War, and subse-

quently Secretary of the Treasury- during President John Adams's Administration.

He was the ablest lawyer in New England, and had very few equals in the Union.

His private character was irreproachable— his sincerity and earnestness as a

politician unquestionable. He had gone with his party against the Embargo, the

war, and all the principal measures of Jefferson's and Madison's administrations.

He had even succeeded in convincing himself that the Embargo was unconsti-

tutional—thus proving the strength of his party prejudices and fealty. But

Mr. Dexter was not a disunionist, and when the initiatory step of disunion received

a legislative sanction, he shrunk back. He published a letter, in which he appealed

to his fellow-citizens to pause, and in the strongest terms pointed out the impohcy

of dissolving the Union. He declared that the Eastern and Southern States " were

made for each other," and that " a man and a woman might as reasonably quarrel

on account of the difference of their formation." He avowed his continued oppo

sition to commercial restrictions and war, but contended that as the war had

been constitutionally declared, acquiescence was far preferable to disunion and civil

war.

The Republicans thereupon nominated Dexter for Governor, hoping to draw off

enough Federalists to defeat Strong, the ultra-Federal or disunion candidato. John

Adams, who throughout the gathering storm had stood by his whole country as

resolutely as in the Revolution, and a few other such men, voted for Dexter; but the

heat and fury of local excitement and delusion may be estimated by the fact, that

Strong's majority (March, 1814) was as large as it had been in the preceding election

over the Republican candidate. This, however, was but trifling, so evenly were

parties divided.

The new Legislature met in May, The Governor's speech and the replies of thg

bouses took the usual tone, but the repeal of the new Embargo and the suppose*
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Increased prospects of peace, on account of the abdication of Napoleon, were thought

to "all for another delay in assembling a convention of the New England States.

The insulting conditions demanded by Great Britain of the American commis-

8 oners sent to treat for peace, roused anew the war spirit of the middle and

Southern States, and when the Massachusetts Legislature again convened in autumn,

the prospect of speedy adjustment had apparently entirely subsided. Thereupon

Otis's report from the joint committee (October 8th, 1814) was introduced, the Hart-

ford Convention called, and an act passed to raise a State army, as mentioned in

the text.

APPENDIX NO. XSIX.—Vol. III., p. 429.

Jefferson to Samuel Kercheval on the Constitution of Virginia.

MoNTicBLLO, July 12, 1816.

Sir: I duly received your favor of June the 13th, with the copy of the letters on

the calling a convention, on which you are pleased to ask my opinion. I have not

been in the habit of mysterious reserve on any subject, nor of buttoning up my
opinions within my own doublet. On the contrary, while in public service especially^

I thought the public entitled to frankness, and intimately to know whom they em-

ployed. But I am now retired : I resign myself, as a passenger, with confidence to

those at present at the helm, and ask but for rest, peace and good will. The ques-

tion you propose, on equal representation, has become a party one, in which I wish

to take no public share. Yet, if it be asked for your own satisfaction only, and not

to be quoted before the public, I have no motive to withhold it, and the less from

you, as it coincides with your own. At the birth of our republic, I committed that

opinion to the world, in the draught of a constitution annexed to the Notes on Vir-

ginia, in which a provision was inserted for a representation permanently equal.

The infancy of the subject at that moment, and our inexperience of self-government,

occasioned gross departures in that draught from genuine republican canons. In

truth, the abuses of monarchy had so much filled all the space of political contem-

plation, that we imagined everything republican which was not monarchy. We had

not yet penetrated to the mother principle, that " governments are republican only

in proportion as they embody the will of their people, and execute it." Hence, our

first constitutions had really no leading principle in them. But experience and

reflection have but more and more confirmed me in the particular importance of the

equal representation then proposed. On that point, then, I am entirely in sentiment

with your letters ; and only lament that a copy-right of your pamphlet prevents their

appearance in the newspapers, where alone they would be generally read, and pro-

duce general effect. The present vacancy, too, of other matter, would give them

place in every paper, and bring the question home to every man's conscience.

But inequality of representation in both houses of our Legislature, is not the only

republican heresy in this first essay of our revolutionary patriots at forming a con-

stitution. For let it be agreed that a government is republican in proportion as tVery

member composing it has his equal voice in the direction of its concerns (rio<

indeed in person, which would be impracticable beyond the Hmits of a city, or small

township, but) by representatives chosen by himself, and responsible to him at short
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periods, and let us bring to the test of this canon every branch of our constitr-

tion.

In the Legislature, the House of Representatives is chosen by less than half the

people, and not at all in proportion to those who do choose. The Senate are still

more disproportionate, and for long terms of irresponsibility. In the Executive, the

Governor is entirely independent of the choice of the people, and of their control

;

his council equally so, and at best but a fifth wheel to a wagon. In the Judiciary,

the judges of the highest courts are dependent on none but themselves. In Eng-

land, where judges were named and removable at the will of an hereditary executive,

from which branch most misrule was feared, and has flowed, it was a great point

gained, by fixing them for life, to make them independent of that executive. But

in a government founded on the public will, this principle operates in an opposite

direction, and against that Y^W. There, too, they were still removable on a con-

currence of the executive and legislative branches. But we have made them inde-

pendent of the nation itself. They are irremovable, but by their own body, for

any depravities of conduct, and even by their own body for the imbecilities of do-

tage. The justices of the inferior courts are self-chosen, are for life, and perpetuate

their own body in succession forever, so that a faction once possessing themselves

of the bench of a county, can never be broken up, but hold their county in

chains, forever indissoluble. Yet these justices are the real executive as well as

judiciary, in all our minor and most ordinary concerns. They tax us at will ; fill

the office of sheriff, the most important of all the executive officers of the county
;

name nearly all our military leaders, which leaders, once named, are removable but

by themselves. The juries, our judges of all fact, and of law when they choose it,

are not selected by the people, nor amenable to them. They are chosen by an

officer named by the court and executive. Chosen, did I say ? Picked up by the

sheriff" from the loungings of the court-yard, after everything respectable has re-

tired from it. Where then is our republicanism to be found ? Not in our Constitu-

tion certainly, but merely in the spirit of our people. That would oblige even a

despot to govern us republicanly. Owing to this spirit, and to nothing in the form of

our Constitution, all things have gone well. But this fact, so triumphantly misquoted

by the enemies of reformation, is not the fruit of our Constitution, but has prevailed

in spite of it. Our functionaries have done well, because generally honest men.

If any were not so, they feared to show it.

But it will be said, it is easier to find faults than to amend them. I do not think

their amendment so difficult as is pretended. Only lay down true principles, and

adhere to them inflexibly. Do not be frightened into their surrender by the alarms

of the timid, or the croakings of wealth against the ascendency of the people. If

experience be called for, appeal to that of our fifteen or twenty governments for

forty years, and show me where the people have done half the mischief in these

forty years, that a single despot would have done in a single year ; or show half the

riots and rebellions, the crimes and the punishments, which have taken place in any

single nation, under kingly government, during the same period. The true founda-

tion of republican government is the equal right of every citizen, in his person and

property, and in their management. Try by this, as a tally, every provision of our

Constitution, and see if it hangs directly on the will of the people. Reduce your

Legislature to a convenient number for full, but orderly discussion. Let every man

who fights or pays, exercise his just and equal right in their election. Submit *^fim

to approbation or rejection at short intervals. Let the Executive be chosen in tbi*

same way, and for the same term, by those whose agent he is to be ; and leave no
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screen of a council behind which to skulk from responsibility. It has been thought

that the people are not competent electors of judges learned in the law. But I do

not know that this is true, and, if doubtful, we should follow principle. In this, as

in many other elections, they would be guided by reputation, which would not err

oftenar, perhaps, than the present mode of appointment. In one State of the Union,

at least, it has been long tried, and with the most satisfactory success. The judges

of Connecticut have been chosen by the people every six months, for nearly two

centuries, and I believe there has hardly ever been an instance of change ; so pow-

erful is the curb of incessant responsibility. If prejudice, however, derived from a

monarchical institution, is still to prevail against the vital elective principle of our

own, and if the existing example among ourselves of periodical election of judges

by the people be still mistrusted, let us at least not adopt the evil, and reject the

good of the English precedent ; let us retain amovability on the concurrence of the

executive and legislative branches, and nomination by the Executive alone. Nomi-
nation to office is an Executive function. To give it to the Legislature, as we do, is

a violation of the principle of the separation of powers. It swerves the members
from correctness, by temptations to intrigue for office themselves, and to a corrupt

barter of votes ; S,nd destroys responsibility by dividing it among a multitude. By
leaving nomination in its proper place, among Executive functions, the principle of

the distribution of power is preserved, and responsibility weighs with its heaviest

force on a single head.

The organization of our county administrations may be thought more difficult.

But follow principle, and the knot unties itself. Divide the counties into wards of

such size as that every citizen can attend when called on, and act in person. Ascribe

to them the government of their wards in all things relating to themselves exclusively.

A justice, chosen by themselves, in each; a constable, a military company, a patrol,

a school ; the care of their own poor, their own portion of the public roads ; the

choice of one or more jurors to serve in some court, and the delivery, within their

own wards, of their own votes for all elective officers of higher sphere, will relieve

the county administration of nearly all its business, will have it better done, and by
making every citizen an acting member of the government, and in the offices

nearest and most interesting to him, will attach him by his strongest feelings to the

independence of his country, and its republican constitution. The justices thus

chosen by every ward would constitute the county court, would do its judiciary

business, direct roads and bridges, levy county and poor rates, and administer all the

matters of common interest to the whole county. These wards, called townships in

New England, are the vital principle of their governments, and have proved them-

selves the wisest invention ever devised by the wit of man for the perfect exercise of

self-government, and for its preservation.^ We should thus marshal our Government
into, 1. The general Federal republic, for all concerns foreign and federal ; 2. That

of the State, for what relates to our own citizens exclusively ; 3. The county repub-

lics, for the duties and concerns of the county ; and, 4. The ward republics, for the

small, and yet numerous and interesting concerns of the neighborhood : and in

government, as well as in every other business of life, it is by division and subdivi-

sion of duties alone, that all matters, great and small, can be managed to perfection

> He wrote J. C. Cabell, Feb 2d, 1816 : " How powerfully did we feel the energy of this crgani-
zatlon in the case of embargo ! I felt tlie foundations of the Government shaken under my feet by
the New England townships. There w-"- not an individual in their States whose body was not
thrown with all its momentum into actio , and although the whole ->f the other States were knowc
to be in favor of the measure, yet the organization of this little selfish minority enabled it to ove;«
rule the Union. What would the unwieldy counties of the middle, the South, and the West do ?
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And the whole ia cemented by giving to every citizen, personally, a part in the

administration of the public affairs.

The sum of these amendments is: 1. General suffrage; 2. Equal representation

in the Legislature ; 3. An Executive chosen by the people ; 4. Judges elective oi

amovable; 5. Justices, jurors, and sheriffs elective; 6. Ward divisions; and, 7. Pe-

riodical amendments of the Constitution.

I have thrown out these, as loose heads of amendment for consideration and cor-

rection; and their object is to secure self-government by the repubhcanism of our

Constitution, as well as by the spirit of the people ; and to nourish and perpetuate

that spirit. I am not among those who fear the people. They, and not the rich,

are our dependence for continued freedom. And to preserve their independence,

we must not let our rulers load us with perpetual debt. We must make our election

between economy and liberty^ or profusion and servitude. If we run into such debts,

as that we must be taxed in our meat and in our drink, in our necessaries and our

comforts, in our labors and our amusements, for our callings and our creeds, as the

people of England are, our people, hke them, must come to labor sixteen hours in

the twenty-four, give the earnings of fifteen of these to the Government for their

debts and their daily expenses ; and the sixteenth being insufficient to afford us

bread, we must Uve, as they now do, on oatmeal and potatoes ; have no time to

think, no means of calling the mismanagers to account ; but be glad to obtain sub-

sistence by hiring ourselves to rivet their chains on the necks of our fellow-sufferers.

Our land-holders, too, like theirs, retaining indeed the title and stewardship of

estates called theirs, but held really in trust for the treasury, must wander, like

theirs, in foreign countries, and be contented with penury, obscurity, exile, and the

glory of the nation. This example reads to us the salutary lesson that private for-

tunes are destroyed by public as well as by private extravagance. And this is the

tendency of all human governments. A departure from principle in one instance

becomes a precedent for a second ; that second for a third ; and so on, till the bulk

of the society is reduced* to be mere automatons of misery, to have no sensibilities left

but for sinning and suffering. Then begins, indeed, the bellum omnium in omnia,

which some philosophers observing to be so general in this world, have mistaken it

for the natural, instead of the abusive state of man. And the fore-horse of this

frightful team is public debt. Taxation follows that, and in its train, wretchedness

Olid oppression.

Some men look at constitutions with sanctimonious reverence, and deem them

like the ark of the covenant, too sacred to be touched. They ascribe to the men of

the preceding age a wisdom more than human, and suppose what they did to be

beyond amendment. I knew that age well : I belonged to it, and labored with it.

It deserved well of its country. It was very Uke the present, but without the expe-

rience of the present ; and forty years of experience in government is worth a century

of book-reading : and this they would say themselves, were they to rise from the

dead. I am certainly not an advocate for frequent and untried changes in laws and

constitutions. I think moderate imperfections had better be borne with ; because,

when once known, we accommodate ourselves to them, and find practical means of

correcting their ill effects. But I know also, that laws and institutions must go hand

in hand with the progress of the human mind. As that becomes more developed,

more enlightened, as new discoveries are made, new truths disclosed, and manners

and opinions change with the change of circumstances, institutions must advance

also, and keep pace with the times. We might as well require a man to wear still

the coat which fitted him when a boy, as civiUzed society to remain ever under the
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regimen of their barbarous ancestors. It is this preposterous idea which has lately

deluged Europe in blood. Their monarchs, instead of wisely yielding to the gradual

changes of circumstances, of favoring progressive accommodation to progressive

improvement, have clung to old abuses, entrenched themselves behind steady habits,

and obliged their subjects to seek through blood and violence rash and ruinous inno-

vations, which, had they been referred to the peaceful deliberations and collected

wisdom of the nation, would have been put into acceptable and salutary forms.

Let us follow no such examples, nor weakly believe that one generation is not as

capable as another of taking care of itself, and of ordering its own affairs. Let us,

as our sister States have done, avail ourselves of our reason and experience, to cor-

rect the crude essays of our first and unexperienced, although wise, virtuous, and

well-meaning councils. And lastly, let us provide in our Constitutition for its

revision at stated periods. What these periods should be. Nature herself indicates.

By the European tables of mortality, of the adults living at any one moment of time,

a majority will be dead in about nineteen years. At the end of that period, then, a

new majority is come into place ; or in other words, a new generation. Each gene-

ration is as independent of the one preceding, as that was of all which had gone

before. It has, then, like them, a right to choose for itself the form of government

it believes most promotive of its own happiness ; consequently, to accommodate to

the circumstances in which it finds itself, that received from its predecessors ; and it

is for the peace and good of mankind, that a solemn opportunity of doing this every

nineteen or twenty years, should be provided by the Constitution ; so that it may be

handed on, with periodical repairs, from generation to generation, to the end of

time, if anything human can so long endure. It is now forty years since the con-

stitution of Virginia was formed. The same tables inform us, that, within that

period, two thirds of the adults then living are now dead. Have, then, the remain-

ing third, even if they had the wish, the right to hold in obedience to their will, and

to laws heretofore made by them, the other two-thirds, who, with themselves, com-
pose the present mass of adults? If they have not, who has? The dead? But

the dead have no rights. They are nothing ; and nothing cannot own something.

Where there is no substance, there can be no accident. This corporeal globe, and
everything upon it, belong to its present corporeal inhabitants, during their genera-

tion. They alone have a right to direct what is the concern of themselves alone,

and to declare the law of that direction ; and this declaration can only be made by
their majority. That majority, then, has a right to depute representatives to a con-

vention, and to make the Constitution what they think will be best for themselves.

But how collect their voice? This is the real difficulty. If invited by private

authority to county or district meetings, these divisions are so large that few will

attend; and their voice will be imperfectly, or falsely pronounced. Here, then,

would be one of the advantages of the ward divisions I have proposed. The mayor
of every ward, on a question Uke the present, would call his ward together, take the

simple yea or nay of its members, convey these to the county court, who would
hand on those of all its wards to the proper general authority ; and the voice of the

whole people would be thus fairly, fully, and peaceably expressed, discussed, and
decided by the common reason of the society. If this avenue be shut to the call

of suffrance, it will make itself heard through that of force, and we shall go on, as

other nations are doing, in the endless circle of oppression, rebellion, reformation

;

and oppression, rebellion, reformation, again ; and so on, forever.

These, sir, are my opinions of the governments we see among men, and of the

principles by which alone we may prevent our own from falling into the same dtead
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ful track. I have given them at greater length than your letter called for. But I

cannot say things by halves ; and I confide them to your honor, so to use them as

to preserve me from the gridiron of the public papers. If you shall approve and

enforce them, as you have done that of equal representation, they may do some

good. If not, keep them to yourself as the effusions of withered age, and useless

time. I shall, with not the less truth, assure you of my great respect and con-

sideration.

Th. Jefferson.

To John Taylor.

MoNTiCELLo, Jul/y 21, 1816.

Dear Sir : Yours of the 10th is received, and I have to acknowledge a copious

supply of the turnip seed requested. Besides taking care myself, I shall endeavor

again to commit it to the repository of the neighborhood, generally found to be the

best precaution against losing a good thing. I will add a word on the political part

of our letters. I believe we do not differ on either of the points you suppose. On
education, certainly not ; of which the proofs are my biU for the diffusion of know-

ledge, proposed near forty years ago, and my uniform endeavors, to this day, to get

our counties divided into wards, one of the principal objects of which is, the estab-

lishment of a primary school in each. But education not being a branch of muni-

cipal government, but, hke the other arts and sciences, an accident only, I did not

place it, with election, as a fundamental member in the structure of government.

Nor, I believe, do we differ as to the county courts. I acknowledge the value of

this institution ; that it is in truth our principal executive and judiciary, and that it

does much for little pecuniary reward. It is their self-appointment I wish to cor-

rect : to find some means of breaking up a cabal, when such a one gets possession

of the bench. "When this takes place, it becomes the most afflicting of tyrannies,

because its powers are so various, and exercised on everything most immediately

around us. And how many instances have you and I known of these monopohes

of county administration ! I knew a county in which a particular family (a numer-

ous one) got possession of the bench, and for a whole generation never admitted a

man on it who was not of its clan or connection. I kaow a county now of one

thousand and five hundred militia, of which sixty are Federalists. Its court is of

thirty members, of whom twenty are FederaUsts (every third man of the sect).

There are large and populous districts in it, without a justice, because without a

Federalist for appointment : the militia are as disproportionably under Federal

officers. And there is no authority on earth which can break up this junto, short

of a general convention. The remaining one thousand four hundred and forty,

free, fighting, and" paying citizens, are goyerned by men neither of their choice nor

confidence, and without a hope of relief. They are certainly excluded from the

blessings of a free government for life, and indefinitely, for aught the Constitution

has provided. This solecism may be called anything but republican, and ought un-

doubtedly to be corrected. I salute you with constant friendship and respect.

Th. Jefferson.

To Samuel Kercheval.

MoNTiCELLO, September 5, 1816.

Sir : Your letter of August the 16th is just received. That which I wrote to

vou under the address of H. Tompkinson, was intended for the author of the pam
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phlet you were so kind as to send me, and therefore, in your hands, founu its true

destination. But I must beseech you, sir, not to admit a possibiHty of its being

published. Many good people will revolt from its doctrines, and my wish is to

offend nobody ; to leave to those who are to live under it, the settlement of their

own Constitution, and to pass in peace the remainder of my time. If those opinions

are sound, they will occur to others, and will prevail by their own weight, without

the aid of names. I am glad to see that the Staunton meeting has rejected the

idea of a limited convention. The article, however, nearest my heart, is the division

of the counties into wards. These will be pure and elementary republics, the sum
of all which, taken together, composes the State, and will make of the whole a true

democracy as to the business of the wards, which is that of nearest and daily con-

cern. The affairs of the larger sections, of counties, of States, and of the Union,

not admitting personal transaction by the people, will be delegated to agents elected

by themselves ; and representation will thus be substituted, where personal action

becomes impracticable. Yet, even over these representative organs, should they

become corrupt and perverted, the division into wards constituting the people, in

their wards, a regularly organized power, enables them by that organization to

crush, regularly and peaceably, the usurpations of their unfaithful agents, and

rescues them from the dreadful necessity of doing it insurrectionally. In this way
we shall be as repubUcan as a large society can be ; and secure the continuance of

purity in our Government, by the salutary, peaceable, and regular control of the

people. No other depositories of power have ever yet been found, which did not

end in converting to their own profit the earnings of those committed to their

charge. George the III., in execution of the trust confided to him, has, within his

own day, loaded the inhabitants of Great Britain with debts equal to the whole fee-

simple value of their island, and, under pretext of governing it, has alienated its

whole soil to creditors who could lend money to be lavished on priests, pensions,

plunder and perpetual war. This would not have been so, had the people retained

organized means of acting on their agents. In this example, then, let us read a

lesson for ourselves, and not " go, and do likewise."

Since writing my letter of July the 12th, I have been told, that on the question

of equal representation, our fellow-citizens in some sections of the State claim

peremptorily a right of representation for their slaves. Principle will, in this, as in

most other cases, open the way for us to correct conclusion. Were our State a

pure democracy, in which all its inhabitants should meet together to transact all

their business, there would yet be excluded from their deUberations, 1. Infants,

until arrived at years of discretion. 2. Women, who, to prevent depravation of

morals and ambiguity of issue, could not mix promiscuously in the pubhc meetings

of men. 3. Slaves, from whom the unfortunate state of things with us takes away
the rights of will and of property. Those then who have no will could be permitted

to exercise none in the popular assembly ; and of course, could delegate none to an

agent in a representative assembly. The business, in the first case, would be done

by qualified citizens only ; and in the second, by the representatives of qualified

citizens only. It is true, that in the general Constitution, our State is allowed a

larger representation on account of its slaves. But every one knows, that that Con-

stitution was a matter of compromise ; a capitulation between conflicting interests

and opinions. In truth, the condition of different descripticns of inhabitants in any

country is a matter of municipal arrangement, of which no foreign country has a

right to take notice. All its inhabitants are men as to them. Thus, in the New
England States, none have the powers of citizens but those whom they caW. freeman

;

and none are freemen until admitted by a vote of the freemen of the town. Yet, in
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the General Government, these non-freemen are counted in their quantum of icpre-

sentation and of taxation. So, slaves with us have no powers as citizens
;

yet, in

representation in the General Government, they count in the proportion of three to

five ;
and so also in taxation. Whether this is equal, is not here the question. It

is a capitulation of discordant sentiments and circumstances, and is obligatory on
that ground. But this view shows there is no inconsistency in claiming represen-

tation for them from the other States, and refusing it within our own. Accept the

renewal of assurances of my respect.

Th. Jefferson.

APPENDIX NO. XXX.—Vol. III. p. 452.

Mr. JcfcrsoTi's SelerM'^ns from the New Testament.

The following is the original collection of English texts made in 1803 (mentioned

in letters to John Adams, October 13th, 1813 ; to Charles Thompson, January 9th,

1816 ; to Mr. Vanderkemp, April 25th, 1816, etc.) ; and which is also sometimes

mentioned as Mr. Jefferson's collection for the Indians.

The Philosophy of Jesus of Nazareth.

Extracted from the account of his life and doctrines as given by Matthew, Mark,

Luke, and John. Being an abridgment of the New Testament for the use of the

Indians, unembarrassed with matters of fact or faith beyond the level of their com-

prehensions.

A table of the texts extracted from the Gospels, of the order in which they are

arranged into sections, and the heads of each section.

§ I.-Luke ii. l-'T, 21, 22, 39-49, 51, 52.
^ history of Jesus,

iii. 23-38.
J

II.—Matt. X. 5-31, 42. Precepts for the Priesthood.

III.—Luke xxii. 24-27.
\

John xiii. 4-1*7.
[

IV.—John X. 1-16. •\

Luke xi. 52. V False teachers,

xii. 13, 15.)

V.—John xiii. 34, 35. Disciples should love one another.

VI.—Matt. xiii. 24-30, 36-43. Parable of the tares. Man not to judge for

God.

VII.—Matt. XX. 1-16. Parable of the laborers.

VIII.—Mark ii. 15-17.
J
Physicians care for the sick. Parable of the los;

Matt, xviii. 10, 11. [ sheep. The lost piece of silver. The prodigal

Luke XV. 3-32. J son.

IX.—John viii. 1-11. \

Matt, xviii. 15-17. > The duty of mutual forgiveness and forbearance.

Luke xiii. 6-9. )

X.—Matt. V. 1-10, 19-48.
^

vi. 1-34. > The sermon on the mount,

vil. 1-27. ^

Preachers to be humble.
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XI.-Matt. xix. 13-24, 29, 30.)
g^^^^^i ^^^^j ^s.

xxii. 35-40. f

XII.-Matt. xii. 1-5, 11, 12.)
Ti^e Sabbath.

Luke xiv. 1-6.
)

XIII.— XI. 37-48. ) j)gg^g and not ceremonies avail.
Matfc »7, 1-9.

J

^^•~ '^^ '''•
I Words the fruit of the heart.

xii. 33-37.
J

XV.

—

xiii. 1-9, 18-29. Parable of the sower.

XVL-Luke vii. 36-47. ) ^te wUI for the deed.
Mark xii. 41-44.

)

XVII.—Matt. xi. 28-30. General exhortation.

XVIII.—Luke X. 25-37. Parable of the Samaritan, true benevolence.

XIX.—Matt, xxiii. 1-33. ) tt -i-^ -j v. i^i 1. i oo. I

jjumiiity pride, hypocrisy.
Luke xvui. 9-14. f

J, f
y

Jf
j

I Pharisaism.
Matt, xviii. 1-6.

J

XX.-^Luke xvi. 19-31. Dives and Lazarus.

Matt. xxii. 1-14. The wedding supper, f
^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ of person*

xii. 46-50. ^

viii. 11.

XXI.—Luke xiii. 1-5. Misfortune no proof of sin.

XXII.

—

xiv. 26-33. Prudence and firmness to duty.

XXIII.

—

xvi. 1-13. Parable of the unjust steward, worldly wisdom.

XXIV.

—

xviii. 1-8. Parable of the unjust judge.

XXV.—Matt. xxi. 33-41. Parable of the unjust husbandmen and tueir lorcL

XXVI.—Luke xvii. 7-10. Mere justice no praise.

XXVIL— xiv. 12-14. The merit of disinterested good.

XXVIIL—Matt. xxi. 28-31. Acts better than professions.

XXIX.

—

xxii. 15-22. Submission to magistrates.

XXX.— xix. 3-12. The bond of marriage.

XXXI.

—

XXV. 14^30. The duty of improving our talent.

XXXII.—Luke xii. 16-21. Vain calculations of Ufe.

XXXIII.—Matt. XXV. 1-13,

Luke xii. 35-48,
,

XXXIV.—John xii. 24, 25. A future life.

XXXV.—Matt. xxii. 23-32. The resurrection.

XXXVI.— XXV. 31-46. The last judgment.

XXXVII.— xiii. 31-33, 44, 52. The kingdom of heaven.

XXXVIII.—John iv. 24. God.

XXXIX.—John xviii. 12, 13 ; Matt. xxvi. 49, 50 ; John xviii. 4, 5, 8.

Matt. xxvi. 55; John xviii. 12 ; Matt. xxvi. 57.

John xviii. l?-23 ; Matt. xxvi. 59-62 ; Luke xxii. 67, 68, 70.

Mark xiv. 60, 64 ; Luke xxiii. 1-3 ; John xviii. 36.
[

Luke xxiii. 4-23 ; Matt, xxvii. 24, 25 ; Luke xxiii. 23, 24

Matt, xxvii. 26 ; John xix. 16 ; Luke xxiii. 33, 34.

John xix. 25-27 ; Matt, xxvii. 46 ; John xix. 28-30.

The second collection is contained in a handsome octavo, bound in morocco,

and, as already said, labelled on the back " Morals of Jesus." We copied its entire

Watch and be ready.

Death of

Jesus.
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list of contents, and for greater accuracy, compared our copy with the origtial as

read by a member of Colonel Randolph's family. The title page is in Mr. Jefferson's

handwriting, and is as follows :

"the

LIFE AND MORALS

OF

JESUS OF NAZARETH,
EXTRACTED TEXTUAXLY

FROM THE GOSPELS

GREEK, LATIN,

FRENCH AND ENGLISH.

Between the next two pages are pasted two printed maps, the first " Loca terra

Sanctce quorum sit mentio in Evangeliis "—the other, " Tabula Geographica ad

acta Apost." Then, on each left hand page, in parallel columns, are the Greek and

Latin text, and on the right, the corresponding French and English text.

An index is pasted into the beginning of the book, of which the following is a

copy:

A TABLE

0/ the texts from the Evangelists employed in this narrative, and of the order of their

arrangement.

»Aoa

1 Luke ii. 1-7 : Joseph and Mary go to Bethlehem, where Jesus is born.

21, 39: He is circumcised and named, and they return to Naza-

reth.

40, 42-48, 51, 52 : At 12 years of age he accompanies his parents

to Jerusalem and returns.

L. iii. 1, 2; Mk. i. 4 ; Mt. iii. 4, 5, 6 : John baptizes in Jordan.

Mt. iii. 13 : Jesus is baptized. L. iii. 23 : At 30 years of age.

J. ii. 12-16 : Drives the traders out of the temple.

J. iii. 22 ; Mt. iv. 12 ; Mk. vi. 17-28 : He baptizes, but retires into Gali-

lee on the death of John.

4 Mk. i. 21, 22 : He teaches in the Synagogue.

5 Mt. xii. 1-5, 9-12 ; Mk. ii. 27 ; Mt. xii. l4, 15 : Explains the Sabbath.

L. vi. 12-17 : Call of his disciples.

6 Mt. V. 1-12; L. vi. 24, 25, 26; Mt. v. 13-47: L. vi. 34, 35, 36 ; Mt. vi

to 1-34; vii. 1, 2 ; L. vi. 38 ; Mt. vii. 3-20; xii. 35, 36, 37; vii. 24-29;

15 The sermon on the mount.

Mt. viii. 1 ; Mk. vi. 6 ; Mt. xi. 28, 29, 30 : Exhorts.

16 L. vii. 36-46 : A woman anointeth him.

17 Mk. iii. 31-35; L. xii. 1-7, 13-15: Precepts.

18 L. xii. 16-21 : Parable of the rich man.

20
I

22-48, 54-59 ; L. xiii. 1-6 : Precepts.

21 L. xiii. 6-9 : Parable of the fig tree.

22 I L. xi. 37-46, 52, 53, 54 : Precepts.
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PAOK

28

25

27

Mt. xiii. 1-9; Mk. iv. 10; Mt. xiii. 18-23' Parable of the sower.

Mk. iv. 21, 22, 23 : Precepts. Mt. xiii. 24-30, 36-52 : Parable of the tares.

Mk. iv. 26-3-t: L. ix. 57-62: L. v. 27-29;' Mk. ii. 15-17: Precepts.

L. V. 36-39 : Parable of new wine in old bottles.

Mt. xiii. 53-57 : A prophet hath no honor in his own country.

Mt. ix. 36; Mk. vi. 7 ; Mt. x. 6, 6, 9-18, 23, 26-31 , Mk. vi. 12, 30: Mis-

sion instructions, return of apostles.

J. vii. 1; Mk. vii. 1-5, 14-24; Mt. xviii. 1-4, 7-9, 12-17, 21-35: Pre-

cepts.

Mt. xviii. 23-35 : Parable of the wicked servant.

L. X. 1-8, 10-12: Mission of the seventy.

J. vii. 2-16, 19-26, 32, 43-53: The feast of the tabernacles.

J. viii. 1-11 : The woman taken in adultery.

J. ix. 1, 2, 3 : To be born blind no proof of sin.

J. X. 1-5, 11-14, 16: The good shepherd.

L. X. 25-37 : Love God and thy neighbor
;
parable of the Samaritan.

L. xi. 1-13 : Form of prayer.

L. xiv. 1-6 : The Sabbath.

7-24 : The bidden to a feast.

28-32: Precepts.

L. XV. 1-32 : Parables of the lost sheep and prodigal son.

L. xvi. 1-15 : Parable of the unjust steward.

18-31 : Parable of Lazarus.

L. xvii. 1-4, 7-10, 20, 26-36 : Precepts to be always ready.

L. xviii. 1-14 : Parables of the widow and judge, the pharisee and pub-

lican.

L. X. 38-42 ; Mt. xix. 1-26 : Precepts.

Mt. XX. 1-16 : Parable of the laborers in the vineyard.

L. xix. 1-28 : Zaccheus, and the parable of the talents.

Mt. xxi. 1-3, 6-8, 10 ; J. xii. 19-24 ; Mt. xxi. 17 : Goes to Jerusalem

and Bethany.

Mk. xi. 12, 15-19 : the traders cast out from the temple.

Mk. xi. 27 ; Mt. xxi. 27-31 : Parable of the two sons.

Mt. xxi. 33 ; Mk. xii. 1-9 ; Mt. xxi. 45, 46 : Parable of the vineyard and

husbandman.

Mt. xxii. 1-14 : Parable of the king and wedding.

15-33: Tribute, marriage, resurrection.

Mk. xii. 28-31 ; Mt. xxii. 40; Mk. xii. 32, 33: The two commandments.

Mt. xxiii. 1-33: Precepts, pride, hypocrisy, swearing.

Mk. xii. 41-44 : The widow's mite.

Mt. xxiv. 1, 2, 16-21, 32, 33, 36-39, 40-44: Jerusalem and the day of

judgment.

45-51 : The faithful and wise servant.

Mt. XXV. 1-13 : Parable of the ten virgins.

14-30: Parable of the talents.

L. xxi. 34-36; Mt. xxv. 31-46: The day ofjudgment.

Mk. xiv. 1-8 : A woman anointeth him.

' A part of verse 29 is quoted thus :
" And Levi made him a great feast In his own house

;

VOL. Itl.—42
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70, 71
I

Mt. xxvi. 14-16 : Judas undertakes to point out Jesus.

;

lY-20 ; L. xxii. 24-27 ; J. xiii. 2, 4-17, 21-26, 31, 34, 35

;

Mt. xxvi. 31, 33; L. xxii. 33, 34; Mt. xxvi. 35-45: Precepts to his

disciples, washes their feet, trouble of mind and prayer.

J. xviii. 1-3 ; Mt. xxvi. 48-50 : Judas conducts the officers to Jesus.

J. xviii. 4-8 ; Mt. xxvi. 50-52 ; 55, 56 ; Mk. xiv. 51, 52 ; Mt. xxvi. 57
;

J. xviii. 15, 16, 17, 18 ; J. xviii. 25, 26, 27 ; Mt. xxvi. 75 ; J. xviii.

19-23 ; Mk. xiv. 55-61 ; L. xxii. 67, 68, 70; Mk. xiv. 63-65: He is

arrested and carried before Caiphas, the high-priest, and is con-

demned.

J. xviii. 28-31, 33-38 ; L. xxiii. 5 ; Mt. xxvii. 13 : Is then carried to

PDate.

L. xxiii. 6-12: Who sends him to Herod.

L. xxiii. 13-16 ; Mt. xxvii. 15-23, 26 : Receives him back, scourges and

delivers him to execution.

Mt. xxvii. 27, 29-31, 3-8; L. xxiii. 26-32; J. xix. 17-24; Mt. xxvii.

39-43 ; L. xxiii. 39-41, 34 ; J. xix. 25-27 ; Mt. xxvii. 46-50, 55, 56

:

His crucifixion, death, and burial.

J xix. 31-34, 38^2 : Mt. xxvii. 60 : His burial.

76

79, 80

81

APPENDIX NO. XXXI.—Vol. III., p. 475.

Mr. Jefferson's Reply to the Charge of Overdrawing his Accounts.

In a letter to Messrs Ritchie & Gooch (May 13th) Mr. Jefferson replied to a charge

brought against him by a writer in the newspapers, over the signature of " A Native

Virginian," of having overdrawn $1,148 of public money in the settlement of his

account as Minister to France. In settling that account with the Government in

1792 (a pressure of business on the public accounting officers prevented them from

taking it up earlier), a balance of $888 67, was found to be due from him, and was

immediately paid. When the accounts of the United States bankers in Amsterdam
(Willinks, Van Staphorsts & Hubbard) were subsequently received, it appeared that

a bill of 2,800 florins Banco, credited to the Government in Mr. Jeffi?rson's account as

vlrawn by him to the order of Grand & Co., on the above bankers, had never been

pajd by them. Their accounts contained no notice of it. The auditor of the Trea-

sury apprised Mr. Jefferson of this fact (in 1804), and consequently, that the 2,800

florins " stood at his debit only as a provisional charge." The latter allowed the

matter to remain in this situation until 1809, when, making a final settlement of his

official accounts with the Government, and twenty years having now elapsed without

anything being heard of the bill drawn on the Amsterdam bankers, he accepted back

its amount, declining, however, to receive interest. The auditor made a memoran-
dum of the facts, and had it at any time subsequently appeared that Willinks, Van
Staphorsts & Hubbard had actually paid the order, the overpayment to Mr. Jefferson

by the Government would at once have been made apparent and capable of being

remedied. But the Dutch bankers never brought any such bill into their account with

our Government. It is therefore certain that the account was accurately settled, in this
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particular, as between the United States Government and Mr. Jefferson. If anybody
suffered it was Willinks, Van Staphorsts & Hubbard, and purely by their own fault, in

neglecting to charge the amount of a bill of exchange paid by them. This ia

not a very common oversight among bankers. Nor did they ever put forward a

hint that such an oversight had occurred—though the matter was once or twice

publicly discussed in the newspapers of the United States. Neither did Grand & Co.,

in their account against the United States, nor in their private account against Mr.

Jefferson, ever notice such a bill.

Mr. Jefferson gives the following solution of the affair in his letters to Ritchie

and Gooch

:

" Turning to my pocket diary, I find that on the 21st day of October, 1789, the

date of this bill, I was at Cowes in England, on my return to the United States. The
entry in my diary is in these words: ' 1789, October 21st. Sent to Grand & Co.,

letter of credit on Willinks, Van Staphorsts & Hubbard, for 2,800 florins Banco.

And I immediately credited it in my account with the United States in the following

words: ' 1789, October 21. By my bill on Willinks, Van Staphorsts & Hubbard,

in favor of Grand & Co., for 2,800 florins, equal to 6,250 livres 18 sous.' My
account having been kept in livres and sous of France, the auditor settled this

sum at the current exchange, making it $1,148. This bill, drawn at Cowes in Eng-
land, had to pass through London to Paris by the English and French mails, in

which passage it was lost, by some unknown accident, to which it was the more
exposed in the French mail, by the confusion then prevailing

; for it was exactly at

the time that martial law was proclaimed at Paris, the country all up in arms, and
executions by the mobs were daily perpetrating through town and country. How-
ever this may have been, the bill never got to the hands of Grand & Co., was never,

of course, forwarded by them to the bankers of Amsterdam, nor anything more
ever heard of it."

Turning to this *' pocket diary," (which we have so repeatedly quoted as Mr.

Jefferson's " pocket account-book"), we observe that he arrived at Cowes " at half-

past two in the morning " on the 9th of October ; and running our eye over inter-

vening entries, drawn out with the rigorous precision so often mentioned, down to

October 21st, we find the following entry verbatim and literatim (the contractions

apparently made to compress it into a single line) :
'' 21. Sent to Grand & Co. letter

of credit on Will., V. Staph. & Hub., for 2,800 f. Bo."

" A Native Virginian " returned to the charge, taking the ground that Mr. Jeffer

son had at all events received the money twice, first of Grand & Co., on the sale or

negotiation of the bill in Europe, and a second time from the Treasury. The fir.s*

assertion he endeavored to sustain by quoting the following entry as if from Mx.

Jefferson's account rendered to the Treasury, "5j/ cash received of Grandior h'lW ot,

Willinks &c." The words in italics were an interpolation or forgery, ventured on
by this " psuedo Native Virginian," as Mr. Jefferson conjectures, from a sufficient

familiarity with the Treasury department to know that the original account was
destroyed in the Register's office, when the British burnt the public offices in 1814.

But, unfortunately for this writer's ingenuity, Mr. Jefferson had retained a presscopi,

of that account, and he 7iow tendered it to public inspection. Besides, he pertinently

asked how he could have received money of Grand, when he was in En"-land and
Grand in France. The bill might, certainly, have been negotiated in England. Mr.
Jefferson says that it never was so negotiated—that it was not drawn to raise money
in the market—that it was inclosed to Grand & Co. in a letter for a particular pur-

nose. His assailant did not claim that the bill was sold in Eu^lard or to any ono
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besides Grand & Co. Biit what if this claim had been made ? Was there any proof

of it ? And whoever the bill was sold to, would it not have gone ultimately to the

arawees, Messrs. WiUinks, Van Staphorsts & Hubbard, and been by them cashed

and charged to the American Government—or dishonored and then returned back

by the holders to the original drawer ?

Some other points were raised by a Native Virginian, but they are not entitled

to notice.

APPENDIX NO. XXXII.—Vol. III. p. 502.

Jefferson and Henry Lee.

Henry Lee wrote to Mr. Jefferson, May 3d, 1826, that he was preparing a new

edition of the Memoirs, etc., of his father, General Henry Lee—that he found " the

account given of Arnold's invasion was not favorable to his [Jefferson's] fore-

sight or energy "—and he offered to embody, or give literally, in notes to the work,

any explanations the latter " might choose to furnish him with," should they appear

satisfactory to his (Lee's) judgment. (Lee's Memoirs, etc., 2d edition, p. 203.)

On the 9th of the same month, without waiting for an answer to the above,

he again wrote to Mr. Jefferson, "that under the circumstances in which the

Governors of States and the Continental Officers were placed, it was reasonable to

suppose that, however correct the former may have been, the opinions of the latter

would be unfavorable to them." He said, "he had little doubt, if Jefferson had

been the 'military chieftain,' and Green the regulated statesman— the elhve of

Montesquieu and Locke—that Green would have occasioned the same strictures

which were actually applied to Jefferson." The letter contained much more in the

same courteous strain. (Lee's Memoirs, p. 204.)

Mr. Jefferson replied to the first letter May 15th, 1826, giving that unanswer-

able defence of his administration, as Governor of Virginia, at the period of Arnold's

invasion, which is published (without any address) in the Congress edition of his

works, at vol. vii., p. 444. It is not given in Randolph's edition.

On the 30th of May, Jefferson replied to a letter from Lee of May 25th (not

published), in which the latter had proposed to make a visit to Monticello. He said,

"He should be happy to receive him at the time he mentioned, or at any other, if

any other should be more convenient to Mr. Lee."

The visit was made during Mr. Jefferson's last illness, and Mr. Lee sent an

account of what he saw to the Richmond Enquirer, containing some fanciful embel-

lishments— all, however, we believe, drawn up in a tone of admiration towards Mr.

Jefferson.

In 1827, Lee's edition of his father's Memoirs was published. He made no

-aterations in their text, in regard to Arnold's invasion of Virginia,* but he sub-

joined, in notes, his full correspondence with Mr, Jefferson on that subject, and he

stated, that the "eloquent justification" of the latter "appeared to be directed

s The first edition is not before us. But the editor states in the " advertisement," at the open

Ine of the volume, that he has not " ventured to alter " the text, except in regard " to such obvious

mistakes as to dates, names, and places, as could not affect the identity of the composition," and

in regard to a particular emendation which is specified.
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against severer 8tricture3 than those to be found in the Memoirs ichicfi applied

rather to the inefficiency of the governmtnt of Virginia, at the time, than to the

particular Executive 7nag:Strate."

Thus he not only vindicated Mr. Jefferson on his own judgment, but attempted

to exonerate him from all the individiLcd censure inflicted by General Lee.

In his conversations aid letters of this period, Henry Lee avowed the most

unbounded admiration of Mr. Jefferson's character, talents, and public services.

In 1829, Randolph's edition of Jefferson's Works was published. It contained

Jefferson's strictures on General Henry Lee's personal and political conduct on

various occasions, and also (in a letter to Colonel Monroe, January 1st, 1815) the

following animadversion on General Lee's Memoirs :
" Although the Legislature, who

were personally intimate with both the means and measures, acquitted me with

justice and thanks, yet General Lee has put all these imputations among the

romances of his historical novel, for the amusement of credulous and uninquisitive

readers."

Henry Lee, the son, took offence at these strictures. He appears to have

thought that the editor of Mr Jefferson's Works was bound to " venture to alter

the text," or either omit or explain away by notes, what probably Mr. Jefferson's

editor did not believe truth or justice required to be obliterated. Or else, he was

fired by finding evidences that Jefferson, as well as his father, had felt resentments,

and expressed them—that he had retaliated to the extent of warmly declaring his

indignation, where he conceived himself both privately and publicly wronged.

Accordingly, the younger Lee, in 1832, published "Observations on the writings

of Thomas Jefferson, with particular reference to the attacks they contain on the

Memory of the late General Lee," etc.

Had this work defended General Lee with warmth, and retorted with severity

on Mr. Jefferson, in respect to the issues which he himself had raised (or any

related ones), nobody, under the circumstances, would have condemned the feel-

ings, however much they might have dissented from the conclusions of an offended

son. But when the latter went back to attack Mr. Jefferson's private character,

in regard to transactions of old date and themes of old controversy—to rake

together and revive Callender's scurrilities—he placed himself in that unfortunate

predicament in which a witness never fails to stand who avows enthusiastic admira-

tion until he quarrels, and then suddenly remembers that the subject of his over-

tures and caresses has always been infamous

!

We shall leave Henry Lee's representations and acts, prior to 1829, to answer

his later ones. Their comparative credibility needs no other illustrations than

are to be drawn from the tenor of Mr. Jefferson's life, and from the feelings and

presumed motives of Mr. Lee on these two different occasions.

Perhaps justice to Mr. Jefferson requires that we state more fully than we have

done in the text the grounds on which he pronounced the Memoirs, etc., of General

Lee a "historical novel." In doing this, we shall not discuss the merits of any of

the controversies between the two men.

General Lee's Memoirs were written in 1809. No claim was put forward in

them that they were founded on memoranda or journals kept by the writer while he

was engaged in the Southern campaigns. The contrary was admitted.

In regard to the events of Arnold's invasion of Virginia, General Lee had no

personal knowledge or recollections, as he was absent from the State at the time.

He gave the statements of none of the distinguished oflScers who commanded in

^'jrginia, at the time, to confirm hia own.
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His opportunities for investigating historic facts in relation to that period are'

therefore, presumed to have been the same with those of any other individual of

the same research and capacity, whether in or out of military hfe.

Between the close of the war of the Revolution and the period of writing his

Memoirs, he had been engaged in almost unceasing political hostilities against

Jefferson. The laiter accused him of attempting to produce a personal alienation

between himself and Washington (see vol. ii. p. 298). Lee was in Congress when

the struggle took place to elect Jefferson and Burr, in 1801, and was understood to

be foremost amongst those who urged "desperate measures" to prevent Jefferson's

success (see vol. ii. p. 608). He was thenceforth left out of political life, by the

ascendency of Jefferson's political friends in Virginia, After eight years of this

exclusion, and after a train of circumstances not calculated to soften his asperities

of feeling, he wrote the " Memoirs."

Jefferson considered himself treated in them, with gross, and a soi o or cunning

injustice—for the author, while producing his effect on the mind of the reader, ab-

stained from those explicit and tangible asseverations which could be met and over-

thrown by well-settled facts. Under these circumstances, he pronounced the work a

" historical novel."

Deeply reluctant to carry anything which seemed to savor of mere personal dis-

cussion into the Umits of aggression, we had ultimately resolved to add nothing to the

above explanations. But since the preceding remarks were penned, we have seen

the statement put forth in a literary work of great general Uberality and candor,

that the charges of Henry Lee (the younger) against Jefferson have never been

*' directly answered." This remark is undeniably true. It is equally true that

Callender's charges were never directly answered. Even witnesses of moral re-

spectability, who sincerely believed what they wrote, were never directly answered,

so far as we know, when they descended into petty or dirty personal allegations.*

And, what is more, they probably never will be directly answered. If it was not

held necessary by any friend of Mr. Jefferson contemporaneously to descend into

the dirt to prove negatives, when a party in our country religiously believed the

author of the Declaration of Independence was an incarnate demon who had/ no

claims to honor or honesty, who spat upon the Bible, who lived in an African

brothel, etc., etc., it probably will not be held necessary to do so now, when Mr.

Jefferson's character is so well understood, that (as we remarked in the preface) not

a candidate for civil office dare rise before any popular constituency within the

American Republic and insult his memory.

"Whenever, Henry Lee's " vial of rage "—as it is termed in a MS. letter of Mr.

Madison, a copy of which lies before us—confines itself to the region of pure argu-

ment (as, for example, in his attempt to show that the Declaration of Independence

was not much of a production, after all), it is of course entitled to all the weight

which the same reasoning would possess by whomsoever uttered. But when he

approaches the field of assertion, inference, conjecture, explanation, or conclusion,

we are entitled to examine the motives and character of the assailant.

On the motives of Mr. Lee, sufficient light would be thrown already, if we had

substantiated by facts our assertion of his sudden change, under the circumstances

recorded, from a vehement admiration to a viperous hate of Mr. Jefferson's charat-

> Unless casually or incidentally, merely to illustrate the credulity or credibility of the witneaea,

or th« spirit of the times.
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ter. It occurring to us that tangible evidence might exist, on this head, which it

would be proper to make public, we addressed tlie gentleman on whom principally-

devolved the charge of entertaining Mr. Lee, during his visit to Monticello. He
remembered having received letters from Mr. Lee, and on search found two,

copies of which he placed at our disposal. The first was as follows

:

Henry Lee to N. P. Trist.

Dear Sir : Tou are probably aware that my late visit to Monticello grew out

of a correspondence I had the honor to hold with Mr. Jefferson, and was intended to

verify and illustrate the principal public facts to which that correspondence related.

You are but too well acquainted with the melancholy cause of my disappointment.

and that Providence had already determined to seal those hallowed lips from which

I was to receive inspiration. Now that the illustrious patriot has ceased to live

among the sons of men, and has attained a stage of existence as immortal as his own
glory, a sentiment of more awful reverence and still more pious attaehment devotes

me to his memory, than actuated me towards his person and character. The utmost

justice I am determined to do him, in the case produced by the republication of my
father's Memoirs (now in the press), and to that end must publish our correspond-

ence, as my letters will illustrate his, and his will vindicate him better than anything

that I could possibly compose. His principal letter is in answer to two of mine, one

of the 3d and one of the 9th of May last. Of that of the 9th, I retained a copy

—

or rather composed one from memory ; of that of the 3d, I have no copy. The

object of this letter is to get a copy of it, and I am sure it will not be asking too

much of your politeness, to request that you obtain the consent of Mrs. Randolph,

and send me by mail either a copy or the original, as you please. I understand

Mr. J. was very careful of his papers, and hope there will be no difficulty in finding

this. It will be esteemed the best fortune that ever befell me to find myself able to

justify in the least this best of patriots and wisest of men—a man who entered every

walk of politics and philosophy, and in all was foremost.

That I may express further my sentiments towards him, I beg leave to inclose

for your perusal a rough sketch of a general order, which, at the request of a miUtary

friend, I prepared the other day. The news of Mr. Adams's death arriving, ren-

dered it inexecutable and useless, and I had no wish to blend the two names.

With the most exalted esteem for Mr. Jefferson's daughter—more to he

honored than either of Epamimondas's—and sincere respect for yourself,

I remain, dear sir,

Your very obedient and very humble servt.,

H. Lee.
Washington, 20<A July, 1826.

Mb. Trist, Monticello.

The General-in-Chief has received, through the Department of War, the follow-

ing order of the President : [Here follows order.]

"The event thus announced to the army overspreads the nation with sorrow

The Republic mourns its second founder. Liberty her most ardent advocate
;
phiJo-

sophy her great disciple, and learning her munificent friend. The author of the

Declaration of Independence—the leader of our second Revolution—the founder

of Louisiana—the sage of Monticello—the beloved and venerated Thomas Jeffer-

son is no more. ' Full of years, and full of honors,' the day of his death was that

of his own and of his country's greatest glorj.
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" His were conquests—the conquests of truth over error—of reason over preju-

dice—of wisdom over violence—victories of the mind !—triumphs of patriotism

and philanthropy.

"The army of the United States, consecrated to freedom and science and tie

seivice of the country, will feel peculiar and melancholy pride in obeying this

order of the President, and in paying solemn honors to the memory of a man,

whose sublime genius, extensive capacity, and splendid acquirements were unceas-

ingly exerted through a long life, first, for the good of his country, and next for

the good of mankind."

[The above is copied from the original, now in my possession ; said original

being the paper inclosed in H. Lee's letter to me, dated, " Washington, 20th July,

1826."
Philadelphia, April 4th, 1858. N. P. Trist.]

The other letter is very curious, but as it would not, strictly speaking, throw any

further light on the only point which the foregoing was presented to illustrate, we

shall not here transcribe it.

The character of the individual who has made himself witness and judge, in

respect to the public and private life of Thomas Jefferson, has been passed upon in

a high quarter, and under circumstances which admit of no pretence that political

or personal prejudices influenced the verdict. When General Jackson was a candi-

date for the Presidency, in 1827 and 1828, Henry Lee labored and wrote for him

with vehement energy, and with his customary ability. We could give on his own

authority, did we suppose it called for, a striking specimen of his sharp elec-

tioneering tactics. He gave out that he was writing a life of General Jackson.

He was a brilliant man in his address. He had borne a major's commission in the

army of the United States, in the war of 1812. He represented a family which had

been as distinguished for its talents, patriotism, and influence as any in the United

States, and which yet had most honored and worthy representatives. Jackson

knew him in these phases, and on his election promptly commissioned him Consul-

General for the United States, for the City and Kingdom of Algiers, in the place

of Mr. Shaler, resigned.

Lee's nomination was transmitted to the Senate of the United States, January

22d, 1830, and on the 10th of February, referred to the Committee on Foreign Re-

lations. On the 8th of March, Mr. Tazewell, of Virginia, by direction of the

Committee, moved " that the Committee of Foreign Relations to whom was referred

the nomination of Henry Lee, as Consul," etc., "6e empowered to send for per-

sons.''^ The Senate adjourned while this motion was under consideration. On the

resumption of its consideration, March 10th, it was ordered, on motion of Mr.

McKinley, that it lie on the table. The Senate then took up the nomination and

rejected it unanimously. On motion of Mr. Burnet, seconded by one fifth of the

senators present, the yeas and nays were ordered, and they stood : yeas, none

;

nays, forty-six.' Comment is unnecessary.

» Those who voted against confirmation were : Messrs Adams, of Miss. ; Barnard, of Pa. ; Barton,

of Mo. ; Benton, of Mo. ; Bell, of N. H. ; Bibb, of Ky. ; Brown, of N. C ; Burnet, of 0. ; Chambers,

of Md. ; Chase, of Vt. ; Clayton, of Del. ; Dickinson, of N. J. ; Dudley, of N. Y. ; Ellis, of Miss ;

Foot, of Con. : Frelinghuysen, of N J ; Grundy, of Ten. ; Hayne, of S. C. ; Hendricks, of la
;

3, of Me ; Iredell, of N. C. ,• Johnston, of La. ; Kane, of 111 ; King, of Ala. ; Knight, of

Robbins, of R I ; Rowan, of Ky. ; Ruggles, of 0. ; Sanford, of N Y ; Seymour, of Vt. ; Silsbee, of

Mass. ; Smith, of Md. ; Smith, of S. C. ; Spragiie, of Me. ; Tazewell, of Va ; Troup, of Ga. ; Tyler, of

Va ; Webster, of Mass ; White, of Ten ; Willey, of Con. ; Woodbury, of N. U.—46.
Absent, Forsyth of Ga , and Noble, sf la.
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APPENDIX NO. XXXIII.—YoL. III., p. 537.

Mr. Jefferson's Will.

I, Thomas Jefferson, of Monticello, in Albermarle, being of sound mind, and in

my ordinary state of health, make my last will and testament, in manner and form

as follows

:

I give to my grandson, Francis Eppes, son of my dear deceased daughter, Mary

Eppes, in fee simple, all that part of my lands at Poplar Forest, lying west of the

following lines, to wit: beginning at Radford's upper corner, near the double

"branches of Bear Creek and the public road, and running thence in a straight line to

the fork o£ my private road, near the barn ; thence along that private road (as it was

changed in 1 817), to its crossing of the main branch of North Tomahawk Creek ; and

from that crossing, in a direct hne over the main ridge which divides the North

and South Tomahawk, to the South Tomahawk, at the confluence of two branches

where the old road to the Waterlick crossed it, and from that confluence up the

northernmost branch (which separates McDaniel's and Perry's fields), to its source

;

and thence by the shortest line to my western boundary. And having, in a former

correspondence with my deceased son-in-law, John W. Eppes, contemplated laying

off for him, with remainder to my grandson, Francis, a certain portion in the

southern part of my lands in Bedford and Campbell, which I afterwards found to

be generally more indifferent than I had supposed, and therefore determined to

change its location for the better ; now, to remove all doubt, if any could arise on a

purpose merely voluntary and unexecuted, I hereby declare that what I have herein

given to my said grandson Francis, is instead of, and not additional, to what I had

formerly contemplated. I subject all my other property to the payment of my
debts in the first place. Consideiing the insolvent state of fhe affairs of my friend

and son-in-law, Thomas Mann Randolph, and that what will remain of my property

will be the only resource against the want in which his family would otherwise be

left, it must be his wish, as it is my duty, to guard that resource against all Hability for

his debts, engagements, or purposes whatsoever, and to preclude the rights, powers,

and authorities over it, which might result to him by operation of law, and which

might, independently of his will, bring it within the power of his creditors, I do

hereby devise and bequeath all the residue of my property, real and personal, in

possession or in action, whether held in my own right, or in that of my dear de-

ceased wife, according to the powers vested in me by deed of settlement for that

purpose, to my grandson, Thomas J. Randolph, and my friends, Nicholas P. Trist, and
Alexander Garret, and their heirs, during the life of my said son-in-law, Thomas M.

Randolph, to be held and administered by them, in trust, for the sole and separate

use and behoof of my dear daughter, Martha Randolph, and her heirs ; and, aware of

the nice and difficult distinction of the law in these cases, I will further explain by
saying, that I understand and intend the effect of these limitations to be, that the

legal estate and actual occupation shall be vested in my said trustees, and held

by them in base fee, determinable on the death of my said son-in-law, and ^he

remainder during the same time be vested in my said daughter and her heirs, and
of course disposable by her last will, and that at the death of my said son-in-law,

the particular estate of the trustees shall be determined, and the remainder, in legal

estate, possession, and use, become vested in my said daughter and her heira^ in
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absolute property forever. In consequence of the variety and indescribableness of

the articles of property within the house of Monticello, and the difficulty of inven-

torying and appraising them separately and specifically, and its inutility, I dispense

with having them inventoried and appraised ; and it is my will that my executors

be not held to give any security for the administration of my estate. I appoint

my grandson, Thomas Jefferson Randolph, my sole executor, during his life, and
after his death, I constitute executors, my friends, Nicholas P. Trist and Alexander

Garret, joining to them my daughter, Martha Randolph, after the death of my said

son-in-law, Thomas M. Randolph. Lastly, I revoke all former wills by me heretofore

made ; and in witness that this is my will, I have written the whole, with my own
hand, on two pages, and have subscribed my name to each of them, this sixteenth

day of March, one thousand eight hundred and twenty-six.

Th. Jefferson.

I, Thomas Jefferson, of Monticello, in Albemarle, make and add the following

codicil to my will, controlling the same so far as its provisions go

:

I recommend to my daughter, Martha Randolph, the maintenance and care of

my well-beloved sister, Anne Scott, and trust confidently that from affection to her,

as well as for my sake, she will never let her want a comfort. I have made no

specific provision for the comfortable maintenance of my son-in law, Thomas M.

Randolph, because of the difficulty and uncertainty of devising terms which shall

vest any beneficial interest in him, which the law will not transfer to the benefit of

his creditors, to the destitution of my daughter and her family, and disablement of

her to supply him ; whereas, property placed under the exclusive control of my
daughter and her independent will, as if she were a feme sole, considering the rela-

tion in which she stands both to him and his children, will be a certain resource

against want for all.

I give to my friend, James Madison, of Montpellier, my gold-mounted walking

etaff of animal horn, as a token of the cordial and affectionate friendship which for

nearly now an half century, has united us in the same principles and pursuits of

what we have deemed for the greatest good of our country.

I give to the University of Virginia, my library, except such particular books

only, and of the same edition, as it may already possess, when this legacy shall

take effect ; the rest of my said library, remaining after those given to the Univer-

sity shall have been taken out, I give to my two grandsons-in-law, Nicholas P.

Trist and Joseph Coolidge. To my grandson, Thomas Jefferson Randolph, I give

my silver watch in preference of the golden one, because of its superior excellence,

my papers of business going of course to him, as my executor, all others of a

literary or other character I give to him as of his own property.

I give a gold watcli to each of my grandchildren, who shall not have aii«ady

received one from me, to be purchased and delivered by my executor to my grand-

sons at the age of twenty-one, and grand-daughters at that of sixteen.

I give to my good, affectionate, and faithful servant, Burwell, his freedom, and

the sum of three hundred dollars, to buy necessaries to commence his trade of

painter and glazier, or to use otherwise, as he pleases.

I give also to my good servants, John Hemings and Joe Fosset, their freedom,

at the end of one year after my death; and to each of them respectively, ail

the tools of their respective shops or callings ; and it is my will that a comfort-

able log-house be built for each of the three servants so emancipated, on some
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part of my lands convenient to them with respect to the residence of their wives,

and to Ciiarlottesville, and the University, where they will be mostly employed, and

reasonably convenient also to the interests of the proprietor of the lands, of which

houses I give the use of one, with a curtilage of an acre to each, during his life,

or personal occupation thereof.

I give also to John Hemings the service of his two apprentices, Madison and

Eston Hemings, until their respective ages of twenty-one years, at which period,

respectively, I give them their freedom ; and I humbly and earnestly request of the

Legislature of Virginia a confirmation of the bequest of freedom to these servants,

with permission to remain in this State, where their families and connections are,

as an additional instance of the favor, of which I have received so many other

manifestations, in the course of my life, and for which I now give them my last,

Bolemn, and dutiful thanks.

In testimony that this is a codicil to my will of yesterday's date, and tirvt it

is to modify so far the provisions of that will, I have written it all with my cvn

hand in two pages, to each of which I subscribe my name, this seventeenth day of

March, one thousand eight hundred and twenty-six.

Th. Jefferson

APPENDIX NO. XXXIY.—Vol. III., p. 539.

Mr. JeffersorCs Views on Slavery, etc.

Putting all his declarations in regard to African Slavery, emancipation, coloniza-

tion, etc., together, he appears to have entertained the following views

:

1. He was wholly opposed to slavery on all grounds, and desired its abolition.

2. He was opposed to emancipating the body of slaves at once, and retaining

them in the United States. He thought this course would prove fatal to them, and

destructive to the whites.

3. He was opposed to general emancipation, except as accompanied by coloni-

zation, and preceded by sufficient mental and industrial training to enable the

emanicated slaves to take care of themselves as separate political communities. He
was also opposed to " abandoning " them, as he termed it, in individual cases, whero

they did not possess a similar preparation for freedom.

4. He beheved no preparation would render it expedient to admit them to the

full rights of citizenship, by making them a part of the electoral body ; and on the

other hand, he considered their retention in the State as a permanently distinct,

and inferior free caste, as fraught with insuperable evils and dangers.

5. He believed that emancipation should be gradual for the interest of both

races ; that it would be practicable only in regard to post nati (after-born) ; that

actual property had been lawfully vested in slaves, and could not be lawfully taken

from its possessors without compensation.

6. He was opposed to interference with slave-institutions by those living out-

side of Slave States, either by legislation or agitation—considering it unwarranted

by the spirit of the Constitution, and calculated to defeat emancipation.

7. He considered constant slavery denunciation and agitation by inhabitants or

Slave States, as alao calculated to defeat emancipation, and that " persuasion, per
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severance, and patience, were the best advocates on questions depending on the

will of others."

8. He was in favor (in 1784) of introducing a provision into the Ordinance for

organizing the Northwestern Territory, prohibiting the existence of slavery after the

year 1800, in either the temporary or permanent governments formed therefrom.

9. He was opposed (in 1819, 1820, and 1821) to Congress making slavery inhi-

bition a condition of the admission of Missouri into the Union—to refusing admission

to that State, because it asked it with a constitution sanctioning slavery—to the

* Missouri Compromise," or the estabhshment of a geographical line between free

and slave territory westward of Missouri, On the contrary, he believed that Con-

gress had no power to regulate the conditions of the different descriptions of men

composing a State—that it was expedient to let slavery spread into the States

which desired it—that the emigration of slavery into the States formed out of

French Louisiana, would not increase the number of slaves, while the comparatively

small interests that States and individuals would thus be brought to hold in it

would strongly tend to emancipation.

"We have been repeatedly asked to give such information as we might possess

from public and private sources, whether Mr. Jefferson "was consistent in his

views," whether " he ever changed his views " on any of the great questions con-

nected with slavery. His " consistency " is a matter of opinion, and we propose to

confine ourselves strictly to facts. If his views underwent any "change," he did

not appear to be himself conscious of it. He habitually, in conversation, referred

his desire to prohibit the introduction of slavery into the Northwestern Territory,

in 1*784, to the fact, that the slave trade was not then prohibited, and that unless

a slavery inhibition, understood to be permanent, was ingrafted into the ordinance

for the government of that territory,' an immense ihiportation of slaves would take

place into it from Africa, thus correspondingly increasing the aggregate number in

the United States.

When the Ordinance of the Northwestern Territory was moved by him in Con-

gress, the Articles of Confederation were the only constitution possessed by the

United States. These articles did not give the General Government any powers to

govern territories. They did not recognize the existence of any territories apart

from, and not under the jurisdiction of States. By the formal acceptance of the

cession of the Northwest Territory from Virginia, the United States admitted

the previous title, and, of consequence, received just such a title as Virginia con-

veyed. As this contained no restrictive condition, there arose no occasion for the

General Government to show that it felt itself bound by the terms of the cession

;

but, in a precisely analogous case, that of North Carolina, whose title to her terri-

tories was derived from the same fountain-head, and rested on the same general

basis with that of Virginia, the General Government directly and expressly acknow-

ledged the validity of an annexed condition,'' and acted upon it, when subsequently

setting up temporary and permanent governments in that territory.

1 Now embracing the States of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and Wisconsin.
2 North Carolina, in December 1789, ceded her western territory (Tennessee) to the United

States subject to the condition "that no regulation made, or to be made, by Congress, should tend

to emancipate slaves " therein. Congress, in an Act passed April 2d, 1790, recited the entire North

Carolina deed of cession, and affixed its acceptance, thus virtually making every word of that

instrument a part or condition of the acceptance. On the 29th of May, the same year, it passed an
" Act for the Government of the Territory of the United Stales south of the River Ohio," by which it

erected a temporary government "similar to that which was then exercised in the territory north-

west of the Ohio, except so far as was otherwise provided in the condition esepressed in an act of
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The deed by which Virginia ceded the Northwestern Territory to the CTnited

States, was signed by Mr. Jefferson—and as he was entirely the leading member of

the "Virginia delegation in Congress at the time, we must suppose that this impor-

tant paper was at least drawn up under his supervision, or received his full assent.

There is, in fact, little doubt that he drafted it. By this instrument, Virginia con-

veyed to the United States " all her right, title, and claim as well of soil as of

jurisdiction" to the Northwestern Territory.

Virginia thus granted all the sovereignty which she had possessed as a State

over this territory, and consequently the right to govern by the appointment of

civil officers, the enactment of laws, and municipal regulations of every description.

This would necessarily include the establishment or the abolition of slavery.

In 1*788, and before the purchase of French Louisiana, the United States Consti-

tution superseded the Articles of Confederation. This instrument recognized terri-

tories, outside of the limits of States, as the common property and possessions of all

the States, and it ^ave to Congress " power to dispose of and make all needful rules

and regulations respecting the territory or other property belonging to the United

States."

France, in 1803, ceded to the United States her right of soil in Louisiana, and a

jurisdiction. subject to certain conditions. The conditions were as follows

:

" The inhabitants of the ceded territory shall be incorporated in the Union of

the United States, and admitted as soon as possible, according to the principles of

the federal Constitution, to the enjoyment of all the rights, advantages and immu-
nities of citizens of the United States ; and, in the meantime, they shall be main-

tained and protected in the free enjoyment of their liberty, property, and the reli-

gion which they profess."

By the " principles of the federal Constitution," all new States were admitted

on terms of complete equality with the original States in respect to their own inter-

nal jui-isdiction and sovereignty. No man had then, or has since, pretended that

Congress has the constitutional right to create, prohibit, or abolish slavery in any of

the original States. And by the adoption of the federal Constitution the pecidiar

jurisdiction of Congress over States formed from the Northwestern Territory was

terminated, and they became as free as the original States to legislate on any sub-

ject, irrespective of any conditions imposed on them in the Acts for their organiza-

tion. But were this otherwise, the right of States erected elsewhere to enter the

Union with a sovereignty as absolute and unshackled as that of the original States,

was guaranteed by the Constitution, and in the case of French Louisiana, was addi-

tionally guaranteed by the treaty of cession.

Having thus rapidly sketched an outline of the positions which we beliere Mr.

Jefferson occupied in 1784 and in 1819-21—which he regarded as consistent with

each other—we leave the subject to the judgment of the reader.

Congress of the present session [that of April 2], entitled 'An Act to accept the claims of the State o1
North Carolina to a certain district of western territory.' " And Tennessee was admitted as a State
June 1st, 1796, without any interference with the original condition expressed in the North Carolina
session.
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APPENDIX NO. XXXV.—Vol. III., p. 548.

Dr. BunglisorCs recollections of Mr, Jefferson.

Philadelphia, June \st, 1856,

My dear Sir

His [Mr. JefiFerson's] philanthropy was actual and active. It embraced, I

believe, the whole globe. His desire was to see all people prosperous and happy

—

all peoples, I may say. He did not like the government of England ; was careful to

separate it from the people. He certainly had no objection to Englishmen as such

:

on the contrary, his liind feelings towards them were exhibited with frankness and

sincerity. 1 never knew him express a hatred towards political opponents of dis-

tinction. He would dec.are what he considered the malign influence they were

exerting. His correspondence and excellent feeling to the last, with the elder

Adams, sufficiently exhibited that differences in political sentiment did not exclude

a warm appreciation of the man.

You ask me what where his private virtues that appeared conspicuous to all

acquaintances ? .... He was kind, courteous, hospitable to all ; sincerely

attached to the excellent family that were clustered around him ; sympathizing

with them in their pleasures, deeply distressed in their afflictions. I mentioned to

you the scene I witnessed on the approaching death of a grand-daughter, Mrs. Bank-

head. I knew nothing of any private vice of any kind, and never heard from him a

loose or indecorous speech. I would say in your own language, that he was always

in my observation " peculiarly decorous, modest, and decent in all things."

As to his " personal characteristics ;" he was of commanding aspect, dignified,

and would have been striking to any one not knowing in whose presence and com-

pany he was. He was, as I before remarked, courteous. His expression—as I

recollect it—was pleasing, intellectual, contemplative. He was tall and thin

—

nothing, as far as I recollect, marked about the head. I do not speak phrenologi'

cally, the results of my observation having shown, that no satisfactory inference

can be drawn from its details. Of the minute expression of eyes, mouth, etc., I

cannot speak well from recollection, but as a whole, I liked his countenance much.

In his general knowledge, he appeared to me to be accurate and precise. His

examinations of any subject that engaged his attention for the time, were full. I

never knew him loose and inaccurate ; but I am writing, you know, of him as he

was to the best of my recollection, and after a lapse of upwards of thirty years,

and ought, therefore, to give my conclusions with becoming caution.

As a University officer, he was always pleasant to transact business with, was

invariably kind and respectful, but had generally formed his own opinions on ques-

tions, and did not abandon them easily. The first regulations of the University,

which were mainly, I believe, his work, were the results of his reflections, but did

not act well ; and had to be abandoned—some of them, I know, with great reluc-

tance on his part. He had a great respect for men of science and letters, and was

always glad to do them honor ; had a horror of superficial knowledge, as seen in his

desire to get the best informed men for professors, no matter from what country

they came ; and would have delighted to patronize talent and learning united with

worth wherever he found it.
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To sum up. I had the most exalted opinion of him. I believed him essentially

* philanthropist, anxious for the greatest good to the greatest number ; a distin-

guished patriot, whose love of country was not hmited by any considerations of

self; who was eminently virtuous, with fixed and honorable principles of action not

to be trammelled by any unworthy considerations ; and whose reputation must shine

brighter and brighter, as he is more and more justly judged and estimated.
if ***** it

I am, my dear sir, faithfully yours,

ROBLEY DUNGLISON.
H. 8. Randall, Esq.

APPENDIX NO. XXXYI.—YoL. IH., p. 561.

Thomas Jeffersoi Randolph to Henry S. Randall.

Dear Sir : In compliance with your request, I have committed to paper my
reminiscences of Mr. JeflFerson, as they, still green and fresh in my memory, have

occurred to me. I was thirty-four years old when he died. My mother was his eldest

and, for the last twenty-two years of his hfe, his only child ; she lived with him from

her birth to his death, except in his absence on public service, at Philadelphia and

Washington ; having lost her mother at ten years old, she was his inseparable com-

panion until her marriage ; he had sought to supply her loss with all the watchful

solicitude of a mother's tenderness ; her children were to him as the younger mem-

bers of his family, having lived with him from their infancy. I being fifteen years

older than my brothers, the duty devolved on me to place myself in the breach of

his pecuniary embarrassments, and shield him, living and dead, from their practical

effects. H-J never failed to comply with a pecuniary engagement; his creditors were

all paid. It was unimportant to them whether they were paid from the proceeds of

the sales of his property, or the sacrifices and toil of his descendants. I was more

intimate with him than with any man I have ever known ; his character invited such

intimacy—soft and feminine in his affections to his family, he entered into and

sympathized with all their feelings, winning them to paths of virtue by the soothing

gentleness of his manner. His private apartments were open to me at all times, I

saw him under all circumstances. While he lived, and since, I have reviewed with

severe scrutiny those interviews, and I must say, that I never heard from him the

expression of one thought, feeling or sentiment inconsistent with the highest moral

standard, or the purest Christian charity in its most enlarged sense. His moral

character was of the highest order, founded upon the purest and sternest models of

antiquity, softened, chastened and developed by the influences of the all-pervading

benevolence of the doctrines of Christ—which he had intensely and admiringly

studied. As a proof of this, he left two codifications of the morals of Jesus—one

for himself, and another for the Indians ; the first of which I now possess, viz., a

blank volume, red morocco, gilt, lettered on the back "The Morals of Jesus"—into

which he pasted extracts in Greek, Latin, French and English, taken textually from

the four Gospels, and so arranged that he could run his eye over the readings of the

same verse in four languages. The boldness and self-confidence of his mind

was the best guaranty of his truthfulness—^he never uttered an untruth himaslf,
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or used duplicity, and he contemned it in others—no end, with him, could sanctify

falsehood.

In his contemplative moments, his mind turned to religion, which he studied

thoroughly. He had seen and read much of the abuses and perversions of

Christianity; he abhorred those abuses and their authors, and denounced them
without reserve. He was regular in his attendance on church, taking his prayer-

book with him. He drew the plan of the Episcopal Church in Charlottesville—was
one of the largest contributors to its erection, and contributed regularly to the sup-

port of its minister. I paid, after his death, his subscription of $200 to the erection

of the Presbyterian church in the same village. A gentleman of some distinction

calling on him, and expressing his disbelief in the truths of the Bible, his reply was,

" Then, sir, you have studied it to httle purpose." He was guilty of no profanity

himself, and did not tolerate it in others—he detested impiety, and his favorite

quotation for his young friends as a basi? for their morals, was the xv. psalm of

David. He did not permit cards in his hou&e—he knew no game with them. Of
his peculiar religious opinions, his family know no more than the world. If asked

by one of them, his opinion on any rehgious subject, his uniform reply was, that it

was a subject each was bound to study assiduously for himself, unbiased by the

opinions of others—it was a matter solely of conscience ; after thorough investiga-

tion, they were responsible for the righteousness, but not the rightfulness of their

opinions ; that the expression of his opinion might influence theirs, and he would not

give it ! He held it to be an invasion of the freedom of religious opinion, to attempt

to subject the opinions of any man to the ordeal of pubhc judgment ; he would not

submit to it in his own case, nor sanction it in another—he considered that religious

opinions should be judged by the fruits they produced—if they produced good men,

they must be good. My mother was educated in a convent—the best school of

the day—in Paris ; she took up a girlish desire to join the Catholic church, and

wrote to her father to ask his permission. He called for her, took her home, and

placed her in the gay society of the court of Louis XVI., where all such thoughts

quickly vanished. His calling for her was the only intimation she ever had of the

receipt of her letter, the subject was never alluded to by him.

His codification of the Morals of Jesus was not known to his family before his

death, and they learnt from a letter addressed to a friend, that he was in the habit

of reading nightly from it, before going to bed. His report as Rector of the Boa 1

of Visitors of the University of Virginia, to the Legislature, places in its prope»

view, his sense of the importance of religious instruction.

[Here follows this report as given la this volume, commencing at page 468.]

His family, by whom he was surrounded, and who saw him in all the unguarded

privacy of private life, believed him to be the purest of men. His precepts were

those of truth and virtue. " Be just, be true, love your neighbor as yourself, and

your country more than yourself," were among his favorite maxims, and they recog-

nized in him a truthful exemplar of the precepts he taught. He said he had left the

government of his country " with hands as clean as they were empty." His family

circle knew that with calm serenity he had left the theatre of hfe, with a conscience

as unsullied as his life had been just and upright. The beauty of his character was

exhibited in the bosom of his family, where he dehghted to indulge in all the fervor

and deUcacy of feminine feeling. Upon his death, there were found carefully pre-

served in a little sanctum sanctorum, locks of hair and other memorials of his wife

and the children he had lost, with words of fond endearment written in his own hand

upon the envelopes of the little mementoes. Before he lost his taste for the violin,
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:n winter evenings, he would play on it, having bis grandchildren dancing around

him. In summer he would station them for their little races on the lawn—give the

signal for the start—be the arbiter of the contest, and award the prizes.

His manner was dignified, reserved with strangers, but frank and cordial with

his friends ; his conversation cheerful, often sportive, and illustrated by anecdotes.

He spoke only of the good quahties of men, which induced the belief that he knew
little of them, but no one knew them better. I had formed this opinion, and on

hearing him speak very favorably of men with defects known to myself, stated them

to him, when he asked if I supposed he had not observed them, adding others not

noted by me, and evincing much more accurate knowledge of the individual charac-

ter than I possessed, observing, " My habit is to speak only of men's good

qualities." When he believed that either men or measures were adverse to Repub-

Bcan institutions, he spoke of them with open and unqualified condemnation.

Standing himself on an elevated position, from his talents, education, fortune

and political station, he was emphatically the friend of the working-man. On
passing the home of a neighbor (Mr. Jesse Lewis), a blacksmith, remarkable for his

probity, his integrity and his industry, and too wise, when past the meridian of life,

to be ashamed to work at the trade that had made his fortune, he often remarked

of him, " it is such men as that who constitute the wealth of a nation, not

millionaires."

He never indulged in controversial conversation, because it often excited un-

pleasant feeling, and illustrated its inutility by the anecdote of two men who sat

down candidly to discuss a subject, and each converted the other. His maxim was,

that every man had a right to his own opinion on all subjects, and others were bound

to respect that right ; hence, in conversation, if any one expressed a decided opinion

differing from his own, he made no reply, but changed the subject ; he believed

men could always find subjects enough to converse on, in which they agreed in

opinion, omitting those upon which they difi'ered ; unreserved and candid himself,

he was a listener, encouraging others to converse. His tact in the management of

men was great ; he inquiringly followed out adverse opinions to their residis,

leaving it to their friends to note the error into which it led them, taking up their

doubts as important suggestions, never permitting a person to place himself upon

the defensive, or if he did, changing the subject, so as not to fix him in a wrong
opinion by controverting it. With men of fertile and ingenious minds, fond of sug-

gesting objections to propositions stated, he would sometimes suggest the opposite

of the conclusion to which he desired them to come, then assent to the force of their

objections, and thus lead them to convert themselves. If information was sought,

he gave it freely ; if doubts were suggested, he explained them without reserve,

never objecting to the scrutiny or canvass of his own opinions. As a public man,

his friends complained that he spoke too freely, communicating more than they

thought prudent. His powers of conversation were great, yet he always turned it

to Subjects most familiar to those with whom he conversed, whether laborer,

mechanic or other; and if they displayed sound judgment and a knowledge of the

subject, entered the information they gave, under appropriate heads, for reference,

embodying thus a mass of facts upon the practical details of every-day life. His

capacity to acquire knowledge was of the highest order ; his application intense

and untiring—his system and arrangement for the preservation of, and reference to

the sources of his acquirements, most methodical and exact. The Hon. Littleton

Waller Tazewell told me, that when a young man, his father being in the Senate,

and Mr. Jefferson Vice-President, some case of impeachment coming on, he was sent

VOL. III.—43
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with a note to Mr. Jefferson, asking some references to authorities on the sub-

ject. On the delivery of the note, he took a note-book from a drawer and instantly

copied the references. On delivering them to his father, the latter observed he

believed he had sent him chapter and verse for everything written on the subject.

Of his voluminous correspondence, embracing upwards of forty thousand letters,

written and received, and the private and public accounts of his whole Ufe, he could in

a moment lay his hand on any letter or receipt. Shortly after his death, Mr. Madison

expressed to me the opinion, that Mr, Jefferson would be found to be the most

learned man that had ever devoted so much time to public life. He was economical,

exact, and methodical in his expenses and accounts. The account books, now in my
possession, of his Maitre d'Hotel, at Paris and Washington, show the minutest details

of household expenditure, and notes and figures in his own hand-writing, exhibit

the closest personal inspection by himself, and a monthly analysis in a tabxilarized

form of the expenditures in each item. His own numerous account books show the

entry at the time, in his own hand, of each expenditure, however minute.

His manners were of that polished school of the Colonial Government, so remark-

able in its day—under no circumstances violating any of those minor conventional

observances which constitute the well-bred gentleman, courteous and considerate to

all persons. On riding out with him, when a lad, we met a negro who bowed to us

;

he returned his bow, I did not; turning to me he asked, " do you permit a negro to

be more of a gentleman than yourself?"

There was a little emulation endeavored to be excited among the older gentlemen

of the neighborhood, in their gardening ; and he who had peas first, announced his

success by an invitation to the others to dine with him. A wealthy neighbor, with-

out children, and fond of horticulture, generally triumphed. Mr. Jefferson, on one

occasion had them first, and when his family reminded him that it was his right to

invite the company, he replied " No, say nothing about it, it will be more agreeable

to our friend to think that he never fails." In his person he was neat in the ex-

treme. In early Kfe, his dress, equipage, and appointments were fastidiously ap-

propriate to his rank. As he grew old, although preserving his extreme neatness,

his dress was plainer, and he was more indifferent to the appearance of his equipage.

When at Paris, Philadelphia, and Washington, his furniture, table, servants, equip-

age and the tout ensemble of his establishment, were deemed highly appropriate to the

position be held. He was a gentleman everywhere. On entering the Presidency,

he determined not to have weekly levees, like his predecessors, and so announced.

His political opponents determined that he should continue the custom. On the first

levee day, he rode out at his usual hour of one o'clock, returning at three, and on

entering the President's house, booted, whip in hand, soiled with his ride, found him-

self in a crowd of ladies and gentlemen, fashionably dressed for the occasion. He
greeted them with all the ease and courtesy of expected guests that he had been

prepared to receive, exhibiting not the slightest indication of annoyance. They

never again tried the experiment. At home, he desired to hve Hke his neighbiors,

in the plain hospitality of a Virginia gentleman. It was a source of continued and

deep regret to him, that the number of strangers who visited him, kept his neigh-

bors from him ; he said, "he had to exchange the society of his friends and neigh-

bors for those whom he had never seen before, and never expected to see again."

Mr. Jefferson's hair, when young, was of a reddish cast, sandy as he advanced in

years—^his eye, hazel—dying in his 84th year, he had not lost a tooth, or had one

defective ; his skin, thin, peeling from his face on exposure to the sun, and giving

it a tettered appearance ; the superficial veins so weak, as upon the slightest bio v.
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to cause extensive sirffusions of blood, in early life, upon standing to write for any

length of time, bursting beneath the skin : it, however, gave him no inconvenience.

His countenance was mild and benignant, and attractive to strangers. While Presi-

dent, returning on horseback from court, with company whom he had invited to

dinner, and who were, all but one or two, riding ahead of him, on reacliing a stream

over which there was no bridge, a man asked him to take him up behind and carry

him over. The gentlemen in the rear coming up just as Mr. Jefferson had put him

down and rode on, asked the man how it happened that he had permitted the others

to pass without asking them? He replied, "From their looks I did not hke to ask

them—the old gentleman looked as if he would do it, and I asked him." He was

very much surprised to hear that he had ridden behind the President of the United

States. Mr. Jefferson's stature was commanding, six feet two and a half inches in

height, well formed, indicating strength, activity, and robust health ; his carriage,

erect ; step firm and elastic, which he preserved to his death ; his temper, naturally

strong, under perfect control—his courage, cool and impassive—no one ever knew
him exhibit trepidation—his moral courage of the highest order—his will, firm and

inflexible—it was remarked of him that he never abandoned a plan, a principle, or a

friend. A bold and fearless rider, you saw at a glance, from his easy and confident

Beat, that he was master of his horse, which was usually the fine blood horse of Vir-

ginia. The only impatience of temper he ever exhibited, was with his horse, which

he subdued to his will by a fearless application of the whip, on the slightest manifesta-

tion of restiveness. He retained to the last his fondness for riding on horseback ; he

rode within three weeks of his death, when from disease, debility and age, he

mounted with difficulty. He rode with confidence, and never permitted a servant

to accompany him ; he was fond of solitary rides and musing, and said that the pre-

sence of a servant annoyed him. He held in little esteem the education that made
men ignorant and helpless as to the common necessities of life ; and he exemplified

it by an incident which occurred to a young gentleman returned from Europe, where

he had been educated. On riding out with his companions, the strap of his girth

broke, at the hole of the buckle ; and they, perceiving it an accident easily remedied,

rode on and left him. A plain man coming up and seeing that his horse had made
a circular path in the road in his impatience to get on, asked if he could aid him ?

" Oh, sir," replied the young man, " if you could only assist me to get it up to the

next hole." " Suppose you let it out a hole or two on the other side," said the

man.

liis habits were regular and systematic. He was a miser of his time, rose

always at dawn, wrote and read until breakfast, breakfasted early, and dined from

three to four—after breakfast read for half an hour in his public rooms or portico,

in summer—visited his garden and workshops—returned to his writing and reading

till one, when he rode on horseback to three or half past—dined, and gave the

evening to his family and company—retired at nine, and to bed from ten to eleven.

He'said in his last illness, that the sun had not caught him in bed for fifty years.

He always made his own fire. He drank water but once a day, a single glass, when
he returned from his ride. He ate heartily, and much vegetable food, preferring

French cookery, because it made the meats more tender. He never drank ardent

spirits or strong wines—such was his aversion to ardent spirits that when, in his

last illness, his physician desired him to use brandy as an astringent, he could not

induce him to take it strong enough.

He inherited from his father 1,900 acres of land, and some negroes. He com-
menced the praAjtice of the law soon after he came of age. When he narried, in hi»
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29th year, he had increased his estate to 5,000 acres, all paid for. His accounts

show a receipt of $3,000 a year from his practice at the bar, and $2,000 from his

farms, a large income at that day. The death of his father-in-law ensuing soon

after his marriage, he acquired a large addition to his estate, but the share of debt

which fell to him was £3,749 12s. He sold property immediately to pay it. The

payments for this property were made in paper money, which he deposited in

the loan office, and received it back again at a depreciation out to him, of one for

forty. He sold again in 1785 and 1792, to discharge the debt, with its accumulated

interest. This swept nearly half of his estate. He was absent from his estate, as

Minister to France, Secretary of State, Vice-President and President from 1782 to

1809—27 years, with the exception of four y^;ars, from 1793 to 1797, which he

devoted to his farms. He returned in his old age to be hunted down by the repu-

tation he had won in the service of his country. Twelve years before his death, he

remarked to me, in conversation, that if he lived long enough he would beggar his

family—that the number of persons he was compelled to entertain would devoui

his estate ; many bringing letters from his ancient friends, and all coming with

respectful feelings, he could not shut his door in their faces. A heavy loss by

indorsing for a friend in 1819, and the extreme depression in the value of

property, when it became necessary to bring his into market, completed the catas^

trophe, and verified his anticipations.

[Here follows the account of Mr. Jefferson's last illness and death, commenciu'.

at page 543 of this volume, and it comprises the entire remaining portion of the

letter.]

Very respectfully,

Th. J. Randolph.

APPENDIX NO. XXXVII. Vol. III. p. 564.

The Albemarle Resolutions vindicating Mr. Jefferson from Posthumous Slanders.

A distinguished clergyman of the Episcopal Church visited Charlottesville, in the

spring of 1840, and circumstances threw him among the coterie, named in the text,

so hostile to Mr. JefFerson.

He heard all the exploded tales of a life-time, brought out fresh—reaffirmed—

"told with a cirumstance" against the latter. Accordingly, in a letter which

was published in the Episcopal Recorder, in Philadelphia, he stated, in substance,

that he found Mr. Jefferson's character was held in aversion in the neighborhood

in which he lived and died—that he there heard more against it than he had ever

heard before.

This publication found its way back to Charlottesville. The editor of the Whig

paper (opposed to the party with which Mr. Jefferson had acted in politics) called

public attention to it, and we think it was he who first suggested that a meeting of

the citizens of the county be held on the subject. The proposal at once met favor.

The high-minded men of the Whig party felt that it was time to vindicate their

party, their county, and themselves from all suspicion of countenancing assaults

on Mr. Jefferson's memory, which, however easily disproved, and contemptible where

they were made, acquired a degree of importance in other places, because they pur-

portod to have the sanction of Mr. Jefferson's former neighbors. And it is for
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the latter reason solely, that we refer to these petty aggressions, and the rebuke

they called forth.

The proposed meeting was held on the 18th of July, 1840. Much feeling was

manifested—the Whig gentlemen of the county taking the lead in the proceedings.

It was resolved to hold a subsequent meeting, and to appoint a committee of twenty-

one to report thereat the sense of the county on the attacks made on Mr. Jefferson.

The committee comprised the most distinguished gentlemen of Albemarle—leading

and eminent men in different religious sects—persons who had held important

offices, and who were known throughout the State, and, in some instances, through-

out a much wider sphere, as civilians and politicians.

They were William C. Rives, Lucian Minor, Thomas Wood, Thomas W. Maury,

Richmond Terrell, Isaac A. Coles, John T. Brown, John H. Craven, John Timber,

lake, Robert H. Carter, Allan W. Magruder, Gen. William F. Gordon, Col. Nimrod
Bramham, Charles J. Merriwether, Col. Thomas Durrett, Walter Coles, Reuben
Maury, Col. George W. Kinsolving, Thomas H, Brown, Richard Gamble, and Alonzo

Gooch.

The proceedings of the adjourned meeting were thus contemporaneously pub-

lished under the authority of its officers

:

"At a very numerous meeting of the people of Albemarle, at their Court House

in Charlottesville, on the 3d of August, 18-40 (being court-day), held pursuant to

the call made by a preliminary meeting of July 18th, in order to consider a recent

pubhcation in the (Philadelphia) Episcopal Recorder, reflecting upon Thomas
Jefferson :

" The assembly was called to order by Gen. Wm. F. Gordon, who briefly recited

the wrong done by the aforementioned publication to the memory of Mr. Jefferson,

and to the people of his county, in ascribing to them feelings utterly at war with

the reverence which they cherish for him, and suggested the tone and character of

the vindication that became them. Then, on the motion of Gen. Gordon, Col.

Bramham was called to the chair, and Mr. Lucian Minor appointed Secretary.

"Mr. William G. Rives, as Chairman of the Committee of 21, appointed at the

preliminary meeting, then reported the following preamble and resolution, which

were unanimously adopted by the meeting, viz.

:

" The citizens of Albemarle, here assembled, have seen with deep and painful

regret, certain strictures on the character and memory of Mr. Jefferson, contained

in a letter of the Reverend , written from Charlottesville, under date of the

2Yth May last, and published in the Episcopal Recorder of the 13th June. Having

been made parties, in some sort, to this posthumous disparagement of their illustri-

ous countryman by the ascription of sentiments of peculiar ' aversion and want of

respect for his name, to the very neighborhood in which he lived and died,' and

where the writer alleges he found his character worse than even he, with the most

unfavorable prepossessions, ever conceived it to be—they feel themselves called on

by a solemn duty to the dead, to disavow for themselves all privity or participation in

the sentiments here imputed. If Mr. Jefferson, like other men who have passed

through long and busy hves, should have had the misfortune to create some indivi-

dual enmities, it was hoped that even these had long since been silenced and dis-

armed at the sacred precincts of the tomb. But that there ever was, among the

great body of his neighbors and countymen, any other sentiment towards him

than one of professed gratitude for his services to the cause of American freedom

of an adrairation (in which the whole world partook), of his character as one of the

boldest and most sagacious champions of human rights, and of cordial respect for
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him in the relations of social life—no one, it is believed, who has had an oppor*

tunity of personally knowing the true state of the facts, will venture to assert.

"History, indeed, has preserved an emphatic and touching testimony borne to his

merits, in these respects, by the body of his countymen, thirty-one years ago, iu

their address of welcome to him on his return among them, after his retirement

from the Presidency. Who, among us, can have forgotten the eloquent and affect-

ing appeal he then made, with the erectness of conscious integrity, to the ' triers

of the vicinage'—those who had been 'the eye-witnesses and observers' of his

daily hfe !
' Of you, my neighbors,' he said, 'I may ask in the face of the world'

—whose ox have I taken, or whom have I defrauded ? Whom have I oppressed, or

from whose hand have I received a bribe to blind mine eyes therewith?' The same

testimony, which the people of Albemarle then zealously bore to the living citizen

and statesman, we their descendants and successors, this day feel ourselves solemnly

impelled by our duty to the dead, to reiterate and renew.

" In vindicating the memory of Mr. Jefferson from the injurious representations

above referred to (representations originating, as we hope, in unintentional error

on the part of Dr. ), we are not to be considered as either justifying or criti-

cising the opinions of Mr. Jefferson on the subject of our holy religion, with whose

promises and precepts a faith, sacredly cherished, has indissolubly united the dear-

est hopes and interests of many of us. But this consideration does not, in our

view, cancel the obligations of truth and candor, nor should it withhold the award

of discriminative justice to a great pubHc benefactor and patriot, who lived and died

among us, and with the monuments of whose useful labors the history and archives

of the nation, the Statute-book of Virginia, and the very face of our land, and

especially our own portion of it, are profusely covered over.

" Resolved, therefore, that the foregoing declaration be adopted as an expression

of the sense of this meeting, on the occasion which has brought us together ; and

that copies of it, together with this resolution, attested by the signatures of the

President and Secretary of the meeting, be furnished for publication to the news-

papers printed in this place, and in the City of Richmond.

" Attest,
" N. Bramham, Chairman.

" L0CIAN Minor, Secretary.''^

We have struck out the name of the author of the letter published in the Epis-

copal Recorder, wherever it occurs in these proceedings. He acted in perfect good

faith in the first instance, and has in the spirit of a Christian and a gentleman

voluntarily and frankly made ample retraction and reparation for all unintentional

error. His name is by far too conspicuous to be concealed from those who desire

to trace it out; but we at least will not aid to place it before the world in what we

regard as purely an adventitious and disagreeable connection.

The reverend gentleman placed in our hands the following paper

:

To Henry S. Randall.

" In any reference which you may make in your memoir of Mr. Jefferson to cer-

tain resolutions adopted at a meeting in Charlottesville, Virginia, in 1840, occa-

eioned by the publication of a letter from me in the Episcopal Recordc r in Phila-

delphia, permit me also to say :

" That iu that letter I stated only the fact of my having heard in Charlottes-

ville assertions more derogatory to the character of Mr. Jefferson than I had evel
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heard before ; I did not repeat those assertions, nor express any judgment of tkeif

truth—I did suppose them to be true, however, and therefore made no reserve

in referring to them. I have since become convinced that they were not true.

And I must now consider it my duty to express my regret that I was led in

any way to refer to them in a public communication, and to withdraw all responsi-

bility for their future propagation, believing them now to be uiifounded imputa-

tions upon the private character of Mr. Jefferson."

APPENDIX NO. XXXVIII.—Vol. IH., p. 566.

Correction in regard to Patrick BcKry's action on the question of Independence.

Partly from a letter addressed by General Charles Lee to Mr. Henry, and partly

from an omission, which could not have been expected, in "Wirt's Life of Henry

(to say nothing of other earlier historical productions), we were led into the error

which is corrected below by one of the most candid and accurate historical investi-

gators and critics of our country. We need not say with what deep gratification

we insert the correction.

Norfolk, Va., January 15, 1858.

My dear Sir: I have read the first volume of your Life of Jefferson with the

deepest interest, but I would not have troubled you with a letter until I had read the

forthcoming volumes, had I not seen an error into which you had fallen respecting

Patrick Henry, which I hope it is not too iate to correct. You speak of the back-

wardness of Henry in sustaining the measure of Independence in the Virginia Con-

vention of May, 1776. You allude to the subject on three several occasions, and,

for the sake of accuracy, I will quote your words. You say, rather doubtingly

(vol. i. p. 128), " Would Wirt have claimed for Henry such a remarkable prescience

in regard to the Declaration of Independence, had he known that a letter would one

day see the light, which seems to conclusively show that Mr. Henry actually hesi-

tated a little in regard to making that declaration when it was finally proposed ?"

This is an interrogative, but demands an answer unfavorable to Henry. But, in a

note on the page quoted above, you say :
" As Mr. Henry did not oppose the reso-

lution of independence in the Convention, he probably did not allow the views

expressed to General Lee to become public. But this, perhaps, explains why, on

this occasion of occasions^ Henry's ' supernatural voice ' was not heard." And

again, on page 141, you observe :
" It might or might not have been foreseen that

the ' supernatural voice ' of the old popular leader in the Convention (Henry) would

remain silent." You cite as your authority the letter of Gen. Charles Lee to

Patrick Henry (Am. Archives, Fifth Series, vol. i., 96), dated May 7, 1776, in

which Lee states the objections to an immediate declaration made by Henry in con-

versation the day before, and endeavors to refute them. With this letter I have

been familiar since its publication, and I readily see how well adapted it is to lead

astray. Yet, it does not, strictly speaking, authoi-ize the assertion, or even an

innuendo, that Henry was silent when the proposition of independence was about

to be decided by the Virginia Convention. The statements of Lee in their utmost
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extent, merely show that eight days before the resolution of independence wag

adopted by the body, Henry had in private conversation with Lee urged some argu-

ments against an immediate declaration, " before the pulse of France and Spain

was felt." Henry well knew the ability of Lee and his familiarity with foreign

topics, and, following his old and familiar habit of gathering intelligence, might

very naturally urge objections derived from the temper of foreign powers in order

to ehcit the views and opinions of Lee. Strictly speaking, then, this letter of the

7th of May, referring wholly to a conversation held on the sixth, can prove nothing

conclusively concerning what one of the parties actually said or did eight days later

in a public body.

But, fortunately, we are not left to mere inferences from the letter of Gen. Lee

on this subject. We have direct and positive testimony to prove that Henry, so

far from being neutral or silent when the resolution instructing the delegates of

Virginia in Congress to propose independence was discussed and decided in the Con-

vention, he was its boldest and most eloquent advocate on the floor. We know
from the express declaration of a member of the committee which drafted the

Declaration of Rights and the first constitution of Virginia, and who was, at one

time certainly, a mortal enemy of Henry, that the resolution of independence was

drawn by Pendleton, was offered in committee by Gen. Nelson, and was " sustained

against all opposition by Henry with that abounding energy and eloquence of which

he was a master," and to which no writer has done more ample justice than yourself.

Such was the testimony of Edmund Randolph, uttered four years after the death of

Henry, in the hall of the House of Delegates in Richmond, over the corpse of Pen-

dleton. (Virginia Gazette, Nov. 2d, 1803, in the library of Virginia.)

I cannot blame you for not knowing the contents of an old newspaper published

more than half a century ago, of which but a single copy is in existence ; and when

I saw the error into which you had been led by the letter of Lee, I knew that no

man living would more cordially desire to exonerate the memory of Henry than

yourself. With great respect,

I am very truly yours,

Hugh B. Grigsby.
Henby S. Rakdaix, Esq.

An incident connected with the Declaration of Independence.

Some of the old painters were fond of introducing a homely or even a grotesque

minor accessory into their stateliest pictures. Here is something of the kind with-

out borrowing from imagination. The following is from a letter to us from a fami-

liar visitor at Monticello, General J. Spear Smith, of Maryland :
*

•' Whilst the question of Independence was before Congress, it had its meetings

near a livery stable. The members wore short breeches and silk stockings, and

with handkerchief in hand, they were diligently employed in lashing the flies from

their legs. So very vexatious was this annoyance, and to so great an impatience

did it arouse the sufferers, that it hastened, if it did not aid, in inducing them to

promptly affix their signatures to the great document, which gave birth to an empire

republic.

" This anecdote I had from Mr. Jefferson, at Monticello, who seemed to enjoy ii

' Son of Mr. Jefferson's life-long friend, General Samuel Smith, of Maryland,
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very much, as well as to give great ci'cdit to the influence of the flies. He told it

with much glee, and seemed to retain a vivid recollection of the severity of an

attack, from which the only relief was signing the paper, and flying from the

scene."

Jefferson's letters to Thomas Mann Randolph as iV. R.

In vol. ii. p. 523, an extract is given from a letter from Mr. Jefferson to N. R.,

and it is mentioned in a note that " these initials occur here and again, where it

would seem that the letters must have been addressed to his son-in-law, Colonel

T. M. Randolph." Their second occurrence is in same volume, p. 601, and it is

there suggested or intimated in a note that the " fictitious direction " may have
been intended to guard against the suspected infidelities of the post.

We since learn that the letters were, as we supposed, written to Randolph, but

that the direction was not " fictitious," as would appear in the Congress edition,

where the letters only appear. Mr. Jefferson, in writing his soa-in-law's initials,

habitually combined them into an abbreviated character, which was mistaken

for N. R.

John Adams's Correspondence.

The tenth volume of the " Life and Works of John Adams" was not received

stil after the completion of this Biography.
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dismissing the existing Cabinet, 344;
character of his Cabinet, 344, 345 ; ex-

cited by Cabinet against France and
Jefferson, 346, 347 ; his vanity in-

flamed, 348 ; France dismisses Monroe
with distinction, and refuses to receive

Pinckney, 349 ; President convenes a
special session of Congress, 349 ; his

warlike speech, 349, 350 ; addresses
of the houses, 350; action of Congress,

351, 352; his views on an EngUsh
alliance, 381 ; on the " treachery of
the common people," 381 ; his message
to Congress, 381 ; consults his Cabinet
on declaring war against France, etc.,

381; wariike message, 382; Congress
on fire, 382 ; Sprigg's resoluiions, 383

;

the XYZ dispatches, 384-387; effect

on public mind, 387, 388; war mea-
sures in Congress, 388 ; aliens take
flight, 388; war addresses pour upon
the President, and his replies, 389

;

terrorism, 389 ; insults of England,

390, 391 ; rumors of a French invasion,

391 ; Marshall's return, and new war
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message against France, 393 ; bills

passed by Congress, 393, 394; quasi

war, 394; legislation against "interior

foes," 394 ; term of naturalization ex-

tended, 394 ; the alien laws passed,

394, 395 ; the sedition law, 395, 396

;

Lloyd's treason bill, 397 ; the " black

cockade," 397, 398; President's incon-

sistency in regard to execution of

alien laws, 415 ; the number of aliens

ordered away, 415 ; nominates Wash-
ington Lieutenant-general, 421 ; ap-

points the general officers, 422 ; their

respective rank changed by an intrigue

in the Cabinet, 422 ; President's mor-
tification, 423 ; nominates his son-in-

law by Washington's wishes, 423

;

nomination defeated by the official

treachery of Pickering, 424 ; eflfect of

French overtures on President, 430,

431 ; consults his Cabinet on declaring

war or sending a new commission,

431, 432; the message drafted for him
by " military conclave," 432 ; he keeps

a door open for adjustment, 432; his

secret views in regard to provisional

army and an invasion, 432 ; the Miranda
project, 435, et seq. ; Miranda to the

President, 441, 442 ;
popular appre-

hensions of provisional army, 444-447
;

exclusion of Republican officers, 446
;

President's equivocal speech at the

opening of Congress, 455, 456 ; Senate

"hint Logan" to him, and his reply,

457, 468 ; his conduct on restoration

of the Retaliation by the French, and
the impressment of seamen from the

U. S. sloop of war Baltimore, 476

;

nominates a minister to France, 477
;

the Federal leaders " gravelled," 477
;

they drive the President to substitute

a commission, 478 ; his inconsistency

in respect to France, 483-486 ; his

conflicting statements in regard to

Logan, 485 ; the consequences of his

vacillation, 486, 487 ; the excuses for

his conduct, 487 et seq. ; his misjudged
course towards Washington, 488-490

;

his contradictory comments on Bar-

low's conduct, 491 ; consults Cabinet

on instructions to be given to envoys

to France, 495 ; delay of six months
in preparation of instructions, 496

;

Cabinet urge him to suspend the mis-

sion, 496, 498 ; motives of the Cabinet

therein, 496-500 ; the struggle be-

tween them and the President, 498,

499 ; the instructions completed, and
envoys directed to embark, 499 ; the

charge that he entrapped his Cabinet,

499 ; result of the mission, 501 ; the

President's duress, 501 ; touches of the

dwarf, 602-504 ; Fries' insurrection,

504, 505 ; he pardons Fries against

advice of his Cabinet, 505 ; conduct
of the troops, 505 ; Congress meet,

511 ; President's speech, 511, 512 ; he
is renominated for Presidency, 533

;

reasons for a portion of his party wish-

ing his defeat, 538, 540 ; his rejection

of' Miranda's proposal, 538, 539; his

feeUngs towards Hamilton, 539 ;
pro-

gress of the Presidential election, 544
et seq.; he is disembarrassed by the

result in New York, 544 ; removes
McHenry and Pickering from his Cabi-

net, 545-547 ; appoints Marshall and
Dexter to the vacancies, 547 ; the for-

tunate change thus produced, 547 ; the

plot of the Hamiltonians to elect Pinck-

ney over him, 554 et seq. ; Hamilton's
private attack on him published, 559

;

the provocation for some of the

charges, 560; his conduct as a candi-

date, 566 ; his dignified speech at

opening of Congress, 571 ; he is beaten

in the election of 1800, 581 ; his opinion

of the legality of Congress appointing

a temporary President of U. S., 588

;

French treaty ratified, 623 ; his mid-
night appointments, 634 ; his uncon-
sciousness of Wolcott's treachery, 625;
his relenting towards his former Cabi-

net, 625 ; his overthrow how received

by American people, 626, 627 ; his

abrupt departure from the capital, 630

;

his communication with Jefferson, 635

;

his views of political affairs in 1802,

VoL ni. 28, 29; his reconciliation

•with Jefferson, 335, 336 ; their subse-

quent correspondence, 336 ; a new rup-

ture between them threatened, 389 ; a

visit to Quincy, 390, 391 ; Jefferson to,

on living life over again, etc., 426;
Jefferson to, in regard to disclosing his

religious views, 440 ; a practical com-
mentary on judging the private reli-

gious opinions of candidates for office,

440; Jefferson to, declaring Botta's

the best history of the Revolution, 441;

Jefferson to, on the burden of his cor-

respondence, 443, 444 ; Jefferson to,

on the Mecklenburg Declaration of

Independence, 452 ; Jefferson to, on
the Missouri question, 454, 459 ; to Je&
ferson on their approaching close of

life, 474 ; Jefferson to, on the publica-

tion of private letters, 476; his reply

to Jefferson, 477 ; his letter to Jeffer-

son on origin of the navy, etc., 478,

479 ; Jefferson to, on the character of

Napoleon, and his confinement in St.

Helena, 487, 488 ; Jefferson to, on the

publication of Adams's Cunningham
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letters, 494 ; remainder of their corres-

pondeuce, 494; his death, 542; his last

words, 542.

Adams, Mrs. (wife of John Adams), in

France, Vol. I. 424; some traits of

her character, 424 ; her friendship for

Jefferson, 424; her description of

Maria Jefferson, 480; her description

of the President's house, etc., in ISOo,

Vol. n. 543 ; to Jefferson on death

of his youngest daughter. Vol. in. 104,

et xeq. ; her complaints of his conduct,

106, 107 ; her character, 108, 109 ; her

motives, 109; reparation, 109; she

writes to Jefferson in 1813, 390; their

reconciliation and subsequent corres-

pondence, 390; her appearance, etc., in

the decUne of life, 390, 391 ; Jeffer-

son to her in 1817, 439, 440 ; her death

in 1818, 446 ; Jefferson's letter to Mr.

Adams thereon, 446.

Adams, John Q., his belief in the exist-

ence of a monarchical party in U. S.,

Vol. I. 591, 592; author of articles

signed Publicola, Vol. II. 3, 8, 9

;

enters U. S. Senate, Vol. m. 72; his

action on treaty for purchase of Louis-

iana, 75, 84; liis retorts on the poet

Moore's pasquinades, 119; one of

committee which reports in favor of

suspending habeas corpus, 195 ; his

declaration of Executive knowledge
of orders in council when Embargo was
recommended, 243 ; he votes for the

Embargo, 244 ; his report on expulsion

of Smith, as an accomplice of Burr, 244,

et seq. ; his vindication of the Execu-
tive, and implied reflections on Judge
Marshall, 244, 245 ; he attends Repub-
lican Congressional caucus, 253 ; re-

signs his seat in TJ. S. Senate, 281

;

Jefferson's erroneous statements re-

specting his disclosures in 1809, 293,

294 ; no injustice done to Mr. Adams
by these errors, 295; his opinion

of the Embargo in 1808, 295*; his

charge that the Massachusetts Federal
leaders aimed at a division of the

Union, 295 ; his charge that they in-

tended to call in the aid of England,
if necessary, 295 ; he is appointed
Secretary of State, 441 ; his corres-

pondence with Jefferson, 441; Jeffer-

son's personal feelings towards him,

441 ; he is a candidate for the Presi-

dency in 1827, 495; Jefferson's letters

thereon, 495.

Adams, Samuel, the Palinurus of the
Revolution, Vol. I. 182, 185; two
political letters from, to George
CUnton in 1793 and 1794, Vol. II.

165 ; he is opposed to treaty of Lon-

don, 265 ; supported for Vice-President
in 1796, 315; Jefferson to, in 1800 on
Bonaparte's overthrow of Directory,

524; Jefferson to, in 1801, 662, 663.'

Adct, succeeds Fauchet as French minis-

ter in U. S., Vol. II. 266; avoids
mixing in the demonstrations against

treaty of London, 273; complains to

U. S. Government of treaty of Lon-
don, 276 ; his complaints considered,

276-279; he presents fiag of Franco
to Washington, and Washington's re-

ply, 279.

Albermarle county, the instructions of

electors of, in 1774, drafted by Jeffer-

son, VoL I. 86; they take different

ground from those in other counties,

87 ; Committee of Safety appointed in

1775, and Jefferson chosen chairman,

99, 100 ; the volunteers of, assemble and
ask Washington's advice, 105 ; resolu-

tion of the people of vindicating

Jefferson from posthumous slanders,

VoL in. 677.

Alexander, Emperor of Russia, his per-

sonal overtures to Jefferson, Vol. III.

170; his friendly dispositions towards
U. S., 170 ; his attentions to Jefferson

after his retirement, 354.

Aliens, their flight from U. S., Vol.
n. 388 ; the French, English, and Irish

aliens, 398 ; causes of Irish emigration
to U. S., 398-400 ; efforts of American
minister in England to prevent it, 400

;

laws to banish aliens passed by Con-
gress, 394, 395 ; how far enforced,

415, 421 ; the " United Irishmen,"

400, 401 ; aliens in U. S. less numerous
than Tories, 401 ; charges made against

Irish aliens, 401, 402; character of
those exiles, 402, 403.

Ames Fisher, his comparison of the Gov-
ernment and people of the United States

and England, VoL I. 583-585
j

his

views on centering the political influ-

ence of the moneyed men, etc., 638 ; in

Congress, VoL 11. 24, 103, 230; hia

speech on treaty of London, 293 ; his

suspicions of President Adams, politi-

cally, in 1796, 327 ; his proposed en-

gine of Government in 1799, 513;
considers Jefferson a "fool in earnest"
in his democracy, 513; his politics and
Washington's, 517, 518 ; his views of
purchase of Louisiana, VoL HI. 87.

Ana, Jefferson's, commenced by him,
Vol. n. 26 ; what they consist of, and
their object, 27 ; revised for publica-

tion by him, 28 ; how far they violated

any confidence, 28, et seq. ; their post-

humous publication, 32-34; his mo
lives for writing and revising them
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declared by himself, 34, 35 ; legitimacy
of his testimony, 41, 42 ; spirit of the
work, 42-44 ; a feature in, 183.

Annapolis Convention in 1786, Vol. I.

566.

Annexation, Jefferson's views on. Vol. I.

442; Vol n. 6, V, 172; Vol. HI.
172, 316, 316, 471, 472, 491.

Arnold, General Benedict, his invasion
of Virginia, Vol. I. 296, et seq. ; en-
ters Richmond, 299 ; retires, 300

;

favored by circumstances, 301 ;
joined

by General Phillips, 324 ; left in com-
mand by death of Phillips, 329; at-

tempts to open communications with
Lafayette, 329 ; returns to New York,
333.

Assumption law. Vol. I. 608-611 ; oppo-
+ion to, in State legislatures, 628.

Astor, John J., heads memorial in favor
of Embargo, Vol. IH. 301, 632.

Austin Benjamin, Jefferson to, in favor
of domestic manufactures, Vol. IIL
428.

Bainbridge, Commodore, insulted by Dey
of Algiers, Vol. II. 665 ; in captivity

in Tripoli, Vol. HI. 142.

Baldwin, Mr., of New Jersey, his convic-
tion under sedition law, Vol. II. 419.

Banister, J., jr., Jefferson to, on a Euro-
pean education for Americans, Vol. I.

434.

Bank of United States, bill for, passed.
Vol. I. 629; opinions of Cabinet on,

629, 630 ; approved by President, 630

;

Washington's reluctance to sign bill,

631 ; Jefferson's continued hostilitv to,

in 1813, Vol. m. 386; rechartered in

1816, with an increased capital, 428;
attitude of Republicans towards, 428.

Barlow, Joel, Jefferson to, Vol. II. 68

;

his letter to Washington from France
in 1798, 427, 489 ; effect of the letter

on Washington's mind, etc., 490 ; John
Adams's contradictory comments on it,

491.

Barron, Commodore, takes command in

Mediterranean, Vol. III. 140; in com-
. mand of frigate Chesapeake when at-

tacked by the Leopard, 224 ; suspended
from command, 225.

Bartram, the naturalist, his mention of
Isham Randolph, Vol. I. 10; his hints
of early Virginia life, 10.

Batture Case, an account of, Vol. III.

266-269.

Bayard, James A., Vol. II. 524, 530,
532 ; his description of President
Adams, 582 ; Hamilton to, denouncing
Burr, 583 ; his reply, 585 ; Hamilton's
final appeal to, 587 ; he is accused by

Jefferson of tempting Gen. Smith and
Livingston to vote for Burr, 597, 609
et seq. ; his account of the action of his

party during ballotings between Jeffer-

son and Burr, 607, 608 ; his deposition
that Jefferson obtained the Presidency
by a stipulation with Federalists, 613-
615; probable sources of his error,

620 ; his subsequent course and decla-

rations in respect to Jefferson, 622,

623 ; he is supported for Speaker by
the Federahsts, 678 ; Hamilton to,

proposing the " Christian Constitu-

tional Society," etc.. Vol. III. 10, 11

;

his answer, 12; he declares his belief

in Burr's guilt, 246.

Bellini, Professor, Jefferson to, com-
paring society in Europe and U. S.,

Vol. I. 433.

Bibby, Captain, playyig duets on the vio-

lin with Jefferson, Vol. I., 132, 133,
235.

Blennerhasset, Herman, visited by Burr
in 1805, VoL in. 174; collects boats
and stores for Burr in 1806, 179;
declares that the object of Burr's ex-
pedition is to build up a kingdom,
composed of Mexico and the Western
States, 179 ; advocates a separation of
the States in a newspaper, 179.

Blockade, actual, how dehned by English
judicial decisions. Vol. in. 238; these
decisions violated by British orders in

council, 238.

Bloodworth, T., Jefferson to, declaring
his enemies are attacking an imaginary
personage. Vol. HI. 94.

Boudinot, Elias, Vol. n. 24, 103, 119,

245 ; his proposal to Mr. Adams to

appoint himself Chief Justice, 626.

Bowdoin, James, Jefferson to, on obtain-

ing Florida, VoL m. 172 ; Jefferson

to, in respect to English treaty, 203

;

Jefferson to, in regard to discharge of
Burr's accomplices by Judge Marshall,

204.

Bradford, William, appointed Attorney-
General of U. S., Vol. n. 226, 241

;

his character and politics, 245, 246

;

his death, 269.

Breckenridge, John, drafts Kentucky re-

solutions of 1799, VoL II. 510; in

U. S. Senate, 677 ; his substitute for

Ross's war resolutions. Vol. HI. 31

;

his position in the Senate, 36 ; Jeffer-

son to, on constitutionality of incorpo-

rating Louisiana, etc., 69, 70; he is

appointed Attorney-General by Jeffer-

son, 135.

Breckenridge, General, Jefferson to, on
Missouri question. Vol. IIL 460.

Breckenridge, Judge, Jefferson to, on the
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tk 1 tbe Presidential vote, Vol. HL
|

57-..
_

!

Brissui, carries letter of introduction i

from Jefferson to the U. S., VoL I.

502 ; his letter to Dunioriez in respect
to Miranda, VoL n. 435.

Brougham, his opinion of the causes of
the American Revolution, Vol. I. 170.

Buchan, the Earl of, his correspondence
witli Washington and Jefferson, Vol.
in. 68.

Buffon, his dispute with Jefferson on a
question of natural history, Vol. I.

490, 491.

Burke, Mr., his opinion on introducing
pohtics in the pulpit. Vol. in. 426.

Burr, Aaron, takes seat in U. S. Senate,

Vol. n. 23 ; a candidate for Vice-
Presidency in 1796, 314, 315 ; nomi-
nated for Vice-Presidency in 1800,
533 ; obtains and publishes Hamilton's
private attack on Adams, 659 ; his

means of procuring the paper, 660
;

Jefferson to, in regard to result of
election, etc., in 1800, 572, 573, 677;
how far the result in New York was
due to Burr, 673 et seq.j his political

standing in New York, 673, 574; his

supposed intrigues in New Jersey and
other States, 675, 582; his instruments
tampering with members of Congress,

576; his female correspondence, etc.,

681 ; tie with Jefferson in the electoral

vote, 681, 582; his letter to Gen.
Smith disclaiming being a candidate,

686 ;
proceeding of the Federalists, 682

etseq.; the Federal caucus determine
to support him against Jefferson, 592

;

Jefferson beUeves him acting in good
faith, 594; his conduct during the bal-

loting in the House, 604 ; effect of this

conduct on his standing, 612; his suit

against Cheetham for libel, 612; his

wager suit of Gillespie vs. Smith, and
its objects, 612; obtains Bayard's and
Smith's depositions to implicate Jeffer-

son, 617 ; attempts to surreptitiously

change the phraseology of Smith's

deposition, 617; his motives, 617, 618;
coquetting with the J'ederalists, 691

;

does not receive a vote for renomina-
tion to the Vice-Presidency, Vol. in.
91 ; the circumstances under which he
left the office, 173; his expedition to

Western States in 1805, 174; his pro-

ject of a canal round the falls of the

Ohio, 174; stops at Blennerhasset's
Island, 174; proceeds to Lexington
and meets Jackson, 174

;
goes to New

Orleans, 174 ; his liints to Wilkinson,

174; returns to Washington, and at-

tempts to tamper with Eaton, Truxton,

and others, 174 ; his representations

to Eaton, 175 ; his projects, 176, 177;
his short-sighted and petty grade of
cunning, 177; his recklessness, 178;
his second journey west in 1806, 178;
his Bastrop purchase, 178; his con-
federates make preparations for an
expedition, 179; their different avow-
als of their objects, 179 ; they avow an
intention to divide the Union, 179;
Burr's correspondence with Gen. Wil-
kinson, 179 ; sends an agent to his

camp, 179, 180; copy of his letter to

Wilkinson, 180; further disclosures of
his agent, 181 ; Jackson's letter of
warning to Claiborne, 181 ; Wilkinson
makes active preparations to oppose
him, 181, 182 ; Wilkinson declares New
Orleans under martial law, 182; Wil-
kinson seizes Burr's agents and trans-

ports them to Washington, 182 ; inef-

fectual motion for Burr's arrest in Ken-
tucky, 183 ; further progress of his

expedition, 186 ; descends to Missis-

sippi territory, 185 ; arrested and car-

ried before territorial court, 185 ; bill

thrown out by grand jury, 185, 186;
he flies eastward, 186 ; he is captured
in Alabama, and taken to Richmond
for trial, 186; Wilkinson's prisoners

(Bollman and Swartwout) reach Wash-
ington, 196; the prisoners brought
before Judge Marshall and discharged,

197 ; Burr's arrival in Richmond, 204;
received as a political martyr by Fede-
ralists, 204; held to bail for a misde-
meanor, 204 ; his fellow-guests at a
dinner party, 204, 205 ; his counsel on
his trial, 205; grand jurors clialleuged

for favor, 205 ; Burr moves for a sub-

poena duces tecum to the President, 205

;

the spirit of the proceedings illustrated

by Martin's speech, 206 ; Wirt's reply,

206 ; Judge Marshall's observations

thereon, 207 ; Martin's attacks on the

President continued through the trial,

207 et seq. ; the subpoena duces tecum
to the President ordered, 209 ; further

proceedings thereon temporarily sus-

pended, 212; the manner of treating-

the Government witnesses, 212; the

grand jury find a bill of indictment
against Burr for treason, 212 ; he is

committed to jail, 213; he is removed
therefrom to Martin's house, 213; ar-

raigned for treason, 213; removed to

"apartments" in penitentiary, 213; he
describes his " apartments," company,
etc., 213, 214; trial for treason opens,

214; its progress and result, 214, 215;
he is put on trial for misdemeanor, and
the result, 215-217 ; held to bail for



trial in Ohio for a misdemeanor, 21*7

;

flies to England, 217 ;
pretended im-

proper interference of the President

during trials, 217-220; Burrs subse-

quent career,' 220-222.

Burwell, William A., his indignation

at Moore's lampoons and the sequel,

Vol. m. 118, 119; answers John
Randolph's newspaper attacks on the

Administration, 173.

Burwell, N., Jefferson to, on a course of

female education, etc.. Vol. lH. 447,

448.

Cabell, Joseph C, Jefferson to, on right

to add to Constitutional qualifications

of members of Congress, Vol. HI.
401 ; JeflPerson to, on Missouri ques-

tion, 455, 460 ; his efficient services in

establishing Virginia University, 464,

et seq., 496 ; third rector of University,

465 ; Jefferson to, on the selection of

professors, 497 ; Jefferson to, request-

ing his aid in Legislature, 527 ; Jeffer-

son to, declaring he has been taught to

know his standard, 531; Cabell's an-

swer, 532 ; his further correspondence

with Jefferson, 535.

Cabell, Col. Nicholas, Vol. HI. 464.

Cabell, Samuel J., presented by a grand

jury for a letter to his constituents. Vol.

n. 376.

Cabell, William, of Union HiU, Vol. HI.
464.

I

Cabot, George, Vol. n. 517 ; his views

on Hamilton's attack on Adams in

1800, 562; informs Hamilton he is

accused of same vanity he charges on
Adams, 562 ; in favor of electing Burr
over Jefferson in 1800, 583 ; President

of Hartford Convention, Vol. III. 421

;

his private character, 421.

Calhoun, John C, Vol. IH. 320.

Calhoun, John E., Vol. U. 677.

Callender, James T., his conviction under
sedition law. Vol. n. 419 ; his attacks

on Jefferson, Vol. III. 16, et seq.

;

sketch of his career, 18 ; Jefferson's

gratuities to him, 18; partisan state-

ments on this head, 18, 19; his subse-

quent career and death, 20, 21.

Camden, battle of, Vol. I. 269, 270.

Campbell, Colonel Arthur, commands at

King's Mountain, Vol. I. 281 ; strikes

the Cherokees, 307.

Campbell, G. W., his reply to Gardenier
ill tenth Congress, Vol. HI. 248, 249

;

challenged by Gardenier and result of

duel, 249.

Canning, George, his negotiations with

American ministers. Vol. IH. 235, et

sea. : his wheedUng representations to

Mr. Pinkney, 272; his politics and
character, 273 ; draws a written propo
sition from Pinkney, 274; his insult

ing replies, 275, 276 ; his reply pub
lished in a Massachusetts newspaper
285 ; this undoubtedly his own act

285.

Capital, removed to Washington, Vol. II.

541 ; the town described, 542, 543 ; the

new capitol described, 542, 543.

Carey, Matthew, bis statements in respect

to run of Boston banks on those of

middle and southern States in 1813
and 1814, Vol. HI. 387, 388-; reply of

Lowell, and Carey's rejoinder, 388.

Carmichael, Mr. Jefferson to, on Shays'

insurrection, Vol. I. 459 ; appointed
minister to Spain, Vol. H. 46.

Carr, Dabney, moves resolutions in Vir-

ginia Burgesses, 1773, Vol. I. 79; de-

scribed by Jefferson and Wirt, 82 ; his

schoolboy intimacy with Jefierson, 82

;

marries Jefferson's sister, 83 ; his

death, 83; effect of his death on hia

wife, 88 ; his children brought up by
Jefferson, 84 ; their subsequent career,

84.

Carr, Dabney (the younger). Vol. I. 84,

231 ; his tribute to Jefferson, Vol. m.
551.

Carr, Peter, Vol. I. 84 ; Jefferson's let-

ter of advice to, 435 ; Jefierson pre-

scribes a course of study to, 436, 437.

Carr, Samuel, Vol. I. 84.

Carrington, Paul, elected a judge of

General Court, Vol. I. 216.

Carrington, Col. Edward, Jefferson to, on
" Shays' insurrection," Vol. I. 463,

464 ; Jefferson to, on the federal Con-
stitution, 488, 489.

Carroll, Charles, his views of Hamilton's

attack on Adams, etc., in 1800, Vol.
n. 562 ; on the manner of choosing
Presidential electors in Maryland, 571.

Cartwright, Major John, of England, his

correspondence with Jefferson, Vol.
m. 500, 501 ; a misunderstanding
explained, 501, 502.

Gary, Col. Archibald, his first intercourse

with Jefferson, Vol. I. 21 ; reports

the resolutions for independence in

Virginia Legislature, 139, 141 ; he
crushes dictator project, 207 ; his cha-

racter, 207.

Ceracchi, Giuseppe, Jefferson to, Vol.
n. 199 ; the sculptor's visit to the

U. S. to execute a national monument,
199, 200 ; his busts of Washington,
Jefferson, and Hamilton, and medallion

of Madison, 200.

Chase, Judge Samuel, his conduct on
CaUcHder's trial, Vol. H. 419: his
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Impcacliment, Vol. m. 122, 123 ; his

acquittal, and reasons therefor, 123,124.
Cheetham, James, Vol. n. 573, 675, 576.

Chesapeake, U. S. frigate, attaclced bj
the Leopard, Vol. in. 224, 225.

Cincinnati Society, account of. Vol. I.

406 ; opposition of public feeling to,

406, et seq. ; Judge Burke's attack on,

406, 407 ; Legislatures condemn, 407
;

Jellerson's hostihty to, 407^09.
Claiborne, Governor of Mississippi, Jef-

ferson to, on obtaining New Orleans,

etc.. Vol. nX 62.

Clarke, Col. Georsre Rogers, the Han-
nibal of the West, VoL I. 248;
advances against Kaskaskias, 248

;

surprises that and other British posts,

248; advances in winter against and
captures St. Vincenne, 249 ; intrusted

with taking possession of the territo-

ries of Virginia, 256 ; his conduct as

a diplomatist and soldier, 256, 257
;

ii strildng instance of his nerve, 257

;

his plans against Detroit, 273, 275
;

chastises the western clans in 1780,

274 ;
plans expedition against Detroit

in 1780, 298 ; skirmish with Arnold's I

troops, 301.

Clarke, William, his and Lewis's western
\

exploration originated. Vol in. 37.
j

Clav, Charles, Jefferson to, on Burr's
I

conspiracy. Vol. III. 186 ; Jefferson
I

to, on his own pecuniary affairs, 200.
|

Clay, Henry, appears as Burr's counsel in
|

Kentucky, Vol. in. 184 ; the letter
;

by which Burr engaged his services,
j

184; becomes convinced of Burr's

guilt, 184; publicly refuses to receive
|

Burr's hand, 184 ;
joins war party,

|

320 ; Speaker in Congress, 374 ; his
i

reply to Quincy's attack on Jefferson,

374-376.

Clayton, John M., his questions, etc., in

U. S. Senate concerning statements in

Jefferson's Ana, Vol. U. 609-611.

Clergy, character of the early Anglican
clergy. Vol. n. 646, 647 ; character

of New England clergy, 647-651; hos-

tility of New England clergy to Jeffer-

son, 651, 652.

Clinton, DeWitt, Vol. H. 677 ; his first

speech in U. S. Senate, Vol. m. 31

;

his review of the conduct of the Fede-
ralists, 32, 33; a candidate for the Pre-
sidency in 1812, 376; 631.

Clinton, George, unsuccessful candidate
for Vice-Presidency in 1792, Vol. H.
102, 120; his attitude in the New
York election of 1800, 573; nominated
to Vice-Presidency in 1804, VoL in.
91 ; his character, 91 ; renominated
or Vice-President, 253.

VOL. III.—44

Clinton, Sir Henry, captures Charleston,

Vol. I. 260 ; violation of the capitula-

tion, 261 ; his proclamation recalling

paroles in South Carohna, 278; orders

executions, 278 ; his plans in fall of

1780, 283, 284; dispatches Gen. Leslie

to Virginia, 284 ; dispatches Gen.
Phillips to Virginia, 322.

Cobbet, William, VoL n. 396, 400, 413,

419, 603.

Coles, Edward, produces a reconcilia-

tion between Jefferson and Adams,
VoL m. 366, 639, 640.

Committees of Correspondence, where
originated, VoL I. 79, 80.

Committees of Safety, organized in Vir-
ginia counties, VoL I. 99 ; their pow-
ers, 99.

Congress, meeting of, 1774, VoL I. 98
;

session of, 1775-6, 133 ; news of pro-
hibitory Act received in, 135 ; enact-

ments, 138
;
preliminary measures to

Independence, 139; legislative instruc-

tions, 139 ; Independence moved, 142

;

why action was delayed, 142 ; the de-

bate, 143 ; Committee on Declaration

appointed, 143; factions in, 146, et

seq. ; supposed anti-Washington party
in, 147-152; Declaration of Indepen-
dence reported, 164 ; original resolu-

tion for independence passed in com-
mittee, 169; vote of Colonies on, 169;
debate on the Declaration, 170 ; amend-
ments, 170; its passage, 171; factions

in, 1779, 255 ; meeting in 1783, 392 ; re-

signation of Washington, 392; action

on treaty of peace, 392-394 ; Committee
of States chosen, 394 ; Commissioners
of the Treasury appointed, 396 ; ces-

sion of Northwestern Territory by Vir-

ginia, 397 ; ordinance for government
of Northwestern Territory, 397, 400

;

temper of the House, 401 ; second
Congress (under the Constitution), in

1791, VoL n. 23
;
parties and promi-

nent members in, 23, 24 ; meeting of

third Congress, 193 ;
proceedings on

British orders in Council, 230 ; second
session of third Congress, 251 ;

pro-

ceedings on President's speech, etc.,

252 ; meeting of fourth Congress, 270

;

speech of President and addresses of

the Houses, 270, 271 ; resolutions of

the two Houses on receiving flag of

France, 280, 281 ; action on Treaty of

London, 286, et seq.; party manoeu-
vres in respect to it, 292 ; the speakers

for and against it, 293 ; reaction in its

favor, 294
;
question taken, 294, 29C

;

special session of fifth Congress, 349
;

warUke addresses of the Houses, 350
;

their ardor cooled by news of French
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victories, 351, '^52 ; second session,

378 ; Sprigg's resolutions, 383 ; war
measures, 388 ; war spirit bursts out
anew, 393

;
provisional army ordered,

etc., etc., 393, 394; quasi-war, 394;
naturalization laws changed, 394 ; alien

and sedition laws passed, 394-396

;

Lloyd's treason bill, 39*7 ; third session

of fifth Congress, 455 ; President's

speech and address of the Senate,
455-45*7; "Logan law" passed, 46*7;

posture of Federal leaders who voted
for it, 467, 468 ; Federal leaders
" gravelled," 4*77

; scene on report on
alien and sedition laws, 4*79 ; army
bills arrested by appointment of Com-
mission to France, 479 ; sixth Con-
gress meet, 511

;
parties, etc., in, 511,

512 ; measures of, 524-527 ; the elec-

tion law, 527 ; bill to repeal the

provisional army law defeated, 528

;

enlistments suspended conditionally,

529; other bills, 529; the Robbins
affair, 529, 530 ; Senate orders Duane
to appear at its bar, etc., 531 ; sedition

laws sustained, 532 ; second session of

sixth Congress, 571, et. seq.; rules for

Presidential election adopted, 580 ; the

votes opened and counted in the

Senate, 581 ; the House proceeds to

ballot for President, 594, et seq. ; vote

by heads, 595 ; the continued bal-

loting and result, 594, et seq. ; French
treaty approved by Senate, 623 ; Judi-

ciary bill passes, 623, 624; sedition

law expires, 626 ; seventh Congress

meet, 676 ; leading members in each

House, 677, 678; reporters admitted,

688, 689
;
judiciary act repealed, 689-

691 ; new apportionment bill and bill

fixing military peace establishment,

691 ; other important bills of the ses-

sion, 692 ; second session of seventh

Congress, Vol. IIL 24 ; President's

24-27
;
proceedings of, 29, et

resolutions on Spanish withdrawal

of right of deposit at New Orleans, 29,

30 ; Ross's war resolutions in Senate,

31 ; Breckenridge's substitute, 32 ; the

latter prevails, 36
;
petition of the ex-

judges, 36 ; attempt to change the

manner of voting for President and
Vice-President, 37 ; admission of Ohio,

37; law against importing slaves, etc.,

37 ; navy increased, 37 ; Yazoo claims,

37, 38 ; various bills, 42 ; dry docks,

42-44
; special session of eighth Con-

gress, 72; leading members in each

House, 72, 73 ; President's Message,

73-75; Senate ratify treaty for pur-

chase of Louisiana, 75 ; resolution m
the House to carry it into effect, 75

;

the struggle on and passage of the re-

solution, 75-83; struggle reopened in

Senate on latter resolution, 82, etseo. ;

Louisiana erected into two territories,

87 ; bankrupt law repealed, 87 ; Con-
stitutional amendment submitted, SB

;

Mediterranean fund, 88 ; impeachment
of Judge Pickering, 88, 89 ; second
session of eighth Congress, 120; Pre-

sident's Message, 120,121; impeach-
ment of Judge Chase and his acquittal,

122-124; constitutional amendments
offered thereon, 124 ; meeting of ninth

Congress, 149 ;
prominent members in

each House, 149 ; President's Mes-
sage, 150-152; confidential message
on affairs with Spain, 152; Randolph's
and Bidwell's resolutions thereon,

153; President's Message on British

captures, etc., 159 ; various motions
thereon, 159, 160; bill passes to pro-

hibit certain British importations, 160,

161 ; small military appropriations,

161 ; National (Cumberland) road
originated, 161-163 ; coast survey

originated, 163; other bills, 163;
memorial accusing the Government of

complicity in Miranda's Expedition in

1806, 168; action of House thereon,

168, 169 ; second session of ninth

Congress, 189 ; President's Message,

190-193; special message on English

relations, 193 ; the non-importation

act further suspended, 193 ; the House
calls for information in regard to

Burr's conspiracy, 194 ; President's

Message thereon, 194; panic in Senate

and its passage of bill suspending

habeas corpus, 195 ; this rejected with-

out a reference in House, 195; reac-

tionary feeling in respect to Burr's

conspiracy, 196 ; Broom's resolution

for better securing privilege of habeas

corpus, 197; voted down, 198; bill

prohibiting importation of slaves, 198,

199; diflerent parties in respect to

naval defences, 199 ; bill authorizing

President to accept services of volun-

teers, 200 ; want of an Administration

leader in House, 200, 201 ; meeting of

tenth Congress, 239
;
prominent mem-

bers, 239 ; President's Message, 239-

242; bills for military preparations,

242 ; Embargo recommended and
passed, 242-244 ; supplementary em-
bargo bills, 247, et seq. ; proceedings on
Burr's trial communicated, 244 ; reso-

lution in Senate to expel John Smith
as an accomplice of Burr, 244 ; report

of committee thereon through J. Q.
Adams, 244, 245 ; further action 245,

246 ; Gardenier's charges against the
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Administration, 241, 248 ; the replies

of Johnson, Campbell and others, and
the sequel, 248, 249 ; bill to raise seven
regiments of regulars passed, 249

;

second session of tenth Congress,
2*76

; President's Message, 276-279
;

Embargo sustained by a stronger vote
thin it originally received, 280

;

Giles's " Enforcing law," 280, 282 ; the
publication of Canning's letter compels
President to communicate the corres-

pondence, 285 ; how received in Con-
gress, 285, et seq. ; Key's speech, 286

;

bill passed for extra session, 286;
the policy which was settled by this

vote, 286, 287 ; bill for raising an army
of volunteers, 287 ; Nicholas's resolu-

tion to terminate Embargo and issue

letters of marque and reprisal, 288

;

Randolph's amendment defeated, 289
;

bill passes to terminate Embargo on
fourth of March, 289

;
Quincy's resolu-

tions preliminary to an impeachment
of the President, 289; they receive
one vote, 289; resolution for arming
merchant vessels voted down, and
non-intercourse law passed, 290, 291

;

action of Congress on purchase of
Mr. Jefl'erson's hbrary, in 1814, 408,
410.

Coolidge, Joseph, Jr., marries a grand-
daughter of Mr. Jefferson, Vol. I.

177 ; a present from Mr. Jefferson to,

177.

Cooper, Thomas, his conviction under se-

dition law, Vol. n. 418; remarks on
this case in Life and Works of John
Adams, 418, 419; his pohtical pam-
phlets, 521, 522 ; a professor of Virginia
University, Vol. III. 465 ; appointment
cancelled, 465 ; Jefferson to, on sus-

pension of specie payments by the
banks, in 1814, 402, 403.

Cornwallis, Lieut.-Gen., Vol. I. 260;
advances on Camden, 261 ; defeats

Gates at Camden, 269, 270; suspends
operations, 270; renews rhem, 278;
his executions and other cruelties in

South Carolina, 278, 279; the conse-

quences, 279; orders Ferguson to ad-

vance from Ninety-Six, 280 ; battle of
King's Mountain, 281 ; falls back on
Wynnsborough, 282 ; his movements
in fall of 1780, 284; pursues Morgan
after battle of Cowpens, 308 ;

pursues
Greene, 308 ; moves towards Hills-

borough, 309; conduct at battle of
Guilford Courthouse, 312; advances
on Virginia, 328; his march across

North Carolina, 328 ; reaches Peters-

burg, 328 ; his advance, and pursuit of

Lafayette, 333, 334; dispatches Simcoe

to the Point of Fork, and Tarleton to

Charlottesville, 334; his atrocious con-

duct at Jefferson's estate of Elk Hill,

339-342 ; an instance of his personal

plimdcring, 340; his barbarities in

Virginia, 344.

Cowpens, battle of, VoL I. 307.

Coxe, Teucho, Jefferson to. Vol. 11. 228

;

Jefferson to, on proposal to devolve
the Government on the Chief Justice,

etc., 578.

Crawford, Vv'^illiam H., Jefferson favors
his election to the presidency, in 1824,
VoL in. 508, 509.

Crowninshield, Capt. G., brings home
the body of Lawrence, Vol. III. 379.

Crowuinshield, Jacob, appointed Secre-
tary of the Navy and decHnes, VoL
III. 135; in Congress, 193; death of,

249, 250.

Cutting, Mr. Jefferson to, on English
decisions controlling American courts,

VoL I. 508.

Dacre, Captain, his testimony on subject

of impressment. Vol. III. 381.

Dale, Commodore, dispatched to the
Mediterranean, VoL II. 665, 666.

Dallas, Secretary of State, of Pennsylva-
nia, VoL n. 157, 160, 165, 266.

Daviess, U. S. Attorney in Kentucky,
moves arrest of Burr, VoL III. 183

;

subsequent proceeding and Burr's tri-

umph, 183, 184.

Davis, Matthew L., the biographer of
Aaron Burr, Vol. II. 559 ; Burr's

eidolon in political morality, 559 ; his

connection with the publication of
Hamilton's attack on Adams, 559 ; his

misstatements in regard to New York
election in 1800, 573, et seq.; sup-

posed reasons for his fabrications

against Jefferson, 573, 574; his state

ments in regard to opening presiden
tial votes in Senate in 1800, 580, 581
other illustrations of his veracity,

581.

Dayton, Jonathan, VoL n. 24, 103, 230,

350, 575, 629; his action in U. S.

Senate on treaty for purchase of
Louisiana, VoL III. 75, 84.

Dearborn. Colonel (afterwards General)
Henry, Vol. II. 295 ; appointed secre-

tary of war, 335; sketch of his pre-

vious life, 636; Jefferson to, in 1814, on
the political apostasy of Massachusetts,

VoL III. 421 ; Jetierson to, on Mis-

souri (Question, 4G0 ; Jefferson to, on
death, 474.

Decatur, Stephen (afterwards Commo-
dore), his gallantry in Tripolitan war,

VoL in. 125, 138, 139; President'*
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orders to, after outrage on Chesapeake,

227 ; his official statements in regard

to impressment of Hiram Thayer, 382;

chased into New London by a superior

force, 384; prevented from escaping

by signals from the shore, 385; his

account of the " Blue Light Treason,"

385.

De Chastellux, his visit and journal at

MonticeUo in 1781, Vol. I. 373-375
;

Jefferson to, 385.

Decimal currency, American, proposed by
G. Morris, Vol. I. 395; the coins, etc.,

proposed by Jefferson, 396.

declaration of Independence, committee
for drafting, Vol. I. 143, 144 ; Jeffer-

son pressed to prepare draft, 164;
draft submitted by him to Franklin

and Adams, 164; submitted to entire

committee, 164; reported to Congress,

164; Adams's version of the matter,

165, 166 ; Jefferson's reply, 165 ; his

contemporaneous notes, etc, 167, et

seq. ; Debate on the Declaration, 170
;

its passage, 171; post-signers, 171,

172; different times of signing, 171;
original and amended copy, 172-176

;

fac simile of Jefferson's draft, 172;

where written, etc., 176, 177; criti-

cisms annoy Jefferson, 178; Franklin's

comforting illustration, 178; principal

speakers on, 181-184; its merits as a

literary production, 186; its originality

questioned, 186; Jefferson'sreply,186

;

Mecklenburg declaration, 190 ; effect

of the national declaration, 191, 192.

De Geismer, Baron, a convention pri-

soner, VoL I. 235 ; Jefferson to, 432.

De Kalb, General, marches South in

1780, VoL I. 264; his death at Cam-
den, 270.

Democracy, when introduced into TJ. S.,

VoL I. 461 ; length and breadth of

Jefferson's, 479.

Dexter, Samuel, appointed Secretary of

War, VoL II. 547 ; offers his resigna-

tion to Jefferson, 627. VoL HI. 646.

Dickinson, John, his position in Revolu-

tionary Congress, Vol. I. 114, 115, 125,

171 ; opposed to treaty of London,
VoL n. 266 ; his adhesion to Jefferson

in 1799, 471 ; the principle on which

the Revolutionary patriotic extremes

combined, 471, 472; Jefferson to, ex-

pressing his weariness of office, VoL
III. 200 ; his death, 249 ; Congress

wear mourning for him, 249.

Donald, A., Jefferson to, on the attach-

ments of early life, Vol. I. 507.

Drayton, Mr., Jefferson to, VoL I. 451.

Duane, William, editor of Aurora, beaten

bv army officers, VoL IL 505 ; voted

guilty of a contempt by U. S. Senate,

531, 532; Jefferson to, proposing pub-
hcation of certain works, VoL III.

354 ; he reflects on Gallatin and Madi-
son in Aurora, 358 ; his appeal to Jef-

ferson for aid, and their correspond-

ence, 358 et seq. ; his character, 360.

Dunglison, Dr. Robley, his statement of

religious views of the Professors of
Virginia University, VoL HI. 467, 468

;

his Memoranda of his journey to Char-

lottesville, and in regard to University,

etc., 512 et seq.; his Memoranda in

relation to Jefferson's health and to

life at MonticeUo, 514-519; he attends

Jefferson as his physician in his last

illness, 547 ; his Memoranda of Jeffer-

son's illness and death, 547 et seq.

;

his descriptions of Jefferson in private

life, 548, 549, 670.

Dunmore, Lord, Vol. I. 85, 103 ; orders

powder removed from Williamsburg,

104 ; his character, 105 ; driven out of

Virginia, 110.

Du Plaine, French Consul at Boston, hia

conduct, VoL 11. 186.

Duponceau, Mr., of Philadelphia, Vol. 11.

165, 255; Jefferson to, in regard to

journals of Lewis and Clarke, Vol. HI.
443.

Du Simitiere, VoL I. 410.

Dwight, Theodore, specimen of an ora-

tion by, in 1801, VoL II. 661.

Eaton, William, engages Hamet Cara-

malli in the Barbary war, VoL III.

141 ; his march across the Lybian
desert, and capture of Derne, 141

;

Barron refuses his applications for land

forces, 142 ; treaty made with Tripoli,

142 ; Eaton's views, etc., thereon, 144,

145 ; Burr attempts to engage him in

his schemes, 174, 175 ; he discloses

these to members of Congress, 175

;

his interview with the President, 175

;

his testimony fully corroborated, 178.

Edinburgh Review, its mention of Jeffer-

son's character as a foreign Minister,

VoL I. 551; its remarks on the British

Orders in Council, and the effects of

the retaliatory measures of U. S., VoL
III. 297.

Edwards, Judge Henry P., his statements

in regard to Burr's female correspond-

ence, VoL II. 581.

Emmet, Thomas Addis, his remarks on
the interference of Mr. King to prevent

Irish prisoners from being sent to U. S.,

VoL II. 400 ; he becomes Attorney-

General of New York, 402 ; his charac-

ter, 402 ; his grave near those of other

foreign-born citizens, 402.
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Emmet, Robert, Vol. II. 403.

Englebrecht, Mr., Jefferson to, on I5th

Fsalm, Vol. IH. 5(>0.

Eppes, Francis, marries Jefferson's wife's

sister, Vol. I. 63 ; Jefferson's letters to,

in 1776, 1<^3 ; Jefferson to, from Bor-

deaux, concerning his " dear Poll,"

475,476; Jefferson to, 610; Jefferson

to. Vol. n. 20, 114 ; his character and
death, 359, 360 ; Jefferson's letters to.

Vol. ni. 567, 568, 569, 570, 582, 583,

584, 586, 587, 588, 589, 595, 596.

Eppes, Mrs. Francis, Jefferson to, Vol. I.

539.

Eppes, Francis (the younger), his descrip-

tion of Eppington and its inmates,

Vol. 11 359, 360 ; Jefferson to, on
style of Paine and Bolingbroke, Vol.
m. 393 ; Jefferson's letters to, 434,

479, 480, 481, 482, 483, 484, 485.

Eppes, John Wayles, to Jefferson, solicit-

ing his advice in regard to his pursuits

and studies. Vol. I. 479 ; marries Maria
Jefferson, Vol. II. 359 ; Eppington and
its inmates described, 359 ;

" Jack
Eppes" at twenty-five, 360, 301; two
letters from Jefferson to, on state of

public affairs in 1798, 383-385 ; Jeffer-

son to, Vol. in. 98, 99, 100, 136;
moves the rejection of Senate's bill

suspending habeas corpus, and speech
thereon, 195 ; his remarks on Broom's
resolution, 197, 198; Jefferson to, 226,

227, 264, 319, 355, 369; Jefferson's

three letters to, on the subject of
banks and currency in 1813, 386, 387;
Jefferson to, 433.

Eppes, Mrs. Maria J. (see also Maria Jef-

ferson), her father to. Vol. II. 358,

404, 405, 406, 408, 409, 480, 481, 506,

507, 533, 535, 536, 565, 594, 599, 600,

663, 664, 668, 669, 675, 676 ; Vol. HI.
5?, 4, 5, 22, 44, 45, 96, 97, 98; her
death, 100; her death, character, etc.,

described by a niece, 100-103.
Europe, Jefferson compares, witli United

States, Vol. I. 432-434; Jefferson on
sending American youth to, for educa-
tion, 434.

Eustis, William, Vol. III. 42 ; Jefferson

to, in regard to duration, etc., of
Embargo, 281.

Fauchet, the French minister, attempt by
a British vessel to seize him in U. S.,

Vol. II. 259 ; his intercepted dis-

patches, 263, 264.

Fauquier, Governor, of Virginia, his cha-
racter and habits, Vol. I. 30, 31 ; his

attentions to Jefferson, 31 ; his alleged

influence on Jefferson's religious views,

31, 32; his passion for gaming, 31.

Federal Convention, to form U. S. Con-
stitution, Jefferson on, Vol. I. 479,

485, 486, 487-489.
Fitzgerald, Lord Edward, Vol. 11. 399,

403.

Fitzhugh, Peregrine, Jefferson to, on
French invasion of England, Vol. 11.

880.

Fitzsimmons, Mr., of Pa., Vol. 11. 24,

103, 117, 119, 139, 252.

Floyd, Gen. William, Vol. II. 574.

France, its political and social condition

in 1783, Vol. I. 417-420 ; its affiiirs in

1787 described by Jefferson, 463; patri-

otic party, 463 ; meeting of the Nota-
bles, 466 ; Paris in commotion, and
result, 483 ; its state on Jefferson's

return from Germany, 501, 502 ; Jef-

ferson's account of atfairs in, 509-511

;

famine in, 511 ; requested to recall its

minister in the U. S., 511; the Revo-
lution opening, 526-528 ; the issue of
blood made up, 529 ; first fray, 530

;

progress of the struggle, 531, et seq.

;

the Queen tampering with the troops,

533 ; a constitution framed, 534-536
;

U. S. treaties of alliance and com-
merce with, Vol. n. 133, 134; con-

struction of the I7th and 22d articles

thereof, 132-135 ; it waives U. S. West
India guaranty, 139, 140; gratitude of

U. S. towards, 146 ; conduct of, on re-

ceiving demand for Genet's recall, 203,

204 ; effect in, of ratification of treaty

of London, 339-341 ; offended by re-

call of Monroe, 341 ; its hostile com-
mercial measures, 341 ; effect of Presi-

dential election on, 343 ; its unwise
conduct, 348 ; dismisses Monroe with

distinction, and refuses to receive

Pinckney, 349 ; European victories of,

351, 352; negotiations of American
commissioners with, 385, 386 ; orders

them away except Gerry, 392 ; report-

ed to be preparing to invade U. S.,

391 ; Talleyrand informs Gerry that

France has no thought of war with

U. S., 424, 425 ; other overtures and
concessions pressed upon Gerry, 425

;

Logan's reception, 426 ; Lafayette in-

forms Washington and Hamilton that

France desires an accommodation,
426, 427 ; Skipwith, Barlow, Codman,
Cutting, and other Americans in France,

send home same assurances, 426, 427
;

Pichou makes overtures to the Ameri-
. can minister at the Hague, 427, 428

;

impolicy of its earlier conduct towards

U. S., 429, 430; restoration of the

American vessel Retaliation by, 476

;

Hughes ordered home a prisoner for

severities to Americans, 476; treaty
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ssion oi

Louisiana from Spain, VoL III. 6 ;
pro-

poses to colonize that territory, 50, 51,

52 ; circumstances wliich led to its sale

to U. S., 6-8, 22, 23, 50, 51-58 ; Ber-
lin and Milan decrees, 238.

Franklin, Benjamin, one of the commit-
tee on Declaration of Independence,
Vol. I. 144 ; his story of John Thomp-
son, the hatter, 178 ; his influence in

favor of the Declaration, 183; his

position and character, 183, 184; his

style as a writer, 184 ; appointed a
' Commissioner to France, 19*7 ; anecdote

of, 366, 395 ; with Jefferson in France,

413; returns home, 415; his popularity

in France, 415 ; some comparisons be-

tween him and Jefferson, 416, 41*7;

deposits a confidential paper with Jef-

ferson, 560.

Freneau, Philip, charged by Hamilton with

being a pensioned tool of Jeflerson,

Vol. II. 69, et seq. ; his oath discredited

by Hamilton, 71 ; establishment of the

National Gazette, explained by Madi-

son, 74 ; his lines on Cobbet, 403 ; ac-

count of him in Duyckinck's Cyclopaedia

of literature, 403.

Fries' Insurrection, Vol. 11. 504, et seq.

;

Fries found guilty of treason, 505 ;
par-

doned by the President against advice

of Cabinet, 505 ; alleged conduct of

the troops, 505 ; officers whip Duane
and other Republican editors, 505

;

efiect of these proceedings on Pennsyl-
vania elections, 506,

Fry, Col. Joshua, Vol. I. 11.

Funding law and its effects on society.

Vol. I. 604-608 ; opposition to, in the

State Legislatures, 628.

Gadsden, Gen., opposed to treaty of Lon-
don, Vol. II. 266.

Gallatin, Albert, his statement of effects

of Assumption law, Vol. I. 610 ; his

speeches against treaty of London,
Vol. II. 293 ; menaced by the Fede-
ralists, 388 ; his character as a debater,

and his stand in Congress in 1798, 388,

389 ; his speeches on the Bobbins'
affair, 525 ; appointed Secretary of the

Treasury, 635; his fitness for the office,

638 ; Jefferson to, on constitutional

questions, Vol. III. 23 ; Jefferson to,

in regard to a new rule for removals
from office, 110; originally intended

by Madison for Secretary of State, 357;
circumstances which prevented his ap-

pointment, 357 ; Jefferson's defence

of him politically, 360 ; Jefferson to, on
the compensation law and on the veto

on the internal improvement bill, 442.

Galloway, Joseph, becomes a loyalist.

VoL I. 114, 115.

Gardenier, Barent, his charges against
the Administration in tenth Congress,
Vol. nL 247, 248 ; replies of Johnson,
Campbell, etc., 248, 249 ; he chal-

lenges Campbell, 249 ; severely wound-
ed, but recovers, 249.

Gardiner, Rev. J. S. (mentioned in Jef-

ferson's Ana), his sermons on the war
in 1812, VoL in. 372, 373.

Garnett, Robert J., Jefferson to, on inter-

nal improvements, etc., in 1814, VoL
m. 499, 500.

Gates, Gen. Horatio, succeeds Lincoln in

the South, Vol. I. 264; defeated at

Camden, 269, 270; suspended by Con-
gress, 282 ; Jefferson informs him that

he himself originated the purchase of
Louisiana, Vol. III. 64.

Genet, French minister to U. S., his

character. Vol. II. 127; lands at Char
leston, 128 ; his reception, 128 ; com-
missions privateers, etc., 128 ; Capture
of the Grange, 129

;
popular feeling

on its arrival in Philadelphia, 129

;

Genet's arrival in Philadelphia, and
presentation to the President, 139,

140 ; his correspondence with Secre-

tary of State, 151, et seq. ; his angry
communications, 155, 156; affair of
the Little Democrat, 157, et seq.

;

interviews with Jefferson thereon, 158-

160 ; continues his indiscreet course,

174 ; his threat to appeal from the

President to the people, 183 ; his infa-

tuation, 184 ; his appeal to the people

made, 185 ; apprised of demand tor

his recall, 190 ; his reply denouncing
the conduct of the President and Cabi-

net, 196, 197; Cabinet debate on order-

ing him away, 201, 203 ; the public

opinion on his conduct, 204 ; his recall

in disgrace, 203, 204.

Gerry, Elbrid'ge, Vol. I. 183 ; his action

on the funding law, 605 ; on the

assumption law, 611 ; in second Con-
gress, VoL n. 24, 103 ; Jefferson to,

on the relations between himself and
President Adams, 352, 353 ; Jefferson

to, on public affiiirs, 353 ; Jefferson

urges him to accept appointment in

French commission, 354, 355 ; requir-

ed to remain in France when other

American envoys are dismissed, 424
;

his spirited reply to Talleyrand's com-
plaints, 425 ; his opinions of the

motives and intentions of France, 425,

426 ; treatment his family received

during his absence, 430 ; Jefferson to,

seeking to detach him from the Fede-

ralists,468-470 ; Jefferson to, 668 ; Jef
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ferson to, on his own acceptance of a

renominatioa, Vol. III. 95; elected

Governor of Massachusetts, 363 ; re-

moves malcontents from olhce, 363;
Jeliersou applauds him therefor, 362,

363; elected Vice-President in 1812,
376.

Gibbons, Major, collector of Richmond,
Jeti'erson's refusal to remove him, Vol.
in. 218, 219.

Giles, William B., Vol. H. 24, 108;
moves resolutions of inquiry into

Hamilton's official conduct, 11*7; his

speech thereon, 11*7, 118; moves reso-

lutions of censure, 119; the vote

thereon, 119; his speech on proposed
suppression of democratic societies,

252; Jefferson to, 271; Jefferson to,

on proposal to suppress democratic
societies, 290; his "wooing" of Presi-

dent Adams, 323, 328 ; his activity in

Virginia elections in 1799, 492; on
committee which reports in favor of sus-
pending habeaa corpus. Vol. III. 195.

Gilmer, Dr., Jefferson to, Vol. II. 104.

Gilmer, Francis W., sent to England to

procure professors for Virginia Univer-
sity, Vol. III. 497 ; Jefferson's opinion
of him, 497.

Girardin, Professor, Jefferson to, on Vir-

ginia history, and on the manner in

which he would be treated in history,

Vol. m. 425.

Goodrich, Chauncey, Vol. 11. 292, 294

;

his report on sustaining alien and
sedition laws, 479.

Goodrich, Elizur, removed by Jefferson

from the collectorship of New Haven,
Vol. n. 659 ; memorial of merchants
thereon, and President's reply, 661.

Gore, Christopher, his report on Embargo,
etc., in Massachusetts Legislature,

Vol. m. 283 ; his action in 1807, 284.

Granger, Gideon, appointed postmaster-
general, Vol. II. 636; his previous

history, 641 ; Jefferson to, on eastern

coalition between Piepublicans and
Federalists, Vol. m. 95, 96 ; Jefferson

to, in regard to certain political trans-

actions, 402.

Gray, William, his patriotic action on
Embargo law, Vol. III. 262 ; made an
example of the President's impartiality,

262.

Great Britain, prepares to coerce the
American colonies. Vol. I. 135, 136;
attitude of, towards U. S. in 1788,
543 ; impresses part of crew of an
American national vessel in 1799, Vol.
n.476 ; attitude of, towards U. S. chang-
ed by battle of Trafalgar, Vol. HI. 148

;

its captures of U. S. vessels, 159

;

effect of death of Pitt on its policy

towards U. S., 171 ; outrage of frigate

TLeander on an American vessel, 171.

172 ; forms treaty with U. S., 201, 202;
treaty not ratified by U. S., 201, 202

;

outrage of frigate Leopard on the

U. S. frigate Chesapeake, 224, 225;
how far its conduct grew out of rejec-

tion of treaty, 235, 236 ; its deter-

mination to persist in impressments,
236; declines to make satisfactory

reparation for outrage on the Chesa-
peake, 236 ; royal proclamation order-

ing and legalizing impressments, 237
;

issues orders in council of Nov., 1807,
237 ; the several orders in council and
the pretexts for them, 238 ; American
commerce excluded from the ocean,

239 ; Mr. Rose sent special minister to

U. S., 250 ; his limited instructions,

250 ; his negotiations with U. S. Gov-
ernment, and return home, 250 ; Great
Britain encouraged to persist in orders
in council by Americans, 257, et seq. ;

Comparative effects of Embargo on
England and U. S., 268, 259 ; negotia-

tions between Canning and Mr. Pink-

ney, 272, et seq. ; the result, 275, 276 ;

impressments, 298, 380-382, 400 ; Er-

skine concludes a treaty with U. S.,

314; his government refuses to ratify

treaty, 316; its policy towards U. S!,

316; character of the ministers it sent

to U. S., 316, 317; Foster informs
U. S. Government that orders in coun-
cil will be persisted in, 361 ; war with
U. S., 367, et seq.; the treaty of peace,

398; resuhs of the war, 400; England
asks cooperation of U. S. against

designs of Holy Alliance in South
America, 491 ; U. S. Government avow
" Monroe doctrine," 493.

Greene, Gen. Nathaniel, chosen to suc-

ceed Gates in the South, VoL I. 282
;

his retreat before Cornwallis, 308 ; fol-

lows Cornwallis into North Carolina,

309, 310 ; battle of Guilford Court-
house, 312; his testimony to Jefferson's

energy, 313 ; leaves following Corn-
walhs, and advances into the Carolinas,

327 ; his reasons for the movement,
327 ; its effect on Virginia, 327, 328

;

his death, 603.

Greenhow, Samuel, Jefferson to, on aid-

ing Bible Society, Vol. ITL 401.

Grigsby, Hugh B., his statement of the

etiect of Jefferson's letter to Kercheval
on the Constitution of Virginia, Vol.
in. 429, 430 ; his address on Mecklen-
burg Declaration of Independence,
582 ; his correction of an error in our
account of Patrick Henry, 679, 680.
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Griswold, Qaylord, his constitutional ob-

jections to treaty for purchase of Lou-
isiana, Vol. in. 7*7.

Griswold, Roger, his resolutions, etc., in

Congress on Spanish aifairs, etc., Vol.
m. 29, 30; remarks on dry docks, 43;
moves a call for the French treaty

papers, etc., 75, 76 ; a disunionist, 638.

Grundy, Felix, Vol. HI. 296, 320.

Guilford Court House, battle of, Vol. I.

S12.

Gunn, General, Hamilton to, on prepara-

tions for ofl'ensive war in 1799, Vol. II.

464.

Hall, Lieutenant Francis, his account of

his visit to Monticello, Vol. m. 435-
439.

Hamilton, Alexander, his plan of govern-

ment proposed in federal Convention,

Vol. I. 568-571 ; Governeur Morris

declares him opposed to Republican
government, and a monarchist in his

aims, 575 ; his recorded action in fede-

ral Convention, 576 ; his joint author-

ship of The Federalist, 577 ; he carries

the idea that he has abandoned his

theoretical preferences for monarchy,

577; later confidential disclosures on
same subject, 578, 579 ; Judge Yates's

version of his speech in federal Con-
Tention, 579 ; Morris's later statements

of Hamilton's views, 580, 581 ; he is

appointed Secretary of the Treasury in

Washington's Cabinet, 594 ; sketch of

his preceding life, 595-597 ; his finan-

cial system, 604, et seq. ; Funding law,

G04-608; Assumption law, 608-611;
Cabinet opinion on resolutions for pay-

ing soldiers, etc., 613 ; Cabinet opinion

on allowing Lord Dorchester's passage,

619, 620 ; annual report to Congress,

628, 629; Cabinet opinion on U. S.

bank bill, 630 ; JefTerson's declaration

that he avowed himself a monarchist,

633, 634; Jefferson's opinion of his

character, 634 ; his deportment in the

Cabinet, 635 ; his mixing in Congres-

sional and party affairs, 635 ; his poli-

tical star in the ascendant, 636, ei seq,;

effect of the bank bill on his popularity,

637, 638 ; Ames's laudations of him,

688 ; tone of his correspondence at

this period, 639 ; his character as a

politician and statesman, 640-645
;

Cabinet opinion on apportionment bill,

Vol. II. 51 ; consulted on Jefferson's

answer to Hammond, 57 ; attacks Jef-

ferson in a series of anonymous news-

paper articles, 69-74 ; accuses Jeffer-

son of employing Freneau to vilify the

Administration, 69 ; charges him with

indelicacy in remaining in the Cabinet,

etc., 70; discredits Freneau's o.\th, etc.,

71 ; charges Jefferson with oppouition to

adoption of Constitution, 72 ; charges
him with attempting to defraud a com-
pany of Hollanders, etc., 73 ; intimates

his willingness to afford Jefferson per-

sonal satisfaction, 73 ; attempts to col-

lect testimony of Boudinot and Dayton
to "confound and put down" Jeffer-

son, 74 ; his reply to Washington's
appeal for harmony in his Cabinet, 83,

84 ; how far he carried his professions

into practice, 85, 92 ; his complaints

that Jefferson retained Freneau in

office considered, 89, 90 ; his action in

the Cabinet in regard to Pennsylvania
disturbances, 94; his correspondence
with Washington thereon, 95, 96 ; his

views on Spanish relations, 98; pro-

poses to obtain a defensive alliance

with England, by giving her common
navigation of Mississippi, 98, 99 ; Cabi-

net opinion on suspending payments
to France, 105 ; his recommendation
to repay U. S. bank two millions, etc.,

106 ; his demeanor in the Cabinet,

111, 112; resolutions of inquiry into

his official conduct moved in Con-
gress, 117; his replies, 118; resolutions

of censure then moved, 119; vote

thereon, 119; his views on receiving

Genet, 121, 122; thinks French treaty

should be declared void, 122; his hos-

tility to the Republican government of

France, 124, 129; prepares a circular

to collectors, etc., 130, 131 ; overruled

by Washington, 131 ; Jefferson com-
plains of his interference in State

department, 136 ; his Cabinet opinion

on restoring prizes made by French
privateers fitted out in U. S., 137;
Cabinet opinion in favor of forcibly

detaining Little Democrat, 161, 162,

166 ; Cabinet opinion, on demanding
Genet's recall and convening Congress,

175, 176 ; on instructions, asking Ge-
net's recall, 181 ; Cabinet opinions, 186-

188; attacked by yellow fever, 190;
Cabinet opinion on President's power
to change place of meeting of Con-
gress, 193 ; on ordering Genet away,

201 ; on the messages to be made to

Congress, 202 ; on drafts of messages,

205-208; writes "Phocion" Smith's

speech on "regulating propositions,"

227 ; letter to Washington on nomi-
nating an Envoy Extraordiuary.to Great

Britain, 231 ; his views and action in

respect to whisky war, 241, 242; hia

influence in the Cabinet, 243, 246 ; hip

accompanying the troops in the whisky
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war, how viewed, 244 ; his deportment
in Cabinet, 248 ; Madison's estimate of

his intellectual capacities compared
with those of Jefferson, 248 ; his resig-

nation, 25(5 ; his dissatisfaction with

treaty of London, 258; his indignation

at British insults pending its adoption,

260, 261 ; wounded at public meeting
entreaty, 265; his "CanuUus" articles

in defence of the treaty, 268 ; dif-

ference between his political views and
Mr. Adams's, 320, 321; his jealousy of

President Adams's political leanings

in 1796, 326, 327 ; his views of Adams's
inaugural speech, 337 ; urges that a

commission be sent to France, 342
;

proposes that Jefferson or Madison be
a member thereof, 342 ; further propo-
sitions on same subject, 348 ; disgusted

with President's intemperate official

language towards France, 350; be-

comes the advocate for war measures
against France in 1798, 390, 391; com-
plains to Mr. King of English insults

at this juncture, 390, 391 ; suggests to

Washington to make a political tour

"under some pretence of health," 392

;

his opinion of Lloyd's bill, 397 ; his

connection with the alien and sedition

laws, 397; appointed Inspector-Gene-

ral in provisional army, 422 ; raised by
an intrigue over the head of Gen. Knox,
422, 423 ; his letter to Knox on the

subject, 423; informed of the French
overtures for an accommodation, 433

;

continues to urge on war preparations,

433 ; reasons for his change of views

since 1797 examined, 436-443 ; his

correspondence with Miranda and Mr.

King in regard to the "Miranda pro-

ject," 436 ; asks that England assent

to U. S. furnishing the land forces,

commanded by himself, to revolution-

ize South America, 437 ; the govern-

ment he proposed to establish there,

437; his plan of governmental changes
in 1799, 458-461 ; the purely consoli-

dating features of his plan, 461-463;
his preparations for putting Miranda
project into execution, 464, et seq. ; his

letters to members of the military com-
mittees in Congress thereon, 464, 465

;

joins Cabinet to prevent the departure

of envoys to France, 498 ; his inter-

view with the President thereon, 499
;

his plans in 1800, 514, 515; the theory
that his politics and Washington's coin-

cided, 518-520; his gloomy prospects

at close of first session of sixth Con-
gress, 537, 540 ; his reasons for desiring

the defeat of Mr. Adams's second elec-

tion, 538, 540 ; his proposed method

of eff'ecting it, 544 ; his le'tcr to Sedg-

wick on result of New York election,

544
;
proposes to set aside that elec-

tion so far as the Presidency is con-

cerned, 548, et seq. ; his letter to Gov-
ernor Jay on the subject, 548, 549

;

Jay rejects the proposition as " unbe-
coming," 550 ; its unjustifiable charac-

ter, 550, 551 ; allegations and motives
for it considered, 551-554 ; his tour to

New England to procure election of

Pincknoy over Adams, 554 ;
proposes

a written attack on Mr. Adams, and
suggests pretext, 554 ; makes use of

the pretext, 555 ; collecting materials,

555-559
;

prints the paper for private

circulation, 559 ; it becomes public

through instrumentality of Burr, 659,

560 ; some of its assertions considered,

560-562 ; the effects of the publication,

562, 563 ; he declares Burr intriguing

for Presidency, 582 ; thinks it ex-

pedient to "start" Burr "for the

plate," 583; pronounces him the Cati-

line of America, etc., etc., 582, e< seq.;

proposes that terms be made with Jef-

ferson, 583 ; opposed to preventing an
election, 586 ; his final appeal to his

party friends, 587 ; reasons for his want
of influence, 591, 592 ; Federal caucus
resolve to support Burr, 592 ; his news-
paper attacks on Jefferson's first mes-
sage, 685-688 ; his party programme
in 1802, Vol. III. 10, et seq.; proposes
the "Christian Constitutional Society,"

10-12 ; his view^s of Jefferson's second
message, 27 ; silent in respect to the

purchase of Louisiana, 87 ; his death,

114 ; his last public letter, 114.

Hamilton, Henry, British Governor of

Detroit, his brutalities, Vol. I. 246-

248 ;
prepares to strike Virginia in 1779,

248 ; advances to St. Vincenne, 248

;

captured by Col. Clarke, 250; placed

in irons by Governor Jefferson, 251.

Hammond, Jabez D., his political history

of New York, Vol. II. 23 ; his state-

ments in regard to the New York elec-

tion of 1800, 673, et seq.; his oppor-

tunities for knowing the facts, 575 ; his

character as a man and a historian,

575 ; his view of Burr's course in that

election, 576.

Hammond, Mr., British minister to TJ. S,,

Vol. n. 45, 56, 58; his complaint?,

132, 135 ; Secretary of State's call on,

in respect to the unexecuted articles of

treaty of peace, 148 ; further corres-

pondence, 174, et passim.
Hancock, John, Governor of Massachu

setts. Vol. n. 165 ; a decided Rcpub
lican, 165.
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Harper, Robert G., his threatened dis-

closure in Congress of a traitorous

correspondence, Vol. 11. 412, 413;
his charges against Logan and Jefter-

son in the House of Representatives,

466 ; Logan's reply, 466.

Harris Leavitt, U. S. consul to St. Peters-

burg, Vol. III. 170; communicates be-

tween the emperor and Jefferson, 170,

et passim.

Harrison, Benjamin, Vol. 1. 183, 195, 209,

210, 212, 213.

Harrison, William H., Governor of
Northwestern Territory, Vol. III. 39

;

his purchase of Indian lands, 40.

Hartley, David, Jefferson to, on Shays'

insurrection and on democracy, Vol.
I. 479.

Hawkins, Mr., Jefferson to, on federal

convention. Vol. I. 485.

Hay, George, U. S. Attorney for Vir-

ginia, conducts prosecution against

Aaron Burr, VoL III. 205, et seq.

Hayne, Col. Robert Y., his remarks on
Jefferson in U. S. Senate in 1830, VoL
n. 610.

Heaton, James, Jefferson to, on slavery,

etc., VoL III. 539.

Henry, Patrick, his first meeting with

Jelierson, Vol. I. 20; his appearance,

manners, and tastes, 20 ; his short law
novitiate, 21 ; his early intimacy and
friendship with Jefferson, 21; his

appearance and manners in 1765, 37

;

his resolutions and speech on the

Stamp Act, 38 ; Jefferson's description

of his eloquence, 38 ; an incident in

his speech, 39 ; his resolution expung-
ed, 39 ; his subsequent political influ-

ence, 39 ; Jefferson's opinion of him,

40 ; his resolutions and speech in

1775 in favor of arming, 101 ; the

scene described by Wirt and by ano-

ther, 101 ; the resolutions pass, 103
;

he leads Hanover troops against Dun-
more, 106 ; extorts terms from the

latter, 107 ; how far he was connected
with the Dictator project in 1776, 206

;

his action in respect to church estab-

lishment, 222 ; he is again proposed
for Dictator in 1781, 348; urged by
Washington, in 1799, to enter House
of Delegates, VoL 11. 492, 493 ; con-

sents, and is elected, 493 ; death and
character, 493, 494 ; Jefferson's feel-

ings towards him throughout life, VoL
lil. 508 ; an error concerning his

action on independence corrected 679.

Hierarchy in Virginia overthrown, Vol.
I. 219-223.

Hill, Mark L., Jefferson to, on Missouri

Question, VoL III. 456.

Holmes, John, heads protest in

chusetts Senate against Hartford Con-
vention, Vol. III. 412: his political

antecedents, 412; his solution of the

proceedings of the Hartford Conven-
tion, 419; Jefferson to, on Missouri

Question, 456.

Holt, Charles, his conviction under sedi-

tion law, VoL II. 418.

Hopkins, Dr., his hnes on aliens. Vol. 11.

403.

Hopkinson, Francis, Jefferson to, declar-

ing he belongs to no party, Vol. I.

537.

Huger, the family of, their character in

politics, Vol. n. 567.

Huger, Mr., of South Carolina, acts

against his party on Presidential bal-

lots in 1801, VoL 11. 595.

Humboldt, Jefferson to, in regard to

New York Canal, VoL m. 442 ; et

passim.

Humphreys, Col. David, Jefferson to, on
Kings, Vol. I. 485 ; his views on
Federal Convention, 566 ; appointed
minister to Portugal, Vol. 11. 46.

Humphreys, Dr., Jefferson to, on colo-

nization. Vol. III. 441.

Hutcheson, Mr., of Pa., Vol. H. 165.

Impressments by Great Britain, from the

crew of an American national vessel,

VoL II. 476 ; number of, down to 1808,

VoL in. 298 ; report in Massachusetts
Legislature on number of, 380, 381

;

negotiations concerning, 380, 381
;

excuses for, shown to be unfounded
by those making them, 381 ; resolu-

tions and Federal meeting in New York
concerning, in 1806, 381 ; testimony

of American officers and seamen con-

cerning, 381, 382; how practically

conducted, 381, 382; case of Hiram
Thayer, 382 ; nuinber of, to period of

discontinuance, 400.

Independence, first ideas of, in Congress,

VoL I. 124-130; Botta's error on the

subject, 124; Adams's, Jay's, and
Jefferson's testimony, 124-126; decla-

ration of, see Declaration of Indepen-
dence.

Ingersoll, Jared, a candidate for the

Vice-Presidency in 1812, VoL III.

376.

Innes, Col., Jefferson to. Vol. 11. 1

;

Jefferson to, on Bonaparte's overthrow
of the Directory, 523.

Iredell, Judge, his charge to a grand
jury in 1797, VoL H. 376.

Irish Rebellion, circumstances of, VoL
n. 398-400; fills U. S. with exiles,

400.
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Jackson, Andrew, his belief in the exist-

ence of a monarchical party in U. S.,

Vol. I. 592 ; talves bis seat in the U.

S. Senate, Vol. II. 379 ; his letter to

Claiborne in 1806, warning him of an
attack on New Orleans, Vol. III. 181

;

Jeiferson's opinions of, 186, 509.

Jay, John, Jcttersou to, as Secretary for

Foreign Aflairs, Vol. I. 388, 427,"438,

468, 477, 478, 486, 503; he com-
mends Jeflerson's official conduct, 604

;

Jefferson to, 512, 513, 525; his ques-

tion to Washington, " Shall we have a

king ?" 567 ; his certificate in respect

to Genet, Vol. H. 183, 184 ; nomi-
nated Envoy Extraordinary to Great
Britain, in 1794, 231 ; concludes Treaty
of London, 258 ; treaty conditionally

approved by Senate, 258; himself,

Hamilton, and the President dissatis-

fied with it, 258, 259 ; humiliations in-

flicted pending its ratification, 259

;

pubhc indignation on its ratification,

265, et seq. ; practical effects of the

treaty, 277-279 ; he is elected Gov-
ernor of New York, 548 ; urged by
Hamilton to set aside the result of Pre-

sidential election in that State in 1800,

548, 549; his refusal, 550; reappointed
Chief Justice of U. S., 578 ; does not
accept, 626.

Jefferson, George, Jefferson to, on ap-

pointment of rek+,ions to office, Vol. II.

662.
Jefferson, Jane, hei death, Vol. I. 41

;

her loss to her broAer Thomas, 41

;

his subsequent recolle> tions of her, 41

;

his epitaph on her, 41.

Jefferson, Martha (see also Mrs. Martha
J. Randolph), her father to, 390, 391,

410 ; sails with her father for France,

412 ; illness and arrival at Paris, 412
;

her father to, 444 ; describes an acci-

dent to her father, 456 ; her father to,

from Aix, 468-470; reasons for his

advice, and her character, 470 ; her
father to, from Toulon, 470, 471 ; from
Marseilles, 473, 474 ;

from the Canal

of Languedoc, 474 ; from Nantes, 475
;

from Paris, 476 ; aim of his letters to

her, 476, 477 ; her appearance and
character in 1787, 480, 481 ; her rela-

tions with her father, 481, 482 ; wishes

to enter a convent, 638 ; her father's

action thereon, 538 ; her narrative of

incidents of her father's return from
France, 545, 551 ; married to Thomas
Mann Randolph, 558.

Jefferson, Mary (or Polly, or Maria—see

also Mrs. Maria J. Eppes), Vol. I.

475, 477 ; arrives in London, 480

;

described by Mrs. Adams, 480 ; reaches

France and enters school, 480 ; rela-

tions with her father, 481, 482 ; her
fatlier to, 622, 623, 624, 625 ; Vol. 11.

14, 15, 10, 17, 18, 19, 22, 23; resides

with her fatlicr in Wasliington, 23

;

her father to, 219, 220; her ap-

pearance, 223 ; her father to, 357 ; mar-
ried to John W. Eppes, 359.

Jefferson, Peter, his birth, education and
occupations, V ol. I. 6 ; a suitor, 6

;
pa-

tents his farm, 6; locality of 'lis farm,

7 ; his marriage, 7 ; settles it Shad-
well, 11 ; birth of his son, Tho uas, 11

;

offices held by him, 11; becomes exe-
cutor of William Randolph's estate and
removes to Tuckahoe, 11 ; associated

with Joshua Fry to survey boundary
line of Virginia, 11; progress of the
survey, 12; returns to Albemarle, 12

;

appointed Colonel of his county, 12;
his popularity among the Indians, 12;
chosen a burgess, 13; his death, 13 ;

his stature, strength and manners, 13
;

his character and tastes, 14; his poli-

tics, 14; his education of his son, 15;
why so little mentioned in his son's

Memoir, 16; his family register, 17.

Jefferson, Mrs. Peter, the mother of
Thomas Jefferson, her parentage, Vol.
I. 7-10; her character, 16.

Jefferson, Thomas, his birth-place. Vol.
I. 3 ; his ancestors, 5, 6, 7-10 ; his

father, 6, et. seq.; his mother, 10 ; his

brothers and sisters, 17 ; his earliest

recollections, 17 ; religious instruction

of his childhood, 17 ; his early educa-
tion, 17, IS, 19 ; his visit to Col. Dan-
dridge's, 20 ; meets Patrick Henry, 20

;

enters college, 21 ; attentions received

by him at Williamsburgh, 21 ; his

habits of study, 22 ; his general habits

and morals, 22 ; his standard of action,

22 ; his standing witli his instructors,

23 ; his second year in college, 24 ; his

tastes as a student, 24 ; his acquire-

ments, 24, et seq. ; his reading, 27 ; his

favorite classic writers, 27 ; his tastes

in fiction and poetry, 27, 28 ; enters

upon study of law, 3o ; his intercourse

with Governor Fauquier, 30; his habits

at Shadwell, 30 ; he falls in love, 32

;

his correspondence on the subject, 33

;

Miss Bnrwell marries anotlier man,
33 ; his appearance, mannei-s and cha-

racter, 33, 34, 35 ; becomes of age, 35
;

his earliest political principles, 36 ; at-

tends the debate on the Stamp Act,

38 ; his description of Henry's elo-

quence, 38 ; his description of the old

Whig leaders of Virginia, 39 ; loss of
his oldest sister, 40 ; marriages of his

Other sisters, 41 ; chosen a justice, 57
;
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chosen a burgess, 5*7 ; his garden,

farm, and pocket account books, law
register, etc., 42, 43 ; characteristics

of all his manuscripts, 42 ; his preci-

sion and fondness for detail, 42-46

;

his habit of collecting facts in conver-
sation, 45 ; his journey north in 1*766,

46 ; admitted to practice kw, 46 ; his

fondness for his profession, 4*7 ; his

number of cases and his clients, 47,

48 ; his erudition and ability as a law-

yer, 49, 50 ; his qualifications for the
profession, 50-52 ; his course of law
reading, 53-57; his bill to allow manu-
mission of slaves, 58 ; Sbadwell burnt
and his papers destroyed, 59 ; removes
to Monticello, 59; specimens of his

early manuscripts, 60-62 ; his marri-
age, 62 ; his wife's parentage, appear-
ance, and character, 62, 63 ; anecdotes
of his courtship, marriage, etc., 64

;

death of his father-in-law, and his

wife's patrimony, 65 ; his early cha-
racter as a business man, 66, 67 ; his

tastes for horses and his horsemanship,
etc., 68, 69 ; his views of the power of
Parliament, 87, 93 ;

placed on various
committees, 103 ; too unwell to attend
Convention in 1774, 87 ; sends on his

draft of instructions, 89 ; its fate, 89,

90 ; tenor of these instructions, 91-98

;

republished in England under title of
" Summary view of the rights of Bri-

tish America," 97 ; he is chosen chair-

man of Albemarle Committee of
Safety, 100 ; on various committees in

second Virginia Convention, 103 ; ap-

pointed to till Randolph's vacancy in

Congress, 103 ; drafts reply of Virginia
to Lord North's conciliatory proposi-

tion, 107
;
positions of the paper, 108

;

takes his seat in Congress, 112;
his style of travelling, etc., 112; his

reputation as a writer, 112; John
Adams's account of his reception, 113

;

John Adams's description of him as a
member, 113, 114; on committee to

draft declaration of causes of taking
up arms, 114; his portion of the
paper, 114-116, 118; his conciliatory

deportment to colleagues, 116, 117;
on committee to answer Lord North's
conciliatory proposition, 118; extracts

from the paper, 119, 120 ; rechosen to

Congress, 121; his views on recon-
ciliation with England, 121-123 ; his

musical tastes, 131, 132; his domestic
afi'airs and family in 1775, 133 ; takes
his seat in Congress, 133 ; returns

home, 134; reasons for his long ab-
sence from Congress, 140-142 ; ap-

pointed chairman of committee to draft

Declaration of Independence, 143;
why he was preferred to R. H. Lee,

144, et seq. ; his disconnection with

Congressional factions, 156, 157;
drafts Declaration of Independence,
164-166; reports it to Congress, 164;
his comments on the amendments,
170; writhes under the criticisms on
the instrument, 178 ; his account book
and meteorological register, July 4th,

1776, 179; his memoranda of the de-

bates, 181 ; his influence in Congress,

185, 186 ; his appointment on commit-
tees, 192, 193; drafts an outline of a

constitution for Virginia, 195 ; his pre-

amble adopted, 195; rechosen to Con-
gress and declines, 196 ; appointed a
Commissioner to France and declines,

197 ; enters Virginia House of
Delegates, 197 ; bills introduced by,

199, et seq. ; attacks entails, 199, 202;
appointed a law Reviser, and made
Chairman of Revisers, 203; attacks

hierarchy, 203 ; his bills for courts,

206 ; his allotted portion of the law
revision, 208 ; in the legislature in

1777, 209; bills introduced by him,

209, et seq. ; takes his seat in fall ses-

sion, 213 ; bills introduced by him,

213, etseq.; his bill for establishing re-

ligious freedom, 219, 220; his educa-

tional bills, 223-226 ; his criminal

code, 227 ; his aims in the Revision as

a whole, 228, 229 ; chasms in his cor-

respondence, explained, 230, 231 ; re-

covery of some of his lost letters, 231

;

remonstrates against the removal of

the Convention prisoners, 232-237

;

gratitude of the prisoners therefor,

234-237 ; his attentions to them, 235,

236; chosen Governor of Vir-
ginia in 1779, 238

;
gloomy state of

public affairs, 239-246; places Gov.
Hamilton in irons, 261 ; refers the

question to Washington, 252 ; Wash-
ington's reply, 252 ; answer to British

threats, 252, 253 ; effects of his vigor,

254; takes possession of Kentucky
and the Northwestern Territory, 256;
his efforts to push on the war in 1780,

267, et seq. ; his letters to Washing-
ton, Stevens, and Gates, 267-273;
his steady support of Washington's
plans, 269 ; orders a survey of the

Virginia waters, 276 ; a mistake of

Girardin concerning him, 277; his

preparations to repel Leslie's invasion,

285, 286
;
preparations for later in'

vasions, 287-291 ; how far forewarned

of Arnold's invasion, 295 ; his mea-
sures during, 297, et seq.; his personal

movements, 298-300 ; his correspond-
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ence with Washington, Gates, and
others, 305, 806; succors Greene, 306,
313 ; Greene's and Wasliington's
views of his conduct, 313, 314,315;
assailed for adhering to Washington's
poHcy, 314; breaks up British system
of paroHng tlie inhabitants, 330 ; re-

mains at his post when Legislature

disperses, 330 ; his letter to Washing-
ton announcing his intended retire-

ment, 331; Washington's reply, 332;
apprised that Tarleton is advancing to

seize him, 336 ; his preparations and
retreat, 337 ; conduct of two of his ser-

vants, 338 ; Monticello spared by
orders of Tarleton, 338, 339 ; his

estate of Elk Hill laid waste under the
eye of Cornwallis, 340-342 ; other
atrocities, 341 ; deaths of Jefferson's

servants, 341, 342 ; how far he had
provoked this vengeance, 342-344;
his term of office expires, 345 ; reasons
for his retirement, 346 ; feelings of
the Continental officers towards him,

346 ; his opposition to the Dictator pro-

ject, 349 ; unsuccessful machinations
against him, 350, 351 ; he resigns the

government, 351, 352; legislative in-

quiry into his conduct, 351, 353; the
" objections and answers," 354, et seq.;

later party charges, not included in

them, 355-358-; his triumphant vindica-

tion, 359 ; appointed a plenipotentiary

to treat for peace, 361 ; reasons for

declining, 362 ; writes Notes on Vir-

ginia, 363 ; declines to attend the

legislature, 376, 377 ; morbid feeUngs
and their causes, 377-381 ; death of
his wife, 382 ; his surviving chilcbren,

383 ; his drawer of souvenirs, 384

;

appointed a plenipotentiary the third

time, and acceptance, 384, 385; re-

pairs to Philadelphia, 386, 387 ; ap-
pointment suspended, 387, 388 ; elect-

ed to Congress, 1783, 388; occupa-
tions in summer of 1783, 388; enters
Congress, 388 ; his family letters,

how far they will be given, 389 ; chair-

man of most of tlie important com-
mittees in Congress, 392-400

;
pro-

poses Committee of States, 394
;
pro-

poses money unit and coinage, 395,

396 ; introduces ordinance of North-
western Territory, 397-399 ; intro-

duces ordinance for locating and sell-

ing public lands, 400 ; drafts instruc-

tions for foreign ministers, 400 ; his

standing in the House, 400-40^ ; his

peculiarities in conversation and his

tact, 404 ; hostihty to the Cincinnati,

407-409 ; sets out as plenipoten-
tiary to negotiate treaty with

European Powers, 411, 412; hi3

arrival and lodgings in Paris, 412,

413; official action, 413; reasons for

publishing his Notes on Virginia, 413,

414; death of his youngest daughter,

415 ; he succeeds Franklin as Minis-
ter to France, 415; his popularity

in France, 415-422; his personal re-

lations with Mr. and Mrs. Adams, 423,
424; official matters in 1785, 425;
proposes a small navy, 427 ; his ideas

on commerce and manufactures, 42V,

428 ; views of affairs at home, 429,

430; relations with French society,

431 ; his first impressions of France,
431-434 ; his house in Paris, 437 ; his

official correspondence in 1786, 437,
et seq. ; invited by Mr. Adams to re-

pair to London, and he goes, 444,

445 ; negotiations with Morocco, Por-
tugal, and England, 445 ; his presen-

tation at British court, 445 ; his im-

pressions of physical England, 447 ;

his tour in England, 448-450 ; charac-

teristics of his descriptions, 449 ; lack

of sentiment, 450 ; struggle with the

French Farmers General, 451 ;
pro-

poses a naval combination against

Barbary powers, 452 ; his impressions

of Europe after another year's stay,

452 ; obtains order of Bernis, 455

;

meets with a personal accident, 456 ;

his first views of the government to

be formed in United States, 457 ; his

democracy, how early imbibed, 459-
461 ; his description of French affairs

in 1787, 462, 463 ; Morocco affairs,

465, 466 ;
journey to South of France

and travelUng correspondence, 466-
475 ; state of afHiirs on his return, 477,

478; negotiations, 478,484; his rela-

tions with his daughters, 481, 482

;

his views of the new U. S. Constitu-

tion, 487-489 ; miscellaneous corres-

pondence, 490 ; a dispute with Buffon,

490, 491 ; his religious opinions, and
how far they will be treated, 492-496

;

official proceedings in 1788, 496, et

seq. ; sets out for Amsterdam, 499

;

journey up the Rhine, 5i»0, 501; cha-

racter of his journal, 500; finds a

mathematical rule for shaping the

mould board of a plough, 50] ; returns

to Paris, 501 ; diplomatic proceedings,

503, 504 ; asks a leave of absence, 504
;

miscellaneous correspondence in 1788,

504, et seq.; his intercourse with Go-
verneur Morris in France, 513-518 ; hia

aversion to speculating and speculators,

515 ; views on a proper constitution

for France, 518, 619 ; account of
affairs in France, 622, et seq. ; proposes
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a " coniproniise" between parties, and
the outlines of a constitution for

France, 523-525
;
present at first col-

lision between troops and people,

530 ; describes progress of sub-

sequent events, 531, et seq. ; his

opinion of the king and queen,

632, 633 ; invited by committee of
National Assembly to assist in form-
ing a constitution, 534; meeting
of the patriotic leaders at his house
to settle the Constitution, 635

;

his apology to Montmorin, 536 ; on
the impolicy of making no com-
mercial distinctions between England
and France, 541, 542 ; opposed to

accepting a Cabinet appointment at

home, 543, 544 ; raises the question

whether one generation of men can
bind another, 544 ; receives leave of

absence and sets out for home, 545 ; his

valedictory to France, 546 ; his charac-

ter as a minister, 546-551 ; his fond-

ness and toleration for young men,
548 ; his dispatches, 549 ; receives

applauses from opponents and foreign-

ers as a minister, 650-551 ; his arrival

home, 551, 552 ; reception by his

domestics, 552, 553 ; appointed Se-

cretary of State, 554, 556 ; his

reluctance to accept, 656 ; Washing-
ton's letter and Jeii'erson's acceptance,

557, 558 ; sets out for New York, 559;
visits Franklin in his last illness, 560

;

his impressions of New York society,

and his charge of monarchism, 560, et

seq. ; the charge examined, 661, et

seq. ; takes his seat in the Cabinet,

594 ; his colleagues, their political

positions, etc., 594, et seq. ; his views

of the Funding law, 604-608; his

views of Assumption law, 608-610

;

his correspondence in 1*790, 611 ; his

report on a copper coinage, 611 ; Cabi-

net opinion on right of Senate to

negative the grade of ministers, 612;
Cabinet opinion on Indian rights, 612;
illness, 612; Cabinet opinion on paying
soldiers, etc., 612; on natural right of

trade, 613 ; draws up Spanish instruc-

tions, 614, 615; report on establishing

uniformity of coinage, weights, and
measures, 617 ; accompanies President

on eastern tour, 618 ; Cabinet opinion

on allowing Lord Dorchester's passage,

etc., 618, 619; visits home, 626 ; re-

port to President on English relations,

627 ; Cabinet opinion on U. S. Bank
bill, 629, 630; considers its passage

the division of parties, 632, 633 ; his

views of Hamilton's and Adams's
monarchism, 633: hia views of their

characters, 634 ; his deportment in the
Cabinet, 636 ; avoids interference in

Congressional affairs, 636 ; asserts

Washington's republicanism. Vol. 11.

1 ; reports on Mediterranean trade,

etc., 2 ; his note to J. B. Smith in

regard to Paine's " Eights of Man

"

published, and the consequences, 2,

et seq.; his relations with John Ad-
ams, 6-10; excursion North, 9, 10;
French instructions, 10, 11; his views
of effect of U. S. Bank, 13 ; views on
French Revolution, 13 ; visits home,
IS ; correspondence with his daugh-
ters, 15-23; return, 23; report on
commerce and discriminating duties,

24, 25 ; commences his Ana, 26 ; their

character and objects, 26-44 ; his view
of Marshall, and his life of Washing-
ton, 35-40 ; spirit of his Ana, 42-44

;

his personal attacks compared with
those made on himself, 44 ; a conversa-
tion with Washington, 47 ; complaints
of the Treasury department, 48 ; draft

of Spanish instructions, 50 ; Cabinet
opinion on the apportionment bill, 51

;

describes circumstances of the veto,

52; projet of a rendition treaty with
Spain, 53 ; French instructions, 63

;

delivers specification of breaches of
treaty to British minister, 54; com-
plains of Hamilton's English partiality

and interference, 54-56 ; British minis-

ter's answer, and the rejoinder, 56-68;
instructions to Pinckney, 69 ; how far

the instructions he drafted generally

represented his individual views, 60;
his concurrence with Washington on
foreign policy, 60; determined to re-

tire, but urges Washington to remain
in office, 61, et seq.; review of public

affairs, 61-66 ; he announces his retire-

ment, 64; Washington's reply, 65, 66;
he is attacked by Hamilton in National
Gazette, 69-74; visits home, 76; his

reply to Washington's appeal for har-

mony in his Cabinet, 78-82; avows his

opposition to Hamilton's measures and
complains of his treatment of himself,

78-82 ; his conversation with Wash-
ington on same subject, 86, 87 ; his

only further contemporaneous notice of

Hamilton's attacks, 91 ; Washington's
letter to him, 92; action in regard to

proclamation against Pennsylvania in-

surgents, 96 ; views of state of parties in

1792, 102, et seq. ; on European afli'airs

in 1792, 104 ; Cabinet opinion on sus-

pending payments to France, 105 ; an
important conversation with Washing-
ton on French affairs, 105, 106; lays

down " the Catholic principle of
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Republicanism" in regard to foreif^n

nations, 107 ; instructions to Mr.
Pinckney, 107; his views of the

French Revolution, 108, 109 ; Repub-
licans oppose his retnoment from the

Cabinet, 110; his reason, 'or desiring

to retire, 110-11'2; the perpetual con-
flict in the Cabinet, 111, reasons

which finally induced him not to retire,

112, 113; refuses a coalition with

Hamilton urged by the President, 114,

115; interview with Washington ou
French affairs, 117, 118 ; his views on
the defeat of the resolution censuring
Hamilton, 119; his views as to re-

ceiving Genet, etc., 121, 122; his suc-

cessful opposition to a proclamation
of neutrality, 123 ; declares he will

not remove Freneau, 125, 126; drafts

instructions to Morris to respect the

de facto government of France, 12G

;

describes the feelings of Cabinet on
Genet's aivival in Philadelphia, 129

;

applauds Washington's course, 129;
answer's Hammond's complaints, 135,

136 ; Cabinet oninion ou restitution

of prizes made by French privateers

fitted out in U. S., IZI ; his draft of
Spanish instructions, l-lS-Ho ; his

perfect understanding with Washing-
ton on foreign afifairs, 14*7, 148; his

demand on the English minister, 148
;

olficial correspondence with Genet,

151-156; interview with, concerning
the Little Democrat, 158-160; his

opinion against firing ou that vessel,

161-163 ; his views of Genet and his

conduct, 157, 159, 169, 185, 188, 201;
receives warm note from Washington,
169; his reply, 170; his course ap-

proved by Washington, 171 ; drafts

Spanish instructions, 173 ; offers his

resignation, 175 ; Cabinet opinions on
demanding Genet's recall and on con-

vening Congress, 175, 176 ; dissuaded

by Washington from resigning, 177-

179 ; consents to remain through the

year, 180 ; letter from Washington
thereon, 180; his draft of letter asking

recall of Genet, 180-182; Cabinet

opinions, 186-188 ; draft of English

instructions, 189 ; apprises Genet of

demand for his recall, 190 ; visits

home, 191 ; family correspondence,

191, 192 ; Cabinet opinion ou Presi-

dent's power to change place of meet-
\

ing of Congress, 193 ; ou ordering
j

Genet away, 201, 203 ; on the mes- I

sages to be made to Congress, 202 ; on
;

drafts of messages, 205-208 ; his drafts i

of messages on the subject of France
and England, 207 ; his share in draft-

ing papers for the President, why
unknown, 208-211 ; his report on the
privileges and restrictions of our com-
merce in foreign countries, 212, 213;
effect of the paper, 213, 214; his last

communication to Genet, 215; again
urged by Washington not to resign,

215; sends in his resignation, 215;
Washington's answer, 215, 216; sets

out for Monticello, 216; his popularity

on leaving office, and reasons for,

216 ; Webster's and Marshall's state-

ments thereon, 216, 217; character

of his dispatches and other State

papers, 216; the theory that his influ-

ence in the Cabinet was waning, con-

sidered, 218 ; in retirement, 223
;

his health, appearance, etc, 223 ; his

family, 223 ; his correspondence, 226-
230 ; extent of his correspondence in

1794, 233 ; his avowals of his love of
retirement considered, 233-236; his

land roll in 1794, 237, 238; farming
matters, 238-240 ; invited to reenter

Cabinet and declines, 245 ; his feelings

on President's denunciation of Demo-
cratic Societies, 253-255 ; refuses to

be a candidate for the Presidency,

255 ; Madison's reply, and Jefferson's

pointed reiteration, 256, 257 ; his

disapprobation of treaty of London,
267-269, 288, 289, 296, 297 ; solicits

Madison to answer Hamilton's defence

of treaty, 268, 269 ; his ''omments on
Randolph's vindication. i;,l, 272; a

step back towards political life, 273
;

attacks on him, 284 ; his views on
treaty-making power, 289 ; ou Hamil-

ton's abilities as a financier, 289; on
powers of Congress over post roads,

289, 290; on impressments, 291; an
attempt to alienate him and Washing-
ton, 297; his letter to Wa.«hington,

297, 298 ; Washington's reply, 298,

299; farm operations in 1796, 301-

307 ; manufacturing operations, 307
;

his plow, 307-310; his practical inge-

nuity, 311 ; building of his house, 311

;

a candidate for the presidency in 1796,

311 ; how for he interfered in the

election, 312 ; he hopes Adams may
succeed, 312; reasons for this, 312-

314, 320-328 ; the vote in the electo-

ral college, 315 ; his overture to Presi-

dent Adams, 316-319; why not com-
municated, 319, 320; grounds on
which he was willing to form a coali-

tion, 320-328 ; effects that would have
ensued, 328, 329 ; discovers his error,

329 ; on accepting the Vice-Prosiden

cy, 333 ; his anxiety to avoid ceremo«

nials, 333, 334; his interview witb
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President Adams, 334 ; enters the
Vice-Presidency, 335 ; address to

the Senate, 335, 336 ; sequel of his

interview with Adams, 338 ; returns

home, 338 ; views on Monroe's recall,

342, 343 ; disapproves of call of spe-

cial session, 352 ; views of policy

proper to be pursued, 353, 354 ; his

condemnation of President's speech,

354 ; thenceforth in decided opposi-

tion, 354 ; a private letter of his com-
municated to the President, and an
explosion, 355, 356 ; remarkable state-

ments of this affair in Mr. Adams's
Works, 356 ; his parliamentary man-
ual, 356, 357 ; he returns home, 357

;

his course on publication of Mazzei
letter, 361-363; eftbrts to produce
alienations between him and Washing-
ton, 363, 371-373; charged with hav-
ing procured the mutilation of Wash-
ington's letter-books, 369, 370: the

aft'air of the " Langhorne letter," 371-
373 ; his relations with, and feelings

towards Washington, 374, 375 ; takes

the chair in Senate, 1798, 379 ; a con-
versation with Adams, 379, 380; his

view of the state of affairs, 380-385

;

avows his course in case war is declared

against France, 390; correspondence,

392, 393; domestic and farm affairs in

1798, 404r-410; his feeUng towards
France and England, 411 ; anticipates

a personal attempt on himself under
the sedition law, 411, 412; his connec-

tion with Logan's mission, 413; offers

Rowan protection from alien law, 414;
his views on Union and foreign neu-

trality in the crisis of 1798, 447 ; his

apprehensions of the designs of the

Federal leaders, 447, 448, 451 ; drafts

the Kentucky resolutions of 1798,

448-451 ; his erroneous views of the

relative positions of the President and
the " Military Conclave," 456 ;

politi-

cal correspondence, 465, 466, 468,

469 ; his views of Government policy

in 1799, 468,469; he charges Marshall

with "cooking up the XYZ dish,"

470; origin of their hostility, 470 ; his

political correspondence, 470—479 ; the

union of the Revolutionary patriotic

extremes, 471, 472; means that he

and Hamilton relied on to effect

their objects in 1799 compared, 480;
letters to his daughters, 480-482;
his domestic affairs, 506-508 ; tone of

his correspondence during the sum-
mer, 508, 5(19 ; his opposition to the

doctrine that the Supreme Court had
common law jurisdiction, 508, 509 ; his

connection with the Virginia and Ken-

tucky resolutions of 1799, 509, 510;
takes chair of the Senate, 511 ; his

political correspondence, 520, et seq.;
" our Bonaparte," 523 ; a specimen of
his party arithmetic, 525 ; he is unani-
mously nominated for President by
Republican Congressional caucus, 533

;

letters to his daughters, 537 ; how he
spent the summer of 1800, 564, et seq.

;

his domestic affairs, 564, 565 ; his

election expenses, 565, 566 ; clerical

attacks on him, 567, 568 ; his retorts,

570; takes chair of Senate, 572; politi-

cal correspondence, 572, 577-579 ; on
the probable tie between himself and
Burr, 577 ; first views on new French
treaty, 578; his coolness and confi-

dence in respect to election, 579 ; the

house adopts rules for the election,

580 ; the votes opened and counted in

the Senate, 580 ; a tie between Jeffer-

son and Burr, 581 ; the Federalists in

the House support Burr, 582, et seq.

,

the real objection of the leading Fede-
ralists to Jefferson's election, 589-591;
his own belief that Burr was acting

fairly, 594; vote in the House by mem-
bers, 595 ; his entries in his Ana, and
letters during the ballotings, 597-600

;

ready to resist a usurpation by force,

598, 601, 604; elected President, 600;
his letters immediately thereafter, 600,

601 ; how far he was under obhgations
to Federalists for the result, 602-604,

622, 623 ; his denial of having made
any terms with them, 618 ; the testi-

mony in relation to this, 612-620; how
the news of his election was publicly

received, 627 ; his feelings towards the

Federalists on his accession, 628 ; his

farewell address to the Senate, 628,

629 ; anxious to avoid a ceremonious
inauguration, 630 ; his inaugural ad-

dress, 630-633 ; becomes President
of U. S., 633; reception of his inaugu-

ral address by the public, 633, 634;
his Cabinet, 635-641; his views on the

subject of removals from office, 634,

635 ; sends Dawson to France with the

treaty, 642
;

permits Paine to return

to U. S. in the Baltimore, 642, 643

;

his impressions concerning the Federal

party, 645 ; he did not understand

New England and was not understood

by New England, 646 ; this remark
particularly applicable to New England
clergy, 647-652 ; his relations with his

Cabinet, 655 ; his determination in

regard to appointments and removals,

656, 657 ; his liberal policy therein

considered, 658, 659 ; his removal of

Goodrich, 659, 660; decides to appoint
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no relatives to office, 662; affairs at

Monticc'Uo in lSt>l, 663 ; Presidential

equipage, etc., 66-1 ; determines that

war with Barbary powers is preferable

to their insults, 6(16 ; dispatches Dale
with a fleet to the Mediterranean, 666;
his avowed policy towards foreign-

born citizens, 666 ; abolishes the of-

ficial ceremonials, 667 ; marks out an
outline of administration, 667 ; his

positions that free ships should make
free goods, and in regard to contra-

band, 670, 671 ; against long diplo-

matic tenures, 672; restores Washing-
ton's rules of Cabinet intercourse, 673;
does away with the " King's speech "

and addresses of the Houses, 678 ; his

abolition of ceremonials considered,

678-680 ; his first message, 680-684

;

attacks on it by Hamilton in the news-
papers, 685-688 ; his views on repeal

of Judiciary Act, 690; civil list dimin-

ished, internal taxes abolished, natu-

ralization law restored, and provision

made for payment of public debt, 692

;

the 7iolo episcopari carried out, 693
;

Cyclops in the ascendant, and wise Ulys-

ses fled, 693, 694 ; Jefferson's answer
to Baptist address, Vol. III. -J. ; his ad-

dresses to Indian delegations, 2, 3, 39,

40, 41 ; opens his policy to Livingston

respecting acquisition of Louisiana,

67 ; discloses same to Dupont de
Nemours, 8

;
grounds on which that

policy was based, 8, 9 ; the Callender
affair, 16-21 ; domestic affairs in 1SU2,

21, 22 ; list of his expenses for a year,
j

21, 22 ; reiterates his Louisiana pohcy
to Livingston, 22, 23 ; to Gallatin on
constitutional questions, 23 ; message
to Congress, 24-27 ; nominates Monroe
minister extraordinary, etc., to France,

30, 55 ;
proposes Western explorations,

36 ; his views in respect to acquiring
Indian lands, 38 ; dry docks proposed,
42 ; he laughs best that laughs latest,

44 ; the acquisition of Louisiana due to

him, 60-58, 62-64; results of that

great measure, 64-66; allows the news-
papers to place him in a secondary
attitude therein, 64, 66 ; holds out a
friendly overture to England, 67 ; dis-

regards the murmurs of his party in

respect to removals, 68 ; believes the
incorporation of Louisiana requires an
amendment of the Constitution, 69, 70,

71, 72; refuses to disclose his birthday
to allow it to be made an anniversary,

70; convenes Congress to act on treaty

for purchase of Louisiana, 72; his mes-
sage, 73-75; treaty ratified and execu-
ted after a violeut opposition, 75-85

;
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he is unanimously renominated to the

Presidency, 90, 91 ; his continued hos-

tility to U. S. bank, 93 ; on a coalition

of eastern Republicans and Federalists,

95, 96; reasons for accepting a renomi-
nation, 95, 113; death of his daughter,

Mrs. Eppes, 100; his feelings thereat,

101, lu2, 103 ; his replies to letters

of condolence, 103, 104; his corres-

pondence with Mrs. Adams, 10^
108; determines to remove Federalists

who use the patronage of olHce in

active opposition, 110; his views of
Louisiana boundaries, etc., 110, 111;
his action for the benefit of Lafayette,

113 ; wishes Republican office-holders

not to meddle in elections, 114; his

reelection by a greatly increased ma-
jority, 115 ; Decatur destroys the Phi-
ladelphia in the harbor of Tripoli, 125

;

gun-boats, 125, 126 ; President's Navy
policy considered, 127-131 ; announces
his determination to retire at close of
his second term, 132 ; his second
inauguration and speech, 132-134;
Changes in the Cabinet, 134

;
progress

of Tripohtan war, 138, et. seq. ; affair

of the ketch Intrepid, 138-140; peace
with Tripoli, 142-145 ; unfriendly

Spanish relalions, 146-148 ; he deter-

mines to repel Napoleon's interference,

146, 147 ; attitude of^Great Britain

towards U. S. changed by battle of
Trafalgar, 148 ; she becomes dangerous
and France and Spain powerless, 148,

149 ; his message on British captures

of American vessels, etc., 159 ; retaliato-

ry legislation, 160, 161 ; other measures
of Congress, 161-163 ; the ordeal

passed by the Administration, 164

;

Miranda's accomplices ordered prose-

cuted, 168 ; their memorial to Con-
gress and its action thereon, 168, 169;
President's correspondence, etc., with

the Emperor Alexander, 170; his

views of eflect of death of Pitt on re-

lations of Great Britain and U! S., 171

;

the outrage of the Leander, 171, 172 ;

President's proclamation thereon, 172
;

negotiations to obtain Florida, 172

;

prospects of U. S. at this period, 172 ;

receives first intimations of Burr's

conspiracy, 182 ; issues a proclama-

tion, and dispatches the proper orders ,

to military and civil autliorities, 183 ;

prompt action of Ohio and Kentucky
legislatures to crush the conspiracy,

185 ; the President's communications
to Wilkinson, 186-189 ; regards Burr's

undertaking without any alarm, 186-

188 ; annual message to Congress,
190-193; recommends suspension of
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Non-importation Act, 193 ; communi-
cates outlines of Burr's conspiracy, 1 94

;

his domestic affairs in 1800, 196; his

view of Marshall's discharge of Burr's

accomplices, 197 ; his pecimiary af-

fairs, 200 ; his weariness of office, 200

;

new treaty with England negotiated

by Monroe and Pinkney, 201 ; impor-

tant omissions in it, 201 ; he deter-

mines to reject without submitting it

to Senate, 2o2 ; his Cabinet concur in

his views of treaty, 202-204 ; his pa-

tience gives way on learning the lan-

guage tolerated towards himself on

Burr's trial, 208 ; declares his willing-

ness to furnish every necessary paper

for benefit of prisoner, 209, 210 ; oflers

to give prisoner benefit of his testi-

mony by deposition, 210 ; states the

objections to his personal attendance,

etc., 210, 211 ; his answer to a sub-

pcena duces tecum, 211, 212 ; intimates

that he will protect the constitutional

inviolability of his office by force, 211,

212 ; a practical commentary on the

chief-justice's opinion, 212 ; the pre-

tence that the President interfered

improperly on Burr's trials, 217-220
;

an illustration of his feelings in the

case of Major Gibbons, 218, 219

;

British outrage on the U. S. frigate

Chesapeake, 224, 225
;
public excite-

ment thereon, 225, 226 ; a demand for

reparation, and British public vessels

ordered out of the waters of U. S.,

225, 226 ; insolence of British com-
mander, 225, 226

;
preparations to de-

fend the sea-board, 227 ; Congress con-

vened, 228 ; menaces from Spain and
from the Northwestern Indians, 228,

229 ; President less confident than his

Cabinet of receiving satisfaction from
England, 229, 230 ; his undaunted

tone when threatened with war from all

quarters, 230 ; refuses " to parade

himself through the several States " on
a presidential tour, 230 ; declares he

has never removed a man from office

because a Federahst, 231
;

personal

anecdotes of him, 231-234 ; farming

matters, 234, 235 ; our relations with

Great Britain, 235, et seq. ; meeting

of tenth Congress, 239 ; his Message,

239-242 ; recommends Embargo, 242,

243 , Embargo bill passes, 243, 244

;

he communicates proceedings on Burr's

trial to Congress, 244 ; resolution in

the Senate to expel a member as an
accomplice of Burr, 244-246 ; negotia-

tions with the special minister sent by
England, 250 ; President's views of

objects and proper duration of Embar-

go, 250, 251 ; receives addresses api

proving of Embargo from numerous
legislative and other bodies, 252 ; he
is nominated for a third Presidential

term by numerous legislatures, 252
;

copy of his uniform refusal to be a can-

didate, 252 ; results of the nominations
embarrassing to him, 253 ; his cor-

respondence with Monroe thereon,

254 ; his private preferences for Madi-

son and reasons therefor, 254, 255
;

his overtures to Great Britain and
France after adjournment of Con-
gress, 256 ; views of American min-

ister in England at this period, 256,

257 ; England encouraged to per-

sist in her orders in council by Amer-
ican complaints of Embargo, 257

;

disingeuuous representation of the ob-

jects and effects of that measure, 259-
261 ; open infractions of Embargo in

New York and New England, 261 et

seq. ; quelled in New York by its Exe-
cutive, 262 ; President's decisions on
appHcations for exemptions from Em-
bargo, 262 ; Spanish relations, and
Florida question in summer of 1808,

263; his feelings in regard to a war
with England, 263 ; negotiations with

that power, 263, 264; action on re-

ceiving Pinkney's favorable dispatches,

264 ; his directions in regard to treat-

ment of Indians and the execution of

Indian murderers, 266 ; his action in

the Batture case, 266-269 ; meeting
of Congress, 276; his last annual mes-

sage, 276-279 ; Embargo triumphantly

sustained in Congress, 280, 281 ; his

views of its merely provisional and
temporary character unchanged, 281

;

reasons for transmitting Canning's and
Pinkney's correspondence to Congress,

285 ; his future policy sustained by a

test vote in Congress, 286, 287; Ad-
ministration defeated in the vote on
Nicholas's resolution, 290, 296; hia

contemporaneous explanations of this

circumstance, 290, 292, 293; his dif-

ferent explanation just before his

death, 293 et seq. ; his permanent be-

lief that the passage of the resolution

would have prevented war or degrada-

tion, 296 ; English and French views

of the Embargo, 296-298 ; the policy

of it considered, 298-301 ; the con-

sistency of the president's public and
private career, 301 ; his relations with

his Cabinet. 302
;
personal friendship

of opponents, 302 ; his I'eelings on
bidding farewell to office, 303 ; the

addresses which poured upon him from
all parts of the Union, 303 ; address
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of the General Assembly of Virgiuia,

303. 304; liis reply, 304, 3(i5 ; de-

clines the ovation of his neighbors of

Albemarle county, 305 ; his answer to

their address, 3u5, 306 ; his retire-

ment to private life, 807 ; his jour-

ney home, 807 ; correspondence in

1809, 3u7 ; his free confidential corre-

spondence with his successor, 308

;

their friendship, 808 ; their characters

compared, 308, et seq. ; their diflerent

degrees of popularity among friends

and opponents, 309-311 ; their useful-

ness to each other, 312; their affection

for each other, 314; Jefferson's grati-

fication at Erskine's treaty, 315; his

desire for the acquisition of the Flori-

das and Cuba, 315, 316; his feehng
on the rejection of the treaty by Eng-
land, 319, 32U ; urges Gallatin not to

retire from the Cabinet, 321 ; engaged
in correcting statements in Marshall's

Washington, 321 ; loss of fifty Indian

vocabularies he had collected, 321
;

farming matters at Monticello, 322

;

describes his personal habits to Kos-
ciusko, 322, 323 ; the sources and pro-

gress of his pecuniary difficulties, 323, et

seq. ; his property at his retirement,

326 ; causes of the depression of agricul-

tural interests in Virginia, 329; mone-
tary revulsions, 329 ; Life at Monti-

cello, 830, 831 ; its scale of hospitahty,

382 ; a talk with old Wormley, 832 ;

Mr. Jefferson's proposed and actual

style of living, 332 ; anecdote of Mr.

C * * *, 383 ; the sequel, 334, 835
;

description of Monticello, 335, et seq. ;

its approach, 835 ;
grounds and man-

sion, 385, 336 ; interior of the house
forty years ago, 336, 337 ; view from
Monticello, 338 ; a rain storm leads to

an important computation, 341; rea-

sons for Jeflerson building his house

at Poplar Forest, 341 ; the house and
life there described by one of his

grand-daughters, 842-344 ;
journeying

between Monticello and Poplar Forest

described by another grand-daughter,

344 ; an omission in the description of

the house at Poplar Forest, 344 ; inter-

view with a parson at Ford's Tavern,

345 ; Jefferson in the interior of his

family, his reading, his rural and horti-

cultural tastes described by a grand-
daughter, 346, 347 ; his character,

manners, etc, in his family, described

by diftere'H grand-daughters, 347-351
;

his correspondence in 1810, 352, et

seq. ; his indignation at the conduct
of France and Great Britain, 353 ; re-

ceives a message of respect from the

Emperor Alexander, 3i4; views on a

new edition of the Notes on Virginia,

354 ; correspondence of 1811, 855, et

seq. ; on colonization, 356, 857 ; in

relation lo Cabinet difficulties and party

unity, 358-300 ; on Spanish American
revolution, 361 ; on manner in which
American ministers should address Na-
poleon, 361 ; believes war with Eng-
land inevitable alter the declaration of

her minister, 361, 366, 367; gives

glory to Gerry for " rasping " his " herd
of traitors," 862 ; the conduct which
drew out these severe expressions, 363,

364 ; an attack of illness, 364 ; corre-

spondence of 1812, 365, et seq.; re-

concihation with John Adams, 365,

866 ; views of kind of war it is expe-
dient to wage with England, 367, 368

;

sanguine expectations, 367, 868 ; views
after Hull's surrender. 868, 369 ; en-

gages in domestic manufactures, 369
;

his pecuniary affair.s, 369, 370 ; his

tribute to Madison, 370 ; urged to be-

come a candidate for Presidency in

1812 and his reply, 870; urged to re-

enter the Cabinet and reply, 370, 371

;

hiscorrespondence in 1813, 377, et seq.;

views of the war, 377 ; his views of
conduct of France, 386 ; dirge of the
Indian race, 386 ; three letters to

Eppes on the banks and currency,

386 ; a new rupture between him and
Mr. Adams threatened, 389 ; his views
on style in writing, 391-394 ; his im-

pressions on treaty of peace with

England, 898-400 ; he pronounces it

only a truce until another impressment
takes place, 899 ; his correspondence
in 1814, 400, e< seq. ; refuses to "but-
ton himself up in Jesuitical reserve,"

400, 4ul ; his full-length delineation

of Washington, 401 ; his views on
aiding Bible societies, 4<)1 ; in favor

of doing away with existing system of

banks, 402, 4u3 ; to a person who had
"a call" for his religious conversion,

405 ; visits of others to Monticello on
same errand, 405, 4(io; his views on
slavery, 406; on Kapoleou, 4<i6; de-

pressed state of agriculture in Virginia,

4ii7 ; honorary memberships of socie-

ties, 407 ; offers to sell his library to

Congress, 4ti7, 4ti8
; circumstances of

the sale, 408-410 ; valuation of the

books, 410 ; his view of Ea.stern

menaces of defection, 419 ; his predic-

tion that the Hartford Conveniion will

end in nothing, 420; his imputationa

on some of the members, 420, 421
correspondence of 1815, 420, e< seq.

his private affairs, 422, 423
;
gives Vii
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ginia statistics, 423 ; his view of right

of clergy to discuss pohtics in the pul-

pit, 424, 425 ; his summer occupations,

425, 426 ; correspondence in 1816,
426 ; his bodily condition and habits,

426 ; retains his characteristic views
of life, 426, 427 ; on the uses of grief,

427 ; his attacks on the prevaihng
bank mania, 427, 428 ; does not give
his adhesion to new IJ. S. Bank, 428

;

avows that his early opinions against
domestic manufactures are changed,
428 ; how far he favored protection,

428 ; on developing internal resources
of Virginia, 429; on revising Constitu-

tion of Virginia, 429 ; his letter to Ker-
cheval thereon and its effects, 429-431

;

charges Kufus King with having sup-

pressed a friendly overture from him-
self to England, 430-432 ; his feelings

towards England, 431, 432; his family

correspondence, 432^34; correspond-
ence of 1817, 439, et seq. ; a commen-
tary on sitting in judgment on religious

belief of candidates for olHce, 440 ; his

views on the accession of Monroe to

the Presidency, 440 ; on the appoint-

ment of J. Q. Adams as Secretary

of State, 441 ; engaged in estab-

lishing the Central College (afterwards

University) of Virginia, 441 ; on colo-

nization, 441 ; on Botta's History of

U. S., 441 ; on writing history himself,

442 ; on the New York canal, 442 ; on
the President's veto of internal improve-
ment bill, 442 ; on the burden of his

correspondence, 443, 444 ; but a small

portion of his letters published, 444;
unexplained omissions in the Congress
edition of his Works, 444 ; correspond-
ence in 1818, 445; illness, 445; left

executor of Kosciusko's will, 445

;

letter of condolence to John Adams on
death of Mrs. Adams, 44G ; on who
gave the first impulse to the Revolu-
tion, 446 ; on a plan of education for

females, 447, 448 ; his list of approved
novels, 448 ; his aversion to the ro-

mantic school of literature, 448 ; his

dislike of the Norman race of men,
449 ; tribute to Franklin, 449 ; tempe-
rance reform theories, 449 ; corres-

pondence of 1819, 450; his particular

description of his habits, 450 ; his

reading in the Bible before retiring to

sleep, 449 ; his English collection of
texts from the New Testament, 451

;

his collection from same in four lan-

guages, 451, 452; on the materials for

his own biography, 452 ; on the Meck-
lenburg Declaration of Independence,
452, 570, et seq.; legal decisions of Judge

Marshall, 453 ; illness, 453 ; his vicwa
on the "Missouri question," 454-400;
actively engaged in superintending
erection of University buildings, 460

;

history of the University, 461, et seq.;
meeting of the Commissioners, 462

;

Mr. Jefferson chosen Eector, 463 ; his

control of the plan of building, etc.,

463; his coadjutors, 464; attacked for

appointment of Cooper to a chair in

University, 465, et seq.; his report as

Rector, offering to admit chairs of the-

ology, 468, 469; his desire that the
offer be accepted, 471; correspond-
ence of 1820, 471 ; his views on ceding
Texas to Spain, 471, 472; on Monroe
doctrine, 472; on politics of Monroe's
Administration, 472 ; occupations in

1820, 473; correspondence of 1821,
473 ; his customary views of the inde-

pendence of each other of the depart-

ments of the General Government, 474

;

on encroachments of Supreme Court,

474; on the unauthorized publication

of his letters, 474 ; correspondence of

1822, 475 ; evidences of party ani-

mosity against him, 475 ; to John
Adams on life, etc., 476 ; the number
of his letters at the period of his death,

478 ; to Barry on political syncretism,

4*78; to Adams on origin of navy, 479;
letters to a grandson, 479-485 ; he
meets with an accident, 486, 487 ; cor-

respondence in 1823, 487 ; to Everett
on style, 487 ; complains that the Repub-
lican side of American history has not
been written, 488, 489 ; on the posthu-

mous pubhcation of his own letters, 489

;

to Monroe on acquiring Cuba, 490, 491

;

views on interference of Holy Alliance in

Spanish America, 491, et seq. ; proposes
"Monroe doctrine" to Monroe, 491-
493 ; to Adams on pubhcation of his

Cunningham letters, 493, 494; remain-
der of their correspondence, 494; cor-

respondence in 1824, 496, et seq. ; his

absorbing topic, 496 ; views on internal

improvements, etc., 500; on the 15th

Psalm, 500 ; on the scriptures forming a

part of the common law, 501 ; Lafay-

ette's visit to Monticello, etc., 503, 504;
Jefferson's speech at the banquet, 504;
his opinions of William Wirt, 508 ; his

feelings towards Patrick Henry, 508

;

his opinions of Gen. Jackson, 508, 509;
he was seen twice in a rage, 509, 510;
correspondence of 1825, 511, et seq.;

Dr. Dunglison's memoranda, 512-519;
visitors, 520, et seq.; Wirt's last visit,

520; Mr. Kennedy's visit, 521; the

Duke of Saxe-Weimar's visit, 521, 522;
Jefferson's continued statements of the
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aims of the early parties, 523 ; liis rules

of life for the future guidance of a

child, 5'24, 625 ; his alarm at the tenor

of President J. Q. Adams's lirst mes-
sage, 525

;
proposes a protest by Vir-

ginia, 525, 520: proposes to consti-

tutionalize internal improvements on
certain conditions, 527 ; opening of

1826, 527 ; the climax of his pecu-

niary difficulties reached, 527 ; asks

Legislature to be allowed to sell his

lands by lottery, 527; his paper on
that subject, 528, 529 ; action of his

friends in Richmond, 529; grant to

University refused, 530 ; a misrepre-

sented joke, 530 ; refuses to receive a

donation from the State, 530 ; his let-

ter to his grandson, 531 ;
gloomy anti-

cipations, 532 ; his correspondence
n'th Cabell, 532; explains his affairs,

ett to Madison, 532, 583 ; his loss by
indorsing, 532, 533 ; the friend who
gave the coup de grace, 533 ; charac-

teristic incidents, 533-535; Nicholas's

last declarations, 534 ; lottery bill

passes, 535 ;
public meetings on the

subject, 535 ; meeting in Nelson coun-
ty, 536 ; lottery plan does not come up
to public wishes, 536 ; aids from New
York, Philadelphia, etc., 536 ; manner
in which he received these, 537 ; his

declining health, 537 ; conceals his

malady from his family, 537 ; makes his

will, 537 ; his reluctance to be helped,

537, 538 ; continues his rides, 538

;

dangerous accidents, 538; letter to

Heaton on slavery, 539 ; his last reading,

539 ; nearly suftbcated by an artist, 540;
his deportment to his family, 540; invit-

ed to attend 50th anniversary of Inde-
pendence at Washington, 541 ; his

reply, 541 ; deaths of Jefferson and
Adams on that day, 542; Jefferson's

death described by his oldest grand-
son, 543, 544; his last written message
to his daughter, 545 ; Mr. Trist's recol-

lections of his death, 545, 546 ; his last

interview with the female members of
his family, 547 ; Dr. Dunglison's memo-
randa of his illness and death, 547-
549 ; what he meant by asking Madi-
son to " take care of him when dead,"
549, 550 ; Madison's tribute to his

memory, 550; other such tributes, 550,
551 ; the public sorrow over the deaths
of Jefferson and Adams, 551 ; funeral
orations, 552 ; Jefferson's religious

views, 553-558; his posthumously pub-
lished letters on the subject, etc., 559,
560 ; closing up of his pecuniary affairs,

561, 562 ; his descendants at the time
of his death, 563 ; his monument and

epitaph, 563 ;
publications of his writ-

ings, 564, 565 ; responsibility, 565.

Jefferson, Mrs. Thomas, her family, Vol.
I. 62, 63 ; her appearance and charac-
ter, 63, 64 ; incidents of marriage, 64,
65

;
patrimony, 66 ; her health in

1781, 362; her dechne, 380; her
death and epitaph, 382, 383.

Jessup, Lieut. Colonel, his masterly con-
duct as commander of the U. S. troops
in Connecticut during Hartford Con-
vention, etc., Vol. in. 415, 416.

Johnson, Chapman, Visitor and Rector
of University of Virginia, Vol. III. 465.

Johnson, Judge, Jefferson to, complain-
ing that the Republican side of Ameri-
can history had not been written, Vol.
ni. 488.

Johnson, Richard M., his f sply to Garde-
nier in tenth Congress, Vol. III. 248.

Jones, Commodore Jouu I'aul, Jefferson's

opinion of, VoL I. 498 ; dispatched to

Denmark by Jefferson in 1788, 498

;

appointed Commissioner to Algiers,

Vol. II. 67 ; his life cruise over, 67

;

circumstances of his death, 67 ; Jef-

ferson's opinion of him, 67.

Jones, William, declines Secretaryship
of the Navy, Vol. II. 640.

Jones, Dr. Walter, Jefferson to, delineat-

ing the character of Washington, Vol.
ni. 401.

Kennedy, John P., his life of Wirt gives

Jefferson's letters respecting Henry,
not pubhshed in Jefferson's Works,
Vol. I. 40 ; his visit to Monticello, Vol.
m. 521.

Kentucky Resolutions of 1798, drafted
by Jefferson, Vol. 11. 448-451

;
pass-

ed by Kentucky Legislature, 451, 452;
resolutions of 1799, 5lO ; Legislature

of, complains of infraction of Span-
ish treaty. Vol. m. 24.

Kercheval, Samuel, Jefferson to, on re-

vising Constitution of Virginia, Vol.
ni. 429 ; the letter published and its

effects, 429, 430.

King's-Mountain, battle of, VoL I. 281
;

Tories hung, 281 ; the act justifiable,

281 ; effect of the battle, 282.

King Rufus, his position in U. S. Senate,

Vol. II. 24 ; his certificate in regard to

Genet, 183, 184 ; appointed minister

to England, 339-341 ; interferes tc

prevent Irish prisoners from being
sent to U. S., 400 ; his avowals on the

subject, 400 ; his correspondence with
Hamilton in regard to Miranda project,

436, 437, 4i0; his correspondence
with membe/s of the Cabinet in regara
to same, 440, 441 ; Jefferson to, in re
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gard to procuring a settlement for in-

surgent slaves, Vol. III. 15, 16 ; his

statements in regard to British impress-

ments, 381 ; charged by Jefferson with

suppressing a friendly overture made
by himself to England, 430-432.

Kitchell, Mr., resolutions of, asserting

power of House of Representatives in

regard to treaties, Vol. II. 288.

Knox, General Henry, his views of
federal Convention, and his plan of
government, Vol.1. 566, 567 ; appoint-

ed Secretary of War in Washington's
Cabinet, 597 ; sketch of his previous
life, 597, 598 ; Jefferson to, Vol. H.
12 ; his Cabinet opinion on the appor-
tionment bill, 51 ; Cabinet opinion on
suspending payments to France, 105;
Cabinet action, 122, 129, 138; Cabi-

net opinion in favor of forcibly detain-

ing Little Democrat, 161, 162, 166

;

Cabinet opinion on demanding recall

of Genet, and on convening Congress,

175, 176; on instructions asking
Genet's recall, 181 ; Cabinet opinions,

186-188 ; Cabinet opinion on ordering

Genet away, 201 ; Cabinet action on
"Whisky War, 241 ; his resignation,

256 ; advises Adams, in 1797, to send
Jefferson as Envoy Extraordinary to

France, 342 ; superseded in provisional

army and throws up his commission,
423 ; approves of Jefferson's inaugu-
ral address, 661, 662.

Kosciusko, Jefferson to, in 1799, declar-

ing duty of Americans to act together

in war, however brought about. Vol.
n. 478; Jefferson to. Vol. lU. 361;
death of, in 1817, 445; leaves Jeffer-

son the executor of his will, 445

;

their friendship and correspondence,

445 ; sketch of his career, 445.

Lafayette, Gen., ordered to advance
South by Washington, Vol. I. 317;
throws himself into Richmond, 325

;

his replies to insolence of Gen. Phil-

lips, 326 ; refuses to receive communi-
cations from Arnold, 329 ; retreats

before Cornwallis, 333, 334 ; Jefferson

to, 371 ; his assistance to Jefferson in

France, 425 ; Jefferson i-equests French
government to accept a bust of, 453

;

his American sympathies, 453, 454

;

Jefferson's feelings towards him, 454,

455 ; Jefferson's private opinion of,

464 ; Jefferson's letter to, from Nice,

containing noble sentences, 471; as-

sists Jefferson, 484 ; instructions from
his constituents, 520 ; Jefferson to, on
obeying his instructions, 520 ; Jeffer-

son to, Vol. H;. 68 : his letters to

Washington and Hamilton, in 1798,
assuring them the Directory wish a

friendly accommodation, 426, 427

;

Jefferson's location of the lands grant-
ed him by Congress, Vol. III. 113

;

Jefferson to, on the outrage on the
Chesapeake, 226 ; Jefferson to, on
Hartford Convention, 420; Jeffer-

son to, on Missouri question, 458 ; his
triumphal visit to U. S. in 1824, 502;
writes Jefferson, and is invited to
Monticello, 502 ; his visit there in

1824, 503; the banquet given by the
citizens of Charlottesville, 504; his
second visit in 1825, 516.

Langdon, John, opposed to treaty of
London, VoL II. 266; Jefferson to,

830 ; offered the Secretaryship of the
Navy by Jefferson, 640.

Lavoisier, Jefferson's acquaintance with
in Paris, VoL I. 506.

Law, Mr., Jefferson to, on the policy of
England's allying itself with a political

faction in U. S., VoL HI. 353.

Law-reading, the course of, prescribed
by Jefferson, for Madison, Monroe,
and others, Vol. I. 53-57.

Law revision of Virginia, revisers elect-

ed, VoL I. 203 ; distribution of their

duties, 208 ; they meet, and agree
upon their report, 216; number of
bills reported, 217; diction of, 217;
principles of, how settled, 218; ano-
maUes of, 218 ; draft of bill for estab-
lishing religious freedom, 219, 220;
history of the struggle on the bill,

221-223 ; statutes in regard to educa-
tion, 223-226 ; slavery bills, 227 ; cri-

minal code, 227 ; criminal code de-
feated, 228; ultimate fate of the
revision, 229.

Lear, Col. Tobias, VoL II. 115; his

character and relations with Washing-
ton, 367, 368; appointed to office by
Jefferson, 368 ; charged with mutila-

ting Washington's letter-books, 368

;

absurdity of the charge, 368, 369;
Mr. Sparks's and Judge Washington's
testimony on the subject, 370; he
negotiates treaty with Tripoli, Vol. IIL
142-145.

Ledyard, John, visits Jefferson in Paris,

VoL I. 443 ; Jefferson aids his plans,

443, 444; his journey to Russia, 443,

444; last glimpses of him, 506, 507;
his feelings towards Jefferson, 507.

Lee, Arthur, VoL I. 155, 388, 392.

Lee, Charles, appointed Attorney-General
by Washington, Vol. II. 269 ; his atti-

tude in President Adams's Cabinet, ^45.

Lee, Francis Lightfoot, his action on the

Virginia Burgesses in 1773, Vol. L
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78; in 17Y4, 84; in Congress, in 1776,

183; reelected, 210.

Lee, Col. (a tierwards General), Henry,
his Memoirs of tlie Southern war.

Vol. I. 2t>3 ; liis representations of the

conduct of Tarleton, Cornwallis, etc.,

263 ; his account of tlie invasion of

Virginia, 3()l-3n4; his erroneous re-

presentations, 303, 304; he cuts oft'

the Tories on Haw River, 310, 311 ; he
joins with Madison in establishing Na-
tional Gazette, Vol. II. 74; contem-
plates accepting a commission in the

French armies, 165; charged by Jef-

ferson with being an informer, etc.,

298, 363; his activity in Virginia elec-

tions in 1792, 492; elected to Con-
gress, 495 ; Wolcott's opinion of,

512; advises desperate measures to

prevent the election of Jefi'erson, 6n8
;

circumstances under which Jefferson

termed his Memoirs a " historical

novel," Vol. III. 661, 662.

Lee, Henry (son of Gen. Henry Lee), his

overtures to Jefferson, and the sequel,

VoL in. 502, 660-664.
Lee, Richard Henry, his action in the

Virginia burgesses in 1773, Vol. I.

78; in 1774, 84; his speech in favor
of arming in 1775, 102; his position

and family, 103; chosen to move reso-

lution for Independence in Congress,

142; why not Chairman of the Com-
mittee to draft Declaration, 144, et

seq. ; Marshall's, Tucker's, and J.

Adams's explanations thereof, 144,

145 ; Jefferson's personal relations

with, 152-157; allusions to, 172, 182,

183, 185, 186, 189, 196; thrown out
of congressional delegation, 210

;

alleged reasons, 210; vindicated, 211

;

asks Jefferson's friendly olBces, 211,
212; his merits, 313; his views of the
church establishment, 223; in the
Legislature, 357.

Lee, Thomas Ludwell, appointed a law-

reviser, Vol. I. 803 ; his death, 208.

Levees, Presidential, aboUshed, VoL II.

668 ; amusing attempt of ladies to

compel Jefferson to restore them,
668.

Lewis, Merriwether, his and Clarke's

western exploration originated. Vol.
m. 37 ; he is appointed Governor of
Louisiana Territory, 265 ; Jefferson's

dispatch to, in regard to treatment of
Indians, and the execution of Indian
murderers, 266.

Lincoln, Levi, appointed Attorney-Gene-
ral by Jefterson, VoL 11. 635 ; sketch
of his previous career, 637 ; Jefferson
t^, declaring that Federal slanders

shall not drive liira to make removals,
VoL in. 24; he resigns Attorney-
Generalship, 134, 135.

Lincoln, Levi (son of prcceding\ draws
up protest of minority of Massachu-
setts Legislature against Hartford
Convention, Vol. HI. 412.

Lithson, Mr., Jefferson to, recanting his

early expressions against mechanical
operatives, VoL m. 131.

Livingston, Brockholst, reports resolu-

tions against treaty of London, Vol.
II. 265.

Livingston, Edward, moves a call on
President for papers in regard to

treaty of London, Vol. II. 286, 287

;

his motion and able speeches in the
" Robbins affair," 524, 525 ; Jefterson
to, in 1800 on party prospects, etc.,

526 ; Hamilton's statement of his pos-
ture in the Presidential election in

1801, 686; his testimony in regard to

Bayard's tempting him in the election

in 18()1, 610, 611; his contest with
the Government, etc., in the Batture
case, VoL III. 266-269 ; his character,

268, 269; his reconciliation with Jef-

ferson, 269, 500; Jefferson to, 5uO;
sends his Louisiuna code to Jefterson,

523 ; Jefterson's opinion thereon, 524.

Livingston, Robert R., one of the com-
mittee to draft Declaration of In-

dependence, Vol. I. 165; Secretary
of Foreign Affairs, etc., 386 ; invited

by Jefterson to become Secretary of
the Navy, Vol. II. 572; offered and
accepts the mission to France, 627,

628, 642 ; Jefferson to, on questions
of maritime policy, 670, 671; he is

informed of Jefferson's policy in re-

spect to acquisition of Louisiana, Vol.
in. 6, 7 ; Jefterson reiterates his views
to him, 22, 23; his reception in

France, 47 ; his claims, and charac-
ter as an ambassador, 48, 49 ; his

correspondence with his Government,
49, et neq.; he did not originate

the policy of acquirmg Louisiana,

50; he received his hrst idea and
directions on this head from Jef-

ferson, 50, 51 ; he vigorously presses
negotiations, 56 ; he and Monroe make
a treaty for purchase of Louisiana, etc.,

58-60; his dispatch to Government
thereon, 61 ; his feelings in respect to

Monroe's appointment, 61; Madison's
reply to dispatch, 62 ; his statements
and course considered, 66, 67.

Lloyd, James, his bill against treason,

etc., VoL n. 396, 397 ; the vote .a the

Senate on second reading of, 396.
397.
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Logan, his speech to Lord Dunmore,
Vol. I. 104.

Logan, George, sails for France in 1798

;

Vol. II. 393 ; charged with having
gone to invite a French invasion,

• 393 ; charged with being the bearer

of a traitorous correspondence, etc.,

412; Jefferson implicated, 413; Lo-
gan's reception in France, 426 ; U. S.

Senate complain of his conduct, 457

;

President Adams's reply, 457; a pre-

tended memorial of Logan to French
Government presented by Harper in

the House, 465 ; Logan's reply, 466
;

he is vindicated at home, 466 ; the

tyrannical " Logan law " passed, 467

;

John Adams's later statements in re-

gard to Logan, 485 ; Logan elected to

U. S. Senate, 677 ; Jefterson to, on
Pennsylvania RepubHcan schisms in

1805, VoL m. 185, 136 ; Jefferson to,

437.

Louis XVI., Jefferson's view of his cha-

racter, VoL I. 532, 533.

Louisiana (French), ceded by Spain to

France, Vol. III. 6 ; the purchase of,

by U. S. originated by Jefferson, 6-8,

22, 23, 50, 51-58, 62-64; fruits of

that purchase, 64-66 ; the largest and
most valuable permanent acquisition

of territory ever made by a ruler, 64-

66 ; Jefferson's views of boundaries

of, 110, 355, 472.

Louisiana, territory of, organized. Vol.
m. 131 ; the State of, votes ten

thousand dollars to Mr. Jefferson's

daughter, 562.

Lyon, Matthew, his conviction under the

Sedition Law, VoL II. 416, 417.

Macnevin, Mr., an exile in U. S., Vol. II.

402.

Macon, Nathaniel, Vol. n. 24; moves a

repeal of Sedition Law, 532 ; how de-

feated, 532, 533 ; visit of an ex-Presi-

dent to, 665 ; chosen Speaker of House
ofRepresentatives in 1801, 678 ; chosen
Speaker in eighth Congress, Vol. III.

73 ; chosen speaker in ninth Congress,

150 ; his attachment for Randolph,
156 ; Jefferson to, in 1819, 450 ; Jef-

ferson to, in 1822, on abuse of his

confidence by pubUcation of his letters,

474, 475;
Madison James, his remarks on Jeffer-

son's use of "strong and round terms,"

Vol.1. 168; a member of Virginia

house of delegates, 198 ; described as

a legislator by Jefferson, 198 ; his

action in regard to church establish-

ment, 222 ; his riews of Arnold's in-

vasion of Virginia, 314; a joke told

of Jefferso by, 405 ; Jefferson to,

443, 464 ; Jefferson to, on proceedings

of federal Convention, 479 ; Jefferson

to, on the Federalist, and on a proper
constitution for France, 5t)8 ; Jefferson

to, on impolicy of making no com-
mercial distinctions between England
and France, 540, 541 ; his reply to

Jefferson's question, whether one gene-

ration can bind another, 544 ; his be-

liefofthe existence ofmonarchicalviews
in United States, 567, 69u ; his report

of the proceedings of the federal Con-
vention, 569-572 ; accuracy and vera-

city of his report questioned, 570-572,

576; his action on the Funding law,

605 ; averse to a division of parties,

628, 629; declares Washington's reluct-

ance to sign United States Bank bill,

631; in Congress, Vol. II. 24; con-

sulted by Washington on the ap-

portionment bill and on Jefferson's

answer to Hammond, 52, 57 ; in Con-
gress, 103, 107 ; Jefferson to, on Anglo-

phobia, etc., in the Cabinet, 131 ; Jef-

ferson to, describing Washington's at-

titude, 132; Jefferson to, in respect to

Genet's character and conduct, 169,

185, 188, 201 ; Jefferson to, declaring

his loathing of his ofhce, 179 ; Jeffer-

son to on Genet's appeal to the people,

185 ; he is consulted by Washington
on power of changing place of meeting

of Congress, 193, 194; Jefferson to,

describing affairs at the temporary
capital, 198, 199 ; Jefferson to, on the
" regulating propositions," 227 ; Jef-

ferson to, on non-importation bill, etc.,

229 ; he declines a seat in Washing-

ton's Cabinet, 245, 246 ; his estimate

of the comparative abilities of Jeffer-

son and Hamilton, 248 ; Jefferson to,

on the President's denimciation of

Democratic societies, 253-255 ; Jeffer-

son to, in 1794, declining Presiden-

tial nomination, and wi.shing him to

accept it, 255 ; his reply, and Jeffer-

son's rejoinder, 256, 257 ; Jefferson

to, soliciting him to answer Hamil-

ton's defence of Jay's treaty, 268, 269
;

he reports address of House to Presi-

dent's speech in fourth Congress, 270;

moves an amendment of Livingston's

resolution, 287 ; his speech against the

treaty of London, 293 ; supports Kit-

chell's resolutions, 288 ; Jefferson to,

on treaty-making power, 289 ; Jeffer-

son to, on Lis proposition for post

roads, 289, 290 ; J fferson to, on re-

cent Presidential election, 312, et seq.

Jefferson to, inclosing an overture tc

President Adams, 316-319; his rea
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eons for not comtnuiiicating it, 319,
320 ; his statement of Adams's politi-

cal feeling on entering Presidency, 325,
32tt ; Jelierson to, approving of his

withholding overture to Adams. 330
;

he is proposed for minister to France
by Adams, 334; proceedings of Cabi-
net thereon, 338 ; Jefterson to, on
strength of parties in Congress, 381

;

he retires from Congress, 382 ; Jeffer-

son to, on the breaking up of the Re-
publicans, 388 ; Jefferson to, on Mar-
shall's return and Logan's mission, 393

;

his views of the import of the Ken-
tucky resolutions of 1798, 451 ; Jeffer-

son to, for raising money for political

objects, 474 ; Jefferson to, 479 ; his activ-

ity in Virginia elections in 1799, 492 ; his

report in Virginia Legislature in 1799,

510; Jefferson to, mentioning matters
in Congress and results of coming
election, 525; Jefferson to, summing
up results of the session, 527 ; Jeffer-

son to, on tie in Presidential vote,

577 ; Jefferson to, on new French
treaty and Jay's nomination as Chief
Justice, 577, 578; Jefferson to after

election in 1801, declaring that a
legislative usurpation would have been
resisted, tioO, 601 ; his article on
the charge that Jefferson calumniat-

ed Bayard, 620, 621; appointed Se-

cretary of State by Jefferson, 635
;

his reply to Livingston's dispatch
announcing purchase of Louisiana,

VoL III. 62; Jefferson to, on
boundaries of Louisiana, etc., 110,

111 ; his correspondence with the

British minister. Rose, 250 ; nominated
for President, 253 ; elected President,

272; his relations with his predeces-

sor, 308 ; their characters compared,
308, et seq. ; Erskine's treaty conclud-

ed, 314 ; non-intercourse law sus-

pended, 315; the treaty rejected by
England, 316; effect of this on the

American people, 319 ; it creates a

war party among the Republicans,

320 ; dissensions in the Cabinet, 320

;

the members of the Cabinet, 320;
misunderstandings in the Cabinet in-

crease, 357, 358 ; British minister's

declaration, 361 ; war declared with

Great Britain, 367 ;
progress of the

war, 368 ; Jefferson's tribute to Madi-
son, 37t>; meeting of Congress, 371;
naval triumphs and land disasters, 371

;

he is reelected President in 1812, 376;
progress of the war in 1813, 376 ;

pro-

gress of the war in 1814, 395; U. S.

capitol burnt by the enemy, 396 ; bat-

tles of Chippewa, Bridgewater, Fort

Erie, Plattsburg, and Xew Orleans,

396-398 ; comparative numbers and
seasoning of the British and American
troops, 396-398

; character of the

American commanders, 396, 398 ;

treaty of peace concluded, 398 ; the

taunt that it did not provide against

impressments considered, 398-400 ;

Madison is expected by JefTerson to

leave a political history, etc., 488 ; Jef-

ferson to, asking him to " take care of

him when dead," 532, 533 ; his tribute

to Jefferson, 550.

Madison, Rev. James, Jefferson to. Vol.
I. 604-506.

Marbois, Francois, MarqOis of Barbo-
Marbois, French Secretary of Legation
in U. S., VoL L 3G3 ; intrusted by
Napoleon with negotiations for sale of

Louisiana, Vol. ni. 58, et seq. ; Jef-

ferson to, declaring great territory

favorable to republican government
442.

Maria Antoinette, Queen of France,
Vol. I. 483 ; Jefterson and Burke's
pictures of, 532, 533 ; Governeur Mor-
ris's testimony, 533, 534.

Marion, General, Vol. I. 279.

Marshall, John, his account of Arnold's in-

vasion of Virginia, Vol. I. 295 ; Jeffer-

son's opinion of his Life of Washington
Vol. II. 35 ; Jefferson's Ana intended
as testimony against that work, 35, 40

;

Marshall's public career, 35-40 ; his

personal and political character and
views, 35-40 ; his character as a judge,

36, 37
;
publishes his Life of Washing-

ton, 37 ; his theory of government,
37, 38 ; his picture of parties, 37, 38

;

his language, etc., towards Jefferson,

38 ; his remarks on the Mazzei letter,

39 ; comments of Edinburgh Review
on his work, 40 ; his statement of the

reasons of Morris's appointment aa

minister to France, 46 ; of Pennsylva-
nia disturbances, 93 ; of the Cabinet
proceedings thereon, 96 ; his state-

ment of the reception in the United
States of the news of war between
France and England, 121 ; his account
of Genet's presentation to the Presi-

dent, 139 ; his account of tie affair of
the Little Democrat, 171, 172, 183;
his statement of Genet's complaints
against the President and Cabinet, 197,
198 ; his statements in regard to Jef-

ferson's retiring from oflice of Secre-

tary of State, 217, 218; his repiesen-

tations of Washington's views and of
the state of parties in 1794, 232, 233

,

in regard to the whisky war, 242 ; hig

accouct of effect of President's mes
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sage refusinj:^ papers in regard to

treaty of London, 288 ; his statements'

iu regard to tlie Mazzei letter, and
Jefierson's retort, 364 ; liis rejoinder,

and some of its positions considered,

364, 365 ; counselled with by Washing-
ton in regard to the " Langhorne let-

ter," 372 ; his return from France and
political reception, 392 ; his activity in

the Virginia elections in 1*799, 492
;

elected to Congress, 495 ; his supposed

attitude in Congress, 511, 512 ; his

speech on the Robbins affair, 525 ; ap-

pointed Secretary of State, 54*7
; to

Hamilton, declining to interfere in the

struggle between Jefferson and Burr,

684 ; his opinion of the proper way of

construing the new treaty with France,

685 ; commissioned Chief-Justice, 626

;

retains the Secretaryship of State, and
acts in both ollices, 626 ; discharges

BoUman and Swartwout from custody,

Vol. III. 197 ; holds Burr to bail for

a misdemeanor, 204 ; meets Burr as a

fellow guest at a dinner party, 204
;

presides at circuit where Burr is to be

tried, 205 ; charged by Wirt with en-

joying the attacks made in court on

the President, 207
;
grants a subpcena

duces tecum to the President, 2(i9
; a

practical commentary on his decision,

212 ; his order in regard to confine-

ment of Burr after indictment for ti-ea-

son, 213 ; his opinion in regard to in-

troduction of testimony on the trial

for treason, 214, 215 ; other opinions,

orders, etc., through the subsequent

proceedings, 215-217 ; his opinions,

etc., in Burr's trial reflected on in Con-

gress, 244-246 ; manifestations of feel-

ing on, out of Congress, 247.

Martin, Luther, one of Burr's counsel on

his trial, Vol. III. 205 ; his attacks on
the President, 206, 207 ; causes of his

hostiUty to Jefferson, 208 ; his charac-

ter and habits described by Blenner-

hasset, 209 ; his amusing pohtical

charge to a grand jury, and the reply

of that body, 413, 414.

Mason, George, drafts constitution of

Virginia, Vol. I. 195 ; Jefferson's de-

scription of him, 197 ; appointed a

law reviser, 203 ; resigns, 208 ; elected

to Congress, 210; independence of

personal cliques, 212; his action on
church establishment, 222 ; Jefferson

to on fiscal measures, and on the rise

of parties, 632.

Mason, Rev. Dr. John M., his pamphlet

in 1800 attacking Jefferson, Vol. U.
568, 569 ; Vol. III. 620, et seq.

Mason, S. T., VoL U. 677.

Mason, Thomson, elected a jidge of

general court. Vol. I. 216.

Mazzei letter, (Jefferson's) metamor*
phcses of. Vol. II. 361

;
pubhshed in

U. S., 361 ; attacks of the press on
Jefferson therefor, 361, 362

; .
Jeffer-

son's course in reference to, 361-363
;

Pickering's absurd declarations con-

cerning, 363, 365-369 ; Washington's

view of, 363, 364 ; Jefferson's letter

to Van Buren concerning, 369 ; Vol.
in. 608-615.

Mazzei, Philip, Jefferson to on state of

parties, VoL II. 295 ; an account of,

296 ; Jefferson to, in 1804, alluding to

former letter, etc., VoL III. 112.

McIIenry, John, appointed Secretary of

War, VoL 11. 265 ; his character, 345 ;

joins in the intrigue in relation to offi-

cers of the provisional army, 422 ; dis-

missed from the President's Cabinet,

545 ; furnishes Hamilton with materials

for an attack on the President, 557
;

his description of the attitude of the

Federal leaders in 1800, 559.

McKean, Thomas, his action on Declara-

tion of Independence, VoL I. 183 ; his

political position. Vol. II. 165, 245 ;

his opposition to treaty of London,

266 ; elected Governor of Pennsylva-

nia in 1799, 506 ; Jefferson to, 579
;

opposed by " Friends of the People,"

but reelected Governor, VoL III. 135.

McLeod, Captain, sent by Tarleton to

seize Jefferson, Vol. I. 337 ; his gentle-

manly conduct at Monticello, 338, 339.

Mecklenburg Declaration of Indepen-

dence, VoL I. 190 ; VoL ni. 570-

582.

Mercer, Lieut.-Col. John, his timely suc-

cor of Lafayette, VoL I. 334; his

effective service, 334.

Mercer, Mr., VoL II. 103, 117, 119.

Merry, Mr. (British minister to U. S.),

considers himself insulted by Jeffer-

son's slighting his wife. Vol. III. 116
;

the circumstances, 116; sends com-
plaints home and sequel, 116, 117.

Meusnier, M. de, Jefferson furnishes mat-

ter to for Encyclopedie Methodique,

VoL I. 441.

Michigan, territory of, organized, VoL
ni. 131.

Milflin, General Thomas, Governor of

Pa.,'VoL n. 157, 160, 161, 165, 241,

245.

Minor, John B., his account of origin of

Virginia University, VoL HI. 461,

462.

Mirabeau, Jefferson's contact with and
opinion of, VoL I. 526, 627.

Miranda, Don Francisco de, his history
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Vol. n. 434, et s-iq. ; his career in France,

434, 435 ; Brissot's tribute to. 435

;

his proposed defensive alliance be-

tween England, South America, and
U. S., 435, 43t) ; his proposals favored

by England, 436; his correspondence

thereon with Gen. Hamilton, 4H6, 437,

442; his plans and objects, 435-437,

441, 442 ; his letter to President

Adams, 441, 442 ; his project rejected

by latter, 538, 539 ; Hamilton's corres-

pondence with King concerning, in

1800, 540 ; expedition from New York
against Caraccas in 1806, Vol. III. 167

;

its failure, 169; his subsequent career

and death, 169; trial of accomplices

for violating U. S. neutrality laws, 169.

Missouri Question, an account of, and
of Jefferson's opinions on, Vol. III.

453-460.
Mitchell, Dr. Samuel L., his report on

dry docks, Vol. III. 42 ; anecdotes of,

44 ; his speech on treaty for purchase

of Louisiana, 79.

Monarchical views in United States, ex-

istence of, asserted by Jefferson, Vol.
I. 560 ; loyalism in New York, 561,

562 ; the question an open one at

breaking out of Revolution, 562

;

causes which subsequently led to re-

action against republicanism, 563, 664

;

effect of Shay's insurrection, 563,

564 ; Jefferson's assertions pronounced
false, 565 ; reasons for examining the

question, 565 ; Marshall's testimony,

566 ; Jay to Washington, 567 ; Madi-

son's statements, 567 ; Washington's
opinion on the point, 568 ; Hamilton's

propositions in the federal Conven-
tion, 568-571 ; his speech therein of

June 18th, 569; Governeur Morris's

views, 571; the claim that monarchi-
cal views in U. S. were only theoreti-

cal, 574, et seq. ; rule of testimony,

574; Hamilton's small share in form-

ing Constitution, and dislike of repub-

lican government declared by Morris,

575, 580, 581 ; J. Q. Adams's assertion

of a monarchical party, 582 ; Ames's
comparative estimate of English and
American government, 583-585; Theo-
dore Sedgwick on republican mode of

election, 585 ; views of Oliver Wolcott,
sen., 586 ; views of John Adams, 587

;

how far ultra-Federal leaders generally
entertained monarchical views, 588

;

belief of the seven first presidents that

a monarchical party existed in U. S.,

689-593 ; John Adams's opinion, 589,

590 ; Madison's, 590 ; Monroe's, 590-
591 ; J. Q. Adams's, 591, 692 ; Jack-
son's, 592, 593 ; Jefferson declares

that Hamilton and Adams avowed to

him their preferences for monarchy.
633, 634; Jetlerson designates leaders

of monarchical party in 1791, Vol. II.

12 ; Jefferson reiterates his assertions

near the close of life. Vol. III. 523.

Money-unit, proposed by G. Morris. Vol.
I. 395 ; improved upon by Jefferson,

395, 396.

Monroe, James, Jefferson to, Vol. I.

377 ; Jefferson to, 413,432; Jefferson

to, in regard to R. Morris, his tuliacco

contracts in France, etc., 458 ; his be-

lief in the existence of a monarchical
party in U. S., 590, 591 ; Jeffer.son to,

in regard to his note to J. B. Smith,
Vol. II. 3 ; he becomes a member of
U. S. Senate, 24 ; Jefferson lo, discuss-

ing the popular and cabinet feeling on
arrival of Genet, 129 ; Jefferson to, on
conduct of Genet, 157 ; Jefferson to,

on " proclamation of neutrality," etc.,

167, 168; he is sent Minister to

France, 248 ; his enthusiastic recep-

tion, 273; his reception gives offence

to a majority of the U. S. Cabinet,

274 ; angry dispatches of Pickering
to, 274, 275; "Monroe's view,' 274,

275; Washington's "marginal notes"
thereon, 275 ; Monroe's nnsunder-
standings with Jay, 276; Jefferson to,

on treaty of London, 297 ; he is re-

called from France, 339, 340 ; Cabinet
action thereon, 340 ; Jefferson to, on
hearing first note of Sedition law, 376

;

Jefferson to, in 1799, on publishing

Madison's debates ol" federal Conven-
tion, etc., 468 ; Jefferson to, on con-

gressional measures, 474; his activity

in Virginia elections in 1799, 492
;

chosen Governor of Virginia, 510;
Jefferson to, in regard to manner of

choosing Presidential electors, 521

;

Jefferson to, in respect to resisting a

usurpation by force, 598 ; Jefferson to,

explaining Callender affair. Vol. HI.
16-18 ; Jefferson to. on objects of his

French mission in 1803, 55, 56 ; he
.reaches France, 58; he and Livingston

make a treaty for purchase of Louis-

iana, etc., 58-60 ; his verbal instruc-

tions, 63 ; his modesty in regard to

the purchase, 63, 64; anecdote of,

116 ; Jefferson to, on John Randolph's
defection, 158, 159 ; Jefferson to,

stating objections to his English treaty,

etc., 2iJl, 2(t2 ; he is the candidate of

the Quids for Presidency in 18t>8, 254;
his correspondence with Jefferson

thereon, 254 ; his claiu)S to the Re-

publican nomination compared with

Madison's, 254, 255; his character
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255; Madison's opinion of mm, 255;
his accession to the Presidency in

1817, 440 ; is reelected President in

1820, 472; Jefferson to, on acquiring

Cuba, 491 >, 491 ; Jefferson to, propos-

ing tlie " Monroe doctrine," 491-493.

Monticello, Vol. I. 3 ; described by tlie

Marquis de Chastcllux, 373-375;
described by tlie Duke de la Roche-
foucauld-Liancourt, Vol. II. 302-

307 ; described, Vol. HI. 335, et seq. ;

its approach, 335 ;
grounds and man-

sion, 335, 33t3 ; interi/jr of the aouse

forty years ago, 336, 337
;
prospect

from Monticello, 338 ; looming of the

mountains, etc., 338 ; an early English

picture of the climate and inhabitants,

339, 340 ; Monticello described by
Lieut. Hall, 435-439; described by
the Duke of Saxe-Weiniar, 521, 522.

Moore, Thomas (the poet), asserts that

Jefferson treated British minister in

U. S. with indecent hostility, Vol. HI.
115, 116; the circumstances, 116;
Moore conceives himself slighted by
Jefferson, 117 ; lampoons hiu_ and the

U.S., 118; how this was received by
the President, 119.

Morris, Governeur, in France, Vol. I.

512, et seq.; his correspondence, 512,

613 ; his diary, 513, 514; his relations

with Jefferson, 514, 515; his deport-

ment and proceedings in France, 516,

et seq.; his theory of government, 571

;

his speech in federal Convention, 572,

573 ; he declares that Hamilton had
little share in forming the Constitution,

575 ; his own share in forming the

Constitution, 576; declares that Hamil-

ton hated republicanism and was a

monarchist in his aims, 575; his reite-

ration of this after Hamilton's death,

680, 581 ; nominated minister to

France, Vol. II. 45 ; his nomination
opposed in Senate, and reasons there-

for, 46 ; Washington's reasons for his

appointment, 46 ; urges Washington to

become a candidate for Presidency in

1800, 516, 517 ; his description of the

new capital in 1800, 542; opposed to

any intrigues for electing Burr over

Jefferson, 584 ; entirely mistaken by
Jefferson in this particular, 584, 598,

599 ; warns Hamilton that his inter-

ference is resented, 586 ; reports an-

swer to Jefferson's parting speech to

the Senate, 629; in the Senate in 1801,

677 ; his views on Jefferson's second
message, Vol. III. 28 ; his efforts to

alienate R. R. Livingston from Jeffer-

son's Administration, 61 ; dissents from
his party in respect to effect of Louisi-

ana purchase, 82 ; his view of the state

of parties in 1803, 87.

Morse, Rev. Jedediah, Jefferson to, on a

great U. S. Society for civilization of
Indians, VoL III. 475.

Muhlenburg, Frederick A., Vol. II. 24

;

his politics, 165; chosen Speaker of
House in third Congress, 211; his

opposition to treaty of London, 266;
his action in Congress thereon, 294.

Navy of U. S., policy of Republicans and
Federalists in reference to, considered,

VoL ni. 125-131 ; exploits of, in 1812,
371 ; in 1813, 376, 377 ; on the origin

of, 478, 479.

Nelson, Gen. Thomas, his action in Con-
gress on Declaration of Ind^^pendence,

Vol. I. 182 ; his efforts during Leslie's

invasion of Virginia, 286 ; during Ar-
nold's invasion of Virginia, 325, 327

;

elected Governor of Virginia, 352, 355.

Nelson, Hugh, Jefferson to, on Missouri

question. Vol. III. 455 ; Jefferson to,

describing sacrifices of property in

Virginia in 1820, 471.

Nemours, Dupont de, , Jefferson to, in

respect to Louisiana, Vol. III. 8 ; Jef-

ferson to, 230 ; Jefferson to, on his

own approaching retirement from office,

303.

New England, sectional jealousies of, ex-

cited against Embargo, Vol. III. 259,
et seq.; disingenuousness of pretences

set up on the subject, 259, et seq. ; com-
parative suffering of Northern and
Southern farmers by Embargo, 259,

260 ; the claim that an injury to com-
merce was an exclusive injury to the

eastern States, 260 ; comparative ex-

ports and tonnage of eastern, middle
and southern States, 26(V 261; open
infractions of Embargo in New Eng-
land, 261, 262; excitement in, on pas-

sage of enforcing law, 282 ; resistance

and disunion called for by newspapers
and town meetings, 282, 283 ; Gore's

report adopted by Massachusetts Legis-

lature, 283, 284; character of the en-

forcing law, 284, 285 ; commercial class

of, opposed to war, 300 ; their different

attitude in 1805, SoO; disunion feel-

ings, 362, 363 ; resolutions of Boston
Federal caucus in 1811, 363; anti-war

excitement in 1813, 378, et seq.; pro-

ceeding of Massachusetts Legislature,

378-380; Governor, etc., do not attend

the funeral of Lawrence, 379 ; Massa-
chusetts Legislature adopt remon-
strance against the war, 379, 380; it

declares that negotiation has not been
exhausted as to impressments, 380-
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382 ; smuggling, how countenanced,

381-383; execution of revenue laws

obstructed, 383, 384 ; Eastern ports

unblockaded by enemy, 38-1; Massa-

chusetts and Connecticut refuse to

submit their militia to the orders of

the President, 384 ; Governor of Ver-

mont orders militia home from Canada,

38-1: ; the " Blue-light treason," 38-4,

885 ; newspapers call for a separate

peace, and deplore success of Ameri-

can arras, 385 ; run on banks of middle

and Southern States to break down
Government loans, 387, 388 ; loans to

Government denounced by press and
pulpit, 388, 389 ; factious proceedings

in Massachusetts Legislature in 1814,

411 ; Otis's report for caUing Hartford

Convention, and raising a State army,
adopted, 411 ; Legislatures of Connec-
ticut and Rhode Island appoint dele-

gates, 412 ; disunion openly advocated

by ultra-Federal press, 412, 413 ; no
other States send delegates to Hartford

Convention, 413; meeting of the Con-
vention, and its published report, 414;
its proposed amendments to the Con-

stitution, 414, 415 ; Massachusetts and
Connecticut accept report, and send
commissioners to General Government,

415 ; Massachusetts and Connecticut

pass acts to annoy General Govern-
ment pending sitting of Convention,

415, 416 ; the commissioners set out

for Washington, 416 ; the ultra-Fede-

ralists hint that Madison must resign

or be deposed, 416 ; news of the battle

of New Orleans, and peace of Ghent,

416, 417 ; collapse of the " Confederacy
of commercial States," 417 ; the com-
missioners covered with public deri-

sion, 417 ; they get home as quietly as

possible, 417 ; subsequent speculations

as to the secret proceedings of Hartford
Convention, 417 ; conflicting explana-

tions of members and friends, 417
;

conflicting explanations of Otis, 417,

418 ;
probably no important secret

proceedings, 418, 421 ; character of

the members, 418, 421; John Holmes's
solution, 418, 419 ; the permanent
odium that fell upon the members, 422

;

the Boston Convention not held, 422.

New Jersey, action of, on recall of Ver-
mont militia from Canada, in 1813,
Vol. in. 384.

Nicholas, the brothers, their friendship

for Jefferson, Vol. I. 360.

Nicholas, "Clerk John," VoL I. 360;
Vol. n. 363 ; some account of, 371

;

his efforts to alienate Washington and
Jefferson, 372.

Nicholas, George, his action on the

church establishment, Vol. I. 222

;

moves an inquiry into Gov. Jeiferson's

otlicial conduct, 353 ; does not appear
to sustain his charges, 359 ; reasons

therefor, 359, 360; his subsequent
reparation to Jefferson, 360 ; his con-

nection with drafting Kentucky Reso-
lutions of 1798, Vol. n. 448; his

death, 510.

Nicholas, John, Vol. I. 360, et passim

;

Vol. m. 231, et passim.
Nicholas, Philip Norborne, VoL I. 360

;

Jefferson to, in 1797, on party pros-

pects, VoL n. 626.

Nicholas, Robert C, gives his law business

to Jefferson, Vol. I. 49 ; moves a fast

day in 1774, 85; his chaiacter as a

legislator, 198, 199; candidate for

Speaker in Virginia Legislature, 209;
elected a judge of the Court of

Chancery, 216.

Nicholas, VVilson C, Vol. 1. 360 ; his con-

nection with drafting Kentucky Resolu-

tions of 1798, VoL 11.448, 452; ac-

tivity in Virginia elections in 1799, 492
;

connection with Virginia and Ken-
tucky Resolutions of 1799, 509, 510

;

in U. S. Senate, 677 ; Jefferson to,

on constitutionality of incorporating

Louisiana, etc., Vol. III. 72 ; Jefferson

to, offering him the appointment of

Commissioner to Spain, 169; Jefferson

to, inviting him to enter Senate, 169
;

Jefferson to, urging hira to enter Con-
gress as Administration leader, 201 ; he

is elected Governor of Virginia, 429
;

Jefferson to, on developing internal

resources of the State, 429 ; he gives

Jefferson the coup dc grace pecuniarily,

533 ; incidents thereof, 533-539 ; his

last declarations on the subject,

534.

Nicholson, J. H., Jefferson to, in 1803,
reiterating his refusal to remove Fede-
ralists, Vol. m. 68 ; his speech on
treaty for purchase of Louisiana, 78,

79 ; offers a constitutional amendment
in Congress, 124.

Niles, Nathaniel, Jefferson to, on favor-

able effects of great territory of U. S.,

VoL n. 645.

Notes on Virginia, written by Jefferson,

Vol. I. 363 ; character and style of the

work, 365 ; its argument against the

degeneracy of man in America, 366 ;

its comparisons between the European,
Indian, and Negro races, 369 ; on
slavery, 370 ; on religious toleration,

370 ; on geology, 371 ; his reasons for

publishing in France, 413, 414; publi

cation of, 414.
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O'Brien, " Commodore," his account of

the loss of the Virginia State marine,

Vol. I. 324, 325.

O'Connor, Mr., an exile in U. S., Vol. 11.

399, 402.

Ohio, admitted as a State, Vol. in. Si.

Orders in Council, British, of June 8th,

1793, Vol. II. 186, 189; orders of

November 6th, 1793, 230; orders of

January 8th, 1794, 231 ; orders of

1795, 2.59 ; orders of May 16th, 1806,

Vol. III. 238; orders of January,

1807, 238; orders of November 11th,

1807, 237, 238; unfounded pretences

for, so far as U. S. were concerned,

238 ; in violation of settled principles

of English law, 238.

Ordinance of Northwestern Territory in

1784, draft of. Vol. I. 397-399 ; anti-

slavery proviso struck out, 399; vote

on proviso by yeas and nays, 399

;

vote by States, 400.

Orleans, Territory of, erected. Vol. III.

87 ; Jetferson appoints officers of, 112

;

orders the Governor to suppress cor-

ruptions in. 111, 112; new territorial

bill for, 131.

Osgood, Rev. David, D.D. (mentioned in

Jefferson's Ana), his sermons on politics

and war in 1810 and 1812, Vol. III.

372.

Osnaburg, Bishop of, proposal to make
him king of the U. S., Vol. I. 673.

Otis, Harrison G., Hamilton's letters to,

on preparations for Miranda project,

Vol. II. 464, 465 ; in favor of electing

Burr over Jefferson in 1801, 583

;

reports in Massachusetts Legislature in

favor of Hartford Convention and
raising a State army, Vol. III. 411;
sent a delegate to Hartford, 412 ; ap-

pointed a commissioner to General

Government, 415; his conflicting ex-

planations of Hartford Convention,

417, 418

Page, John, Jefferson's schoolboy letters

to. Vol. I. 33 ; Jefferson describes

appearance of England to, 447 ; Jef-

ferson describes feeling in England
towards U. S. to, 448 ; in Congress,

Vol. 11. 24, 103 ; Governor of Virgi-

nia, Vol, III. 71.

Page, Mann, Jr., Vol. I. 211, 213; Jef-

ferson to, on treaty of London, Vol.

II. 267.

Paine, Thomas, publishes " Common
Sense," Vol. I. 136; its character and
effects, 13G, 137; John Adams's dis-

paragement of the production, 137;
Rights of Man published. Vol. II. 2, et

seq.; Jetferson to, 12; he solicits per-

mission to return to TJ. S. in s public

vessel, 642 ; his request granted by
Jefferson, 642

;
propriety of this con-

sidered, 643 ; Paine's visit to Monti-
cello, 644 ; connected with Pennsyl-
vania politics, Vol. III. 135.

Parish, Rev. Elijah, D.D. (mentioned in

Jefferson's Ana), his sermon against

the war and against loaning money to

Government in 1814, Vol. III. 389;
his invocations to disunion, 413.

Parker, Col. Josiah, VoL n. 230, 270,

295, 388.

Parties in U. S., French and anti-French,

precede French Revolution, Vol. I.

541-543 ; Whigs and Tories in the Re-
volution, 560-562; Whig or reaction-

ary monarchists, 563-693; Toiy mon-
archists, 573, 574; Washington at-

tempts to balance parties in his Cabi-

net, 695, 599 ; opposition to financial

measures of his Administration, 604r-

610; an organized opposition forming,

628-632 ; rise of Republican party.

633, et seq. ; violence of early party

language, Vol. II. 42 ; collisions

between Federalists and Republicans,

69, et seq. ; Federalists elect Vice-

President, but beaten in Congressional

elections in 1792, 102; attitude of

parties on bank question, 107; their

English and French partialities, 107-
110; their respective views of French
Revolution, 107-110; classification of,

by Jefferson, 132; attitude of, in re-

gard to French West India guaranty,

134; demonstrations of, on Genet's

arrival in Philadelphia, 139, 140; on
the waiver by France of U. S. West
India guaranty, 140; views of affairs

in France, 145, 146 ; strength of, in

1793, 165 ; their views of whisky war,

243 ; bad tactics of Republicans in

assailing Jay's nomination, 249; Re-
publican triumph in Virginia elections,

27o ; unwise conduct of Republicans

towards Washington, 282 ; they force

him to act against themselves, 283

;

specimen of the language of parties,

283, 284 ; course of Republicans in

fourth Congress, 285 ; their views on
treaty-making power, 286, et .leq.

;

manoeuvres of Federalists to force

treaty of London through Congress,

292; strength of parties in Congress

in 1797, 381 ; Republicans overthrown

by XYZ dispatches, 387, 388, 3W;
indecent language of parties at this

period, 413; attitudes of, on the ques-

tion of war with France in 1798, 430;
Republicans believe the provisional

army raised to put down opposition to
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Government, 443, 444 ; their fears of

Hamilton, 444-446; the distinction

they made between Adams and Hamil-
ton, 444-446 ; struggle between parties

in Virginia in 1799, and the result,

491-494; the active leaders therein,

492 ; divisions among the Federalists

in sixth Congress, 1799-80, 511, 612;
the designs they carried into that

body, 515, 516; the Hamiltonians de-

termined to set aside Mr. Adams, 516
;

they seek to appropriate the name of

Washington, 517-520; movements of

parties in regard to Presidential elec-

tors, 526 ; Federal objects in attempt-

ing to pass the Election law, 527, 528
;

manoeuvre to prevent repeal of Sedi-

tion law, 532, 533 ; Congressional

caucuses, 533 ; broken condition of

Federalists at close of sixth Congress,

537
;
proceedings of parties in Presi-

dential canvass of 1800, 543, et seq. ;

effect of Hamilton's attack on Adams,
562, 563 ; comparative situation of

parties in 1800, 563, 564 ; tie between
Jefferson and Burr, 577, 581, 582;
plan of Federalists to devolve the

Government on some other public

officer, and counter plan of Republi-

cans, 578, 579 ; further movements of

parties in regard to Presidential elec-

tion, 580, et seq. ; Federal caucus

resolves to support Burr, 592 ; the

ballotings in the House, 594, et seq.

;

division of parties between the candi-

dates, 595, 596 ; inside view of Fede-
ral camp during ballotings in House,

606, et seq. ; proof that Federalists

contemplated desperate measures, 606

;

the charge that Jefferson obtained the

Presidency by capitulation, 612-622;
attitude of Federal leaders imme-
diately after election, 622, 623,

629 ; their " engine of Government,"
623 ; final overthrow of the Federal-

ists as a national party, 626, 627

;

action of Federal senators on answer-
ing Jefferson's parting address, 629,

630 ;
posture of parties after Jeffer-

son's accession, 664, 655 ; a specimen
of party language, 661 ; a wing of the

Republicans complain of Jefferson's

refusal to remove Federalists, 657

;

Federalists incensed at his removals,

650 ; Republicans greatly in ascendant
in seventh Congress, 676 ; their tri-

umphs in state elections, 676 ; struggle

between parties in seventh Congress
on admission of reporteis, 688; on the

Judiciary Act. 689 ; general success

of Repubhcans in 1802, Vol. III. 23
;

forbearance of the President towards

Federalists, 24 ; views of Republicans
and moderate Federalists on Jefferson's

second message, 27 ; views of Federal
leaders thereon, 27, 28 ; Federalists

attempt to blow up a war with Spain,

29, et seq. ; their violent conduct in

Congress, 3i), et seq. ; Ross's war reso-

lutions in Senate, 31 ; inconsistency
in Federal foreign policy in 1794-5
and 1803, 34 ; inconsistency of same
party in regard to treaty-making
power, 34-36; their awkward attempt
to play a popular part, 35, 36 ; man-
ners of the early Republican leaders,

48 ; Republican niurnmrs in 1803 on
Jefferson's refusal to remove Federal-
ists, 68 ; spring elections of 18()3, 68,
69

;
great ascendency of Republicans

in Congres.s, 72 ; every Federal sena-
tor present, but one, votes against
ratifying treaty for purchase of Louisi-
ana, 75 ; the Federalists in the House
warmly oppose carrying the treaty into
effect, 75-83

; another exhibition of
their consistency in regard to treaty-

making power, 76, 77 ; the Republi-
cans take ground that no constitutional

amendment is requisite to incorporate
territory, 77-80

;
ground taken by

Federahsts, 77, 80, 81 ; narrow views
of New England Federalists in regard
to acquisition of Louisiana, 81-88;
the principal speakers on both sides of
the treaty question, 77, 80, 81, 83-86

;

the ultra-Federahsts incapable of learn-
ing by experience, 86 ; every Federal
senator but White votes against wear-
ing mourning for Samuel Adams and
Pendleton, 88 ; Republican Congres-
sional caucus to nominate President,
etc., 90, 91 ; result of Precedential

election in 1804, 115; attitude of the
two parties in respect to building a
great navy, 125-131 ; Republican local

schisms in New York and Pennsyl-
vania, 136; John Randolpii's defection
from the Administration, 153 ; origin
of the Quids, 158; Quids and Federal-
ists act together in opposition, 160;
triumphs of the Republicans in the
elections of 1806, 172; Federalists be-
come alarmed at Executive encroach-
ments, 197; their sympathy for Burr,

197, et tcq. ; inconsistency of commer-
cial Federalists in regard to maritime
regulations of England, 2»iO; result of
spring elections of 1807, 204 ; Federal-
ists receive Burr as a political martyr
at Richmond, 2U4 ; Federalists insist

that President had no knowledge of
last orders in council when he recom
mended Embargo, 243 ; Federali9*.a
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furiously oppose Embargo, 244 ; Feder-

alists in the Senate do not defend

Burr after the proceedings in his trial

are communicated, 246 ; unparalleled

asperity of debates in Congress on the

Supplementary Embargo Acts, '247, ct

seq. ; scene in the House and the re-

sulting duel, 247-249 ; motives attri-

buted to the President by the Federal-

ists, 247-249 ; Republican Congres-

sional caucus to nominate President,

etc., 253 ; Federal complaints of Em-
bargo encourage England to persist in

orders in council, 257, et seq. ; repre-

sentations of ultra-Federal leaders in

New England in respect to Embargo,
259, et seq. ; disingenuousness of their

pretences, 259, 261 ; open infractions

of Embargo in New York and New
England, 261, 262 ; Presidential elec-

tion of 1808, 271; the result, 271,

272; Federalists claim that Embargo
was made to benefit France, 281 ; they

claim that it is intended to be perma-

nent, and is therefore unconstitutional,

281, 282 ; reception of Enforcing law

in New England, 282, it seq. ; resist-

ance and disunion called for, 282, 283
;

Gore's report accepted in Massachu-

setts legislature, 284; compared with

Boston resolutions in 1806 and 1807,

284 ; Federalists, the war party in

peace, and peace party in war, 284,

287, 288, 290, 299, 300; Canning's

letter to Pinkney published in Massa-

chusetts, 285 ; Its unfavorable eflect

on Federalists, 285, 286 ; the policy

of the Republicans, 286, 287 ; the

maritime Federalists and extreme anti-

maritime party unite to oppose war

measures, 287 ; a panic in the Repub-

lican ranks, 289 ; Eastern and Nortliern

Republicans vote to defeat Nicholas's

resolution, 289 ; Administration de-

feated, 290 ; Administration party rally

and pass Non-intercourse Law, 290,

291 ; the moderate men of all parties

gratified by Erskine's treaty, 317 ;

declarations of the ultra-Federalists

before and after its rejection, 317,

818 ; a war party created among the

Republicans by its rejection, 320;

party excitement in 1812, 371 ; Feder-

alists represent the Administration

as afraid of war, 371, 372; they de-

nounce the war as soon as declared,

371, 372; they bitterly oppose the war

in Congress in 1812-13, 372, et seq.;

they denounce and obstruct the war

in state legislatures and elsewhere,

878-385, 387, 388; spirit of parties in

Congress on purchase of Mr. Jefferson's

library in 1814, 408, et seq. ; ultra-

Federalists in Massachusetts call Hart-

ford Convention, etc., 411; action in

other New England States, 412; body
of the Federalists in middle and south-

ern States oppose no factious opposi-

tion to the war, 413, 414; many of

them bear arms and lend money to

Government, 414 ; their young men
go over to the Republicans, and thus

cut off the Federal succession. 414.

Peck, Judge Jared, arrest of under Sedi-

tion law and the effect. Vol. II. 420.

Pendleton, Edmund, described as a legis-

lator by Jefferson, Vol. I. 198 ; ap-

pointed a law reviser, 203 ; his part c»r

of the revision, 208 ; his views on co-

dification, 208 ; an anecdote of by
Jefferson, 215 ; elected a judge of

court of chancery, 215 ; had no share

in drafting the revised laws, 217 ; he

complains to Washington that Hamil-

ton conforms the Treasury department

to the British system. Vol. II. 194;
complains of Assumption law, etc.,

194 ; thanked by Washington for his

letter, 195 ; Jefferson to, urging him
to prepare a second " Patriarchal Ad-
dress," 470, 471 ; the address pre-

pared and its effects, 471 ; his political

character, 471 ; what his political

union with Jefferson portended, 471,

472 ; Jefferson to, on commercial

treaties with the Russians and Turks at

this juncture, 475 ; Congress wear
mourning for his death. Vol. HI. 249.

Pennsylvania, disturbances in western,

Vol. II. 93 ; action of three of the

Cabinet thereon, 94 ; correspondence

of Washington and Hamikon thereon,

94, 95 ; an express sent for Jefferson's

signature, 95, 96 ; the whisky war,

241-244; Jefferson's prediction that

Pennsylvania and Virginia can always

preserve the Union and the Constitu-

tion, 329 ; Fries' Insurrection, 504,

505 ; the State elections in 1799, 606 ;

manoeuvres to throw out its Presiden-

tial vote, 527, 528, 550 ; election of

1800, 570 ; arrangement in regard to

Presidential electors, 571 ; action of

Legislature on recall of Vermont mili-

tia from Canada in 1813, VoL IH. 384.

Phillips, Gen., a convention prisoner in

Virginia, Vol. I. 234, 235 ; his letter

to Gov. Jefferson on the close confine-

ment of Hamilton, 252 ; invades Vir-

ginia, 323, et seq. ; his insolence, 325,

326 ; war on tobacco, 326 ; advances

on Petersburg to join Cornwallis, 327 ;

his death, 329 ; his character while in

Virginia, 329.
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Pickering, Timothy, succeeds Knox as

Secretary of War, Vol. H. 256; a

fanatical hater of France, 274 ; his

angry dispatches to Monroe, 214

;

arguments of his class of politicians

iQ legard to our French and English

treaties, 278, 279 ; his attacks on Mon-
roe, 283 ; his captious communications
to French minister censured by Hamil-

ton, 342 ; his character, 344, 366 ; his

pamphlet attacking Adams, Jefferson,

etc., 365, et seq. ; his hypothesis in

regard to mutilation of Washington's

letter books, etc., 2>'o&,etseq. ; Sparks's

testimony thereon, 369, 370 ; he hunts

up subjects for the Alien laws, 415,

416 ; his intrigues to place Hamilton
over Knox in provisional army, 422

;

his theory that Hamilton had been
sacrificed to build up the reputation of

Washington, 422 ; his indecent boast

to Hamilton, 422 ; his disclosure of

a nomination intended by the Presi-

dent to procure its rejection, 423

;

reasons assigned for this official

treachery, 425 ; his letter to the Presi-

dent accusing Gerry of treachery, 430

;

" shocked and grieved " at the appoint-

ment of a minister to negotiate with

France, 477 ; a curious confession by,

478 ; attempts to retard sending en-

voys to France, 496-498 ; his annoy-
ances of Gerry in the paymert of his

accounts, 502 ; scents sedition in

cock's feathers, 503 ; urges the banish-

ment of Priestley, etc., 503 ; he is re-

moved from the President's Cabinet,

545-547 ; his course on the occasion,

545, 546
;

propriety of the removal,

546, 547 ; furnishes Hamilton with

materials for an attack on the Presi-

dent, 557 ; his speech in U. S. Senate

on treaty for purchase of Louisiana,

Vol. III. 83 ; declares Embargo made
for the benefit of France, 281 ; his dif-

ferent attitudes in regard to British

maritime regulations, 284 ; his conflict-

ing statements in regard to British

impressments, 380, 381 ; his personal

overture to Jefferson in 1821, 473

;

big subsequent unprovoked attack on
him, 474.

Pincknev, the family of, their characters

in politics. Vol. II. 567.

Pinckney, Gen. Charles C, appointed
minister to France, Vol. II. 340 ; not
received by its government, 340 ; ap-

pointed one of three commissioners to

France, 355, 424 ; appointed a general
in provisional army, in 1798, 422

;

nominated for Vice-Presidency, 533
;

Hamilton's attempt to procure his elec-

VOL. III.—46

tion over Adams, 554, et seq. ; his

conduct in the election, 567 ; his per-

sonal character in politics, 507 ; his

views of Jefferson's second message.

Vol. in. 28 ; Federal candidate for

the Presidency, in 1808, 272.

Pinckney, Major Thomas, sent minister

to England, Vol. II. 45 ; Jefferson to,

103 ; his negotiations and dispatches,

189, 231 ; a candidate for the Vice-
Presidency, in 1796, 314, 315.

Pinkney, William, as minister to England
urges his Government to persist in Em-
bargo, Vol. III. 256, 257 ; his negotia-

tions with Canning, in the summer of

1808, 272, et seq.; Benton's and Ran-
dolph's tribute to his character, 274

;

his writte:\ demand for a revocation
of orders in council, 274 ; Canning's re-

plies and his rejoinder, 275, 276 ; Jef-

ferson to, on Missouri Question, 457.

Pleasants, John V., Jefferson to, on the

Constitution oi Virginia, Vol. IIL
500.

Plumer, Gov. William, Vol. m. 473

;

his disclosures in regard to the dis-

union party in New England, 636-638.
Poplar Forest, Mr. Jefferson's house and

life there described by a grand-daugh-
ter. Vol. ni. 342-344.

Preble, Commodore, his energetic con-

duct in the Barbary war, Vol. IIL
138, et seq.

Priestley, Dr. Joseph, his relations with
John Adams, and with Thomas
Cooper's application for an office. Vol.
II. 419 ; Jefferson to, in 1799, on poli-

tics, education, etc., 521, 522; Jeffer-

son to, 644, 645 ; Jefferson to, Vol.
in. 13; Jefferson to, in respect to

Malthus on population, 94.

Quids, origin of. Vol. HI. 158.

Quincy, Josiah, presents Ogden and
Smith's memorial in Congress, VoL
III. 168 ; his accompanying allegations

and retraction, 168 ; moves resolutions

prehminary to an impeachment of the

President, 289 ; they receive one (his

own) vote, 289 ; declares the Govern-
ment cannot " be kicked into a war,"

299 ; declares the Union virtually dis-

solved, etc., 363 ; his speech on th-

war in 1813, 372, 373; his attack on
Jefferson, 378; Clay's reply, 374-376;
his report in Massachusetts Senate
against vote of thanks to Lawrence,
378 ; his report on the admission of
States not comprised in original limits

ofU. S., 379.

Randolph family. Vol. L 7-9.
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Randolph, Edmund, Jefferson to. Vol. I.

372, 376; appointed Attorney-General
in Washington's Cabinet, 598; sketch

of his previous life, 599 ; his Cabinet
opinion on United States Bank bill,

629 ; his Cabinet opinion on Appor-
tionment bill. Vol. II. 51 ; consulted

on Jefferson's answer to Hammond,
57 ; JcffiTson to, in respect to Hamil-
ton's attacks on himself, 91 ; his views
on Pennsylvania disturbances, 94

;

Cabinet opinions on receiving Genet,
on renouncing French treaty, and on
" proclamation of neutrality." 122,

123; drafts the proclamation, 123; his

vacillating views, 129, 130, 131; his

Cabinet opinion on restoring prizes

made by French privateers fitted out

in U. S., 138; Cabinet opinion on de-

manding recall of Genet, and on con-

vening Congress, 175, 176; on instruc-

tions asking Genet's recall, 181 ; Cabi-

net opinions, 186-188; Cabinet opinion
on President's power to change the
place of meeting of Congress, 193 ; on
ordering Genet away, 201 ; on mes-
sages to be made to Congress ; 202

;

on drafts of messages, 205-208 ; his

draft of the explanation of " proclama-
tion of neutrality," 206 ; his draft of
President's speech, 207 ; Jefferson to,

226 ; he is appointed Secretary of
State, 241, 243 ; his supposed implica-

tion by Fauchet's dispatches, 263-265

;

this idea abandoned by candid men,
264 ; his resignation, 265 ; his vindi-

cation commented on by Jefferson,

271, 272; one of Burr's council on his

trial, Vol. HI. 205, 212.

Randolph, George Wythe, his statement

of the affair between John and
Thomas Mann Randolph, Vol. III.

165-167; his recovery of documents
for this work, passim.

Randolph, Isham, third son of William
- of Turkey Island, Vol. I. 10; his mar-

riage, 10 ; his children, 10 ; his

daughter Jane marries Peter Jeffer-

son, 10 ; his style of Uving, hospi-

tality, character, and death, 10.

Randolph, John (son of Sir John), At-

torney-General of Virginia, Vol. I.

121 ; Wirt's description of him, 121
;

is a loyalist, 121 ; Jefferson's two let-

ters to him, 121-123; his and Jeffer-

son's contract about a fiddle, 131.

Randolph, John, of Roanoke, his first

appearance in political life, Vol. II.

494, 495 ; his first speech in Congress,

528 ; army officers jostle him in thea-

tre therefor, 528 ; his letter to Pre-

Bident, 528 ; President refers 't

to House, which refuses to censurr
officers, 529 ; his account of the bal.

loting in the House for President in

1801, 596, 597, 600; he is made
Chairman of Committee of Ways and
Means in seventh Congress, Vol. TTT.

29 ; his resolution on Spanish with-
drawal of right of deposit, etc., 29

;

his course on Yazoo claims, 38 ; his

speech on treaty for purchase of Lou-
isiana, 78 ; takes the lead in impeach-
ment of Judge Chase, 122, et seq.

;

offers constitutional amendment, mak-
ing U. S. judges removable on a joint

address of Congress, 124; his resolu-

tion in 1806 on President's message
on affairs with Spain, 153 ; leads the
opposition, 153; the causes of his de-
fection, 153, et seq.; his character,

153-157 : Jefferson's impressions of
his defection, 158 ; his quarrel with
Thomas Mann Randolph, 164-167

;

attacks the Administration in the news-
papers, 173 ; moves a resolution of
inquiry in reference to Burr's conspi-

racy, 194; is foreman of grand jury
which indicts Burr for treason, 212.

Randolph, Mrs. Martha Jefferson (see

Martha Jefferson), her father to. Vol.
n. 14, 15, 17, 18, 19. 20, 21, 75, 76;
her father to, in regard to his retire-

ment, 112, 113; her father to, 191,

192, 220, 221; her appearance, 223;
Randolph of Roanoke's opinion of,

224; her father to, 338, 339, 358, 879,

405, 407, 408, 410, 481, 534, 535, 537;
why her father's letters to her are not
further published, 669 ; her father to,

Vol. III. 45 ; her indignation at

Thomas Moore's attacks on her father,

and the sequel, 118, 119; her father's

last written communication to, 545;
her death, 564.

Randolph, Peyton, President of Congress
in 1774, Vol. I. 98 ; leaves Congress,

and is succeeded by Jefferson, 107.

Randolph, Thomas J. (oldest grandson
of Mr Jefferson), Jefferson to, describ-

ing his own early fife. Vol. I. 22, 23;
describes Jefferson's source of small

facts, 45 ; states amount of Jefferson's

patrimony, etc., 65 ; describes Jeffer-

son's riding, etc., 68 ; describes Jeffer-

son's habits of conversation, 403, 404;
he is sent to school at Philadelphia at

fifteen. Vol. III. 231 ; his description

of visit to Jefferson on the journey,

232 ; anecdote of Jefferson by, 232

;

Jefferson to, 271 ; takes the manage-
ment of Jefferson's estate in 1814,

334, 433 ; states the number of letters

written and received by Jefferson
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478 ; visits John Adams in 1826, 494;
Jefferson to, in 1826, 531 ; his account

of Jefferson's death, 543, 644; his

proceeding as Jeffersons executor,

5f>l, et xeg. ; he declares that Jefferson

did not communicate his peculiar re-

ligious opinions to his family, 561
;

publishes an edition of Jefferson's

Works, 564 ; his statements concern-

ing life, character, etc., of Jefferson,

671-676.
Randolph, Thomas Mann, to Jefferson,

soliciting advice in regard to his pur-

suits. Vol. I. 479; marries Martha
Jefferson, 558 ; his character and
prospects, 558, 559 ; Jefferson to, on
results of election in 1792, Vol. II.

102 ; his attainments and characteris-

tics, 224, 226 ; his property, 225

;

Jefferson to, on overthrow of French
Directory, and " our Bonaparte," 523

;

Jefferson to. on result of Presidential

electionof 1800, 601 ; his quarrel with

John Randolph at close of ninth Con-
gress, Vol. in. 1G4, 165 ; the circum-

stances, 165-167; Jefferson to, 290;
causes of his pecuniary misfortunes,

327, 328 ; appointed Colonel of the

20th TJ. S. Regiment in 1813, 327;
elected Governor of Virginia in 1819,

327, 474 ; his death, 564.

Randolph, William, of Turkey Island, his

descent, Vol. I. 7, 8 ; his marriage, 8
;

his wife's family, 8 ; his death, 8 ; his

character, 8 ; his offices, 8 ; his child-

ren, 8 ; founder of the Virginia

family, 8 ; importance of his descend-

ants, 9 ; remains of his mansion, 9.

Raynal, Abbe, his theory of animal de-

generacy in America, Vol. I. 366

;

his encounter with Franklin, 366.

Repudiation, Jefferson opposed to, Vol.
II. 49, 80. 614, 615, 616, 619.

Rice, Rev. Dr. John, Vol. in. 466.

Riedesel, Baron and Baroness of, at

Charlottesville, Vol. I. 234, 235, 236.

Ritchie, Thomas, editor of Richmond
Enquirer, Vol. III. 360; Jefferson's

opinion of him, 360 ; Jefferson to, 472
;

Jefferson declares his paper " the best

that is published, or ever has been
published in America," 495.

Rittenhouse, David, Vol. I. 410; presi-

dent of Democratic society of Phila-

delphia, Vol.11. 165; ceases to take
part in it in after years, 255 ; his

opinion of Jefferson's plow of least

resistance, 308.

Roane, Judge, his articles in Richmond
Enquirer on a decision of Judge Mar-
shall, Vol. in. 453 ; his correspond-
ence with Jefferson thereon, 453 ; Jef-

ferson to, on the Missouri Question,

460.

Rochefoucauld-Liancourt, Duke de la,

Jefferson to, on French Constitution,

Vol. I. 611; his vjsit and journal at

Monticello, Vol. II. 302-307.
Rodney, Ciesar, opposed to treaty of

London, Vol. II. 266.

Rodney, Cassar A., his speech on treaty

for purchase of Louisiana, Vol. HI.
80 ; attorney-general in Jefferson's

Cabinet, 209, 219.

Rodgers, Commodore, succeeds Barron
in command in Mediterranean, Vol.
m. 143 ; his statements in regard to

British impressments, 381.

Rouerie, Marquis de la, draws out Jeffer-

son's only reply to an offensive com-
munication. Vol. I. 5U4.

Rowan, Archibald Hamilton, Jefferson

to, offering him protection against

Alien laws. Vol. U. 414.

Rush, Dr. Benjamin, Jefferson to, Vol.
II. 300 ; Jefferson to, on his own
health, studies, etc., VoL III. 364,

365 ; his attempts to produce a recon-

ciliation between Adams and Jefferson,

365 ; his death, 389 ; Jefferson's eulo-

gium on his character, 390 ; Jeffer-

son's letter to him on religion, 556-558.

Rush, Richard, Jefferson to, on Missouri

Question, VoL III. 457, 458 ; Jeffer-

son solicits his aid in selecting Profes-

sors for Virginia University, 497, 498.

Russell, Lord John, his comments on
Declaration of Independence, Vol. I.

170.

Rutledge, the family of, their character

in politics, Vol. II. 567.

Rutledge, Edward, Jefferson to, on Feder-

al Constitution, VoL I. 489 ; Jefferson

to, on " scrippomony" and French Rev-
olution, Vol. n. 13 ; he opposes treaty

of London, 266 ; Jefferson to, on the

treaty, 269 ; Jefferson to, in 1797,

355.

Rutledge, John, opposes treaty of Lcn-
don. Vol. II. 266 ; his nomination as

Chief Justice rejected by Senate, 271

;

reasons for, 271, 285.

Samson, Mr., an exile in U. S., Vol. IL
402.

Saxe-Weimar, Duke of. his account of

his visit to Monticello, Vol. III. 521,

522 ; description of hiui by Wirt, 523.

Say, Jean Baptiste, Jefferson to, in re-

spect to his and Maltlius's theories, VoL
in. 94; Jefferson to, in 1814, on Vir-

ginia statistics, 423.

Schuyler, General, VoL H. 23, 827.

Seal of the United States, comnuttee t«
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prepare device for, Vol. 1. 192 ; Jeffer-

son's proposed device, 11)2.

Sedgwick, Theodore, his view of Demo-
cracy, Vol. I. 585, 586 ; in Congress,

etc., Vol. n. 24, 44, 103, 117, 119,

230, 270, 290, 292 ; his letter to Hamil-

ton on President's appointing a minis-

ter to France in 1799, etc., 477 ; op-

posed to electing Burr over Jefferson

in 1801, 583; veers round, 586, 687;
absents himself from inauguration, 630

;

his views of Jefferson's second message,

Vol. m. 28.

Sedition Law passed, Vol. H. 395, 396
;

how far enforced, 417-421.

Sergeant, Mr.. Attorney-General of Penn-
sylvania, Vol. n. 165.

Shadwell, birth-place of Jefferson, Vol.
I. 2, 3 ; its appearance in 1851, 2,.3.

Shay's Insurrection, Jefferson's views

on. Vol. 1.458, 459, 463, 464, 479;
its effect on parties, 563 ; character of

those engaged in it, 563, 564.

Short, William, accompanies Jefferson to

France as his private secretary. Vol.
L 413 ; his anecdotes of Jefferson's de-

portment there, 421 ; Jefferson to, in

1791, declaring existence of a mon-
archical party in U. S., Vol. II. 11, 12

;

he is appointed minister to the Hague,
46 ; Jefferson to, 49 ; Jefferson to, on
French Revolution, 108, 109 ; Jefferson

to, on diplomatic tenures, 670 ; Jeffer-

son to, on threatened Eastern defection

in 1814, Vol. m. 419; Jefferson to,

on Missouri Question, 456 ; Jefferson

to, in 1825, on the aims of the early

American parties, 523.

Sinclair, Sir John, Jefferson to, holding

out a friendly signal to England, Vol.
m. 67 ; Jefferson to, in regard to

suppression of a friendly overture made
by himself to England, 430, 431.

Simcoe, Col., his expedition to the Point

of Fork, VoL L 334; his success,

335.

Skipwith, Fulwar, marries Jefferson's

wife's sister, Vol. I. 63 ; American
Consul-Gene ral in France, Vol. 11.

426.

Slavery, Vol. 1. 58, 95 ; bills concerning,

in law revision of Virginia, 227 ; Jef-

ferson's views of, 370 ;
proviso in Ordi-

nance of Northwestern Territory con-

cerning, 398, 399 ; Jefferson on de-

portation of insurgent blacks, etc..

Vol. II. 673, 674; Jefferson on same
subject, Vol. m. 15; recommends
abolition of slave trade, 191 ; his letter

to Coles in regard to slavery, emanci-
pation, etc., 406 ; the Missouri Ques-
tion, 454-460 ; Jefferson to Sparks,

proposing method of emancipation,
etc., 498, 499 ; Jefferson to Heatoc
on slavery, 539 ; synopsis of his views
on, 667-6"69.

Small, Dr. William, his early influence on
Jefferson, Vol. I. 23.

Smith, Rev. Cotton Mather, his charges
against Jefferson in 1800,Vol. II. 567.

Smith, John, U. S. Senator from Ohio, a
resolution to expel as an accomplice
of Burr, Vol. HI. 244; proceeding!*

thereon. 244-246.
Smith, Robert, appointed Secretary of

the Navy, Vol. II. 640 ; sketch of him,

640, 641.

Smith, Gen. Samuel, Vol. 11. 295 ; hig

testimony in regard to Bayard's tempt-
ing him in the election of 1801, 610,

611; his deposition that he was the
maker of no stipulation between Jef-

ferson and Bayard, 615-617 ; his de-

position misunderstood, 618 ; his full

statement of the affair in a letter, 618-
620 ; he is offered the secretaryship

of the Navy, 635, 639 ; serves until

Robert Smith's appointment, 639

;

sketch of his life, 639 ; his remarks
on dry docks, Vol. HI. 43.

Smith, T. J., Jefferson to, laying down
rules of life. Vol. HI. 524, 525.

Smith, Col. William S. (son-in-law of
John Adams), his connection with Cin
cinnati, Vol. I. 409 ; secretary of le-

gation in England, 444 ; travels with
Jefferson, 448 ; Jefferson's tribute to

his honesty, 465 ; a conversation with
Jefferson, Vol. 11. 115 ; appointment
in provisional army negatived by the

Senate, 424; circumstances under
which this occurred, 423, 424.

Smith, William, of S. C, VoL I. 24, 103,

119, 227, 230, 567, 569.

Somers, Captain, commands the ketch
Intrepid in attempt to fire the Tripoli-

tan fleet, VoL in. 138-140.

Soules, M., Jeflerson furnishes matter to,

for a work on America, Vol. I. 453.
South Carolina, character of its early

Federal leaders, Vol. II. 567 ; votes

ten thousand dollars to Mr. Jefferson's

daughter, VoL HI. 562.

Spafibrd, Horatio G , Jefferson to, on
Hume and Blackstoue, VoL III. 402

;

Jeflerson to, on the materials for his

own biograghy, 452.

Sparks, Jared, Vol.1. 318; his supposed
countenance of charge that Washing-
ton's letter books were mutilated by
Lear, VoL II. 369, 370 ; his decisive

testimony on this point, 370 ; his re-

marks on " Langhorne letter," 371,

373 ; Jefferson to, on slavery coloniza
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tion, etc., Vol. HI. 498, 499 ; Jeffer-

son to, on religion, 559.

St. Etienne. M. tie, Jefferson to, propos-
ing a compromise between parties and
an outliue ol' a constitution lor France,
Vol. I. 523-525.

Stael, Madame de, Jefferson to. Vol. HL
28U, 386.

Steuben, Baron von, in command in

Virginia wlieu Arnold's invasion was
threatened, Vol. I. 295 ; Washington's
letter to him on the occasion, 295

;

intrusted by Gov. Jefferson with de-

fence of the State, 297 ; his measures,

299, 301, 304, 324; retreats from
Point of Forii, 335 ; his previous mili-

tary experience and character, 346
;

his difficulties in Virginia, 346.

Stevens, General Edward, his Virginia

militia fly at battle of Camden, Vol. I.

270; their desertion, etc., 272; nis

corps discharged, 309 ; wounded at

battle' of Guilford Court-House, 312;
in the House of Delegates, 336.

Stewart, A., Jefferson to, on American
overtrading in Europe, Vol. I. 442.

Stewart, Mr., Jefferson to, on constitution

of Virginia, Vol. H. 25, 26.

Stiles, Rev. Dr. Ezra, Jefferson to, on
receiving appointment of Doctor of

Laws from Yale College, Vol. I. 458.

Stoddert, Benjamin, Secretary of the

Navy, his character, Vol. II. 345 ; ac-

cused by Wolcott of cunning, 557
;

offers his resignation to Jefferson, 627.

Story, Rev. Isaac, Jefferson to, on reli-

gion. Vol. II. 674.

Stuart, Dr., Jefferson to, on proper de-

gree of commerce and navigation for

U. S., Vol. m. 442.

Style, Jefferson's views on. Vol. HI.
391-394, 487.

Sullivan James, Jefferson to. Vol. II.

330.

Sumpter, Colonel Thomas, Vol. I. 262,

270, 279.

Talbot, Silas, his statements in regard to

British impressments. Vol. HI. 381.

Talleyrand, negotiations with American
envoys. Vol. 11. 386, 387.

Tallmadge, Mr., his speech on the war in

1813, Vol.m. 374.

Tarleton, Lieut.-Col, surprises Lieut.-

Col. Wa.shington, Vol. I. 261 ; cuts

off Biiford at the Waxhaws, 261, 262;
his character as a soldier and his

legion, 262-264 ; surprises Sumpter at

Catawba Ford, 270 ; dispatched to

Charlottesville, 334 ; his rapid advance,

335 ; attempts to seize the governor
and legislature, 336-328 ; his humane

orders respecting the treatment of
Monticello, 339 ; anecdote of his soldier-

ship, 339 ; rejoins Cornwallis, 339,
340.

Taylor, Colonel John, of Caroline, Jeffer-

son to, on disunion and foreign neu-
trality in 1798, Vol. H. 447 ; Jefferson

to, on the course to be pursued in

1798, 452-454 ; his activity in the
Virginia elections in 1799, 492 ; Jef^

ferson to, on his own retirement from
office, Vol.111. 132.

Tazewell, Henry, Jefferson to, on man-
ner of his being notified of election to
Vice-Presidency, Vol. U. 333.

Ternant, M. de, Minister of France to
U. S., Vol. n. 45.

Tesse, la Comtesse de, Jefferson to, con-
cerning the measures to be adopted by
the Assembly of Notables, Vol. 1. 467,
468.

Texas, Jefferson's views on title of U. S.

to, and on subsequent alienation of
that title. Vol. HI. 471, 472.

Thompson, Charles, Jefferson to, describ-

ing his bodily condition and habits,

Vol. in. 426.

Ticknor, George, his correspondence with
Jefferson, Vol. HI. 495, et seq. ; Jef-

ferson's partiality for him, 496 ; in-

vited to Monticello to aid in preparing
regulations for University, 496 ; he
visits Monticello in 1824, 504.

Tiffin, Governor of Ohio, Jefferson to,

commending his zeal in suppressing
Burr's conspiracy. Vol. III. 18*7.

Tilley, M. de, his exjiedition against Arnold
at Portsmouth, Vol. I. 317.

Tompkins, Daniel D., elected to Congress,

Vol. III. 149 ; as Governor of New
York puts down infractions of Embargo
in that State, 262 ; elected Vice-Presi-

dent in 181Y.

Treaty of London (or Jay's Treaty),

formed, VoL II. 258 ; conduct of Eng-
land pending ratification, 259-261

;

ratified by U. S., 262 ; unpopularity

of the treaty, 265, 267 ; ratified by
England, 286 ;

proclaimed by the Pre-

sident, 286 ; struggle on, in Congress,

286, 295 ; character of, 299-301.

Tri.st, Mrs., Jefferson to, on French
society, VoL I, 432.

Trist, Nicholas P., his residence at Mon-
ticello, Vol. I. 40 ; marries a grand-

daughter of Mr. Jefferson, 40 ; his

memoranda at Monticello, 40; gives

Jefferson's description of Patrick

Henry, 40 ; Madison to, on Jefferson's

use of "strong round terms," 168;
his memoranda, 182, 231, 232, 631

;

VoL n. 74, 75 ; letters returned to
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him by Madison, 316-320 ; his memo-
randa, 325, 3-26, 422, 423; Vol. HI.
255, 5ir2; with Mr. Jefferson in his

last illness, 543; recollections of the

closing scene, 545-547 ; Mr. Madison

to, on Jefferson's death and character,

550 ; Judge Carr to, on same, 551

;

his memoranda, 585, 594, 595 ; Madi-

son to, asking return of his letters to

Jefferson, 604, 605; memoranda, 631;
Henry Lee to, respecting character

and death of Jefferson, 663.

Truxton, Commodore, his capture of

La Vengeance, Vol. EI. 530, 531 ; ap-

proached by Burr, Vol. HI. 1*74.

Tucker, George, VoL I. 31, 32, 310;
his authorized statement in respect to

establishment of National Gazette,

Vol. n. 74 ; mentions sources of

errors in Marshall's historical state-

ments, 171, 172 ; his statement in re-

gard to Gen. Lee, 608 ; his statement

of the effects of Jefferson's letter to

Kercheval, VoL HI. 429 ; his state-

ment of the religious views of profes-

sors of Virginia University, 467.

Tyler, John, Jefferson to, in regard to

Tripohtan war, VoL in. 138; Gover-

nor of Virginia, 304.

Unger, Lieut, de, a Convention prisoner,

VoL I. 235.

United Irishmen, their constitution and
objects. Vol. n. 401.

University, Jefferson's bill for, in law

revision of Virginia, Vol. I. 226.

University of Virginia, sketch of its his-

tory by Professor Minor, Vol. III. 461,

462 ; a history of the University, in-

cluding the correspondence of Jeffer-

son and Cabell, etc., published in 1856,

461 ; meeting of Commissioners at

Rockfish Gap in 1818, 462, 463; Board
of Visitors chosen, 463 ; Jefferson ap-

pointed Rector, 463 ; the plan of the

buildings, 463; their unexpected ex-

pense, 464 ; Jefferson's coadjutors,

464, 465 ; an exciting episode in 1820,

465, et seq.; institution charged with

being a machine for proselyting and
corrupting youth, 467 ; list of profess-

ors and their rehgious views, 467, 468;
offer of Rector and Visitors to admit
chairs of theology, 468, 469 ; the pro-

priety of estabhshing such chairs with

funds of the institution considered,

469, 470; the offer of Rector engrafted

in the by-laws, 470 ; institution meets
with rubs in 1824, 496 ; Professors

selected in England, 497, 498 ; delay

in their arrival, 511; their qualifica-

tions, 511 ; opening of the institution,

611 ; Dr. Dunglison's Memoranda, 512,

et seq.; the buildings, etc., 512, 513;
the regulations and discipline, 517-
519.

Utley, Dr., Jefferson to, describing his

own physical habits, etc., VoL in.
450.

Van Buren, Jefferson to, in regard to

Mazzei letter, etc., VoL n. 369 ; VoL
m. 502, 608-614.

Van Cortlandt, Gen. Pierre, VoL 11. 574.

Van Ness, William P., his statements

concerning Burr's agency in the New-
York election of 1800, VoL n. 573

;

his character, 575.

Vergennes, Count de, French minister

of Foreign Affairs, Vol. I. 422 ; his

official deportment towards Jefferson

in France, 422, 439, 440; death of,

463 ; Jefferson's opinion of, 465.

Virginia, Topography of, Vol. I. 1 -3

;

settlement of, 3 ; early inhabitants of,

3-5 ; action of Burgesses, in 1769, 58

;

political events in, from 1770 to 1773,

59, 60; proceedings of Burgesses in

1773, 77-80; committee of correspon-

dence appointed, 79; news of Boston
Port bill received, 84 ; action of the

Burgesses thereon, 84, 85 ; they form
a non-importing association, and call a
general congress, 85 ; agree on a con-

vention, 85 ; instructions of the coun-

ties, 86, et seq.; Albemarle instruc-

tions, 86, 87; Fairfax instructions, 88;
Hanover instructions, 88 ; first con-

vention meets in 1774, 88 ; appoints

delegates to general Congress, 88

;

instructions to delegates, 98 ; county
committees of safety organized, 99

;

second convention and its proceed-

ings, 100-104 ; the people fly to arms,

105 ; Henry's advance on Williams-

burg, 106 ; Lord North's conciliat-

ory proposition received and rejected,

107, 108 ; Governor Dunmore driven

out, 109, 110; delegates to Congress

appointed, 121; delegates instructed to

move for independence, 139, 140; re-

solution to form an independent State

Constitution, 139 ; the instrument

drafted by George Mason, i35; dele-

gates to Congress chosen in 1776, 195;
effects of abolition of entails in, 199-

202 ; account of the religious estabhsh*

ment of, 203; a Dictator proposed,

206 ; legislative session of 1777, 209
;

Congressional delegates elected in

1777, 211 ; autumn session of Legisla-

ture, 213; a contest between the

houses, 214; Articles of Confederatior

ratified, 214 ; Jefferson's judiciary bi'Jj
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adopted, 215
;
judges of the court of

chancery elected, 215, 216; church
levies suspended, 216; the revised

laws reported, 217; church establish-

ment overthrown, 219-223; educa-

tional bills, 223-226; slavery bills,

227 ; criminal code, 227 ; liite of the

revision, 229
;
gloomy prospects of

the State in 1779, 239-245; its natural

exposedness, 241, 242, 244; its militia

disarmed, 242 ; its regulars in other

States, 243; Mathew's preceding in-

cursion, 245 ; it is threatened on the

west, 245, 246 ; Governor Hamilton
placed in irons, 251 ; threats of retalia-

tion, 253; the sequel, 254; the French
treaties ratified, 255; it takes posses-

sion of its western territories, 256
;

its claim to these disputed, 258; its

protest in 1779, 258; its losses by the

fall of Charleston, 261; war prepara-

tiotis in 1780, 265; why they could

not be -carried out, 265; ladies of the

State contribute their ornaments, 266

;

eiforts of the Governor, 266, et seq.

;

losses at Camden, 270 ; flight of the

mihtia, 270; f\ill session of Legisla-

ture, 277 ; British plans against the

State in 1780, 284 ; invaded by Gen.
Leslie, 284

;
preparations against Les-

lie, 285 ; convention prisoners re-

moved, 285 ; situation and efforts for

defence, 288-290; cedes Northwest
Territory to U. S., 293 ; expedition
against Detroit renewed, 294 ; inva-

sion of Arnold, 296, et seq. ; Legisla-

ture adjourn, 297; Richmond captured,

299 ; the public losses, 300 ; assembling
of State troops, 301-304; Attempt to

seize Arnold, 306 ; the Cherokees
chastised, 307; the battle of Cowpens,
307; efforts for Greene, 309-311,
battle of Guilford Court-House, 312

;

meeting of Legislature in 1781, 321,
322 ; invasion of PhiUips, 323, et seq.

;

assembling of State troops, 325 ; ene-

my penetrate to Manchester, 325 ; the

tobacco war, 326 ; Greene marches
into the Carolinas and leaves Virginia

to her fate, 327 ; Legislature meet and
disperse, 330 ; Cornwallis's movements
in the State, 333, et seq. ; his barbari-

ties, 340, et seq. ; why these should
be remembered, 345 ; Legislature

meet and again fly, 348 ; second Dic-
tator project, 348, 351 ; Jefferson re-

tires, and Gen. Nelson elected Gover-
nor, 352 ; legislative inquiry into

Jefferson's official conduct, 353, et

seq. ; resolutions of Legislature there-

on, 359 ; elections to fourth Congress,
VoL n. 270; House of Delegates

approve of Senators voting against

treaty of London, 270 ; vote of mem-
bers of Congress on resolution asking

the President for papers in regard to

treaty of London, 287 ; all its dele-

gation but one vote against carrying

out treaty of London, 295 ; resolutions

of, in 1798, drafted by Madison and
offered by Taylor, 454; elections in

1799, 491.

Volney, Count do, flight from U. S.,

VoL n. 388 ; his character, 388.

Waldo, Jefferson to, on style in writing,

etc.. Vol. in. 391 ; Jefferson declares

his opposition to purism and approba-
tion of neology, 391, 392 ; Jefferson

suggests other methods of adding to

the copiousness of the English lan-

guage, 392, 393.

Walker, Col, Mr. Jefferson's guardian,

anecdote of. Vol. I. 22.

Walsh, Kobert, Jefferson to, paying a
tribute to Franklin, Vol. III. 449.

Ward, Gen. Artemas, Vol. 11. 24.

Washington, Bushrod, legatee of General
Washington's papers, Vol. III. 370;
his opinion of the charge that they had
suffered mutilation, 370; consulted in

regard to " Langhorne letter," 372.

Washington, George, supposed party
against, in Congress, Vol. I. 147-
152 ; his views of the church estab-

lishment, 222; placed "between two
fires " in regard to Southern war, 269

;

his views of aflairs in Virginia in 1780-
81, 314, 315 ; marks out miUtary poli-

cy pursued by Governor Jefferson, 315

;

letters to Jefferson and Steuben, 314,

315 ; his plan of campaign of 1781,

316; proposes to Rochambeau an
expedition against Arnold, 317 ; orders

Lafayette South, 317; becomes alarm-

ed for the South, 318, 319; Jefferson

to, 372, 386; to Jefferson, 387; his

resignation, 392 ; address of Congress
to, written by Jefferson, 392 ; corres-

pondence with Jefferson on internal

improvements, 405 ; correspondence
with Jefferson in regard to Cincinnati,

406-409 ; their personal interview on
the subject, 409; Jefferson to, 440;
Jefferson to, in regard to Cincinnati,

457 ; Jefferson to, on European affairs,

484, 485; Jefferson to, on the new-

federal Constitution, etc., 502 ; Jeffei'-

son to, on influence of women in

French politics, etc., 505 ; Jcflerson

to, concerning the position of Lafay-

ette, 521 ; Jefferson to in respect to

leturnijig home, etc., 5C9; he appoints
Jefferson Secretary of State, 554, 555,
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00*1 nis belief of the existence of

mouarcliical views in U. S., 568 ; mem-
bers and political construction of his

Cabinet, 594-599 ; attempts a balance

of parties, 599, et seq. ; reasons for,

C02, 603; his own political views, 602,

603; views of our Spanish relations,

616; Spanish relations, 613, et seq.;

consults Cabinet on allowing Lord Dor-

chester's passage, etc., 618; their re-

plies, 618-621; consults Vice-President

Adams thereon, 621 ; withdraws diplo-

matic agent from England, 627 ; con-

sults Cabinet on bill creating U. S. Bank,

629, 630; signs bill with reluctance,

630, 631; his custom of dividing Cabi-

net and departmental questions, 630;

division of parties, 632, 633 ; Cabinet

alienations commencing, 635, et seq.

;

his Southern tour, in 1791, Vol. EC. 2 ;

JeSerson to, in relation to his note to

J. B. Smith, 2, 3 ; French instructions,

11 ; his biography, by Marshall, when
published, 37 ; apprised of political

divisions in his Cabinet, 49 ; consults

Cabinet on Apportionment bill, 51

;

vetoes the bill, 51 ; Spanish rendition

treaty proposed to Spain, 53 ;
French

affairs, 53, 54 ; English affairs, 54, 56
;

how far Jefferson's views concurred

with his on foreign policy, 60 ; urged

by Jefferson and other members of

Cabinet, not to retire, 61, et seq. ; an-

swer to Jeff'erson's complaints about

public affairs, 65, 66 ; writes Jefferson

and Hamilton deploring feuds in his

Cabinet, 77 ; Jefferson's reply, 78-82
;

Hamilton's reply, 83, 84 ; import of

the two replies, 85 ; how far the pro-

fessions and practices of each of the

Secretaries coincided, 85 ; conversa-

tion with Jefferson, 86, 87 ; urges Jef-

ferson not to retire, 87 ; the divisions

in his Cabinet the result of its political

structure, 90 ; his letter to Jefferson,

92 ; his action in regard to Pennsyl-

vania disturbances, 95, 96 ; he calls a

Cabinet consultation on Spanish affairs,

97 ; the Cabinet meeting 97 ; Hamil-

ton proposes an Enghsh defensive

alliance, 98 ; rejected by the President,

99 ; habitual difference of their views

of foreign policy, 99, 100 ; President

consents to a reelection, 101 ; consults

Cabinet on suspending payments to

France, 104, 105 ; his non-concurrence

with the Federalists in his pohcy to-

wards France, 105 ; an important con-

versatiou with Jefferson, 105, 106

;

approves of Jefferson's " Catholic prin-

ciple of Republicanism," 107 ; state

of personal relations in the Cabinet,

111-113; President urges a coalitior

between Jefferson and Hamilton, 114;
French affairs, 115, 116; a conversa-
tion with Jefferson, 116 ; determines
to recall Morris, 116 ; enters his

second term, 120; consults Cabinet
on declaring neutrality in the war be-

tween England and France, etc., 122

;

consults Cabinet on receiving French
minister, and continuing treaty with
France in force, 122 ; meeting of the

Cabinet and result, 122, 123; procla-

mation of neutrality defeated, 123 ; the

proclamation as issued, 123 ; Presi-

dent's views on receiving Genet, 124

;

his feelings towards the Repubhcan
government of France, 124; instructs

Morris to respect government de facto,

126; his posture in Cabinet after Ge-
net's arrival, 129, 132; his decisions

on subjects of English minister's com-
plaints, 135,136 ; consults Cabinet on
the restitution of prizes taken by
French privateers fitted out in U. S.,

137 ; decides in accordance with Jef-

ferson's and Randolph's views, 138,

139 ; consults Cabinet on Indian dis-

turbances, 142 ; his decisive action

towards Spain, 143-145 ; his feelings

towards France, 146, 147 ; his deter-

mined front against the Anglo-Spanish
alliance, 147, 148 ; the good under-

standing between him and Jefferson

on foreign affairs, 147, 148 ; the rest

of the Cabinet apparently not consult-

ed on the Spanish instructions, 148

;

visits Mt. Vernon, 157 ; affair of Little

Democrat, 167, et seq. ; repairs to

Philadelphia, 169; warm note to Jef-

ferson and the reply, 169, 170; calls

Cabinet meeting, 170 ; approves course

of Jefferson, 171; Spanish instructions,

173 ; consults Cabinet on demanding
Genet's recall, and on convening Con-
gress, 175, 176 ;

" that rascal Fre-

neau," 176 ; dissuades Jefferson from
resigning, 177-179; letter to Jefferson,

ISO ; Cabinet meeting on draft of let-

ter asking Genet's recall, 180, 181

;

President voted down, 181 ; consults

Cabinet on French and English com-
mercial regulations, etc., 186-188

;

consults Cabinet on power of changing

place of meeting of Congress, 193;
consults Cabinet on ordering Genet
away, 201, 203 ; debate thereon, 201,

203 ; on the messages to be made to

Congress, 202 ; his view of the " pro-

clamation of neutrality," 202 ; effects

of not ordering away Genet, 203-2U5;

these due to Washington, 205 ; the

messages discussed, 205-208 ; a chp,-uc-
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teristic debate in the Cabinet, 20V

;

the drafting of President's papers by
members of his Cabinet, 208-211 ; he
again urges Jefferson not to resign,

215 ; Jett'erson's resignation, 215

;

President's answer, 215, 216 ; Jeifer-

9on to the President, 229 ; British

orders in council, of 1793, 230 ; Lord
Dorchester's speech, 230

;
proposition

in Congress thereon, 231 ; President

nominates Chief-Justice Jay envoy
extraordinary to Great Britain, 231

;

resentment of the Republicans, 232;
the Whislvy war, 241-243 ; his views

of Democratic societies, 243 ; his

anxiety to preserve balance of parties

in his Cabinet, 244, et seq. ; he invites

JefiFerson to reenter his Cabinet, 245
;

reconstruction of the Cabinet, 245, et

.itq. ; refusal of Republicans to serve

therein, 245, 246-248 ; they force the

President from his political neutrality,

248, 282, 285 ; their impohtic assault

on Jay's mission, 249, 283 ; the Presi-

dent not a party manager, 250 ; he
denounces Democratic societies in his

message at second session of third

Congress, 251 ;
proceedings of Con-

gress thereon, 252 ; his dissatisfaction

with Jay's treaty, 258, 259, 262 ; hu-

miliations inflicted on U. S. by England
pending its ratification, 259 ; these

sorely and keenly felt by the Presi-

dent, 260; circumstances which led

him to ratify the treaty, 262, et seq.

;

Fauchet's intercepted dispatches, 263,

264; scene in the Cabinet thereon,

and Randolph's resignation, 264, 265
;

Jay's treaty universally unpopular, 265,

et seq. ; meetings to denounce it in

principal cities, 265, 266 ; the second
Cabinet completed, 265 ; the Presi-

dent now first avowedly and severely

attacked, 266, 267 ; reaction caused
thereby, 267 ; speech to fourth Con-,

gross, and addresses of the Houses,

270, 271 ; President's instructions to

Monroe, 275 ; his " marginal notes,"

on " Monroe's view," 275 ; compara-
tive effects of treaty of London and
treaty of 1778, 277, 278 ; receives the
flag of France from M. Adet, and his

reply, 279, 280
;
personal feelings to-

wards France it avowed, 281, 282 ; his

difference with his Cabinet on this sub-

ject, 282 ; treaty of London ratified

by Great Britain, 285, 286 ; treaty

proclaimed to be a law by the Presi-

dent, and then sent to Congress, 286
;

dissatisf\iction of the Republicans
thereat, 286 ; President refuses to

communicate the papers at the request

of the House, 286, 287 ; effect of hip

message on the occasion, 288 ; Kit-

chell's resolutions as to the powers of

the llouse in regard to treaties, 288
;

resolutions passed, 288 ; the strug-

gle on treaty, 292-295 ; correspon-

dence with Jefferson, 297, 299 ; cha-

racter of treaty of London, 299-

301 ; President's farewell address, 311

;

the " Langhorne letter " addressed to

him, 371 ; the suspicious it gave rise

to, 371-373; his poUtical feelings in

1797, and later, 374; his increduhty
as to a French invasion, in 1798, 392

;

nominated heutenant-geueral, 421
;

accepts on understanding he shall

designate his general officers, 421

;

sends his list of officers to the Presi-

dent and they are appointed, 422 ; in-

duced to change his original purpose
as to their rank, 422 ; the conse-

quences, 423 ; his affection for Hamil-
ton questioned by Madison, 422, 423

;

his views in regard to commissioning
Republican officers in provisional army,
446 ; receives a letter from Barlow, in

1799, in regard to disputes with France,

490 ; his views and action thereon,

490 ; his influence first brought to

bear in a political struggle, 492, etseq.;

urges Patrick Henry to enter House
of Delegates, 492, 493 ; his feeling at

result of Virginia elections, in 1799,

495 ; the Hamiltonians resolve to

bring him forward as a candidate for

the Presidency, in 1800, 516 ; Morris's

letter to him on the subject, 516; his

death, 516 ; demonstrations thereon
at home and in Europe, 516, 517 ; at-

tempt of a party to appropriate his

name, 517, 518
;
propriety of this at-

tempt considered, 518-520 ; his real

position in respect to parties, 520 ; the

pretence that his politics and Hamil-
ton's coincided considered, 518-520.

Washington, Henry A., editor of the

Congress edition of Mr. Jefferson's

Works, VoL I. 357 ; his error in re-

gard to legislative inquiry into Gover-
nor Jefferson's conduct, 367 ; his aim
to treat Jefferson fairly, 368 ; his omis-

sion of letters in Mr. Jefferson's cor-

respondence, and probable explana-

tion, Vol. m. 444, 445.

Waterhouse, Dr., Jefferson to, on the

question of who gave the first impulse

to the Revolution, VoL m. 446 ; Jef-

ferson to, on religion, 559.

Wayles, John, Jett'erson's father in-law,

Vol. I. 62 ; his family, character, etc.,

63 ; his death, 65.

Webster, Daniel, his anecdote of Jeffer-
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son and Buffon, Vol. I. 490, 491 ; his

description of Jefferson as a foreign

minister, 550 ; his description of Jef-

ferson as Secretary of State, Vol. II.

216 ; he prosecutes Lyman for alleg-

ing his connection with the Hartford
Convention, Vol. III. 422 ; he visits

Monticello, 504 ; his recollections of

his visit, 504, et seq.; his description

tf Jefferson's personal appearance,

etc., 505, 506 ; his recollections of
Jefferson's observations on Wirt's Life

of Henry, and on the ciiaracter of

Gen. Jackson, etc., 506 ; the accuracy

of these recollections tested by those

of more familiar witnesses, 506-509.

Webster, Lieut.-Col., his abiUty as a

soldier. Vol. I. 260 ; he is mortally

wounded at Guilford Court-House, 312.

Wendover, Mr., Jefferson to, on right of

clergy to discuss politics in pulpit,

Vol. in. 424, 425.

Whisky war, Vol. II. 241-243.
White, Samuel, speech in U. S. Senate on

treaty for purchase of Louisiana, Vol.
in. 83.

Wickham, John, anecdote of. Vol. I.

217 ; one of Burr's counsel on his trials,

VoL ni. 204, 205.

Wilkinson, Gen. James, approached by
Burr in his first western journey, Vol.
m. 174; in command of the American
troops on the Spanish border, 179

;

correspondence between him and Burr,

179 ; Burr sends Swartwout to his

camp, 179, 180; Burr's and Dayton's

letters to Wilkinson, 180, 181; his

action thereon, 181, et seq.; proclaims

martial law at New Orleans, 182

;

arrests Burr's emissaries, and sends

them to Washington, 182; the Presi-

dent's letters to him, 186-188 ; the

President's opinions of him, 188

;

charges against him and a court of

inquiry ordered by President, 247 ; his

challenge to John Randolph, 247.

Willard, Rev. Dr. Samuel, Jefferson to,

on receiving degree of doctor of laws

from Harvard University, Vol. I. 537.

Williams, David, Jefferson to, on over-

stocking of learned professions, Vol.
m. 91, 92.

Wirt, WilUam, his anecdote of Henry,

Vol. I. 39 ; letters from Jefferson to,

40 ; statement concerning Henry, 48
;

his description of Dabney Carr, 82

;

his account of Henry's and Lee's

speeches on arming the colony, 101,

102 ; his description of Attorney-Gene-

ral John Randolph, 121 ; his mention
of first Dictator project, 206, 207;
his account of the flight of Legislature

from Staunton, 348 ; his mention of
second Dictator project, 348; he is one
of the counsel for the Government on
Burr's trial. Vol. lU. 205 ; his remarks
on the spirit of the opposing counsel
and the court, 206, 207; author of
address of Virginia Legislature to Jef-

ferson on his retirement, 303 ; engaged
by Jefferson to assist Duane, 358, 360;
Jefferson to, contributing materials for

life of Henry, 425 ; Jefierson to, con-
gratulating him on his accession to the

Attorney-Generalship, 445 ; Jefferson's

feelings towards him, 508 ; his last

visit to Monticello, 520.

Wistar, Dr., Jefferson to. Vol. HI. 230.

Wolcott, Oliver, jr., succeeds Hamilton
in the Treasury department, Vol. n.
256 ; his views on treaty of London,
261, 262 ; his account of Fauchet's

dispatches, etc., 264, 265, 283; his

impression of effect of ratifying the

treaty, 297 ; his character, 344, 345

;

his views on commission to France,

347, 348; joins in the intrigue in

relation to officers of the provisional

army, 423 ; opposes the departure
of envoys to France in 1799, 496,

et seq. ; his complaints of the Pre-
sident in this matter, 499 ; his letter

to Hamilton on Pennsylvania affairs,

506 ; his account of state of par-

ties in Congress, 511, 512; his fears

of a coalition between moderate Fede-
ralists and Republicans, 512; his pro-

posed "engine of Government," 512,

513; his unexplained consultations

with Mr. Pitt, 513, 514 ; his descrip-

tion of the new capital in 1800, 542;
solicited by Hamilton to furnish ma-
terials for a private attack on Adams,
554 ; his ready consent, 555 ; his ex-

cuses, for betraying his official princi-

pal, 555-557; his corrections to Ham-
ilton's paper, 561; appointed a justice

of the supreme court by Adams, 624;
his treatment of Mr. Adams, 625.

Wolcott, Oliver, sen., his view of Ameri-
can mode of electing President, Vol. I.

586 ; Madison's opinion and anecdote
of him, VoL n. 325, .320.

Worcester, Rev. Mr., Jefferson to, on
results of war of 1812, VoL HI. 400.

Wormley, an old slave of Mr. Jefferson,

Vol. I. 69 ; his recollections, 70 ; his

account of Mr. Jefferson's reception at

home on his return from France, 562.

553 ; recollections, VoL HI. 332, 562,

Wright, Robert, speech in U. S. Senate,

Vol. in. S3.

Wythe, George, Jefferson studies law

with him, VoL I. 30 ; their intimacy,
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30, 81, 34; their friendship, 46; asso-

ciated iu law cases, 48; they agree as

to power of Parliament in America,

87; he is reelected to Congress, 121;
a member of Virginia Convention in

1776, 140 ; speaks for the resolution

of Independence in Congress, 143 ; a

signer of the Declaration of Independ-
ence, 172; to JeflFerson in 1776 on the

constitution of Virginia, 195 ; described

by Jefl'erson as speaker of the House
of Delegates, 198 ; elected speaker,

209 ; appointed a law reviser, 203

;

gives the thanks of the House to R. H
Lee, 211 ; elected a judge of Court of

Chancery, 216 ; he and Jefferson com-

plete and report the law revision, 217

Jefferson to, concerning his journey in

Italy, 472, 473; his regard for John
Adams, Vol. 11. 326 ; Jefferson to,

concerning parliamentary rules, 356.

Yancey, Col., Jefferson to, in 1816 oc

the prevailing bank mania, Vol. JQI.

427.

Yazoo claims, Vol. m. 37, 38.

THE END.




















